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Foreword
David Milgaard was wrongfully convicted of murder on January 31, 1970, and served 23 years in 

prison. The enormity of such an injustice requires no further comment. He has been exonerated and 

compensated. His hope for this Inquiry is an explanation of why this happened to him and some 

assurance that others will not become victims in this way.

Briefly, the Terms of Reference direct us to inquire into the conduct of the investigation into the death of 

Gail Miller, the prosecution of David Milgaard, the question of whether the investigation should have been 

reopened earlier, and lastly, to make recommendations for the better administration of criminal justice in 

Saskatchewan.

Presented almost four years ago with some 341,634 pages of material, Commission staff faced a 

daunting task of organizing and preparing for the public hearings – one which they accomplished in less 

than a year.

There followed almost two years of public hearings which produced 40,774 pages of transcript and over 

3,000 exhibits, all of which are available for public perusal on the internet at www.milgaardinquiry.ca. 

The effort to reduce the evidence into a coherent report of reasonable length has occupied our time since 

the close of hearings in December of 2006.

We are confident, however, that public exposure of all the facts for the first time has laid to rest many, 

if not all, of the vexing issues relating to this longstanding and regrettable chapter in the administration of 

justice in this province.

Joyce Milgaard led an epic struggle to free her son, beginning in about 1980 and running until he was 

released in 1992. In the course of that effort, the lives of a great many people were deeply affected, and 

public confidence in the administration of justice was shaken. David and Joyce Milgaard were foremost 

amongst those asking for a public inquiry, but many others whose interests had been affected over the 

years also welcomed a thorough public examination of all the facts and issues. At the close of public 

hearings, all parties, through their counsel, agreed that the effort had been worthwhile.

There is no simple explanation as to why David Milgaard was wrongfully convicted and why it took so 

long to reopen his case. I regret to say that not all the desired answers have emerged from the body of 

evidence. The case is historical and although the documents speak for themselves, there were, at times, 

critical failures to record. Although the available witnesses were many, some key ones are dead. Age, 

infirmity, hindsight, and mental reconstruction of events have affected the weight of the evidence, although 

most witnesses, despite the passage of time, were both credible and helpful.

The most intractable problem faced in getting all the answers stems from a lingering suspicion that trial 

evidence was gathered improperly.

The suspicion of police misconduct lives on. It has never been shown directly but it cannot be refuted to 

the satisfaction of all because circumstances surrounding the taking of two critical witness statements 

were not recorded when they should have been.

The Government of Saskatchewan has formally acknowledged that David Milgaard was convicted of 

a crime which he did not commit, and that he is factually innocent. The distinction between factual 

innocence and the legal presumption of innocence should be explained briefly for readers unfamiliar with 
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the criminal justice system. A person facing trial in criminal court is legally presumed innocent until proven 

guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. If the Crown fails to do this, the accused is found not guilty. There is no 

finding of factual innocence because that would not fall within the ambit or purpose of criminal law.1

A Commissioner in a public inquiry is not part of the criminal trial process, and therefore has no 

jurisdictional difficulty to overcome in dealing with factual innocence. In this case, however, I have not 

been directed to make any findings in this respect. The Government of Saskatchewan, which called the 

Inquiry, has already acknowledged it.

The reader should also be aware that I am forbidden from making any findings of criminal or civil 

responsibility, and one further matter calls for preliminary comment. Under our rules, findings of 

misconduct against persons require notice. I have not made any and hence no notices have been sent. 

But to desist from identifying harmful actions, just because the reader might be critical of the actor, would 

be to render the process toothless. I have been generous in granting standing to anyone whose interests 

appeared to be engaged by the Terms of Reference. These persons were privileged participants in the 

Inquiry. Many of them were legally represented at public expense. Their actions were of course at issue, 

were vigorously defended, and are the subject of comment in this report. What I have to say will come as 

no surprise to them. Some, indeed, have publicly apologized.

Fourteen parties were granted standing in this Inquiry and are listed in Chapter 1.

As documentary evidence was presented to the Commission, each page was assigned a six-digit 

number. A document with more than one page is identified by the six-digit number on the first page. 

When reference to such evidence in the Report is made, it will be by the six-digit document identification 

number and will be shown in a footnote within the Report. When references are made to the transcript of 

the public hearing, they will be identified in a footnote, as, for example, “T5320”, indicating the page on 

which the reference can be found.

Longer documents, or particularly important ones, will appear as appendices to the Report. Persons will 

be referred to by surname, unless there is a chance of confusion, as between persons sharing surnames.

The Report is based upon evidence which has accumulated from 1968 until the close of our hearings in 

October of 2006.

The Report is divided into two Volumes. Volume I includes a concise chronology of events, an overview of 

facts, an executive summary and a summary of findings and recommendations. The Executive Summary 

is intended to identify and summarize some important issues. The Overview of Facts represents a 

freestanding report in itself, much more detailed than the Executive Summary. Subsequent chapters in 

Volume II are organized on the basis of issues and significant events, where the reader will find more detail 

and source material identified.

A Chronology of Events appears in Chapter 2. It is intended to provide orientation to the reader by 

reference to undisputed facts. A more detailed chronology appears as Appendix “A”.

1  Her Majesty the Queen v. William Mullins-Johnson, 2007 ONCA 720, 228 C.C.C.(3d) 505, citing THE LAMER 
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY PERTAINING TO THE CASES OF: Ronald Dalton, Gregory Parsons, Randy Druken, 
Annex 3, page 342.
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18 February 2004

TO THE HONOURABLE 

THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL

The undersigned has the honour to report that:

1. Sections 2 and 5 of The Public Inquiries Act provide as follows: 

“2 The Lieutenant Governor in Council, when he deems it expedient to cause inquiry to be
made into and concerning a matter within the jurisdiction of the Legislature and connected
with the good government of Saskatchewan or the conduct of the public business thereof, or
that is in his opinion of sufficient public importance, may appoint one or more commissioners
to make such inquiry and to report thereon. 

5(1)The commissioners, if thereunto authorized by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, may
engage the services of such accountants, engineers, technical advisors or other experts, clerks,
reporters and assistants as they deem necessary or advisable, and also the services of counsel
to aid and assist the commissioners in the inquiry." 

2. It is deemed advisable and in the public interest that an inquiry be made into any and all

aspects of the conduct of the investigation into the death of Gail Miller and the subsequent

criminal proceedings resulting in the wrongful conviction of David Edgar Milgaard on the

charge that he murdered Gail Miller, for the purpose of making findings and

recommendations with respect to the administration of criminal justice in the Province of

Saskatchewan. 

      The undersigned has the honour, therefore, to recommend that Your Honour's Order do issue

pursuant to sections 2 and 5 of The Public Inquiries Act: 

(a) appointing The Honourable Mr. Justice Edward P. MacCallum, Edmonton, as a

Commissioner of a Commission of Inquiry into any and all aspects of the conduct of

the investigation into the death of Gail Miller and the subsequent criminal

proceedings resulting in the wrongful conviction of David Edgar Milgaard on the

charge that he murdered Gail Miller; 
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(b) establishing the terms of reference of the Commission of Inquiry as set out in

Schedule A, attached hereto;

(c) directing the said Commission to make its report to the Minister of Justice and

Attorney General in accordance with those terms of reference;

(d) authorizing the Commission to engage: 

(i) the services of such accountants, engineers, technical advisors or other

experts, clerks, reporters and assistants as they deem necessary or

advisable; and,

(i) the services of counsel to aid and assist the Commission; to be paid by

the Department of Justice as approved by the Minister of Justice and

Attorney General;
 

(e) authorizing reimbursement to the commissioner by the Department of Justice for

reasonable travelling and sustenance expenses incurred by him in the performance of his

duties; and

(f) Authorizing payment by the Department of Justice of expenses incurred in the

administration  of the Commission of Inquiry.

RECOMMENDED BY: _________________________________________________
Minister of Justice and Attorney General

APPROVED BY: _________________________________________________
President of the Executive Council

ORDERED BY: _________________________________________________
Lieutenant Governor

             Regina, Saskatchewan 
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5. The Commission shall have the power to hold public hearings but may, at the discretion of 
the Commissioner, hold some proceedings in camera. 
   

6. The Commission shall, as an aspect of its duties, determine applications by those parties, if 
any, or those witnesses, if any, to the public inquiry that apply to the Commission to have 
their legal counsel paid for by the Commission, and further, determine at what rate such 

Counsel shall be paid for their services.  
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Commission Personnel

Commissioner

The Commissioner is a Judge of the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta, appointed to that position in 

1983. He also serves as a Deputy Judge of the Supreme Court of the Yukon, the Supreme Court of the 

Northwest Territories, and the Nunavut Court of Justice. 

Commission Counsel and Staff

Mr. Douglas Hodson, Q.C. was appointed Commission Counsel in 2004. He is a partner with the law 

firm of MacPherson Leslie & Tyerman LLP. Mr. Hodson has been recognized on many occasions for 

his extensive volunteer work in his community of Saskatoon. In 2002 he received the Canadian Bar 

Association Community Service Award and in 2005 he received the Saskatchewan Centennial Medal. 

In 2007, Mr. Hodson received his Queen’s Counsel designation and was inducted as a Fellow of the 

American College of Trial Lawyers.

Jordan Hardy, Vanessa Monar Enweani and John Agioritis served as Assistant Commission Counsel. 

Mr. Hardy is a partner with the law firm of MacPherson Leslie & Tyerman LLP in Regina. He served as 

President of the Regina Bar Association in 2003. Ms. Monar Enweani and Mr. Agioritis are associates in 

the Saskatoon office of MacPherson Leslie & Tyerman LLP.

Ms. Sandra Boswell served as the Commission’s Document Manager. She is a paralegal with the law firm 

of MacPherson Leslie & Tyerman LLP in Saskatoon. Ms. Boswell was assisted by Kara Isabelle. 

The Commission’s office staff included Mel Thoen, Jodie Kendry, Cheryl Ellerman, Hilary Boswell and 

Tara Hiebert. Irene Beitel served as Clerk to the Commission and Ed Beitel as Taxing Officer. Karen Hinz 

and Don Meyer provided court reporting services. Don Christal acted as the Commission’s investigator 

and Hugh Esson and Jerry Wilde as security officers. Kevin Short provided advice to the Commission on 

matters related to document management and Larry Prehodchenko served as the Commission’s audio 

technician. 

Executive Director

Ms. Candace Cook graduated from the University of Saskatchewan (B.A. Honours) in 1995. She joined 

the Commission from the Communications and Public Education branch of Saskatchewan Justice 

and Saskatchewan Corrections and Public Safety. Ms. Cook has served as Executive Director to the 

Commission of Inquiry Into Matters Relating to the Death of Neil Stonechild and has held previous 

positions with private and non-profit agencies. 
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Parties and Procedures

The majority of witnesses who appeared at the Inquiry had previously testified in judicial proceedings 

related to the case, or had given statements to investigators over the course of some 37 years since the 

trial of David Milgaard.

Our public hearing was in no sense a retrial, but it was important for us in evaluating the investigation 

and the subsequent criminal proceedings, to determine whether witnesses’ present recall of events 

was consistent with what they said at trial, or between the time of trial and the Inquiry. Even during 

the reopening phase of the Inquiry, witnesses gave evidence about events which they had previously 

described to investigators or before tribunals, but also much that was new, enabling us to deal with the 

vexing question of whether the investigation into the death of Gail Miller should have been reopened 

sooner, based upon information which came to the attention of the police or the Department of Justice.

Over the years, great tension developed between the Milgaard group on the one hand and police and 

Crown authorities, both provincial and federal, on the other. Public confidence in the administration of 

justice was seriously weakened.

The Inquiry was less than ideal in terms of the adversarial approach taken by some parties – perhaps 

unavoidably so, given all that has transpired.

The Commission concluded that the wide Terms of Reference had to be dealt with comprehensively, 

and long-standing accusations of official wrongdoing needed to be addressed in detail. The Inquiry 

heard from 114 witnesses and examined 3,200 documents, some of them hundreds of pages in length. 

These documents, together with 40,774 pages of hearing transcript, are now available as a permanent 

electronic record on the Commission web site at www.milgaardinquiry.ca.

Parties given standing at the Inquiry, together with counsel representing them, are:

PARTY COUNSEL STATUS

The Association in Defence of 

the Wrongly Convicted (AIDWYC)

Mr. Julian Roy Standing and Funding

Mr. David Asper Mr. Donald Sorochan, Q.C. Standing and Funding 

Mr. T.D.R. Caldwell Ms. Catherine Knox

Mr. Silas Halyk, Q.C. (2nd)

Mr. Bob Kennedy, Q.C. (2nd)

Standing and Funding

Mr. Larry Fisher Mr. Brian A. Beresh, Q.C.

Mr. Eamon O’Keefe (2nd)

Standing and Funding

Government of Saskatchewan Ms. Lana Krogan-Stevely Standing 

Mr. Eddie Karst Mr. Aaron Fox, Q.C.

Mr. Chris Boychuk (2nd)

Standing and Funding

Mr. Serge Kujawa Mr. Garrett Wilson, Q.C.

Mr. Jay Watson (2nd) 

Standing and Funding

Mr. David Milgaard Mr. Hersh Wolch, Q.C.

Ms. Cheryl Stanley (2nd)

Standing and Funding
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PARTY COUNSEL STATUS

Ms. Joyce Milgaard Mr. James Lockyer

Ms. Joanne McLean (2nd)

Standing and Funding

Minister of Justice (Canada) Mr. David Frayer, Q.C. 

Ms. Jennifer Cox (2nd) 

Standing

Royal Canadian Mounted Police Mr. Bruce Gibson 

Ms. Rochelle Wempe (2nd)

Standing 

Saskatoon Police Service Mr. Richard Elson

Mr. John Beckman, Q.C. (2nd)

Mr. Pat Loran (2nd)

Standing and Funding

Mr. Calvin Tallis Mr. Alexander Pringle, Q.C. 

Mr. Marshall Hopkins (2nd)  

Mr. Dino Bottos (2nd)  

Mr. Daniel Chivers (2nd) 

Standing and Funding

Mr. Eugene Williams Mr. Ken McLeod Standing

Parties were allowed one designated counsel but approval was given to alternates to act when needed. 

They are listed as well, but funding was allowed for only one counsel performing a given service. 
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Events Prior to Trial
Oct-21-1968 Fisher Victim 1 (FV1) is sexually assaulted by Larry Fisher near 18th Street 

between Avenues G and H in Saskatoon.

Nov-13-1968 Fisher Victim 2 (FV2) is sexually assaulted by Larry Fisher near 18th Street 

between Avenues E and F in Saskatoon.

Nov-29-1968 Fisher Victim 3 (FV3) is sexually assaulted by Larry Fisher near Wiggins 

Avenue and Temperance Street in Saskatoon.

Dec-14-1968 Saskatoon Police issue a warning in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix advising 

of the assaults and telling women not to talk to strangers or walk in dark 

areas of the city. The Saskatoon Police believe the three assaults were 

committed by the same assailant but they do not have any suspects. Larry 

Fisher had no prior record and was not known to the Saskatoon Police at 

the time. He was not a suspect in the initial investigation of the assaults. 
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Jan-31-1969 David Milgaard, Ron Wilson and Nichol John travel from Regina to Saskatoon 

and arrive in the early morning at approximately 6:30 a.m., looking for the 

home of Albert Cadrain. They become lost, get stuck twice and eventually 

arrive at Albert Cadrain’s home at 334 Avenue 0 South at approximately 

9:00 a.m. Larry Fisher and his wife Linda Fisher reside in the basement of the 

Cadrain house. David Milgaard and his friends leave later that day for Calgary 

and are joined on the trip by Albert Cadrain.

Jan-31-1969 Gail Miller leaves her house at 130 Avenue 0 South shortly after 6:45 a.m. 

to catch a bus to work. She usually catches the bus at the corner of 

20th Street and Avenue O. She is sexually assaulted and murdered. Her 

body is discovered in an alley about a block south of her residence at around 

8:30 a.m. 

Jan-31-1969 Victim 12 (V12) is indecently assaulted by an unknown assailant on Avenue H 

between 20th Street and 21st Street in Saskatoon, approximately seven 

blocks from where Gail Miller’s body was found. She reports to Saskatoon 

Police that the assault occurred at 7:07 a.m.

Feb-03-1969 As part of a general canvass of people in the neighbourhood, Larry Fisher 

is questioned by police while waiting for his bus. He is not questioned as a 

suspect but rather to determine whether he saw anything unusual on the 

morning of Gail Miller’s murder. He tells police that on January 31, 1969 he 

caught the bus to work at 6:30 a.m. at Avenue 0 and 20th Street and saw 

nothing unusual. Police note that he works at Masonry Contractors, wears a 

yellow hard hat, and lives at 334 Avenue O South. 

February 1969 The Saskatoon Police investigate the possibility that Gail Miller’s assailant 

is the same person who committed the earlier sexual assaults. Between 

January 31, 1969 and March 2, 1969, Saskatoon Police investigate and 

eliminate over 160 people as potential suspects in Gail Miller’s murder.

Mar-02-1969 Albert Cadrain voluntarily contacts Saskatoon Police to report suspicious 

behavior by David Milgaard on the morning of Gail Miller’s murder. He tells 

police that he saw blood on David Milgaard’s clothing on the morning 

of January 31, 1969 and that he thinks David Milgaard may have killed 

Gail Miller. David Milgaard was not a suspect nor was he known to the 

Saskatoon Police prior to Albert Cadrain contacting the Saskatoon Police.

Mar-03-1969 David Milgaard is apprehended in Winnipeg and questioned by Saskatoon 

Police and the RCMP. He answers questions regarding his activities on 

the morning of January 31, 1969 and police search his hotel room and 

belongings. 

Mar-03-1969 Ron Wilson is interviewed by the RCMP in Regina. He denies any knowledge 

of Gail Miller’s murder and indicates that he was not separated from David 

Milgaard on the morning of the murder for any more than two minutes.

Mar-11-1969 Nichol John is interviewed by the RCMP in Regina. She indicates that at no 

point during the morning of January 31, 1969 was she separated from David 

Milgaard or Ron Wilson for more than one or two minutes.
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Mar-18-1969 Ron Wilson, Nichol John and Albert Cadrain are interviewed again by 

Saskatoon Police. No new information is provided. 

Apr-04-1969 Gail Miller’s wallet is found in the snow in the 300 block of Avenue O South, 

a few houses north of the Cadrain residence. 

Apr-18-1969 David Milgaard is questioned by police and provides blood, hair and saliva 

samples. He denies any involvement in the murder of Gail Miller.

May-1969 David Milgaard is partying with Craig Melnyk, Ute Frank, Deborah Hall, 

George Lapchuk, Bob Harris and perhaps others in a Regina motel room and 

is heavily under the influence of drugs. After a television news story about 

the Gail Miller murder, he is teased about being a suspect and he responds 

by stabbing a pillow with his hand and uttering words to the effect that he 

stabbed and killed Gail Miller. The Saskatoon Police do not become aware of 

this incident until the eve of David Milgaard’s trial.

May-16-1969 Saskatoon Police and RCMP meet and agree that David Milgaard is a prime 

suspect and further effort should be made to eliminate or implicate him in 

the offence. Arrangements are made to have Ron Wilson and Nichol John 

undergo a polygraph test with Inspector Art Roberts of the Calgary Police 

Service.

May-21 and 22-1969 Ron Wilson and Nichol John are interviewed by the Saskatoon Police and 

brought to Saskatoon to be polygraphed by Inspector Roberts. 

May-23-1969 Inspector Roberts interviews Ron Wilson and performs a polygraph. After 

the polygraph, Ron Wilson provides new and significant incriminating 

evidence against David Milgaard, including an alleged admission. Inspector 

Roberts interviews Nichol John but does not perform a polygraph. After 

being questioned by Inspector Roberts, Nichol John reports to him that she 

now remembers seeing the murder. The next day, Nichol John provides a 

statement to police claiming she witnessed David Milgaard stab Gail Miller. 

May-30-1969 David Milgaard is arrested for the murder of Gail Miller.

Trial and Appeal Proceedings
Aug-18-1969 David Milgaard’s preliminary hearing commences.

Sep-11-1969 David Milgaard is committed to stand trial.

Jan-18-1970 While being transported to Saskatoon to testify at David Milgaard’s trial, 

Ron Wilson tells the Saskatoon Police about the Regina motel room incident. 

Ron Wilson was not present but was told by Craig Melynk and George 

Lapchuk that David Milgaard had re-enacted and admitted killing Gail Miller. 

They later testify at David Milgaard’s trial.

Jan-19-1970 Saskatoon Police interview and obtain statements from Craig Melnyk, George 

Lapchuk and Ute Frank regarding the motel room incident.
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Jan-19-1970 David Milgaard’s trial commences before Chief Justice Bence and a jury.

Jan-21-1970 Nichol John testifies at David Milgaard’s trial, but she does not say that she 

witnessed David Milgaard stab Gail Miller as she claimed in her May 24, 

1969 statement to Saskatoon Police. The prosecutor is allowed to read the 

statement to the jury as part of his examination of Nichol John.

Jan-29-1970 The prosecution completes its case. David Milgaard elects not to testify nor to 

call any evidence.

Jan-31-1970 David Milgaard is found guilty of the murder of Gail Miller.

Feb-21-1970 Fisher Victim 4 (FV4) is sexually assaulted by Larry Fisher in the 200 block of 

Avenue V South in Saskatoon.

Jul-1970 Larry Fisher goes to Fort Garry, Manitoba to work on a construction project.

Aug-02-1970 Fisher Victim 5 (FV5) is sexually assaulted by Larry Fisher in Fort Garry, 

Manitoba.

Sep-19-1970 Larry Fisher is arrested while sexually assaulting Fisher Victim 6 (FV6) in Fort 

Garry, Manitoba. He confesses to the sexual assaults of FV5 and FV6. 

Oct-21-1970 Larry Fisher tells the Fort Garry police that he committed two earlier sexual 

assaults in Saskatoon.

Oct-22-1970 Det. Eddie Karst of the Saskatoon Police travels to Winnipeg and interviews 

Larry Fisher. Larry Fisher admits to the sexual assault of FV4 and the indecent 

assault of FV3 in Saskatoon. He does not admit to the sexual assaults of FV1 

and FV2. 

Nov-06-1970 David Milgaard’s appeal is heard by the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal.

Dec-30-1970 Larry Fisher is charged with the rapes of FV1, FV2 and FV4 and the indecent 

assault of FV3 in Saskatoon. 

Jan-05-1971 David Milgaard’s appeal is dismissed by the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal.

May-28-1971 Larry Fisher pleads guilty in Winnipeg and is convicted of the rapes of FV5 

and FV6. 

Nov-15-1971 The Supreme Court of Canada denies David Milgaard’s application for leave 

to appeal.

Dec-21-1971 Larry Fisher pleads guilty in Regina Court of Queen’s Bench to three charges 

of rape (FV1, FV2 and FV4) and one charge of indecent assault (FV3) relating 

to his 1968 and 1970 attacks on women in Saskatoon. 

Post Conviction Events
Jan-26-1980 Larry Fisher is released from the penitentiary in Prince Albert on mandatory 

supervision.
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Mar-31-1980 Larry Fisher sexually assaults and attempts to murder Fisher Victim 7 (FV7) in 

North Battleford.

Apr-3-1980 Larry Fisher is charged with the rape and attempted murder of FV7.

Aug-22-1980 David Milgaard escapes from Stony Mountain Institution and remains at large 

until November 8, 1980 when he is shot and recaptured by the RCMP.

Aug-28-1980 Linda Fisher (Larry’s ex-wife) voluntarily attends at the Saskatoon Police 

station and provides a written statement to the Saskatoon Police saying that 

she believes Larry Fisher may have killed Gail Miller. The Saskatoon Police do 

not follow up on the statement.

Dec-23-1980 The Milgaard family issues a news release and distributes a reward poster 

to residents of Saskatoon offering $10,000 to any person able to provide 

information that will exonerate David Milgaard.

Dec-24-1980 Joyce Milgaard retains Saskatoon lawyer Gary Young.

Apr-28-1981 Joyce Milgaard retains Regina lawyer Tony Merchant.

Jun-11-1981 Larry Fisher is convicted of the attempted murder and rape of FV7.

1981-1983 Joyce Milgaard and supporters interview the key trial witnesses along with 

defence and prosecution counsel.

Mar-1983 The Milgaards learn from Cadrain family members that at the time of Gail 

Miller’s murder, Larry Fisher lived in the basement of the Cadrain home at 

334 Avenue O South and that he was later convicted of rape.

Mar-26-1983 The Milgaards place an advertisement in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix in an 

attempt to locate Linda Fisher. Both she and her common-law husband reply 

to the advertisement but neither are contacted by the Milgaards. 

Conviction Review Proceedings
Jan-16-1986 Joyce Milgaard retains Winnipeg lawyer Hersh Wolch.

Nov-23-1986 Deborah Hall, one of the individuals present during the motel room incident 

in May, 1969, swears an affidavit in which she states that Craig Melnyk and 

George Lapchuk both lied at trial when they said David Milgaard re-enacted 

and admitted murdering Gail Miller. 

Nov-26-1986 David Milgaard swears an affidavit in which he denies re-enacting the murder 

in a motel room in May, 1969, and asserts his innocence. 

Sep-13-1988 Dr. Ferris provides a report to David Milgaard’s legal counsel concluding, 

on the assumption that David Milgaard is a non-secretor of A antigens, that 

the serological evidence (in relation to semen found near Gail Miller’s body) 

presented at his trial excluded him as the perpetrator of the murder. He also 

reports that his attempts to obtain sufficient DNA from Gail Miller’s clothing to 

carry out a genetic typing analysis were unsatisfactory.
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Dec-28-1988 David Milgaard applies to the federal Minister of Justice for review of his 

conviction pursuant to s. 690 of the Criminal Code. David Milgaard alleges 

that the scientific evidence used to convict him at trial was exculpatory, and 

that the evidence regarding the motel room incident was fabricated.

May-8-1989 Hersh Wolch forwards to the federal Minister of Justice additional 

documentation required to complete David Milgaard’s s. 690 application for 

mercy.

Aug-8-1989 Patricia Alain, Chief of Serology with the RCMP laboratory reviews Dr. Ferris’ 

report and advises federal Justice lawyer Eugene Williams that (1) due to 

the possibility of contamination, there is no conclusive proof that the donor 

of semen found at the murder scene was an “A” secretor, and (2) more 

importantly, the assumption in Dr. Ferris’ report that David Milgaard is a 

non-secretor, based on tests conducted in 1969, is questionable. A new 

test would have to be conducted to determine the actual secretor status of 

David Milgaard. 

Nov-6-1989 Eugene Williams questions Deborah Hall under oath on her sworn affidavit 

and her recollections of the May 1969 motel room incident. She contradicts 

her affidavit and confirms that David Milgaard did re-enact the murder and 

utter words to the effect that he had stabbed and killed Gail Miller but she 

thought he was joking. 

Nov-7-1989 Eugene Williams questions Nichol John about the events of January 31, 1969 

and her May 24, 1969 statement to police. Her recollection of events is poor 

but she is able to draw a map of the crime scene. During the interview she 

reports having a flashback of a man stabbing a woman. 

Feb-26-1990 Hersh Wolch receives an anonymous tip that Larry Fisher committed the 

murder of Gail Miller. This information is passed on to federal Justice lawyers 

who engage the RCMP to investigate Larry Fisher as a suspect in Gail Miller’s 

murder. The RCMP do not find any evidence to link Larry Fisher to Gail Miller’s 

murder. 

Jun-4-1990 Dr. Markesteyn, chief Medical Examiner of the Department of Justice in 

Manitoba, provides a report to David Milgaard’s legal counsel concluding (on 

the assumption David Milgaard is a non-secretor and the semen sample is 

uncontaminated) that the serological evidence presented at trial failed to link 

him to the murder. No steps are taken to verify David Milgaard’s status until 

February 1992 when it is determined that he is a secretor. Dr. Markesteyn 

also suggests in his report that the semen found in the snow at the crime 

scene could have been dog urine and that tests should have been done to 

exclude this possibility. It is incorrectly reported in several media stories that 

the evidence used to convict David Milgaard was dog urine. Eugene Williams 

investigates and learns that appropriate tests were done in 1969 to confirm 

that the semen was of human origin. 
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Jun-4-1990 Ron Wilson provides a statement to Milgaard investigator Paul Henderson 

recanting his trial testimony, stating that he was coerced by police and that 

he believes David Milgaard is innocent. The statement is first given to the 

media and then provided to Eugene Williams. Eugene Williams reviews the 

statement, interviews Ron Wilson, and concludes that little weight should 

attach to the recantation. 

Jun-15-1990 Eugene Williams interviews Albert Cadrain who says that although he 

was distressed by repeated police questioning, he told the truth at David 

Milgaard’s trial. On June 24, 1990, Milgaard investigator Paul Henderson 

obtains a statement from Albert Cadrain who does not recant his trial 

testimony but says he was abused by police who put him through “mental 

hell and torture”. The statement is widely reported in the media and provided 

to Eugene Williams. Eugene Williams follows up with interviews of Albert’s 

siblings and other witnesses, and concludes there is no merit to the 

allegations of police abuse. 

Jul-9-1990 A polygraph examination is conducted on Larry Fisher, but due to his mental 

and physical state the test is inconclusive. Eugene Williams interviews Larry 

Fisher on July 12, 1990. While he acknowledges using a paring knife in some 

of his sexual assaults, he denies any involvement in the murder of Gail Miller.

Oct-1-1990 Legal counsel for David Milgaard and for the federal Department of Justice 

meet in Ottawa to discuss the grounds advanced in support of David 

Milgaard’s s. 690 application. Documents including transcripts, reports and 

portions of the police and prosecutor’s file are provided to David Milgaard’s 

legal counsel. 

Nov-14-1990 The Honourable William R. McIntrye, Q.C., former member of the Supreme 

Court of Canada, is retained by the Department of Justice to review the case 

in detail, and to provide advice to the federal Minister on David Milgaard’s 

application for mercy. Justice McIntrye provides his advice to the federal 

Minister on February 7, 1991. Neither the advice he provides nor the 

information on which it is based, are disclosed to David Milgaard’s legal 

counsel. 

Feb-27-1991 The federal Minister of Justice dismisses David Milgaard’s first s. 690 

application. 

Aug-14-1991 David Milgaard files a second s. 690 application, focusing on Larry Fisher. 

The application is based on interviews with Larry Fisher’s victims and includes 

a statement from Gail Miller’s family indicating that in light of new evidence 

presented to them by Centurion Ministries, Inc. they feel there is reasonable 

doubt as to the guilt of David Milgaard.

Aug-16-1991 After a press conference held by Jim McCloskey of Centurion Ministries, Inc., 

allegations that David Milgaard was framed by the Saskatoon Police and that 

Larry Fisher’s convictions were deliberately covered-up, are widely reported in 

the media.
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Aug-29-1991 After seeing a picture of Larry Fisher in an August 11, 1991 newspaper article, 

V12 asserts that Larry Fisher is the man who indecently assaulted her on 

January 31, 1969. Her written statement is provided to David Milgaard’s legal 

counsel and to the federal Department of Justice. 

Aug-29-1991 An article appears in the Globe and Mail alleging that Saskatoon Police files 

involving convicted rapist Larry Fisher have recently disappeared, and that 

an internal investigation is under way. The Saskatchewan Police Commission 

inquires into the allegations and concludes in its November 29, 1991 report 

that there is no evidence of tampering with police files, and no merit to the 

allegation that someone in the Saskatoon Police department tried to conceal 

the existence of Larry Fisher and his convictions for sexually assaulting four 

Saskatoon women. 

Nov-28-1991 The federal Minister of Justice refers David Milgaard’s case to the Supreme 

Court of Canada for a hearing. David Milgaard, the Attorney General of 

Saskatchewan and the Attorney General of Canada are granted status as 

parties before the Court. Prior to the commencement of hearings, Larry Fisher 

is also granted standing.

Jan-16-1992 The Supreme Court of Canada Reference Case begins and David Milgaard 

is the first witness. The Court also hears evidence from Larry Fisher, the key 

witnesses at David Milgaard’s trial, and police witnesses.

Apr-06-1992 The Supreme Court of Canada Reference Case concludes.

Apr-14-1992 The Supreme Court of Canada concludes that David Milgaard failed to 

establish his innocence. However, they find that new evidence placed 

before them could reasonably be expected to have affected the verdict, and 

recommend to the federal Minister that she set aside the conviction and direct 

that a new trial be held. On the same day, the federal Minister directs the 

holding of a new trial pursuant to s. 690(a) of the Criminal Code.

Apr-16-1992 David Milgaard is released from jail. He is charged with second degree 

murder but a new trial is not held. Instead, the Crown enters a stay of 

proceedings pursuant to s. 579 of the Criminal Code. The Attorney General of 

Saskatchewan states that the provincial government will not order an inquiry 

or compensate David Milgaard. 

Post Release Events
Sep-19-1992 Joyce Milgaard, David Milgaard and Hersh Wolch hold a news conference 

alleging wrongdoing and a cover-up by police, Saskatchewan Justice officials, 

and then Premier Roy Romanow in the handling of David Milgaard’s case.
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Oct-09-1992 The Saskatchewan Deputy Minister of Justice refers allegations of 

wrongdoing in the handling of David Milgaard’s case to the RCMP for 

investigation (Project Flicker). The Deputy Attorney General of Alberta is 

asked to direct the RCMP investigation and make any charging decisions. 

Over the next two years, a team of 10 RCMP officers conduct an extensive 

investigation into 68 allegations of wrongdoing against police and Crown 

officials. 

Aug-16-1994 The Saskatchewan Deputy Minister of Justice makes public the results of the 

RCMP investigation and the Alberta Justice Report, concluding that there was 

no criminal wrongdoing nor any attempt to obstruct justice in the investigation 

or prosecution of David Milgaard. The full RCMP Report is later released to 

the public on July 12, 1995. 

Jul-18-1997 The results of DNA testing conducted by the Forensic Science Service in the 

United Kingdom indicate that the semen found on Gail Miller’s panties and 

dress could not have originated from David Milgaard, and that it matched 

Larry Fisher’s DNA profile.

Jul-18-1997 The Department of Justice (Canada) states that the results of DNA testing 

show that a terrible wrong was done to David Milgaard by his wrongful 

conviction. The federal Minister of Justice expresses her sympathies and 

regrets to David Milgaard and his family. 

Jul-18-1997 The Saskatchewan Minister of Justice states that a wrong of the most 

serious kind has been done to David Milgaard by the justice system, and 

he apologizes. He also states that the wrongful conviction will require 

compensation, he is considering a public inquiry, and the police investigation 

into the case has been reopened.

Jul-25-1997 Larry Fisher is arrested and charged with the rape and murder of Gail Miller.

Aug-19-1997 The Saskatchewan Minister of Justice announces that the Government of 

Saskatchewan will enter into compensation negotiations with David Milgaard 

for his wrongful conviction, and that a public inquiry will be held.

May-17-1999 The Saskatchewan Minister of Justice announces that a settlement has been 

reached with David Milgaard and his family, and that compensation will be 

paid in the amount of $10 million.

Nov-22-1999 Larry Fisher is convicted of the murder of Gail Miller.

Sep-29-2003 Larry Fisher’s appeal to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal is dismissed.

Feb-18-2004 The Government of Saskatchewan orders a public inquiry into the wrongful 

conviction of David Milgaard.

Aug-26-2004 Larry Fisher’s application for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada 

is dismissed.
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List of Individuals Mentioned in this Report
Name Role & Description

Alain, Patricia Chief Scientist Serology, RCMP Central Forensic Laboratory, 

Ottawa, Ontario between April 1989 and July 1992. Ms. Alain 

provided assistance to Eugene Williams of federal Justice during 

David Milgaard’s s. 690 applications and examined the exhibits from 

Gail Miller’s trial during the Supreme Court Reference.

Armstrong, Celine Albert Cadrain’s sister. She was 20 years old and lived with the Cadrain 

family at 334 Avenue O South on January 31, 1969. She was home 

when David Milgaard arrived.

Asper, David Legal counsel to David Milgaard from 1986 to June 1992.

Barber, Michael Senior forensic scientist with the Forensic Science Service in Wetherby, 

United Kingdom. Mr. Barber prepared the July 18, 1997 report 

respecting the DNA results in the Gail Miller case.

Bartlett, Sandra CBC investigative reporter and journalist involved in researching and 

investigating David Milgaard’s claim of wrongful conviction in the 1980s 

and 1990s. 

Beauchamp, Giles Lived at 1505 – 20th Street West in 1969. He and Norman Remenda 

found Gail Miller’s wallet in the snow in April of 1969.

Bennett, Maurice In 1969, he was a detective with the Saskatoon Police and assisted 

with the Miller murder investigation by doing a house to house check 

on 20th Street. He also interviewed Mary Gallucci, Marie Indyk, and 

took Victim 12’s statement on January 31, 1969.

Blake, Dr. Edward He was designated by David Milgaard’s counsel to act as his scientific 

representative in the testing of the Gail Miller exhibits in England in 

1997. 

Boyd, Neil Professor and Director of the School of Criminology at Simon Fraser 

University, who co-authored a report with Kim Rossmo entitled 

“Milgaard v. The Queen: Finding Justice - Problems and Process” 

dated October 1991.

Brecelj (nee Markwart), Linda Gail Miller’s friend and roommate at 130 Avenue O South in 1969. 

She attended a party with Gail Miller the night before the murder. 

Breckenridge, Michael Contacted David Milgaard’s legal counsel in March of 1992 alleging 

that he worked in the office of the Saskatchewan Attorney General and 

that the Fisher and Milgaard files were mishandled.

Brown, Murray He was Appellate Counsel and Director of Appeals with the Attorney 

General of Saskatchewan between 1990 and 1997. He and Eric 

Neufeld acted as counsel for Saskatchewan Justice during the s. 690 

Reference hearings before the Supreme Court of Canada in 1992. 
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Bruce, Robert Volunteer and supporter of David Milgaard who investigated various 

aspects of David Milgaard’s conviction in the early 1990s.

Cadrain, Barbara Albert Cadrain’s former spouse (between 1973 and 1987).

Cadrain, Albert David Milgaard’s acquaintance and traveling companion in 1969. 

He resided at 334 Avenue O South, Saskatoon on January 31, 1969. 

He provided a statement to Saskatoon City Police on March 2, 1969 

indicating, among other things, that David Milgaard was in the vicinity 

of the crime scene on the morning of the murder and had blood on his 

clothes.

Cadrain, Dennis Albert Cadrain’s brother. He attended the police station with his 

brother, Albert, on March 2, 1969.

Cadrain, Estelle Albert Cadrain’s mother.

Cadrain, Kenneth Albert Cadrain’s brother. He lived with his family at 334 Avenue O 

South and was five years old in January, 1969. He was at home the 

morning of January 31, 1969 when David Milgaard arrived.

Caldwell, T.D.R. Crown prosecutor at Milgaard’s trial.

Campbell, (Rt. Hon) Kim Federal Minister of Justice and Attorney General from February 23, 

1990 to January 3, 1993. She was the Minister responsible for making 

decisions respecting David Milgaard’s applications for mercy under 

s. 690 of the Criminal Code.

Carlyle-Gordge, Peter Freelance journalist and writer. He worked as the Manitoba 

correspondent for Macleans Magazine between 1978 and 1983 and 

was actively involved in investigating David Milgaard’s conviction with 

Joyce Milgaard in the early 1980s.

Charland, Anne-Elizabeth Forensic Biologist, RCMP Central Forensic Laboratory, Ottawa, 

Ontario. She was a specialist in forensic application of DNA typing and 

testified at Larry Fisher’s trial.

Chartier, Gerard (Rusty) Member of Saskatoon Police from 1960 to 1988. In 1969, he was 

involved in special surveillance and was part of the National Criminal 

Intelligence Unit. 

Corbett, William Senior General Counsel and Acting Assistant Deputy Attorney General 

of Canada, Criminal Prosecutions Section, at the time of Milgaard’s 

s. 690 applications. Eugene Williams reported to Mr. Corbett, among 

others.

Cressman, Beverly He was a member of the Saskatoon Police Service between 1958 

and 1990 and was in the Morality Section between 1968 and 1971. 

He was in charge of the rape investigation of Fisher Victim 1 in 1968 

and conducted surveillance on the Miller crime scene in 1969.
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Danchuk, Walter and Sandra Sandra and her husband, Walter, encountered David Milgaard, Ron 

Wilson and Nichol John when Wilson’s vehicle became stuck in the 

back alley behind their basement suite on 129 Avenue T South, 

Saskatoon on the morning of January 31, 1969.

Diewold, Henry Caretaker at St. Mary’s Church in January of 1969. On the morning 

of January 31, 1969 he spotted vehicle headlights facing west in the 

east-west portion of the T-shaped alley where Gail Miller’s body was 

discovered. 

Doell, Simon He lived on Avenue R South in the months prior to the Miller murder. 

He took the 20th Street bus to work and recalled seeing a nurse riding 

the same bus from time to time.

Duffus, Murray Lived on the southwest corner of 20th Street and Avenue O on 

January 31, 1969. He did not observe or hear anything unusual when 

departing for work at 6:45 a.m. on that date.

Edmondson, Thomas (Stan) RCMP Staff Sergeant involved in assisting the Saskatoon City Police 

with the Gail Miller murder investigation in 1969. S/Sgt. Edmondson 

assisted Detective Karst with his interview of David Milgaard on 

March 3, 1969.

Edwards, Launa George Lapchuk’s former spouse. Ms. Edwards testified at the 

Supreme Court Reference.

Edwards, Peter Toronto Star reporter and co-author of Joyce Milgaard’s book, 

“A Mother’s Story”.

Elliott, Dennis He hosted a party attended by Gail Miller and some of her roommates 

on January 30, 1969. He drove Gail Miller home from the party at 

approximately 1:15 a.m. on January 31, 1969 and saw a man sitting in 

a 1963 Pontiac Parisienne across from 130 Avenue O South. 

Emson, Dr. Harry Forensic pathologist who performed the autopsy on Gail Miller’s body 

on January 31, 1969.

Fainstein, Ronald Senior General Counsel, Litigation Sector, between 1989 and 1992. 

He acted for the federal Department of Justice before the Supreme 

Court of Canada at the s. 690 Reference hearings in 1992.

Ferris, Dr. James Forensic pathologist who provided an opinion to David Milgaard’s legal 

counsel in September 1988.

Fisher, Larry Lived in the basement of the Cadrain residence at 334 Avenue O 

South, Saskatoon on January 31, 1969. In 1971, he was convicted of 

three rapes and one indecent assault committed in Saskatoon in late 

1968 and early 1970. He was subsequently convicted of the murder of 

Gail Miller on November 22, 1999.
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Fisher, Linda Larry Fisher’s former spouse. She lived with Larry Fisher in the 

basement of the Cadrain residence at 334 Avenue O South in 

Saskatoon in January of 1969. She provided a statement to Saskatoon 

Police on August 28, 1980 which cast suspicion on Larry Fisher as 

Gail Miller’s murderer.

Fleming, Dr. Russel Psychiatrist at the Mental Health Centre in Penetanguishene, Ontario in 

1991. Retained by Eugene Williams in November of 1991 to examine 

Nichol John and determine whether she was suffering from any 

emotional or psychiatric disorder that prevented her from consciously 

recalling her memory of the early morning hours of January 31, 1969. 

Frank, Ute Resident of Regina in 1969 and a witness at a party in a Regina motel 

room where David Milgaard re-enacted the murder of Gail Miller.

Fraser, Bruce Chief Crown Prosecutor (Calgary), Alberta Crown Prosecutor’s Office 

between 1992 and 1994 who assisted Neil McCrank in providing legal 

advice to the RCMP during the “Flicker” investigation. 

Gaudette, Barry Chief Scientist, Molecular Genetics, RCMP Central Forensic 

Laboratory, Ottawa, Ontario. He provided assistance to federal Justice 

counsel respecting the possibility of DNA testing in David Milgaard’s 

case.

Gerse, Helen Lived at 330 Avenue O South in 1969 and found a blood-stained toque 

at the front of her property shortly after Gail Miller’s murder. 

Gifford (nee Cadrain), Rita Albert Cadrain’s sister. She lived with the Cadrain family at 334 

Avenue O South in 1969 but was not at home on the morning of 

January 31, 1969 when David Milgaard arrived.

Goa, Elmer Saskatoon Police Staff Sergeant and Court Officer in 1970 who 

assisted Ben Wolff, City Prosecutor, and swore the informations 

relating to Larry Fisher’s 1968 and 1970 rape and indecent assault 

charges.

Gorgchuk, Leonard A friend of Albert Cadrain in 1969 who was with Albert on the evening 

of January 30, 1969. 

Graham, Bill Executive Director of the Saskatchewan Police Commission in 1991 

who conducted an investigation into the Saskatoon City Police force’s 

retention of files relating to Larry Fisher. 

Greenberg, Lawrence Legal counsel to Larry Fisher in connection with two 1970 Manitoba 

sexual assaults and the four sexual assaults committed in Saskatoon in 

1968 and 1970.

Gunn, Ellen Director of Public Prosecutions, Saskatchewan Justice between 1987 

and December of 1991.
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Hall, Deborah Witness at a 1969 party in a Regina motel room where David Milgaard 

re-enacted the murder of Gail Miller. Ms. Hall swore an affidavit in 

connection with David Milgaard’s first application for mercy under 

s. 690 of the Criminal Code.

Harris, Robert Witness at a 1969 party in a Regina motel room where David Milgaard 

re-enacted the murder of Gail Miller.

Harvard, John Member of Parliament between 1988 and 2004 and an advocate of 

David Milgaard’s cause. 

Henderson, Paul An investigator with Centurion Ministries Inc., a United States 

non-profit organization that investigates claims of wrongful conviction. 

He investigated David Milgaard’s conviction and Larry Fisher’s 

suspected involvement in Gail Miller’s death in the early 1990s. 

Hounjet, Rick At the time of Gail Miller’s murder he was eight years old and lived 

at 227 Avenue N South, Saskatoon. He found a knife handle in his 

backyard which was subsequently matched to the knife blade found at 

the Miller crime scene.

Huff, Lorne He was a member of the Ft. Garry and Winnipeg Police Service 

between 1961 and 1987. He interviewed Larry Fisher in connection 

with the sexual assaults on Fisher Victims 5 and 6.

Humen, Anthony In 1969, he regularly caught the bus at Avenue O and 20th Street in 

the morning. He was questioned by police respecting his activities on 

the morning of the murder.

Husulak, John He drove the Pleasant Hill bus route on January 31, 1969 and provided 

police with information about a male construction worker with a red 

hard hat who was not on the bus on the morning of the murder.

Indyk, Marie Observed two women on 20th Street and Avenue O near St. Mary’s 

church shortly after 7 a.m. on the morning of January 31, 1969.

John, Nichol David Milgaard’s acquaintance and travelling companion on 

January 31, 1969. 

Karp, Carl Executive producer of news and current affairs for CBC Manitoba 

around the time of Milgaard’s s. 690 applications. In 1991 he and Cecil 

Rosner co-authored a book entitled “When Justice Fails: The David 

Milgaard Story”.

Karst, Eddie In 1969 he was a Detective with the Saskatoon Police Service and 

played an active role in the Miller murder investigation after taking 

Albert Cadrain’s statement on March 2, 1969. He interviewed David 

Milgaard on March 3, 1969, escorted Ron Wilson to Saskatoon in May 

of 1969 and took statements from Wilson on May 23 and 24, 1969. In 

1970, Detective Karst interviewed Larry Fisher in Fort Garry, Manitoba. 
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Kleiv, Thor In 1969, he was a member of the Identification Unit of the Saskatoon 

Police. He attended the Miller crime scene and autopsy on January 31, 

1969. 

Kujawa, Serge Director of Public Prosecutions, Department of the Attorney General 

of Saskatchewan (1969 to 1974). Around the same time as David 

Milgaard’s appeal to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, Mr. Kujawa 

was involved in securing a direct indictment against Larry Fisher and 

prosecuting him for the sexual assaults perpetrated on Fisher Victims 

1 to 4. 

Kyle, David Founding member and former Commissioner of the Criminal Cases 

Review Commission (UK).

Lafreniere, Bruce He contacted Hersh Wolch in February of 1990 and provided Wolch’s 

office with information respecting Larry Fisher.

Laing, R.D. Chairman of the Saskatchewan Police Commission in 1991. He 

wrote a report respecting the Police Commission’s investigation into 

Saskatoon City Police force’s retention of files relating to Larry Fisher 

dated November 29, 1991.

Lamer, (Rt. Hon) Antonio Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada during the 1992 

Reference relating to David Milgaard’s second application under s. 690 

of the Criminal Code.

Lapchuk, George Resident of Regina in 1969 and a witness at a party in a Regina motel 

room where David Milgaard re-enacted the murder of Gail Miller. 

Lett, Dan Journalist and reporter with the Winnipeg Free Press who wrote 

various newspaper articles on David Milgaard’s efforts to obtain his 

release from prison.

MacFarlane, Bruce Assistant Deputy Attorney General (Criminal Law) between 1989 and 

1993 and actively involved in the consideration of David Milgaard’s 

applications to the federal Minister of Justice under s. 690 of the 

Criminal Code. 

MacKay, Kenneth In 1971, Mr. MacKay was a Crown Solicitor and agent for the Attorney 

General for the Province of Saskatchewan. 

Mackie, Raymond In 1969 he was a Detective Sergeant with the Saskatoon Police 

Service. He was also the lead field investigator and officer in charge of 

the Miller murder investigation. He took Nichol John’s May 24, 1969 

statement.

Malanowich, John In 1969, he was a Youth Sergeant with the Saskatoon Police. He was 

involved in the Miller murder investigation and took a statement from 

Sharon Williams, David Milgaard’s girlfriend.
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Marcoux, Mary Lived at 105 Avenue N South, Saskatoon on January 31, 1969. 

She found Gail Miller’s body on her way to school on the morning of 

January 31, 1969.

Markesteyn, Dr. Peter Chief Medical Examiner for the Manitoba Department of Justice and 

Professor of Forensic Medicine at the University of Manitoba in 1990 

who provided a report to David Asper in June of 1990 assessing the 

opinion of Dr. James Ferris and suggesting, among other things, that 

the yellowish substance collected at the crime scene in 1969 was 

possibly dog urine.

McCloskey, James Founder of Centurion Ministries Inc., a United States non-profit 

organization that investigates claims of wrongful conviction. McCloskey 

made various public statements regarding David Milgaard’s conviction, 

police conduct and Larry Fisher’s responsibility for the Miller murder.

McCorriston, Gerald Detective with the Saskatoon Police in 1969 and involved in the 

Miller murder investigation. On February 3, 1969, as part of a general 

canvass of the area near the crime scene, he interviewed Larry Fisher 

as a possible witness to unusual activity at the bus stop on Avenue O 

and 20th Street on the morning of the murder.

McCrank, Neil Deputy Minister of Justice and Attorney General, Province of 

Alberta who provided assistance to the RCMP during the “Flicker” 

investigation. He and Bruce Fraser authored the “Report of Alberta 

Justice Into Allegations of Criminal Offences Arising From the David 

Milgaard Case” dated August 15, 1994.

McDonald, Dr. Ian Dr. McDonald provided a post-arrest psychiatric assessment of David 

Milgaard in 1969 at the request of T.D.R. Caldwell. In 1972 he provided 

T.D.R. Caldwell with a diagnostic label of David Milgaard for the use of 

parole authorities.

McIntyre, (Hon) William R. Former Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada. Mr. McIntyre was 

retained by the federal Department of Justice to provide his opinion 

respecting David Milgaard’s first application for mercy under s. 690 of 

the Criminal Code and consulted by the federal Department of Justice 

with respect to David Milgaard’s second s. 690 application.

McQuhae, Gary Employed at the Belmont Texaco on 22nd Street and Avenue W in 

1969. On the morning of January 31, 1969, he was dispatched on 

a service call to the 100 Block Avenue T South and gave a boost to 

Ron Wilson’s 1958 Pontiac. 

Melnyk, Craig A witness at a 1969 party in a Regina motel room where David 

Milgaard re-enacted the murder of Gail Miller. 

Merchant, Anthony Legal counsel to David Milgaard and Joyce Milgaard from the spring of 

1981 to the fall of 1984. 
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Merriman, Margaret On January 31, 1969, she lived at 226 Avenue N South, Saskatoon 

(directly across from the entrance to the T-alley between Avenue O and 

Avenue N). She did not observe any persons or vehicles in the area 

while looking out her window and waiting for a taxi to arrive between 

6:30 a.m. and 6:55 a.m. on the morning of the murder.

Merry, Dr. Colin Section Head of Haematopathology and Medical Director at the school 

of Medical Laboratory Technology who provided a report to David 

Asper in 1990 stating that the possibility could not be excluded that 

the yellowish substance collected at the crime scene was dog urine.

Milgaard, David Wrongfully convicted of Gail Miller’s murder on January 31, 1970. His 

conviction was set aside and he was released from prison on April 16, 

1992 following the 1992 Supreme Court of Canada Reference into his 

application for relief under s. 690 of the Criminal Code.

Milgaard, Joyce David Milgaard’s mother. 

Miller, Gail Lived at 130 Avenue O South, Saskatoon and was raped and 

murdered by Larry Fisher on January 31, 1969.

Mitchell, Robert Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Saskatchewan between 

November 1991 and February 1995. 

Molchanko, Victor A Corporal with the RCMP and head of the RCMP Hair and Fibre 

section of the RCMP Crime Detection Laboratory in Regina in 1969. 

He examined certain exhibits in connection with Gail Miller’s murder.

Murphy, Father The Priest at St. Mary’s Church on 20th Street West, Saskatoon 

between 1968 and 1973. He encouraged Albert Cadrain to apply for 

the reward after David Milgaard’s trial.

Nordstrum, Hilmer The officer in charge of the Morality Division of the Saskatoon Police 

Service in 1969 and 1970. He accompanied Detective Karst to 

Winnipeg to interview Larry Fisher with respect to sexual assaults 

committed in Saskatoon in 1968 and 1970.

Nyczai, Adeline Gail Miller’s roommate at 130 Avenue O South. She saw Gail Miller on 

the morning of January 31, 1969 between 6:35 a.m. and 6:45 a.m.

O’Brien, Chris Journalist with CHAB radio in Moose Jaw in 1980 and 1981. He 

interviewed Deborah Hall in 1981. 

Oliver, Ian He was a Constable with the Saskatoon Police Service in 1969 who 

attended the Miller crime scene with Identification Officer Thor Kliev 

and located a knife on the stringer of a fence bordering 221 Avenue N 

South.

Orne, Dr. Martin Medical Doctor and Professor of Psychiatry at the University of 

Pennsylvania who was retained by the federal Department of Justice to 

hypnotize and provide a report on Nichol John in January of 1992. 
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Pambrun, Clifford Linda Fisher’s uncle, who worked with and was friends with Larry 

Fisher.

Parker, John (Jack) A detective with the Saskatoon Police Service in 1969 who, along with 

Detective Sergeant Reid, was among the first officers to attend the 

Miller crime scene on January 31, 1969. In 1980, Inspector Wagner 

assigned him to follow up and investigate Linda Fisher’s August 28, 

1980 statement.

Passet, Vernon A Sergeant in the K-9 section of the Saskatoon Police in the period 

1968 to 1970. He attended the Miller crime scene with his dog on 

January 31, 1969 and also investigated a section of highway with 

his dog in May of 1969 in search of the compact thrown out of Ron 

Wilson’s vehicle on the way to Alberta. 

Patterson, John Inmate at the Prince Albert Penitentiary who served time with Larry 

Fisher. 

Paynter, Bruce Staff Sergeant in charge of the Serology Section at the RCMP Crime 

Detection Laboratory in Regina in 1969. He conducted tests on a 

number of exhibits related to the Miller murder at the request of the 

Saskatoon Police.

Pearson, Rick Sergeant with the RCMP who provided investigative assistance to 

federal Justice, particularly Eugene Williams, in connection with David 

Milgaard’s two applications for mercy under s. 690 of the Criminal 

Code in the early 1990s. 

Penkala, Joseph Lieutenant in charge of the Identification Division of the Saskatoon 

Police Service in 1969. He attended the Miller crime scene and 

autopsy on January 31, 1969 and was involved in the investigation of 

Gail Miller’s murder thereafter. He subsequently became the Chief of 

Saskatoon Police Service.

Perry, Bob Investigator with Robinson Investigations (Regina). In 1992 he was 

retained by the offices of Wolch, Pinx, Tapper and Scurfield to 

investigate and interview Michael Breckenridge.

Perry, Dr. Campbell Professor of Psychology, Concordia University. He was retained 

by Eugene Williams, federal Department of Justice to review the 

methodology and assess the results of Dr. Lee Pulos’ hypnosis of 

Nichol John.

Poitras, Arnold He provided information to Bruce Lafreniere regarding Larry Fisher. 

Pulos, Lee Psychologist retained by Eugene Williams of the federal Department of 

Justice to hypnotize and conduct an interview of Nichol John in 1991. 
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Quinn, John Inspector with the Saskatoon City Police in 1990 who provided 

assistance to Eugene Williams and Sergeant Rick Pearson with 

respect to David Milgaard’s first s. 690 application. In 1991, he was 

assigned as the officer in charge of locating the missing files relating to 

Larry Fisher. 

Rasmussen, Edwin In 1969 he was a Corporal with the RCMP and provided investigative 

assistance to the Saskatoon Police Service in the Miller murder 

investigation.

Rasmussen, Robert Manager of the Trav-a-Leer Motel where David Milgaard attended and 

asked him for directions on January 31, 1969.

Reid, George A Detective Sergeant with the Saskatoon Police Service in 1969 

and was among the first officers to attend the Miller crime scene on 

January 31, 1969. He was one of the senior officers involved in the 

Miller murder investigation.

Remenda, Norman Lived at 224 Avenue N South and was 12 years old in January 1969. 

He and Giles Beauchamp found Gail Miller’s wallet in April of 1969.

Renaud, Roger In 1968 and 1969 he was a field manager for MacLean Hunter 

magazines. He hired David Milgaard to work as a magazine salesman 

in late 1968.

Riddell, J.A.B. Inspector in charge of the RCMP’s Investigation Branch in Regina 

in 1969 who assisted the Saskatoon Police with the Miller murder 

investigation, including conducting interviews of Wilson and John in 

March of 1969. He also attended a meeting on May 16, 1969 with 

various members of the Saskatoon Police.

Roberts, Art In 1969 he was an Inspector and polygraph operator with the Calgary 

Police Service. He came to Saskatoon in May of 1969 at the request of 

the Saskatoon Police and conducted an interrogation and polygraph of 

Ron Wilson and an interrogation of Nichol John. 

Roberts, David Journalist and reporter with the Globe and Mail who wrote various 

newspaper articles on a number of issues relating to David Milgaard’s 

efforts to obtain his release from prison.

Robinson, Michael Former officer and National Polygraph Coordinator for the RCMP. After 

retirement from the RCMP, he was a private investigator with Robinson 

Investigations and attempted to conduct a polygraph test on Larry 

Fisher in 1990.

Rodin, Greg Lawyer with the law firm of Wolch, Pinx, Tapper and Scurfield who 

began assisting Hersh Wolch on the Milgaard file after David Asper left 

the practise of law in June 1992.
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Rossmo, D. Kim Professor of Criminology and retired police officer. In 1991, he and Neil 

Boyd co-authored a report entitled “Milgaard v. The Queen: Finding 

Justice - Problems and Process” dated October 1991.

Sargent, Syd On January 31, 1969 on his way home from work, he was turning onto 

20th St. and saw a young woman dressed like a nurse standing down 

the south side of the block and a man staggering down the street 

between 7:00 a.m. to 7:05 a.m. At the Inquiry, he identified the woman 

as Gail Miller.

Sawatsky, Murray Officer in charge of the RCMP’s investigation team assembled in late 

1992 to investigate allegations of wrongdoing against members of 

the Saskatoon City Police and Saskatchewan Department of Justice 

(i.e., the “Flicker” investigation). 

Shannon, Howard Assistant Manager, Prairie Region, for MacLean-Hunter Magazine 

in 1969. In 1981, he provided funds to Joyce and David Milgaard to 

retain Tony Merchant as their legal counsel. 

Short, Charles Lieutenant in charge of the Detectives Division of the Saskatoon Police 

Service in 1969. He performed a supervisory function in connection 

with the Gail Miller murder investigation and was involved in interviews 

of Albert and Dennis Cadrain, Ron Wilson and Nichol John in March 

of 1969.

Simington, William Sergeant with the Shellbrook detachment of the RCMP. Bruce 

Lafreniere claimed that he made a report to officer Simington regarding 

Larry Fisher and the Miller murder at the Shellbrook detachment of the 

RCMP in 1986.

Spence, Leslie Gail Miller’s boyfriend in January of 1969. 

Stadnyk, Bobbi An acquaintance of Ron Wilson, George Lapchuk, Craig Melnyk and 

Launa Edwards.

Tallis, (Hon.) Calvin F. Former Justice of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal. He was David 

Milgaard’s defence counsel during his preliminary inquiry, trial and 

appeal to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal. 

Tisbury, Gary Sergeant with the RCMP in Nakusp, B.C. who assisted Eugene 

Williams with witness interviews conducted in British Columbia.

Ullrich, Elmer The Case Preparation Officer for the Saskatoon Police Service. He was 

the Case Preparation officer for the Miller murder file.

Valila, Harry An officer in the Morality Division of the Saskatoon Police in 1969. He 

assisted with the Miller murder investigation and was aware of some 

information relating to the sexual assaults perpetrated by Larry Fisher 

in Saskatoon in 1968 and 1970.
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Vanin, Thomas An officer with the Saskatoon City Police who provided internal 

police information to Hersh Wolch, David Asper, Joyce Milgaard, Paul 

Henderson and members of the media in the early 1990s. 

Wagner, Kenneth An Inspector with the Saskatoon Police who took Linda Fisher’s 

statement on August 28, 1980.

Walters, Kenneth In 1969, he was a Constable in the Youth Section of the Criminal 

Investigations Division of the Regina City Police, and was familiar with 

Ron Wilson, Nichol John, David Milgaard, George Lapchuk, Craig 

Melnyk, Ute Frank and Barbara Berard.

Weir, Stanley (Gus) In 1969 and 1970, he was a Morality Officer with the Saskatoon Police 

Service. He was also the officer in charge of the Fisher Victim 4 rape 

investigation.

Williams, Eugene Lawyer, federal Department of Justice. He was assigned to investigate 

and assess David Milgaard’s applications for mercy under s. 690 of the 

Criminal Code between 1989 and 1992.

Williams, Sharon David Milgaard’s girlfriend in 1968. She met with David Milgaard and 

his travelling companions (Ron Wilson, Nichol John and Albert Cadrain) 

in St. Albert, Alberta on February 1, 1969. 

Wilson, Ronald One of David Milgaard’s acquaintances and travelling companions on 

the trip to Saskatoon and Alberta on January 31, 1969. He testified 

against David Milgaard at his trial in 1970 and subsequently recanted 

some of his incriminating testimony in 1990.

Wilson, Shirley Ron Wilson’s mother.

Wilton, David Constable with the Saskatoon Police in 1969 who assisted in the Gail 

Miller murder investigation and took a report from Syd Sargent.

Wispinski, Barbara Nichol John’s friend and confidant in 1969.

Wood, John In 1969, he was the Superintendent of the Criminal Investigations 

Division of the Saskatoon Police who performed an administrative and 

oversight function in the Miller murder investigation.

Wright, Bryan Linda Fisher’s former common-law spouse (1975 to 1983). He drove 

Linda to the police station on August 28, 1980.

Young, Gary Legal counsel to Joyce and David Milgaard in the early 1980’s.
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Individuals Mentioned in this Report Whose 
Names are Protected for Reasons of Privacy
A number of sexual assault victims testified during the Commission’s public hearings and I received 

their testimony subject to a publication ban which barred the media from reporting names and personal 

information which might identify them. In addition, a number of documents relating to certain assault 

victims were exhibited before me during the course of the public hearings and, consequently, I ordered 

that the names of the victims listed in those documents also be subject to a ban on publication. 

In order to ensure the continued privacy of these victims, the Commission has ascribed an 

alpha-numerical identifier and shortened acronym to each that will be used throughout this Report. 

Victims that were assaulted by Larry Fisher have been given an alpha-numeric identifier that begins with 

the prefix “Fisher” or “FV”. Victims of unknown assailants are simply identified as “Victim” or “V”. I will 

use the full identifier or its shortened acronym interchangeably throughout the Report where the context 

requires me to do so. 

Two charts describing the alpha-numeric identifiers associated with the assault victims and the basic 

details of their respective assaults are listed below. 

Fisher Victims

Fisher Victim Identifier Date of Assault Location of Assault

Fisher Victim 1

(FV1)

October 21, 1968 Near 18th Street between Avenues G and H, 

Saskatoon.

Fisher Victim 2

(FV2)

November 13, 1968 Near 18th Street between Avenues E and F, 

Saskatoon.

Fisher Victim 3

(FV3)

November 29, 1968 Near Wiggins Avenue and Temperance Street, 

Saskatoon.

Fisher Victim 4

(FV4)

February 21, 1970 200 Block, Avenue V South, Saskatoon.

Fisher Victim 5

(FV5)

August 2, 1970 Ft. Garry, Manitoba.

Fisher Victim 6

(FV6)

September 19, 1970 Ft. Garry, Manitoba. 

Fisher Victim 7

(FV7)

March 31, 1980 North Battleford, Saskatchewan.
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Victims of Unknown Assailants

Other Victim Identifier Date of Assault Location of Assault

Victim 8

(V8)

May 14, 1968 Bird’s Point Resort near Round Lake, 

Saskatchewan.

Victim 9

(V9)

Late 1968 Back lane of 2018 20th Street, Saskatoon

Victim 10

(V10)

January 15, 1969 100 Block Avenue Q between 21st and 22nd 

Street, Saskatoon.

Victim 11

(V11)

January 15 or 22, 

1969

Near Lindsay Place, Saskatoon.

Victim 12

(V12)

January 31, 1969 Avenue H between 20th and 21st Street, 

Saskatoon. 

Victim 13

(V13)

February 3, 1969 Near 1700 Block 20th Street and Avenue S, 

Saskatoon. 



Chapter 3
Overview of Facts



Part I – Introduction

T
he Milgaard case has been the subject of two formal reviews by the federal Justice Minister, 

a reference to the Supreme Court of Canada, an inquiry by the Saskatoon Police Commission 

concerning missing files relating to Larry Fisher’s Saskatoon sexual offences, and a two year 

RCMP investigation into alleged wrongdoing in the investigation and prosecution of David Milgaard. 

Finally, Larry Fisher was investigated and successfully prosecuted for the murder of Gail Miller. Except 

for the Fisher trial, David Milgaard, his mother Joyce, and their supporters either rejected or publicly 

questioned most of the factual conclusions reached in those proceedings.

I will refer to the Milgaards and their supporters as “the Milgaard group” for the sake of convenience, 

and not to designate specific individuals beyond the Milgaards themselves, because membership in 

the group changed from time to time.

The Commission began its work against a background of ill will between the Milgaard group on the 

one hand and police and government agencies on the other. Resentful of, as they saw it, being left 

out of previous investigations and doubting official conclusions as being too narrow, misguided, 

lacking in transparency, biased or simply wrong, the Milgaard group mounted an attack through the 

media prior to the Inquiry and continued it during the Inquiry.
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With little agreement on relevant facts between the Milgaard group and the authorities, the Commission 

was obliged to rehear evidence. All concerned parties were represented by counsel who had the right to 

examine witnesses. The Commission does not claim to have answered all concerns, but we have erred 

on the side of inclusion. No party should be heard to complain that the available evidence was not fully 

canvassed.

Media coverage of the reopening effort, especially during the period 1989 to 1992, was extensive and 

relied upon information generated, for the most part, by the Milgaard group. As became apparent 

during the public hearings, the record thus produced was not always accurate, often inflammatory, 

and sometimes contradictory. Its constant theme of official wrongdoing caused officials to mistrust all 

information emanating from the group. The latter’s policy of going first to the media with its concerns and 

only then to official investigators, if at all, alienated authorities. The “media circus”,1 as one member of 

the Milgaard group described it was, I find, counter-productive to the reopening effort in the long term, 

although it can be credited with getting Milgaard out of prison and with the quashing of his conviction.

Part II – Investigation of Gail Miller Murder
1. Gail Miller in Saskatoon

Gail Miller moved to Saskatoon, then a city of 129,000 people, in September of 1968. The second of 

eight children born to Milton and Jean Miller, she trained as a certified nursing assistant in Swift Current. 

She found employment at City Hospital in Saskatoon where she worked from September 4, 1968 until her 

death on January 31, 1969. She resided at 130 Avenue O South, a boarding house in the working class 

district of Pleasant Hill in west Saskatoon. It was here where she was last seen alive at around 6:45 a.m. 

Her body was found in an alley about a block south of her residence at around 8:30 a.m. She had been 

sexually assaulted and stabbed to death.

The following map identifies Miller’s residence, the location where her body was found, and two bus stops 

where she could have caught her bus to work. The map also identifies the Cadrain residence where Larry 

Fisher resided, and where David Milgaard visited on the morning of Miller’s murder.

1 T26809; T26975; T27268; T28477.
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Although nobody saw Miller leave the boarding house, she was thought to have done so around 

6:45 a.m. to catch her bus on 20th Street. Her usual route was out the front door, and down Avenue O 

to the bus stop on the southwest corner of 20th Street and Avenue O, although she had been known to 

catch the bus a block east of there at Avenue N and 20th Street. Leaving the back door of her residence 

would have put Miller in the alley leading south to the spot where her body was found. Alternatively, she 

might have walked south on Avenue N to the 20th Street bus stop.

Gail Miller’s body was found face down in the snow in the lane behind 211 Avenue N South, clad in an 

overcoat with her arms removed from her uniform top which was rolled down to her waist. The fatal stab 

wounds penetrated her coat but not her uniform. Her blood stained panties, girdle and stockings were 

down near her left ankle, and her right boot was missing.

A broken paring knife blade was found underneath her body, and the matching maroon handle was later 

found in a nearby yard.

Her missing boot and a sweater were found buried in the snow nearby. Contents from her purse were 

found in adjacent backyards and the purse itself was located a few days later in a nearby garbage can.

An autopsy was conducted on the same day at St. Paul’s Hospital by pathologist Dr. Harry Emson, with 

Saskatoon Police officers Lt. Joe Penkala and Thor Kliev of the Identification Division in attendance. The 

victim had sustained multiple throat slashes and stab wounds to the upper torso, one of which penetrated 

the lung causing death.

Vaginal contents were tested and found to contain non-motile spermatozoa. They were then discarded.

2. Saskatoon Police

In 1969, the Saskatoon City Police Service was comprised of approximately 250 personnel, of which 

203 were active police officers. Jack Wood was the Superintendent of Criminal Investigations. There were 

three divisions which reported to him: Detectives, Morality and Identification.

Homicide investigations were conducted by the Detective Division which was headed by Lt. Charles 

Short. There were three detective sergeants, Raymond Mackie, George Reid, and Jack Ward and 

17 detectives who investigated homicides as well as other crimes including fraud, robbery and other 

criminal offences.

At the time, sexual assaults were handled by the Morality Division, which was headed by Inspector Hilmer 

Nordstrum. There were 12 morality officers.

The Identification Division was headed by Lt. Joseph Penkala and included five identification officers. This 

Division provided crime scene support to Detectives and Morality.

It was the practice of the Saskatoon Police (a term which I will use to describe the organization variously 

known over the years as the Saskatoon Police Service, Saskatoon Police Force and the Saskatoon 

Police Department) to assign major cases to two officers who would share the responsibility of overseeing 

the investigation. The Gail Miller murder investigation was assigned to Mackie and Reid. All of the other 

homicide detectives were involved in the investigation, as well as officers and constables from other 

divisions. In total, more than 100 police officers were involved in the Gail Miller murder investigation.
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3. Investigation Before Milgaard Became a Suspect

The Saskatoon Police deployed significant resources to investigate the Miller murder.

A team of police officers undertook a coordinated canvass of the neighbourhood, asking people if they 

noticed anything unusual on the morning of January 31, 1969. The search covered an approximate six 

square block radius.

The police interviewed Miller’s roommates, family, and friends to try and identify possible suspects, and a 

motive for the murder. Miller’s male acquaintances were investigated as possible suspects and eventually 

eliminated. The police also interviewed and investigated Miller’s fellow employees at the City Hospital to 

identify anybody suspicious there who may have committed the crime.

The police canvassed the drycleaners in the City to determine whether anybody had brought in bloody 

clothes. The police received numerous leads and tips about possible suspects. These were followed up, 

but without success.

Early in the investigation, the Saskatoon Police suspected that Miller’s killer was the same person who 

had committed two rapes and an indecent assault in the three months preceding Miller’s murder.

On October 21, 1968, Fisher Victim 1 was sexually assaulted near 18th Street and Avenue G and H in 

Saskatoon. On November 13, 1968, Fisher Victim 2 was sexually assaulted near 18th Street between 

Avenues E and F. These assaults occurred approximately eight to 10 blocks from where Miller’s body was 

found. The assaults took place in the early evening. In both assaults, the victims were grabbed by the 

assailant and taken to a nearby alley where they were directed to remove their clothing. The assailant had 

a knife in each of the attacks, but the victims were not stabbed. Although these victims were not robbed, 

stabbed or killed, the police viewed the circumstances of these assaults to be similar to the modus 

operandi of the Gail Miller rape and murder.

There was a third attempted assault on November 28, 1968. Fisher Victim 3 was indecently assaulted 

near Wiggins Avenue and Temperance Street in Saskatoon. This assault also took place in the evening 

shortly after 9:30 p.m. The victim was grabbed by an assailant with a knife and taken to an alley. A car 

came along before the assailant was able to sexually assault the victim and he escaped.

The circumstances of the 1968 assaults were similar and although the police had not identified any 

suspects, they believed a single perpetrator committed all three assaults. At the time of the Miller murder, 

these assaults were unsolved and the police did not have any suspects.

The Saskatoon Police thoroughly investigated the single perpetrator theory. The police investigated 

people on a list of known sexual deviates. They checked all of the names of previous sexual offenders and 

eventually eliminated them as suspects for the earlier assaults and Gail Miller’s murder.

David Milgaard was unknown to the Saskatoon Police, and was not a suspect until March 2, 1969, 

when Albert Cadrain walked into the Saskatoon Police station and told the police that he thought his 

friend, David Milgaard, was responsible for the murder of Gail Miller. By this time, the police had already 

investigated and eliminated over 160 potential suspects.

4. Larry Fisher

Fisher, who lived in the basement suite of the Cadrain house at 334 Avenue O South, within two blocks of 

the murder scene, with his wife Linda and their infant daughter Tammy, was not a suspect in the original 
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police investigation. He had no criminal record and was not suspected of the sexual assaults in the 

area until well after the Milgaard trial, becoming known to authorities only in September of 1970 in that 

connection. Arrested at that time in Winnipeg for sexual assaults in that area, he subsequently confessed 

and plead guilty to three Saskatoon assaults committed in October and November of 1968, and to a 

fourth committed in Saskatoon in February of 1970.

Police were alerted to look for a construction worker wearing a hard hat who usually caught the bus at 

Avenue 0 and 20th Street, but was not on the bus on the morning of the murder. Fisher was one of two 

people identified in this connection as he stood waiting for his bus, wearing a yellow construction hat. 

When interviewed on February 3, 1969, he reported having gone to work on the morning of January 31, 

1969. He was not interviewed as a suspect but rather as a witness who may have observed something 

that morning. The second person, Anthony Humen, was interviewed as a suspect having been pointed 

out by the bus driver as a passenger not on the bus on January 31, 1969.

As part of the neighborhood canvass, Linda Fisher was questioned at home about any unusual 

observations. She had made none.

5. Forensic Investigation

On February 4, 1969, Penkala returned to the murder scene and found two frozen lumps in the snow, one 

of which contained human pubic hair. Pathologist, Dr. Harry Emson found them to contain spermatozoa. 

Staff Sgt. Bruce Paynter of the RCMP lab identified human semen with A antigens in one of the frozen 

lumps meaning that, presumptively at least, the donor of the semen was of blood type A and a secretor 

of antigens. Before trial, Milgaard was incorrectly identified presumptively as a type A non-secretor. Only in 

1992 was it shown definitively that he was a secretor.

Paynter inspected the victim’s clothing, finding human seminal staining on only the panties.

6. Physical Evidence

Police concluded that the knife blade found beneath Gail Miller’s body was the murder weapon, and that 

its handle was the maroon plastic one found in a neighboring yard. No fingerprints could be identified.

On April 4, 1969, Miller’s wallet was found on Avenue O South, a couple of doors from the Cadrain house. 

The next door neighbor found a bloody toque in her yard shortly after the murder, turning it over to police 

on April 5, 1969. Examination confirmed the presence of blood, but no typing was possible.

7. David Milgaard

David Milgaard, 16 years old at the time of the murder, was the eldest in a family of four, born to Lorne 

and Joyce Milgaard.

He was a troubled child from the age of about five years and required the intervention of social workers, 

psychologists, psychiatrists, and authority figures in the school system. He presented a management 

problem in school and at home, running away in 1966. Milgaard spent a few months in the Yorkton 

Mental Health Clinic, then in a foster home. In March of 1967, he was admitted to the Saskatchewan 

Boys School, from which he twice ran. Discharged from school in 1967, he returned home briefly only to 

leave again travelling to hippie houses in Regina, Edmonton and Vancouver. In January of 1968, Joyce 

Milgaard brought her son to Yorkton asking for placement. Milgaard was placed in two successive foster 

homes, leaving the last in the spring of 1968, traveling to eastern Canada and then to Oregon where he 
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was arrested in August of that year and asked to leave the United States. As a juvenile, he was charged 

and convicted of a number of offences relating to theft, joy riding and drugs, but none alleging physical or 

violent behaviour.

 (a) David Milgaard’s Activites on January 31, 1969

Milgaard gave rather sketchy accounts to police of his activities on January 31, 1969, but did not testify at 

trial. The most reliable evidence about his whereabouts on that morning came from his defence counsel’s 

memory of what Milgaard had told him.

On the evening of Thursday, January 30, 1969, Milgaard and his friend, Ronald Wilson, decided to travel 

from Regina to Saskatoon for Vancouver. Their purpose was to buy drugs for personal use and resale. 

They invited Nichol John, whom Milgaard had met only a few days earlier. They had little money and 

planned to pick up Milgaard’s friend, Albert Cadrain, in Saskatoon with a view to using his money for 

the trip.

Before leaving Regina in Wilson’s car, a 1958 Pontiac in poor condition, Wilson and Milgaard stole a 

battery, spilling acid on themselves in the process.

They left Regina shortly after midnight, breaking into a grain elevator in Aylesbury along the way where, 

finding no money, Milgaard stole a flashlight. On the trip to Saskatoon, Wilson and Milgaard discussed 

rolling people, and purse snatching as a means of funding the trip.

Milgaard, Wilson, John and Cadrain were all frequent users of drugs, including marijuana and LSD.

Wilson and John both testified at trial that they had not taken drugs on the trip to Saskatoon, or while they 

were there. Milgaard told his trial lawyer, Calvin Tallis, that they had used drugs prior to leaving Regina and 

after leaving Saskatoon, but not in between. Wilson later said that they were all stoned on the trip, but did 

not want to admit it to authorities.

Milgaard admitted to Tallis that he had a flexible bladed knife in his possession on the trip to Saskatoon, 

but that it was neither a paring knife nor a hunting knife as variously described by his companions Wilson 

and John at trial.

Although the trio’s movements after arriving in Saskatoon cannot be traced exactly, a fairly accurate 

picture emerges from Wilson and John’s trial evidence, and from what Milgaard told his lawyer.

Arriving in Saskatoon around 6:30 a.m. with Wilson driving, they crossed the river on the Idylwyld freeway 

turning west on 20th or 22nd Street in search of Cadrain’s house. Only Milgaard had been there and 

he did not have the address. He knew it was in the Pleasant Hill area near St. Mary’s Church, which is 

located on 20th Street midway between the Cadrain residence and Gail Miller’s boarding house, and half 

a block from where Gail Miller’s body was found.

From what his client told him, Tallis concluded the three young people traveled up and down avenues 

west of the Idylwyld freeway between 20th and 22nd Streets, probably in the area where the body was 

found. At one point, they pulled their vehicle alongside a woman and asked for directions. Wilson and 

John testified at trial that the woman was young and wore a dark coat or cape similar to the coat Gail 

Miller was wearing that morning. Nobody saw her face because of her outerwear. Milgaard told Tallis that 

she was older, around 35 to 40, and confided that he thought about stealing her purse. This was not 

known to the police and was one of the reasons that Milgaard did not testify at his trial.
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The woman could not help them with directions so they drove on, becoming stuck in the snow either 

at the intersection of Avenue N and 20th Street, or in the alley behind the funeral home which was on 

the northwest corner of that intersection. Wilson testified to the first location, and John to the second. 

Milgaard told his lawyer that they got stuck on one of the avenues between 20th and 22nd Street, leaving 

Tallis to conclude that it was possibly in the vicinity of Avenues N and O.

Unable to free the stuck vehicle, Wilson and Milgaard left in opposite directions looking for help, with John 

remaining in the car. Milgaard confirmed as much to Tallis but said he was gone for only a short time. In 

their first statements to police, John and Wilson did not say anything about the woman they stopped, 

getting stuck, or that Milgaard had left the car at this time.

Wilson later told the police that Milgaard was away from the car for a short time, and so testified at the 

preliminary inquiry, increasing the time to 15 minutes in his trial evidence. It was at this time, according 

to the theory of the Crown, that Milgaard raped and killed Gail Miller, something Milgaard denied to Tallis 

saying that he met no one when he left the car.

After returning to the car, according to Wilson’s testimony and Milgaard’s statement to his lawyer, two 

men in a cream colored Dodge or Chrysler helped to push them out.

The Wilson vehicle was then driven to the Trav-A-Leer Motel, some distance west on 22nd Street, where 

Milgaard entered in stocking feet asking the front desk manager, Robert Rasmussen, for directions to 

St. Mary’s Church and Cadrain’s house. The occupants of the car could not fix the time of their arrival at 

the motel, but Rasmussen testified at trial that they arrived shortly after opening time at 7:00 a.m., but 

possibly as late as 7:30 a.m. His evidence was used at trial to identify the window of opportunity open to 

Milgaard to commit the murder.

Armed with directions, Wilson drove his car towards Cadrain’s house, but became stuck in an alley in 

the 300 block of Avenue T South behind the Danchuk house. Walter and Sandra Danchuk’s vehicle had 

stalled in the alley blocking Wilson’s path and he stalled behind their car. The trio went into the house with 

the Danchuks to wait for a tow truck, and the Danchuks both testified at trial that they did not observe 

anything unusual about Milgaard and saw no blood on his clothing. Walter Danchuk estimated the time 

of Wilson’s vehicle arrival as between 7:30 a.m. and 7:45 a.m. while Sandra Danchuk had it between 

7:40 a.m. and 7:50 a.m. The tow truck came to boost the Wilson vehicle which then was driven to 

Cadrain’s house at around 9:00 a.m.

At home were Cadrain, his five year old brother Kenneth and his 20 year old sister Celine, the latter being 

in an upstairs bedroom until after Milgaard and Wilson had changed their clothing. Milgaard explained to 

Tallis that he changed because the crotch of his pants had ripped and the pants had holes from spilled 

battery acid. He denied that there was blood on his clothes. Albert Cadrain, however, told the police and 

testified at trial that he saw a blood stain approximately one to two inches in diameter together with a 

few splatters. It was located on Milgaard’s pants and shirttail. He noted no blood on Milgaard’s shorts or 

sweater. Wilson initially told police that he did not see any blood on Milgaard’s clothes but later changed 

his story and testified at trial that he saw blood on Milgaard’s pants and shirt. John never did say that she 

saw blood on his clothes.

While at Cadrain’s, Milgaard left the house alone and drove Wilson’s car “around the block”2 a couple of 

times, as he told police, only to have it stall beside Cadrain’s house from where it had to be towed for 

2 Docid 006586.
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transmission repair. Asked by police why he would drive a car around the block in -40 C weather when 

it had been giving them trouble, Milgaard responded that he “liked to drive”.3 The police found such an 

explanation doubtful on its face and became even more suspicious when Gail Miller’s wallet was found in 

the snow three doors away from the Cadrain house. They thought that he might have been driving back 

to the murder scene to find out whether the body had been discovered and at the same time had thrown 

out the wallet.

The Wilson vehicle was towed to a service station for repair. Later in the day Milgaard, Wilson, John and 

Cadrain left Saskatoon for Edmonton to see Milgaard’s girlfriend, Sharon Williams. They made their way to 

Edmonton via Calgary, having taken a wrong turn.

The operator of the service station who arranged for the extraction of Wilson’s car from the alley some 

time after 9:00 a.m. was suspicious of the three occupants, wondering why people from Regina would 

be stuck in the alley and how they were able to quickly raise money for a tow after telling the operator 

that they had none. He reported the incident to the police who ran a license check showing the vehicle 

registered to Wilson. They took no further action.

Seated in the front of the car on the highway outside of Saskatoon, John found a cosmetic bag in the 

glove box, and held it up asking whose it was, whereupon Milgaard grabbed it and threw it out the 

window. She so testified at trial as did Wilson and Cadrain. Milgaard admitted the incident to Tallis 

but was unable to explain why he did it, or where the cosmetic bag came from. The evidence was 

incriminating, and having heard what he did from his client, Tallis could not do much to challenge it. Had 

Milgaard taken the stand at trial, cross-examination on the point was expected to be robust even though 

Gail Miller’s purse which was retrieved from a garbage can near the scene of the crime, contained a 

cosmetic bag.

They returned to Regina on February 6, 1969, cutting short their planned trip to Vancouver when Wilson 

learned that his father was ill.

8. Investigation of David Milgaard

 (a) Albert Cadrain Attendance at Police Station March 2, 1969

Milgaard came to the attention of the Saskatoon Police on March 2, 1969 through the report of Albert 

Cadrain. After returning with Milgaard, Wilson and John from the trip, Cadrain was picked up on 

February 6, 1969 in Regina and charged with vagrancy. Regina Police noticed that he lived in the vicinity 

of the Miller crime scene and that he had left Saskatoon on the day of the murder. They mentioned that 

to him but he said that he was not aware of the murder. They took no statement from him nor did they 

contact Saskatoon Police. Up to then, Cadrain had no knowledge of Gail Miller’s murder, having left 

Saskatoon on the afternoon of the day of her death. But arriving home in Saskatoon on March 1, 1969, 

Albert was told of the murder by family members. He in turn told them that he saw blood on Milgaard’s 

pants upon his arrival at their house, and that Milgaard was in a hurry to leave. After some discussion, 

they advised him to report the matter to police if he genuinely thought that Milgaard could be responsible 

for the murder.

The next day, Cadrain reported to the Saskatoon Police station with his brother Dennis, where he told 

the desk sergeant that he had information relating to the death of Gail Miller. He was questioned first by 

3 Docid 006586.
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Lt. Charles Short and then by Det. Eddie Karst, who took his statement. From that point, Karst became a 

major figure in the case.

From Cadrain, police heard that:

Milgaard arrived at Cadrain’s house on the morning of the murder at about 9:05 a.m. Cadrain •	
had not seen him for about a year, and his arrival was unexpected.

Milgaard brought two friends, Wilson and John, whom Cadrain had never met before.•	
One of the first things Milgaard said was that they had to “leave town right away”.•	 4 Cadrain was 

asked to go with them, and he agreed to go on the trip.

Cadrain said Milgaard changed his pants and shirt in the living room in front of everyone. He •	
noticed blood on Milgaard’s shirt and pants.

Cadrain thought Milgaard put the soiled clothes back in his suitcase but he wasn’t sure.•	
Milgaard took Wilson’s car for a drive around the block alone. The car stalled and had to be •	
towed to a service station, where it was fixed.

Milgaard always seemed in a hurry.•	
Milgaard always talked about cleaning the car.•	
Milgaard talked about a gun once but Cadrain never saw one, nor did he see any blood or knives •	
in the car.

Everyone seemed to be afraid of Milgaard all the time.•	

Their one to two hour questioning of Albert and Dennis Cadrain on March 2, 1969, produced a story 

which needed further investigation. With the assistance of the RCMP, they learned that Milgaard was 

in Winnipeg, Wilson was in jail in Regina and John lived in Regina. Karst was then sent to Winnipeg to 

interview Milgaard, and Inspector J.A.B. Riddell of the Regina RCMP was asked to interview Wilson and 

John.

 (b) March 3, 1969 Interview of David Milgaard

The RCMP took Milgaard into custody in Winnipeg telling him that he was being questioned in connection 

with the murder of Gail Miller. There he was interviewed by Karst on March 3, 1969 in the presence 

of Sgt. Thomas (Stan) Edmondson of the RCMP. Although warned by Karst that he was a suspect in 

the murder of Gail Miller, he was not directly asked whether he was involved. Milgaard was asked to 

provide his recollection of the morning of January 31, 1969, but at first could not be sure if he had been 

in Saskatoon that year. He then admitted that he had been in Saskatoon with Wilson and John to see 

Cadrain a month earlier. He confirmed looking for the Cadrain house in Pleasant Hill and speaking to “an 

old woman on the street”5 asking for directions and then stopping at a motel with a car port to get a map. 

He could not be specific about times stating that “time doesn’t mean anything”.6 Milgaard related being 

stuck in an alley near an apartment block and changing his clothes at Cadrain’s because of the battery 

acid. His explanation for being in the alley was “I don’t know, I like to drive I guess”.7 He could not say 

where his clothes were and a search of his personal possessions was unsuccessful in finding them. His 

body bore no physical marks or scratches that would indicate a recent struggle.

4 Docid 018501.

5 Docid 006586.

6 Docid 006586.

7 Docid 006586.
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Milgaard also told the police that while at Cadrain’s he drove Wilson’s car around the block. Asked why he 

would do this after having been stuck already he replied “I like to drive I guess”.8 He admitted being in a 

hurry or excited, but said that it was because he was looking forward to seeing his girlfriend in Edmonton.

He also told Karst that he had taken drugs on the trip, that he had received psychiatric treatment in 

Yorkton at the age of 13, that he was given to snap decisions, and that he was not sure if he had been by 

himself at any time on the morning of January 31, 1969.

Asked about a record, he related convictions for sexual immorality, trafficking, stolen cars, break and 

enter, escaping lawful custody, and that he had been deported from the United States.

The interview did not allay Karst’s suspicions, and excited his interest because:

Milgaard’s arrival time in Saskatoon coincided with the time of the murder.•	
Milgaard could be placed in the vicinity of the murder due to his own admission.•	
Milgaard was travelling in back lanes the morning of the murder.•	
Milgaard attended at the Cadrain residence which was a block from where Gail Miller’s body was •	
found and admitted to being in an excited condition.

Although Milgaard denied having blood on his clothing, the clothing could not be found or •	
located.

Milgaard and his travelling companions were under the effect of drugs on the trip.•	
Milgaard and his travelling companions were in financial trouble.•	
The type of offences and the record of Milgaard’s previous behaviour was considered to be •	
significant.

While Wilson’s vehicle was being fixed, Milgaard made various attempts to clean the auto.•	

Significantly, the police noted that “there is no accounting for the time when Milgaard arrived in the 

city (approximately 5:00 a.m. or 5:30 a.m. by their own admission) until approximately 20 minutes to 

8:00 a.m. when they were stuck in the lane behind Danchuk’s house”.9 They concluded from the Milgaard 

and Wilson statements that Milgaard “could be responsible for an offence of this type and there are 

many areas…to be cleared up further regarding the time element and discrepancies in statements before 

Milgaard could be eliminated as a suspect”.10

 (c) Ron Wilson Statement – March 3, 1969

The Wilson statement of March 3, 1969, given to Inspector J.A.B. Riddell must speak for itself because 

Riddell is deceased and was never asked to provide an account of the interview and statement. The 

statement exists in typed format with no indication of the nature of the questions asked.

Wilson is recorded as having reported arriving in Saskatoon around 5:00 or 6:00 a.m. and then driving 

around looking for the Cadrain house. They became stuck in an alley behind a car, got their vehicle 

started with a boost, found the Cadrain house and entered.

Milgaard went to the car for his suitcase, but drove it around the block and the transmission line broke. 

Wilson said that he also changed his pants at the Cadrain house because of spilled battery acid. 

8 Docid 006586.

9 Docid 009233.

10 Docid 009233.
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Police were later to hear from Wilson’s mother that he and Milgaard had changed their clothes before 

leaving Regina because of battery acid on them.

In his statement, Wilson said “at no time during the time we were in Saskatoon was Dave Milgaard out of 

my sight for more than one or two minutes, the one time being when he drove the car around the block. 

This would be well after daylight. I never knew Dave to have a knife. I am convinced that Dave Milgaard 

never left our company during the morning we were in Saskatoon.”11 Wilson also stated that “all during 

this trip there was never any mention about the murder of a girl in Saskatoon. In fact I didn’t even know 

about this murder until the police told me today”.12

In a note attached to Wilson’s statement, Riddell stated that during the interview with Wilson, he 

“appeared straight forward with nothing to hide”.13

After interviewing Wilson, the RCMP searched Wilson’s car and nothing of interest was located. Milgaard’s 

clothes were not found, nor were any blood stains noted. The police also checked with Wilson’s 

mother who advised that she had Milgaard’s brown jacket, but that she had been given permission by 

Sgt. Kenneth Walters of the Regina Police to throw it out.

 (d) Nichol John Statement – March 11, 1969

On March 11, 1969, John told Riddell that the group arrived in Saskatoon between 6:30 a.m. and 

7:30 a.m., drove around looking for Cadrain’s house, stopped at a motel to get a map, became stuck 

in a back alley behind a vehicle, leaving there well after daylight and going to the Cadrain house. There 

Milgaard and Wilson changed clothes, Wilson’s pants being eaten by acid and Milgaard having ripped the 

crotch out of his. She did not see blood on anybody’s clothing. She too told of Milgaard driving the car 

around the block, and that it broke down.

John said that all during the morning they were in Saskatoon, Wilson, John and Milgaard were together 

and “I am sure that David or Ron never left me for more than one or two minutes that morning.”14

 (e) Follow-up Investigation

Cadrain gave a second statement to police on March 5, 1969, mentioning once more the blood on 

Milgaard’s clothing.

Although in their statements Wilson and John were adamant that Milgaard did not leave their sight for 

more than one or two minutes, the police thought that they might not have been getting the full story for 

they had, in addition, evidence from the service station operator that Milgaard had been trying to clean 

out the car. Coupled with Milgaard’s past brushes with the law, his lifestyle, his personal history and the 

evasive nature of his interview, he remained a suspect.

On March 18, 1969, Karst and Short went to Regina to interview Wilson and John, taking Cadrain with 

them. They got nothing from Wilson, but interviewed John and Cadrain together, hearing from John 

that she believed Cadrain was telling the truth. In her opinion, Milgaard was a dangerous character and 

had forced her to have intercourse several times. She was afraid of him. Hearing of Milgaard’s trip to 

Edmonton and St. Albert, Saskatoon Police sent an officer to interview Sharon Williams in St. Albert. 

11 Docid 042086.
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She was a one-time girlfriend of Milgaard whom he had gone to visit. Nothing was learned in connection 

with the murder, but Williams painted a highly unfavourable picture of Milgaard, detailing his property 

related criminal behaviour and his aggressive sexual behaviour towards her. She considered him to be a 

violent person capable of murder.

Police suspicion was further heightened with the discovery on April 4, 1969, of Gail Miller’s wallet buried in 

the snow near the Cadrain house. They suspected that Milgaard had thrown it there on his drive from the 

Cadrain house.

The police considered the possibility that Milgaard had committed the three recent sexual assaults as well, 

but then learned that he was not in Saskatoon on the relevant dates.

Karst and Edmondson went back to John on April 14, 1969, Karst reporting that John was emphatic 

in stating that she could not recall any time during that morning when Wilson and Milgaard had left the 

vehicle long enough to commit the offence. She recalled seeing no blood on Milgaard’s clothing, although 

she was of the opinion that he was capable of an offence of this nature and acted strangely in Saskatoon. 

Karst felt that she was being truthful.

A further source of suspicion for the police resulted from the visit of Karst and Edmondson to Wilson’s 

mother, from whom they learned that Milgaard and Wilson had changed their clothes in Regina because 

of spilled battery acid before leaving for Saskatoon. This was the reason they gave for changing their 

clothes in Saskatoon. There was no evidence that they handled the battery after leaving Regina so the 

police could reasonably conclude that they were lying about the reason for their change of clothes in 

Saskatoon.

Karst remained open minded commenting in his report of April 18, 1969, about the April 14th interview of 

John:

Although there are many unanswered questions with regard to Milgaard’s activities on that 

particular morning, if one is to believe the girl, Nichol John, and it appears that she is very 

convincing with her story, then there is no way in which Milgaard can be connected with 

this crime.15

Saskatoon Police interviewed Milgaard on April 18, 1969 and he provided blood, saliva and hair samples. 

He was found to be blood type A – the same as the donor of the sperm found near Miller’s body.

Milgaard was again questioned about driving around the block at Cadrain’s and about his clothing. Again 

he stated that he liked to drive and thought that he had left his old clothes at the Cadrain house. He could 

not be specific about the times when stopping at the motel, getting stuck behind Danchuks or arriving at 

the Cadrain house. This time he was asked whether he murdered Gail Miller, or was connected with the 

murder, and he replied in the negative.

Police found him co-operative, yet vague and evasive.

Six weeks after receiving the incriminating evidence from Cadrain, police were no closer to evidence 

linking Milgaard to the Miller murder. They continued to test Cadrain’s story, noting that in his March 2, 

1969 interview he denied knowledge of the murder until he returned home to Saskatoon from Regina. 

They knew, however, that Regina Police had told him about the murder when they arrested him. 

15 Docid 009254.
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As well, the fact that Miller’s wallet was found near Cadrain’s residence raised the possibility of Cadrain’s 

involvement.

Cadrain never wavered, however, from his initial statement under repeated questioning. Police tested his 

blood and that of Wilson (type O and type B), excluding them as suspects.

 (f) May 16, 1969 Meeting

Despite investigating over 200 suspects and eliminating most of them, police were not getting anywhere 

with Wilson and John, but could not eliminate Milgaard. Although co-operative, Milgaard had been 

evasive with them. Cadrain remained adamant that he saw blood on Milgaard’s clothes, and that the 

latter was in a hurry to leave. They knew that Milgaard and his friends had been in the vicinity of the Miller 

murder scene at relevant times. They doubted that Wilson and John had given them the full story, and 

Milgaard’s history as described above led them to conclude that he was capable of committing the crime. 

He could not be eliminated and he could not be charged on the available evidence. He was their best 

suspect and action needed to be taken to eliminate him or get the necessary evidence to charge him.

Raymond Mackie expressed a number of theories and suggested that “Nichol John, Wilson and Cadrain 

be brought to Saskatoon where with all present the true story can be obtained even if hypnosis or 

polygraph are necessary.”16 Mackie went to Short with his material, the investigation file was reviewed 

and all evidence pointing to Milgaard as a suspect was identified in a four page document. To this was 

attached Mackie’s one page summary and it was given to senior Saskatoon Police officers who met 

with RCMP officers on May 16, 1969. RCMP, at the request of Saskatoon Police, had rendered full time 

assistance in the Miller murder investigation up to this point.

An RCMP report of May 21, 1969 of the meeting records agreement that Milgaard was the prime suspect, 

and that further efforts should be made to either eliminate him or implicate him in the offence. They 

observed that Wilson and John had stated that Milgaard was never out of their company that morning 

long enough to commit the offence but it was possible that they were not being truthful, either because 

they were implicated themselves, or because they feared Milgaard.

The decision was taken to ask Wilson and John for a voluntary polygraph test, something the Saskatoon 

Police were not equipped to perform. Accordingly, they arranged for it to be done by Inspector Art 

Roberts of the Calgary Police Service on May 23, 1969.

 (g) May 21 to 24, 1969

The period of May 21 to 24, 1969, was critical to the investigation and charging of Milgaard, and it is 

critical to this Inquiry because it produced evidence which was instrumental in Milgaard’s conviction. Both 

John and Wilson abandoned their earlier assertions that Milgaard had not been away from them long 

enough to commit the crime, and fleshed out their earlier statements with details which gave the police 

reasonable and probable grounds to believe that Milgaard was the culprit. Just what caused Wilson and 

John to turn on their friend is one of the abiding mysteries in this seemingly interminable case.

The following facts appeared from reliable evidence heard at the Inquiry.

On May 20, 1969, Karst and Mackie travelled to Regina to interview John and Wilson and to ask if they 

would agree to be polygraphed. Both agreed. On May 21, 1969, Wilson was interviewed at the Regina 
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Police station by Karst and Mackie. Two Regina Police officers were also present. In this interview, Wilson 

admitted that, contrary to what he said in his March 3, 1969 statement and later interviews, Milgaard 

had left the vehicle when they became stuck at approximately 6:45 a.m. that morning while looking for 

the Cadrain residence. Wilson stated that Milgaard appeared to be puffing and running and out of breath 

when he returned to the vehicle. According to the police report of the interview, Wilson “admitted that he 

had since thought that this was the time that Milgaard was probably involved in a murder”.17

This new information was significant to the police. Wilson was now telling them that Milgaard was away 

from Wilson and John in the general area of where Miller’s body was found and at the approximate time 

of the murder. The police had believed that Wilson had not been completely truthful with them and that he 

had been holding back information. Wilson’s new revelation validated the police belief that Wilson knew 

more than he had been telling them.

Wilson agreed to be polygraphed and Karst drove him back to Saskatoon on May 21, 1969. On the trip, 

Wilson told Karst that on the January 31st trip to Saskatoon, he and Milgaard discussed doing break and 

enters and purse snatching as a source of money to finance their trip. Wilson also told Karst that during 

their trip to Saskatoon Milgaard broke into an elevator office in the town of Aylesbury. Wilson pointed out 

the elevator to Karst and the police later verified that there had been a break-in in the early morning hours 

of January 31, 1969.

Upon their arrival in Saskatoon, the police asked Wilson to show them where they travelled on the 

morning of January 31, 1969. He was not familiar with Saskatoon and was unsure of where they went. 

Driven around the general area where Miller’s body was found, Wilson identified the area around Avenue P 

& 22nd Street as being familiar. He was able to pick out the Trav-A-Leer Motel as the place where 

Milgaard went for a map. He also identified the alley behind the Danchuk residence as well as the area 

of Avenue M, N and P around 22nd Street as being similar to where they had stopped a girl asking for 

directions. He could not, however, point out the exact location where the car had become stuck or where 

Milgaard had left the vehicle to go for help.

He was lodged in Saskatoon Police cells overnight, although not arrested. During the morning of May 22, 

1969, he was driven around but could not identify further areas where they had been on the morning of 

January 31, 1969. Corroborating what Milgaard told Calvin Tallis, he said that two men in a 1967 or 1968 

cream or yellow Dodge helped them to push their car out of the snow.

17 Docid 009264.
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Wilson’s account of what transpired that morning was recorded by the Police in a report as follows:
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It is necessary to bear in mind that our re-examination of evidence the police had gathered is not meant to 

either prove or disprove facts. Our objective, rather, is to assess the reasonableness of actions the police 

took in response to what they were hearing.

It is noteworthy that Wilson had begun to incriminate Milgaard before he ever met Art Roberts. The same 

may be said for John who was picked up in Regina on May 22, 1969, and brought back to Saskatoon 

by Mackie. She was asked to identify the route travelled by them on the morning of January 31, 1969. 

She was transported to 20th Street West where she was driven around the area where Miller’s body 

was found. She told police she recalled the brick wall on the east side of the Westwood Funeral Chapel, 

located on the corner of Avenue N and 20th Street, as being close to where their vehicle had been stuck. 

She also recalled seeing two garbage cans close to where they were stuck. She pointed out the garbage 

cans in the alley behind the funeral home as being familiar. These were the same garbage cans where Gail 

Miller’s purse was found. She also recalled seeing a church but could not remember exactly where the 

church fit in. She was able to identify the service station where they took the car as well as the Danchuk 

residence. John was driven back to the rear of the funeral home and she indicated that the entrance to 

the alley was approximately where they had been as she recalled the side of their car being up against the 

snow bank near the alley.

Saskatoon Police, I find, would have been justified in concluding from the evidence of these two 

witnesses that they and Milgaard were in the area of the crime at relevant times. Wilson had given them 

additional information to that provided in his March 3, 1969 statement, such as discussing with Milgaard 

the idea of rolling someone and stealing a purse for money. He had not told them at first about the 

break-in at the elevator, nor that their vehicle had become stuck near an alley and that Milgaard left it 

for about 15 minutes around 6:45 a.m. As well, he told them about stopping a woman for directions – a 

woman who fit the description of Gail Miller. But the police believed that the two knew more than they 

were saying and on May 23, 1969, they brought Wilson and John to the Sheraton Cavalier in Saskatoon 

to be polygraphed by Roberts, having briefed him the night before.

As Roberts confirmed to the Supreme Court of Canada, he went into the interview believing that Milgaard 

was Miller’s killer and that Wilson and John were holding back information that would implicate him.

Without question, Roberts was much more than a trained technician. He was a senior detective and 

an experienced interrogator. It is arguable that the Saskatoon Police briefing had left him in a less than 

objective frame of mind, but it is important to me to realize that the Supreme Court judges did not express 

any adverse findings against him on that account. It is commonplace for investigators to confront a 

suspect with their belief in his guilt and if that is not improper, it should not be so for an interrogator to 

suggest to a witness that he is not being truthful or is not telling everything he knows. So far as I am able 

to determine, that is what happened here, with the result that both Wilson and John added a great deal to 

what they had said before. Whether it was the truth or not, it seemed reasonable to the police, who told 

us that they relied upon Roberts’ expertise.

I heard no evidence to suggest that Saskatoon Police should have been on the lookout for the use of 

coercion by Roberts, or that they suggested or participated in any such thing. That Roberts did not 

prepare a report of his interviews or take any notes or produce polygraph charts or a list of questions 

that he put to Wilson is of more concern to us than it would have been to Saskatoon Police, whose main 

interest lay in what the two witnesses told them.

The more incriminating statement of the two was that of John, who related having seen Milgaard stab 

the victim. She did not repeat this at the preliminary inquiry or the trial and has not done so subsequently. 
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At trial she said that she could not remember. But the parts that she could remember supported, in some 

measure, the new incriminating evidence that Wilson gave to Roberts:

He identified a maroon handled paring knife as being a knife similar to what Milgaard had in his •	
possession on the trip from Regina to Saskatoon.

He said that after Milgaard returned to the car from being stuck he stated something to the effect •	
that “I fixed her”.18

He said he saw blood on Milgaard’s trousers when Milgaard was changing clothes at Cadrains.•	
On the trip to Calgary, John was very nervous and occasionally screamed.•	
John found a lady’s compact in the vehicle and when she asked who it belonged to, Milgaard •	
grabbed it and threw it out the window.

Wilson said that Milgaard told him in Calgary that he had grabbed a girl in Saskatoon and had •	
tried to take her purse, however, she fought, and he had jabbed her with a knife and had put her 

purse in a trash can and he had thought she would be alright.

Roberts, after receiving this information, turned Wilson over to Karst but at some point, it appears, Wilson 

and John were left together and in the course of their conversation Wilson said “let’s sink him”.19 This 

could be interpreted as a resolve by the two young people to falsely implicate Milgaard or, on the other 

hand, to implicate him by telling what they knew.

Wilson gave a second statement to Karst the following morning, adding that when Milgaard left the 

vehicle, Wilson also left the vehicle to look for help, and that when he returned to the car, John was 

“almost hysterical”.20 Wilson asked her what was wrong and she told Wilson that she saw Milgaard carry 

and drag a girl down the lane and bring out a knife and stab her a few times. Milgaard came back to the 

car and sat beside John and she moved away from him.

John’s 10 page written statement was given to Raymond Mackie on the same morning. It must speak 

for itself because Mackie did not record the circumstances under which it was given nor could John 

remember them. The statement provided the following new incriminating evidence against Milgaard:

On the trip from Regina to Saskatoon, Milgaard had broken into an elevator at Aylesbury and •	
returned with a stolen flashlight.

Shortly after Milgaard returned to the vehicle, John saw a knife. She couldn’t say if it came from •	
the elevator but she didn’t see it prior to the break-in. She described the knife as a kitchen knife 

with a maroon handle and the same as the murder weapon.

On the way to Saskatoon, Milgaard spoke of wanting to snatch a purse.•	
After arriving in Saskatoon, they drove around looking for Cadrain’s house and stopped to talk to •	
a girl in the same area where Mackie had driven John (around the funeral home). Milgaard asked 

the girl for directions and offered a ride which the girl refused. Milgaard then called her a stupid 

bitch.

After they drove away, about half a block, the vehicle got stuck at the entrance to the alley •	
behind the funeral home. Wilson and Milgaard got out to try and push but couldn’t get the 

vehicle out. Milgaard and Wilson went for help with Milgaard going in the direction from where 

they had spoken to the girl and Wilson going the other way.
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The next recollection John has is seeing Milgaard in the alley on the right side of the car holding •	
the same girl they had spoken to a minute before. She saw him grab her purse and Milgaard 

reach into one of his pockets and pull out the knife in his right hand. She saw him stabbing the 

girl with the knife and Milgaard taking her around the corner of the alley.

John then ran in the direction Wilson had gone and recalls running down the street but not •	
seeing anyone. Her next recollection is sitting in the car again but she did not know how she got 

back there. She “seemed to recall”21 seeing Milgaard putting a purse into a garbage can although 

she didn’t remember what time it was or where she was when she saw this. She then recalled 

Milgaard returning to the car, sitting beside her. She moved over because she didn’t want to 

be near him. She did not recall talking to Wilson before Milgaard got back and did not recall 

Milgaard saying anything.

She described the trip in Danchuk’s back alley. She did not recall seeing blood on Milgaard’s •	
clothing or seeing the knife again.

Half way between Saskatoon and Rosetown, John looked in the glove compartment of Wilson’s •	
car for a map and found a cosmetic case which she opened up. There was a compact, lipstick 

and eyeshadow. She asked whose it was. Nobody knew and Milgaard grabbed it and threw it 

out the window. She also described Milgaard’s driving at the time as being very fast.

In Calgary, when Wilson and John were alone, Wilson told her that Milgaard had killed a girl in •	
Saskatoon and John replied “I know”.22 Nothing further was said about the murder.

John said she had not told anyone about witnessing the murder and didn’t recall actually •	
witnessing a murder until the day before when she talked with Roberts. She stated, however, that 

she was aware that she was somehow involved.

Miller’s black coat that Roberts showed her on May 23, 1969, is identical to the one worn by the •	
girl they spoke to and Milgaard attacked.

The statements given by John and Wilson were sworn before a Justice of the Peace and witnessed by 

Karst (in the case of Wilson) and Mackie (in the case of John).

21 Docid 006645.
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 (h) Ron Wilson and Nichol John Statements

The statements of Wilson and John are reproduced below:
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Put at its simplest, Saskatoon Police believed that Roberts had gotten the whole truth from Wilson 

and John.

The Milgaard group claims the evidence was the product of coercive tactics by police, saying there is no 

other explanation. The argument rests upon the basic premise of Milgaard advocacy since the 1997 DNA 

typing results which they believe established his factual innocence, something which the Government of 

Saskatchewan acknowledged at the start of this public inquiry.

Given the acknowledgment by Saskatchewan, this Commission has accepted that David Milgaard was 

wrongfully convicted, having been found guilty of a crime which he did not commit. In view of that, it 

cannot be left open as a possibility that John told Roberts the truth when she said that she saw Milgaard 

stabbing the victim. She either lied, or was mistaken. On the available evidence, as will become apparent, 

the second alternative is the most plausible. Wilson, experience has shown, needs no particular reason to 

be untruthful.

Roberts testified at the Supreme Court of Canada that he did nothing improper. Briefly, he said that 

he tested Wilson’s responses to preliminary questions with the polygraph and found them untruthful. 

Confronted with this, Wilson implicated Milgaard. Roberts did not test the implicating evidence on the 

polygraph but rather turned him over to the Saskatoon Police who took his statement.

Before attempting a polygraph test on John, Roberts showed her the victim’s bloody clothing, appealing 

to her sympathy by asking “what if this had been your sister?” John then implicated Milgaard, obviating 

the need for a polygraph exam. Roberts turned her over to Saskatoon Police who kept her overnight and 

then took her written statement the next day.

On the face of this, there was nothing objectionable. The Supreme Court heard it all and still found no 

misconduct proven on the part of the police.

What concerns people to this day, including the Commission, is that Roberts made no written report to 

the Saskatoon Police, kept no notes (if he made any) and did not preserve the polygraph tracings. When 

Tallis tried to interview him before trial, he was uncooperative to the point that Tallis thought it would be a 

grave error to call him.

Saskatoon Police kept written records of their handling of these witnesses up to the time of delivering 

them to Roberts, and they made written reports of what transpired after the witnesses were returned to 

their custody (except for Mackie’s taking of John’s statement). But there is nothing in between, and in the 

view of the Milgaard group, this goes beyond suspicion and invites the inference that undue influence was 

used.

That inference does not necessarily follow. Roberts is dead. He swore before five judges of the Supreme 

Court of Canada that he had done nothing wrong. Wolch had the opportunity which is denied to us, 

of cross-examining him at the Supreme Court but got nowhere, even though a close reading of the 

transcript invites the conclusion that Roberts’ memory of the event, some 23 years before, was unreliable.

If Roberts used improper tactics, or if the Saskatoon Police were a party to them, both the memory of 

Roberts and the reputation of the police would suffer well deserved opprobrium. There is some evidence 

to the contrary. John has said more than once that she was not coerced by the police. Wilson only began 

to say he was coerced when he gave a recantation in 1990 which authorities did not believe, and which I 

do not believe. John, whose statement was the most damning, had all night to think about it and repent 

of it, but nevertheless made her incriminating statement under oath the next day. If she had been coerced 
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by Roberts, it would lift a great weight from her shoulders to have said so long ago, especially at the 

Inquiry. But she did not.

It is much more likely, in my view, that Roberts had formed the opinion (as he has said), from speaking 

with Saskatoon Police, that Milgaard was guilty. He went into the interrogation and polygraph session 

determined to get the truth out of Wilson and John and proceeded as he described to the Supreme 

Court. We have reliable evidence that John was very tired when seen at the Danchuks not long after the 

murder. She and her companions might well have been using drugs both before they left Regina and 

during the trip to Saskatoon. The car in which she sat was stuck in an alley in darkness and fog. What she 

told Roberts she saw might have been no more than a reconstruction in her mind – a mistake, or even 

a lie concocted by her and Wilson in response to the pressure of Roberts’ questioning. I lack evidence 

that he resorted to outright coercion, but whatever he said to John did not produce the truth he was 

seeking. He thought he was getting the truth and he turned her over to Mackie who took her statement 

the next day.

To the Milgaard group, Wilson’s progression from exculpating David Milgaard in his first statement of 

March 3, 1969, to becoming co-operative with police and giving them some incriminating evidence, 

to adding more of the same under questioning by Roberts, bespeaks a progressive wearing down 

under police pressure. For example, although he did not mention the Milgaard admission in Calgary 

to Saskatoon Police, he told Roberts about it the next day. Despite being asked by Saskatoon Police, 

Wilson told them he did not see a knife on Milgaard nor any blood on his clothes. Yet the next day he told 

Roberts that he had.

From the police and prosecution point of view, he was both changing and improving his evidence as 

he went along. It is equally apparent that the police expected him to because they thought that from 

March 3, 1969, he was not giving them all he knew.

The second statement given by Wilson to Eddie Karst on May 24, 1969, was even more incriminating 

than the one he had given the day before. Am I to conclude that Karst improperly induced him to make it? 

Surely not. The overwhelming and, indeed, undisputed evidence at the Inquiry was that Karst was a highly 

experienced, honest and skilled investigator. Wilson’s history is replete with examples of his inclination to 

respond affirmatively to whatever the questioner seems to want him to say, and that tendency might well 

explain why he said what he did to Roberts and then to Karst. He did it at the Supreme Court in 1992 

and he did it at this Inquiry. He said one thing to Saskatoon Police and another to Roberts. He made a 

statement exculpating Milgaard on March 3, 1969, and then two more inculpating him on May 23 and 

May 24, 1969, essentially repeating those statements at the preliminary inquiry and trial of Milgaard, only 

to renounce what he had said in giving a statement to Henderson in 1990. But much of this is hindsight. 

In 1969, the essence of what police and prosecution knew about Wilson was that they had to be cautious 

with him, but that he finally gave them a story which might reasonably be true. Prosecutor T.D.R. Caldwell 

put him on the stand on that basis and he gave his evidence in conformity with the May 23 and May 24, 

1969 statements, standing up to cross-examination by able and experienced counsel.

Opinion is divided as to which was the more pivotal at trial – the evidence of John, or that of Craig Melnyk 

and George Lapchuk about the motel room re-enactment.

But in terms of the investigation, if Wilson and John had not said what they said to Roberts, police would 

have been left without a case against Milgaard to bring to court. I have tried to explain that on all the 

available evidence, a finding of coercion by Roberts or the Saskatoon Police of Wilson and John would 
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be unjustified. However, given the Commission’s position on the meaning of wrongful conviction, as 

discussed above, Roberts’ tactics did not get the truth.

What Wilson and John told Roberts and then recorded in the written statements can only be explained 

as lies, or mistakes, or a combination of the two. Wilson never did say that he witnessed an attack. He 

spoke of admissions by Milgaard, and of Milgaard’s appearance at relevant times. But John told the 

police that she saw Milgaard stabbing the victim. Because of the great importance to the investigation of 

what she said, it is worth repeating that she must have been either mistaken, or lying. She had been up 

all night, perhaps had been using drugs, was very tired, and was looking outside a vehicle in dark, foggy 

conditions. Roberts, believing in Milgaard’s guilt, interrogated her, using the shock tactic of displaying 

the victim’s bloody clothing and appealing to her sympathy, asking her to suppose that the victim was 

her sister. She might have reconstructed the event in her own mind to conform to what Roberts was 

suggesting to her. We do not know, and I stop short of finding that Roberts coerced her into saying what 

she later said in her sworn statement. For the same reasons, she might have lied to Roberts, telling him 

what she perceived he wanted to hear. Whatever Roberts did, it led to Milgaard being charged with 

murder and then wrongfully convicted for that crime.

9. Charging and Arrest of David Milgaard

After consultation with Prosecutor Caldwell, Saskatoon Police charged Milgaard with Miller’s murder. 

While in Prince George, British Columbia selling magazines, Milgaard learned that the RCMP were looking 

for him. He went to the detachment where he was arrested and taken to Saskatoon.

Part III – David Milgaard Criminal Proceedings
1. The Prosecutor and Defence Counsel

Caldwell, a crown prosecutor employed by the Attorney General for Saskatchewan for 11 years, was 

based in Saskatoon and was assigned to carry the Milgaard matter.

Milgaard was granted Legal Aid and he and his parents selected Calvin Tallis, a leading criminal lawyer 

in the province, to represent him. Milgaard and Tallis met several times in preparation for the preliminary 

hearing, and frequently during and after the hearing.

2. Crown Disclosure

Disclosure by the Crown to the defence was much more limited in 1969 than it is now. Police reports and 

notebooks were not disclosed nor, as a matter of course, were statements of witnesses whom the Crown 

did not propose to call.

Before the preliminary hearing concluded, Caldwell gave Tallis the following statements:

 Albert Cadrain – March 2 and March 5, 1969

 Ronald Wilson – March 3, May 23, May 24, 1969

 Nichol John – March 11 and May 24, 1969

 David Milgaard – March 3 and April 18, 1969

 Dr. Harry Emson’s Autopsy Report
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In the practice of the day, police did not send their entire investigation file to Caldwell, selecting only those 

reports and witness statements which were, in their view, relevant. Caldwell ultimately received all the 

witness statements but not all investigation reports.

The idea of a single perpetrator for both the murder and the three earlier sexual assaults (finally 

demonstrated some 28 years later) was entertained for some time by the Saskatoon Police but not 

shared with Caldwell. The three earlier sexual assaults were detailed in separate investigation files. These 

files were not provided to Caldwell, nor was he specifically informed by the police that they had, for a time, 

believed that the perpetrator of the sexual assaults might have been the person who killed Miller. There 

were a few documents on the Miller investigation file that mentioned the sexual assaults and their possible 

connection, but the police did not specifically advise Caldwell about the common perpetrator theory. At 

the Inquiry, both Caldwell and Tallis testified that at the time of Milgaard’s trial, they were not aware of the 

three earlier assaults in 1968, nor of the police theory of a common perpetrator.

Caldwell did not provide Tallis with information related to the three sexual assaults, because he did not 

have it. Caldwell was provided with the statement of Victim 12 who reported an indecent assault on the 

morning of January 31, 1969, at 7:07 a.m. approximately eight blocks from where Gail Miller’s body was 

found. A police officer had written “unrelated assault”23 on the top of this statement. As a result, Caldwell 

did not consider it relevant to the prosecution of David Milgaard and he did not provide a copy to Tallis.

In today’s world, the statement would have been provided and it would be up to defence counsel to 

decide relevance. At the time, police exercised discretion in their choice of material sent to the prosecutor 

and the prosecutor in turn used his discretion in deciding what would be helpful for the defence. There is 

little point in speculating as to what use might have been made by the defence of the Victim 12 statement 

had it been disclosed. The reported assault was markedly different in degree from the attack on Miller 

such that Victim 12 did not want to make a formal complaint. At most, it would have demonstrated the 

unlikelihood of Milgaard having assaulted Victim 12 at 7:07 a.m. when there was evidence that he was at 

the Trav-A-Leer Motel at or near that time.

3. The Preliminary Hearing

The preliminary inquiry took place over 10 days, with some adjournments needed to accommodate Tallis’ 

other court commitments. On September 11, 1969, Milgaard was committed to stand trial.

John testified at the preliminary inquiry on September 4, 1969, but did not repeat the most incriminating 

parts of her May 24, 1969, statement.

She did testify that she saw a maroon handled paring knife in the car on the trip to Saskatoon from 

Regina and that Wilson and Milgaard had discussed purse snatching in Saskatoon. She remembered 

arriving in Saskatoon about 6:30 a.m. and stopping a girl for directions. She related getting stuck in the 

alley and Wilson and Milgaard leaving the vehicle. But John’s next memory was of Milgaard getting into 

the car and the party driving off for the Trav-A-Leer Motel. Although she did not see blood on Milgaard’s 

clothing, she related how he drove the vehicle around the block at the Cadrain house and that on the way 

out of Saskatoon he threw the cosmetic bag out of the window without explanation.

Caldwell and the police suspected that she was either trying to help Milgaard or that she was afraid of 

him. There is some evidence to support the latter. As reported to Caldwell by other witnesses, John was 
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overheard outside of the hearing room to say that she had seen it all, that it was a wonder he didn’t kill 

her too and that she was going to say nothing. Caldwell made no use of these assertions at trial.

The Crown called Sgt. Bruce Paynter to testify regarding his analysis of the frozen semen found at the 

scene of the crime by Penkala. Paynter testified that the semen contained A antigens suggesting that 

the donor of the semen was of blood type A and a secretor – namely a person who secretes antigens 

into bodily fluids. It was not disputed that Milgaard was of blood type A. Paynter testified that a test of 

Milgaard’s saliva did not reveal any A antigens, suggesting that Milgaard was a non-secretor. If Milgaard 

was a non-secretor, the semen could not be his unless there was some way that his blood found its way 

into his semen. The point was not lost on Tallis who argued before the judge that because Milgaard was 

apparently a non-secretor, he could not have contributed the A antigens in the semen unless some of 

his own blood was present in the sample taken from the snow. Of this there was no evidence, so Tallis 

argued that Milgaard could not be the donor of the semen and hence the evidence was exculpatory.

It is worth noting that Milgaard was committed for trial in spite of that and, as we shall see, he was found 

guilty at trial on the basis of other evidence and notwithstanding that the semen collected from the snow 

sample neither inculpated nor exculpated him.

4. The Trial

Milgaard’s trial opened on January 19, 1970 before Chief Justice Alfred Bence and a jury of 11 men and 

one woman. The Crown called 44 witnesses over the course of 12 days. Milgaard did not testify nor did 

the defence call other evidence. The jury was charged on January 30, 1970, and returned a guilty verdict 

the next day.

 (a) Motel Room Re-enactment Evidence

On the eve of trial, Sunday, January 18, 1969, as he was being driven from Regina to Saskatoon for the 

trial, Wilson reported something to police that resulted in the introduction of highly incriminatory evidence 

in the trial which had been unknown to authorities before then. Wilson told police that he had learned 

from Craig Melnyk and George Lapchuk that Milgaard had re-enacted the murder of Gail Miller at a party 

in a Regina motel room. This time, there was no question of Wilson being coerced or having fabricated 

evidence. There was also no question that Melnyk and Lapchuk told him that Milgaard had re-enacted the 

killing of Gail Miller.

Police related to Caldwell what they had heard and he, in turn, told Tallis, alerting him to the possibility of 

Melnyk and Lapchuk being called at the trial. On the opening day of the trial, Karst interviewed Melnyk 

and Lapchuk learning from them that there had been a party at the Park Lane Motel in Regina in early 

May of 1969 attended by many young people, including two girls and Milgaard, the latter three being 

under the influence of drugs. A news telecast concerning the Miller murder was seen by the group. 

Lapchuk suggested to Milgaard that he had killed the victim whereupon Milgaard grabbed a pillow on the 

bed, making stabbing motions and uttering words of admission that he had stabbed and raped Gail Miller. 

According to Melnyk, Milgaard “went crazy, he stabbed the pillow with his hand and was saying ‘I killed 

her, I fixed her’ and then he rolled off the bed and laughed hysterically”.24
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Lapchuk described Milgaard’s response as “He said yeh I did it. Then he blew up and started to stab with 

his hand and asked ‘Where’s my paring knife? He said yeh I stabbed her, I stabbed her 14 times and then 

she died.’ I got scared and dropped the subject and no more was said about it.”25

Ute Frank, one of the girls in the room, told police that Melnyk, Lapchuk and another girl, Deborah Hall, 

were in the room and that she and Milgaard were taking drugs and having sex. She was hallucinating and 

not much aware of what was going on but recalled asking Milgaard if he killed the nurse and that he just 

looked at her and smiled oddly. At the time of trial, Hall was out of the province and could not be located 

by the police.

On day two of the trial, January 20, 1970, Caldwell received three statements from the police and 

delivered copies to Tallis. Caldwell completed his interviews of Melnyk, Lapchuk and Frank on January 23 

and 24, and decided to call Melnyk and Lapchuk, but not Frank who was very upset and emotional. He 

so informed Tallis.

Tallis asked his client about the incident. Milgaard admitted that he was there, that he was high on drugs, 

but said that he could not remember stabbing the pillow or stating that he had killed Gail Miller. Still, he 

could not deny either the actions or the words attributed to him saying only that if he did say and do 

as alleged, it would have been a joke. He wanted Tallis to speak to Frank because she was his friend 

and would help him. Tallis did so but found in her a far better witness for the Crown than either Melnyk 

or Lapchuk. She described to him the incident in detail, confirming that Milgaard had re-enacted the 

stabbing and had admitted killing Miller. She believed Milgaard’s admission that he had killed Gail Miller 

but said that she would not co-operate with the police. She appeared credible to Tallis. Quite reasonably, 

he concluded that she should not be called as a witness nor was he interested in finding Hall to get her 

version. In view of what his client had told him, Tallis could not ethically call any evidence to deny the 

incident. If Milgaard testified, he could not deny his words and actions and at the most could say that he 

was stoned and the re-enactment was a crude joke – not an explanation likely to win favour with the jury.

 (b) Review of Trial Evidence

Not the least of the hurdles faced by Milgaard in seeking a review of his conviction was the fact that 

his friends and acquaintances had implicated him at trial without apparent motive. They were Cadrain, 

Wilson, John, Melnyk and Lapchuk.

  (i) Albert Cadrain

Cadrain, while providing only circumstantial evidence of seeing blood on Milgaard’s clothes, of Milgaard 

being in a hurry and throwing a woman’s compact out of the car, nevertheless did not waver under cross-

examination where he was closely questioned as to why he had not told the Regina Police about his 

suspicions when in their custody and when questioned by them. He denied intimidation by police.

  (ii) Ron Wilson

Wilson underwent close examination and cross-examination at the trial. He told of stealing a battery but 

not of changing clothes in Regina, which his mother said they did. He admitted the elevator break-in 

and said that he noticed a reddish brown handled paring knife on David Milgaard. Arriving in Saskatoon 

between 5:30 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. they drove through a residential area, stopping a lady for directions. 
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She wore a dark coat. When she could not help with directions Milgaard commented “stupid bitch”26 after 

they drove away.

He described getting stuck at an intersection, he and Milgaard getting out to push unsuccessfully and 

then heading off in different directions to look for help. He walked no more than five blocks and trotted 

back. When he arrived at the car, John was alone in it in a hysterical state, screaming. Five or six minutes 

later, Milgaard returned saying “I fixed her”.27 In his estimation, Milgaard had been away from the car for 

about 15 minutes. Two men in a cream coloured Dodge or Chrysler helped push them out and they went 

directly to the Trav-A-Leer Motel, and then to the lane behind the Danchuk residence where they got 

stuck and then headed to the Cadrain house. There he and Milgaard changed. Acid had damaged their 

pants and Milgaard’s had the crotch ripped. Wilson said that he noticed blood on the front of Milgaard’s 

pants. He went on to say that when leaving Saskatoon, John found a compact in the glove compartment, 

she asked whose it was, and Milgaard grabbed it and threw it out the window. Wilson had never seen it 

before, and it was not in his car earlier that day when they left Regina. He also told the court that when 

he was alone with Milgaard in Calgary the next day, Milgaard told him that he “hit a girl” or “got a girl”28 in 

Saskatoon, that he put her purse in a trash can, and that he thought she would be okay. Even viewed on 

its own, this was highly incriminating evidence.

In some respects, Wilson’s trial testimony differed from that at the preliminary inquiry where he had 

testified that he only went a couple of blocks after leaving the car. When questioned by Tallis about the 

change in his testimony, Wilson’s explanation was that he had been thinking about it since the preliminary 

inquiry. Tallis also had him acknowledge that he had spoken to police officers in the meantime. Tallis 

succeeded in having Wilson acknowledge that he and Milgaard were too lightly dressed to be outside 

long in the severe weather and that he saw no blood on Milgaard when he returned to the vehicle, nor any 

wallet or compact.

Tallis also challenged Wilson on his criminal record and his statements to police, including that of March 3, 

1969, the same statement that members of the Milgaard group later alleged had not been disclosed by 

Caldwell. Tallis had Wilson confirm his March 3 statement to the effect that none of the occupants of 

the car, including David Milgaard, was involved in the murder. Wilson told the court that up until about 

May 22, 1969, he had insisted to the police that Milgaard was not involved in the murder, but after 

having spent about six hours with them, he began to give them incriminating evidence, culminating in the 

statements of May 23 and 24, 1969. Tallis had to be cautious as he did not want any evidence left before 

the jury about Wilson having been polygraphed lest they infer that the polygraph verified his evidence.

On re-examination by Caldwell, Wilson confirmed that their vehicle became stuck at the intersection of 

Avenue N and 20th Street, right beside the funeral home and in the vicinity where Gail Miller’s body was 

found.

  (iii) Nichol John

John followed Wilson in the stand. Although in her examination-in-chief she omitted any reference 

to seeing a stabbing, in many respects she supported what Wilson had said, in some case adding 

incriminating details. She said she saw two knives in the car; one a maroon handled paring knife and the 

second a bone handled hunting knife. She related asking a woman on the street for directions, getting 
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stuck in an intersection of a street with a boulevard, freeing the car after five or six minutes only to be 

stuck in the alley behind the funeral home, a locale which she recognized after having been back there 

with the police. She told of Wilson and Milgaard leaving the car in opposite directions to seek help. She 

could not estimate Milgaard’s time away from the car, and the next thing she remembered was his return 

to the car. Wilson was there before Milgaard. Milgaard looked cold. Her next memory was of stopping at a 

motel where Milgaard got a map. She then remembered being stuck again in an alley behind the Danchuk 

residence, after which they went to the Cadrain house. John confirmed that Wilson and Milgaard changed 

their clothes there, but she did not notice any blood on Milgaard’s clothing.

John recalled going to a service station, driving out of Saskatoon, and finding a cosmetic bag in the glove 

compartment. She was able to describe in detail its contents and physical appearance. She asked whose 

it was, and Milgaard grabbed it and threw it out the window. The cosmetic bag was not in the glove 

compartment just before they left Saskatoon, according to her.

John’s trial evidence had one glaring omission. When on the witness stand, she did not say that she saw 

Milgaard stab a woman in the alley, as she had reported in her May 24, 1969 statement to police. At 

common law, a party putting up a witness was not allowed to discredit the witness’ credibility in cross-

examination. Were it otherwise, it would lead to the abuse of punishing a witness for not saying what 

the party wanted to hear. An exception was made in the case of a witness who had given a previous 

inconsistent statement. This exception became codified in Canadian law with the enactment of s. 9 of the 

Canada Evidence Act. By invoking that section with a witness shown to be hostile, the party calling him 

could challenge the credibility of what he just said in the stand by reference to an inconsistent out of court 

statement. If counsel were successful, and even if the witness did not adopt the out of court statement 

for truth of contents, the desired result would have been achieved, and that would be nullification of the 

effect of the witness’ evidence in the stand. Not long before the Milgaard trial, Parliament had added 

ss. (2) to s. 9, allowing for cross-examination on a previous inconsistent statement in writing. The section 

offered Caldwell a solution to just the problem he faced, although it was so new that little procedure had 

developed around its use.

After asking for submissions from Tallis and Caldwell on the procedure to be followed, the trial judge, 

contrary to their submissions, decided that evidence concerning the circumstances in which the out 

of court statement was made by John should be given in the presence of the jury. The Saskatchewan 

Court of Appeal was later to rule that he was wrong about this but that it made no difference in the 

circumstances of the trial. According to persuasive evidence I listened to in the Inquiry, the Court of 

Appeal was wrong. It made a great difference. What followed the judge’s ruling has been described as a 

turning point in the trial and instrumental in the conviction of Milgaard.

Had Tallis been allowed to cross-examine John in the absence of the jury, he might have revealed 

circumstances in her handling by Saskatoon Police and by Roberts which might have convinced the 

judge not to permit cross-examination on the out of court statement. Faced with the risk of an affirmation 

of that statement in front of the jury, Tallis could not freely cross-examine on the circumstances. He could 

only hope that John would not affirm the most incriminating parts of her May 24, 1969 statement, leaving 

with the jury only her statement in examination-in-chief that she could not remember them. That much 

was in his favour, but the danger was that Caldwell would be allowed to put her entire statement to her, 

asking if she had made it and was it true. Legally speaking, the statement would only become evidence 

against Milgaard if she adopted it and the jury would have to be warned accordingly on the use to be 

made of such cross-examination. But would they heed the warning? What followed was, in the view of 

thoughtful and highly experienced trial lawyers whose testimony I accept, disastrous for the defence.
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Statement in hand, and in the presence of the jury, Caldwell read to John those portions of her statement 

describing her witnessing Milgaard stab a woman.

She recalled meeting with Raymond Mackie and signing a statement that he wrote based on what she 

had told him.

At pages 3, 4 and 5 of her statement, she had described Milgaard grabbing a girl, dragging her down the 

alley and stabbing her. Asked if that was true, she replied that she did not know.

The judge, much given to interjections during counsels’ questioning, asked “What do you mean you don’t 

know, you signed them?”.29 That did not assist, John still insisting that she did not remember saying 

the things that Mackie had written on pages 3, 4 and 5. The judge then declared that she was a hostile 

witness without providing Tallis any chance to question her with respect to the circumstances of the giving 

of the statement. Caldwell asked for leave to prove a previous inconsistent statement and cross-examine 

on it. The judge complied, again without giving Tallis a chance to cross-examine on the circumstances of 

the taking of the statement in the absence of the jury. In the result, Caldwell was allowed to attack John’s 

credibility, using the May 24, 1969 statement, before Tallis could ask her a question. Tallis did not have 

a chance to cross-examine John on any issues relating to the statement until Caldwell was finished his 

cross-examination.

A perusal of the trial record illustrates how the trial judge managed to destroy the credibility of John’s 

examination-in-chief to the effect that she could not remember the incriminating parts of her statement, 

while at the same time those parts which she continued to say she did not remember were being read line 

by line in front of the jury:
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Near the end of her examination we read:

Mr. Caldwell:

30

At the conclusion of Caldwell’s examination-in-chief, the judge gave appropriate warnings to the jury 

to use only those portions of John’s May 24 statement which she had adopted in the stand for proof 

of contents, the rest being admissible on the issue of her credibility. At Tallis’ request, he repeated his 

warning in plain language for the jury.

Thoughtful commentators have written (and some testified before us) that the warnings would have been 

ineffectual. Once the credibility of her trial evidence that she could not remember had been destroyed, the 

jurors could only conclude that the truth lay in her May 24 statement.

Had Tallis been allowed cross-examination on the circumstances surrounding the taking of the statement, 

in the absence of the jury, he could have aggressively questioned John about her dealings with the 

police, specifically Mackie and Roberts, without fear of an adverse answer from her being accepted by 

the jury. Either he or the Crown might have called Mackie and Roberts to testify about circumstances in 

the absence of the jury, the result of which, as mentioned, might have been no cross-examination on the 

statement at all, leaving the jury with only her evidence-in-chief which omitted any reference to a stabbing.

In the end, John had not adopted the most incriminating parts of her May 24 statement, but the jury 

heard them nonetheless although warned against their use for truth of contents. Tallis had no basis 

to cross-examine John about incriminating things she now said that she could not remember having 

described in her statement, because she had not adopted them.

The judge’s view, as Tallis saw it, was that John was trying to protect Milgaard so his first concern was 

to show that he, Milgaard’s lawyer, had not spoken with John before the preliminary inquiry. That was the 

case. Tallis quizzed John about her dealings with the police in the crucial interval of May 22 to 24, 1969, 
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about her drug use and the effect that might have had on her memory. He asked about her stay in the 

police station but she said that she had been in a cell for only “about two minutes”31 and was then moved 

into the matron’s room.

  (iv) Craig Melnyk and George Lapchuk

Informed opinion seems equally divided as to which was the more damaging to Milgaard’s defence – the 

s. 9(2) questioning of John or the evidence given by Melnyk and Lapchuk. They testified in conformity 

with their statements, Melnyk describing Milgaard on his knees on the bed with a pillow between his legs 

hitting it as though stabbing and saying “I killed her or something fourteen times – either I killed her or I 

stabbed her fourteen times. And then he said ‘I fixed her’”.32 Milgaard then rolled on his side and started 

to laugh. Others in the room sat in a daze and dropped the subject.

Tallis’ cross-examination was effective, establishing that Melnyk was a regular drug user with a criminal 

record and some pending charges before the court. Significantly, Melnyk confirmed that it was not until he 

had been charged with armed robbery that he spoke to the police.

Quickly taking up the thought, the trial judge asked Melnyk to whom his first disclosure was made and the 

answer was that Melnyk had told Wilson a couple of weeks earlier before speaking to the police, nicely 

undercutting the effect of Tallis’ earlier questioning.

Lapchuk’s description had Milgaard jumping off the bed, straddling a pillow and saying “Where is my 

paring knife?” and then making stabbing motions and saying “yes I stabbed her, I killed her, I stabbed her 

14 times and then she died”.33 Milgaard then looked at the shocked Lapchuk, shrugged his shoulders, 

smiled and gave a little laugh. Tallis cross-examined Lapchuk about his criminal record, but as mentioned 

before, could not suggest that the incident did not happen because his own client admitted that it might 

have.

Neither did he ask Melnyk and Lapchuk about their interpretation of the event as a joke or as being 

serious. Based on his discussion with Frank, who Milgaard said was a friend and would help, and learning 

from her that she took the matter seriously, he was concerned that Melnyk and Lapchuk might agree with 

her. His concern was well founded because in later years, both Melnyk and Lapchuk confirmed to others 

that they thought Milgaard was serious, and was not joking.

  (v) Walter and Sandra Danchuk and Robert Rasmussen

The Crown called evidence favourable to Milgaard. From Rasmussen, the operator of the Trav-A-Leer 

Motel, the jury heard that when Milgaard came to the motel shortly after opening time at 7:00 a.m., 

Rasmussen saw nothing unusual about Milgaard except that he did not have shoes. The Danchuks 

testified that Milgaard spent 40 minutes inside their home from about 7:30 a.m., and they did not notice 

any blood on his clothing or anything unusual about his behaviour.

  (vi) Secretor Issue

Caldwell introduced evidence about the semen found by Penkala near the crime scene. Although on its 

face it was exculpatory because Milgaard was thought to be a non-secretor, Caldwell thought that he 
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should put it in as part of the circumstances. At the same time, he suggested to the jury that the antigens 

present in the sample could have come from whole blood of the semen donor. The antigens were type A 

and Milgaard’s blood was type A.

Paynter of the RCMP lab gave uncontroverted evidence that the semen was of human origin and 

contained A antigens, so that it came from a person of blood type A who secreted antigens into his bodily 

fluids. He could not rule out the possibility that it also might have come from a group AB secretor.

He tested the fluid for the presence of blood and, although the test was positive, it was not conclusive. 

Caldwell asked how much blood was revealed in the test, Tallis objected and the judge observed that 

there was no proof of any blood in the seminal fluid.

Paynter testified that a test of Milgaard’s saliva did not disclose A antigens, leading to the belief that he 

was a non-secretor.

On the basis of the Crown’s evidence, therefore, the jury could only conclude that Milgaard was a 

non-secretor, and that he could not have contributed the A antigens in the semen which, in turn, had 

not been shown to be present from contamination of the sample with whole blood. The evidence was 

exculpatory.

Tallis had achieved a favourable result only to be interrupted in his cross-examination by the trial judge. 

Justice Bence had already stated that there was no evidence of blood in the semen, but then got Paynter 

to agree that he could not say whether or not there was blood in the semen, but that in his opinion blood 

probably accounted for the A antigens. In the result, he could not definitely say that the person whose 

seminal fluid he examined was a secretor or a non-secretor. The effect of this concession was that 

evidence which at first appeared to be exculpatory was neutralized. It neither inculpated nor exculpated 

Milgaard. At the Inquiry, Paynter thought that despite this, the trial evidence on this point tended to show 

that Milgaard was not the donor of the semen, based on the assumption that he was a non-secretor.

As it turned out, in 1992, when a definitive test was done, Milgaard was shown to be an A secretor. 

Had that been known at trial, he could not have been excluded as the donor of the semen, with all that 

that implied relative to the rape and murder. In other words, it would have been inculpatory evidence, 

although not definitive by any means. Emson’s trial testimony to the effect that young males commonly 

bled into their semen was incorrect. This undermined to some extent Tallis’ submissions that the evidence 

was exculpatory because it offered an explanation as to why A antigens were present in the semen of a 

non-secretor, as Milgaard was thought to have been. On balance, however, the serological evidence was 

not inculpatory.

 (c) The Decision not to Testify

In a criminal trial, once the Crown has presented its case, the accused must decide whether to call 

evidence in his own defence. He is not obliged to do so and no inference may be drawn against him by 

the jury if he decides not to call evidence.

The responsibility on defence counsel’s shoulders at this point is heavy. The accepted wisdom is that in 

a case tried by jury, its members want to hear from the accused that he did not do it. On the other hand, 

accused who testify before a jury frequently condemn themselves out of their own mouths. Younger ones 

tend to put their own characters in issue, inviting close cross examination and leaving a poor impression 

with the jury.
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Tallis was not one to shirk what he saw was his responsibility to advise the client on whether or not to 

testify. Some defence counsel leave the decision entirely up to the client, but here the decision was made 

by Milgaard only after receiving his lawyer’s advice in consultation with his parents. Tallis obtained a signed 

waiver confirming the decision not to testify. His advice was based partly on the fact that Milgaard’s 

version of events on the morning of January 31, 1969, was corroborated by Wilson, John and Cadrain so 

that if he testified he would have confirmed the following:

that he had a knife in his possession on the trip from Regina to Saskatoon (although not a •	
maroon handled paring knife).

that he and Wilson discussed “rolling” people and stealing purses.•	
that in looking for Cadrain’s house, the Milgaard vehicle was travelling between 20th and 22nd •	
Street, up and down the avenues at or around the time Gail Miller was murdered (and therefore in 

the general vicinity).

that they stopped a woman for directions and although Milgaard said she was much older •	
than Gail Miller, he corroborated Wilson and John’s story that they stopped her and asked for 

directions.

that shortly after stopping the woman, the Wilson vehicle became stuck and that he and Wilson •	
left the vehicle looking for help. Milgaard said he was only gone for a couple of minutes, which 

differed from Wilson; however, it did put Milgaard away from the vehicle and away from his 

friends, albeit for a short time, but in the vicinity where Gail Miller’s body was found.

that at Cadrain’s house he changed his clothes, but not because he had blood on them and that •	
he drove Wilson’s car around the block, because he “liked to drive”.34

that he would confirm the evidence of Wilson, John and Cadrain regarding the woman’s compact •	
in the glove compartment, namely that he grabbed it and threw it out the window and that he 

could not provide an explanation for his behaviour nor could he say where the compact came 

from.

that with respect to the motel room re-enactment, he was there with the people who said they •	
were there and that he was very stoned and might well have done and said what Melnyk and 

Lapchuk attributed to him. His only response would be that he was stoned and that he was 

joking. He was not in a position to deny that he stabbed the pillow or uttered words to the effect 

that he killed Gail Miller.

In addition to corroborating key parts of the Crown’s case, there was one other fact of which the Crown 

and police were unaware. Milgaard had told Tallis that when they stopped the woman for directions, he 

thought about stealing her purse. If he testified, Tallis was certain that this would have come out from 

cross-examination by Caldwell. The only favourable evidence Milgaard could have provided is that when 

he left the vehicle after it got stuck in the vicinity of where Gail Miller’s body was found, he neither met nor 

attacked Gail Miller.

Tallis was also concerned about Milgaard’s drug use and his “hippie lifestyle”. He had reason to be 

concerned. Persons of the writer’s vintage would not disagree that the bemused tolerance with which 

hippies were regarded in San Francisco, for example, in the 1960s was not an attitude shared by Western 

Canadians.

In Saskatoon, in 1969, the police’s attitude toward youth was described by Chief James Kettles in 

the Saskatoon Police’s 1969 Annual Report. Although not expressly aimed at hippies, Chief Kettle’s 
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comments are still relevant to assessing the prevailing attitude of police towards youth and societal 

change at the time:

“The greatest explosion now taking place in this country is not in the economy, but in crime 

arising from the inadequate lack of support for and disrespect of Police efforts. We witness 

acts of civil disobedience perpetrated by people who make use of the law for the purpose 

of breaking the law on the baseless pretence of protecting freedom. I believe that young 

people have a right to challenge the ideas of their elders and certainly they have a right to 

advocate change, as do any of us, but that right is a long way removed from the violence 

which we frequently witness today and I submit that what is needed in this country is the 

launching of a movement to teach and encourage all people to recognize and personally 

practice the true meaning of freedom. It must be an immediate concern to do everything in 

our power to end those very things which undermine and destroy the souls of men.”35

At the time of his first interview with the police on March 3, 1969, David Milgaard indicated that he had 

lived a hippie lifestyle for about a year-and-a-half and had traveled all over Canada and some of the 

United States during that time. Milgaard’s traveling companions Wilson, John and Cadrain also fit into the 

hippie stereotype. Recurring references to drug use (particularly marijuana and LSD) by Milgaard, John, 

Wilson and Cadrain, the ‘spur of the moment’ decision to travel west towards Vancouver and find drugs 

along the way, stops at ‘hippie houses’ like Cornwall House in Regina, and David Milgaard’s public acts of 

sexuality in the motel room with Ute Frank in Regina are all examples of Milgaard’s hippie lifestyle prior to 

his arrest for Gail Miller’s murder. Further, police documents indicate that the police were of the view that 

David Milgaard and his friends associated with the “hippie element” and were users of marijuana and LSD.

It is possible, of course, that an institutional bias amongst policemen against hippies existed in 1969, but 

if it did, I have no evidence that any policemen who dealt with Milgaard allowed it to influence their actions 

towards Milgaard and his companions. On the contrary, I heard from some police witnesses that they 

were conscious of their youth and treated them with kid gloves as a result.

But the societal bias undeniably existed and, to the extent possible, Tallis had to shield his client from the 

real possibility that he would be viewed as a degenerate by the jury under cross-examination, should he 

testify.

 (d) Closing Submissions and Charge to the Jury

In a criminal trial by judge and jury, it is the jury’s responsibility to find the facts from the evidence and the 

exhibits which are placed before them. Members of the jury listen to both the Crown and the defence 

argue what the facts must be, based upon the evidence, but the jury is not bound by what they say. The 

judge is responsible for explaining the law to the jury and showing them how to apply the facts, as they 

find them, to legal principles. In doing this the judge reviews the evidence for the jury, but again the jury 

is not bound by this review or even by any opinion the judge might give with regard to the evidence. The 

members of the jury must, however, accept his or her explanation of the law. The judge’s charge follows 

the addresses of counsel, and it is critical because it is the last word the jury hears. Similarly, as between 

Crown and defence, counsel think it advantageous to have the last word and the rule is that whichever 

counsel last called evidence in the trial must address the jury first. In this trial, no evidence was called by 

Tallis, so he had the last word, with Caldwell going first.

35 Docid 306437.
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  (i) Caldwell’s Address to the Jury

Caldwell outlined the position of the Crown:

The Crown’s theory was that Miller left home and was walking down either Avenue N or Avenue O •	
(on the basis of the evidence Caldwell suggested that it was Avenue N). The Milgaard vehicle 

stopped Miller somewhere between 21st and 20th Street and then shortly after became stuck. 

He said that it was “absolutely inescapable”36 that the car was stuck in the very block from which 

they had stopped the girl for directions, and that the woman stopped must have been Gail Miller.

Milgaard’s attack on Miller began as an attempted purse snatch that was met with resistance •	
and then led to a struggle, stabbing and then rape, likely when Gail Miller was unconscious or 

dead. Milgaard then took her wallet and cosmetic bag to search later.

Caldwell acknowledged the discrepancy in the location where Wilson and John each described •	
the vehicle being stuck. He said the jury could find one or the other or a combination of the two.

Milgaard disposed of Miller’s wallet at Cadrain’s (while driving Wilson’s car around the block) and •	
used the toque that was found at Helen Gerse’s home to wipe blood off his clothing or himself. 

He changed his bloody clothes at Cadrain’s house and then later disposed of them.

Rasmussen and Danchuks did not see blood on Milgaard, because they may not have paid •	
attention to his clothing and Milgaard’s coat may have covered the blood on his shirt and pants.

The cosmetic bag thrown out the window of Wilson’s vehicle on the way to Calgary belonged to •	
Miller. Milgaard’s throwing the cosmetic bag out without explanation was a “classic example of 

actions speaking louder than words”.37

Caldwell urged the jury to believe the evidence of Wilson as Wilson showed no animosity •	
towards Milgaard and at first had withheld information from Riddell of the RCMP during the 

earlier stages of the investigation. He later told the true story on May 23rd and 24th. Caldwell 

said that if Wilson was “out to get Milgaard or frame him”, he could have done a far better job 

than what his evidence portrayed. Instead of Milgaard saying that he “fixed her”, he could have 

said he “stabbed or killed” her.38

The jury should believe John’s evidence of the events of January 31, that she recalled, however •	
they should not believe her when she said she didn’t recall the key parts of her May 24, 1969 

statement, namely that she witnessed Milgaard grab a girl, drag her down the alley, and stab 

her. Where John said she couldn’t recall this, Caldwell said John was telling less than the truth 

as she knew it. In assessing her credibility “as to this part of the episode”39 the jury should recall 

the kind of very unsatisfactory evidence she gave about being unable to remember some things 

at all. Caldwell repeated the unadopted parts of John’s statement telling the jury that John could 

not remember whether she had seen Milgaard in the alley taking hold of a girl and that she could 

not remember whether she had seen him grab her purse, that she could not remember whether 

she had seen Milgaard reach into his pocket and pull out the knife and stab her with the knife. He 

36 Docid 141905 at 909.

37 Docid 141905 at 920.

38 Docid 141905 at 930.

39 Docid 141905 at 927.
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then said “I ask you to decide whether a person, if they had seen such events as she evidently 

once said, could ever forget them. It seems to me that they would be engraved on her mind.”40 

When she was giving her evidence she was not telling the truth, the whole truth and nothing 

but the truth about “this vital part of the whole incident”41 while she could recall in detail events 

happening both before and after that vital scene of the episode.

  When a witness gives evidence on the stand which is inconsistent with an out of court statement 

and is then challenged about it under s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act, the Crown hopes to at 

least neutralize the effect of the trial evidence and at most hopes to have the witness adopt her 

out of court statement. What the Crown was attacking in terms of John’s trial evidence was her 

statement that she could not remember some parts of her May 24 statement to police. Caldwell 

more than succeeded. Not only was John’s credibility about not remembering destroyed, the 

impression was left with the jury that what she said she couldn’t remember while in the stand (the 

stabbing) actually must have been the truth.

With respect to the frozen semen found near the scene, Caldwell reminded the jury that the •	
vaginal aspirate which was discarded by Emson, was blood stained. He referenced Paynter’s 

evidence and noted that Paynter couldn’t say definitely whether or not the person whose seminal 

fluid he examined was a secretor. Caldwell said the semen did not have the effect of identifying 

Milgaard alone as a source of that spermatozoa, but it did not eliminate him and that he was 

“one of the thousands”.42 He then asked the jury to remember that Milgaard did not have to be 

a secretor to get ‘A’ antigens in his spermatozoa, if the antigens were found there as a result of 

whole blood being in his spermatozoa for the reasons Emson mentioned. Caldwell concluded by 

saying “So I leave that phase of the matter by stressing again that while this part of the evidence 

does not, of itself, identify the accused, it most certainly does not eliminate him.”43 The fact of the 

matter is that Emson’s trial testimony, that young men commonly excrete blood into their semen, 

was incorrect, something he acknowledged at the Inquiry. The excretion of blood into the urine 

occasionally happens but it is not common. So Caldwell’s statement “it most certainly does not 

eliminate him”44 was an overstatement in view of the premise that Milgaard was a non-secretor. 

Years later, the premise was itself found to be incorrect when Milgaard’s status as a secretor was 

confirmed. One might say that Caldwell was correct for the wrong reasons.

With respect to the motel room incident, Caldwell reminded the jury that this was one of •	
Milgaard’s two voluntary admissions, the one earlier being to Wilson. He stressed the fact that 

the people in the motel room were completely independent of Milgaard’s travelling companions, 

Wilson, John and Cadrain. He also said that Milgaard’s admission in the motel room about 

the paring knife and the details were such that only the true killer would know. Caldwell said 

that Milgaard’s admissions in the motel room were not only consistent with his guilt, but were 

inconsistent with any other explanation.

40 Docid 141905 at 928.

41 Docid 141905 at 929.

42 Docid 141905 at 939.

43 Docid 141905 at 940.

44 Docid 141905 at 940.
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  (ii) Calvin Tallis’ Address to the Jury

Tallis’ address to the jury was not part of the official trial transcript. In 1992, as part of the Supreme Court 

Reference, and to assist him in his evidence, the court reporter’s short hand notes of Tallis’ address to the 

jury were located and transcribed. Although the transcript is accurate, there are gaps.

Ethically, Tallis could not urge the jury to make findings which were inconsistent with things that Milgaard 

had told him. He could not suggest, therefore, that the Wilson vehicle was nowhere in the vicinity of 

Miller’s body; or that it was not stuck; or that Milgaard did not leave it; or that Milgaard did not have a 

knife on his person; or finally, that Milgaard had not thrown a compact out of the vehicle after leaving 

Saskatoon.

The following is a summary of Tallis’ submissions:

Physical Circumstances•	

Tallis repeatedly told the jury to consider the weather that morning when looking at the plausibility and 

possibility of the Crown’s theory of how Milgaard committed this offence. He suggested that there was not 

sufficient time for Milgaard to have committed the rape and murder, referring to the fact that Miller’s coat 

had to have been removed, her uniform dress pulled down off her arms, then her coat put back on, and 

the boots, sweater and other items scattered in the alley. He referred to the seminal fluid being found on 

Miller’s panties down by her ankle, suggesting the attack started somewhere else and ended in the alley. If 

it all did take place in the alley including the scuffle, it would take some time. He essentially said that it was 

not possible for Milgaard to have committed this crime in the time period that Wilson alleged he was away 

from the car.

Cosmetic Bag•	

He asked the jury to conclude that the cosmetic bag which Milgaard threw out of the vehicle could not 

have come from Gail Miller’s purse, because the purse was full when it was found and contained make-up 

as well.

Conduct of David Milgaard•	

Tallis submitted that there was no evidence that Milgaard and his friends were on liquor or drugs that 

morning. He referred to the fact that Milgaard was very co-operative with the police in questioning and in 

providing samples such as bodily fluids and hair.

Observations of Danchuks and Robert Rasmussen•	

Tallis asked the jury to put more weight on the evidence of credible citizens such as the Danchuks and 

Rasmussen, as opposed to Wilson, John, Cadrain and the motel room witnesses. The former were solid 

and sincere citizens and had an opportunity to view Milgaard’s clothing and his demeanour shortly after 

Milgaard was alleged to have committed the rape and murder. Rasmussen noticed Milgaard enough to 

note that he was not wearing shoes and the Danchuks spent a considerable amount of time with Milgaard 

in their home. He said they did not notice anything unusual about Milgaard’s clothing, his demeanour, and 

saw no blood or scratch marks. Tallis said that based upon the photographs of Miller’s body, whoever 

committed the act would have significant blood on their outer garments. Tallis also referred to the fact that 

the garage people saw nothing unusual with Milgaard.
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Albert Cadrain•	

Tallis said it was strange that Cadrain had no memory of seeing blood on Milgaard’s clothing, and of 

Milgaard being in a hurry, when he was questioned by Regina Police one week after the murder. He also 

criticized Cadrain’s evidence about Milgaard being in a hurry to leave, in light of the evidence that after the 

car got fixed, Milgaard went driving around looking for Cadrain’s girlfriend before they left the city.

Ron Wilson•	

Tallis said that Wilson was the least credible of all the witnesses. He said that there was uncertainty 

about where the car was stuck (but not that it was stuck), and questioned whether it was where either 

Wilson or John said. He referred to the fact that Wilson doubled the distance he went when he left the 

car between his evidence at the preliminary hearing and trial. He said all of the changes in Wilson’s 

evidence were detrimental to Milgaard. He said that even with Wilson’s evidence on the time that Milgaard 

was supposedly away, the rape and murder could not have happened as the Crown outlined. He said 

according to Wilson’s trial evidence, their car was never in the alley, and Wilson saw no blood on David’s 

hands or outercoat.

Tallis also referred to Wilson’s original statement that he gave to Inspector J.A.B. Riddell, in which he said 

that it was quite clear Milgaard had nothing to do with the murder and that he did not see any blood on 

Milgaard.

Tallis also took issue with Wilson’s statement in which he said that Milgaard told him in Calgary that he 

had hit or jabbed a girl and thought she would be allright. In testimony Wilson said that he didn’t believe it 

when Milgaard told him that, yet Wilson had already testified that the day before when Milgaard got back 

in the car he said “I fixed her” and he saw blood on Milgaard.

Nichol John•	

Although the eye witness account in John’s statement was not before the jury for truth of its contents, 

the jury was aware that she had made such a statement to the police. Tallis took issue with the reference 

in her statement to seeing a girl stabbed. Even though it wasn’t evidence for truth of its contents, Tallis 

questioned whether this part of John’s statement was even a possibility since the stab wounds were 

made after the coat was taken off, the dress taken down and then the coat put back on.

Physical Evidence•	

Tallis emphasized the fact that there were no fingerprints, hair samples, or any other physical evidence 

that linked Milgaard to the crime.

With respect to the seminal fluid that was found by Penkala, he said that there was no evidence that 

Milgaard had any condition to cause him to bleed into his seminal fluid. The donor of the semen was an 

A secretor and if there was no blood in the seminal fluid then it could not be Milgaard’s. He said that if 

there was blood in the semen, then it was most likely from Miller, as the frozen semen was scooped up 

four days later. He said his version was far more probable than Caldwell’s possibility, and that the secretor 

evidence was “heavily in favour of David”.45

45 Docid 031255 at 300.
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Motel Room•	

Tallis asked the jury not to gloss over the circumstances and the characters of the witnesses, and that 

even if the jury found some comments were made, to look at the background. He said that everyone 

there knew Milgaard had been questioned by the police and therefore would have known some details.

  (iii) Trial Judge Charge to the Jury

The trial judge’s charge to the jury was not criticized by either Caldwell or Tallis and was not a ground 

of appeal when the matter was argued before the Court of Appeal. Tallis considered the charge to be 

favourable to Milgaard. The judge made the following comments to the jury:

Gail Miller could have taken three routes that morning to the bus stop, Avenue O, Avenue N or •	
through the alleyway out the T end. He said there was no evidence to show positively that the 

woman who was walking down the street and stopped by the Milgaard group was Gail Miller.

There was evidence that tended to show that Milgaard was in the locality at or about the time the •	
murder was probably committed. He said there was evidence that the jury could accept or reject 

regarding blood stains on Milgaard’s clothing, there was the evidence of Wilson, the emotional 

condition of John when he returned to the car after he and Milgaard had departed looking for 

help. There was the evidence that Milgaard said “I fixed her”.

Unless John adopted evidence and admitted it while testifying it could not be considered as •	
evidence against the accused. It could only be used by the jury in judging her credibility.

Although relevant to the question of whether Milgaard took the deceased’s purse, the compact •	
which he threw out of the car might have had nothing to do with the deceased because there 

was nothing to link it to her. As well, the purse contained items which were duplicated amongst 

the contents of the compact.

Motel Room re-enactment – What would be the motive of “these persons of dubious character” •	
[Melnyk and Lapchuk] in implicating Milgaard? Both had been charged with crimes themselves. 

Were they trying to ingratiate themselves with police? It was for the jury to decide.

The window of opportunity for Milgaard to commit the crime was somewhere between 6:45 and •	
7:10 a.m., he suggested, based on Miller being ready to leave the house between 6:35 a.m. and 

6:45 a.m. and Milgaard arriving at the motel around 7:10 a.m. In fact, the window of opportunity 

would even have been less because it would have taken them a number of minutes to drive to 

the motel.

As to the Crown’s theory that Miller may have been unconscious or dead when she was raped, •	
if that were so, the rapist would be “pretty well covered with blood”.46 If Milgaard had done it, 

surely the Danchuks would have seen the blood even though they were not looking for it.

Some evidence was not of much assistance. Miller’s wallet, found near Cadrain’s house, did not •	
link Milgaard because whoever robbed Miller may have thrown it anywhere. The toque was of no 

consequence. It might have belonged to a boy who got a nose bleed. Nothing connected it to 

anybody in the Milgaard group.

46 Docid 006175 at 211.
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If John was in a hysterical state, as suggested, because she was afraid of Milgaard, one would •	
think that she would have taken the first opportunity to leave the car and not return to continue 

with the other two on the Edmonton trip.

Of considerable importance was the issue of whether Milgaard could have had the time to rape, •	
murder and steal.

 (e) Verdict

The jury deliberated for approximately a day and returned a unanimous verdict of guilty. As required under 

the Criminal Code at the time, Milgaard was sentenced to life in prison with no eligibility for parole for 

10 years.

5. Appeals

Tallis filed a Notice of Appeal 10 days after conviction, and prior to approval by Legal Aid, being prepared 

to carry the appeal without compensation, if need be.

The appeal alleged errors in:

 (a)  the application of s. 9(2) of The Canada Evidence Act. The initial cross-examination by 

Caldwell on the statement should have been conducted in the absence of the jury and the 

trial judge “should have permitted counsel for the defence to question the witness concerning 

the circumstances under which the statement was obtained and [adduce] evidence in this 

connection, before making a ruling as to whether or not the witness was adverse”.47 By 

permitting cross-examination of John by Caldwell in the presence of the jury before any 

declaration was made as to her being adverse Milgaard was so prejudiced that the jury would 

have been adversely influenced in arriving at their verdict.

 (b)  the admission of the motel room re-enactment evidence which had “no real probative value and 

yet was highly prejudicial in nature to the appellant”.48

 (c) the verdict was unreasonable and could not be supported by the evidence.

Serge Kujawa argued the appeal for the Crown on November 6, 1970. Written factums were not used at 

the time, the court basing its decision solely on oral arguments and filed materials such as the transcript 

of the trial evidence.

The appeal was dismissed on January 5, 1971 with reasons which appear in the judgment annexed as 

Appendix E to this report. The Court ruled that Tallis should have had the chance to cross-examine John 

in the absence of the jury as to the circumstances under which her May 24 statement was given to police. 

However, he later examined her in the presence of the jury and, the Court concluded nothing occurred 

there to the prejudice of the accused which would not have occurred had the proper procedure been 

followed. Hence Milgaard was “not in any way prejudiced by the procedure which the learned trial judge 

followed”.49

In his Inquiry evidence, Tallis explained that the accused was in fact prejudiced. Permission for Caldwell 

to use John’s May 24 statement to attack her credibility should have been based upon a complete record 

47 Docid 006851.

48 Docid 006851.

49 Docid 009340.
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of the circumstances under which she gave the statement, and Tallis was constrained in examining the 

circumstances because the jury was present and she might have affirmed her statement if he questioned 

her too closely. Had a voir dire been held, he could also have cross-examined Roberts and Mackie on 

the circumstances of their interviews and the taking of the statement. They had left no record of the 

circumstances, a fact which called for an explanation. Tallis might have been able to demonstrate that 

the May 24th statement was not trustworthy and that Caldwell should not be allowed to use it to attack 

John’s credibility.

In the result, before Tallis had a chance to ask John any questions, Caldwell had put the most 

incriminating parts of the statement to John line by line.

Noting that s. 9(2) was new and had not been the subject of interpretation by the courts, the Court 

of Appeal set out a procedure to be followed, which became known as the “Milgaard Rules” which 

require that a voir dire be held to determine the circumstances under which the supposedly inconsistent 

statement was made. Defence counsel then has the chance to cross-examine the witness on the 

circumstances without fear of having her adopt incriminating parts of the statement. He also has the 

opportunity to call evidence on circumstances from witnesses who had personal knowledge of them. 

Tallis might have called Mackie and Roberts for the purpose without fear of anything they might say 

coming before the jury. As a result, he might have obtained evidence that reflected on the trustworthiness 

of what she told Roberts and then repeated to Mackie. A statement which is in itself untrustworthy should 

not be used to attack the credibility of inconsistent viva voce evidence under oath. The trial judge had 

discretion under s. 9(2) to disallow cross-examination on that account. But Tallis was not given the chance 

to demonstrate the unreliability of the statement in the absence of the jury.

In fact, before he had the chance to ask any questions, the witness had been declared hostile and 

Caldwell had been allowed to cross-examine her on the statement, putting to her the most incriminating 

parts of it. She did not adopt them, but in the view of some observers, including Tallis, the damage was 

done. The judge seemed to think that John was feigning her lack of recall to help Milgaard, or because 

she was afraid of him. There was no point, when he finally got the chance to cross-examine, in attacking 

the truth of what she said in her May 24 statement when she had not adopted it on the stand.

Even if the Milgaard Rules had been followed at his trial, their efficacy would depend upon the jury 

following the judge’s instruction to take for proof of contents only, those parts of the statement adopted 

by the witness in the stand. At least two observers of the trial, Calvin Tallis and Murray Brown, were to 

testify that in their view not only did the witness appear to be lying when she said she could not remember 

what she told the police, but the jury probably concluded that the truth lay in her May 24 statement. A 

second difficulty was that Tallis could not challenge the unadopted contents of the statement which were 

so incriminatory because John had not adopted them. According to Tallis, he would have been better off 

had she adopted the incriminating parts of the statement which he could then have challenged on the 

merits.

Milgaard was denied leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada on November 15, 1971, ending 

judicial proceedings relating to his conviction.
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Part IV –  Larry Fisher Arrest and Convictions 
1970 - 1980

1. Introduction

At the time of Milgaard’s conviction, Fisher was not known to Saskatoon Police nor was he a suspect 

in either Miller’s murder, or in the three sexual assaults he committed in the months preceding Miller’s 

murder. On February 21, 1970, three weeks after Milgaard’s conviction, Fisher committed another 

sexual assault in west Saskatoon. He was not a suspect in the police investigation which followed, and 

in the summer of 1970 he moved to Winnipeg to work. He committed sexual assaults on August 2 and 

September 20, 1970 and was apprehended by the Fort Garry Police in the course of committing the latter 

assault. He was arrested and charged with the two Fort Gary assaults. He later confessed to the Fort 

Garry Police and the Saskatoon Police that he had committed two earlier assaults in Saskatoon. He was 

subsequently charged with four Saskatoon sexual assaults.

Fisher instructed his legal counsel that he wished to plead guilty to all of the Manitoba and Saskatoon 

charges. On May 28, 1971, Fisher was convicted in Manitoba Court on two counts of rape and was 

sentenced to 13½ years. On December 21, 1971 he was convicted in Saskatchewan Court on three 

counts of rape plus one of indecent assault, and was sentenced to terms of imprisonment concurrent to 

the Manitoba sentence. Serge Kujawa acted for the Attorney General of Saskatchewan in the disposition 

of Fisher’s Saskatchewan charges. Kujawa had earlier represented the Attorney General in Milgaard’s 

appeal to the Court of Appeal which was argued on November 6, 1970.

In 1990 and the years that followed, the Milgaards alleged that the Saskatoon Police, Caldwell, Kujawa 

and other government officials knew in 1970 and 1971 that Fisher was Gail Miller’s murderer. They further 

alleged that the Saskatoon Police, Caldwell, Kujawa and other government officials took deliberate 

steps to cover up Fisher’s sexual assault convictions to avoid the public embarrassment of having 

made a mistake in convicting the innocent Milgaard. The allegations were vehemently denied and not 

substantiated in subsequent official investigations but they persisted and had to be reviewed again in this 

Inquiry, so the chronology of events relating to Fisher’s arrest and conviction is important.

2. Fisher Victim 4 Rape

At approximately 8:25 p.m. on the evening of Saturday, February 21, 1970, Fisher Victim 4 was sexually 

assaulted by Fisher. Fisher followed her home on the bus and attacked her in the vicinity of Avenue V and 

20th Street in Saskatoon. He grabbed her from behind and put his hand over her mouth, tore her coat off 

and hit her four or five times. FV4 tried to kick him and pull his hair, and she bit his finger. FV4 told police 

that she thought she would recognize her assailant if she saw him again.

Saskatoon Police investigated the assault and eliminated a number of suspects. Fisher was not identified 

as a suspect. Police did not connect his earlier assaults with the Fisher Victim 4 rape, nor did they 

consider any similarities between the Fisher Victim 4 assault and the Gail Miller murder.

3. Fort Garry Sexual Assaults

While working in Winnipeg, Fisher sexually assaulted Fisher Victim 5 in Fort Garry on August 2, 1970. FV5 

had finished work at the hospital late at night and was on her way home. Fisher grabbed her from behind 

and dragged her into the bush. He told her not to scream, bit her on both breasts and sexually assaulted 
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her. He struck her several times in the face. She tried to fight him off, biting him on the hand and pulling 

his hair, but he choked her with his arm. Fisher told her to turn over onto her stomach and he then tied 

her hands and ankles using her stockings and bra. Before leaving he took the money from her wallet.

Late in the evening of September 19, 1970, Fisher, armed with a knife, sexually assaulted Fisher Victim 6 

in Fort Garry using her coat to cover her face. Alerted by nearby residents, police caught him in the act 

and arrested him. He confessed to this, and the August 2, 1970 assault.

Told by Fisher that he had recently moved from Saskatoon, the Fort Garry Police wrote to Saskatoon 

Police asking if they had any record of him, giving as his last address 120 Adelaide Street, Saskatoon, 

where he had moved in late 1969. The letter was written “in the hope that it may help to clear up any 

similar offences that have occurred in your jurisdiction.”50

Asked by Fort Garry Police about unsolved offences committed in Saskatoon, Fisher at first denied 

them, but a few days later confessed to two Saskatoon matters, the Fisher Victim 3 and Fisher Victim 4 

assaults. Fisher had been befriended by Fort Garry Police officer, Lorne Huff, to whom he confided that 

he had been beaten by prison guards. Notified by Fort Garry Police of his confessions, Saskatoon Police 

officers Nordstrum and Karst travelled to Winnipeg on October 22, 1970 to take formal statements. To 

them, Fisher admitted the Fisher Victim 3 and Fisher Victim 4 assaults, but denied any knowledge of the 

Fisher Victim 1 and Fisher Victim 2 assaults when asked about them.

Fisher was not questioned about the Gail Miller murder for which Milgaard had been convicted nine 

months earlier. No investigating officers made the connection at this time or even suspected Fisher as Gail 

Miller’s murderer.

Learning that Fisher had lived in the vicinity of the Fisher Victim 1 and Fisher Victim 2 rapes in 1968, 

Saskatoon Police questioned Linda Fisher who was then living at her grandmother’s house in Saskatoon. 

Morality Officer Bev Cressman went to Fisher’s former address at 512 Avenue F South and interviewed 

neighbours about Fisher. FV1, FV2 and FV4 were shown photographs of Fisher. FV4 identified him as her 

assailant, but the other two could not.

4. Larry Fisher Convictions

Police saw similarity between the Fisher Victim 1 and Fisher Victim 2 assaults, and the two to which 

he had confessed (FV3 and FV4), and on December 30, 1970 charged him with all four. He was not, 

however, served with a summons to appear, and remained in custody in Winnipeg.

When he was arrested in Fort Garry, Fisher retained Winnipeg counsel Lawrence Greenberg telling him 

that he wished to plead guilty to all outstanding charges. Unable to have the Manitoba and Saskatchewan 

charges dealt with by the same Court, Greenberg wrote to the Saskatchewan Attorney General in March 

of 1971 asking for a plea arrangement to dispose of the Saskatchewan charges. Kenneth MacKay of 

Saskatchewan Justice was unfamiliar with the charges and contacted Caldwell for information. Caldwell, 

who had none, passed the request to Deputy Chief of Police Corey in Saskatoon.

Corey summarized the facts for MacKay in a letter dated March 17, 1971, telling him that three of the 

four sexual assault victims could not identify their assailant and that FV4’s identification of Fisher was 

“extremely weak”.51 In the letter, Corey indicated that Fisher had confessed to the Fisher Victim 3 and 

50 Docid 093342.
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Fisher Victim 4 rapes on October 22, 1970 and that he was questioned about the Fisher Victim 1 and 

Fisher Victim 2 offences but denied any knowledge of them. Further police investigation revealed that 

Fisher lived within a block of the locations where these rapes occurred (around Avenue F), and because 

the description of the culprit was similar and the modus operandi was the same in all four cases, they 

doubted Fisher’s claim that he had never heard of these offences.

MacKay told Greenberg by letter March 18, 1971 that because Fisher was in custody in Manitoba, he 

would have to dispose of the Manitoba charges before dealing with those in Saskatchewan. Fisher plead 

guilty to his Manitoba charges on May 28, 1971, received 13½ years and was transferred to Prince Albert 

Penitentiary.

Greenberg reported the disposition of the Manitoba charges to MacKay on June 2, 1971 asking that 

Fisher’s Saskatchewan charges be dealt with as soon as possible. In exchange for guilty pleas to 

all four charges, the Saskatchewan Attorney General agreed not to seek additional jail time. Kujawa 

considered 13½ years to be on the high end for such offences in Saskatchewan, and he did not believe a 

Saskatchewan Court would impose additional time. He was also concerned that if they rejected Fisher’s 

plea arrangement, the Crown might not be able to prove the offences if the matter went to trial. Three of 

the four victims could not identify Fisher. Kujawa was also concerned that Fisher’s confession to two of 

the four might not have been admissible due to the circumstances of the confession.

In order to expedite Fisher’s guilty pleas and avoid unnecessary court appearances by Fisher (who was 

in the Prince Albert Penitentiary), the Crown and Greenberg agreed to proceed against Fisher by way of 

direct indictment. This meant that Fisher was saved appearances in Magistrate’s Court electing his mode 

of trial, setting a date for a preliminary inquiry, and then appearing on that date to consent to a committal 

for trial. Instead, Fisher could be taken directly to the Court of Queen’s Bench to enter a guilty plea.

Based upon modern principles of sentencing, the arrangement might, indeed, appear generous on its 

face because the Saskatoon and Fort Garry offences were widely separated in time and place and should 

have attracted consecutive, not concurrent time. But the Inquiry heard persuasive evidence that there was 

good reason for both the guilty pleas in Regina and the consequent sentence of concurrent time.

Kujawa, who handled the matter in Regina and was conversant with Saskatchewan sentences, did not 

believe that a Saskatchewan court would impose additional time. As well, they relied on Fisher’s guilty 

pleas as proof of the offences. Three of the four victims could not identify Fisher, and Fisher had admitted 

to two of these offences in Winnipeg after having been beaten in prison, a circumstance which cast some 

doubt upon the admissibility of the confessions.

Regina as a venue was most convenient for Kujawa, who lived there. Fisher, who was in the Prince Albert 

Penitentiary, could be brought to Regina on a regular RCMP shuttle.

The Crown intended to proceed in late June, 1971. However, a provincial election was called and the 

direct indictment had not been signed by the Attorney General of the day. After the election, steps were 

taken to have the direct indictment signed and the charges proceeded with.

On December 21, 1971, Fisher pled guilty to the four charges, in Regina Court of Queen’s Bench, 

receiving four years on each of the three sexual assaults and six months for the indecent assault, all 

sentences to be concurrent with the existing sentence from Manitoba. In the result, no additional time was 

ordered. The proceedings were held in public, and it is not known whether any media were in attendance. 

There was no report in the Saskatoon or Regina newspaper; however, this was not unusual.
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This arrangement caused the Milgaards in later years to suspect Saskatchewan of seizing the opportunity 

to dispose of Fisher’s charges there quietly so as not to draw attention to the similarity between his 

offences and the Gail Miller murder.

The choice of Regina instead of Saskatoon to receive Fisher’s guilty pleas caused more suspicion in 

the minds of the Milgaards. Guilty pleas are normally heard where the offences were committed and 

in this case that would mean Saskatoon. Usual procedure would see Fisher face a preliminary inquiry 

in Saskatoon, committal, and trial in that city. Having elected to plead guilty instead of face trial, usual 

procedure would still require his appearance in provincial court in Saskatoon, a waiver of the preliminary 

inquiry, consent to committal for trial, and a guilty plea before the Court of Queen’s Bench in Saskatoon.

But a streamlined procedure was available. The Saskatchewan Attorney General could prefer a direct 

indictment, the effect of which would be to bypass the provincial court and have his guilty pleas heard 

in Queen’s Bench. The preferred location for this would be Regina because Kujawa was handling the 

matter, he lived in Regina and the Attorney General’s office which preferred the indictment was located in 

Regina. Also, prisoners were regularly transported between Prince Albert and Regina by RCMP aircraft. 

The arrangement was agreeable to Greenberg who lived in Winnipeg and whose only interest was in 

expediting the guilty pleas.

The circumstances of the guilty pleas, however, led the Milgaards to allege cover-up in these areas:

 1.  Kujawa and Caldwell had sufficient information on both the Milgaard and Fisher files and either 

did or should have connected Fisher to the Miller murder;

 2.  Saskatoon Police, and in particular Karst, had sufficient knowledge about the Miller murder 

investigation and the Fisher assaults such that they either did connect or should have connected 

Fisher to the Miller murder notwithstanding Milgaard’s conviction;

 3.  Saskatchewan Crown officials arranged Fisher’s guilty pleas so as to hide them from the public 

which would then not know that Fisher was Gail Miller’s killer. They did this by:

  a.  Proceeding by direct indictment in Regina thereby preventing Fisher from appearing in a 

Saskatoon Court where the media would have picked up the story and publicized Fisher’s 

conviction.

  b.  Having the proceedings in Regina on December 21, 1971, thus minimizing the possibility of 

public reporting in Saskatoon of Fisher’s convictions.

  c.  Agreeing not to seek extra time in exchange for Fisher’s cooperation in pleading to the 

offences in Regina.

  d. Not informing Fisher’s victims of the disposition of their cases.

The Inquiry heard convincing and innocent explanations for each step leading up to the conviction of 

Fisher for the Saskatchewan offences. No cover-up was intended in the reception of his guilty pleas in 

Regina.

I accept the evidence of MacKay, Kujawa and Caldwell already referred to, that in arguing Milgaard’s 

appeal on November 6, 1970 and in dealing with Fisher’s guilty pleas on December 21, 1971, Kujawa had 

only the documents before him which were strictly necessary for the purpose.

For the purposes of the appeal, Kujawa received the trial transcript and copies of relevant exhibits, but 

not material from the police file. No factums were filed. He argued only the points raised in the Notice of 

Appeal which did not involve details of the police investigation. The appeal file had no mention of earlier 

sexual assaults nor the linking of them by police to the murder prior to Milgaard becoming a suspect.
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For the purpose of speaking to Fisher’s guilty pleas in Regina, Kujawa would have had only the letter 

from Corey outlining the circumstances of the offences, and the direct indictment. Between the Milgaard 

appeal and the Fisher guilty pleas, Kujawa would have handled approximately 400 active court files as 

agent for the Attorney General.

Caldwell had no involvement in the disposition of the Fisher guilty pleas other than to pass on McKay’s 

request to Corey. He had never heard of Fisher and was not involved in laying or prosecuting the charges 

against Fisher.

Although it was not the practice at the time to inform victims, one of the four victims was informed of 

Fisher’s arrest and conviction.

5. Linda Fisher and Saskatoon Police 1980

Released from prison on mandatory supervision on January 26, 1980 after serving 10 of his 13 year 

sentence, Fisher sexually assaulted and cut 58 year old Fisher Victim 7’s throat in North Battleford, 

Saskatchewan on March 31, 1980. He was arrested shortly after and charged with rape and attempted 

murder.

On August 28, 1980, Linda Fisher attended at the Saskatoon Police station at 4:00 a.m. and advised 

the police that she had suspicions that her ex-husband, Larry Fisher, was responsible for the murder of 

Gail Miller. She met with Inspector Kenneth Wagner, the senior officer on duty who took a statement from 

her. She said that she was arguing with Larry on the morning of the murder when a news story came on 

the radio about it. She then accused Larry of having killed the nurse. Linda Fisher said that she had lost 

a paring knife around that time and thought that it may have been used by Fisher. She described Larry’s 

reaction to the accusation as being shocked and she went on to describe the missing paring knife as a 

wooden handled paring knife with rivets. She told the police Larry had never been questioned about the 

crime and she thought that David Milgaard was innocent.

Fisher’s Fort Garry convictions first raised Linda Fisher’s suspicions about him as Gail Miller’s killer and 

she confronted him in the Prince Albert Penitentiary in 1971 asking him if he had killed the nurse. Fisher 

denied any involvement. She continued to have concerns, however, sharing her suspicions with close 

family members and friends who reassured her that someone had already been convicted for the murder.

Before she went to Saskatoon Police, she had searched in the public library for a picture of the murder 

weapon used in the Gail Miller case to compare it with her missing paring knife.

On August 22, 1980, just six days before Linda Fisher made her report to Saskatoon Police, David 

Milgaard escaped from custody while visiting his parents on a temporary absence from Stony Mountain 

Institution. His escape was reported in the news.

Wagner reported that even though Linda Fisher had been drinking he found her to be coherent and 

credible. He passed on her statement to the Investigation Division for follow-up. He would later say that 

he spoke soon after with Detective John Parker who told him that the missing paring knife described 

by Linda Fisher was quite different than the murder weapon. Parker denies discussing the report with 

Wagner but in any event Saskatoon Police did not follow-up. Linda Fisher’s statement and Wagner’s 

report were placed on the Gail Miller Saskatoon Police investigation file.

I am satisfied that the failure of Saskatoon Police to follow up on her report in 1980 was a decision made 

in good faith, but it was a mistake. Wagner had reported that although Linda Fisher had been drinking, he 
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found her to be coherent and credible. The matter of following up such a report should not be left in the 

discretion of police. There should be a policy requiring referral of such reports to the office of the Director 

of Public Prosecutions.

Part V – Conviction Review Process
1. Introduction

In the 10 years that followed his conviction, Milgaard and his family concentrated their efforts on obtaining 

parole. They were unsuccessful. On August 22, 1980, Milgaard escaped while visiting his parents on 

a temporary absence from Stony Mountain Institution. He was shot and recaptured by the RCMP on 

November 8, 1980. Milgaard’s escape, along with his continued failure to adapt to life in prison, his 

deteriorating mental state, and his steadfast claims of innocence, persuaded Joyce Milgaard to seek a 

reopening of her son’s case. In December 1980, she issued a news release seeking information to help 

prove her son’s innocence. She offered a $10,000 reward and began to gather supporters.

Milgaard’s only legal recourse to challenge his conviction was to apply to the federal Minister of Justice 

and seek “the mercy of the Crown”. Pursuant to s. 690 (then s. 617) of the Criminal Code, the Minister of 

Justice had the discretionary power to direct a new trial or allow Milgaard another opportunity to appeal 

his conviction to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal. Section 690 did not set out the test, the evidentiary 

onus to be met by Milgaard, or the factors to be considered by the federal Minister in granting a remedy. 

The decision was a discretionary one, resting solely with the federal Minister, an elected politician. No 

action could be taken by the federal Minister until a formal application was filed and Milgaard was required 

to identify the grounds for the remedy sought and the evidence or information he believed was necessary 

to support his application.

In December 1980, the Milgaard group began investigating Miller’s death and Milgaard’s conviction, 

seeking to find evidence to support an application for mercy under s. 690. In the eight years that followed, 

the Milgaard group interviewed many witnesses and pursued a number of leads. On December 28, 

1988, almost 19 years after his conviction, Milgaard made his first application to the federal Minister for a 

remedy under s. 690.

The application was reviewed and investigated by federal Justice lawyers. On February 27, 1991, federal 

Minister Kim Campbell denied Milgaard’s application. On August 16, 1991 he filed a second s. 690 

application. On November 28, 1991, the federal Minister referred the matter to the Supreme Court of 

Canada for a public hearing and for the Court’s advice on whether Milgaard’s continued conviction would 

constitute a miscarriage of justice. After hearing evidence and submissions from Milgaard, Fisher (who 

was granted status as a party to the Reference), the federal Minister and Saskatchewan Justice, the 

Court concluded that although Milgaard had not proven his innocence, his continued conviction would 

constitute a miscarriage of justice unless he was granted a new trial to allow the jury to consider new 

evidence. The federal Minister set aside Milgaard’s conviction, resulting in Milgaard’s release from prison, 

and ordered a new trial. The Saskatchewan Attorney General immediately entered a stay of proceedings.

Although Milgaard’s conviction was set aside in April, 1992, the Miller murder investigation was 

not reopened until July 1997 when semen from Miller’s clothing was found to match Fisher’s DNA. 

Saskatchewan Justice then reopened the investigation into Miller’s death and charged Fisher with her 

murder. Fisher was subsequently convicted in 1999.
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2. Terms of Reference

The Terms of Reference require the Commission to seek to determine whether the investigation into 

Gail Miller’s death should have been reopened prior to July, 1997 based on information received by 

Saskatchewan Justice and the police. This necessitated a detailed review of the information received by 

Saskatchewan Justice and the police, much of which originated from Milgaard’s s. 690 applications and 

the Supreme Court Reference.

Specifically, Saskatchewan Justice received the following information arising from the s. 690 proceedings:

 1.  Information provided by the Milgaards to the federal Minister in the two s. 690 applications and 

the Supreme Court Reference.

 2.  Information generated by federal Justice lawyers and the RCMP in their review of the two 

Milgaard applications.

 3. The decisions of the federal Minister on the two applications.

 4. Information disclosed and evidence heard at the Supreme Court Reference.

 5. The decision of the Supreme Court in the Reference Case.

Reviewing Milgaard’s effort to set aside his conviction and reopen the investigation into Miller’s death was 

a significant aspect of the Commission’s mandate. The s. 690 proceedings and the information generated 

therefrom influenced the decisions of Saskatchewan Justice and the police.

The s. 690 proceedings were also relevant to the Commission’s mandate to make recommendations 

relating to the administration of criminal justice in Saskatchewan, including the prevention, detection and 

remedying of wrongful convictions.

3. Section 690 Process

The s. 690 process presented a number of challenges for the Milgaards. The remedy was in the absolute 

discretion of the Minister and a definitive test was not stated nor did one exist. The Milgaards believed, 

and reasonably so, that proving David’s innocence would be sufficient to cause the Minister to exercise 

her discretion favourably, and so focused their early investigative efforts on establishing David’s innocence. 

Despite their unshakeable belief in innocence, proving it turned out to be a far more difficult and onerous 

task than anticipated. After filing the first application in December of 1988, the Milgaards were advised 

by federal Justice lawyers that although proof of innocence was sufficient for a remedy, it was not a 

prerequisite to a remedy. An applicant needed only to establish a reasonable basis to conclude that a 

miscarriage of justice likely occurred.

Milgaard bore the burden of determining the grounds of his application and securing compelling evidence 

to support those grounds. To the extent that his application was based on proving his innocence, 

Milgaard was responsible to obtain and present compelling evidence proving his innocence.

The s. 690 process was reactive in that on receipt of an application from a convicted person the Minister 

would limit her review to the specific grounds raised in the application. She would not assist Milgaard in 

identifying possible grounds nor investigate the conviction on his behalf to identify a basis or evidence 

to support the application. Her role was to investigate and review what the applicant put forward. There 

was and is no official agency or institution that could assist a convicted person in gathering information 

to meet the threshold for the Minister to investigate an alleged wrongful conviction. There was no funding 

available to Milgaard to hire lawyers and investigators, as Legal Aid in Manitoba and Saskatchewan 

repeatedly refused requests for funding.
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Although Saskatchewan Justice and the Saskatoon Police could have been consulted to undertake 

or assist with the investigative efforts, the Milgaards did not want to involve the very institutions that 

investigated and prosecuted David in the first place. They did not trust the people whom they believed 

responsible for the wrongful conviction.

Part VI –  Milgaard Efforts to Gather Information 
1981 - 1985

1. Introduction

From 1981 to 1983 Joyce Milgaard and her supporters reviewed the trial record, interviewed witnesses 

and looked for the real perpetrator. The key witness interviews occurred in the first five months of 1981, 

and in February and March of 1983. In the latter part of 1983, the Milgaards and their counsel focused 

their efforts on obtaining parole for David. They were unsuccessful.

There was little activity by the Milgaards in 1984 and 1985. There were no notable witness interviews nor 

any formal steps taken to file an application with the federal Minister. In 1985 Joyce Milgaard moved to 

England to pursue training as a Christian Scientist nurse. She told the Inquiry that during 1984 and 1985 

“everything was just falling by the wayside and nothing was happening”.52

Very little of the information gathered by Joyce Milgaard between 1981 and 1983 ever found its way to the 

authorities. Although she provided all of the tapes and witness interview transcripts to her legal counsel, 

the information was not included in the s. 690 applications submitted to the federal Minister, nor was it 

disclosed to the federal Minister, Saskatchewan Justice or the Supreme Court as part of the Supreme 

Court Reference Case in 1992. Eugene Williams, legal counsel for the federal Minister who reviewed the 

s. 690 applications, first became aware of the transcripts when he testified at the Inquiry in 2006. The 

information could have been significant in the s. 690 proceedings because the interviews represented the 

initial post-conviction contact with most witnesses.

2. Milgaard Investigators

 (a) Joyce Milgaard

Joyce Milgaard played the lead role in directing the investigation, identifying leads and interviewing 

witnesses. She testified that while cost was a factor in her decision not to retain an expert investigator, 

she decided for several reasons to assume this role herself. She told the Inquiry that she felt like a failure 

as a mother and that she needed to do it herself and to have David see that she “was out there fighting 

for him”.53 She also believed that as a mother she would be able to convince the witnesses to come 

forward and tell the truth.

Although determined, she had no experience in questioning witnesses, often putting her version of 

events to a witness before posing her questions. Understandably, she lacked objectivity. Her investigative 

technique and approach to the case alienated many of the key witnesses and eventually the authorities 

as well, who later determined that the information generated by her interviews was unreliable. While the 

52 T30186.
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information Joyce gathered between 1981 and 1983 was never provided to the authorities until after 

David was released from prison, information generated from her subsequent witness interviews was 

publicized and came to the attention of authorities in the course of the s. 690 applications.

She was suspicious from the outset and her inherent distrust of those involved in the investigation and 

prosecution of her son caused her to reach premature and incorrect conclusions about wrongdoing on 

the part of the police, the Crown, the witnesses and even David’s trial counsel. She secretly tape recorded 

many of her witness interviews as well as her discussions with legal counsel. Some of these tapes and 

transcripts were evidence before the Commission. Information she received was often shaped to fit her 

theory of how and why her son was wrongfully convicted, namely that the police and prosecutors knew 

him to be innocent but set out to deliberately convict him. Her focus on proving misconduct caused her to 

spend time pursuing leads that were without merit. Having no legal or investigative experience, she was 

often unable to appreciate the significance of information that would have been helpful to David’s case.

These problems compounded in the early 1990s when the Milgaard group started to disseminate theories 

and information to the media. While the news reports were always of great interest to the public, they 

were often incorrect and misleading. Although it may have garnered public support for David Milgaard, 

the dissemination of misinformation in the media was counter-productive to the efforts to convince the 

authorities of the merits of his case.

 (b) David Milgaard

As a convict, Milgaard was in no position to investigate, but he consistently maintained his innocence 

and spent much time reviewing transcripts and reflecting upon possible causes for his wrongful 

conviction. Over time, his recollection of the events of January 1969 faded and, as he admitted, became 

“influenced”54 by what others told him had happened. His most reliable recollection of events at the time is 

reflected in what he told his counsel Tallis in 1969 in preparing for trial.

In his evidence before the Commission, he acknowledged that his reconstructed memory told him that 

any incriminating evidence must not have been true but that the one thing that he knew for certain was 

that he did not kill Gail Miller.

 (c) Peter Carlyle-Gordge

In the early 1980s Joyce and David Milgaard received the help of a journalist, Carlyle-Gordge, a freelance 

writer for MacLeans, who had written on previous wrongful convictions. He was initially interested 

in writing a book on the Milgaard case, but soon became an advocate and an investigator. He told 

interviewees that he was writing a book about murders, not wanting to tell them he was really assisting 

Joyce Milgaard. Carlyle-Gordge was involved with many of the witness interviews in 1981 and 1983 and 

strategized with the Milgaards and their legal team, then and later. In mid-1983 he moved to England and 

although he stayed in touch with the Milgaard group he ceased working on the case.

3. Lawyers

 (a) Gary Young

Joyce Milgaard retained Young, a Saskatoon lawyer on December 24, 1980. Within days of being 

retained, Young took the following steps:

54 T27713.
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He spoke with Tallis, Milgaard’s trial counsel and discussed his representation of Milgaard, and •	
his thoughts on the basis of a remedy. He also made arrangements for Joyce Milgaard to review 

Tallis’ file.

He obtained a copy of the trial transcript from the Court and asked the registrar to maintain the •	
trial exhibits.

He arranged to access and review Caldwell’s prosecution file.•	
He contacted the Saskatoon Chief of Police requesting access to the police investigation file. •	
While Young was initially told the information would not be provided, the Chief later advised that 

if there were sufficient reasons to cause a review of the case, the police would cooperate by 

making their file available to a representative of the Attorney General’s office.

Young’s services were terminated before he was able to make arrangements with the Attorney General’s 

office. Young told the Commission that he believes he would have obtained access to the police file 

through the Attorney General’s office, had he continued to act.

One can only speculate what might have resulted if Young had continued to act and had obtained access 

to the Saskatoon Police file. Linda Fisher’s statement to the Saskatoon Police on August 28, 1980 

expressing her suspicions that Larry Fisher killed Gail Miller was on the top of the Miller investigation file 

and undoubtedly would have been of significant interest to Young. Subsequent counsel for the Milgaards 

did not pursue access to the police investigation files and the files were not received or reviewed by 

Milgaard’s counsel until late 1991, as part of the disclosure in the Supreme Court Reference.

Before his services were terminated in June 1981, Young provided the Milgaards with a written opinion 

setting out what was required to obtain a remedy under s. 617 (predecessor to s. 690) of the Criminal 

Code. He advised that it would be necessary to submit evidence of a very strong nature pointing in the 

direction of Milgaard’s innocence. Joyce Milgaard did not ask Young to conduct any witness interviews, 

instead doing them on her own.

 (b) Tony Merchant

In April 1981, David Milgaard’s former employer Howard Shannon expressed a desire to help David 

with his efforts to overturn his conviction. Shannon agreed to provide a retainer of $3,000 for legal fees 

provided the Milgaards hired Merchant, a Regina lawyer who Shannon had used on other matters. 

Shannon believed that Milgaard needed a lawyer with political clout and that Merchant was connected in 

Ottawa. Joyce Milgaard retained Merchant in April 1981.

On June 25, 1981, Joyce Milgaard notified Young by letter that she was effectively terminating Young’s 

engagement after being persuaded that “we had been zeroing in on the wrong direction, that what was 

needed, was someone with political connections and clout…”.55

Merchant acted until his services were terminated in 1985. He told the Commission that his retainer was 

to get Milgaard out of jail, and he focused much of his efforts towards parole. Merchant believed that if 

Milgaard was out of jail, he could better assist with efforts to reopen the case and it would take pressure 

off the family.

Merchant provided general advice to the Milgaards regarding a remedy under s. 617 of the Criminal Code, 

telling them that Milgaard would have to show that he was probably innocent. He cautioned that it was 

55 Docid 331857.
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not sufficient to comb through the trial transcript in an effort to show reasonable doubt. They would need 

to find “bombshell”56 evidence such as a witness recanting. He said had there been something in the 

transcript justifying acquittal, either Tallis or the Chief Justice would have caught it. It was not a matter 

of simply re-arguing the case but of finding something significant to convince the Attorney General to 

reopen.

Merchant was involved in only one witness interview – that of John in May 1981. After the interview, 

Merchant engaged a psychiatrist to hypnotize John, to assist her with her recollection. John initially 

agreed but subsequently failed to show up at the interview and avoided further contact with the 

Milgaards.

Merchant did not review many of the other witness interviews that Joyce Milgaard had conducted. The 

funds from Shannon were limited so he focused his efforts on other areas of reopening, primarily the 

parole hearings. Merchant also assisted Joyce Milgaard and Carlyle-Gordge in hiring skip tracing firms to 

locate witnesses that they wished to interview.

Merchant spoke with Tallis in late 1981 inquiring why Milgaard had not testified at trial, and asking for 

Tallis’ insight on other matters. He learned that Milgaard had definitely been with the friends who testified 

against him, and that he had admitted to Tallis that on the morning of the murder, he got out with Wilson 

to push their stuck car and that he, Milgaard, was away from the car for a time. He also told Tallis that he 

had changed his clothes at Cadrain’s house but said that there was no blood on them. He also admitted 

that he threw a compact out of the car which John had found in the glove compartment. As to the 

evidence regarding the motel room admission, Milgaard told Tallis that he “could have said it”.57

4. Motel Room Incident Interviews

Some of the most damning evidence at the trial related to statements made by Milgaard while he acted 

out the stabbing at a party with friends in a Regina motel room, a number of months after the murder. 

Milgaard’s friends knew he had been questioned by police, and that he was a suspect. A news story 

about the Miller murder was aired on the television and one of his friends said to Milgaard, as a joke “why 

don’t you admit it? You did it; you know you did it.” In response to the chiding, Milgaard started stabbing 

a pillow with his hand, asking “where is my paring knife?” and stating he had stabbed her 14 times and 

then she died.

There is no doubt that the incident in the motel room occurred and that Milgaard pretended to stab a 

pillow uttering words to the effect that he stabbed, raped and killed Miller. Each of his friends in the motel 

room have slightly different recollections of the precise words Milgaard used. However, they all confirm 

that Milgaard stated that he stabbed and killed Miller. Milgaard admitted to his trial counsel that he was in 

the motel room with these people but was so stoned that he could not remember what he said and did. 

If he said and did what was attributed to him, it would have been a “joke”.58

Milgaard’s actions and words were not perceived as a joke by some of his companions in the motel room, 

nor by the police, the prosecutor and perhaps not by the jury. Two of the friends testified at trial. After 

describing Milgaard’s actions, Melnyk testified that everyone in the room “just sat there and just sort of 

56 T20509.
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looked in a daze like”.59 Lapchuk testified that he was shocked by Milgaard’s response and that he sat 

there “with his jaw hanging down”60 and that everyone in the room was looking at Milgaard.

Frank and Hall were also in the motel room but they did not testify. Hall had run away from home and 

could not be located by the police. Frank would not cooperate with the police and Crown, and was not 

called to testify as a Crown witness. Frank cooperated with Tallis and told him that the incident in the 

motel room happened as described by Melnyk and Lapchuk. Frank did not think Milgaard was joking and 

she took his comments seriously. Tallis chose not to call her, nor did he make any effort to locate Hall, 

who he assumed would corroborate the evidence of Melnyk and Lapchuk.

Early in 1981, Joyce Milgaard contacted Melnyk and Lapchuk. Both men stood by their evidence at 

trial and did not provide any information that would suggest there was anything improper about their 

testimony or the manner in which it was obtained by the police. Joyce commented at the time that the 

incident was the type of thing David would say as a joke if bugged by his friends and if he was on drugs. 

Yet in the reopening effort, instead of accepting the trial evidence of Melnyk and Lapchuk as truthful but 

subject to interpretation, the Milgaards alleged that the incident had not happened and was fabricated 

by Melnyk and Lapchuk, who lied at trial under police and Crown influence to give false evidence in 

exchange for a lighter sentence on unrelated charges.

By not accepting that the incident happened and explaining it as a crude joke by a stoned but innocent 

teenager responding to teasing from his friends, the Milgaards repeatedly and publicly alleged that the 

incident had not happened. In the result, witnesses were unfairly branded as liars in the media and 

authorities who dealt with them were unjustly criticized. Hersh Wolch, counsel for Milgaard, was reported 

as saying that the Crown Prosecutor had paid Melnyk and Lapchuk to give false testimony. All of this 

caused great resentment amongst police and Crown officials, and served only to diminish the credibility of 

the reopening effort.

The allegation that the motel incident was fabricated was first made in 1981 and was based upon an 

interview with Hall conducted by a radio news reporter who was assisting Joyce Milgaard with her witness 

interviews. Hall was interviewed again in 1986 by a CBC reporter. On the basis of these two interviews, as 

well as one with David Asper, she provided an affidavit in support of Milgaard’s first s. 690 application. The 

affidavit was quickly discredited by federal Justice lawyers.

In 1981 Chris O’Brien was a news reporter with a Moose Jaw radio station. He was dating a woman who 

was a friend of David Milgaard’s sister, Susan. O’Brien learned about the Milgaards’ efforts to reopen, 

and after meeting Joyce Milgaard, offered his help. Although a news reporter, O’Brien acknowledged 

that he was acting as an advocate on behalf of the Milgaards. O’Brien told the Commission that he was 

interested in helping the family but he also saw it as an opportunity to “break a story as every young 

journalist wants to do”.61

O’Brien had reviewed some of the trial transcripts including the evidence of Melnyk and Lapchuk. Based 

upon this review and discussions with the Milgaards, he thought that Melnyk and Lapchuk’s evidence 

on the motel room re-enactment was “either exaggerated or wholly fabricated”.62 O’Brien described his 

subsequent discovery of Hall to be “serendipitous”.63 In early 1981, O’Brien was getting his hair cut by a 
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woman named Deborah Hall. He recalled that a woman by the same name was in the motel room with 

Milgaard and he asked her whether she knew Milgaard. She did and confirmed that she was in the motel 

room in 1969 with Milgaard, Lapchuk and Melnyk. Hall was not aware that Milgaard had been convicted, 

having run away from home shortly after the motel room incident. She also did not know that Lapchuk 

and Melnyk had testified at Milgaard’s trial about the incident in the motel room.

O’Brien told her that Melnyk and Lapchuk testified at trial that Milgaard re-enacted the murder by stabbing 

a pillow and that he admitted stabbing and killing Miller. Hall told O’Brien that Melnyk and Lapchuk were 

lying and the incident never happened. This “revelation” obviously piqued O’Brien’s interest and he 

arranged to meet with Hall and conduct a recorded interview.

O’Brien showed her selected portions of Melnyk and Lapchuk’s trial evidence and asked for Hall’s 

comment. Hall remembered the news story about Miller coming on the television and she described 

Milgaard pounding and fluffing his pillow. She “definitely didn’t hear” Milgaard saying anything like he 

“killed her or stabbed her”, nor did she hear Milgaard say that he “screwed her in a snowbank.” She told 

O’Brien “I don’t remember any conversation like that because I would have remembered that. It would 

have freaked me right out….I don’t recall anything like that. Any kind of a conversation like that. Needless 

to say, I would have been hysterical if I heard him talk like that”.64

O’Brien told the Inquiry he was disappointed with the taped conversation because it did not give him the 

“definitive sound bite”.65 He thought Hall was less forceful in the taped interview than she had been in the 

earlier conversation at the salon. However, he came away from the interview believing that Melnyk and 

Lapchuk had lied at trial and that the re-enactment did not occur. He ran a couple of the “sound bites” 

on the radio and provided the tape and transcript of the Hall interview to Joyce Milgaard. O’Brien had no 

further involvement in the Milgaard reopening efforts.

In early 1981, Joyce Milgaard also contacted Robert Harris, who said he was in the motel room when this 

incident happened. Although he was not called to testify at trial, Harris confirmed Melnyk and Lapchuk’s 

version of events but he said he viewed it as nothing more than a joke.

Based upon her interviews in the early months of 1981, Joyce Milgaard knew that the motel room incident 

happened as Melnyk and Lapchuk had testified, but it was a matter of interpretation whether David was 

joking or not. Furthermore, there was nothing improper about how Melnyk and Lapchuk were discovered 

by the police or how they came to give their evidence at trial.

5. Ron Wilson Interviews

Joyce Milgaard telephoned Wilson on January 26 and April 15, 1981, secretly recording both 

conversations. The tapes and transcripts of the call were evidence before the Commission. The January 

call was the first post-conviction contact Wilson had with the Milgaards. Wilson told Joyce Milgaard that 

he would help as much as he could although he was unaware of John’s testimony at trial and had not 

spoken to either John or Milgaard since.

Having reviewed some of his preliminary and trial evidence, Joyce Milgaard asked Wilson about some of 

his testimony. Contrary to what he had said at trial, he was quite certain that he, John and Milgaard were 
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stoned and smoked dope on the way to Saskatoon on the morning of the murder and that he could not 

recall having seen blood on Milgaard’s clothing.

More than once he had to ask Joyce Milgaard what his testimony had been at trial. He recalled that the 

woman they stopped for directions wore a white uniform and a black cape.

Wilson had little negative to say about the police questioning other than about the lie detector test. Joyce 

Milgaard suggested to Wilson that the police tried to put words in his mouth and asked whether the 

police offered to make a deal with him if he co-operated. Wilson denied both suggestions and said the 

police never threatened him, nor told him what to say. He commented that he was pressured a bit but not 

to the point that he would convict Milgaard. Asked if he honestly believed that Milgaard had committed 

the crime, he said that he did not know, but doubted that he had been gone from the car long enough.

He complained about the lie detector test and the way Roberts had administered it, telling Joyce Milgaard 

that before the test his mind was blank (he had a “mental block or whatever”66), but after he took the lie 

detector test things started to come back.

After discussing his concerns about the lie detector test, Wilson encouraged Joyce to “go for a new 

trial”.67 He said that it was possible that he and the other “stoned people”68 got it into their heads that 

Milgaard had committed the crime. He said he was now totally confused.

Wilson asked to review the trial transcripts to see if he could identify any discrepancies. Joyce told him 

she would get the transcripts for him, and Wilson agreed to meet with her.

After the April 15, 1981 telephone call, however, there was no further contact with Wilson by Joyce 

Milgaard or anyone on her behalf until June 1990 when Paul Henderson of Centurion Ministries contacted 

Wilson.

Joyce Milgaard told the Inquiry she did not think she had gotten anything of benefit from her 1981 

interviews with Wilson and therefore did not pursue him further.

6. Nichol John Interview

Joyce Milgaard’s first effort to interview John was rebuffed in January 1981, but on February 26, 1981, 

Joyce Milgaard wrote a letter to John promising that she had very important new information which would 

explain what really happened in 1969. John retained a lawyer and arrangements were made for Joyce 

Milgaard and Merchant to interview her. The interview took place on May 9, 1981 and was recorded with 

the consent of John and her counsel.

During much of the interview, Joyce Milgaard told John what she thought happened on the morning of 

January 31, 1969 and how all of the evidence against her son could be explained.

John’s recollection of events was poor. She could not remember seeing a knife on Milgaard on the trip. 

She said she thought they were on drugs on the trip to Saskatoon, and she remembered stopping the 

woman for directions recalling that she was young and wearing white. She remembered their vehicle 

getting stuck and Milgaard and Wilson leaving the car to get help. She remembered seeing a church at 

the end of an alley and she recalled Milgaard throwing a compact out of the car after leaving Saskatoon.
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John could not recall seeing Milgaard stab a woman or grab her purse, nor could she recollect having told 

that to police in her May 24, 1969 statement which followed an interview with polygrapher Roberts.

Joyce Milgaard then suggested to John that she had been taken to a cell, left alone, became hysterical 

and called a woman officer who put a mattress down on the floor in the cell for her. John could not 

remember that. It was then suggested to John that she was kept in cells overnight and then driven 

around and brought back to cells whereupon she gave the statement incriminating Milgaard. John could 

not remember that either. Joyce Milgaard remarked that John must really have blanked out a lot of things. 

John told her that she did not think she had been frightened by the police, who treated her very well.

John’s treatment by the police in the cells became an issue later in the reopening. There was no evidence 

before the Commission to suggest that John was mistreated by the police in the cells or that she was 

“hysterical”.69 The origin of this story appears to be Joyce Milgaard’s interview where she told John her 

impression of what happened.

At Milgaard’s trial, Tallis cross-examined John extensively about her overnight stay at the police station. 

John testified that she was initially placed in a cell for “about two minutes”,70 but complained and was 

moved into the matron’s room opposite the cells. John testified that something happened while she was 

in the cell and she called the matron by banging on the door, and the matron brought her aspirin and 

stayed with her for a while. John said that she didn’t get much sleep on the night of May 23 and that she 

was unhappy about being kept in the cell block area.

The new information promised by Joyce Milgaard concerned her theory that one Lorne Mahar had killed 

Gail Miller. Mahar had been charged with killing his wife in the summer of 1969 after having visited the 

priest at St. Mary’s Church. There was no other evidence to suggest that Mahar was or could have been 

Miller’s killer. Joyce Milgaard explained to John that she “could have seen the real murderer [Mahar] doing 

this”. John replied that she knew something happened, she knew that she saw something but she did not 

know what she saw.

Expanding on her theory, Joyce Milgaard suggested that Mahar raped Miller in his car parked near the 

T-intersection of the alley ahead of the Wilson vehicle. After putting her coat back on and leaving the car, 

Mahar chased Miller and John mistook him for David Milgaard. She showed John a map of the back alley 

and the crime scene. John listened to this but did not respond.

John told Joyce Milgaard that David had raped her in a hotel room in Regina. In general, she was upset 

with Joyce Milgaard’s approaches to her and refused further contact, including an effort to have her 

undergo hypnosis.

7. Father Murphy

In February 1981 and again in February of 1983, Peter Carlyle-Gordge had discussions with Father 

Murphy, the parish priest at St. Mary’s Church at the time of Miller’s murder. Carlyle-Gordge initially 

contacted Father Murphy to talk about the Mahar murder. In the course of their discussions, Father 

Murphy advised Carlyle-Gordge that he had contacted Albert Cadrain at the request of an acquaintance 

and told him to go in to the Saskatoon Police to claim the reward in relation to the Miller murder. In the 
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1981 interviews, Carlyle-Gordge concluded that it was Father Murphy who caused Cadrain to go to the 

Saskatoon Police on March 2, 1969 to give his initial statement.

On February 21, 1983 Carlyle-Gordge talked to Father Murphy again to clarify his involvement and was 

told unequivocally that he did not contact Cadrain until after Milgaard’s conviction, and then only to 

suggest that he apply for the reward. Clearly, Father Murphy had no part in Cadrain’s decision to go to the 

police on March 2, 1969, nor did he have any contact with Cadrain prior to Milgaard’s conviction.

8. T.D.R. Caldwell

Under the guise of an author writing a book on western Canada murders, Carlyle-Gordge obtained an 

interview with Caldwell in February of 1983 and received access to the prosecution file where he noted a 

police report of a February 3, 1969 interview with Larry Fisher of 334 Avenue O South.

He met with Caldwell again in March of 1983 and was given an overview of the police investigation and 

prosecution, including names of various officers and Caldwell’s perspective of other witnesses.

9. Albert Cadrain

The efforts of Joyce Milgaard and Carlyle-Gordge to locate and interview Cadrain early in 1981 were 

unsuccessful. Cadrain’s mother, Estelle Cadrain, would not reveal his whereabouts.

Early in 1983, however, Carlyle-Gordge found him and again pretending that he was writing a book on the 

Miller case, Cadrain agreed to an interview, a recording of which was provided to the Commission.

Cadrain confirmed his trial evidence and told Carlyle-Gordge that he saw blood on Milgaard’s pants when 

Milgaard arrived at his house on the morning of the murder. He also confirmed that Milgaard threw a 

compact out of the car after leaving Saskatoon. Carlyle-Gordge asked about his treatment by the police, 

Cadrain said at first that he was not believed and was put through the mill and police even accused him of 

being involved in the crime.

Although embellishing his recollection of certain other matters, Cadrain remained adamant that he saw 

blood on Milgaard’s pants.

10. Investigation of Larry Fisher

Having enjoyed little or no success with the main Crown witnesses, Wilson, Cadrain and John, Carlyle-

Gordge and Joyce Milgaard turned their attentions to Fisher as a suspect, having learned in February of 

1983 that he lived in the basement of the Cadrain house with his wife and infant daughter at the time of 

Gail Miller’s murder. He had been convicted of rapes and was in prison so they looked for his wife Linda. 

She contacted them in March 1983, but they did not follow it up, for reasons which they could not explain 

to the Inquiry.

Carlyle-Gordge’s interest in Fisher stemmed from a telephone conversation he had with Dennis Cadrain 

on February 21, 1983 following Carlyle-Gordge’s interview of Albert Cadrain. Carlyle-Gordge went back to 

Albert hearing from him that Fisher was “a real gangster type” and a “real weirdo” who had been caught 

years later for rapes.

At the request of Joyce Milgaard and Carlyle-Gordge, Merchant hired an investigator to locate Linda 

Fisher. He was successful. Carlyle-Gordge advertised in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix in March, 1983:
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The advertisement ran for a week commencing on March 26, 1983. Linda Fisher and her common-law 

husband, Bryan Wright replied separately to the classified ad. On March 27, 1983, Linda Fisher wrote 

a letter to the box number and provided her address in Cando, Saskatchewan where she could be 

contacted. Wright wrote a letter advising that he was Linda’s common-law husband and she could be 

contacted through him, providing his telephone number in Saskatoon. Both letters were received by 

Carlyle-Gordge and provided to Joyce Milgaard at the time. Linda’s home phone number is written on her 

letter in Joyce Milgaard’s handwriting and there are also handwritten notes of directions to the town of 

Cando.

Linda Fisher and Wright told the Inquiry that although they were prepared to cooperate with the Milgaards 

and that Linda would have shared her suspicions about Larry Fisher as Gail Miller’s killer, they received no 

reply to their letters.

Had Linda Fisher been interviewed in 1983, and had Saskatchewan Justice been told about it, it might 

well have led to the reopening of the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

Carlyle-Gordge explained to the Inquiry that he was not seeking Fisher as a suspect in 1983 but rather 

wanted only to know if Larry or Linda Fisher saw anything on the day Milgaard arrived at the Cadrain 

house. “Larry Fisher was not, in my mind anyway, a serious suspect”,72 said Carlyle-Gordge.

For her part, Joyce Milgaard professed surprise at the Inquiry when presented with the documents 

detailing her efforts to locate Fisher. In fact, she had provided the documents to the Commission and she 

knew in 1983 that Fisher, a convicted rapist, lived in the basement of the Cadrain house at the time of the 

Miller murder.

Other evidence before the Inquiry confirms that Carlyle-Gordge and Joyce Milgaard were pursuing Fisher 

as a suspect. Carlyle-Gordge’s handwritten notes were found on an August 20, 1969 file memorandum 

prepared by Tallis. Joyce had obtained the memo from Tallis’ file in 1981. Tallis outlined his observations 

of the Cadrain house and the scene of the murder, including reference to a burning barrel in the Cadrain’s 

backyard. Carlyle-Gordge wrote “Fisher?”73 next to this reference.
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In a memorandum he prepared before trial, Tallis made reference to John’s May 24 statement where 

she claimed to see Milgaard grab a girl and stab her, and he noted that it was difficult to reconcile this 

observation with the fact that Miller’s dress had no knife punctures and must have been removed before 

the stabbing. Carlyle-Gordge wrote a note on Tallis’ memo stating that “she was likely raped in car with 

dress pulled down. She then pulled coat around and tried to run and killer caught her and stabbed her… 

check cars: Fisher. Mahar”.74 Carlyle-Gordge’s notes were written in 1983.

Both Carlyle-Gordge and Joyce confirmed that information collected by each of them was shared with 

the other. There was other evidence confirming that Joyce Milgaard was aware of Fisher in 1983. In 1990, 

when Fisher’s name was provided to the Milgaards by an anonymous tip, Joyce was able to locate Linda 

using information she remembered from Carlyle-Gordge’s 1983 interview of Mrs. Cadrain.

Despite the reluctance of Carlyle-Gordge and Joyce Milgaard to acknowledge at the Inquiry that their 

1983 interest in Fisher as a suspect for the Gail Miller murder was important, but not pursued, there is no 

question that it was significant information which would have been of interest to Saskatchewan Justice, 

as well as Justice Canada, had an application for mercy been made at that time.

After discovering Fisher for a second time in 1990 through an anonymous tipster, the Milgaards took the 

position that the presence of a convicted rapist living in the basement of the Cadrain house at the time of 

the murder was enough in itself to set aside Milgaard’s conviction.

The same information Joyce Milgaard had in 1983 about Fisher was provided to Wolch in 1986 but was 

not made a part of the s. 690 application filed with the federal Minister in 1988, having either been ignored 

or its significance missed.

11. Raymond Mackie

Through the good offices of Caldwell, Carlyle-Gordge was able to interview Mackie in March of 1983. 

Mackie could not recall Fisher when Carlyle-Gordge asked if he had been questioned by police. Mackie 

believed that John had a psychological block and had seen more than she was able to say.

12. Other Interviews

Joyce Milgaard and Carlyle-Gordge also interviewed a number of other people who were witnesses at 

the trial including Walter and Sandra Danchuk, Robert Rasmussen, Adeline Nyczai, Dennis Elliott, Shirley 

Wilson and Leonard Gorgchuk. Little or no use was made of information gathered by Carlyle-Gordge and 

Joyce Milgaard when it came time to file the first application for mercy to Justice Canada in 1988.

13. Fifth Estate

Early in the reopening effort, the Milgaard group sought publicity for David’s cause in an effort to sway 

authorities, gain public support, and perhaps generate information through investigative journalists and 

others.

In 1985, they approached the producers of the CBC Fifth Estate program giving them all the written 

interviews conducted by Joyce Milgaard and Carlyle-Gordge from 1981 to 1983, as well as information 

regarding Fisher. The CBC appointed a researcher, Sandra Bartlett, to review the transcripts. She also 

conducted some of her own taped interviews including an interview of Hall.
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Consideration was given to a documentary about Milgaard’s claims of innocence, and in September of 

1985, CBC told Joyce Milgaard that they would do a story focusing on her efforts to get a new trial for 

her son. Although some segments were filmed, by the spring of 1986 the show had not aired and the 

Milgaards were becoming frustrated with the failure of CBC to run the program. They suspected that 

Merchant had caused the program to be cut. In fact, it was not aired because the CBC could not find 

convincing evidence of Milgaard’s innocence.

David Milgaard asked for all of the CBC’s investigative work but on April 13, 1987 they responded:

The filming and research on your case was done by the Fifth Estate with only one purpose 

in mind: to produce a television documentary which would demonstrate clearly that you 

had been unjustly convicted in the murder of Gail Miller. Unfortunately, although we did 

our best, we failed to come up with the information we believe necessary to complete the 

documentary. In making this admission I am not passing judgement on you; I am saying 

only that our failure to get the hoped-for information meant that we could not proceed with 

a documentary that would clearly demonstrate your innocence. Because of this failure, we 

were stymied. And we remain so to this day.

However, at no time did we ever consider that the material we were collecting would 

become part of the evidence submitted by your lawyer at the ministerial presentation. 

As I have said, CBC policy would forbid us to do this. There is an additional problem. 

Our information is incomplete; some of it may even be harmful to your cause. And as 

professional journalists we would not want our information used in a selective way by 

any lawyer. I make this point only to emphasize that our work was done to produce a 

documentary film, not to compile evidence for ministerial presentation.

Having gone on at length as to why we cannot pass our material on to you, I would like to 

add that in my opinion we have gathered no more information than that collected by your 

mother and Peter Carlyle-Gordge…75

As mentioned, the information gathered by Joyce Milgaard and Carlyle-Gordge was not used in support 

of the December 1988 application for mercy although it would have assisted federal investigators dealing 

with the application. The Milgaard group continued to favour media exposure over disclosure to officials, 

of information they gathered during the reopening effort.

In 1990, when information came to light about Fisher, the CBC finally ran a program about David Milgaard 

on the Fifth Estate.

Part VII –  Preparation and Filing of First 
Application 1985 - 1988

1. Retainer of Hersh Wolch

In September 1985, Joyce Milgaard terminated Merchant as David’s lawyer. She told the Inquiry that in 

1985 she learned that Colin Thatcher knew Miller and had dated her around the time of her death. She 
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suspected that Thatcher, who had been convicted of murdering his ex-wife, had also murdered Miller. 

Merchant was Thatcher’s long time lawyer, and Joyce suspected he was using his representation of 

Milgaard to determine whether the Milgaards had any information incriminating Thatcher. In addition to 

those suspicions, Joyce and David Milgaard also had some concern that Merchant may have used his 

relationship with Eric Malling of the CBC to cause the CBC not to air a show on David’s case on the 

Fifth Estate. None of this was true.

In the fall of 1985, Joyce Milgaard retained Winnipeg lawyer Wolch to assist her son with an application 

for mercy to the federal Minister of Justice. Wolch had been recommended by Carlyle-Gordge.

Joyce Milgaard had spent the previous five years interviewing witnesses, following leads and gathering 

information to support an application to the federal Minister. Joyce Milgaard and Carlyle-Gordge had 

interviewed all of the key trial witnesses. Carlyle-Gordge had interviewed the prosecutor and obtained 

access to his file, and had also interviewed officer Mackie. Efforts to obtain the Saskatoon Police 

investigation file were not pursued after Young was terminated as counsel in June 1981. Milgaard’s 

defence counsel at trial, Tallis, had provided access to his file and had spoken to both Young and 

Merchant, providing his perspective on Milgaard’s trial and possible grounds for reopening. The Milgaards 

also knew that Fisher, a convicted rapist, lived in the basement of the Cadrain house at the time of Miller’s 

murder.

Despite this effort, an application to the federal Minister had neither been prepared nor filed. In fact, no 

contact had been made with the federal Minister by anyone on behalf of Milgaard suggesting that an 

application would be forthcoming.

Joyce Milgaard told the Inquiry that she believed she had gathered sufficient information to support an 

application to the Minister and she asked Wolch to review it thinking that “he would have the wisdom to 

see through all the stuff that I had and see what was relevant. He would know what was relevant what 

wasn’t and he could head me in the right direction.”76 She wanted Wolch to tell her whether she had 

enough information for an application and if not, what more she needed and how best to proceed with an 

application to the Minister.

She confirmed the terms of Wolch’s retainer in a letter dated January 16, 1986:

I have met with David and discussed our interview together.

We both feel it is important that you & he have a meeting as soon as possible. At that 

time the decision can be made, if you are both in agreement, to go ahead on the basis 

we discussed. My understanding of this was $2,000.00 (or less) would cover the visit with 

David, and the perusal of all transcripts, documents, research data that Peter will provide, 

and a final meeting providing us with your conclusions and opinions on how to proceed 

further.

I shall write to Peter and ask him to bring everything with him and see that it gets to you.77

Although it was some time before Wolch personally met David, the $2,000 retainer was paid and Joyce 

and Carlyle-Gordge provided Wolch with all of the documents and information they had gathered, 

including preliminary hearing and trial transcripts, all of the tapes and transcripts of their interviews with 
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witnesses, and the documents relating to their efforts to locate Larry and Linda Fisher. The Milgaards 

expected that an application could be filed immediately based on the information they had gathered and 

were anxious to proceed. The application was filed on December 28, 1988, three years after Wolch was 

retained.

2. Initial Contact with Federal Justice

On January 28, 1986, David Milgaard wrote to the federal Minister advising that he was going on a 

hunger strike and that his case would be aired on the Fifth Estate. The letter represented the first contact 

by David Milgaard or anyone on his behalf with the federal Minister’s office. In March 1986, the federal 

Department of Justice replied advising Milgaard that he should make an application to the Minister for 

relief under s. 617 of the Criminal Code and setting out the materials that needed to be submitted with an 

application.

On April 2, 1986, Milgaard replied advising that he knew how to proceed legally and that he had retained 

Wolch to assist him. The federal Department of Justice opened a file in anticipation of the application 

and replied to Milgaard on May 28, 1986, indicating that they were looking forward to receiving Wolch’s 

application for mercy.

Wolch knew senior federal Justice lawyers who were involved in reviewing claims under s. 617 and he 

had informal discussions with them to determine what was required to be included in an application. 

Wolch was told that they needed to find something new that had not been considered by the jury that 

would tend to show a miscarriage of justice.

3. Steps Taken by Hersh Wolch and David Asper

According to Joyce Milgaard’s evidence at the Inquiry, Wolch never did review the materials she and 

Carlyle-Gordge provided to him in 1986, instead handing them to his articling student Asper, who had 

joined Wolch’s firm in March 1986.

At their first meeting in April 1986, Milgaard told Asper that at the time of his trial the Crown had a 

statement from Hall which said the motel room re-enactment had not happened. This information came 

from O’Brien’s 1981 interview of Hall. Milgaard also told Asper that he was not a secretor and therefore 

the frozen semen found near the body could not be his. Tallis had presented this argument to the jury at 

Milgaard’s trial. These two allegations became the basis of Milgaard’s first s. 690 application which was 

filed two and a half years later.

After reviewing the trial transcripts and meeting with Milgaard, Asper became convinced of his innocence. 

He told the Inquiry that the Crown’s case looked implausible to him and that Milgaard had been convicted 

based upon the lies of his five friends, all of whom were “unsavoury witnesses”78 (Wilson, John, Cadrain, 

Melnyk and Lapchuk).

In the months that followed, Asper did most of the work on the file, keeping Wolch advised of progress. 

When it came to determining the grounds of the application, Wolch made the decision on what was to be 

included.
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 (a) Deborah Hall Affidavit

On August 11, 1986, Asper received information on the motel room incident from Sandra Bartlett, 

a researcher with the CBC Fifth Estate. As part of their efforts to have the Fifth Estate produce a 

documentary about Milgaard, the Milgaards provided Bartlett with their witness interviews including Chris 

O’Brien’s 1981 interview of Hall. Hall had been interviewed for the anticipated Fifth Estate program.

Bartlett told Asper that Hall was present in the “hotel room in Calgary”79 when Milgaard allegedly went 

through the stabbing motions and that Hall was prepared to swear that Milgaard did no such thing. 

Bartlett also told Asper that she discovered that the two witnesses who did testify (Melnyk and Lapchuk) 

made sweetheart deals with the Crown in return for their evidence. None of this was true.

In November 1986, Asper telephoned Hall in Regina and asked if she would swear an affidavit to support 

Milgaard’s application for mercy. Hall confirmed that she was in the motel room with Milgaard, Melnyk, 

Lapchuk and others in the spring of 1969. She gave her recollection of the evening to Asper. Based upon 

the telephone interview, Asper drafted an affidavit and attended in Regina a few days later to have Hall 

sign the affidavit.

In the affidavit, Hall deposed that approximately five years earlier, a radio reporter named O’Brien had 

informed her that Milgaard had been convicted and that Melnyk and Lapchuk had given certain evidence 

at the trial. She said that prior to that she was not aware of Milgaard’s conviction stating that she never 

discussed the evidence in her affidavit with the police and no one ever asked her to swear to the truth.
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She described Milgaard’s conduct in the motel room as follows:
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The Milgaards and their counsel believed they had evidence to establish that the motel room 

re-enactment did not happen and that Melnyk and Lapchuk lied at trial.

 (b) David Milgaard Affidavit

On November 25, 1986, Asper prepared an affidavit, sworn by Milgaard. In it, Milgaard denied ever 

admitting that he had committed the offense, denied having blood on his clothes that day, or throwing a 

woman’s compact out of the car, or re-enacting the crime in a hotel room in Regina in May 1969.

The Hall and Milgaard affidavits were filed by Wolch with the National Parole Board on November 26, 

1986, in support of Milgaard’s application for parole. Wolch said that he was preparing an application to 

the federal Minister to have the case reopened under s. 617 of the Criminal Code and that “[t]he final brief 

we intend to file with the Minister of Justice is in its final stages of preparation and we anticipate having it 

completed before Christmas.”81

Asper told the Inquiry that Wolch did not think that the Hall affidavit was sufficient to support an 

application to the Minister and so they continued to look for other grounds.

 (c) Dr. James Ferris’ Report

In February of 1987, Joyce Milgaard read media reports about the use of DNA testing in criminal cases. 

She became aware of Ferris, a Vancouver forensic pathologist who was conducting a DNA research 

study. She contacted him and asked if he could test the original Miller trial exhibits and compare the 

semen stains to David’s DNA profile. Ferris agreed, but cautioned her that DNA testing was new science 

and that it might not be possible to extract DNA from an 18 year old exhibit. Ferris asked that the Miller 

exhibits be sent to him. He told the Commission that he was not an acknowledged DNA expert at the 

time, but was simply doing DNA lab work.

In May 1987, Asper left Wolch’s firm and the practise of law to work for his family’s television business. 

The file was turned back to Wolch and little was done. In September of 1987, Asper received a letter from 

the Milgaards:

We decided you might like to be up-dated as to what has been happening. It is not too 

difficult. It can be put in one word. Nothing.

 …

David has had his high days and low days as have I since things seem to be standing still.82

Asper testified that while his desire was to stay in business, he was troubled by this letter. He felt guilty 

and he eventually returned to Wolch’s firm in May 1988 to “finish what I had started”.83

Wolch obtained the Miller exhibits from the Court in January 1988 and sent them to Ferris in Vancouver 

along with copies of RCMP lab reports and transcripts from various witnesses at the preliminary hearing 

and trial.
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In February of 1988, Ferris told Joyce that his efforts to obtain DNA from Gail Miller’s clothing did not 

produce sufficient DNA to allow for comparison typing. A portion of the panties was destroyed in the 

process. Ferris did not prepare a written report on his DNA extraction efforts, but offered to review the 

forensic trial evidence to see if he might find some basis to reopen the case. Joyce Milgaard agreed and 

Ferris reviewed the transcripts and lab reports. Ferris did not, however, have the complete trial record. In 

particular, he did not have Caldwell and Tallis’ closing submissions to the jury, and thus had no idea what 

submissions were made about the forensic evidence.

Ferris provided Wolch with a written report dated September 13, 1988, that focused on the forensic value 

of the frozen semen found in the snow near Miller’s body. He expressed concerns about the integrity of 

the sample and its handling, and was surprised that it was ruled admissible in light of likely contamination.

Still, he interpreted the secretor evidence, assuming that Milgaard was blood type A and a non-secretor. 

The semen containing type A antigens, he said, likely came from an individual who was of blood type 

A and a secretor, thereby excluding Milgaard. He acknowledged that the semen could have come from 

a non-secretor if it had been contaminated with antigens from his blood. But any blood in the semen 

was likely Miller’s. There was no evidence that Milgaard was suffering from any bleeding injury. Without 

evidence of his blood, the semen could not be linked with him.

Ferris concluded that:

On the basis of the evidence that I have examined, I have no reasonable doubt that 

serological evidence presented at the trial failed to link David Milgaard with the offence and 

that in fact, could be reasonably considered to exclude him from being the perpetrator of 

the murder.84

Had Wolch spoken to Tallis he would have learned that Ferris was simply restating Tallis’ submission to 

the jury. As Tallis told the Inquiry, he viewed the semen evidence as exculpatory, excluding Milgaard as the 

perpetrator. He believed that the Crown viewed it in the same light but argued that the possible presence 

of blood in the semen meant that it could have come from a non-secretor who bled into his semen. 

Milgaard could have been one of the thousands of possible donors.

Tallis did not object to the admissibility of the semen on grounds of contamination because he viewed it as 

being exculpatory – favourable to Milgaard’s defence. He told the jury that the frozen semen exculpated 

his client because he was a non-secretor and there was no evidence that he had bled into his semen.

As Tallis explained to the Inquiry, the exculpatory nature of the semen was effectively neutralized by 

the trial judge’s questioning of the analyst, Paynter. Although the judge commented that there was no 

evidence to suggest that Milgaard bled into his semen, he asked Paynter whether he could say for sure 

that the semen came from a non secretor. The reply was that he could not be sure due to the possibility 

of there being blood in the semen.

Ferris’ report simply repeated what Tallis had told the jury at trial and hence was nothing new. As Ferris  

told the Inquiry, had he seen the addresses of counsel to the jury, he would have reworded his opinion as 

“simply confirming what was effectively presented in court as evidence”.85 At the most, his opinion would 
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simply have reinforced some of the defence positions at trial. Having now read the addresses, it was clear 

to him that the judge understood the significance of the secretor evidence.

As a re-testing of Milgaard in 1992 was to show, Ferris’ report was based upon a false assumption. 

Milgaard was, in fact, a secretor. In a letter to the RCMP in 1993, Ferris wrote “I also spoke to Mr. Wolch, 

lawyer for David Milgaard, indicating to him that the methods used to determine secretor status at the 

time of the original investigation would not necessarily exclude David Milgaard from being a secretor and 

it is therefore no particular surprise for me to learn that David Milgaard is in fact a secretor”.86 He also said 

that in light of Milgaard’s status as a secretor, his serological analysis “would not allow for the exclusion of 

David Milgaard as being the origin of the seminal samples”.87

The Ferris report was central to the Milgaard reopening effort, being one of the two grounds stated in the 

application. David and Joyce Milgaard believed, and it was repeated in the media, that the Ferris report 

“proved David’s innocence”.88 Federal Justice officials quickly concluded otherwise.

 (d) Other Witnesses and Evidence

Before filing the first application, neither Wolch nor Asper contacted or interviewed Wilson, John, Cadrain, 

Melnyk or Lapchuk. Although in possession of Joyce Milgaard’s 1981-1983 interviews of these witnesses, 

they did not follow up. They had not reviewed Caldwell’s prosecution file although Caldwell would have 

shared the entire contents with them had they asked. They made no request of Saskatoon Police to see 

their file. They spoke with neither Young nor Merchant nor did they look at their files. Neither of them 

contacted or spoke to Tallis until months after the application was filed with the federal Minister.

Amongst the materials provided to Wolch in 1986 were documents recording Joyce Milgaard and Carlyle-

Gordge’s efforts to locate Larry and Linda Fisher in 1983. These were either overlooked or ignored.

4. Preparation of First Application to Federal Minister

Wolch filed an application under s. 690 on December 28, 1988, requesting that the federal Minister review 

Milgaard’s conviction. The Milgaards and Asper relied upon Wolch to choose the grounds and supporting 

materials. Asper told the Inquiry that he favoured the “kitchen sink”89 approach, to include all of the 

information they had gathered as part of the application. He was overruled by Wolch who favoured limiting 

the application to Hall’s affidavit and the Ferris report. In a memorandum to Asper dated December 19, 

1988, Wolch told him to review a draft prepared by another lawyer in the office, and that he could add any 

facts deemed to be important but “none of this Nicole John crap in there”.90

The application consisted of an 11 page submission together with the affidavit of Hall, the Ferris report, 

the Court of Appeal decision and selected portions of the trial transcript. In it, Milgaard requested a new 

trial or referral of the matter to a court of appeal for further appeal. Two grounds were stated:

 1. Deborah Hall’s affidavit contradicted the evidence of Melnyk and Lapchuk.

 2.  Advances in scientific technology have allowed Milgaard to discredit the forensic evidence called 

at his trial and to provide evidence that exculpates him as the perpetrator of the crime.
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 (a) Deborah Hall Ground

With respect to the fresh evidence of Hall, the application stated that “it would appear that counsel on 

behalf of Milgaard was caught by surprise by the evidence of Melnyk and Lapchuk. At no time did he seek 

out or attempt to talk to the witness Deborah Hall.”91

This was not the case. As Tallis told the Inquiry, after he became aware of the Melnyk and Lapchuk 

evidence on the motel re-enactment, he questioned his client. Milgaard told him that he was at the motel 

and that he was stoned but could not deny the evidence of Melnyk and Lapchuk. He could not recall 

whether he did and said what they alleged, but if he did, it was a joke. He told Tallis to contact Frank, a 

friend of his who was in the motel room who would help him. Tallis interviewed Frank (unbeknownst to the 

police and Crown) and she essentially confirmed the story of Melnyk and Lapchuk and added that she 

believed Milgaard’s admission that he had killed Gail Miller. Based on this, Tallis did not wish to locate Hall 

nor did he want the Crown or police to find her as it might add further evidence against Milgaard.

When later questioned on her affidavit by a federal Justice lawyer, Hall contradicted her affidavit and 

confirmed the re-enactment. While she believed Milgaard was joking, she attributed even more damaging 

words to him than had Lapchuk and Melnyk. Based on the evidence of Hall, Melnyk, Lapchuk, Frank and 

Harris, it is clear that the motel room incident happened. Although the incident was perceived differently 

by those in attendance, there is no question that the Hall ground was without merit.

 (b) Forensic Evidence Ground

The application stated that Milgaard’s case was worthy of review on the basis that “advances in scientific 

technology have allowed the applicant to discredit the forensic evidence called at the trial and to provide 

evidence that exculpates him as the perpetrator of the crime”.92 The following is an excerpt from the 

application:

This forms the major thrust of our application to the Minister of Justice for relief pursuant 

to s. 617 of the Criminal Code. The scientific evidence was presented at his trial but it is 

submitted that it was not understood. Perhaps it was too new an issue for counsel and 

for the judge. The trial judge simply ignores the issue in his charge to the jury and more 

particularly does not point out that on the evidence given at trial the evidence exonerated 

David Milgaard.

The analysis and submissions relating to Ferris’ report were significantly flawed. Ferris essentially repeated 

the position Tallis had taken at trial. It was not a new issue for Tallis and he clearly understood it, having 

made a submission at Milgaard’s preliminary hearing on the subject. He also argued the very matter 

before the jury. Advancing this argument without having even talked to Tallis about his understanding of 

the issue proved to be detrimental to the application.

Ferris’ report did nothing more than re-state an argument that Tallis had made to the jury, namely that the 

frozen semen did not connect Milgaard to the murder.
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The application also suggested that the Court of Appeal somehow missed the argument on the secretor 

issue. The application stated:

The Court of Appeal does talk about the blood evidence. It is unclear whether the Court 

of Appeal appreciated the significance of this evidence. The Court of Appeal did not point 

out that David Milgaard was a non-secretor. They did not point out that if there were 

“A” antigens found in the seminal fluid, that the seminal fluid could not have come from 

David Milgaard.

…

The Court of Appeal of Saskatchewan appeared to believe that the evidence was a strong 

factor in convicting David Milgaard. There is no discussion from the Court of Appeal as to 

how the evidence could exonerate him.93

In fact, the semen evidence and the secretor issue were not raised as grounds of appeal and the Court 

did not mention evidence relating to semen as being a strong factor in convicting David Milgaard. Rather, 

the Court of Appeal discussed the secretor evidence in the context of the relevance of Wilson’s blood 

type (which was a ground of appeal) and held that it was relevant in light of the admission of the secretor 

evidence. Therefore, while the Court did place some importance on the secretor evidence, it did so only 

because its admission at trial made Wilson’s blood type relevant.

 (c) Conclusion

After eight years of gathering information, the two grounds put forward in the first application to the 

Minister were matters that could have been explained had Tallis been consulted. He would have told 

Milgaard counsel that Hall would not have helped the case at trial. He would have also explained that all 

of the secretor arguments raised by Ferris were raised by him at trial and effectively neutralized by the 

judge’s questioning of Paynter when he said he could not conclusively say whether the frozen semen 

came from a secretor or not. But he had still argued before the jury that the frozen semen exculpated 

Milgaard because there was no evidence of Milgaard’s blood in the semen.

The application made no use of Joyce Milgaard’s 1981 interviews of John and Wilson, particularly relating 

to the effect of questioning by Roberts on the reliability of their trial evidence. Nor was Fisher mentioned.

Until this Public Inquiry, both David and Joyce Milgaard continued to believe that the Ferris report proved 

David’s innocence. Unfortunately, the two grounds advanced in support of the application were flawed. 

The application omitted reference to all other information gathered by the Milgaard group in the preceding 

eight years.

Already frustrated by the time it took to file the application, the Milgaards became even more frustrated 

with the federal Justice review which, to them, ignored the strength of the two grounds advanced.

Better grounds for supporting an application under s. 690, as it then was, existed prior to the end of 

1988, but it is mostly with the benefit of hindsight that one can say that these grounds should have been 

identified and used. The difficult task faced by Milgaard and his supporters was simply beyond their 

means and abilities.
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Part VIII –  Federal Justice Review of First 
Application

1. Role of Federal Justice Lawyers

The Milgaard application was assigned to federal Justice lawyer Eugene Williams, whose task was to 

review the application, investigate the grounds raised and provide a report and advice to the federal 

Minister. He was performing the investigation and review in his capacity as the federal Minister’s legal 

counsel, and did not consider that he owed any duty to Milgaard or his counsel nor did he have any 

obligation to disclose the fruits of his investigation to Milgaard. Since the federal Minister made the 

ultimate decision, Williams said it would be inappropriate for him to form views or to share his views on 

the merits of the application with the Milgaards. Even if Williams concluded that a ground was without 

merit, he did not view it as his place to inform the applicant since it was ultimately the Minister who 

made the decision. Williams was not in a position to comment publicly on the work he was doing or the 

application generally.

Williams testified that his initial task was to review the application to ensure that it raised appropriate 

grounds and that it was not simply re-arguing the case. According to Williams, the applicant had to 

identify new information not considered by previous courts that would tend to show a likelihood of a 

miscarriage of justice. The Milgaard application met this criteria and passed the initial screening.

Williams’ next task was to investigate the grounds raised by the applicant and the supporting evidence 

to be able to prepare a report to the Minister. Williams did not view it as his role or responsibility to seek 

out or identify other grounds that might support the basis of a miscarriage of justice. He viewed that as 

the applicant’s responsibility. He knew Milgaard had senior counsel, and that Wolch had been preparing 

the application for at least three years. Williams did not view it as his responsibility to interview a witness 

unless it was relevant to an issue raised by the applicant.

While Milgaard was represented by senior counsel, Wolch and Asper were effectively working on a pro 

bono basis. Legal aid for Milgaard’s conviction review application was not available despite requests made 

to both Saskatchewan and Manitoba.

The Milgaard application did not raise any issue with respect to the evidence of Wilson, Cadrain and John 

(although the cover letter to the Minister made reference to the “impossibility” of John’s statement). If their 

evidence was relevant to Milgaard’s assertion of a miscarriage of justice, Williams expected that Wolch 

would have included such a ground in the application. Williams told the Inquiry that he informed Milgaard’s 

counsel of his role on a number of occasions.

Milgaard’s counsel had a different perspective on Williams’ role. Asper told the Inquiry that after the 

application was filed, he believed the federal Justice lawyers would review the entire case and seek to 

identify any grounds supporting a miscarriage of justice, not being limited to those raised in the applicant’s 

materials. He expected that Williams would interview all of the key witnesses, regardless of whether 

any issue was directly raised in the application. In that respect, Asper thought that they would work 

“collaboratively”94 in the sense of trying to detect whether a miscarriage of justice occurred.
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The differing views on Williams’ role in reviewing the application was a factor that led to frustration on the 

part of both Milgaard counsel and Williams, and led to a deterioration of their relationship which became 

adversarial and acrimonious. Milgaard counsel apparently did not understand Williams’ role and became 

very critical of his work, particularly when he identified problems with the materials filed and positions 

taken.

They expected Williams to be more responsive and to tell them what he was doing, when and why he 

was doing it and to share the results of his work. However, Williams was the Minister’s counsel and was 

not able to share the fruits of his work with Wolch and Asper. On occasion, when Williams did provide 

information, it was leaked to the media and reported in an incorrect and unfavourable light. This caused 

Williams to become more careful in what was disclosed to Milgaard counsel, resulting in further frustration 

and criticism on their part.

2. Media Campaign

The Terms of Reference required the Commission to seek to determine whether the investigation 

should have been reopened based upon information received by Saskatchewan Justice and police. 

The Milgaards chose to use the media as a means to communicate information to the authorities, often 

before they gave the information directly to the authorities. As Asper told the Inquiry, the media campaign 

was a deliberate strategy designed to seek public support for David’s case. Milgaard had been in jail for 

many years and no one seemed to be listening to his pleas. He and his mother felt that if they could get 

some public exposure, authorities and others might start to pay attention.

Asper and Joyce Milgaard told the Inquiry that since the decision maker in the s. 690 proceeding was 

a politician, the process necessarily was political and public and they felt it necessary and important to 

publicly influence the Minister. They also had doubts that the s. 690 process would provide a favourable 

result and concluded that obtaining public support through the media would assist Milgaard in his “war of 

liberation”95. Asper commented that once the media was engaged, they were difficult to control.

The manner in which information was communicated through the media and its credibility were factors 

which influenced the authorities in their decision making. As part of its mandate, the Commission 

examined what was reported in the media, its source, its credibility and the effect such media information 

had on the authorities.

The media played a significant role in the s. 690 proceedings. Even before the federal Minister received 

the first application, the Milgaards and their counsel had sought out the media for public exposure of the 

case. At the same time as the first application was sent to the federal Minister on December 28, 1988, a 

copy was sent by Asper to the CBC Fifth Estate, offering them an exclusive 7-10 day time limit for them to 

commit to air a story, failing which the story would be offered to the media in general.

In August 1989, Dan Lett of the Winnipeg Free Press wrote his first story about the Milgaard case. In 

the months and years that followed he and other reporters wrote a number of stories about Milgaard’s 

application to the federal Minister. The media stories relied primarily on the Milgaards and their counsel 

as sources and were often incorrect and misleading. Federal Justice lawyers were not in a position to 

comment on the stories while the application was being considered and as a result a rather one sided 

story emerged in the media.
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Realizing that they were not likely to receive a favourable response to their application, the Milgaards 

argued their case through the media, rather than waiting for the s. 690 application to run its course. 

Although their efforts brought national attention and political and public support, they were ultimately 

detrimental to the first s. 690 application and the reopening effort.

The media campaign was counter-productive in convincing the authorities (federal Justice lawyers, the 

federal Minister, Saskatchewan Justice and the police) that Milgaard’s position had merit. Much of the 

information put forward by the Milgaards, and reported in the media, was inflammatory, inaccurate and 

misleading. The media campaign had public appeal, but it did not impress those in authority who knew 

the underlying facts.

The grounds advanced to support Milgaard’s claim of innocence were often wrong and known to be so 

by the authorities. Because the Minister and her officials could not respond publicly, the public did not get 

the full story. As Asper conceded at the Inquiry, if Williams had been able to respond publicly on the first 

application, he could have “shut down” the media campaign early in the process.96

In addition to adversely affecting the s. 690 application, the media campaign weakened the confidence in 

the administration of justice, and hurt the reputation of many individuals involved in the investigation, trial 

and review of Milgaard’s conviction.

Public knowledge of the conduct of the police, Crown, defence counsel, witnesses, federal Justice 

lawyers and the Minister, and the administration of justice, has been based primarily on what has been 

reported in the media, sometimes inaccurately. It is important for the sake of the better administration of 

criminal justice in this province to set the record straight.

All parties before the Commission agreed that the media is not the proper forum for the review of wrongful 

convictions, but the Milgaards asserted that a media campaign was necessary because of systemic flaws 

in the conviction review process. Notwithstanding the important role the media plays in the criminal justice 

system generally and in exposing potential wrongful convictions, the media coverage of the Milgaard case 

demonstrates the need for a more dispassionate forum.

In spite of its faults, the media campaign ultimately resulted in Milgaard obtaining a remedy and being 

released from prison in 1992. After the first application was rejected, the federal Minister bowed to 

public pressure on the second application and referred the matter to the Supreme Court of Canada for a 

Reference Case, which resulted in Milgaard’s conviction being set aside and his release from prison.

3. Delay in Reviewing the Application

The Milgaards were, and remain to this day, very critical of the time it took for Justice Canada lawyers 

to deal with the first application. While their impatience was understandable, their criticism is unjustified. 

David Milgaard had been in jail for 19 years before his first application was even filed. Eight years had 

passed since his mother began gathering information for an application. Confident that he had meritorious 

grounds, he expected a favourable and expeditious reception of his application. Thinking that the Ferris 

report proved his innocence, David Milgaard and his mother became frustrated by a lack of response from 

Justice Canada. In fact, the report was quickly discounted by Justice Canada, and properly so.

It is not clear that David was ever told about the problems with the Ferris report. Both he and his mother 

told the Inquiry that they still believed that it proved his innocence. David Milgaard did not have direct 
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contact with Williams and was informed, if at all, of what was happening by his mother and his counsel. 

Conscious of his fragile emotional state, they were reluctant to share bad news.

Upon receipt of the application, time was needed for review and evaluation of the grounds by Justice 

Canada lawyers who were further delayed by actions of the Milgaards. Firstly, the application when filed 

was not complete. The trial transcripts and key lab reports were not included and were provided only five 

months later. Williams began his review, therefore, only in May 1989.

The Milgaards told the Minister that in addition to counsel’s written application, David and Joyce would 

be filing a “family presentation”97 and video that would supplement the formal application. Williams had 

no choice but to wait a reasonable time for the additional information, lest he be criticized for proceeding 

with a partial application. David Milgaard wrote directly to the federal Minister on a number of occasions 

referencing the family presentation and his counsel confirmed with Williams that it would be forthcoming. 

It was never provided. At the Inquiry, Asper and Joyce Milgaard said that the family presentation was a 

project to keep David busy and that it was not intended to be a significant part of the application. Williams 

was never informed of this.

The application review was also delayed as a result of new grounds being advanced after the application 

was filed. After filing, information was submitted about John, and more than a year later about Fisher, 

and 18 months after that, about Cadrain and Wilson and the dog urine theory. Each of these had to be 

reviewed when received.

The media campaign also delayed the progress of the application. Every time a significant media report 

regarding the application was published, Williams had to divert his attention to preparing briefing notes for 

the Minister’s office. He devoted significant time providing internal responses to news stories, when the 

time could have been spent on reviewing the application.

4. Initial Screening of the Application

The Minister’s initial response to the application was by letter dated February 16, 1989, requesting 

transcripts and lab reports to complete the application. In Wolch’s covering letter with the application, he 

stated that “he was in a position to factually demonstrate the errors in Nichol John’s statement and that “it 

cannot possibly be true”.98 The federal Minister responded that “any information and material which you 

have in relation to that would be of assistance in assessing the merits of the application”.99 Milgaard was 

also asked to provide a waiver of his solicitor/client privilege with Tallis.

On May 8, 1989, the application was completed and the trial transcripts and RCMP lab reports were 

provided by Wolch to the Minister. Williams concluded that the application passed the initial screening 

threshold – namely that it raised new grounds that if proven could establish a reasonable likelihood of 

a miscarriage of justice. Williams then proceeded to review and verify the evidence filed in support of 

the application.

5. Review of Dr. Ferris Report

The CBC had expressed interest in airing a documentary on the Milgaard case and was looking for 

evidence to support the claim of innocence. The Milgaards believed that the Ferris report provided 
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sufficient proof, but even before Williams started his review of the report, the Milgaards received 

information from CBC Fifth Estate bearing on the claim that the report proved Milgaard’s innocence. 

A copy of the report had been sent to the Fifth Estate when the application was filed with the Minister.

By March 8, 1989, the CBC had retained an expert to review the report and had determined that it did not 

support Milgaard’s claim of innocence. In a letter dated March 8, 1989, to Asper, the executive producer 

for the Fifth Estate stated:

This is to let you know that the fifth estate is unable to do a story on the case of David 

Milgaard. I say this with great regret, because I know how much importance Mr. Milgaard 

was placing on the fifth estate to publicise his claim of innocence. Unfortunately, after 

spending considerable effort and expense on the matter, we have concluded that we 

cannot get enough evidence to produce a documentary that would support Mr. Milgaard’s 

claim. This does not mean that we believe Mr. Milgaard to be guilty; it is only that we 

cannot prove his innocence. And proof, fairly conclusive proof, is what we have always 

needed before we could commit ourselves to putting the Milgaard case on the fifth estate.

…

Then producer Gordon Stewart and researcher Sandra Bartlett asked us to look at the 

criticisms of Dr. James Ferris about the handling of the forensic evidence at the trial. We 

examined this as best we could, did further research, and then concluded there are other 

experts around who can challenge much of what Dr. Ferris has to say.100

Wolch was told by the Fifth Estate that they contacted someone in Toronto who disputed the Ferris 

findings. Asper sent a memo to Wolch on March 13, 1989, advising that they should think of plan “B” and 

go public with someone else. None of the foregoing was shared with the federal Minister.

One of the first news stories to appear in print was written by Dan Lett and ran in the Winnipeg Free Press 

on August 5, 1989. At the time of the article, the Ferris report was being reviewed by an RCMP expert.

In his front page story, Lett writes, “Milgaard and Winnipeg lawyer David Asper have spent the past two 

years trying to persuade the federal government to reopen his case.”101 This was incorrect as federal 

Justice had only commenced its review of an application that it had received months earlier. Although 

three years had passed since the matter had been placed with Wolch’s office, Justice Canada was not 

asked to reopen the case until the application was filed on December 30, 1988. Lett went on to describe 

the process as “extraordinary but plodding”.102

In the same article, Lett discusses the Ferris report: “According to Ferris’ report, in which he re-examined 

extensively the trial transcripts and physical evidence, the semen sample was incorrectly analyzed by 

RCMP pathologists and in fact proves Milgaard’s innocence”.103 Ferris told the Inquiry that his report did 

not say that. Nor did he say that the semen sample was incorrectly analyzed by RCMP pathologists. The 

sample was reviewed by RCMP lab personnel who correctly analyzed the semen sample.

On August 8, 1989, Williams received a report from Patricia Alain, the Chief of Serology with the RCMP 

lab at the time. Williams had asked her to review Ferris’ report and conclusions. Alain’s report essentially 
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confirmed that the Ferris report was of no value in Milgaard’s application due to faulty assumptions and 

flawed analysis.

Alain said that Paynter’s test suggesting the presence of A antigens in the frozen semen was not 

conclusive proof that the donor of the semen was an A secretor.

The A antigen could have originated from contamination due to external environmental sources and 

not from the semen. Contamination of the semen by bacterial soil or environmental sources (as Ferris 

suggested), could trigger a positive A antigen result. Another possibility was that whole blood could have 

been in the semen.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the assumption that Milgaard was a non-secretor, based upon the 

test conducted in 1969, was questionable. That A antigens were not found in the saliva sample in 1969 

was not conclusive of non-secretor status. Alain gave a number of explanations as to how Milgaard could 

be a secretor yet his saliva test might not disclose A antigens.

On the basis of this review, Williams properly concluded that A antigens in the frozen semen did not 

conclusively establish that the donor was an A secretor. Even as a non-secretor, Milgaard’s innocence 

was not proven.

Williams also considered the possibility of DNA analysis on exhibits tendered at Milgaard’s trial and 

made inquiries with Barry Gaudette, Chief Scientist-Molecular Genetics, of the RCMP Central Forensic 

Laboratory in September 1989. Gaudette advised Williams that he was of the view that current DNA 

technology would not enable him to test the material, but that technology would likely be developed within 

two years that could test the existing material for the presence of DNA. Gaudette reviewed the information 

that had been sent to Alain (the Ferris report, transcripts and Paynter’s lab reports) but did not physically 

examine any items of clothing at this time.

Williams subsequently learned that the position put forward in Ferris’ opinion was precisely the same 

defence raised by Tallis at trial before the jury. There, Tallis argued that Milgaard as a non-secretor was 

precluded from being the donor of the semen. However, the evidence from Paynter was that his testing of 

the frozen semen could not conclusively determine whether it came from an A secretor or not. Although 

Ferris had warned that Milgaard’s secretor status should be tested it was not done until February 1992, 

when Saskatchewan Justice demanded it be done if Ferris’ report was going to be used at the Reference 

Case. Milgaard was determined to be an A secretor, meaning that he could have been the donor of the 

semen.

As Williams reported to the Minister’s office after receiving Alain’s report: “The forensic analysis performed 

to date reveals that there are grave omissions in the submission of the applicant which undermine the 

conclusions he has reached”.104 The Ferris report merely re-stated positions taken by Milgaard’s trial 

counsel 18 years earlier and did nothing to support the application.

While Wiliams had concluded by August of 1989 that the Ferris ground was of little or no value, both 

David and Joyce Milgaard continued to believe that the Ferris report established innocence. Williams 

agreed that with hindsight, it might have helped for the Milgaards to have been informed that the Ferris 

report did not prove David’s innocence. However, he stated that the decision was the Minister’s to make 
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and could be taken only once the investigation had been completed. Furthermore, Milgaard had legal 

counsel and it was their obligation to inform the Milgaards about the strength of the Ferris report.

There was no formal communication from federal Justice to legal counsel for the Milgaards regarding the 

Ferris report prior to the October 1, 1990, meeting, but Williams testified that he believed that they were 

well aware of departmental concerns. They knew that opinions on the Ferris report had been obtained 

by federal Justice, and that Williams was nearing the conclusion of his investigation. Williams stated: “If 

the Ferris report was the key to unlock David Milgaard’s cell, that key would have been used in August 

1989”.105 In other words, if the Ferris ground had supported a likely miscarriage of justice, a remedy would 

have been granted without the need to further investigate other grounds advanced. Finally, to the extent 

that there were problems with the Ferris report, it was the responsibility of Milgaard’s legal counsel to 

determine those problems and assess the credibility of the opinion. Williams’ obligation was to evaluate 

the Ferris report for the benefit of his client, the federal Minister.

6. Review of Deborah Hall Affidavit

On August 29, 1989, Asper wrote a letter directly to the federal Minister stating:

Finally Mr. Asper and Mr. Williams were recently discussing the statement provided to the 

police by Ms. Ute Frank. This is a statement given by a witness who was never called at 

the trial but which refutes evidence given at trial to the effect that Milgaard re-enacted the 

killing some months after in the motel room in Regina. One would think that this statement 

combined with the Affidavit of Deborah Hall that was filed with our original application 

would tend to seriously draw into question the veracity of the evidence that was given at 

trial. Aside from that issue, however, we were unaware of the existence of the statement 

of Ms. Frank and would appreciate your forwarding it along with any other information that 

you may have in respect of this case at your earliest convenience.106

Frank provided the police with a statement in January 1970. She was in the motel room with Melnyk, 

Lapchuk and Hall at the time Milgaard re-enacted the murder. When first interviewed by the police, 

she gave them an incomplete account of the incident. When Tallis raised the motel room incident with 

Milgaard, he told Tallis that Frank was a friend of his and would help him. Tallis contacted Frank during the 

trial and interviewed her. She not only confirmed Melnyk and Lapchuk’s story about what happened but 

went further and said that she believed Milgaard when he re-enacted the murder and admitted killing Gail 

Miller and would say so if she testified. She said she gave the police an incoherent statement so that she 

would not be called to testify. Tallis obviously did not want Frank called as a witness nor did he want to 

locate Hall who would have given similar evidence, although 20 years later Hall said she thought Milgaard 

was joking.

In 1981, Joyce Milgaard had obtained a copy of Frank’s January 20, 1970, statement from Tallis’ file. The 

statement was provided to Wolch and Asper in early 1986.

Asper’s letter was sent from the Minister’s office to Williams. Williams then sent Asper a copy of Frank’s 

statement by letter dated October 2, 1989, remarking “Had you the benefit of reading it before you wrote 

the Minister on August 29, 1989, you may have avoided improperly characterizing its contents”.107
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On October 22, 1989, Lett published a story in the Winnipeg Free Press regarding the Frank statement. 

In the lead paragraph, Lett writes:

A police statement from a witness who directly refuted damning testimony given at the 

1969 murder trial of David Milgaard has been released by the Federal Justice Department 

20 years after he was convicted…

The statement, released last week, contradicts testimony from two men who say they saw 

Milgaard re-enact the murder in a Regina hotel room.108

Lett then went on to describe Hall’s affidavit saying that she swore that Milgaard did not re-enact the 

murder but even though the police knew that she was in the room she was never interviewed. Lett further 

reported:

Asper said either of the statements from the two women, if used at the trial, could have 

successfully refuted Lapchuk’s and Melnyk’s testimony, which was considered very 

powerful and persuasive.

Asper said he’s puzzled why the police would take the statement and is unsure about 

whether Milgaard’s counsel even knew the statement existed.109

The news article was not well received by Williams and the federal Justice Department. As Williams told 

the Commission, he provided the Frank statement to Asper thinking that Asper needed the statement for 

matters related to the s. 690 application. He did not expect that the statement and Frank’s name would 

be publicized in the media.

He also took issue with a number of factual errors in the article. Lett wrote that Frank’s statement had 

been released to Milgaard the prior week, 20 years after he was convicted. Frank’s statement was 

provided to Milgaard’s trial counsel the day it was taken by the police in 1970. The article wrongly 

suggests that federal Justice was withholding the statement and that Frank’s evidence, if used at trial, 

would have contradicted Melnyk and Lapchuk’s evidence. In fact, if Frank had been called as a witness, 

she would have corroborated their evidence. Asper’s speculation that Tallis may not have known that the 

statement existed was unfounded. Joyce Milgaard provided Asper with a copy of the statement in 1986 

which she had received from Tallis’ file.

Shortly after Lett’s article, Williams questioned Hall under oath before a court reporter. Williams did not 

think her affidavit was complete and wanted to probe her recollection of events. In her affidavit, Hall had 

stated that Milgaard simply fluffed the pillow and said words to the effect of “oh yeah right”,110 when 

confronted with the allegation by Melnyk and Lapchuk that he had killed the nurse. But questioned by 

Williams, she confirmed that not only had Milgaard re-enacted the murder with a pillow by hitting it with 

his hand, he also uttered that he was “fucking her brains, oh, yeah, right. I stabbed her I don’t know how 

many times and then I fucked her brains out. Right”.111

This evidence was noticeably absent from Hall’s affidavit. Hall told the Inquiry that she was not sure why 

she did not tell Asper about Milgaard’s comments.
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While essentially confirming the evidence of Melnyk and Lapchuk that Milgaard stabbed a pillow and 

uttered words to the effect that he had stabbed and killed Gail Miller, Hall told Williams that she viewed 

the words as being crude and sarcastic, and that Milgaard was just being silly and stoned. She did not 

believe him when he said it and thought that he was joking.

Because of what Frank had told him about the motel room incident and given Milgaard’s inability to deny 

the incident, Tallis concluded that Hall’s evidence would be unfavourable if heard by the jury and he did 

not seek her out. In light of what Hall told Williams in November of 1989, Tallis said he certainly would 

not have called her as a witness as her evidence would have been devastating to Milgaard’s case, even 

though she viewed his comment as being a crude joke.

Because of Asper’s use of the Frank statement and the publication of the Lett article, Williams 

changed his approach with Asper and Wolch. He testified that he became much more guarded in his 

communications with them and more concerned with the timing of disclosure. As a result, he did not send 

them a copy of either the transcript of Hall’s evidence or Alain’s assessment of Ferris’ expert report until 

the meeting on October 1, 1990. Based on his experience with the Frank statement, Williams decided he 

would “hold off sharing until such time as we’d come closer to completion of all of our materials and then 

give counsel an opportunity to comment on what had been gathered.”112 Williams acknowledged that he 

provided counsel with less information than he otherwise would have, had the Frank statement not found 

its way into the newspaper.

Williams did not disclose his findings on Hall and Ferris publicly. He explained to the Inquiry that he did not 

want to have the application argued in the media and that his role was to gather information and advise 

the Minister so that the Minister could make her own decision. He was also constrained in the release of 

information by Privacy Act considerations. On his reasons for not commenting publicly he stated:

Given that the decision is made by the Minister of Justice upon the completion of all of 

the work, it is inappropriate, it would be premature for a departmental official to presume 

to replace the Minister and make some kind of pronouncement on any aspect of the 

application, it’s simply not our function, because that function is reserved by parliament to 

the Minister of Justice.113

He remarked, however, that his inability and that of the Minister’s to respond to the erroneous media 

reports left the wrong impression with the public about the merits of Milgaard’s application. This resulted 

in pressure on the Minister from the public who could not understand why she had not already granted a 

remedy.

7. Nichol John Interview

Although the formal application did not raise John’s evidence or her May 24, 1969 statement as a 

specific ground, the covering letter to the application commented on her statement. In reply, the Minister 

asked Wolch to provide any information that he wished to have the Minister review. In his May 8, 1989, 

response, Wolch stated, “It is our position that the contents of this statement are false because it is 

inconsistent with the physical facts of the case and cannot therefore reasonably be true”.114
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Because John did not adopt the most incriminating parts of her May 24, 1969, statement in her evidence 

at trial, those parts of the statement were not evidence before the jury for truth of contents, but Williams 

told the Inquiry that he felt it appropriate to interview John to find out her recollection of events. Concerns 

regarding her statement had been raised by Wolch. Further, he thought that she was an important witness 

at trial and that her statement was part of the circumstantial fabric of the case against Milgaard.

On November 8, 1989, he, together with an RCMP officer, interviewed John in Kelowna. The interview 

was recorded and a transcript provided to the Commission. Williams provided her with a copy of her 

May 24, 1969, statement. She had little recollection of its contents but said that she told the truth to 

police in giving the statement.

John had a poor recollection of the events of January 31, 1969. She remembered encountering a girl 

and asking for directions. She remembered Milgaard throwing a cosmetic case out the window after 

they left Saskatoon, and a church and garbage cans and Milgaard and Wilson getting out of the car and 

going different directions. After Wilson and Milgaard left the car, she said her mind was blank as to what 

happened next.

She next recalled when it was light and they were at Cadrains. She said, “I’ve got nothing between 

there, do you know what I mean? No, no, no recollection. No, like, its dead space”.115 She said, “There’s 

been so many times that I’ve thought, okay, maybe he isn’t guilty, maybe what I said I picked out of the 

air but, …I don’t know if you can understand, but there’s time missing in my life, I don’t know where it 

went to”.116

John had no recollection of witnessing Milgaard grab a girl, drag her down the alley and stab her as 

recorded in her earlier statement.

Williams questioned her about her dealings with the police, but she had no recall of her May 23, 1969, 

interview with Roberts or of her statement to Mackie the next day. Williams asked whether there was any 

pressure brought to bear on her to tailor her recollections one way or another. She remembered the police 

saying “take your time, we don’t wanna, we don’t wanna to put words in your mouth”117 and she said 

there was no pressure.

John told Williams that for the last number of years she had experienced flashbacks where she could 

see a man straddling a woman and stabbing her, taking the purse and putting it in the garbage can. She 

said “I don’t know if those things are, if I really saw them or I, from hearing people…… I can’t tell you for 

sure that that’s what I really saw.”118 In the course of her interview John apparently had a flashback. She 

said she could see a woman on the ground and a guy straddled over her. She could not see his face 

and never could but could hear the woman screaming. John said that the flashback she has of a man 

stabbing a woman is always the same.

Her reaction had a significant effect on Williams. He told the Inquiry that it certainly appeared as if John 

had witnessed the murder of Gail Miller.

John was asked to describe the scene where her flashback takes place. She drew a map of where in the 

alley she was, where the garbage cans were, where the church was, where their vehicle was and where 
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she believed the man was straddling the girl. The drawing accords very closely to the Miller crime scene, 

and Williams was impressed by her ability to make it 20 years after the incident. He said this “signalled a 

fairly traumatic event that had etched, had been burned into her memory”.119 What Williams did not know 

and did not learn until the Inquiry, is that in 1981 Joyce Milgaard showed John a map of the area where 

Gail Miller’s body was found highlighting the church, garbage cans and how John might have witnessed 

someone other than David killing Miller. Although there was no evidence to suggest that Joyce Milgaard’s 

interview map might have influenced John’s recollection of the alley, Williams said that had he been aware 

of the map being shown to John in 1981. It might have affected his view of the significance of John’s 

evidence.

8. December 1989 Report

By December 1989, Williams had completed his investigation of the grounds cited in the December 

1988 application (Hall and Ferris), and his report to the Minister was making its way through the Justice 

Canada hierarchy before being presented to the Minister for decision. Williams had concluded that the 

grounds presented in the application were without merit and did not provide the basis for a remedy under 

s. 690. But before the federal Minister was presented with the report, new grounds were advanced by the 

Milgaards.

In late February 1990, the Milgaards claimed that Fisher might have been responsible for Miller’s murder. 

This assertion was initially based upon a phone call Wolch received from an anonymous informant. 

Williams engaged Sergeant Rick Pearson of the RCMP to investigate Fisher as a possible suspect.

In May 1990, Henderson, a private investigator engaged by the Milgaards, obtained a statement from 

Albert Cadrain wherein he claimed that he was put through “hell and mental torture”120 by the police. In 

June 1990, Henderson obtained a statement from Wilson recanting his incriminating trial evidence. These 

statements were initially published in the media and then provided to the federal Minister as supplemental 

grounds to the application.

In June 1990, the Milgaards provided Williams with a report from forensic pathologist, Dr. Peter 

Markesteyn, suggesting that the frozen semen which, according to the earlier report proved Milgaard’s 

innocence, was in fact dog urine. The Markesteyn opinion undermined the Ferris report but was of great 

interest to the media.

Part IX –  Supplemental Grounds to First 
Application

1. Larry Fisher

 (a) Sidney Wilson – The Anonymous Call

On February 26, 1990, an anonymous male caller telephoned Wolch in Winnipeg telling him that Larry 

Fisher of North Battleford was Miller’s killer. He claimed that Fisher’s wife told him that Fisher arrived home 

on the morning of January 31, 1969, “covered with blood”121 and that when she heard of the murder later 
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that day she concluded that Fisher may have had some involvement. The caller told Wolch that he had 

gone to the police a number of years ago with the information, and that Fisher was currently in jail for a 

rape or murder or both.

The caller would not provide his name or contact number or anything else to identify himself. In 

subsequent correspondence with federal justice Wolch said that the caller identified himself as “Sidney 

Wilson”.122

Wolch gave the information to Joyce Milgaard, who remembered Fisher from her 1983 investigative 

efforts. She recalled that his wife’s name was Linda and that they lived in the basement of the Cadrain 

house and had a daughter named Tammy. She also recalled reading Fisher’s name in a police report that 

Carlyle-Gordge had obtained from Caldwell’s file in 1983, indicating that Fisher had been questioned by 

Saskatoon Police three days after the murder.

At the time, neither the Milgaards nor Williams were able to identify or locate the anonymous caller. In 

1993, the RCMP seized Wolch’s phone records and were able to trace the February 26, 1990, call to 

Bruce Lafreniere, an acquaintance of Linda Fisher’s. Lafreniere confirmed he had called Wolch with the 

information on Fisher but did not leave his name because he was afraid of Fisher whom he knew from 

years earlier. Lafreniere denied using the name Sidney Wilson in his call to Wolch.

 (b) Larry Fisher Added to s. 690 Application

On February 28, 1990, Asper contacted Williams about the anonymous caller and gave him Joyce 

Milgaard’s additional information regarding the Fishers. In a follow up letter of the same date, Asper 

confirmed the information provided by telephone saying that the Fisher information could be very 

important in the development of the Milgaard application, and “one which we respectfully believe ought to 

be fully investigated”.123

Asper asked for Williams to either make funds available to them to investigate Fisher or undertake the 

investigation himself. Williams replied with a letter the same day indicating that “the issues raised will 

be carefully investigated and considered. You will be advised of the outcome of this application in due 

course”.124

The Milgaards initially asked Williams to investigate Fisher as a suspect but soon thereafter alleged that 

Fisher was Miller’s killer. Milgaard’s counsel never formally amended their s. 690 application to articulate 

the basis upon which the Fisher information supported it. Instead, they sent a number of letters to 

Williams in the months following indicating that:

Fisher was the “true killer”•	 125 and therefore Milgaard was innocent;

even if it could not be proven that Fisher was the perpetrator, the suspicion about him was •	
enough to support an s. 690 remedy.

With the assistance of the RCMP, Williams investigated the Fisher information to determine whether it 

provided the basis for a remedy under s. 690. Williams instructed the RCMP to look for credible evidence 

tending to prove that Fisher killed Miller. Such evidence tended to show Milgaard’s innocence and would 
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provide the basis for a remedy under s. 690. Suspicion and accusation would not suffice. As Williams told 

the Inquiry, identifying another suspect 21 years later, was not in itself a basis for a remedy under s. 690.

 (c) Initial Steps of Eugene Williams

On February 28, 1990, Williams contacted the Saskatoon RCMP and arranged for a senior officer, 

Pearson, to assist him with the investigation of Fisher as a suspect. Because it was alleged that another 

person was responsible for Miller’s murder, Williams thought that police should be involved in the 

investigation and he used the RCMP rather than the Saskatoon Police to avoid any suggestion of a 

conflict of interest.

Williams asked Pearson to look for evidence showing that Fisher was the perpetrator of Miller’s murder. 

He asked him to follow up on the information provided to Wolch by “Sidney Wilson”, to find Linda Fisher 

and confirm the conclusions attributed to her by Sidney Wilson.

Williams contacted Caldwell on February 28, 1990, to see if he knew anything about Linda or Larry Fisher 

and to have him review the prosecution file for any reference to them. Caldwell had heard of neither Fisher 

nor Sidney Wilson.

Williams also asked Saskatoon Police if they had interviewed Larry or Linda Fisher during the Miller 

investigation or anytime thereafter and whether Sidney Wilson had contacted them about Fisher being 

Gail Miller’s killer.

The Saskatoon Police reviewed the entire Miller investigation file and found no record of any interview of 

Linda Fisher during the original investigation. But they gave Linda Fisher’s August 28, 1980, statement to 

Williams.

Their file did not indicate that Sidney Wilson or anyone else had contacted the police during the original 

investigation, about Fisher being responsible for the murder. The only reference to Fisher was the 

February 3, 1969, interview at the bus stop where Fisher was checked while on his way to work.

Williams obtained Fisher’s criminal record on February 28, 1990, which identified the venue where 

the convictions were entered, but not where the offences were committed. The four sexual assaults 

committed by Fisher in Saskatoon (1968 to 1970) were shown as Regina convictions entered on 

December 21, 1971. The dates of the offences were not identified. The Winnipeg and Fisher Victim 7 

convictions were noted.

Asper also obtained Fisher’s record from a police source and sent it to Williams on March 15, 1990, 

saying:

This would appear to indicate that Mr. Fisher had committed at least three rapes prior to 

the murder of Gail Miller in Saskatoon. Furthermore, it is our understanding that some 

of the offences occurring prior to the murder of Gail Miller occurred both in Regina and 

Winnipeg.126

It was not until July 1990 that Williams and Pearson learned that Fisher’s 1971 Regina convictions related 

to offences committed in Saskatoon.
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 (d) Milgaard Parallel Investigation

The RCMP commenced their investigation of Fisher on the same day that Milgaard’s counsel shared the 

information with Williams. Despite receiving assurances that the RCMP would immediately investigate 

Fisher, Joyce embarked on her own investigation of him, trying to interview witnesses before they were 

contacted by the RCMP.

She insisted on being personally involved in the interviews. As she told the Inquiry, she did not trust 

anyone but herself or someone on her team to investigate Fisher. She mistrusted the federal justice 

department and the RCMP, believing that Williams and the RCMP were involved in a cover-up of 

information which should have led them to the truth. Nor did she want to share her information with 

authorities fearing that they would change it.

She sought advice from James McCloskey of Centurion Ministries, an American association which assists 

claims of the wrongfully convicted, about what she should do with the Fisher information. He told her not 

to give it to federal Justice because the Justice Department didn’t want to let David out and would “drag 

their feet on this”.127

Joyce Milgaard testified that she could not wait for the RCMP and therefore proceeded on her own. 

She believed that as a “mom” she could get Fisher to confess more readily than could trained RCMP 

investigators and could obtain better information from witnesses than either police or the authorities. She 

seemed oblivious to the risk that her involvement with witnesses might hamper the police investigation. 

Her questioning techniques often included suggesting her version of events to the witnesses and then 

taking incomplete and misleading statements from them.

She sought media exposure from the start, disclosing the Fisher information to a number of outlets, 

asking reporters to investigate him. She claimed to have obtained their agreement not to publish Fisher’s 

name without her approval, and told the Inquiry that she trusted the reporters more than she did Williams, 

Pearson and the RCMP.

Joyce Milgaard’s involvement in the investigation and her disclosure of Fisher information to the media 

concerned Asper because her efforts could undermine Pearson’s investigation. He advised her not to 

investigate Fisher and not to make any public pronouncements, particularly about information Asper got 

from the RCMP. She ignored this advice.

Joyce Milgaard told the Inquiry that if she had had her way, she would have publicized Fisher’s name 

immediately. Instead, she delayed to allow the RCMP some opportunity to investigate. But on May 10, 

1990, in the midst of the RCMP investigation, John Harvard, a member of Parliament and a Milgaard 

confidante, publicly disclosed details of the RCMP investigation in his questioning of the federal Minister. 

Although not mentioning Fisher’s name, he said that the RCMP were investigating a suspect who was 

incarcerated in the Prince Albert Penitentiary. Approximately one month later, Fisher was identified 

by a number of media outlets as the suspected killer of Gail Miller, much to the detriment of the 

RCMP investigation.

Joyce Milgaard’s parallel investigation did not uncover any facts which were not obtained by the RCMP. 

More than once, she interfered with and compromised their investigation, despite repeated requests to 

avoid doing so. She leaked information to the media about Fisher and the RCMP investigation, so that 
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Fisher became aware that he was a suspect in Miller’s death before the RCMP had an opportunity to 

approach him. This limited the investigative techniques available to them. Fisher was publicly identified as 

Miller’s killer weeks in advance of his scheduled polygraph and deposition. The media campaign hindered 

the official investigation of Fisher and produced no information linking him to the murder.

 (e) RCMP Investigation

Rick Pearson was an experienced RCMP officer in charge of the General Investigation section in 

Saskatoon. He began his career with the RCMP in 1965 and had investigated hundreds of major crimes. 

Despite his many years with the force, Pearson had never heard of Miller’s murder, Milgaard’s conviction 

or Larry Fisher. He brought a fresh perspective to the case and as he told the Inquiry his job was simply to 

investigate and find the truth.

Pearson’s mandate was narrower than the usual murder investigation. Although he was investigating 

Fisher as a suspect in Miller’s murder, Pearson was not conducting a formal investigation into the death 

of Gail Miller. He took his instructions from Williams and his task was limited to investigating whether there 

was evidence to link Fisher to Miller’s murder for the purpose of Milgaard’s s. 690 application. Pearson 

testified that if he had found evidence to support a charge against Fisher, he would have turned the 

information over to the Saskatoon Police who had jurisdiction to investigate Miller’s murder.

Pearson quickly developed a good rapport with Asper and communicated with him frequently throughout 

the investigation. Pearson felt it was important to let Asper know that he was on top of things and 

although he would not disclose confidential information relating to his investigation, he made sure that 

Asper knew what was going on. Asper told the Inquiry that he had a good relationship with Pearson.

Pearson’s investigation of Fisher focused on finding evidence that would link Fisher to Miller’s murder. 

Mere suspicion was not sufficient to link Fisher to the crime. He said it was a challenge to investigate 

a 21 year old crime, and particularly difficult to gather evidence in relation to Fisher’s activities on the 

morning of January 31, 1969, because Fisher had not been investigated at the time.

Pearson’s investigation focused on the following areas:

 1.  Linda Fisher – He interviewed Linda Fisher to verify the Sidney Wilson information. He questioned 

Linda about her recollection of the morning of the murder, and sought information that might 

connect Larry to the murder.

 2.  Larry Fisher’s activities on January 31, 1969 – Pearson contacted Fisher’s employers, family, 

friends, acquaintances and others who might have had information with respect to Fisher’s 

activities on the morning of January 31, 1969. Many of these people did not have a specific 

recollection of that morning and were unable to provide helpful information. Fisher’s work records 

were not available nor were any other records available from Workers’ Compensation or any 

other agency that might establish that Fisher was not at work on the morning of January 31, 

1969, as he claimed.

 3.  Larry Fisher – Pearson questioned Larry Fisher on a number of occasions. Before Pearson was 

able to talk to Fisher, Fisher had become aware that he was a suspect in Miller’s murder, thus 

limiting Pearson’s investigative options. Pearson sought information from Fisher that would either 
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link him to the murder or eliminate him as a suspect. Fisher’s denial of committing the offence 

was not sufficiently credible and Pearson sought and obtained his consent to be polygraphed. 

The polygraph was unsuccessful due to Fisher’s mental and physical state. Pearson also 

attempted to obtain his blood type to compare to the blood found in the frozen semen at the 

scene of the crime.

Before Pearson was able to interview Linda Fisher, he learned that Joyce Milgaard had already travelled to 

Battleford and spoken with Larry Fisher’s mother and Linda Fisher. Having received the Fisher information 

on February 26, 1990, Joyce Milgaard had a two day head start on the RCMP and traveled to Saskatoon 

to look for Linda Fisher. She learned that Linda lived in Cando, Saskatchewan and after visiting Larry’s 

mother Marie in North Battleford, she arrived at Linda Fisher’s home on March 9, 1990. She was assisted 

by Henderson of Centurion Ministries. Henderson knew very little about the case, other than what he had 

been told by Joyce.

Marie Fisher was upset with the visit and called the RCMP in North Battleford to complain. Joyce Milgaard 

then visited Fisher’s sister, Sylvia, who contacted Larry in the penitentiary telling him that he was being 

investigated by the Milgaards for Gail Miller’s murder. This happened before Pearson was able to establish 

contact with Fisher.

On March 9, 10 and 11, 1990, Joyce Milgaard and Henderson met with Linda Fisher. Joyce taped most 

of the discussions. The interviews produced two written statements from Linda Fisher dated March 10 

and March 11, 1990.

Linda Fisher was very cooperative and answered all of their questions. She refuted the “Sidney Wilson” 

story and said she did not see Larry come home on the morning of the murder covered with blood. 

Linda told them essentially the same story she told the Saskatoon Police in August of 1980, saying she 

suspected Larry may have killed Gail Miller. She related her recollection of the morning of the murder 

saying Larry was at home at around 9:00 a.m. or 10:00 a.m. in his good clothes, when he should have 

been at work. He had been out late the night before and she believed he had not come home. In the 

course of their argument, she heard a news report on the radio about the murder of the nurse. She had 

earlier noticed that her kitchen paring knife was missing. She accused Larry of “stabbing that girl”.128 She 

was not seriously accusing him, but rather made the comment in anger. She described Larry’s reaction to 

the accusation as one of shock.

Linda Fisher described the knife to Joyce and Henderson as having a wooden handle with rivets, quite 

different from the maroon handled paring knife that was produced as the murder weapon in Milgaard’s 

trial. She told Joyce Milgaard and Henderson that Larry would not have had a car at the time.

Joyce Milgaard asked Linda Fisher if she would visit Larry in prison wearing a hidden wire and ask 

him prepared questions. She declined, saying that she did not think Larry would talk to her in the jail. 

Joyce Milgaard and Henderson discussed their plans to use the media to coerce Fisher to confess, and 

suggested to Linda that they might be able to act as a liaison between Fisher and the Justice Department 

to try for a deal for Fisher if he confessed. They would threaten to “label him a killer all over mainland 

Canada, on every TV screen in the entire country”.129 Henderson said the following to Linda Fisher:
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While basically what … what he is saying is that … is that here’s Larry in there. This Justice 

Department investigation is going on. The Justice Department is under no small amount 

of public pressure to get to the bottom of this, plus we’re sitting here holding some cards 

of our own, developments that they don’t even know about. If I were the lawyer, now he 

didn’t quite get into this kind of detail but what I would do if I went up there is say look 

Larry, in addition to the fact that uh … the Justice Department is hot on you, we’ve got 

more information and the national press is salivating over this case. You’re going to be 

smeared all over Canada television and in … in the … press and that is going to put the 

Justice Department under even greater pressure to let David out and to prosecute you. 

I wonder if he’s [sic] smartly … say well he agreed with me, he said, there is enough 

evidence here, circumstantially to convict you. Now that may, or may not be true. But, in 

other words, and then he says, alright look, if you will confess to this. Admit the crime, 

what we might be able to do is work out a deal where you’re not even prosecuted… He 

should be lead to believe that … that … if he is puking now, he’s going to be passed out 

in a month from now when all this publicity hits the country. I mean um …he’s going to be 

public enemy No. 1… Well it can be handled quietly or he can be labelled a killer on T.V. 

and so everybody knows and the Justice Department is under extreme pressure to come 

after him.130

Joyce Milgaard added that they would tell Larry “we’ll talk to the Justice Department on your behalf. Make 

a deal for you, if you are willing to confess to it”.131 Linda did not agree to participate.

After the weekend of interviews, she signed two statements that were drafted by Henderson. Even though 

she had described the missing knife to Henderson and Joyce Milgaard as being a wooden handled knife 

with rivets and a straight edge, neither statement contained a description of the knife. A maroon-handled 

paring knife was used to kill Miller.

On March 14, 1990, Pearson interviewed Linda Fisher and took a statement from her. Although Pearson 

was aware that Joyce Milgaard and Henderson had interviewed her, he did not have a copy of the 

statements prepared by Henderson. Pearson found Linda to be a very open and sincere individual who 

did not appear to be motivated by revenge and seemed sincerely concerned about the facts surrounding 

Miller’s death. She told Pearson that the Miller murder had been on her mind since Fisher was convicted 

of rapes in Winnipeg in 1971, adding that she had told many people of her belief that Larry could have 

been involved, and telling Pearson of the statement she gave to Saskatoon Police in 1980.

Her statement to Pearson repeated basically what she had said to Saskatoon Police in 1980. She 

described the missing paring knife as her “potato knife”132 and that it had a wooden handle held together 

with rivets and did not have a jagged edge. She had noticed it missing either the night before or that 

morning but it had not been gone for long because she used it every day. She said that she never saw the 

paring knife again and was suspicious that this may have been the murder weapon.

On the evening of March 14, 1990, Pearson returned a telephone call from Asper. Asper told Pearson 

that he had been in Saskatoon the last couple of days with Joyce Milgaard and that he told Joyce to let 

authorities investigate the new evidence and to share her information with everyone. Asper expressed 

concern that she mistrusted everyone and had become somewhat of an independent investigator and 
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was reluctant to turn information over even to her own lawyers. Asper said that she was particularly 

mistrustful of the Saskatoon Police and in fact believed that there was a cover-up conspiracy by them.

On March 15, 1990, Asper forwarded to Williams a copy of the Linda Fisher statements taken by Joyce 

Milgaard. In his covering letter, he wrote, “We are encouraged that you have assigned this task to an 

investigator, and we feel that there are many leads that ought to be pursued. We are most willing to 

cooperate in any way with your office, and if you require any further assistance, please do not hesitate 

to call.”133

The next day Wolch wrote to Williams and he too enclosed copies of Linda Fisher’s statement:

I would only re-emphasize that it is not our task to solve the crime 21 years later, even 

though it appears we may very well be able to do so.

As you can appreciate, being totally satisfied as to David’s innocence, the matter becomes 

more frustrating as days go on. We are confident that any tribunal looking at this matter in 

its totality will without question come to the conclusion that David is innocent. Whether they 

can conclude that Fisher’s guilty, only time will tell.

I have conveyed to Mrs. Milgaard our need to put our trust in you and allow you to carry 

out your duties. I am confident you can appreciate, however, that as the mother of a young 

man who has been wrongfully incarcerated for 21 years and who has met numerous 

obstacles, it is very difficult to maintain faith in a justice system that has let her family down 

so drastically. I look forward to hearing from you and we will continue to be of assistance 

wherever possible. Should your investigator require any type of information or assistance or 

whatever, we will cooperate fully.134

On March 20, 1990, Joyce Milgaard sent her own letter directly to the federal Minister:

The officials in your department who are handling this case have not given me the slightest 

glimmer of hope. It has been over a year now since my son’s application was filed and 

there has been no indication or communication as to what has been done. I will not stand 

by in the hope that the system which condemned my son will secretly help to free him. I am 

afraid I have lost faith in the justice system.135

Joyce Milgaard told the Inquiry that by this time she had lost complete faith and confidence in the federal 

officials and the RCMP and was not prepared to wait for them to do the investigation and had decided to 

do it on her own. She thought they were all involved in a conspiracy against her son.

Pearson updated Asper on March 20, 1990, asking him to have Joyce Milgaard cooperate with the 

authorities and to let them follow up on the Fisher information instead of doing it herself. Asper informed 

Pearson that he had received a call from Linda Fisher the previous weekend indicating that she was going 

to the Prince Albert Penitentiary with Larry Fisher’s mother to talk to Larry and ask him about the incident. 

Asper said he discouraged Linda from doing this but suggested that if she could get any cigarette butts 

or anything at all from Larry this would help with the blood type analysis. Pearson became concerned and 

phoned Linda Fisher asking if she had talked to Larry. She had not, but Larry’s mother had and now “feels 
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much better”136 having talked directly with her son about the recent revelations of his involvement in the 

Miller case. Obviously, Pearson noted, Larry was aware that he was being investigated as a suspect in 

Miller’s murder.

On March 24, 1990, Williams interviewed Linda Fisher in North Battleford, asking her about her 1980 

statement to the Saskatoon Police. She confirmed that she had been drinking when she gave the 

statement.

Asked about the morning of January 31, 1969, Linda said that she was not sure if Larry came home the 

night before, stating that he could have. She also said that she was not sure if he went to work on the 

morning of January 31, 1969. She said he might well have gone to work and come home because of 

the weather.

Linda was shown a photocopy of the Miller murder weapon. She described her missing knife as a 

wooden handled paring knife with rivets and a smooth edge. The murder weapon was a plastic maroon 

handled knife with no rivets and a jagged edge. She said that it was not her missing paring knife.

Williams questioned her about other possible explanations for Larry’s shocked reaction when she accused 

him of the murder on January 31, 1969. She agreed that he could have been concerned about the earlier 

rapes he had committed and not the murder.

She confirmed that she had never seen any bloody clothes on Larry that morning, had never found any, 

nor could she say that any of his clothes were missing.

At the end of the interview, Linda Fisher told Williams that she had more doubts about Larry as the killer 

but she was still suspicious and wished that “Larry could be proved innocent or guilty”.137

 (f) Interviews of Larry Fisher

On April 10, 1990, Pearson interviewed Fisher at the Prince Albert Penitentiary. As a result of Joyce 

Milgaard’s earlier contact with Larry’s ex-wife and mother, Fisher was aware that he was a suspect. This 

limited Pearson’s “investigative tools”.138 Pearson told the Commission that had Fisher not been tipped off 

he would have considered the following steps to obtain credible admissions from Fisher:

interception of communications;•	
undercover officer in the institution.•	

The only factual thing Fisher could remember was that he had been questioned by the police shortly after 

the murder at the bus stop. Pearson described him as nervous but cooperative.

Fisher did not recall having an argument with Linda on January 31, 1969, but stated they fought so many 

times he could not recall one argument from the other.

He denied killing Gail Miller, stating that he had confessed to all of his crimes in the past. Pearson asked 

him to provide a blood sample, submit to a polygraph exam, and to make a statement or legal deposition. 

Fisher asked to discuss these requests with his lawyer before responding.
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Pearson made a written report to his superiors and to Williams on April 17, 1990139:

 1.  Linda Fisher’s description of her missing paring knife was different than the murder weapon. The 

murder weapon was a maroon handled plastic paring knife. Fisher’s missing paring knife had a 

wooden handle with rivets.

 2.  There was nothing in the Saskatoon Police file indicating that Fisher was ever believed to be 

responsible for Miller’s murder, the only note being the approach by the police at the bus stop on 

February 3, 1969. Linda claimed that Larry did not catch the bus on the morning of January 31, 

1969 as Larry told the police however Larry denied this and said he was at work. An investigation 

of work records could not establish whether Fisher was at work on that morning.

 3.  They had been unable to establish if Larry attended work on the morning of Miller’s murder and 

the information provided to Wolch by the informant was not corroborated by Linda Fisher and 

she had no recollection of Larry having blood on his clothes or misplacing or losing clothes.

 4.  There is nothing to indicate that Larry Fisher was involved in the murder of Gail Miller. The fact 

that David Milgaard and Larry Fisher were at the same residence on the day of the murder and 

that Larry Fisher is now known to have been a sex offender at the time, appears to be mere 

coincidence. While the circumstances create suspicion, the facts support very little at this point.

 5.  He would follow up with Fisher regarding his request for a blood sample, polygraph and 

deposition.

On April 20, 1990, David Asper told Pearson that Joyce Milgaard was coming home early from England 

and he expected that she was going to go public about the “inaction of the federal justice department”.140 

Pearson responded that unnecessary publicity could possibly hamper the investigation and that there 

was a danger in having Fisher’s name become subject of a press release, saying it would have no positive 

effect on the police inquiries. Pearson had taken all the steps he could and was waiting to hear from 

Fisher’s lawyer before he could proceed with the deposition and polygraph.

Pearson was contacted by the warden of the Prince Albert Penitentiary reporting that he had recently 

been contacted by Joyce Milgaard. She told the warden that if something did not develop on the 

investigation there would be press stories and publicity, and that Larry had been interviewed three times 

by the RCMP and that he had not denied the offence. This was, of course, not true. She told the warden 

that her presence during the police interview with Larry would play on his mind and would assist in him 

confessing to the Miller murder. She was the “ace in the hole”141 and asked for permission from the 

warden to interview Fisher.

Neither Pearson nor the warden believed that she could assist in any way in the questioning of Fisher. 

On April 26, 1990, Asper informed Pearson and Williams that Joyce and David Milgaard had imposed a 

deadline of May 7, 1990, at which time they would go public regardless of the stage of the investigation. 

They could no longer wait.

Unknown to Pearson and Williams and despite what Milgaard’s counsel were telling them, Joyce had 

disclosed all of the Fisher information including details of the RCMP investigation to a number of media 

sources.
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After receiving the May 7 ultimatum, Pearson contacted Fisher’s lawyer again to set up an interview, 

polygraph and blood tests. Pearson felt obliged to go through the lawyer to get the interview, but then 

in light of the deadline, he went to the Prince Albert Penitentiary unannounced on May 7. Fisher was 

not aware, nor was his lawyer, that Pearson would be meeting him that morning. Pearson talked to him 

for about three to four minutes and Fisher indicated that he was ill. Fisher said he did not wish to do 

anything until after the May 19 weekend. Pearson told him that he needed to get a sample of blood and 

a statement as quickly as possible because there could be a public release by the Milgaards that would 

possibly point the finger at him.

In addition to the media, Joyce had also shared the Fisher information with Winnipeg Member of 

Parliament, John Harvard, who was part of the Milgaard team. Although he had been asked not to 

publicize anything about the Milgaard investigation, Harvard did so when questioning Minister Kim 

Campbell on May 10, 1990:

Madam Minister, the counsel for Mr. Milgaard tells me that the real killer has possibly been 

already identified. That the real killer is serving time in jail in Saskatchewan. That the RCMP 

have been appraised of this, in fact, the RCMP have interviewed this man twice. Can you 

comment on that? What do you know about that?142

The next day the media widely reported this information. Joyce Milgaard explained to the Inquiry that 

Harvard was supposed to keep this information confidential and “blew it”143 when he raised it in the House 

of Commons.

Asper followed up with a call to Pearson expressing concern that Joyce Milgaard had released information 

to the press about the RCMP investigation. Asper also warned Pearson that she had been in contact with 

the StarPhoenix reporter, Cam Fuller, and that he would soon be releasing a story.

Pearson reminded Asper that Fisher might refuse to cooperate if he was unfairly suspected, accused or 

made the subject of press releases and stories.

On May 24, 1990, Linda Fisher called Pearson expressing concern that Joyce Milgaard and Lett made a 

surprise visit to her at her school class in North Battleford, requesting a photograph of Fisher.

After talking to Joyce Milgaard, Linda Fisher told Pearson that she now remembered losing a second 

knife from her residence, a bone handled hunting type knife. The possibility of a bone handled hunting 

knife being used in the crime had been raised two months earlier by the Milgaards. In the original police 

investigation, such a knife was located in the back alley where Miller’s body was found, a number of 

weeks after the murder. It was rusted and there was no evidence to connect this knife to the murder. 

The police provided the knife to Caldwell who in turn disclosed it to Tallis saying that he did not intend to 

tender it as an exhibit because there was no evidence to link it to Miller’s murder. Tallis told the Inquiry that 

he did not want the bone handled hunting knife in evidence at trial, particularly because Wilson or John 

had said that David had a bone handled hunting knife on his trip to Saskatoon.

During the trial, Caldwell, with Tallis’ agreement, returned the knife to Saskatoon Police.
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In March 1990, Asper wrote a letter to Williams:

We reviewed the transcript of the preliminary Inquiry, and can confirm that a double-

edged bone-handled hunting-type knife had been found at the scene of the crime shortly 

after police attended the scene. The police clearly believed that this knife might have had 

something to do with the crime, and the pathologist agreed that some of the wounds could 

have been inflicted with a double-edged blade. Oddly enough, this weapon was lost after 

being taken into police custody, and never played any part in the trial proceedings.144

That was not so. The police did not believe the knife to be related to the crime, but having found it in the 

alley, turned it over to Caldwell. It was not lost after being seized by police and it never played any part in 

the trial proceedings because neither Caldwell nor Tallis viewed it as being relevant evidence. The knife 

was also the subject of a Saskatoon StarPhoenix story on March 15, 1990, entitled “Lawyer Digs Up 

More Data to Bolster Milgaard Request”. The article states:

There is also the question of a missing knife. A double-edged, bone handled knife with a 

7.6 cm blade was found near Miller’s body on the day of the murder. But it disappeared 

before the preliminary hearing. A second knife was found in the spring when the snow 

melted. It was single edged. Asper said it would be “helpful” if it could be shown that the 

second knife presented by the Crown wasn’t the murder weapon.145

Pearson followed up with Linda Fisher and determined that her second missing knife was a steak knife 

and not a hunting knife. Linda was unable to say when the knife went missing. The knife turned out to be 

of no significance.

On June 8, 1990, Pearson visited Fisher in jail with his lawyer and Fisher agreed to give a legal deposition 

stating that he wanted to answer questions only once. Pearson, accordingly, made arrangements for the 

legal deposition.

On June 19, 1990, Linda Fisher called Pearson again expressing concern that the Winnipeg CBC crew 

were at her home asking her to tell her story. She refused and later her 15 year old son apparently allowed 

the CBC reporters into her house after they spent several hours outside the building. Her son eventually 

allowed the reporters to take photographs of Fisher. Linda complained that the CBC took advantage of 

her son after being told that they did not want to be interviewed.

On June 22, 1990, CBC ran a story identifying Larry Fisher as the killer of Gail Miller, and other media 

followed suit.

In a letter dated June 22, 1990, from Asper to Bruce MacFarlane, Williams’ superior, Asper explained the 

“change in rules” relating to the media:

Unfortunately, the rules seemed to have changed somewhat with the broadcast by the 

CBC and its story relating to and naming Larry Fisher. Many people in the media have 

assisted us in our investigation at various stages along the way. They became privy to 

confidential information which we have successfully dissuaded them from publishing up 

until this point. However, the problem of competition has crept into the picture and I am 

advised that the media is now taking the position that all deals are off. I expect that over 
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the next couple of days a variety of stories will be published and/or broadcast with respect 

to Albert Cadrain’s psychiatric condition both currently and at the time of the trial. I cannot 

speculate what else might be published, but as I say, we unfortunately cannot exercise any 

further control over this situation.

We are being inundated by the media to respond to all of these matters, and I can assure 

you that we will not be taking positions adverse to the Department of Justice.146

On July 9, 1990 Fisher agreed to a polygraph test, but because of his medical and emotional state the 

polygrapher could not obtain readings capable of interpretation. After the CBC documentary identifying 

Fisher was aired on June 22, 1990, Fisher had been threatened by fellow inmates. It was a breach of 

the prisoner’s code to let someone else do your time. Fisher claimed to be “afraid for his life”147 and this 

nervousness coupled with his medical problems made him an unsuitable candidate for a test.

Pearson followed up with the polygraph operator, Michael Robinson to determine whether a second test 

could take place. Robinson reported that Fisher was nervous as he feared for his safety because of the 

publicity over him being a suspect. Although efforts were made, Fisher refused to undergo a further test.

On July 12, 1990, Williams and Pearson questioned Fisher under oath in the presence of his lawyer. 

Fisher told him that he recalled being interviewed by the police in February 1969 at the bus stop and that 

he had told them the truth. He remembered the argument with Linda but he could not recall when or what 

it was about. He said he was shocked at the time because his wife was making such an accusation.

Williams questioned him briefly about his earlier assaults and if he had a brownish red plastic handled 

paring knife. Fisher replied that he could not remember but acknowledged using a paring knife in some of 

his assaults.

He repeatedly denied any involvement in Miller’s murder. Williams asked:

People are going to say to me look it, you got two people. You’ve got a fresh faced 16 year 

old kid no criminal record who has been sitting in jail for 21-22 odd years and he says he 

didn’t do it. He says he didn’t stab this woman. And we’ve got another guy whose got six 

rapes, one indecent assault and his M.O. is similar to that which surrounds the death of 

Gail Miller. Faced with that Williams don’t you think you’ve got the wrong guy in jail because 

the real killer is Larry Fisher.148

Fisher responded “no way”.149 When asked about the recent media coverage suggesting that he had 

killed Miller, Fisher responded, “Wouldn’t you convict me if you seen my charges on TV stating that I was 

in the area? Anybody would”.150

Williams and Pearson continued efforts to have Fisher undergo another polygraph test, but as a result of 

the media attention, he was moved to a British Columbia prison for his safety.
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 (g) John Patterson Report

On July 30, 1990, the CBC broadcast a news story claiming that “a former inmate claims Fisher made a 

chilling confession”151 in reference to the Miller murder. The inmate, who had asked to remain anonymous 

called the CBC after hearing news stories alleging that Fisher was the person responsible for Miller’s 

death. The CBC provided the inmate’s name to Asper and he called the former inmate and asked if he 

would do an interview with the Globe & Mail. The inmate, John Patterson, refused but said that he would 

talk to the federal Justice investigator.

On August 1, 1990, the Globe and Mail ran a story headlined “Wrong Man Jailed In 1969 Rape Case, 

Ex-convict Says”. The story was based primarily on information from Asper.

152

On August 4, 1990, Williams interviewed Patterson under oath with Patterson’s legal counsel present. 

Patterson told Williams that the original CBC news story took his words out of context. He said that he 

and Fisher had an altercation during a prison hockey game and that Fisher threatened him. Patterson did 

not interpret the threat as a confession that Fisher had killed anyone. Fisher did not confess to anything 

with respect to Miller.

Patterson said that after he called the CBC he was contacted by Asper. Patterson denied telling Asper 

that Fisher gave him a confession. Patterson denied that Fisher told him “I did it before and got away with 

it and I can do it again”153 and denied that he said those words to Asper as reported in the Globe article. 
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Patterson denied saying “My motive is that an innocent guy is in jail”.154 He also denied saying that “he 

can’t rest now that he believes an injustice may have been done to David Milgaard”.155

Williams concluded that the information reported in the media was incorrect and that Fisher had not made 

a confession of Miller’s murder to Patterson.

 (h) Consideration of Similarities of Fisher Assaults and Miller Murder

It was initially believed by the Milgaards, Williams and the RCMP that Fisher’s 1971 rape convictions were 

Regina offences. In fact, the rapes occurred in Saskatoon but Fisher was sentenced in Regina and his 

criminal record noted them as Regina convictions. In early July 1990, it was discovered that the Regina 

convictions related to four offences that occurred in Saskatoon and three of the four offences were in the 

months preceding Miller’s murder and two within six blocks of where Miller was murdered.

On July 5, 1990, Wolch wrote to Williams following up on the information he had provided regarding the 

location of the Fisher assaults. In his letter he states:

Pursuant to our telephone conversation of July 4, 1990, I wish to emphasize again how 

strongly we feel that this matter must proceed expeditiously. There is simply no doubt at 

this point in time that David Milgaard is innocent.

This will also confirm that we are most anxious to receive all the details regarding the seven 

other serious sexual assaults committed by Larry Fisher. As I indicated to you, we have the 

names of the victims so it is not a matter of prying into their personal affairs, but rather we 

are interested in looking at patterns and similar acts, etcetera.156

Williams and Pearson had already reviewed the investigation file for Fisher Victim 7 and had received 

partial information from Fisher’s Fort Garry assault files. They had reviewed these assaults looking for 

similarities to the Miller murder. Upon learning that the four Regina convictions were Saskatoon offences, 

Pearson contacted the Saskatoon Police again and requested the investigation files providing the names 

of the victims (which is how the files were catalogued). The only file that the Saskatoon Police could locate 

was part of the Fisher Victim 4 assault file. The police could not locate the files for the remaining assaults. 

Williams was able to obtain some details of these assaults from the court files and prison records.

Williams informed Wolch that only one of the four Saskatoon assault files could be located, and full 

details of what he had gathered about the offences was provided to Milgaard’s counsel at a meeting on 

October 1, 1990 when Williams’ entire investigation was reviewed with them.

Williams reviewed the Fisher assaults to determine whether there was anything unique in the modus 

operandi that was strikingly similar to the manner in which Miller was raped and murdered. Williams 

considered whether any of Fisher’s previous assaults would be admissible evidence in a prosecution 

of Fisher for the Miller murder. Evidence of previous criminal offences committed by an accused is 

considered highly prejudicial and normally not admissible unless the prosecutor can establish that there is 

a high degree of similarity between the previous offences and the offence before the Court.
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Both Williams and Pearson testified that similar fact evidence, on its own, would not be sufficient to link 

Fisher to Miller’s murder. Further evidence connecting Fisher to the crime, by way of a witness, physical 

evidence or a confession would be required before there would be any basis to charge Fisher for the 

murder.

Williams examined the records he had relating to the Fisher offences which consisted of the prison 

records and the available occurrence reports to determine whether the circumstances of the crimes for 

which he was convicted bore any similarities to the circumstances surrounding Miller’s death.

Williams testified that the three sexual assaults prior to Miller’s death did not have the same level of 

violence as the Miller murder and that it wasn’t until 11 years later (Fisher Victim 7) that the level of 

violence approached the Miller murder. Williams also concluded that the time of day and location of 

the sexual assaults were not similar to the Miller murder and there did not appear to be any “identifying 

element”157 other than the use of a knife, which was fairly common in rapes.

Williams did not think it was necessary for him to interview any of the victims. He had sufficient details 

of the crimes from existing documents that allowed him to make comparisons. He testified that if the 

threshold of similarity had been met, interviews of the victims would have been informative. Williams 

conceded that in hindsight he would have been able to do a better evaluation of the similarities if he had 

interviewed the victims, but in light of what was later learned from the victims, he did not think it would 

have changed the conclusions he had reached on the first application.

 (i) Conclusions of Eugene Williams

Williams completed his investigation of the Fisher ground in August 1990. His findings and conclusions 

are summarized in his August 28, 1990, report to MacFarlane:

Additionally I examined his prison records and the available occurrence reports relating to 

his convictions to determine whether the circumstances of the crimes for which he entered 

pleas of guilty, bore any similarities to the circumstances surrounding Ms. Miller’s death. 

They were not similar.

…

When interviewed under oath, Mr. Fisher denied any participation or involvement in the 

death of Gail Miller. The evidence of Linda Fisher, and the other circumstantial evidence 

does not link Larry Earl Fisher to the murder of Gail Miller.158

Williams concluded that there was no evidence to link Fisher to Miller’s murder and no merit to this ground 

of Milgaard’s application. Despite this conclusion, Pearson continued with his efforts to have Fisher submit 

to a further polygraph exam. In a report dated August 28, 1990, from Pearson to his RCMP superiors and 

Williams, Pearson concludes:

To date we have been successful in gaining the cooperation of the suspect Larry Fisher. 

There is nothing determined which would suggest that he was involved in the death of Gail 

Miller. Mr. Fisher has not been eliminated as a suspect, and as mentioned previously, efforts 

will continue to have a polygraph re-test….
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At the time of this report, Larry Fisher has not been eliminated as a suspect, even though 

he has agreed to answer all questions that we have for him. The investigators are at a 

disadvantage when dealing with Mr. Fisher, as we have no information on his movements 

at the time of Gail Miller’s murder. We’ve been unable to challenge Fisher’s honesty, as a 

valid polygraph is absolutely essential if he is to be cleared as a suspect.159

Both Williams and Pearson told the Commission that although they remained suspicious of Fisher, without 

a further polygraph there was little further evidence that they could gather that would link Fisher to the 

crime. Fisher refused to undergo a second test.

 (j) Second Fisher Ground

In September 1990, the Milgaards were asked by Williams to summarize their final position with respect to 

their application. In a letter from Milgaard’s counsel dated September 10, 1990, a new Fisher ground was 

formally introduced:

Added to this evidence, we have provided you with the identity of the person who is very 

likely the true killer. At the very least, the undisputed fact that a serial rapist was operating 

in Saskatoon at the time of the Gail Miller murder, and that this rapist had attacked at least 

two women who resided in the neighbourhood where Gail Miller was murdered, would 

have been very relevant at the trial. We have communicated with Justice Tallis, and he 

advises that he was never made aware of the fact that these rapes were occurring in such 

short proximity before the Gail Miller murder. The jury was never given the opportunity to 

consider that Milgaard might not be guilty because another person who had committed 

two rapes and an indecent assault was on the loose in Saskatoon and that this person 

might be responsible.160

The new ground asserted that Milgaard did not receive a fair trial because evidence of the prior rapes 

(which the Saskatoon Police at first thought were committed by the same person as Miller’s murderer) 

was not provided to his trial counsel before his criminal proceedings were concluded. If this information 

had been made available to Tallis, and presented to the jury, Milgaard might have been acquitted. 

Furthermore, before Milgaard’s criminal proceedings were concluded, the Crown became aware that 

Fisher was the perpetrator of these assaults. If Tallis had been able to present evidence of the rapes, 

their similarity to Miller’s murder, Fisher’s responsibility for the rapes and the fact that Fisher resided in the 

Cadrain basement at the time, the jury might have reached a different verdict.

The two Fisher grounds were quite distinct. The first ground (Fisher is the perpetrator) required evidence 

to link Fisher to Miller’s murder. The second ground did not, and it was not necessary to establish that 

Fisher killed Miller or that Milgaard was innocent. Rather, the argument depended on establishing that 

Milgaard’s conviction was likely a miscarriage of justice, because there was evidence not disclosed or not 

available to Milgaard’s counsel, which, if presented at trial, might have affected the jury’s verdict.

In the latter case, given the sexual nature of the Miller attack, the fact that a sexual predator (not Milgaard) 

had recently been active in the area, was relevant. It might well have been admissible as a third party 

perpetrator defence without showing the striking similarity between the Fisher assaults and the Miller 

murder, which a prosecutor would need to show as proof of Fisher’s guilt.
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Williams considered the likely effect of the fresh evidence of the Fisher assaults upon the Milgaard jury. In 

his view, the case against Milgaard at trial remained essentially intact, despite the grounds advanced in 

the application, so the fact that the jury did not hear evidence about the Fisher assaults was not likely a 

miscarriage of justice. It is arguable that he employed the prosecutor’s onus as a test in reasoning that the 

similar fact evidence would not be admissible as defence evidence.

The second Fisher ground was easier to establish than the first, but it did not receive much attention 

and for the most part was lost in the media campaign aimed at identifying Fisher as the real killer. The 

first Fisher ground seems to have been uppermost in the mind of the Minister in rejecting the application, 

and there is a strong argument to be made that not enough attention was paid to the possibility of a 

miscarriage of justice, arising from a missed opportunity to raise a defence of a third party perpetrator.

2. Albert Cadrain and Ron Wilson Statements June 1990

 (a) Introduction

Milgaard’s December 28, 1988 application to the federal Minister did not assert any ground related to 

the evidence of Cadrain and Wilson. There was no suggestion that these witnesses were improperly 

treated by the police, nor that their evidence contributed in any way to a miscarriage of justice. As a result, 

Williams’ investigation of the application did not, initially, include interviews of Wilson or Cadrain.

In May, 1990, the Milgaards engaged Henderson, a private investigator with Centurion Ministries to 

interview Wilson, John and Cadrain. Statements were obtained from Wilson and Cadrain, sent to the 

media, then filed with the federal Minister supplementing Milgaard’s application. John refused to be 

interviewed.

In his statement, Wilson purported to recant his incriminating trial evidence, claiming that police 

manipulated, coerced and brainwashed him to lie at trial. Cadrain did not recant his trial evidence, 

however he claimed that police put him through “hell and mental torture”161 and used improper means 

in their questioning. Both statements received a great deal of publicity including accusations by the 

Milgaards of misconduct on the part of the police and the Crown prosecutor in their dealings with Wilson 

and Cadrain.

Williams investigated the new grounds but believed the statements were geared more towards 

attracting media attention than providing a basis for a remedy from the federal Minister. The federal 

Minister ultimately determined that the statements had little or no credibility and did not establish a likely 

miscarriage of justice.

 (b) Decision to Interview Albert Cadrain, Ron Wilson and Nichol John

Neither Wolch nor Asper interviewed Wilson, Cadrain or John prior to filing Milgaard’s application. The 

transcripts of Joyce Milgaard’s 1981-1983 interviews of these witnesses were not included or referred 

to in the application. Asper told the Commission that based upon her earlier interviews, they did not 

think these witnesses would be cooperative and so did not interview them. The cover letter to the 

application referred to John’s May 24, 1969 statement and the assertion that “it cannot possibly be 

true”,162 prompting Williams to interview John as part of his investigation of the application. Even though 
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the application did not put Wilson and Cadrain’s evidence in issue, Asper expected Williams to interview 

them.

Williams said, however, that it was the responsibility of the Milgaard counsel to interview witnesses if they 

wanted their evidence to be part of the application. As counsel to the Minister, Williams said that he had 

neither the ability nor the mandate to investigate all of the evidence led at trial. Instead, he focused only on 

the grounds advanced by counsel – and in this case, experienced counsel. So Milgaard’s counsel would 

have identified it.

In May 1990, the Milgaards decided to interview Wilson, John and Cadrain. Asper explained that Williams 

had the Fisher information and they “weren’t satisfied with the pace with which it was being digested by 

the Department of Justice”163 and since they were not getting any sort of conclusions, they decided to 

“just pull out all the stops”164 abandoning any thought that “Justice was going to work with us”.165

McCloskey of Centurion Ministries offered the services of Henderson who had assisted Joyce Milgaard a 

few months earlier with her interview of Linda Fisher.

In their U.S. cases, Henderson explained, Centurion conducted an exhaustive screening process for 

applicants seeking to remedy claims of wrongful conviction, accepting only those thought to be innocent. 

Once engaged, Centurion would conduct their own investigation of every aspect of the case, obtaining 

all police, prosecution and defence files, interviewing defence counsel and then the key trial witnesses in 

search of grounds to support the application.

Centurion was not engaged until well after Milgaard’s application was filed, and then only for specific 

assignments. Henderson said that interviewing Cadrain, Wilson and John was “pretty obvious”166 and 

a “no-brainer”167 since it was their testimony that was largely responsible for Milgaard’s conviction. Had 

Centurion been engaged at the outset, he said it would have been one of their first steps.

Henderson travelled to Canada in the latter part of May 1990 to meet with Joyce Milgaard and Asper and 

plan the interviews of Wilson, John and Cadrain, who were quickly located, and were residing in various 

parts of British Columbia.

It was agreed that Henderson would conduct the interviews given that he was an experienced investigator 

and had particular experience in convincing witnesses to recant. They discussed having Lett attend the 

interviews as a reward for his support. Lett declined the invitation, fearing it could put him in the position 

of being a witness and preclude him from writing about the interviews. Henderson went alone, but they 

decided to give Lett the witness statements before sending them to other media outlets and federal 

Justice officials, so that he could conduct interviews and write a story.

Although Henderson had participated in the interview of Linda Fisher two months earlier, he knew very 

little about the police investigation, and Milgaard’s trial.

He relied upon Joyce Milgaard and Asper for background information. After completion of the Fisher 

interviews on March 11, 1990 he returned to Seattle, believing his work to be finished.
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When McCloskey asked him to help with further interviews in May, he had done no additional review 

of the case and had no information about Wilson and Cadrain except for their trial transcripts. He did 

not have their 1969 witness statements, nor transcripts of their interviews with Joyce Milgaard. He was 

unfamiliar with Canadian criminal law and the s. 690 process. For the facts of the case he relied on a 

1986 draft of Milgaard’s s. 690 application, which reflected counsels’ view of the facts at the time, and 

he heard their version of the case from Joyce Milgaard and Asper. He did not, however, speak to David 

Milgaard to hear his story, and had no idea what he had told his lawyer in 1969 about the events of the 

morning of January 31, 1969.

Thus, unencumbered by the facts, he formed the view before even speaking to Wilson or Cadrain 

that they had lied at trial, and that their incriminating evidence was the result of police misconduct, 

manipulation and coercion. Henderson said that his belief was based upon Milgaard’s innocence, and 

that his friends would not have lied unless coerced by the police. He knew very little about the police 

interaction with these witnesses, and the evolution of their evidence.

Henderson explained that witnesses need someone to blame for their lies if they are to recant. He 

supplied the out for them, in the form of police misconduct and coercion, which he had been led to 

expect from his U.S. experiences.

He did not review in detail what the witnesses had said at trial nor did he consider whether any of their 

evidence could have been true, notwithstanding Milgaard’s innocence. For example, he did not ask 

himself whether the small amount of blood Cadrain said he saw on Milgaard’s pants might have been 

unrelated to Miller’s murder. Without knowing what Milgaard had told Tallis in 1969 about his actions that 

morning, Henderson simply assumed that any incriminating evidence from other witnesses were lies, for 

which the police were responsible.

Henderson wanted information for the media campaign, then in full force. His purpose was to pressure 

federal Justice officials and to sway public opinion.

 (c) Interviews of Cadrains

On May 24, 1990, Paul Henderson telephoned Dennis Cadrain. He said he was assisting David Milgaard 

and that they had evidence to show very clearly that Fisher was the person who committed the crime:

We know what happened to Albert, we know what happened to Nichol, and Ron Wilson, 

they were, they had, a lot of pressure put on them by the police back then. They were 

kids. They were children and they were manipulated, coerced, threatened, a lot of things 

happened to them that should not have happened to people.

…

 Larry Fisher is under a lot of pressure to confess. The RCMP is talking to him….Now, 

we’ve heard today that he’s confessed. That may be true or may not be true, it may be 

rumor, it may be a fact, but, if he has confessed or if he confesses down the line, which 

I think he probably will, because he is the type B rapist personality… But he is going to, 

we think, down the line ah; because the RCMP is convinced that he’s the person. Now 

when he does, what that means, is that all the witnesses against David Milgaard suddenly 

become liars. Now here is Albert’s chance to beat them to the punch. Come forth and say, 

the bastards made me do it. And I feel badly about it and I want to clear my conscience 
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and help this guy that I have been worried about, heartsick about all these years. He was 

my pal, the pricks made me do it.168

Henderson told the Commission that he later used this same approach with Albert Cadrain and Wilson, 

admitting that he had no evidence of manipulation, coercion or threats by the police and no factual basis 

to back up the statements made to Dennis, and later to Albert and Wilson. He simply assumed that 

improper police conduct caused them to lie, and this pervaded his interviews with Wilson and Cadrain 

which produced statements to fit his theory.

Two days after the call, Henderson met Dennis and Albert at a restaurant in British Columbia where he 

presented a strong case for Fisher’s guilt. Albert confirmed his trial testimony, in particular about seeing 

blood on Milgaard’s pants, saying “I can’t change my story because if I do it is a lie. I’m not changing my 

story – I won’t lie for the devil”.169 Dennis told Henderson that Albert truly believed what he had said at trial 

and that for him to recant his testimony would be for him to lie.

Seeing no chance of a recantation, Henderson did not take a statement from Albert, but rather changed 

tactics. Observing Albert’s troubled emotional and mental state, Henderson decided to build a case of 

mental illness during the investigation and trial, affecting the credibility of the trial evidence given by Albert. 

Alleging, as a vulnerable witness, he had been taken advantage of by the police who coerced him into 

giving false evidence. From Dennis Cadrain, Henderson learned that after the trial, Albert was hospitalized 

and diagnosed as schizophrenic. As well, Albert reportedly told Dennis that he had seen a vision of 

the Virgin Mary in the clouds standing on a serpent with the head of David Milgaard. Dennis also told 

Henderson that police questioning of Albert took a significant toll on him.

After the first interview, Henderson reported to Joyce Milgaard that Cadrain was “a witness that they had 

very likely coerced, planted, programmed, into believing these things.”170 He also advised Asper that “If 

we can show that he was not mentally competent to testify 20 years ago, Saskatoon Police look real bad 

and the Crown is over a barrel”.171

Henderson’s coercion theory was not supported by the facts. Cadrain, after all, came to the Saskatoon 

Police voluntarily and provided incriminating evidence against Milgaard. There was no police pressure on 

him to give incriminating evidence.

Henderson acknowledged to the Inquiry that at the time of his interviews he was not aware that Cadrain 

initiated contact with the Saskatoon Police and provided his first statement at a time when the police 

knew nothing about Milgaard.

Henderson obtained a statement from Dennis stating that Albert told him at one point that police were 

questioning him as though he were a murder suspect. At the time Dennis said he had no reason to 

believe that what Albert told the police was not true. In fact, Dennis encouraged Albert to go to the police 

on March 2, 1969. Only later did he have serious concerns about Albert’s credibility. He was prone to 

exaggeration and suggestion, and Dennis said he could easily be coerced and manipulated by police, 

saying to Henderson “If ideas were planted in Albert’s mind it is quite possible he would come to accept 

them as the truth. Frankly, I would not consider my brother to be a reliable witness at that time.”172
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Dennis did not say that police had planted ideas in Albert’s mind but indicated that he was the type of 

person who might be susceptible. Albert had told his family that he saw blood on Milgaard’s pants before 

he ever talked to the Saskatoon Police.

Albert had been picked up for vagrancy in Regina in early February 1969. Although Regina Police 

mentioned the Miller murder to Albert because he lived nearby, they were not investigating the murder and 

did not question Albert as a suspect. Neither were they aware of Milgaard, who was nobody’s suspect at 

the time, and there was no evidence that they suggested anything to Cadrain about Milgaard.

On June 6, 1990, Milgaard counsel provided a copy of Dennis’ statement to Eugene Williams stating 

that Williams should contact him for further information, adding “Dennis tells us that Albert suffered from 

serious psychiatric infirmities during the course of the Milgaard investigation which ultimately resulted in 

his committal to the psychiatric care unit at University Hospital in Saskatoon.”173 Williams treated the letter 

as an additional ground to the application. The letter, also referring to the Wilson statement, states, “we 

take the view that the enclosed statements provide further dramatic proof of the wrongful conviction of 

David Milgaard. It is unfortunate that your office did not speak with these people at the outset, even if only 

to confirm their evidence”.174

In response to the letter and Dennis’ statement, Williams interviewed Dennis on June 11, 1990 and Albert 

on June 15, 1990. Albert reviewed his March 2 and 5, 1969 police statements and stated “emphatically 

and affirmatively”175 that he told the truth when he was a witness at the trial.

Albert acknowledged to Williams that he had spent two months in a psychiatric facility during which he 

received shock and drug treatments saying he checked himself in after being persuaded to do so by 

Dennis in 1973. Albert said the repeated questioning by police and their apparent disbelief of his initial 

statement incriminating Milgaard, coupled with suggestions that he himself might have been involved in 

the murder, were very distressing.

Williams asked Albert about his recent interview with Henderson. According to Albert, after he told 

Henderson that his trial testimony was accurate, Henderson did not appear to be very interested in what 

he had to say and conversed primarily with Dennis.

In his memorandum following the interviews, Williams concluded:

Neither the timing nor the nature of Albert Cadrain’s emotional instability is clear; nor is the 

motivation behind Dennis Cadrain’s current statement. Dennis Cadrain had accompanied 

Albert to the police station on March 2, 1969 and had given a statement to the police 

in which he quoted Celine as saying that David Milgaard wanted to get out of town 

right away. From Dennis’ personal assessment of Milgaard, which was obtained during 

Milgaard’s first stay, he described Milgaard in 1969 as a “real goof”.

The timing of the statements of Dennis Cadrain and Ron Wilson, a few days before David 

Milgaard’s parole hearing, coupled with the parting statements of Albert Cadrain suggest 

to the writer that fear of retribution may have motivated Dennis to attempt to shield or 

excuse Albert. Although Dennis Cadrain did not testify, and is younger than Albert, Dennis 

regards himself as Albert’s guardian. The prospect of Milgaard’s release and possible 
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angry retribution may explain Dennis’ attempt to distance Albert as a reason for Milgaard’s 

imprisonment. Each of David Milgaard’s travelling companions that this writer has 

interviewed still fear him, even though over twenty years has elapsed.176

On June 24, 1990, Henderson visited Albert again and wrote a statement for him. Although not recanting 

any of his incriminating trial evidence, the statement was silent about observations of blood on Milgaard’s 

clothing. Instead it focused on police misconduct. Albert described his treatment by the police as abusive, 

saying:

As I can best recall, I was picked up by police and questioned 15 to 20 times. I remember 

two detectives in particular, Karst and Short, working me over. They worked like a tag 

team; one would be the bad guy and the other would act like he was my friend. The bad 

guy would scream at me then the other would offer me coffee and cigarettes. Then they 

would switch roles.

They asked me the same questions repeatedly, time after time after time, until I was 

exhausted and couldn’t take it anymore. This went on for months, continuing through the 

preliminary hearing. They put me through hell and mental torture. It finally reached the point 

where I couldn’t stand the constant pressure, threats and bullying anymore. As a result of 

the abusive treatment, I developed serious stomach ulcers and was actually spitting up 

blood for a long period of time.

…

From the evidence, it now appears that David Milgaard is innocent. To know that my 

testimony helped cause him to spend all these years in prison only adds to the stress and 

burden I’ve been carrying through my entire adult life.

I feel that the Saskatoon Police did a terrible thing to me 20 years ago. My life has never 

been the same and it never will be. Those detectives pushed me over the edge and I 

cracked.177

Henderson told the Inquiry that in drafting the statement “it was particularly necessary in Albert’s case 

for me to supplement his vocabulary”.178 Although he said the words “hell and mental torture”179 were 

Albert’s.

Dennis told the Inquiry that prior to meeting Henderson, Albert had not discussed his dealings with the 

Saskatoon Police, but that after meeting Henderson, Albert started to say “worse things”.180

Investigators wondered how the detectives pushed Albert over the edge and caused him to crack 

when his incriminating evidence was volunteered to the police and did not change substantially from 

the moment he first arrived at the Saskatoon Police station until he testified at trial. The statement was 

clearly crafted to play in the media and to focus attention on police misconduct. It provided no valuable or 

credible information challenging Cadrain’s trial evidence. Albert did not recant his evidence about seeing 

blood on Milgaard’s clothes.
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Williams told the Inquiry he approached Albert’s statement “with a certain degree of skepticism”.181 He 

was concerned with “some embellishments”182 which were designed to capture the attention of the 

reading or viewing public, and he viewed it as more designed for the media than a legal ground.

In subsequent years, Albert told RCMP investigators that he gave the statement to Henderson simply to 

get him off his back.
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Albert’s statement was provided to the media before it was received by Williams. On June 26, 1990, Lett 

ran a story in the Winnipeg Free Press:

183
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Williams followed up with interviews of Albert’s siblings, (Celine, Kenneth and Dennis), police officers 

and Caldwell to determine Albert’s intellectual and emotional state during the investigation and trial. The 

substance of Albert’s trial testimony had not changed and Williams concluded that there was no merit 

to the allegation that the police tortured Cadrain and coerced incriminating evidence from him. He had 

voluntarily gone to the police station. Although Albert had suffered mental illness problems later in life, 

Williams saw no evidence that mental illness affected the credibility of his trial evidence.

 (d) Interview of Ron Wilson

After his initial interviews of Dennis and Albert Cadrain, Henderson travelled to Nakusp, British Columbia, 

arriving at Wilson’s home unannounced on the morning of June 4, 1990, with the objective of obtaining 

a recantation. The last contact the Milgaards had had with Wilson was nine years earlier when Joyce 

Milgaard interviewed him by telephone.

Wilson and Henderson went to a restaurant to discuss the case. After some time, Wilson told Henderson 

that he had lied at trial and was prepared to provide a statement recanting his evidence. Henderson wrote 

out a six page statement and a one page supplement which Wilson signed. The interview and statement 

drafting took six to eight hours.

At some point in the interview, Henderson turned on his tape recorder. The tape has never been 

produced, despite numerous requests by the authorities and this Commission. Henderson told the 

Commission he has not been able to locate it.

As he did with Dennis and Albert Cadrain, Henderson told Wilson that Fisher had killed Miller and that he 

either confessed or would be confessing imminently. Henderson acknowledged that this was “stretching 

it”.184 Henderson told Wilson that once Fisher became identified as the killer, it would put all those who 

testified against Milgaard “in a very bad light, it would expose them as liars who committed perjury and 

sent an innocent man to prison”.185 He should be truthful and avoid embarrassment.

At the time, Henderson had very little knowledge of Wilson’s interaction with the police and the evolution 

of his evidence. He was not aware that some of Wilson’s incriminating trial evidence was corroborated 

by Milgaard in his 1969 discussions with Tallis. In particular, Henderson was not aware that Milgaard 

acknowledged that he had a knife on his possession on the trip to Saskatoon; that they stopped a 

woman for directions; that he thought about rolling her and stealing her purse; that their vehicle got 

stuck shortly after meeting the woman; that he left the vehicle for a short time, and that when they left 

Saskatoon, he grabbed a compact from John and threw it out the window of Wilson’s vehicle.

Henderson also was not aware that Wilson’s initial March 3, 1969 statement to the police did not 

contain a full story of what happened on the morning of January 31, 1969. Over the course of Wilson’s 

subsequent interrogation by the police, Wilson provided additional truthful inculpatory evidence against 

Milgaard (stopping the woman for directions, vehicle getting stuck, David Milgaard leaving the vehicle 

alone and the compact incident).

Henderson told the Commission that even before he met Wilson, he believed that Wilson had been 

“manipulated, coerced and threatened”186 by the police and that “the allegations that Ron Wilson levelled 

against David Milgaard at trial did not originate for him or from him, that they were – that they were 
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either planted in his mind or they were the result of pressure that was put on him by police to implicate 

Mr. Milgaard”.187

Henderson acknowledged that he had done no investigation whatsoever with respect to his belief and 

that he had no proof that the police had committed any wrongful conduct in their interview of Wilson. He 

said it was his “gut feel”188 based on his experience in U.S. cases. He acknowledged that he introduced 

his theory of police manipulation, coercion and pressure to Wilson in his June 4, 1990 discussion. He 

said “I would have introduced that. I would have led him – I would have told him that I believe that there 

was a reason for him to have come up with this inculpatory, this evidence, false evidence and that I would 

have told him that I, it would not surprise me a bit if he was manipulated by the police into making false 

accusations”.189

Henderson failed to consider that some of Wilson’s incriminating evidence may have been true. He also 

failed to consider that there may have been reasons other than police misconduct that may have caused 

or influenced Wilson to lie to the police and at trial.
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 (e) The Ron Wilson “Recantation”

The Wilson recantation, as it came to be known, became one of the pillars of Milgaard’s mercy application 

and received significant media attention. Those in authority who considered the recantation, then and 

later, all dismissed the statement as lacking in credibility.

   Statement of Ronald Dale WILSON
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The following is a summary of the trial evidence that Wilson purported to recant in his statement:

 1.  At trial, Wilson testified that he saw blood on Milgaard’s pants at Cadrain’s house. In his 

statement, Wilson said he has “no recollection of seeing the blood on his pants”. “I believe that 

the police somehow convinced me that I had to have seen the blood because Cadrain had”.

 2.  At trial, Wilson testified that he saw Milgaard with a maroon handled paring knife prior to their 

arrival in Saskatoon. In his statement, Wilson said this was not the truth and that he saw no knife 

prior to their arrival in Saskatoon. Wilson claimed that the detectives showed him several knives 

including one with a maroon handle and “they pressured me to tell them that the knife with the 

maroon handle was the one I saw”.

 3.  At trial, Wilson testified that John was hysterical when Wilson returned to the car after leaving 

to look for help when the vehicle got stuck. Wilson said that he now has “no recollection of her 

being hysterical at the time” and rationalizes this statement saying it “makes no sense” that “if 

Nichol had seen Milgaard kill someone she would have never continued with us on the trip”.

 4.  At trial, Wilson testified that, after leaving Saskatoon John found a woman’s compact in the glove 

compartment of Wilson’s car and that Milgaard grabbed it and threw it out of the window. In his 

statement, Wilson said that he has “no independent recollection today of this having occurred”.

 5.  At trial, Wilson testified that the day after Miller’s murder, while in Calgary, Milgaard told him that 

he had “hit a girl” or “got a girl”190 in Saskatoon and put her purse in a trash can. In his statement, 

Wilson said that “this testimony was planted in my mind by police” and that Milgaard did not say 

this to him.

 6.  At trial, Wilson testified that their vehicle became stuck near the intersection of 20th Street and 

Avenue N. The funeral home is located on that corner. In re-examination by Caldwell, Wilson was 

shown a sketch of the intersection identifying the funeral home on the corner and Wilson testified 

that they became stuck right beside the funeral home and he made a mark on the sketch to 

identify it. Caldwell asked him:

  Q  Can I show you then P-1 and there has been evidence that  P-1 is a sketch of 

the T-shaped alley and that the thing showed here as ‘1402’ is a…or the funeral 

home. Now does P-1 assist you – or is the intersection that you remember 

included in this sketch?191

   Wilson answered that it was and he marked the location adjacent to the funeral home as where 

they were stuck that morning.

   In his one page supplemental to the June 4, 1990 statement, Wilson says he read Nichol John’s 

trial transcript and “learned for the first time that Nichol claimed that our car became stuck in an 

alley behind the funeral home on the morning in January 1969”. He acknowledged that the car 

got stuck and said “But I saw no funeral home in the location where we became stuck. I recall 

that we became stuck at an intersection at the end of a block. I do not recall seeing a funeral 

home and would have so testified if I had been asked that question during the trial”.192
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In his statement, Wilson makes a number of comments regarding his interaction with the police and the 

effect on his trial testimony:

 1.  He said that he believes that Milgaard is innocent and that his testimony was “coerced by 

police”.

 2.  At the time he was 17 years old and “very frightened because I felt the police were trying to pin 

the murder on me”.

 3.  Wilson described the polygraph session with Roberts as being questioned for “maybe as long 

as 6 hours. It was like a sweat session. My mind was exhausted and I was mentally scrambled. 

I remember it now being like brainwashing.” He “finally” began to implicate Milgaard in the 

murder, telling police the things they wanted to hear.

 4.  “I am now certain that I was manipulated by police into lying and later giving false testimony 

against Milgaard.”

 5. “I may have been manipulated into testifying against an innocent person”.

 6. “I was manipulated into lying against him – manipulated into believing my own lies”.

 7.  Wilson also stated that at the time he was heavily involved in drugs and he considered himself 

not to have been mentally stable at that time.193

Henderson told the Commission that he wrote out Wilson’s statement and the choice of words were for 

the most part his although the entire statement was “approved”194 by Wilson. Henderson said:

when you are writing a statement out for somebody like Ron Wilson you have to often 

help them describe their own feelings, help them come up with the words, umm, that’s 

the way - - that’s the way I’ve always operated when taking handwritten statements from 

witnesses.195

Where Wilson said that his testimony was “coerced by police”, Henderson said “coerce”196 was not 

Wilson’s word but Henderson’s, and he would have explained the meaning to Wilson.

The word “manipulation” is mentioned four times in the statement in relation to police conduct. Henderson 

said this was not Wilson’s word, adding that “I don’t think it would have been a word that he would have 

chosen to come up with necessarily”.197

The word “brainwashing” was also a word that Henderson didn’t think Wilson came up with on his own.

With respect to Wilson’s statement that he was manipulated into lying against Milgaard and “manipulated 

into believing my own lies”,198 Henderson said that the thought was Wilson’s but that the words and the 

way in which they appear were constructed by Henderson.

With respect to Wilson’s statement that he had no “independent recollection”199 of the compact incident, 

Henderson said the word independent meant that Wilson had no recollection independent of what the 

police officers told him. Henderson said the wording conveyed the possibility that the compact incident 

was planted in his mind by the police.
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Henderson provided the statement to Joyce Milgaard, Asper and Lett. Lett interviewed Wilson and on 

June 7, 1990, Lett published a front page story in the Winnipeg Free Press;

200
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A second article was published by Lett on the same day.

201

 (f) Investigation of the Wilson Statement by Eugene Williams

Williams started with the premise that Wilson’s trial evidence was under oath, tested by cross-examination 

and that some credence had to be given to the sworn and tested evidence. He also believed that 

Wilson’s incriminating statements were verifi ed by polygraph. This had been the widely held belief at the 

time. However, in 1992 when Roberts was testifying at the Supreme Court Reference, he said that the 

polygraph was used to test Wilson’s initial exculpatory answers. When Wilson changed his evidence and 

provided inculpatory evidence, Roberts turned him over to the police to provide a statement. Roberts did 

not verify Wilson’s inculpatory statements by polygraph.

Williams told the Inquiry that his task was to provide the Minister with suffi cient context for the recantation 

so that she could assess how much weight to put on it. He needed to look into the circumstances behind 

the statement, to ensure that it was a genuine recantation. Williams tested it in two ways. Firstly, he 

looked at the facts now disputed and whether there was any other evidence that objectively confi rmed 

the accuracy of the recanted facts. In this case, it meant looking at whether John, Cadrain and Milgaard 

corroborated the “recanted facts”.202
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The second task was to “test the reasons advanced by the recantor”.203 If the reasons advanced were not 

credible and truthful, Williams said the recantation itself would lack credibility.

Williams had a number of concerns regarding the credibility of Wilson’s statement. He was concerned 

about the substantive content, the language used, the manner in which the statement was obtained, 

and the fact that it was provided to the media before being received by Williams. Williams told the 

Commission:

 1.  He was surprised that the Wilson statement was elevated as a new ground in the application 

because he had recently asked the Milgaard counsel whether there was anything else to add to 

the application and nothing was provided.

 2.  He wanted to determine why Wilson would suddenly recant 20 years after the murder and 

18 months after Milgaard filed his application. He assumed that Wolch or Asper had interviewed 

Wilson prior to submitting the application and he wanted to find out what prompted Wilson to 

recant now rather than before.

 3.  Based on what he read in the paper, he understood that Henderson interviewed Wilson for 

an entire day yet only a six page statement was created. Williams expected that to obtain a 

recantation the interviewer and witness would have to cultivate a trusting relationship. Williams 

was surprised that Henderson obtained the statement in one day, having never met Wilson 

before.

 4.  The fact that Wilson’s statement was delivered to Lett and the media before being sent to 

federal Justice officials, and that a story was published to put federal Justice officials on the 

defensive troubled Williams. He described it as “another chapter in the…politicization of the 

s. 690 process”204 and said he was “blindsided”205. Releasing information to the media before 

providing it to federal Justice officials caused Williams to doubt the credibility of the information. 

He believed the statement may have been geared more towards getting media attention than 

providing a credible basis for the application.

 5.  He had already read the transcript of Milgaard’s trial and he was surprised that the Milgaards 

would now be alleging police coercion, manipulation and misconduct. It had not been previously 

raised and based on Williams’ reading of the trial transcript, he did not see any evidence of 

police mistreatment of the witnesses. Wilson had frequent contacts with the police and a criminal 

record before he was questioned in the Miller investigation, and he did not appear to Williams to 

be the type to be intimidated. He had reviewed Tallis’ cross-examination of Wilson regarding his 

interaction with the police and concluded that Wilson gave no hint of police coercion or influence.

 6.  If Wilson had been coerced by the police to provide a false statement, Williams wondered what 

caused Wilson to give false evidence at the preliminary hearing and trial, which were much later. 

The fact that Wilson volunteered Melnyk and Lapchuk’s motel room evidence to the police also 

caused Williams to doubt the allegation of police coercion.

 7.  The language used in the statement was suspicious. Williams recognized that Wilson did not 

write it and that someone with a good command of the English language had. Williams believed 

the statement was drafted for media appeal by using words such as “brainwashing and sweat 

session”, which Williams said was “stuff you see in some movies”.206
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Williams concluded that he needed to interview Wilson and the police officers who dealt with him, and to 

review the record of his interactions with police in 1969 and 1970.

Williams had difficulty arranging an interview. The Milgaard group did not want Williams to talk to Wilson 

until he had his own lawyer, so Milgaard counsel made arrangements to retain Ken Watson to represent 

him. The concern stemmed from alleged improprieties in Williams’ interviews of Hall and Linda Fisher.

Wilson agreed to be interviewed by Williams on June 18, 1990. Williams, Sgt. Gary Tidsbury of the RCMP 

and a court reporter arrived at the Nakusp detachment for the interview. Wilson did not appear so the 

RCMP went to his home. Wilson called his lawyer, Watson, and told the officer that they would be at the 

detachment at 2:30.

Instead, Watson arrived at the detachment without Wilson to say that his client did not wish to be 

interviewed. He had concerns about the nature of Williams’ questioning after speaking to Asper who told 

him that other witnesses had been “intimidated, belittled and not believed”.207 Williams invited Watson 

to remain during the questioning to protect his client’s interest. Watson talked to Wilson and returned a 

half-hour later to say that his client would only testify in a court room setting. Watson later told Williams’ 

superior, William Corbett, that Wilson was not interested in providing evidence of perjury under oath, and 

that Wilson was in a highly emotional state and did not want to be put through any more interviews, but 

would tell his story to a judge.

In a letter dated June 19, 1990, Watson advised that Wilson would make no statements to Williams and 

that any further evidence would have to be before a court:

I would confirm my advice to you that my client was aware from Mr. Asper that some 

other witnesses interviewed by your department were dissatisfied with their treatment. 

I understand from you and Mr. Asper that Mr. Asper has written to your department 

expressing his position with respect to that treatment.208

Williams was suspicious of the recanted statement; the manner in which it was taken, the fact that Wilson 

was not prepared to be interviewed, and that Milgaard’s counsel had appeared to play a role in the 

refusal. In Williams’ memorandum to file on June 19, 1990, he concluded:

In these circumstances, little if any weight can be given to the unsworn allegations 

contained in this recent statement. It also appears that the applicant has actively intervened 

to discourage or prevent any attempt to question this witness to determine the accuracy of 

the statement.209

In the days that followed, Corbett communicated with Wilson’s counsel to arrange another interview, 

and terms were discussed. On June 22, 1990, Wolch contacted Corbett and advised that Wilson was 

prepared to be interviewed on June 28, 1990, provided Wolch was allowed to attend (but not question) in 

addition to Wilson’s lawyer and on condition that Williams not be the counsel interviewing Wilson. Wilson’s 

lawyer repeated these conditions a few days later.
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Federal Justice offi cials would not agree to have Wolch present, although they agreed to provide him 

with the transcript. They would not assign someone other than Williams to conduct the interview. Wilson 

ultimately agreed to these terms, and an interview was scheduled for July 20, 1990.

 (g) The July 17, 1990 Dan Lett Article

In preparation for the interview, Williams sent Watson a copy of Wilson’s preliminary and trial evidence and 

his statements to police including that to Riddell of the RCMP on March 3, 1969.

On July 17, 1990, Lett published the following article in the Winnipeg Free Press:

210
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Wilson’s March 3, 1969 statement to Riddell of the RCMP was provided by Caldwell to Tallis on 

August 15, 1969, prior to commencement of the preliminary hearing. At the preliminary hearing and trial, 

Tallis specifically questioned Wilson about his interview with Riddell and the March 3, 1969 statement. 

For sound tactical reasons, Tallis did not show the statement to Wilson, nor did he seek to introduce 

the document as evidence, fearing that the Crown would ask to have Wilson’s later more incriminating 

statements made exhibits as well.

Tallis said he had to be careful how he used the March 3 statement, fearing that Wilson might say he 

withheld information in his initial statement because he was trying to help his friend. However, Tallis was 

still able to question Wilson without introducing the March 3 statement as an exhibit. The following are 

excerpts from the preliminary hearing and trial:

 Tallis’ cross-examination of Wilson (preliminary hearing):

Q.  Now then, later on, I believe that an inspector from the Regina city police came to 

see you there at the jail on March 3rd? An inspector of the mounted police perhaps?

A. Mounted police?

Q.  Pardon? Well, let’s get it this way. About on March the 3rd, a policeman came to see 

you at the jail, is that correct?

…

Q. I’m referring to a specific occasion when a Mr. Riddell came to see you.

A. Riddell, that’s the name.

Q.  On an occasion when Mr. Riddell came to see you, you did give a statement in 

writing?

A. Yes, I did.211

 Caldwell’s examination of Cadrain (preliminary hearing):

I might mention I have supplied my learned friend with the two statements made by this 

witness, two made by Wilson, two or three as the case may be, the one has two pages 

added the day after it started and two made by Ms. John ahead of the witnesses being 

called…212

 Tallis’ cross-examination of Wilson at trial:

Q.  And at the time Mr. Ruddell (sic) was there – Inspector Ruddell was there, there 

was no suggestion to you that you were a suspect in connection with this Gail Miller 

murder?

A.  I don’t believe so. There might have been – I’m not sure if it was that time I gave the 

statement to him or…

Q. …Pardon?

A.  I’m not sure if it was that time I gave the statement to him or he came again. I’m not 

sure.

Q.  Well, in any event before you said anything to Inspector Ruddell about it there was no 

suggestion that you were a suspect?

A. No.
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…

Q.  And I suppose that it’s fair to say that when you were talking to Inspector Ruddell 

(sic) on this occasion you told him that nobody in your car had anything to do with 

this terrible thing that happened in Saskatoon?

A. That’s right.

Q. And in particular you said that you hadn’t had anything to do with it?

A. Yes.

Q. And that David hadn’t had anything to do with it?

A. Yes.

…213

A copy of Wilson’s March 3, 1969 statement was on Tallis’ file and a copy obtained by Joyce Milgaard 

when she reviewed the file in 1981. She had the March 3, 1969 statement and specifically referred to it 

when she interviewed Wilson in 1981. She passed along a copy of this statement to Wolch and Asper 

in 1986.

After reading Lett’s article, Joyce Milgaard had concerns that some of the statements in it were wrong. 

Based on her reading of the transcript, she believed Tallis had Wilson’s statement. In a telephone 

conversation that she recorded and provided to the Commission, she told both Asper and Lett that she 

believed that Tallis had Wilson’s statement and referred to the transcript of Tallis’ cross-examination of 

Wilson at trial where he questioned Wilson about the first statement he gave to Riddell. She reviewed 

certain portions of the transcript with Asper on the telephone and identified where Tallis referred to Riddell 

and the statement. Asper replied that mentioning the statement did not necessarily mean that Caldwell 

gave the statement to Tallis. He told her that Caldwell might simply have indicated that a statement 

existed. Asper commented that if Tallis did in fact have the statement, he would have put it to Wilson 

word for word and shown the statement to the jury. Asper said these were the “red flags”214 that tell him 

that Tallis did not have the statement, although he may have had a general idea that one was given and in 

essence was a denial of any involvement.

Joyce Milgaard then telephoned Lett and had a similar discussion. Lett told her that he could not 

believe the statement would not have been entered into evidence if Tallis actually had it. She concluded, 

therefore, that Tallis must not have had the statement but was aware of its contents.

The article was not corrected. Despite the concerns Joyce expressed to Asper and Lett, she contacted a 

number of other media outlets and alerted them to the information in the Lett article.

The article reflected badly upon the Milgaard position as seen by federal authorities, police and 

Saskatchewan Justice. Investigation soon showed that the statement had been given to Tallis by 

Caldwell. The article suggested misconduct on the part of Caldwell for failing to disclose the statement, 

or alternatively, incompetence on the part of Tallis for not using the statement at trial. Both suggestions 

were wrong and were damaging to the reputations of Caldwell and Tallis, as well as to the administration 

of justice.
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 (h) Eugene Williams’ Interview of Ron Wilson

Williams interviewed Wilson on July 20, 1990 in Nakusp, B.C.:

Wilson said that he made an error on his June 4, 1990 statement by saying Milgaard did not •	
have a knife on the trip to Saskatoon. In fact he had a bone handled hunting knife which he stole 

from the elevator before arriving in Saskatoon.

Wilson admitted that he was exaggerating a bit when he said the polygraph sessions took six •	
hours.

Wilson acknowledged that he had implicated Milgaard in Regina two days before he underwent •	
the polygraph session in Saskatoon and not “only after [he] had been brainwashed”215 by 

Roberts, as he suggested in his statement.

Wilson said the police did not offer him or promise him anything, and did not threaten him in the •	
course of questioning.

Wilson said at the time he testified at the preliminary hearing there was no police pressure, and at •	
the time of trial they “had no hold on [him]”.216

After the examination, Williams asked Wilson to undergo a polygraph test. Discussions ensued with 

Wilson’s counsel who insisted that the original polygraph records from 1969 be produced as a condition 

of any further testing. These had been destroyed many years earlier and could not be provided. Ultimately, 

they could not agree on terms and further testing was not done.

As well as interviewing Wilson about his June 4, 1990 statement, Williams reviewed the entire police file 

in Saskatoon to obtain a record of Wilson’s dealings with the police. He also contacted Roberts about 

Wilson’s allegations of manipulation by Roberts during the polygraph exam.

Roberts told Williams that he did not recall the details of his interview. However, he did recall that Wilson 

or John said something which prompted him to think they were in the alley when “Milgaard took the 

girl”.217 Roberts did not have any notes or the polygraph records, and further inquiries by Williams with the 

Calgary and Saskatoon Police determined that the records had not been retained.

Williams interviewed Karst and Short and noted that their recollection of the events did not extend beyond 

the investigation reports prepared at the time. They denied the allegations that they coerced, manipulated 

or planted stories with Wilson.

 (i) Conclusion of Eugene Williams

Williams concluded that little weight should attach to Wilson’s recantation. In the case of the compact, 

Wilson was recanting a fact which had been corroborated by Milgaard to his lawyer and by Cadrain and 

John’s trial testimony. As Williams told the Inquiry, Wilson “may have recanted too much”.218

Williams doubted Wilson’s reasons for lying at trial. When questioned, Wilson could not provide any 

specifics of coercion, manipulation or “the planting”219 of stories by the police. Instead, he said only that 

during the polygraph session Roberts repeated questions. He could point to no improper conduct by any 
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police officer who questioned him. He said that he made up the lies, and that he was not told to lie by the 

police.

Williams was impressed by the fact that Wilson testified freely at the preliminary hearing and trial; that he 

volunteered Melnyk and Lapchuk as potential witnesses to the police; and that shortly after the trial he 

applied for the reward. In light of these facts, Wilson’s contention that he was manipulated, coerced and 

pressured into falsely testifying at Milgaard’s trial did not ring true.

The manner in which the statement was produced and presented in the media before being provided to 

federal Justice officials, and the use of sensational words in the statement to attract media attention, also 

lessened the credibility of the statement in Williams’ eyes.

3. Markesteyn Report – Dog Urine Theory

 (a) Introduction

In May 1990, Asper retained Dr. Peter Markesteyn, the chief Medical Examiner of the Department of 

Justice in Manitoba, to review the Ferris report. On June 4, 1990, Markesteyn issued a report, stating he 

agreed with Ferris that the frozen semen tendered as evidence at Milgaard’s trial did not link Milgaard to 

the murder. However, unlike Ferris, he did not say that the frozen semen proved Milgaard was innocent.

Markesteyn went on to suggest that the frozen substance found at the murder scene could have been 

dog urine, due to its yellowish color. Markesteyn did not say it was dog urine, but rather that tests should 

have been done to exclude the possibility that the substance was non-human. The report was quickly and 

widely disseminated in the media, and was used by the Milgaards to suggest that the physical evidence 

linking Milgaard to the murder was dog urine.

The dog urine allegation was contrived and false. It had no factual basis as tests were properly conducted 

in 1969 confirming the substance was human semen. Paynter, a RCMP serologist, conducted tests on 

the frozen semen to confirm that it was human spermatozoa and not dog urine. Regrettably, Markesteyn 

was not provided with a complete investigation and trial record which would have clearly rebutted his 

speculation that it may have been dog urine.

Williams concluded the Markesteyn report did not support Milgaard’s application in any respect. The 

frozen substance was not dog urine but rather human semen. Furthermore, the semen was not evidence 

which linked Milgaard to the murder in any event. Despite this, the dog urine theory was advanced by the 

Milgaard group in the media to ridicule the police officers who gathered and analyzed the semen, and the 

prosecutor who tendered it as evidence at trial. The dog urine theory negatively affected the credibility of 

Milgaard’s application to the federal Minister.

 (b) Engagement of Dr. Peter Markesteyn

Because they had not heard anything from federal Justice officials regarding the Ferris report, the 

Milgaards thought that a second report might provide further support to the application.

Markesteyn’s engagement was reported in the media by Lett, and was raised by MP Harvard in the 

House of Commons. Williams became aware and contacted Markesteyn directly because he had 
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concerns that Markesteyn might base his report on incomplete information. Williams sent a copy of the 

trial judge’s jury charge to Markesteyn, and followed up with Milgaard’s counsel, requesting a copy of 

Markesteyn’s report once it was completed.

In late May 1990, the media reported that Markesteyn’s review had been completed. Williams contacted 

Markesteyn on May 29, 1990 and requested a copy of the completed report. Markesteyn expected the 

report to be completed by June 1, 1990 and told Williams he would send him a copy. Williams asked if 

his report would address the question “Whether the scientific evidence exonerated David Milgaard?”220 

Williams thought that Ferris’ answer to this question had been wrongly construed and reported as 

suggesting the scientific evidence at trial exonerated Milgaard. Markesteyn said he would address this 

question in his report.

On May 31, 1990, Markesteyn called Williams and advised that his report was completed but he was 

instructed to deliver the report to Asper, who would then distribute it. Williams asked Markesteyn whether, 

in his opinion, the forensic evidence exculpated David Milgaard. Markesteyn replied “I can’t say the 

forensic evidence excludes him”,221 adding, however, that his written report did not address this question.

 (c) The Markesteyn Report

Markesteyn’s report dated June 4, 1990 was made public and provided to Williams on June 5, 1990. In it:

 1.  he agreed with Ferris that the serological evidence presented at trial failed to link Milgaard with 

the semen retrieved from the snow.

 2.  he challenged the assumption that Milgaard was a non-secretor stating that the test conducted 

in 1969 should not be relied upon as proof of his non-secretor status.

 3.  he raised concerns about the contamination of the semen found in the snow bank and he raised 

the possibility that certain organic substances could have caused the positive A antigen test, 

meaning that the semen might not have contained A antigens.

 4.  he concluded that: “If, to everyone’s satisfaction, it was established that the origin of the yellowish 

patch was unadulterated, uncontaminated human semen, then the presence of the A-antigen in 

this specimen clearly, from a serological point of view, could not be Mr. Milgaard’s.”222 This was 

premised on the assumption that Milgaard was a non-secretor.

 5.  he did not state that the frozen semen retrieved from the snow bank proved Milgaard’s 

innocence or exonerated him.

Markesteyn reported that yellowish stains in snow banks most commonly “find their origin”223 not in 

human ejaculates but in urine, most commonly of canine origin. Markesteyn introduced the “dog urine 

theory” in his report:

The serology section determined it to be not only semen but of human origin. In order to 

reach a firm scientific conclusion whether the semen retrieved from the snow bank four 

days after the assault was indeed human one needs to review the methodology used by 

the serologist at that time and thus one needs to review the notes that were made at the 

time.
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I have been informed that the original notes on which the evidence by Staff Sergeant 

Paynter was based are no longer available. Staff Sergeant Paynter informed me that he 

does not remember (some 20 years after the event) whether or not he performed specific 

tests to determine the human origin of these specimens.224

The reference to semen being retrieved from a “snowbank”225 is somewhat misleading. The semen, 

according to evidence we heard at the Inquiry, came from snow which had been dug from the spot where 

Gail Miller’s body lay and piled to one side. Markesteyn would not have known this.

Markesteyn did not say that the frozen substance was dog urine but rather that a further review of the 

serologist’s 1969 work was necessary to exclude the possibility it was dog urine.

Paynter had retained his original notes of the 1969 tests and he produced them at the Inquiry. They 

confirmed that he conducted appropriate tests in 1969 to establish that the frozen substance was human 

semen. Paynter told the Inquiry that he did not recall ever talking to Markesteyn nor did he recall a request 

being made for his notes.

Paynter said he had his notes in 1990 and that if he had been asked by Markesteyn or anyone else about 

his testing of the human origin of the frozen substance, he would have told him exactly what he did on the 

case, his conclusions, and the basis for those conclusions.

Markesteyn acknowledged that had he known about Paynter’s 1969 tests and analysis he would not have 

even raised the possibly of the frozen substance being of canine origin.

Markesteyn was not provided with the March 27, 1969 lab report prepared by the head of the RCMP hair 

and fibre section, Corporal Victor Molchanko. In it Molchanko identified six human pubic hairs removed 

from the frozen semen delivered to the RCMP. Molchanko also testified at Milgaard’s trial that human 

pubic hairs were found in the frozen semen.

Markesteyn told the Commission that if he had been provided with Molchanko’s lab report and related trial 

evidence his theory as to the possibility of dog urine “would have been weakened”.226

The speculation that the frozen semen might have been dog urine was clearly unfounded. Ironically, if the 

frozen substance was dog urine, this would have negated Ferris’ contention that the frozen semen proved 

Milgaard’s innocence. The premise of Ferris’ opinion was that the substance found in the snow was the 

perpetrator’s semen.

 (d) Investigation by Eugene Williams

The Markesteyn report was provided to Williams by letter dated June 5, 1990. In the letter Asper states:

You will note that the report confirms the original report of Dr. James Ferris which was 

submitted with our application. However, it goes further to suggest that the samples used 

to link David Milgaard to the scene of the crime could well have been dog urine, which 

could have caused the results suggesting the presence of sperm and/or blood. Assuming 

that these samples were in fact semen, Dr. Markesteyn confirms that they could not have 

come from David Milgaard.
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With all due respect, this is the kind of action that we anticipated your office would take 

when we first submitted the application on behalf of David Milgaard. Surely by now 

you must accept that this is not a frivolous application. Rather it is one which demands 

immediate attention from your Department.227

Markesteyn told the Inquiry that Asper’s letter summarizing his report was not quite accurate. Only if 

he assumed the frozen substance was uncontaminated A positive semen, and that Milgaard was a 

non-secretor, could Markesteyn say that it could not have come from Milgaard. Markesteyn could not 

say that it was A positive semen, nor could he say that Milgaard was a non-secretor as was assumed 

at trial. Markesteyn said he did not confirm Ferris’ report to the extent that Ferris said the frozen semen 

exonerated Milgaard or proved his innocence.

Upon receipt of the Markesteyn report, Williams sent it to Alain for review. Alain advised him that the 

“morphological difference of human spermatozoa and canine spermatozoa are several. The experienced 

examiner would not have any problems in distinguishing between human and canine spermatozoa.”228

On June 11, 1990, Williams met with Ferris to discuss his report and to obtain his comments on 

Markesteyn’s findings. Ferris told Williams that he was in general agreement with the findings of 

Markesteyn and that he could not exclude the yellow frozen lumps which contained sperm as having 

originated from a dog.

Ferris said his opinion that the frozen semen exonerated Milgaard was premised on the assumption that 

the semen was not contaminated. If contamination was taken into account, Ferris said “you could not say 

it (the serological evidence) excluded [Milgaard]”.229 Ferris also raised doubts regarding the non-secretor 

status attributed to Milgaard in 1969. He said the testing and the result might have been wrong.

In a memorandum summarizing his meeting with Ferris, Williams concluded:

Very little, if any weight can be given to a conclusion that blindly ignored the obvious 

contamination of the samples that were collected. The conclusion is also wrong because 

an essential fact upon which it is based, namely, David Milgaard’s status as a non-secretor, 

has not been established.

The procedures used to collect the saliva sample tested to determine David Milgaard’s 

secretor status resulted in destruction of the very matter that would signal his status as a 

secretor. The resulting finding that he was a non-secretor was ensured as a result of the 

failure to properly preserve the sample.230

Williams contacted Colin Merry who had worked with Markesteyn. Merry confirmed that the manner in 

which Milgaard’s saliva test was done in 1969 would have destroyed the A antigen, so even if Milgaard 

was a secretor the test would have disclosed non-secretor status.

On June 12, 1990, Williams visited with Markesteyn and Merry in Winnipeg. Williams sought clarification 

of items in Markesteyn’s report, and Markesteyn’s reaction to the Milgaard position that his report 

confirmed Ferris’ findings.
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Williams showed Markesteyn a June 6, 1990 letter from Milgaard’s counsel saying that Markesteyn’s 

report “confirms the findings of James Ferris”.231 Markesteyn told Williams he “disagrees with the 

conclusion that Milgaard could not have done it because there was insufficient time”232 and “disagrees 

with the conclusion that the serological evidence exonerates Milgaard”.233 Markesteyn also pointed out 

that the conclusion pointing to Milgaard as a non-secretor had not been established.

Despite the fact that the three forensic experts consulted by the Milgaards questioned the reliability of 

Milgaard’s 1969 secretor test, no steps were taken at the time to verify his status as a non-secretor. In 

February 1992, at the request of Saskatchewan Justice, and as part of the Supreme Court Reference 

proceeding, he was tested and found to be a secretor.

By mid-June 1990, Williams had reviewed the Markesteyn and Ferris reports and discussed them with 

Ferris, Markesteyn and Alain. He concluded that neither report established any credible evidence to 

support Milgaard’s application.

 (e) Dog Urine Theory in the Media

Although it had no basis in fact, the dog urine theory gained significant attention in the media, having 

been circulated by the Milgaard group to attract media attention to the cause.

In the days before Markesteyn’s report was made public, Asper and Joyce Milgaard were interviewed 

on a television program. Asper indicated that the key people involved in 1969 and 1970 now held high 

positions including the investigator who was the Chief of Police in Saskatoon (Penkala). Asper said that 

this is the guy who found the samples in the snow “which if all goes well, by the time this show airs will be 

ridiculed”.234

The suggestion that Milgaard may have been convicted by dog urine was described by Asper as 

“sensational”235 and had “great publicity value in terms of continuing to discredit the evidence at trial”.236

The media reporting of the Markesteyn report evolved. Initially it was reported that it was only a possibility 

that the frozen substance was dog urine. It later became a likelihood, and finally some reporters said the 

frozen substance was dog urine.

In an article published June 6, 1990, Lett reported:

Dr. Peter Markesteyn who reviewed serological and other forensic evidence from Milgaard’s 

trial, said in a report obtained by the Free Press that semen samples used by Crown 

prosecutors to link Milgaard to the crime were insufficiently analyzed and could just as 

easily be ‘dog urine’ as human semen.

 …

I was not convinced myself that enough was done to make sure that it was indeed human 

semen. The top coroner said ‘I am not saying it was dog urine; I am saying how do you 

know it isn’t? No tests were done to exclude urine.

…
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Markesteyn said the technology was available in 1969 to conclusively analyze the two 

yellowish spots, but the tests were never performed.

Asper said after reading the Markesteyn report it seems entirely likely that his client was 

convicted partly on the basis of dog urine left in the snow after the murder.237

The semen samples were not used by the Crown to “link Milgaard to the crime”.238 The semen was 

properly analyzed, and Paynter had done tests in 1969 to exclude dog urine and confirm that the 

substance was human semen. Milgaard was not convicted partly on the basis of dog urine left in the 

snow.

In a front page story in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix on June 6, 1990, Fuller reported that:

A key piece of evidence used to convict David Milgaard of murder was likely worthless, 

according to a new forensic review.

Alleged semen found in the snow at the scene four days after the murder, which was linked 

to Milgaard, could have been contaminated by dog urine.

…

David Asper, Milgaard’s lawyer, is more blunt about the report.

“It concludes that what Penkala found in the snow could very well be dog urine, said 

Asper.”239

In an article published the next day in the StarPhoenix, Fuller writes:

Like Ferris, Markesteyn says emphatically that semen found at the scene cannot have been 

Milgaard’s.

Markesteyn told the Inquiry that this was not an accurate report of his findings.

In a related statement published the same day, Penkala commented that “the media has allowed itself to 

be used in promoting his [Milgaard’s] cause”.240

In a three page story published in the August 13, 1990 edition of the Western Report, there is a picture of 

Markesteyn with a caption that says “Dr. Markesteyn: The Crown’s Sperm Samples Were Dog Urine”.241 

The article states:

Dr. Markesteyn, 59, is the chief medical examiner of Manitoba. He has concluded that the 

crown sample was not semen at all, but dog urine.242

In 1990, Asper appeared on “Current Affair”, a national U.S. television program and stated “what they 

tendered as Milgaard’s semen was, in fact, fido’s urine”.243
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In an August 11, 1991 front page story in the Toronto Star, Edwards wrote a lengthy article on Milgaard’s 

case. One of the headings in the article read: “Semen presented at Milgaard’s Trial was really dog 

urine”.244 The article stated:

What was presented in court as possibly Milgaard’s semen near the crime scene was 

actually dog urine, concluded Dr. Peter Markesteyn, Chief Medical Examiner of Manitoba, 

in a June 1990 statement.245

What the Milgaards gained in publicity they lost in credibility not only with Williams but with the RCMP, 

the Saskatoon Police and Saskatchewan Justice, who were targets of unfounded ridicule for allegedly 

tendering dog urine as evidence and claiming it was human semen. Williams, the police and authorities 

knew the evidence at Milgaard’s trial was not dog urine.

Williams said that these unfounded allegations cast aspersions unfairly on the quality of the police 

investigation, but gave the Milgaards the initial advantage of questioning the integrity of the evidence 

gathering process, and the analysis that was used at the trial. Williams could not respond publicly and 

a great deal of public support was generated based on the false information. By the time the federal 

Minister was able to respond publicly, he said the damage had been done. Undoubtedly, there are still 

members of the public who believe that dog urine played a role in Milgaard’s wrongful conviction.

In addition to unfairly damaging the reputations of the police and others involved in the collection, 

analysis and presentation of the forensic evidence at trial, the dog urine theory had a detrimental effect on 

Milgaard’s efforts to reopen the investigation and obtain a remedy under s. 690.

At the Inquiry, Williams was asked whether his experience with the dog urine ground influenced his 

thinking with respect to other information received from Milgaard’s counsel. He answered:

It certainly caused us to look at their submissions with a great deal of care, careful scrutiny. 

… Because our experiences in examining the earlier bases signaled that some of it was 

incomplete, some of it was misleading, and to that extent, when you’ve been bitten once, 

you are twice shy, you take a look at it very closely, but you look at it, you don’t dismiss it 

peremptorily and so we continued to look.246

4. Efforts to Influence Minister’s Decision

As part of their efforts to put public pressure on federal Justice lawyers and the federal Minister to give 

favourable consideration to Milgaard’s application, the Milgaards publicly criticized Williams, the pace of 

the investigation and the review process.

As Joyce Milgaard and Asper told the Inquiry, they had hoped this aspect of their public campaign 

would assist in influencing the political decision maker to make a favourable ruling. Joyce Milgaard 

acknowledged that there was some risks involved with this strategy, and that she had “some concerns”247 

that the strategy would backfire if they pushed the Minister the wrong way and upset her with their 

position.
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There were many news stories written about Williams’ work and the Minister’s review process. Most were 

critical of the delay, the lack of information coming from Justice lawyers and the federal Minister and the 

manner in which Williams was conducting his review. Some of the more significant reports and incidents 

are detailed below.

 (a) Joyce Milgaard’s Encounter with the Minister of Justice

On May 14, 1990, Joyce Milgaard confronted Kim Campbell, the Minister of Justice, at a Winnipeg 

hotel and tried to provide her with a copy of the Ferris report. Joyce Milgaard believed that the Ferris 

report proved her son’s innocence and she was upset that Williams had not responded to the report nor 

provided a copy to the federal Minister. The Minister refused to accept the report from Joyce Milgaard, 

and the encounter was widely publicized in the print and television media.

On May 15, 1990 Lett published a report in the Winnipeg Free Press entitled “Minister shuns Milgaard 

pleas”. The article indicated that Joyce Milgaard “got a cold reception from federal Justice Minister 

Kim Campbell, who pushed past the woman and her daughter as they greeted her at a Winnipeg hotel 

yesterday.”248

Lett also quoted the Minister as saying:

“I’m sorry, but if you want your son to have a fair hearing, don’t approach me personally,” 

Campbell said, leaving the Milgaards behind in stunned silence. “I’m sorry, but I want her 

son to have a hearing that will withstand scrutiny. I’m sorry.”249

The article also cited the federal position that “Campbell has repeatedly stated she has not seen the 

Milgaard file and will not until all the evidence been thoroughly researched and checked.”250 Joyce 

Milgaard is quoted in the article as saying:

“The evidence she has and has had exonerates my son,” Milgaard said. “So, let him out.”

…

“The public has a right to know what’s going on,” Milgaard said moments after Campbell 

had departed. “My son should be free.

…

“This is being covered up. There are people in high places who don’t want this out, but 

we’re not going away.”251

The Winnipeg Sun also published an article on Tuesday, May 15, 1990 entitled “Mom’s plea rejected: Fed 

justice minister won’t accept ‘proof’ jailed son innocent.” The article included the following comments 

from Joyce Milgaard and Minister Campbell:

“Either this report is true and David is innocent, or it’s not. That’s pretty simple. Even the 

minister should be able to understand that,” Milgaard said.
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“I thought maybe if she could see me face-to-face, and could see here’s a family and 

here’s a mother that are really hurting, maybe she would do something. I guess that didn’t 

happen.”

…

Campbell said later she can only look at evidence that comes to her through the justice 

department.

“I’m like the judge in this case. When the file comes to my desk, I have to exercise 

ministerial discretion on the basis of the evidence before me,” the rookie minister said.

“Any suggestion that the minister was swayed by the people involved wouldn’t be a credit 

to the process.”252

The article also discussed the alleged delay in the federal justice department’s handling of the 

investigation:

Campbell said the department has not completed its report because Milgaard’s lawyer, 

David Asper, brought forward new evidence as recently as March 15.

But Asper said the new evidence has nothing to do with the forensic report.

“That excuse is utterly hollow. That report has been in the department’s hands since 

December 1988, and no one has even bothered talking to him,” Asper said.253

Asper and Joyce told the Inquiry that the encounter with the Minister was planned in advance and 

media outlets had been notified prior to the event. He said the encounter was designed as a photo 

opportunity between Joyce Milgaard and the Minister, however, “it was impossible to plan the outcome 

that occurred.”254 As Asper testified, the image created when the Minister “blew by”255 Joyce Milgaard 

“became one of the turning points in the case”256 because “it catalyzed public opinion and got played over 

and over and over again and … made Kim Campbell into the evil empire”.257 Asper told the Inquiry that he 

“couldn’t have asked for a better response from the minister”258 and viewed the encounter as favourable 

to their efforts to reopen Milgaard’s case.

Williams testified that the encounter with the Minister, and the media’s portrayal of that incident indirectly 

“elevated the Milgaard application from a regional to a national story”.259 Publication of the encounter 

in the print and television media also “brought a certain urgency to the department’s efforts to get this 

matter completed”260. He was also forced to prepare more briefing notes and accelerate the speed of his 

investigation of the Fisher allegations.
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 (b) The “Sloppy Probe” Allegation

On June 7, 1990, the Winnipeg Free Press published an article that made a number of critical remarks 

about the federal investigation of Milgaard’s conviction, many of which were attributed to Asper and 

MP Harvard. The article indicates:

The federal Justice Department has conducted a sloppy and incomplete investigation 

of David Milgaard’s claim of innocence, perhaps wasting another two years of the life of 

Canada’s longest-serving prisoner, an MP and Milgaard’s lawyer have charged.

Winnipeg lawyer David Asper said he was shocked to learn federal investigators have not 

bothered to contact any of the original witnesses in the case, especially since one has 

already recanted his original testimony.

“How do you explain where 18 months went?” Asper said. “We are insisting that the 

minister react immediately to this latest evidence. I can only hope they don’t use this as an 

excuse to prolong the whole thing.

“A man is still in jail, I hope they care about that.”

…

Asper said despite the growing pile of evidence that indicates his client may be innocent, 

he has been asked repeatedly by Justice Department officials to remain patient during the 

investigation process.

“They kept asking me to trust them, but I feel as if the fox has been babysitting the 

chickens,” he said.

Harvard (Winnipeg St. James), who continued grilling Justice Minister Kim Campbell in 

the Commons yesterday, said he too was shocked at the shortcoming of the Justice 

Department probe.261

Williams testified that the comment that the Department had conducted a “sloppy and incomplete 

investigation of David Milgaard’s claim of innocence” made for “good copy”.262 He disagreed with the 

author’s opinion and stated that it painted the department in a very bad light and perpetuated the earlier 

media line that federal Justice officials would only respond to a “fire”263 created by the media.

 (c) Alleged Mistreatment of Witnesses

In a June 12, 1990 letter to Williams, Asper and Wolch criticized the manner in which Williams questioned 

Hall and Linda Fisher:

Finally, further to our conversation with respect to the witnesses whom your investigator 

has interviewed, we can advise that these witnesses were left with a very negative 

impression about your investigator. Specifically Debra Hall tells us that she was made to 

feel as though she was wasting the investigator’s time. She felt that the investigator was 

twisting everything that she said, and made her feel “like an ass”. Moreover, she indicates 
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that this investigator made her feel like she was not being believed, and in fact was 

somehow lying about the contents of her affidavit. Essentially, her impression was that 

even though she had nothing to gain by coming forward, she was simply trying to say that 

Messrs. Melnyk and Lapchuk were lying when they gave their evidence at trial, and that for 

coming forward, she was made to feel “useless in this whole thing”.

We understand that Linda Fisher had much the same feeling after your investigators visited 

with her.264

On June 25, 1990, the Winnipeg Free Press published an article entitled “Justice Department power 

under scrutiny”.

Asper said at least two witnesses provided to justice investigators have complained of 

being insulted and berated, Asper said.

Asper said the witnesses came forward freely and with no self-interest in the case, except 

to help shed light on irregularities in the original police investigation. None of the witnesses 

were accompanied by lawyers when interviewed.

Asper said he realizes the department must challenge all new evidence, but it is unfair to 

treat these people as if they are being cross-examined in a court.

“It’s an adversarial system between counsel in court, but they (Justice investigators) are 

being adversarial with these witnesses before the court proceedings have begun,” Asper 

said. “If we had known they were going to be so adversarial, then we would have done 

things much differently.”265

Asper testified that he was concerned that the Department of Justice was “investigating, testing, and 

judging, basically playing investigator and judge”266 in the absence of counsel for the applicant and 

without the basic tenets of a fair hearing. He had anticipated a less formal form of contact.

Williams denied that his questioning of Hall or Linda Fisher was inappropriate. He indicated that “whether 

a witness feels good or not about their experience of being questioned is a separate issue from whether 

the behaviour of the questioner contributed to that bad feeling.”267 The accusation of bias didn’t disturb 

him unduly because he felt content that whatever he had done was proper and could be supported by 

the record. Rather, Williams just viewed the allegation as another form of advocacy and an attempt to alter 

his future behaviour in terms of questioning witnesses. With respect to putting pressure on the rest of his 

investigation, Williams said it was “simply a message, you know, we’ll complain if you go too hard on our 

guys.”268 They were trying to “persuade us to alter how we conducted the investigation.”269

Williams told the Inquiry that he had tape recorded his interviews with Hall and Linda Fisher and provided 

them to his superior in response to this complaint. On June 29, 1990, Corbett responded to Asper that he 

had reviewed the record made of the interviews of Hall and Linda Fisher and could “find nothing untoward 
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in the manner in which these interviews were conducted.”270 The Commission also reviewed Williams’ 

interviews with Hall and Linda Fisher and found nothing inappropriate in Williams’ treatment of these two 

witnesses.

 (d) The “Three Stooges” Remark

On July 25, 1990, another article authored by Lett was published in the Winnipeg Free Press. The article 

opens by paraphrasing Asper as saying the federal Justice department is inflicting “untold psychological 

damage to David Milgaard by delaying his application for a new trial”.271 The article goes on to say:

Asper said the Department investigators seemed to be taking their time while his client rots 

in jail.

“This is supposed to be the final repository of justice in the country,” Asper said of appeals 

to the Justice Minister. “From our perspective, it looks more like the three stooges.”272

Williams testified as to his reaction to the article:

Q Can you comment on what – what was your reaction to this article?

A  Disappointment, perhaps a bit of anger. It gave me the impression that here’s 

someone who has one hand tied behind your back so he can punch you in the nose, 

and what I meant simply by that is this: we received the – the complaint that we 

were slow and we were delaying things. Within the framework of the then existing 

690 process, without the ability to compel the attendance of witnesses and the 

production of materials, we relied on persuasion to obtain co-operation. We’ve just 

discussed the circumstances surrounding the interview of Mr. Wilson and it should 

be fresh in everybody’s mind that although we were in Nakusp in June, Mr. Wilson 

declined to be interviewed. In fact, the very representatives of the firm that are 

accusing us of delay and causing the client to rot in jail were the same ones who 

were demanding or requesting that someone else come in to do the interview and 

that of course would necessitate delay, so on the one hand there was a complaint 

about delay, but on the other hand, there were actions which were forestalling the 

completion of the report.

   Admittedly, and to the reader who is not fully apprised of the facts, when you go 

back to the first paragraph of the article, you’ll see that in December, 1988, that is the 

first date that is mentioned, now this article is July of 1990, a significant amount of 

time has elapsed. What the reader doesn’t know is that first in December, 1988, the 

application was not complete, trial transcripts weren’t received until I believe May. At 

the initial application two grounds were advanced, but additional grounds had been 

advanced between December of 1988, as late as June of 1990. One month later, 

before those grounds are fully investigated, there’s a complaint.

   I can understand where someone believes that the initial grounds advanced were 

sufficient to merit a remedy why there might be some limitations. However, because 
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of the continued, shall we say, correspondence between the department and 

representatives of the Milgaards, either with me personally or with Sergeant Pearson 

who was conducting the investigation of the Larry Fisher matter with me, there was 

sufficient exchange to dispel the notion that we were tardy in pursuing or in following 

up on this application and, consequently, the headlines in my view were unfair, but 

the juxtaposition of the dates of December of ‘88 and the fact that it was then July of 

1990 and the omission to include, that there had been a number of grounds that had 

been examined, certainly framed us in a very unenviable position. The reference to 

three stooges, well, comedy is not my first line.273

 (e) The “Elvis Presley” Remark

On August 1st, 1990, David Roberts of the Globe and Mail published an article entitled “Wrong Man 

Jailed in 1969 Rape Case, Ex-Convict Says”. The article related to an alleged jailhouse confession given 

by Fisher, and stated:

Mr. Corbett noted that, as Mr. Milgaard’s supporters provide the department with new 

evidence on almost a monthly basis, the review of the case has slowed. He had hoped to 

brief Ms. Campbell on the matter by the end of August, he said, adding that there is no 

clear-cut evidence to suggest that Mr. Milgaard was intentionally dealt a judicial travesty in 

1970.

“Seventeen per cent of people still believe Elvis Presley is alive,” Mr. Corbett said in an 

oblique reference to those who believe in Mr. Milgaard’s innocence.274

Corbett’s remark about Elvis was repeated in the media after its original publication in the Globe and Mail, 

and was often referred to by the Milgaards in criticizing the federal Justice Department’s approach to the 

application.

Williams told the Inquiry the remark about Elvis Presley was taken out of context. Corbett debriefed 

Williams on his conversation with the reporter even before the quotation appeared in media. Corbett told 

him that the reporter had recited a number of facts that had been reported in the media which Corbett 

knew were not accurate. According to Williams, Corbett made the comment that “[y]ou can’t believe 

everything you read in the newspaper, because certain journals report that Elvis is still alive”275 while 

discussing the misconceptions surrounding the facts and conclusions cited by the reporter. Williams said 

the Elvis comment was taken out of context because the “reporter’s take on it is that that was an oblique 

reference to those who believe in Milgaard’s innocence” when in fact “[i]t was an oblique reference to 

those who believe in the accuracy of the facts recited in certain journals as being 100 per cent correct.”276

When asked if federal justice department took any steps to correct the perspective that the Department 

of Justice was biased, Williams testified that he had spent countless hours discussing the process and 

procedures of s. 690 applications with members of the press, but most of the time the results of those 

conversations never found their way into the story.
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Williams testified that the article had the effect of moving the scope of the Milgaard group’s complaint to a 

level beyond him, and certainly added some impetus to complete the investigative work as quickly and as 

thoroughly as possible.

 (f) Allegations of Conflict of Interest

On August 14, 1990, Asper and Wolch wrote a letter to the Minister of Justice alleging that Caldwell was 

assisting Williams in his investigation of Milgaard’s application. At the time, Caldwell was employed with 

the federal justice department in Saskatoon.

On August 29, 1990, the Winnipeg Free Press published an article citing allegations by “Milgaard’s 

lawyers”277 that a conflict of interest had arisen as a result of Caldwell’s involvement in the federal justice 

department’s investigation of Milgaard’s case.

In the article, Lett indicates that Williams confirmed that he had conferred with Caldwell on occasion. 

He wrote “[t]he admission has prompted Milgaard’s lawyers, David Asper and Hersch Wolch, to charge 

Williams with conflict of interest and file a formal complaint with federal Justice Minister Kim Campbell, 

asking her to intervene immediately.”278 The article quotes Asper and Williams:

“If anybody asked me to illustrate a conflict of interest, I could use the example of Caldwell 

being involved in the investigation of his own case,” Asper said. “He is clearly biased. How 

could they involve him?”

...

 “Mr. Caldwell certainly is involved,” Williams said. “He was involved in the inception of 

the case. It would be ludicrous not to consult with the prosecutor on a case that is so 

complicated.”

“It would be ludicrous in terms of finding people when you have someone who knows all 

the people.”279

At the Inquiry, Asper testified that he found it “astonishing”280 that the Department of Justice did not 

retrieve Caldwell’s files and review them for themselves. He also stated that he had a “huge concern that 

the federal Department of Justice would rely on the original prosecutor to assist him in the re-investigation 

of the case, and would be relying on the original prosecutor to provide evaluation or analysis of 

information that may or may not be in his file.”281 Asper queried why Williams would not be able to do this 

for himself.

Williams testified that the article was another chapter in an attempt to “keep the story alive. It recites 

the claim of conflict and suggests that yet there is something else that’s wrong with this process for the 

application”.282 According to Williams, Caldwell’s conduct was not in issue and he did not view Caldwell as 

a potential witness, other than to assist in understanding the case. As far as Williams was aware, “there 

was no sustainable allegation of prosecutorial misconduct.”283 Caldwell was contacted for information, 

much the same as Williams contacted Tallis and the Saskatoon Police for information. Caldwell was not 
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involved in Williams’ investigation other than as a source of information. He had no role in Williams’ final 

review nor his advice to the Minister.

Murray Brown said that Saskatchewan Justice became aware of the article and thought the allegations 

put forth in the article were “rather foolish”284 and “silly”.285 He testified:

Q. And can you tell us, what was your reaction to it, or your response?

A.  Well, politely put, I suppose we thought it rather foolish. The extent to which 

Bobs Caldwell was involved was he was providing information. Had the Federal 

government not gone to him for that information, then of course the allegation would 

have been “well, they are not trying, they are not doing the job so apparently, one 

way or another, there is corruption involved”, or something like that. This just, at this 

point it just seemed to be more of the nonsense coming out of the Milgaard camp. 

This was, again, really a very foolish characterization of what was going on.”

Q. Why do you say that?

A.  Because of course the Federal representatives had to talk to Bobs Caldwell, they had 

to get information from his file, they had to discuss allegations made against him. Of 

course they would talk to him, and that, I cannot for a moment believe that Mr. Asper 

would have thought otherwise. My take on this was that this was part of the public 

relations campaign, not particularly genuine, but necessary to keep the matter in the 

news media and the pressure on Federal Department of Justice.

Q.  And what effect, if any did this allegation have on Saskatchewan Justice and the 

administration of criminal justice in Saskatchewan?

A.  Well this, quite frankly, is probably one of the more transparent things that they were 

suggesting. I don’t recall anyone complaining that Bobs Caldwell was involved in 

the investigation, in fact I can recall a number of people, and mostly lawyers, sort of 

suggesting that they thought the complaint by Mr. Asper was rather silly.

Q. And so did Saskatchewan Justice take any steps in response to this allegation?

A. No.286

 (g) Alleged “Feud”

On December 3, 1990, Lett reported that there had been internal wrangling within the federal Department 

of Justice regarding Milgaard’s application. The article cited “sources familiar with the case”287 who 

indicated that “David Milgaard’s application for a new trial is being bogged down by infighting at the 

highest level of the federal justice department”.288 The article also quoted “sources”289 that said “[s]ome 

senior Justice officials believe department lawyer Eugene Williams has mishandled the investigation 
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into Milgaard’s application, and are trying to rewrite his report before giving it to Justice Minister 

Kim Campbell”.290

The article cited allegations against Williams for bias and misconstruing evidence during his review of 

David Milgaard’s application:

In addition, Milgaard’s lawyer, David Asper, has accused Williams of completely 

misconstruing evidence obtained during his two-year review of the application.

Asper said concerns about Williams’ handling of the case emerged during a meeting in 

October when he and co-counsel Hersh Wolch met Williams and other Justice Department 

officials.

“We were also very concerned about the way our application had been investigated … and 

that there was very clearly a bias against our client, but for reasons that (Williams) couldn’t 

explain.”291

The article cited concerns from “lawyers representing other witnesses”:292

Lawyers representing other witnesses have said previously that Williams bluntly told them 

that he was personally convinced Milgaard was guilty, despite overwhelming evidence to 

the contrary.293

At the Inquiry, Williams denied the allegation that he had told lawyers representing other witnesses that he 

was “personally convinced that Milgaard was guilty”.

The December 3, 1990 article prompted the Minister to respond publicly to the allegations. On December 4, 

1990, Lett and Douglas of the Winnipeg Free Press published Minister Campbell’s response to the article 

written by Lett on the previous day:

The justice minister also denied any rift within the department complicated her final ruling 

on whether Milgaard’s murder conviction should be retried. She insisted all officials have 

been “scrupulously fair and careful” in preparing to make an unbiased recommendation.

…

Campbell defended her department after sources familiar with the case said infighting at 

the highest federal level has delayed a final decision on a retrial for Milgaard, convicted of 

the 1969 stabbing death of a Saskatoon nurses’ assistant.

In Winnipeg, Milgaard’s lawyer, David Asper, called Campbell’s explanation of the delays 

“absurd” and yesterday challenged the Minister to make full disclosure about why the 

application has taken so long.

He said he was afraid Justice Department investigators are trying to determine the guilt or 

innocence of his client when, in fact, under the provisions of the Criminal Code, they are to 

determine whether it appears a wrongful conviction has taken place.
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It appears the delay in the Justice Department is because of a disagreement between 

senior bureaucrats, Asper said, and if that’s the case, the case should be turned over to a 

judge to decide.294

Campbell publicly stated that “I am now asked to re-evaluate the case to determine whether it should go 

back to trial and that is a very serious responsibility and it will be done correctly and according to the very 

high standard of justice and fairness.”295 Campbell was also reported as being concerned about what she 

considered “an extraordinarily unprofessional approach that is being taken by some people”.296

At the Inquiry, Joyce Milgaard confirmed that the plan was to put pressure on the Minister. However, 

the Minister did not respond in the manner that the Milgaards and their counsel were hoping; they were 

hoping “that she would do something about the case rather than stand up and defend her actions.”297

In his evidence, Williams indicated that he formed the perception during the media campaign that 

the news articles were designed to indicate that the easiest way to avoid negative pressure on the 

department would be to give a favourable ruling to Milgaard. However, he did not let it guide his activities, 

and did not think that the strategy was appropriate. As Williams stated in response to one of the news 

articles and the media campaign generally, “one way to end it all would have simply been to give up, send 

it to the courts, send it somewhere, but give a remedy. We chose not to do so.”298

Part X –  Federal Justice Minister’s Decision on 
First Application

1. Introduction

Eugene Williams completed his investigation of the Milgaard application by the end of August, 1990. He 

asked counsel for any final submissions and received a letter dated September 10, 1990 summarizing 

their position. Williams and two senior members (MacFarlane and Corbett) of the federal justice 

department met with Wolch and Asper on October 1, 1990 to disclose the information gathered by 

Williams in his investigation, and to hear further submissions.

Following the meeting, Williams’ departmental report to the Minister was prepared and sent to officials for 

review. After the report was sent to the deputy minister, a decision was made to retain the Honourable 

William R. McIntyre, a retired Supreme Court judge to provide advice to the department. On November 14, 

1990, the department provided information and materials to McIntyre. His advice to the department followed 

on February 7, 1991.

On February 27, 1991, the federal Minister dismissed Milgaard’s application for relief under s. 690.
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2. August 28, 1990 Memorandum of Eugene Williams

On August 28, 1990, Williams provided a memorandum to Assistant Deputy Attorney General 

MacFarlane, outlining the issues raised in the application, the investigative steps taken and a summary of 

his findings to date.

 (a) The New Evidence from Deborah Hall

Williams noted his November 1989 examination of Hall under oath where she revealed for the first time 

that she recalled Milgaard’s words in the motel as “…I stabbed her I don’t know how many times and 

then I fucked her brains out. Right.”299 He noted his interviews of Melnyk and Lapchuk on August 1 and 

2, 1990, where each of them vividly recalled the motel room incident and affirmed the accuracy of their 

trial testimony. Williams concluded that Hall’s description of events mirrored that of Melnyk and Lapchuk, 

although she believed that Milgaard’s actions and comments were in jest. He concluded Hall had no new 

evidence to offer.

 (b) The Forensic Report of Dr. James Ferris

Williams reviewed the Ferris and Markesteyn reports, his discussions with Alain and his interviews with 

Ferris, Markesteyn and Merry.

Williams wrote that “[t]he conclusion in Ferris’ report ignores the obvious contamination of the forensic 

samples. When he was asked to consider the implications of contamination that he himself identified, 

he concluded as did P. M. Alain, that the forensic evidence neither inculpates nor exculpates David 

Milgaard.”300 Williams concluded that the Ferris report did not prove innocence, nor did it provide any 

basis for a remedy under s. 690.

 (c) Was Larry Fisher the Assailant of Gail Miller?

At the time of Williams’ memorandum, the only Fisher ground advanced by the Milgaards was the 

allegation that Fisher was the true assailant and this proved Milgaard’s innocence. Williams outlined 

the investigative steps taken by him and Pearson of the RCMP. He noted that none of Linda Fisher’s 

evidence established Fisher as Miller’s killer, or provided any link. The paring knife she lost did not match 

the description of the murder weapon, and the fact that Linda discovered her husband at home and had 

an argument with him did not incriminate Fisher. He noted that she did not discover any blood stained 

clothing or any clothes missing at the time.

Williams concluded that the fact that Fisher was a convicted rapist did not link him to the murder of Gail 

Miller:

The circumstances of Ms. Miller’s death do not bear a similarity to the offences for which 

Mr. Fisher was convicted.301

 (d) Ronald Wilson

Williams reviewed Wilson’s June 4, 1990 statement and provided a summary of Wilson’s 1969 contact 

with the police based upon police reports and his interview of Wilson. Williams noted that Wilson’s 
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charges of police manipulation and coercion are “not supported by his own description of the police 

behaviour and attitude towards him, when he described their questioning and their investigative 

procedures”.302 He concluded:

His present recall conveniently recites a conclusion, i.e. ‘I was manipulated’, but does not 

identify any action other than police questions, in a friendly courteous, albeit persistent 

manner to support the charge. Similarly the charge of police coercion is not supported by 

Wilson’s description of the tactics used by the police.303

 (e) Albert Cadrain

Williams reviewed Cadrain’s June 24, 1990 statement and his interview with Cadrain family members 

and the police. Williams noted that during his interviews with Albert Cadrain, he “steadfastly maintained 

the accuracy of his testimony at trial”.304 Williams concluded that there was no basis to support Cadrain’s 

allegation of mistreatment by police.

 (f) Nichol John

Although not identified as a ground of the application, Williams indicated that John had been interviewed, 

and said “she told the truth to police when she gave them a statement on May 24, 1969”.305 Williams 

noted that John continues to have nightmares of a scene in which a man is sitting astride a woman in that 

alley and that her sketch of the scene in her nightmare corresponds to the scene of Gail Miller’s murder.

 (g) Conclusion

Williams concluded that further investigation (other than a scheduled interview of Estelle Cadrain being 

pursued by the RCMP) was not required to determine whether there was a probable miscarriage of justice 

in this case.

I conclude from this memorandum that by August 28, 1990, Williams did not view the application as 

revealing a probable miscarriage of justice or providing any basis for a remedy under s. 690.

3. Milgaard Final Submissions

In a letter dated September 10, 1990, Milgaard’s counsel provided a summary of their final position, 

including the additional grounds put forward after the original application was filed on December 29, 

1988.

Since the filing of our original application on December 29, 1988, there have been many 

developments, all favourable to David’s assertion of innocence that have occurred.

…

Since that time, we have provided your office with additional evidence that overwhelmingly 

establishes the innocence of David Milgaard.306
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The submission suggests the case presented by the Crown at trial “can be broken into three distinct 

compartments”,307 companions, unsavoury witnesses, and forensic evidence, and that each of them had 

been addressed in the application.

The submission also dealt with the Fisher ground and the impossibility argument.

 (a) Companions

The letter states that Wilson’s June 4, 1990 statement “totally recants the incriminating evidence 

that he gave against David Milgaard”308 and that Cadrain’s evidence is “highly suspect due to various 

psychiatric disorders he was suffering, as well as the various visions which apparently led him to implicate 

Milgaard”.309

 (b) Unsavoury Witnesses

The submission contends that the trial evidence of Melnyk and Lapchuk has been “rebutted”310 by Hall in 

her 1986 affidavit, and by Frank in her 1970 statement.

 (c) Forensic Evidence

The letter states that Williams was presented “with the two reports of Ferris and Markesteyn, which either 

totally exonerates Mr. Milgaard, or entirely discredits the forensic evidence tendered at the trial”.311

 (d) Larry Fisher

To this point, the thrust of the Fisher ground had been that Fisher was the real killer and therefore Milgaard 

was innocent, or, if it couldn’t be proven that Fisher was the perpetrator, the suspicion about him was 

enough to support a remedy under s. 690.

The September 10, 1990 letter introduced a new aspect to the Fisher ground. The new ground asserted 

that Milgaard did not receive a fair trial because evidence of the prior rapes was not provided to his trial 

counsel before Milgaard’s criminal proceedings were concluded, and that had this information been 

presented to the jury, Milgaard might have been acquitted.

Milgaard was essentially asking the Minister for an opportunity to appeal his conviction on the basis of 

fresh evidence discovered after his proceedings were concluded. If allowed to go back to the appeal 

court, Milgaard would apply to have evidence of the prior rapes and Fisher’s conviction admitted as fresh 

evidence, on the basis that the evidence could reasonably be expected to have affected the verdict of the 

jury, had it been tendered at trial. The applicant had no legal right to go back to the appeal court to have 

the fresh evidence considered unless the federal Minister referred it to the Court under s. 690.

This new ground did not require proof that Fisher was Miller’s killer, but rather focused on the fairness of 

Milgaard’s trial, and whether evidence of the prior rapes could reasonably be expected to have affected 

the jury’s verdict.
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 (e) Impossibility Argument

Milgaard’s counsel also submitted that based upon the evidence at trial, “the theory of the Crown is not 

plausible”.312

4. October 1, 1990 Meeting

Wolch had expressed an interest in meeting with departmental officials to discuss the application and 

to give “a perspective of the case personally and fully”.313 On September 21, 1990, MacFarlane invited 

Wolch to do so in a meeting to be held on October 1, 1990. The meeting occupied a full day.

Williams, who was there with Corbett and MacFarlane for Justice Canada, said that their purpose was 

to provide Wolch and Asper with materials collected by them, and to hear counsel’s oral presentation 

covering all the points they wanted brought to the Minister’s attention.

Wolch and Asper were given a few hours in the morning to review three binders of materials containing 

interview transcripts, and materials from police files and other sources. They were allowed to make 

copies.

Williams told the Inquiry that some of the above documents would have been shared with Milgaard’s 

counsel much earlier were it not for the fact that Frank’s statement of October 1989 given to Asper 

appeared in a newspaper. Thereafter, Williams delayed disclosure until he had finished his work and 

could provide information “in a more controlled setting with the necessary precautions against further 

dissemination”.314 In the end, Wolch and Asper received:

the transcript of Williams’ examination of Hall;•	
the reports of Alain raising issues with respect to the reports of Drs. Ferris and Markesteyn;•	
the transcripts of the examination of Wilson, John and Fisher;•	
police reports and documents from the prosecutor’s file relating to the investigation of sexual •	
assaults, including all of the information Williams had with respect to the seven sexual assaults 

committed by Fisher.

Much of the meeting was occupied with Wolch and Asper’s submissions but Williams said that 

departmental concerns with the strength of certain grounds advanced in the application were expressed, 

including the Ferris and Markesteyn reports and the new information given by Hall to Williams.

Williams testified:

Well, there was greater emphasis placed on the impact of this information about the sexual 

assaults and Larry Fisher’s activity, what impact that might have had on the result of the 

Milgaard trial had it been presented to the jury.

 …

Because the initial – the initial thrust of the information surrounding Larry Fisher was here, 

we’ve identified the killer, this is the person, and we’ve looked at it in that context, but the 

second leg of the argument I guess is had the jury known about this individual residing 

in the Cadrain residence having done all these things, it might have affected or had an 
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impact so that was one of the other aspects, and that was brought out I guess with greater 

clarity.315

Asper told the Commission that his impression generally was that “the justice officials didn’t really think 

Fisher was all that important or ascribed the same degree of importance to the information as we did.”316

On October 3, 1990, Wolch reported to Milgaard on the meeting, explaining that he received a number 

of reports, most of which he had seen before, and that after studying the material for approximately two 

hours they had a concentrated four hour meeting with federal Justice officials. Wolch had a chance to 

address any area of the case “that might cause the reviewers to have any negative thoughts”.317 Wolch 

told Milgaard they wanted to be certain that Williams’ superiors were being properly briefed by him.

Wolch described “a lengthy discussion regarding Mr. Wilson”318 without further elaboration. He 

commented on the discussions about John and said “it was quite easy to point out the absurdity of her 

statement and the impossibility of same”.319 He commented that the forensic evidence was reviewed 

at great length, but he did not mention questions raised by federal Justice officials about the Ferris and 

Markesteyn reports.

Wolch indicated that “[w]e did have certain facts brought to our attention. It is clear that Deborah Hall in 

her examination by Mr. Williams in some ways corroborated Melnyk and Labchuk [sic]. But in reading her 

evidence thoroughly, it became obvious that she was not wavering and she was very clear that there was 

no re-enactment and that your comments, if made, were sarcastic at best.”320

5. Retention of Justice William McIntyre

After the meeting with Wolch and Asper, the departmental report and recommendations were referred 

to the deputy minister on November 6, 1990. On November 14, 1990, former Supreme Court Justice 

William McIntyre was retained and he reviewed the case from then until February 6, 1991. According to 

Williams, the department “provided information and materials to Mr. McIntyre as and when requested”.321 

On February 7, 1991 advice was received by the department from McIntyre.

The federal Minister has never publicly disclosed any communication between the federal justice 

department and McIntyre, asserting solicitor-client privilege. It is not known what material was given to 

him or what he was asked to review.

6. Federal Minister’s Decision

On February 27, 1991, Minister Campbell issued her written decision dismissing the application. Her 

12 page letter to counsel contained comments on the s. 690 process and described steps taken by the 

Department of Justice to examine the application, the issues raised in it, the evidence at trial and she 

responded to each of the submissions advanced in support of the application.
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Her letter disclosed for the first time that she had retained McIntyre to review and advise her on the 

application.

During the investigation of this matter, a number of comments were made publicly which 

tended to suggest that officials within the department were not impartial in their approach 

to the application. That was simply not the case. At all times I have had and continued 

to have full confidence that officials within this department have handled the inquiry fairly, 

objectively and competently, and that their approach to the examination of the case was 

at times wholly consistent with the best traditions of the criminal justice system in Canada. 

In view of the allegations that were made, senior officials concluded that, in the particular 

circumstances of this case, especially in view of the public perceptions that could flow 

from these unwarranted allegations, it would be appropriate to seek the advice of eminent 

counsel with considerable experience in matters of criminal litigation. The Honourable 

William R. McIntyre, Q.C., who practices in Vancouver, was retained for that purpose. 

Mr. McIntyre has considerable experience in criminal litigation as a practitioner and as a 

former member of the Supreme Court of British Columbia, the Court of Appeal for British 

Columbia and the Supreme Court of Canada. Mr. McIntyre has reviewed the case in detail, 

and has provided his advice to me as well.322

The Minister stated her reliance upon McIntyre’s advice without specifying what the advice was. Milgaard 

counsel were at a disadvantage because they were left to wonder what other reasons for dismissal of the 

application might have been given in advice but not expressed in the Minister’s letter.

She identified five issues raised in the application:

 1. The new evidence of Deborah Hall and Ute Frank

The federal Minister concluded that the statements of Frank and Hall would not have detracted from the 

evidence of Melnyk and Lapchuk, and indeed Hall had not only confirmed what Milgaard had said but 

attributed to him a further admission, detailing a sexual assault perpetrated upon Miller at the time of the 

murder. She said that Hall’s belief that Milgaard’s comment was a “sick”323 remark and not serious would 

not have had any effect on the jury.

 2. The Forensic Evidence

The Minister noted that Milgaard’s status as a non-secretor had been called into question, but even 

assuming that he was a non-secretor, she discounted the Ferris report, noting that at his interview he 

agreed that given possible contamination of the sample the forensic evidence neither inculpated nor 

exculpated Milgaard.

Noting the prosecutor’s words to the jury that the forensic evidence neither inculpated nor exculpated 

Milgaard, she concluded that “The forensic evidence tendered at trial, when elevated to its highest 

probative value, is neutral, establishing neither guilt nor innocence”.324
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 3. Ronald Wilson and Albert Cadrain

The Minister said that careful consideration was given to Wilson’s allegations of undue police pressure, 

coercion and manipulation. She concluded that “Mr. Wilson’s characterization of those events grossly 

exaggerates what occurred, and may reflect a misunderstanding of the then existing polygraph 

procedures”:325

In June 1990, Mr. Wilson also stated that he began to implicate Milgaard after lengthy 

interviews by police authorities. However, in July 1990, he acknowledged that he had 

forgotten that he had implicated Milgaard in Regina before he arrived in Saskatoon, where 

he was interviewed by police. I consider this oversight by Mr. Wilson to be very important in 

assessing the allegations of police coercion and manipulation that he advanced to explain 

his incriminating statement of May 1969, and his trial testimony.326

She noted Wilson’s acknowledgment that the questioning by police was polite and courteous and that the 

tone of the interview was pleasant and that he was neither threatened nor induced by promises to provide 

the 1969 statement, having confirmed this at his preliminary inquiry, at trial, and during his 1990 interview 

with Williams. The only evidence supporting the proposition that Wilson’s evidence was coerced, planted 

or fabricated by police was his bare assertion to Henderson. She said:

The current retraction by Mr. Wilson of much of his trial evidence is unconvincing.327

As for Albert Cadrain, she said that little weight could be given to the suggestion that his trial testimony 

was unreliable:

While Mr. Cadrain experienced personal and emotional difficulty after the trial, his trial 

evidence was confirmed by other witnesses and has since been confirmed by inquiries 

conducted during this application.328

She concluded that his personal difficulties since the trial did not detract from the credibility of the 

evidence he provided during the trial.

 4. Larry Fisher

She described the Fisher issue as “the allegation that one Larry Fisher may have committed the crime and 

the impact that unsolved rapes in Saskatoon could have had on the jury’s deliberations”.329 She clearly 

identified both aspects of the Fisher ground.

Her letter devoted one paragraph to the first aspect of the Fisher ground but did not expressly respond to 

the second.

Under the heading “The impact that Larry Fisher’s criminal behaviour could have had on the jury’s 

deliberations”330 she reviewed the evidence advanced to link Fisher to Miller’s murder. She discounted 

Linda Fisher’s evidence regarding the knife noting that it was different than the murder weapon and 
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concluded that although Fisher lived at the Cadrain residence during Milgaard’s visit, “no guilt or suspicion 

of guilt can be attributed to Fisher in the absence of some form of evidence linking him to the crime”.331

Despite having flagged the issue of “the impact that unsolved rapes in Saskatoon could have had on the 

jury’s deliberations” she failed to expressly address it, although in her preliminary comments, she stated:

Respecting some of the points raised, there are no reasonable grounds to believe that the 

evidence or information made available would have affected the verdict of the jury at trial.332

It is not clear whether this general finding was meant to include the evidence of the unsolved rapes.

At the Inquiry, Williams could not be asked any questions regarding his communications with the Minister 

and could not explain why she had not specifically addressed the second aspect of the Fisher ground in 

her decision. He told the Inquiry:

Q  Can you comment on, after you had investigated Mr. Fisher and concluded that 

there wasn’t a link between he and Gail Miller, what if any conclusions did you make 

regarding this miscarriage of justice based upon the fact that Mr. Milgaard did not 

have an opportunity to raise these offences in his proceedings?

A  I think one of the observations you would make is recognize that the absence of 

the opportunity to put that evidence before a jury, you know, might have, or could 

have had some impact on the result of the deliberations. In the context of the 690 

process, it’s one of those situations in which it would be examined, but it would be 

examined in the context viewed in the strength of the case that remained to support 

a conviction of David Milgaard, so it’s one of those factors that is presented and 

could have had an impact or an effect had the minister chosen to give it more weight 

than it was given.

Q  And are you telling us that that necessarily involves a review of the strength of the 

case against David Milgaard?

A It does.333

Fourteen months later, the Supreme Court of Canada, in a Reference requested by the same federal 

minister, concluded that evidence of the Fisher assaults (and other new information) “constituted credible 

evidence that could reasonably be expected to have affected the verdict of the jury”334 and recommended 

to the federal Minister that Milgaard’s conviction be set aside and a new trial ordered.

 5. Submissions that David Milgaard could not have killed Gail Miller

This ground related to efforts by the Milgaards to re-argue some of the matters determined by the jury. 

The Minister indicated that these matters had been properly left to the jury.
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The Minister concluded:

The information provided by Deborah Hall does not detract from the evidence led at trial, 

and Mr. Wilson’s present recollection of the events in question is palpably unreliable. The 

suggestion that the forensic evidence exculpates David Milgaard overstates the value of 

that evidence, which established neither guilt nor innocence. Further, there is no reliable 

basis to believe that Larry Fisher was connected in any manner with Gail Miller’s death. 

The submissions concerning the location of the offence and Mr. Milgaard’s opportunity to 

commit the offence were fully canvassed by trial counsel and by the judge who properly 

charged them on that point. There is no body of new evidence which constitutes a 

reasonable basis for believing that a miscarriage of justice likely occurred in this case, or, to 

adopt the test suggested by you during submissions, there is no basis to conclude that a 

miscarriage of justice may have occurred here. Accordingly I am not prepared to refer this 

case back to the courts.335

Notable by its absence from this concluding paragraph is any mention of the fact that Milgaard’s jury was 

not provided an opportunity to consider the unsolved rapes and the effect this evidence might have had 

on the verdict. The Minister either overlooked it or considered it to be of no importance, in contrast to the 

view taken later by the Supreme Court of Canada.

7. Milgaard Reaction to Minister’s Decision

Not surprisingly, the Milgaards were upset with the federal Minister’s decision. Both it and the review 

process were criticized in the media. Williams told the Inquiry that by the time the Minister’s decision was 

released, many of the facts reported were incorrect, but it was “too late to undo what had been done. No 

one could understand how, in light of all of the evidence, ‘to the contrary’, the Minister of Justice could 

come up with a contrary opinion.”336

The media reaction, he said, was predictable. Throughout the application the only side of the story that 

had been presented in the media was the one advanced on behalf of Milgaard, and no matter how well 

the federal Minister tried to explain the facts in her decision, it did not seem to matter.

On March 12, 1991, the David Milgaard support group “officially declared War on the Minister of 

In Justice, Kim Campbell and her department”.337

During a news conference that day, Asper was quoted as saying “her decision is an outrage. Either she 

got bad advice and didn’t exercise due diligence, or she is an active co-conspirator in this injustice.”338

On March 12, 1991, David Milgaard and his family sent a seven page letter (drafted by Asper) to the 

federal Minister, and to the media setting forth their strong objections to the decision.

The letter identified a number of concerns with the s. 690 review process and the federal Minister’s 

decision:

federal Justice officials ignored or misunderstood evidence.•	
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the Minister’s decision was essentially a retrial of the case and she acted improperly by exercising •	
the function of a court in weighing evidence and credibility. She had conducted a trial in the 

absence of counsel for Milgaard.

the federal Department of Justice, in charge of prosecuting crimes, are prosecutors and naturally •	
biased.

Corbett was quoted as equating those who believe in Milgaard’s innocence with those who •	
believe Elvis Presley is alive.

there was actual bias in that Caldwell worked in collaboration with federal Justice officials in •	
reviewing the application.

federal Justice officials were “caught acting in a manner inconsistent with their duty”•	 339 and this 

was the reason the federal Minister had to get outside counsel.

The Milgaards strongly criticized the Minister for retaining “independent”340 counsel without informing them 

or allowing their participation:

The real decision in this case was made when you referred the case to Mr. Justice 

McIntyre, and it is astonishing that you believe otherwise. You referred this case to a retired 

judge for his opinion, and you excluded counsel.341

In addition to criticizing the process, the Milgaards took issue with some of the Minister’s findings:

Perhaps the greatest example of the unfair assessment given to the Milgaard application 

is the interpretation of the evidence given by Deborah Hall, both by affidavit and her sworn 

evidence to Mr. Williams.

…

Your conclusion that neither Ms. Frank nor Ms. Hall would have detracted from the 

evidence of Messrs. Melnyk and Lapchuk is grossly wrong. Moreover, it adopts an 

intellectually dishonest analysis of the evidence provided to you by your department.342

On the forensic evidence, the letter continues:

The intellectual dishonesty of your decision is magnified by your dismissal of the forensic 

evidence.343

Complaint was made with the fact that the Minister gave no weight whatsoever to Markesteyn’s questions 

about whether the samples in question were even in fact human semen. This of course was referring to 

the dog urine speculation.

As for the Fisher ground:

With respect to Larry Fisher, it would appear that you have completely missed the point 

insofar as the relevance of this information is concerned. The jury was entitled to know that 

there was an extremely violent serial rapist living in the basement of the home that Milgaard 

ultimately visited. Moreover, the jury was entitled to know that this individual had previously 
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attacked two women who resided in that neighbourhood. Moreover, the jury was entitled 

to know that Larry Fisher took the same bus to work as did Gail Miller. It may have been a 

critical point in the defence of this case for the jury to not only conclude that someone else 

other than Milgaard may have committed the crime, but also be able to identify the likely 

perpetrator.344

In fact, before and during trial, nobody knew that Fisher was “an extremely violent serial rapist living in the 

basement of the home that Milgaard ultimately visited”,345 nor that he had previously attacked two women 

who resided in the neighbourhood. Had the authorities known that, then of course the evidence would 

have been relevant and should have been disclosed. If the writer meant that a second jury on a new trial 

should hear such evidence then the point is a valid one.

On April 25, 1991, Wolch sent his own letter to the federal Minister setting out his concerns. He objected 

to the application being reviewed by a “Crown prosecutor”346 and expressed concern with the referral to 

McIntyre asking “if our position was argued in front of him, who presented our position and what did he 

say?”347

Wolch commented that “given the matter was referred to Justice McIntyre, why was it not referred to a 

court with the natural safeguards, such as both parties being given a chance to be heard”.348

Wolch also took issue with the manner which the federal Minister dealt with the Hall ground. In the letter 

he makes reference to Melnyk and Lapchuk saying that they were “paid by the Crown young criminals”.349 

Wolch also states:

Even to this day we do not know what arrangement was made for them to secure their 

evidence. A member of your department implied to us that they were paid.350

There was no evidence that either Melnyk or Lapchuk were paid by the Crown to testify at Milgaard’s 

trial, and there was no evidence at the Inquiry to support Wolch’s contention that a Justice department 

member implied they were.

8. Role of Saskatchewan Justice and Response to Minister’s Decision

Saskatchewan Justice was not directly involved in the s. 690 decision. They did not participate in the 

investigation, the review, or the decision making process. Both they and Saskatoon Police relied upon the 

federal Minister’s decision. As a result, no steps were taken to reopen the investigation into Gail Miller’s 

death.

Saskatchewan Justice had no legal ability to set aside Milgaard’s conviction nor to return his matter to the 

Court. That power lay exclusively with the federal Minister, but any decision she made under s. 690 had 

a direct effect on Saskatchewan Justice and the administration of criminal justice in the province. If the 

conviction were set aside and a new trial ordered, the Saskatchewan Attorney General would prosecute 

Milgaard. If referred to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, the Attorney General would be the respondent.
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The federal Minister’s decision under s. 690 also affected Saskatoon Police. The investigation into the 

death of Gail Miller had been conducted by them. If Milgaard’s conviction were set aside, the responsibility 

to reinvestigate Miller’s death would again fall to them.

Saskatchewan Justice might have reinvestigated the death of Gail Miller while Milgaard’s conviction was 

still in place, but practically speaking they would not charge someone else with the crime before his 

conviction was set aside.

Both Saskatchewan Justice and the Saskatoon Police were aware of the allegation in Milgaard’s 

application, that Fisher was Miller’s killer, but they also knew that the allegation had been investigated 

by the RCMP and considered by the federal Minister in dismissing the application. Relying upon that, 

they did not reopen the investigation, and that reliance was reasonable given that a virtual reopening of 

the Miller murder investigation had taken place during the RCMP inquiries into Fisher, as part of Justice 

Canada’s review of Milgaard’s application.

Justice Canada investigators had received full cooperation from both Saskatchewan Justice and 

Saskatoon Police, with the disclosure of documents and the cooperation of their personnel.

Brown testified that had Milgaard counsel requested access to the prosecutor or Saskatoon Police files, 

they would have received it, but no such request was made.

Contacts between Justice Canada and Saskatchewan Justice concerning Williams’ investigation of the 

first application were infrequent. Saskatchewan did not receive his departmental report, his advice to the 

Minister, or McIntyre’s opinion. Brown was able to review the latter only when preparing for the Supreme 

Court Reference.

Although acutely aware of media allegations relating to police and Saskatchewan Crown conduct, 

Saskatchewan Justice was prepared to let the federal investigation run its course. But for that, 

Saskatchewan Justice would have investigated the allegations because of their adverse effect upon the 

administration of criminal justice in the province.

Although discounting much of what was being reported, Saskatchewan Justice refrained from publicly 

responding in deference to the pending s. 690 application. Unfortunately, the lack of response contributed 

to public skepticism about the administration of criminal justice. Brown testified that they have learned 

from the experience, and now respond immediately to allegations of this kind, to ensure that the public 

has the correct facts.

Part XI – Second Application
1. Preparation of Second Application

The Milgaards did not accept the federal Minister’s February 27, 1991 decision and vowed to take further 

steps. They considered challenging the Minister’s decision in Court but ultimately decided to file a second 

application under s. 690. The Milgaards remained convinced that Fisher was Miller’s killer, and focused 

their second application exclusively on Fisher, with more emphasis on the similarities between Fisher’s 

sexual assaults and the Miller murder.

In the first application, the Fisher ground was not raised until 14 months after the application was filed and 

it was not fully articulated by Milgaard’s counsel until after the investigation of the application had been 
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essentially completed. The other grounds of the application challenged evidence presented at Milgaard’s 

trial. None of these was found to have merit and the federal Minister concluded that the case presented 

against Milgaard at trial remained essentially intact.

In April and May 1991, Joyce Milgaard and Henderson interviewed each of the Fisher victims seeking 

details of their assaults. Except for Fisher Victim 7, the victims did not provide statements. Henderson 

prepared a memorandum outlining his version of what each victim said in the interview. This information 

was used by Centurion Ministries to prepare an analysis and comparison of the Fisher assaults and the 

Miller murder. The Centurion Ministries summary, and Henderson memorandums formed the basis of the 

second application.

Before filing the second application, the Milgaards obtained a statement from Miller’s family supporting 

their application. The family said that in light of the new evidence presented to them by Centurion 

Ministries (the analysis of Fisher’s assaults) “we feel there is reasonable doubt as to the guilt of David 

Edgar Milgaard. We are making this statement simply because we want justice to prevail!”.351

Milgaard counsel also contacted Saskatchewan Justice in advance of filing the application. Wolch 

wrote to Ellen Gunn, then Director of Public Prosecutions on August 8, 1991, stating that it was only 

recently brought to his attention that the Attorney General for Saskatchewan was not involved in the first 

application other than receiving a copy of the federal Minister’s reply.

Wolch provided all of the materials that he had filed with the federal Minister on the first application, as 

well as the summary of Fisher’s crimes, that was to be filed with the second application.

In the letter Wolch explains that the matter is “going to receive a considerable amount of publicity in 

the extremely near future”,352 and that he is sending the material to Saskatchewan Justice as “it is our 

intention if questioned to indicate that we have forwarded some material to your department and are 

forwarding more, and we expect that the matter will be given careful consideration”.353

Brown testified that Wolch was simply trying to get Saskatchewan Justice “on his bandwagon.”354 A few 

days after the letter was received, there were a number of comments in the media by Milgaard’s counsel 

indicating that materials had been sent to Saskatchewan Justice, and they were considering ordering a 

new trial. Saskatchewan Justice could not order a new trial, was not considering it, and did not take a 

public position with respect to the application.

2. August 14, 1991 Application

On August 14, 1991, Wolch filed a new s. 690 application with the federal Minister. The application was 

based upon a “Summary of the Centurion Ministries investigation into the crimes of Larry Fisher”,355 which 

was an analysis of Fisher’s sexual assaults (plus one that Fisher did not commit) derived from interviews 

with the victims.
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The Milgaards believed their second application had to have information or grounds different from what 

was presented in the first application. In Wolch’s letter accompanying the application, Wolch asserted that 

the second application was different in the following respects:

In the first application “the suggestion that Larry Fisher was the perpetrator was not the main •	
thrust, and we were at that time advised by your department that there were no police reports 

available on past offences of Mr. Fisher.”356

Although the first application suggested there was a distinct pattern between the Fisher offences •	
and Miller murder, “the similarities were never placed before you”.357

They were “somewhat surprised to learn that there was ample material available, including at •	
least one police report concerning previous victims of Fisher”.358

Williams took issue with Wolch’s characterization of the first application:

Williams denied that he told Wolch on the first application “that there were no police reports •	
available on Fisher’s past offences”.359 Williams wrote to Corbett on August 20, 1991:

The applicant had mistakenly assumed that the similarities between the attack on 

Gail Miller and the Fisher assaults were not brought to the Minister’s attention or 

considered during the first application. This assumption is based on a mistaken 

recollection of a conversation I had with Mr. Wolch.

I had told Mr. Wolch that the occurrence reports for the 1968 assaults in 

Saskatoon were not available, and that the quality of the photocopy of the 1970 

assault in Saskatoon was poor.

However, I had obtained sufficient information relating to the October – November 

1968 charges from court documents and considered this information during 

the assessment of the first application. I had also obtained and considered the 

occurrence reports from the Winnipeg assaults.360

Williams had reviewed the circumstances of the Fisher assaults and determined that there were •	
no similarities to the Miller murder, and he provided this information to the federal Minister.

The “new” police report referred to by Wolch was the 1970 assault file which Williams had on •	
the first application, and provided to Wolch in 1990. Williams had all of the material available 

from police files on the first application, other than partial information from a 1968 assault file 

which was located in September 1991. Williams had other material available on that assault. 

He provided all of the information he had on all assaults to Wolch in October 1990.

Wolch identified the ground in the new application as follows:

… Centurion investigators developed a startling profile showing the similarity of all of 

Fisher’s attacks and of that committed against Gail Miller. I am enclosing statements of the 

victims and a summary of the findings which contain the striking similar acts that would 
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be admissible in a trial against Larry Fisher and would have been admissible in David 

Milgaard’s trial if the information had been known.

…

In light of the above, I would ask you to treat this letter as a fresh application to open the 

Milgaard case. It is our view that had you been aware of these additional developments 

your decision would not have been the same.361

The second application did not provide much new in the way of information, and advanced as its only 

ground, one that was considered and rejected in the first application. Williams told the Commission that 

if the Centurion Ministries report and the other information filed with the second application had been 

filed on the first application, it would not have changed his conclusion regarding the merits of the Fisher 

ground.

3. Allegations of Frame and Cover-up

There was much public reaction to the Minister’s decision on the first application, particularly concerning 

her insistence on maintaining secrecy with respect to the information she received and reviewed from 

McIntyre and others. There was considerable pressure from Saskatchewan Justice and the public for 

the federal Minister to disclose the basis of her decision, and to have a public process to deal with the 

Milgaard case.

The Milgaards took full advantage of their public support, intensifying the media campaign for the filing of 

the second application. The campaign focused on the allegation that Milgaard was framed by Saskatoon 

Police, and that there was a deliberate cover-up of the Fisher convictions. Despite making allegations of 

frame and cover-up in the media, the Milgaards did not include them as grounds in the second application 

to the federal Minister.

The Milgaards used Centurion Ministries to deliver this message in the hope that its reputation would 

add to the credibility of their cause. There was no evidence of a frame or cover-up, but the allegations 

attracted national and international media attention.

James McCloskey of Centurion Ministries came to Canada to launch the media campaign in conjunction 

with the filing of the second application. The Milgaard group delivered the message across Canada, 

including the federal Minister’s home riding in British Columbia. Not surprisingly, the allegation of “frame 

and cover-up” hit the front pages of many newspapers, and was the lead story on many newscasts.

One of the first reports of the cover-up allegation came in Lett’s article on Sunday, August 11, 1991. The 

headline of the front page story says “Serial rapist, not Milgaard, is ‘killer’, Saskatoon cops covered sex 

offender’s tracks, probe says”.362 In the article he writes:

Saskatoon police covered up the 1970 conviction of a serial rapist whose crimes were 

identical to the murder for which David Milgaard was convicted, for fear it would prompt a 

review for wrongful conviction, a new investigation has charged.363
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In the article McCloskey is quoted:

“Once Fisher confessed (to the other rapes), it would have really looked bad and humiliated 

them to reopen Milgaard,” said McCloskey. “So they covered up their tracks and covered 

up the crime.”364

Henderson was quoted as saying:

“It looks like a deliberate cover up of (Fisher’s) arrest and conviction.”365

The following day, the Winnipeg Sun carried a story with the headline and a photograph of Joyce Milgaard 

saying “Mom alleges cop coverup”.366

On August 16, 1991, McCloskey had a press conference in Toronto where he detailed the Centurion 

Ministries report and his views on Milgaard’s application. His news conference was widely reported.
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The StarPhoenix ran a front page story with the headline “Milgaard Framed, Group Contends”.

367
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On August 17, 1991, the StarPhoenix reported comments from McCloskey at the news conference the 

day before. The front page carried a headline “ ‘Frame’ Alleged” and a report stating that “… McCloskey 

concludes Saskatoon Police framed Milgaard.”368 A related article stated:

With emotion usually reserved for the pulpit, Jim McCloskey presented the case for David 

Milgaard Friday morning and pointed the finger squarely at the Saskatoon city police.

McCloskey, the head of Centurion Ministries, a non-profit American organization which 

investigates claims of wrongful convictions, told the news conference Saskatoon Police 

have known for years that Milgaard is innocent. … He said pressure to arrest someone for 

these violent attacks prompted the police to frame Milgaard.

McCloskey said three individuals who gave important testimony in the Milgaard case, 

Ronald Wilson, Albert Cadrain and Nichole John – were “terrorized and coerced” into 

cooperating.369

On August 21, 1991, a story appeared in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix, Regina Leader Post and Moose 

Jaw Times Herald alleging that Melnyk and Lapchuk were paid by the Crown to testify at Milgaard’s trial.

The StarPhoenix headline read, “Two Milgaard witnesses paid, lawyer suggests”.370 The article referenced 

an allegation Wolch made in his April 25, 1991 letter to the federal Minister, which had been provided to 

the media. In reference to Melnyk and Lapchuk, Wolch wrote “a member of your department implied to us 

that they were paid”.371

None of this was true. Melnyk and Lapchuk were not paid for their evidence. Caldwell adamantly denied 

this allegation. Williams confirmed that no one in his department, to his knowledge, gave that impression 

or information to Wolch.

There was no evidence at the time, nor is there now, that Milgaard was deliberately framed by the 

Saskatoon Police nor that they or the Saskatchewan Crown covered up the convictions of Larry Fisher.

Murray Brown told the Commission that at the time these allegations were made, Saskatchewan Justice 

gave no credence to these allegations. He said:

There’s no evidence indicating that any of that has any basis other than speculation. If 

they had been able to bring forward one ounce of evidence that the Saskatoon police 

had framed anybody or that there had been any kind of cover-up, we would have been 

concerned, we would have looked into it, and all this was speculation and excited publicity 

over this whole thing.372

The media campaign was designed to put public pressure on the federal Minister to allow Milgaard’s 

case to be determined in a public and judicial forum. In some respects the campaign was successful, 

as the “public pressure” played a significant role in the federal Minister’s decision to refer the case to the 

Supreme Court.
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4. Federal Justice Response to the Application

The second application repeated arguments advanced in the first application, but with more detail about 

the previous Fisher assaults. In the first application, Williams had looked at the circumstances of the 

Fisher assaults and concluded that they were not similar to those of the Miller murder.

Although the second application differed little in essence from the first, the adverse public reaction to the 

Minister’s rejection of the first was such that a different response was warranted.

By the time the second application had been filed, Brown told the Commission that “everyone understood 

that something had to be done publicly and whatever was done publicly would end up involving us 

[Saskatchewan Justice].”373 Brown said federal Justice officials were slowly coming around to the view 

that a public process had to occur to deal with the Milgaard case. Reading between the lines, Brown said 

that the federal justice department was beginning to feel political heat.

Brown testified that the federal Minister’s failure to release the McIntyre information to the public had a 

great deal to do with the situation she faced in August 1991. Saskatchewan Justice had unsuccessfully 

urged the federal government to release the advice which the Minister had been given, and to release the 

information which her department had relied upon, so that the Milgaards and the public could see the 

basis for her decision. Their failure to do so helped to fuel the cover-up and corruption campaign.

The concerns and position of Saskatchewan Justice were expressed in an internal memorandum 

prepared by the Director of Public Prosecutions in late August or early September 1991. In the 

memorandum she wrote:

The federal minister reviewed all the materials collected in this process and sent materials 

to Mr. Justice McIntyre, formerly of the Supreme Court, for an ‘independent review’. A 

letter was then sent to Mr. Milgaard denying the application. We received a copy. No other 

material gathered by the federal department has been made public in the process. The only 

material which has become public has been the material released by the Milgaard family 

and their counsel. This has not been countered in any way by the federal department of 

justice and tends to lead to the growing speculation that justice was not done in this case.

The federal department has declined to provide us with copies of the materials either. They 

have made certain statements about the parole board and about the decisions which 

have been made concerning Milgaard’s release – indicating that he has not been released 

because he is dangerous. Not because he hasn’t confessed. However we have not 

been given access to any of those files. They have also indicated that they have located 

additional witnesses who may be helpful at trial if the matter goes back to trial, however the 

witnesses do not want to be identified at this time.

The secrecy surrounding this matter and the continuing body of material being publicized 

by the defence is leading to a clear problem with confidence by the public in the 

administration of justice in this province and in Canada.

The question to be addressed is whether the province ought to take a position as to 

whether the case should be referred to the Court of Appeal. Without a full case file to 

review, it is difficult to conclude that the federal minister’s decision is right or wrong. 
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Without some sort of public accounting or review, [it] would appear [that] the outstanding 

questions about the system will not disappear.

Our initial view is that the federal government should be encouraged to make a public 

accounting of what led them to the conclusions they reached. Additionally, that we should 

receive a full copy of their file to do our own assessment.

A new application is outstanding at this time. Based on the limited information we currently 

have, it would not appear that the actions of Mr. Fisher would in law constitute similar fact. 

However, the fact that the new application has been made obviously gives the opportunity 

to do the ‘right thing’ whatever that is.374

Brown added that he did not have any doubts about the Minister’s decision being correct, it was more 

an issue about what the public believed. He testified that much of the information portrayed in the media 

was inaccurate and misleading, leaving the public with the wrong perception of the true facts involved in 

the Milgaard case. Although the Milgaards and the media were ultimately proven to be right (that Milgaard 

was innocent and Fisher the perpetrator), the authorities considering these issues at the time needed 

credible evidence supporting these contentions rather than bald assertions supported by contrived and 

unreliable evidence. The authorities operated on the presumption that Milgaard’s conviction was valid 

unless he could establish credible grounds to the contrary.

The public was being told that Milgaard was convicted on the basis that dog urine was presented to 

the jury as Milgaard’s semen, Cadrain was tortured, Wilson was brainwashed, Melnyk and Lapchuk 

were paid to give false evidence and Ferris’ report proved Milgaard’s innocence. Public concern was 

understandable. However, the authorities could only respond to credible evidence, and when they 

reviewed these allegations, they found them to be without merit.

It has been observed that many of the allegations were so lacking in credibility that they might have 

undermined the significance of the Fisher information. The authorities suspected Fisher, but without 

credible evidence to challenge the case against Milgaard, or evidence linking Fisher to Miller’s murder, 

authorities were left with only speculation as to Fisher’s involvement.

Although federal Justice had doubts about the substantive merit of the second application, it was 

concluded that a public process was necessary to respond to the second application. As explained in 

the memorandum prepared by the Saskatchewan Director of Public Prosecutions, the second application 

gave the federal Minister the opportunity “to do the ‘right thing’”.375

When it became apparent that the federal Minister’s response to the application would involve a public 

and judicial process, investigative emphasis favored that process as opposed to gathering evidence to 

help the Minister make a decision on the merits.

After the second application was received and before the federal Minister ordered the Reference at the 

end of November 1991, some investigative steps taken were taken by federal Justice officials, and new 

information appeared.
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 (a) Investigation of Victim 8 Assault

In addition to the seven sexual assaults for which Fisher had been convicted, the second application 

made reference to an unsolved 1968 assault which the Milgaards claimed Fisher had committed. In May 

1968, Victim 8 was assaulted in a south east Saskatchewan resort by an unknown assailant. Following 

Milgaard’s conviction for the Miller murder, Victim 8 came to believe, despite lack of evidence, that he had 

also assaulted her. Victim 8 contacted Joyce Milgaard in 1991 saying that she believed her son had raped 

her in 1968. She asked for an opportunity to meet David or see his picture to confirm her suspicions.

In May 1991, Joyce Milgaard and Henderson interviewed Victim 8. They claimed that she had changed 

her mind and identified Fisher as her assailant rather than Milgaard. On this basis the Victim 8 assault was 

included in the application to the Minister as a Fisher offence, part of the chain of similar fact evidence.

Federal Justice officials were not aware of this assault prior to the second application, and assigned 

Pearson of the RCMP to investigate the allegation that Fisher raped Victim 8 in circumstances that were 

“strikingly similar” to the Miller murder. But when interviewed by the RCMP, Victim 8 said that Milgaard 

was the assailant. Asked about her meeting with Henderson and Joyce Milgaard, and how the Milgaards 

had concluded that Fisher was Victim 8’s assailant, she said that she knew nothing about Fisher and had 

never alleged that he was the assailant.

Victim 8’s description of the assailant in 1968 is significant. She described him as being over six feet 

tall and white, but that she had not seen his face – only his hands. In the following week, two local 

newspapers published a story regarding the incident and described the assailant as “believed to be white, 

about 6’ tall”.

Lacking suspects, RCMP closed the file in September 1968. Neither Fisher nor Milgaard were suspects in 

the initial investigation, and there is no evidence that either man was even in the vicinity at the time.

In 1991, Victim 8 told the RCMP that she had always believed that Milgaard was her assailant. In 1968, 

when the RCMP returned her clothing they said something to the effect “we got the guy, he doesn’t live 

far from here”.376 She might have gotten the idea from the police in 1968.

The publicity surrounding the Milgaard case in 1990 caused her to think about the assault again, so she 

contacted Joyce Milgaard to arrange a meeting, wanting to see a picture of David and to meet him to 

confirm or refute her suspicions.

Joyce Milgaard and Victim 8 agreed to meet at a motel in Regina, but the meeting was cancelled by 

Joyce Milgaard, according to Victim 8, when Victim 8 came with a friend. Joyce Milgaard’s version was 

that Victim 8’s friend hung up on her when she tried to arrange the meeting. It did not occur as planned.

Aware that Victim 8 was returning home the next day by bus, Joyce Milgaard and Henderson approached 

her at the bus depot. She was alone. Victim 8 asked to see pictures of David. Instead, Joyce Milgaard 

showed her one of Fisher. Victim 8, thinking it was a picture of Milgaard said that she did not recognize 

the person in the picture and she told Joyce Milgaard that this was not the person who assaulted her. 

Joyce Milgaard told her “yes, this is the man who attacked you. He’s a serial rapist and he admitted to 

attacking other women and killing Gail Miller.”377
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Victim 8 told Pearson that when she looked at the picture and turned away saying it was not him, 

Henderson said something like “yes, I think she recognized him”.378 Her request to Joyce Milgaard to 

see a picture of David was refused. She said that Joyce Milgaard wanted her to agree with everything 

she was saying and talked about all the crimes Fisher had been involved in and “that they were all native 

victims”.379 That was not so.

In Henderson’s May 5, 1991 memorandum of the meeting he referred to the fact that Victim 8 had worked 

for 10 years with the Canadian Justice Department. Henderson wrote “Something about the woman 

didn’t seem right. It was starting to smell like a possible set up”.380

He said:

Without identifying the person, we showed her the photo booth strip of (4) Larry Fisher 

pictures. She studied the photos and commented, “his hair was longer”. It should be noted 

that Fisher was uncharacteristically well groomed in these photos and that all the other 

rape victims described his hair as being long.

 …

She is also a pathetic figure – seemingly far too simple to be part of any government 

conspiracy against David Milgaard.381

Victim 8 did not give a statement, but Henderson and Joyce Milgaard wrote their own summaries of what 

she said. The summaries differed one from another and contrasted significantly from what Victim 8 had 

told the RCMP in 1968 and later to Pearson in 1991.

In 1991, she provided a description of her assailant which was consistent with her 1968 RCMP interview 

but significantly different than that recorded by Henderson. Victim 8 told Pearson her assailant was white, 

5’6” or 5’7”, with small hands – not “a working man’s hands”,382 and a slim build.

Henderson’s version was:

Victim 8 described the assailant as being part Indian (which Larry Fisher is) and wearing a 

red headband (which Fisher did) as well as wearing work clothes and boots (which Fisher 

always wore). The 4 year old daughter claimed that he drove off in a red truck. We believe 

that the company trucks Fisher would have had access to also were red. More importantly, 

Jake Kettler, the company foreman Fisher worked directly under, told Joyce that he 

believed the company had a construction contract at the Potash Mine near Esterhazy at 

about the same time. Fisher could probably have been there.

 …

Finally, Victim 8 described the assailant as being slightly taller than herself. She is 5-4. This 

also fits Larry Fisher.
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Information provided by Victim 8 would appear to have eliminated David Milgaard. Most 

significant: he’s not a native Canadian. Also, at the time of this attack he was only 15 and 

had no vehicle or even a driver’s license.383

Joyce Milgaard noted that Victim 8’s anxiety in 1991 about the attack worsened after reading about the 

Milgaard case and she considered ”the possibility that he was innocent.”384 She wrote that Victim 8 looked 

at Fisher’s picture and said “it could be him”,385 but she especially remembered his hair longer, dirtier and 

not so clean cut as in the picture. According to Joyce Milgaard, Victim 8 described the assailant as slightly 

taller than her, maybe 5’5”, and part native. Victim 8 herself was Cree and so was quite certain on this 

point. Her attacker wore work clothes and work boots.

The suggestion that Fisher assaulted Victim 8 was completely without merit. Victim 8 never said so nor 

was there any evidence that Fisher was in the vicinity at the time of the assault, yet the Victim 8 attack 

was included in the second s. 690 application as similar fact evidence supporting the contention that 

Fisher killed Miller.

The RCMP quickly concluded that Fisher had nothing to do with this assault, but its inclusion in the 

application caused authorities to have continuing doubts about the credibility of information being 

provided by Joyce Milgaard and Henderson. Williams told the Commission that the inclusion of the 

Victim 8 assault in the application also created concerns about the credibility of information Joyce 

Milgaard and Henderson received from the true Fisher victims.

 (b) Missing Saskatoon Police Files

In the weeks that followed the filing of the second application, it was alleged in the media that the 

Saskatoon Police files relating to the three assaults Fisher committed in Saskatoon in October and 

November of 1968, and the assault committed in February, 1970, went missing after the application was 

filed, and that “[s]omebody’s tampered with the system”.386 Although unfounded, the allegation was widely 

reported in the media, and fit well with the allegation that the Saskatoon Police framed Milgaard and 

covered up Fisher’s convictions.

The first time anyone searched for the Saskatoon Fisher files after Fisher’s 1971 conviction was in 1990, 

as part of the first application. In July of 1990, Williams contacted the Saskatoon Police requesting their 

files relating to Fisher’s 1968 and 1970 assaults, but was told that the 1968 sexual assault files were 

not available, and that “[t]he 1968 assaults to which Fisher had pleaded guilty had not been microfilmed 

before they were destroyed”.387 He also learned that “[a] number of older files had been destroyed, as part 

of their normal file destruction procedure.”388 The 1970 assault file was located and sent to him. Williams 

said that shortly after receiving the information he told Wolch that the 1968 files could not be located and 

that he disclosed to Wolch the 1970 assault file at the October 1990 meeting.

In spring of 1991, Tom Vanin, a Saskatoon Police officer, offered to help Wolch as a confidential police 

informant. Vanin’s call to Wolch was prompted by contact with Dave Roberts, a reporter for the Globe 

and Mail who Vanin understood to be working for or giving information to Wolch and Asper. Vanin also 
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told the Inquiry that he had always believed that Milgaard was innocent, and with the publicity surrounding 

Milgaard’s application he wanted to help. Wolch referred Vanin to Asper, and Vanin and Asper had many 

conversations after that. At the time, Vanin was upset with then Chief of Police Penkala over a number of 

personal issues unrelated to the Milgaard matter.

Asper asked Vanin to check around the Saskatoon Police station for any information about Fisher. Over a 

period of three or four weeks, Vanin asked central records staff to look for any files relating to Larry Fisher, 

giving them Fisher’s name and the names of the four Saskatoon victims. He also testified that he went to 

a different clerk on each occasion to avoid suspicion. No records were located during his first few visits 

to central records. However, on his last visit, Vanin claims a clerk provided him with an index card with 

Fisher’s name and five or six file numbers on it, as well as one page of an investigation report with Fisher’s 

name relating to a rape. Vanin told the Inquiry he obtained a photocopy of these two documents and 

showed them to Henderson. Vanin also testified that he told Asper about the discovery, but did not give 

him the two documents. Vanin’s efforts to locate the Fisher files took place in the spring of 1991, before 

the filing of the second application.

Vanin told the Inquiry that when the Fisher files could not be located, he concluded that “there must be 

something wrong”389 because “the files weren’t where they should be”;390 if they had been signed out to 

somebody, the sign out sheet should have noted it. However, Vanin testified that nothing he saw or heard 

when he was looking for the Fisher files suggested that they had just “vanished”391 or “gone missing”.392 

Rather, it appeared to him “that they had been missing for a considerable length of time”393 and he would 

certainly have conveyed that information to Asper. Vanin also learned that another officer had looked for 

the files a number of years earlier, and they had been missing at that time.

Henderson told a different story to the Commission about his dealings with Vanin. He said that Vanin had 

a copy of the 1970 Fisher assault file which he saw at Vanin’s home. Vanin denies this, saying he never 

had the 1970 Fisher file, or removed it from the police station. Based upon details in the subsequent 

interview of the victim, there is no doubt that Henderson saw the 1970 assault file but he says that he 

knew nothing of the Fisher index card or the one page investigation sheet, copies of which Vanin says he 

showed to him. These documents have never been located in the Saskatoon Police records.

Milgaard’s second s. 690 application contained information referring to the internal police source and 

indicated that a copy of the 1970 assault file had been shown to Henderson. However, the name of 

the police source had been redacted. The second application also claimed that Fisher’s assaults were 

strikingly similar to Miller’s murder and suggested that there were new police reports which had not been 

considered on the first application.

As part of the federal justice department’s investigation of the second application, Williams asked Pearson 

to contact Saskatoon Police for assistance. Williams wanted the Saskatoon Police to conduct another 

search for any files relating to Fisher’s Saskatoon assaults. He also asked for details of all sexual assault 

offences investigated by Saskatoon Police in 1968, 1969 and 1970, specifying those where weapons 

were used. He was looking for contrast between the Fisher assaults and the others.
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On August 22, 1991, Pearson contacted Inspector John Quinn of the Saskatoon Police for this purpose. 

Officers and staff were assigned, and they reviewed historical documents and microfiche in Central 

Records. A report was made to the Chief of Police on August 28, 1991.

In the midst of Quinn’s review, one of the central record clerks with whom Vanin had dealt told him 

that there were a number of inspectors in central records late in the evening looking for missing files. 

Vanin immediately reported this to Asper, and to Roberts of the Globe and Mail. Vanin told the Inquiry that 

the files “were not where they should have been”394 and that he had “suspicions that somebody may have 

deliberately hid the files or did something with them”.395

The news article which triggered the “missing files” controversy was published in the Globe and Mail on 

August 29, 1991:

Files that may have a crucial bearing on whether David Milgaard is guilty of murder have 

disappeared from the Saskatoon Police Department’s computerized records system and 

an internal investigation is under way, The Globe and Mail has learned.

“Something went on, it’s very bizarre, it’s something that just shouldn’t happen, for every 

detail like that to vanish,” a Saskatchewan police source said. “Somebody’s tampered with 

the system”.

For several days, Saskatoon police have been investigating the apparent disappearance 

of at least four files that involve convicted Saskatchewan serial rapist Larry Fisher, who has 

been increasingly linked to the Milgaard case.

 …

Four Saskatoon police inspectors are now involved in trying to track down the missing 

files, the police source said. A number of officers have already been questioned, as have 

civilians involved in the maintenance of the computer system.396

Vanin acknowledged that he was the police source referred to in the article, although he took issue with 

some of the words in the article attributed to him.

The Globe and Mail’s story was published in the StarPhoenix the same day and on August 30, 1991 

Milgaard counsel sent a letter to the federal Minister enclosing a copy of the Globe and Mail article stating 

that the article “is most disturbing”397 and “emphasized the need for a thorough reopening of the case”.398
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On August 30, 1991, the StarPhoenix ran a story:

399

On the same day in the Winnipeg Free Press:

Asper said he has heard that only Fisher’s fi les are missing, and that there has been no 

large scale loss of older police fi les in Saskatoon.

He has his own sources who say the fi les were in the computer system before Milgaard 

requested a re-trial August 16, Asper said.400

Vanin was shown the August 30 news article at the Inquiry and denied telling Asper that “the fi les did exist 

prior to August 16”.401 He would have had no way of knowing that. Rather, he told the Inquiry he thought 

the Fisher fi les “had been missing for a considerable length of time”.402 Vanin had no idea who gave Asper 

the information referred to in the article.
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The Fisher files did not go “missing” after August 16, 1991 as Asper alleged in the media. When asked 

about his source, Asper told the Inquiry that he did not have an explanation other than to “say it is highly 

unlikely that I would go anywhere near this territory unless somebody had told me, somebody credible, 

that the files were there and then weren’t there”.403 He said that he thought Vanin to be the only person 

“on the inside who could have provided me with that information”,404 but he could not recall.

On September 5, 1991, Saskatoon Police responded to the publicity:

During 1990, a representative of the Federal Justice Department requested access to 

several Saskatoon City Police files. The files concerned were very old and only one from 

1970 was located at the time. This file remains in the possession of the Saskatoon City 

Police.

We recently renewed our search for the remaining files and have since located further 

material which is being provided to the Federal Department of Justice. A search is 

continuing for the remainder of the files.

…

We have no reason to suspect that any files have been destroyed or otherwise tampered 

with and there is no internal investigation of any wrongdoing underway.

…405

The “internal investigation”406 into the “apparent disappearance of at least four files that involve convicted 

Saskatchewan serial rapist Larry Fisher”,407 referenced in Roberts’ August 29, 1991 Globe and Mail news 

article, was in fact the review requested by Williams concerning files which Saskatoon Police had already 

determined to be unavailable in 1990. The article triggered a controversy about “missing files” which had 

long been unavailable, and prompted a formal investigation by the Saskatchewan Police Commission.

On September 13, 1991, the Board of Police Commissioners requested the Saskatchewan Police 

Commission to “enquire into the allegations of tampering with files which were made on August 29, 

1991”,408 referring specifically to the Globe and Mail article.

In the Police Commission’s written report of November 29, 1991, Robert Laing, Chairman of the 

Saskatchewan Police Commission, outlined the allegations:

The Board of Police Commissioners of the City of Saskatoon by a letter dated September 

13, 1991 requested the Saskatchewan Police Commission to inquire into allegations 

which appeared in several newspaper articles that certain files and records with respect 

to convicted rapist Larry Earl Fisher were missing from the Saskatoon Department record 

system. The allegations included:

1.  That the Larry Fisher files and records had been recently deliberately removed from 

the system by someone.
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2.  That Larry Fisher had received unusual treatment in having his guilty plea on three 

charges of rape and one charge of indecent assault which all originated in Saskatoon 

disposed of in the City of Regina.

3.  That four women who were the victims of the above charges were never advised that 

their attacker had plead guilty with respect to such charges.

The thrust of the combined allegations was that someone in the Saskatoon City Police 

Department was out to conceal the existence of Larry Fisher, and his convictions for 

sexually assaulting four Saskatoon women, which attacks occurred on October 21, 1968, 

November 13, 1968, November 29, 1968 and February 21, 1970. The concern expressed 

in the news articles was raised in the context that Larry Fisher was a possible suspect 

in the murder of Gail Miller in Saskatoon on Janaury 31, 1969, for which murder David 

Milgaard was convicted on January 31, 1970.409

The Police Commission conducted an extensive investigation into the allegations, including a review of 

police record keeping practices, the microfilming process that began in 1970, the physical move to a new 

police station in 1976, and the computerization of its record-keeping system in 1981. A team of seven 

Saskatoon Police employees were devoted to searching for the Fisher files. In the course of their search 

and microfilm review, part of the 1968 Fisher Victim 1 file was obtained including her statement, two 

investigation reports and a seized article record. However, no information respecting the other two 1968 

Fisher assaults could be located. The police also found the complete 1970 Fisher Victim 4’s investigation 

file, but this file had been previously discovered. Police Commission investigators also interviewed and 

took statements from a number of police officers and Caldwell, Kujawa and MacKay.

The Police Commission’s investigation disclosed that the 1968 Saskatoon Fisher files were not in the 

Saskatoon Police’s record-keeping system on August 16, 1991, other than part of the 1968 Fisher 

Victim 1 file and the Fisher Victim 4 file which were located on microfiche. The Police Commission also 

concluded that a “significant number of files”410 unrelated to Milgaard or Fisher were also missing from the 

microfilm and physical storage. Although the Commission was unable to explain in detail why the 1968 

assault files (other than the partial Fisher Victim 1 file) were not found on microfilm, “there was no evidence 

uncovered in the course of this investigation that suggests that anyone deliberately attempted to avoid 

microfilming these files.”411 The Commission concluded:

It appears obvious from the significant number of files missing from microfilm that the policy 

of always maintaining one complete copy of a file in central records was not adhered to. 

The fact that 1½ of the files ended up on microfilm suggests that administrative handling of 

the files including a move to new premises is responsible for the fact that the missing files 

were not microfilmed.412

The Commission found that “there is no evidence that anyone has tampered with the computer records of 

the Saskatoon City Police Department since the same were computerized in 1981.”413
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As to police handling of the charges against Larry Fisher:

The fact that Larry Fisher’s name does not appear in the computer record system of the 

Saskatoon City Police Department appears to be due in part to the fact that the Saskatoon 

City Police Department was not involved in processing the guilty pleas of Mr. Fisher beyond 

supplying a summary of facts with respect to the offences. It is fair to say that some verbal 

communication occurred between the Attorney-General’s Department and the Saskatoon 

Police Department on the fact of these guilty pleas as evidence by the knowledge of 

the investigator who attended in Winnipeg to take Mr. Fisher’s statements. However, 

this person was not the person who had investigated the offences, and it appears no 

written memorandum was produced internally, or transmitted from the Attorney-General’s 

Department which would “trigger” the retrieval of a file for recording and indexing purposes.

The victims of the offences were not notified of Mr. Fisher’s guilty pleas, but neither were 

the investigators of such offences. There was no fixed policy for notification of victims 

at the time, but it was a practice for the investigator on the file to notify the victim of the 

conclusion of the same. Lack of knowledge on the part of investigators involved accounts 

for the fact that victims were not notified.

The handling of Mr. Fisher’s guilty pleas in the City of Regina was a decision made by the 

Attorney General’s Department for routine administrative reasons, and was not a decision 

made by the Saskatoon City Police Department. This practice was commonplace and 

was not unusual in any respect. It is to be noted that Mr. Fisher was incarcerated in the 

Saskatchewan Penitentiary at the time of his guilty pleas, and was never in the custody of 

the Saskatoon City Police.414

The Police Commission investigation revealed there was no merit to the media allegations that someone 

in the Saskatoon Police tried to conceal the existence of Fisher and his convictions for sexually assaulting 

four Saskatoon women.

 (c) Victim 12

On the evening of Gail Miller’s murder, Victim 12, a 19 year old University student, contacted the 

Saskatoon Police to report that she had been assaulted that morning at 7:07 a.m. But for the Miller 

murder, she would not have reported her own assault. A friend convinced her to do so upon hearing of 

the murder.

She told the police that she was walking to the bus stop that morning on Avenue H South, approximately 

seven blocks from where Miller’s body was found. She looked at her watch at 7:07 a.m. and then a man 

approached her and “ran his hands or probably used only one hand up and down my legs”.415 She said 

she screamed and threw her books down. The assailant disappeared and Victim 12 grabbed her books 

and walked to her bus stop. She described her assailant as 5’5” or 5’6”, heavy build, dark complexion 

and dark hair.

The Saskatoon Police investigated the assault, could not find the assailant, and concluded that this 

incident was unrelated to Miller’s murder. The assault was minor compared to the murder and happened 
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seven blocks away and within minutes of the murder. Police then and since have considered that it was 

impossible for the same person to have murdered Miller and assaulted Victim 12.

In August, 1991, Victim 12 was living in Toronto. She read a newspaper article on the Milgaard case that 

included a picture of Larry Fisher whom she claimed she recognized. She then contacted Asper who took 

her statement and sent a copy to the federal Minister.

The Victim 12 statement did not influence the Minister’s decision to refer the matter to the Supreme Court. 

Fisher later denied assaulting her, and other than Victim 12’s identification of him 22 years after the event, 

there is no evidence that Fisher was her assailant. In fact if he was, he would have had an alibi for Miller’s 

murder.

 (d) Brian Mulroney Encounter

On September 6, 1991, Joyce Milgaard met Prime Minister Brian Mulroney who was attending a function 

at a Winnipeg hotel. She and her supporters were outside “campaigning” Milgaard’s cause when she was 

informed that the Prime Minister wanted to speak with her. She told him that David’s mental situation was 

not good and she was trying to get him transferred to another institution. She also said anything that he 

could do to help would be appreciated. The Prime Minister complimented Joyce on her efforts and her 

courage.

While neither testified at the Inquiry, both former Minister of Justice Kim Campbell and former Prime 

Minister Brian Mulroney mentioned the encounter in their memoirs.

In 1996, Campbell’s book entitled “Time and Chance: The Political Memoirs of Canada’s First Woman 

Prime Minister”, was published. In Chapter 10, “Doing the Right Thing”, she discussed her handling 

of Milgaard’s two s. 690 applications. On the subject of Prime Minister Mulroney’s meeting with Joyce 

Milgaard on September 6, 1991, Campbell complained:

…The PM had blindsided me on one of my most difficult issues. In the eyes of the media, 

the meeting signalled that the PM was involved. Norman Spector, the PM’s chief of staff, 

called to assure me, somewhat sheepishly, that Mulroney had said nothing to Mrs. Milgaard 

about the section 690 application but had only agreed to look into her concerns about her 

son’s living conditions in prison.

…

As I told the press, Brian Mulroney was much too good a lawyer to intervene improperly in 

this matter. He never breathed a word to me about Milgaard, nor did anyone in his office 

ever attempt to influence my handling of the case.416

In “The Memoirs of Brian Mulroney”, the author provides his version of the September 6, 1991 meeting 

with Joyce Milgaard:

When I got back to Ottawa, I arranged for a fast review of David Milgaard’s medical 

condition. He was soon transferred to a minimum-security institution. In an exchange of 

letters with Mrs. Milgaard, I told her, “I too, hope the matter will soon be resolved.” I then 

had Hugh Segal summon Justice Minister Kim Campbell to my parliamentary office in 
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Centre Block, where, because of the sensitivity of the matter, I met with her alone, although 

I debriefed Hugh Segal and Gilbert Lavoie immediately after.

“The matter has been reviewed by the department and I have conveyed our decision,” she 

told me.

“Kim,” I answered, “that is not acceptable to me. The law provides for a reference to the 

Supreme Court, and it is my intention to ensure that this case is in fact referred to the 

Supreme Court.”

My tone was firm and my words unequivocal. She understood and changed her tack 

quickly.

“Prime Minister,” she answered, “if this is the case, may I make the announcement 

myself?”417

 (e) Hypnosis of Nichol John

An issue which challenged Williams and the federal Minister on both applications was the use that could 

be made of John’s May 24, 1969 statement. At the Inquiry, Williams explained that he was convinced 

that John had seen something relevant to the murder of Gail Miller, and he thought it might be useful 

to explore whether her memory could be clarified under hypnosis. He arranged for two sessions 

to determine whether John could “remember events that had been blocked out of her conscious 

memory”.418 On September 20, 1991, she agreed to be interviewed under hypnosis and the first session 

was with Dr. Lee Pulos, a psychologist and hypnotist in Vancouver, British Columbia. His instructions were 

to obtain, if possible, an accurate recall of events in 1969. The September 25, 1991 session with Pulos 

was recorded in audio and video. After reviewing the tape, Williams was concerned about the procedure 

used and questioned whether John had in fact been hypnotized. He retained an expert, Dr. Campbell 

Perry, to review the methodology used by Pulos and to assess the results.

Perry reported to Williams in November 1991 expressing concerns about Pulos’ procedure and providing 

his opinion that John was not hypnotized at any point during the session. John agreed to undergo 

another session, this time with Orne in Philadelphia.

Williams asked Orne “to interview Ms. Demyen [John] under hypnosis, if necessary, in an attempt to 

ascertain whether her recall of the events of January 31, 1969 that appeared to have been repressed, 

may be liberated”.419 On January 10, 1992, John met with Dr. Martin Orne. The hypnosis session was 

video taped. On January 23, 1992, Orne reported to Williams that “while it was possible to help Ms. 

Demyen become hypnotized, I do not feel any substantive information emerged.”420

In the hypnosis session, Orne asked John to remember her flashback and tell him about it. She 

responded by saying that the flashback “can’t be real”.421 Whether it was real or not, Orne wanted her to 

proceed and she went on to recount that she got out of the car and came around the corner. She said 

she remembered a man kneeling over someone; they were face down and the man had his back to John. 
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The man was straddling the person on the ground and he was stabbing. She did not see his face but just 

his short jacket which was brown corduroy with a tan fur collar.

The extent to which the Minister could rely on John’s May 24, 1969 statement in the s. 690 context, 

even though that statement was not evidence at trial, presented a difficult issue. In a preliminary draft of 

the questions to be considered by the Supreme Court on the Reference Case, one was whether there 

was “any impediment or restriction in law to the consideration I may give to the evidence and information 

provided by Nichol John, detailed in the Reference Case, concerning the culpability of David Milgaard for 

the murder of Gail Miller, and to the capacity of Nichol John to remember, confirm or relate the events 

of January 31, 1969?”422 As well, in a November 2, 1991 memorandum from Williams to MacFarlane, 

Williams discussed the extent to which the federal Minister could consider the evidence of John:

Under consideration is the feasibility of obtaining the assistance of the Court to provide 

advice to the Minister relating to certain questions. For example, to what extent can 

the Minister consider the evidence of Nichol John? In 1969 Ms. John implicated David 

Milgaard in the slaying of Gail Miller in a sworn statement provided to the Saskatoon police. 

However, at the preliminary inquiry and at the trial of David Milgaard, Ms. John did not recall 

the important incriminating portions of that statement. During my interview of Ms. John on 

November 7, 1989, she experienced a “flashback” that was part of a recurring incident that 

began after Gail Miller’s murder.

In her vision Ms. John saw a man stabbing a woman as he sat astride her prone body. She 

experienced a feeling of helplessness, and ran away. Over a 22 year period she has had 

recurrent and distressing dreams and recollections of the event. Ms. John’s description 

of landmarks and the positioning of people in her “flashback” reflect portions of the 1969 

statement that she did not recall at trial. In addition it discloses additional matters such as 

the position of the victim. Ms. John positions the victim in the same surroundings and in 

the same relative position in which Gail Miller’s body was found. Aspects of her behavior 

suggests that she may be suffering from post traumatic stress disorder, (PTSD).

If Ms. John is suffering from PTSD, is the Minister entitled to take the fact of her PTSD into 

account in determining the weight to be given her 1969 statement.423

Williams went on to suggest that Justice obtain John’s consent to undergo a psychological assessment, 

and that a qualified expert be retained to determine whether she was afflicted by PTSD.

Dr. Russel Fleming was retained by the Department and asked “to assess Ms. Demyen [John] to 

determine whether she is suffering from any emotional or psychiatric disorder that has prevented her from 

recalling, consciously, the memory of the early morning hours of January 31, 1969.”424

Federal Justice lawyers invited submissions from Milgaard counsel on the issue of what use could be 

made by the federal Minister of John’s May 24, 1969 statement, and secondly whether hypnosis could 

or should be used to assist John in recalling the events of January 31, 1969, and the giving of her May 

24, 1969 statement. The federal justice department was actively pursuing hypnosis of John to “retrieve” 

her lost memory. As well they were looking at whether she suffered post traumatic stress disorder, 
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possibly explaining why she could not currently recall the events of January 31, 1969. These issues were 

discussed between federal Justice lawyers and counsel for the Milgaards. Milgaard counsel were also 

privy to the psychiatric assessment, and were shown a video of John’s hypnosis session with Pulos. 

Milgaard’s counsel was invited to put their concerns in writing.

Asper wrote to MacFarlane on November 19, 1991:

While we can totally sympathize with the desire to refresh her memory, our view is that it 

is being aimed in the wrong direction. If her memory was to be refreshed it should be in 

the area of the police interrogation and the suggestions that were made to her in order to 

obtain the false statement.425

The efforts of the investigators were premised on John having seen something on January 31, 1969 and 

then losing memory of it through some phenomena such as post traumatic stress disorder. She had been 

unable to recall what she saw until May 24, 1969 when she related it to Roberts and Mackie, only to 

lose recall again except for some flashbacks. Investigators were also interested in trying to assist John’s 

recollection of her interview with Roberts and the giving of her statement to Mackie, events of which she 

had little memory.

Fleming examined John on November 13 and 14, 1991 and reported to Williams on November 18, 

1991. He raised three possible explanations for the discrepancy between John’s May 24th statement 

and her subsequent evidence at trial. Firstly, the May 24 statement could have been a creative effort on 

the part of the investigating officers who were attempting to help John with her recollection of events. 

Secondly, John might purposely and consciously have taken a different position during her evidence at 

trial, either because of a much closer relationship with Milgaard then had been thought, or because she 

felt threatened by him. Thirdly, she might have repressed the memory of certain events for psychological 

reasons. While Fleming found the third explanation to be the most plausible, he cautioned:

This assumes of course, that she observed certain events in the first place and that the 

recollections recorded in the May 24 statement are true and not themselves the product of 

suggestion.426

Fleming found that John was not suffering from any significant emotional or psychiatric disorder, but that 

what she seems to have experienced in the weeks and months following January 31, 1969 could be 

explained on the basis of powerful psychological defence mechanisms operating to protect her from the 

memory of whatever she may have witnessed:

Having read the transcript of her evidence, I did not have the feeling of any inconsistencies 

or attempts to alter crucial facts but rather a more or less complete blockage of memory 

for certain crucial events if in fact she witnessed them. What also comes through in the 

transcript is that she was not handled in a particularly sensitive manner by the prosecution 

or more significantly the trial judge and so the fact that she might have a very legitimate 

loss of memory did not seem to occur to anyone.427
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Asked at the Inquiry what investigators concluded from the examinations and hypnosis sessions, Williams 

testified that they were satisfied that John did not, or could not provide any additional evidence of what 

took place on the morning of January 31, 1969, beyond that which had been presented at trial.

Williams told the Commission that he certainly had the view that John had witnessed something on the 

morning of January 31, 1969. Brown of Saskatchewan Justice wrote to him on December 20, 1991 

agreeing that one last effort should be made to get “expert psychiatric help to revive her memory”:428

As you noted it may be that the events in question were too long ago and have been 

buried for so long they can not be brought back at this time. However, one last attempt 

should be made. I am convinced she saw the murder and can identify the person who 

committed it. As such her evidence, if it’s available, is potentially very powerful.429

 (f) Neil Boyd and Kim Rossmo Report

In 1991, Simon Fraser University criminologist Boyd and Vancouver police officer/Ph.D. student Rossmo 

undertook a review of the Milgaard conviction. Their interest was welcomed by the Milgaard group and 

quickly publicized through Joyce Milgaard’s efforts. Boyd and Rossmo saw themselves as independent 

and interested only in getting to the bottom of the conviction, but they soon suspected that the original 

case against Milgaard did not fit.

Arrangements were made for Boyd to meet with the Milgaard group in July, 1991. To his surprise, he was 

met in Winnipeg by a large group of reporters invited by Joyce Milgaard to publicize his involvement.

Boyd and Rossmo read the original transcripts from the case, but also received additional material 

including the Centurion Ministries report, and some of the associated documents and witness statements. 

They were aware of the Minister’s decision on Milgaard’s first s. 690 application, and had followed some 

of the media programming surrounding the matter. They did not, however, seek out or ever see the 

original police or prosecution files relating to the Miller murder.

They told the Inquiry they had no preconceived notion of Milgaard’s innocence although Boyd 

acknowledged comments made by him early in his review concerning reasonable doubt of Milgaard’s 

guilt. It is apparent from his statements at the time that he was in favour of a reopening of the case soon 

after the review started, although he publicly pronounced their objectivity in July, 1991, noting a fear 

that some might misinterpret their involvement as agents of the “Asper/Wolch/Milgaard camp”. Rossmo 

emphasized to the Inquiry that their approach was an unbiased one.

Boyd and Rossmo reviewed transcripts and other documents, began interviews in the summer of 1991 

and travelled to Saskatoon in September. They interviewed further participants including David Milgaard, 

Emson, Wilson, Karst, Linda Fisher, Dennis Cadrain, Huff, Ferris, Markesteyn, and Henderson. Attempts 

were also made to speak with Caldwell, Fisher, John and Albert Cadrain. Periodic meetings with Joyce 

Milgaard continued as well.

Two interviews conducted by Boyd and Rossmo during their review are particularly noteworthy. They 

met with Emson in September, 1991, following advice they had received from Ferris. Emson said that 

his trial testimony regarding the likelihood of a young man such as Milgaard bleeding into his semen was 

incorrect. He now understood that such an occurrence would have been very unlikely.
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The Wilson interview was important as well for its explanation of the trial testimony and recantation. The 

interview was taped and a transcript was provided to the Inquiry. Boyd and Rossmo concluded that 

Wilson’s general recantation was credible although they noted that he could not be believed on several 

specific points. They judged him to be a weak person who would respond favourably to any suggestions 

made to him.

They were persuaded by Wilson’s explanation that by the time of the trial he was starting to believe that 

Milgaard had indeed committed the crime which allowed him to justify his lies. He no longer cared about 

the consequences for Milgaard, and simply wanted to remove himself from the situation, a reasonable 

explanation according to Boyd and Rossmo, given Wilson’s character.

The Wilson interview is significant as well in its contrast to the statement given to Henderson one year 

prior. Significantly, Wilson was no longer pointing to police manipulation and coercion as the reason 

behind his original lies, suggesting instead that the police had treated him generally well. He was also 

willing to blame his own character flaws, noting quite frankly that he really only cared about himself 

at the time and did not give a “shit”430 about Milgaard. Boyd and Rossmo saw these points as raw 

admissions by Wilson against his own interests. As such, their view on the credibility of his recantation 

was strengthened.

In the Boyd and Rossmo interview, Wilson also confirmed that the first time the trio were stuck on the 

morning of January 31, 1969, David Milgaard did leave the vehicle, albeit for no more than two minutes. 

The Henderson statement was silent about this. Wilson also informed Boyd and Rossmo that Milgaard 

was in possession of a knife during their trip to Saskatoon, a point that he had denied in his earlier 

statement to Henderson.

The Boyd and Rossmo report was completed and released in October, 1991, and was used in support of 

reopening Milgaard’s case.

Noting that the federal Minister had disbelieved Wilson’s statement to Henderson in considering the 

original s. 690 application, Boyd and Rossmo acknowledged that Wilson’s claims of police manipulation 

and pressure were difficult to assess, having commented on other occasions that the police had treated 

him well.

As to why Wilson might have lied, the authors noted:

According to Ron Wilson, he was simply interested in getting free from police questioning 

on May 24, 1969, going home, and “getting loaded”. He was not forced to implicate 

David Milgaard, but implicating Milgaard was the easiest way to remove himself from a 

persistently stressful situation – two months of questioning by police. Wilson was a 17 year 

old delinquent who would usually place his own interests first. He was involved in drugs 

and crime until the early Eighties, using and selling heroin and LSD, and for 10 years a 

member of the Regina motorcycle club, the Apollos.

Ron Wilson sketches a picture of disenfranchised street youth in 1969, on the fringes of 

the fledgling hippie culture and on the edge of a criminal lifestyle. They were all involved 

in using illegal drugs. “Friends” were passing acquaintances who you ran into in the 

park, spent a few days with, and who would then disappear for months. Loyalties and 
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allegiances were non-existent, the primary concern being only to look out for yourself – 

survival, “better him than me”.431

The report also addressed the question of Fisher as an alternative suspect. Led by Rossmo, a review 

and analysis of Fisher’s sexual assault history had been conducted and a psychological and geographic 

profiling undertaken. The authors concluded that based upon their review, Fisher was a very good 

suspect for the Miller murder, and in any event, a better suspect than Milgaard:

Does this mean that Larry Fisher killed Gail Miller? While he is definitely a good suspect, 

such similarities are not proof. And at the same time, while the profile of this murder does 

not fit a 16 year old teenager with no previous history of violence or sex offences and well 

outside his “comfort zone”, it does not prove David Milgaard’s innocence. Profiling deals 

with probabilities, not with proof beyond a reasonable doubt. What is more probable here, 

given all the available evidence, is that Larry Fisher committed this crime, and that David 

Milgaard did not.432

The October, 1991 report was submitted by counsel for Milgaard to federal Justice officials by 

correspondence dated October 24, 1991. It seems not to have influenced the federal officials who likely 

perceived a lack of objectivity once they became aware that its authors were associated with the Milgaard 

campaign.

The report, however, was information which might have (as opposed to should have) caused provincial 

officials or police to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller, and for that reason it has been 

discussed here.

5. Decision to Refer Case to the Supreme Court

Even before the federal Minister’s decision of November 28, 1991 to refer the matter to the Supreme 

Court of Canada, there were a number of discussions between federal and provincial lawyers and 

Milgaard’s counsel about the appropriate wording for the Reference questions.

Federal Justice lawyers at first considered two specific matters: the effect of the John evidence and the 

Fisher evidence on the issue of whether Milgaard’s conviction constituted a miscarriage of justice.

The Minister wanted advice from the Court on the use of John’s May 24, 1969 statement to police, the 

flashbacks that she reported experiencing about the events on the morning of January 31, 1969, and the 

results of hypnosis or other medical evidence relating to her memory.

On the Fisher matter, the Minister sought advice on the relevance of Fisher’s actions to the Milgaard 

conviction.

Saskatchewan Justice, on the other hand, was of the view that the Reference should be as broad as 

possible, and that the Court should be allowed to look at any evidence both before and after Milgaard’s 

conviction that might lead to a conclusion that a miscarriage of justice occurred. Brown testified before 

the Inquiry that the inclusion of the word “continued” before conviction in the Terms of Reference was 

added to ensure that the Supreme Court would look at matters that happened after Milgaard’s conviction, 

in considering whether his “continued conviction” constituted a miscarriage of justice.
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In the result, on November 28, 1991, the Minister chose a very broad question for the Court, asking for its 

opinion on whether the continued conviction of David Milgaard constituted a miscarriage of justice based 

upon the judicial record, and any other evidence it wished to hear.

Part XII – Supreme Court Reference
1. The Scope and Purpose of the Reference

The federal Minister had the option under s. 690 of the Criminal Code, to refer Milgaard’s second 

application to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal for its opinion, on any question on which the federal 

Minister desired assistance from the Court. The Reference procedure allows the Court to hear evidence, 

review a documentary record, and provide advice to a federal minister on general or specific questions. 

More importantly, the Reference procedure allows participation of the applicant in a public and transparent 

process.

In 1991, Milgaard’s trial counsel Tallis was a member of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal. The federal 

Minister decided to refer Milgaard’s application to the Supreme Court of Canada pursuant to the Supreme 

Court Act.

In hearing the Reference, the Supreme Court did not sit as an appeal court, nor did it render any 

judgment as if it were hearing an appeal. Their role was limited to giving advice to the federal Minister 

respecting the exercise of her powers under s. 690. The Court was essentially performing the Minister’s 

function under s. 690, in a judicial and transparent forum, however without any decision making power. 

The Court did not have the ability, on the Reference, to make any orders affecting Milgaard’s conviction.

The questions submitted by the federal Minister to the Supreme Court were:

“(a)  upon a review and consideration of the judicial record, the Reference Case that 

will be filed before this Court, and such further or other evidence as the Court, in 

its discretion, may receive and consider, does the continued conviction of David 

Milgaard in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan for the murder of Gail Miller, in the opinion of 

the Court, constitute a miscarriage of justice?”

“(b)  depending on the answer to the first question, what remedial action under the 

Criminal Code, if any, is advisable?”433

David Milgaard, Saskatchewan Justice and the federal Minister were granted status as parties before 

the Court. Milgaard was entitled to advance his assertion that his conviction constituted a miscarriage 

of justice. Saskatchewan Justice was directed to defend the conviction, and the federal Minister was to 

remain neutral and facilitate the  process.

Before the hearings commenced, Fisher applied for, and was granted, standing on the basis that the 

Reference affected his interest because of Milgaard’s allegation that Fisher was the real perpetrator.

The Supreme Court told the parties it would consider any evidence or submission related to the issue of 

whether Milgaard’s conviction constituted a miscarriage of justice. The Milgaards were not limited by what 

had been asserted in their applications to the Minister. The Court did not limit or prevent Milgaard from 
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tendering evidence or making submissions on any subject or issue relating to a miscarriage of justice, 

contrary to what his counsel later said. Milgaard was not prevented from leading evidence on, and making 

submissions respecting, police misconduct, or their widely publicized claims that Milgaard was framed 

and the Fisher convictions covered up. Had these allegations been established, Milgaard’s continued 

conviction would undoubtedly have been viewed as a miscarriage of justice.

In opening remarks, Chief Justice Lamer stated that the Reference “is not a trial; this is not a rehearing of 

an appeal; nor is it a Royal Commission of Inquiry into certain matters.”434 He said that neither Milgaard 

nor Fisher were on trial at the Reference.

In his opening submission to the Court, counsel for the Minister defined the role of the Court in the 

Reference:

You are simply requested to determine whether there was a miscarriage of justice. Because 

this is a reference, because it arises as a result of an application for mercy and because 

of the way the questions were framed, I believe all counsel here agree that you are not 

constrained by the normal rules of evidence or procedure and can entertain and consider 

anything which common sense and logic suggest is relevant. You are thus as free as the 

Minister would be when entertaining an application for mercy.435

The parties were allowed to file any relevant documents they wished the Court to consider. Evidentiary 

rules were relaxed, and the Court received any evidence or information that a federal minister could under 

s. 690. Twenty-five volumes of materials were filed by the parties, including police reports from the Miller 

investigation file, the Crown prosecutor’s file, and information relating to Fisher’s assaults.

The Court indicated that witnesses would be “the court’s witnesses”,436 although the parties were able 

to request that any relevant witness be called. The onus lay on Milgaard to call whatever witnesses he 

wished to establish a miscarriage of justice. Saskatchewan Justice viewed its role as testing the evidence 

advanced by the Milgaards, and calling evidence in response. They were not expected to prove anything, 

the Reference not being a retrial of Milgaard. Rather, they were to ensure that the Court had a complete 

and tested record of evidence, to inform the question posed by the federal Minister.

Brown told the Commission that he had concerns with Saskatchewan Justice being directed to assume 

an adversarial position with Milgaard at the Reference hearing. Saskatchewan Justice was not involved in 

the adjudication of the first application. The second application was filed because the Milgaards were not 

satisfied with the federal Minister’s decision on the first application. The Milgaards were really taking issue 

with the federal Minister, yet Saskatchewan Justice was directed to be their adversary:

Well, I had a concern about the Attorney General of Saskatchewan being involved in 

the Supreme Court at all simply because we were part of what was being investigated. 

There had been allegations by the Milgaards that there had been cover-up and essentially 

corruption within the Department of Justice in Saskatchewan and it seemed to me that the 

more appropriate way to go after that was via somebody independent inquiring into it and 

not us being involved in the hearings, but I was overruled on that.

…
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Q  Did you have concerns about the position it would put the Saskatchewan Attorney 

General in in the eyes of the public given what had gone on before, or had preceded 

this?

A  Well, yes, I mean, that was my concern, is that there had been allegations of 

misconduct by people who had been with Saskatchewan Justice and now you have 

Saskatchewan Justice essentially going to court to argue their case and say no, no, 

there was no problem there. It should have been – in my view it should have been a 

more neutral kind of matter.437

Although adverse to Milgaard at the Reference, Brown said that had he concluded at any point that 

there was a basis for finding a miscarriage of justice he would have informed the Court. He was still 

representing the Attorney General of Saskatchewan, and if information was received that caused him to 

question the safety of the verdict, he would have said so.

Prior to the hearing, the parties agreed to disclose relevant documents. Saskatchewan Justice delivered 

to Milgaard’s counsel the entire Saskatoon Police Miller investigation file, and the Crown prosecutor’s 

file. The Inquiry learned that in 1993, as part of the RCMP investigation into wrongdoing, Saskatchewan 

Justice had located copies of three RCMP reports prepared in 1969 as part of their investigative work 

on the Miller murder. The RCMP had destroyed their own copies of these reports many years earlier 

as part of normal file destruction, but Saskatchewan had earlier received copies as part of the RCMP 

reporting requirements for its contract policing with the Province. They had not been filed with the 

Milgaard investigation files, and Saskatchewan Justice was unaware that they had them at the time of the 

Reference, so they were not disclosed.

The Milgaards did not disclose the transcripts or tapes from the 1981 to 1983 interviews conducted by 

Joyce Milgaard and Carlyle-Gordge. These included the early interviews of Wilson, John, Cadrain and the 

motel room witnesses. They also did not disclose the transcript of the October 1991 interview of Wilson 

conducted by Boyd and Rossmo.

Federal Justice disclosed its investigation documents but not any of its reporting or advice documents, 

over which it claimed solicitor/client privilege. Among these were Williams’ report to the Minister, and 

anything related to the retention of McIntyre and his opinion to the federal Minister.

The Supreme Court had broad discretion regarding the information and evidence it would consider in the 

Reference process. It decided to hear witnesses and consider the documentary record. The Reference 

process was completed in less than five months. The Reference was ordered on November 28, 1991 with 

hearings commencing on January 16, 1992 and concluding on April 6, 1992. The opinion was handed 

down on April 14, 1992.

2. Test to be Applied by the Court

After the hearings commenced, the Supreme Court invited submissions from the parties on the 

appropriate test to be applied by the Court in determining a miscarriage of justice. On February 28, 1992, 

the Court issued the guidelines that it would apply, stating that the continued conviction of David Milgaard 

would constitute a miscarriage of justice if:
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 1.  the Court is satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that Milgaard is innocent of the murder of Gail 

Miller.

 2.  the Court is satisfied on a preponderance of the evidence (probably or more likely than not) that 

Milgaard is innocent of the murder.

 3.  there is new evidence put before the Court which is relevant to the issue of Milgaard’s guilt, which 

is reasonably capable of belief and which, taken together with the evidence adduced at trial, 

could reasonably be expected to have affected the verdict.

The Court added that if the evidence failed to establish a miscarriage of justice it might nonetheless 

consider advising the Minister to grant a conditional pardon where, having regard to all the circumstances, 

it was felt some sympathetic consideration of Milgaard’s current situation was in order.

3. The Supreme Court Hearings

The Reference commenced on January 16, 1992 and the first witness, David Milgaard, testified on 

January 21, 1992. Hearings began only six weeks after the Minister’s request. During this time period, 

significant volumes of documents were disclosed and preparations for the hearings were made under 

very tight deadlines. The Milgaards had frequently complained about the delay in the s. 690 process 

and the early hearing date was set in response to their desire to have this matter heard as quickly as 

possible. Other than what was provided at the October 1, 1990 meeting, Milgaard counsel had not seen 

the Saskatoon Police file, nor the Crown prosecutor file. Disclosure of all of this new information put a 

significant burden on their preparations. The Court was prepared to delay the Reference hearings, but 

Milgaard’s counsel wished to proceed.

In the first and second applications, Asper had done most of the work, with input and overall supervision 

from Wolch. Once the Reference was ordered, Asper told the Inquiry Wolch assumed conduct of the file, 

deciding what witnesses to call or not call and examining them at the hearings. Asper said they had very 

little time to brief Wolch.

The hearings were open to the public and received extensive media coverage.

Twenty-two witnesses testified over 15 days:

David Milgaard•	
Ron Wilson, Nichol John, Albert Cadrain (Travelling companions)•	
Eddie Karst, Art Roberts (Police Officers who dealt with these witnesses)•	
Dr. Fleming (interviewed Nichol John in 1991)•	
Deborah Hall, Ute Frank, Craig Melnyk, George Lapchuk, Luana Edwards (relating to credibility of •	
Lapchuk) , Bobbie Stadnyk (relating to credibility of Edwards) (Motel room incident witnesses)

Calvin Tallis (Trial counsel)•	
Ben Dozenko and Jack Hewitt (Milgaard’s prison guards)•	
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Larry Fisher, Linda Fisher, Fisher Victim 7, Victim 12, Brett Morgan (jail house informant re Larry •	
Fisher), John Patterson (jail house informant) (Larry Fisher evidence)

During the Reference hearings Saskatchewan Justice demanded that Milgaard undergo a secretor test. 

He was tested and determined to be a secretor. As a result, Ferris and Markesteyn did not testify but their 

reports were filed.

Neither Caldwell nor Kujawa were called as witnesses. This was noted by Saskatchewan Justice to be 

significant in light of Milgaard’s numerous allegations of Crown misconduct relating to disclosure at trial, 

the handling of Fisher’s 1971 convictions and the alleged cover-up. Caldwell travelled to Ottawa and 

was prepared to testify but was not called by Wolch. Brown said Saskatchewan Justice had no reason 

to call Caldwell or Kujawa, there being no evidence suggesting that either of them had done anything to 

contribute to a miscarriage of justice. Had he wished, Wolch could have called them.

4. Review of Evidence

 (a) David Milgaard

The Court wanted to hear David Milgaard first. He had not testified at trial, so both Saskatchewan and 

the Court wanted to hear him say that he was innocent, to provide his version of what happened on 

January 31, 1969, and respond to the evidence presented at his trial.

Milgaard had been in jail for 23 years. He suffered from a number of psychological problems while in 

prison and according to Asper and his mother was not mentally stable when he testified. He was in a 

very fragile emotional state. While in prison he suffered from mental illness and experienced a number of 

difficulties. Asper told the Commission:

David was susceptible to losing his lucidity and he was susceptible to periods of being out 

of touch with reality, and there had been an enormous amount of stress in the weeks and 

months pre – immediately preceding the Supreme Court Hearing and he had been, let’s 

say, up and down in the – in the – in that period leading up to the hearing, and we were 

concerned about his ability to hold it all together.438

Milgaard was extremely agitated and concerned with the whole Supreme Court Reference process. He 

believed, based upon what he had been told, that the Ferris report proved his innocence and so saw no 

need to testify, believing that the report should have sufficed.

Milgaard was on medication at the time. He told the Inquiry that he had been misdiagnosed with problems 

because people thought he was guilty; had been sent to mental institutions and given medication that 

clouded his mind, and that he was completely mixed up. He said that he would review things in his mind 

knowing he was not guilty and “this would mix up my memory”.439 His best recollection, he said, was 

in 1969 and 1970 and that over the years his memory became less reliable and more susceptible to 

reconstruction and influence.

He explained that his years in prison going over the events of January 31, 1969, in an attempt to find 

what had led to his wrongful conviction, together with many discussions with his mother and legal counsel 

trying to understand how to get the conviction overturned made it difficult to distinguish real memory from 
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reconstructed memory. The only thing he knew for certain was that he did not kill Gail Miller. Over time, he 

began to deny any evidence that tended to incriminate him.

He said his best and most reliable recollections were told to his lawyer Tallis in 1969. Tallis had spent 

considerable time with him preparing for the trial, and probed his recollection of critical events.

Wolch did not have detailed discussions with Tallis until just prior to the hearings. Then he learned, for the 

first time, what Milgaard had said to his counsel in 1969. It differed in key respects from Milgaard’s 1986 

affidavit, and what he and his advocates had been saying publicly.

Before he even testified, Milgaard was in a predicament. He had made statements in the media denying 

some of the evidence tendered at his trial. In his 1986 affidavit he swore under oath that he did not 

throw a compact out of the car, and that the motel room incident did not happen. Some aspects of 

his first application to the Minister and the positions taken by him and on his behalf in the media were 

contradicted by what he told Tallis in 1969.

Milgaard, his mother and his counsel had made many public statements that police coerced Wilson to 

give false evidence, and that all of Wilson’s incriminating trial evidence was false. They denied that David 

was apart from Wilson, that David had a knife, and that David threw out a compact. Their public position 

had been that the first statements given by Milgaard, Wilson and John were the complete story and the 

truth, and that later statements were the product of police coercion.

Tallis told Wolch that in 1969, David admitted throwing out the compact, that he could not deny the motel 

room incident, that he had a knife on the trip to Saskatoon, that their vehicle got stuck after stopping a 

lady for directions and that David and Wilson were apart after leaving the stuck vehicle.

Joyce Milgaard and Wolch decided not to tell David what they learned from Tallis, his mother fearing 

that the information might throw him off in his “fragile”440 state. In hindsight, had David Milgaard testified 

in conformity to what he told his counsel in 1969, he would not have found himself contradicted on 

significant matters by Tallis and other witnesses including the “recanting” witness, Wilson.

Wolch led the examination of Milgaard who told the Court that he did not kill Gail Miller. Wolch then went 

through some of the evidence that had been led against Milgaard at trial. Milgaard swore that:

 1. “I never ever threw any compact out of the window of the car”.441

 2.  With respect to Melnyk and Lapchuk’s trial evidence about the motel room incident, “none of it 

was true”.442

 3.  “There was never any knives in our car until after we left Saskatoon”.443 Milgaard denied having 

any knife including a bone handled hunting knife. He said if Wilson said there was a bone 

handled hunting knife in the car Wilson is wrong.

 4.  Milgaard testified that their vehicle did not get stuck before they arrived at the Danchuk house. 

He specifically denied getting stuck and leaving the car to look for help.
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Milgaard surprised everyone, including his own counsel, when he testified that upon their arrival in 

Saskatoon on the morning of January 31, 1969, they stopped to get the heater fixed at a garage around 

7:00 a.m. where Milgaard bought some chicken soup in a packet.

This was alibi evidence. He added that he remembered trying to get Tallis to find the “chicken soup 

man”,444 but he never did. This incident had not been mentioned by Wilson, John or Tallis, and they 

denied it in their evidence. Brown said that he thought it was an “out and out lie”,445 and a “deliberate 

untruth”446 and an effort to manufacture an alibi.

 (b) Ron Wilson

Wilson testified immediately after Milgaard who had been relying on Wilson’s recantation of his trial 

evidence to support his application. In the end, his evidence did not assist.

Counsel for Saskatchewan Justice, Eric Neufeld questioned Wilson first, and his testimony followed 

substantially his recantation given to Henderson in June 1990. However, Wilson contradicted Milgaard’s 

earlier evidence in two significant respects. He testified that Milgaard had a bone handled hunting knife 

in his possession on the trip from Regina to Saskatoon. Milgaard had denied this the day before. Wilson 

also testified that after they stopped a woman for directions in Saskatoon, their vehicle became stuck, 

and that he and David left the vehicle in opposite directions looking for help. Wilson said that he walked 

approximately four or five blocks and returned to the car with David returning not long after. Wilson 

estimated that he was away about 10 minutes. The day before, Milgaard had testified that their vehicle 

was not stuck, and that he did not leave the car or Wilson that morning. At trial, the Crown had argued 

that Milgaard murdered Miller when he was away from the car looking for help.

Wilson also acknowledged some significant omissions in his March 3, 1969 statement to the RCMP when 

he failed to mention that they stopped a woman for directions, got stuck, that he was apart from Milgaard 

for 10 minutes and that Milgaard had a knife.

At the conclusion of Wilson’s examination by counsel for Saskatchewan Justice, Chief Justice Lamer 

made the following remarks to Wilson:

Lamer, CJ:  You have told us that when you testified against Mr. Milgaard you believed 

that he was guilty.

Wilson:   Yes sir.

Lamer, CJ:  I see. You also told us today that when you gave your statement, the last 

one, that actually now you believe that he is innocent.

The witness: Yes sir.

Lamer, CJ:  We all know that if we believe your testimony believing him guilty you said 

things that didn’t happen.

The witness: Yes sir.
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Lamer, CJ: And that resulted in a conviction.

The witness: Yes sir.

Lamer, CJ:  I put this to you: You must be very careful what you tell us because of 

course if you are caught lying – we are talking of something material – it will 

reflect throughout. It will have a ripple effect over all of your testimony today. 

So I’m putting to you now believing that he is innocent: are there things that 

you think you might say different just because you might want to help him? 

And it wouldn’t help him. It would be very damaging.

     I am putting to you before you are to be further questioned: is there anything 

you want to think over in your testimony that you might – maybe with the 

temptation of doing the right thing, as you thought doing the right thing at 

the time.

The witness: No sir everything is fine.

Lamer, CJ: There is nothing?

The witness: Everything is fine.

Lamer, CJ: You are sure?

The witness: Yes sir.

Lamer, CJ: You will not have any oversight?

The witness: I don’t believe so.447

Wolch questioned Wilson next. Wilson had contradicted Milgaard on two key points, the knife and 

Milgaard leaving the car when they became stuck. Wolch decided to challenge Wilson’s evidence on 

these two points, risking the consequences of impeaching the credibility of a witness who was otherwise 

providing favourable testimony.

Wolch suggested to Wilson that the police had “planted”448 in his mind the 15 minute period of time when 

he and Milgaard were apart, referring to Wilson’s trial evidence on the point. Wilson had just told the Court 

it was only 10 minutes. Justice Sopinka intervened, asking Wolch to ask Wilson what his evidence was 

regarding the length of time Milgaard was absent from the car when they got stuck. Wolch answered “It is 

our position they were never stuck. That is what I want to get to. I would like to question him to get to that 

point. And I will show you why it is correct”.449

Wolch then read to Wilson a number of police reports setting out his argument why he thought the vehicle 

was never stuck, and therefore he and Milgaard were never apart. This line of questioning was premised 

on Wolch’s theory that Wilson’s March 3 statement was the complete truth, and that everything Wilson 

added later was false.
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Wilson’s May 23, 1969 statement to the police mentioned that Milgaard left the vehicle when it was stuck, 

but was silent about Wilson leaving the vehicle. The next morning, Wilson gave a second statement 

saying that he had left the car as well as Milgaard. Then, on the 24th, John gave her statement claiming 

to have witnessed Milgaard grab Miller and stab her after he left the vehicle.

Wolch suggested to Wilson that his second statement was needed to match John’s. Wolch told Wilson:

“The problem at that point is that you have said you are in the car, or haven’t left the car. 

And if you are there and Nichol was there, you would have had to have seen it, if Nichol 

was telling the truth…

So the police came back to you and told you that you couldn’t have been there.

…

That is why you changed it …

you now have to invent something better, so what you invented, with a little bit of guidance, 

was: I left the car and I came back and she was hysterical isn’t that correct. Because sir 

the simple truth is that it never happened?”450

Wilson responded yes to everything Wolch said to him. Wolch concluded: “You lied yesterday, you lied 

this morning. The fact is it never happened?” Wilson responded: “I believe you are right”.451

At the conclusion of this exchange, Lamer, CJ intervened:

Lamer, CJ:   If we add up the time on the bench and the time we spent in court rooms, I 

have never seen an interrogation carried on in this way around my way. But 

we cover pretty much the country here. You must put questions. That is an 

argument. All of these statements – –

Mr. Wolch: My Lord, this witness is admitting he lied.

Lamer, CJ:  Well, of course. He has lied through his teeth all along. He lied to me today. 

I asked him specifically that question before leaving: Now you think of this. 

And when I came back, he said: there is nothing.

Mr. Wolch:  My Lord, my point is: David Milgaard testified in this Court that this didn’t 

happen. He is now saying it finally.

Lamer, CJ: That is fine, he said it and – –

Mr. Wolch: I don’t want to leave him with leaving the car, because it is a lie.

Lamer, CJ:  Well, of course. But put questions to him instead of arguing why he lied. 

You can ask him: Why didn’t you tell the truth to the Chief Justice when he 

asked you at the adjournment, and things like that. But I don’t think that 

even if you are leading questions – you are entitled to lead and I think you 

have lead quite a bit. But you must give the witness some autonomy.
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     I am expressing the feeling of all of the Members of the Bench. It is not just 

myself. We all feel that it is a rather unusual way to proceed.

     I am not disappointed in any of the questions. That is not the point. The 

point is that if you get away with that, why wouldn’t we have to let the others 

get away with that?452

Wolch then asked, “Mr. Wilson, when the Chief Justice asked you if you wanted to correct your evidence, 

did you contemplate correcting this?”453 Wilson replied: “No, I didn’t because you just brought it out to me 

that that is the way it was.”454

Lamer C.J. then told Wilson “You have lied to us yesterday. You have lied in recanting. You have lied the 

recant.”455 At the conclusion of his evidence, Chief Justice Lamer cited Wilson for contempt of court with 

regard to his contradictory testimony on the question of their vehicle being stuck and he and Milgaard 

being apart.

Wilson returned to Court a few weeks later with counsel to answer the citation for contempt. Wilson 

explained his contradictory evidence saying that he was “absolutely positive that the answers to 

Mr. Neufeld were correct”.456 Wilson confirmed that their vehicle was stuck and that he and Milgaard left 

the car and were apart for 10 minutes. He said his answers to Mr. Wolch on this subject were false.

Wilson explained his “lies”457 to Wolch saying that throughout the proceedings he believed he was “on the 

side of David Milgaard and his lawyers”458 and “on the same team”459 as Wolch.

Wilson’s counsel asked him:

Q:  I gather from reading the transcript that it would be fair to say that, through the 

questioning by Mr. Wolch, you were asked to read, to listen to him, to analyze some 

differences in what was in the statements, and to answer all at the same time.

A:  Yes I was.

Q: Were you trying to follow Mr. Wolch when you were giving him the answers?

A: Yes, I was trying to. Yes

Q: Did you think at the time that you were following all of his arguments?

A: I thought I was.

Q: And you still thought that Mr. Wolch was on your side as you go through that?

A: Yes.460
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Chief Justice Lamer asked Wilson:

  Could it be that you are answering “Yes” to everything that sounded like he [Wolch] 

wanted a “Yes” and you are answering “No” to everything he seemed to be indicating he 

would want a “No”.461

Wilson agreed.

After Watson completed his questions, Mr. Justice Sopinka asked Wilson about the “substantial 

departure”462 in the evidence he gave to Eric Neufeld and the evidence he gave to Wolch regarding 

Milgaard’s possession of a knife. Wilson had admitted to Neufeld that he saw a hunting knife on Milgaard 

on the trip to Saskatoon, but when examined by Wolch he said it never happened. Wilson confirmed that 

the evidence he gave to Neufeld was true.

Wilson’s admission that he lied before the Supreme Court, and his explanation for having done it were 

devastating to the credibility of his recantation. He admitted that he lied under oath when questioned by 

Milgaard’s lawyer because he thought he was on “Milgaard’s team”. Saskatchewan Justice later argued 

that the credibility of Wilson’s recantation to Milgaard’s investigator was suspect.

 (c) Mr. Justice Calvin Tallis

It was not clear at first whether Tallis would be a witness, but after Milgaard’s testimony, particularly about 

the chicken soup/heater stop, his testimony in response was needed.

Tallis’ testimony contradicted Milgaard’s evidence on a number of significant points relating to things that 

Milgaard had admitted to him in 1969:

 1.  he had a knife in his possession on the way to Saskatoon (not a hunting knife nor a maroon 

handled paring knife);

 2. they stopped a lady for directions and Milgaard thought about robbing her;

 3.  shortly after, their vehicle became stuck and he and Wilson left the vehicle in separate directions 

looking for help;

 4. that when he returned, two men in a cream colored Chrysler came along and pushed them out;

 5.  he threw a compact out of their vehicle on their way out of Saskatoon explaining he was not sure 

where it came from or why he threw it out; and

 6. the motel room incident may have happened and he couldn’t deny it.

Tallis further testified that Milgaard had never told him about stopping to get the car heater fixed or about 

buying chicken soup at the garage and denied that his client had asked him to check out this alibi.

 (d) Nichol John

At the Supreme Court, John was asked about her recollection of events on the morning of January 31, 

1969. While there was much she did not remember, she recalled that they stopped a woman on the street 

and that their vehicle got stuck in the approach of an alley with a church at the end of the alley. She also 

recalled being outside of the car, while it was daylight, and also being in a house. She recalled that they 

drove to a motel and that David went into the motel to get a map. She recalled leaving Saskatoon and 
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passing through Rosetown. She remembered finding a cosmetic bag in the glove compartment of the 

vehicle. She recalled that the cosmetic bag was thrown out but she could not recall by who. She only 

vaguely recalled being in Calgary and then returning to Regina.

John confirmed that she experienced flashbacks of being in the car in an alley, facing the church. She 

could see garbage cans to her left. She recalled sitting in the back seat of the car alone. She said that she 

heard church bells which drew her attention and that she sat up. She saw a garage and a fence and said 

that she felt like she was standing outside. Asked if anything else was associated with this memory, she 

said “I can’t tell you, because I’m not sure. I don’t know my mind.”463 She also said “there’s a picture in my 

head and I don’t know where this picture is from”.464 She then went on to describe a picture of someone 

on the ground and “there is someone else straddled over them going like this”.465 She could not see the 

face of the person but recalled seeing a brown coat. She recalled that there was snow on the ground and 

it was just starting to get light. She indicated that these flashbacks occurred often and started after the 

trip she took with Milgaard and Wilson to Saskatoon.

John was asked about her May 24, 1969 statement to Saskatoon Police. She recalled being picked 

up by the police in Regina and driven to Saskatoon. She confirmed her signature on the May 24, 1969 

statement. She remembered being driven to the police station and going upstairs. She recalled being in 

a room and talking to someone. She also remembered driving around Saskatoon with the police. She 

did not recall spending the night in police cells but did remember being really upset. She recalled that 

someone brought her a glass of water and an aspirin. She also recalled being in a hotel room with Wilson. 

She did not recall a man by the name of Art Roberts. She remembered telling Wilson that she wanted to 

take a lie detector test but that they would not give her one. She believes that she gave her statement 

sometime after being driven around by police but her recall of the sequence of events was poor. She 

stated that she did not think that the police treated her badly nor did she believe that she had lied to them 

or to the court.

John was asked if she remembered talking with Wilson and agreeing with him to convict David Milgaard 

of murder. She answered:

I remember a conversation something along those lines, but I don’t know what the words 

were.466

When asked if the conversation included any indication that she was to lie, she responded “I don’t 

know”.467 She believed that the conversation with Wilson probably took place in the hotel room and 

occurred around the statement taking time.

On cross-examination by Wolch, John confirmed that she remembered being really upset when she was 

with the police but she did not provide any further information. When asked if, as a scared 16 year old, 

she might have followed Wilson’s advice to sink Milgaard, she replied “I might have, yes”.468 Although 

Wolch provided John with her March 11 and May 24, 1969 statements to police which he stated were in 

conflict, she was not asked to explain the inconsistencies.
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 (e) Dr. Russel Fleming

Fleming is a psychiatrist who examined John, at the request of federal Justice on November 13 and 14, 

1991. His report to Williams was dated November 18, 1991.

On February 18, 1992, Fleming gave evidence about the John interview and about psychiatric 

problems possibly affecting her ability to recall events of January 31, 1969. Fleming gave some possible 

explanations for John’s behavior and discussed her May 24, 1969 statement to police. He could not be 

conclusive.

Fleming gave post traumatic stress disorder as one possible explanation for John’s behavior. He said 

that “in the absence of evidence that would support the other possibilities, I ended up believing that she 

had, in fact, repressed certain memories, if in fact those memories were originally present at all, which 

is not absolutely certain”.469 The other possibilities referred to were that John consciously fabricated 

something, or that she was pressured or encouraged to provide a statement which she signed and which 

she became convinced was true in May, 1969, but then did not subsequently support at the time of the 

preliminary and the trial. Fleming’s feeling based on the material he reviewed, was that John had tried to 

tell the trial Court what she could remember, but the Court failed to understand that she was not simply 

lying but could not remember certain events.

When cross-examined by Wolch, Fleming acknowledged that amongst the possible things that might 

explain her May 24, 1969 statement, were deliberate lies or the adoption of information suggested to her 

by police. He agreed that being shown the coat of the victim and photographs might have had a profound 

effect on her. Her flashbacks might not in fact have been memories of a real image at all, but rather the 

product of her imagination:

The flashbacks don’t actually have to be real memories. They could be the product of 

imagination as well. I don’t think that has actually been ruled out one way or the other.470

On questioning by the Court, Fleming agreed it was possible that John was lying, or that she was 

suffering from a repressive symptom. He said that “to believe that the repression theory is an issue here 

at all, you have to first of all go from the premise that she actually did observe events”.471 Although he 

was not able to say conclusively that John suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder or psychogenic 

amnesia, he felt that the likelihood of a psychological repressive mechanism operating, was as strong as 

the evidence supporting any of the other ways of explaining her behaviour.

 (f) Albert Cadrain

Cadrain testified that he told the truth in his March 2, 1969 statement to the police, and that he had seen 

blood on Milgaard’s clothing on the morning of Miller’s murder. He said that Milgaard threw his blood-

stained pants into the garbage truck on the morning of the murder. He confirmed telling the truth at David 

Milgaard’s preliminary hearing and trial, and said that he had gone into psychiatric care after the trial. 

Wolch cross-examined Cadrain on a number of issues including his treatment by the police in 1969, and 

his mental health.
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 (g) Motel Room Evidence

The Supreme Court heard from all of the motel room incident participants. Lapchuk and Melnyk both 

confirmed the truth of their trial evidence. Hall acknowledged that the incident took place and confirmed 

the evidence she gave to Williams in November of 1989 regarding the words spoken by Milgaard. She 

said that she viewed Milgaard’s comments as being crude and sarcastic, treating them as a joke.

Frank testified that an incident took place in the motel room, but she described it somewhat differently 

than the others. She confirmed that she saw Milgaard “stabbing the pillow”472 and heard him say “he had 

killed her”473 several times. She did not find the incident a joke and took it seriously. The Court also had an 

affidavit from Harris who said he was present in the motel room. He did not deny the incident took place 

but said that whatever David said was not serious.

 (h) Police Evidence

David Milgaard testified that the Wilson and John statements were the result of police coercion and that is 

why they lied. The theory of police misconduct, manipulation and coercion of witnesses was an argument 

advanced by Milgaard’s counsel before the Supreme Court. Wilson, John and Cadrain were questioned 

regarding their treatment by police. Police officers Karst and Roberts also testified regarding their dealings 

with these witnesses.

During the course of the Reference, Wolch discovered in the documents disclosed by Saskatchewan 

Justice a five page document which the Commission referred to in its hearings as the Mackie Summary. 

The first four pages represented a summary of evidence the police had collected together with one 

page of theories. He argued at the Supreme Court that the summary, which at that time he thought was 

Caldwell’s, was used by authorities to coerce the witnesses to lie.

 (i) Eddie Karst

Karst first interviewed Cadrain and Milgaard and later Wilson and John. He took Wilson’s incriminating 

statements of May 23 and 24, 1969. Karst travelled to Winnipeg in October 1970 to take Fisher’s 

statement admitting to two of the Saskatoon sexual assaults.

Karst was questioned by counsel for Saskatchewan Justice and by Wolch about all his interactions with 

the witnesses. He testified that he had nothing to do with Roberts’ polygraph examination of Wilson but 

became aware of the results. Karst believed that Wilson’s incriminating evidence given on May 23 and 24, 

1969 was confirmed as being truthful by Roberts’ polygraph of Wilson.

Wolch cross-examined Karst on his dealings with the Milgaard witnesses before trial, and with Fisher 

in 1970. He showed Karst the “Mackie Summary” and questioned him about whether this document 

was used as a script by the police to coerce witnesses to fabricate evidence. Karst had never seen the 

document before and denied any inappropriate conduct with the Milgaard witnesses.
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 (j) Inspector Art Roberts

Roberts was the polygraph operator who interviewed Wilson and John on May 23, 1969. He was 

questioned by counsel for Saskatchewan Justice, cross-examined by Wolch and finally questioned by 

the Court.

Roberts was 72, having retired from the Calgary Police force in 1975 after 35 years of service. He died in 

1997 leaving his Supreme Court testimony as the only sworn record of his dealings with Wilson and John.

Roberts told the court that he was a trained polygraph operator, having conducted 200 to 225 polygraph 

sessions from 1965 to 1973. His involvement in the Milgaard case started in 1969 when he was asked 

to go to Saskatoon to assist police and polygraph two witnesses – Wilson and John. He arrived there 

on the night of May 22nd, 1969 and was briefed by Supt. John Wood and other officers, reviewed some 

notes, went to the crime scene and then spent the next day interviewing and polygraphing Wilson and 

interviewing John. Then he returned to Calgary.

Roberts did not have any notes or reports to refresh his memory, although he had recently read the trial 

transcripts of Wilson, John, Karst and a few others.

From the Supreme Court transcript it appears that Roberts did not have a good recollection of his 

dealings with Wilson and John in 1969. His testimony was often based on what his normal practice was 

as opposed to specific recollection.

He said that he would normally interview a subject, getting his version of events and then draft questions 

which could be answered by a yes or a no. There were no surprise questions. He would then apply the 

polygraph apparatus and ask the questions, taking 4 to 5 minutes. The test would be repeated. The total 

time to prepare the witness, go over his version of events and conduct the test (asking questions) was 

approximately two hours.

Normally, he would test a “known lie”474 to get a reading on the polygraph showing deception. One of the 

questions he used was “Did you ever intentionally hurt anybody?”.475 He explained that everyone in their 

life has done that and a negative answer will show deception.

As to Wilson and John, he related being told by Saskatoon Police before the interview that Milgaard was 

believed to have committed the murder. Wilson and John were not suspects but the police believed they 

were holding back and not telling the truth. Roberts proceeded on the basis that Milgaard committed the 

murder and that Wilson and John had incriminating evidence which they were withholding from the police. 

He saw his job as a polygrapher to get them “to tell what they knew about it, truthfully”.476 Before he even 

met or questioned Wilson and John, he believed that they were “holding back or not telling the truth”477 to 

him.

  (i) Ron Wilson Polygraph

Roberts described his interview and polygraph test of Wilson. No one else was present. He asked Wilson 

to provide his recollection of what happened on the morning of January 31, 1969 and was told that 

they arrived in Saskatoon and were driving around looking for directions, got stuck, Wilson got out to try 
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and look for help and came back to find that John was “highly agitated”.478 Apart from that, Wilson did 

not provide any further information about Milgaard’s activities that morning. He said they drove away or 

got pushed and then went to visit somebody. Wilson did not give any incriminating evidence in the first 

interview.

Roberts told the Court that “of course, he did not admit to anything, or of seeing anything.”479 Roberts 

then told Wilson “I think you know more than you’re telling me.”480 Wilson denied this allegation and said 

he had told everything but agreed to the polygraph test when asked.

About specific questions asked, Roberts testified:

Now as far as I can recall – and I would normally do this, because you’re trying to find the 

person who did do the murder – I ran what was known as a SKY test. S-K-Y. The reason 

for being called that is one of the questions you would ask is: Do you suspect anyone of 

committing this murder, or murdering Gail Miller, whichever question I used at that time. 

The next one would be: Do you know for sure who killed Gail Miller, or who committed this 

crime? The last one, with a “Y” in it, did you commit this crime, or did you kill Gail Miller.481

Roberts said that he went through these questions with Wilson before he did the polygraph test and 

Wilson was allowed to read the questions interspersed with others of a general and unrelated nature.

The polygraph showed, according to Roberts, that Wilson was being deceptive and had lied on two 

questions, “do you suspect” and “do you know” who killed Gail Miller, when he replied “no”.482 Roberts 

repeated the test with the same result, again concluding that Wilson was being deceptive. He then 

interrogated Wilson, saying to him “I think you’re lying to me, Ron”.483 Wilson challenged this and asked 

where or when. Roberts said he showed him the variance on the charts and Wilson told him that there 

must be something wrong with the machine.

Roberts asked Wilson to explain his lies and according to Roberts:

He finally said that Milgaard had made a remark to him, and he said that he kind of thought 

that he wasn’t sure, and he couldn’t really say for sure that he was the one. I asked him 

then, I said “Well what did he say to you?” He said that he had hit the girl. He had hit a girl. 

Now I took it to mean Gail Miller. I said “Did he say the girl in the back alley”, and he said 

“Well I knew it was the girl in the back alley and he said he hit the girl.” I said, “What did you 

take it to mean by that”. Well, he says, “Then he murdered her.” He didn’t say “murdered”, 

he said something else, but it meant the same thing. “Killed her” I think he said.484

Roberts said Wilson told him he had not seen the murder but that Milgaard twice told him that he had 

killed the girl. He asked Wilson if he would give a statement to police and Wilson agreed. Saskatoon 

Police were contacted to pick him up. When Karst arrived, Roberts said that he told Karst “Ron has now 

told me what had happened. Milgaard told him that he hit a girl or killed a girl in the back alley and he 
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wants to tell you about it.”485 Roberts testified that his last words to Ron were “Thanks, Ron, make sure 

you tell everything.”486 Wilson was taken to the Saskatoon Police station where he gave his May 23, 1969 

statement to Karst. Roberts said that his first session with Wilson took approximately two hours.

Roberts did not have any notes or report on his interview, nor did he have the polygraph charts. His file, if 

there was one, had not been provided to Saskatoon Police nor to the Crown in 1969. Efforts to locate the 

files in 1990 were unsuccessful.

Roberts testified that the Wilson test was one of over 200 he conducted during an eight year period. His 

involvement in the Miller investigation was limited to his interviews of Wilson and John. When Williams first 

contacted Roberts in June 1990, as part of the first application investigation, Roberts told Williams that he 

remembered interviewing Wilson and John but after 20 years, could not recall the details.

According to Roberts and Wilson, Wilson did not provide any inculpatory statements to Roberts before 

he was polygraphed. The day before, Wilson had told Saskatoon Police that Milgaard was away from 

the car for approximately 15 minutes and “that this was the time that Milgaard was probably involved 

in a murder”.487 But he went farther with Roberts after the polygraph test, saying that Milgaard had a 

maroon handled knife, that he admitted killing a girl, and that Wilson observed blood on his clothing. This 

incriminating information was offered only after Roberts told Wilson that he lied regarding his knowledge 

of who committed Miller’s murder.

Roberts told the Supreme Court that he thought he used the “SKY” test because that is what he normally 

did. In cross examination by Wolch, Roberts agreed that he also asked Wilson the question “have you 

ever intentionally hurt someone” because that is a “known lie” question. He had not recalled that question 

until Wolch mentioned it. Roberts denied that Wilson’s answer to this question was one of the “two lies”488 

detected in Wilson’s polygraph.

However, another record of the questions which Roberts asked Wilson in 1969 was never put to Roberts. 

On September 3, 1969 Caldwell telephoned Roberts in Calgary asking about his interview and polygraph 

of Wilson, and made notes of the conversation. The discussion was during the preliminary hearing at a 

time when Caldwell was considering calling Roberts to testify. At the Inquiry, Caldwell explained the note 

and its abbreviations:
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Original Note

489
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490

Caldwell explained the abbreviations in his note to the Inquiry:

Re. Wilson lying on two Questions

  1. Wilson lied on two questions.

  2.  Don’t let out charts unless subpoenaed to court. Chief’s orders. Chart doesn’t 

have questions.

  3. Clothes exhibit (ask Wood) and back to same guy.

   a. Are you holding back anything re Gail Miller?

   b. Did you ever intentionally hurt anyone?

 yes  c. Have you lied to any Question on this test?
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  Wilson Questions

  1.  Re the Gail Miller murder, are you deliberately holding back any information re 

that?

  2.  Have you lied to any Question on this test? (could refer to did you ever hurt 

anyone or to the Question whether he was holding back)

   – Wilson didn’t see it

   – Wilson didn’t do it

  (you know for sure who did it?) yes.

  Wilson told Roberts that in Calgary, Dave told him:

  – I took her purse

  – he poked her with knife a few times.

Although Caldwell’s note was disclosed to the parties at the time of the Reference it was not part of the 

Reference Case, nor was Roberts questioned about it. Caldwell was not called as a witness.

At the Inquiry, Caldwell could not recall anything further about the note and could only say that he 

recorded what Roberts would have told him at the time.

Caldwell’s note raises the possibility that Roberts might not have used the “SKY” test he described to the 

Supreme Court. Judging from the note, Wilson’s “two lies” might have been in response to two questions 

that were unrelated to the Gail Miller murder (did you ever intentionally hurt anyone? and have you lied to 

any question on this test?). Another interpretation of the note is that Wilson lied to the question of “are you 

deliberately holding back any information on the Gail Miller murder?”.

There appears to be a discrepancy between Roberts’ recollection at the Supreme Court and what 

Caldwell recorded in 1969. But Roberts was not questioned about the Caldwell note at the Supreme 

Court. It is cryptic and not self-explanatory but does, however, invite the inference that Roberts really had 

no present memory at the Supreme Court of what he asked Wilson in 1969.

By Roberts’ own account, however, Wilson recited Milgaard’s admission about killing a girl only after 

Roberts had confronted him with a deceptive polygraph result.

Roberts testified that when he interviewed John right after Wilson, he disbelieved her when she said that 

she had not seen anything that morning, and he continued to question her. He had just heard from Wilson 

of Milgaard’s admission that he “hit or killed”491 a girl while he was out of the car. Both Wilson and John 

have testified that when Wilson left the polygraph session he told John something to the effect of “let’s 

sink him”.492 Whether the results of the Wilson questioning were used by Roberts in his John interrogation 

is unknown, but the sequence of events leaves open the possibility.

Roberts’ polygraph of Wilson was relied upon both by Saskatoon Police and the prosecutor as adding 

credibility to Wilson’s May 23 and 24 statements and to the evidence he gave at trial. They believed that 

the most incriminating evidence in Wilson’s statements was verified by polygraph. It was not, because 

Roberts did not use the polygraph to test the truth of what Wilson said he heard from Milgaard but rather 

to test whether Wilson was telling all he knew. The Supreme Court heard Roberts say that he detected 
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deception on the questions of “do you suspect” and “do you know who” killed Gail Miller. What later came 

from Wilson was not verified by polygraph.

  (ii) Nichol John Interview

Roberts interviewed John immediately after Wilson, asking first for her version of events. He described her 

as nervous, telling basically the same story as Wilson’s pre-polygraph version. She told Roberts that they 

stopped somebody for directions and then the car got stuck close to the alley. She could see down the 

alley. She said Wilson and Milgaard left the car.

I said to her, “And what happened then?”, and she hesitated and hummed and hawed and 

I said, “Well, something must have happened”. She said “Well I can’t remember”. That was 

what she said, I can remember her saying that, “I can’t remember…”493

Roberts testified that he did not believe that she could not remember and continued:

I spoke to her for some time and went through it again. You must realize, in these things, 

you go over certain things repetitiously to see whether there’s any variance in the story. 

I suppose I spoke to her for half to three-quarters of an hour. I finally had the clothing, 

apparently that was worn by Gail Miller in a room in a plastic bag…

Now, during this she kept saying, “No I don’t remember I don’t remember.” I said, “Well I 

think you do remember but for some reason or other you don’t want to tell me.” I took the 

white – I can recall a white uniform being there, and it was in a plastic bag and I gave it to 

her. I said, “What if this had been your sister?” and she burst out, she said “My God, I do 

remember. I do remember. I saw him fighting with her down the lane. I saw him stab her.” 

I said, “Well, now you remember” and she said, “Yes”. I said, “Was there some reason you 

didn’t want to tell me before?”. She said ,“I couldn’t tell you before. I didn’t remember until 

I saw the dress.”494

John then said that she thought she got out of the car and ran but did not know where, “I must have 

got back in the car, because I was there when Ron came back.” She said she could not remember what 

happened then.

Roberts asked John if it would help her if Wilson came back and the three of them sat down and talked 

about it. She agreed, Wilson returned, and the three spoke for about three-quarters of an hour. Roberts 

made no notes of this discussion but said that he would have told Wilson John’s version of events and 

remembered Wilson saying “Well, I didn’t see that. I guess I was away from the car.”495

Roberts then turned John over to the police to give a statement and returned to Calgary that night.

Roberts played no further role in the taking of written statements from Wilson or John. In fact, he never 

saw the statements until the Supreme Court hearings. He had some contact with the prosecutor around 

the preliminary hearing and trial date and travelled to Saskatoon for the preliminary hearing but was not 

called as a witness.
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Roberts denied that he “brainwashed, misled and manipulated”496 Wilson.

In his cross-examination by Wolch, Roberts described Wilson as being a lot calmer than John. He said 

that he knew Wilson had previously been in trouble with police and that “He exhibited the behaviour of 

somebody that had been previously questioned by the police and wasn’t going to tell them too much. In 

other words, he just wasn’t going to squeal on anybody.”497

Wolch also suggested to Roberts that after Wilson gave his first incriminating statement to the police, he 

met with John, and that what he learned from John might have caused him to change his story, namely 

that he left the vehicle. Roberts denied this and said that Wilson told him that he had left the vehicle when 

Milgaard did, before Wilson or Roberts ever talked to John.

 (k) Larry Fisher Evidence

Fisher had applied for intervener status and was a party before the Court. He was required to testify as 

a witness, and was to provide bodily substances for secretor and DNA tests. The samples he gave were 

used as well in the 1997 DNA testing.

Fisher testified that he did not rape or murder Miller. Wolch had full opportunity to examine him about the 

Miller murder and his own previous sexual assaults.

Linda Fisher testified and essentially repeated what she had told the Milgaards, Pearson and Williams 

in 1990.

5. Submissions and Arguments

In written submissions filed with the Supreme Court, Saskatchewan Justice argued that Milgaard had 

failed to establish a miscarriage of justice on any of the three grounds set out in the Supreme Court’s 

guidelines:

In our submission, Mr. Milgaard’s evidence is not credible and is both self contradictory and 

contradicted by other witnesses.498

Their submission compared Milgaard’s evidence with the evidence given by other witnesses and in 

particular Tallis. The brief identified 11 areas where David Milgaard is alleged to have “lied” and concluded 

by saying:

It is our submission that David Milgaard’s denial of guilt is not credible and should not be 

accepted. In the final analysis, very little of what Mr. Milgaard told this Court about the 

major issues in this case is true. Under the circumstances, there is no reason to believe 

that denial of guilt is any more credible than the rest of his evidence.499

Based on the fact that Wilson admittedly lied to the Court and had a bias or interest in helping the 

“Milgaard team”,500 Saskatchewan Justice submitted that:
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Nothing Mr. Wilson has said in his recantation can be accepted unless there is 

corroboration for what he says found in the evidence of others or in previous testimony of 

his from the trial.501

With respect to the Fisher ground, Saskatchewan Justice acknowledged that there were two distinct 

arguments. First, had defence counsel at trial known about three previous Fisher assaults it would have 

“made a big difference to the trial outcome”.502 The second aspect was that the evidence available since 

1971 “clearly shows that Larry Fisher is guilty”.503

On the first, Saskatchewan Justice argued that due to the lack of similarity and lack of pattern between 

the Fisher offences and the Miller murder, the offences would have been of “little value”504 to defence 

counsel.

On the second Fisher ground, Saskatchewan submitted that there was no similar fact evidence or other 

evidence involving Fisher which linked him to Miller’s crime.

In their written submission, Milgaard counsel argued Crown and police misconduct as a basis to find a 

miscarriage of justice, stating: “It is the position of David Milgaard that highly coercive and improper police 

tactics led to the witnesses, Wilson, John and Cadrain, eventually giving statements that incriminated 

Milgaard.”505

They referred to John’s statement being provided “after coercive police questioning”506 and being 

“subjected to the highly objectionable techniques of inspector Roberts.”507

Regarding the conduct of the Crown, the brief stated “it is submitted that the original trial was severely 

flawed by the failure to provide full disclosure.”508 The brief described significant volumes of information 

that was “withheld”509 from the Milgaards. In conclusion, counsel referred to the fact that Milgaard “had 

long maintained that his conviction was obtained on fabricated evidence.”510

With respect to the Larry Fisher evidence, Milgaard’s position was that “the case against Larry Fisher is 

extremely strong, and in fact amounts to proof beyond a reasonable doubt of his guilt.”511

And on the motel room incident:

It is therefore submitted that when the motel room evidence is examined in its entirety, 

the most that can be said is that David Milgaard, under the influence of drugs, made a 

statement in a manner and in circumstances consistent with sarcasm and poor taste.512
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6. Supreme Court Decision

On April 14, 1992, the Supreme Court released it’s opinion and findings:

It is appropriate to begin by stating that in our view David Milgaard had the benefit of a 

fair trial in January 1970. We have not been provided with any probative evidence that the 

police acted improperly in the investigation of the robbery, sexual assault and murder of 

Gail Miller or in their interviews with any of the witnesses. Nor has evidence been presented 

that there was inadequate disclosure in accordance with the practice prevailing at the time. 

Milgaard was represented by able and experienced counsel. No error in law or procedure 

has been established. At the conclusion of the first trial, there was ample evidence upon 

which the jury, which had been properly instructed, could return a verdict of guilty.513

Having heard evidence from Karst, Roberts, Wilson, John, Cadrain and Milgaard, the court concluded 

that the police did not act improperly in the investigation and interviewing of witnesses. The issue of 

police misconduct had been argued by Milgaard and was not accepted by the Supreme Court. It did not 

conclude that Milgaard had been framed, as had been alleged in the media.

Further the court stated that there was no Crown misconduct relating to disclosure based upon the 

practice at the time.

After commenting on the investigation, Crown conduct and the fairness of trial, the Court said:

However, fresh evidence has been presented to us. Ronald Wilson, a key witness at the 

trial, has recanted part of his testimony. Additional evidence has been presented with 

respect to the alleged motel room confession. More importantly, there was evidence lead 

to sexual assaults committed by Larry Fisher which came to light in October 1970, when 

Fisher made a confession.

In our view, this evidence, together with other evidence we have heard, constitutes credible 

evidence that could reasonably be expected to have affected the verdict of the jury 

considering the guilt or innocence of David Milgaard. Our conclusion in this respect is not 

to be taken as a finding of guilt against Fisher, nor indeed that the evidence would justify 

charging him with the murder of Gail Miller.514

The Supreme Court thus found merit in the second aspect of the Fisher ground which had been 

advanced on both the first and second s. 690 applications. They mentioned as well the Wilson 

recantation and new motel room evidence.

The Court concluded that it was not satisfied either beyond a reasonable doubt or on a preponderance of 

evidence that Milgaard was innocent of the murder of Gail Miller.

Given the new evidence, the Court advised the Minister to quash the conviction and direct a new trial of 

Milgaard under s. 690(a) of the Criminal Code. Accordingly, it would not discuss the evidence in detail or 

comment upon the credibility of the witnesses:
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Without being exhaustive it will suffice to observe that there is some evidence which, if 

accepted by a jury could implicate Milgaard in the murder of Gail Miller.515

The Court noted that there “were a number of differences in the testimony given by Milgaard and Justice 

Tallis on this reference”.516 It described the motel room incident:

In addition there is the evidence of the motel room incident which could be taken as an 

admission of murder by Milgaard, or as a joke made in very poor taste, or as mere drug 

induced rambling.517

It concluded:

While there is some evidence which implicated Milgaard in the murder of Gail Miller, the 

fresh evidence presented to us, particularly as to the locations and the pattern of the sexual 

assaults committed by Fisher, could well affect a jury’s assessment of the guilt or innocence 

of Milgaard. The continued conviction of Milgaard would amount to a miscarriage of justice 

if an opportunity was not provided for a jury to consider the fresh evidence.518

After directing that the conviction be set aside and a new trial ordered, the Court said it would be open 

for the Attorney General of Saskatchewan to enter a stay if that was deemed appropriate in all of the 

circumstances. However, if a stay was not entered, a new trial proceeded and a verdict of guilty returned, 

then the court recommended that the Minister of Justice consider granting a conditional pardon of 

Milgaard. The message to Saskatchewan Justice was clear.

Part XIII – Supreme Court Reference Aftermath
1. Saskatchewan Justice Response to the Supreme Court Decision

Following the Reference decision, the federal Minister accepted the advice of the Supreme Court and 

ordered a new trial for Milgaard. His 1970 conviction was set aside. On April 16, 1992, the Attorney 

General of Saskatchewan filed an indictment charging Milgaard with second degree murder, and 

immediately entered a stay of proceedings and he was released from prison.

Notwithstanding his release, the decision did not provide him with all of his desired relief. In fact, 

the decision was a setback to Milgaard’s effort to be exonerated and to recover compensation for 

his wrongful conviction. While he would not face another trial, he did not have an opportunity to be 

acquitted. He was presumed to be innocent in law, but at the Supreme Court he had a rare opportunity 

to get an opinion on factual innocence which might have opened the door to official exoneration and 

compensation. Instead the Court said that he had not proven his innocence, either beyond a reasonable 

doubt or on a balance of probabilities. The Court’s opinion was followed by a stay of proceedings by 

Saskatchewan which denied him even the chance of a not guilty verdict in Court. At the same time, of 

course, it shielded him from a possible finding of guilt on a new trial.
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With nothing further to expect from Justice Canada, the Milgaards turned their attention to Saskatchewan 

Justice who, by this time, were ready to respond to the media campaign which they expected would 

follow the Supreme Court decision.

The Supreme Court concluded that: Milgaard had had a fair trial in 1970; that improper Crown or police 

conduct had not been shown; that he had been represented by able counsel; and that no error in law or 

procedure had been established. The Court also declared that “there is some evidence which if accepted 

by a jury could implicate Milgaard in the murder of Gail Miller”.519 Taking note of these conclusions, 

Saskatchewan relied as well upon the finding that Milgaard had failed to prove his innocence either on the 

criminal or civil standard, that police or prosecutorial conduct had not been shown, and that disclosure 

had met the standards of the day. Based upon the Supreme Court statement that “the continued 

conviction of Milgaard would amount to a miscarriage of justice if an opportunity was not provided for 

a jury to consider the fresh evidence”,520 and because a new trial had been ordered, Saskatchewan’s 

conclusion was that Milgaard’s 1970 conviction was not a miscarriage of justice.

As a result, Saskatchewan Justice did not reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller. On 

April 16, 1992, the Attorney General announced that he was entering a stay of proceedings, having 

interpreted the Supreme Court statement that “it would be open”521 to the Attorney General to enter a 

stay as an invitation to do so.

The Attorney General also announced that the government would not be ordering a commission of 

inquiry. The issues of police and Crown misconduct had been dealt with by the Supreme Court and the 

government would not be offering any compensation to Milgaard.

Milgaard’s failure to establish innocence at the Supreme Court was relied upon by Saskatchewan Justice 

to deny him compensation for his previous conviction. At the time, the guidelines for compensation for 

wrongful conviction required proof of innocence on a balance of probabilities. Brown told the Commission 

that had the Supreme Court found probable innocence, negotiations on compensation would have 

followed.

With the experience of the s. 690 applications behind them, Brown said that Saskatchewan Justice 

became very proactive in publicizing the facts, as Saskatchewan Justice saw them, arising out of the 

Supreme Court decision.

Milgaard counsel interpreted the decision differently and engaged in an exchange of letters and public 

debate with Saskatchewan Justice as to the effect it had on the issue of police and Crown misconduct, 

Milgaard’s claim of innocence, and entitlement to compensation.

By letter dated April 20, 1992 to the Attorney General, Wolch expressed his view that the Supreme Court 

decision was “prima facie evidence of blameworthiness”522 on the part of the police and Crown in failing 

to deal with the Fisher confession and convictions in October 1970 and afterward. Wolch went further 

and identified “the three main ‘players’”523 whose role had to be scrutinized – Karst, the person who took 

Fisher’s statement and Caldwell and Kujawa who were involved in the prosecution of Milgaard and Fisher. 
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It was alleged that all three connected Fisher’s conviction to Miller at the time and took steps to cover 

it up.

Saskatchewan Justice responded that Wolch’s assertions were rejected by the Supreme Court who had 

considered the effect of the Fisher convictions on Milgaard’s conviction and concluded that there was no 

wrongdoing by either police or Crown. “All of the allegations of misconduct you are now raising were put 

to the Court”.524

Wolch further replied on August 27, 1992, saying that the Supreme Court Reference was not broad 

enough to consider the allegation of misconduct with respect to the handling of the Fisher convictions and 

that he was specifically directed by the Court not to raise issues of Crown misconduct. In fact, he said, 

he was told by Saskatchewan Justice they would object if he tried. Brown and Fainstein, counsel for the 

federal Minister, both denied this at the Inquiry.

Wolch’s letter alleged that the Fisher information which came to light in October 1970 was “willfully 

suppressed by the Crown Attorney’s office”.525 It was the view of Saskatchewan Justice that that issue 

either was determined by the Supreme Court or could have been if Wolch had called evidence. Brown 

said that Kujawa and Caldwell’s conduct relative to any miscarriage of justice arising from the Milgaard 

conviction, including how the Fisher convictions were dealt with, were matters squarely before the Court 

and Caldwell and Kujawa were both prepared to testify if Wolch wished. Brown said that he had no 

objection to any questioning regarding Kujawa and Caldwell’s conduct in handling the Milgaard or Fisher 

matters.

By the fall of 1992, Saskatchewan Justice had publicly rejected the contention of police and Crown 

misconduct, were not willing to investigate further and would not consider compensation to Milgaard who, 

in their words, had not been able to “convince even one justice”526 that he was probably innocent.

In September, 1992, the Milgaards held a press conference making allegations of official wrongdoing 

against senior Saskatchewan Justice officials. As Joyce Milgaard told the Commission, to get 

compensation they needed to push Saskatchewan Justice to attract public support for their allegations 

of police and Crown misconduct. The allegations of Breckenridge, made public by the Milgaards in 

September 1992, fit the bill perfectly, she agreed.

Although unsubstantiated, false and without any merit, the allegations had publicly involved the Premier of 

Saskatchewan, so they needed answering. A two year RCMP investigation followed and the conclusion 

by investigators and by Alberta Justice was that no wrongdoing by police, Crown or anyone else in 

Saskatchewan Justice had been shown.

2. Michael Breckenridge

 (a) Introduction

In March, 1992, Breckenridge wrote to Wolch claiming that he worked in the office of the Saskatchewan 

Attorney General at the time the Fisher and Milgaard files were being handled. His letter described “closed 

door meetings”527 between Attorney General Roy Romanow, Deputy Minister Ken Lysyk and Kujawa 
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examining “discrepancies”528 in the Fisher and Milgaard cases. He purportedly delivered both the Fisher 

and Milgaard files to Kujawa’s office at the same time. The letter included rambling political commentary, 

concluding with the allegation that “there is a cover-up by the present administration to hide the sins of 

the Blakeney regime”.529 The letter, on its face, was not credible.

Wolch did not immediately reply. In May, 1992, the Milgaards hired a private investigator to verify 

Breckenridge’s story. Two interviews were held, one including Joyce Milgaard. Breckenridge gave a 

“statement”530 on May 22, 1992 supplementing his earlier letter. He could not substantiate anything 

in either the letter or the interviews and his credibility was suspect. The investigator was not asked to 

go further. No effort was made to verify that Breckenridge actually worked with the Attorney General’s 

Department in 1970 and 1971 when both the Fisher and Milgaard files were active. The Milgaards last 

contact with Breckenridge was June 14, 1992.

Joyce Milgaard told the Commission that in the fall of 1992, they needed something to get attention in 

the media and to get the attention of Saskatchewan Justice who was not listening to their claims for 

compensation and exoneration. On September 19, 1992, David and Joyce Milgaard and Wolch held 

a press conference in Winnipeg where they publicized Breckenridge’s unsubstantiated allegations of 

criminal wrongdoing against senior governmental officials, including then Premier Roy Romanow.

The allegations were widely publicized, although the media quickly verified that the “source” of the 

information did not work for the Saskatchewan government at the relevant time.

Initial investigation by the RCMP and Saskatchewan Justice confirmed that the Breckenridge allegations 

were baseless. However, because senior members of the Attorney General’s office and the Premier were 

implicated, the Deputy Attorney General asked the RCMP to conduct a criminal investigation into the 

Breckenridge allegations and report directly to the Alberta Deputy Attorney General to avoid conflict. The 

mandate at first was to investigate the Breckenridge allegations amounting to obstruction of justice, but it 

expanded to investigation of every aspect of the Milgaard and Fisher cases for criminal conduct or even 

ethical breaches.

After a two year investigation, the RCMP concluded that the Breckenridge allegations were absurd. 

There was no evidence of any criminal misconduct by any of the people involved in the Milgaard and 

Fisher cases.
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 (b) The March 21, 1992 Letter
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 (c) Milgaard Investigation into the Michael Breckenridge Allegations

Robinson Investigations was retained by Milgaard counsel to look into the substance of Breckenridge’s 

letter. Robert Perry of that firm acted, meeting with Breckenridge on May 14, 1992. He reported that 

the interview covered a number of topics including Breckenridge’s past and present employment, and 

his knowledge of the criminal records department of the Saskatchewan Ministry of Justice during 1970 

and 1971, noting that Breckenridge was unable to provide specific details regarding the handling of 

the Milgaard matter and that much of his information was speculative and based on his opinion and 

suspicions as well as those of his co-workers. Perry said that Breckenridge seemed forgetful when 

making reference to specific years of his past and present employment and yet concise when discussing 

political details and motivation.

Perry asked Breckenridge to give the matter further thought and to be more specific about the Milgaard 

matter, particularly on dates and occurrences and to write a statement. Breckenridge told him a week 

later that he was “having problems organizing his thoughts”531 but would provide a statement soon. He 

provided a statement on May 22, 1992:
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In Breckenridge’s letter and statement, he identified fellow employees as having the same concerns and 

suspicions. Perry was not asked to seek corroboration from the employees.

On June 12, 1992, Perry met with Joyce Milgaard to discuss “various avenues of possible 

investigation”,532 and advised her to “fully discuss any future investigation with her lawyers”.533 She asked 

Perry to set up another interview with Breckenridge. He did so in the belief that she had discussed the 

matter with her lawyers.

On June 14, 1992, Perry and Joyce Milgaard met Breckenridge for two and a half hours, yet she told the 

Commission she could not recall contacting Perry, and had little recollection of Breckenridge:

Q  Do you remember meeting with Michael Breckenridge, like, personally meeting with 

him?

A  I couldn’t even put a face on the man. I know that I did meet with him because, you 

know, that was the intention, but it’s not something that really stands out in my mind 

at all.

Q Do you have any recollection of –

A I wouldn’t know him if I saw him on the street or if I had seen him.

Q  But do you have a recollection of your interview with him, your meeting with him, his 

demeanour, his credibility and the contents of what he told you, do you have any 

recollection of that?

A No, I do not.534

She testified that she did not have concerns with Breckenridge’s credibility or the information he provided. 

She “felt that this information was spot on because it just sort of was the icing on the cake to all the things 

that I had been believing all along”.535

She said that “when Mr. Breckenridge came forward, I instantly believed the information he was giving 

because it so fit in with the picture that I had in my mind that I don’t think for a minute I discounted it and 

I wanted to go forward with it”.536 She confirmed that she wanted the information to be true and indeed 

“believed it was true.”537

She acknowledged that they had not contacted any of Breckenridge’s co-workers for confirmation of 

his allegations. She gave as a reason that in light of her experience with her previous investigations 

and the perception that she was “tainting”538 the authorities in their investigation, she felt it “would be 

wrong” to investigate the individuals named by Breckenridge and “thought it was really important that 
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the government be checking that out, not me.”539 Nevertheless, she told the Inquiry that she met with 

Breckenridge to make sure that “he was not just some sort of crazed nut”.540

She told the RCMP in 1993 (as part of the criminal investigation arising from Breckenridge’s allegations) 

that “the only thing that we did check out”541 was that the people Breckenridge mentioned were working 

at the Department of the Attorney General at the time. She stated that she “found out they were there at 

the time” and that “at first flush (sic), it seemed good and I needed something right at that time to really go 

public with, and force the issue with it and so that’s why I went public. Then we did some further digging 

… digging, and it looked like he actually was not in that position at that time.”542 However “he couldn’t 

have just manufactured the information because it fit in too well with all the facts that we know about”.543

Joyce Milgaard testified that although she did not recall checking out the names of the other employees 

mentioned by Breckenridge, she must have. Based upon the comments she made in her 1992 RCMP 

interview, it seemed to her that she did not know that Breckenridge was not working with the Department 

of the Attorney General at the relevant time.

 (d) Decision to Publish Michael Breckenridge Information

Although they met Breckenridge on June 14, 1992, Joyce Milgaard and Wolch did not make the 

information public until September 19, 1992. She testified that in the months following the Supreme Court 

of Canada decision, she was concerned that she might lose the public’s attention, and that the Supreme 

Court’s decision was being used by the authorities to say that David Milgaard had had his hearing, but 

lost. Media interest died down following the Court’s decision. The challenge in the summer of 1992, 

therefore, was to get the story back in the public, and to put pressure on the provincial government to 

grant David a remedy or to establish a process to clear him and award compensation. She said that the 

Breckenridge information allowed them to renew the cover-up allegation.

Joyce Milgaard said that between June and September of 1992 she was trying to mobilize her supporters 

to write letters to Saskatchewan’s Minister of Justice, and that it was the Minister’s replies that prompted 

the release of the Breckenridge information in September of 1992. The Breckenridge press conference 

held in September of 1992, she said, was a “reaction of outrage”544 to the position taken by the Attorney 

General in his letters to the public, and to Milgaard’s lawyers, explaining the Supreme Court decision.

 (e) Preparation for the September 19, 1992 Press Conference

Joyce Milgaard testified that before the press conference, she asked Wolch’s firm for assistance in 

articulating her position with respect to Breckenridge and other evidentiary matters. As she told the 

Inquiry, she “wanted to know what I was allowed to say”545 and “wanted to be sure that I was saying the 

right things and the truthful things”.546 She testified that her lawyers would have assisted her in assessing 

her position so that she did not step “outside the line”.547
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Greg Rodin began assisting Wolch on the file when Asper left the practise of law in June, 1992. He wrote 

a memo to Joyce Milgaard dated September 16, 1992, responding to her request that “I articulate your 

position with respect to the above-noted matters”.548 In the memo, Rodin advised:

Breckenridge had been employed by the Saskatchewan Attorney General’s office as a filing clerk •	
in and around 1971 when Romanow was Attorney General. As such, he would be aware of files 

being considered by government members at any given time, including the Attorney General.

Breckenridge says Romanow, Kujawa, and other senior officials met to discuss the Milgaard and •	
Fisher files together.

Breckenridge came forward on his own and was not their witness.•	

The Supreme Court has confirmed that information relating to Fisher’s assaults was available in •	
October, 1970 but was not disclosed to Tallis or Milgaard. An inquiry is required to determine why 

this information was not disclosed in 1970.

Breckenridge’s evidence indicates that the Attorney General and senior officials considered the •	
matter of the Fisher evidence as it related to Milgaard, so it is reasonable to conclude that a 

conscious decision was made by senior officials to withhold the evidence.

The Breckenridge evidence appears to be credible and fits with the known facts.•	

An inquiry is required to find out what other witnesses might know and to deal with other serious •	
concerns relating to the “suppression of the Larry Fisher evidence.”549

Her typed remarks for the September 19, 1992 press conference, she said, would have been drawn in 

part upon Rodin’s memo.

 (f) Hersh Wolch’s September 16, 1992 Letter to Kim Campbell

On September 16, 1992, Wolch wrote to the federal Minister requesting a federal inquiry into the 

entire Milgaard matter, relying upon the new evidence from Breckenridge and enclosing a copy of the 

Breckenridge statement given to Perry.

Wolch noted that the statement made it clear that Breckenridge had observed activities in the Attorney 

General’s office which suggested that a mistake had been made in the Milgaard case. He explained that 

when the information was brought to Kujawa, however, Breckenridge was told to mind his own business if 

he valued his job. Wolch also referenced Breckenridge’s recollection that meetings would be held involving 

senior officials where the Milgaard and Fisher files would be considered together, including one involving 

Attorney General Romanow, senior attorneys and police officials. He concluded his letter by calling for a 

federal inquiry into David’s case, noting that it would be impossible, given Breckenridge’s allegations, for 

the Milgaard family to obtain an impartial inquiry in Saskatchewan.

 (g) The September 19, 1992 Press Conference

David and Joyce Milgaard and Wolch all spoke at the 1992 press conference. The federal justice 

department had it recorded and a transcript made. In her prepared statement Joyce Milgaard said:
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… The new information is in this letter. It was sent on Thursday to the Justice Minister, 

Kim Campbell. A man who worked in the Saskatchewan Attorney General’s office in 

and around 1970 when Roy Romanow was Attorney General, wrote to us. He explained 

he worked with files, reading them, pulling them out for meetings and re-filing them 

afterwards. He knew what - who was seeing what. His letter urged us to get an outside 

inquiry. He said we would never receive an impartial hearing with the Saskatchewan 

Government. He told of delivering the Milgaard and Fisher files, together, to Serge Kujawa. 

He told of meetings behind closed doors with Roy Romanow, Kujawa, and other senior 

police and Crown officials with the Milgaard and Fisher files.

We wanted to be clear that this is not our, quote, ‘witness’. He is unconnected with the 

Milgaard family. What he says, however, fits in with the known and proven facts. The 

Supreme Court said the Larry Fisher evidence that the police had in 1970 was credible 

evidence which could affect the verdict of the jury. Justice Tallis said they never ever told 

him about Larry Fisher. Somebody suppressed that evidence and there has been no inquiry 

into it to see just how this happened. This new evidence says that these people had the 

files together. Since there was no disclosure, we can only assume a decision was made to 

suppress it. Pure and simply put, a coverup.

We are not asking for an inquiry based just on this new evidence but based on the 

evidence that was presented to Mr. Mitchell in April. There is ample evidence in that letter 

alone to justify an inquiry. We want an inquiry, we want the right questions asked, we want 

answers.550

After her opening remarks, she and Wolch responded to a number of questions. Wolch indicated that the 

new information was “simply more evidence of what we know to be a fact … I think the letter simply adds 

one extra feature of evidence, but the coverup was established a long time ago, and this is just one more 

piece in the puzzle that’s all it is.”551

And on Romanow’s involvement:

Q What about the involvement of, ah, Romanow?

HERSH WOLCH: Time will tell, I – the coverup was there, the question was who covered 

it up is more important to be found out. Ah, um the difficulty we have is that um you have 

a situation where as we know David spent 23 years in jail. There is another individual out 

there somewhere, who we believe committed the crime. Ah, the Miller family right now 

has ah I guess an unsolved murder and the Attorney General for Saskatchewan says 

that, uh justice has triumphed. There is something questionable about that given that 

background. And then you have the person in charge of the case saying that the system’s 

more important, ah, than correcting wrongs. You put that all together, ah, and you, it cries 

out for a full inquiry into what transpired. And now we have more evidence of coverup but 

I think we have that from the very mouth of Mr. Kujawa when he went on television and 

acknowledged he had both files.

Q Is the Premier of Saskatchewan directly involved in this, is he lying?
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HERSH WOLCH: I have ... I’m not saying that.

Q What are you saying then, Joyce? Is that what you are saying?

JOYCE MILGAARD: What we’re saying is we have information that says Roy Romanow, 

and this is what we have said in the letter to the Minister of Justice – that he was in these 

meetings. Now I’m not about to judge his evidence. Ah I met with him and I thought that, 

uh, he was credible. I met with him and private investigators. We made sure that he was 

employed where he said he was at that time, and that the people he mentioned were also 

employed and that he in fact did the things that he said he did, but he’s the one that has 

come forward and said that Roy Romanow was in these meetings behind closed doors. 

I think that Hersh properly has sent that information to the Minister of Justice and he’s 

indicated how can we get an impartial hearing in Saskatchewan if that is a fact. So, the 

Justice Department, the federal, ah government - if they put an inquiry into place then we 

will find out exactly what is true.552

At the Inquiry, Joyce Milgaard testified that when she said “we made sure that he was employed where 

he said he was at that time”, she was relying upon her lawyer’s advice that that had been done, as well 

as upon what Breckenridge had told her. She had “no idea”553 where her lawyers had checked or what 

they had checked, but that was the information that she received back from them. She also understood 

that there had been some confirmation that the people Breckenridge mentioned were also employed 

there when he was. Her “understanding was that there had been some verification by [her] lawyers of his 

employment”.554

Questions about Romanow’s involvement continued:

Q  Okay, if thats true are you saying that Roy Romanow was deliberately involved and 

knew that David Milgaard was innocent of this crime and he knew that the wrong 

man was in prison?

JOYCE MILGAARD: Perhaps I can tell you what this man told me, very succinctly. I mean 

he described and I’ve got it in my private, ah sort, of my additional comments there. He 

described what took place after one of these closed door meetings. Now Roy Romanow 

was in this meeting, okay. Kujawa was in the meeting, senior police officials were in that 

meeting. They come out after this session and uh, they had only two files in there. Like this 

man is responsible for what goes in and the only files that they had in this meeting were the 

Miller, Milgaard file and the Fisher file.

He described a scenario where someone else in the department seeing the files that Serge 

was returning said, – “gee it looks like theres been a travesty of justice in this Milgaard case 

now that we have the Fisher information”. He said Kujawa in no uncertain terms told him 

to mind his own business, to keep his mouth shut, if he wanted to continue working there. 

And then looking around the room at that everyone who was there he said “and that goes 

for the rest of you too, if you know whats good for you”…
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Q  Can I ask you when exactly that meeting took place? Was it after Davids conviction 

but before his appeal.

JOYCE MILGAARD: Yeah, it was during 1971 that these meetings took place when ah like 

the, they had both the files together at that time. And I guess a decision would have had to 

have been made. This man said that ah....

…

Q  And Roy Romanow knew that the Fisher, I believe thats what you are telling me that 

Roy Romanow knew that there was something fishy going on here regarding having 

this extra information with Fisher, and he buried it?

JOYCE MILGAARD: All I know is that Roy Romanow, Serge Kujawa, and other senior 

officials met with those two files. Serge Kujawa says we never ever, - I never ever put them 

together. Now they told these people that put it together, or he told these people according 

to our source, that ah they had put it together because the file clerks had put it together 

and they, I mean their reaction you can imagine if you had just been told that these people 

just went back to their desks very quietly but their mouths sort of dropped open after this 

remarks from Serge and he explained that to us, our source said that shortly after that 

every one of those people in that department with the exception of one woman transferred 

out of Serge’s department.

…

Q You’ve met with him and your private investigator?

JOYCE MILGAARD: Oh, yes, I’ve met with him. And he’s - well I’ve got to tell you that 

people said to me why do you think he came forward? I think everybody has an axe to 

grind with government and this man may have his axe to grind, I don’t know. But what 

impressed me about him and what makes me think he’s credible is that he named names, 

like in his statement of other people that were witness to this conversation with Kujawa 

when he said this. Now someone that is telling lies they get to be very very vague about 

things you know. And they say, oh well, I don’t know who was there, I don’t know who said 

what. This man has named names and I think that its important for that to be followed up. 

And, quite frankly I didn’t want to taint the evidence because you know, that that could 

have been the position government would take if I’d been out interviewing them.555

The media asked whether the information could have been tendered before the Supreme Court. Wolch 

responded that it was not relevant to the Supreme Court proceedings:

Q Why didn’t he come forward during the Supreme Court hearings?

JOYCE MILGAARD: I don’t know. That isn’t a question I asked him Allan. I was very 

shocked at the time, ah.

Q Did you ask him [why] he didn’t come forward?
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HERSH WOLCH: Allan, just on that question, it wouldn’t have been relevant to the 

Supreme Court. It simply wasn’t relevant.

Q I was wondering …

HERSH WOLCH: I’m not saying it affected him, but it wouldn’t even have been admissible.

Q But why wouldn’t he have come forward during all the publicity of the last year …

HERSH WOLCH: Thats the kind of thing that should be asked at an inquiry. The whole 

issue …556

Questions about allegations against Romanow and Kujawa continued:

Q What are you saying about the Premier of Saskatchewan?

JOYCE MILGAARD: I’m just giving you the information that our source gave us. I’m giving 

you the letter that we sent to the government. We didn’t judge him and I’m not, listen I’m 

not going to put myself into a position of judging the Premier of Saskatchewan but this 

source does say that he attended these meetings with those files so I think these questions 

need to be asked.

Q  Do you believe the Saskatchewan government’s response to calls for an inquiry has 

been tempered in any way by Roy Romanows involvement?

JOYCE MILGAARD: It seems to me that ah if Mr. Romanow is involved as our source 

implies then, ah, certainly, it would be - it would certainly answer a lot of the questions that 

people had in mind why maybe Kujawa was never disciplined for his remarks and things 

like that.

HERSH WOLCH: One thing that’s obvious is that the reasons so far given for not calling an 

inquiry are not valid. The reasons given to date such as it was all covered in the Supreme 

Court is simply not valid. It was the Supreme Court that said that credible evidence came 

forward in 1970 and in effect got buried then. Ah to now say we’re not going to have an 

inquiry because everything was canvassed in the Supreme Court is not a valid reason. 

There has never been a valid reason given for not having an inquiry. In fact, the inquiry 

was turned down before we even asked for it. If you’ll recall the answer was no before we 

asked. And uh, here’s one more piece of evidence that comes forward that makes it to us 

pretty obvious that an inquiry should come from a federal source.

Q  I would think if there were two files in a room in 1971 and they’re sitting down and 

looking at these two files wouldn’t you have been amazed, who do you think they 

(inaudible)

HERSH WOLCH: Anybody who put their two files together ah should come to the 

conclusion that Fisher is the person responsible and Milgaard isn’t, if you put the two files 

together that’s your conclusion. At the very least considerable doubt in David’s case. At the 

very least.
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…

Q  Why do you think that Romanow and Kujawa buried this information shortly after 

David Milgaards conviction in 1970?

HERSH WOLCH: All I can say is that Mr. Kujawa has publicly stated ah ah rather 

shockingly that the system is more important than the innocence of one man. That the 

system has to be protected over the individual. He has said it. That’s his own words as 

you’ve all heard. That perhaps answers your question.

…

Q  You got this letter back in May. Why are we discussing it now? Why wasn’t action 

taken earlier?

JOYCE MILGAARD: Well it took a long time for us to even find this like you know to go 

through this. Quite frankly my part of the problem is funding, uh, it takes money for a 

private investigator and that’s something we haven’t got a lot of any more. So ah …

HERSH WOLCH: Or ever did.

JOYCE MILGAARD: Yes. And the private investigator, ah, we had to get one, he would go 

out and do a little bit and then when I had a bit more money he’d go out and do a little bit 

more. But ah, its taken awhile. And …

…

Q  Mr. Milgaard how did this source know that ah ah the Premier of Saskatchewan was 

in this meeting? How did he know that these people …?

JOYCE MILGAARD: Well, you see, normally what happens and these were questions that 

I asked. Normally what happens they deliver the files right into the meeting. Ah, and you 

know doors are opened. The in and out as they need files they call them in. But in these 

particular meetings he said they were quite different. In these particular meetings, ah, he 

would see the people go into the meeting okay and the only two files that went in were 

these two files. Now, this incident that he described to me was after ah, Roy Romanow 

left the meeting, and, after the other officials left the meeting and when Serge Kujawa was 

returning the files to them right there. And that’s when this whole incident happened that he 

described to me. And he said that there were many meetings like that.

Q  One more question. Let me ask you.

JOYCE MILGAARD: Yeah.

Q  Many meetings over a what were …

JOYCE MILGAARD: There were many meetings that were held with these files with these 

two files.
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Q  Was this over a number of days or weeks?

JOYCE MILGAARD: He mentioned it was over a number of weeks that they were 

discussing it.

I’m just going to finish because I, I do want to indicate that I have written to the Prime 

Minister and I’ve said it seems only right and proper completely independent of the Justice 

Department should be appointed to investigate this latest information there could then 

be no question as to justice being done and I thanked him for you know I wanted to 

express how grateful I was for his assistance last fall and to point out that there are many 

Canadians as well as people in other countries that will be watching to see what happens 

in this case. Now justice must be seen to be done and I’m I’m urging him to use his good 

office to do just that and I’m urging the press support here to go out and find all the other 

people that were aware of what was going on and ask the questions that need to be 

asked.

Q  You said that he gave you other names, the source gave you other names of people 

in the Department …

JOYCE MILGAARD: Thats right.

Q  Have you contacted them?

JOYCE MILGAARD: We ascertained that these people did in fact Allan, work in the 

Department at that time and that they also transferred out.

Q  ______ other people have heard the conversation with Kujawa?

  JOYCE MILGAARD: Thats right but I’ve not contacted them because – - Well funds are 

a big issue of it to go out and properly contact people like that, and plus you know the 

thought of this – ah if I get involved in it automatically they seem to feel that I’ve tainted a 

witness you know. There was a lot in the Supreme Court, oh yes and Mrs. Milgaard came 

to see you didn’t I. And they always pointed that out, so I think its really important that I I 

keep out of this and let the proper officials investigate and thats what we’re doing.557

The September 19, 1992 press conference was widely reported in the media and Joyce Milgaard said 

she was “not disappointed”558 with the coverage.

On the day of the press conference, Saskatchewan Justice officials and Pearson determined that 

Breckenridge was not employed with the Department of the Attorney General until October of 1973, and 

that his statements were not corroborated by his fellow employees.

Notwithstanding the fact that Breckenridge did not work at the Department of the Attorney General in 

1971, Joyce Milgaard told the Commission that she did not confront Breckenridge about it. Nor did the 

information change the position she advocated at the September 19, 1992 press conference, i.e., that 

there was a deliberate cover-up, because, as she told the Inquiry, she has always “believed there was a 
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deliberate cover-up. I believe it today”.559 Breckenridge’s information not being credible would not have 

changed her view as expressed at the press conference, she testified.

 (h) Reaction from Authorities

Brown told the Commission about his reaction to the allegations that had been raised by the Milgaards 

and Wolch’s request to Kim Campbell to hold a federal Inquiry:

Q. And what was you reaction to that?

A.  Well, frankly, my reaction to the entire Breckenridge stunt was that it was so 

outrageously dishonest and malicious that we shouldn’t even reply to it. However, 

other persons in the department, particularly I believe the deputy minister and 

the minister, determined that the matter had to be referred to the RCMP for an 

investigation.

Q. And why do you say it was so dishonest and malicious?

A.  Because anyone with half an ounce of sense wouldn’t believe that statement, would 

be very concerned about verifying the accuracy of it. To suggest that the Attorney 

General and the deputy and the director of prosecutions got together to conspire to 

suppress evidence is just nonsense and to release that without any real amount of 

checking and to discover a few days later that in fact Michael Breckenridge didn’t 

even work in the department at that time, it clearly went beyond being careless to 

being malicious and it suggested a level of desperation that I didn’t think had existed 

at that point. The other thing that it made it truly appalling is that this time they 

couldn’t even excuse their behaviour by saying that this was aimed at a desperate 

attempt to get David Milgaard out of jail. David Milgaard was out of jail and this was 

all about grubbing for money.

Q. And what about the fact that the request was made to the Federal Minister?

A.  Well, they obviously knew that if they slandered officials in the provincial government, 

particularly the premier, that they weren’t likely to get much sympathy out of us.

Q.  Can we just go to the next page of this statement, and I take it, Mr. Brown, did you 

have an opportunity to review this statement and consider what was in this statement 

and to determine whether it had credibility?

A.  Yes, I looked at the statement and I listened to what was said at the press 

conference, and it was just – it was outrageous. The notion that some file clerk 

would be in on what was going on in the office of the Attorney General or the 

deputy Attorney General, the fact that they would so blithely slander these people 

by suggesting that they were involved in some kind of cover-up was, in my view, just 

outrageous and showed a degree of malice that I didn’t think was there at that point.

  …
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   It just struck me that the whole thing was so sleazy and so corrupt that they really 

had reached a new low. As I said, I was prepared to forgive the nonsense that went 

on before on the basis that David Milgaard was in jail and getting him out, getting 

his freedom was a strong source of motivation, but David Milgaard was out now, 

this wasn’t about getting him out, and, frankly, it wasn’t about clearing him, it was 

about getting compensation package from the Government of Saskatchewan, and 

apparently they were willing to do anything or say anything to get that.

Q.  Did this Breckenridge incident, if I can call it that, did that change the way that you 

dealt with the matter from that point on?

A.  From that point on, had they marched in with the Pope and a stack of affidavits 

indicating misconduct, I wouldn’t believed a single word of it.

Q. And why is that?

A.  Because, as I say, at this point, it became clear that they were prepared to do or say 

anything that would get them closer to the compensation package they were after 

and the truth wasn’t something they were going to be worried about.560

3. RCMP Investigation (Flicker)

 (a) Introduction

The matters raised in Wolch’s September 16, 1992 letter to the federal Minister, and the allegations 

publicized by Joyce Milgaard and Wolch on September 19, 1992 prompted Saskatchewan Justice to 

direct the RCMP to conduct a criminal investigation into the allegations. Saskatchewan Justice officials 

were the subject of the investigation so the RCMP were asked to report to Alberta Justice to ensure fair 

and impartial handling of the matter.

The RCMP considered Wolch to be the complainant in this investigation. Wolch and Joyce Milgaard were 

interviewed by the RCMP at the outset to obtain particulars of the Breckenridge allegations and to identify 

any other complaints. Following these interviews, the Breckenridge allegations were expanded and 68 

other matters were identified for investigation by the RCMP.

Sawatsky, the assistant commanding officer of the Regina subdivision, was appointed to lead the 

investigation. He assembled 10 RCMP officers, and over the next two year period conducted an extensive 

investigation into the allegations of wrongdoing.

The RCMP report, finding no evidence of wrongdoing, was delivered to Alberta Justice in February 

1994. Alberta Justice reviewed the RCMP report and then prepared its own report to Saskatchewan 

Justice on August 15, 1994. The Alberta Justice report concluded that there was no credible evidence 

of wrongdoing by anyone involved in the investigation and prosecution of Milgaard, and no basis for any 

charges. The Alberta Justice report was released to the public on August 16, 1994. The lengthy report 

produced by the RCMP was made public on July 12, 1995.
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 (b) Scope of Investigation

The terms of reference for the RCMP investigation were very broad, and included investigation of alleged 

criminal wrongdoing in every aspect of the Milgaard and Fisher cases. The RCMP investigated whether 

any police officer, Crown official or anyone else involved in the Milgaard or Fisher matters committed the 

criminal offence of obstruction of justice. At the request of Wolch, the RCMP expanded their investigation 

to include investigation of conduct that was a breach of a provincial statute such as the Law Society Act 

or ethical duties owed by Crown counsel.

Although the purpose of the RCMP investigation was not a reinvestigation into the death of Gail Miller, it 

effectively became just that due to its broad scope. As stated in the RCMP report:

Our purpose was not to reinvestigate the murder of Gail Miller however, any evidence or 

leads implicating David Milgaard, Larry Fisher or some unknown individual resulting from 

this investigation were to be carefully examined and thoroughly documented.

Any new evidence or information emanating from our inquiries would be directed to the 

police force with jurisdiction.

A narrow interpretation of the scope of this investigation might have deprived us of relevant 

information. Too broad an approach would have resulted in our involvement with issues 

totally outside of our mandate. We decided to gather sufficient information to enable us 

to obtain a comprehensive understanding of all the factors involved. The result of this 

approach was that we investigated material/issues which were ‘incidental or relating to the 

specific terms of reference’.561

The first complaint of criminal wrongdoing having originated with Wolch, the RCMP met with him, Rodin 

and investigator Bruce. Asper had left his law practice in June 1992 and was not directly involved in the 

RCMP investigation. The RCMP asked for all of the allegations of cover-up and wrongdoing that they 

wished to have investigated. The RCMP also met with Joyce Milgaard for a day, asking her to identify 

all of the allegations of wrongdoing she believed warranted investigation. The primary focus of the 

investigation related to Saskatoon Police officers, Caldwell, Kujawa and as well those implicated in the 

Breckenridge matter.

 (c) The Investigation

The RCMP investigation involved 10 officers working full time. Over 50 boxes of documents were 

collected and reviewed. Officers interviewed over 250 individuals across Canada.

The complaints made reflected obstruction of justice under the Criminal Code:

Section 139

Everyone who wilfully attempts in any manner to obstruct, pervert or defeat the course of 

justice in a judicial proceeding is guilty of an indictable offence.

The criminal investigation was focused on the conduct of the Saskatoon Police and its individual officers, 

and upon Caldwell, Kujawa and other members of the Department of Justice, including Romanow. Some 
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allegations alleged criminal conduct by others. For example, Joyce Milgaard alleged that Caldwell and 

Tallis conspired to deliberately convict her son. This necessitated a criminal investigation of wrongdoing of 

Tallis, by this time a judge.

Joyce Milgaard told the Commission that the Flicker investigation fell short of her expectations and was 

not as good as an inquiry. It did not provide a basis for exoneration or compensation.

  (i) The Michael Breckenridge Allegations

Sawatsky reported that none of the people interviewed by the RCMP corroborated Breckenridge.

In Sawatsky’s interview of Wolch on November 26, 1992, Wolch was quick to point out that he never 

talked to Breckenridge and he considered him to be the “least important bit of evidence that we have”.562

On December 23, 1992, Breckenridge wrote to Wolch enclosing the first part of a book that he was 

writing:

I have marked the section that is of particular interest to you and David Milgaard. If we can 

release this information I am sure it will help increase public pressure to secure David a 

financial settlement.

I would hope that I could count on your help to get this book published.563

The RCMP Flicker investigation found that Breckenridge was a Clerk II in the Attorney General’s 

Department from October 3, 1973 to June 29, 1975. Sawatsky wrote:

The information supplied by Michael Breckenridge does not support the allegations. 

The ‘Milgaard/Fisher’ cases were processed and finalized between 1969 and 1971 but 

Breckenridge was not employed there until 1973. He claims to have initialled and put away 

correspondence on an ongoing basis, yet this is not substantiated by our findings.

The people with whom Breckenridge worked do not corroborate his claims of closed door 

meetings and discussions about a connection between the Milgaard and Fisher cases.

…

The issues raised by Breckenridge formed the basis for our investigation, i.e. wrongdoing 

and obstruction of justice by former officials of the Department of the Attorney General. Yet, 

once the investigation was ordered, Wolch rejected the value of what Breckenridge had to 

offer.

In addition, during the Milgaard press conference, it was made clear that they had 

confirmed Breckenridge’s employment with the Department during the period in question. 

This was extremely misleading. The best that can be said about this comment is that 

perhaps it was an inference drawn from Breckenridge’s statement, however, given 

the obvious confused nature of Breckenridge’s allegations the use of his material was 

inappropriate and it was a misrepresentation of the facts.564
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The Deputy Attorney General of Alberta described Breckenridge’s allegations as absurd.

  (ii) Saskatoon City Police

The RCMP investigated 15 complaints involving the Saskatoon Police, including some made by Wolch 

and Joyce Milgaard:

The substance of Mr. Wolch’s complaint of a cover-up against the Saskatoon Police 

Department as investigators is that when they learned in October of 1970 Larry Fisher was 

responsible for a number of sexual assaults occurring close to the time of the Miller murder, 

they chose to ignore the obvious link between Fisher and Miller’s murder for which David 

Milgaard was convicted. The other allegations he and his associates pose concerning 

the police investigation go beyond this suggesting the police coerced witnesses and 

concocted much of the case against David Milgaard because of intense pressure to solve 

the crime. If true, these allegations would mean that the police conspired from the outset 

of the Miller murder investigation to wrongfully convict David Milgaard and that when Larry 

Fisher was apprehended they continued to cover-up the facts indicating he was actually 

responsible.565

Another allegation from Wolch and Joyce Milgaard was “during their 1980 investigation of David’s 

conviction, members of the Saskatoon City police told witnesses that they should not speak with the 

Milgaard family and investigators. It is suggested that this was part of their attempt to ensure a cover-up 

of information relating to Milgaard’s wrongful conviction and Fisher’s guilt.”566

The Alberta Justice report recorded specific allegations involving the Saskatoon Police:

It is alleged the person responsible for the so-called “Fisher rapes” committed the Miller murder, •	
and the police knew this and knew that person was not Milgaard, but charged and prosecuted 

Milgaard while knowing he was innocent.

It is alleged that numerous witnesses who gave inculpable evidence at the Milgaard trial were told •	
what to say by police investigators.

That Saskatoon Police failed to investigate Linda Fisher’s statement in 1980 suggesting Fisher •	
may have murdered Miller.

The RCMP report concluded:

Our review of the Saskatoon Police investigation indicates they undertook a thorough 

and complete investigation of the murder using every means at their disposal to collect 

evidence, to locate witnesses and to identify suspects. Clearly this process involved an 

exploration of a possible connection between unsolved sexual assaults and the Miller 

rape/murder because some similarities existed between them. The police had exhausted 

all leads when Albert Cadrain came forward to implicate David Milgaard. Subsequent 

interviews of Wilson and John resulted in sufficient evidence to charge Milgaard.

The greatest concern expressed by Mr. Wolch about the evidence obtained from John 

and Wilson is that they initially denied involvement and later, after extensive interrogation, 
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implicated Milgaard. Although both were obviously reluctant to assist the police in their 

efforts, we found no evidence to verify the claim that their statements were fabricated …

In October of 1970, when Larry Fisher was apprehended for offences in Manitoba, he 

confessed to sexual assaults he committed in Saskatoon. Since his crimes were similar in 

certain respects to the Miller rape/murder, Mr. Wolch contends the police ought to have 

(and did) realize he was responsible for this crime too. Our findings do not support this 

view. We believe the facts show that once Milgaard was implicated by his friends, and once 

it was determined that he didn’t commit the other sexual assaults the police saw his crime 

and Larry Fisher’s crimes as separate matters.

…

The facts, as we understand them, do not support allegations of wrongdoing by the 

Saskatoon Police.567

  (iii) T.D.R. Caldwell

Wolch and Joyce Milgaard alleged that Caldwell improperly concealed the facts during his prosecution of 

Milgaard, particularly his knowledge of the similarity between Fisher’s crimes and the Miller murder which 

he failed to disclose to the defence. It was further alleged that he “withheld evidence”568 including the fact 

that Milgaard was not in the vicinity at the time of the murder.

The RCMP report said:

Mr. Wolch suggests the real wrongdoing with respect to disclosure occurred outside of 

the trial setting when it became apparent that Larry Fisher was responsible for the four 

sexual assaults occurring in Saskatoon near the time of the Miller murder. It is alleged that 

Caldwell, knowing what he did about the similarity between the various offences, ought to 

have realized Fisher was likely responsible for the Miller murder. He should have then taken 

steps to disclose the facts and reopen the Milgaard case.

Caldwell’s role in facilitating the disposition of Fisher’s charges in Regina was a minor 

one… .569

In the RCMP interview with Joyce Milgaard on February 25/26, 1993, she indicated that in an earlier 

interview conducted by Carlyle-Gordge, Caldwell had made comments that he and Tallis “put him away 

together”.570 She took this as collusion on the part of Caldwell and Tallis at Milgaard’s trial, and said that 

he was given only a token defence. As a result, the RCMP investigated Tallis for the criminal offence of 

obstructing justice by deliberately conspiring with the Crown prosecutor to provide his client with a token 

defence.

As Sawatsky told the Commission, this necessitated an RCMP interview of Tallis, then a sitting judge 

of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, warning him that he was a suspect in a criminal offence of 

obstruction of justice.
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The taped conversation that Joyce Milgaard was relying upon, related to a completely unrelated case 

where Caldwell and Tallis had worked on separate prosecutions of the same individual. It had nothing to 

do with Milgaard. The complaint was unfounded.

The specific offences that the RCMP investigated involving Caldwell were set out in the Alberta Justice 

report:

 1.  It is alleged that Caldwell consciously connected the Miller murder with the unsolved sexual 

assaults and failed to disclose to Milgaard’s counsel any details of these alleged defences.

 2.  It is alleged that Caldwell destroyed a portion of his file in order to further the “cover-up”.

 3.  It is alleged that Caldwell may have authored the five page police report (investigation summary) 

which was used to engineer the witness statements from John and Wilson.

 4.  It is alleged that Caldwell seemed to be unusually motivated in writing to the National Parole 

Board about Milgaard.

 5.  It is alleged that there was collusion on the part of Caldwell, Tallis and the Saskatoon Police and 

that since there was an assumption of Milgaard’s guilt, he was given only a token defence.

The RCMP found no evidence of wrongdoing on the part of Caldwell.

  (iv) Serge Kujawa and Saskatchewan Department of the Attorney General

The allegation was that Kujawa and the Attorney General’s office took “specific and unusual actions to 

prevent public awareness of Fisher’s crimes” by covering them up. This allegation was based primarily on 

the information from Breckenridge.

In their report, the RCMP described the allegations against Kujawa:

The allegations against Mr. Kujawa are to the effect that based on his handling of both 

the Milgaard appeal file and Fisher’s rape charges, he had knowledge of the similarities 

between the circumstances of the Miller murder and those offences committed by Larry 

Fisher. The similarities were such that Kujawa obviously realized that doubt was cast on 

the legitimacy of David Milgaard’s conviction. He is said to have engaged in closed door 

meetings with other officials, ie Messrs. Romanow and Lysyk, to discuss the situation 

following which steps were taken to discourage employees such as Michael Breckenridge 

from speaking about the cases. His use of a direct indictment to dispose of the Fisher rape 

charges was alleged to be evidence of his attempt to avoid publicity and public awareness 

of the Fisher crimes.571

The specific offences that the RCMP investigated against Kujawa and other members of the Department 

of Justice including then Attorney General Romanow, were set out in the Alberta Justice report:

 1.  It is alleged that Kujawa sought a direct indictment against Larry Fisher and prosecuted Fisher in 

Regina to avoid publicity and thereby continued a cover-up of the miscarriage of justice against 

Milgaard.

 2.  It is alleged that Kujawa (then the Director of Public Prosecutions for Saskatchewan), Lysyk 

(then Deputy Attorney General of Saskatchewan) and Romanow (then Attorney General of 

Saskatchewan) connected the Milgaard file with the Fisher file and knew that there was a 

miscarriage of justice.
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The RCMP report concluded:

Our investigation establishes that the source of these allegations, Michael Breckenridge, 

is not a reliable nor, for that matter, a very credible witness. His information is disputed by 

not only the other employees but by the facts concerning the period during which he was 

employed in the Department.572

Alberta Justice concluded that the Breckenridge allegation “appears to be absurd”573 and concluded 

that there was no evidence to support the allegations against Kujawa or any other members of the 

Saskatchewan Department of Justice, including then Attorney General Romanow.

Despite the extensive police investigation, the RCMP found no evidence whatsoever of any wrongdoing 

on the part of the Saskatoon Police, Caldwell, Kujawa or anyone associated with the Attorney General of 

Saskatchewan.

  (v) David Milgaard/Larry Fisher Evidence

Although Gail Miller’s death was not the focus of their investigation, the RCMP review covered all of 

the evidence which existed at the time of Milgaard’s conviction, as well as information discovered 

subsequently. A year earlier, the Supreme Court had concluded that based on the evidence presented 

at the Reference Case, Milgaard had not proven his innocence. The RCMP concluded, based on its 

investigation, that there was no new evidence which would exonerate Milgaard, or that would inculpate 

any other person including Fisher.

The essence of the report, said Sawatsky, was that there was no new information apart from that heard 

by the Supreme Court, or which was already known to authorities. The RCMP found nothing to change 

the Supreme Court finding that Milgaard had not established his innocence. He acknowledged that at the 

close of the investigation, he was of the view that Milgaard was responsible for the murder.

Part XIV – DNA Summary – 1987 to 1997
1. Introduction

DNA testing was used in 1997 to link semen found on Gail Miller’s clothing to Fisher. In the 10 years prior 

to the successful test, there were a number of attempts to analyze substances on the trial exhibits to 

eliminate or match suspects. DNA technology was an evolving science that became prevalent in the late 

1980s, with its first use in a criminal matter in England in 1987.

There were two challenges in the early use of DNA technology, particularly when examining 20 year old 

evidence. Scientists needed a sufficient quantity of biological material to be able to extract enough DNA 

for testing. Secondly they needed a precise comparison tool. As technology relating to these aspects 

improved, scientists were eventually able to extract a useable DNA profile from the semen on Miller’s 

clothing and compare it to the profiles of Milgaard and Fisher.
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The first attempt at DNA testing was in 1987 when Ferris examined Miller’s panties and identified the 

presence of DNA. He could do nothing further, however, due to limitations in the techniques available at 

the time. A portion of the sample was destroyed in the extraction process.

After Ferris’ attempt, Williams investigated the prospect of DNA testing in 1989 when the first application 

for mercy was received. His advice from experts at the time was that technology had not advanced to the 

point where such an old sample could be tested.

When Milgaard’s case was referred to the Supreme Court of Canada on November 28, 1991, federal and 

provincial authorities again considered the feasibility of DNA testing. The science had progressed and 

clear results either eliminating or identifying David Milgaard as the donor of any remaining semen would be 

determinative in the s. 690 proceedings.

Federal Justice obtained the original exhibits from the Miller murder trial and Williams asked Alain of 

the RCMP Central Forensic Laboratory to conduct an examination of Miller’s clothing to determine the 

presence of biological material suitable for DNA analysis. Alain detected only a small semen stain on 

the panties. Due to the testing methodology used and the lab condition, Alain did not identify more 

extensive staining elsewhere on the panties and Miller’s dress. As a result, the parties believed that only 

a microscopic specimen was available for analysis, and feared that it might be entirely consumed in the 

process of further testing so the testing options were significantly restricted.

When the exhibits were finally submitted to the Forensic Science Service laboratory in England in 1997, 

additional and abundant semen staining was located on the panties and the dress and conclusive results 

were obtained which eliminated Milgaard as the donor, and identified Fisher as the source.

2. Identification of Suitable DNA

During the Supreme Court Reference Williams asked Alain to examine the Miller murder exhibits for the 

presence of biological material suitable for DNA analysis.

Alain conducted the tests and provided a report to Williams dated February 17, 1992 which confirmed 

that she had examined Miller’s panties, her girdle with mesh stockings, the vials of substance and the 

toque for material suitable for DNA analysis. She testified at the Inquiry that she also examined the dress, 

with negative results. Her original report concluded that only a single small semen stain was located on 

the panties.

Rather than testing the entire surface of the garments for semen, which was a common practice at the 

time, Alain only tested random portions of each of the items. She explained that there was no active 

serology lab in Ottawa at the time, and she took this approach because of limited equipment. There were 

RCMP serology labs operating in other jurisdictions but Williams wanted the testing done in Ottawa. Alain 

thought that the random testing method would be adequate.

Paynter testified at the Inquiry that the full mapping technique (testing the entire garment) had been used 

by the RCMP lab in Saskatchewan for several years prior to 1992. Senior forensic scientist Barber, of 

the Forensic Science Service in England stated that the English lab had been using the full mapping 

technique well prior to 1992 as well.

Alain did not detect the semen staining on the dress nor the further staining on the panties that was 

discovered in 1997.
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3. DNA Testing – 1992 to 1994

Alain’s February 17, 1992 report set out several DNA testing options for the remaining stain although after 

further consideration, Gaudette, Chief Scientist of the Biology section of the central lab, recommended 

that none of the options be pursued given their respective drawbacks. The concern remained that the last 

remaining sample would be destroyed without useful results.

On March 9, 1992, Fainstein advised the Supreme Court of Canada that DNA testing of the relevant 

exhibits had not been performed because new technology had not proceeded far enough to provide 

conclusive results. Fainstein asked for the Court’s permission to retain the material until DNA testing had 

advanced further.

Later that month, another testing option had been identified and Fainstein informed Reference counsel 

that the option would be pursued. Exhibits were transported to Roche Biomedical Laboratories in North 

Carolina and the small stain from the panties, and one of the vials of substance from the original trial were 

examined. The lab was unable to obtain conclusive results, however, and further testing was halted due 

to the state of the samples and the continuing fear that they would be consumed without useable results. 

The exhibits were returned to Ottawa.

Fainstein updated the Supreme Court on April 6, 1992 during final submissions, advising that the recent 

attempts at DNA testing had not succeeded due to the age and condition of the material.

The key exhibits remained in Ottawa following the conclusion of the Reference Case and Fainstein and 

others maintained an interest in the prospect of further DNA testing. The issue took on renewed relevance 

during the Flicker investigation conducted by the RCMP in 1993. The continued assumption, however, 

was that only a very small amount of biological material was available for testing, and attempts were again 

deferred pending further advances in technology.

4. DNA Testing – 1995 to 1997

In early 1995, DNA discussions resumed and Fainstein told the parties on March 30, 1995 that Federal 

Justice was prepared to proceed with testing, provided that everyone could agree to an approach. 

Discussions ensued including a lengthy debate between Milgaard’s counsel and counsel for the federal 

Department of Justice and Saskatchewan Justice on who should do the test, and on the appropriate 

DNA methodology.

Proposals were exchanged with each side relying upon the advice of their experts. Milgaard’s expert, 

Dr. Edward Blake, suggested that a fresh review of the evidence would be appropriate. The parties 

agreed, but differed over several other points.

An agreement was finally reached in April, 1997 after approximately two years of communications. The 

relevant evidence would be submitted to the Forensic Science Service lab in England for designated DNA 

testing, with experts in attendance on behalf of the Federal Crown and David Milgaard, to observe and 

provide assistance if requested.
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5. The DNA Results

DNA testing was conducted by the Forensic Science Service lab in Wetherby, West Yorkshire between 

July 14 and July 18, 1997. Barber provided an interim report dated July 18, 1997 confirming that 

additional and ample semen staining had been located on the panties and the dress and that extracts had 

been tested. The generated profile was then compared against known samples from Gail Miller, Milgaard 

and Fisher.

The report concluded that the semen found on the panties and the dress could not have originated 

from Milgaard. It further concluded that Fisher could not be excluded as the source of the semen on the 

panties and the dress, and that “(b)ased upon data collected from the UK Caucasian population the STR 

profile obtained from the semen stains and from Larry Fisher’s blood sample is estimated to occur at a 

frequency of approximately 1 in 400 million men”.574 Essentially, a match had been identified.

A news release was issued on July 18th by the federal Minister of Justice confirming that the DNA results 

had been received, and that they showed that a terrible wrong had been done to David Milgaard by his 

wrongful conviction. The Minister expressed her deepest sympathies and regret. The Saskatchewan 

Minister of Justice also apologized to David Milgaard and his family for his wrongful conviction.

6. DNA Testing in the Case Against Larry Fisher

Fisher was arrested and charged for the rape and murder of Gail Miller on July 25, 1997, and a DNA 

warrant issued to obtain fresh biological samples from him. With the samples and exhibits in hand, the 

RCMP Central Forensic Laboratory completed its own DNA testing.

Elizabeth Charland of the Central Forensic Laboratory oversaw the testing process and submitted 

a Forensic Laboratory Report dated January 13, 1998. The report concluded that the DNA profiles 

generated from stains on the panties and the dress matched the profile obtained from the known Larry 

Fisher sample.

Charland also tested a previously untested stain on one of Gail Miller’s gloves. As Charland reported to 

the Inquiry, the substance on the glove was not confirmed to be blood. Charland explained that the major 

(most significant) portion was consistent with Gail Miller’s DNA profile, and one could therefore conclude 

that it was likely Gail Miller’s biological material. Charland also identified a component of male origin with 

limited information. She could not say what particular biological material the stain consisted of i.e. blood 

or skin or semen, and there was insufficient information to match it with a donor. She reported that she 

could not exclude Fisher as the donor, but certainly could not identify him either.

The glove stain was not detected during the original investigation and trial, nor in any post conviction 

review. Questions arose at the Inquiry as to whether forensic analysis of the glove stain could have 

provided a basis to eliminate Milgaard as a suspect at trial or in the post conviction review.

The simple answer to this question is no. The male portion of the stain discovered by Charland was 

minute, and was mixed with the larger Gail Miller portion. Even if it had been found, it could not have been 

confirmed as blood, nor could it be determined that the donor of the male stain was Miller’s assailant. 

There was no evidence that the stain was deposited on the glove during the attack by the assailant. It 

was possible that the male portion of the stain was deposited on the glove prior to the attack, and was 

unrelated to Miller’s murder. There was no scientific basis to determine the timing of the deposit.

574 Docid 231438.
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If the male stain was blood from the assailant and had been discovered, forensic analysis of the blood in 

1969 could have provided a basis to exclude a suspect as a donor of the blood, in a manner similar to 

how the A antigens in the semen were used to eliminate donors with different blood types. There were 

test procedures available in 1969 that, in some cases, provided a basis to distinguish between donors 

of the same blood types by means of their sub-types (eg. between two A secretor donors). The analysis 

could not be used to identify the donor, and was limited to eliminating donors of a certain blood type or 

sub-type.

It is not possible at this stage to determine whether such testing could have eliminated Milgaard as the 

donor of the male stain. Even if he had been eliminated as the donor, he would not have been eliminated 

as a suspect, because the stain could not be conclusively linked to the assailant.

If the glove stain had been detected and analyzed in 1969, the testing would not likely have eliminated 

Milgaard as a suspect, but might have produced relevant evidence. However, any conclusions on the 

stain’s forensic value in 1969 or during the review are entirely speculative.

7. Concluding Remarks

There was abundant DNA on the original Gail Miller murder exhibits which would have allowed for more 

conclusive testing as early as 1992. The full extent of the staining was missed, however, during Alain’s 

review of the exhibits, and the parties relied upon her conclusions for several years to follow.

The additional staining could have been discovered in full if the items had been sent to an active RCMP 

serology lab in 1992. If so, Barber confirmed that DNA testing on the larger samples would have likely 

produced suitable results in 1992, demonstrating that the semen on the dress and panties did not 

originate from David Milgaard. The power of these tests, however, to connect the samples to Larry Fisher 

as the donor would have been much more limited until at least August, 1994 when DNA testing had 

progressed further.

The delay is understandably troubling from the Milgaard perspective, but as well from the public’s point of 

view, as Fisher was at large during a portion of the interim period. The matter is considered again in a later 

section of this report.

Part XV –  Reopening of the Investigation into 
the Death of Gail Miller

On July 18, 1997, after receiving the DNA results, the Saskatchewan Minister of Justice and the federal 

Minister of Justice apologized to Milgaard for his wrongful conviction.

Saskatchewan Justice wrote to the Saskatoon Chief of Police on July 18, 1997 advising that “after 

considering the matter, it is my opinion there exists reasonable and probable grounds to believe that Larry 

Fisher committed the murder of Gail Miller. On the basis of this there appears to be a reason to arrest and 

charge him with non-capital murder”.575

575 Docid 032991.
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On July 21, 1997, Saskatoon Police advised Saskatchewan Justice:

In light of the developments surrounding this file, we are requesting that the Department of 

Justice appoint another agency to investigate the death of Gail Miller.

This police service is in favour of such an agency being appointed and will cooperate and 

provide assistance to every extent possible, including providing access to the original file.576

Saskatchewan Justice asked the RCMP to investigate Gail Miller’s death and Fisher’s involvement in that 

death.

July 21, 1997 marked the reopening of the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

On July 25, 1997, Fisher was charged with the rape and murder of Gail Miller.

His preliminary inquiry commenced on January 12, 1998 and was held in Provincial Court in Saskatoon, 

Saskatchewan. On August 26, 1998, he was committed to stand trial on both charges.

Evidence of three of Fisher’s seven previous convictions for sexual assault were allowed as similar fact 

evidence. This, together with DNA evidence was offered by the Crown as proof of the identity of Gail 

Miller’s murderer and that was the main trial issue.

On November 22, 1999, the jury found Fisher guilty of the murder of Gail Miller. On January 4, 2000 he 

was sentenced to life in prison. His appeal to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal was heard on April 15, 

2003 and dismissed on September 29, 2003. Leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada was 

denied on August 26, 2004.

576 Docid 077486.
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1. Chronology

D
avid Milgaard, Nichol John and Ronald Wilson set out from Regina to Saskatoon in the early 

morning hours of January 31, 1969 in Wilson’s car, stopping once along the way to break into 

a grain elevator. The trio arrived in Saskatoon before 6:45 a.m. and drove around looking for 

the home of a friend, Albert (Shorty) Cadrain, whose house was located on Avenue O south of 20th 

Street. Sometime between 7:00 a.m. and 7:30 a.m. they stopped at the Trav-A-Leer Motel on the 

west central edge of Saskatoon. David Milgaard entered in his stocking feet, asking for a map. The 

Wilson car was next seen in an alley behind the Danchuk residence around 7:30 a.m. or 7:40 a.m. 

The Danchuk residence was between the Trav-A-Leer Motel and the crime scene, closer to the latter. 

Milgaard, John and Wilson had become stuck in the alley behind the Danchuks’ car and waited there 

until well after daylight when a tow truck freed their car and took them to a garage. From there, they 

made their way to the Cadrain residence then to another garage, leaving Saskatoon in the afternoon 

with Albert Cadrain. Over the course of about a week, they traveled to Calgary, Edmonton, St. Albert, 

Banff and Regina, where they parted company.
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Gail Miller was sexually assaulted1 and murdered on January 31, 1969. Her body was found in a 

Saskatoon alley around 8:30 a.m. She was last seen around 6:45 a.m. in her rooming house, about one 

block away.

Within the previous four months, three other women had been sexually assaulted in Saskatoon, two within 

12 blocks of the Miller crime scene.

As reported to police, another young woman, Victim 12, was sexually assaulted on January 31, 1969, 

about six blocks from the Miller crime scene. In the terminology of the day, it was an indecent assault.

Larry Fisher lived in the Cadrain house about two blocks south of the murder scene, also in the general 

area of two of the sexual assaults.

David Milgaard was in the area of the murder scene around the time of death.

He was questioned on March 2, 1969, released on March 3, arrested on May 30, 1969, and convicted of 

the murder of Gail Miller on January 31, 1970.

He served 23 years of a life sentence before being released on April 16, 1992.

On February 21, 1970, another sexual assault was committed in west Saskatoon.

In August and September of 1970, Fisher committed two sexual assaults in Fort Garry, Manitoba. 

By December 21, 1971, he had been convicted of these and the four Saskatoon sexual assaults noted 

above, except for the indecent assault and the Gail Miller rape and murder. Ten years later he was 

convicted of rape and attempted murder in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan for an offence committed in 

North Battleford.

In 1992, following a reference to the Supreme Court of Canada, the Minister of Justice set aside David 

Milgaard’s conviction and ordered a new trial. The Province of Saskatchewan declined to prosecute, 

entering a stay.

In 1997, DNA from semen samples found on the clothing of Gail Miller was tested and matched that of 

Larry Fisher, but not David Milgaard.

Fisher was charged for the rape and murder of Gail Miller and was convicted on November 22, 1999. 

His appeal to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal was dismissed on September 29, 2003, and his 

application for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada was dismissed on August 26, 2004.

On July 18, 1997, the Government of Saskatchewan apologized to David Milgaard for his wrongful 

conviction, and on September 9, 2004, acknowledged that he was factually innocent of the charge that 

he murdered Gail Miller, and that he was wrongfully convicted of a crime he did not commit.

2. Saskatoon Police Service

The investigation of the Gail Miller murder was done by the Saskatoon Police assisted, in its initial stages, 

by the RCMP with incidental help by the Regina Police and Calgary Police. 

1  In 1969 and 1970 sexual assaults were particularized as, for example, rape and indecent assault. The modern usage 
in the Criminal Code employs a generic term, “sexual assault”, and this usage will be applied here except when 
recording convictions where a specific crime will be identified.
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In general, the Saskatoon Police investigation was thorough and followed acceptable procedures. There 

was, however, a critical failure to record the circumstances surrounding the questioning of John and 

Wilson by their agent, Roberts of the Calgary Police and, in John’s case, by Mackie as well. Many years 

later, Saskatoon Police failed to follow up on a report that Fisher and not Milgaard might have been Gail 

Miller’s killer.

3. RCMP Investigation

The RCMP gave full time assistance to the Saskatoon Police for three months from the day of the murder. 

Both forces devoted important resources to the investigation.

4. Scene Investigation

The scene investigation by Penkala and Kleiv and other officers was thorough and performed under trying 

circumstances, given the extreme cold.

5. Autopsy

The victim died from a stab wound which penetrated her lung. There were 11 other stab wounds on the 

upper body and her throat had been slashed several times. 

Vaginal aspirate was drawn from the victim, found to contain non-motile spermatozoa, and discarded.

6. Canvass of Neighbourhood

There was a prompt and concerted effort by police, including an organized interview of persons living or 

found within the four to six block radius of the crime scene. 

7. Questioning of Gail Miller’s Friends and Others

The investigation initially focused on Gail Miller’s friends, roommates and male acquaintances.

Some witnesses saw activity in the area of the crime scene at relevant times, while others saw nothing. 

In evaluating their evidence it is important for us, as it was for the jury, to remember that until around 

7:30 a.m. it was dark, bitterly cold (-41 C), with ice fog which obscured visibility to a marked degree.

8. Forensics

Forensic evidence was collected from the victim and the crime scene. Although introduced at trial, 

serological evidence played little part in the conviction. DNA typing as a forensic tool was unavailable in 

1970, but semen stained clothing was among the trial exhibits preserved. Twenty-seven years later, DNA 

was successfully extracted from these stains and typed in England. David Milgaard was excluded as the 

donor and consequently exonerated of the murder. A match with Fisher was found and served as the 

basis for his conviction as the killer of Gail Miller. 

The RCMP analyst noted semen stains only on the panties of the victim in 1969 and a different analyst 

did the same in 1992, although they were present on the dress and the coat, as finally found in the United 

Kingdom’s Forensic Services Laboratory in 1997, where DNA was successfully extracted and typed. 

The technology for doing this was not available prior to Milgaard’s conviction.
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9. Suspects and Theories 

Saskatoon Police reasonably made no connection between an indecent assault which occurred at 

7:07 a.m. at a spot eight minutes walking distance from where Gail Miller was killed. 

Fisher, unknown to police at the time, had committed two rapes and an indecent assault in the fall of 

1968 in the general area of the murder. Although a possible link between the murder and the 1968 rapes 

was considered, police had no suspect for either the rapes or the murder until Milgaard came to their 

attention on March 2, 1970, as being connected to the murder but not the rapes. Saskatoon Police 

attention thus reasonably became focused on him as the murderer, and investigation of the rapes was left 

in abeyance. 

10. Albert Cadrain’s Statement to Police

A key witness at the Milgaard trial was Cadrain who died in 1995.

On March 2, 1969, he gave a statement to Saskatoon Police implicating Milgaard in the murder of Gail 

Miller. The statement played a major role in the direction of the investigation. He reported that Milgaard 

arrived at his home (which was within two blocks of the crime scene) around 9:05 a.m. in the morning in 

a nervous state with blood on his trousers and shirt, which he changed for other garments at Cadrain’s 

house. 

No police pressure was exerted upon Cadrain to implicate Milgaard, but police vigorously challenged 

Cadrain upon the truth of his statement implicating Milgaard. Cadrain never recanted what he had told to 

the police about seeing blood on Milgaard.

Although Cadrain later suffered mental illness, it was not apparent when he gave his statement of 

March 2, 1969, to police nor to the prosecutor at the preliminary inquiry or trial of David Milgaard.

11. Ron Wilson Questioning

With Milgaard on the morning of January 31, 1969, were Wilson and John. Wilson was interviewed by 

police on March 3, 1969, and provided an alibi for Milgaard saying that he was with him at all relevant 

times except for a few minutes. Police suspected that Wilson had not given them the whole story and 

interviewed him again on May 21, 1969, at which time he began to implicate Milgaard in the murder. 

He was taken to Saskatoon for a polygraph examination and there he further implicated Milgaard. 

Following the polygraph session, Wilson gave a sworn statement to Saskatoon Police and, consistent 

with it, testified at trial for the Crown. Some 20 years later he was to recant parts of his incriminating 

statement against Milgaard, but he conceded at the Inquiry that he had not been intimidated by the police 

or by the prosecutor.

Police checked his veracity insofar as they could and acted reasonably in submitting his evidence to the 

prosecution. Caldwell, in turn, was justified in putting Wilson forward as a credible witness.

12. David Milgaard Questioning

Milgaard was interviewed on March 3, 1969, by Karst who found his answers to be too vague, calling for 

further inquiries. Although known to have been in the general area of the crime at relevant times, Milgaard 

was unable to account for the period of time which could have included the murder. This is not intended 

as a criticism of Milgaard, who had the right to remain silent. It is simply noted in connection with the 

reasonableness of police in continuing their investigation of him. 
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13. Nichol John Questioning

John gave an initial statement to police on March 11, 1969. At least one policeman, Karst, thought that 

she might be telling the truth when she said that Milgaard could not have committed the offense, but the 

consensus among investigators was that she had not told the whole truth and they resolved to have her, 

as well as Wilson, examined by a polygrapher in Saskatoon. This was done on May 23, 1969, although 

the polygraph test was not administered to her because she gave what polygrapher Roberts regarded 

as the truth to him orally. She was turned over to Saskatoon Police who took her statement the next day, 

May 24, 1969, under oath.

John has never alleged that she was coerced to make her May 24, 1969, statement which put Milgaard 

at the scene of the murder, stabbing a woman. At both the preliminary inquiry and the trial she professed 

not to remember witnessing a stabbing. Her statement to police, however, was before the jury at the 

trial, for the purpose of testing the credibility of her trial testimony that she could not remember the most 

incriminating parts of her statement to police. The jury was cautioned that, because she did not adopt 

those incriminating parts of her statement, they could not be used for truth of content. Whether the jury 

obeyed their instructions cannot be known with certainty, but reliable evidence at the Inquiry invites the 

conclusion that they did not.

14. Questioning of Other Witnesses

A March 1969 interview of a girlfriend left police with reason to think Milgaard was a person of bad 

character, capable of having been involved in the murder.

Prior to May 5, 1969, Saskatoon Police visited Milgaard’s parents to speak about their son as a murder 

suspect, and recorded his father stating that he was not surprised and suspected that something like 

this might happen. By May 16, 1969, Milgaard was regarded by police as the prime suspect arising from 

Cadrain’s statement. He had to be either implicated further or eliminated, so police resolved to get the full 

story from Wilson and John. What they told police on May 23 and May 24 in Saskatoon provided enough 

evidence to charge Milgaard.

15. Motel Room Re-enactment

On the eve of trial, Sunday, January 18, 1969, Wilson reported to police that Melnyk and Lapchuk had 

told him that Milgaard re-enacted the killing of Gail Miller at the Park Lane Motel in Regina in early May 

of 1969. Police told Caldwell, who had them interview Melnyk and Lapchuk, and the two testified at 

trial. Caldwell immediately reported what he had heard to defence counsel Tallis. Confronted with this 

information by his lawyer, Milgaard could not deny that it happened, but said that he was stoned at the 

time and if he did anything it was a joke. Tallis could not therefore suggest to witnesses at the trial that it 

had not happened, but could only argue that Milgaard had acted in jest. The interpretation of the event 

was left with the jury to decide.

A girl who was present at the Park Lane Motel when the incident was said to have occurred, Frank, was 

interviewed by police, but was not called at the trial because of her highly emotional state. A second girl, 

Hall, could not be located. 

16. Police Investigation Files Provided to Prosecutor T.D.R. Caldwell

In the practice of the day, Caldwell did not see the complete police file. He received some police reports, 

but not all, and reviewed 95 civilian statements at the request of defence counsel Tallis, looking for 
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evidence tending to show that the accused might be innocent. Caldwell’s disclosure to Tallis met the 

standards of the day according to the Supreme Court of Canada. In the hindsight illuminated by much 

additional evidence heard at this Inquiry, Caldwell did not disclose some evidence from witnesses who 

told the police that they had seen nothing unusual in the neighborhood of the crime scene, although 

they were in a position to have seen activity, and he did not disclose evidence of certain sexual assaults 

in the area in 1968, as well as one indecent assault almost contemporaneous with the murder. Evidence 

of these assaults, had they been known to Tallis at the time, might have led him on lines of inquiry 

establishing a defence that the murder could have been committed by a third party, thus possibly raising 

a reasonable doubt of Milgaard’s guilt. This non-disclosure was the product of an honest, if mistaken, 

belief by Caldwell that the evidence was not useful to the defence. By present standards, such evidence 

would have been disclosed as a matter of course under the Stinchombe standard, a fact which makes 

unnecessary any recommendation I might make on this subject.

17. Preliminary Inquiry

Although at the preliminary inquiry John recalled the events of the morning of the murder without 

reference to seeing a stabbing, there remained some evidence upon which a jury could convict and the 

accused was accordingly committed for trial. Prosecuting counsel prepared himself to challenge John at 

trial under s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act about her May 24th statement should the need arise. 

18. The Trial of David Milgaard

The premise of this Inquiry is that David Milgaard was wrongfully convicted. In its 1992 Reference, the 

Supreme Court of Canada was of the opinion that he received a fair trial. This opinion was based upon:

evidence known at the time;•	
argument presented at the Reference;•	
deference to the findings of the jury relating to facts heard by the Supreme Court which were •	
before the jury; and

deference to the Court of Appeal judgment from which the Supreme Court had denied leave to •	
appeal.

My first Term of Reference requires me to “inquire into and report on any and all aspects of the conduct 

of the investigation into the death of Gail Miller and the subsequent criminal proceedings resulting in 

the wrongful conviction of David Milgaard…”. Many issues arise, including the fairness of the trial, and 

I neither question nor endorse the assessment of the Supreme Court of Canada in this regard.

When the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal heard argument about the trial judge’s handling of the s. 9(2) 

Canada Evidence Act matter, it decided that although a procedural error had occurred in not holding a 

voir dire on the circumstances surrounding the giving of the Nichol John May 24, 1969, statement, the 

error did not compromise the safety of the conviction. I have accepted evidence given at the Inquiry that 

the defence of David Milgaard was prejudiced by this error. This argument was not made by Milgaard 

counsel at the 1992 Supreme Court Reference.

There are two problems arising from the error. In the first place, the jury might never have heard the most 

incriminatory parts of John’s May 24, 1969 statement had Tallis been allowed to probe, in their absence, 

the circumstances under which the statement was given to police. The second problem is the inherent 

prejudice to an accused in s. 9 itself. That prejudice lies in the recitation of evidence which is inadmissible 

for truth of contents, unless adopted by the witness, but is admissible on the issue of credibility only. 
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The prejudice can be avoided only by the jury heeding the warning of the trial judge to ignore the evidence 

for truth of contents, unless adopted. I listened at the Inquiry to credible evidence that the distinction was 

lost on this jury. Without direct evidence on the point, I make no finding that the jury used the evidence for 

truth of contents, but there is a real possibility that they did.

I reject the argument that the Crown theory, put to the jury, was impossible and should have been seen 

as such by the prosecution. It was a plausible theory and was presented as nothing more. The jury was 

instructed that it was for them to find the facts. They could have disagreed with the Crown theory and still 

have returned a verdict of guilty.

Tallis argued at trial that the timing of events did not support the Crown’s theory and he received a 

favorable charge on the time issue, the judge placing the window of opportunity between 6:45 a.m. 

and 7:10 a.m. even though he could have extended it to 7:30 a.m. based on the evidence. The judge’s 

tone and manner in delivering his charge were favorable. His treatment of the motel re-enactment was 

appropriate. David Milgaard, according to trial witnesses, Melnyk and Lapchuk, had, at a motel party, 

acted out the stabbing of Gail Miller.

Caldwell was properly convinced of Cadrain’s credibility, and acted accordingly in putting him forward as a 

Crown witness.

John, while denying that she had lied in giving statements to the police, said that she had no memory of 

telling police the most incriminating parts of her May 24th statement.

The trial judge’s interventions during the hearing of evidence hurt the defence, especially during the cross-

examination of John where he effectively destroyed the credibility of her viva voce evidence that she could 

not remember the incriminating parts of her statement. In the result, the jury was likely to conclude that 

the truth lay in her May 24th statement.

My conclusion with respect to the conduct of the trial by Crown and Defence is that neither counsel did 

anything to contribute to the wrongful conviction of David Milgaard. On the contrary, Caldwell offered 

evidence which he believed to be credible and relevant, and did so in a spirit of cooperation with defence 

counsel. For his part, Tallis offered a skilled, thorough, nuanced and ethical defence.

19. Preparation for Trial by Prosecutor

Caldwell’s trial preparation was based upon the police summary provided to him. It was an amalgam of 

known facts, allegations drawn from witness statements and informed speculation. 

20. Preparation for Trial by Tallis

Tallis first met with his client, David Milgaard, on August 4, 1969, and twice more in prison before trial. 

He also met him daily in private during the preliminary inquiry and trial.

Tallis became aware of the Cadrain, Wilson and John statements on August 4, 1969, as well as Milgaard’s 

statements of March 3 and April 18, 1969. 

He prepared an extensive legal brief and described at the Inquiry what I find to have been a thorough 

preparation for trial. 

Tallis’ advice to his client and his conduct of the defence were founded in ethical considerations. While 

operating on the basis of his client’s assurance that he had not committed the crime of murder, he had 
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to take note of certain admissions by Milgaard which were incriminating and which were reflected in the 

evidence called by the Crown.

Tallis advised him not to take the stand on his own behalf and Milgaard and his parents accepted the 

advice. It was an informed decision, based on advice from a seasoned, ethical defence counsel who had 

taken all relevant factors into account. 

Roberts, the Calgary Police polygrapher who had heard critical oral statements (later recorded by Mackie 

and Karst of the Saskatoon Police) from Wilson and John, made no record of the circumstances of the 

taking of these statements. He presented special problems for Tallis because he was uncooperative in 

a pre-trial interview. Tallis concluded that he would be of no help to the defence, and that it would have 

been a grave mistake to call him. Denied a voir dire on the circumstances surrounding the taking of 

the John statement, Tallis could not raise polygraph issues before the jury without risk of having them 

conclude that the witness had passed the test.

The case was not easy to defend. Milgaard’s friends had implicated him without apparent motive. Wilson 

tried to be convincing at trial and there was no suggestion of police pressure on him. Cadrain displayed 

no signs of mental instability at the preliminary inquiry or at the trial. He had reported voluntarily to 

Saskatoon Police.

John’s evidence was pivotal, leaving the impression with the jury that she was trying to protect her friend 

Milgaard.

A major challenge for Tallis lay in the fact that Karst, a well respected, experienced, and forthright officer, 

gave important evidence for the Crown, mostly relating to Cadrain and his statement implicating Milgaard.

Tallis was well prepared to meet the serological evidence and was able to present it as being exculpatory.

Milgaard never complained to Tallis of pressure from the Saskatoon Police or of them trying to frame him.

Informed on the eve of trial about the motel re-enactment evidence, Tallis caused inquiries to be made in 

Regina about Melnyk and Lapchuk. He informed his client, who said that he could not recall the incident 

but could not deny that it happened. If it did, he said, he was stoned and joking.

In view of what his client and Frank, another witness, told Tallis, he felt that he could not suggest to 

witnesses that the re-enactment had not happened. His view was that Frank would not be of help as a 

witness.

Tallis’ handling of Wilson at trial was thorough and sensitive to the many difficulties presented. Wilson’s 

Inquiry evidence differed markedly in many respects from what he said at the preliminary inquiry and trial. 

He was not credible at the Inquiry. According to Tallis, the evidence of Lapchuk and Melnyk about the 

motel re-enactment was damaging, but had not nearly the impact of John’s evidence at trial. I accept that 

the s. 9 Canada Evidence Act proceeding was instrumental in Milgaard’s conviction.

David Milgaard undoubtedly re-enacted the stabbing of Gail Miller, as reported by Melnyk and Lapchuk 

at trial. Whether he did it as a joke was something for the jury to decide. Although they were not of good 

character, the Crown put forth Melnyk and Lapchuk in good faith as credible witnesses.

By most accounts available to the authorities, both before and after conviction, Milgaard was a young 

person of unsavory character – a fact which would give reasonable cause for suspicion. Both the police 
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and the prosecution would be entitled to think that what the re-enactment witnesses described was a 

confession to murder by David Milgaard.

I find no fault in Tallis’ preparation for the preliminary inquiry and trial or in the conduct thereof. His client, 

David Milgaard, received an able defence.

21. Secretor Issues

Evidence relating to semen samples found frozen in the snow near the victim’s body was put in by 

the Crown as part of the circumstances. The evidence was essentially exculpatory because the blood 

antigens found in the semen could only have been those of a secretor and Milgaard was thought to be a 

non-secretor, although the Crown left open for the jury the possibility that the accused could have been 

the donor through contamination with his whole blood. This conjecture was effectively discounted during 

the trial by lack of evidence in support, so the jury was left with exculpatory evidence as argued by the 

defence. 

DNA typing was not available to analysts in 1969.

22. Wrongful Conviction of David Milgaard

But for the questioning of John and Wilson by polygrapher Roberts, David Milgaard would not have been 

charged and tried for the crime of murder. 

The Government of Saskatchewan has acknowledged that David Milgaard is factually innocent of the 

charge that he murdered Gail Miller, and that he was wrongfully convicted of a crime he did not commit. 

The Commission, therefore, has accepted that the term “wrongfully convicted” as used in the Terms of 

Reference means that David Milgaard was found guilty of a crime which he did not commit. That crime 

was murder. 

In her statement of May 24, 1969, John said that she saw Milgaard stab a woman. In view of the 

acknowledgment made by the Government of Saskatchewan and adopted by the Commission as 

its working premise, that cannot be true. How then did she come to say it? I do not find that she 

deliberately lied, and I do not find that Roberts induced her to lie, although both must be acknowledged 

as possibilities. We know, however, that Roberts interrogated her in the belief that Milgaard was the killer, 

and that he showed her the victim’s bloody garment, asking what if this had been your sister? The tactic 

produced the desired result, by his own account in testimony before the Supreme Court of Canada. That 

Court, in view of what was known in 1992, was entitled to think that Roberts might have gotten the truth. 

I, on the other hand, must conclude that he somehow pressured John into telling him what he thought to 

be the truth. 

Although the details of the pressure exerted are unknown, there can be no doubt that the Roberts 

interrogation of John led to a sworn statement which provided the basis for charging David Milgaard 

with murder. That it also led to his conviction is less certain, but it was a factor according to the evidence 

which I will review.

23. Conclusions on the Investigation and Prosecution

The investigation by Saskatoon Police and the RCMP as well as the prosecution was conducted in 

compliance with the standards of the day, and in good faith. There was, however, a critical failure 

to record circumstances surrounding the taking of Wilson and John’s statements by Roberts of the 
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Calgary Police, and Mackie of the Saskatoon Police. Tunnel vision, negligence and misconduct have been 

alleged, but not shown. 

Disclosure met the standards of the day, due account being taken of the prosecutor’s discretion in 

deciding what evidence tended to show the accused’s innocence. Arguably, some evidence which might 

have been useful to the defence was not disclosed, but the prosecutor exercised his discretion in good 

faith. 

The trial was conducted competently and fairly by both prosecutor and defence counsel. 

An error in procedure in applying s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act made by the trial judge was deemed 

by the Court of Appeal as not having affected the verdict. Inquiry evidence leads to the conclusion that 

the defence was prejudiced by not only this error, but by excessive intervention by the trial judge when 

witnesses were testifying.

The patience of a trial judge is sorely tested in the court room and its occasional loss is understandable. 

This case, however, is a reminder to all of us who preside over trials that displays of impatience can have 

profound consequences.

24. Larry Fisher Chronology of Events

Sexual assaults, later attributed to Fisher, were committed in Saskatoon in the fall of 1968. He committed 

a further rape in 1970, in Saskatoon, after David Milgaard was convicted for the murder of Gail Miller.

Some policemen during the Miller murder investigation thought that the perpetrator of the 1968 sexual 

assaults might also be the murderer of Gail Miller, but the rapist was unknown to them and they finally 

settled on David Milgaard as the prime murder suspect. They put aside the rape files which remained 

unsolved, until Fisher was apprehended in Winnipeg for rape there and stated that he wanted to clear up 

matters from Saskatoon. Two Saskatoon officers went to Winnipeg in October of 1970 to take statements 

and one of them, Karst, had worked on the Miller murder investigation. He testified that he drew no 

connection between the rapist, Fisher, and the murderer of Gail Miller. He reported to his superiors in 

Saskatoon. Informations charging Fisher with the Saskatoon sexual assaults were drawn, and about a 

year later, in 1971, Fisher, having pled guilty to the Winnipeg rapes, came to Regina and pled guilty to the 

Saskatoon offences. He received concurrent jail sentences to the ones imposed by the Manitoba court for 

his offences there.

More than 20 years later, when Joyce Milgaard and her supporters tried to have the case reopened, 

Fisher became the focus of their attention, and some of the Saskatoon rape files could not be found. 

Thus arose the allegation by the Milgaard group of a cover-up – that Saskatoon Police and Justice officials 

in Saskatchewan concealed Fisher’s conviction in Regina for the Saskatoon rapes so as to avoid the 

embarrassment of having convicted the wrong man for Gail Miller’s murder.

I am satisfied from the evidence of Karst of the Saskatoon Police, Greenberg (Fisher’s then defence 

lawyer), and witnesses then with Saskatchewan Justice such as Caldwell, Kujawa and MacKay, that 

no connection between the Fisher rapes and the Miller murder was drawn by police or Justice officials, 

which should have caused them to reopen the murder case. No Saskatoon rape files were concealed or 

destroyed by police or Crown officials for the purpose of concealing them lest the connection be made 

between those crimes and the Miller murder.
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25. Caldwell’s Letters to the National Parole Board

In 1972 and again in 1974, Caldwell wrote to the National Parole Board urging Milgaard’s continued 

incarceration because of the seriousness of the crime. His letters related to Milgaard’s possible parole, 

and not to the reopening efforts of the Milgaard group, which began only in 1980. The letters did not 

delay the reopening, because Caldwell was cooperative with investigators, despite being pilloried by the 

Milgaard group through the press. But accusations of bias against Caldwell have led investigators up 

many a blind alley. This Inquiry has invested much time, effort, and money on what have proven to be 

baseless accusations of misconduct by him. One recommendation which I would make for the better 

administration of justice in this province, would be that prosecutors desist from unsolicited contact with 

the Parole Board. If asked, they should confine recitation of the facts of a case to those found by the 

courts. They should avoid leaving the impression that they are heavily invested in a case on a personal 

level.

26. Linda Fisher’s Visit to Saskatoon City Police

The third arm of the Terms of Reference directs me to seek to determine whether the investigation 

into Gail Miller’s death should have been reopened earlier based upon information which came to the 

attention of the police or the Crown. The Commission interpreted “reopening” as meaning the reopening 

of the investigation into Gail Miller’s death, which occurred in July of 1997 after DNA testing in the United 

Kingdom. Although the Linda Fisher report to police in 1980 predated by many years any possible 

recourse to DNA typing, it might have led to Fisher as a serious suspect in 1980 had it been followed up. 

The report was received, filed, referred, and possibly evaluated on a cursory basis within the Saskatoon 

Police, but it went no further. It should have. 

27. Bruce Lafreniere Report to Shellbrook RCMP

It is possible that a report came to the RCMP detachment in Shellbrook, Saskatchewan in the mid-1980s 

concerning information to link Larry Fisher to the Miller murder. There is no documentary record of the 

report and the RCMP officer to whom it was supposedly made cannot remember it. The same person 

who claimed to have made the report to the Shellbrook RCMP, Lafreniere, used an alias, Sidney Wilson, 

in 1990 when he again reported to Wolch’s office by telephone. This time, the report received immediate 

attention by authorities who were by this time engaged in the first s. 690 application.

28. Initial Steps Taken by the Milgaard Group to Reopen

The Inquiry’s business, under the third Term of Reference, is to decide whether or not, on the basis of 

information received by the police and the Department of Justice (“Saskatchewan Justice”), the case 

should have been reopened earlier. 

Convictions which have survived the judicial process do not attract the continued interest of police or 

prosecution. That will not change. Both are fully occupied with ongoing cases but stand ready and willing 

to act on information which comes to them relative to the safety of a conviction. What is needed are 

policies for doing so. 

The Milgaard group requested information from Saskatoon Police in 1981 but were told that any release 

of information by them would need to be authorized by the Attorney General. The police obliged them to 

the extent of contacting witnesses but the latter did not want their whereabouts known. Joyce Milgaard’s 

then lawyer, Young, was terminated by her before he could approach the Attorney General for permission.
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Joyce Milgaard was aggressive in her efforts to get information, and in the process alienated witnesses 

and caused problems for her lawyers. Her efforts in 1981 and 1982 towards the reopening of her son’s 

case produced no information that should have caused the authorities to take action. 

Joyce Milgaard did not publicly question the conviction during the first 10 years, interesting herself instead 

on getting parole for her son. Because he would not accept prison life, he escaped in 1974 and again in 

1980. She then despaired of parole, offered a reward, and began to reinvestigate the crime with no new 

evidence, but with a belief in her son’s innocence. 

Proceeding from that belief, she concluded that witnesses who had implicated him at trial had lied and 

that the police had twisted the facts to put him in prison. 

She failed to capitalize on work done for her by her first two lawyers, and agents operating on her behalf. 

She was mistrustful of, and antagonistic towards the police, interpreting their confidence in the verdict as 

opposition to her efforts. 

Joyce Milgaard contacted Wilson and John directly, without success. She instructed her counsel not to 

have the police contact them. 

Joyce Milgaard and her counsel saw Tallis’ file on March 11, 1981, and copied some of it. Her counsel 

was given access to the Crown file by Caldwell, who also granted an interview to another of her agents. 

One of her agents, Carlyle-Gordge, contacted Cadrain family members, learning that Fisher, a convicted 

rapist, lived in Cadrain’s basement at the time of Miller’s death. Efforts were made to contact Linda Fisher, 

but Larry Fisher was not a serious suspect for them and they did not persist. 

Saskatchewan Justice would have co-operated with Joyce Milgaard in the 1980s had they been 

approached properly. They would have allowed unrestricted access to the prosecutor’s file, and would 

have helped to get police files if even a marginal basis for it were shown. Her counsel did not approach 

Saskatchewan Justice for the purpose.

To the end of 1983, nothing had come to the attention of the police or Saskatchewan Justice which 

should have caused them to reopen the investigation into Gail Miller’s death, except for Linda Fisher’s 

1980 statement to Saskatoon Police. 

29. Preparation of First Application Under s. 690 (1986-1988)

Joyce Milgaard’s reopening efforts stalled for a period, resuming in late 1985 with the engagement of 

the Wolch firm. Wolch turned the matter over to his articling student Asper to research, while retaining 

responsibility for the file.

Asper’s involvement on the file featured quick conclusions that:

the trial was flawed;•	
David Milgaard was innocent; and•	
there was official wrongdoing.•	

The latter belief persisted right up to the time of this Inquiry, when he finally adopted a more moderate 

stance (his “overall view” was that tunnel vision took over). 
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The Milgaard group resolved to carry on a media campaign in conjunction with the application, and as 

well promised Justice Canada that there would be a family presentation in conjunction with the official 

one, but it was never produced, causing delay in the processing of the main application. 

The group did not contact either Tallis or Saskatchewan Justice, suspecting both. 

Two grounds were submitted in support of the first application. The first was an expert report by Ferris 

relating to serological evidence, and the second was an affidavit by Hall, a witness present at the motel 

re-enactment. The Ferris report and the Hall affidavit were submitted in support of the 1988 application. 

The Ferris report did not take into account the nature of the defence put forward by Tallis at trial. The Hall 

affidavit was prepared on the basis of a telephone conversation between Asper and Hall in which Hall 

neglected to mention highly incriminating utterances of David Milgaard which she later reported to the 

Justice Canada investigator. As a result, the two grounds stated in the application were discounted by 

Justice Canada rather early in the evaluation process.

Concurrent with the start of the Justice Canada investigation of the first s. 690 application, the Milgaard 

group conducted a media campaign to publicize their cause and launched a parallel investigation. Joyce 

Milgaard, later assisted by Centurion Ministries, a United States based firm advocating for the wrongfully 

convicted, conducted interviews which were designed to produce ideas of wrongdoing in witnesses’ 

minds, to justify recantation. The tactics used were transparent and, as they admit, were used in the belief 

that David Milgaard was innocent, and that the ends justified the means.

The only valuable piece of information passed along by the Milgaard group to Justice Canada, and 

indirectly to the Province was, I find, the Sidney Wilson tip in 1990, and that came spontaneously to 

Wolch. Once Fisher’s identity was known to Williams and Pearson, they followed up at once.

The Milgaard application was advanced by instalment. From the start, Wolch had urged holding back 

information and releasing it from time to time to keep Justice Canada’s interest up. For Justice Canada, 

however, this only caused delays. As well, it was a strategy of the Milgaard group to feed material to the 

media in preference to Justice Canada.

The s. 690 application of December 28, 1988, was incomplete and consideration of it was delayed for 

some five months.

Information produced as a result of the first s. 690 application came to Saskatchewan either from Justice 

Canada or through the media, but it caused them to think that the application would be rejected, not that 

the case merited reopening. Saskatchewan Justice officials did not believe the Wilson recantation secured 

by Henderson of Centurion Ministries.

30. Ferris Report

At the request of Joyce Milgaard and Wolch in 1987, Ferris agreed to examine garments of the victim 

from amongst the trial exhibits, for the purpose of extracting and typing DNA. He was able to extract 

some DNA from the panties but could not type it. He read part of the trial transcript and concluded that 

the forensic evidence at trial could be taken to exclude David Milgaard as the perpetrator of the murder. 

Ferris assumed that Milgaard was a non-secretor of blood antigens, and was unaware that Tallis had 

presented the forensic evidence as exculpatory on that account. 

The Milgaard group interpreted his report as proving Milgaard’s innocence, something Ferris said at the 

Inquiry was wrong. His report was submitted by the Milgaards in support of their first application on 
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December 28, 1988, as one of two grounds. Justice Canada investigators took professional advice on the 

subject of the report and discounted it.

The report received wide publicity and, of course, came to the attention of Saskatchewan Justice and the 

police but, under the circumstances, it was not information which should have caused them to reopen the 

investigation earlier.

A gloss was added to Ferris’ opinion when the Milgaard group engaged another forensic pathologist, 

Markesteyn, to comment. He gave an opinion that the sample thought to be human semen might have 

been dog urine. This opinion was seized upon by the Milgaard group and widely publicized for its value 

in suggesting that a gross error had been made by the people who gathered and analyzed the forensic 

evidence. The group did this at the cost of undermining Ferris’ opinion, which was only arguable on 

the basis that he was talking about human semen. Another pathologist, Merry, took up the dog urine 

speculation with the result that Justice Canada investigators, who knew that the substance was human 

semen and who realized that the Ferris report did not demonstrate Milgaard’s innocence, became more 

convinced than ever that one of the two main grounds of the Milgaard application was worthless. 

The second main ground, the Hall affidavit, was similarly discounted when Williams interviewed Hall. 

Williams was ready to conclude his report in January of 1990 when he asked Milgaard counsel if they had 

any more evidence to produce. The reply was that if what they had given him was insufficient they would 

look for more, provided they were funded to do so.

In the two years preceding the submission of the first s. 690 application, Wolch and Asper had discovered 

no new evidence beyond the Ferris report and the Hall affidavit, both of which were later discounted by 

Williams, although he did not say so. After filing the application, they became very frustrated with the 

process, expecting Justice Canada to be proactive in finding evidence to support their stated grounds, as 

well as to investigate further.

31. Communications Between David Milgaard and the Federal Minister

David Milgaard wrote directly to the federal Minister of Justice expressing his wish for a reopening of 

his case. He received a reply setting out the documentary requirements. Milgaard apparently did not tell 

Asper about the letter, and the Minister was not provided with the appropriate documentation upon filing 

of the application.

In addition to this difficulty, Justice Canada and the Minister’s office were led to expect a family 

presentation, which was to be part of the overall application. It was never sent to Justice Canada, with the 

result that needless delays were incurred. 

The evidence was that Milgaard was in a precarious mental state and needed something to occupy his 

time in prison, so the family presentation idea was a sort of make work project for him. His mother and 

counsel did not share bad news with him, with the result that he continued to believe that the Ferris report 

had exonerated him and he was very bitter at the lack of progress. 

32. Federal Justice Review and Investigation of the First Application

The first s. 690 application was filed on December 28, 1988. Milgaard counsel had not asked Justice 

Canada what supporting materials were needed and the Minister’s office had to ask for them in February 

of 1989. That year saw federal investigators working on the application as filed, once the materials had 
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been provided, while the Milgaard group conducted an energetic media campaign and David Milgaard 

busied himself with the family presentation.

The federal investigator assigned to the first Milgaard application was Williams. Although he reported 

to Justice Canada and not to provincial authorities officially, he necessarily had contact with Saskatoon 

Police, Saskatchewan Justice, and the RCMP in the course of his investigation. The information he 

gathered went to the federal Minister of Justice and influenced the course of the Supreme Court 

Reference, resulting in its opinion which was relied upon by Saskatchewan on the issue of reopening. 

As 1989 wore on, relations between Milgaard counsel and Williams worsened, and the Milgaard group 

resolved to rely on the media.

Williams, in fact, was working in a methodical way and keeping to himself the fruits of his investigation, as 

policy required. He did not consider himself entitled to express his opinion to applicant’s counsel because 

his job was to advise the Minister who made the decisions. 

The test to be applied by the Minister in considering the first s. 690 application was not well understood 

by applicant’s counsel, who thought that what was needed was evidence tending to show innocence. 

From Williams’ evidence, one concludes that the test applied by the Minister at that time required the 

applicant to produce new information, or evidence that a reasonable basis existed to conclude that a 

miscarriage of justice had likely occurred. “Miscarriage of justice” is an expression which would include 

conviction in the face of innocence or probable innocence, but was not restricted to that. 

Williams explained that his job was to collect information, not to argue with the applicant, so he took the 

applicant’s statement of grounds as his only concern at the pre-screening stage. When that hurdle was 

passed, he became more proactive but not, I find, in looking for grounds beyond those stated in the 

application. He effectively answered the charge of procrastination made by the Milgaard group against 

Justice Canada. The application took as long as it did to process because the group advanced grounds 

incrementally.

Williams explained that the applicant was responsible for presenting the grounds because the Minister 

would be in no position to know the details. These needed to be explained by the applicant before 

the Minister could decide if the reasons given warranted a remedy. The applicant put up two grounds 

supported by a report and an affidavit, expecting a far-ranging investigation by the Minister to follow. 

Instead, the Minister investigated the report and the affidavit, found them both wanting, and asked for 

more. Fisher as murder suspect was raised, but Pearson, assigned to investigate him, could find no hard 

evidence linking him to the murder. The Minister refused the application. 

The Milgaards persisted with Fisher for the second application which was allowed for public policy 

reasons. The similar fact evidence relating to Fisher’s crimes was emphasized in the second application, 

but, I find, was not persuasive in ordering the Reference. Before the Supreme Court of Canada, that same 

evidence was looked at as something new which, had it been known to the defence, might have been put 

to the jury as a defence and could have affected their verdict. A new trial was recommended.

Williams was assigned to the second application as well, and a limited investigation followed. Additional 

information on Fisher rape victims was provided, but not all witnesses were interviewed because Justice 

Canada was considering a reference to a Court of Appeal for advice to the Minister.
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There was no lack of diligence on Williams’ part in investigating the grounds advanced. He had to delay 

completion of his report more than once because new grounds were advanced requiring the interview of 

additional witnesses. 

Williams became the scapegoat for the dissatisfaction of the Milgaard group relating to the s. 690 

applications. Lack of progress was blamed on him, whereas it stemmed from an incomplete application 

followed by the incremental disclosure of grounds for relief. The group resorted to the media, it is said, 

because the group had nowhere else to turn. I reject that contention. The media campaign was not borne 

out of frustration with Williams, but rather was a separate venture entered into by the Milgaard group 

concurrently with the filing of the application. 

Williams’ interview of John convinced him that her May 24, 1969, statement had not resulted from 

police pressure, and that she still remembered some things from that morning which confirmed the trial 

evidence. She told him that she had not lied in her statement, and that she would have told the truth to 

Mackie who took her statement, even though she could not remember some things. 

There was nothing oppressive or improper in Williams’ questioning of witnesses, although because he 

had to probe for the truth he tested them with some persistence. It is appropriate to observe, however, 

that Williams went about his work in strict compliance with the policy of the Minister as he then knew 

it, which was to respond only to grounds raised by the applicant. The whole course of his investigation 

leaves the impression that while he had an open mind, he also was determined not to stray from the strict 

lines of inquiry which he felt were dictated by the application itself.

Williams enlisted the help of Pearson of the RCMP on February 28, 1990 to investigate the Fisher matters, 

which had been advanced as an added ground for relief under the s. 690 application. 

Pearson’s work was professional, thorough and skillful, and drew praise from even members of the 

Milgaard group. 

Pearson was looking for evidence that showed Fisher as the killer. As such he needed material that would 

support a criminal charge. To be admissible in court as an identifier, Fisher’s rapes as similar fact evidence 

needed to have probative value which exceeded their prejudicial effect, and similar fact evidence is highly 

prejudicial. So the standard is high.

But similar fact evidence can also be used by the defence to raise a reasonable doubt that someone other 

than the accused was the perpetrator, and a lower standard applies. 

Williams and Pearson were not looking for a defence for Milgaard of reasonable doubt through similar fact 

evidence, which would have met a modest standard of similarity, but rather evidence which could show 

that Fisher was the killer, and if that was to be done by similar fact, the similarity needed to be striking. 

Arguably, both Williams and the Minister of Justice, to whom he submitted the first application, applied 

an unnecessarily high standard. After the second application was submitted to the Supreme Court of 

Canada, that Court said that a new trial was justified by new evidence which, if presented to Milgaard 

jury’s, might have affected the verdict. Why would not the same evidence have called for a remedy on the 

first application, which was dismissed? Similar fact evidence in both cases was the same. The answer 

is not clear, however the early emphasis by the applicant had been on Fisher as killer and Milgaard, 

consequently, being innocent. The emphasis gradually shifted to similar fact evidence which might have 

affected the jury in finding a reasonable doubt, but for the purposes of the first application, the Minister 

was not persuaded. 
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Williams and Pearson had to contend with unwanted publicity, repeated requests for a speedy conclusion 

to the investigation, and new allegations, the investigation of which delayed preparation of the report to 

the Minister.

Tallis was criticized for not calling a defence at trial, but after speaking to him, Williams concluded that had 

David Milgaard taken the stand, the Crown’s case would have been strengthened. 

Williams was the subject of severe criticism by the Milgaard group for his conduct of the investigation. 

He regarded the criticism as a strategy to bring so much pressure that the easiest way to deal with it 

would be to grant the application. He did not let it guide his activities.

By September 21, 1990, the s. 690 investigation was finished, and federal officials met with Milgaard 

counsel to hear their perspectives of the case and examine the Fisher situation.

The Williams investigation was expert, thorough and principled. The investigator assigned to help him, 

Pearson, was a senior, highly qualified officer. Despite his best efforts, he could not find an evidentiary link 

between Fisher and the Miller murder, although he suspected Fisher. 

Joyce Milgaard, assisted by Henderson of Centurion Ministries had conducted a parallel investigation 

featuring interviews of witnesses and a publicity campaign. Joyce Milgaard was urged to co-operate with 

investigators instead of making her own inquiries, but she did not comply. 

Pearson enjoyed full co-operation from the Saskatoon Police. Although his main focus was on finding 

evidence which inculpated Fisher, he did not pass over evidence which involved Milgaard. 

Williams discounted the Ferris report, as well as the opinions of Drs. Markesteyn and Merry which it 

spawned in 1990. But at the time he did not consider that it was his position to explain to the applicant 

why the reports were not accepted. Once the application was ready to go to the Minister, however, he 

met with Wolch and Asper on October 1, 1990, and a full discussion of the issues took place. 

The Milgaard group enlisted a Member of Parliament to their cause. He raised the Fisher matter in 

Parliament, to the detriment of Pearson’s investigation. The latter was trying to get Fisher’s confidence 

and have him submit to a polygraph. However, when Fisher became publicly known as a suspect in 

the Miller murder, his life in prison was in danger. Allowing somebody else to do one’s time is a cardinal 

offence in the penitentiary. Fisher became unapproachable. 

Public criticism of Justice Canada investigators by the Milgaard group drew the fury of the Minister. Joyce 

Milgaard said that she feared Minister Campbell would get so mad she would turn down the application. 

33. Engagement of William McIntyre

Federal Minister Kim Campbell engaged retired Supreme Court Justice William McIntyre to advise her 

in 1990.

His advice is particularly relevant to us because Saskatchewan Justice relied upon it as justification 

for not reopening the investigation into the death of Gail Miller. The Milgaard group was denied access 

to McIntyre’s report to the Minister, as being privileged. It has also been withheld from us as being 

constitutionally protected.

The furor caused by its non-release stemmed from the Minister justifying her opinion by reference to it. 

She was entitled to take legal advice and equally entitled to rely upon it. But referring to her reliance on it 
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without producing it to explain her reasons caused public suspicion and resentment, especially amongst 

the members of the Milgaard group.

Justice Canada officials, however, communicated the substance, if not the report itself, to Saskatchewan 

officials who relied upon it in not reopening the investigation. 

34. Criticism in the Media

The media campaign conducted by the Milgaard group gained early support from journalist Lett of 

the Winnipeg Free Press. Asper courted a wider audience in the eastern press, and was a member of 

television panels highly critical of Justice Canada’s handling of the application. He was joined in this 

effort by Joyce Milgaard who told us that she realized that they were taking a calculated risk in publicly 

criticizing Justice Canada and the Minister while their application was under review. There can be no 

doubt from the evidence of police and both federal and provincial Crown officials that they came to 

mistrust anything emanating from the Milgaard group .

35. Federal Minister’s Decision of February 28, 1991

The first Milgaard s. 690 application was rejected by the federal Minister of Justice, Kim Campbell, who 

found that there was no body of new evidence or information capable of demonstrating that a miscarriage 

of justice had likely occurred. Saskatchewan relied upon this information, and saw no need to reopen 

the case. 

Minister Campbell did not refer to the John statement of May 24, 1969, in her letter rejecting the first 

application. Although the most incriminating parts were not in evidence at trial, John had neither recanted 

nor repeated them. I see no reason preventing the Minister from having taken that statement into 

account, but if she did, it would not be in the category of information coming to the attention of police or 

Saskatchewan Justice which should have caused them to reopen sooner. The reverse would be true. 

36. Milgaard Reaction and Media Coverage; Response by Saskatchewan Justice

The Milgaard group reacted with outrage, saying that they had done all the work, that Justice Canada had 

failed in its duty by not doing a full investigation, and that officials were not impartial. They added personal 

attacks on Minister Campbell, which diminished the credibility of their critique and reflected badly on the 

administration of justice. 

37. Second s. 690 Application

The second s. 690 application was filed August 14, 1991, accompanied by a publicity campaign 

organized by the Milgaard group. It was designed to bring maximum pressure upon the Minister. 

McCloskey of Centurion Ministries alleged that Milgaard was framed, and that the Saskatoon Police 

covered up Fisher’s tracks. 

Discussions began in August of 1991 between federal and provincial officials as to what could be done to 

air the matter publicly. On November 28, 1991, the Minister ordered the matter to the Supreme Court.

On a substantive basis, Saskatchewan Justice had confidence in the federal Minister’s rejection of the 

first application, and doubted the strength of the second. For them, the media campaign had proven to 

be counter-productive. Genuine complaints or suspicions were trivialized by false accusations. Provincial 

officials no longer believed anything Joyce Milgaard said. 
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Some of the Saskatoon Police files relating to Fisher’s rapes in that city were missing from police records. 

The Milgaard group seized upon this as evidence that somebody had tampered with the system to cover 

up the rapes lest a connection be made between them and Gail Miller’s murder. They alleged that the 

files had gone missing after the McCloskey accusations of cover-up on August 16, 1991. In fact, they 

had been missing long before, probably lost in a move of records to a new police building. A Saskatoon 

Police Commission investigation was undertaken, and concluded that the files had probably been lost or 

destroyed through inadvertence. 

Joyce Milgaard confronted the federal Minister of Justice in public on May 14, 1990, while the first 

application was still being investigated. The Minister refused comment. Following rejection of the first 

application, she approached Prime Minister Brian Mulroney in public on September 6, 1991, within a 

month after filing of the second application. He expressed an interest in the case and promised to do 

what he could. 

38. Federal Justice Consultation with William McIntyre

Justice Canada again consulted with McIntyre for advice in late 1991.

Saskatchewan Justice received information which they relied upon to the effect that McIntyre was of 

the opinion that the second s. 690 application revealed “still no reasonable basis” to conclude that a 

miscarriage of justice may have occurred. 

39. Decision to Refer to the Supreme Court of Canada

In November 1991, the Minister decided to refer the matter to the Supreme Court, perceiving widespread 

concern as to whether there had been a miscarriage of justice in the conviction of David Milgaard. It was 

in the public interest that the matter be inquired into. 

In compliance with the wishes of the Milgaard group, the hearing was set at the earliest possible time, 

mid-January 1992. The Supreme Court set guidelines for its consideration of the question of whether the 

continued conviction of David Milgaard would constitute a miscarriage of justice. 

Proof of innocence, either on the criminal or civil standard, would have sufficed for a remedy, but it was 

not shown at the hearings. Being able to raise a reasonable doubt in 1992 would not suffice, but if there 

was credible new evidence, not available at trial, which could have affected the verdict, a court should 

look at it, and that is what led to the recommendation for a new trial.

The Supreme Court’s opinion demonstrated that, in their view, a miscarriage of justice had not occurred, 

but would if the conviction were allowed to stand (the “continued conviction”). 

The Supreme Court hearings followed an adversarial model, with Saskatchewan Justice being instructed 

to support the conviction. The documentary case was put together by Justice Canada with the approval 

of both Milgaard counsel and Saskatchewan Justice. Notwithstanding the adversarial role assigned to 

them, Saskatchewan Justice counsel were free to take any action dictated by the evidence, and would 

have told federal officials at once had they seen any need for a new trial.

All parties undertook to provide full disclosure before the hearings. 

At the Reference, Milgaard counsel argued that incriminating evidence against their client had been 

produced by “highly coercive and improper police tactics”. Some evidence was heard in support of this 
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position, but the Supreme Court said that they had been presented with no credible evidence of police 

misconduct. 

Police and prosecutorial misconduct was, therefore, a live issue at the Supreme Court hearings but 

the case for it was not made. The assertion that Milgaard counsel were not permitted to call evidence 

of police misconduct before the Supreme Court was refuted by Brown and Fainstein, counsel at the 

Reference and witnesses before the Inquiry. In fact, testimony was heard at the Reference from Roberts 

and Karst, and the Mackie Summary was presented, all relating to allegations of misconduct. None was 

proven. The opinion given by the Supreme Court represented the view of five dispassionate, learned 

judges with everything before them but the DNA evidence. At the conclusion of hearings, they were left 

with at least an equal possibility that David Milgaard was the culprit. They recommended a new trial for 

him, but expressed no opinion that Fisher should be charged.

The Milgaard group welcomed the Supreme Court’s recommendation for a new trial, to the extent that 

it would afford David Milgaard a chance for a not guilty verdict. But they wanted more – a declaration of 

innocence which would give them a chance at compensation. 

Saskatchewan Justice ordered a stay on the basis that a new trial would not be in the public interest 

given the lapse in time. Saskatchewan Justice correctly foresaw a “public relations war” in furtherance of a 

compensation claim by the Milgaard group.

Sensational accusations of official wrongdoing (the Breckenridge allegations) were widely disseminated 

as were baseless comments about non-disclosure, incompetence and dishonesty on the part of the 

Saskatchewan Crown relating to the trial. Saskatchewan officials, far from regarding such information 

as calling for a reopening, believed the allegations to be false and motivated solely by a desire for 

compensation.

40. Efforts to Conduct DNA Testing

After the Supreme Court hearings in 1992, both Saskatchewan Justice and Justice Canada remained 

interested in testing the victim’s clothing for the purpose of extracting and typing DNA.

Semen staining was thought to be the most relevant for the purpose, and the only known remaining 

sample of the kind was microscopic. Technology was then available to test such a sample on an 

exclusionary only basis, but it would consume the entire sample and might not yield a result given the 

size, age and quality of the stain. A decision was therefore taken to await the further development of 

analytical options for testing.

Unknown to the parties, other semen staining was present on some of the victim’s garments, but had 

been missed both by the Milgaard expert and the RCMP lab.

Had the larger stains been known in 1992, technology then available could have excluded David Milgaard 

as the donor of the semen on the victim’s dress and, within the limits of discrimination for the type of test 

then available, could have identified a match with Fisher.

The larger semen stains were found only in 1997 in the Forensic Science Services Lab in the United 

Kingdom using a mapping technique which the RCMP lab in Ottawa was not equipped to employ 

in 1992.
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In January of 1995, prompted by a request from David Milgaard through his counsel, Justice Canada 

revisited the issue of testing the small known sample and found that viable methods were now available. 

There followed a two year course of negotiation which culminated in the successful 1997 DNA typing 

in the United Kingdom. Justice Canada favoured the use of the most discriminating test available, while 

Milgaard counsel urged the use of a test which could exclude their client, but if it did not, would not 

identify him as the donor of the semen. This position derived from advocacy, not science, which dictated 

the use of the best and most discriminating test available. Eventually science won out and yielded the 

favourable result for Milgaard in 1997 in the Forensic Science Services lab in the U.K. 

The successful DNA typing conducted in 1997 demonstrated that David Milgaard could not have been 

the donor of the semen on the victim’s clothing which was tested by the laboratory, and to a very high 

degree of probability, it could not have been deposited by anybody except Larry Fisher. 

No DNA based information came to the attention of Saskatchewan Justice or the police between 1992 

and 1997 which should have caused them to reopen. The situation could have been otherwise had not 

semen stained material on the victim’s panties been wasted in the Ferris lab and other staining missed 

by the RCMP analyst. These materials, if tested by the methods available in 1992, might have caused 

authorities to reopen the case earlier. 

41. Michael Breckenridge’s Allegations

Allegations of official misconduct by Breckenridge came to Wolch on March 21, 1992, when the Supreme 

Court hearings were still ongoing, but were not introduced into those hearings. 

Some investigation was done by the Milgaard group into Breckenridge – not enough to demonstrate his 

whereabouts at relevant times, but sufficient to cast doubt upon his credibility. No action was taken for 

about six months, but then the allegations were published as proof of official wrongdoing. A protracted 

and costly inquiry was conducted by the RCMP, who reported to Alberta Justice. The finding was 

that there was no substance to the allegations. The ambit of the inquiry reached beyond the targets 

of the Breckenridge allegations and amounted to a virtual reinvestigation of the death of Gail Miller. 

No wrongdoing on the part of police or prosecution was found. No cover-up of evidence was found.

Nothing produced by the Milgaard group’s campaign to show official misconduct or cover-up was 

convincing and it was not information which should have caused Saskatchewan Justice or police to 

reopen sooner than they did. 

The propagation of the Breckenridge allegations and other charges of official wrongdoing by the Milgaard 

group were known to be incorrect by public officials, the subjects of such allegations. The result was a 

complete loss of credibility for the Milgaard group.

The RCMP investigation (Flicker) was lengthy, sophisticated, costly, and comprehensive. No fewer than 

68 allegations of conduct amounting to obstruction of justice were leveled by Joyce Milgaard, and each 

one of them was investigated and dismissed. 

At the conclusion of the RCMP investigation in 1993, investigators simply did not know what had 

happened at the murder scene. They had no evidence to doubt the results at trial, on appeal, and at the 

Supreme Court. John, Wilson and Milgaard could have helped, but did not. The barrage of complaints 

and false accusations reaching investigators served only to trivialize the applicant’s cause, and tended to 

reinforce investigator’s belief in Milgaard’s guilt. 
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Information coming to the attention of RCMP investigators showed a pattern of evidence incriminating 

Milgaard rather than tending to show his innocence, and therefore was not something which would 

prompt the Crown to reopen the case. 

Throughout the course of Flicker, investigators were suspicious of Fisher but lacked reasonable and 

probable grounds to charge him. 

Investigators found no evidence of public pressure on the police in 1969 to solve the murder, nor did they 

find evidence that pressure influenced police actions. 

Investigators reported “There is no new evidence which would exonerate David Milgaard, or that would 

implicate any other person, including Larry Fisher”. That was as of August 15, 1994, three years before 

DNA typing in England. The first part of the investigators report was correct in that there was no new 

evidence which would exonerate David Milgaard, but the second part that there was no evidence which 

would implicate any other person including Fisher was inaccurate in its choice of the verb “implicate”. 

Investigators had reason to suspect him, but not enough reason to charge him. David Milgaard’s status 

remained as it was after the opinion of the Supreme Court.

The release of the Alberta Justice and RCMP Flicker reports in 1994 and 1995 gave Saskatchewan no 

cause to reopen the investigation. 

42. Public Disclosure of RCMP Report and Reaction of Milgaard Group

Without reading the report of the RCMP, Joyce Milgaard described it as a whitewash. David Milgaard and 

his counsel were reportedly of the same view.

I agree with the Alberta Justice conclusion that there was no credible evidence to support any allegation 

that:

Saskatoon Police or any member; •	
TDR Caldwell;•	
Serge Kujawa;•	
any member of Saskatchewan Justice including Attorney General Romanow; or•	
anyone involved in the prosecution or investigation•	

attempted to obstruct justice, in any way or were involved in any criminal wrongdoing. Nothing I have 

heard at this Inquiry calls for a different finding. 

The release of the 1997 report of the Forensic Science Services Laboratory in the United Kingdom caused 

a sensation. It reported that semen staining was found on the panties and on the dress. The same DNA 

STR profile was in samples from both garments. This profile was compared to knowns from Gail Miller, 

Milgaard and Fisher.

The analyst concluded that the semen could not have originated from Milgaard, and that Fisher could not 

be excluded as the source. His report stated that “based on data from the UK Caucasian population the 

STR profile obtained from both the semen stains and from Larry Fisher’s blood sample is estimated to 

occur at a frequency of approximately 1 in 400 million men”. 

Counsel for Caldwell and Kujawa made a public statement July 21. In it he:

admitted Milgaard was wrongfully convicted;•	
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apologized for the failings of the system;•	
denied wrongdoing on their part in the prosecution; and•	
expressed the opinion that the trial was free of improprieties.•	

The DNA results caused Saskatchewan to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller, and to 

apologize and promise compensation to David Milgaard, leaving the door open to a public inquiry.

The Saskatoon Police were reluctant to accept the results, and so the RCMP was asked to carry the 

investigation of Fisher. 

43. Systemic Issues and Recommendations

 (a) Forensic Evidence

Retention of biological samples suitable for DNA profiling should be mandatory in all cases of forensic 

investigation of sudden death. Quality control standards must be set and maintained for the taking and 

analysis of body tissue and fluid samples. Such standards are difficult to maintain when autopsies are 

performed in various hospital settings. I recommend that dedicated medical examiners’ facilities be 

established in both Regina and Saskatoon where all autopsies deemed necessary in cases of sudden 

death would be performed by qualified forensic pathologists in the service of the Province. Samples not 

currently testable should be retained on the chance that scientific advances might make them useful.

 (b) Inter-Force Exchange of Information

When one force is assisting another, written reports should be exchanged. I recommend the mandatory 

sharing of the police continuation reports between all forces assisting in a case. The reports should 

become part of the major case management file, and should be directed to the file manager.

Because the RCMP is frequently called upon to assist municipal police forces in the province in the 

investigation of major crimes, every municipal force should enter into a written agreement with the 

RCMP under the Saskatchewan Police Commission policy manual, describing the terms, conditions and 

responsibilities of inter-agency relationships.

 (c) Major Investigations

Allegations of misconduct by the Saskatoon Police in the investigation of the Miller murder have not 

been demonstrated at this Inquiry. I find that officers did not suffer from tunnel vision, nor were they 

incompetent. Investigations of major crimes have grown more sophisticated over time, and as a matter of 

policy, guidelines are in place to seek to ensure that all municipal forces operate under a common policy 

framework. 

Officers are better trained today than they were in 1969. There is an increased awareness amongst them 

of wrongful convictions. 

All forces use major case management, with a team reporting to a file manager. The entire case 

management file is delivered to the Crown. Any lack of investigative sophistication in the Milgaard case 

has been overtaken by events, and no recommendation relating to the management of major cases is 

required.
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 (d) Recording of Interviews

It is easy to say in hindsight that Roberts should have left a full record and a report to Saskatoon Police 

about the circumstances relating to his questioning of John and Wilson, and the same applies to Mackie 

in recording the circumstances of his taking of the formal statement from John the next day. But, in fact, it 

does not require hindsight to realize that both officers should have recognized the sensitivity of the crucial 

evidence they were taking, and the vulnerability of the young witnesses. 

Presently, statements are recorded in audio, video, or both and to the extent practicable, that should 

continue. Utterances outside the setting of formal statement taking will continue to be made, and, if 

relevant, should not be inadmissible merely for the lack of a video or audio recording. It is a matter of 

weight for the trial court. Nevertheless, recording of interviews is very desirable, leading to more care 

in their taking, providing protection to the officer involved against false claims of intimidation, and most 

importantly, offering some assurance of fairness at trial for the benefit of both the accused and the 

witnesses. 

Young witnesses and young accused should be handled with great care. An extra person should be 

present when taking a statement from a young person, and video or audio recording is needed.

Polygraph exams are routinely taped and have been for years. No further recommendation is needed.

 (e) Prosecutorial Matters

  (i) Disclosure

Both the practice of disclosure, and the underlying substantive law and regulatory regime to make 

possible full answer and defense, have been extensively improved since 1969. Indeed, present day 

standards of disclosure have not been criticized by the parties.

  (ii) Trial Evidence

Section 9 of the Canada Evidence Act was intended as a codification of the common law exception to the 

rule against impeachment of one’s own witness. The section, as first drafted, proved to be a conundrum 

in the matter of proof of hostility so subsection 2 was added, allowing the use of previous inconsistent 

statements in writing, or reduced to writing, to be used to prove hostility. 

The application of subsection 2 in the Milgaard case contributed to his conviction, and might do the same 

in other cases unless it can be shown that juries understand and heed the orthodox warning that they are 

not to use out of court statements for proof of contents unless adopted by the witness at trial. 

The application of s. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act poses significant prejudice to an accused. Whether 

that prejudice is exceeded by the public interest behind its enactment is debatable. Any further study, 

however, would be hampered by the lack of a factual basis for deciding whether or not juries understand 

and accept the orthodox warning. Amendments to the Criminal Code should be sought to permit jurors 

who have met this issue in their deliberations to be questioned about it.
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 (f) Post-Conviction Matters

  (i) Follow-up on Reports

The Saskatoon Police failed to investigate Linda Fisher’s complaint of August 1980 relating to her 

husband Larry as the possible killer of Gail Miller. 

The complaint was properly taken and recorded, but the officer to whom it was referred took no further 

action. It was within his discretion to act or not. That he did not act is perhaps attributable to the fact that 

the complainant reported to the police station around 4:00 a.m., had been drinking and was making her 

report some 10 years after the event, and her description of the missing knife did not match the murder 

weapon. The Commission was not able to discover why follow-up was not done in this case but to help 

to prevent a recurrence of the problem in other cases, mandatory channels of reference should be put 

in place.

Complaints concerning the safety of a conviction which come to the attention of the police should be 

referred to the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions in the Saskatchewan Department of Justice. 

The police agency receiving the complaint can note that it appears to be frivolous, if that is the case, but 

no police force should have to bear the heavy consequences of an incorrect evaluation, as this one was. 

  (ii) Prosecutors and the National Parole Board

In the belief that he was acting in the public interest and that his input on decided cases was sought by 

the National Parole Board, Caldwell supplied them with details of the Miller murder and of David Milgaard, 

stating his view that Milgaard should not receive parole. 

These actions did not have a direct bearing on the reopening of the case but they earned him the enmity 

of the Milgaard group who perceived that he was biased and vindictive. This led to much public criticism 

of Caldwell and, by extension, of Saskatchewan Justice. 

For the better administration of Justice in this province, I recommend that prosecutors desist from 

unsolicited contact with the Parole Board. If asked, they should confine recitation of the facts of a case 

to those found by the courts. They should avoid leaving the impression that they are heavily invested in a 

case on a personal level.

  (iii) Retention of Trial Exhibits, Police Files and Notebooks

Caldwell retained the Milgaard trial exhibits with the unforeseen result that DNA typing was possible 

in 1997. 

Although retention poses a significant storage problem, I would recommend that in all homicide cases, 

all trial exhibits capable of yielding forensic samples be preserved in their original form for a minimum 

of 10 years. Convicted persons should be given notice after 10 years of the impending destruction of 

exhibits relating to their trials, allowing applications for extensions. 

In all indictable offence cases, documentary exhibits should be scanned and placed in permanent 

electronic storage, unless a court orders otherwise. 

All police and prosecution files covering trials of indictable offences should be retained in their original form 

for a year, then scanned and entered in a database where a permanent secure electronic record can be 

kept. The costs of scanning would in some measure be offset by the reduced cost of storage. 
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Officers’ notebooks, now regarded as the property of the police service, can be important in claims of 

wrongful conviction. Present policy requires their preservation so no recommendations are needed. 

  (iv) Victim Services

Some of Larry Fisher’s rape victims were not informed of his guilty pleas, leading to accusations from the 

Milgaard group that the police wanted to conceal them. 

Every victim of crime whose case goes through the court system should be informed of its disposition. 

 (g) Review of Criminal Convictions

  (i) The Milgaard Case

The Milgaard group chose to bring an application for mercy to the federal Minister of Justice under what 

is now s. 696.1 of the Criminal Code. It was brought 19 years after conviction, advanced by installment, 

leading to investigative delays and was accompanied by a media campaign which hampered the work of 

investigators. The Minister rejected the first application with reasons which the Milgaard group found to 

be unsatisfactory. A major complaint by them, and others, was the Minister’s stated reliance upon advice 

received from an outside source, without disclosing the advice. 

Notwithstanding the shortcomings of the application, it met the threshold for further inquiry by Justice 

Canada and would have done so, as well, under the model used by the United Kingdom’s Criminal 

Cases Review Commission (CCRC)2, the difference being that under that model, the application might 

have succeeded. With its proactive methods, the CCRC would have found the Linda Fisher report and 

acted on the s. 9 Canada Evidence Act problem, realizing that the Court of Appeal was wrong to hold 

that the lack of a voir dire made no difference to the outcome. They might have heard from Tallis, as 

we did, that had he been able to cross-examine on circumstances in the absence of the jury, he might 

have succeeded at keeping the out of court statement from the jury. As well, investigators might have 

recognized that the similar act evidence of unsolved rapes might have offered a possible defence at the 

original trial. 

 (h) Compensation and Factual Innocence

Decisions relating to compensation for wrongful conviction should continue to be dealt with by the 

Executive, but compensation should not be limited to those cases of wrongful conviction where factual 

innocence has been found. It is too difficult to prove. Wrongful conviction resulting from investigative, 

prosecutorial or judicial misconduct should be open to claims for compensation. 

 (i) Section 690 Applications

To the extent that information gathered during the course of the s. 690 applications in this case reached 

the police and Saskatchewan Justice, those applications were both relevant and within our competence 

to consider. We concerned ourselves with the quality of information generated by federal investigators 

while refraining from any criticism as to the manner in which they conducted their affairs. 

We have not inquired into the reasons for actions or advice between federal officials, although some 

information in that regard has found its way into the public domain. 

2 See Chapter 6.
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Minister Campbell justified her decision to refuse the first application, at least in part, by reference to 

advice she received from outside counsel, not specifying what the advice was. This was her prerogative, 

but with the greatest respect, had she simply given her reasons, perhaps based more or less on advice 

received, without trying to justify them by reference to its author, there could be no cause for complaint. 

As it was, the applicant asks how he can be assured of fair treatment when the decision maker relied 

upon unspecified reasons which she refused to divulge. The question has merit.

No substantial criticism of the ministerial decision is intended, only the expression of it. Reasons for a 

decision should stand on their own merits, and not be justified by unspecified advice. If a commission 

independent of government was formed for the purpose of dealing with claims of wrongful conviction, 

instead of Justice Canada investigating under s. 696.1, it might take advice and refuse to disclose it as a 

matter of privilege, but solicitor-client privilege is something that can be waived, whereas Justice Canada 

has successfully argued in Court that its constitutional prerogatives preclude production of such advice to 

provincial commissions.

Parliament has addressed some of the deficiencies in the old s. 690 proceedings:

the test to be used by the minister is set out in s. 696.3(3);•	
the application process is regularized;•	
powers of investigators are added so that the speed of the process is no longer dependant upon •	
cooperation of witnesses; and

the considerations taken into account by the minister in applying the test are set out in s. 696.4.•	

The Milgaard experience has convinced Justice Canada of the need to share information with the 

applicant, protecting confidentiality where needed.

Even with the improvements noted, the s. 696.1 process has an inherent lack of transparency on the 

investigative side. There is a climate of secrecy and parochialism in Justice Canada which is ill suited to 

the investigation of claims of wrongful conviction which necessarily involve aspects of both provincial and 

federal jurisdiction. 

Any findings of misconduct made by a federal minister under s. 696.1, touching upon the actions of 

police or prosecution, directly affect the administration of justice in the province which, therefore, has an 

interest in the public’s perception of how the s. 696.1 process proceeds. 

The s. 696.1 process will remain vulnerable to attack because it remains reactive in nature and assumes 

an inquisitorial role only on the basis of grounds advanced by the applicant. Most applicants are without 

resources which would enable them to put forward their best case. 

An apprehension of bias attaches to federal investigators operating under the Ministry of Justice. 

Members of the public and applicants alike tend to view them as prosecutors, or at least in sympathy with 

the prosecution side.

There is as well resentment that one elected person, the Minister of Justice, can decide the fate of an 

applicant relying, perhaps, on a single advisor. The minister is subject to political pressure.

These are all valid concerns in my view, and even though some of them do not bear objective scrutiny, 

public perception of what is fair must be respected.
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 (j) The CCRC Model

In the United Kingdom (except for Scotland), claims of wrongful conviction are reviewed by an 

independent body, the Criminal Cases Review Commission (CCRC). The creation of such an agency 

has been recommended in Canada but so far has been rejected, as I understand it, on the basis that a 

further level of bureaucracy is not needed to replace Justice Canada acting under s. 696.1, especially one 

which might be seen as a further level of appeal. In support of the status quo, it is argued that legislative 

changes in 2002 have resulted in an increase in remedies granted by the minister in finding a reasonable 

basis to conclude that miscarriages of justice have likely occurred.

Under the CCRC model, an independent agency in Canada would serve as a gatekeeper to the Court of 

Appeal. It would make no findings itself, except determining cases where there was a real possibility that 

the conviction would not be upheld by an appeal court.

Quite apart from the performance of investigators under the present s. 696.1 regime, and of the response 

of Ministers of Justice acting upon their recommendations, the present system lacks transparency and 

suffers from a perception of bias. Evidence at the Inquiry describing the CCRC revealed a pro-active 

agency of wide profile-defence, prosecution and policing being represented, where the applicant is not 

required to do his own investigating, the CCRC being responsible for looking at the case as a whole. It 

does not concern itself with guilt or innocence, just whether there is a real possibility that the conviction 

is unsafe, something the Court of Appeal must decide. If they find that it is unsafe, they must quash the 

conviction. 

The CCRC’s concern is whether a person is rightly or wrongfully convicted, considered on an objective, 

evidential basis. Wrongful conviction can mean that someone has been convicted of an offence which 

he did not commit (he is innocent in the absolute sense), or it can mean that a person was convicted in a 

flawed trial or because significant, relevant, new evidence has come to light which might have affected the 

verdict of a jury.

The term miscarriage of justice is used loosely, and its meaning is not debated.

The CCRC does not reassess matters which a jury has considered. 

The real possibility test has to be applied in finding new evidence or a new factor which could have 

caused the trier of fact to act differently.

Legislation requires that the Court of Appeal find the verdict to be unsafe as a condition of ordering a new 

trial. A finding that it might be unsafe does not suffice. 

Applicants are encouraged to send what they have, but it is the CCRC’s responsibility to get what it needs. 

The CCRC’s scope of inquiry is not defined by the grounds advanced. It is pro-active, but not there to 

substitute its opinion for that of the jury. Rather, it looks for something new and evaluates its impact. 

The success rate for applications is rather low in terms of those who receive a remedy, and even a 

relatively high volume of cases can be handled quickly on the basis of documents.

The majority of cases receiving a remedy feature no misconduct or deliberate wrongdoing. 
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On balance, I think that claims of wrongful conviction presently investigated under s. 696.1 of the Criminal 

Code should be heard instead by an independent review agency established along the lines of the English 

CCRC.

44. Public Inquiries into Claims of Wrongful Conviction

The English experience has shown a reduction in requests for public inquires since the establishment of 

the CCRC. It is greatly hoped that the experience would be repeated here, should an independent agency 

take over the s. 696.1 task from Justice Canada. Public inquiries will continue to be desirable, or even 

necessary in some situations, but they are very expensive exercises, and if significant public expenditure 

can be avoided by the establishment of a truly independent, transparent and effective investigative 

agency, it should be done. 



Chapter 5
Systemic Issues



M
any systemic issues were suggested by the evidence, but a good number of the problems 

seen in the Milgaard conviction have been remedied over time. Others have not. I will review 

some of the problem areas as they arose in the course of the investigation, prosecution, and 

reopening.

1. Forensic Evidence

In 1969, the identification officer was at an autopsy to seek the type of evidence needed. Police 

deferred to the pathologist, who was in charge, so the responsibility for keeping or discarding bodily 

substances would have been assumed by him.

The Inquiry heard expert opinion, which I accept, that quality control standards be set and maintained 

for the taking and analysis of body tissue and fluid samples. As well, samples not currently testable 

should be retained on the chance that scientific advances might make them useful. A case in 

point is the vaginal fluid discarded at autopsy. It might have been used for DNA profiling years 

later. I understand from the evidence that DNA profiling is routine in serious cases, so a caution 

for retention is probably unnecessary. Still, it should be made mandatory in all cases of forensic 

investigation of sudden death.

The Province of Saskatchewan has only recently engaged the services of forensic pathologists to 

do medical-legal autopsies. Quality control standards are difficult to maintain when autopsies are 

performed in various hospital settings. I recommend that dedicated medical examiners’ facilities be 

established in one or more major centres where all autopsies deemed necessary in cases of sudden 

death would be performed by qualified forensic pathologists, in the service of the Province.
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2. Inter-force Exchange of Information

As we have seen, early in the investigation of the Miller murder, RCMP officer Edwin Rasmussen 

recorded that three unsolved sexual assaults committed in 1968 and the Miller murder might be related. 

Evidence from Joseph Penkala and others convinces me that this was common knowledge between 

senior investigators in the Saskatoon Police and in the RCMP, but Rasmussen’s report was not sent 

to Saskatoon Police, who were the prime investigators, leading to the allegation that they ignored it. 

Coordination between the forces was done informally and verbally. Written reports were not exchanged. 

In my view, when one force is assisting another, written reports should be exchanged to enhance 

coordination.

A second assisting force was Calgary’s who supplied a polygrapher, Art Roberts. His reports were the 

property of the Calgary Police Department and he did not copy them to the Saskatoon Police, which left a 

significant gap in the information relating to the circumstances of his examination of John and Wilson.

I would recommend the mandatory sharing of continuation reports between all forces assisting in major 

cases. The reports would be directed to the file manager and would become part of the major case 

management file.

The Commission made inquiries as to the inter-agency exchange of police reports and there does not 

appear to be a direct policy. However, the Saskatchewan Police Commission Policy Manual,1 dated 

April 2004, contains some relevant information.

Policy AA 10 deals with Authority and Jurisdiction.

   “…police services are encouraged to assist other police services and/or obtain 

assistance of police officers from other jurisdictions.”2

Policy OC 20 deals with Criminal Investigations.

   Police services will ensure they have the capacity to investigate offences, in particular 

serious and/or complex offenses, or are able to access the necessary resources 

and assistance. Police services will ensure they have the capacity to collect, store, 

analyze and retrieve intelligence with respect to criminal activity.

  …

  Procedures for criminal investigations must include provisions:

for partnerships and internal and external co-operation that are necessary with respect •	
to administering and conducting criminal investigations of serious and/or complex 

offences;

Policy OJ 10 deals with Liaison with Other Agencies. Police services “will establish and 

maintain an effective and mutually beneficial liaison with other agencies”. It goes on to state 

that:

   Procedures will be developed with respect to liaison with other agencies including, 

but not limited to:

liaison with:•	
   …

1 Docid 338634.

2 Docid 338634 at 832.
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   - other police services;

   …

written agreements describing the terms, conditions and responsibilities of inter-agency •	
relationships.

As compared to 1969, sharing of information within police forces has improved greatly according to 

evidence I accept. Bulletins are commonly posted throughout the service. The data bank offers access to 

all information by all members.

Because the RCMP frequently assists municipal police forces in the province, there should be written 

agreements between them describing the terms, conditions and responsibilities of inter-agency 

relationships.

3. Major Investigations

The investigation of major crimes in the province is much more structured today than it was in 1969. 

The Executive Director of the Saskatchewan Police Commission told us that all forces now use major 

case management, with a team reporting to a file manager. Senior investigators follow progressively 

more detailed courses, examples of which concern DNA, crime scene investigation, analysis and 

reconstruction, patterns of offending and victimization and the role of technology. Operational plans (of 

which the Mackie Summary is an example) are generated by a case manager. They are very common and 

are intended to either substantiate or eliminate leads. In general, officers preparing to interview a witness 

can access the file to see what other witnesses have said. Officer’s notebooks are turned in at the end 

and form part of the file for disclosure. The entire case management file is delivered to the Crown.

Although the leader of the Flicker investigation could not recall anything that was dropped or overlooked 

or any leads that were missed by the Saskatoon Police or RCMP in their investigation of the death of 

Gail Miller, under a major case management system, he said, one might have seen more extensive 

documentation going from the RCMP to the Saskatoon Police. As it was, it seemed that the RCMP 

reports were meant to satisfy superiors.

Senior officers of both Saskatoon Police and the RCMP agreed that members are better trained today, 

especially in the area of major investigations, including interviewing of subjects.

Although in 1969 senior officers of the Saskatoon Police met daily to discuss events, with briefings 

from a senior Detective Sergeant if required, the present day use of case management techniques in 

major crimes means that many of the procedures followed in the Miller murder investigation have been 

improved.

4. Recording of Interviews

We are told that polygraph examinations have been audio and videotaped for years, and other statements 

are commonly recorded in audio, video or both. To the extent practicable, that should always be so.

Both suspects and witnesses, however, will continue to make utterances outside the setting of formal 

statement taking. These might have relevance and should not be inadmissible merely for the lack of a 

video or audio recording. It is a matter of weight for the trial court. However, in view of the problems 

posed by the lack of recording of circumstances surrounding the Wilson and John statements of May 23 

and 24, 1969, police should ensure that every statement taken from a young person in a major case, 

whether as witness or suspect, is both audio and video recorded.
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5. Prosecutorial Matters

 (a) Disclosure

Pre-trial disclosure is much wider today than was the practice in 1969 and 1970 due to Stinchcombe. 

As in 1969, disclosure is still done through the prosecutor, but it is based on the major case management 

file. Thus, both the practice of disclosure and its legal foundation have been extensively improved. Indeed, 

present day standards of disclosure have not been criticized by the parties.

 (b) Trial Evidence

It was argued that consideration should be given to changing the rule against self-serving statements, 

so that the accused’s statement could be admitted to help his case. I have reservations. If an accused 

testifies, his statement to police can be used to rebut suggestions of recent invention, but if he simply 

told the police he did not do the crime and he says the same thing in the stand under oath, the earlier 

statement would add nothing to the trial testimony. If the accused does not testify, on the other hand, 

the introduction in evidence of a statement he made to the police tending to show that he did not do the 

crime would only raise the question in the juror’s minds of why he did not take the stand and repeat his 

statement under oath.

Although Milgaard counsel did not place importance on the s. 9 Canada Evidence Act question at the 

Inquiry, it is my view and that of some witnesses, that its application played a major role in the conviction 

of David Milgaard when jurors were allowed to hear the Nichol John statement read out to them even 

though its most incriminating parts were not adopted by her on the stand. A voir dire was not held which 

would have allowed defence the chance to probe, in the absence of the jury, the circumstances under 

which the statement was given to the police. The judge, hearing the circumstances, might have exercised 

his discretion to not permit cross-examination relating to the contents of the statement in the presence 

of the jury, who would then not have listened to incriminating evidence and possibly taken it for proof of 

contents.

A full treatment of this subject is found elsewhere in the Report. It has been argued that the common 

law has developed under R. v. B (K.G.B.)3 in such a way that inconsistent out of court declarations are 

admissible for truth of contents in any event, provided they meet the criterion of reliability. That is so, but 

the fact is that an inconsistent statement under s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act could still conceivably 

get before the jury without having met the same criteria of reliability, so the mischief illustrated by the 

application of that section in the Milgaard case might happen again unless legislative changes are made.

The proper functioning of s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act depends upon the jury understanding and 

complying with the orthodox warning from the judge that out of court statements are not to be taken 

for truth of contents, unless adopted on the stand. Because the Criminal Code prevents jurors from 

disclosing matters of deliberation, direct evidence on the point cannot presently be obtained.

I recommend that the Criminal Code be amended to permit academic inquiry into jury deliberations with a 

view to gathering evidence of the extent to which jurors accept and apply instructions on the admissibility 

of evidence. Depending upon what is found, amendments to s. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act could then 

follow.

3 [1993] 1 S.C.R. 740.
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In 1970, murder trials in Saskatchewan had to be tried by judge and jury. Today, Calvin Tallis might have 

elected trial by judge alone if he thought that the case was not one which was suitable for a jury. Judges 

sitting alone are generally thought to be better equipped to disabuse their minds of inadmissible evidence, 

no matter how relevant it seems. But an accused who elects trial by judge and jury, whatever his reasons, 

is entitled to the full protection of the law. Section 9, as it now stands, seeks to strike a balance between 

the public interest in getting the truth from a hostile witness on the one hand, and prejudice to the 

accused on the other. If a better balance can be struck through the work of law reform commissions and 

parliamentarians, then it should be done.

6. Post-conviction Matters

 (a) Follow-up on Reports

The Saskatoon Police, as we have seen, failed to investigate Linda Fisher’s complaint of August 1980, 

relating to her husband, Larry, as the possible killer of Gail Miller. We heard that, in general, the police 

would not undertake a reopening on their own motion, but rather at the direction of Saskatchewan 

Justice, as their workload was too heavy to worry about decided cases. That is not to say that nothing 

would be done about a complaint, but it was clear that responsibility for follow-up lay with the detective 

assigned, and responsibility for passing the information to the convicted person or his representatives 

would lie with Saskatchewan Justice.

Evidence showed that Saskatoon Police dismissed the Linda Fisher complaint too readily. The officer 

who took it referred it to one of the investigating officers who decided that it did not call for further action. 

T.D.R. Caldwell says that had the statement reached him, he would have disclosed it to Milgaard, or 

someone on his behalf. He himself would not have dealt with it – rather, it would have been someone 

more independent, like the Director of Public Prosecutions, or an official from another city.

This complaint did not receive the attention it deserved. The Milgaard case should have been reopened in 

1980 at least to the extent of questioning Fisher and verifying his movements on January 31, 1969.

Murray Sawatsky said that it is difficult to think of a substitute for the discretion of a duty officer. I agree, 

and that is why my recommendation will be a narrow one, related only to complaints that bear on the 

safety of a conviction.

At present, all complaints are signed off by the supervisor who decides whether follow-up will be done. 

In my view, this decision should not be left to the police whose job is finished after conviction and 

appeals. It is both unfair and unrealistic to expect them to maintain a watching brief on old matters or to 

reinvestigate on their own motion.

Murray Brown, then Director of Public Prosecutions for Saskatchewan, was unequivocal in saying that the 

Linda Fisher complaint should have been followed up, and that nothing, in effect, had been done. I think 

that the Director of that office is uniquely equipped to do something, and it is my recommendation that 

every complaint to police calling into question the safety of a conviction should be passed to the Director 

of Public Prosecutions.

The police agency receiving the complaint can note that it appears to be frivolous, if that is the case, but 

in my view, no police force should have to bear the heavy consequences of an incorrect evaluation, as this 

one was.
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 (b) Prosecutors and the National Parole Board

We have seen how Caldwell imprudently, but meaning well, supplied the Parole Board with details of the 

Miller murder and David Milgaard because:

he thought that the Board wanted input from prosecutors; and•	
he thought that the public interest required it.•	

I have found that his actions did not have a direct bearing on the reopening of the case, but they earned 

him the enmity of the Milgaard group, who perceived that he was biased and vindictive. This led to much 

public criticism of Caldwell and, by extension, of Saskatchewan Justice.

For the better administration of Justice in this province I recommend that prosecutors desist from 

unsolicited contact with the Parole Board. If asked, they should confine recitation of the facts of a case 

to those found by the courts as expressed in the reasons of a judge sitting alone, or in a jury trial to those 

cited by the judge in reasons on sentencing. Prosecutors should avoid leaving the impression that they 

are heavily invested in a case on a personal level.

 (c) Retention of Trial Exhibits, Police Files and Notebooks

The Milgaard trial exhibits were retained, thanks to Caldwell, with the unforeseen result that DNA typing 

was possible in 1997.

Exhibits can be bulky and, in the case of biological exhibits, deteriorate over time. Retention poses a 

significant storage problem and a policy is not easy to devise. It is a common practice in the courts for 

the Crown to seek an order for destruction of exhibits once the appeal period has passed, but as this 

case shows, had such a request been granted, it would have led to the destruction of the victim’s clothing 

which yielded the semen samples. I would recommend that in all homicide cases, all trial exhibits capable 

of yielding forensic samples be preserved for a minimum of 10 years. Convicted persons should be given 

notice after 10 years of the impending destruction of exhibits relating to their trials, allowing applications 

for extensions.

As to documentary exhibits, electronic storage offers the possibility of accurate and indefinite retention. 

I recommend that in all indictable offence cases, documentary exhibits be scanned and stored 

electronically, unless a court orders otherwise.

It is now generally accepted that an officer’s notebooks are the property of the police service. The 

minimum retention period is seven years. These are “books of original entry” and serve as the basis for 

police reports. As such, they can be important in claims of wrongful convictions, and I recommend that 

they be treated as police files and preserved as such.

All police and prosecution files covering trials of indictable offences should be retained in their original form 

for a year, then scanned and entered in a database where a permanent secure electronic record can be 

kept. The costs of scanning would in some measure be offset by the reduced cost of storage.

 (d) Victim Services

In 1969, there were no victim support services in the Saskatoon Police but there are now. Victims were 

not informed of the resolution of their cases as a matter of policy, although certain officers took it upon 

themselves to do so. This led to accusations from the Milgaard group that Fisher’s rape victims were not 

informed of his guilty pleas because the police wanted to conceal them.
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There has been a change since 1969 in the status of victims in the criminal justice system. Once 

viewed as mere witnesses, they are now seen to have rights of participation in the trial process arising 

from their status as victims. I doubt, therefore, that one would find a jurisdiction where victims are no 

longer informed of the resolution of their cases, but if one exists, policies should be changed to require 

notification.

7. Review of Criminal Convictions

The review and recommendations relating to Canada’s conviction review process are set out in Chapter 6.

8.  The Role of the Court of Appeal on Appeal from Conviction and on Reference  

Under s. 690

It was argued as well that the Court of Appeal should have more latitude in ordering a new trial where 

it considers that the conviction might be unsafe, as opposed to finding that it is unsafe. In other words, 

less deference should be paid to findings of fact by the judge or jury at trial. As noted in the English 

experience, the government did not accede to the Royal Commission recommendation in this regard, and 

legislation required that the verdict be found to be unsafe.

As matters stand, a Court of Appeal can act on findings of fact where it perceives palpable or overriding 

error in the Court below. There should be continued acknowledgment of the advantage enjoyed by the 

trier of fact who hears testimony firsthand.

At trial, David Milgaard’s failure to testify could not be used against him before the jury. But on appeal, it 

is not uncommon for Courts to take note of failure to testify when rejecting an appeal. At the Inquiry, this 

practice was criticized by some counsel.

I should think that it is not a matter of the Court of Appeal drawing an inference against the accused 

for failure to testify, but merely commenting on the fact that the accused did nothing to meet a prima 

facie case, when deciding whether or not to use s. 686 to say that no substantial miscarriage of justice 

had occurred as a result of a trial error. And one must not be misled into thinking that the same reasons 

which protect the right to silence at trial – the presumption of innocence and the privilege against 

self-incrimination – apply on appeal before a court whose function is different than that of the court of first 

instance.

Section 11(e) of the Charter does not apply on appeal. As noted by Finch, J.A. in R. v. Branco:

…the presumption of innocence in favor of the accused before and during trial is 

extinguished upon conviction by proof beyond reasonable doubt of the accused’s guilt. 

The conviction indicates that the Crown has successfully rebutted the presumption of 

innocence. While any verdict may be overturned on appeal, a conviction nevertheless 

replaces the presumption of innocence with the presumption of guilt. There is no reason 

to regard the appellant’s guilt as being held in a state of suspension during the appeal 

process.4

4 R. v. Branco (1993), 25 C.R. (4th) 370 at para. 14 (B.C.C.A.)(WL).
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And Sopinka, J. regarding s. 686(1)(b)(iii) of the Criminal Code in R. v. Noble:

If the jury accepted as truthful the inculpatory evidence, the conviction was based not on 

the failure to testify but on the Crown’s case, and the absence of an innocent explanation 

of the inculpatory evidence is a factor for the Court of Appeal to consider in assessing the 

reasonableness of this conclusion. The failure to testify was not used by the jury to find guilt 

beyond a reasonable doubt, but in the face of evidence which convinced the jury of guilt 

beyond a reasonable doubt subject only to the existence of an innocent explanation, the 

absence of an innocent explanation may be considered by the jury, and by an appellate 

court reviewing the jury’s decision, in entering or upholding a conviction.5

Calvin Tallis conceded that an argument could be made for relieving against the practice in Courts of 

Appeal of taking note of the accused’s failure to testify as a reason for rejecting an appeal, but noted that 

the Supreme Court of Canada had dealt with the matter and was unlikely to change.

9. Public Inquiries into Claims of Wrongful Conviction

Public inquiries relating to wrongful convictions will continue to be held, I am sure. They answer an 

undeniable need for public disclosure, but they are expensive, disruptive to people’s lives, and too often 

protracted and litigious. The English experience has seen a lessening in numbers of public inquiries called 

since the establishment of the Criminal Cases Review Commission. It is my hope that the establishment 

of a similar agency in this country will achieve the same result.

10. Stay of Proceedings

The entry of a Crown stay under s. 579 of the Criminal Code was recently considered by both 

Commissioner Lamer6 and Commissioner LeSage.7 Commissioner LeSage described the effect of a stay 

as follows:

…The plain dictionary meaning of the term ‘stay’ is that it is a ‘suspension of judicial 

proceeding’ or a postponement of carrying out a judgment’. Former Chief Justice Lamer 

recently addressed the issue and concluded, ‘A stay of proceedings simply puts the 

charge on hold.’ Black’s Law Dictionary gives the legal meaning of the verb stay as ‘to hold 

[it] in abeyance’ and defines the noun stay as ‘a suspension of the case’.

There appears to be no room for disagreement with this common sense, and legal, 

understanding of the effect of a Crown stay entered pursuant to s. 579 of the Criminal 

Code. Given that the Crown can recommence the same proceedings at any point, after 

entering an s. 579 stay, it is not accurate to say that the stay ‘terminates’ or puts ‘an end’ 

to the charge(s). It merely suspends the proceedings to await some further decision by the 

Crown as to the status of the prosecution.8

Commissioner Lamer noted that the Crown is given broad discretion to determine the manner in which a 

prosecution may be terminated:

5 R. v. Noble, [1997] 1 S.C.R. 874 at para. 103.

6  The Right Honourable Antonio Lamer, “The Lamer Commission of Inquiry Pertaining to the Cases of: Ronald Dalton, 
Gregory Parsons, Randy Druken” (Newfoundland and Labrador, 2006).

7  Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Certain Aspects of the Trial and Conviction of James Driskell (Manitoba, 
2007).

8 Ibid at 126-127.
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There are a number of ways in which a prosecution may be terminated other than by 

proceeding to a verdict. The Crown has a discretion as to which avenue to choose and this 

prosecutorial discretion, ordinarily, is not reviewable by the courts. The Crown may:

(1)  Withdraw a charge at any time prior to a plea by the accused, or with the leave of the 

Court, after a plea has been entered;

(2) Enter a stay of proceedings;

(3)  Proceed with the trial but elect not to call any evidence or to stop calling further 

evidence, and asking the judge or jury to acquit.

The control of a prosecution, and the ability to terminate it as well as the ability to select 

the manner of termination is an important dimension of the Crown’s quasi-judicial 

responsibilities.9

Commissioner Lamer made recommendations on the circumstances in which a Crown stay should be 

entered.10 He concluded that a Crown stay should only be entered where there “is a reasonable likelihood 

of recommencement of the proceedings” but it has become necessary, for example, for the police to 

conduct further investigation that was previously unforeseen. In contrast, where “there is no probability of 

a conviction nor a reasonable likelihood of recommencement of the proceedings” it would be appropriate 

for the Crown to commence the trial but to elect to call no evidence and request an acquittal. Similarly, a 

withdrawal of the charge would be appropriate where the Crown Attorney decided that reasonable and 

probable grounds did not exist to lay the charge, there is no probability of a conviction, or, it is not in the 

public interest to proceed with the charge.

Commissioner LeSage considered the use of the Crown stay power in the context of conviction review 

proceedings (or “s. 696 cases”). Commissioner LeSage’s mandate required him to investigate and report 

on matters surrounding the trial and conviction of James Driskell on June 14, 1991 for murder. After more 

than 13 years in prison, Driskell was released on bail pending a review of his conviction by the federal 

Minister of Justice pursuant to s. 696.2. His conviction was set aside and a new trial was ordered by the 

Minister. However, the Manitoba Attorney General directed a stay of proceedings. Commissioner LeSage 

found that in these circumstances, there was a reasonable expectation of either a retrial or a verdict of 

acquittal:

Judicial processes are by definition, open public processes. Executive processes are 

generally not open and public. The conviction entered in these s. 696 cases was entered 

by judicial order after an open public trial. When the executive sets aside the conviction, 

it does so after a necessarily confidential internal review of the case. The public knows 

only about the evidence that was aired publicly at the original criminal trial. When the 

executive sends the matter back to the courts, after finding a “reasonable basis” 

for a “likely” miscarriage of justice, the s. 696 process creates a reasonable 

expectation that there will be some kind of public accounting for the case at a 

judicial hearing.

9 Supra note 5 at 317.

10 Ibid at 322-324.
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Given my previous conclusion, that a Crown stay merely suspends the 

proceedings, it cannot amount to a final statement as to the validity of the 

prosecution. Furthermore, the process for entering a Crown stay by way of writing a 

letter to the Clerk of the Court means that no judicial hearing need take place. There is no 

opportunity for the court to adjudicate on the case in any way.

I agree with the conclusions of the Lamer Inquiry on this point:

   A stay of proceedings may leave an impression with the public that the charge is 

merely being “postponed” or “the authorities” in a broad sense, still believe in the 

validity of the charge. That impression is likely to be magnified where, as in this 

case, the accused had already been convicted and spent years in prison prior to his 

successful appeal.11

Commissioner LeSage found that a need for public proceedings and judicial supervision exists in cases 

where an accused has been convicted at a public trial, has spent years in jail and has then gone through 

the confidential executive process of a successful s. 696 review. In such cases, a Crown stay should only 

be used in very limited circumstances. He commented as follows:

This issue is discussed in Professor Roach’s Report at pp. 21 – 29. He notes that the 

Crown has 4 options upon receiving an s. 696 order from the Minister of Justice directing 

“a new trial”: first, to proceed to trial; second, to offer no evidence and invite an acquittal; 

third, to seek a withdrawal of the charge; and fourth, to enter a stay. There are two 

overarching distinctions between these various options. The first three options all require a 

court proceeding and some judicial supervision whereas the fourth option generally does 

not. In addition, the first two options produce a final verdict that will protect the accused 

against subsequent proceedings whereas the last two options provide no protection 

against double jeopardy. In other words, the Crown stay is the only option that is 

characterized by both a lack of judicial supervision and a lack of finality.

In these circumstances, Professor Roach agrees with the Lamer Inquiry recommendations 

to the effect that the Crown should either offer no evidence, or withdraw the charge, where 

it has been determined that there is no reasonable prospect of conviction. The Crown 

stay should only be used “where there is a reasonable likelihood of recommencement of 

proceedings” and where, for example, the Crown simply needs more time to allow the 

police ‘to conduct further investigation.’

…

I am in general agreement with Professor Roach, and with the Lamer Inquiry 

recommendations, in the particular context of s. 696 cases. Although the Lamer Inquiry 

recommendations deal with the broad use of the Crown stay power, in all contexts, for 

example, at an initial trial, this is beyond the scope of my terms of reference.

…

Given my conclusion that the Crown stay power is a temporary suspension of 

proceedings, pending a final determination by the Crown as to the validity of 

the prosecution, it is my view that a “stay” should only be exercised in an s. 696 

11 Supra note 6 at 129.
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case where there is some reasonable likelihood that the proceedings will be 

recommenced. Assuming there is an ongoing investigation, then once it concludes the 

case should be brought back to court for final determination, either by way of trial, the 

offering of no evidence or the withdrawal of charges. Although the latter option is like the 

stay in that it does not provide any protection against double jeopardy, it is preferable to 

the stay because it is requested in open court, it is subject to some judicial supervision 

and it sends a clear message to the public that the Crown is not prosecuting the case, 

as opposed to temporarily putting the case “on hold” by entering a stay. The word 

“withdrawal” is on its face more telling than a ‘stay’.12

Commissioner LeSage concluded in his report that “the entry of a Crown stay does leave residual stigma 

and is not a satisfactory final remedy in s. 696 cases.”13 For these reasons, only in circumstances where 

there is some reasonable likelihood of recommencing proceedings against the accused, should the 

Crown exercise its discretion to stay the proceedings.

The Ontario Court of Appeal also recently commented on the stigma that can come with a Crown stay in 

the case of R v. Truscott.14 Truscott had applied to the federal Minister for review of his conviction and his 

case was referred by the federal Minister to the Ontario Court of Appeal. The Crown acknowledged that if 

the Court ordered a new trial, a new trial would not be possible because of the lengthy passage of time. 

However, the Crown maintained that the inability to hold a new trial was irrelevant to the manner in which 

the Court should exercise its remedial powers. In other words, if there was an evidentiary basis upon 

which Truscott could be convicted, a new trial should be ordered. Legal counsel for Truscott argued for an 

acquittal and a declaration of innocence. The Court of Appeal observed:

This is one of those cases where a new trial could result in an acquittal or a conviction. In 

most cases, that conclusion would lead to an order for a new trial. However, to order a 

new trial in these circumstances merely because the remaining evidence clears a relatively 

low evidentiary threshold, knowing full well that a new trial will never be held, would be 

unfair to the appellant and does a disservice to the public. Nor would an order for a new 

trial accompanied by a further order staying the new trial be an adequate remedy. It would 

remove the stigma of the appellant’s conviction, but leave in the place the stigma that 

would accompany being the subject of an unresolved allegation of a crime as serious as 

this one.

…

The integrity of the criminal justice system would also be served by bringing finality to this 

long-running case. The public uncertainty as to the validity of the appellant’s conviction, 

reflected in the Minister’s decision to order the Reference, deserves, if possible, a more 

definitive answer than an order for a new trial knowing that a new trial will never be held.15

In the unique circumstances of the case, the Ontario Court of Appeal approached the determination of the 

appropriate remedy by envisioning how a hypothetical new trial would proceed in light of the information 

before it. The Court was of the view that Truscott should be entitled to an acquittal if it was more probable 

12 Ibid at 130-131.

13 Ibid at 129.

14 2007 ONCA 575, 225 C.C.C. (3d) 321..

15 Ibid at 392-393.
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than not that he would be acquitted at a hypothetical new trial, and that was the case. In the result, his 

appeal was allowed, his conviction set aside and an acquittal was entered.

Was the use of the Crown stay in David Milgaard’s case appropriate? It left him with significant stigma 

which was only lifted five years later with the DNA results and Fisher’s subsequent conviction. But for 

them, it might still exist. Without a new trial, he was left without the chance of a not guilty verdict, and 

there was a strong argument to be made that he was entitled to at least that much. It would not have 

amounted to an official declaration of innocence, but no accused person has a right to expect that from a 

court.

It was clear from Murray Brown’s testimony that consideration was given to the possibility of holding a 

new trial. In an April 14, 1992 memorandum that he prepared for the Deputy Attorney General he wrote:

It should be noted here in answer to any suggestion that Milgaard needs a new trial 

to establish his innocence, that he has now had three opportunities to establish his 

innocence: once at trial, once in the Court of Appeal and now in an extraordinary 

proceeding before the Supreme Court. On each occasion he has failed to do so…16

Brown testified at the Inquiry:

Q.  What about the notion of simply having a new trial, and not presenting evidence, and 

having him acquitted that way?

A. And we would do that why?

Q.  Well, no I’m asking you. I mean I think that was, in other words, to give Mr. Milgaard 

the opportunity of being found not guilty?

A.  He had that opportunity and he couldn’t prove he was innocent, he couldn’t make 

a case for the Supreme Court to suggest that they even thought he was wrongly 

convicted.17

Brown did acknowledge that an acquittal may have given David Milgaard “some comfort” but he did not 

think that it would have changed the public’s view of the situation. As to the Supreme Court of Canada’s 

opinion:

…It didn’t say that it found he was wrongly convicted, it didn’t say that it thought he was 

innocent, and the suggestion to us that we stay the proceedings pretty much blocks his 

avenue towards sort of any kind of exoneration, even the kind that might have arisen from 

a not-guilty verdict.18

I am in agreement with the recommendations of Commissioner LeSage regarding the very limited use 

that should be made of the Crown stay in the context of s. 696.1 conviction review cases. However, I 

have concluded that the decision of the Attorney General of Saskatchewan to enter a stay was, in 1992, 

a reasonable one. In its April 14, 1992 decision, the Supreme Court of Canada stated that it would be 

open to the Attorney General of Saskatchewan to enter a stay of proceedings if that course were deemed 

appropriate in all of the circumstances. If a stay was not entered, but a new trial proceeded and a verdict 

16 T37976-T37977.

17 T37990.

18 T37982.
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of guilty was returned, then the Court recommended that the Minister of Justice consider granting a conditional 

pardon to David Milgaard with respect to any sentence imposed. Brown told the Inquiry that he considered the 

Court’s decision to be a “very broad hint to the Attorney General of Saskatchewan that he should have stayed 

the prosecution.”19

19 T37974.
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1. Introduction

D
avid Milgaard was investigated by the Saskatoon Police and the RCMP for the murder of Gail 

Miller. He was prosecuted by a representative of the Attorney General of Saskatchewan, and 

convicted on January 31, 1970. His appeals were exhausted in 1971.

The Attorney General of Saskatchewan could not set aside Milgaard’s conviction after his appeals 

were exhausted. The only way for Milgaard to challenge his 1970 murder conviction was to apply 

to the federal Minister of Justice pursuant to s. 690 of the Criminal Code and seek the mercy of the 

Minister. The federal Minister had the power to return Milgaard’s case to the judicial system.

Milgaard applied in 1988 and again in 1991. Ultimately, in 1992, after two s. 690 applications to the 

federal Minister, a reference to the Supreme Court of Canada and 23 years in prison, his murder 

conviction was set aside and he was released from prison. The Attorney General of Saskatchewan did 

not proceed with a new trial against Milgaard, choosing instead to follow the advice of the Supreme 

Court of Canada and enter a stay of proceedings.

On July 18, 1997, DNA testing identified Larry Fisher as the donor of semen found on Gail Miller’s 

clothing. Both the Saskatchewan Minister of Justice and the federal Minister of Justice apologized 

to Milgaard for his wrongful conviction. Saskatchewan Justice and the police reopened the Gail 

Miller murder investigation. Larry Fisher was arrested and charged with the murder of Gail Miller on 

July 25, 1997 and convicted on November 22, 1999. In 1999, Milgaard was compensated for his 

wrongful conviction. On February 18, 2004, the Government of Saskatchewan ordered an inquiry into 

Milgaard’s wrongful conviction.
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Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings are relevant to the Commission’s Terms of Reference. The Commission has 

been asked to determine not only why Milgaard was wrongfully convicted, but why it took so long for his 

wrongful conviction to be detected and for the murder investigation to be reopened. The Commission has 

also been asked to make recommendations relating to the administration of criminal justice in the province 

of Saskatchewan.

In order for the Commission to perform its work and fulfill its mandate, it was necessary to obtain a 

complete factual record. A significant part of the record in Milgaard’s case relates to the two applications 

for mercy filed with the federal Minister. The s. 690 proceedings figured prominently in decisions made 

by the police and Saskatchewan Justice on whether, and when, to reopen the murder investigation. 

The federal Minister’s handling of the s. 690 applications, and the subsequent decisions of the Attorney 

General of Saskatchewan and the police on reopening the investigation into Gail Miller’s death were 

inextricably linked.

Furthermore, having investigated and prosecuted Milgaard, Saskatchewan Justice has a valid interest 

in the detection and remedying of his wrongful conviction as a matter relating to the administration of 

criminal justice. His wrongful conviction cast a shadow over the administration of criminal justice in 

the province for many years. Recommendations relating to the administration of criminal justice in the 

province can only be made in the context of a full factual record.

Following Milgaard’s case, the federal Minister of Justice acknowledged the need to reform the conviction 

review process in Canada. In 1998, the federal Minister published a Consultation Paper entitled 

“Addressing Miscarriages of Justice: Reform Possibilities for Section 690 of the Criminal Code”.1 Input 

was sought from interested parties, and different options for reform were considered. The Consultation 

Paper noted that critics of the s. 690 process suggested it should be replaced with an independent 

review mechanism, but the federal Minister chose amending the existing process instead.

In 2002, the Criminal Code was amended and s. 690 was replaced with ss. 696.1 to 696.62. 

The amendments did not fundamentally alter the conviction review process. Today, an individual seeking 

a review of his or her conviction, having exhausted all avenues of appeal, can make an application to 

the federal Minister for review on the grounds of miscarriage of justice. The discretion to either reject the 

application or grant a remedy still lies with the federal Minister.

The Commission has always been mindful that its reach is constitutionally limited to matters within the 

jurisdiction of the provincial legislature. Only the federal Minister has the power to grant remedies under 

the provisions of the Criminal Code dealing with conviction review. However, this does not supplant the 

province’s valid interest in the detection and remedying of wrongful convictions in which it may have 

played a role. In MacKeigan v. Hickman, a case arising out of the Royal Commission on the Donald 

Marshall prosecution, the Supreme Court of Canada confirmed that a provincially appointed commission 

can validly inquire into the conviction review process as a matter pertaining to the administration of 

criminal justice in the province3. The province’s ability to inquire is not, however, unfettered, but subject to 

the limitations expressed in A.G. of Que. and Keable v. A.G. of Can. et al (“Keable”)4.

1  “Addressing Miscarriages of Justice: Reform Possibilities for Section 690 of the Criminal Code, a Consultation Paper” 
(1998) published by authority of the Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada.  
See http://www.canada.justice.gc.ca.

2 Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2001, S.C. 2003, Ch. 13. See also Appendix S to this Report.

3 [1989] 2 S.C.R. 796.

4 [1979] 1 S.C.R. 218.
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The constitutional limitations on the Commission’s ability to inquire into Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings, as 

set out in Keable, were defined in the course of the Commission’s proceedings. In anticipation of hearing 

testimony from federal Justice witnesses, the Commission was asked by the federal Minister to set 

limits on the questioning of its witnesses regarding Milgaard’s s. 690 applications. I issued a ruling which 

became the subject of a judicial review application brought by the federal Minister before Chief Justice 

Laing of the Saskatchewan Court of Queen’s Bench. He held that the Supreme Court of Canada decision 

in Keable precluded the Commission from asking federal Justice lawyers questions seeking to probe 

reasons behind actions, including questions about advice given or received in connection with Milgaard’s 

s. 690 applications.5

Following Laing C.J.’s decision, the Commission heard extensive evidence from two federal Justice 

lawyers about the investigation and consideration of Milgaard’s s. 690 applications. Legal counsel for 

the federal Minister was present throughout the hearings and the Commission’s record shows that the 

constitutional limitation identified by Laing C.J. was respected.

As I will outline in this chapter, the Commission has the statutory and constitutional authority to inquire 

into certain aspects of Canada’s conviction review process, and to make recommendations relating to the 

administration of criminal justice in Saskatchewan.

2. Jurisdiction of the Commission

 (a) Statutory Jurisdiction

The Commission is a provincial commission of inquiry constituted pursuant to the Public Inquiries Act 

and derives its statutory jurisdiction from the Terms of Reference.6 The Terms of Reference, set by the 

Government of Saskatchewan, define and guide the work of the Commission. They read, in part, as 

follows:

The Commission of Inquiry appointed pursuant to this Order will have the responsibility 

to inquire into and report on any and all aspects of the conduct of the investigation into 

the death of Gail Miller and the subsequent criminal proceedings resulting in the wrongful 

conviction of David Edgar Milgaard on the charge that he murdered Gail Miller. The 

Commission of Inquiry will also have the responsibility to seek to determine whether the 

investigation should have been re-opened based on information subsequently received 

by the police and the Department of Justice. The Commission shall report its findings and 

make such recommendations as it considers advisable relating to the administration of 

criminal justice in the province of Saskatchewan.7

It is the role of the Commission to interpret the Terms of Reference. They are important because they 

set out the Commission’s specific duties and responsibilities, while setting the legal boundaries and 

scope of the Commission’s inquiry. It is my role to determine the relevance of evidence and issues to the 

Commission’s mandate.

The answers to what might have gone wrong in the investigation and subsequent prosecution of Milgaard 

resulting in his wrongful conviction and incarceration for 23 years could only be found in the context of a 

5  Canada (Attorney General) v. Saskatchewan (Milgaard Inquiry Commission) 2006 SKQB 385, 287 Sask. R. 212.

6 Public Inquiries Act, R.S.S. 1978, C.P-38.

7 See http://www.milgaardinquiry.ca/pdf/orderincouncil.pdf.
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full and complete factual record. Milgaard’s efforts to have his murder conviction overturned comprised an 

important part of that record.

It has long been recognized that the primary purpose of a public inquiry is to investigate, educate 

and inform the public, and provide advice to government. Justice Cory in Canada (Attorney General) 

v. Canada (Commission of Inquiry on the Blood System) (“Krever”) described commissions of inquiry and 

their purpose:

Commissions of inquiry have a long history in Canada, and have become a significant and 

useful part of our tradition. They have frequently played a key role in the investigation of 

tragedies and made a great many helpful recommendations aimed at rectifying dangerous 

situations.

…

Undoubtedly, the ability of an inquiry to investigate, educate and inform Canadians benefits 

our society. A public inquiry before an impartial and independent commissioner which 

investigates the cause of tragedy and makes recommendations for change can help to 

prevent a recurrence of such tragedies in the future, and to restore public confidence in the 

industry or process being reviewed.8

In Phillips v. Nova Scotia (Commission of Inquiry Into the Westray Mine Tragedy (“Westray”), Justice Cory 

discussed the fact-finding function of public inquiries:

One of the primary functions of public inquires is fact-finding. They are often convened, 

in the wake of public shock, horror, disillusionment, or skepticism, in order to uncover 

“the truth”. Inquiries are, like the judiciary, independent; unlike the judiciary, they are often 

endowed with wide-ranging investigative powers. In following their mandates, commissions 

of inquiry are, ideally, free from partisan loyalties and better able than Parliament or the 

legislatures to take a long-term view of the problem presented. Cynics decry public 

inquiries as a means used by the government to postpone acting in circumstances which 

often call for speedy action. Yet, these inquiries can and do fulfil an important function 

in Canadian society. In times of public questioning, stress and concern they provide 

the means for Canadians to be apprised of the conditions pertaining to a worrisome 

community problem and to be a part of the recommendations that are aimed at resolving 

the problem. Both the status and high public respect for the commissioner and the open 

and public nature of the hearing help to restore public confidence not only in the institution 

or situation investigated but also in the process of government as a whole. They are an 

excellent means of informing and educating concerned members of the public.9

The importance of a full factual record in the investigation of wrongful convictions was noted by former 

Justice Marshall in his paper entitled “The Bounds of Redress and the Need of Full and Credible Inquiries 

in Wrongful Convictions” delivered to the AIDWYC conference in 2005.10 On the issue of the necessary 

scope of inquiries into wrongful convictions, Marshall stated the following:

8 [1997] 3 S.C.R. at 440 at para 29-30.

9 [1995] 2 S.C.R. 97 at para 62.

10  William W. Marshall, “The Bounds of Redress and the Need of Full and Credible Inquiries in Wrongful Convictions” 
(delivered at the AIDWYC Conference, 2005).
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It is extremely difficult to comprehend how an inquiry into how a wrongful conviction 

occurred can be held in the absence of examination of the conduct of every stage of the 

process.

This would engage the conduct of the investigation that led to prosecution of the wrongly 

convicted and the entire judicial process that led to the faulty verdict and all affirmations of 

it. It would entail scrutiny of the manner in which police, prosecutors, defence counsel and 

judges acquitted their responsibilities.

…

This paper argues that redress for the wrongly convicted should extend beyond the 

confines of factual innocence to at least instances where the miscarriage of justice has 

been materially influenced by egregious error or conduct by officers or agents of the 

state. The inquiries must extend to every stage of the entire process in which the wrongly 

convicted individual was involved.

The stakes of wrongful convictions are too high for the wrongly convicted, their families and 

society as a whole to countenance any less.11

An understanding of Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings is essential to the Commission’s ability to make 

findings and recommendations in fulfillment of its mandate. Information was gathered in the course 

of the s. 690 proceedings that is helpful to the Commission in evaluating the propriety of the original 

police investigation and prosecution of David Milgaard. As well, information gathered through the s. 690 

proceedings is important in assessing whether the Miller murder investigation should have been reopened 

by police or Saskatchewan Justice prior to July 1997.

The decision to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller and proceed with any prosecution of 

another individual for that crime was the constitutional responsibility of Saskatchewan Justice. However, 

as long as Milgaard’s conviction remained in place, the Attorney General of Saskatchewan would not 

initiate proceedings against another individual for that same crime.

The remedy for Milgaard’s wrongful conviction rested in the hands of the federal Minister. Pursuant to 

s. 690, the federal Minister could order a new trial or hearing by the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal. 

After rejecting the first application, the Minister chose, on the second application, to refer the matter 

to the Supreme Court for its consideration and advice pursuant to s. 53 of the Supreme Court Act.12 

Saskatchewan Justice was an active participant in the Supreme Court Reference Case.

The federal Minister’s review of Milgaard’s conviction under s. 690, and the decision of the Supreme 

Court, affected the Attorney General of Saskatchewan. Once Milgaard’s conviction was set aside by 

the federal Minister, decisions on the conduct of further proceedings fell to the Attorney General of 

Saskatchewan, as part of its responsibility over matters pertaining to the administration of criminal 

justice. In his testimony before the Commission, Brown said that the investigation of Milgaard’s s. 690 

applications by the federal Minister, the federal Minister’s responses to those applications and the decision 

of the Supreme Court of Canada were relied upon by Saskatchewan Justice in deciding not to proceed 

11 Ibid at 3, 6.

12 Supreme Court Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.S-26
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with a new trial of Milgaard, or reopen the murder investigation before DNA test results were received 

in 1997.

 (b) Constitutional Jurisdiction

The Constitution Act, 1867 sets out the distribution of legislative powers between the Parliament of 

Canada and the Provincial Legislatures.13 Pursuant to s. 91(27), the Parliament of Canada enjoys exclusive 

legislative authority over the subject of the criminal law, including procedure in criminal matters. Pursuant 

to s. 92(14), each provincial legislature is granted exclusive legislative jurisdiction over “The Administration 

of Justice in the Province, including the Constitution, Maintenance, and Organization of Provincial Courts, 

both of Civil and of Criminal Jurisdiction, and including Procedure in Civil Matters in those Courts.”14

As a provincial commission of inquiry, the Commission’s reach is constitutionally limited to matters within 

the jurisdiction of the provincial legislature. The administration of justice falls within provincial jurisdiction. 

In Di Iorio v. Warden of the Montreal Jail the Supreme Court of Canada held that the words “administration 

of justice in the province” are to be given a fair, large and liberal construction such that they encompass 

the administration of criminal justice:

Both the federal and provincial governments have accepted for over a century the status of 

the provincial governments to administer criminal justice within their respective boundaries. 

The provincial mandate in that field has consistently been recognized as part and parcel of 

the responsibility of a provincial government for public order within the province.

Under head 92(14) of our Constitution, as I understand it, law enforcement is primarily 

the responsibility of the Province and in all provinces the Attorney General is the chief law 

enforcement officer of the Crown. He has broad responsibilities for most aspects of the 

Administration of Justice. Among these within the field of criminal justice, are the court 

system, the police, criminal investigation and prosecutions, and corrections. The provincial 

police are answerable only to the Attorney General as are the provincial Crown Attorneys 

who conduct the great majority of criminal prosecutions in Canada.15

Notwithstanding the division of legislative powers, it was acknowledged in Di Iorio by the Supreme Court 

that implicit in the grant to the provinces of exclusive legislative authority in respect of administration of 

justice and in the grant to the federal government of exclusive legislative authority in respect of criminal 

law and procedure, is an acceptance of a certain degree of overlapping.

The constitutional ability of this Commission to inquire into Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings was settled 

by McLachlin J. in MacKeigan v. Hickman. The very issue considered by the Supreme Court of Canada 

in MacKeigan was whether a provincially appointed commission, namely the Royal Commission on 

the Donald Marshall Jr. Prosecution, could inquire into a reference by the federal Minister of Justice 

under (then) s. 617(b) of the Criminal Code. After 11 years in prison, Marshall was released following 

a successful resolution of a reference made by the federal Minister of Justice to the Supreme Court of 

Nova Scotia, Appeal Division. The failure of the justice system in Marshall’s case led the Attorney General 

of Nova Scotia to establish a provincial commission of inquiry into his case. It was argued that the inquiry 

was invalid because it trenched on the exclusive federal power with respect to the criminal law.

13 Constitution Act, 1867 (U.K.), 30 & 31 Vict., c.3, reprinted in R.S.C. 1985, App. II, No. 5.

14 Ibid.

15 [1978] 1 S.C.R. 152 at 206.
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McLachlin J. considered the question of “whether the inquiry is ‘into the administration of justice’, in which 

case it falls within the Province’s powers under s. 92(14), or into the ‘criminal law” or ‘criminal procedure’, 

in which case it infringes the federal criminal law power”:

The answer to this question depends on how the phrase “administration of justice” is 

construed in relation to the federal power over criminal law and procedure. In Di Iorio v. 

Warden of Montreal Jail, [1978] 1 S.C.R. 152, this court held that “administration of justice” 

should be interpreted broadly as including criminal justice. …

…

Di Iorio v. Warden of Montreal Jail establishes, at page 205, that the police, criminal 

investigations, prosecutions, corrections and the court system, all comprise part of the 

“administration of justice”. These are all matters under investigation by the Commission. 

The term “criminal procedure”, reserved exclusively to the federal government, should not 

be confused with the larger concept of “criminal justice”…

…

I am satisfied that the Province has constitutional jurisdiction to inquire into the 

investigation, charging, prosecution, conviction and subsequent release of Donald 

Marshall, Jr. These are matters pertaining to the administration of justice within the 

Province, and, subject to the caveat expressed by Pigeon J. in Attorney General (Que.) 

and Keable v. Attorney General (Can.), [1979] 1 S.C.R. 218, that no provincially constituted 

commission of inquiry can inquire into the actual management or operation of the federal 

activity or entity in question (there the R.C.M.P.), they do not constitute an attempt to 

interfere with the valid federal interest in the enactment of and provision for a uniform 

system of procedures and rules governing criminal justice in the country: Di Iorio v. Warden 

of Montreal Jail, supra; O’Hara v. British Columbia, [1987] 2 S.C.R. 591, at p. 610.16

The decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in MacKeigan establishes that Saskatchewan has 

constitutional jurisdiction to inquire into the investigation, charging, prosecution, conviction and 

subsequent release of David Milgaard, as matters pertaining to the administration of justice within the 

province, subject to the caveat expressed in Keable. Just as the Marshall Commission could inquire 

into a reference of Marshall’s case to the Court of Appeal by the federal Minister under s. 617(b), this 

Commission can inquire into Milgaard’s s. 690 applications and the reference of his case by the federal 

Minister to the Supreme Court of Canada.

The Marshall Commission inquired into the facts surrounding the federal Minister’s reference of Marshall’s 

case to the Court of Appeal under s. 617(b) of the Criminal Code. Douglas Rutherford of the federal 

Department of Justice testified before the Marshall Commission about his involvement in the Marshall 

case.17 At the relevant time he was Assistant Deputy Attorney General for criminal law in the federal 

Department of Justice. Prior to hearing from Rutherford, commission counsel noted for the record that 

his giving evidence was not to be taken as a waiver by the federal Justice Department of its right at a 

subsequent date to question the jurisdiction of the commission in particular areas. Rutherford did give 

fairly extensive evidence. In particular, he freely discussed the process involved in the federal Department 

16 Supra note 3 at 834-835.

17  Report of the Royal Commission on the Donald Marshall, Jr., Prosecution (Nova Scotia, 1989) Volume 1 at 113.  
Rutherford testified before the Marshall Commission on March 8, 1988 and his testimony is found in Volume 53 of the 
Commission’s transcripts. 
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of Justice’s determination to refer the Marshall matter to the Court of Appeal under s. 617(b), instead of 

s. 617(c) of the Criminal Code. He discussed with candor his advice to and discussions with the then 

Minister of Justice, Jean Chrétien. He discussed the steps that were taken in the case, the department’s 

handling of it, and also answered general questions about the application process.

As noted in MacKeigan, the Commission’s ability to inquire into Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings is limited 

by the caveat expressed in Keable that no provincially constituted commission of inquiry can inquire into 

the administration and management of a federal institution. In Keable, the Province of Quebec established 

a commission of inquiry to investigate and report on various allegedly illegal or reprehensible incidents 

or acts in which various police forces were involved, including the RCMP. The terms of reference set 

by the provincial order-in-council were very broad. In an attempt to fulfill his mandate, Commissioner 

Keable issued comprehensive subpoenas directed to the Solicitor General of Canada demanding 

that he produce a substantial number of documents pertaining to the internal administration of the 

RCMP. The constitutional validity of the provincial inquiry was challenged. In ruling on the validity of the 

commission’s mandate, Pigeon, J. said:

I thus must hold that an inquiry into criminal acts allegedly committed by members of the 

R.C.M.P. was validly ordered, but that consideration must be given to the extent to which 

such inquiry may be carried into the administration of this police force. It is operating under 

the authority of a federal statute, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Act, (R.S.C. 1970, 

c.R-9). It is a branch of the Department of the Solicitor General, (Department of the Solicitor 

General Act, R.S.C. 1970, c.S-12, s.4). Parliament’s authority for the establishment of 

this force and its management as part of the Government of Canada is unquestioned. 

It is therefore clear that no provincial authority may intrude into its management. While 

members of the force enjoy no immunity from the criminal law and the jurisdiction of the 

proper provincial authorities to investigate and prosecute criminal acts committed by any of 

them as by any other person, these authorities cannot, under the guise of carrying on such 

investigations, pursue the inquiry into the administration and management of the force. The 

doctrine of colourability is just as applicable in adjudicating on the validity of a commission’s 

term of reference or decisions as in deciding on the constitutional validity of legislation….18

In the result, the Supreme Court deemed inapplicable to the RCMP certain portions of the inquiry’s terms 

of reference. Insofar as the provincial commission’s mandate entitled it to look at the conduct of individual 

members of the RCMP and the methods they used in the specific instances described in the terms 

of reference, the Commissioner’s powers were acknowledged. However, to the extent that the terms 

of reference authorized a systemic inquiry into the RCMP’s policies and regulations for the purpose of 

making recommendations, they were invalid and inapplicable to the RCMP.

The thrust of the decision in Keable is that a provincial commission of inquiry can inquire into what 

a federal entity did in particular circumstances, but it cannot embark upon a direct and concerted 

investigation into how that entity conducts its business generally. In other words, a systemic investigation 

into the internal workings of a federal entity is constitutionally prohibited.

It is accepted that a provincial inquiry may touch upon matters within federal jurisdiction provided it does 

so only incidentally. The Supreme Court of Canada reinforced this principal in Starr v. Houlden, when it 

stated that:

18 Supra note 4 at 243.
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… At the outset, it is worth noting that this Court has consistently upheld the 

constitutionality of provincial commissions of inquiry and has sanctioned the granting of 

fairly broad powers of investigation which may incidentally have an impact upon the federal 

criminal law and criminal procedure powers.19

In Consortium Developments ( Clearwater) Ltd. v. Sarnia (City), the Supreme Court of Canada confirmed 

the general constitutional rule that permits provincial inquiries that are in “pith and substance” directed 

to provincial matters to proceed despite possible incidental effects on the criminal law power.20 In other 

words, an inquiry established pursuant to provincial legislation is constitutional provided that its primary 

purpose is to inquire into matters within the constitutional jurisdiction of the province.

It is permissible for a provincial commission of inquiry to comment on federal law. In Diorio, Dickson, J. of 

the Supreme Court stated that a provincial commission of inquiry, inquiring into any subject, might submit 

a report in which it appeared that changes in federal laws would be desirable.21 The meaning of this 

statement was discussed by Pigeon, J. in Keable:

The intended meaning of the sentence quoted is not that a provincial commission 

may validly inquire into any subject, but that any inquiry into a matter within provincial 

competence may reveal the desirability of changes in federal laws. The Commission might 

therefore, whatever may be the subject into which it is validly inquiring, submit a report in 

which it appeared that changes in federal laws would be desirable. This does not mean 

that the gathering of information for the purpose of making such a report may be a proper 

subject of inquiry by a provincial commission.22

The primary purpose of this Commission was to inquire into the circumstances relating to Milgaard’s 

wrongful conviction in the hope that future tragedies could be prevented. As noted by the Government 

of Saskatchewan, Milgaard’s wrongful conviction cast a shadow over the administration of criminal 

justice in the province. Comment on the desirability of changes to the Criminal Code arising from these 

circumstances is merely incidental to our main purpose.

 (c) Commission Proceedings and Judicial Review Application

Before public hearings commenced, the Commission prepared a Position Paper on the scope and 

meaning of its Terms of Reference. It was sent to all parties with standing on June 1, 2004 for review and 

comment. The purpose of the Position Paper was to set out the Commission’s preliminary interpretation 

of its Terms of Reference and the scope of its statutory and constitutional jurisdiction.

The relevance of Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings to the Terms of Reference was considered by the 

Commission in the Position Paper. Milgaard’s applications to the federal Minister under s. 690 of the 

Criminal Code, the investigation of those applications by federal Justice officials, the reporting by those 

officials to the federal Minister, the federal Minister’s decisions in response to the applications and the 

Supreme Court of Canada Reference Case are all part of the “s. 690 proceedings”.

As noted in the Position Paper, the Commission determined that it had statutory jurisdiction (authorized 

by its Terms of Reference) to inquire into the s. 690 proceedings. The Commission also determined that 

19 [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1366 at 1390-1391.

20 [1998] 3 S.C.R. 3.

21 Supra note 15 at 209.

22 Supra note 4 at 243.
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it had constitutional jurisdiction to inquire into the s. 690 proceedings, subject to the limitation prohibiting 

inquiry into the administration and management of a federal institution (here the federal Department of 

Justice) identified by the Supreme Court in Keable.

Although the federal Minister was not a party with standing when the Position Paper was initially 

distributed, counsel with the federal Department of Justice requested and was allowed an opportunity to 

provide a response to the Commission’s Position Paper. The response was provided by Kerry Scullion, 

counsel with the Criminal Conviction Review Group of the federal Department of Justice. In his June 

23, 2004 letter to the Commission, counsel for the federal Minister took no issue with the Commission’s 

statutory jurisdiction to inquire into Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings. He also acknowledged that the 

Commission had constitutional jurisdiction to inquire into Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings subject to some 

limitations:

We are in complete agreement that a provincially appointed commission can inquire 

into some aspects of Mr. Milgaard’s application to the Minister pursuant to s. 690 (now 

s. 696.1 and formerly s. 617) of the Criminal Code. We are also in agreement that there 

are constitutional limitations on any such inquiry, and as you have stated, at this stage it is 

difficult to ascertain the scope of these limitations without more information as to what area 

you as Commission Counsel or any other interested party may wish to pursue.

The Position Paper was amended following receipt of submissions from parties with standing. The parties 

acknowledged that the Commission had authority to inquire into the s. 690 proceedings subject to any 

constitutional limitations that might apply. There was also consensus with all parties that a ruling on the 

precise constitutional limitations would be made at a later date of the Inquiry after evidence had been 

heard.

Public hearings commenced in January 2005, and the Commission’s Position Paper was used as a 

guideline for determining witnesses and the scope of their evidence. On March 4, 2005, the Attorney 

General of Canada, on behalf of the federal Minister, applied for standing on the basis that the federal 

Minister was directly and substantially affected by the Inquiry. Standing was granted on March 7, 2005.23

The federal Minister actively participated in the Commission’s proceedings. The Commission heard 

considerable evidence from a number of witnesses regarding Milgaard’s two s. 690 applications to the 

federal Minister, the investigation of those applications by the federal Justice department, the Minister’s 

decisions and the Supreme Court Reference. In November, 2005, the Commission heard extensive 

evidence over a span of eight days from Rick Pearson, a retired RCMP officer. Pearson assisted the 

federal Justice department in its investigation of Milgaard’s s. 690 applications. The RCMP was a party 

with standing before the Commission and raised no objections to the constitutional jurisdiction of the 

Commission.

In advance of testimony from federal Justice witnesses involved in Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings, the 

federal Minister raised concerns about the questioning of its witnesses in areas that were beyond the 

constitutional scope of a provincial commission of inquiry. The federal Minister suggested that a ruling on 

the constitutional limits of the Commission should be obtained in advance of the scheduled testimony of 

its witnesses.

23 See http://www.milgaardinquiry.ca/rulings.shtml.
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On May 18, 2006, Commission counsel circulated a memorandum to counsel for all parties with standing 

outlining the procedure for determination of the constitutional limits. Attached to the memorandum was 

an outline of areas to be covered in examination of federal Justice witnesses. The outline was drafted to 

include any potential subject areas of examination of federal Justice witnesses in order to assist counsel 

for the federal Minister in identifying those areas which the federal Minister believed were outside the 

constitutional scope of a provincial commission of inquiry.

On May 23, 2006, the Commission received a written submission from the federal Minister.24 The federal 

Minister stated that it did not object to federal Justice witnesses testifying, subject to appropriate 

constitutional boundaries. It was submitted that those boundaries, set by the Supreme Court in Keable, 

prevented the Commission from inquiring into communications which were appropriately characterized 

as advice. While noting that the legislation governing conviction review had changed, the federal Minister 

acknowledged that “the s. 690 process as it existed at the time of Mr. Milgaard’s applications” was 

relevant to the Commission’s mandate. The federal Minister stated the following:

Commission counsel has used the terms “gather”, “assess” and “analyze” a number of 

times to describe the Federal Government’s role in dealing with Mr. Milgaard’s s. 690 

applications. The Minister respectfully submits that the appropriate distinction to be made 

is between which activities were investigative or fact finding in nature and those which 

constituted advice, legal or otherwise.

The Minister respectfully submits that those communications which are more appropriately 

characterized as advice, either written or oral, are at the very core of that which is 

proscribed by the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in Keable.

…

The Minister concedes that a Provincial Inquiry can inquire into those aspects of the 

handling of the s. 690 applications filed by Mr. Milgaard, subject to the constitutional 

limitations, based on the Supreme Court’s decision in McKeigan v. Hickman, 

[1989] 2 S.C.R. 796.

However, the mandate of this Commission is only concerned with the s. 690 process as it 

existed at the time of Mr. Milgaard’s applications. The Commission should be conscious of 

not only the constitutional limitations on its mandate in this regard, but the practical reality 

that the mercy process is much different now than it was at the time of Mr. Milgaard’s 

applications. The relevant Criminal Code provisions have been significantly amended and 

the administration of mercy applications has been altered.

On May 30, 2006, the Commission received a written submission from the Government of 

Saskatchewan.25 While acknowledging that Keable prohibited a provincial commission from undertaking 

a systemic inquiry into the conviction review process, it was submitted that Keable did not prohibit the 

Commission from inquiring into actions and decisions taken in respect of Milgaard’s s. 690 applications. 

Saskatchewan made it clear that the Terms of Reference were generous and that it intended for the 

Commission to inquire into Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings:

24 See http://www.milgaardinquiry.ca/rulings.shtml.

25 See http://www.milgaardinquiry.ca/rulings.shtml.
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6.   When establishing this Commission and formulating its terms of reference, 

Saskatchewan sought to imbue it with a scope of inquiry as generous as possible 

within accepted constitutional constraints. Saskatchewan wants the Commissioner 

to inquire into, and make recommendations about, all aspects of the administration 

of criminal justice in Saskatchewan which may have contributed to the wrongful 

conviction of David Milgaard. This would include actions taken by the Department of 

Justice (Canada) that might have affected decisions made by police, prosecutors and 

other justice officials in Saskatchewan about this matter. It is precisely for this reason 

that subject to the comments below, Saskatchewan submits the Commission has 

the constitutional authority to inquire into the operation of section 690 of the Criminal 

Code in the context of Mr. Milgaard’s two applications.

…

10.  The principles which emerge from Keable and subsequent authorities which applied 

it, demonstrate that this Commission does not lack authority to penetrate the walls 

of the Department of Justice (Canada), as it were. Saskatchewan submits that this 

Commission can investigate the various actions undertaken, and decisions taken 

by officials in the Department of Justice (Canada) subject to valid claims of solicitor/

client or Crown privilege, in respect of the two applications under section 690 of the 

Criminal Code brought on behalf of Mr. Milgaard.

11.  Saskatchewan does concede that following Keable, this Commission lacks 

the constitutional authority to embark upon a general systemic inquiry into the 

Department of Justice (Canada)’s policies, procedures and protocols respecting 

the operation of section 690 applications either at the time of Mr. Milgaard’s two 

applications or at present.

Following oral submissions, I issued my ruling on June 1, 2006. No evidence had yet been heard 

from federal Justice witnesses. My ruling was a preliminary one and was intended simply to provide 

guidance to the parties. I addressed the narrow issue of whether questioning federal Justice witnesses 

on advice relating to Milgaard’s s. 690 applications violated the Keable prohibition against inquiring into 

the administration and management of a federal institution. I did not attempt to set guidelines that would 

answer all possible future objections. I held that the proscribed areas of administration and management 

listed in Keable had nothing to do with advice concerning Milgaard’s s. 690 applications or the Reference 

Case.

Starting on June 5, 2006, the Commission heard extensive evidence from federal Justice witness Eugene 

Williams. Williams was the lawyer primarily responsible for the investigation of Milgaard’s two s. 690 

applications. He discussed the information he obtained in the course of his investigation along with his 

assessment of its credibility. He also answered questions about his reasons for undertaking various steps 

in the investigation. Williams testified for seven days with legal counsel for the federal Minister present at 

all times and without any objection.

By Notice of Motion dated July 4, 2006, the Attorney General of Canada applied for judicial review of my 

June 1, 2006 ruling on the basis that I had exceeded my constitutional jurisdiction.26 It was also argued 

that I had exceeded my statutory jurisdiction, notwithstanding the previous acknowledgement by the 

26 See http://www.milgaardinquiry.ca/pdf/Notice_of_Motion.pdf.
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federal Minister of the relevance of Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings to the Commission’s mandate. The only 

issue argued before me and addressed in my June 1, 2006 ruling related to the limits on the questioning 

of federal Justice witnesses arising from constitutional limitations on a provincial inquiry. Before the 

Commission, and on the judicial review application, the federal Minister was represented by different legal 

counsel.

On August 18, 2006, Laing, C.J. issued his decision on the judicial review application.27 He declined to 

rule on the issue of statutory jurisdiction, finding that it was my role in the first instance to interpret the 

Terms of Reference and determine issues of relevance. He noted that the federal Minister had not raised 

the Terms of Reference as an issue until the judicial review application.

On the issue of constitutional jurisdiction, Laing, C.J. held that the constitutional limitation identified by the 

Supreme Court in Keable precluded the Commission from asking federal Justice witnesses “questions 

which seek to probe the reasons behind actions, including questions about advice given or received” 

in the course of Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings.28 My ruling was set aside. The application of Laing’s 

ruling to the questioning of federal Justice witnesses was addressed by the Commission, with the input 

of legal counsel for the federal Minister, during testimony provided by witnesses Williams and Fainstein. 

The constitutional limitation was followed in the questioning of these witnesses to the satisfaction of legal 

counsel for the federal Minister.

The Commission heard extensive evidence regarding Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings from federal Justice 

lawyers Williams and Fainstein. Williams continued his testimony regarding the investigation of Milgaard’s 

s. 690 applications. Fainstein testified about his involvement as legal counsel for the federal Minister in 

the Supreme Court Reference Case and in subsequent efforts to have DNA testing done on Gail Miller’s 

clothing.

Legal counsel for the federal Minister was present throughout the hearings and during the testimony of 

its witnesses. In addition, Williams applied for standing before the Commission and retained his own 

legal counsel. His August 18, 2006 application for standing was made on the basis of his expertise 

in connection with Milgaard’s s. 690 applications, and his “genuine commitment to ensuring that the 

Commission can properly meet its Terms of Reference by receiving as complete as possible a picture of 

the section 690 process”.29 It was also prompted by a concern that his position and the federal Minister’s 

position on certain legal and factual issues may not coincide in all respects.

The questioning of federal Justice witnesses on advice given in connection with Milgaard’s two s. 690 

applications was not permitted. Williams and Fainstein testified to their involvement in Milgaard’s s. 690 

proceedings, including the reasons for their actions, without objection by legal counsel for the federal 

Minister. The record reflects that the Commission was careful to respect the constitutional limitations 

affecting the scope if its inquiry.

 (d) Position of the Federal Minister

In written and oral submissions made by the federal Minister at the conclusion of the public hearings, 

the Commission’s ability to inquire into Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings was challenged. On the issue of 

statutory jurisdiction, the federal Minister submitted that:

27 Supra note 5. See also http://www.milgaardinquiry.ca/pdf/Judgment_August 18_2006.pdf.

28 Ibid at 224.

29 See http://www.milgaardinquiry.ca/rulings.shtml.
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The Terms of Reference at the Milgaard Inquiry provide no express authority to inquire 

into Mr. Milgaard’s s. 617/s. 690 process, the Supreme Court reference or the release of 

David Milgaard.30

The federal Minister also asserted that the Commission should not comment on the current process for 

conviction review as “the Mercy provisions have changed substantially” since Milgaard’s applications were 

considered and “the evidence about the current process was not comprehensive enough to effectively 

make informed recommendations”.31

The position taken by the federal Minister in its final submissions on the limited statutory jurisdiction of the 

Commission was at odds with both the role played by the federal Minister in the Inquiry process as a party 

with standing, and with earlier acknowledgements by the federal Minister of the relevance of Milgaard’s 

s. 690 proceedings to the Commission’s mandate.

The Terms of Reference granted to the Commission are broad in scope and clearly encompass an inquiry 

into all aspects of Milgaard’s wrongful conviction, including the process by which his conviction was 

ultimately overturned. Saskatchewan played a significant role in that process, as it was asked to take an 

active role in defending the conviction before the Supreme Court of Canada in 1992. On the scope of the 

Terms of Reference, Saskatchewan stated:

… The Milgaard Inquiry was established by the Government of Saskatchewan through 

Order-in-Council 84/2004 to ascertain what went wrong in the investigation and 

subsequent prosecution of David Milgaard that resulted in his wrongful conviction for the 

murder of Gail Miller, and subsequent incarceration for approximately 23 years. This case 

cast a shadow over the administration of criminal justice in this province. As Wilson J. 

stated in MacKeigan v. Hickman, when the justice system “in some way went awry” by 

convicting an innocent person of a heinous crime, “it is obviously a matter of great public 

concern”. The Government of Saskatchewan determined that a public commission of 

inquiry should be established to inquire into any and all matters relevant to the wrongful 

conviction of Mr. Milgaard and his subsequent incarceration.32

In final submissions, the federal Minister conceded that the Supreme Court decision in MacKeigan 

appears “to permit recommendations about the s. 617/s. 690 process” but asserted that the MacKeigan 

decision was inapplicable because the terms of reference for the Marshall Commission were much 

broader.33 This argument fails to recognize that the terms of reference for the Marshall Commission, 

given their widest interpretation, could only encompass matters within the jurisdiction of the provincial 

legislature. The Terms of Reference given to this Commission could not be more generous. They clearly 

indicate that the Government of Saskatchewan sought to imbue the Commission with the full scope of its 

jurisdiction in relation to criminal justice.

The Commission acknowledges that its inquiry was not unlimited in scope. The only case it was 

empowered to review was Milgaard’s. The Commission is aware that the process of conviction review in 

Canada has changed. The Commission is also aware that it was not permitted to embark on a general 

systemic inquiry into the Department of Justice (Canada) policies, procedures and protocols respecting 

30 See http://www.milgaardinquiry.ca/finalsubmissions/341135.pdf at para. 239.

31 Ibid at para. 245-246.

32 See http://www.milgaardinquiry.ca/pdf/SkJusticeMemorandumofLaw.pdf at para 8.

33 Supra note 30 at para 237.
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the operation of s. 690 (now ss. 696.1 to 696.6), either at the time of Milgaard’s two applications or at 

present. No witnesses were called for the specific purpose of providing evidence on the current conviction 

review process set out in ss. 696.1 to 696.6 of the Criminal Code.

Despite these limitations, the Commission is able to provide insight on how the conviction review process 

operated in Milgaard’s case, and to comment on the desirability of changes to the process in Canada. 

The Commission heard extensive evidence on Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings as part of its valid provincial 

inquiry into the circumstances surrounding his wrongful conviction. No other public inquiry has examined 

a case in such detail, a case which was groundbreaking in many respects. It involved two applications 

for mercy and a reference to the Supreme Court of Canada. It also prompted the federal Minister to 

acknowledge the need for reform of the conviction review process.

It appeared from the testimony of Justice Canada lawyer Williams and from a reading of the current 

legislation, that changes made since review of Milgaard’s case have not fundamentally altered the process 

or addressed all of the problems he faced.

The federal Minister, as a party with standing, participated fully in the Commission’s proceedings. 

A Justice Canada witness provided extensive testimony relating to Milgaard’s s. 690 proceedings. 

Counsel for the federal Minister expressed a desire to assist the Commission with its work and pledged 

cooperation. With respect, for the federal Minister to now say that the Commission is not able to inquire 

into Milgaard’s s. 690 process, and is not qualified to comment on the conviction review process because 

only his case was examined, is not only inconsistent but ignores the wide scope of this Public Inquiry.

In making recommendations for the better administration of criminal justice in the province, I would be 

remiss if I failed to address the conviction review process in Canada.

3. The Canadian System of Conviction Review

 (a) Historical Review

Historically, the only power to revisit a criminal conviction after appeal was found in the Royal Prerogative 

of Mercy which enabled the Crown to pardon offenders, reduce the severity of criminal punishments, and 

correct miscarriages of justice.34

As explained by Gary Trotter in “Justice, Politics and the Royal Prerogative of Mercy: Examining the 

Self-Defence Review”, the Royal Prerogative of Mercy has been used to achieve different objectives: 

first, to show compassion by relieving an individual of the full weight of his or her sentence and second, 

to correct errors in the judicial process such as wrongful convictions.35 The power to dispense the Royal 

Prerogative of Mercy was transmitted into Canadian law through the office of the Governor General. 

In The Attorney General (Canada) v. The Attorney General of the Province of Ontario, the Supreme Court 

of Canada said:

By the law of the constitution, or in other words, by the common law of England, the 

prerogative of mercy is vested in the crown, not merely as regards the territorial limits of the 

United Kingdom, but throughout the whole of Her Majesty’s Dominions. The authority to 

34 See http://canada.justice.gc.ca/en/ps/ccr/index.html.

35 (2001) 26 Queen’s L.J. 339.
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exercise this prerogative may be delegated to viceroys and colonial governors representing 

the crown.36

When Canada’s first Criminal Code was enacted in 1892, it recognized the potential for miscarriages of 

justice and provided a legislative remedy by codifying one aspect of the prerogative.37 The power to revisit 

a criminal conviction was codified in s. 748 which read as follows:

748. If upon any application for the mercy of the Crown on behalf of any person convicted 

of an indictable offence, the Minister of Justice entertains a doubt whether such person 

ought to have been convicted, he may, instead of advising Her Majesty to remit or 

commute the sentence, after such inquiry as he thinks proper, by an order in writing direct 

a new trial at such time and before such court as he may think proper.

Since 1892, the statutory power of the federal Minister to review criminal convictions after all appeals have 

been exhausted has gone through a number of revisions. By 1927, s. 748 had become s. 1022:

1022. Nothing in the ten last preceding sections of this Act shall in any manner limit or 

affect His Majesty’s royal prerogative of mercy.

2. Upon any application for the mercy of the Crown on behalf of any person convicted on 

indictment, the Minister of Justice,

   (a) if he entertains a doubt whether such person ought to have been convicted, may, 

after such inquiry as he thinks proper, instead of advising His Majesty to remit or to 

commute the sentence, direct by an order in writing a new trial at such time and 

before such court as the Minister of Justice thinks proper; or

   (b) may, at any time, refer the whole case to the court of appeal, and the case shall 

then be heard and determined by that court as in the case of an appeal by a person 

convicted; and

   (c) at any time, if the Minister of Justice desires the assistance of the court of appeal 

on any point arising in the case with a view to the determination of the petition, he 

may refer that point to the court of appeal for its opinion thereon, and that court shall 

consider the point so referred and furnish the Minister of Justice its opinion thereon 

accordingly.38

The original “entertains a doubt” standard for granting a remedy remained in this section. However, the 

Minister’s powers were broadened to include the power to refer cases to the Court of Appeal for hearing 

and determination, or for determinations on points arising in the case.

By 1955, the provision governing conviction review began to take on a modern form. Section 1022 of the 

Criminal Code became s. 596, and the “entertains a doubt” standard was removed and replaced with 

more ambiguous language that granted authority to the Minister of Justice to “direct, by order in writing, 

a new trial before any court that he thinks proper, if after inquiry he is satisfied that in the circumstances a 

new trial should be directed”:

36 (1894) 23 S.C.R. 458 at 469.

37 The Criminal Code, 1892, S.C. 1892, c. 29.

38 Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1927, c. 36.
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596. The Minister of Justice may, upon an application for the mercy of the Crown by or on 

behalf of a person who has been convicted in proceedings by indictment,

   (a) direct, by order in writing, a new trial before any court that he thinks proper, if after 

inquiry he is satisfied that in the circumstances a new trial should be directed;

   (b) refer the matter at any time to the court of appeal for hearing and determination 

by that court as if it were an appeal by the convicted person; or

   (c) refer to the court of appeal at any time, for its opinion, any question upon which 

he desires the assistance of that court, and the court shall furnish its opinion 

accordingly.39

By 1970, s. 596 was amended and re-enacted as s. 617 of the Criminal Code:

617. The Minister of Justice may, upon an application for the mercy of the Crown by or on behalf 

of a person who has been convicted in proceedings by indictment or who has been sentenced to 

preventive detention under Part XXI,

   (a) direct, by order in writing, a new trial or, in the case of a person under sentence 

of preventive detention, a new hearing, before any court that he thinks proper, if after 

inquiry he is satisfied that in the circumstances a new trial or hearing, as the case 

may be, should be directed;

   (b) refer the matter at any time to the court of appeal for hearing and determination 

by that court as if it were an appeal by the convicted person or the person under 

sentence of preventive detention, as the case may be; or

   (c) refer to the court of appeal at any time, for its opinion, any question upon which 

he desires the assistance of that court, and the court shall furnish its opinion 

accordingly.40

 (b) Section 690 of the Criminal Code as it Applied to David Milgaard

As part of broad revisions to the Criminal Code in 1985, s. 617 was re-enacted as s. 690.41 With 

the exception of a reference to “Part XXIV” instead of “Part XXI”, s. 690 was virtually identical to its 

predecessor. Section 690 came into force on December 12, 1988. Both of Milgaard’s applications to 

the federal Minister of Justice for review of his conviction were made under s. 690 of the Criminal Code. 

Section 690 remained in effect until it was revised and replaced in 2002 with ss. 696.1 to 696.6 of the 

Criminal Code.42

690. The Minister of Justice may, on an application for the mercy of the Crown by or on 

behalf of a person who has been convicted in proceedings by indictment or who has been 

sentenced to preventive detention under Part XXIV,

39 Criminal Code, S.C. 1953-54, c.51.

40 Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34.

41 Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.

42 Supra note 2.
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  (a)  direct, by order in writing, a new trial or, in the case of a person under sentence of 

preventive detention, a new hearing, before any court that he thinks proper, if after 

inquiry he is satisfied that in the circumstances a new trial or hearing, as the case 

may be, should be directed;

  (b)  refer the matter at any time to the court of appeal for hearing and determination 

by that court as if it were an appeal by the convicted person or the person under 

sentence of preventive detention, as the case may be; or

  (c)  refer to the court of appeal at any time, for its opinion, any question on which 

he desires the assistance of that court, and the court shall furnish its opinion 

accordingly.

Milgaard first applied to the federal Minister for a review of his 1970 murder conviction on December 28, 

1988. His application was denied by the Minister on February 27, 1991. His second application was 

made on August 14, 1991. Subparagraphs 690 (b) and (c) allowed the federal Minister to refer the matter 

to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal for a new appeal or for the opinion of the court on any question. 

Milgaard’s trial counsel, Tallis, was a member of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, effectively precluding 

a reference to that court. On November 28, 1991, the Governor General, on the recommendation of 

the Minister of Justice, referred Milgaard’s case to the Supreme Court of Canada for a hearing pursuant 

to s. 53 of the Supreme Court Act. The Court was asked to provide its opinion on whether Milgaard’s 

continued conviction constituted a miscarriage of justice and if it did, what was the appropriate remedy.

On April 14, 1992, the Supreme Court of Canada released its decision in the Reference Case. The Court 

held that Milgaard had not proven his innocence. However, the Court concluded that fresh evidence, 

particularly in relation to the Fisher rapes, might affect the verdict. The Court recommended to the Minister 

of Justice that she set aside the conviction and direct that a new trial be held. The federal Minister 

complied.

On April 16, 1992, the Attorney General of Saskatchewan filed an indictment, charging Milgaard with 

second degree murder. However, the province elected not to proceed with a new trial. Instead, on 

the same day, a stay of proceedings was entered by the provincial crown in Her Majesty The Queen 

v. David Milgaard. David Milgaard was released from jail. The provincial Justice Minister stated that an 

inquiry would not be ordered, nor would compensation be offered to David Milgaard as his innocence had 

not been established.

Three significant features of the s. 690 process emerged from the Commission’s review of Milgaard’s 

case:

 1.  Milgaard had the onus of investigating his own wrongful conviction, identifying credible grounds 

and providing those grounds to the federal Minister together with supporting evidence. The 

federal Minister’s role was limited to reviewing the grounds advanced. The federal Minister played 

no role in identifying potential grounds for a miscarriage of justice.

 2.  Although not expressly stated in s. 690, in order to obtain a remedy from the federal Minister, 

Milgaard had to establish a reasonable likelihood of a miscarriage of justice on the basis of new 

information or evidence that was not available at trial. This onus was very similar to the one 

Milgaard would have to meet if his case was allowed to be heard by the Court of Appeal.
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 3.  Although the ultimate decision was made by the federal Minister, she relied heavily on the advice 

of federal Justice lawyers who investigated Milgaard’s application on her behalf and on the advice 

of the Honourable William McIntyre Q.C., who she retained to advise her. The Minister never 

publicly disclosed the information given to McIntyre to review, nor the nature of the legal opinion 

sought and provided. The case was highly politicized and concerns were expressed at the time 

that political pressures might have influenced the Minister’s decision.

Although Milgaard’s second s. 690 application led to his release from prison in 1992, success owed more 

to publicity than to process.

It is my view that the publicity harmed the administration of justice, and that the process proved too 

daunting for the applicant and should be improved. The onus on the applicant is too heavy. He should 

not be expected to show factual innocence, and an independent and more transparent agency should 

investigate.

  (i) Investigative Onus on Applicant/ Reactive Role of Federal Minister

On January 28, 1986, Milgaard wrote to Justice Minister John Crosbie from Stony Mountain Institution. 

His letter said that he had been in prison for 17 years for a crime that he did not commit. He also told the 

Justice Minister that he had decided not to eat or drink until he was a free man. He asked the Justice 

Minister to look at his case and end his ordeal. On March 11, 1986, Milgaard received a reply from the 

office of the Minister of Justice. He was informed that he could make an application for mercy to the 

Minister of Justice, who had the power to order a new trial or appeal proceeding:

If you have not exhausted the court process, you should do so. If you have and feel that 

yours is a compelling case, you may make an application to the Minister for relief. The 

following must be sent to the Minister: a brief fully detailing why you say that there was an 

injustice; copies of transcripts of the preliminary hearing and trial; copies of any judgments 

and reasons for judgment that were issued in your case; copies of any written arguments 

filed by the Crown and defence. On receipt of this material, your application will be duly 

considered.

If you wish the assistance of a lawyer and are unable to afford one, I would suggest you 

contact Legal Aid Manitoba, 402 – 294 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3C 0B9.43

As the letter from the Minister’s office reveals, an applicant under s. 690 was required to provide extensive 

documentation to the Minister including the grounds for the alleged miscarriage of justice and supporting 

evidence. Milgaard’s application was not submitted to the federal Minister until December 28, 1988, 

almost 19 years after his original murder conviction, and eight years after he and his mother first retained 

legal counsel and began their efforts to have the conviction set aside.

Milgaard was likely more fortunate than most applicants, in that his family provided him with financial 

support enabling him to retain counsel. Hersh Wolch was retained in January of 1986 and both s. 690 

applications submitted on behalf of Milgaard were prepared by legal counsel. Despite requests to both 

Manitoba and Saskatchewan Legal Aid programs, neither provided financial assistance for conviction 

review applications.

43 Docid 333268.
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The federal Minister’s role under s. 690 was reactive as opposed to proactive. The federal Minister 

responded only to what was contained in the application, and did not proactively investigate Milgaard’s 

conviction to identify any possible miscarriage of justice. The task of identifying possible grounds of 

miscarriage of justice was left to the applicant and his or her counsel.

As explained by Williams:

Q  … A convicted person can’t come to you and say “lookit, I’d like you to investigate, 

I’m innocent, I don’t know what went wrong but would you people please go and 

investigate this and find out why I was wrongfully convicted”?

A  We would say to that person “that is not the role of the department or of the 

Minister”. Certainly, if you’ve been through the process, sat in on your trial, heard the 

evidence, you’re in the best position to identify to us what it is you say constitutes 

wrongful – or what the errors were and why they constitute a miscarriage of justice.

Q  And what you are telling us, then, it would be incumbent upon Mr. Milgaard and/or 

his counsel to identify significant grounds that might provide a basis for a remedy 

under Section 690?

A Yes.

 …..

Q  Is there anything else – and we’ll touch on this later, I don’t want to limit you – but 

is there anything else, again in just trying to get an understanding of the nature and 

purpose of the investigation, that you would undertake on behalf of the Minister?

A  Our job is to test or to examine the facts that were advanced; one, to ensure that it 

was accurate, and two, if there are any matters that required clarification, to clarify 

them. Next our job was to summarize that and based on a summary and on the 

information collected, to provide advice to the minister with respect to whether the 

grounds advanced and whether the information collected either signaled support 

for or not for the granting of a remedy. We took the role very, very seriously and we 

endeavoured to do it as quickly as we could, but as thoroughly as we could, because 

we recognize the importance of this particular procedure to someone who is sitting in 

a jail convicted of an offence.44

  (ii) Threshold for the Granting of a Remedy

Once over the threshold of getting the Minister to investigate the stated grounds, the investigation begins 

and the question arises as to what test is to be applied by the Minister in determining whether to grant a 

remedy to an applicant. The test was not set out in s. 690, so it was left to the Minister’s discretion.

In his reasons for decision in the s. 690 application of W. Colin Thatcher, the Honourable Allan Rock said:

In creating the role of the Minister of Justice under section 690 of the Code, Parliament 

used very broad language, and the discretion of the Minister has been cast in the widest 

44 T32309-T32310; and T32321-T32322.
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possible terms. Indeed, the section does not contain a statutory test, other than the 

general reference in clause (a) to the Minister being “satisfied that in the circumstances a 

new trial or hearing…should be directed.45

In her February 27, 1991 letter denying Milgaard’s first s. 690 application, the federal Minister commented 

on the test that had been employed “in the past” in evaluating an application for conviction review:

Section 690 of the Criminal Code provides that the Minister of Justice may direct a new 

trial if after inquiry the Minister is satisfied that in the circumstances a new trial is justified; 

similarly, the Minister of Justice may refer the case to an appellate court for hearing. 

The purpose of this procedure is to permit a review of cases where new evidence 

or information raising doubts concerning the correctness of a conviction has 

arisen after the full judicial process, including appeals, has been exhausted. I 

wish to emphasize that it is not the function of the Minister of Justice to retry the case. 

The remedy is an extraordinary one, as the normal judicial process is designed to 

ensure that no miscarriage of justice has occurred. Ministers of Justice traditionally 

have declined to act where the basis upon which the application has been brought 

relates to matters or issues which were considered by the jury at trial. For instance, relief 

is commonly declined where the applicant points to the unsavoury character of a witness 

when that issue was placed squarely before the jury. Ministers of Justice have in the 

past intervened and referred the case to the courts where it can be demonstrated 

that a reasonable basis exists to conclude that a miscarriage of justice has likely 

occurred.46

Williams stated that the test set out in the federal Minister’s letter was the one applied to Milgaard’s 

application. Proof of innocence was not the criterion although the Milgaards at times believed that they 

needed to show that.

Williams testified:

A  At the time the ministers were prepared to grant a remedy where the evidence 

brought forward established a reasonable basis to conclude that a miscarriage 

of justice likely occurred. That was, let’s say, the word or the attempt to articulate 

what the standard was. Certainly as you pointed out in your, in your outline, if there 

were doubts concerning the correctness of the conviction, those doubts had to 

reach a certain threshold and it was that if you had a factual foundation where 

it was probably, more probable than not that there was a miscarriage of 

justice, you didn’t have to prove that you were innocent or probably innocent, but 

you had to establish that there was something that was significant that could have 

affected the outcome had it been known; for example, fresh evidence, new scientific 

advances that may now cause a court to look at evidence from a completely different 

perspective and which might signal either that the evidence didn’t have the strength 

that it was given at trial or may be now exculpatory or inculpatory. DNA is a huge 

45  Reasons for Decision of the Minister of Justice on Application by W. Colin Thatcher, released April 14, 1994, Dept. of 
Justice.

46 Docid 001529.
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example of advancement in science which could be the basis for a successful return 

of a case back to the courts.47

According to the Minister’s letter and to the evidence of Williams, Milgaard had to establish that a 

miscarriage of justice likely occurred in order for the Minister to act. This test is very similar to that which 

would be applied by an appellate court hearing Milgaard’s case on a reference by the federal Minister. In 

other words, before being granted the opportunity to have his conviction reviewed by the appeal court on 

the basis of fresh evidence, Milgaard effectively had to satisfy the Minister that he would succeed before 

the appeal court.

In written submissions filed with the Supreme Court on the Reference Case, the federal Minister described 

the standard governing the Minister’s decision to send a matter back for further adjudication by the courts 

pursuant to s. 690:

It is respectfully submitted that the threshold standard he must meet is proof on a balance 

of probabilities that a miscarriage has occurred. Anything less would not comport with 

the foregoing principles – the presumption of validity; respect for the integrity of the 

conventional process of trial and appeals; and the extraordinary nature of the prerogative 

process. Common sense commends the view that the Applicant can only secure relief 

where it can be demonstrated that a miscarriage of justice has, more likely than not, 

occurred. If it is not probable that what he asserts is correct, there is no basis for the 

special intervention that he seeks.48

The federal Minister also stated in written submissions before the Supreme Court that the prerogative 

power under s. 690 must be exercised with great caution. Otherwise, public confidence in the system 

would be undermined if the process were allowed to become just another level of appeal.

  (iii) Political Decision Maker

The decision whether Milgaard would be allowed to go back to Court to challenge his conviction was 

made by the federal Minister of Justice, Kim Campbell. Her decision was based on advice from federal 

Justice lawyers, and in particular, Eugene Williams. She also sought the advice of outside counsel, retired 

Supreme Court Justice William R. McIntyre, Q.C.

Through the s. 690 process, the federal Minister of Justice became involved in individual cases through 

the exercise of the Royal Prerogative of Mercy. This involvement invited accusations of political influence 

from parties unhappy with a decision.

Section 690 provided that Milgaard had to apply to the federal Minister for “the mercy of the Crown”. 

Commentators criticized the link between the conviction review process and the notion of mercy evident 

in the language of s. 690. In his article “Justice, Politics and the Royal Prerogative of Mercy: Examining the 

Self-Defence Review”, Gary Trotter said:

…while it is tenable to suggest that one cannot claim an entitlement to mercy to ameliorate 

punishment for reasons of compassion, that suggestion is objectionable when the basis 

is lack of legal guilt. We have meaningful standards of fault because they are foundational 

47 T32290-T32291.

48 Docid 020321 at 326.
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to our modern conceptions of a fair criminal justice system. They do not operate as a 

charity...49

It is one thing to ask the sovereign for mercy, having committed a crime, but quite another to ask a 

Minister of the Crown to involve herself in an individual case where proof of the crime is still in question.

 (c) Changes to the Section 690 Process Between 1992 and 2002

Following the 1992 Supreme Court Reference in Milgaard’s case, and prior to the replacement of s. 690 

with ss. 696.1 to 696.6 in 2002, several non-legislative changes were made to the s. 690 process. Those 

changes were outlined in detail by the federal Minister in a 1998 Consultation Paper entitled “Addressing 

Miscarriages of Justice: Reform Possibilities for s. 690 of the Criminal Code”.50 The stated purpose of the 

1998 Consultation Paper was to examine the Canadian conviction review process and explore ways to 

improve it.

The 1998 Consultation Paper indicated that in 1993 the Department of Justice conducted an internal 

review, in an attempt to enhance the efficiency of the s. 690 process. As a result, the following steps 

were initiated: a case management system was implemented, additional lawyers were hired, the Criminal 

Conviction Review Group (whose sole function was to investigate s. 690 applications and report to the 

Minister) was established, timelines were instituted, the CCRG was transferred to the policy sector, and 

a booklet was published outlining the required documents, guidelines and process by which one could 

apply for an s. 690 review.

In 1994 the Honourable Allan Rock released his decision in the s. 690 application of W. Colin Thatcher.51 

This decision articulated, for the first time, the principles which would guide the Minister’s exercise of the 

discretionary power found in s. 690. Although the test was still not enunciated in legislation, the decision 

expressly stated that in order to succeed under s. 690 an applicant would need to demonstrate that there 

was a reasonable basis to conclude that a miscarriage of justice had likely occurred. The Thatcher case 

marked the first time that the federal Minister provided an s. 690 applicant with a copy of the investigative 

summary containing information gathered by departmental counsel in assessing the s. 690 application.

The Consultation Paper explained that a standard procedure had been in place, since 1994, to assist the 

Minister of Justice in the review of s. 690 applications. Once an applicant had provided the necessary 

documents to the Minister of Justice, the review process would begin. The review process was divided 

into the following four stages:

Preliminary Assessment: At this initial stage, a member of the CCRG examines the 

information in the application and compares it with the trial and appellate records. There 

must be an “air of reality” to the allegations raised by the applicant. As a threshold, the 

applicant must disclose grounds that could lead to the conclusion that a miscarriage of 

justice likely occurred.

If the application reveals new and significant information that was not available at trial or 

on appeal that could have affected the outcome of the case, the application will go on 

to a full investigation. If not, the applicant is informed and provided with reasons why the 

intervention of the Minister is not warranted.

49 Supra note 35 at 346-347.

50 Supra note 1.

51 Supra note 45.
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Investigation: During the investigation or evaluation of the application, the function of 

CCRG counsel is three-fold. First, counsel must verify all the information and evidence 

submitted in the application. Second, counsel may obtain any additional facts deemed 

necessary for a full investigation. This may involve interviewing witnesses and obtaining 

scientific tests or other assessments from forensic and social science specialists. Police 

agencies, prosecutors, defence and appellate counsel involved in the case may be 

consulted. In addition, the information obtained may raise issues other than those identified 

by the applicant. When this happens, the applicant will be asked to provide additional 

submissions to ensure that the matter is fully considered. Third, this process allows 

counsel to formulate a recommendation as to whether there is a basis to conclude that a 

miscarriage of justice likely occurred.

Investigative Summary: Counsel reviewing the application then organizes the results of 

the investigation into an investigative summary. This summary serves as the framework for 

informing the applicant, his or her counsel, and the Minister of the facts gathered during the 

investigation. The investigative summary is disclosed to the applicant for comments.

Recommendation and Ministerial Decision: Once the applicant’s final submissions 

have been received and CCRG counsel have arrived at an informed conclusion regarding 

the applicant’s eligibility for a section 690 remedy, legal advice is prepared for the Minister. 

The application, all submissions by or on behalf of the applicant, the investigative summary, 

and the CCRG’s advice are then forwarded to the Minister for review and decision.

A number of options for reform of the conviction review system were considered and discussed in 

the 1998 Consultation Paper. In the result, the federal Minister decided to proceed with legislative 

amendments to the s. 690 process.

 (d) Sections 696.1 to 696.6 of the Criminal Code

In 2002, s. 690 was repealed and replaced with ss. 696.1 to 696.6 of the Criminal Code.52 Regulations 

were also enacted outlining the requirements for an application as well as the procedure that is followed 

once an application has been completed.53

The Minister’s power to review convictions is set out in ss. 696.1 to 696.6 of the Criminal Code. The 2002 

amendments did not fundamentally change the conviction review process from that applied to Milgaard’s 

applications.

The reference to the notion of mercy as a basis for a remedy in s. 690 was removed. Section 696.1 

now refers to applications for ministerial review on the grounds of miscarriage of justice, as opposed to 

applications for the mercy of the Crown.

The test is expressly stated in s. 696.3(3). The federal Minister may exercise his or her powers and grant 

a remedy if “satisfied that there is a reasonable basis to conclude that a miscarriage of justice likely 

occurred”.

Section 696.4 sets out the considerations to be taken into account by the federal Minister. The federal 

Minister shall consider (a) whether the application is supported by new matters of significance, (b) the 

52 Supra note 2.

53  Regulations Respecting Applications for Ministerial Review – Miscarriages of Justice, S.O.R./2002 – 416.
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relevance and reliability of information that is presented in connection with the application, and (c) the fact 

that an application is not intended to serve as a further level of appeal and that any remedy granted is an 

extraordinary one.

Williams testified before the Commission that these amendments simply codified the considerations and 

the test he applied when he investigated the Milgaard applications.

The federal Minister was given the powers of a Commissioner under Part 1 of the Inquiries Act, providing 

investigative powers to those individuals investigating cases on the Minister’s behalf, including powers 

such as issuing subpoenas, forcing the attendance of witnesses, compelling them to give evidence and to 

produce documents. Williams did not have these powers when he investigated Milgaard’s application.

The amendments also require the Minister to provide the applicant with a copy of the investigation report 

prepared by federal Justice lawyers. The applicant has an opportunity to submit further information in 

support of the application within one year from the date the investigation report is sent. Although Williams 

did not share his investigation report with Milgaard’s counsel, he met with them, shared the documentary 

record of his investigation and invited further submissions.

The Regulations provide details regarding the investigation and review process. An application form is now 

contained in the Regulations. The form requires the applicant to set out the grounds for the application 

and describe new matters of significance that support the application. There continue to be fairly onerous 

requirements placed upon the applicant regarding the provision of documents. An exhaustive list of 

required documents is set out in the Regulations. Only on provision of a completed application form and 

all documents listed in the Regulations will the review process begin.

Following the legislative changes in 2002, some non-legislative changes were implemented as well. 

The Minister’s 2007 Annual Report states the following:

Following the legislative changes in 2002, a number of structural changes were made to 

enhance the arm’s-length relationship between the CCRG and the Department of Justice.

The CCRG office is located outside of the Department of Justice Headquarters in a 

downtown Ottawa office building which has both government and private sector tenants.

Rather than formally passing through another branch of the Department, advice 

passes from the CCRG to the Minister through the Associate Deputy Minister’s office. 

Administration and support services are provided to the CCRG by this same office.54

The position of Special Advisor was also created to oversee the conviction review process and give the 

Minister advice on applications for ministerial review which would be independent of that given by the 

CCRG. The 2007 Annual Report states the following:

The Special Advisor’s position is an independent one. He is neither a member of the Public 

Service of Canada nor an employee of the Department of Justice. The Special Advisor is 

appointed by order-in-council from outside the Department and public service.

While the Special Advisor’s main role is to make recommendations to the Minister once 

an investigation is complete, it is equally important that he provide independent advice at 

54 See http://justice.gc.ca/eng/pi/ccr-rc/rep07-rap07/02.html.
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other stages of the review process where applications may be screened out. The Special 

Advisor’s involvement ensures that the review of all applications is complete, fair, and 

transparent.55

While the changes have improved the conviction review process since Milgaard, the fundamental aspects 

have not changed. The process remains reactive. The federal Minister does not conduct a proactive 

investigation on receipt of an application, but rather relies on the applicant, lacking in investigative 

expertise, to identify the grounds for an alleged miscarriage of justice. The test for the exercise by the 

Minister of his or her discretion to refer a matter to the Court system has not changed. Finally, the decision 

as to whether a convicted person can have access to the Court to challenge a conviction still lies with the 

federal Minister, an elected politician.

4. Improvements to the Conviction Review Process in Canada

While it is true that the Commission has only examined the case of Milgaard, his is one of the most well 

known cases of wrongful conviction in Canada, engaging virtually every aspect of the s. 690 process and 

involving two separate applications and a reference to the Supreme Court of Canada. The Commission 

heard significant evidence about his struggles through the conviction review process to obtain a remedy, 

and also about the role of the province in those proceedings. Although a number of public inquiries 

examining wrongful convictions have commented on the conviction review process, it can be said that 

none has examined a case in the same detail. The federal Minister of Justice was a party with standing 

before the Commission and participated fully in the inquiry process.

There is the potential for much to be learned from Milgaard’s case, as it presented significant challenges 

to the justice system in this country. The conviction review process has been changed since the Milgaard 

case, but the Criminal Code amendments in 2002 did not fundamentally alter it because, for the most 

part, the amendments simply codified practices and policies in place during the time of Milgaard’s s. 690 

applications. There remains much to be learned from his experience.

The weaknesses in the criminal justice system which failed Milgaard still exist and can never be entirely 

eliminated. What is possible however, is an improved response to claims of wrongful conviction. While 

my recommendations do not bind the federal government, I still am able to comment on the desirability 

of changes to the law and to the manner in which criminal justice is administered. The conviction review 

system in Canada is premised on the belief that wrongful convictions are rare and that any remedy 

granted by the federal Minister is extraordinary. Change is needed to reflect the current understanding of 

the inevitability of wrongful convictions and the responsibility of the criminal justice system to correct its 

own errors as I will fully explain later. It is my recommendation that the investigation of claims of wrongful 

conviction be handled by a review agency independent of government and that the independent review 

agency, not the federal Minister, act as the gate-keeper. Four public inquiries in this country have already 

identified the need for substantial change. This will be the fifth.

The Commission’s review of David Milgaard’s case identified a number of important issues related to 

Canada’s conviction review process:

(a)  What is the definition of “wrongful conviction” and what role should factual innocence play in 

conviction review proceedings?

55 Ibid.
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(b)  What role should compensation for wrongfully convicted persons play in conviction review 

proceedings?

(c)  What is the appropriate role of the appellate courts in conviction review proceedings?

(d)  Is the present system of conviction review responsive enough for the early detection of wrongful 

convictions? Should the onus be on the convicted person to identify new information that would 

support a return to the appellate court, or should there be an agency or institution to undertake 

this task?

(e)  Is the federal Minister the appropriate gatekeeper to decide whether a conviction should be 

returned to the Court of Appeal for review and what is the threshold that should be met to return 

a case to the court?

 (a) Wrongful Conviction, Miscarriage of Justice and Factual Innocence

There is presently no settled definition of the term wrongful conviction. A wrongful conviction is sometimes 

equated with a miscarriage of justice. However, a wrongful conviction has also been described as a 

“sub-category of the broader concept of a miscarriage of justice”.56

The term wrongful conviction is not used in the Criminal Code. The term that is generally used in 

Canadian criminal law is “miscarriage of justice” which is both a ground for allowing an accused’s appeal 

from a conviction under s. 686(1)(a)(iii) of the Criminal Code and a ground for the federal Minister to grant 

a remedy on conviction review. In the federal Minister’s 2007 Annual Report on Applications for Ministerial 

Review – Miscarriages of Justice, we read:

When an innocent person is found guilty of a criminal offence, there has clearly been 

a miscarriage of justice. A miscarriage of justice may also be suspected where new 

information surfaces which casts serious doubt on whether the applicant received a fair 

trial. Thus, the Minister’s decision that there is a reasonable basis to conclude that a 

miscarriage of justice likely occurred in a case does not amount to a declaration that the 

convicted person is innocent. Rather, such a decision leads to a case being returned to the 

judicial system, where the relevant legal issues are determined by the courts according to 

law.57

I do not favor a definition of wrongful conviction limited to those who are factually innocent of the crime 

with which they were convicted. The circumstances in which a conviction can be said to be wrongful are 

much wider than this. In this regard, I prefer the view expressed by David Kyle, formerly of the CCRC, that 

wrongful conviction refers to circumstances in which a conviction has been found to be unsafe and has 

therefore been set aside. He provided the following testimony at the Inquiry:

Q.  Can I ask your comment, or your understanding or your description of two terms that 

we see in the literature and in the cases, and they are the term wrongful conviction 

and miscarriage of justice.

A. Uh-huh.

56  Kent Roach, “Report Relating to Paragraph 1(f) of the Order in Council for the Commission of Inquiry into Certain 
Aspects of the Trial and Conviction of James Driskell”. See http://www.driskellinquiry.ca/pdf/final_report_jan2007.pdf.

57 Supra note 54.
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Q. And what do those terms mean to you?

A.  Well, I think that the term miscarriage of justice is used quite loosely by people 

who are considering matters in this area. It’s quite interesting I think that the term 

miscarriage of justice no longer appears anywhere in the 1995 Criminal Appeal Act 

and indeed the one reference in the 1968 act I think to miscarriage of justice, which 

was the old proviso test which the Court of Appeal applied, has gone, and from the 

Commission’s point of view, I think that’s an extremely good thing because what 

we’re concerned about is not debating the meaning of miscarriage of justice, but 

considering, on an objective-evidence based, on a – from an objective-evidence 

based point of view whether or not a person has been rightly or wrongly convicted, 

so to me, expressing myself from the point of view as a former member of the 

Commission, wrongful conviction means either somebody who has been 

convicted of an offence which that person didn’t commit at all, which is 

what I would describe as someone being innocent in the absolute sense, but 

equally I regard as a wrongful conviction a situation where somebody who 

has been convicted of an offence in relation to that person either significant 

relevant new evidence comes to light subsequently which had it been known 

to and taken into account by the jury at the trial may have altered their 

decision as to being sure of the Defendant’s guilt or, alternatively, that the 

process by which the person was convicted was flawed in some significant 

respect such that it can be said that that person was not fairly convicted 

in the sense of the proper application of the burden and standard of proof 

and the proper application of the rules and evidence of procedure which the 

prosecution is obliged to adhere to in seeking a conviction.

Q.  And again, in your view, then, does a person have to demonstrate or establish 

factual innocence or innocence in the absolute sense to establish that he has been 

wrongfully convicted?

A.  Not from the point of view of the application to the Commission’s test in deciding 

whether there is a real possibility that the Court of Appeal might find that conviction 

to be unsafe. I mean, I would make the general observation that whilst, if you do have 

a situation and you may not ever know whether you do or don’t have a situation, 

but if you do have a situation where someone is innocent in the absolute sense, 

it would, of course, be very desirable and very gratifying if that could actually be 

established, but the reality is that that rarely can be established, it’s very rare 

indeed when carrying out investigations into a conviction which is alleged 

to be a wrongful one to find wholly-exonerating evidence. In the great majority 

of instances where the Commission has referred cases to the Court of Appeal it 

has been on the basis of that other category of wrongful conviction which I’ve just 

described.58

Courts do not concern themselves with factual innocence. As stated in “The Lamer Commission of Inquiry 

Pertaining to the Cases of: Ronald Dalton, Gregory Parsons, Randy Druken”:

58 T40043-40046.
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   [A] criminal trial does not address “factual innocence”. The criminal trial is to 

determine whether the Crown has proven its case beyond a reasonable doubt. If 

so, the accused is guilty. If not, the accused is found not guilty. There is no finding of 

factual innocence since it would not fall within the ambit or purpose of the criminal 

law.59

In two recent decisions, the Ontario Court of Appeal confirmed that it had no jurisdiction to declare factual 

innocence as a remedy. Both cases involved appeals referred to the court by the federal Minister under 

s. 696 of the Criminal Code. In R. v. Truscott, the Court allowed Truscott’s appeal, set aside the conviction 

against him and entered an acquittal.60 The subject of factual innocence was discussed by the Court as 

Truscott’s legal counsel asked that the Court not only acquit him but declare him innocent. The Ontario 

Court of Appeal noted the lack of a statutory basis in Part XXI of the Criminal Code for making such a 

declaration, and commented that establishing factual innocence can be a most daunting task absent 

definitive forensic evidence such as DNA.

The concept of factual innocence was also considered by the Ontario Court of Appeal in the case of 

Her Majesty the Queen v. William Mullins-Johnson.61 Mullins-Johnson was convicted of the first degree 

murder of his four year old niece. He spent 12 years in jail from the time of his arrest until he was released 

on bail. He protested his innocence throughout. On July 6, 1997, the federal Minister directed a reference 

to the Ontario Court of Appeal pursuant to s. 696.3(3)(a)(ii) of the Criminal Code, to determine Mr. Mullins-

Johnson’s case as if it were an appeal on the issue of fresh evidence. Legal counsel for Mullins-Johnson 

suggested that this was an appropriate case for the Court to make an order tantamount to a declaration 

of factual innocence. In declining to do so, the court stated:

The fresh evidence shows that the appellant’s conviction was the result of a rush to 

judgment based on flawed scientific opinion. With the entering of an acquittal, the 

appellant’s legal innocence has been re-established. The fresh evidence is compelling in 

demonstrating that no crime was committed against Valin Johnson and that the appellant 

did not commit any crime. For that reason an acquittal is the proper result.

There are not in Canadian law two kinds of acquittals: those based on the Crown having 

failed to prove its case beyond a reasonable doubt and those where the accused has been 

shown to be factually innocent. We adopt the comments of the former Chief Justice of 

Canada in The Lamer Commission of Inquiry Pertaining to the Cases of: Ronald Dalton, 

Gregory Parsons, Randy Druken, Annex 3, pp. 342:

   [A] criminal trial does not address “factual innocence”. The criminal trial is to 

determine whether the Crown has proven its case beyond a reasonable doubt. If 

so, the accused is guilty. If not, the accused is found not guilty. There is no finding of 

factual innocence since it would not fall within the ambit or purpose of criminal law.

Just as the criminal trial is not a vehicle for declarations of factual innocence, so an appeal 

court, which obtains its jurisdiction from statute, has no jurisdiction to make a formal legal 

declaration of factual innocence. The fact that we are hearing this case as a Reference 

59  The Right Honourable Antonio Lamer, “The Lamer Commission of Inquiry Pertaining to the Cases of: Ronald Dalton, 
Gregory Parsons, Randy Druken” (Newfoundland and Labrador, 2006), Annex 3 – Ruling on the Terms of Reference 
at 342.

60 2007 ONCA 575, 225 C.C.C. (3d) 321.

61 2007 ONCA 720, 228 C.C.C. (3d) 505.
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under s. 696.3(3)(a)(ii) of the Criminal Code does not expand that jurisdiction. The terms 

of the Reference to this court are clear: we are hearing this case “as if it were an appeal”. 

While we are entitled to express our reasons for the result in clear and strong terms, as we 

have done, we cannot make a formal legal declaration of the appellant’s factual innocence.

In addition to the jurisdictional issue, there are important policy reason for not, in effect, 

recognizing a third verdict, other than “guilty” or “not guilty”, of “factually innocent”. 

The most compelling, and, in our view, conclusive reason is the impact it would have on 

other persons found not guilty by criminal courts. As Professor Kent Roach observed in 

a report he prepared for the Commission into Certain Aspects of the Trial and Conviction 

of James Driskell, “there is a genuine concern that determinations and declarations 

of wrongful convictions could degrade the meaning of the not guilty verdict” (p. 39). 

To recognize a third verdict in the criminal trial process would, in effect, create two 

classes of people: those found to be factually innocent and those who benefited from the 

presumption of innocence and the high standard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt.62

Factual innocence, although obviously the best reason for remedying a wrongful conviction, should have 

no necessary role in the conviction review process. It needlessly complicates the detection and remedying 

of wrongful convictions and sets the bar too high for obtaining a remedy. The focus on factual innocence 

in the conviction review process ultimately hurt David Milgaard and prolonged his incarceration, which 

ended only following the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 1992.

 (b) Compensation

Following the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 1992, Milgaard was released from prison. 

He was not compensated at that time, his innocence not having been established.

On September 19, 1992, Joyce Milgaard, David Milgaard and Hersh Wolch held a news conference 

alleging wrongdoing and cover-up by police and Saskatchewan Justice officials. In response to those 

allegations, the RCMP commenced the Flicker investigation in November 1992. In 1993, Milgaard sought 

compensation through a civil action against various members of the police and prosecution service, 

alleging breach of the duty of disclosure, negligence, and wrongdoing. In 1995, he filed a defamation 

claim against Saskatchewan Justice Minister Bob Mitchell. As reported in a Globe and Mail article, 

Mitchell allegedly stated in relation to Milgaard: “I think he was properly convicted. I think he did it.63

On July 18, 1997, DNA test results were released. The Saskatchewan Minister of Justice publicly stated 

that Milgaard had been wrongfully convicted of the murder of Gail Miller and that a miscarriage of justice 

had occurred. An apology was made to Milgaard and to his family. On May 17, 1999, the Saskatchewan 

Minister of Justice announced that a settlement on compensation had been reached, the total value of 

which was $10 million. The federal government contributed the sum of $4 million to the compensation 

package.

The issue of compensation for Milgaard has been resolved. It is not within my Terms of Reference to 

inquire into the questions of when or in what amounts compensation should be paid to the wrongfully 

convicted. However, in the course of inquiring into Milgaard’s case, two matters related to the issue of 

compensation came to my attention that require comment.

62 Ibid at 511-512.

63 Docid 164842.
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Firstly, it became clear to me that it is essential to keep concerns relating to compensation out of 

the conviction review process. It is a mistake to attempt to use the criminal process as a vehicle for 

obtaining declarations of factual innocence in order to lay the groundwork for a compensation claim. The 

conviction review process must not be hampered by either the wrongfully convicted individual’s desire 

to receive compensation, or, a desire on the part of the authorities to avoid payment. The only concern 

of participants in conviction review must be the safety of the conviction. Preoccupation with factual 

innocence makes it more difficult for the wrongly convicted to obtain a remedy and, ultimately, liberty. The 

fundamental concern of the conviction review process must be that those who are wrongly convicted and 

imprisoned regain their freedom.

At the Inquiry, David Kyle testified that the CCRC does not concern itself with questions of innocence or 

guilt. The only concern of the CCRC is to determine whether there is a real possibility that a conviction 

would not be upheld by an appeal court. If innocence was a consideration, the test for obtaining a remedy 

would ultimately be much harder to meet. Kyle expressed his view that issues of compensation and the 

safety of the conviction must be kept entirely separate:

…And I hope that if, sort of, one thing stands out from the evidence that I have been 

giving to this Commission, I think the two questions are entirely separate. Whether or not 

somebody has been wrongfully convicted, I think, is a matter of quite wide interpretation, 

as I was endeavoring to explain yesterday. Whether someone who has been wrongfully 

convicted is entitled to compensation is an entirely separate question, and that’s a matter 

for which the criteria can be set as a wholly distinct exercise and, as it happens, the 

legislation in the Criminal Justice Act 1988, I think, is being treated by the Home Secretary 

as effectively saying ‘compensation will be paid if I’m satisfied beyond reasonable doubt 

that this applicant is factually innocent, and not otherwise.’

…

…I think the question of whether – there is much – there is much more to being – having 

a record of a conviction against you, in terms of its impact on your life generally, than the 

question whether you should – whether you get any monetary compensation for having 

been prosecuted in the first place. And if you haven’t been rightly convicted in the wider 

sense, as I was describing it yesterday, then you should not have that conviction recorded 

against you because of the impact it is likely to have on virtually the whole aspect of – 

virtually every aspect of your life.64

Secondly, in my view (contrary to the English position), proof of factual innocence should not be a 

sine qua non for entitlement to compensation. It is too hard to prove, and official wrongdoing or egregious 

error leading to wrongful conviction should in themselves be compensable.

A further aspect of compensation is public exoneration through a declaration of factual innocence. 

This should be left to the Executive and not the courts, for reasons explained above. Neither should it be 

expected of commissioners conducting public inquiries into wrongful convictions, unless their terms of 

reference call for consideration of such a finding.

64 T40234-T40239.
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AIDWYC submits that an acknowledgment of factual innocence is important to the wrongly convicted for 

several reasons. Firstly, for the wrongly convicted, there is nothing as important as public recognition of 

factual innocence. In its submissions before Commissioner Lamer in Newfoundland, AIDWYC stated:

The harder truth, however, is that, in the public eye, there is a terrible disconnect, a moral 

chasm, between ‘legal’ and ‘factual’ innocence, between a finding of ‘not guilty’ and a 

declaration of ‘wrongly convicted’.65

Secondly, AIDWYC notes that factual innocence is important in the assessment of whether compensation 

should be payable, and in what amount. In Canada, it is often the case that compensation is not paid 

to individuals who have suffered as a result of a wrongful conviction, unless factual innocence can be 

established.

Given the need to establish factual innocence for compensation, courts have been asked to make 

declarations of factual innocence. So far, as the cases of Truscott and Mullins-Johnson demonstrate, they 

have been unwilling to do so for public policy reasons and lack of jurisdiction, declaring that the criminal 

process is “not a vehicle for declarations of factual innocence”.66

Many writers have criticized the idea of establishing factual innocence as a criterion for compensation 

because it detracts from the integrity of the presumption of innocence.

An often cited article on the topic of compensating the wrongly convicted is H. Archibald Kaiser’s 

article entitled “Wrongful Conviction and Imprisonment: Towards an End to the Compensatory Obstacle 

Course”.67 Kaiser states that his article is focused on the special problems raised by the cases of 

individuals most grievously wronged in the Canadian criminal justice system: those who have been in 

prison following a criminal conviction (and an unsuccessful appeal), where the verdict later turns out 

to have been reached in error. His article deals with the question of how these individuals should be 

compensated, given that most people would view them as victims of a miscarriage of justice. His thesis is 

that a more liberal approach to compensation than has as yet been adopted by the federal and provincial 

governments should be implemented.

Kaiser discusses the Federal and Provincial Guidelines on Compensation for Wrongfully Convicted and 

Imprisoned Persons which were adopted by provincial and federal Ministers of Justice.68 These guidelines 

are not legislatively enacted by any level of government. It was recently noted by Commissioner LeSage 

in the Driskell Report that these guidelines are presently under review.69 The Guidelines state that 

“compensation should only be granted to those persons who did not commit the crime for which they 

were convicted (as opposed to persons who are found not guilty).” In arguing that a more liberal approach 

should be taken to compensation, Kaiser says:

It is argued that persons who have been wrongfully convicted and imprisoned are ipso 

facto victims of a miscarriage of justice and should be entitled to be compensated. 

To maintain otherwise introduces the third verdict of “not proved” or “still culpable” under 

65  Written submissions of the Association in Defence of the Wrongfully Convicted (AIDWYC) Re Commission’s Terms of 
Reference dated October 17, 2003, filed with the Lamer Commission of Inquiry Pertaining to the Cases of: Ronald 
Dalton, Gregory Parsons and Randy Druken.

66 Supra note 61 at 512.

67 (1989) 9 Windsor Y.B. Access Just. 96.

68 Guidelines for Compensation for Wrongfully Convicted and Imprisoned Persons, undated.

69  Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Certain Aspects of the Trial and Conviction of James Driskell (Manitoba, 
2007) at 144. see also http://www.driskellinquiry.ca/.
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the guise of a compensatory scheme, supposedly requiring higher threshold standards 

than are necessary for a mere acquittal. As Professor MacKinnon forcefully maintains:

   …one who is acquitted or discharged is innocent in the eyes of the law and the 

sights of the rest of us should not be set any lower… There is a powerful social 

interest in seeing acquitted persons do no worse than to be restored to the lives they 

had before they were prosecuted.70

In a paper delivered in June 2005 to the AIDWYC conference, former Justice Marshall argued that while 

factual innocence would obviously bring an individual within the ambit of the wrongly convicted, it would 

be unfair and dangerous to so limit the definition:

This paper argues that redress for the wrongly convicted should extend beyond the 

confines of factual innocence to at least instances where the miscarriage of justice has 

been materially influenced by egregious error or conduct by officers or agents of the state.71

In his report on the Driskell Inquiry, Commissioner LeSage noted that the term wrongful conviction was 

used by Professor Roach “to describe actual/factual innocence, as opposed to legal innocence where 

the Crown merely fails to discharge its burden”, and stated his own view that the term wrongful conviction 

ought not to be equated exclusively with factual innocence.72

While I am of the view that compensation should remain within the purview of the Executive, a criterion 

of factual innocence as the basis for paying compensation seems unduly restrictive. At one end of the 

scale, a wrongful conviction can result from trial errors, investigative oversight, and a host of other reasons 

short of official wrongdoing, which have not traditionally been regarded as calling for compensation. At the 

other end, a wrongful conviction can mean that an innocent person was convicted and where this has 

been shown, compensation has followed in many cases. Between these extremes, wrongful convictions 

can result from a wide range of official misbehavior - from ethical breaches to criminal conduct. Where a 

miscarriage of justice has resulted from an obvious breach of good faith in the application of standards 

expected of police, prosecution, or the courts, the door to compensation should not be closed for lack of 

proof of factual innocence.

 (c) Role of Appellate Courts in Conviction Review

The Criminal Code bestows power on provincial courts of appeal to overturn criminal convictions on a 

number of grounds including “a miscarriage of justice”.

686 (1) On the hearing of an appeal against a conviction or against a verdict that the 

appellant is unfit to stand trial or not criminally responsible on account of mental disorder, 

the court of appeal

  (a) may allow the appeal where it is of the opinion that

   (i)  the verdict should be set aside on the ground that it is unreasonable or 

cannot be supported by the evidence,

70 Supra note 67 at 139.

71 Supra note 10 at 6.

72 Supra note 69 at 139-142.
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   (ii)  the judgment of the trial court should be set aside on the ground of a wrong 

decision on a question of law, or

   (iii) on any ground there was a miscarriage of justice;

…

686(2) Where a court of appeal allows an appeal under paragraph (1)(a), it shall quash the 

conviction and

  (a) direct a judgment or verdict of acquittal to be entered; or

  (b) order a new trial.

Appeal courts also have the power to hear “fresh evidence” on an appeal from a conviction (s. 683(1)). 

The Supreme Court of Canada stated the principles in Palmer v. the Queen:

(1) The evidence should generally not be admitted if, by due diligence, it could have been 

adduced at trial provided this general principle will not be applied as strictly in a criminal 

case as in civil cases: see McMartin v. The Queen.

(2) The evidence must be relevant in the sense that it bears upon a decisive or potentially 

decisive issue in the trial.

(3) The evidence must be credible in the sense that it is reasonably capable of belief, and

(4) It must be such that if believed it could reasonably, when taken with the other evidence 

adduced at trial, be expected to have affected the result.73

Provincial courts of appeal cannot declare factual innocence, but in setting aside a wrongful conviction 

they restore to the appellant the presumption of innocence, a legal concept relating to the maxim that 

every accused is presumed innocent until proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

Appeal courts usually deal with convictions soon after they are entered, but in most cases of wrongful 

conviction, new information providing a basis to challenge the conviction becomes known only after all 

appeals are exhausted. Such was Milgaard’s case.

He was convicted on January 31, 1970 and his appeal was argued on November 6, 1970. The Court of 

Appeal rendered its judgment on January 5, 1971. At the time Tallis argued before the Court of Appeal, 

Fisher had been apprehended and confessed to two of the four Saskatoon attacks and was being 

investigated for the other two. There is no evidence that any police or Crown officer connected Fisher to 

Miller’s murder at this time.

Twenty-two years later, the Supreme Court of Canada in the Reference Case concluded that evidence 

of the Fisher rapes might reasonably have affected the verdict of the jury, entitling Milgaard to have his 

conviction set aside and a new trial ordered.74 Presumably a similar result would have ensued in 1970, 

had Tallis known of the Fisher proceedings and raised them as fresh evidence before the Court of Appeal.

73 [1980] 1 S.C.R. 759 at 775.

74 Reference Re Milgaard (Can.), [1992] 1 S.C.R. 866. See also Docid 058828.
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Our criminal justice system is already properly equipped with a procedure to provide appellate review of 

the safety of convictions entered by a Court or jury at trial. There appears to be no dispute that appellate 

courts in each province are the proper forums to consider and rule upon the safety of convictions, 

whether heard by way of appeal in first instance or by a return to the Court as part of the system of 

conviction review. The critical questions are to determine the circumstances in which a convicted person 

can have another opportunity to have a conviction reviewed by the appellate court, and who is best suited 

to properly make that decision.

 (d) Who Should be Responsible to Detect Wrongful Convictions?

In the current system, the convicted person bears the sole onus of investigating his own wrongful 

conviction to identify grounds to support an application for review. Placing the onus on an applicant to 

identify error and to provide all possible grounds to establish a likely miscarriage of justice gives rise to the 

following problems:

1.  The convicted person is not always able, and certainly not the best equipped, to identify grounds 

to support a wrongful conviction. He is usually incarcerated, has few if any resources, and lacks 

the expertise needed to analyze and detect what may give rise to a remedy. He will usually rely 

upon the skills and advice of family, friends and advocates, who, although well intentioned, 

typically are very emotional and focused on innocence and compensation rather than upon the 

identification of specific grounds supporting a claim of wrongful conviction.

2.  Few are fortunate to have the assistance of legal counsel. The identification of grounds to 

support a remedy is a difficult task even for legal counsel. A remedy should not be dependent 

upon legal counsel’s skill and competence or the lack thereof.

3.  The premise that a convicted person is in the best position to identify the grounds of a wrongful 

conviction is flawed. In many wrongful convictions, it is not what is known by the convicted 

person that will give rise to a remedy, but rather what is unknown. New information, not known 

at the time of trial, is needed to support the request for a remedy. Sitting through his own trial did 

not put Milgaard in a position to know that the Fisher information could have provided a basis to 

challenge his conviction. Nor did it help him to recognize procedural errors.

4.  A convicted person does not have coercive power to gain access to documents such as 

police and crown files, nor does a convicted person have any right to compel witnesses to be 

interviewed.

5.  Requiring the convicted person to investigate his case to detect his own wrongful conviction, 

can put the convicted person and his agents in contact with witnesses. This can be counter-

productive. The valuable recollections of a witness may be influenced by positions taken by the 

convicted person, or by improperly conducted interviews.

6.  By compelling the convicted person to investigate and detect his own case, it is inevitable that it 

will take far longer to detect and remedy a wrongful conviction. Joyce Milgaard spent eight years 

investigating and gathering information only to file an application which put forward two grounds 

that lacked substantial merit.

7.  The role of federal Justice lawyers in reviewing and testing information put forward by an 

applicant invites an adversarial approach to the process. The process would be better served by 

a proactive and inquisitional approach on the part of legal counsel for the Minister.
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A convicted person should not bear the heavy burden of reviewing his or her conviction to identify 

grounds to challenge the conviction. An independent agency with expertise and sufficient powers is better 

suited to the important task of exposing wrongful convictions, and identifying and investigating grounds 

that support a return of the conviction to the Courts for review.

 (e)  Is the Federal Minister the Appropriate Gatekeeper to Determine Whether Convictions 

Should be Returned to the Court for Review?

There is a difficulty in considering the handling of the s. 690 applications by Justice Canada investigators. 

It is a constitutional one which places the operation and management of a federal entity outside the 

purview of a provincially appointed public inquiry. Williams and Pearson, however, generated a great deal 

of information which came to the attention of Saskatchewan Justice and the police and which potentially 

might have justified an earlier reopening of the case. To answer the question of whether it did, we 

necessarily had to look into the quality of the information they generated while refraining from any criticism 

of the manner in which they conducted their affairs.

Justice Canada, relying on constitutional prerogative, stoutly resists any effort to inquire into the reasons 

for actions or advice between federal officials in connection with s. 690 applications. At the same time, 

Minister Campbell justified her decision to refuse the first application, by referring to advice she received 

from outside counsel, retired Supreme Court Justice William McIntyre, not specifying what the advice 

was.

This, in my view, amounts to a serious lack of transparency in the s. 690 process, as it then was. How is 

an applicant to know he was treated fairly when the decision maker relies on unspecified reasons which 

he/she refuses to divulge? This secrecy in itself is a strong argument for having wrongful conviction 

inquiries dealt with by a commission, independent of government. Some might argue that solicitor/client 

privilege could be involved in any case, so the advice would remain secret. So it might, but it could also 

be waived (in contrast to constitutional prerogative), and should be if it is relied upon for the decision. After 

all, Justice Canada routinely asks for waivers from applicants.

Brown, of Saskatchewan Justice in commenting upon the s. 690 process, observed that Justice Canada 

has sole jurisdiction, but the subject matter of its investigation originates in the province, and if a remedy 

is granted involving the courts it will usually find its way back to the province. Another difficulty is that this 

applicant saw federal investigators as just more “prosecutors” whose mindset favored the conviction. I am 

satisfied that that was not the case, but the perception could be removed by the use of an independent 

agency to review wrongful convictions. Such an agency would also be free of the constitutional 

prerogatives which Justice Canada feels compelled to invoke to restrict the flow of information. That said, 

any agency might feel the need to control information in the course of its investigation, which would not sit 

well with some people, but at least reasons for its decision could be more transparent.

With respect, Justice Canada officials devoted much care to this case, but in general it may be said 

that the s. 690 process under which they worked had a certain built in lack of transparency on the 

investigative side.

In their application for judicial review in the course of this inquiry, Justice Canada argued that what 

Williams and other federal officials did was irrelevant to us. The argument was found not to be within 

the context of the judicial review, but the fact that it was even made indicates a climate of secrecy and 

parochialism in Justice Canada. This is ill suited to the investigation of claims of wrongful conviction, 

which necessarily involve aspects of both provincial and federal jurisdiction.
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Without question, some of the information gathered by Justice Canada investigators in the s. 690 process 

was being passed along to Saskatchewan Justice, and therefore became relevant to the reopening of the 

investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

Another problem with the use of Justice Canada as an investigative agency in matters of wrongful 

conviction arises from the public failure to distinguish between Justice Canada and the Provincial Crown. 

According to Brown, Saskatchewan had an interest in the public’s perception of how the s. 690 process 

was going. The media kept reporting a lack of response to its inquiries, which Justice Canada would not 

answer, and which Saskatchewan Justice felt constrained from answering.

As matters now stand, even if the Minister of Justice believed that, in order to reassure the public that 

the process had been fair, it was necessary to release an opinion she had sought, she could not. That, it 

seems to me, is an excellent reason to move the wrongful conviction business to another agency.

Milgaard’s case became highly politicized as his supporters actively sought the attention of the media. 

Joyce Milgaard’s confrontation with Justice Minister Kim Campbell in Winnipeg on May 14, 1990 was 

widely reported in the news media. Later, on September 6, 1991, she spoke to Prime Minister Brian 

Mulroney, in an encounter that was also widely publicized. She asked that David be transferred to a 

minimum security institution. Milgaard’s request for a transfer to minimum security Rockwood Institution 

was approved at the end of October, 1991. During their September 6, 1991 meeting, the Prime Minister 

mentioned to Joyce Milgaard that he would be talking to the Justice Minister when he returned to Ottawa.

The Order-In-Council which referred the case to the Supreme Court of Canada on November 28, 1991 

specifically mentioned widespread concern over whether there was a miscarriage of justice in the 

conviction of Milgaard, and that it was in the public interest for the matter to be inquired into.

Federal Justice Minister Campbell held a press conference on November 29, 1991, to announce that 

Milgaard’s case had been referred to the Supreme Court of Canada. She stated that in order for her to 

grant a remedy under s. 690 of the Criminal Code, she had to be satisfied that there were reasonable 

grounds for believing that there was likely a miscarriage of justice. She emphasized that in referring the 

matter to the Supreme Court of Canada she had not come to any conclusion on whether a miscarriage 

of justice had occurred. She had not formed an opinion because she was faced with evidence, the 

value of which she was unable to ascertain, without the advice of the Supreme Court of Canada. 

She acknowledged that given growing public interest and concern, the case deserved a judicial and 

public examination. However, she denied that the case had ever been dealt with in a political way or that 

she had been influenced by media discussion.

While neither testified at the Inquiry, both former Minister of Justice Kim Campbell and former Prime 

Minister Brian Mulroney have, in their memoirs, discussed the handling of Milgaard’s conviction review 

applications.

Campbell’s book entitled “Time and Chance: The Political Memoirs of Canada’s First Woman Prime 

Minister”, was published in 1996.75 In Chapter 10, “Doing the Right Thing”, she discussed her handling 

of Milgaard’s two s. 690 applications. On the subject of Prime Minister Brian Mulroney’s meeting with 

Joyce Milgaard on September 6, 1991, Campbell complained:

75  Kim Campbell, Time and Chance: The Political Memoirs of Canada’s First Woman Prime Minister (Toronto: Doubleday 
Canada Limited, 1996).
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…The PM had blindsided me on one of my most difficult issues. In the eyes of the media, 

the meeting signalled that the PM was involved. Norman Spector, the PM’s chief of staff, 

called to assure me, somewhat sheepishly, that Mulroney had said nothing to Mrs. Milgaard 

about the section 690 application but had only agreed to look into her concerns about her 

son’s living conditions in prison. Several months later, we began to understand the thinking 

behind this inappropriate intervention. In a chat with the B.C. caucus, Hugh Segal, who 

replaced Spector in early 1992, talked about the upcoming election and efforts to improve 

the PM’s image. He then turned to the Joyce Milgaard incident in Winnipeg and said 

something like, “That’s the kind of thing he should be doing more of. It was brilliant and 

portrayed a side of him that the people haven’t seen before.”

As I told the press, Brian Mulroney was much too good a lawyer to intervene improperly 

in this matter. He never breathed a word to me about Milgaard, nor did anyone in his 

office ever attempt to influence my handling of the case. However, Joyce Milgaard is 

convinced he did, and the media accepted this view. This sort of thing made it very difficult 

to establish that the only motivation guiding me and my officials was a desire to make the 

right decision.76

In his book “Memoirs: 1939-1993”, Brian Mulroney indicates that he did intervene in the matter of 

Milgaard’s application for conviction review.77 He writes of being privately furious with Campbell over the 

manner in which she brushed off Joyce Milgaard during their public encounter on May 14, 1990, and 

relates:

When I got back to Ottawa, I arranged for a fast review of David Milgaard’s medical 

condition. He was soon transferred to a minimum-security institution. In an exchange of 

letters with Mrs. Milgaard, I told her, “I too, hope the matter will soon be resolved.” I then 

had Hugh Segal summon Justice Minister Kim Campbell to my parliamentary office in 

Centre Block, where, because of the sensitivity of the matter, I met with her alone, although 

I debriefed Hugh Segal and Gilbert Lavoie immediately after.

“The matter had been reviewed by the department and I have conveyed our decision,” she 

told me.

“Kim,” I answered, “that is not acceptable to me. The law provides for a reference to the 

Supreme Court, and it is my intention to ensure that this case is in fact referred to the 

Supreme Court.”

My tone was firm and my words unequivocal. She understood and changed her tack 

quickly.

“Prime Minister,” she answered, “if this is the case, may I make the announcement 

myself?”78

While the recollections of Campbell and Mulroney differ, on either account the Prime Minister intervened 

(successfully, on his word) in a statutory process which only nominally engaged the prerogative of mercy.

76 Ibid at 195.

77 Brian Mulroney, Memoirs: 1939 – 1993 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 2007).

78 Ibid at 901.
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Inevitably, the federal Minister’s decision was perceived as being political. The involvement of a federal 

politician in the review of individual cases of alleged wrongful conviction invites public advocacy in a 

media campaign, a war in which the truth is likely to be the first casualty. Although it can be said that 

the Milgaard case was unprecedented in the intensity of its media campaign, other wrongful conviction 

advocates have also relied upon public support to put pressure on the federal Minister.

The office of the federal Minister of Justice, identified, as it is by the public, with prosecutions, and being 

occupied by a political figure, does not lend itself well for the adjudication of issues which arise in the 

judicial system and are to be returned there. Parties unhappy with the Minister’s decision to either grant a 

remedy for conviction relief or to refuse it are able to accuse someone of political favoritism, or of having 

succumbed to political pressure. Conviction review should be carried out by an agency independent of 

the government of the day.

5. The British Model (Criminal Cases Review Commission)

One of the reform options considered by the federal Minister prior to the enactment of ss. 696.1 to 696.6 

was the creation of an independent tribunal to facilitate the investigation of alleged cases of wrongful 

conviction. The Minister’s 1998 Consultation Paper pointed out the Criminal Cases Review Commission 

(CCRC), established in the United Kingdom in response to high profile cases of wrongful conviction, as an 

example of a system in which conviction review is handled by an independent body.79

The Commission heard evidence from David Kyle, one of the founding members of the CCRC, on how the 

CCRC conducts investigations into cases of alleged wrongful convictions. Kyle served as a Commissioner 

with the CCRC from 1997 until his retirement in August, 2005. He provided the Commission with valuable 

insight into the reasons for the creation of the CCRC and its operation.

Kyle traced the history of the Commission for us. He explained that initial member appointments were not 

drawn from amongst those championing the correction of miscarriages of justice. He himself had been 

a prosecutor for 23 years. This was a help and put him at no disadvantage. One of the Commission’s 

strengths is its wide profile – defence, prosecution and policing are represented.

Prior to the creation of the CCRC in 1997, the system for conviction review in the United Kingdom was 

very similar to the current Canadian system. Where appeals were exhausted, a convicted person could 

not challenge his conviction, unless the Home Secretary, an elected politician, referred his case back 

to the Court of Appeal. Applicants were responsible to investigate their own case to identify grounds to 

warrant a review by the Home Secretary, who had the discretionary power to refer a conviction back to 

the Court of Appeal if he saw fit.

Following widespread concern over several high profile cases of wrongful convictions in terrorist bombing 

cases, the Home Secretary, in 1991, established a Royal Commission on Criminal Justice which was 

given wide terms of reference to examine the effectiveness of the criminal justice system in England and 

Wales. The Runciman Report on the Royal Commission on Criminal Justice was presented to Parliament 

in 1993.80 It recommended the establishment of an independent body to consider and investigate 

suspected miscarriages of justice, and the responsibility for conviction review was thereafter removed 

from the Home Secretary.

79 For information on the CCRC see the CCRC website at http://www.ccrc.gov.uk/.

80 The Royal Commission on Criminal Justice (London: HMSO, 1993).
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The report leading to the establishment of the CCRC said:

The last part of our terms of reference requires us to consider whether changes are needed 

in the arrangements for considering and investigating allegations of miscarriages of justice 

when appeal rights have been exhausted. Almost all of those who gave us evidence 

argued that the arrangements should be changed, with the responsibility for reopening 

cases being removed from the Home Secretary and transferred to a body independent 

of the Government. We agree that there is a strong case for change. We therefore argue 

in this chapter for the establishment of a new independent body to consider allegations 

of miscarriages of justice, to arrange for their investigation where appropriate, where that 

investigation reveals matters that ought to be considered further by the courts, to refer 

the cases concerned to the Court of Appeal. We discuss in some detail the role of such 

a body, its relationship to the courts and to the Government, its composition and how it 

should be held accountable, the powers it may need to investigate cases, and how those 

cases should be selected.81

The motivating factors behind the creation of the CCRC were described by Kyle in “Correcting 

Miscarriages of Justice: The Role of the Criminal Cases Review Commission”:

The Royal Commission voiced two principal concerns about the Home Secretary’s 

role in relation to miscarriages of justice. First, examination of how the role was 

exercised revealed a restrictive and essentially reactive approach by the Home 

Office characterized by the absence of investigative initiative. Secondly, this role 

assigned to the Home Secretary was incompatible with the constitutional separation of 

powers between the courts and the executive; indeed, trying to keep them separate had 

contributed to the reluctance of the Home Office to enquire deeply enough into cases it 

was asked to consider. Put another way, it was undesirable for the Home Secretary to 

be directly responsible for reviewing suspected miscarriages of justice as well as being 

responsible for law and order and the police.82

It was recognized that the state should bear the responsibility to facilitate the investigation of wrongful 

convictions, and that it was neither appropriate nor expedient to leave this up to the convicted person. 

One of the mandates of the CCRC is to investigate an alleged wrongful conviction based solely upon an 

application by a convicted person. The convicted person no longer bears the heavy burden of reviewing 

his or her conviction to identify grounds to challenge the conviction. The CCRC consists of people with 

significant expertise and appropriate powers to review convictions and identify those grounds that may 

give rise to a remedy.

The CCRC is not a servant or agent of the Crown, but rather an independent commission. 

Commissioners are appointed on the recommendation of the Prime Minister, and there are to be not 

fewer than 11 members. At least 1/3 of the Commissioners must be legally qualified and at least 2/3 

must have experience or knowledge of some aspect of the criminal justice system. One of the strengths 

of the Commission is the diverse backgrounds of the various Commission members, including non-legal 

perspectives. In addition to the Commission members, the CCRC employs a staff of case managers and 

administrators. The Commissioners determine whether to refer cases to the appeal courts. Much of the 

81 Ibid at 180. See also docid 340178.

82  David Kyle, “Correcting Miscarriages of Justice: The Role of the Criminal Cases Review Commission” (2004) 52 Drake 
L. Rev 657 at 661.
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investigative work is conducted by case review managers. Some case review managers are lawyers, but 

people from a wide variety of backgrounds fill this role.

Parliament also concluded that a member of government should not act as gatekeeper in deciding 

whether a case should be returned to the Court of Appeal. This function was transferred from the Home 

Secretary to the CCRC. By combining the investigation and the gatekeeper functions, the efficiency of 

the conviction process improved. The CCRC is knowledgeable about the grounds that have a chance 

of succeeding before the Court of Appeal, and can tailor its investigative efforts to identify meritorious 

grounds.

The CCRC has been in operation for 10 years and represents a significant improvement in the manner in 

which wrongful convictions are detected, investigated and remedied in the United Kingdom. The following 

is a more detailed review of its process.

 (a) The Application and Investigation

Anyone convicted of a criminal offence in England, Wales or Northern Ireland can apply to the CCRC. 

Generally speaking, the CCRC will accept an application if (1) there has already been an appeal (or leave 

to appeal has been refused) and there is some new factor which the Courts have not considered before, 

or (2) there are exceptional circumstances.

The huge bulk of applications come from applicants directly, with no involvement from legal counsel. 

The CCRC has a comprehensive website and undertakes initiatives to ensure that it reaches its audience 

of potential applicants.83 The application form on the website is written in plain language and is designed 

to be completed, with relative ease, by an applicant. The application form states:

This form is for anyone who wants us to review a conviction or sentence that they think is 

wrong. We have written the form as though the person who was convicted is going to fill it 

in, but anyone can do this for them.

The applicant is asked to answer all of the questions if he or she possibly can, and is advised that if 

assistance is required, the CCRC should be contacted. The applicant is asked to tell the CCRC what 

he or she thinks went wrong and what is new about the case. The applicant is also asked to send the 

CCRC papers (if able to), and is advised that if the applicant does not have them the CCRC can obtain 

them. The form includes an authorization to be signed by the applicant allowing the CCRC to contact the 

applicant’s solicitor for the purpose of collecting information and documents about the case.

The applicant is not required to investigate his own case and in fact is encouraged not to, lest it impede 

the work of the CCRC. Most applications appear in the form of a letter from the complainant. The CCRC 

listens carefully, but also looks at the case as a whole. It is more proactive than reactive. This cannot be 

said for Justice Canada who sees its role as the careful examiner of the best case the applicant can put 

forward.

The CCRC is a non-departmental public body, internally governed, and as such can be perceived as 

independent. The Home Office has a legitimate interest in the resources of the CCRC but not in its 

casework. As to informing prisoners of their rights, Kyle acknowledged that potential applicants are 

typically poor, in prison, and suspicious. But he said that the CCRC’s literature is in every prison and they 

83 Supra note 79.
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have made a conscientious effort to inform prisoners. The CCRC encourages applicants to send what 

they have, but regards it as its own responsibility to get what it needs.

They have about 40 written policies, operational and legal. Their objective is consistency. Prodding from 

lawyers or Members of Parliament is not needed.

It is the policies and procedures which are transparent to the public, not the progress of individual cases.

Once an application is received, the CCRC decides how extensive the investigation should be, and what 

avenues should be pursued. The CCRC sees it as its responsibility to obtain the information necessary to 

conduct a proper review of the case. This usually includes the police, prosecution and defence files.

The CCRC takes a proactive role in the investigation of applications as Kyle described at the Inquiry:

Q.  Is there an expectation or a requirement that an applicant himself or herself 

investigate and come to your Commission with the grounds for the application?

A.  There is no requirement or expectation that they will do so. Generally speaking – the 

vast majority of applications received by the Commission appear in the form of a 

letter written by the applicant possibly from prison in which the applicant gives their 

understanding of why they think that they are the victim of a miscarriage of justice 

and quite often, as you might imagine, the reasons why they think things have gone 

wrong may actually bear no relationship at all to the actual reason why things have 

gone wrong, and if I tell you, for example, that one of the commonest expressions 

of grief in applicants who apply to the Commission is that their lawyers didn’t act for 

them properly, that again, as will come as no surprise to hear, is very rarely the basis 

for referring a case back for an appeal, so we certainly don’t expect them to 

have done any investigative work of their own.

   Sometimes if they are represented for the purpose of making an application they may 

have done some investigative work, but our experience leads us to think that if the 

case is to be investigated by the Commission, we would actually much prefer it 

if we could identify the areas of investigation which we wish to undertake 

and how they should be structured rather than to have something which has 

been precooked sent to us.

Q.  And so I take it from that that an applicant who may put forward a ground or two 

in his or her letter to the Commission, that that doesn’t limit the Commission in the 

grounds that they investigate; in fact, it may be that the Commission looks at what it 

thinks are more appropriate. Is that fair?

A.  That’s absolutely fair. I mean, the Commission is very interested to consider very 

carefully what applicants have to say because they are quite likely to be in a better 

position than anybody else to know where things have gone wrong, but what the 

Commission does is look, having looked carefully at what the applicant has to say 

about the predicament he or she finds themselves in, that then to look carefully at the 

case as a whole an, as I say, this is why this early investigation into how things have 
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got to where they are is so important, to be able to identify where there are issues 

which could make a difference to the safety of the conviction.

Q.  There are some writers that have described your Commission as being more 

proactive than reactive as far as the investigation, and would you agree with that 

description?

A. Yes.84

The CCRC has the expertise to investigate the cases of those who feel they have been wrongly convicted 

or unfairly sentenced. In fact, it is now the expectation, on the part of applicants and their legal counsel, 

that the CCRC will undertake the investigation of alleged miscarriages of justice. Kyle stated that the 

CCRC much prefers to do the investigation on its own as it, and not the applicant, has the expertise. 

He testified as follows:

Q.  And can you tell us, what would you see as being the advantages of the Commission 

investigating possible wrongful conviction, miscarriages of justice, or reviewing 

information, as opposed to the applicant and/or the applicant’s – people assisting the 

applicant?

A.  Well I think the big, the greatest risk with leaving the investigation to the applicant or 

their representatives – and we’ve already identified one risk, which was articulated in 

the Royal Commission report – was that that encouraged the person who was going 

to make the decision whether to refer the case or not somewhat inactive and put in 

too – laying too much store by what the applicant was able to come up with by way 

of persuasion to refer the case back.

   But when one looks, say, assuming the investigation is to be done, the strength, 

I think, of the Commission doing it rather than leaving it to the applicant 

is that the Commission, all things being equal, is likely to have a far better 

understanding of what it is about the case that needs investigating and to 

what end that investigation is best directed.

   So if we take, for example, a situation where you have a case which was dealt with, 

in terms of trial, many years ago, and the applicant and his legal representatives are 

absolutely convinced that witnesses at the trial many years ago either didn’t tell the 

truth or could have said something different and they convince themselves that this 

is the case, so they run back to the witnesses and ask them to give them another 

statement telling them what happened 25 years ago, now I think the Commission’s 

view in such circumstances would be that it’s extremely unlikely that asking a witness 

to give a version of events from memory 25 years ago, even if it differed from the 

evidence which was given at trial, is actually likely to be given a great deal of weight 

either by the Commission or, indeed, by the Court of Appeal. Because all you’re 

doing is playing off the same witness, playing off the same witness’ recollection over 

a long period of time, but an applicant or representative may be very firmly of the 

view that that is the best way of doing the investigation whereas in fact the actual, the 

more effective investigation, might be on very different lines.

84 T40032-T40034.
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   And I think, from the point of view of the investigation being an effective one and 

producing material which has a positive outcome so far as any decision to refer the 

case is concerned, it is better that if you have a body, as we do with the CCRC, who 

has both this investigatory and decisive role, that the advantages are very much in 

favour of the Commission identifying lines of inquiry and how they should be pursued 

and the objectives which those investigations are – seek to achieve.85

The CCRC has wide ranging investigative powers and can obtain and preserve documentation held by 

any public body. It can also appoint an investigating officer from another public body to carry out inquiries 

on its behalf. Kyle indicated that while the CCRC has the power to compel the production of documents, 

it does not have any power to compel witness interviews. The CCRC has not, on the whole, encountered 

problems in speaking to witnesses but Kyle advised that the CCRC would like to see legislative change in 

this area.

In some cases, the CCRC will interview the applicant but this is not done routinely. The CCRC does not 

require the applicant to assert that they did not commit the crime. As discussed in greater detail below, 

Kyle explained that the circumstances in which a conviction might be unsafe are far wider than the narrow 

question of whether the applicant is factually innocent.

Kyle said that the CCRC routinely informs applicants of what lines of inquiry are being taken, but generally 

they do not disclose evidence as they find it. Applicants should be made to understand that they are 

not partners in the investigation. They are given a chance to make submissions and the commission 

gives reasons for both referrals and refusals. Internal work of the members such as advice, memos and 

discussions are not shared with the applicant. The information to be disclosed is that which supports the 

decision. An applicant may re-apply.

 (b) Test for Referral

In deciding whether to refer a case back to the Court of Appeal, the CCRC employs the “real possibility” 

test set out in section 13 of the Criminal Appeal Act 1995.86 If the Commission is satisfied that there is a 

“real possibility” that the conviction will be quashed by the Court of Appeal, it shall refer the case back to 

the Court of Appeal. A decision to refer a case to the Court of Appeal can only be made by a committee 

of at least three commissioners.

The Commission serves as a gatekeeper to the Court of Appeal to whom it refers cases. The Commission 

does not concern itself with guilt or innocence, just whether there is a real possibility that the conviction is 

unsafe. The court decides whether the conviction is safe and, if it is not, they must quash it.

The CCRC’s concern is whether a person is rightly or wrongfully convicted, considered on an objective, 

evidential basis. Wrongful conviction can mean that someone has been convicted of an offence which he 

did not commit – he is innocent in the absolute sense – or it can mean that a person was convicted in a 

flawed trial or because significant, relevant, new evidence has come to light which might have affected the 

verdict of a jury. The real possibility test has to be applied in finding new evidence or a new factor which 

could have caused the trier of fact to act differently.

85 T40148-T40151.

86 Criminal Appeal Act 1995 (U.K.), 1995, c.35.
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The Commission does not reassess matters which a jury has considered. Kyle said that they try to identify 

lines of inquiry likely to result in a remedy. They look for time and resource effective investigative paths 

through a rigorous process of investigative planning.

Where a decision to refer is made, a statement of reasons is issued and the case is sent to the Court 

of Appeal. The statement of reasons is a comprehensive document, setting out the case at trial, the 

issues on appeal and the investigative steps taken. It also contains the CCRC’s analysis of the facts 

and issues, and the impact of new information on the safety of the conviction. A copy of the reasons for 

making the reference is sent to every person likely to be a party to the appeal proceedings. Kyle explained 

the grounds of appeal are now limited to those identified by the CCRC in its statement of reasons, 

unless the applicant obtains leave to extend the grounds. If the case if referred to the Court of Appeal, 

the involvement of the CCRC is at an end. The applicant is required to prepare and argue the appeal. 

The Court of Appeal will allow an appeal against conviction if they think that the conviction is unsafe.

Kyle discussed the test for making a reference to be that “…there is a real possibility that the conviction, 

verdict, finding or sentence would not be upheld were the reference to be made”.87 The reference must be 

made on argument or evidence not raised in the proceedings which led to it – for example, either at trial 

or on appeal. And the weight of the new evidence or new argument must be such as to provide the basis 

for a serious challenge to the safety of the conviction. Examples are new forensic evidence and evidence 

from recently discovered witnesses. An uncorroborated recanting witness will not likely provide reason 

enough for a referral. The Court of Appeal is cynical about them. There are two types; one recants his trial 

evidence and the second comes forward to take all the blame when two people have been convicted. 

All sorts of pressures cause witnesses to recant, some having nothing to do with the truth. Elapsed time 

is an important consideration. “What caused you, after all this time, to come forward?” Only a handful 

of cases have been sent to the Court of Appeal based on recantations but, that said, a recantation can 

cause inquiry into other evidence at trial.

Where a decision is made not to refer a case to an appeal court, the CCRC must also provide a 

statement of reasons for its decision to the applicant. As a matter of fairness, applicants are given an 

opportunity to make further representations. They are given 20 working days to respond to a provisional 

view not to refer their case. If no response is received, a statement of reasons is then issued and the 

case is closed. If a response is received, any issues raised by the applicant are considered and the case 

is passed to a Commissioner to make a decision. If there are grounds to refer the case, a statement of 

reasons is issued and the case is sent to the appeal courts. If there are no grounds to refer the case, a 

statement of reasons is issued and the case is closed.

In Kyle’s words:

….If we make a decision to refer a case to the Court of Appeal, we make that decision, 

and articulate the reasons for doing it. If we are thinking that this is a case – and this 

is so in the majority of the cases that the Commission deals with – that it’s not a case 

where there is a basis for referring the case to the Court of Appeal, then we are required 

to indicate that as a provisional conclusion, and invite representatives – invite further 

representations from the applicant which we can then take into account before making 

the final decision not to refer a case. And there is the further requirement that, at the point 

of notifying the applicant of a provisional conclusion that there are no grounds for referral, 

87 T40112.
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we are required to disclose all the evidence and information that we have relied on for the 

purpose of reaching that provisional conclusion.” (T40102-40103)

…

“Q.  And we’ll see some statistics later, but I think about 70 percent of the cases you 

send to the Court of Appeal result in a remedy; is that roughly –

A. Between 60 and 70, yes.

Q. And from your perspective, is that the right number as far as the real possibility?

A.  Well, the real – there is no definition of real possibility and necessarily there has to 

be a gap between the real possibility evaluation and the outcome in the Court of 

Appeal itself, and although there may be some who think that the gap is not wide 

enough, the view which the Commission has traditionally taken is that to find the 

Court of Appeal, if you like, agreeing with our evaluation in two-thirds of the cases 

and disagreeing with one-third suggests that we are applying a responsible approach 

to our evaluation of what is a real possibility.

Q.  And is it correct to say that your Commission does not decide the guilt or innocence 

of an applicant?

A. No, it doesn’t.

Q.  And does not directly provide a remedy setting aside the conviction or anything of 

that nature?

A. No.

Q. And that it’s up to the court to decide, whether or not the verdict is safe?

A. Yes.

Q.  And your role is simply to decide whether or not the applicant should have another 

chance to go there?

A. Yes.88

Kyle spoke of the meaning and practical application of the “real possibility” test used. He described it as 

setting a relatively low threshold. In his article entitled “Correcting Miscarriages of Justice: The Role of the 

Criminal Cases Review Commission”, he wrote that: “Real possibility is not defined by the statute, and 

the Commission has consistently taken the view that it should not be given a restrictive interpretation, a 

view with which the court is on the face of it content.”89 The courts have described “real possibility” as 

“more certain than an outside chance or a bare possibility, but which might be less than a probability, or a 

likelihood, or a racing certainty.”90

88 T40102-T40103; and T40039-T40040.

89 Supra note 82 at 666.

90 Ibid.
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The CCRC does not concern itself with questions of guilt or innocence in the absolute sense but rather 

the safety of the conviction.

Q.  And again, in your view, then, does a person have to demonstrate or establish 

factual innocence or innocence in the absolute sense to establish that he has been 

wrongfully convicted?

A.  Not from the point of view of the application to the Commission’s test in deciding 

whether there is a real possibility that the Court of Appeal might find that conviction 

to be unsafe. I mean, I would make the general observation that whilst, if you do have 

a situation and you may not ever know whether you do or don’t have a situation, 

but if you do have a situation where someone is innocent in the absolute sense, 

it would, of course, be very desirable and very gratifying if that could actually be 

established, but the reality is that that rarely can be established, it’s very rare 

indeed when carrying out investigations into a conviction which is alleged 

to be a wrongful one to find wholly-exonerating evidence. In the great majority 

of instances where the Commission has referred cases to the Court of Appeal it 

has been on the basis of that other category of wrongful conviction which I’ve just 

described.

Q.  And so if we had a situation where a person was convicted and then 10 years later 

it became apparent that there was evidence that had it been presented at trial may 

have affected the verdict of the jury and the Court of Appeal then quashes that 

conviction, again, in your view, would that then be a wrongful conviction of that 

person?

A. Yes.

Q. Regardless of whether that person can or cannot establish his factual innocence?

A. Yes.

Q.  Can you tell us, in the work of the CCRC, is factual innocence something that is any 

part or a significant part of what you investigate?

A.  Umm, no, and it’s – it certainly isn’t any, in any way a motivating factor behind how 

we go about the investigation. It may be, at the end of the investigation, we do 

acquire evidence which we can then say “this not only shows the conviction to be 

unsafe but it also appears to demonstrate that the defendant is factually innocent”, 

but that, if you like, is a bonus, if it happened, but it isn’t essential to the meeting of 

the test or referral to the Court of Appeal.

Q.  And is it fair to say that, at least how you’ve described it, where the English Court 

of Appeal quashes a conviction that you’ve referred to them on the basis that the 

conviction is not safe because new information came to light that might have affected 

the verdict, that that would be a wrongful conviction, and that the Court would not 

look at the issue of factual innocence?
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A.  No, because the Court would only be concerned with the question whether the 

conviction was safe or not, and safety doesn’t depend on the establishment of 

factual innocence.

Q. Well how –

A. Well unsafely, I should say, doesn’t depend on the issue of factual innocence.

Q.  And then, generally speaking then, are – people who have had their convictions 

quashed after being referred to your Commission, I think you are telling us, would be 

considered wrongfully convicted and in some instances entitled to compensation on 

the basis, solely, that their conviction was quashed; is that correct?

A.  Yes. I hesitate for – I’m trying to get the full import of that question. The – a person 

who is convicted and then successful on appeal may bring themselves into the 

frame for compensation, but it by no means follows that simply because someone’s 

conviction is quashed on appeal, that they are necessarily entitled to compensation.

Q.  Even though I think you are saying they would be wrongfully convicted, the question 

of compensation depends on other factors, is that –

A.  Well, certainly. I mean for the – I mean what I am saying is that the question 

of whether someone should be compensated for having been convicted, and 

subsequently that conviction is quashed, is a different question to whether that 

person has been safely or unsafely convicted.

Q.  And I take it the compensation part is not something you people either deal with 

directly or consider in any way in any of your work?

A.  No, we don’t. There was a suggestion in the early times, early life of the Commission, 

that the Commission should actually take over responsibility for considering 

compensation claims from the Home Office, and the Commission resolutely resisted 

that suggestion.

Q.  And I take it, then, that, once the conviction of a person is quashed, that person 

reverts to the legal presumption of innocence?

A. Absolutely.

Q. And is innocent in that sense?

A. Yes.91

 (c) Review of CCRC Operations

Kyle testified that the number of applications received by the CCRC has remained fairly steady at between 

70 to 80 per month. He explained that approximately 1/3 of applications received do not qualify (generally 

because the appeal process has not been exhausted). Of those applications that do qualify, approximately 

2/3 can be dealt with fairly quickly in a streamlined process with the remaining 1/3 constituting more 

91 T40045-T40049.
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complex and time consuming cases. Overall, the CCRC’s rate of referral to the appeal courts is 

approximately 4 percent. Of cases that are referred, the success rate in the appeal courts is approximately 

70 percent. The CCRC’s 2006/2007 Annual Report states the following:

At 31 March 2007 the Commission had referred 356 (4 percent) out of 8,951 cases 

completed. The appeal courts, including the House of Lords, had determined a total of 

313 referrals, quashing 187 convictions (68 percent of those referred) and upholding 88 

(32 percent). In the same period, 33 sentences (87 percent of those referred) were varied 

and 5 (13 percent) upheld. The remaining 43 cases were still to be heard at 31 March 

2007. The combined rate of convictions quashed and sentences varied was 70 percent.92

The majority of cases where a remedy is granted do not involve misconduct or deliberate wrongdoing, 

said Kyle. Rather, the cases resulting in referral involve either the discovery of relevant new evidence, or, 

some flaw in procedure due to human error. In his article “Correcting Miscarriages of Justice: The Role of 

the Criminal Cases Review Commission”, he wrote:

…From the Commission’s perspective, cases that result in referral tend to fall into two 

broad categories. The first is cases in which relevant new evidence appears, occasionally 

if rarely being wholly exculpatory, but more often being of a nature that, had it been heard 

by the jury, might reasonably have caused them to come to a different verdict…The second 

category, more closely aligned to the types of issues raised by applicants themselves, 

involves some flaw in the investigation, prosecution, or trial process not brought about by 

malice but rather, in plain terms, because someone has not done his or her job properly – 

and this may well be something to which the defence lawyers have contributed. In today’s 

complex criminal justice system, opportunities for falling down on the requirements of a fair 

trial are legion, but it is not the simple fact of failure that counts, but its significance to the 

safety of the conviction, taking account of the whole circumstances of the case.93

The time it takes the CCRC to make a decision on whether a case should be referred to an appeal court 

will depend on its complexity. On average, the CCRC aims to complete its investigation and make a 

decision on referral within six months.

The CCRC’s annual budget is approximately £7 million. The population of the United Kingdom, excluding 

Scotland, is approximately 65 million, which is roughly double the Canadian population.

When the CCRC came into existence there were some who predicted that the floodgates would be 

opened, but Kyle indicated that the number of applications received by the CCRC on a yearly basis has 

remained fairly steady. Applicants can apply more than once and some do. This is likely a hallmark of the 

accessibility of the system. Many applicants apply on their own but there is also the availability of legal 

aid. While only a small fraction of applications are referred, Kyle explained that in his view, investigation of 

an unsuccessful complaint of wrongful conviction is as valuable to maintaining confidence in the judicial 

system as exposing a wrongful conviction.

92 Supra note 79.

93 Supra note 82 at 672.
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6. Comparison of Canadian and British Systems

The key to any successful system of reviewing claims of wrongful conviction is attitudinal. Wrongful 

convictions must be seen as inevitable rather than exceptional, and there must be openness in admitting 

them and resolve in correcting mistakes.

David Kyle wrote:

However, because it is idle to pretend that things will not go wrong in even the best 

regulated criminal justice system, there is a question of critical cultural importance. Will 

whatever mechanism that is adopted to address the cries of those who claim to have been 

wrongly convicted have at its heart the will to own up to mistakes and learn lessons, or will 

it strive to preserve the status quo?94

In Canada, while it is acknowledged that wrongful convictions regrettably can and sometimes do occur, 

they are still regarded as exceptional. And so they are, in numbers at least. But they are disproportionately 

serious in nature, striking at the heart of the legal presumption of innocence upon which the fairness of 

our criminal trial process depends.

In his article entitled “Facing up to Miscarriages of Justice”, Graham Zellick, Chairman of the CCRC, said:

No criminal justice system, however good it is or is thought to be, will be immune from 

error. That, of course, is acknowledged in all developed systems by the process of appeal, 

but not all errors can be detected at that stage. Evidence may emerge only later, there 

may be developments in law and practice, there may be later evidence of impropriety, error 

or irregularity. Thus, in every system, however good and whatever its trial and appellate 

arrangements, there will be wrongful convictions or miscarriages of justice.

Most developed systems regard the reopening of convictions once the normal appellate 

processes have been exhausted as fairly rare and extraordinary. A power is usually vested 

in some person or body with appropriate authority, but it is typically immensely difficult 

to disturb a conviction or even persuade the relevant authority to reopen the matter for 

further investigation. These arrangements cannot be said to provide an adequate system 

for dealing with the inevitability of wrongful convictions. That is why it is essential to have 

standing machinery of some kind to deal with these issues. Finality in civil proceedings 

has everything to commend it: finality in criminal proceedings, where liberty and 

reputation are at stake, is a singular evil.

It must, however, be emphasized that post-conviction review machinery is not a substitute 

for getting the criminal process right, for striking the correct balance between the 

prosecution and defence, and for having the appropriate procedural rules and safeguards. 

Post-appeal review presupposes a robust, effective and fair criminal justice system. 

Otherwise, the burden placed on it will be unsupportable.

The ability and willingness of the criminal justice system in any country to confront 

miscarriages of justice and wrongful convictions is a fundamental test of its humanity, 

decency and fairness. Justice demands no less.95

94 Supra note 82 at 660.

95 Graham Zellick, “Facing Up to Miscarriages of Justice” (2006) 31 Man. L.J. 239 at 239-240.
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 (a) Proactive v. Reactive

The Canadian conviction review system, notwithstanding legislative changes made in 2002, remains 

essentially a reactive process. Not so the English CCRC, as Kyle explained:

…and the key, it seems to me, whoever this power is exercised by, it doesn’t matter 

whether it’s – for these purposes, practical purposes it doesn’t matter very much whether 

it’s done by a government minister or by an independent person, the key to exposing 

wrongful convictions is having the will and the resources to go out and investigate 

to see whether there is anything wrong and not simply sit back and say to the 

applicant, well, if you can show me something new I may react to it, but if you 

can’t, I’m sorry, there’s nothing I can do.96

An individual in prison can apply on his or her own and an investigation will be triggered. The process 

starts with the CCRC gathering relevant records from the court, defence and prosecution, and the police. 

There is recognition that convicts face great difficulty in getting the evidence, and in developing the 

argument needed to overturn the wrongful conviction.

Applicants, and even legal counsel, do not have the expertise required to identify the issues which could 

make a difference to the safety of the conviction.

The conviction review system in Canada is not so accessible. Application requirements are onerous 

and beyond the ability of most convicted persons. The onus of identifying all the grounds of the alleged 

miscarriage of justice is heavy.

These difficulties are reflected in the small number of applications received by the federal Minister. 

His Annual Report for 2007 indicates that in the year ended March 31, 2007, a total of 18 application 

requests were made.97 Of these, only four were completed. The remaining 14 were partially completed, 

meaning that the applicant has submitted some but not all of the forms, information and supporting 

documents required by the Regulations. Only completed applications are considered by the Minister. 

In his report to Commissioner LeSage in the Driskell Inquiry, Professor Roach noted that the statistical 

information now reported by the federal Minister in the annual reports demonstrates “the comparative 

rarity of applications and the greater rarity of successful applications under s. 696.1.”98

Access to the review process is more restrictive here than in England, where the emphasis seems to be 

on an openness to listen to everyone’s complaint and accord it appropriate investigative resources.

 (b) Independent v. Political

Prior to creation of the CCRC, conviction reviews were handled by the Home Secretary, the Member 

of Cabinet responsible for criminal justice. In 1993, the Runciman Report on the Royal Commission 

on Criminal Justice recommended the establishment of a new body independent of both the 

government and the courts, to be responsible for dealing with allegations of miscarriages of justice.99 

This recommendation was based on the concern that the role assigned to the Home Secretary was 

incompatible with the constitutional separation of powers, as between the courts and the Executive.

96 T40080.

97 Supra note 54.

98 Supra note 56 at 11.

99 Supra note 80.
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The argument is not quite as straightforward in Canada, a federal state, where jurisdiction over criminal 

law matters is shared between Canada and the provinces. The federal Minister, in our case, found herself 

removed from the process which convicted Milgaard. Still, the appearance of interest remains. Brown 

testified that the public makes no distinction between Saskatchewan Justice, and Justice Canada. 

For many it seems that a prosecutor is investigating a prosecutor.

The CCRC is an executive non-departmental public body. It receives funding from the Secretary of State 

for the Home Department. While the CCRC acknowledges a duty to account fully for funds received 

from government, it has the independence to decide individual cases without interference or pressure. 

The CCRC states in its Annual Report 2006/2007 that “our ability to do justice in all cases means that 

we must also have the freedom to decide how we go about our work, what categories of cases we 

investigate, and how decisions are reached. These responsibilities are cast on us by Parliament, they are 

critical to the decisions reached in individual cases, they underpin the confidence our stakeholders have in 

us, and they must be exercised fearlessly.”100

In his article noted above, Zellick argues that the most appropriate model for conviction review is a 

free-standing statutory body. He argues that where responsibility for conviction review is located within 

central government, as part of the responsibility of a minister, the system will never inspire the degree of 

confidence that is necessary:

There is also the issue of principle, namely, that it is no part of a ministerial role to be 

involved in the administration of justice as it relates to individual cases. It is true that there is 

a long tradition of such involvement in the British system deriving from the Crown’s role in 

exercising the royal prerogative of mercy. But the historical explanation should not be taken 

to legitimise a current ministerial role, which also implies a degree of parliamentary scrutiny. 

That is to risk infusing an individual criminal conviction with a political dimension, which is 

entirely undesirable…101

At the Inquiry, Kyle testified that political pressure is not brought to bear on the CCRC in its handling of 

individual cases. He commented that were a case to be raised in Parliament, the responsible Minister, 

presumably the Home Secretary or the Attorney General, would simply indicate that the government had 

no standing in the way in which the CCRC made its decisions in individual cases.

The Prime Minister, in his memoirs, has said that he intervened in Milgaard’s conviction review applications 

being conducted by his Minister of Justice. Notwithstanding legislative amendments made in 2002, 

applications for conviction review are still decided by the federal Minister of Justice. So long as the 

responsibility for conviction review remains with the federal Minister of Justice, an elected politician, there 

will be the potential for political pressure to play a role in the decision making process, or, at the very least, 

for the perception to exist that the decision was influenced by political pressure. The conviction review 

system must not only be truly independent, it must be seen to be independent.

 (c) Inquisitorial v. Adversarial

The CCRC brings a non-adversarial and inquisitorial approach to the process of conviction review, 

and that is its strength, in Kyle’s view. There is now an expectation on the part of applicants and their 

counsel that the Commission will conduct an investigation with the result that applicants defer to the 

100 Supra note 79.

101 Supra note 95 at 240.
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CCRC’s expertise, in preference to investigating themselves or launching media campaigns. A feature of 

independence is the ability to inquire without regard to vested interests.

The adversarial nature of the conviction review process in Milgaard’s case was largely of the 

applicant’s own making, but the system itself is partly at fault. In the “Report of the Commission of 

Inquiry into Certain Aspects of the Trial and Conviction of James Driskell”, Commissioner LeSage 

endorsed the recommendation made by Commissioner Cory in the “Report of the Inquiry Regarding 

Thomas Sophonow” that there should be a completely independent entity established which can 

effectively, efficiently and quickly review cases in which wrongful conviction is alleged.102 In making this 

recommendation, Commissioner LeSage noted his concern about the adversarial nature of the current 

conviction review process. He wrote the following:

I concur in this recommendation, especially in light of the submissions of the WPS, and the 

evidence of Chief Ewatski, recognizing the difficulties encountered with the post-conviction 

review process. In particular, I am concerned about the adversarial nature of the present 

process. Driskell could not launch an application until he had sufficient disclosure to satisfy 

the Department of Justice standard for launching a section 696.2 review. However, the 

WPS would not make disclosure for purposes of a section 696.2 review until Driskell’s 

application was made. This is a classic “catch 22” situation. If there was an independent 

inquisitorial body, as in the U.K., it could, after having been satisfied that a threshold, not 

necessarily a high threshold, has been met, commence the section 696.2 process of its 

own initiative. In this way, information that is unavailable to the applicant because of their 

inability to compel disclosure, would be available to the independent agency to allow them 

to make a better determination of whether a miscarriage of justice occurred.103

 (d) Low Threshold v. High Threshold

In the U.K., the CCRC investigates applications on behalf of those alleging they were wrongly convicted 

or unfairly sentenced, and then decides whether a matter should be referred to the Court of Appeal. 

In determining whether a referral should be made, the CCRC employs the real possibility test set out in 

section 13 of the Criminal Appeal Act 1995.104 Section 13 indicates that a reference of a conviction shall 

not be made unless the CCRC considers that there is a real possibility that the conviction would not be 

upheld by an appeal court.

The real possibility test has been described as setting a relatively low threshold for an applicant, 

consistent with the CCRC’s view of itself as a gateway into the Court of Appeal. At the Inquiry, Kyle 

commented that “we see the real possibility test as being a relatively low threshold, it’s not a hugely 

difficult hurdle for an applicant to overcome.”105 Kyle also confirmed that it is up to the court to decide 

whether or not the verdict is safe. The CCRC’s role is simply to decide whether or not an applicant should 

have another chance to go there.

Pursuant to s. 696.3(3) of the Criminal Code, the Minister of Justice may grant a remedy on an application 

for ministerial review if he is satisfied that there is a reasonable basis to conclude that a miscarriage of 

102  Supra note 69.

103 Ibid at 121.

104 Supra note 86.

105 T40213.
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justice likely occurred. This test is similar to that used by the Court of Appeal when hearing a case that 

has been referred to it by the Minister of Justice.

In Truscott, the Ontario Court of Appeal explained:

The two kinds of potential fresh evidence described above raise different issues for an 

appellate court to consider. However, there are two important characteristics that the two 

kinds of evidence share. First, both attack the reliability of the verdict. To succeed on 

appeal, whichever kind of fresh evidence is offered, the appellant must ultimately 

convince the appellate court that the fresh evidence sufficiently undermines 

the reliability of the verdict so as to warrant the conclusion that maintaining the 

verdict would amount to a miscarriage of justice. Second, both kinds of evidence 

lead to the same result: the quashing of the conviction. The second stage of the fresh 

evidence analysis, that is, the determination of the appropriate remedy, must follow 

regardless of which category of fresh evidence leads to the quashing of the conviction. 

At the remedial stage, the court can look at all of the material tendered by the parties.106

The test used by the Minister and by the Court are necessarily similar because s. 696.3(3) gives the 

Minister the power not only to refer to the Court of Appeal but also to order a new trial.

It is objected that the gatekeeper Minister should use a lower test than that employed by the Court of 

Appeal. That objection, in my view, is answered by the fact that under s. 696.3(3) the Minister is more 

than a gatekeeper. He can order a new trial himself, a fact which actually simplifies matters for an 

applicant with a strong case. However, were a review agency to be established to act as a gatekeeper as 

does the CCRC, it would not have the power to order a new trial and could therefore reasonably employ a 

less onerous test – one of reasonable possibility.

 (e) Delay

Processing the first Milgaard s. 690 application was delayed by incompleteness and incremental 

advancement of grounds. It is not a good example of how quickly claims could be processed at the time. 

That said, the CCRC is quicker than the Canadian system, probably because the applicant there faces 

fewer documentary requirements before investigation can begin.

 (f) Cost

The Commission is not in a position to provide a cost comparison of the two models. However, without 

early and efficient intervention by an independent, proactive agency, the costs associated with resolving 

claims of wrongful convictions will remain unacceptably high.

 (g) Public Confidence

Public confidence in the administration of criminal justice was shaken in the Milgaard case by a strident 

media campaign which found an easy target in the federal Minister of Justice, depicted as lacking in 

independence and accountability. An agency such as the CCRC, freed of constitutional constraints and 

political connection, could act with more transparency and effectiveness.

106 Supra note 60 at 349.
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7. Recommendations

It is my recommendation that the investigation of claims of wrongful conviction should be done by a 

review agency, independent of government, established along the model of the English Criminal Cases 

Review Commission. Applications would no longer be made to the federal Minister of Justice under 

s. 696.1 of the Criminal Code. The agency would refer worthy cases to a Court of Appeal where the 

successful applicant would argue his case as though it were an appeal from conviction at trial.

I am not the first Commissioner to conclude that Canada’s conviction review process is in need of 

change, nor am I the first Commissioner to recommend the establishment of an independent review 

body. Rather, I add my voice to those who, in four previous provincial commissions of inquiry, have 

recommended the creation, or study into the advisability of, an independent entity to review and 

investigate alleged wrongful convictions.

In the “Report of the Royal Commission on the Donald Marshall Jr. Prosecution”, Commissioners 

Hickman, Poitras and Evans recommended that:

1)  the provincial Attorney General commence discussions with the federal Minister 

of Justice and the other provincial Attorneys General with a view to constituting 

an independent review mechanism – an individual or a body – to facilitate the 

reinvestigation of alleged cases of wrongful conviction; and

2)  the review body have investigative power so it may have complete and full access to 

any and all documents and material required in any particular case, and that it have 

coercive power so witnesses can be compelled to provide information.107

A similar recommendation was made by Commissioner Kaufman in the “Report of The Commission on 

Proceedings Involving Guy Paul Morin” where he stated:

 Recommendation 117: Creation of a Criminal Case Review Board.

  The Government of Canada should study the advisability of the creation, by statute, of a 

criminal case review board to replace or supplement those powers currently exercised by 

the federal Minister of Justice pursuant to section 690 of the Criminal Code.108

Commissioner Peter de C. Cory made a similar, but more concrete recommendation in the “Report of the 

Inquiry Regarding Thomas Sophonow” where he stated:

I recommend that, in the future, there should be a completely independent entity 

established which can effectively, efficiently and quickly review cases in which wrongful 

conviction is alleged. In the United Kingdom, an excellent model exists for such an 

institution. I hope that steps are taken to consider the establishment of a similar institution 

in Canada.109

With Commissioner Cory’s recommendation in 2001, a total of three public inquiries into wrongful 

convictions in Canada had recommended the creation of an independent review tribunal. Nevertheless, 

107  Report of the Royal Commission on the Donald Marshall, Jr., Prosecution (Nova Scotia, 1989) Volume I at 145.

108  Report of The Commission on Proceedings Involving Guy Paul Morin (Ontario, 1998) Volume 2 at 1237.

109  Report of The Inquiry Regarding Thomas Sophonow (Manitoba, 2001). See http://www.gov.mb.ca/justice/
publications/sophonow/recommendations/english.html#wrongful.
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the federal Minister proceeded with legislative amendments to the s. 690 process in 2002 in favor of 

implementing an independent review tribunal. Section 690 was replaced with ss. 696.1 to 696.6 of the 

Criminal Code in 2002, but further change has been called for.

In the “Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Certain Aspects of the Trial and Conviction of James 

Driskell”, Commissioner LeSage agreed with the recommendation advanced by Commissioner Cory in the 

Sophonow Inquiry. He stated:

In the Thomas Sophonow Inquiry Report, Commissioner Cory recommended that:

…there should be a completely independent entity established which can 

effectively, efficiently and quickly review cases in which wrongful conviction is 

alleged …

I concur in this recommendation, especially in light of the submissions of the WPS, and the 

evidence of Chief Ewatski, recognizing the difficulties encountered with the post-conviction 

review process. In particular, I am concerned about the adversarial nature of the present 

process.110

The 1998 Consultation Paper cited above said of the review process:

A number of objections have been raised regarding the current section 690 process. In 

general, critics suggest that the present review procedure under section 690 is inadequate 

and should be replaced with an independent review mechanism. The criticisms may be 

summarized as follows:

•	 the	role	of	the	Minister	of	Justice	as	Chief	Prosecutor	is	incompatible	with	the	role	of	
reviewing cases of persons wrongly convicted;

•	 the	procedure	has	led	to	inordinate	delays	in	the	reviews	of	individual	cases;
•	 the	procedure	is	largely	conducted	in	secret	and	is	consequently	without	

accountability;

•	 counsel	who	review	section	690	applications	are	former	prosecutors	who	will	look	
at miscarriage of justice evidence with a prosecutorial bias and will therefore not 

investigate allegations of error in a fair and objective manner;

•	 only	a	handful	of	cases	have	ever	been	re-opened	in	Canada;
•	 the	response	of	the	Courts	to	the	occasional	section	690	referral	has	been	

unsatisfactory.111

Noted as well in the 1998 Consultation Paper was the rejection, in 1991, by a federal-provincial-territorial 

working group of the Marshall Inquiry recommendations:

In 1989, the Royal Commission on the Donald Marshall, Jr. Prosecution recommended 

that provincial Ministers responsible for the administration of justice meet with the 

federal Justice Minister to consider creating an independent mechanism to facilitate the 

re-investigation of alleged cases of wrongful conviction.

A federal-provincial-territorial working group was established to examine the Marshall 

Inquiry recommendations and to report to the next meeting of Ministers. The working group 

110 Supra note 69 at 121.

111 Supra note 1.
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was satisfied with the existing section 690 procedures but recommended that compulsory 

powers to compel witnesses and documents would be desirable. In its report, tabled at the 

1991 meeting of Ministers responsible for criminal justice, the working group rejected the 

recommendation of the Marshall Inquiry pertaining to the section 690 reform. It concluded 

that establishing an independent review body was undesirable because:

•	 the	Marshall	Inquiry	did	not	criticize	the	section	690	review	mechanisms	that	were	in	
place at that time;

•	 persons	who	claim	that	they	were	wrongfully	convicted	had	the	full	beneit	of	the	
presumption of innocence, a trial in which their guilt had been established beyond a 

reasonable doubt, and appeal procedures;

•	 a	review	mechanism	would	create	another	level	of	appeal	that	would	detract	from	the	
notion of judicial finality;

•	 the	establishment	of	a	mechanism	as	proposed	by	the	Marshall	Inquiry	would	likely	
result in many requests for reviews, most of which would likely be pro forma. The 

proposed mechanism would permit the re-investigation of cases but would not provide 

any remedy for the wrongfully accused person;

•	 the	review	of	these	cases	would	incur	signiicant	costs	that	would	divert	resources	
from cases deserving review;

•	 section	690	of	the	Criminal Code enables the Minister of Justice to order a new trial or 

an appeal in appropriate cases;

•	 the	section	690	process	is	independent	from	the	prosecutions	conducted	by	the	
provincial Attorneys General. It satisfies the requirement for an independent review 

mechanism, but could be improved by the provision of powers to compel individuals to 

testify; and

•	 the	review	of	judicial	decisions	by	a	non-judicial	body	would	be	inappropriate.112

The reasons expressed for rejection of the Marshall Inquiry recommendations demonstrate a lack of 

understanding of the inevitability of wrongful convictions, which often occur for reasons which do not 

appear until the appeal process has been exhausted. As well, the reasons make a flood gate argument, 

that has not been proven in the CCRC experience.

In response to the 1998 Consultation Paper, AIDWYC filed a written submission with the Minister 

urging the creation of a system modeled on the British Criminal Cases Review Commission. Before this 

Commission, AIDWYC pointed out that the proposed legislative amendments to s. 690 were the subject 

of much discussion and debate by the Standing Committee on Justice and Human Rights in October 

2001.113 The Standing Committee heard from the Minister of Justice, representatives of AIDWYC and 

senior counsel with the Criminal Conviction Review Group of the Department of Justice.

The debates of the Standing Committee on Justice and Human Rights indicate that the members 

recognized that there was an immediate need to reform the s. 690 process, and that while the proposed 

legislative amendments might not fully address all concerns with the conviction review process, they 

would constitute an improvement. It was discussed that further amendments could be considered once 

the recommendations from the Milgaard Inquiry were received. In particular, the members thought it 

112 Ibid.

113  House of Commons, Standing Committee on Justice and Human Rights, 37th. Parl. 1st sess., Nos. 22, 23 and 24 
(October 2-4, 2001) online: Parliament of Canada, LEGISinfo http://www.parl.gc.ca/LEGISinfo.
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important to hear from the Milgaard Inquiry on the question of whether an independent review body to 

investigate alleged wrongful convictions was necessary.

Sections 696.1 to 696.6 of the Criminal Code came into force on November 25, 2002. The Minister’s 

decision to reform the conviction review process through legislative amendments was later explained:

From the submissions received, as well as other contributions from legal experts and 

interest groups, it was possible to identify several reform options for more detailed 

consideration. These options ranged from the creation of a separate agency to review 

criminal convictions, similar to the Criminal Cases Review Commission in the United 

Kingdom (a change long advocated by some critics of the old review process), to the 

elimination of section 690 altogether with a proposed broadening of the scope of appellate 

review.

After this broad consultation, a decision was arrived at whereby the federal Minister of 

Justice would retain the power to review criminal convictions, but legislative changes 

would be made to improve the process. These changes, known as the “reform model”, 

represented a compromise position between a separate review agency similar to the 

United Kingdom model and the status quo under section 690 of the Criminal Code. 

The reform model had the full support of the provincial and territorial Attorneys General 

and Ministers of Justice. The Government of Canada then proceeded with legislative and 

non-legislative changes to implement the reform model.114

The reform model chosen was not a complete answer to the need for reform of the conviction review 

process. In particular, the role of the federal Minister was preserved, as was the reactive nature of the 

Minister’s approach to applications for conviction review, and the threshold for the granting of a remedy.

This Commission will be the fifth provincial commission of inquiry to recommend the creation of an 

independent review body to investigate cases in which wrongful conviction is alleged. Such reform is 

necessary in order to adequately address the inevitability of wrongful convictions in this country. Public 

inquiries will continue to be desirable, or even necessary, in some situations, but they are very expensive 

exercises, and they are not the answer. The answer lies in the creation of an independent review body 

which will be able to investigate, detect and assist in remedying wrongful convictions.

114  Canada, Minister of Justice, 2004 Annual Report on Applications for Ministerial Review – Miscarriages of Justice. See 
http://www.canada.justice.gc.ca/eng/pi/ccr-rc/rep04-rap04/index.html.
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Summary of Findings
I. The Conduct of the Investigation into the Death of Gail Miller

(a) General Findings Regarding 1969 Police Investigation into the Death of Gail Miller

1. The Saskatoon Police and the RCMP conducted a thorough and appropriate investigation 

of the Gail Miller murder.

2. The crime scene was appropriately preserved, examined, and recorded.

(b) Police Interaction with Key Witnesses

(i) Albert Cadrain

3. The evidence of Albert Cadrain was not improperly obtained by the police. Cadrain came 

to the Saskatoon Police voluntarily on March 2, 1969 and provided incriminating evidence 

against David Milgaard. No police pressure was exerted upon Cadrain to implicate 

Milgaard. The allegation that the police mistreated Cadrain and coerced incriminating 

evidence from him is unsupported by the facts and without merit. 
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4. Albert Cadrain was rational and showed no overt indications of being mentally ill at the time 

he gave his statement of March 2, 1969 and when he testified at trial. His mental illness, first 

diagnosed in 1973, was not apparent to investigators or prosecutors prior to David Milgaard’s 

conviction (even if it existed before then). The police were justified in relying upon Cadrain and 

his evidence was handled appropriately throughout. 

(ii) Initial Statements of Nichol John and Ron Wilson

5. The initial police statements of Ron Wilson and Nichol John did not include complete details of 

their activities on the morning of January 31, 1969. Continued questioning of these witnesses 

by the police was justified. 

6. The decision to have Inspector Art Roberts of the Calgary Police Service conduct a polygraph 

test on Ron Wilson and Nichol John was reasonable. The summary prepared by Detective 

Sergeant Raymond Mackie was intended as an investigative aid and not as a blueprint for 

a case police were constructing against David Milgaard. The allegation that the Mackie 

Summary was prepared as a script for the police to follow in obtaining evidence from John 

and Wilson is without foundation. 

7. After their initial police statements and prior to being interviewed by Art Roberts, Ron Wilson 

and Nichol John provided the police with further details of their activities on January 31, 

1969. In particular, they told the police they stopped a woman for directions, that shortly 

thereafter their vehicle became stuck in the vicinity of the murder and that David Milgaard and 

Wilson left the vehicle in separate directions looking for help. Their accounts were generally 

consistent with what Milgaard had told his trial counsel, except with respect to the length of 

time Milgaard was away from their stuck vehicle. Wilson said it was 15 minutes, Milgaard said 

it was a short time and John said she was unable to recall.

(iii) Ron Wilson

8. In his May 23, 1969 interview with Art Roberts, Ron Wilson did not initially implicate David 

Milgaard in Gail Miller’s murder. Roberts conducted a polygraph examination testing the 

veracity of Wilson’s evidence, and then advised Wilson that the polygraph showed he was 

not being truthful in answering certain questions relating to Milgaard’s involvement in Miller’s 

murder. Wilson responded by changing his evidence to directly implicate Milgaard. He 

provided new information, which included an alleged confession by Milgaard, an identification 

of the murder weapon and an observation of blood on Milgaard’s clothing. Roberts did not 

test the truthfulness of Wilson’s new inculpatory evidence by polygraph. 

9. Ron Wilson was turned over to the Saskatoon Police to whom he provided two written 

statements verifying the new information he disclosed to Art Roberts after the polygraph 

session. 

10. The inculpatory evidence Ron Wilson provided to Art Roberts and the Saskatoon Police after 

the polygraph test is now known to have been unreliable. 

11. The Commission lacks evidence to conclude that Art Roberts resorted to outright coercion 

during his interview with Ron Wilson, but whatever he said to him did not produce the truth. In 

the course of the polygraph examination and interview, Roberts somehow caused Wilson to 

tell him what Roberts thought to be the truth. 
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12. There was a critical failure to record the circumstances of Art Roberts’ interview and polygraph 

of Ron Wilson including the questions asked and the polygraph results. Roberts did not 

provide a report of the interview and polygraph session.

13. Detective Eddie Karst was a highly experienced, honest and skilled investigator. He did not 

improperly induce Ron Wilson to make the statements that he gave on May 23 and 24, 1969. 

14. The Saskatoon Police honestly and reasonably believed that Ron Wilson’s inculpatory 

evidence provided to Art Roberts had been verified by the polygraph as being truthful, when it 

had not. In the circumstances, it was reasonable for the Saskatoon Police to rely on Wilson’s 

evidence.

(iv) Nichol John

15. After the polygraph session with Ron Wilson, Art Roberts interviewed Nichol John. She 

initially denied that David Milgaard was involved in Gail Miller’s murder, but after continued 

questioning by Roberts she told him that she just remembered witnessing Milgaard commit 

the murder. John was turned over to the Saskatoon Police and the next day gave a written 

statement to Raymond Mackie confirming the evidence she reported to Roberts.

16. The Commission lacks evidence to conclude that Art Roberts resorted to outright coercion 

during his interview with Nichol John, but whatever he said to her did not produce the truth. 

Roberts somehow pressured John into telling him what he thought to be the truth. There 

is a clear distinction to be made between coercing evidence from a witness in the sense of 

compelling assent or belief and using persuasive techniques such as repetitive questioning 

and suggestion. 

17. There was a critical failure to record the circumstances surrounding Art Roberts’ interview 

of Nichol John and the taking of John’s statement by Raymond Mackie on May 24, 1969. 

Neither Roberts nor Mackie left a report as to the circumstances surrounding John’s 

statement which must now be seen as the result of pressure by Roberts.

18. There is no evidence before the Commission to suggest that Nichol John was mistreated by 

the Saskatoon Police while staying in the cells on May 23, 1969 or that she was “hysterical”. 

The origin of this story appears to be the 1981 interview of John where Joyce Milgaard told 

John her impression of what happened.

(v) David Milgaard

19. David Milgaard was cooperative with the police and provided blood, hair and saliva samples 

when requested of him.

20. David Milgaard was interviewed and questioned by the police in an appropriate manner. While 

Milgaard was cooperative, the police found some of his answers to be evasive. Milgaard could 

not initially give an accurate account of his whereabouts or his activities on the morning of 

January 31, 1969.
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21. David Milgaard denied any involvement in the Gail Miller murder. However, the information 

he provided to the police confirmed that on the morning of January 31, 1969 he was in the 

general vicinity of the murder around the time it took place. He was looking for the Albert 

Cadrain residence located approximately one block from where Gail Miller’s body was found, 

had stopped a woman to ask for directions and had been traveling in back lanes and became 

stuck in an alley.

22. Information provided to the police by one of David Milgaard’s girlfriends in March, 1969 gave 

the police reason to believe that Milgaard was a person capable of a violent crime, even 

though his record revealed no such convictions. 

23. In light of what the police knew in May, 1969, it was reasonable for them to focus on David 

Milgaard as a suspect for the murder and to continue to question Albert Cadrain, Ron Wilson 

and Nichol John.

(vi) Motel Room Incident Witnesses

24. In a motel room in May, 1969, David Milgaard pretended to stab a pillow uttering words to the 

effect that he stabbed, raped and killed Gail Miller. Each of his friends who were in the motel 

room have slightly different recollections of the precise words used; however, they all confirm 

that Milgaard stated that he stabbed and killed Miller. Milgaard admitted to his trial counsel, 

Calvin Tallis, that he was in the motel room with these people but was so stoned that he could 

not remember what he said and did, explaining that if he said and did what was attributed to 

him, it would have been a joke.

25. The police properly investigated and dealt with the motel room witnesses and were correct in 

bringing the motel re-enactment evidence to the prosecutor’s attention. 

(c) Autopsy and Forensic Investigation

26. Staff Sergeant Bruce Paynter’s testing of the frozen substance found in the snow near Gail 

Miller’s body was proper and he accurately confirmed it to be human semen. His search of the 

garments for semen stains met the expected standard of the day, given the tools available to 

him.

27. Vaginal aspirate from the victim was collected at the autopsy, found to contain semen and 

discarded. The victim’s clothing was removed and left temporarily on the floor of the autopsy 

room exposing it to contamination. Both actions represented lapses in acceptable procedure, 

although they did not contribute to the wrongful conviction.

(d) Investigation of Sexual Assaults and Larry Fisher

28. During the course of the Gail Miller murder investigation through to the time of David 

Milgaard’s conviction, Larry Fisher was not known to the Saskatoon Police. He was not a 

suspect in Miller’s murder nor in the three attacks on Saskatoon women he committed in the 

months preceding Miller’s murder.

29. Larry Fisher was interviewed by Saskatoon Police at the bus stop at Avenue O and 

20th Street on February 3, 1969. He was interviewed as a potential witness and not as a 

suspect. Nothing in the police interview of Fisher gave reason for suspicion. Fisher escaped 

detection because he appeared to be just another passenger on a bus that Gail Miller used. 
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30. The three sexual assaults committed in Saskatoon in the fall of 1968 were diligently 

investigated by the Saskatoon Police and they later considered the possibility that the 

perpetrator of these assaults was also the killer of Gail Miller. David Milgaard became a 

suspect for the murder on March 2, 1969, but not for the sexual assaults, so police interest in 

a connection between the crimes gradually diminished.

31. The police did not overlook or ignore any evidence then available to them which would have 

linked the 1968 sexual assaults or Larry Fisher to the Gail Miller murder.

32. The police dealt appropriately with the complaint of a woman who was indecently assaulted 

on January 31, 1969 at 7:07 a.m., approximately seven blocks from the murder scene. The 

complaint was investigated for a possible connection to the Gail Miller murder. Due to the time 

of the assault, the distance from the Miller murder scene and the difference in the severity 

of the attacks, the police reasonably concluded that the complaint was unconnected to the 

Miller murder.

(e) Allegations of Police Misconduct

33. The issue of police misconduct was squarely before this Commission of Inquiry and there 

is no evidence that any police officer or police force was guilty of misconduct during the 

investigation of Gail Miller’s death.

34. There is no evidence that David Milgaard was framed by the Saskatoon Police or any police 

officer. Based on the evidence gathered by the police, investigating officers held an honest 

and reasonable belief that Milgaard was responsible for the crime. 

35. The police investigated more than 200 individuals as potential suspects in connection with 

Gail Miller’s death. After David Milgaard became a suspect on March 2, 1969, the police 

continued to investigate other people, including at least 38 individuals of interest.

36. The police did not suffer from tunnel vision, which I take to mean focusing on David Milgaard 

as a suspect to the exclusion of all others. Rather, the Inquiry evidence showed that the police 

followed every lead they could identify, including the theory that one perpetrator could have 

been responsible for the 1968 sexual assaults and the Gail Miller murder.

37. The bone handled hunting knife found near the murder scene a number of weeks after the 

murder was irrelevant and unconnected to Gail Miller’s murder. The knife was provided by 

the Saskatoon Police to the prosecutor and disclosed to David Milgaard’s defence counsel. 

The allegation of misconduct with respect to the alleged disappearance of the knife is without 

merit.

II. Conduct of the Criminal Proceedings

(a) Prosecutor T.D.R. Caldwell

(i) General

38. T.D.R. Caldwell acted in good faith throughout the prosecution of David Milgaard.

39. T.D.R. Caldwell’s conduct did not contribute to the wrongful conviction of David Milgaard. 

Caldwell offered evidence which he believed to be credible and relevant and did so in a spirit 

of cooperation with defence counsel.
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40. T.D.R. Caldwell provided full cooperation to Calvin Tallis at trial.

(ii) Motel Room Incident

41. The accusation that T.D.R. Caldwell paid Craig Melnyk and George Lapchuk for their 

testimony at the David Milgaard trial in 1970 is false.

42. T.D.R. Caldwell did not promise Craig Melnyk and George Lapchuk favors for their testimony.

(iii) Disclosure

43. At the time of David Milgaard’s trial, T.D.R. Caldwell and Calvin Tallis were not aware of the 

1968 sexual assaults nor of any possible connection to Gail Miller’s murder. The Saskatoon 

Police did not provide Caldwell with the police files relating to the unsolved 1968 sexual 

assaults nor did they inform Caldwell that the police considered a possible connection 

between the sexual assaults and the Miller murder.

44. T.D.R. Caldwell’s disclosure to Calvin Tallis met the standards of the day. Due account was 

taken of the prosecutor’s discretion in deciding what evidence tended to show the accused’s 

innocence. Although exercising his discretion in good faith, Caldwell did not disclose some 

evidence from witnesses who told the police that they had seen nothing unusual in the 

neighbourhood of the crime scene at relevant times (even though they were in a position to 

have seen activity), or evidence of the indecent assault which reportedly occurred almost 

contemporaneously with the murder. This non-disclosure was the product of an honest, if 

mistaken, belief by Caldwell that the evidence was not useful to the defence. 

(b) Defence Counsel Calvin Tallis

45. Calvin Tallis’ preparation for trial was thorough. He met frequently with the prosecutor before 

the preliminary inquiry to hear what evidence the Crown had and what it intended to lead at 

trial. He properly informed his client of progress in the case and offered timely advice. His 

advocacy at both the preliminary inquiry and the trial was skilled and ethical. His client, David 

Milgaard, received a sophisticated, dedicated and nuanced defence.

46. Calvin Tallis’ conduct did not contribute to the wrongful conviction of David Milgaard. 

47. Ron Wilson’s exculpatory March 3, 1969 statement to the police was provided by T.D.R. 

Caldwell to Calvin Tallis on August 15, 1969 prior to commencement of the preliminary inquiry. 

Caldwell was later publicly accused of not producing it and Tallis was criticized for not referring 

to it at trial. But, at the preliminary inquiry and trial, Tallis specifically questioned Wilson 

about his initial police interview and the March 3 statement. For sound tactical reasons, Tallis 

did not show the statement to Wilson during his testimony, nor did he seek to introduce 

the document as evidence, fearing that the Crown would ask to have Wilson’s later more 

incriminating statements made exhibits as well. 

48. The decision for David Milgaard not to testify at his trial, was that of Milgaard and his parents, 

taken on the advice of defence counsel Calvin Tallis. It was an informed decision, made on the 

advice of a seasoned, ethical defence lawyer who had taken all relevant factors into account.
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(c) Conduct of the Trial

(i) Role of Prosecutor and Defence Counsel

49. The trial was conducted competently and fairly by both prosecutor and defence counsel.

50. The allegation that T.D.R. Caldwell and Calvin Tallis colluded to put David Milgaard away and 

that Tallis gave Milgaard a token defence is completely unfounded.

(ii) Secretor Evidence

51. The forensic evidence at trial relating to the semen found near Gail Miller’s body was either 

exculpatory or neutral and thus played no role in the conviction of David Milgaard.

(iii) Nichol John’s Evidence and Application of s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act

52. In her May 24, 1969 police statement, Nichol John said that she saw David Milgaard grab a 

girl in the alley and stab her. At trial John did not repeat this evidence.

53. T.D.R. Caldwell applied to the trial judge under s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act to use 

Nichol John’s May 24, 1969 statement to challenge the credibility of her trial evidence. The 

trial judge failed to follow the proper procedure and allowed Caldwell to read the May 24, 

1969 statement to John in the jury’s presence. Although John did not subsequently adopt the 

most incriminating parts of her statement as her trial evidence, the jury became aware that 

she had previously told police that she witnessed David Milgaard commit the murder. 

54. Before allowing the jury to learn of Nichol John’s previous statement and its contents, the 

trial judge should have held a voir dire, in the absence of the jury. The purpose of the voir dire 

would have been to enable T.D.R. Caldwell to prove the statement and to provide Calvin Tallis 

with an opportunity to probe the circumstances surrounding the taking of the statement, to 

show that due to the manner in which the statement was obtained by the police, introduction 

of the statement and cross-examination on it would be improper. 

55. Calvin Tallis should have been allowed to cross-examine Nichol John in the absence of the 

jury. He could have aggressively questioned John about her dealings with the police without 

fear of an adverse answer from John being accepted by the jury. Tallis could also have 

cross-examined Raymond Mackie and Art Roberts, in the absence of the jury, about the 

circumstances of Roberts’ questioning of John and Mackie’s taking of her statement. This 

may have resulted in a ruling by the trial judge that T.D.R. Caldwell could not use the May 24, 

1969 statement to cross-examine John, due to the circumstances in which the statement 

was obtained. Instead, Tallis was denied these opportunities and the jury heard the most 

incriminating portions of John’s May 24 statement before Tallis even had a chance to question 

her.

56. During the course of T.D.R. Caldwell’s cross-examination of Nichol John on her statement, the 

trial judge persistently intervened and effectively destroyed the credibility of John’s evidence 

that she could not remember or recall the most incriminating parts of her statement. The trial 

judge’s questioning of John left the impression that John’s failure to recall was not genuine. In 

the result, the jury was likely to conclude that the truth lay in her May 24 statement. 
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57. When Calvin Tallis finally had a chance to question Nichol John, he had no ability to cross-

examine her about the incriminating things she now said she could not remember because 

she had not adopted them as her evidence. As a result, John’s unadopted eyewitness 

account of the murder went untested and was heard by the jury. 

58. The trial judge’s instructions to the jury about disregarding the portions of Nichol John’s 

May 24, 1969 statement which she did not adopt on the stand amounted to an effort at 

damage control, which could not repair the trial judge’s destruction of her credibility in front 

of the jury nor his error in failing to permit cross-examination in the jury’s absence on the 

circumstances of her statement. 

59. On appeal, the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal found that the trial judge made a procedural 

error in failing to hold a voir dire regarding the circumstances under which Nichol John’s 

statement was provided. However, the Court concluded that David Milgaard suffered no 

prejudice as a result of the improper procedure utilized by the trial judge. The Saskatchewan 

Court of Appeal was wrong in reaching this conclusion. Evidence at the Inquiry established 

that the defence was prejudiced by this error. Allowing the jury to hear John’s statement was 

a turning point in the trial and instrumental in Milgaard’s conviction. Had Calvin Tallis been 

allowed to cross-examine John, Art Roberts and Raymond Mackie in the absence of the jury, 

he might have revealed circumstances in John’s handling by Saskatoon Police and by Roberts 

which might have convinced the judge to withhold the out of court statement from the jury. 

What happened instead was disastrous for the defence. 

60. The fact that the jury heard Nichol John’s May 24, 1969 statement could have led them to 

accept it as corroboration of Ron Wilson’s trial evidence.

61. The combination of legal error respecting the application of s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act 

and Chief Justice Bence’s impatience respecting the evidence given by Nichol John at trial 

probably contributed to the wrongful conviction of David Milgaard.

III.  Investigation and Prosecution of Larry Fisher for 1968 and 1970 Rapes and 

Indecent Assault

62. In the investigation and prosecution of Larry Fisher for the three rapes and one indecent 

assault committed in Saskatoon in 1968 and 1970, neither the Saskatoon Police nor Crown 

officials connected Fisher or his crimes to the Gail Miller murder. There was no cover-up 

by Saskatoon Police or Crown officials respecting Fisher’s guilty pleas and convictions in 

December 1971 in Regina for the rapes and indecent assault.

63. Eddie Karst, who interviewed Larry Fisher in October, 1970, did not connect Fisher to the Gail 

Miller murder.

64. There was nothing inappropriate about the procedure employed by Crown officials to accept 

Larry Fisher’s guilty pleas. In particular, the direct indictment procedure, the change of venue 

to Regina, the timing of the guilty pleas and the agreement to concurrent sentences were all 

adequately explained to the satisfaction of the Commission. There was no evidence that the 

authorities conspired to deal with Fisher’s charges in a way to avoid publicity with a view to 

preventing detection by David Milgaard or the public of a connection to the Gail Miller murder.
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65. Saskatoon Police files relating to the Fisher sexual assaults were apparently lost or destroyed 

in the course of movement to new premises, or culled. They were not concealed or destroyed 

by police or Crown officials, in an effort to hide Larry Fisher’s crimes.

66. Serge Kujawa did nothing wrong in his official duties relating to either the Milgaard appeal 

or the prosecution of Larry Fisher. In particular, he did not connect Fisher to the Gail Miller 

murder. There was no attempt on his part to delay resolution of the Fisher files or to conceal 

them from the public.

IV. Post-Conviction Information Received by Police

(a) Linda Fisher Visit to Saskatoon Police in 1980

67. On August 28, 1980 Linda Fisher reported to Saskatoon Police that she believed her 

ex-husband, Larry Fisher, was responsible for the Gail Miller murder. The report was received, 

filed, referred, and possibly evaluated on a cursory basis by the Saskatoon Police but it went 

no further. It should have.

68. The failure of the Saskatoon Police to follow up on Linda Fisher’s report was a decision made 

in good faith, but it was a mistake.

69. Although the Linda Fisher report to police pre-dated by many years any possible recourse to 

DNA typing, it might have led to the identification of Larry Fisher as a serious suspect in 1980. 

Had follow up been done, Fisher’s movements on the morning of the murder could have been 

verified, the similarity of his other rapes considered and fresh evidence made available to 

David Milgaard on the basis of which he could have launched a realistic application for mercy 

under the Criminal Code. 

70. Linda Fisher’s 1980 statement to the Saskatoon Police did not receive the attention it 

deserved. The investigation into the death of Gail Miller should have been reopened in 1980 

at least to the extent of questioning Larry Fisher and verifying his movements on January 31, 

1969.

(b) Bruce Lafreniere’s Visit to RCMP in the Mid-1980s

71. Bruce Lafreniere, the individual responsible for providing Hersh Wolch with Larry Fisher’s 

name in 1990, told the Inquiry that he made a visit to the Shellbrook RCMP detachment in 

the mid-1980s to report his suspicions regarding Larry Fisher’s involvement in the Gail Miller 

murder. The RCMP have no record of a report being made and the officer allegedly involved 

has no recollection of a visit by Lafreniere.

72. There was no proven failure by the RCMP to take appropriate action with respect to Bruce 

Lafreniere’s possible report to the RCMP in Shellbrook in the mid-1980s about information he 

had linking Larry Fisher to the Gail Miller murder.
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V. Post-Conviction Information Received by Saskatchewan Justice and Police

(a)  Information Provided by the Milgaards to the Federal Justice Minister in the s. 690 

Proceedings and Subsequently Received by Saskatchewan Justice and Police

(i) Ferris Report

73. The September 13, 1988 report of Dr. James Ferris did not prove David Milgaard’s 

innocence. The report was a reinterpretation of trial evidence which was before the jury and 

Saskatchewan Justice recognized it as such. 

74. Dr. Ferris had not read nor been provided with certain key documents from the trial before 

providing his opinion to the Milgaards. This set in motion a long, unnecessary and inaccurate 

media campaign and investigation. 

75. Although Dr. Ferris’ report received wide publicity and came to the attention of Saskatchewan 

Justice and the police, it was not information which should have caused them to question the 

safety of the conviction or to reopen Gail Miller’s murder investigation.

(ii) Motel Room Incident

76. It is clear that the May 1969 motel room incident happened. Although the incident was 

perceived differently by those in attendance, Deborah Hall’s allegation that the trial evidence of 

Craig Melnyk and George Lapchuk was fabricated is without merit.

77. Instead of explaining it as a crude joke by a stoned but innocent teenager responding to 

teasing from his friends, the Milgaards repeatedly and publicly alleged that the motel room 

incident had not occurred, that witnesses had fabricated evidence and that the Crown and 

the police had acted improperly in obtaining and presenting the evidence at trial. In the result, 

witnesses were branded as liars in the media and authorities who dealt with them were 

unjustly criticized.

(iii) Police Treatment of Albert Cadrain

78. Albert Cadrain’s June 24, 1990 statement to Paul Henderson was not credible. Cadrain did 

not recant his trial evidence about seeing blood on David Milgaard’s clothes. The allegation 

that the police mistreated Cadrain and coerced incriminating evidence from him is baseless. 

Cadrain came to the Saskatoon Police voluntarily and provided incriminating evidence against 

Milgaard.

(iv) Ron Wilson Recantation

79. Paul Henderson introduced his theory of police manipulation, coercion and pressure to Ron 

Wilson during their June 4, 1990 discussion. The statement taken by Henderson from Wilson 

on June 4, 1990 lacked credibility. Henderson failed to consider that there might have been 

reasons other than police misconduct which caused Wilson to lie to the police and at trial.

80. Ron Wilson was not the source of any information coming to the attention of Saskatchewan 

Justice or the police which should have caused them to reopen the investigation into the 

death of Gail Miller.
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(v) Dog Urine Allegation

81. The allegation that the semen found near Gail Miller’s body may have been or was in fact dog 

urine was contrived and false. 

82. The dog urine allegation was advanced in the media by the Milgaard group to discredit the 

police officers who gathered and analyzed the semen and the prosecutor who tendered it as 

evidence at trial. The dog urine allegation negatively affected the credibility of David Milgaard’s 

reopening efforts. 

(vi) Larry Fisher

83. Larry Fisher first came to the attention of the Milgaard group in 1983 as a convicted rapist 

who had lived in the basement of the Albert Cadrain home at the time of Gail Miller’s murder. 

This information was not included in the first s. 690 application filed with the federal Minister 

on December 28, 1988.

84. Larry Fisher came to the attention of the Milgaard group again in February 1990 when Hersh 

Wolch received an anonymous tip that Fisher was responsible for the murder of Gail Miller. 

The information was added to the first s. 690 application and was fully investigated by the 

RCMP at the direction of Justice Canada but no evidence linking Fisher to the Miller murder 

was found. It was reasonable for Saskatchewan Justice and the police to rely on the Justice 

Canada and RCMP investigation of this information.

(b) Decision of Federal Minister on First s. 690 Application – February 27, 1991

85. Saskatchewan Justice was not directly involved in David Milgaard’s first s. 690 application to 

the federal Minister and they did not participate in the investigation, the review, or the decision 

making process. Saskatchewan Justice and police relied upon the federal Minister’s decision 

of February 27, 1991 dismissing Milgaard’s application and took no steps to reopen the 

investigation into Gail Miller’s death. 

86. Saskatchewan Justice and police were aware of the allegation in David Milgaard’s s. 690 

application that Larry Fisher was Gail Miller’s killer but they also knew that the allegation 

had been investigated by the RCMP and considered by the federal Minister in dismissing 

the application. Relying upon that, they did not reopen the investigation. This decision was 

reasonable given that the RCMP had investigated Fisher and could not find evidence linking 

him to the Miller murder.

(c) Information Received by Saskatchewan Justice Through the Media 

87. The Milgaards used the media to seek public support for David Milgaard’s case and to 

pressure authorities to take steps to reopen the investigation. While the media campaign 

had public appeal, much of the information put forward by the Milgaards and reported in the 

media was inflammatory, inaccurate and misleading. 

88. The publication of incorrect information alleging that T.D.R. Caldwell failed to provide Calvin 

Tallis with Ron Wilson’s initial statement to the police in 1969 was counter-productive and 

should not have caused authorities to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller. 
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89. The media campaign played a significant role in David Milgaard’s reopening efforts but was 

counter-productive in convincing the federal Minister, Saskatchewan Justice or the police that 

Milgaard’s position had merit. The manner in which information was communicated through 

the media and its lack of credibility were factors which influenced the authorities in their 

decision making. 

90. Joyce Milgaard’s inherent distrust of those involved in the investigation and prosecution of her 

son caused her to reach premature and incorrect conclusions about wrongdoing on the part 

of the police, the Crown, the witnesses and even David Milgaard’s trial counsel. Unfounded 

allegations were made with the result that authorities doubted the credibility of any information 

she provided. 

91. In addition to undermining the credibility of David Milgaard’s case for reopening, the media 

campaign weakened confidence in the administration of justice and unfairly hurt the reputation 

of many individuals involved in the investigation, trial and review of Milgaard’s conviction. 

(d)  Information Received by Saskatchewan Justice During the Second s. 690 Application and 

the Supreme Court Reference Case

92. When the Reference Case was ordered on November 28, 1991 in response to David 

Milgaard’s second s. 690 application, Saskatchewan Justice became an active participant 

in the process of Milgaard’s conviction review and received all information disclosed in the 

Supreme Court of Canada proceedings.

93. Police and prosecutorial misconduct in the investigation and prosecution of David Milgaard 

was an issue squarely before the Supreme Court of Canada on the Reference Case. The 

Supreme Court of Canada found no wrongdoing or misconduct on the part of the police or 

the Crown in the investigation and prosecution of Milgaard. This finding was relied upon by 

Saskatchewan Justice in deciding not to reopen the Miller murder investigation. 

94. Before the Supreme Court of Canada, David Milgaard’s legal counsel argued that Larry Fisher 

was responsible for Gail Miller’s death. The Supreme Court of Canada heard evidence from 

both Milgaard and Fisher and concluded that Milgaard had not established his innocence. 

This finding was relied upon by Saskatchewan Justice in deciding not to reopen the Miller 

murder investigation. 

95. Based on all of the information received during the Reference Case and in light of the 

Supreme Court of Canada decision, Saskatchewan Justice decided not to reopen the 

investigation into the death of Gail Miller and to enter a stay of proceedings rather than to hold 

a new trial against David Milgaard. Both decisions were reasonable in the circumstances.

VI. Detection and Remedying of David Milgaard’s Wrongful Conviction

96. The criminal justice system failed David Milgaard because his wrongful conviction was not 

detected and remedied as early as it should have been.
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97. The conviction review system in Canada is reactive and places too heavy an onus on the 

wrongfully convicted. The successful remedying of a wrongful conviction depends upon the 

wrongfully convicted person being able to identify credible grounds to challenge the safety 

of the conviction and convince the federal Minister of Justice that the conviction warrants a 

further review by the Court. In practice, only those grounds advanced by an applicant are 

investigated.

98. The conviction review system in Canada is premised on the belief that wrongful convictions 

are rare and that any remedy granted by the federal Minister is extraordinary. Change is 

needed to reflect the inevitability of wrongful convictions and the responsibility of the criminal 

justice system to detect and correct its own errors.

99. A wrongfully convicted person should not bear the responsibility of investigating his own 

conviction in order to identify all grounds needed to support a remedy. It is beyond the means 

and abilities of most wrongfully convicted persons to do so, because they are usually not in 

the best position to identify credible grounds in a timely manner. 

100. In the case of David Milgaard, the onus of identifying credible grounds in a timely manner was 

a heavy one that was simply beyond the means and abilities of Milgaard and his supporters. 

They investigated his conviction for eight years before they filed an application for review with 

the federal Minister, relying on two grounds that were quickly determined to have no merit.

101. If an independent agency such as the United Kingdom’s Criminal Cases Review Commission 

had been in place to investigate David Milgaard’s case, it is likely, with its proactive methods 

and expertise, that credible grounds would have been identified much earlier than they were, 

even though Milgaard had not raised them.

102. The federal Minister of Justice should not be the gatekeeper to determine whether an alleged 

wrongful conviction should be returned to the Court for further review. The involvement of a 

federal politician in the review of individual cases of alleged wrongful conviction invites public 

advocacy and accusations of political influence. The office of the federal Minister, identified as 

it is by the public with prosecutions, and being occupied by a political figure, does not lend 

itself well to the adjudication of issues which arise in the judicial system and are to be returned 

there.

103. As long as responsibility for conviction review remains with the federal Minister of Justice, 

there will be the potential for political pressure and public advocacy to play a role in the 

decision making process, or, at the very least, for the perception to exist that the decision can 

be so influenced. The conviction review process must not only be truly independent, it must 

be seen to be independent.

VII. Publication of Michael Breckenridge Allegations

104. The Michael Breckenridge allegations were completely false. Their publication destroyed the 

credibility of the Milgaard group and any chance of Saskatchewan Justice agreeing to reopen 

the investigation into the death of Gail Miller before DNA results were announced in July of 

1997.
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105. The Michael Breckenridge allegations were damaging to reputations and counter-productive 

to the Milgaard reopening effort. The investigation of the allegations by the RCMP resulted in a 

major and unnecessary public expense.

VIII. RCMP Investigation

106. The 1993 RCMP investigation (Project Flicker) in response to the Michael Breckenridge 

allegations was lengthy, sophisticated, costly and comprehensive. No fewer than 68 

allegations of conduct amounting to obstruction of justice were investigated. In the result, 

the Alberta Justice Report and the RCMP Report concluded that there was no criminal 

wrongdoing nor any attempt to obstruct justice in the investigation or prosecution of David 

Milgaard. 

107. The ambit of the RCMP inquiry reached beyond the targets of the Michael Breckenridge 

allegations and amounted to a reinvestigation of the death of Gail Miller. 

108. The RCMP Report and the Alberta Justice Report did not provide information which should 

have caused the police or Saskatchewan Justice to reopen the investigation into the death of 

Gail Miller.

IX. DNA

109. No DNA based information came to the attention of Saskatchewan Justice or the police prior 

to 1997 which should have caused them to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail 

Miller. 

110. In hindsight, discarding the vaginal aspirate taken from Gail Miller’s body during the autopsy 

in 1969 was unfortunate. DNA typing was not possible nor even contemplated in 1969. 

However, the vaginal aspirate might eventually have provided material for DNA typing, 

especially since the full extent of the semen staining on Miller’s clothing went undetected until 

1997. 

111. Semen stained material from the victim’s panties was wasted in Dr. Ferris’ laboratory in 1988 

and further semen staining on Gail Miller’s clothing was missed by RCMP analyst Patricia Alain 

in 1992. Alain’s failure to detect the larger semen stains on the clothing in 1992 was due to 

inadequate testing facilities in the RCMP laboratory in Ottawa.

112. Full and proper testing of the items by the Forensic Science Services laboratory in England 

in 1992 could have identified the full extent of the staining, excluded David Milgaard as the 

donor and implicated Larry Fisher to a limited degree (within limits of one in fifty) using the DQ 

Alpha method. Scientific advances by 1994 meant that had the Forensic Science Services 

laboratory in England tested the items then or later using the STR Quad method, results from 

the panties and the dress would have provided strong evidence that Fisher was the donor. 

113. Successful DNA testing might also have been available earlier than 1997 had the parties been 

able to agree sooner on the testing method to be used. There was no delay attributable to 

Saskatchewan Justice or police.
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Recommendations

Number Recommendation

1 Dedicated medical examiner’s facilities should be established in one or more major 

centres where all autopsies deemed necessary in cases of sudden death would be 

performed by qualified forensic pathologists in the service of the province. 

2 There should be mandatory sharing of investigation reports between all police forces 

assisting in major cases. The reports should be directed to the file manager to become 

part of the major case management file.

3 Municipal police forces within the province who ask for assistance from the 

RCMP should ensure that they have in place a written agreement describing the 

terms, conditions and responsibilities of inter-agency relationships pursuant to the 

Saskatchewan Police Commission Policy Manual for Saskatchewan Municipal Police 

Services (2004).

4 Police should ensure that every statement taken from a young person in a major case, 

whether as a witness or a suspect, is both audio recorded and video recorded.

5 The Criminal Code should be amended to permit academic inquiry into jury deliberations 

with a view to gathering evidence of the extent to which jurors accept and apply 

instructions on the admissibility of evidence, particularly relating to inconsistent out of 

court statements. Amendments to s. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act should then be 

considered.

6 Every complaint to police calling into question the safety of a conviction should be 

referred to the Director of Public Prosecutions.

7 For the better administration of justice in this province I recommend that prosecutors 

desist from unsolicited contact with the National Parole Board. If asked, they should 

confine recitation of the facts of a case to those found by the courts as expressed in the 

reasons of a judge sitting alone, or in a jury trial to those cited by the judge in reasons 

on sentencing. Prosecutors should avoid leaving the impression that they are heavily 

invested in a case on a personal level.

8 In all homicide cases, all trial exhibits capable of yielding forensic samples should 

be preserved for a minimum of 10 years. Convicted persons should be given notice 

after 10 years of the impending destruction of exhibits relating to their trials, allowing 

applications for extensions.

9 In all indictable offence cases, documentary exhibits should be scanned and stored 

electronically, unless a court orders otherwise.
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Number Recommendation

10 All prosecution and police files, including police notebooks, relating to indictable 

offences should be retained in their original form for a year, then scanned and entered 

into a database where a permanent, secure electronic record can be kept.

11 Victims of crime should be informed of the resolution of their cases.

12 Compensation for wrongful conviction lies within the purview of the Executive 

and should remain there, but factual innocence, as the sole criterion for paying 

compensation, is unduly restrictive. Where a miscarriage of justice has resulted from 

an obvious breach of good faith in the application of standards expected of police, 

prosecution, or the courts, the door to compensation should not be closed for lack of 

proof of factual innocence.

13 The investigation of claims of wrongful conviction should be done by a review agency 

independent of government, established along the model of the English Criminal Cases 

Review Commission, replacing ministerial review under s. 696.1 of the Criminal Code. 

The review agency would report directly to the Court of Appeal of the province or 

territory which registered the conviction.
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Chapter 8
Investigation into the 
Death of Gail Miller

Fall-1968

Three Saskatoon women 
are assaulted by Larry 
Fisher. Larry Fisher has 
no prior record and is 
unknown to Saskatoon 
Police.

Mar-2-1969

Albert Cadrain contacts 
Saskatoon Police and 
reports suspicious 
behaviour by David 
Milgaard on the morning 
of Gail Miller’s murder.

Jan-31-1969

Gail Miller leaves her 
home shortly after 
6:45 a.m. to catch a bus 
to work. She is sexually 
assaulted and murdered.

May-16-1969

Saskatoon Police and 
RCMP meet and agree 
that David Milgaard is 
a prime suspect in the 
murder of Gail Miller.

Dec-14-1968

Saskatoon Police 
publish a warning to 
women in the newspaper 
advising of the three 
recent assaults in the 
city.

Feb-3-1969

Larry Fisher is 
questioned by 
Saskatoon Police while 
waiting for his bus.

Feb/Mar-1969

Saskatoon Police 
and RCMP actively 
investigate the possibility 
that Gail Miller’s 
assailant is the same 
person who committed 
the three 1968 assaults.



1. Introduction

O
ne of the fundamental issues facing the Commission was whether the police investigation 

caused or contributed to the wrongful conviction of David Milgaard.

As Bruce MacFarlane, Q.C. wrote in his paper entitled Convicting The Innocent: A Triple 

Failure of the Justice System,1 “The police investigation is often at the heart of a wrongful conviction 

because the police gather the evidence, identify the prime suspect, build the evidentiary foundation 

for conviction, and then testify in support of the prosecution”.2

With that in mind, thoroughness in presentation of the evidence relating to the investigation seemed 

to us to be the only choice, notwithstanding the existence of previous reviews and reports by 

both Justice Canada and the RCMP which dealt with, inter alia, the investigation into the death of 

Gail Miller.

Thoroughness was also called for because previous reviews have been dismissed by the Milgaard 

group as whitewashes, biased, or limited in scope, so it was important that all the facts, to the extent 

possible, be laid before the public.

1 Available at www.canadiancriminallaw.com; (2006) 31 Man. L.J. 403.

2 Page 25 of Convicting The Innocent: A Triple Failure of the Justice System.
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The Terms of Reference require the Commission to “inquire into and report on any and all aspects of 

the conduct of the investigation into the death of Gail Miller”.3 The investigation was conducted primarily 

by the Saskatoon Police with some assistance from the RCMP. The Saskatoon Police also received 

assistance in locating and interviewing witnesses from police forces in Regina, Calgary and Fort Garry. 

As the legal responsibility for the investigation rested with the Saskatoon Police, their conduct was the 

primary focus of this aspect of the Commission’s mandate. The Commission also examined the conduct 

of witnesses, their interaction with investigators and the role witnesses played in the investigation.

The objective of this part of the Inquiry is to find out what happened in the original investigation. 

The mandate goes beyond the investigation and charging of David Milgaard, as the Commission was 

asked to inquire into “any and all aspects”4 of the investigation into Gail Miller’s death. The Commission 

reviewed the entirety of the investigation into Miller’s death. An important part of this aspect of the Inquiry 

was to critically examine the investigative steps that gave rise to the evidence which resulted in the 

wrongful conviction of David Milgaard. Equally important, the Commission examined the investigative 

steps that were taken or could have been taken with respect to Larry Fisher.

In the years that followed Milgaard’s conviction, there were many public allegations of misconduct and 

deliberate wrongdoing on the part of the Saskatoon Police and the officers involved in the investigation. 

There have been widely publicized allegations that the police deliberately framed Milgaard and that they 

coerced, pressured and even tortured witnesses to lie to enable the police to make a case against a 

person they knew to be innocent. There have been public allegations that the police knew Milgaard was 

innocent and that Larry Fisher was Miller’s killer, but took deliberate steps as far back as 1969 to cover 

this up. There have also been allegations that the police had tunnel vision and focused their attention 

exclusively on Milgaard to the exclusion of other suspects.

Although the Saskatoon Police have acknowledged that they investigated a person they now know to 

be innocent, they have steadfastly maintained that Milgaard’s wrongful conviction was not due to any 

misconduct or deliberate wrongdoing on the part of any police officer.

The Commission reviewed the investigation in great detail so it could address the many allegations made 

against the police officers involved.

2. Commission’s Evidentiary Base

The Commission had the benefit of a significant historical record of the Gail Miller murder investigation. 

The entire police investigation file had been preserved and the original police file was provided to the 

Commission. The file included police investigation reports, witness statements, and correspondence.

The notebooks of officers involved in the Miller murder investigation were not retained on the investigation 

file, as officer’s notebooks included notes on many different cases and investigations. Although it was 

police policy for completed notebooks to be deposited with the service, this practice was not always 

followed in 1969 - 1970. Some officers kept their completed notebooks, including after retirement, 

while others turned theirs in. The notebooks were kept for a period of time and then destroyed. The first 

conviction review of the police files did not occur until 1989, 20 years after the initial investigation. By this 

time, many of the officers’ notebooks had been destroyed. A few officers had their original notebooks. 

They were obtained, and copies of these were received by the Commission.

3 Schedule ‘A’ to Order-in-Council 84/2004.

4 Schedule ‘A’ to Order-in-Council 84/2004.
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The original RCMP investigation file from 1969 was destroyed in the 1970s as part of their regular 

file destruction policy. However, copies of three key reports were located in 1993 in historical records 

maintained by the office of the Attorney-General of Saskatchewan.

As part of Milgaard’s efforts to reopen his investigation and set aside his wrongful conviction, the original 

police investigation was reviewed by a number of agencies, institutions and courts.

A number of police officers were interviewed by federal Justice officials as part of the two applications by 

Milgaard for a remedy under s. 690 of the Criminal Code. Some of the officers testified at the Supreme 

Court Reference in early 1992. Police officers were also interviewed by the RCMP as part of their 1993 

investigation, and transcripts and notes of these interviews were provided to the Commission. Officers 

were examined for discovery in the civil proceeding commenced by Milgaard in 1993. These transcripts 

were provided to the Commission. As well, some police officers also testified at Fisher’s trial in 1999 and 

these transcripts were evidence before the Commission.

The police investigation file contained notes of interviews and witness statements from the people who 

were interviewed by police in the original investigation. This group of people were referred to as “Event 

Witnesses” at the Inquiry and consisted of the key people who were questioned by police and may have 

witnessed an event or something that was relevant to the investigation.

Like police officers, most event witnesses retold their story as part of the reopening proceedings that 

commenced in 1988. Many of them were interviewed by Joyce Milgaard, her supporters and counsel, 

and again by federal Justice officials. Some gave evidence at the Supreme Court Reference. Most 

of the witnesses were interviewed by the RCMP in 1993, and some gave evidence at the Fisher trial. 

The Commission record included all of these previous transcripts and interview notes.

Over 100 officers participated in the Gail Miller murder investigation. Those involved in the original 

investigation have retired from active duty and many are deceased. The Commission heard evidence 

from 25 police officers who were involved in the original investigation, three RCMP officers, 20 Saskatoon 

Police officers and one officer from each of the Regina Police Service and the Fort Garry Police Service.

The Commission heard evidence from a number of witnesses who were involved in the original 

investigation as either witnesses to certain events or people who provided information to the police. All of 

the key witnesses at trial, other than Albert Cadrain and George Lapchuk who are deceased, were called 

to testify at the Inquiry. As with most witnesses before the Commission of Inquiry, these people had not 

only provided written statements and given evidence in 1969 and 1970, they had also recounted their 

stories in later years as part of the various reopening investigations.

As indicated in the Foreword to this report, this and subsequent chapters contain more detail than 

Chapters 3 and 4, and there are frequent references to source material. Documents referred to in the 

hearings are identified within the text by footnotes, using their six digit identifiers. Reference to the hearing 

transcripts are found in the footnotes preceded by the letter “T”. Recourse to either the documents or the 

transcripts is not essential to an understanding of the text, unless so indicated. The source material has 

been included to permit verification of what is said in the text, should that be desired.

Chapters 3 and 4 of this report, the Overview of Facts and Executive Summary are intended to provide 

context for what follows and should be read in advance of subsequent chapters. Without that context, 

the reader might have difficulty at times in following the review of witness testimony and issues.
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3. Investigating Police Agencies

 (a) Saskatoon Police Service

The investigation of the Gail Miller murder was done by the Saskatoon Police (a term which I will use to 

describe the organization variously described over the years as the Saskatoon Police Service, Saskatoon 

Police Force and the Saskatoon Police Department) assisted, in its initial stages, by the RCMP.

Organizational charts of the Saskatoon Police with responsible officers of the day are reproduced below.

5

5 Docid 325569.
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6

In 1969 Chief James Kettles directed 203 police and 41 civilian personnel. The Detective Division 

assumed responsibility for the investigation of the death of Gail Miller under Lt. Charles Short, who 

reported to Jack Wood, Superintendent of Criminal Investigations. Two detectives were assigned 

responsibility for the investigation of major files. In this case they were Det./Sgt. Raymond Mackie and 

George Reid.

Some of the work was shared with the Morality Division, and the Identification Division played a major role. 

It was headed by Lt. Joseph Penkala.

Detective and Morality Divisions were located on separate floors in the police station, and there were no 

direct reporting lines between the two. Morality, consisting of one inspector, four sergeants and eight 

officers investigated 14 rapes in 1968, and eight in 1969, in addition to a larger volume of lesser sexual 

offences. Included in matters investigated in 1968 were two rapes and one attempted rape later attributed 

to Larry Fisher. Detectives investigated four murders in 1969 and one attempt, including the Gail Miller 

case. There were no murders in 1968.

Joseph Penkala served with the Saskatoon Police from 1954 to 1991. In 1969 he was an Identification 

Officer and rose to Chief of Police serving as such from January 1982 to September 1991.7 In the early 

years of his service, training was mainly in-house but increased over time.

6 Docid 325569.

7 Docid 325553 and 325555 at 560.
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Although the Identification Section did fingerprinting and fingerprint Identification, the members lacked 

sophisticated equipment and relied, for most forensic testing, upon the RCMP’s Crime Detection 

Laboratory.

The Gail Miller attack involved both rape and murder, and as such would have attracted the attention of 

both Morality and Detective Divisions. Because Fisher had in the previous months committed rapes in 

Saskatoon and was later found to have committed the Gail Miller rape and murder, the suggestion has 

been made that not enough attention was paid to a possible connection between the 1968 rapes and 

Gail Miller’s murder. The Detective Division led the investigation into the Miller rape and murder and, it is 

argued, Morality was not making the connection, as it should have, between the 1968 rapes and that of 

Gail Miller.

Penkala, however, stated that the level of cooperation between divisions in 1969 was always excellent. 

As between Morality and the Detective Division he was not aware of difficulties. All officers viewed a 

serious case as a challenge and were anxious to help.

  (i) Organization of Investigation

One aspect of the investigation which needed our attention was how well coordinated was the effort. 

The evidence demonstrated that an immediate and concerted effort was made involving the Identification, 

Detective, Morality, and Patrol Divisions. A prompt and extensive canvass of the neighborhood was taken 

while Identification officers attended to the scene. Detective and Morality officers conducted interviews of 

friends and acquaintances of the victim, known offenders and others. A tracking dog was used.

The possible connection between the 1968 rapes and that of Gail Miller was quickly recognized and 

investigated to the extent possible, given the fact that Fisher was unknown to police and there were no 

other suspects for the rapes.

According to Penkala, a morning meeting was held involving the Chief, the Deputy Chief, heads of 

divisions and detective sergeants, if required, to exchange information. This is important evidence. But, 

he says, the activity and dedication generated by the Miller investigation would have made the morning 

meetings secondary.

The day-to-day direction of the murder investigation came from Detectives Raymond Mackie and Charles 

Short. Officers in the field prepared investigation reports, sometimes including a witness statement. The 

reports would be read by a designated detective (Detective Sergeant Jack Ward in 1969) who would 

co-ordinate follow-up investigation. Mackie and Short would be involved as well.

The Commission heard a great deal of evidence from police officers and witnesses relating to the 

extensive investigative efforts conducted before Milgaard came to the attention of police on March 2, 

1969, as will appear from a later review of the evidence.

At this point, the work done by a single officer will serve to illustrate what was typical.

George Reid testified at the Inquiry. He served the Saskatoon Police from 1951 to 1987. He did 26 

reports8 and took 14 witness statements. With Det. Jack Parker he was first on the scene of the murder.9

8 Docid 326597.

9 Docid 006258.
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I am satisfied that there was coordinated attention given to the Miller murder case as between Morality 

and Detectives (see the evidence of former Superintendent Jack Wood10).

The Saskatoon Police enjoyed a good reputation in 1969 and its members were seen as credible.

Most of the officers involved in the investigation had been trained on the job, unlike the situation today 

where police officers receive extensive training before active duty, including following courses in relation 

to young witnesses and accused persons. Milgaard and the main witnesses Ron Wilson, Nichol John 

and Albert Cadrain all fell into that category, and their handling by police became an issue and will be 

extensively commented upon later.

  (ii) Resources Devoted to the Investigation

All officers of the Detective Division (a lieutenant, four detective sergeants and 16 detectives) worked to 

varying degrees on the murder investigation. They were assisted by the Identification Division Officers, 

and many from the Morality Division. The Patrol and Traffic Divisions gave assistance as well. More than 

100 officers from various departments11 checked or investigated 208 persons, 38 of them after Milgaard 

became known.

  (iii) Record Keeping Practices

The first records created were the officers’ notebooks containing details of investigative steps taken. 

They were supposed to turn them in to their departments to be kept for a defined time period and then 

destroyed. Some officers, however, kept them after their retirement. Given the passage of time, not many 

notebooks were available for the Commission to review.

Notes taken by officers were then expanded into written reports, as close as possible to the events 

recorded. Witness statements were sometimes attached but occasionally stood alone.

Ideally, an investigation report would relate the circumstances under which a statement was taken. 

This was not always done, regrettably, inviting questions as to the propriety of procedures used in taking 

the statement. The investigation of the Gail Miller murder featured two significant omissions of this 

kind: one by a police officer seconded from the Calgary Police who took initial statements from Wilson 

and John, and another by Raymond Mackie of the Saskatoon Police who took Nichol John’s written 

statement. This issue will receive detailed attention in further sections of the report.

 (b) RCMP

As it does today, the RCMP provided policing for municipalities in Saskatchewan which lacked their own 

forces. They had many trained and experienced investigators and their assistance was often called upon 

by Saskatoon Police for work beyond the municipal boundaries of the city, as well as for help in major 

cases. In February of 1969, James Kettles of the Saskatoon Police contacted Inspector J.A.B. Riddell of 

the RCMP for assistance. Officers Stanley Edmondson and Edwin Rasmussen were assigned to help on 

a full-time basis, with the Saskatoon Police maintaining control.

10 T11245-T11427.

11 Docid 326548.
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After an initial meeting of representative officers on February 21, 1969, the RCMP noted that “at this time, 

the Saskatoon Police had no real suspects in mind as investigation to date had failed to turn up any leads 

of a promising nature”.12

The RCMP’s role in the Miller murder investigation was explained by Edwin Rasmussen who served that 

force from 1957 to 1977.

RCMP reports went to the Attorney General, with whom they contracted to supply policing services in the 

province. However, Saskatoon Police and the RCMP did not exchange reports although the work each 

was doing on the Miller murder investigation was known by all.

The Rasmussen report of May 7, 1969,13 included in this report as Appendix B, reviews the “full-time 

assistance”14 given to the Saskatoon Police by himself and Edmondson.

The exchange of written reports between police forces working on the same case will be the subject of 

a recommendation in this report. It is a question of achieving co-ordinated effort. I have been assured by 

both RCMP and Saskatoon Police witnesses that verbal exchanges between them ensured that important 

information was well known to both forces. The question achieved particular significance in this case 

because the connection between the rapist active in Saskatoon in the fall of 1968 and the murderer of 

Gail Miller was not made definitively during the murder investigation, although it was considered.

In his report, Rasmussen recorded that it was believed that the rapes which occurred in the area in the fall 

of 1968 were connected to the murder but goes on to note that “[A]ttempts to uncover further information 

in this respect have been to no avail”.15 This report was not copied to the Saskatoon Police who were 

criticized by the Milgaard group as not having made the connection. I accept from the evidence of its 

officers that they thought of it but could find no evidence in support.

I find that both the Saskatoon Police and the RCMP devoted important resources to the Miller murder 

investigation.

4. Initial Investigation

 (a) Death of Gail Miller

Gail Miller was raped and murdered in the early morning hours of Friday, January 31, 1969. Her body was 

found around 8:30 a.m. in the north/south lane between Avenue N and Avenue O south in the 200 block, 

halfway between her house and 20th Street where the buses ran.

The morning of the murder was very cold. Ice fog was present and the Commission obtained Environment 

Canada records showing the temperature to have been -41.1 degrees Celsius with a southerly wind at 

13 km/hr.16

Gail Miller’s movements from the time she left the rooming house, at 130 Avenue O South, are unknown.

12 Docid 065399.

13 Docid 250597.

14 Docid 250597.

15 Docid 250597.

16 Docid 078601.
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The Commission heard from former roommates of Gail Miller, Adeline Hall (Nyczai) and Linda Brecelj 

(Markwart) whose evidence I accept.

From their evidence, I find that Gail Miller was last seen on January 31, 1969, around 6:45 a.m. standing 

at a window overlooking Avenue O, dressed in her nurse’s uniform. One roommate heard footsteps 

hurrying downstairs shortly after seeing Gail Miller.

The practice of roomers using the bus was to catch it at Avenue O and 20th Street, a few minutes walk 

from the rooming house, but there was also a bus stop at Avenue N and 20th Street involving a walk of 

one extra block.

There was no direct evidence before me, nor indeed before the jury as to where Gail Miller went after 

being seen by Nyczai. The likelihood, from the evidence available, was that she would have exited the 

front door, and walked south on Avenue O to the 20th Street bus stop. It is possible, however, that she 

caught a ride, or walked east on 21st Street to Avenue N and then south to the bus stop, or walked south 

in the alley between Avenues O and N. If she walked, the exact route she took would make very little 

difference in the timing of events, as the jury might reasonably have concluded. Given the bitter cold one 

would think that Gail Miller chose the route which offered her the best protection from the biting wind.

Alerted to the presence of a body in the lane, personnel from the nearby funeral home found it lying with 

clothing in disarray, in trampled snow stained with blood. The body was dressed in a ¾ length black cloth 

coat but no hat. There was a watch on the left wrist. The right shoe was missing and a stocking and 

undergarments were around the right ankle. Underclothing was blood stained. The white uniform dress 

was pulled down to the waist and the right shoulder strap of the brassiere was broken.

 (b) Crime Scene and Neighbourhood Investigation

  (i) Scene Investigation

It is my finding that the scene was appropriately preserved, examined, and recorded. No issue has been 

raised as to these subjects, so only a brief discussion is needed here. Readers wanting more detail should 

access the referenced documents.

The first officers responding to the call which came at 8:40 a.m. were Detectives George Reid and Jack 

Parker. They were followed by Identification Officers Thor Kleiv and Joseph Penkala.17 At the Inquiry, 

Parker had little independent recall but did remember finding a sweater and a boot pushed into the snow. 

The sweater was inside out as if taken off the victim. He also recalled following a garbage truck in the alley 

and finding a handbag in a garbage can.18

Kleiv provided reliable evidence at the Inquiry and a useful report19 and scene photographs. One showing 

the body at the scene is graphic, demonstrating the great disarray of the blood stained clothing and the 

gloveless hands clutching snow. The scene bespeaks great violence with much trampling of the snow. 

Police concluded that the victim was killed following a struggle at the spot where she was found, but the 

scene did not tell them whether the attack was random or was made by someone known to Gail Miller. 

More than 30 officers were mobilized to investigate on the day of the murder.

17 Docid 006255.

18 Docid 180089 and 105048.

19 Docid 006241.
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Joseph Penkala made notes20 and filed a report dated February 1, 1969,21 detailing his observations at 

the scene.

The face of the victim was distorted, cheeks sunken and lips protruding indicating a hand hold to 

cover her cries. In Penkala’s opinion, the 10 foot diameter circle of trampled snow, the blood and all 

circumstances told him that the crime was committed at that site. A bloody knife blade was found in the 

snow under the body.

There was nothing to indicate that the body had been dragged to where it was found.

Because the arms were out of the uniform but in the coat, it was obvious that at some point, the coat had 

been removed, then put back on. One can only speculate at the sequence of events, he remarked.

After removal of the body, Penkala went over the packed snow, finding the knife blade and some blood 

seepage under the surface. There was around 10” of snow under the body and the knife blade was 

midway in this depth.

The officers found paring knives for sale in a store which matched the blade and bought a pair for 

demonstration purposes. They were maroon handled. A maroon handle fitting the broken blade was later 

found nearby in the Hounjet yard.

A small hunting knife was later discovered on a nearby fence, under snow, but both the defence and the 

prosecution viewed it as having no connection to the murder.

I am satisfied that an acceptable system of exhibit handling was in place to maintain continuity.22 Penkala 

returned to the scene on February 4, 1969,23 finding some frozen lumps of semen in snow which he 

had piled up in his first search. The lumps contained pubic hair, and thinking that they might consist of 

ejaculate, Penkala had Pathologist Dr. Harry Emson examine them for the presence of semen, which 

Emson identified. Penkala then sent the frozen lumps to the RCMP lab for analysis along with samples 

of Gail Miller’s head and pubic hair and other items of clothing.24 Brown fibres were found on the victim’s 

badge pin and these were sent for analysis as well. Police suspected that they might have come from 

contact with the attacker, but no matching garment was found.

No fingerprints were found on the knife blade, but the lab reported that Miller’s blood type O was present. 

The donor of the semen found in the snow lumps was group A and a probable secretor.

There was packed snow in the traveled areas of the lane, but if a car had been present that morning, it 

left no distinguishing tracks. A police dog was used, and the handler, Vern Passet, recalled at the Inquiry 

that a scent was tracked from Gail Miller’s body to a location on Avenue N across the street from the east/

west alley behind the funeral home.

A sweater buried in the snow was found nearby as were a lipstick and a boot.25

20 Docid 325062, 071025 and 324807.

21 Docid 106130.

22 Docid 025591.

23 Docid 325062 at 068 and 106199.

24 Docid 009276.

25 Docid 105048.
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  (ii) Neighborhood Investigation

Police made a large number of inquiries of people living in the area of the crime scene or of those who 

regularly traveled to work or caught buses nearby at relevant times. They did not fail to record reports 

from people who had not seen anything unusual that morning bearing in mind that the opportunity to see 

was limited because of darkness and fog.

The possibility of a random attacker led the police on a widespread investigation.

On the day of the murder, officers contacted 27 dry cleaning establishments to check whether anybody 

had brought in bloody clothes and to ask them to contact police if such items arrived. They followed up all 

leads but no suspects were traced by these means.

Immediate steps were taken to contact taxicab companies. Forty-six taxicab drivers, 13 of whom were on 

duty at the time of the murder, were contacted and interviewed for information on fares around the time of 

the murder.

All guests at the Salvation Army hostel were checked as well as workers at a construction site at the end 

of the north-south alley between Avenues N and O. A methodical door-to-door canvass of homes within a 

four block radius of the crime scene was undertaken and surveillance of the back alleys in the area of the 

murder was set up, and patrols were made on the chance that the perpetrator might return to the scene.

Police attended Gail Miller’s funeral, took photographs, and noted car license plate numbers as well 

as checking flower shops for the names of people who had sent flowers to the funeral. Police also 

approached Gail Miller’s friends, acquaintances and roommates for evidence of any of them having a 

reason to attack her.

A summary of persons checked and investigated by Saskatoon Police, RCMP, and Regina Police26 

prepared by Commission staff reveals that:

A total of 208 people were checked or investigated as suspects in connection with Gail Miller’s •	
murder;

17 people were checked or investigated for the first time on January 31, 1969;•	
In February 1969, 147 people were checked or investigated for the first time;•	
In March 1969, 30 people were checked or investigated for the first time;•	
38 people were checked or investigated after March 2, 1969 – the day the Saskatoon Police •	
Department received information regarding David Milgaard.

These numbers reveal a prompt and concerted effort by police. The numbers also show that police did 

not slacken their efforts to check for other suspects after Milgaard came to their attention.

A short review of evidence given by former policemen at the Inquiry gives a flavor of the work that was 

done. In general, given the lapse of time, the memories of policemen involved had faded, and more of 

their activities can be learned from documents they authored than from their testimony at the Inquiry.

Amongst the latter were former Detective Jack Parker who worked in Morality in 1968 and 1969. He was 

with George Reid at the murder scene and remained involved for about a week, checking bus stops and 

doing interviews.

26 Docid 326548.
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David Wilton served with the Saskatoon Police from 1965 to 1997. He was sent to check an alley on the 

day of the murder. His report of February 15, 1969,27 says that Sid Sargent told him that he saw a woman 

in a nurse’s cape at the bus stop at Avenue N and 20th around 7:00 a.m. or 7:05 a.m. At the Inquiry, 

Sargent said that the woman he saw was Gail Miller. The police thus had information which supported 

the belief that Gail Miller had walked down Avenue N to 20th Street to take her bus. That was one of 

the theories suggested by the Crown in explaining the circumstances at trial. That same evidence, as 

discussed elsewhere, would invite comparison with other evidence to the effect that David Milgaard at 

about the same time was at the Trav-A-Leer Motel.

Raymond Mackie served the Saskatoon Police from 1948 to 1978 and was a detective sergeant in 

1969.28 He has not stayed in touch with police matters since retirement.

He was not a cooperative witness, claiming no memory of most things, even when prompted by 

documents.29

He was the senior detective sergeant in 1969, and the file was assigned to him and George Reid. The two 

of them coordinated the work with one or the other reporting.

Amongst his other duties, he did checks through the Red Cross on blood types.30 If added to the list of 

208 suspects checked and investigated, this would mean 361 persons were checked.

Maurice Bennett served from 1954 to 1986 with the Saskatoon Police.31 A detective at the time of the 

murder, he did a house-to-house check on 20th Street. His report is dated January 31, 1969.32 He took 

Victim 12’s statement33 which is on the Milgaard file because she did not complain of her assault until she 

heard of the murder. He showed photos to Victim 12. The annotation “Ind. Assault Not Connected” is 

not his writing, he thinks. It is easy to conclude, however, that someone considered it in connection with 

the Miller file and decided that the two were unconnected. Bennett and Victor Hein did a door-to-door 

canvass between Avenues H & W on 20th Street.34

The Inquiry heard from witnesses who found items and turned them over to police. Helen Gerse lived next 

door to the Cadrain house on Avenue O South and some time after the murder, while shoveling snow, she 

turned up a blue toque which she said was full of blood. She put this in her backyard and the police came 

for it on April 5, 1969.

The Inquiry also heard from two witnesses who were children at the time – Giles Beauchamp and Norman 

Remenda. They found a wallet containing Gail Miller’s identification in the snow not far from the Cadrain 

residence on Avenue O, south of 20th Street.35

Police had no eye witnesses initially but were able to find a few witnesses who had made significant 

observations.

27 Docid 106547.

28 Docid 325555 at 558.

29 For instance, documents such as those described in Docid 325863.

30 Docid 106637 and 106716.

31 Docid 325555.

32 Docid 106110.

33 Docid 006404.

34 Docid 106254.

35 Docid 106653.
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Henry Diewold was the caretaker of St. Mary’s Church, located in the 200 block of Avenue O South, 

across the street from the alley which led to the crime scene. He told police that at about 7:00 a.m. on the 

morning of January 31, while on his way to open the church, he noted a car with lights on facing west in a 

lane at the rear of the Westwood Funeral Chapel. This told police that a vehicle was in the back alley very 

near the spot where Gail Miller’s body was found at the relevant time.

Upon his return 10 minutes later from the church to the rectory, the vehicle was still there and he noted a 

person walking in front of the headlights then back towards the driver’s side.

On February 5, 1969, police interviewed Marie Indyk who said that while at the north-west corner of 

20th Street and Avenue O she saw a woman walking west on 20th Street on the north side. The look on 

the woman’s face frightened Indyk when she stopped in front of her. She then turned and walked north on 

Avenue O towards 21st Street. The woman was 25 to 30 years of age, and wore a black cloth coat and 

black collar.

Murray Duffus, who lived on the corner of 20th Street and Avenue O, told police that on the morning of 

the murder he was trying to start his car between 6:40 and 6:55 a.m. in a location which afforded him 

a full view of the east side of the 200 block of Avenue O south. He neither heard nor saw any unusual 

activity.

On the opposite end of the alley, and across the street at 226 Avenue N South lived Margaret Merriman. 

She told police that she was looking out her front window which faced the entrance to the alley behind 

the funeral home, waiting for a taxi which had been called for 6:55 a.m. She did not see or hear anything. 

This witness was not disclosed to the defence, a subject which will be discussed in a later section of 

the report.

Mary Gallucci told police that she boarded a bus every day on the corner of Avenue O and 20th Street. 

On Thursday morning, the day before the murder, a girl got on the bus. She was young, had dark hair, 

wore a white dress and stockings, dark cloth coat and a white scarf. She wore no hat. Gallucci had seen 

the girl before on the same bus.

That same day, Gallucci also saw a construction worker wearing blue jeans and a hard hat, possibly 

yellow, and he had come from Avenue O south of 20th Street and was a regular on that bus at the same 

time. She could not identify him.

Looking back, it is easy to surmise that Gallucci saw Gail Miller and Larry Fisher. At the time, however, 

Fisher was unknown to the police except through a routine canvass of passengers at the bus stop at 

which time he told them that he had been there on Friday morning and took the bus to work.

Another bus passenger, Simon Doell, told them that he often caught the bus on 20th Street and that 

when Gail Miller got on the same bus, she was always on the corner of Avenue N and 20th Street, 

directly across from the funeral home. Here is more evidence causing police to think Miller had come 

down Avenue N, or perhaps down the alley, as opposed to walking out her front door and straight down 

Avenue O.

Initial investigation left police with no direct evidence of Gail Miller’s movements after leaving her home. 

They had no eye witness to her attack and no suspect.
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 (c) Autopsy

The Gail Miller autopsy was conducted by pathologist Dr. Harry Emson on January 31, 1969. He 

introduced a number of photos of her body, in respect of which a publication ban was given. The 

photographs are not essential to this Report and will not be published in it.

Emson had, by that time, been qualified in pathology for about 11 years and was still practicing his 

profession in Saskatoon when he gave evidence to the inquiry. His autopsy report is Appendix C.36

Although not called as an expert witness to give an opinion, Emson’s expertise in pathology drew many 

questions from counsel at the Inquiry. He explained that his objective, then and now, in a medical legal 

investigation was to learn who the victim was and how, where, and when she came to her death.

Emson said that a collaborative approach with the police was necessary and he recalls officers Joseph 

Penkala and Thor Kleiv being present at the autopsy, which was performed around seven hours after 

death. He found the cause of death to have been a stab wound in the right chest causing bleeding 

into the chest cavity. A contributing factor was the cold, from which the victim would have died within 

15 minutes lying unconscious, as she was, in the snow.

A photograph of the body shows distortion of the face. At the time, Emson did not attribute a cause, but 

said at the Inquiry that it might have resulted from someone grabbing the face.

Emson testified that it was his responsibility during an autopsy to remove the clothing and hand it to 

police who would bag it. In cross-examination, it appeared that this was in fact not done because there 

is a photograph of the gurney carrying the victim’s body under which one sees clothing piled on the floor. 

Although this demonstrates a lapse in procedure, it appears not to have affected this case although 

subjecting garments to external contamination might be a serious lapse in other cases.

The throat bore slash wounds, from left to right, two of which, says the pathologist, penetrated the 

subcutaneous tissue and might have been inflicted near or after death. There were four stab wounds 

over the collar bone, three below the left breast, four on the back, and one on the right side, the latter 

penetrating the lung and causing death. Emson examined slides of lung tissue from this stab wound and 

discovered fibers which, being microscopic in section, could not be retrieved. The presumption arising is 

that the knife passed through a garment into the body.

Emson did not check the clothing for stab wounds because, he says, it was not his responsibility.

He believed that the slash wounds on Miller’s body were likely caused by a right-handed individual but he 

could not ascribe handedness to the stab wounds. He suggested that more than one knife might have 

been used to inflict the wounds.

A small amount of reddish fluid was aspirated from the vagina and found to contain non-motile 

spermatozoa indicative of recent intercourse. Emson said that sperm motility is lost quite quickly in a living 

person, but more slowly in a dead body. He noted the absence of pelvic injury, but indicated that this did 

not mean Miller had consensual sexual intercourse because penile sexual intercourse does not usually 

cause injury in a woman of child bearing age.

36 Docid 065372.
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Emson told the Inquiry that he presumed that the vaginal aspirate was discarded after examination and 

said that in 1969, there was no protocol for saving bodily fluids, the decision being taken on a case by 

case basis. He concedes that although DNA testing was unavailable at the time, a lab could have tested 

for blood antigens, but he simply cannot remember whether saving the aspirate was considered and 

rejected or was not even considered. He said it was up to the police. In answer to cross-examination by 

Calvin Tallis at David Milgaard’s trial, Emson said that the failure to save the aspirate was presumably a 

police decision.37 Before the Inquiry, however, he acknowledged some responsibility by conceding that 

discarding the sample would not have been inadvertent, but rather a collaborative decision with police. 

Today he is inclined to save everything.

Joseph Penkala testified that the police never received the vaginal aspirate; that Emson just looked at 

it, found sperm, and discarded the sample. For reasons which he could not explain, Penkala went back 

to the scene on February 4, 1969, and found and saved some semen samples found in the snow. I 

conclude that he was not satisfied with Emson’s decision to discard the vaginal aspirate. It appears to me, 

having listened to Emson and the two Identification officers Penkala and Kleiv, who were present at the 

autopsy, that the police simply deferred to Emson in the matter of samples taken from the body.

In hindsight, discarding the vaginal aspirate was unfortunate because it might eventually have provided 

material for DNA typing, something that was not possible at the time. Then, it had value only for 

serological testing, and the evidence is that such testing could not have yielded conclusive results.

Asked to comment on blood typing, Emson explained that the four main blood types – A, B, AB, and O – 

are defined by antigens (proteins). Types A, B, and AB antigens are expressed on the surface of red blood 

cells and, in the case of secretors, in other bodily fluids such as sperm or saliva.

Because the presence of numerous non-motile spermatozoa was noted, Emson approximated that the 

sperm might have been deposited within 12 hours of the start of the autopsy (2:30 p.m.) because sperm 

begins to disintegrate after about 12 hours. In this case, however, that process could have been slowed 

by the cold. Intercourse might have occurred post-mortem.

I observe that the police were left with several possibilities arising from the condition of the body and the 

clothing. For example, because the victim was fatally stabbed only after her uniform had been pulled 

down to her waist and her coat had been put back on (the victim was stabbed through her coat but not 

her dress), she might have been partially stripped, raped, and then allowed to put her coat on before 

being stabbed either by the rapist or by somebody else, or she could have been partially stripped, had 

her throat slashed by one assailant who allowed her to put her coat back on only to be stabbed by a 

second assailant and then raped post-mortem by him. These examples are given simply as possibilities 

which might explain the two-stage attack presented by the physical evidence. Neither the police nor the 

prosecutor could explain it and left it up to the jury to sort out.

The physical evidence relating to the stabbing of Gail Miller presented the police with a question that 

has never been answered – how was it that Miller had been stabbed through her coat but not the top of 

her uniform dress. That circumstance pointed to a two stage attack for reasons which could never be 

explained. Detective Eddie Karst testified that many theories were put forward and it is a curious feature 

of this matter that after all these years, no one can say for sure just what happened to account for it. In 

neither the Milgaard nor the Fisher trial did the Crown suggest that there was more than one attacker.

37 Docid 075974.
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Emson said that the victim might have been able to stumble, possibly, but not to run after the stabbing. 

She would have been essentially immobilized, not only from the stab wounds, but from the high degree of 

thermal shock, and shock from the sexual assault.

He agreed with the possibility38 that the attack might have taken place elsewhere, with the body being 

dumped where it was found because he said it was difficult to imagine, as a common sense proposition, 

a sexual assault taking place outside at -40 C. At least one other witness, as we shall see, disagreed 

and as a matter of common sense, I see nothing impossible or even improbable about the sexual assault 

having been done outside by an assailant capable of such a frenzied attack assuming, of course, that he 

had just emerged from a warm environment.

5. Physical Evidence and Forensics

During the investigation, both physical evidence (such as items of clothing) and biological evidence 

(such as blood samples) were collected. Such samples were introduced in court and may therefore be 

described, in general, as forensic evidence.

The investigation into the death of Gail Miller and the subsequent trial of David Milgaard were much 

concerned with both physical and biological evidence, especially the latter and specifically serology, 

being the identification and analysis of bodily fluids. A hair and fibre analysis played some part in the 

investigation, but most importantly it concerned blood, semen, and saliva.

In 1969 and 1970, the science of serology, including blood typing, could lead to the exclusion of a 

suspected donor of a biological substance, but not to his positive identification. It had value as an 

investigative tool because of its ability to reduce the pool of potential suspects by reference to their 

serological profile. DNA typing, which was not available then, can be used not only to exclude but 

to identify to a near certainty, a donor of a bodily substance. When it became available, it led to the 

conviction of Fisher and the exoneration of David Milgaard, a subject to which we return in Chapter 18 

of this Report.

Physical items gathered by the Saskatoon Police during the investigation became important in the 

Milgaard trial, and in the reopening of the investigation years later. This evidence consisted primarily of the 

victim’s clothing and personal belongings. Penkala and Kleiv gathered important evidence at the scene, 

and the senior officer, Penkala, directed further testing and analysis. He was present at the autopsy 

conducted by Emson, where further biological samples were collected.

All testing of forensic samples used at trial was done at the RCMP Laboratory.

 (a) The Physical Evidence

Most of the significant physical evidence was gathered on or shortly after January 31, 1969, from the 

vicinity of the crime scene. Notable amongst these were items found on the victim or thought to be hers:

a blood stained and perforated coat;•	
blood stained pink panties, girdle, white mesh stockings, half slip and brassiere;•	
blood stained white uniform dress;•	
boots, one located on the body and the other buried in snow around the corner of the alley •	
where the body was found;

38 Docid 002486 at 491.
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a red and black sweater found in the same location; and•	
the victim’s gloves found near to where the body was located.•	

A knife blade was found buried in the snow beneath the body, and its matching maroon handle was 

later located in a nearby backyard. The victim’s purse and contents were found in a garbage can in an 

alley within a half a block from the scene. A blue toque, apparently blood stained, was later found in the 

backyard of a house adjacent to the Cadrain’s, which was within two blocks of the crime scene, and the 

victim’s wallet and identification were later found near that home.

Penkala returned to the crime scene on February 4, 1969, and reported that, “[t]he snow was searched 

and during the search, two frozen lumps about one inch in diameter, yellowish in color, with hair frozen 

into the lumps, were found and retained in a frozen state in the Identification Section Exhibit Room 

refrigerator”.39

The snow referred to is that piled up by Penkala on the day of the murder from where the body had lain.

A small bone handled knife was later found at the scene resting under snow on the stringer of a fence. 

It was preserved and considered by both prosecution and defence to have played no role in the crime, 

and so was not introduced into evidence. It later became of interest only because Joyce Milgaard 

suggested many years later that it might have been the murder weapon used by Fisher, but was 

deliberately discarded by the police. This matter will be discussed in a further section of the report.

 (b) Samples Collected at Autopsy

Vaginal aspirate was withdrawn, as described, for the purpose of determining whether sexual intercourse 

had recently taken place. The presence of non-motile spermatozoa suggested that it had within the 

previous 12 hours. However, Emson explained at the Inquiry that the extreme cold might have slowed the 

degradation of the spermatozoa, thus impacting the time estimate.

The sample was discarded, probably by Emson, to whom Penkala would have deferred. This was a 

mistake. Coming from the body of the victim, the sample would potentially have been of far greater use 

than the frozen lumps of unknown substance which Penkala collected four days afterwards from snow 

where the victim’s body was found. These samples were tested and found to contain human semen and 

A antigens which could be linked to the victim, or to her attacker only by inference.

Evidence at the Inquiry showed that vaginal smears were being retained in other rape cases, including 

one being considered by investigators in the context of the Gail Miller murder.

 (c) Analysis by the RCMP Crime Detection Laboratory

As mentioned, the Saskatoon Police did not have laboratory facilities of their own and relied upon the 

RCMP. On February 7, 1969, Joseph Penkala sent a number of items to them for testing:

Black coat with perforations in the back to be checked for seminal stains (particularly in the coat •	
tail region) and to determine consistency of cuts with knife blade submitted. Also to determine 

manner in which button was ripped off of coat;

Pink panties to be checked for seminal stains and presence of menstrual blood. Also to •	
determine nature of rip or cut;
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White uniform dress to be checked for seminal stains and to determine manner in which zipper •	
and seams had come apart. Also to determine nature of fibre located at back of name badge;

Girdle and stockings to determine presence of seminal fluid and menstrual blood;•	
Half-slip to determine presence of seminal fluid;•	
Broken knife blade to determine presence of human blood and to group same;•	
Two vials of the victim’s blood to determine blood type, alcohol content and presence of drugs;•	
Two plastic vials of unknown substance to determine presence of spermatozoa and human •	
origin. Also to examine nature of hair located in sample and determine similarity to hair samples 

of victim also submitted.40

Testing was conducted by Staff Sgt. Bruce Paynter. Paynter served the RCMP from 1955 to 1990 

working as a serologist in the Regina Crime Detection Lab. Already an experienced officer and technician 

in 1969, he performed many tests on exhibits submitted to him in the Miller case.

Happily for us, he preserved his original notes, a fact which greatly assisted his recall of events.41 The 

request for testing was more detailed than usual, and so Paynter’s role was confined to testing certain 

kinds of exhibits involving sperm and blood.

He responded to Penkala’s request for testing on March 12, 1969,42 concluding that:

The vials of blood (Ms. Miller’s) contained type O blood.•	
Type O blood was located on the knife blade.•	
Human seminal fluid was located on the pink panties.•	
Human seminal fluid, highly probably from a secretor of Group A was found in one of the vials of •	
substance.

No seminal fluid was found on the coat, girdle and stockings, half-slip, brassiere or white dress.•	

 (d) The Secretor Finding

In his Inquiry evidence, Paynter explained that because some people (known as secretors) secrete 

blood antigens into other bodily fluids, including semen, a sample of semen can be found, for example, 

to have been donated by a person of blood type A who was a secretor. But a significant percentage 

of the population falls into this category, so a match cannot be achieved to identify a particular donor. 

Conversely a potential donor could be excluded if he was found to be a non-secretor, or, if a secretor, 

his blood type was something other than A.

To put the matter in perspective, about 40 per cent of the population have blood type A and about 

80 per cent are secretors, so in the result, about 32 per cent of the population would be secretors of 

Group “A”. That would be the pool of potential suspects as donors of the semen found in the snow.

In the context of our case, type A antigens were found in the semen from the snow, so they must have 

come from a secretor of blood type A. Blood and saliva samples from Milgaard were tested for blood 

grouping and secretor status.43 Blood group A was reported conclusively.44 No A or B antigens were 

found in the saliva sample, so Paynter reported simply that. Paynter explained that he did not mean to 
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indicate by that report that Milgaard was a non-secretor because antigens from a secretor can be absent 

in saliva for other reasons. Further testing would have been needed to establish his secretor status 

conclusively. For the purposes of the Milgaard trial, however, Milgaard was thought to be a non-secretor.

Edwin Rasmussen went too far, says Paynter, in reading the conclusion expressed in his report of April 23, 

1969, paragraph 26 when he said:

Milgaard was found to be of group ‘A’ however, is not a secretor and has also been 

eliminated as a possible suspect.45

Twenty-two years later, a further saliva sample from David Milgaard was tested showing him to be a 

group A secretor.46 Had this fact been known at trial, he could not have been excluded as the donor of 

the semen found in the snow.

As a consequence of Paynter’s findings, Saskatoon Police focused their investigation on potential 

suspects who were type A secretors.47 Ron Wilson, Milgaard’s companion on the trip, was known to have 

been blood type B48 and so was excluded for that reason.

In his testimony before the Inquiry, Bruce Paynter said that the discarded vaginal aspirate could have been 

tested at the time for antigens, and being found in the victim, would have been of much more significance 

than the samples from the snow. Paynter stands by the accuracy of his work and I accept it as such.

The remaining requests in Joseph Penkala’s February 7, 1969, correspondence were passed on to other 

RCMP technicians. The toxicology results were negative. The tuft of brown fibre found on the back of Gail 

Miller’s name badge could not be identified. The cuts on the back of her coat were consistent with the 

knife blade, the dress seams and zipper had been damaged by force, the button missing from the coat 

had been removed by force, but the opening in the crotch area of the panties was due to normal wear 

and tear. Significantly, the seven hairs removed from one of the vials containing the frozen substance 

found in the snow by Penkala were pubic and were consistent with hair samples taken from the victim.49

 (e) Human Semen Found in the Snow

Certain individuals who later reviewed the details of the forensic investigation noted that the frozen lumps 

of substance found by Penkala on February 4, 1969, were described at the time as “yellowish”50 or “pale 

yellowish”51 in colour. This observation led at least two experts, who had been retained by the Milgaard 

group, to opine that the substance found by Penkala was likely dog urine. The repercussions of this 

suggestion are covered later in the Report. Suffice it to say at this point that a review of Paynter’s original 

examination notes would have confirmed that the semen from the vial was human. Paynter explained at 

the Inquiry that human origin was confirmed by way of a standard protein test, as well as a microscopic 

examination of the morphology of the spermatozoa.
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 (f) The Glove Stain

The victim’s gloves were found at the scene but never submitted to a lab for testing until 1997. RCMP 

analyst Anne-Elizabeth Charland examined the gloves and found a small stain of mixed biological origin.

As Charland reported to the Inquiry, the substance on the glove was not confirmed to be blood. Charland 

explained that the major (most significant) portion was consistent with Gail Miller’s DNA profile, and 

one could therefore conclude that it was likely Gail Miller’s biological material. Charland also identified a 

component of male origin with limited information. She could not say what particular biological material 

the stain consisted of i.e. blood or skin or semen, and there was insufficient information to match it with a 

donor. She reported that she could not exclude Larry Fisher as the donor but certainly could not identify 

him either.

In the absence of evidence on the point, I assume that the gloves found in the snow were thought to 

have been of no forensic value and so were not tested in 1969. One counsel at the Inquiry suggested that 

this was an investigative oversight but I do not agree. DNA typing was not available at the time and even 

if it had been, larger biological samples were available on other garments, and from the victim’s body. 

Serological interest centered on the vaginal aspirate to the extent of identifying spermatozoa, but mainly 

on the frozen semen samples from the snow.

Even if type A blood had been identified on the gloves, it would have only left open the possibility of 

Milgaard as the donor, Fisher being unknown to the police at the time. A forensic case for either the 

prosecution or the defence would not have been advanced.

 (g) Forensic Considerations in Connection with the “Rapist Theory”

As mentioned, police investigating the Gail Miller murder thought for a time that the murderer might also 

have been the rapist operating in the general vicinity in the fall of 1968. In furtherance of this theory, they 

sent some clothing and vaginal smears from rape victims to the RCMP laboratory for examination.52 They 

were interested to see whether the donor of the semen in the rape cases might have shared a serological 

profile (A secretor) with the donor of the semen found in the snow near Gail Miller’s body.

They found that the first victim’s attacker was a type A secretor, consistent with the donor of the frozen 

semen samples in the Miller case. But the matter seems to have gone no further than that because, 

I might conclude, police attention had shifted away from the rapist as murderer theory to David Milgaard 

as murderer. It could be argued that police abandoned too soon the evidence that demonstrated that 

a type A secretor had raped both the first victim and Gail Miller. As we have noted earlier, however, 

the result of Paynter’s analysis of the frozen semen in the snow led police to look for type A secretors. 

They assumed that the donor of the semen in the snow had raped Gail Miller, and so there was an 

obvious possibility that he had also raped Fisher Victim 1 in 1968 because a type A secretor had 

deposited semen in each case. But that did not lead them to a suspect, because the same serological 

profile would fit 32 per cent of the male population. They had no suspects for the rapes in 1968, and none 

for the murder until Milgaard came to their attention, after which police attention understandably became 

focused on him. Only in hindsight can it be said that the possible connection between the 1968 rapes and 

the murder of Gail Miller should have continued to hold police attention.
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 (h) Failure to Detect Semen Stains

Paynter was directed to look for semen stains on certain items of Gail Miller’s clothing. He found some 

on the panties but not elsewhere, although they were present on the dress and the coat. These stains 

were missed again in 1992 by Patricia Alain of the RCMP lab, and finally found in the United Kingdom in 

1997. Paynter employed ordinary light and manual inspection in his examination. In 1997, as reported by 

Michael Barber,53 an acid phosphatase test was used to detect semen on the panties, the uniform and 

the coat. Paynter said that this test was not in use in 1969 by the RCMP, who began to employ it around 

1973. I find that with the tools at his disposal, he met the standard expected of him.

Alain went over the garments again in 1992 and failed to find semen stains on the dress. She testified 

that her lab was not equipped for applying the acid phosphatase test to the entire garment. Her findings, 

or the lack of them, had implications for the DNA testing which will be discussed elsewhere, but it is only 

Paynter’s tests which concern us in connection with the trial. Had he found all the semen stains which 

were there on the garments in 1969, samples would have been available for DNA typing earlier than they 

were, but such testing was not available until long after the trial and appeal.

At the time of trial, the only testing of relevance on the sperm samples would have been for the presence 

of antigens possibly revealing the blood type of a secretor who would be one of the 32 per cent of the 

male population – evidence which could not identify a perpetrator.

6. Suspects and Theories

 (a) Friends and Acquaintances of Gail Miller

Police questioning of potential suspects began on the day of the murder and continued unabated 

until, and even after, David Milgaard became known to them on March 2, 1969. It has been said that 

they focused too quickly on Milgaard to the exclusion of other suspects, so the thoroughness of their 

investigation from the time of the murder is in issue.

In tandem with their search for evidence relating to a random attacker, police investigated people known 

to Gail Miller, her friends, acquaintances, co-workers and family members. They were looking for any 

information suggesting a motive.

Previous boyfriends were of interest and two of them, Les Spence and Dennis Elliott, had been referred 

to them by Gail Miller’s roommates. Spence had been a long-term boyfriend and Elliott was a recent 

acquaintance who had driven her home from a party, which started the night before her murder and 

ended after midnight.

The RCMP located Spence in Perdue, a town west of Saskatoon, on the day of the murder. He told them 

that he had been at home the night before. His parents verified that, and said that he had not gotten up 

until 11:30 a.m. on January 31, 1969.

He was again interviewed on February 1, 1969, this time by Saskatoon Police, telling them, as he had told 

the RCMP, that he had last seen Gail Miller on Saturday, January 25, 1969. Police had information that 

Spence was jealous and quick tempered, and that Gail Miller was trying to break off their relationship, so 

they did not eliminate him but rather interviewed him again on February 3, 1969. One RCMP and three 

Saskatoon Police officers were involved. They found him co-operative. They looked into his driving record 
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and had his blood tested. It was type A. Around February 8, 1969, police finally eliminated Spence as a 

suspect.

The last person known to have been in the company of Gail Miller was Dennis Elliott, who drove her home 

from a party in Saskatoon the night before her murder.

Elliott learned of her death at around 6:00 p.m. on January 31, 1969. He went to 130 Avenue O South 

and spoke to the police, providing a written statement telling them that he had his roommates pick Miller 

up the evening before, to bring her to the party. He was in her company from about 9:45 p.m. until around 

1:15 a.m., when he drove her home because she had to work in the morning. They talked for about 

15 minutes in the car in front of her home, and then he walked her into the house at around 2:00 a.m.

On February 1, 1969, Elliott remembered something relevant and called police to say that when he took 

Gail Miller home at around 2:00 a.m., he noticed a male person sitting alone in a car across the street, 

and he appeared angry. He described the car as a 1963 Pontiac Parisienne, and police recognized that 

Spence did not own such a car. The police interviewed roommates and people who had been at the party 

and received statements, which were consistent with what they had been told by Elliott.

On February 2, 1969, police searched Gail Miller’s room at 130 Avenue O South, and the house at 

1308 Temperance Street where the party had been held, including Elliott’s room.

Spence was eliminated as a suspect on February 8, 1969, but Elliott, and others who were at the party 

on January 31, 1969 with Gail Miller were re-questioned. On February 6, 1969, Elliott told them that the 

person he saw in the car across the street from Gail Miller’s apartment was about 5’10” tall, 160 lbs with 

dark hair.

In later years, Elliott gave different times about the arrival in front of Gail Miller’s house, and about when 

she went into the house. At the Inquiry, he said that he drove her home at about 1:30 a.m. and that she 

stayed in his car for about half to three quarters of an hour. He would have gone to bed at approximately 

4:30 a.m. at his own residence.

In 1996, Elliott provided a sample of his blood for DNA testing, and the result confirmed that the semen 

on Gail Miller’s clothing could not have come from him.

Documentation and testimony before the Inquiry clearly indicated that in 1969, police thoroughly 

investigated and properly eliminated both Spence and Elliott as suspects in the murder of Gail Miller.

RCMP and Saskatoon Police officers attended Gail Miller’s funeral at Laura, Saskatchewan at 2:00 p.m. 

on February 4, 1969. No suspects could be identified.

Extensive questioning of Gail Miller’s family members, and friends and acquaintances continued through 

March 1969, and revealed no enemies. On the contrary, she was extremely well liked.

Documents introduced at the Inquiry demonstrate the extent of police interviews:

Between February 1, 1969 and March 12, 1969 five family members were contacted, some more •	
than once. Police also searched Gail Miller’s room, checked phone records and obtained names 

of persons who had sent flowers to the funeral.

Between January 31, 1969 and February 8, 1969, 12 people living at or connected with •	
130 Avenue O South were approached, neither motive nor suspect for her murder appeared.
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Between January 31, 1969 and March 20, 1969, six female friends of Gail Miller were asked •	
about her social life.

Between February 8, 1969 and March 26, 1969, eight men who had been associated with •	
Gail Miller were questioned.

Co-workers, including 29 men were interviewed. No leads resulted.•	

Police concluded that the perpetrator of the murder was likely unknown to Gail Miller, as expressed by 

Cpl. Edwin Rasmussen in his May 7, 1969, RCMP report where he stated, “after extensive investigation it 

is felt that the person responsible was unknown to Miller in view of statements of immediate friends, family 

and acquaintances”.54

 (b) Perpetrator of Previous Sexual Assaults

Within the three months prior to the Miller murder, there had been two rapes and one indecent assault in 

Saskatoon which prompted a warning to be published in the paper55 by police on December 14, 1968:

When Gail Miller was raped and murdered, police wondered whether there was a connection with the 

previous sex crimes. A single perpetrator could have been responsible. There were similarities between 

the previous rapes and the attack on Miller but there was no suspect. Fisher was unknown to police.

  (i) Review of Previous Sexual Assaults and Investigation Prior to Gail Miller Murder

The three attacks that prompted the Saskatoon Police to warn women about talking to strangers or 

walking in dark areas occurred on October 21, 1968, November 13, 1968, and November 29, 1968. 

Larry Fisher, as perpetrator of these crimes, did not become known to police until later in 1970, well after 

the conviction of David Milgaard for the murder of Gail Miller, but before his appeal proceedings were 

concluded.

There were similarities in the attacks, which may be seen from the following brief description.
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On October 21, 1968, Fisher raped a 22 year old woman, FV1, in a lane between Avenues G and H in 

west Saskatoon near 19th Street. He grabbed her from behind, held a knife to her, verbally threatened 

to use it, and ordered her to take off her clothes and lie down on her coat. He held her blouse over her 

mouth and face and raped her. She could see that he had long hair but could not see his face. He left 

the scene and she ran to report the crime. She described her attacker to the police as “quite young 

about 18 years old, he had dark hair hanging down over his face, short at the back was about 5’2” - 4“ 

tall, quite small not very heavy, wore dark coloured clothing, trousers and sweater, no hat or glasses”.56 

She was examined at the hospital and nine items of clothing and articles from the scene were collected. 

A tracking dog was used for about an hour and 45 minutes.

Fisher raped another young woman, FV2, on November 13, 1968, after grabbing her on 18th Street 

between Avenues E and F. He put his hand over her mouth and held a knife against her throat dragging 

her into an alley. He ordered her to take off her clothes, put her coat on the ground and forced her to 

lie on it. After raping her he told her to sit up and turn her head, he picked up her coat, dress and bra 

and ran north towards 18th Street. She ran for help and police responded and took her statement. She 

described her attacker as a young person, 18 to 25 years of age, of medium build, dark hair hanging over 

his forehead, thin face, harsh voice, wearing a white hard hat, work clothes and boots and smelling of oil 

and gas. Like Fisher Victim 1, Fisher Victim 2 was also examined at the hospital and a vaginal smear was 

taken.

Both Fisher Victim 1 and Fisher Victim 2 had been attacked in the dark and in the evening.

On November 29, 1968, another young woman, FV3, was attacked by Fisher, this time in the University 

area of east Saskatoon. As she walked home in the dark around 9:30 p.m. she was followed by a man 

who grabbed her near an alley, put his hand or arm across her mouth and told her not to make a sound 

because he had a knife. In the alley he forced her to the ground, threatened her with the knife saying 

it would not be the first time he had used it. He started to undress her but the attack was cut short 

by the lights of an approaching vehicle. Fisher ran away and the occupants of the car assisted her. 

She described her attacker to police as “about 20 years old 5’6”, rather long dark hair ear length with 

side burns circling up at the ends. Medium build, wearing a dark waist length jacket, soft material.”57 

She noted that he was quite strong for his size. She was taken to the police station and shown a photo 

line-up.

Incomplete police records for the above crimes do not reveal all of the investigative steps taken, but we 

know that they had no clear suspects for the crimes, although they considered them to be connected to 

each other as appears from the warning to women published in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix mentioned 

above. The police also saw in their circumstances a possible connection to the Miller murder, as we have 

seen. All that was lacking was knowledge of Fisher as the rapist.

I am satisfied that the two rapes and the indecent assault were the subject of serious investigation. 

It appeared from surviving records and testimony that police interviewed all three victims and took 

statements.
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  (ii) Single Perpetrator Theory and Gail Miller Murder Investigation

The nearly contemporaneous rapes and attempted rape in Saskatoon gave rise to what I will refer to as 

the single perpetrator theory, linking those sexual offences to the murder and rape of Gail Miller. The 1968 

rapes were still fresh in the minds of police, having warned the public about them on December 14, 1968. 

As well, the murder gave rise to many reports from women regarding indecent assaults and suspicious 

behaviour, which they thought might be linked to the murder.

Fisher Victim 2 was interviewed by Sgt. Raymond Mackie on the day after the Miller murder and shown 

a photo line-up from which she could not identify her attacker. Fisher Victim 1 was also interviewed for 

the same purpose. In her case, the photo line-up contained pictures of two men who lived in Gail Miller’s 

rooming house, obviously with a view to identifying her attacker as the 1968 rapist.

A report left by Detective Victor Hein reveals that as early as February 2, 1969, police were looking for a 

suspect wearing work clothing and a hard hat, who fit the descriptions given by the rape victims, and this 

in connection with the murder investigation.

The possible connection was publicly noticed in articles appearing on February 3 and February 4, 1969, in 

the Saskatoon StarPhoenix and the Regina Leader-Post respectively.

Joseph Penkala also thought there might be a connection. On February 5, 1969, he wrote to the RCMP 

Crime Index Section, enclosing a general summary of the facts regarding the Gail Miller murder. His letter 

indicated that the information was being submitted to the Crime Index Section for possible offender 

identification by method of operation. Penkala provided the following information:

Our Department has two unsolved cases, dating back into October and November of 

1968, which involve complaints of rape. In both these cases, the victim was attacked 

from behind while walking in the late evening, forced into a lane and, under threat with a 

knife, made to undress and submit to intercourse. The victims were always threatened 

and forbidden to see the attacker who, after the attack, carried away some of the victim’s 

clothing. In these cases, the attacker allowed the victims to replace some of the clothing, 

usually the outer garment or coat.58

Penkala agreed at the Inquiry that he believed there was a connection between the rapes and the Gail 

Miller murder. By February 6, 1969, police were asking citizens to come forward with information they 

might have about the murder, and acknowledged that victims of indecent assault who had not pressed 

charges were now coming forward. Police diligently followed up on such information.

On May 7, 1969, Edwin Rasmussen reported that the local police department had reports of two rapes 

and one suspected rape in the fall of 1968. Rasmussen noted the similar modus operandi. He also 

observed that sperm samples from the Miller crime scene had been analyzed as originating from a group 

A secretor and suggested that exhibits obtained in the Saskatoon rapes be analyzed to reveal a possible 

link with the Miller murderer.59

Exhibits from two victims were sent to the lab and, in one case, type A agglutinogens were found on blue 

panties and a plaid jacket.60
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Both the RCMP and the Saskatoon Police were quite aware of the possible link between the murder and 

the rapes. To this day, the Milgaard group says that it was not only a possible link, it was an obvious link 

and not to have followed up on it indicates, at the very least, tunnel vision on the part of the police.

In assessing the reasonableness of the police investigation, one must be conscious of the powerful 

influence of hindsight. Police actions in 1969 must be judged on the basis of what the police knew in 

1969. There had been three fairly recent sexual assaults in the city, probably committed by the same man.

Although the rapes bore some similarity to the rape of Gail Miller, the similarities did not bear a signature. 

That is to say, the circumstances were common to many stranger rapes. And the rape of Gail Miller was 

far more violent than the others. Police had no suspect for the rapes, and none for the murder (although 

they identified over 160 persons of interest) when Albert Cadrain made his report on March 2, 1969, 

implicating David Milgaard in the murder. From that point on, police concentrated on either eliminating 

Milgaard or gathering enough evidence to charge him. To say that this course of action demonstrated 

tunnel vision is to ignore the circumstances prevailing at the time.

Other people’s blood was being tested, as one sees from Raymond Mackie’s report61 dated April 9, 1969, 

and other leads followed,62 so it would be wrong to conclude that once the police heard about Milgaard 

they abandoned other lines of inquiry.

News of the murder prompted a number of people to come forward with reports of indecent assaults 

or suspicious activity by men. One of the first persons to contact the police was Victim 12. She was 

indecently assaulted about six blocks from the Miller crime scene at 7:07 a.m. on the morning of 

January 31, 1969. She was able to describe her attacker as about 5’6” tall, heavily built with dark hair 

and no hat. She could not, however, identify him from a photo line-up. Victim 12’s report was not made 

in support of a prosecution for her own attack, but rather because she thought it might be connected to 

the murder. Therefore, it was placed on the Miller murder file, but neither the police nor the prosecutor 

thought it connected to the murder because it was contemporaneous, and about six blocks away and 

was only an indecent assault as compared to the rape and murder.

Another such report came from Victim 10. She made a complaint on January 31, 1969, relating to an 

indecent assault three weeks before on Avenue Q between 22nd and 23rd Streets by a 15 or 16 year old 

male, about 5’6” tall, with a slim build.

The Victim 11 complaint came on February 2, 1969. It was another indecent assault about two weeks 

before the murder, halted by a third party. This time the attacker was described as of dark complexion 

between 5’2” and 5’6” with a stocky build, perhaps in his mid thirties.

On February 3, 1969, police learned of a man following Victim 13 in the 1900 block of 20th Street. He 

was about 5’9” tall, wore dark clothing and was bare headed. Victim 13 was unable to pick out the man 

in a photo line-up.

Police received the Kreke complaint on February 20, 1969. It involved the offer of a ride while she waited 

at a bus stop around 6:50 a.m. on February 18, 1969. She declined, but the car came back. This time 

the man was described as 30 years old, with black hair, wearing work clothes. The police did extensive 

follow up on one Hartmut Schlueter but Kreke could not identify him. Surveillance was conducted for two 
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weeks, his residence was searched and he was interviewed. Police thought Schlueter might be a suspect 

for the Miller murder.

Supt. Jack Wood of the Saskatoon Police wrote to the Toronto Police on February 19, 1969, for 

information on a suspect he had read about in the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Gazette. The article 

had been brought to his attention “because of the similarity of rape offences here that has now, we 

believe, led up to a murder”.

There is no doubt that the possible connection between the rapes and the murder was receiving full 

attention from the Saskatoon Police, and from the RCMP who were assisting them both prior to Milgaard 

becoming a suspect and after.

To follow up the suggestion made by RCMP Staff Sgt. Bruce Paynter that a blood and saliva sample 

be taken from Fisher Victim 1, Morality Officer Bev Cressman visited Fisher Victim 1 and obtained her 

agreement to provide the samples. Fisher Victim 1 was transported to the police station. While there, 

she was shown a group of 19 photographs, described as snapshots of various people picked at random 

from the Morality Office drawer. David Milgaard’s photograph was included. Saskatoon Police obviously 

questioned whether Milgaard was responsible for the previous rapes as well as the murder of Gail 

Miller. Cressman got the photograph of Milgaard from Mackie, so there was evidently communication 

between the homicide and morality sections of the Saskatoon Police. An investigation report prepared by 

Cressman dated April 15, 1969, related the following information:

Amongst these photos was included one of one David MILGAARDE [sic] (this last photo 

was obtained from D/Sgt. R. Mackie). [Fisher Victim 1] looked at these photos which 

were all placed on the desk at one time, and immediately picked out the photo of David 

Milgaarde and one other male person whos [sic] identity at this time is not known to me. 

She stated that she had definitely seen both these persons around before somewhere 

however couldn’t remember where or when. She could not identify any of these persons as 

the one who may have raped her.63

Cressman’s investigation report also reveals that Fisher Victim 1 was questioned again about a possible 

suspect by the name of Vince. He reported the following:

Information had been received from an informant that there was a man who appeared 

at the Bus Depot on several occasions when Fisher Victim 1 worked at this location 

and it was believed by Fisher Victim 1 that this was the person who had raped her, and 

was the same one who was responsible for the Murder of Gail Miller. Fisher Victim 1 

was questioned regarding this information on a previous occassion however denied any 

knowledge of same. It was suggested by the informant that Fisher Victim 1 was afraid to 

come forth with this information to the Police.64

Cressman questioned Fisher Victim 1 and determined that a man by the name of Vince used to frequent 

the bus depot when Fisher Victim 1 worked there. However, she knew very little about this person and 

had not seen him since she quit work at the bus depot. Cressman asked Fisher Victim 1 to contact him 

should she remember where she might have seen the two persons she picked out from the photographs 

she was shown.
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Paynter reported on his examination of samples obtained from Fisher Victim 1 that she had blood group 

“O” whereas there was evidence of blood group “A” antigens on her clothing. These could not have come 

from her but rather from a blood type A secretor so that whoever deposited the A antigens in the snow at 

the Miller murder scene might have raped Fisher Victim 1. Thirty-two per cent of the male population were 

A secretors.

On February 27,1969, Penkala was alerting investigators to be on the lookout for items noted on the rape 

files, which were either missing or could show identification of the attacker. As well, on March 18, 1969, 

Penkala submitted exhibits connected to the Fisher Victim 1 and Fisher Victim 2 rapes to the RCMP lab 

for comparison to the physical evidence on the Miller file. Obviously, the similarities between the rapes and 

the Miller murder were still under active consideration by the end of March 1969.

The exhibits gathered by police in connection with Gail Miller’s death were delivered to the Crime 

Detection Laboratory for testing on February 7, 1969. On March 12, 1969, Paynter, who was in charge 

of the Serology Section of the Crime Detection Laboratory, reported his findings. Paynter confirmed that 

frozen lumps found at the crime scene contained human semen and that they also contained A antigens, 

suggesting that the donor of the semen and the likely perpetrator of the Miller murder was blood type A 

and a secretor.

J.A.B. Riddell of the RCMP reported on March 20, 1969:

10. Between 21 Oct and 29 Nov 68, two rapes and one attempted rape were committed 

in the same area where this girl was murdered. To date the person responsible has not 

been identified. In each case the attacker forced the girls down an alley at knife point 

where he forced them to undress before committing the offence. In the attempted rape, the 

attacker was scared off by the approach of car headlights. One of the victims claims that 

she can still identify her attacker while the other two are only able to give a brief description 

of him. In view of the similar methods used in committing these offences, there is a 

good possibility that they were all committed by the same individual and this fact 

is not being overlooked during this investigation.65 

[emphasis added]

The single perpetrator theory that occupied the attention of both the Saskatoon Police and the RCMP 

was summarized by Edwin Rasmussen of the RCMP in his May 7, 1969 report:

18. Our Crime Detection Laboratory at Regina advised that seminal fluid found at the 

scene was very probably from a secretor of Group “A”. The Lab. defined a ‘secretor’ as a 

person who secretes their “AB” blood grouping substance and other body fluids. Copy of 

Lab. report attached.

19. It is mentioned that during the late fall of 1968 the local police department had 

reports of two rapes and one attempted rape. These investigations were conducted by 

City Police with negative results. Persons involved were as follows:

  a)  Fisher Victim 1. The offence took place at approximately 8 PM of 31 Oct 68 in a 

lane of the 400 block between Avenues G and H.
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  b)  Fisher Victim 2. This offence occurred at approximately 8 PM 13 Nov. 68 in a 

lane of the 500 block of Ave E South.

  c)  Fisher Victim 3. This offence reportedly took place at approximately 10 PM, 

29 Nov. 68 in the south lane, 1300 block Temperance St.

In these three instances the M.O. was similar in that the male approached his victim from 

the rear, covered their mouth with his hand and pointed a knife into their back, forcing 

them down the lane. The descriptions of the assailant given by all three were very similar 

and it appeared that the same person was involved. The assailant would force his victim 

to undress at knife point and always managed to stay in the shadows or behind them in 

order that his identity would not be detected. He would then have the victim lie on her coat 

at which time intercourse would take place. In the Fisher Victim 3 case, the assailant was 

scared away as a result of lights of a vehicle approaching down the lane.

20. As none of the exhibits obtained in any of the above cases had been analyzed by 

our Laboratory, it was suggested that this be done in order to establish whether or not 

the person responsible in these incidents was the same one responsible for the MILLER 

murder. Accordingly, on 20 March 69 exhibits obtained from Fisher Victim 2 and Fisher 

Victim 1 were transported to the C.D.L., Regina for serological examination. These included 

two smears on microscope slides, one pair of blue panties and one plaid jacket. Results 

of this examination indicated agglutinogens of Type “A” were found on the blue panties 

and plaid jacket. No attempt could be made to determine the agglutinogens on the slides 

as they did not provide enough sample for the test. It is not known if Fisher Victim 1 is 

a Group “A” secretor however, an attempt is being made by the Saskatoon City Police 

to obtain further samples such as saliva for further examination. Statements originally 

obtained from these girls by the Saskatoon City Police are attached.

21. As a result of the foregoing, it is felt there is a strong possibility the three 

rapes and the murder are directly connected. In view of this, extensive interrogation 

was conducted with Fisher Victim 2 with negative results. She, however, did indicate and 

named a person who was later interrogated and submitted to a blood test which indicated 

he was a member of the “O” Group. These three girls have been interviewed at length to 

no avail. All stated that they have not seen a person as described in their statement nor 

have they any idea who may have been responsible.66 

[emphasis added]

After Milgaard came to their attention, police included him in the list of possible suspects for the rapes 

as well as the murder. One rape victim, Fisher Victim 1, looked at a photo line-up containing Milgaard’s 

picture and said that she had seen him but could not identify him as her rapist.

In his report of May 7, 1969, Rasmussen noted:

32. As it was believed that the rapes which occurred in this area in the late fall of 1968 

are definitely connected to this offence and were committed by the same person, local 

individuals who have been interrogated have fitted the descriptions as given by Fisher 

Victim 2, Fisher Victim 1 and Fisher Victim 3. Attempts to uncover further information in this 

respect have been to no avail. Searches, etc. have been conducted in an effort to recover 
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clothing lost by the victims, also without result. After extensive investigation it is felt that the 

person responsible was unknown to MILLER in view of statements of immediate friends, 

family and acquaintances.67

Jack Wood, Joseph Penkala and Charles Short of the Saskatoon Police, and Stanley Edmondson and 

J.A.B. Riddell of the RCMP, met on May 16, 1969, to review the murder investigation and decide on a 

further course of action. As Riddell reported, “After a great deal of discussion it was agreed that David 

MILGAARD could be considered as the prime suspect in this case and that further efforts should be made 

to eliminate or implicate him in this offence”.68

As of mid-May, therefore, the focus of the investigation became David Milgaard as murderer. The single 

perpetrator theory had received extensive attention, but there was no suspect for the rapes. The common 

features between the 1968 rapes and the Miller murder had been noted, as had the fact that both the 

Fisher Victim 1 rapist and the probable killer of Gail Miller were A secretors. On the other hand, Cadrain 

had implicated Milgaard, who was known to be in the area at the time of the murder. There were many 

unanswered questions about him and his traveling companions.

In his testimony before the Inquiry, Penkala discussed both the significant similarities and differences in the 

rapes and the Gail Miller attack. Two of the rape complainants had been made to lie on their coats and 

this appeared to have happened to Gail Miller as well, as suggested by the arrangement of her clothing. 

While a knife was used in all attacks, the use of a knife was very common in such crimes. The most 

dramatic difference was the level of violence. The fact that David Milgaard was not believed to have 

committed the FV1 and FV2 rapes was not reason enough to eliminate him as a suspect in the Gail Miller 

murder. In fact, as of mid-May,1969, he was the only suspect. Wood was not convinced, but Penkala and 

Short persuaded him that a closer look was needed. Was it a coincidence, for example, that Milgaard and 

his friends were at or near the scene at relevant times?

The position is perhaps best put in Penkala’s own words from the Inquiry transcript where he was 

challenged about his focus on Milgaard as the prime suspect:

 Q  Which, as it turned out, was a pretty significant role that you played as we now look 

back 36 years and see what happened as a result of that decision that Milgaard was 

the chap to look at; right?

 A  Of course, but you have to remember that all those things were subjected to the 

verification by a Crown prosecutor, later subjected to a Court that convicted and 

appeals denied.

 Q Sorry, you are being very defensive, Mr. Penkala.

 A Of course I’m defensive.

 Q All right.

 A  You are suggesting that we somehow had the option to pursue this thing in a 

different light. We had absolutely nothing else. This was staring at us and was glaring 

at us and I agreed with you that those rapes, there were similarities, I agreed with you 
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on that, but we didn’t have anybody to connect with the rapes and obviously David 

Milgaard wasn’t responsible for the rapes.69

Edwin Rasmussen told the Inquiry that the theory of a connection between the rapes and the Miller 

murder arose from information provided by the city police to the RCMP. I accept that, and it is 

abundantly clear that both Saskatoon Police and the RCMP had a single perpetrator theory under active 

consideration.

While the failure of the RCMP to copy their reports to Saskatoon Police played no part in the subsequent 

police investigation, one wonders whether it had an impact on the prosecution. The RCMP reports 

discussing the connection between the rapes and the Miller murder were not discovered until after the 

Supreme Court of Canada concluded its hearings into the Reference Case regarding David Milgaard. 

Unfortunately, the reports were never in the possession of the Saskatoon Police and, therefore, were not 

available to T.D.R. Caldwell, or to David Milgaard’s defence counsel. Had the Rasmussen and Riddell 

reports been copied to Saskatoon Police, they might have gotten to Caldwell and hence to Tallis if, in 

Caldwell’s discretion, they constituted information tending to show that Milgaard was innocent. By the 

standards of the day, this was not likely, but events have shown just how relevant this evidence was.

  (iii) Conclusions

Every police force assisting in an investigation should send copies of its investigative reports to the lead 

agency.

I find from the evidence that the police simply put the rapes aside for the time being when, in late May, the 

evidence against Milgaard gelled. They prioritized the murder and did nothing for the time being on the 

rapes. Milgaard was convicted on January 31, 1970, and when Fisher surfaced as the rapist in October of 

1970, it seemingly did not occur to police or to the Crown that Fisher might also have been the murderer 

of Gail Miller.

Police have been severely criticized by the Milgaards for not making the connection between the rapist 

and the murderer. But the evidence shows that they did recognize the possible connection and acted on 

it to the extent of having analysis done and victims interviewed. While there was a belief that the crimes 

were committed by the same person, they could not discover a suspect for the rapes.

As to whether this was reasonable, we should ask what alternatives there were. Counsel for Joyce 

Milgaard suggested that the Saskatoon Police could not and should not have ignored the similarities 

between the rapes and the murder. From what police knew of Milgaard’s whereabouts in the fall of 

1968, he was not a good suspect for the rapes. If the police believed that the rapist and the murderer 

were one and the same person, it follows that Milgaard should have been excluded as a suspect for the 

Miller murder.

That reasoning depends upon a continued belief that the rapist and murderer were one and the same 

based upon similar methods of operation. As Penkala testified, because no suspect for the rapes 

could be found, and because there was evidence implicating Milgaard and his friends in the murder, 

the Saskatoon Police decided to take whatever steps they could to test the truth of what the group 

was saying, and either exclude its members or obtain more evidence against them, without necessarily 
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ignoring the common perpetrator theory. I accept that at the time, the Saskatoon Police had no other 

alternative.

 (c) Person at Bus Stop

In their canvass of the neighborhood in the days following the murder, police interviewed people who 

might have taken the bus with Gail Miller at either Avenue N or Avenue O and 20th Street. One of them 

was Larry Fisher, spoken to as a potential witness at the Avenue O and 20th Street bus stop. It appeared 

police had no reason to be suspicious of him, although in hindsight, he and Miller probably rode on the 

same bus at times.

On the day of the murder, police learned that the bus driver for the first bus on the Pleasant Hill route 

normally had a male passenger wearing a hard hat, about 20 years old, who got on at Avenue O and 

20th Street. This passenger was not on the bus that morning.

The Inquiry heard reliable evidence that, on the day in question, buses would have stopped at Avenue O 

and 20th Street at 6:19 a.m., 6:34 a.m., 6:49 a.m., 7:04 a.m. and 7:15 a.m. Police interviewed the driver 

of the 6:49 a.m. bus, John Husulak, but not the driver of the 7:04 a.m. bus, nor that of the 6:34 a.m. bus. 

Gail Miller could have caught any one of these buses to arrive at City Hospital in time for her morning shift.

Just how close the police came to Fisher may be seen from their reports. On January 31, 1969, 

Constable Karpo Gabruch and Vern Passet called at the transit office to obtain the name of the operator 

of the first bus on the Pleasant Hill route. Determining that the operator was John Husulak, Gabruch and 

Passet then interviewed him at his home. Gabruch’s investigation report indicated as follows:

HUSULAK stated that around Ave. O and 20th St. he would ordinarily have a male 

passenger at Ave. O and 20th St. who appeared to be a construction worker wearing red 

hard hat and approx. 20 years old, however this morning the gentleman was not around.70

In the early morning hours of Saturday, February 1, 1969, police stationed themselves at the corners of 

Avenue O and 20th Street and Avenue N and 20th Street, to make observations and to speak to people 

in the area. Cst. Jack Bakker’s investigation report dated February 1, 1969, shows that police spoke with 

approximately 15 people in the area prior to 8:00 a.m. Police spoke with people taking the bus, driving 

vehicles or leaving their residences, and also with a milk truck driver, asking whether anyone had seen or 

heard anything unusual on the morning of January 31, 1969.

On the morning of Monday, February 3, 1969, police officers again positioned themselves in the area 

of the murder scene to conduct checks and observations. Police records show that Detectives Gerald 

McCorriston and Jack Parker proceeded to the area of the murder scene, as did Detectives George 

Reid and Raymond Mackie. McCorriston’s February 5, 1969, investigation report outlines the checks 

conducted that morning:

On the morning of Feb. 3rd. Det. Parker and myself reported for work at 5:45 A.M. and 

proceeded to the area of the scene of this murder. The following checks and observations 

were carried out.

…
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6:17 A.M. checked at Ave. O and 20th Street one Tony Humen of 216 Ave. O. South. 

Humen was identified by transit driver John Husulak of 217 Ave. V. North as the person 

he had referred to as the person who usually wears a red or orange hard hat and who 

he believed had not caught this bus on Jan. 31st. Humen at this time was wearing a red 

ski cap and stated he never wears a hard hat. On Feb. 4th. Det. Parker and myself again 

questioned Tony Humen who advised that approx. 6:30 P.M. Jan. 30th. 1969 he had noted 

a 1963 Pontiac Sedan White/blue the operator being alone, the window of his car was 

down. He had been going west on 20th. Street and when Humen and his sister, Natalie, 

17 Yrs. caught the bus, this car followed this bus east on 20th. Street to the vicinity of 

Adilmans Ltd. Humen’s sister, Natalie advised him she had seen this same auto at approx. 

7:05 A.M. Jan. 31st. as she was catching the bus at Ave. O. and 20th. Street. His car 

window was down and he seemed to be acting in a somewhat suspicious manner. Tony is 

employed at the Robin Hood Flour Mills. Both he and his sister will be home during evening 

hours.

  Further checks conducted on the morning of Feb. 3rd. 1969 are as follows:

…

  6:49 A.M. checked in 300 Blk. Ave. O. South, Larry FISHER, 334 Ave. O. South. 

Works at Masonery Contractors at the Education Bldg U. of Sask. Wearing yellow hard hat. 

Stated last Friday he caught bus at 6:30 A.M. at Ave. O. and 20th. Street. He states there 

was no one else around at that time and he had no information to offer.

  6:52 A.M. Checked again with the operator of a transit bus John Husulak who stated 

the man with the red ski cap, Tony Humen, was definitely the person he had in mind and 

realized he had been mistaken regarding his having worn a hard hat.71

An investigation report prepared by Reid shows that John Husulak was also interviewed by Reid and 

Mackie on the morning of February 3, 1969. Mackie’s report reads as follows:

On Feb. 3/69 Det/Sgt. Mackie and writer started work at 6:30 a.m. and drove to vicinity of 

200 blk. Ave. N and O.

At approx. 6:50 I interviewed transit bus driver John HUSOLUK who resides at 

217 H South and was driving a transit bus at the time on 20th St. regarding a construction 

worker wearing a red hat. Mr. Husoluk states the person got on the bus just the past trip 

and made mistake as the person was wearing a red ski cap and not a red hat. This person 

according to the bus driver was checked out by Det. McCorriston this date.72

Both McCorriston and Parker took notes as they worked on February 3, 1969, and fortunately their 

notebooks were available to the Inquiry. While the notes they made conform with the investigation reports 

that were prepared, they do provide some additional context. Notes made by Parker read as follows:

6:17 Checked bus stop O & 20th St. Tony Humen 216 O S Bus oper John Husulak ident 

this person as one with red hard hat. Catches bus each morning (red ski cap).

…

6:49 Checked Larry Fisher 334 O S (yellow hard hat) works at Education Bldg Masonry 

Cont. Caught bus on Jan 31/69 at 6:30 a.m. never heard or saw anything unusual.
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6:52 Inter. Bus oper Husulak further stated Humen was the person he had in mind.73

McCorriston’s notes for the same morning read as follows:

6:17 a.m. Checked 2 postmen and Tony Humen of 216 Ave. O. So. Humen was identified 

as man who usually catches bus at this location wearing hard hat. Human was wearing red 

peaked cap. Humen stated no info.

…

6:49 a.m. Checked in 300 Blk O. So. Larry Fisher – 334 – O – So. Works Masonery 

Constructors Ed. Bldg. – U of S – wearing yellow hard hat States last Fri he caught bus at 

6:30 a.m. at O & 20th No one else around. Had no info to offer.

6:52 a.m. Checked again with operator of #2 bus #156. John Husulak and he advises the 

man with red ski cap – Tony Humen was the person he had referred to as wearing Hard 

Hat. Humen stated he never wears hard hat. Husulak states he must have been mistaken 

about this.74

McCorriston, Parker, Reid and Mackie appear to have been following up on the information received from 

Husulak, provided to Gabruch on January 31, 1969, that he would ordinarily have a male passenger at 

Avenue O and 20th Street who appeared to be a construction worker wearing a red hard hat who did not 

ride the bus on the morning of January 31, 1969.

Police notes indicate that Husulak was spoken to by police three times on the morning of February 3, 

1969. Parker and McCorriston spoke to him, and a male passenger, Anthony Humen, at 6:17 a.m. on 

Monday, February 3, 1969. McCorriston and Parker boarded the bus and Husulak identified Humen 

as the male passenger with the red hard hat that he had mentioned earlier to Gabruch. Humen was 

not wearing a red hard hat but he was wearing a red ski cap. Just a short time later, at 6:49 a.m., 

McCorriston and Parker interviewed Larry Fisher at the bus stop. It was noted that he worked for a 

construction company, that he was wearing a yellow hard hat, and that he lived at 334 Avenue O South. 

At approximately 6:50 a.m., Reid and Mackie interviewed Husulak. Husulak told them that he had been 

mistaken, as the male person he mentioned earlier had gotten on the bus on the last trip and was wearing 

a red ski cap, not a red hard hat. Husulak also said that the person he had in mind, namely Humen, had 

been checked out by McCorriston. Very shortly after this interview, at 6:52 a.m., McCorriston and Parker 

spoke with Husulak again. Husulak said that the man with the red ski cap, Humen, was the person he 

had referred to earlier as wearing a hard hat. Husulak told police that Humen was the person he had in 

mind.

McCorriston is deceased. Parker, Reid and Mackie all provided evidence at the Inquiry, as did Humen and 

Husulak. Neither Reid nor Mackie had any recollection of talking to Husulak or conducting inquiries at the 

bus stop used by Miller. Parker indicated that he had no independent recollection of police activities on 

the morning of February 3, 1969, but he was able to answer questions asked by Commission counsel 

with the assistance of his police notes.

Parker indicated that he and McCorriston would have been interviewing people with a view to learning 

whether they saw or heard anything of relevance to their investigation. They presumed that Miller caught 

the bus at Avenue O and 20th Street. While he had no recollection of checking Fisher on the morning 

of February 3, 1969, he confirmed that he would have been checking Fisher as a witness and not as a 
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suspect. It did not seem noteworthy to him that Fisher caught the bus at 6:30 a.m. on January 31, 1969, 

but was catching a later bus at approximately 6:49 a.m. on February 3, 1969. Parker also indicated that 

there was no particular reason why he noted that Fisher was wearing a yellow hard hat, other than for 

descriptive purposes. He did not recall that at any time in the Miller investigation there was any particular 

significance placed on persons wearing a hard hat. Nothing in his encounter with Larry Fisher caused 

Parker to consider him a suspect in the murder of Gail Miller, and he took no further steps to follow up on 

Fisher at the time.

Parker confirmed that his police notes suggest that he interviewed Husulak at 6:17 a.m. and then again 

at 6:52 a.m. He also agreed that it appeared that Mackie and Reid would have spoken to Husulak just 

minutes prior at approximately 6:50 a.m. He thought the interview with Husulak was likely conducted on 

the bus. While he had no independent recollection, he agreed that police records indicate that at the time 

Fisher got on the bus on the morning of February 3, 1969, four officers would have spoken with Husulak 

and two would have talked to Fisher.

At the time of the murder, Anthony Humen resided at 216 Avenue O South and he regularly caught 

the bus at Avenue O and 20th Street at approximately 6:00 a.m. He testified at the Inquiry that he 

knew Gail Miller and recalled that she wore a nurse’s uniform. On one occasion, on the bus, she had 

introduced herself to him. Humen also knew who Fisher was. Fisher took the same bus on occasion. 

An acquaintance of Humen’s had pointed out Fisher to him when they were at the Albany Hotel. At the 

Inquiry, Humen testified that Fisher wore a yellow hard hat with a red toque underneath. Humen recalled 

that the first time he was questioned by police, the officers came on to the bus and asked about a person 

who wore a green parka and a red toque. An old lady on the bus pointed police in his direction. Police 

wanted to interview him but he told them that he could not be late for work. Police then interviewed him 

while driving him to his employment at the Robin Hood Mill. Humen recalled that this happened on two 

occasions. He thought that in total he was interviewed three or four times by the Saskatoon Police. He 

said that police followed him and he felt that he was a suspect. He was scared that police thought he 

might have some involvement in the murder. On one occasion police questioned him as he was coming 

home from his girlfriend’s place at approximately 2:00 a.m. They also questioned him about a knife that 

his sister had thrown into the garbage can behind their residence. He recalled police asking him about the 

red hat that he was wearing. He did not recall being asked whether he wore a construction hat. Humen 

told the Inquiry he never did wear a hard hat. He wore a red cap that kept his head and ears warm. He 

also testified that “they just asked me about the murder, you know, and they asked me if I did it, you 

know, and I said no”.75

Husulak was employed with the Saskatoon Transit Commission from 1947 to 1985. In January 1969 he 

was driving the Pleasant Hill bus route. This route began at 20th Street and Ottawa Avenue at 6:15 a.m. 

Husulak testified at the Inquiry that he would have picked up passengers at Avenue O and 20th Street 

at approximately 6:19 a.m. and then again a half hour later at 6:49 a.m. Husulak was questioned about 

the information he provided to police on January 31, 1969, indicating that a male passenger at Avenue O 

and 20th Street, who appeared to be a construction worker wearing a red hard hat, and who ordinarily 

would have taken the bus, was not around on the morning of January 31, 1969. Husulak recalled that the 

police spoke to him at his house that evening. He vaguely recalled a conversation about a construction 

worker and a red hard hat. He confirmed that he would have given police at the time his best recollection. 

He also recalled that a few days later two police officers got on his bus at Avenue P and rode it down to 

Avenue O. The officers identified themselves but he does not recall that they spoke to him further.
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Husulak was later interviewed by Sgt. Rick Pearson of the RCMP in 1991 in connection with David 

Milgaard’s s. 690 application. Husulak confirmed that the statement taken by Pearson, dated January 

16, 1991, accurately reflects the information that he provided at that time. His statement reads in part as 

follows:

All I can remember from the time that girl was murdered was a couple of city detectives 

got on the bus at Avenue “P” and rode the bus east to the stop on Avenue “O” and 20th. 

The detectives got off at the Avenue “O” stop. They were talking to a guy that I think was 

waiting for the bus. I don’t know who they were talking to, it must have been a man, but I 

don’t remember.

During the investigation the detectives had asked me who got on my bus. I told them what 

I could and remember telling them about a guy who usually caught the bus who wore a 

construction hard hat. I can’t remember anything about this guy, like a description, clothing 

or color of hard hat. I don’t know if he caught the bus the morning of the murder or not. 

I do remember the hard hat wearing guy was kind of a regular, but I do not know if he 

caught the bus at the same time each time. There were several buses on Route #2. I don’t 

remember the names of the other bus drivers who were with me on Route #2 in those 

days. I don’t remember anyone dressed like a nurse using the bus stops on Avenue “O” or 

“N” during those days. I do not know Larry Fisher.76

A second bus driver was interviewed by police. An investigation report prepared by Hein indicates 

that on February 10, 1969, while on the Pleasant Hill bus, he spoke to the driver, Porter Beeson. 

Hein’s investigation report reads as follows:

Mr. BEESON stated on Friday, Jan. 31/69, while operating the same transit bus, in westerly 

direction on 20th St., he picked up a fare at Avenue N and 20th St. at approx. 7:30 a.m. 

Mr. BEESON stated that he has been on this run for some time and gets to know his 

regular clients. The man he picked up at this location has not been seen prior to or since 

the murder of Gail MILLER, by Mr. BEESON.

He stated the man came running across 20th St. from the north in the 200 block Avenue N 

So. and just barely caught the bus. Mr. BEESON stated that he did not see the man 

immediately as it was foggy that morning. Further, the man asked for change and paid 

his fare, not purchasing any tickets. He was described as follows: Approx. 25 to 27 years 

of age, 5’8” to 5’9” in height, 160 to 165 lbs, square full forehead, with a flatter face but 

not gaunt, average size eyes, perhaps a little on the small side, dark brown hair, wavy on 

top, of average length and recently cut. Wearing a composition construction type boot, 

not leather but rather the insulated water proof type, with a yellowish coloured bottom and 

a light brown upper. White khaki trousers worn over top of the boots not tucked in like 

most construction workers, no hat, not carrying a hard hat or lunch pail. Jacket was what 

appeared to be genuine leather, a tanned brown color, with no collar but rather a knitted 

neckline, and design down the side of the front in a creamed color letter. Mr. PORTER 

believes this man was not wearing any mitts or gloves. Mr. BEESON stated that he was 

certain that the man had no blood on his clothing and that he could not tell whether he was 

excited or not, but that he had been running to catch the bus.
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As the time coincides with the person leaving the area of the murder scene, it was felt that 

this should be checked out as it could very well be the person responsible.77

There is no indication in police records to suggest that the information provided by operator Beeson was 

investigated further. Beeson was not contacted again by police.

Another source of information for police was Mary Gallucci who was interviewed by Det. Maurice Bennett 

on February 6, 1969. Gallucci resided on 20th Street and took the bus in the mornings from Avenue O 

and 20th Street. Bennett’s February 6, 1969, investigation report reads as follows:

Also interviewed was a Mary Gallucci of 1410 20th Street West who stated that she 

takes the bus at Ave. O and 20th Street every day She stated that on Thursday morning, 

Jan 31st., [sic] she recalls a girl get on the bus at the above with her. She describes this girl 

as follows. Younger girl, dark hair, wearing white dress and stockings, Dark coat, believed 

cloth and could be brown, no hat and believes to have had a white scarf. She has seen 

her on the same bus before but does not think seen on Wed. There was also a young man 

get on the bus with them who was a construction worker wearing blue jeans and hard hat, 

possibly yellow. This man comes from Ave. O South and 20th Street. He has been getting 

on the bus at the same time since that day. She does not think that she could identify.78

Gallucci testified at the Inquiry that she took the bus at Avenue O and 20th Street around 6:45 a.m. 

She remembered “a small, slight girl, dark-haired”79 at the stop sometimes wearing white stockings, white 

uniform and a cloth coat. At times a construction worker with a yellow hard hat would take the bus as 

well.

She recalled that police spoke to her twice. A February 7, 1969, report prepared by Maurice Bennett and 

Victor Hein regarding their door-to-door canvass of individuals living in the area refers to Gallucci and 

states:

Mary GALLUCCI catches bus every morning at O & 20th St. at 6:50 A.M. On Thursday 

Jan 30 a pretty girl – white stockings and uniform dark coat maybe brown – dark hair no 

hat, maybe a scarf caught bus – seen her before, never since. Come from north on Ave. O. 

A young const. worker comes from south on Ave. O. caught same bus – still does.80

Gallucci told the Inquiry that she was contacted by Joyce Milgaard years later but declined to speak to 

her. She said that she thought the right man must have been in jail. She was also contacted by the RCMP 

in 1993 and then again in 1998 in connection with the Fisher prosecution. She confirmed to the RCMP 

what she told police in 1969. Gallucci was called to testify at Fisher’s preliminary hearing and at his trial.

It may be seen, therefore, that police did a great deal in searching for witnesses at the bus stop. Could 

they have done more?

At the time he was interviewed on February 3, 1969, Larry Fisher gave his address to police as 334 

Avenue O South. This alone would not have been of any significance to police at this time. Only later, 

when Albert Cadrain, who also lived at 334 Avenue O South, went to speak to police in March 1969, 

77 Docid 106513.

78 Docid 106234.

79 T373.

80 Docid 106254.
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might Fisher’s address have raised some suspicion. However, Fisher then had no criminal record. Any 

focus that might have been put on Fisher by Gallucci and Husulak was lost when Husulak confirmed with 

police that the male passenger he had in mind and who did not appear on the morning of January 31, 

1969, was Anthony Humen.

It has been argued that Fisher escaped detection in February 1969 because of sloppy police work. I find 

that he escaped detection because he appeared to be just another passenger on a bus that Gail Miller 

used. Nothing in their interview of him gave police reason to suspect him.

 (d) Victim 12

In 1992, the Supreme Court of Canada heard Victim 12 testify that she had been indecently assaulted by 

Fisher on the morning of January 31, 1969, just after 7:00 a.m. This raised questions about what police 

knew about Fisher at the time of Gail Miller’s murder and whether adequate disclosure was made to the 

defence.

Although the Victim 12 incident has been mentioned previously, it is worth repeating it in relation to the 

investigation into the death of Gail Miller because it has been the source of allegations over the years that 

the police ignored something which should have led them to Fisher as the killer.

Victim 12 contacted Saskatoon Police on January 31, 1969, after learning of Gail Miller’s murder, reporting 

that she had been indecently assaulted in the general area, about seven blocks from the murder scene.

Det. Maurice Bennett took her statement in which she said that at 7:07 a.m. on the morning of 

January 31, 1969, she was indecently assaulted by a male in the 200 block of Avenue H South while 

walking to her bus. She said a man grabbed her and ran his hands up and down her legs, then fled. She 

described her attacker as “not young or old. Wearing dark jacket ¾ or ½ length possibly a dark brown 

suede and could have a fur collar. 5’5” or 5’6” tall. Heavy build. Seemed dark comp. Dark hair with no 

hat. Did not speak”.81

She could not identify her attacker from a photo line-up. Bennett’s report was placed on the Miller murder 

file because Victim 12 would not have complained to police had she not heard of the murder.

Victim 12 was interviewed again as part of the murder investigation, this time by Inspector J.A.B. Riddell 

of the RCMP, but she was unable to provide further information to that already given to Saskatoon Police.

We know from other evidence that the Victim 12 report contained a handwritten note that read “Ind. 

assault Not connected”82 and was left on the Miller murder file. It was passed along to prosecutor T.D.R. 

Caldwell who did not disclose it to defence counsel Calvin Tallis. The indecent assault was very different 

in degree from the Miller rape and murder, and occurred about the same time, about seven blocks away. 

The indecent assault was also very different in degree from the two rapes and indecent assault which 

happened in the fall of 1968, of which Caldwell was unaware.

At the Supreme Court Reference in 1992, counsel for Saskatchewan, Murray Brown, discounted 

Victim 12’s identification of Fisher as her attacker because it was made 22 years after the event on the 

basis of a photograph she saw in the newspaper. And because the murder and the indecent assault 

81 Docid 033886.
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occurred contemporaneously, Brown believed that Fisher would have an alibi for the murder if he was the 

one who indecently assaulted Victim 12. Fisher has never admitted to the indecent assault.

Insofar as the integrity of the investigation is concerned, I conclude that police dealt with the Victim 12 

complaint appropriately.

 (e) Sexual Offenders

The nature of the attack upon Gail Miller was such that persons with a history of sexual offences were of 

primary interest.

Saskatoon Police and RCMP compiled a list of 139 sexual offenders as potential suspects for Gail Miller’s 

murder. Many were checked and eliminated. A large number of people submitted to blood tests. Some 

had blood types other than group A and were eliminated on that account because of the fact that the 

donor of the frozen semen found in the snow under the body was identified as a group A secretor. With 

the possible connection between the perpetrator of the 1968 rapes and the killer of Gail Miller, the police 

were also interested in contacting offenders with type A blood who matched the descriptions provided by 

the rape victims. Also of interest were offenders who had used a knife in the course of their attacks. A list 

of suspects prepared by the police for submission to the Red Cross contained more than 200 names. 

Police investigated over 160 potential suspects before Milgaard was identified on March 2, 1969. I find 

that their efforts were reasonable, appropriate and extensive.

7. Summary of Findings

Both RCMP and Saskatoon Police devoted important resources to the Miller murder •	
investigation.

The scene was appropriately examined, preserved and recorded.•	

An acceptable system of exhibit handling was in place to maintain continuity of articles seized.•	

Vaginal aspirate from the victim was collected at autopsy, found to contain semen and discarded. •	
The victim’s clothing was removed and left temporarily on the floor of the autopsy suite, exposing 

it to contamination. Both actions represented lapses in acceptable procedure.

Staff Sargent Bruce Paynter’s testing of the biological samples submitted to him by Saskatoon •	
Police was accurate. His search of the garments for semen stains met the expected standard of 

the day, given the tools available to him.

Saskatoon Police thoroughly investigated and properly eliminated the victim’s boyfriend,; and a •	
male person who had driven her home in the early morning of her murder.

The two rapes and indecent assault in Saskatoon in the fall of 1968 were seriously investigated •	
by Saskatoon Police. Although a possible connection to the Miller murder was later considered, 

police had no suspects for the rapes. Milgaard became a suspect for the murder on March 2, 

1969, but not for the rapes, so police interest in a connection between the crimes gradually 

diminished.

The possible connection between the rapes and murder received full attention from both •	
Saskatoon Police and the RCMP even after Milgaard became a suspect for the murder. However, 

the subject never reached the prosecutor in disclosure, perhaps because RCMP continuation 
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reports dealing with it were not copied to Saskatoon Police. Every police force assisting in an 

investigation should send copies of its investigation reports to the lead agency.

Fisher escaped detection in February of 1969 because nothing in the police interview of him gave •	
reason for suspicion.

Police dealt appropriately with the Victim 12 complaint.•	
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1. Introduction

I
n the last chapter we considered the investigation into the death of Gail Miller. That investigation 

came to be centered on David Milgaard and the result was his prosecution for murder. We now turn 

to that particular investigation and prosecution.

The investigation of David Milgaard as a suspect was prompted by the visit of Albert Cadrain on 

March 2, 1969 to the Saskatoon Police. There he told police that Milgaard, Wilson and John had 

been at his home on the morning of the murder around 9:00 a.m., that Milgaard was in an extremely 

nervous state and had blood on his trousers and shirt. Cadrain’s house was a block and a half south 

of the murder scene.

We have reviewed the investigation in its entirety to see whether any steps taken by law enforcement 

agencies contributed to Milgaard’s wrongful conviction. The conduct of the prosecution and trial have 

been examined in the same light.

The Supreme Court of Canada, in its 1992 review, was of the opinion that David Milgaard received 

a fair trial. It is now accepted that he was wrongfully convicted, but the two notions are not 

irreconcilable. He might have been tried fairly on the basis of what was known in 1992, but now is 

seen to have been wrongfully convicted in light of subsequent events. I do not see it as part of my 

mandate to either question or endorse the assessment of the Supreme Court of Canada in regard to 

the fairness of the trial. My task is to explain why he was wrongfully convicted and to inquire into the 

conduct of the trial. In doing so, I have before me not only the evidence heard by the Supreme Court 

of Canada but much more as well, touching upon many issues, of which the fairness of the trial is one.
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At the Inquiry, the main thrust of the Milgaard counsel arguments, on the point of the trial shortcomings, 

turned on the presentation of the case by prosecutor T.D.R. Caldwell who, they said, put forward a theory 

of events which was patently impossible. Knowing it was, he acted improperly. I reject this argument, for 

reasons which follow.

There was, however, a major problem with the trial which involved the jury listening to inadmissible 

evidence. Although properly warned by the trial judge as to what they could take for proof of contents, 

laymen and lawyers alike have opined that members of the jury could not reasonably have ignored the 

highly incriminating parts of Nichol John’s May 24, 1969 statement, which she failed to adopt on the 

stand. I lack the best evidence on that point, because the members of the jury are sworn to secrecy 

concerning their deliberations, but I am not without evidence. At the Inquiry, defence counsel Tallis 

described the s. 9 Canada Evidence Act proceedings at the trial as a major turning point, and another 

witness, Murray Brown, formerly of Saskatchewan Justice, who was present at the trial, and who must 

be regarded as a true trial expert, offered his opinion that the jury took into account inadmissible evidence.

From the Inquiry evidence, I agree with both witnesses. I find that the reason for the inadmissible evidence 

coming before the jury was a problematical law, s. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act, as well as errors in 

procedure at the trial relating to the application of s. 9.

Appendices relating to this chapter will consist of the trial transcript (Appendix D), the Appeal Judgment 

(Appendix E), the Crown opening address (Appendix F), the Crown closing address (Appendix G), the 

defence closing address (Appendix H), the jury charge (Appendix I), the May 24, 1969 statement of Nichol 

John (Appendix J) and finally, a paper on s. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act (Appendix K).

2. Events of January 31, 1969

The activities of David Milgaard, Nichol John and Ron Wilson on the morning of January 31, 1969, were 

the subject of intense investigation by police. The evidence they passed to the Crown became central to 

the prosecution and trial.

Our concern is whether the evidence was properly gathered, reasonably presented by the Crown, and 

handled appropriately at the trial.

If the police or the Crown used evidence which they knew, or should have known was untrue, that is of 

direct concern to this Inquiry.

On the other hand, if they used evidence which they reasonably believed to be true, and which only much 

later has been shown to be unreliable, the investigation and prosecution have not been discredited.

What actually happened on the morning of January 31, 1969 involving Milgaard, John and Wilson is not 

what matters to us so much as what the investigators and authorities reasonably believed had happened. 

This point cannot be over-emphasized, because in reviewing the evidence which emerged at the Inquiry, 

the urge to decide what Milgaard, Wilson and John really did is almost irresistible. Only they know, and 

the versions they have given over the years have at times lacked both credibility and consistency.

It is what the police, Crown and the jury heard from them that concerns us.

The police interviewed David Milgaard. The Crown did not and Milgaard did not testify at his trial.

The police, the Crown and the jury heard from Ron Wilson and Nichol John.
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Defence counsel Calvin Tallis interviewed his own client, Milgaard, but what he heard from him did not 

come before the jury or the Crown. It is of interest to us on the adequacy of Tallis’ defence, a subject 

treated elsewhere in this report. It is irrelevant to the propriety of the investigation and prosecution, but will 

be considered later in this chapter in section 14(b).

3. Key Officers

 (a) Eddie Karst

Karst took the first statement from Albert Cadrain on March 2, 1969, and followed it up with interviews 

of other Cadrain family members. He travelled to Winnipeg to interview Milgaard for the first time on 

March 3, 1969. He followed this with the interviews of John and Wilson in March and April, 1969. In 

the critical period of May 21 – 24, 1969, Karst interviewed Wilson in Regina and brought him back to 

Saskatoon. Later he took the first statements from the motel re-enactment witnesses Craig Melnyk, 

George Lapchuk and Ute Frank.

Karst was granted standing before the Commission and was a regular attendee at the hearings.

 (b) Raymond Mackie

Mackie served the Saskatoon Police from April of 1948 to April of 1978. He was the detective in charge 

of the Gail Miller murder investigation including the part focusing on Milgaard. Although not personally 

involved with Milgaard, he was with Wilson, John and Cadrain.

In late April of 1969, Mackie prepared a summary outlining various theories as to Milgaard’s possible 

involvement in the offence.

He went to Regina on May 21 with Eddie Karst to interview Wilson and John, and drove John back from 

Regina to Saskatoon on May 22, 1969. He took her formal statement on May 24, 1969 after she had 

been interviewed by polygrapher Art Roberts.

 (c) Joseph Penkala

Penkala was the lieutenant in charge of the Identification Division of the Saskatoon Police. He gathered 

evidence at the scene of the murder on January 31, 1969, attended the autopsy, submitted samples 

for analysis, and went back to the scene on February 4, 1969. Here he gathered frozen semen from the 

snow where Gail Miller’s body was found. He was also part of the senior police team that met on May 16, 

1969 and made the decision to have Wilson and John examined by polygraph.

 (d) Art Roberts

In 1969, Roberts was a Calgary Police Service Inspector who was trained in polygraph and interrogation. 

Saskatoon Police enlisted him to do polygraph examinations of Ron Wilson and Nichol John. He 

interviewed both and did a polygraph exam of Wilson but not John.

He left no notes or records of the polygraph exam with Saskatoon Police. He died on July 6, 1997.

Roberts’ role in the investigation was pivotal. Although Wilson had begun to incriminate Milgaard before 

he saw Roberts, the polygraph examination and interview produced even more incriminating evidence.

Before seeing Roberts, John’s statements to the police had not been directly inculpatory of Milgaard’s 

involvement. Pressed by Roberts, however, she remembered, for the first time, seeing Milgaard stab a girl.
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4. Albert Cadrain

 (a) Introduction

A key witness at the Milgaard trial was Albert Cadrain who died in 1995. Cadrain told the police and 

testified that he saw blood on Milgaard on the morning of the murder and noted other suspicious 

behaviour, so his evidence was critical. It has been alleged that he was pressured by authorities to provide 

false and incriminating information, and that he was suffering from mental illness which affected his 

credibility and which should have been apparent to the authorities. The Inquiry heard from police officers 

who dealt with him, several of his family members, a friend, the prosecutor and defence counsel.

A teenager in 1969, he lived about a block and a half south of the murder scene in a small house with his 

parents and siblings. In the basement of the same house lived Fisher and his wife Linda.

Milgaard and Cadrain were acquaintances, Milgaard having visited him in Saskatoon.

It is undisputed that Milgaard, Wilson and John drove to Saskatoon with the intention of inviting Cadrain 

to accompany them on their trip to Alberta. Upon arrival in Saskatoon they drove around the west central 

part of the city looking for him, finally finding his house sometime after daybreak on the morning of the 

murder. He left with them later in the morning, and they stopped at a garage for car repairs before leaving 

for Alberta in the afternoon. The four young people visited Edmonton, St. Albert, Calgary and Banff before 

returning to Regina, where they parted company. Cadrain worked in that area for a few weeks, was 

arrested for vagrancy in Regina, was interviewed by the police there, and then returned to his home in 

Saskatoon where he discussed Miller’s murder with members of his family. He then went to Saskatoon 

Police to report his suspicions of Milgaard’s involvement in the murder.

 (b) Report to Saskatoon Police

Eddie Karst reported Cadrain’s visit on March 2, 1969, incorrectly dating it 1968.1 I accept the report as 

accurately recording Cadrain’s statement. It is vital to assess the information the police received from 

Cadrain because it played a major role in the direction which the investigation was to take. For that reason 

the report is reproduced in full:

1 Docid 009233.
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 (c) Follow-up by Saskatoon Police

Saskatoon Police were sufficiently impressed by Cadrain’s story that they sent Eddie Karst to Winnipeg 

to interview Milgaard and to have Wilson and John interviewed by other officers. From Karst’s report, 

reproduced above, we see that he interviewed Milgaard in Winnipeg and found his answers “too vague”.2 

For example, he did not know what he had done with the clothes he changed in Saskatoon; he could not 

account for his actions between 5:30 a.m. and 7:40 a.m. on the morning in question; and the fact that he 

was driving around alleys in Saskatoon when he was supposed to be looking for a church as a landmark 

was suspicious.

Gerald Cadrain was re-interviewed on March 5, 1969. He repeated his story to Raymond Mackie in the 

presence of McCorriston and Detective Donald Hanson of the Saskatoon Police, and Stanley Edmondson 

of the RCMP.

Saskatoon Police were later accused of causing Cadrain to say what they wanted to hear. On the 

contrary, the statements and reports demonstrate otherwise, namely that Cadrain continued to say 

what he had voluntarily said to begin with. Although Cadrain’s later accounts became embellished and 

increasingly bizarre, he continued, with one exception, to repeat the essence of his first story, namely that 

he saw blood on Milgaard’s clothes. The exception was in his interview with Paul Henderson,3 where the 

latter wrote out a statement for him. The statement made no mention of the events which Albert reported 

to police, but rather concentrated on allegations of police mistreatment of Cadrain.

Karst denied the statement of Dennis Cadrain4 in 1990, in which he said that the police questioned Albert 

Cadrain day after day for a month, as well as Albert’s statement to Peter Carlyle-Gordge and the RCMP in 

1993, that police worked him over in a little room and showed him pictures. I accept Karst’s evidence.

The crucial part of Cadrain’s statement to the police was that Milgaard entered his house with blood on 

his clothes which he had to change; that he was going to leave town and removed his brown coat which 

had acid stains, displaying the torn crotch of his pants which were blood stained, as was his shirt.

Cadrain was known to police and had in fact acted as an occasional informant, however no animosity 

was known to exist between he and Milgaard, and no motive existed, to my knowledge, for falsely 

incriminating Milgaard. The police, after extensively testing him, trusted Albert.

Karst had no concerns in 1969 about Cadrain’s mental state, but he wanted to check everything he was 

told by Cadrain.

Karst had approximately 10 conversations with Cadrain, in which the latter maintained his story about 

seeing blood on Milgaard. Far from exerting pressure on Cadrain to implicate Milgaard, as later implied in 

media reports, Karst was concerned with the truth of Cadrain’s statement, and after repeated testing he 

came to trust Cadrain.

At the Inquiry, David Asper agreed that police were right to test Cadrain’s statement, to the potential 

benefit of Milgaard. They could not have acted improperly to change his evidence, because it did not 

change in its essentials.

2 Docid 009233.

3 Docid 000229.

4 Docid 002181.
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Celine Cadrain was 20 in January of 1969. She was able to confirm for police that Milgaard, John and 

Wilson came to the house some time after 8:10 a.m. on the morning of the murder, and that when she 

came downstairs after about an hour she saw Milgaard wearing a pair of her father’s pants.

She was able to confirm for us that Albert came to the family first with his suspicions of Milgaard’s 

involvement in the murder, and then went to the police.

This fact became of great importance many years later when it was alleged that the police coerced 

evidence from Albert that he had seen blood on Milgaard. He had already reported this to his family before 

going voluntarily to the police.

 (d) Albert Cadrain’s Mental Health

One of the steps taken by the Milgaard group in their reopening effort was to interview Albert Cadrain. 

Having failed to obtain a retraction from him about him seeing blood on Milgaard, but learning of his 

mental illness, Joyce Milgaard and her advisors formed a strategy to attack Cadrain’s mental condition 

at the time of trial, hoping to show that his evidence should be entirely discounted because he was 

mentally ill.

In fact, a few years post-conviction, Cadrain was hospitalized for mental illness and remained troubled 

by it for the rest of his life. Although what follows is not part of the investigation and prosecution of David 

Milgaard, it is necessary to examine what became of Cadrain after the conviction of Milgaard, as reflecting 

upon Cadrain’s status as a witness at Milgaard’s trial.

Peter Carlyle-Gordge had interviewed him, followed by Paul Henderson, then Eugene Williams, and finally 

by the RCMP in Project Flicker. His story became embellished over the years, but an examination of 

the trial evidence does not display anything he said as being patently unreliable. Evidence at the Inquiry 

demonstrated that he was rational in 1969 and 1970, or at least showed no signs of the schizophrenia he 

displayed in 1973.

He was treated in Saskatoon hospital and by May 30, 1973 was on the mend. Part of the report reads:

He is asked again about hallucinations and delusions that he had 3 years ago. He blames 

this abnormal reaction to the abuse of drugs such as marijuana and LSD, as well a to a 

painful situation in which he told the police that a former friend of his had killed a woman. 

According to Albert apart from seeing the Virgin he also saw in the sky the picture of a killer 

smiling. He remembers that from then on he always was afraid that he was going to be 

killed for doing what he did.

Albert is reluctant to give details about these events and he appears somehow upset when 

talking about this.5

In the opinion of the doctors, his psychosis could have related to his use of drugs. It is to be noted that in 

his interviews with medical personnel in Saskatoon in 1973, he did not admit to lying in his trial evidence, 

rather that he was suffering because of what he said about his friend.

The Inquiry heard evidence that for some years following his release from the hospital in Saskatoon, 

Cadrain functioned adequately, but by February of 1983 he was again delusional, as appears in a tape 

5 Docid 325508 at 528.
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and transcript of a conversation he had with journalist Peter Carlyle-Gordge on February 18, 1983.6 

His narrative of events around the time of the murder was given in dramatic, exaggerated tones, replete 

with references to the mafia, and grandiose references to his own role in events. He was highly critical of 

Milgaard, who he said used drugs of all kinds, and of whom John was very frightened. He repeated his 

story of Milgaard coming to his house with blood on his pants and snapping off the car aerial, as they left 

Saskatoon in a hurry. Asked if he thought Milgaard had done it, he said that he would stake his life on it.

As of February 1983, therefore, Cadrain was basically repeating his trial testimony, albeit in a rather 

demented manner, with numerous embellishments. He said that when Milgaard changed, his soiled 

clothes probably went into the garbage, something he repeated to Eugene Williams of Justice Canada 

on June 15, 1990. Williams’ memorandum of June 16, 1990, is important. It says, in part, “Mr. Cadrain 

responded emphatically and affirmatively when I asked him whether he had told the truth when he was a 

witness at the trial.”7

Cadrain’s mental condition was an issue for the Inquiry, not only as it existed before and at trial, but 

as it continued through the years until his death because he was interviewed several times and those 

interviews came to the attention of Saskatchewan Justice and the police. If they had given reason for 

authorities to suspect that he was mentally ill at the time of trial, that would have been information relative 

to a possible reopening of the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

The Commission had the benefit of the evidence of family members and acquaintances on the subject of 

Cadrain’s mental condition.

His former wife, Barbara Cadrain, testified. She met Albert in 1973 and they separated in 1988. 

She related increasing problems between them, with Albert saying unbelievable things about the Milgaard 

case and slipping into chronic use of marijuana. Although his story changed in some ways, he did not vary 

in saying that he saw blood on Milgaard’s pants.

In the last few years his behaviour was “really bad”8 but nevertheless the TV interview9 following Paul 

Henderson’s May 1990 interview “blew her away”.10 To her, Albert appeared to be drunk. Celine Cadrain 

commented to us after seeing the interview, that Albert was nothing like that in 1969.

After listening to the tape,11 Celine said that Albert had never gone so far as to talk about torture at the 

hands of police. In fact, he got along well with Eddie Karst and never expressed remorse or regret about 

his participation in this matter.

Barbara Cadrain, I find, was a credible witness. Her evidence that Albert remained steadfast, despite his 

increasing derangement, about the bloody pants is consistent with other evidence from people who knew 

him well, like his brother Dennis.

In her evidence, Cadrain’s younger sister, Rita Gifford, testified that her brother, Albert, was a kind and 

generous person in whom she noted no signs of mental illness prior to 1969. Due account must be taken, 

6 Docid 040654.

7 Docid 000836.

8 T2962.

9 Docid 002062.

10 T2964.

11 Docid 230134.
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however, of Rita’s age at the time. She was only 10. It is her belief that the stress of the court proceedings 

led to Albert’s mental illness, about three years post-trial.

She said that her brother was not easily influenced although his generosity sometimes led him to be taken 

advantage of.

The witness impressed me as being honest and sincere. She was loyal to her brother Albert and 

described him as being honest – one who would not have gone to police with a story unless he thought 

he had to. I accept what she says about her brother’s character. Whether he told the truth to the police 

is, of course, an open question, but the important thing for us is whether Albert carried enough signs of 

trustworthiness that the authorities could reasonably have confidence in what he said.

She did not notice anything mentally wrong with Albert, either before or after the trial, except that he 

became very tense and worried about what David might do if he got out of prison. Perhaps two years 

after the trial, however, Albert was relating visions.

Another person who knew Albert well in 1969 was Leonard Gorgchuk (Woytowich),12 a credible witness 

who described Albert as “a great guy”,13 who showed no signs of mental illness. I accept this. With the 

exception of Dennis Cadrain, whose evidence I will review, all others noted no signs of mental illness in 

Albert prior to the trial, a fact which is important in assessing police reliance on Albert’s testimony.

Gorgchuk remembers Albert as a quiet, gentle person, simple of speech and down to earth. Asked if 

he was aware of Albert being mentally ill in 1968/69 he emphatically replied “not at all”.14 I regard this as 

important because it comes from a close friend. If he did not detect signs of mental illness, why should 

the police? Albert was no doubt stressed somewhat, as his brother Dennis testified, by the grilling he 

received from the police, and while his mental state after the trial is of interest, it is not directly relevant to 

the integrity of the investigation and conviction.

Gerard Chartier told us that he knew the Cadrain family well and noted no signs of mental illness in Albert 

in 1969.

Alone amongst the Cadrain siblings who testified before us, Dennis Cadrain had concerns about Albert’s 

mental health at the time of trial.

Dennis impressed me as a sincere witness. He had protected Albert’s interests for many years, and had 

great compassion for him. The only weak point of his evidence related to the timing of the visible onset of 

Albert’s mental illness. He testified that he noted signs of Albert being delusional before trial. But even if 

he is correct about the time, there is no evidence that what he saw was ever communicated to the police, 

or that either the police or prosecution were put on notice before the end of Milgaard’s trial that Albert 

Cadrain might be unreliable by reason of mental illness.

Dennis told us that his brother could not tolerate stress. There seems little doubt that Albert, a teenager 

at the time, was repeatedly questioned by police, not only as to the accuracy of what he saw, but also 

as to his own possible involvement in the murder; that he responded poorly to stress and that he might 

have experienced visions about two months after giving his statement to the police; that the preparation 

12 T2471-T2513; T3893-T3938.

13 T2473.

14 T2975.
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for court and testifying was an ordeal; and that by 1973, three years post-trial he was diagnosed as 

schizophrenic.

My impression of Dennis’ testimony is that his suspicions of Albert’s mental illness in 1969 were formed 

well after the murder, sometime between the trial and 1973, when Albert was put into treatment. 

Notwithstanding his observations then, however, he continued to believe that Albert’s testimony was 

correct until 1990, when he spoke to Paul Henderson and later to Neil Boyd and Kim Rossmo.

Having listened to police witnesses, notably Eddie Karst and Rusty Chartier, there is no evidence that they 

should have had concerns about Albert’s mental state prior to the conviction of Milgaard.

The weight of the evidence indicates that Albert was not overtly mentally ill at the time he gave his 

statement of March 2, 1969 to police; that he was progressively and adversely affected by the stress of 

police questioning and having to testify at the preliminary inquiry and trial; that he was a simple person 

(as described by the trial judge); that he suffered a mental breakdown about three years following the 

trial; that following treatment in 1973 he enjoyed a period of stability until after his move to B.C.; that he 

relapsed into mental illness from then until his death, a period which included Henderson’s effort to have 

him recant.

 (e) Conclusion

Cadrain’s information given to the police, and his testimony at trial, were critical in the conviction of 

David Milgaard. His mental illness, however, was not apparent to investigators or prosecutors prior to 

his conviction, even if it existed before then. I find that the authorities were justified in relying upon his 

information, and that his evidence was handled appropriately throughout.

Police had offered a reward for relevant information pertinent to the murder investigation, and after 

conviction Albert Cadrain applied.

During the reopening effort, the Milgaard group suggested that the offer of a reward induced Cadrain to 

provide false information. The evidence, on the contrary, supports a finding that Cadrain gave his report to 

the police on March 2, 1969 before he knew anything about a reward.

City Solicitor, J.B.J. Nutting, wrote to the Mayor on May 19, 1971, reporting that three claims for the 

reward had been made.

After studying the applications and certain interviews with the agent of the Attorney 

General T.D.R. Caldwell, Esq., the person responsible for the prosecution and conviction 

of Milgaard, it appears that the applicant Albert Cadrain of 334 Avenue O South on March 

2nd, 1969, attended at the City Police Station and voluntarily offered information which 

gave the Police the first concrete lead in connection with Milgaard’s involvement in the 

crime of murder and which lead (sic) to search and capture of Milgaard. Cadrain also gave 

material evidence in the case against Milgaard. In the opinion of Mr. Caldwell, which is 

shared by the writer, the information given by Cadrain was of such paramount significance 

that, without it, the case could still conceivably be under investigation. Cadrain’s 

information was first in time and focused all Police activities thereafter in the search for and 

arrest of Milgaard.15

15 Docid 002290.
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Inquiry evidence supports that assessment. But it is important to realize that the police did 

not pursue Milgaard solely on the basis of what Cadrain told them he saw. They were led 

to John and Wilson as well and to the trail of activity by the three which demonstrated to 

them that Milgaard had the time and opportunity to commit the crime. Closer to the date 

of the preliminary, their case became much stronger with incriminating statements from 

Wilson and John. What they heard from Wilson, in fact, corroborated Cadrain’s story.

5. Ron Wilson

 (a) Introduction

Given Cadrain’s statement about Milgaard, the persons with whom Milgaard found himself on the morning 

of January 31, 1969 also were of interest to police. One of these was Wilson. When first questioned on 

March 3, 1969, he gave police a statement which amounted to an alibi for Milgaard, something he did 

not change when questioned again on March 18, 1969. On May 21, however, he began to implicate 

Milgaard, and finally, after submitting to a polygraph test administered by Art Roberts of the Calgary 

Police, on May 23, 1969, he made a sworn statement which not only put Milgaard near the scene of the 

crime with opportunity to commit it, but also related admissions made by Milgaard that he had stabbed 

Gail Miller. Wilson confirmed his statements to police at preliminary and trial, but recanted the most 

incriminating parts of them 20 years later. His recantation was advanced as a ground for relief in the 

s. 690 applications. He testified at the Supreme Court of Canada in 1992 where he was not found to be 

credible. The truth of his recantation or of his trial testimony was, however, not the subject of comment by 

the Court.

Wilson was thus a central figure in the investigation and prosecution of Milgaard for the murder of Gail 

Miller, as indeed he was in the reopening effort which featured the recantation obtained from him through 

the efforts of Paul Henderson of Centurion Ministries. As we shall see, the strategy behind the recantation 

was to suggest to Wilson that he had been coerced by police into lying in his statements to Art Roberts, 

Saskatoon Police, and in Court. The long and intensive campaign by the Milgaard group to demonstrate 

police misconduct had its foundation in Wilson’s recantation, so a review of his evidence through the 

years is necessary.

 (b) Wilson Background

Kenneth Walters was a Regina City policeman from 1957 to 1985. He worked with both the RCMP and 

the Saskatoon City Police Department on the Milgaard investigation. In 1969 and 1970, he was in the 

Youth Crime Section. He knew Wilson as a minor criminal and sometime informant, involved with drugs 

and on the fringes of the Apollo motorcycle gang. Walters testified at the Inquiry that depending upon the 

degree of his personal involvement in the matter, Wilson could be forthcoming or he would hold back in 

which case several interviews would be needed to get a story from him.

As with his peers, he liked to impress and enjoyed the status earned by brushes with the law. At the same 

time he cultivated police contact. He was not intimidated by them. In fact, he was a cocky youth. I accept 

Walters’ evidence and conclude that Wilson was streetwise, bold and duplicitous. Walters could get to the 

bottom of things with him, but it was not always easy. He could offer no reason for Wilson having turned 

on Milgaard except to say that friendships amongst these young people were fleeting.

Walters was a good witness. He was sure of things he recalled and readily admitted no memory of some 

things he had forgotten.
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 (c) Initial Statement – March 3, 1969

Prompted by Cadrain’s report on March 2, 1969, Kenneth Walters and J.A.B. Riddell interviewed Wilson 

on March 3, 196916 in Regina. Walters thought that Wilson was being straightforward.

According to Wilson, the first stop after arriving in Saskatoon and driving around in search of Cadrain’s 

house was when they became stuck behind Danchuks. He left out the stop at the motel around 7:00 a.m. 

He told the RCMP that Milgaard was not out of his sight for more than a minute or two except at 

Cadrain’s house when Milgaard left to drive the car around the block at which time the transmission line 

broke. This was well after daylight. The account, essentially, amounts to an alibi for Milgaard because the 

investigators knew that Gail Miller was killed before 8:30 a.m. and before daybreak. Wilson said that it was 

daylight or around 8:00 a.m. or 9:00 a.m. when they finally got out of the alley.

 (d) May 21 – 24, 1969 Questioning

On May 21, 1969, Walters attended an interview of Wilson in Regina conducted by Eddie Karst with 

Raymond Mackie and Dan Dike present.17 He thought that his presence was a comfort to Wilson.

The conversation was apparently taped but no tape was available to the Inquiry. From the report of Karst 

we read that Wilson admitted being in Saskatoon with Milgaard and John in the early morning of January 

31, 1969 and that Milgaard left the car when they became stuck around 6:45 a.m. while looking for the 

Cadrain residence. He appeared to be “puffing and running, slightly out of breath when he returned to 

the vehicle, and he admitted that he had since thought that this was the time that Milgaard was probably 

involved in a murder.”18 Karst brought Wilson back to Saskatoon.

I find, therefore, that Wilson had seriously implicated Milgaard before he met Roberts for the polygraph 

test.

Walters did not keep his notebooks19 but he recalls Wilson as being cooperative and also that he was well 

treated by police as reported to the RCMP in 1993,20 as was John. I accept this.

The turning point in the investigation occurred during May 21 to 24, 1969 with the questioning of Wilson 

and John by Saskatoon Police, and Roberts of the Calgary Police.

En route from Regina to Saskatoon, says Karst in his report, Wilson told him that he and Milgaard 

had discussed purse snatching and rolling someone to get money. Karst had little memory of this, but 

confirmed that his report would be accurate. As well, he and Wilson stopped in Aylesbury where Wilson 

said Milgaard had broken into an elevator. The agent confirmed a break-in the night of January 30 and 

that a flashlight was missing. Wilson said he had seen Milgaard return to the car with a flashlight and that 

it was now at his home in Regina.

All of this, particularly the fact that Wilson had told the truth about the elevator, was important to Karst 

and led him to expect that Wilson would continue to be forthcoming. Witnesses seldom give the whole 

truth at first, he said.

16 Docid 009275, 250597 at 601.

17 Docid 009264.

18 Docid 009264.

19 Docid 035206.

20 Docid 035206.
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Karst acknowledged the five pieces of incriminating evidence Wilson had given on May 21st:

 1. The stuck car – 6:45 a.m.;

 2. Milgaard leaving the car;

 3. Returned puffing – might be involved in a murder;

 4. The discussion of crimes to raise money;

 5. The elevator break-in.

He drove Wilson around the area of Avenues P to N, and 22nd Street. Wilson found it to be familiar, as 

being the location where he had seen the girl walking. He did not drive him to the scene, however, in 

order to avoid prompting him, because he was interested in what the witness knew himself.

Wilson was held overnight as a sleeper at the police station. He was then taken to a hotel where he 

stayed on the 22nd and 23rd. He was again driven around on the 22nd by Charles Short and John 

Oleksyn, and identified an area around 22nd Street and Avenues M or N as the place where their car 

might have been pushed out by two men. What concerned them more than the exact location was 

Wilson’s report of Milgaard leaving the car, to return puffing and running after 15 minutes. That would 

allow time for commission of the crime.

Eddie Karst thought that leaving the Cadrain residence for 10 minutes would permit Milgaard to dispose 

of the toque and wallet. In his view, Wilson had given them enough information by the evening of the 22nd 

of May to charge Milgaard, but he still had reservations about Wilson’s credibility. Senior officers wanted 

Wilson tested by the polygrapher. I accept Karst’s evidence that on May 22nd, neither he nor anyone 

in his presence told Wilson what to say or told him that he was a suspect, nor did they threaten him. 

Any suggestion by Wilson to the contrary is a product of much later invention, to support his retraction 

given to Paul Henderson.

Karst delivered Wilson to Art Roberts, the polygrapher, on May 23rd and picked him up later that day. 

Roberts advised him that Wilson was now prepared to give a statement.21

Wilson did not hesitate to make the statement. I find that Karst and senior officers acted reasonably in 

checking Wilson’s veracity insofar as they could. As with Cadrain, they persisted with questioning Wilson, 

not, as alleged, to coerce a statement, but rather to make sure that they had the whole story.

Having the witness swear his statement before a Justice of the Peace was done in serious cases, in an 

effort to impress the witness of the need to be truthful.

Wilson’s statement repeated many things which he had already told Karst, but included new information 

that:

he had picked out a knife from samples shown to him;•	
the young lady of whom they asked directions wore a dark coat;•	
they had become stuck while attempting a u-turn;•	
Milgaard stated, upon returning to the car, “I got her” or “I fixed her”;•	
he had seen blood on Milgaard’s pants;•	
John found a white or cream colored compact in the glove compartment and Milgaard threw it •	
out the window;

John would scream at times;•	

21 Docid 006701.
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Milgaard told him in Calgary that he “hit” or “did” a girl, grabbed her purse which he put in a trash •	
can, jabbed the girl with a knife but thought she would be alright. When he told this to John she 

said that she already knew.22

Karst said he had not told Wilson about the purse being found in a trash can and had no idea of whether 

any other officer had. In fact the finding was reported in the newspaper shortly after the murder, but that 

factor influenced Karst nevertheless as did John’s reported knowledge of the murder, and of course the 

results of the polygraph test. As a result, Karst no longer had concerns about what Wilson was telling him.

Karst’s report23 included everything that Wilson had told him from May 21 – 24, as well as what he had 

told Roberts.

Roberts’ testimony at the Supreme Court of Canada on February, 199224 is important evidence for our 

purposes because Roberts is deceased, and he took incriminating evidence from Wilson that the latter 

had not offered before. Roberts told the Supreme Court of Canada that during the test, Wilson told him 

certain things which Karst now says he only divulged to him after the Roberts interview – things like hitting 

or killing the girl, and John being upset when he, Wilson, returned to the car.

So for Karst, the polygraph exam had the effect of filling out the story.

The judges of the Supreme Court were not critical of Roberts for showing John the victim’s bloody clothes 

in an effort to jog her memory.25 Nor did they criticize bringing Wilson into the discussion to help John’s 

memory.

I find from Karst’s evidence that he might not have chosen to interview the two together, but he was not 

even aware that Roberts had, and so his belief in the reliability of the statement Wilson gave him was not 

affected. Wilson added to his statement on May 2426 saying that he and David left the car for help, going 

in opposite directions. Upon his return he found Nichol John hysterical. She told him of the stabbing and 

when David returned she moved away from him. Karst thought it possible that this added information 

resulted from Wilson and John meeting the day before.

Police continued their inquiries even after getting the Wilson and John statements. In his May 25, 1969 

report27 Karst says they should be looking for the discarded compact. As well, police advertised in the 

Saskatoon StarPhoenix for information about the two persons said to have pushed the Wilson car. As a 

means of checking Wilson’s story, Mackie got the flashlight from him when he returned him to Regina.

They checked at the Wilson home about a toque, and called at the Aylesbury elevator to show the agent 

the knife and the toque. They called the Miller family members at Delisle, and Laura about the compact. 

Plainly, they were seeking corroboration of Wilson’s and John’s stories. Why would they bother to do this if 

they had already and improperly extracted the evidence they wanted to hear from Wilson and John?

Karst remained dubious about Wilson’s credibility throughout March, April and May, up to the time of the 

polygraph. I understand him to say that what Wilson had told him before the polygraph was enough to 

lay charges, if what he said could be believed. The polygraph session settled the credibility issue for the 

22 Docid 006701.

23 Docid 009264.

24 Docid 043300.

25 Docid 043300.

26 Docid 006701 at 705 and 065360.

27 Docid 009264 at 268.
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police, so they charged Milgaard, relying, of course, on John’s statement. Karst had no doubts about her 

honesty, or of Cadrain’s.

I am satisfied that Saskatoon Police acted in good faith in charging Milgaard, based upon what they saw 

as reasonable and probable grounds.

Karst says, and I accept, that Wilson did not object to going to Saskatoon. As we know, he implicated 

Milgaard in the murder before he was interviewed by Roberts. Here he was challenged and gave more 

information, adding even more after seeing Roberts. He recanted some of it to Henderson: ie: Blood on 

Milgaard’s pants; seeing a knife; Nichol being hysterical; the compact being thrown out and David having 

said in Calgary that he “got” or “hit” a girl in Saskatoon.

In his statement to Henderson, he said that this information was “planted in my mind by police.”28 I do 

not accept that, one reason being that there is simply no doubt, as I have found elsewhere, that Milgaard 

threw a compact out of the car. Wilson told Roberts that he had and then recanted the statement to 

Henderson. But he was recanting something which was true, meaning that his recantation, at least in this 

particular case, was false.

What is clear from the events is that Wilson, having implicated Milgaard on May 21st and 22nd by adding 

details to his story of March 3rd, implicated him still more to Roberts. Then, as we know, he referred 

George Lapchuk and Craig Melnyk to the police shortly before the trial. Was he coerced into doing this, 

as well? The answer is no. Tallis regarded Wilson as treacherous – the type of person who tended to add 

to his evidence upon repeated questioning, rather than retract it. Beyond bringing to his attention the 

March 3 exculpatory statement which he had given to police, Tallis was constrained in further questioning 

by reason of the fact that Milgaard had told him certain incriminating things which appeared in Wilson’s 

statement. As well, he feared that if pressed too far Wilson might say that he made his March 3 statement 

with a view to protecting his friend Milgaard.

In relating the events of January 31, 1969, he appears, in the view of experienced criminal trial counsel at 

the Inquiry, to have expressed himself in terms calculated to be convincing. Since then, he has vacillated 

and is not worthy of belief, except on some particulars corroborated by other evidence.

 (e) Inquiry Evidence

Ron Wilson testified before the Inquiry. A self-described young criminal in 1969, he says that he was a 

heavy user of, and dealer in marijuana, LSD and heroin in the 1970s when he was a member of a biker 

gang, the Apollos. Beginning in the 1980s, he began to rehabilitate himself, he married and reduced 

his drug intake. He says now that he has been free of drugs for 20 years, and that he operates his own 

business. Such a background would justify a reluctance to believe him in 1970, and his testimony before 

various tribunals since then and before this Commission, I regret to say, was marked by contradictions. 

But, as with an unsavory witness in a criminal trial, one does not disbelieve him out of hand, but rather 

exercises great caution in accepting uncorroborated testimony.

Wilson says that he met Milgaard in 1968 and knew him as an energetic, non-violent person. Wilson, at 

the time, was already dealing in drugs and had had brushes with the police, so despite his youth he was 

not unfamiliar with being questioned. He had in fact been incarcerated by that time. This point is of some 

28 Docid 017096.
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importance in evaluating how easily he might have been influenced under questioning, in view of the 

allegation about police misconduct in questioning John and Wilson.

In fact, all three, Wilson, John, and Milgaard were young, but by no means naive or innocent. Wilson knew 

John as a party lover and user of LSD and marijuana. Wilson says that he used, in his words, acid, speed, 

dope, mescaline, and MDA, and said that David Milgaard fit the same general description.

Although Wilson met Albert Cadrain for the first time only on January 31, 1969, Melnyk and Lapchuk were 

close friends before that, and remained so until Wilson recanted to Henderson in 1990. Milgaard was 

convicted on the evidence of these friends who displayed, so far as I am aware, no reason for turning on 

him.

Wilson’s evidence is that he and Milgaard decided to make a drug-buying trip to Calgary or Edmonton 

from Regina, and that they invited John along simply because they needed her money. That is probably 

true. Also supported by other evidence is his statement that he and Milgaard stole a battery in Regina 

and spilled acid on their clothes in the process. He says that Milgaard wore striped pants and a brown 

suede jacket. Reference has already been made to his brown suede jacket which came into the hands of 

Wilson’s mother. She destroyed it, with the permission of police.

Wilson said that on the drive from Regina to Saskatoon, they stopped twice, breaking into an elevator at 

Aylesbury and getting stuck in Craik. From the elevator Milgaard stole a bone-handled hunting knife with 

about a 6” blade.

He also testified that he, Milgaard, and John were stoned on acid when they left Regina, and that they 

smoked marijuana along the way. Given their lifestyle, this is entirely possible, although there is a lack of 

supporting evidence. Reliable witnesses who saw them after about 7:00 a.m. did not observe impairment, 

although some people said they were very tired.

On the trip, said Wilson, there was discussion of raising money by break and enter or robbery. I accept 

that. There is similar evidence given at other times by John and Milgaard and being against their interest, it 

is likely true.

I also accept on the totality of the evidence Wilson’s statement that upon arriving in Saskatoon they 

looked for a church as a landmark to locate the Cadrain house, stopped a woman on the street to ask 

directions, became stuck at a T-intersection a few blocks from where they saw the woman, and that he 

and Milgaard got out momentarily to look for help. He said that two men pushed them out but these men 

have never been located.

A crucial question was whether the group also got stuck near the funeral home as he told police, and as 

he testified at trial and in his pretrial statement of May 23, 1969. His statements were no doubt material 

to Milgaard’s conviction and have been characterized since as being not only unbelievable but impossible 

on the assumption that Wilson related being stuck on 20th Street, a busy thoroughfare. Nobody noticed 

the car there where it would have been blocking traffic. But even with the Inquiry witnesses, there is no 

reliable evidence of where Wilson’s car was stuck. It could have been on 22nd Street where there was a 

boulevard such as he described in his evidence. As well, we have heard evidence from the dog handler, 

as noted above, that he saw signs of a car being stuck just across Avenue N at the entrance to the alley 

across from the funeral home, so police might reasonably have relied on Wilson’s evidence on this point.

Wilson says that both he and Milgaard changed pants at Cadrain’s. That is corroborated by other 

witnesses.
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He testified that Milgaard did not tell him that he had stabbed or poked a girl with a knife, nor did he, 

Wilson, report this to John. This conforms with his recantation to Henderson, which contradicted what he 

told police and what he said at trial.

March 3, 1969 was his first contact with the police, while in jail from February 25th to May 9th in Regina.

He claims to have been stoned 90 per cent of the time between his release and the Milgaard trial.

There is a conflict in Wilson’s evidence as to his drug use on January 31, 1969. At the Inquiry, he testified 

that he used drugs extensively that day, both on the trip from Regina to Saskatoon, and thereafter.

When the matter was raised at trial, however, by the judge,29 then again on behalf of the jury,30 Wilson 

testified that neither he nor Milgaard nor John used drugs from Regina to Saskatoon or on the morning 

of the murder. In the charge to the jury, there is no mention of drug use as a significant factor, possibly 

because of Wilson’s testimony.

In other respects, his Inquiry evidence followed the tenor of his recanted evidence. In particular, he says 

that while the car was stuck, he and Milgaard were apart for only the length of time it would take to cover 

a block. And, surprisingly, he now says that the incident with the cosmetic bag did not happen, although 

the other three people in the car, including Milgaard, said that it did.

Wilson was shown his March 3, 1969 statement31 at the Inquiry and basically adopted it. In it he did not 

tell police about the bone-handled hunting knife because, he says, he did not want to be charged with 

break and enter. Similarly he did not disclose drug use on the trip.

He was unaware, he said, that statements of John and Milgaard were similar to his. He was 

re-interviewed32 but told police nothing new.

Wilson recalls voluntarily giving blood and saliva samples, and he agreed to a police request for a 

polygraph as he rode with them from Regina to Saskatoon. He was becoming increasingly more 

cooperative, stopping at the elevator in Aylesbury that they had broken into. This was on May the 21st.

We know from other evidence that the police suspected that Wilson had not given them the full 

story in his first interview and they were taking him to Saskatoon to test their thesis. His increasing 

cooperativeness would have given them more reason to suspect Milgaard.

He recounted to the Inquiry the ride around Saskatoon, being shown where Miller was killed, and then 

being taken to the motel where they had asked for directions. Wilson was not critical of police up to this 

point, but became so when he spoke of the lie-detector test administered by Roberts.

Wilson described two long sessions with Roberts in which Roberts kept coming back to the same 

questions. For example, after being asked several times if Milgaard had killed Gail Miller and replying in the 

negative, he finally changed his answer to yes, and the question was not asked again.

Roberts testified at the Supreme Court that his standard interviewing technique was to re-ask when the 

answers were at first shown to be false on the polygraph.

29 Docid 005172 at 306.

30 Docid 005172 at 313.
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It is difficult to understand why Wilson, Milgaard’s friend, would trifle with the latter’s life by incriminating 

him for no better reason than to find out if Roberts would stop asking the same question. However, 

this essentially was his explanation, the same one he offered for saying at first that he saw no blood on 

Milgaard’s pants and then saying that he did.

I note Karst’s report of May 25, 1969,33 recording the May 21, 1969 interview of Wilson in which the writer 

observes that Wilson was now saying that Milgaard had returned to the car running and puffing, and that 

he had since thought that Milgaard was likely involved in the murder. At the Inquiry, Wilson explained that 

he only concluded that after Roberts suggested it to him during the polygraph test. But Karst’s report 

shows that Wilson came to that view on May 21st, prior to the polygraph.

Roberts showed him pictures of Gail Miller’s body and her clothes. He says the pictures shocked him, 

but he did not say that caused him to lie. In fact, one is hard pressed to think why such things would 

provoke a lie as to who was responsible unless it was Wilson, and he said that he was unconcerned for 

his own sake.

He testified that in a break between the polygraph sessions he spoke with John and told her that they 

should just give police what they wanted and “sink”34 Milgaard. His explanation? – “I figured we’d get the 

hell out of there.”35 Again, an unbelievably trivial reason for implicating a friend in murder. I do not believe 

Wilson.

Roberts’ testimony at the Supreme Court of Canada36 is useful because otherwise we would be left with 

no sworn version of the polygraph test other than the highly dubious one given by Wilson.

At the Supreme Court of Canada, Roberts testified that the procedure he followed was:

 1.  Get information from investigators – in this case that Milgaard was a suspect, and that the 

investigators believed that John and Wilson knew more than they were saying;

 2.  Tell the suspect that he need not take the test, and then ask general questions to assess him or 

her;

 3. Ask the subject to lie about an obvious matter, in order to obtain the profile of a false indication;

 4. Ask the subject if he understands the questions, and give him a chance to read them;

 5.  If deception is found, a re-interview is done in an effort to get an admission. This can lengthen 

the procedure, as happened in Wilson’s case;

 6. Go to the scene beforehand to familiarize one’s self;

 7. Hand the subject back to referring detective.

Wilson testified that Roberts told him that he got a deceptive response on answers touching his 

knowledge of the event and of the suspect, but not to a question asking if he (Wilson) did it.

Wilson told us that he believed he told Roberts that he wanted to make a statement, and so he was 

turned over to Karst or Short.

In describing the Roberts’ interview, Wilson said he told him that Milgaard killed her, and “hit a girl”, 

but it wasn’t true; that he said it only to get out of there. He added that Roberts “basically started to 

33 Docid 106669.
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put everything together … that they wanted in my head.”37 “Deep inside I didn’t think he’d done it, but 

I figured this is what they wanted so this is what they are gonna get.”38 Wilson told us that he did not 

appreciate the consequences at the time, but finally admitted that he realized that it might lead to his 

friend Milgaard’s conviction for murder.

At trial Wilson added incriminating material to his testimony beyond what he had told Roberts on 

May 23rd. This belies the statement that he told Roberts what he wanted only “to get out of there”.39 

If that were so, why would he later add things to the story?

Wilson told us that he did not know that John had given a statement to Roberts, nor could he recall 

Roberts, John, and himself discussing matters, although Roberts testified at the Supreme Court that 

they had done so for about three-quarters of an hour. Such a discussion could give an opportunity for 

collusion, but there is no evidence of it.40

At the Supreme Court, Wilson suggested and still suggests, that he was brainwashed, misled, and 

manipulated by Roberts, a charge the latter denied at the Supreme Court Reference. On the contrary, 

Roberts said, he handled Wilson and John with kid-gloves, knowing how serious the matter was.

There is no question, I think, that Roberts confronted Wilson with what he regarded as deceptive answers. 

He might well, as Wilson says, have pressed him with remarks like “Do you know what happened”. 

But, without more, I cannot characterize Roberts’s questioning as brainwashing or manipulation, or an 

attempt to mislead. My lack of confidence in Wilson’s credibility does not translate into an approval of 

Roberts’s methods, of which we know little.

Wilson’s statement of May 23, 196941 was sworn before a Justice of the Peace at 3:30 p.m., a step taken 

by police to lend further assurance of authenticity and reliability.

Karst reported that on the same day, Wilson picked out a knife from a group of five similar to the one he 

had seen Milgaard handling on the trip from Regina to Saskatoon.42 Wilson told us that he picked this out 

because the officers kept going back to it.

He did admit that he understood the consequences to Milgaard of what he did at the line-up.

Contrary to what he told police, Wilson now says that Milgaard did not call the woman they stopped 

for directions a “stupid bitch”. He has no explanation for having told police that. The point might be a 

small one, but it again raises the question of why he would gratuitously cast his friend in a bad light. 

More importantly, why tell the police that he and Milgaard were away from the car for fifteen minutes, 

time enough for the commission of an assault, when it was untrue, and when he appreciated the 

consequences of what he was saying?

In making an assessment of Wilson’s reliability, the police and the prosecutor would certainly have 

been on the lookout for motive to lie. What motive did Wilson, or Milgaard’s other friends have? None, 

that I have heard. He testified that the police did not tell him to lie. That he in fact did is a conclusion to 
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be drawn from subsequent events, not one which flowed from the facts known to authorities in 1969 

and 1970.

He acknowledged a typed version of his May 23, 1969 statement.43 He said that the part about seeing 

blood on David’s pants was a lie, and that he knew it was when he said it. In the next breath, however, he 

said that before signing the statement, he heard that Cadrain had said so, and so it must have been true. 

So here we have Wilson saying in effect that he deliberately lied, but also that he thought he was being 

truthful.

Also a deliberate lie, he said, was his statement that John found a compact which Milgaard threw out. 

But how could this be a lie? He was sitting in the car with Milgaard, John, and Cadrain, and all three of 

them said that it happened.

If he intended to lie, he went into some detail about it, describing the compact as white or cream colored 

with a floral design. He could not tell us at the Inquiry how he came up with this, but the police must have 

gained some assurance of the accuracy of his story from the detail in it.

Asked to explain his reason for saying that in the Calgary Bus Depot David told him he had “done” or “hit” 

a girl in Saskatoon, he said that the purpose was to remove suspicion from himself. He was concerned 

about being held accountable for murder.

One of the dubious reasons he gave for implicating Milgaard was that he simply did not care. He just 

wanted to go home because a couple of days without drugs was starting to hurt. But he was not too 

anxious, it seems, to stay over to May 24th to make a supplementary statement, although the police 

might have detained him. The evidence is unclear.

In it, he added that he, as well as Milgaard, left the car. He was gone for 15 minutes, and upon his return 

he found John hysterical. She told him that Milgaard had taken a girl down the lane, pulled out a knife and 

stabbed her a few times. When Milgaard returned to the car, she shrugged away from him. Now he says 

that none of this is true.

He could not explain the various points of agreement between his statement and that of John – points 

which included the stabbing. If he had not conspired with John to give false, very similar statements, 

the police had every right to conclude that both were being truthful. Milgaard counsel takes the points 

of similarity as evidence that there was a conspiracy between him, John, and the police to implicate 

Milgaard, but again I must say that there is no evidence of this.

On May 29, 1969, Raymond Mackie reported44 that he took Wilson back to Regina on May 24, 1969 

and got from him a flashlight, which was said to have come from the elevator break-in. Wilson professed 

not to recall this. One can understand why, having previously denied in his Inquiry evidence that Milgaard 

took a flashlight. The theft of the flashlight is not important in itself, but the fact that Wilson would bother 

to deny it tells me that his first instinct is to lie. Wilson’s record45 as of June 20, 1969, reveals him to have 

been an active thief through 1968, and he would have been regarded as an unsavory witness at trial.

He has no memory of talking to police or prosecutors at the preliminary, but prior to trial he recalls the 

prosecutor coming to his hotel room to ask him if he was sure about the length of time he and David 
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were separated. Caldwell told us that he might have done this – not an improper act, if it happened. 

The question of timing was covered in cross-examination by Tallis.

Commission Counsel led Wilson through his preliminary46 and trial47 testimony touching upon various 

subjects. It was markedly different in some respects from what he told the Inquiry:

 1. Drug use

   At trial he did not admit to the heavy use of which he so now freely speaks. In fact he now says 

that Milgaard, John and himself were all stoned on the day of the murder, but this was not before 

the jury.

 2. Knives

   At the preliminary and trial Wilson said that Milgaard had a paring knife with a reddish brown 

handle. He now says that this was untrue. Milgaard had a bone-handled hunting knife.

 3. Lady in the Street

   The trial heard him say that they stopped a lady on a side street near a residential area and that 

Milgaard called her “a stupid bitch”. He now denies that the comment was made.

 4. Time Away from the Car

   At trial he said that he had walked perhaps five blocks before returning to the car. He now says 

that this is untrue, but that he did leave the car for a short time.

   He told us that at trial he did not believe that Milgaard had killed Gail Miller, but he was afraid 

that he would not be believed if he changed his story, and that he would be in trouble with the 

Saskatoon police. He hoped, in any event, that Milgaard would be found not guilty. I regard this 

as nonsense, but whatever I think of his credibility today cannot alter his trial evidence which left 

the jury with a reason to find that Milgaard was away from the car for about 15 minutes, time 

enough for Wilson to walk five blocks or four for sure. Wilson said he waited five or six minutes in 

the car before Milgaard returned, telling Wilson that “I fixed her or something to that effect”.

   Tallis was certainly alive to the time issue because he challenged Wilson on the difference 

between his preliminary and trial testimony, but Wilson insisted that they were apart for 

15 minutes.

 5. Blood

   Wilson tells us that at the preliminary he testified to seeing blood on Milgaard’s pants, knowing 

that it was false, but just sticking to his statement of May 23/24th. Tallis challenged his testimony, 

but again at trial he reported seeing a small amount of blood on the pants.

 6. Compact

   Wilson now says that this incident never happened, but everyone else in the car, Milgaard 

included, has said that it did, and Wilson himself said so at the preliminary and at trial.

46 Docid 007595.
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 7. The Bus Depot Admission

   At the preliminary and at trial Wilson testified that Milgaard said “he hit a girl, or got a girl in 

Saskatoon”; that he put her purse in the trash can and that he thought she would be okay.” He 

explained to us that this evidence was not true and that he said this to corroborate his statement 

and to keep himself out of trouble as a suspect. He added the words “he thought she’d be O.K.” 

to comfort himself and to help Milgaard.48 There was simply no reason for him to falsely implicate 

Milgaard in the first place, so why would he say anything by way of mitigation?

Wilson applied for the reward on the advice of Lapchuk and Melnyk who, he said, told him that he was 

one of the main witnesses. He was quick to add, however, that the reward played no part in his evidence, 

and was not discussed with Caldwell or the police before the trial.

Wilson’s evidence is unreliable today. It might have been so at the trial as well, but his testimony there did 

not reveal misconduct by police or internal conflicts in evidence as between the preliminary and the trial. 

True, he had held things back before May 22nd and 23rd, but the police did not regard that as unusual 

behavior in a young person trying to protect himself and his friends, and the jury, in my view, would not 

have acted unreasonably in believing him.

Wilson told Joyce Milgaard in 1981 that David Milgaard should not have been put in jail, but rather in a 

home, because there was something mentally wrong with him. Asked to explain himself, he said that if 

Milgaard had been sent to a home it would have been some place other than jail. I conclude from this that 

in the early part of 1981, Wilson still believed in Milgaard’s involvement in Gail Miller’s death. If he thought 

Milgaard was innocent, why would he consider that a mental home, as he implied, would be preferable to 

jail? Perhaps, as he said, he was just “totally confused”.49

In her conversation with him in 1981, Joyce Milgaard repeatedly put suggestions to him of police pressure 

or promises of reward but he denied any such thing. He told her that he was “pissed off”50 when Milgaard 

was sent to jail instead of being committed, which would have given him time to “straighten out his 

head”.51

These exchanges52 are important. They reveal Wilson’s state of mind some 11 years after the trial – 

namely that Milgaard was involved in Gail Miller’s death – perhaps not criminally liable, for reasons of 

mental incapacity, but involved.

He told Joyce Milgaard53 that he did not know if David Milgaard did it, but was capable of it. He now tells 

us that long before 1981, he thought Milgaard was innocent. But he did not tell Joyce Milgaard that and 

he cannot explain why.

He told Joyce Milgaard on April 15, 198154 “I was pressured a bit, but I wasn’t pressured to the point 

where I’d convict your son”.55 In fact, he suggested to her that the police had found blood and hair 
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samples in the back seat of his car matching Miller’s.56 Whatever he thinks of the truth of that statement 

now, why would he tell her such a thing if he knew he had lied at trial?

He told us that he never did believe in the motel incident but when he spoke to Joyce Milgaard, she 

described it to him and he remarked that “he was probably stoned”.57

Wilson said that he was treated well by the police, and that Roberts had instructed him to tell the truth. 

Neither Karst nor Short mistreated or threatened him or put words in his mouth. He said as much to 

Joyce Milgaard in 1981 when she asked him how police had treated him and he told her as well that 

police had not offered him a lighter sentence. But in cross-examination at the Inquiry, Wilson continued in 

his uncritical manner to agree with almost every thing put to him, e.g.:

he tried to tell police the truth at first but they would not accept it;•	
his damning statements at his preliminary and trial were never really challenged;•	
the police never scrutinized the plausibility of his story, nor did Department of Justice officials •	
when they got involved;

that Rossmo and Boyd were the only non-partisan ones who examined him;•	
that he had it much easier when he falsely accused Milgaard, than when he tried to recant •	
because nobody in authority wanted to believe him;

that the police were fixated on Milgaard;•	

In my view, these suggestions were either demonstrably false by reference to the evidence or were 

beyond the knowledge of the witness.

Wilson admitted that he was at least partially convinced of Milgaard’s guilt at trial, tried to convey that he, 

himself, was truthful and minimized his drug use in an effort to appear credible.

He told the Inquiry that in driving around the Pleasant Hill district with police, he did not identify a specific 

area where they were stuck. He did not pick out a funeral home, saying only that the U-turn was made in 

the area of an all-night café, but he could not say where it was. His supplemental statement of May 24th 

added nothing regarding location.

He confirmed that they had been stuck and that Milgaard and he separated – as Milgaard himself told his 

lawyer had happened, so that did not come from the police, any more than the conversation about rolling 

someone.

By reference to Karst’s report58 of May 25, 1969, Wilson said that he possibly told Karst and the other 

officers on May 21st that he and Milgaard left the car, which was stuck, around 6:45 a.m.; that Milgaard 

returned, puffing and running; that he and Milgaard on the way to Saskatoon had discussed break 

and enters and rolling someone. It is obvious, even without hearing from Karst and the other police 

officers, that Wilson began implicating Milgaard two days before he gave the rest of his story to Roberts 

in Saskatoon. The report indicates an attempt to trace the route the three had taken59 perhaps down 

22nd Street where he recognized the Texaco, to the Trav-A-Leer Motel, then Danchuks. The report does 

not disclose an attempt to lead Wilson to the crime scene.
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He told police he was unsure where the girl was stopped or where they were stalled except that it was at 

a T intersection with no traffic.

Wilson admitted to us that the report is accurate in terms of what he told Karst, including that Milgaard 

had made the “stupid bitch” comment, and that he had returned puffing and running after about 

15 minutes. He also told police of Milgaard’s admission “I fixed her, etc.”, of David having blood on his 

pants and of John screaming and being very nervous.

Generally, he concedes that he told Karst the things recorded in the statement.

It has been argued that Wilson testified as he did at trial because he was young and frightened of a 

perjury charge for what he told the police on May 23 and 24, 1969.

The evidence demonstrates, however, that he was street-wise, a member of a motorcycle gang and no 

naïve teenager, as his record shows.

Today, he owns his own business, and has been involved in the construction and tire business for 

25 years. This is a man with the inner resources to pull back from a life of crime and addiction. Despite the 

obvious toll that drugs have exacted on his health, he impressed me as too intelligent and sophisticated a 

person to be sincerely advancing the kind of evidence he provided to this Inquiry.

He admitted that by the time he was 18, he knew his rights, including the right to refuse giving statements 

to the police. He admitted that there was no animosity between him and Milgaard, and he could not 

say why he told the police, for example, that Milgaard had broken into the Aylesbury elevator; or might 

have gotten a knife from a hotel; or called the woman a “stupid bitch”; or had talked with him about 

break-and-enters or rolling someone.

It was suggested to him that the words he chose in the statement to describe the separation, the 

compact, Milgaard’s admissions of stabbing, and his conversation with John about it were subtle and 

calculated to make them believable. He told police “I am sure Milgaard killed that nurse”60 even though 

the police had not asked for his opinion. Again, there is no question that Wilson left police with a plausible 

and damning account of Milgaard’s involvement in the crime. He now says it was a lie, but can explain his 

motivation no better than to say he was scared and paranoid and did it “to protect my own ass”.61 The 

fact is that he was never arrested for murder, or cautioned that he might be charged, and knew that he 

need not go with police on May 22nd to Saskatoon.

Wilson was not in an enviable position at the time of the preliminary inquiry. He was a member of a 

motorcycle gang, the Apollos, and was in prison. Even talking to the police, and worse still, testifying 

for the Crown, would spoil his reputation amongst his peers. Still, he made quite a determined effort to 

implicate Milgaard in murder. He said that Milgaard told him that he had poked a girl a few times with 

his knife but that he thought she would be okay, instead of putting the matter more bluntly (for example 

“I stabbed her to death”) as a person out to get Milgaard might be expected to say. He had his chance at 

trial to blame drug use for his previous actions because he was questioned about it by the judge, but he 

denied being under the influence of drugs at the time of the event. Asked why he simply did not admit at 

trial that he had lied to the police in his statements, he had no answer.
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Wilson told us that his May 23, 1969 statement was partly true – the break-in; getting stuck; he and David 

separating.62

He admitted that when Caldwell questioned him before the trial about the time of separation he did not 

tell him what to say. He was also reminded about the distinction to be made between the time he and 

Milgaard were separated, and their respective times away from the car. In his May 23rd statement he 

said that they were separated for 15 minutes, at the preliminary he told Caldwell he was away for five to 

10 minutes, and he told Tallis that it was about five minutes. Nobody asked him how long Milgaard was 

away from the car before he came back. But he was asked at trial, and said it was five to six minutes. 

So if one adds that to the 10 minutes or so he said at the preliminary you have a separation in the 

neighborhood of 15 minutes. Caldwell, he admitted, had not asked him to stretch the time.

Wilson agreed with counsel at the Inquiry that he was not intimidated by police or by the prosecutor.

As for the Roberts’ interview, Wilson admitted that prior to seeing John midway through it, he had had 

no meeting with her in Saskatoon, or on the way from Regina. As a result, there had been no chance to 

discuss statements. By the time he saw her, he had already given his first statement63 which incriminated 

Milgaard. Even if they agreed to “give them what they want” that could not have influenced something he 

had already said. For example, before talking to John he had already said (on May 23rd) that John found 

the compact and Milgaard threw it out.

Wilson finally conceded that the compact incident possibly happened, given that John told the police it 

did and Milgaard told his lawyer about it.

Wilson was an important figure in the investigation and trial of David Milgaard, at first providing the 

police with exculpatory information consistent with what they were hearing from Milgaard and John, but 

eventually implicating Milgaard.

The most damaging account by Wilson followed his meeting with polygrapher Roberts. After that, 

authorities relied, in the investigation and trial, upon Wilson’s post-polygraph version of events. Roberts 

left no notes so our only evidence of his session with Wilson can be seen in his Supreme Court of Canada 

testimony. There is no evidence that he coerced Wilson, but there is no doubt that he extracted additional 

incriminating evidence from him which is inconsistent with Milgaard’s innocence. Although cooperative 

with Saskatoon Police the day before, Wilson was even more responsive with Roberts. This is not to 

suggest that Roberts or anyone else knew that the information he got was untrue.

6. Nichol John

 (a) Introduction

John, arguably the most critical witness in the investigation and prosecution of David Milgaard, lives in 

British Columbia. She was only 16 on January 31, 1969, an impressionable young girl from a troubled 

home, leading an aimless life featuring frequent drug use, and the companionship of young street level 

criminals.
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In general, she was not a more useful witness at the Inquiry than she proved to be in 1970 at the Milgaard 

trial when she professed not to recall anything concerning the killing of Gail Miller, notwithstanding her 

statement to police on 24th of May, 1969.

After listening to her and reviewing previous testimony and tapes of interviews, it is reasonable to 

conclude, as others have, that she witnessed a traumatic event on the 31st of January, 1969. I find 

that her professed loss of memory at trial could have been the result of trauma, or fear, or both – that 

is it might or might not have been genuine, in whole or in part – and that her present inability to recall, 

although perhaps due in part to psychological trauma is, in some particulars, deliberate. In her view, she 

has been put through a 36 year ordeal through no fault of her own, and she simply wishes to be left alone.

I will refer to evidence which supports a finding that between the time that she gave her May 24, 1969 

statement and the time of the Preliminary Inquiry in August of 1969 she resolved not to cooperate with the 

prosecutor by repeating the story which she gave to police, parts of which are inconsistent with Milgaard’s 

innocence. As matters turned out, it might not have made a difference to the jury. They heard her story 

anyway, in the course of a Section 9 Canada Evidence Act hearing at the trial. As with Wilson, her place in 

the conviction of David Milgaard was so pivotal that a detailed treatment of her evidence over the years is 

called for.

As John was led through the record of her many statements and court appearances, she remembered 

some, but not others. In no case did she deny that a particular interview happened, just that she could 

not remember. My impression was that she had little interest in remembering them. She declined, for 

example, to be interviewed by commission counsel prior to her appearance, or to read materials in 

advance, or to be represented by counsel. She was a reluctant witness.

Testifying in court might seem a small thing to the casual observer, but it can be a stressful, trying 

experience, especially for young people as John was in 1969 and 1970 when the preliminary and trial 

took place. What followed for her as an adult, from 1981 to the conclusion of her testimony at this Inquiry, 

was no easier.

She has been interviewed by the Milgaard group, by agents of the Federal Department of Justice, both 

medical and legal, by the RCMP, and she has submitted to two sessions of hypnosis. She also testified 

before the Supreme Court of Canada. John’s reluctance as a witness before this Inquiry and her fervent 

wish to be left alone, were unfortunate for us, but understandable. Our objective with her was to identify 

anything she said in later years which might be inconsistent with the facts as police and prosecutors 

believed them to be in 1969 and 1970.

Her present recall of events in 1969 and 1970 is small. She vaguely recalls leaving Regina for Saskatoon 

on the 31st of January, 1969 with Wilson and Milgaard. She recalls being stuck in an alley with a building 

on the left and one on the end of the alley. This evidence, coupled with other recollections over the years, 

is not inconsistent with a finding that the car became stuck in the east-west alley facing west towards 

St. Mary’s church at a point near the back of the funeral home and within half a block of the intersection 

with the north-south alley where Gail Miller’s body was found.

John continued that she recalled nothing from the point of being stuck until she walked up the front 

steps of the Cadrain house. She did not even recall giving evidence at the Milgaard Preliminary or Trial, 

something she could not explain, nor have others been able to, except for the suggestion of trauma 

induced suppression of memory.
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 (b) Nichol John Background

Regina City Constable Kenneth Walters knew John and testified at the Inquiry. Her home life was difficult, 

and she spent most of her time on the street. She was introverted and sullen. Basically honest and 

forthright, she was in bad company. She informed on her peers as well, but sometimes the information 

was not readily provided.

Walters had no concerns about Eddie Karst’s treatment of John or Wilson. Coming from a policeman 

who clearly had the interests of these young people at heart, I think that is significant evidence of a lack of 

intimidation on Karst’s part.

Walters said that he prepared no reports because he was not acting as an investigator but rather a 

resource person for the other forces. He was there to reassure Wilson and John. Speaking of taking 

statements, he acknowledged a feature of the practice of the time which is unfortunate by current 

standards. Police would talk to the subject before taking the formal statement, but what they talked about 

was not recorded. This left a door open for abuse, I observe. In this case we have no idea what was said 

to key witnesses before their statements were recorded in writing. Only exceptionally were statements 

taped. This failure to embrace technology which, even then was readily available, invites speculation that 

police had something to hide.

Walters told us that he was involved in the case from March 2, 1969, and would have said something 

if he had questions about the reliability of John and Wilson. I accept that. The fact that the RCMP and 

Saskatoon Police bothered to use him as a resource person to deal with the young persons speaks well 

for their approach. Surely they would not do this if they intended to intimidate the witnesses.

 (c) Initial Statements – March 11, 1969

Nichol John’s first statement to police on March 11, 196964 was far less incriminating than that of May 24, 

1969. The former put her, Milgaard and Wilson in Saskatoon in the general area of the murder between 

6:30 a.m. and 7:30 a.m.; at a motel to get a map; stuck in an alley from which they were pulled by a tow 

truck; at Albert Cadrain’s house where she saw David Milgaard changing his clothes but where she did 

not see “any blood on anybody’s clothing”;65 at a gas station to get the car fixed; at Rosetown where they 

bought some food and a small knife; at Calgary, then Edmonton and St. Albert, then back to Calgary, at 

Banff and then back to Regina over a period of five or six days. Most significantly, she said that all during 

the morning they were in Saskatoon, she was sure that “David or Ron never left me for more than one or 

two minutes”.66

 (d) March 18 and April 14, 1969 Questioning

Like Wilson, John began implicating Milgaard to some degree even before being interviewed by Roberts 

on May 23, 1969.

Charles Short reported that on March 18, 1969 he and Karst met with John and Cadrain in Regina and 

John told them that she believed Cadrain was telling the truth.67 She thought Milgaard was dangerous, 

and he had forced intercourse upon her. This was probably a factor in what the police thought of 
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Milgaard. But it is not the case, as has been suggested, that the police planted a bull’s eye on Milgaard 

– witness Karst’s report of April 18, 1969 where he observes that there are many unanswered questions, 

and that “if one is to believe the girl, NICHOL JOHN, and it appears that she is very convincing with her 

story, then there is no way in which MILGAARD can be connected with this crime.”68 Obviously, Karst was 

prepared to see both sides.

The Saskatoon Police did not regard John’s March 11, 1969 statement as being the whole truth, and 

in mid-May they resolved to have her and Wilson examined by Roberts, the polygraph operator from 

Calgary. The result of this interview was a verbal statement to Roberts on May 23, 1969 that she saw 

David Milgaard stab Gail Miller. Roberts turned her over to the Saskatoon Police. Mackie, of that force, 

took a written statement from her on May 24, 1969 (see Appendix J). This statement, which gave rise 

to the s. 9 examination at trial, was the most incriminating piece of evidence David Milgaard faced in the 

entire case. Some of it got into evidence at trial through the s. 9 procedure, but the most incriminating 

parts did not, at least officially, because she said that she could not remember them having occurred, and 

she could not remember having told Raymond Mackie about them. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, 

the incriminating parts were read to the jury, although they were cautioned not to use those parts as 

evidence because she had not adopted them in the stand.

 (e) May 21 and 24, 1969 Questioning

Roberts tested Wilson on the polygraph, but not John, being satisfied that she had told him the truth 

during the course of their conversation.

Milgaard counsel alleged that Roberts was party to an effort by the police to coerce Wilson and John 

into saying what they wanted to hear. Because Roberts is dead, his testimony before the Supreme Court 

becomes very important. There, he said that he spoke to John for one-half to three-quarters of an hour 

without her remembering much, until he showed her a plastic bag containing Gail Miller’s blood stained 

clothing.

I said, “What if this had been your sister?”, and she burst out, she said, “My God, I do remember. 

I do remember. I saw him fighting with her down the lane. I saw him stab her”. I said, “Well, now you 

remember”, and she said, “Yes”. I said, “Was there some reason that you didn’t want to tell me before?” 

She said, “I couldn’t tell you before. I didn’t remember until I saw the dress”.69

She then told him that she thought she got out of the car and ran, but must have got back in because 

she was there when Wilson came back. Roberts said that he felt that she had made an admission and 

so brought Wilson into the discussion. The three of them talked and Wilson said “Well, I didn’t see that. 

I guess I was away from the car.”70

As mentioned, Roberts did not test John, but rather “would have” presented her to a Saskatoon police 

officer and related what she had told him. This would be highly significant evidence for the Saskatoon 

Police. As we shall see, there was no documentary record kept of John’s May 23 interview and May 24 

statement by either Roberts or the police, a fact which gave rise to much suspicion by the Milgaard group 

that the police had something to hide. If they did, nobody has been able to prove it either at trial or since, 

68 Docid 106661.

69 Docid 043300 at 341.

70 Docid 043300 at 342.
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but the failure to record the circumstances surrounding the events of May 23 and 24, 1969 are of great 

concern to the Commission.

Roberts testified that showing a witness an item of evidence and asking if they had seen it is normal 

practice.71 That, of course, is not quite what he did here. He showed the dress to John for its shock value, 

(What if this had been your sister?) and it worked. It appears, therefore, that Roberts was acting as more 

than a mere polygraph technician. He was an interrogator. If he got an admission which he thought was 

true, he did not use the polygraph. If he did not (as in Wilson’s case), he used it and then confronted the 

witness with the “fail” result as an aid in getting the truth.

After interviewing Wilson and John on May 23, 1969, Roberts returned to Calgary.

Raymond Mackie took John’s written statement the next day. There is no evidence that either Roberts 

or he used coercion. Roberts, before the Supreme Court of Canada, and Mackie before us, both denied 

it. Both, it must be acknowledged, would have had an interest in so doing. Had John been coerced by 

Mackie (which she denies), she could have told the prosecutor or the court at the preliminary inquiry, or 

the court at the trial, instead of saying she could not remember. And to this day she persists in saying that 

she cannot remember, whereas had she been coerced by police, it would lift a great weight of criticism 

from her shoulders to say so. At the same time, of course, saying so would attract criticism for not 

revealing something which might have assisted Milgaard’s defence.

 (f) Trial Evidence

  (i) Adopted Evidence

At trial John was in the process of basically repeating her preliminary evidence, leaving out the most 

incriminating parts of her May 24 statement to police, but was stopped by the prosecutor who sought, 

and was given, the chance to cross-examine her on her May 24 statement. He did so in the presence of 

the jury. The most incriminating parts of her statement were put to her line by line. She testified that she 

could not remember the events, nor having related them to Mackie.

Although cautioned not to accept out of court statements by a witness as evidence unless confirmed by 

the witness in the stand, I doubt on the basis of witnesses I heard, that in the circumstances of this case 

the jury was able to disregard what they had just heard, namely that she had seen Milgaard stabbing a 

woman. Of interest in this connection are two articles which appeared in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix on 

January 22, 1970 and January 25, 1992:

71 Docid 043300 at 372.
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The first article appeared during the course of the trial, and the second some 22 years later during the 

Milgaard effort to reopen the case. This effort involved a great deal of biased and unreliable reporting. 

In contrast, the first article quoted above is factual and the second expressed a layman’s point of view 

which was later to be confirmed by legally expert witnesses at the Inquiry, Brown and Tallis.

We will never know the importance placed upon her May 24, 1969 statement by the jury, but I must be 

alive to the strong possibility that weight was given to it where none should have been. Section 649 of the 

Criminal Code makes it an offence for a juror to disclose any information relating to the proceedings of the 

jury when it was absent from the court room, which was not subsequently disclosed in open court. It will 

be a recommendation of this Commission that the section be amended to permit academic research 

into the question of whether jurors understand and follow the orthodox warning not to take out of court 

statements for truth of contents unless adopted. Such a study is needed, we believe, as a prelude to 

possible amendment of s. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act.

The Commission has studied s. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act as well as the procedure adopted by the 

trial judge in applying it to John’s purported loss of memory. The implications go to the weakness of the 

jury system itself. (See Appendix K) The trial judge’s warnings to the jury about the use of the evidence 

bring to mind the homely analogy of shutting the barn door after the horse has bolted. He did what he 

could, but he was dealing with a law which carries great prejudice for the accused when the case falls to 

be decided by a jury. Ordinary people are not inclined to ignore sworn declarations of the sort involved 

here, even when instructed by a judge to do so.

The problem is further compounded by the fact that in returning a verdict, a jury gives no reasons for its 

decision, in contrast to a judge sitting alone. Had the Milgaard trial been tried by judge alone he would 

have stated his reasons for finding the accused guilty, and if these had included reference to John’s 

unadopted and highly incriminatory out of court statement, the Court of Appeal could have acted to 

address the problem. But here, the Court of Appeal could only assume that the jury followed instructions. 

That assumption, I think, must have been made as well by the Supreme Court of Canada in its Reference 

when it said that the accused received a fair trial. Two things should be done, as will be suggested in the 

recommendation section of this report. The first is a relaxation of s. 649 of the Criminal Code to permit 

jury research. To what extent do juries follow instructions from the bench?

The second is a study of national scope of s. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act. Is the prejudice presented 

to the accused justified by the public interest in dealing with adverse witnesses in the ways permitted 

by s. 9?

However much John’s testimony counted for in the trial, there was other evidence which might 

reasonably have led to a conviction. She remains, however, a figure of central importance within our 

Terms of Reference because what she told the police undoubtedly was central to the investigation and 

prosecution, if not the conviction. As well, she has been the subject of interest throughout the long 

process leading to the reopening of the investigation. No amount of effort, as we shall see in reviewing her 

testimony, has succeeded in reviving her memory of the events of the 31st of January, 1969, if indeed she 

has forgotten, or had any memory to begin with. But the incriminatory statement which she gave to police 

on May 24, 1969 was there for federal investigators to see during the s. 690 applications, not to mention 

the Minister of Justice who decided the applications. If this statement was a factor in the rejection of the 

first s. 690 application, the Minister did not say so. Justice Canada, however, wanted advice from the 

Supreme Court on what use could be made of the statement for the purposes of the second application. 

But the statement of course was in the knowledge of both police and Saskatchewan Crown officials who, 
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in considering the possible reopening of the case, were not restricted by evidentiary rules which applied to 

the jury at trial.

At trial, faced with her statement of May 24th, she remembered seeing David in the car on the way 

to Saskatoon from Regina with a maroon handled kitchen knife. She remembered driving around in 

Saskatoon, talking to a girl in the area in which she had been driven around by Mackie. She remembered 

Milgaard talking to the girl and asking for directions to Pleasant Hill, and offering to give her a ride which 

she refused. She remembered driving away for about half a block and becoming stuck at the entrance to 

an alley behind the funeral home. She had apparently been told by the police that it was a funeral home. 

It is not advertised as such at the back entrance which faces the alley. She remembered Wilson and 

Milgaard getting out and unsuccessfully pushing the car, whereupon Milgaard went back in the direction 

of where they had spoken to the girl, and Wilson went the other way past the funeral home. She next 

remembered sitting in the car alone and Milgaard returning to sit in the front seat beside her, at which 

point she moved over toward the driver’s side because she did not want to be near him. She remembered 

leaving for Calgary and finding a cosmetic bag in the glove compartment when they were between 

Saskatoon and Rosetown. She opened it and found a compact, two lipsticks and an eyeshadow. 

She asked whose it was, whereupon Milgaard grabbed it and threw it out the window.

Having adopted these portions of her May 24th statement, they were before the jury for truth of contents.

However, she failed to adopt certain other parts of the statement, saying that she could neither remember 

the events nor remember telling Mackie about them. These were that after talking to the girl Milgaard 

closed the door and said “the stupid bitch”; seeing Milgaard in the alley on the right hand side of the car 

holding the girl they had spoken to a minute before, grabbing her purse, reaching into one of his pockets 

and pulling out a knife, stabbing the girl with it, and then taking her around the corner of the alley; running 

away from the scene herself but then being back in the car; seeing Milgaard putting a purse into a 

garbage can; and finally, seeing two garbage cans.

The parts of the statement of May 24th which she could not recall, noted above, were put to her in the 

presence of the jury by Prosecutor Caldwell. The jury was instructed to ignore anything she had not 

adopted, but she did adopt some things which were incriminating in a general sense. These had Milgaard, 

on the morning of the murder, in possession of a knife which resembled the murder weapon; speaking to 

a girl in the vicinity of the murder scene; walking in the alley in the vicinity of the murder scene; returning to 

the car where she did not want to be near him; later throwing out of the car window a compact which she 

had found in the glove compartment.

John was cross-examined quite thoroughly by Calvin Tallis at trial. She admitted her drug use, which she 

had not disclosed to the Saskatoon Police except to one person at the Cavalier Motel and to Mackie.

At trial, she said that on May 23rd and 24th, 1969, the police first took her to the cells, then to the 

matron’s room where her statement was taken. It appears that defence counsel was alive to the possibility 

of inappropriate treatment of this witness, and covered the subject in his cross-examination.

  (ii) s. 9(2) Procedure72

Caldwell prepared for the preliminary and trial armed with John’s May 24, 1969 statement to the police 

in which she said that she saw David Milgaard stabbing Gail Miller. When he interviewed her, however, 

72 See Appendix K for Memorandum of Law on s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act.
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she demonstrated reluctance to talk about this part of her statement, and she failed to repeat it at the 

preliminary inquiry. In preparation for trial, therefore, Caldwell and a colleague decided what they would 

do about it if she again refused on the stand to adopt the most incriminating parts of her statement. They 

decided to question her under s. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act, specifically s. 9(2) which allows counsel 

to apply to the Court to cross-examine his own witness on a previous written statement. His preparation 

was not wasted because when she was put on the stand and asked to relate the circumstances of the 

morning, she professed no memory of critical events. Caldwell then made his application and was granted 

permission to put her statement to her. Thus unfolded a court room drama that probably contributed 

materially to Milgaard’s conviction. That is the background, briefly, and I will now move to a more detailed 

account of what happened in court, drawn from Tallis’ Inquiry evidence, and from the trial transcript itself.

Asked for his assessment of John as a witness, Tallis told us that she created the impression in the 

judge’s mind that she was holding back to protect her friend, causing him to wonder if anyone from the 

defence side had exerted pressure on her, so Tallis tried to establish that neither he nor any member of 

the Milgaard family had talked to John.

Although unknown to Tallis, John’s waiting room declaration to other witnesses at the preliminary inquiry 

showed her intention to say nothing, and that is what she did.

In Tallis’ opinion, leaving the jury the impression that she was holding back was worse for the defence 

than had she adopted her statement in the stand. I accept that, and as matters turned out, the 

defence was dealt a double blow. Not only did she appear to hold back rather than not remember, 

her incriminating statement was put to her line by line in the presence of the jury.

Tallis could find no reason for her May 24th statement in view of what his client had told him. 

He considered jealousy, reward money, and pressure by Roberts, but had no evidence in support. 

She had given an earlier statement on March 11, 196973 to police, significantly omitting mention of 

the stolen battery, the break and enter, the discussion about purse snatching, stopping a woman for 

directions, getting stuck and Milgaard and Wilson leaving the car, or Milgaard throwing out a compact. 

These things happened and she added other things which Milgaard admitted to his lawyer such as the 

elevator break-in and Milgaard having a knife.

The most incriminating parts of her statement with which Milgaard disagreed were pointless to challenge 

because the statement was not in evidence, and she did not adopt those parts.

Further points of agreement between what his client told him and her statement of May 24th concerned 

Milgaard taking the car for a drive at Cadrain’s, and later throwing out a cosmetic case.

John, at trial, repeated basically what she had said at the preliminary inquiry. She remembered Milgaard 

and Wilson leaving the car in opposite directions and then remembers Milgaard getting back in the 

car.74 They drove away but she could not remember how they became “unstuck”. These things were 

incriminating but beyond challenge in view of what Tallis knew from his own client.

The judge intervened to tell her that surely she must know how they became unstuck. Tallis says that 

at this stage the judge was already skeptical of her professed lack of memory. I accept that and the 

transcript indicates as much. Wilson had already testified that she was hysterical when he re-entered the 

73 Docid 006329.

74 Docid 003049.
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car, so the judge might have suspected that she saw something but was not telling all she knew. As the 

transcript shows, Justice Bence’s skepticism and impatience with John increased to the point where I am 

sure that he destroyed her credibility in the eyes of the jury as to her professed lack of memory. She had 

no memory loss about the rest of the trip. Why this?

When John professed no memory of events after being stuck in the alley and before arriving at the 

Danchuks, Caldwell started his s. 9(2) application.75 With the jury and the witness out, he explained s. 9(2) 

of the Canada Evidence Act to the Court. Tallis said that he knew that the recently enacted s.s. (2) allowed 

the prosecutor to cross-examine his own client on a prior inconsistent statement, use the inconsistency to 

show adversity, and cross-examine his witness at large. That is what Caldwell told the judge, submitting 

that in the absence of the jury he be granted leave to cross-examine on the statement. Tallis agreed that 

the jury should be out.

But the judge declined to hold a voir dire, observing that s. 9(2) of the cross-examination was not for the 

purpose of determining adversity, but merely stated that it could be considered, should the question of 

adversity arise.76 He decided that the trial testimony of the witness was inconsistent with her statement 

and he noted that he would be giving special instructions to the jury “in considering any such statement 

and such instructions will of course depend on the evidence of the witness respecting such statement”.77 

By that I understand him to mean that he would instruct (as he did) the jury to use only those parts of the 

statement for truth of contents as had been adopted by the witness on the stand.

The witness was recalled and examined by the Crown about giving a statement to J.A.B. Riddell. She 

acknowledged that she had.

She then agreed that she gave a further statement to Raymond Mackie in Saskatoon. She read it over 

and signed it on May 24, 1969. The court asked a few questions about the circumstances of taking the 

statement.

She was shown the statement and acknowledged her signatures on each of eleven pages. She was 

asked to read it over silently. She agreed that she had made the statement. She was asked to re-read the 

third, fourth and fifth pages. She did, but when asked if they were true, answered that she did not know, 

prompting the judge to say, “What do you mean you don’t know? You signed them.”78

The witness answered that she did not remember saying that.79 The judge pointed out that she had 

signed each page which contained a detailed description of what had happened and asked if that 

refreshed her memory. She said, “No it doesn’t; I don’t remember saying that.”80

At this point, Caldwell ended his cross-examination and asked for a ruling on adversity.

The Court asked further questions pointing out to her that she remembered giving the statement and 

signing each page, why then, could she not remember what she said?

75 Docid 003049 at 126.

76 Docid 003049 at 134 and 140.

77 Docid 003049 at 003142

78 Docid 007049 at 003151.

79 Docid 003049 at 151.

80 Docid 003049 at 003151.
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Her answer was, “I don’t know”.81 She denied discussing the statement with people other than the police 

or Caldwell, at which point the judge declared her to be adverse, meaning hostile, without inviting Tallis to 

cross-examine her. He would have been reluctant to do so anyway in the presence of the jury.

One can understand Chief Justice Bence’s decision on the adversity point. It seemed obvious to him 

that the witness was holding back. And to Caldwell, who had the report of John’s declaration outside 

the preliminary inquiry room, the reason for holding back must have seemed evident – fear of Milgaard. 

He asked, and was given permission, to cross-examine under s. 9(1) of the Canada Evidence Act. 

With her statement in front of her, she was taken through it, and she admitted everything except:

Milgaard using the expression “stupid bitch” about the girl they had stopped for directions.•	
  The judge intervened, expressing his surprise.82

Milgaard holding the same girl in the alley while grabbing for her purse.•	
  (The judge intervened once more, this time displaying increased impatience:

 Q.  “Well, if you did see the accused grab the purse it’s something you would have 

remembered isn’t it? Isn’t it? Witness?

 A. I don’t know.

 Q. Take a drink of water and stop crying.”83)

Milgaard pulling a knife from his pocket in his right hand and stabbing her,•	 84 then taking her 

around the corner of the alley.

Running down the street (John).•	

Milgaard putting a purse into a garbage can.•	

She then recovered her memory and recalled Milgaard getting back in the car and moving away from him 

because she did not want to be near him.

Caldwell took her back to page one of the statement and she remembered telling Mackie that on the way 

from Regina to Saskatoon “shortly after David got back into the car I saw a knife he had…This knife was a 

kitchen knife used to peel potatoes and things like that. It had a maroon handle”.85

I pause to observe that even though John claimed not to remember the most incriminating parts of her 

statement, she did adopt the bulk of it which put the accused near the place where the body was found, 

having shortly before been in possession of a knife which matched the description of the murder weapon.

The judge was clearly out of patience. He said to her:

Excuse me a minute, just a minute - It’s very easy for you to stop crying because you’ve 

done it several times when you were asked a question with which you would agree – so 

would you please stop crying.86

81 Docid 003049 at 003152.

82 Docid 003049 at 156.

83 Docid 003049 at 158.

84 Docid 003049 at 159 and following.

85 Docid 003049 at 163.
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Caldwell then asked her if she did not know whether she saw Milgaard grab her purse, pull out a 

knife, stab the girl, take her around the corner of the alley or whether she herself ran. The witness 

replied that she did not.87 Caldwell said he was finished, but the judge was not and carried on with the 

cross-examination.88

The witness then retired and the judge instructed the jury not to take any part of her statement as proof 

of contents unless she had admitted it.89 Tallis asked that the instruction be amplified and, although the 

judge was not easy to persuade, he complied, not, however, referring to her evidence in terms of what 

parts she had adopted and of what parts she disclaimed memory.

In view of the great importance of the testimony, I see this as having posed two problems:

The jury might not have remembered exactly what she adopted.•	

The jury heard the most incriminating parts put to her and then reviewed by Crown counsel. •	
She disclaimed memory of them, but had no difficulty remembering everything else in her 

eleven page statement.

Could the jury be reasonably expected to ignore the essence of her statement? And even if they did, what 

remained, as noted, was to some degree incriminating.

Tallis was, as usual, thorough in cross-examination. He canvassed the circumstances of her interview with 

Roberts which resulted in the statement given to Mackie on May 24th. He spent much time on her use of 

hallucinatory drugs; asked her about being driven around the area of the crime by the police and about 

being housed in cells. On this point she told him that she was in a cell for only about two minutes on the 

23rd. She complained and was moved to the matron’s room.

Tallis said that in his personal assessment, the John evidence was a devastating turning point at the trial. 

Wilson’s credibility was probably enhanced, whereas it could have been undermined if Caldwell had not 

been allowed to use John’s May 24th statement to cross-examine her.

Tallis, I gather from his evidence, was clearly placed at a disadvantage by the highly skeptical trial judge, 

whose repeated interventions demonstrated that he thought this witness was holding back; that someone 

had gotten to her; and that she had a selective memory, forgetting only that which was damaging to her 

friend. In his typically restrained manner, Tallis said that the Chief Justice’s manner was that of a stern 

father.

But what he found most dramatic were Bence’s stern admonitions to John when she was weeping. 

I accept that, but would add that on the face of the record I think that the trial judge destroyed the 

witness’s credibility on the point of whether she genuinely could not remember. Able and experienced 

counsel represented both Crown and defence. There was no need for the trial judge to join in the fray.

Tallis agreed that the result of the judge discrediting the witness on her testimony was to invite the jury 

to conclude that the truth lay in her statement of May 24th. This view was to be echoed by Brown of 

Saskatchewan Justice.

87 Docid 003049 at 165.
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As matters unfolded, Tallis said that he had to be very cautious in his cross-examination. If the witness 

came across as very cooperative, it would aggravate an already bad situation where she seemed to be 

holding back to protect the accused. Even if she recanted it might be viewed skeptically. He avoided 

mention of the word “polygrapher”.

He refrained, as well, from reference to her March 11th statement. To do so would open up a line of 

questioning to the prosecutor about holding back to help a friend.

Tallis saw real problems for the defence in her evidence:

She left the impression that she was holding back and only pretending not to remember the most •	
incriminating parts of her statement;

Her repeated statements of having no memory were taken as untruthful, leading to the •	
conclusion that the truth lay in the unadopted parts of her statement.

At the Inquiry John said, as she has said all through the years since the preliminary inquiry, that she simply 

could not remember giving the most incriminating parts of her statement to Mackie. She was on the stand 

for a long time but added nothing to the evidentiary record. She steadfastly denied that she had lied in 

giving statements to the police, but on the other hand she purports to have no memory of telling Mackie 

the most incriminating parts of her May 24th statement. I am in no position to assess, on the basis of 

her evidence, whether what she told him was true. That it was not, is a conclusion to be derived from 

acceptance of Milgaard’s innocence.

We were unable to assess the circumstances of John’s May 24th statement to Mackie because the 

polygraph operator Roberts is deceased and kept no notes, and secondly because former detective 

Mackie was a disappointing witness at the Inquiry. He had the potential to clear up much of the 

uncertainty surrounding the John statement which he took on May 24th but he claimed no memory of 

the circumstances. One might attribute this to his age and the considerable lapse of time since the event, 

but there is an added factor. As will be discussed at a later stage of the report dealing with the reopening, 

some of the police officers who testified have, in my view, become so hardened by criticism leveled at 

them over the years by the Milgaard supporters that they have grown contemptuous of the source of the 

criticism and are unwilling to be bothered cooperating any further.

  (iii) Hypnosis and Psychiatric Testing

John submitted to hypnosis twice during the reopening effort. Reference to these occasions is made 

in this chapter to determine whether these sessions inform the original investigation or trial at all. 

The hypnosis sessions were arranged by the Federal Department of Justice in an effort to revive her 

memory and in connection with a Section 690 application by Milgaard.

The Commission received a videotape of the first session with Dr. Lee Pulos of Vancouver.90 The conduct 

of this session was criticized by Dr. Campbell Perry later91 and John does not believe she was hypnotized.

Nevertheless, I noted that toward the end of the session she suddenly became highly emotional, crying 

out to someone not to do it to her, saying he killed her, sobbing and crying.

90 Docid 054558.

91 Docid 031179.
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The horror and pleading in her voice was stark and unless she was a superb actress, any reasonable 

person present, or anyone viewing the tape could conclude that she had seen someone being attacked 

(or believed that she had). Eugene Williams might have thought that. In his memo of October 24, 1991 to 

the Assistant Deputy Attorney General,92 Williams concluded from Pulos that John had seen Milgaard stab 

Miller repeatedly, but that the memory was locked in her subconscious and he recommended therapy to 

free the memory.

Given the highly suggestive nature of Pulos’ prompting throughout the session, it is not surprising that 

Williams remarked that her “sub-conscious indications are not evidence”.93

In a further memo,94 November 2, 1991, Williams sets out his concerns about John’s fragmented memory 

of the events and recommended that she be assessed for post-traumatic stress disorder and that the 

Minister could then decide what weight to give to her 1969 statement which could not be received into 

evidence at trial.

Accordingly, she was assessed by Dr. Russel Fleming who reported to Williams on November 18, 1991.95 

He attempted to find out if John suffered from “an emotional or psychiatric disorder that might have 

affected her memory of certain events on an occasion more than 20 years ago, more specifically in the 

early morning hours of January 31, 1969”.96

John could not remember the session with Fleming, but of more interest to us is what his report said and 

how Williams took it.

Fleming, in commenting on John’s May 24, 1969 statement and her preliminary and trial evidence, 

observed that John did not, in court, attempt to alter her statements, but rather displayed a complete 

blockage of memory in regard to crucial parts of it. He remarked particularly on the insensitive treatment 

by the trial judge, saying that the possibility of a genuine loss of memory did not seem to occur to anyone. 

I have already noted that on my reading of the transcript, the intense, extensive, impatient interventions 

by Chief Justice Bence could seriously have affected the jury’s assessment of John’s credibility. In fact, 

the jury might well have concluded that John had no memory loss, and that she was simply holding back 

what she said on May 24th. It would be a very easy inference for the jurors to make that what she said on 

May 24th, therefore, was the truth.

Fleming reviewed alternative explanations for John’s inability to recall, and chose as the most plausible 

that she “has repressed the memory of certain events for psychological reasons”.97 He explained why, and 

I am impressed by the force of his arguments. Williams, I am sure, would have been impressed.

John met with Dr. Martin Orne in Philadelphia on January 10, 1992, and the interview was video taped.98 

John appeared at ease in contrast to her session with Pulos. Orne took time to explain the technique of 

hypnotism and then went into the procedure.

The video tape was played at the Inquiry. During the session of hypnosis John engaged in small talk with 

the avuncular Orne and was persuaded to relax and to think back to her childhood. She recalled meeting 
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Milgaard in the park and remembered finding the cosmetic bag which she described in detail, in the glove 

box, looking in it and then David grabbing it and throwing it out the window. This would seem to be a 

reliable memory because Milgaard himself told his lawyer that he had done it.99

She spoke of flashbacks, one being of her getting out of the car, coming around the corner and seeing a 

man kneeling over someone who was face down, explaining “that’s not real”.100 The man clad in a short 

corduroy jacket with a tan fur collar was stabbing a woman. She saw a church and felt herself running to 

get away. She recalled, with some detail what she was wearing, a purple jacket with a hood; knee length 

with white fur around the bottom and a big zipper in the front.

As the session ended, she behaved exactly like a person awakening from a sound sleep.

At the Inquiry, she remembered something of Orne but the tape did not assist her in recalling events. 

To the extent that later hypnosis helped to explain her purported loss of memory at trial, this evidence is 

relevant, but it cannot be taken as corroborative of anything she said at trial or to the police.

 (g) Inquiry Evidence

At the Inquiry, John was shown Caldwell’s statement101 which has her saying before the preliminary words 

to the effect that “I saw it all. I don’t know why he didn’t kill me too – I’m not going to say nothing.”102 

She could not recall having said this.

Although Caldwell did not regard the statement as admissible evidence, it provided a reason for her 

purported loss of memory. John says that she told the truth at both the preliminary and the trial under 

oath, and was not coerced or persuaded to do otherwise.

Portions of her evidence at the preliminary inquiry were read to her concerning knives; purse snatching; 

seeing a girl on the street; Milgaard and Wilson getting out of the car after getting stuck behind the funeral 

home. None of it refreshed her memory. She now recalls being in the car but not the part about Wilson 

and Milgaard getting back in. However, she says that she had a more detailed memory at the preliminary 

than she has today.

She has no memory of the Milgaard trial. Many parts of her testimony were put to her but did not refresh 

her memory.

She said that at the time she took drugs, including LSD, hash, and THC, perhaps twice a week, and she 

has sometimes had hallucinations. Given the lifestyle of these three young people, one wonders if any of 

them had a clear memory of what happened on the morning of January 31, 1969, particularly since they 

had been up driving all night.

John admitted giving the May 24, 1969 statement to Raymond Mackie at the police station. She says that 

she told him what to write and he did, but admitted in cross-examination that parts of the statement did 

not sound like something she would say.

She testified at the Inquiry that she would have been truthful in her statement to police and to the courts. 

That, I suppose, amounts to no more than saying that she was a truthful person at the time and cannot 

99 See the evidence of Tallis (T23623-T25099).

100 T4582.
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recall any decision to lie. She told us that all she knows now is that she has a gut feeling that something 

happened,103 and she told the RCMP that she probably saw the murder of Gail Miller.104

I found John to be a composed and alert witness who displayed no apparent reason for her lack of 

memory. She had no memory of the Eugene Williams interview, November 7, 1989,105 but she says she 

would have answered truthfully. When he showed her her May 24, 1969 statement,106 she said that there 

were very few things that she could recall, but that the statement would have been her best recollection, 

and she did not lie. The best evidence Williams had from her, therefore, incriminated Milgaard, but of 

course, it was a statement made 20 years before which she could not remember except for a few 

insignificant things. Her memory today is spotty.

Beyond being there, she had little memory of testifying before the Supreme Court of Canada. 

She accepted the accuracy of the transcript and said that she would have been truthful. At the Supreme 

Court she was able to recall being stuck at the approach to an alley, which she identified by a church 

at the end. Her conversation with hypnotist Orne was similar to her testimony in the Supreme Court of 

Canada, in that she spoke of being in an alley in a car with a church straight ahead; seeing garbage cans 

and hearing bells, and seeing a garage with big doors.107

In 1993, a year after being in the Supreme Court of Canada, John was interviewed by two RCMP officers, 

Cpl. Jim Templeton and Cst. John Dyck,108 for more than two and a half hours. She told them, among 

other things, that she would not have allowed the police to coerce her.

She told the RCMP that the murder took place and that she was there, and she saw something.

She recalled no manipulation or physical or mental abuse.

Reminded of her statement outside the courtroom at the preliminary, “I don’t know why he didn’t kill me 

too, I was right there and saw it all, but I’m not saying nothing”, she said that although she could not 

remember it, it would have been something she would have said.109

She had no explanation why she remembered so little at the Inquiry as opposed to the RCMP interview 

in 1993. She agreed that possibly she was trying to forget. Unlike Wilson, John has never recanted or 

admitted to lying. She has displayed a progressive loss of memory, and a progressive sense of alienation 

for the case.

Of interest are the statements of John’s parents110 taken by the RCMP in 1993, and that of John’s friend, 

Barbara Berard111 taken in 1969. Apart from their description of an importunate Paul Henderson, which is 

of interest in evaluating his methods, Mary John112 told the officers that her daughter Nichol had described 
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witnessing the stabbing of Gail Miller by a man. “… she was just one scared girl”.113 Later in the interview 

she recounted that her daughter at that time, in 1993, was still expressing fear of David Milgaard.114

The Berard statement was also taken by the RCMP in 1993. They were interested in what Berard had 

told Kenneth Walters and another policeman in Regina on May 29, 1969 to the effect that her friend 

Nichol John was disturbed about something, and started to make statements about what happened in 

Saskatoon but never completed them. But to the RCMP she related that John had in fact talked about 

the murder to her, at her parent’s home in Regina, saying that she was afraid that David Milgaard would 

kill her if she ever said anything about them going to do a break-in, with David going to check out the 

house and coming back to the vehicle full of blood. “All…..all she said was he got back in the car full of 

blood and he said I killed her”.115

These matters have more relevance to the reopening effort than they do to the events concerned with the 

investigation, but they are mentioned here because they shed some light upon what John said and did 

not say in 1969 about the murder. The reader is again reminded that the truth of what John is said to have 

reported to her parents and to Berard is not in issue, but rather the fact that what she said came to the 

attention of police and Crown officials, and was of interest to police both during the investigation and the 

reopening.

Barbara Berard, a person with a credibility problem arising from her drug history, testified at the Inquiry 

and told us that John was very upset upon her return from her trip, and told her that Milgaard had 

followed some girl in an alley and had blood on him when he returned. This discussion, she said, was 

before March 11, 1969. I note that she had not said as much to Saskatoon Police on May 22, 1969116 

when she told Raymond Mackie only that John was upset and would start to tell what happened but 

would not finish. Even that, however, would reasonably pique Mackie’s interest, and cause him to make 

further efforts to get the full story from John.

Given John’s highly incriminatory statement to police of May 24, 1969 which led to Milgaard being 

charged with murder, she was closely cross-examined at the Inquiry by Milgaard counsel, who sought to 

demonstrate that because what she says she saw could not be true, she must have been coerced by the 

police into saying it.

Challenged by counsel on the differences between her March 11th and May 24th statements, she said 

that the first one was general and the second was very detailed. Counsel would not accept this, however, 

saying that the difference was fundamental. Besides the issue of the stabbing, he suggested to her 

that the discussion about purse snatching, which she mentioned in her May 24th statement, became 

the Crown theory as the reason for the attack on Gail Miller. And the throwing out of the cosmetic bag 

by Milgaard was, said counsel, damning evidence told for the first time on May 24, 1969, after urging 

by police.

There is no doubt that there was great contrast between her May 24th statement and what she had told 

police in earlier interviews on March 11th and April 14th, when she said that Wilson and Milgaard were not 

apart from her long enough to have done the crime.
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In the Supreme Court of Canada, Eddie Karst testified that he thought she was holding back on April 

14th and therefore brought her to Saskatoon. But the Milgaard position is clear. Something happened 

between May 21st and May 24, 1969 which caused John to give her damning statement of May 24th. 

Mackie told the Fisher trial117 that he did not tape the May 24th statement probably because the room 

had poor acoustics. Mackie told us that he did not tape any statements unless he was directed to do so. 

Whatever the reason, we are left to speculate on what caused the dramatic shift in John’s evidence. Art 

Roberts gave an explanation, long after the fact, to the Supreme Court of Canada in 1992 to the effect 

that showing John the victim’s bloody garments revived her memory. A finding of coercion by Roberts 

or Mackie cannot be made for lack of evidence. The result they achieved, however, namely the John 

statement of May 24, 1969 is incompatible with a premise of this Inquiry – Milgaard’s factual innocence. 

One must infer that Roberts, convinced of Milgaard’s guilt, persuaded John to give him a statement which 

supported his belief.

In Roberts’ testimony before the Supreme Court of Canada it appeared that he was told that John and 

Wilson were thought to have helpful information, but thus far had given unhelpful statements. Roberts 

is dead, so we are denied the evidence of a crucial witness, but something can be learned from his 

testimony at the Supreme Court.118

One of the judges there asked why he had shown John the Miller dress. Roberts replied “I felt she didn’t 

appreciate the seriousness of the case”,119 and he did not believe that she could not remember. From 

information received from the Saskatoon Police, he believed that both Wilson and John would try to 

lie. Showing a blood stained dress to a witness might be termed a shock tactic, but I do not see how it 

might affect the integrity of the response it provoked. Justice Sopinka, who asked about it in the Supreme 

Court, did not criticize the tactic.

John was asked if on May 24th she had described a murder which she had not seen. Her reply was 

“I don’t know that”.120 However, she agreed that her statement described David Milgaard doing something 

she didn’t see.121

Her attention was drawn to many points of agreement between her statement of May 24th and Wilson’s 

of May 23rd and 24th.122 The suggestion was that police pressure, first on Wilson and then on her, had 

resulted in similar statements.

On the other hand, she admitted that it was possible that she had not told police the whole truth at first.

As for the allegation that she was kept in cells in Saskatoon, she said that she was in the cell block for just 

a few minutes before moving to the matron’s room.123

She agreed that it was fair to say that she had held back rather than lied in her first statement, and it was 

possible, she said, that she told Roberts that she had seen something including the death of Gail Miller.124
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Detective Raymond Mackie told us that the police believed they were not getting the full story from 

Wilson and John. I accept that that was their belief. He says that his report of April 30, 1969125 shows 

that they were still checking for other suspects (in this case, Cherneske and Nugget), notwithstanding 

the focus on Milgaard. Mackie did not recall the meeting of May 16th. He remembers bringing John from 

Regina, driving her past the funeral home, her reaction of fear at seeing two garbage cans, and taking a 

suitcase with some clothes to the Cavalier Motel. But he cannot recall taking her statement on May 24th. 

So Mackie has forgotten two major breaks in the case, Cadrain’s statement and John’s statement of 

May 24, 1969.

In his testimony at the Fisher trial in 1999, Mackie clearly remembered taking John’s statement and he 

says we can rely on his testimony.126 Mackie said that he remembers John telling him in 1969 or 1970 

about Milgaard raping her in a Regina park. He believed that she was terrified of him, and that she acted 

terrified when they pulled into the alley behind the funeral home. It was like she had been there before.

John’s statement to police on May 24, 1969 was eye witness testimony implicating Milgaard in murder. 

It was not coerced from her, so far as Inquiry evidence reveals, but accepting Milgaard’s innocence, the 

most incriminating parts of the statement could not be true. One can only conclude that she succumbed 

to pressure from Roberts to tell him what he thought was the truth. There is a clear distinction to be 

made between coercing evidence from a witness in the sense of compelling assent or belief, and using 

persuasive techniques such as repetitive questioning and suggestion. The former is apt to produce an 

involuntary statement which would be inadmissible, while the latter would affect only the weight to be 

given to the evidence.

The version of events Roberts got from her was not impossible and should not have been seen as such 

by the police, the Crown or the jury. Although she did not repeat the most incriminating parts of her 

statement at trial, the jury heard them read, and in the circumstances might have ignored the judge’s 

warning not to take them for truth of contents.

7. David Milgaard

With Albert Cadrain’s revelations of March 2, 1969, police found themselves with a suspect – David 

Milgaard. Karst was sent to Winnipeg to interview him,127 meeting RCMP officer Edmondson there.

Commenting upon the initial interview, Karst said that he found Milgaard’s answers to be too vague.128 

To Karst, he seemed smart and street wise; but he had doubts about some of the things he said, like not 

remembering being in Saskatoon on a certain day. The police warning was read to him, so he would have 

known that the interview concerned the Miller murder, and that he could be charged with it. But Milgaard, 

albeit not asked, did not deny his involvement. Karst found this significant.

Wilson’s statement was being taken in Regina at the same time by Inspector J.A.B. Riddell.

When he interviewed Milgaard, Karst had Cadrain’s statement and general information about the crime. 

Asked if he was in Saskatoon this year, Milgaard replied “Maybe”. When? “I’m not sure”.129 Karst thought 
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he was being evasive. After all, the year was only two months gone so why would Milgaard not be sure if 

he had been in Saskatoon?

Milgaard’s description of his own record concerned Karst as did his admission that he had gone to 

Saskatoon a month before in Wilson’s car. And he could not recall the time of arrival. Asked why, his reply 

was, “Time doesn’t mean anything” or “days, maybe years”,130 again, an evasive answer. The report from 

him that they had been stuck in an alley looking for Cadrain’s, and a church seemed odd:

Q. Why were you in an alley?

A. I don’t know, like to drive I guess.131

Also he said that the alley was around an apartment block. Karst realized that these landmarks were near 

the crime scene. And he said that they had no money. That is why they brought the girl. Asked if he had 

changed his clothes at Cadrain’s he replied only after a long pause, as though he had to think about it. He 

said, maybe his pants, which had acid from the battery, and maybe his shirt.

Asked if he had blood on his clothes, he replied, “I don’t know. I don’t think so…”132 Karst conceded that 

it was possible that Milgaard did not know. As to why he drove around the block, he said:

A. Yeah, around up the lane – maybe twice.

Q. If you were tired and got stuck in the lane already why did you go in the lane again?

A. I like to drive, I guess.133

That was the same explanation he gave for being in an alley and getting stuck.

Karst was concerned that he might have taken the car to get rid of something, or to see if there were 

investigators around. Later on, articles were found near Cadrain’s house (Gail Miller’s wallet and the toque) 

which police might have connected to the statement about the excursion in the car.

What Milgaard said about psychiatric treatment gave Karst concern as well, especially the part about his 

tendency to make snap decisions. Karst recalls that what Milgaard told him warranted further inquiries 

but would not be enough to charge him. I agree and I find that Karst would have been remiss not to 

investigate further.

Milgaard’s hotel room and person were searched, he was arrested and placed in custody, then released.

Milgaard told police on March 3, 1969, that he spoke to an “old woman” for directions.134 Wilson and 

John said nothing about this at first. He:

admitted to a record of “sexual immorality, trafficking, stolen cars, B & E’s, escape lawful •	
custody;”135

could not explain why they were driving in an alley looking for St. Mary’s Church;•	
confessed to drug use;•	
was not sure if the others left him at any time in Saskatoon; and•	
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confessed to buying drugs; passing bad cheques; to having been under psychiatric care for a •	
habit of making snap decisions.

Charles Short and Eddie Karst visited Joyce Milgaard and her husband Lorne on or before May 5, 

1969,136 to speak about David as a murder suspect. According to Joyce Milgaard, her husband, Lorne, 

groaned, thinking that one of David’s bad companions was involved. Police reporting at the time stated, 

“Father of Milgaard made statement to the effect that he was not surprised and had suspected something 

like this might happen.”137

The latter version is supported in an interview reported in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix on December 8, 

1989. A retired officer (unnamed) is quoted on Lorne’s reaction as follows, “He looked at us and he said 

‘Well, I figured it had to happen some time’. Coming from him, that made us all rest easier”.138

The police would have thought, I conclude, that they were dealing with a young suspect whose own 

father was not surprised that he was involved in a murder investigation.

Karst’s investigation report of March 7, 1969 contains his assessment of the situation. He lists the points 

of interest, which are many, and justified a continuing interest in Milgaard as a suspect. Of these, the most 

important was Milgaard’s inability to account for a period of time which could have included the murder.
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I find that Milgaard, despite his youth, was viewed by police as a suspicious character. In fact, Short 

regarded him as dangerous, an assessment which I regard as honestly arrived at, although it has always 

been hotly disputed by the Milgaard group.

Dr. Ian McDonald, psychiatrist and former dean of Medicine at the University of Saskatchewan practiced 

clinical and forensic psychiatry in 1969. He was called upon to give an opinion on Milgaard’s fitness to 

stand trial, and met him at the police station on June 2, 1969.139 He evaluated him as not psychotic, 

but with a history suggestive of a behavior disorder, at least. He was fit to stand trial as of that date. 

McDonald was surprised to find that Milgaard had needed psychological help at the age of five or six.

A behavioral disorder of the kind diagnosed affects people other than the patient. His anti-social 

personality leads to unreliability, family, spousal and legal problems. There is an inability to form sustaining 

relationships, and lack of concern for the future.

At the Inquiry McDonald recalled T.D.R. Caldwell, much later, requesting a diagnostic label for Milgaard 

for Parole Board purposes.140 He gave him one: a sociopathic personality; a severe behavioral disorder. 

At that time, in 1972, he had collateral sources of information which were lacking in 1969, and these 

sources confirmed his clinical impression made at first instance.

But in laying out his limited involvement, he intended to warn that a single interview might not have been 

enough. The reader would have to give it appropriate weight.

He was struck by the early onset of Milgaard’s problems, which indicated a lifelong challenge. He remains 

comfortable with the opinion he expressed in 1972.

In 1968 and 1969, David Milgaard has been portrayed by his mother and others as being a teenager who 

had given up an aimless lifestyle and was working steadily in direct sales. That was not the information 

the police had. Sharon Williams had painted a highly uncomplimentary picture of him.141 The Saskatoon 

Police, in March of 1969, were told of his brushes with the law in Vancouver in 1967 and 1968,142 

including being picked up on suspicion of auto theft and robbery. Probation for possession of marijuana 

included banishment from British Columbia.

Calvin Tallis foresaw problems in putting Milgaard on the stand. Just as his client’s character had 

heightened police interest in him as a suspect, the jury could have been adversely influenced had Milgaard 

put his character in issue while testifying.

8. Other Witnesses

We have discussed police dealings with the accused and his companions, Wilson, Cadrain and John, 

who had the potential for offering the best evidence in the case. I turn next to their dealings with other 

witnesses and what they learned from them.

In March of 1969, police interviewed Milgaard’s girlfriend, Sharon Williams,143 in St. Albert, Alberta. 

Her description of Milgaard gave police reason to think that he was a person of bad character. What they 
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heard, I find, affected the course of the investigation to the extent that Milgaard was perceived to have 

been at least capable of being involved in the crime.

We heard from Williams, who testified that she was Milgaard’s girlfriend in 1968 and 1969, and that she 

ran away with him a few times. In February 1969, he came to see her in St. Albert, along with Wilson, 

Cadrain, and John. She spent one night with Milgaard after which he and his companions left.

She has no memory of giving police a statement on March 20, 1969, but acknowledged her signature. 

She was led through this and later statements in an effort to refresh her memory. Although she said that 

some things in the statement were accurate, she professed no memory of others.

She was interviewed by Pearson of the RCMP144 in 1991 and this she recalls. He asked her if she 

remembered the police interview in 1969 and she said that she did not.

Jim Templeton and John Dyck of the RCMP again interviewed her on April 16, 1993145 and she 

remembered this as well. Again she was asked if the 1969 statement was true at the time, and she said 

that it was.

In 1969, John Malanowich was head of the Youth Division. He took Sharon Williams’ statement146 as 

described in his notebook147 and report148 of March 22, 1969. He was sent to St. Albert, Alberta for the 

purpose, meeting first with Wood, Short and Mackie, to discuss the murder file.

What he was looking for was an account of Williams’ activities with Milgaard, and her feelings about him. 

He found her to be very cooperative. Her mother sat in the next room as he took the statement, with two 

Edmonton police officers present, one male and one female. I am satisfied that the 14 page statement 

was taken in appropriate circumstances, and that it accurately reflects what she said. He found her to be 

intelligent.

There was, I find, no reason to disbelieve her at the time. To Malanowich she was describing Milgaard 

as a young person out of control, buying and selling drugs; sexually assaulting her and giving her drugs 

to carry so that she, and not he, would be charged if caught – the kind of person who did not care for 

anyone. According to her, he had a bad temper, punched her; and she saw him committing a break-in.

The report records her as telling him that she thought Milgaard capable of murder. It is not in her 

statement, so she probably said this later, according to Malanowich who formed the opinion that Milgaard 

possibly committed the murder.

Short concluded in his report of March 22, 1969,149 that the Malanowich report showed that Williams and 

John both thought that Milgaard was dangerous. That was significant to Malanowich and, I conclude, 

would be significant to other investigators as well.

I find that in 1969 police had reason to suspect Milgaard of being a person capable of violent crimes, 

although his record shows no related convictions for it.
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Art Roberts of the Calgary Police interviewed Sharon Williams June 11, 1969 with the polygraph.150 She 

told him that Milgaard said “I tried to make a girl in Saskatoon”151 another piece of information that would 

be important to police, according to Malanowich. He had the impression, as he told the RCMP in 1993152 

that she was terrified of Milgaard, and was holding back information – a suspect worth following.

The Saskatoon Police, once alerted on March 2, 1969 to Milgaard’s possible involvement, did not focus 

on him exclusively. According to Penkala 38 people were checked between that time and May of 1969.

The timing of events was of great interest to investigators, to the trial, and to this Inquiry. Timing, it was 

suggested at trial, did not allow Milgaard the opportunity to have committed the crime. At the Inquiry it 

was argued that the theory of the Crown at trial was impossible for lack of opportunity and should have 

been recognized as such by police and the Crown. Thus both the investigation and the prosecution were 

flawed, and the impossibility referred to should have been apparent to investigators ever since, so that the 

case should have been reopened earlier than it was.

Motel keeper Robert Rasmussen told police that a young man in stocking feet stopped at his motel 

around 7:00 a.m. asking for a map.153 At the preliminary, he set the time as shortly after 7:00 a.m. and 

in cross-examination said that it was between 7:00 a.m. and 7:30 a.m.154 At trial he said shortly after 

7:00 a.m.

Walter Danchuk and his wife Sandra gave evidence for the Inquiry from Nanaimo. It was video taped and 

played at the Inquiry.

Sandra Danchuk described her husband backing their car into the alley at 7:15 a.m., and being stuck in 

front of the Wilson car, whose occupants then came into her house.

Walter Danchuk had no independent memory of events but confirmed his March 5, 1969 statement 

to police.155 At trial he testified that he backed onto the lane at 7:30 a.m. or 7:40 a.m. This is to be 

contrasted with the evidence of his wife who said that it was at approximately 7:15 a.m., and it illustrates 

the fact that witnesses’ estimates of time are typically not precise.

The evidence was (William Campbell, Gary McQuhae, Walter Danchuk) that Wilson’s car was not restarted 

in the alley until sometime between 9:00 a.m. and 9:30 a.m., so it follows that he, along with Milgaard and 

John, did not arrive at the Cadrain house until after discovery of Miller’s body. The jury would thus have 

heard evidence, unchanged to this day, that David Milgaard was in the company of the Danchuks from 

about 7:15 a.m. or 7:30 a.m. until after the body was discovered around 8:30 a.m.

The judge in his charge to the jury fixed the window of opportunity for commission of the crime to the 

period 6:45 a.m. to 7:10 a.m.

Jurors are not bound by the judge’s assessment of the facts, nor that of counsel, but the issue of timing 

was squarely before them.
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9. Physical and Forensic Evidence

This subject has been discussed at some length in previous chapters, but it is necessary to return to the 

serological aspect because in the reopening effort the Milgaards were to allege that serological evidence 

proved David’s innocence.

 (a) The Investigation of David Milgaard

  (i) Serological Evidence

Investigators assumed that Gail Miller’s attacker had deposited the semen found in the snow, and that his 

serological profile was blood type A and a secretor. In mid-April of 1969 they obtained blood and saliva 

samples from Milgaard for comparison.

By Lab Report dated April 23, 1969, Bruce Paynter confirmed that Milgaard was blood type A. His 

examination had failed to detect the presence of A antigens, however, leading to the conclusion that 

Milgaard was a non-secretor. Consequently, the investigators were confronted with an inconsistency 

between Milgaard’s serology, and the serological profile of the assailant. The inconsistency led one 

investigator, Edwin Rasmussen of the RCMP, to state as follows in his May 7, 1969 report:

Milgaard was found to be of Group “A” however, is not a secretor and has also been 

eliminated as a possible suspect.156

Milgaard’s potential involvement was not dismissed entirely, however. As other investigative leads failed 

to bear fruit, and attention refocused on Milgaard, efforts were engaged to reconcile the serological 

inconsistency. The intent was to determine whether Milgaard might have been the donor of the semen 

found at the scene notwithstanding that his serology was suggesting otherwise.

The original semen sample and the saliva samples were resubmitted to Paynter for confirmatory testing 

by correspondence dated June 2, 1969. By letter dated June 3, 1969, Penkala also forwarded a pair of 

white undershorts that had been obtained from Milgaard. Penkala asked that the shorts be examined for 

semen staining and, if present, that further testing be conducted in an attempt to detect the presence of 

antigens.

In his testimony at the Inquiry, Paynter could not recall the specifics of the resubmission but speculated 

that he was likely aware that the police had identified a suspect who did not fit their serological profile.

Joseph Penkala had previously consulted with Dr. Harry Emson on this same topic. Emson offered his 

own thoughts on the discrepancy by letter dated June 2, 1969. He speculated that the semen sample 

which tested positive for human semen contained A antigens only because of the disruption of cells 

caused by the freezing and thawing of the semen samples. He also offered that a person might have 

an anomaly of secretion such that they would secrete their antigens in one bodily substance, but not in 

another. Emson further suggested that a department more knowledgeable in the area might be contacted 

for advice. Paynter had no recollection of considering these alternatives.

Paynter did, however, retest the original sample of semen for the presence of whole blood. He told the 

Inquiry that he could not recall who had suggested this test but explained that the idea would have been 

conceived in an attempt to determine whether there was an alternative explanation for the presence of 
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A antigens in the sample. Paynter explained that if he could detect the presence of whole blood in the 

sample, the presence of A antigens could be attributed to this fact alone, thus accommodating the notion 

that the sample originated from a non-secretor such as Milgaard.

Paynter conducted a blood screening test on the semen sample as explained during his Inquiry testimony:

A.  That is a screening test that we used on suspect stains or suspect samples of – or 

exhibits where we suspected the stain or whatever may contain blood. It is a, we 

refer to as a presumptive test, much the same for blood as the acid phosphatase 

would be considered for seminal fluid. Okay. It did not identify something as being 

positively blood but it was a very good indication that blood was present. In this 

case, that gave a positive test, indicating a strong possibility to me that blood was 

present in that sample of liquid.

Q. And what was the name of that test?

A.  That test was a very simple screening test we obtained from a commercial source, 

plastic strips with an embedded chemical on the end, these were referred to 

as hemostix and these would be used – the prime purposes was for hospital 

laboratories where they would check urine samples for the presence of blood. 

For them, that was good enough, it would indicate blood to them. We did not 

consider it a positive, completely positive confirmation test, but a strong indication 

that blood was present.157

Paynter obtained a positive reaction when he applied the hemostix test which suggested that blood might 

be present. However, there was insufficient sample to confirm the actual presence of blood by further 

testing means. This feature would become a point of discussion during Milgaard’s trial. Paynter set out his 

findings in a lab report dated August 12, 1969.

With respect to the saliva samples that had been resubmitted, Paynter explained at the Inquiry that 

although his August 12, 1969 report indicated that the samples were not re-examined, his notes confirm 

that he did retest the specimens to confirm the presence of saliva. He did not, however, retest the saliva 

samples for the presence of antigens as Penkala had requested, explaining at the Inquiry that he would 

have trusted the original test results in this respect. He also confirmed that he did not suggest that a 

further saliva sample be obtained from Milgaard.

It is apparent that Paynter was confident in the results of his initial tests which had indicated that Milgaard 

was a non-secretor. The conclusion was proven incorrect in later years when it was discovered through 

proper testing techniques that Milgaard had always been a secretor. The Inquiry learned that the saliva 

samples were originally obtained and stored improperly, compromising the integrity of the sample such 

that the A antigens were destroyed, producing a negative result. At the Inquiry, Paynter acknowledged the 

fault in the original method.

Paynter’s August 12, 1969 report also confirmed the presence of human seminal fluid on the men’s 

undershorts which had been submitted. He did not, however, test the staining for the presence of 

A antigens as requested by Penkala because the undershorts were soiled, giving a high potential for 

contamination, and a general inability to obtain confirmatory results.

157 T11076-T11077.
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  (ii) Gail Miller’s Wallet and The Bloody Toque

In an investigation report dated April 4, 1969, Raymond Mackie reported that he had obtained a leather 

folding wallet that had been found by two children. The report indicates that the children had found the 

wallet in the snow in front of one of the homes down the street from the Cadrain residence. In checking 

the snow in the location again, Mackie reported that he located two hospital cards bearing Gail Miller’s 

name.

The Inquiry heard from both of the witnesses originally involved in the discovery of the wallet. One of 

the witnesses, Norman Remenda, who was the older child in 1969 but did not testify at Milgaard’s trial, 

explained that the wallet was not found at the location identified by the other child witness at trial, but was 

instead found in a location further from the Cadrain home.

It is likely that little would have turned on this difference if Remenda’s version had been presented at trial 

as the location in either instance was consistent with the suggestion that Milgaard had discarded the 

wallet during a drive around the block of the Cadrain home. The Inquiry did receive evidence that seemed 

to confirm that Mackie chose to rely upon the younger witness, Giles Beauchamp, for information.

In an Investigation Report dated July 2, 1969, Eddie Karst reported that he had retrieved a blood stained 

toque from Helen Gerse who lived in the house adjacent to the Cadrain home. The report confirmed that 

Gerse had located the toque on the boulevard at the front of her house and had noted that the toque 

appeared to be covered in a red substance. She had retrieved the toque at the time and removed it to the 

rear of her yard where it was taken on April 5, 1969 by Karst.

The wallet and the toque took on greater significance for the investigators once Milgaard was identified 

as a suspect, because of their proximity to the Cadrain residence. The location of the items fit with the 

theory that Milgaard had discarded them on his drive around the block after the group had arrived at the 

Cadrain’s.

By letter dated April 21, 1969,158 both the wallet and the toque were sent to the RCMP CDL; the toque to 

be examined for the presence of human blood and, if located, to establish the blood group, and the wallet 

to be examined by x-ray for fingerprints. By lab report dated April 23, 1969,159 Bruce Paynter reported 

that human blood was located on the toque but that the blood was of an indeterminate group. Staff Sgt. 

Shane Kirby found no fingerprints on the wallet as noted in his April 29, 1969 lab report.160

 (b) David Milgaard’s Trial

Most of the relevant physical and biological evidence was entered at the preliminary hearing and trial 

without dispute. The main issue arising from the forensic evidence again related to the frozen semen that 

had been gathered by Joseph Penkala on February 4, 1969.

  (i) The Serological Inconsistency

Milgaard’s serological profile, although erroneous, was not apparently in dispute at trial. The Crown 

and the defence proceeded on the basis that Milgaard was blood type A and a non-secretor. As earlier 

indicated, it was determined in 1992 that Milgaard was a secretor.
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Similarly, no one apparently disputed the conclusion that A antigens were present in the frozen semen 

sample. The jury was advised that the presence of A antigens strongly suggested that the donor was a 

secretor. Accordingly, the evidence was exculpatory.

Calvin Tallis understood the importance of this evidence. He testified at the Inquiry that he was confident 

that the serological evidence tended to exonerate his client. He believed that Caldwell understood the 

evidence in that way also.

In an attempt to overcome the thrust of this evidence, Caldwell advanced the theory that the A antigens in 

the frozen sample might be accounted for by the presence of whole blood from Milgaard. In other words, 

the A antigens would be present because they are a constituent of type A blood, not because the donor 

was a secretor.

This theory was assisted by the evidence of Emson who testified that it was common for young men to 

suffer from a condition (disease, infection or injury) which would cause them to bleed into their semen. 

Tallis cross-examined Emson who remained steadfast in his assertions. Tallis noted at the Inquiry that his 

own medical advisors tended to agree with Emson’s assessment, so he was not equipped to seriously 

challenge this evidence.

In later years, Emson acknowledged that his testimony on this point was inaccurate, and that it was not 

common to find blood in semen samples in young men, or even older men. He again acknowledged this 

error at the Inquiry. It is impossible to determine what influence this erroneous testimony may have had on 

the jury. All parties agreed at the Inquiry that the serological evidence, although based upon the inaccurate 

conclusion that Milgaard was a secretor, strongly suggested that Milgaard was not the assailant. As noted 

below, the prosecution succeeded in establishing that there was still a possibility that Milgaard was the 

donor of the semen, notwithstanding the inconsistency, however slight.

Paynter testified at trial that he had conducted a particular test on the vial of semen which suggested the 

presence of blood. He explained, however, that there was no way to confirm the presence of blood and 

that there were other substances that might have provided the same results.

This uncertainty at trial on the issue of the presence of blood in the semen led Justice Bence to intervene 

during the prosecutor’s questioning of Paynter. Bence initially confirmed his view that there was no 

evidence that blood was present in the semen, advising that he would not allow Caldwell to ask questions 

based upon this presumption. Beginning at page 950 of the trial transcript, the following exchange took 

place:

Q.  Now, when you on the second occasion tested the contents for the presence of 

blood as such, what result did you obtain?

A. I obtained a positive result for blood with this test.

Q. And is that the extent of what your finding showed you?

A.  Yes sir; there was insufficient blood in this sample – or coloring in this sample that 

I was able to attempt any confirmation tests to absolutely prove that there was blood 

present.

THE COURT:

Q. It turned out to be useless then, didn’t it?
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A. Chemically I could not say that it was definitely blood there.

MR. CALDWELL

Q.  As as I understand you, Staff, this would be a matter of the quantity you had to work 

with?

A. That is correct, sir.

Q. And can you describe or not the quantity of blood revealed to you in this way?

MR. TALLIS:  My Lord, my learned friend is using the question quantity of blood and 

with the utmost deference …

THE COURT:  … there is no evidence whatsoever of blood.

MR. TALLIS:  . . and I think accordingly the question should be framed differently.

…

THE COURT:  Well there is no proof of any blood.

MR. CALDWELL I understand that and I can rephrase my question.

THE COURT:  Yes –– go ahead.

MR. CALDWELL: This was in effect – well, I won’t pursue that, My Lord – Alright now, 

if indeed there was blood as such – I’m asking about this time – in the sample at the time 

you checked for blood as such . .

THE COURT:  … excuse me but there was no blood.

MR. CALDWELL: Well, My Lord …

THE COURT:  … you just can’t ask hypothetical questions like that unless you’re 

prepared to prove that there was blood there. If you can’t prove that there was blood there 

through some witness or other I won’t allow you to pursue it.161

The exchange continued, however, leading Bence to the conclusion that there was no way to say with 

certainty whether the donor of the semen was a secretor. The following exchange at page 953 of the trial 

transcript is noted:

Q.  If the result you got as I understand you was caused by any of those causes what 

can you say about the effect of this second or latter test, Staff, on the result you got 

in your first test?

A.  If this test was caused as a result of blood in the liquid this would eliminate the 

necessity of the antigens being produced by a secretor that I found in the first test, 

because the antigens could be there as a result of blood being in the liquid.

161 Docid 041925.
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THE COURT:

Q. So if it was blood the person might not have been a secretor?

A.  That is correct; he would not necessarily be a secretor if it was blood that caused this 

positive test that I obtained.162

Bence similarly intervened during the cross-examination of Paynter by Tallis again highlighting the 

possibility that the donor of the semen might have been a non-secretor. At the Inquiry, Tallis noted that 

Bence’s remarks in this regard diminished the progress he had otherwise made in demonstrating that the 

serological evidence was clearly exculpatory.

In the end, although Bence correctly established for the jury’s benefit that there was no evidence of 

the presence of blood, the jury was still left with the possibility that the semen might have come from a 

non-secretor, such as Milgaard.

In his closing, Caldwell reviewed the physical and forensic evidence. On the issue of the semen sample 

found by Penkala on February 4, 1969, he said:

You remember that the spermatozoa in the body was blood stained and Staff Sergeant 

Paynter found “A” antigens in the vial which contained the lump and he tested, later, the 

same sample for the presence of human blood and got a reaction indicating the presence 

of human blood and got a reaction indicating the presence of either blood or those two 

other extracts he mentioned, mainly leafy vegetables or leather, and that his evidence was 

finally to the effect that he could not say definitely if the person whose seminal fluid he 

examined was a secretor or not a secretor.

The evidence of Dr. Emson, as I said, was that the spermatozoa in the body was blood 

stained and that there are a number of ways in which blood can get into the spermatozoa 

within the male person and all of this, I submit, while it does not have the effect of 

identifying Milgaard alone as the source of that spermatozoa, certainly had the effect of 

not eliminating him either, and that is the effect I ask you to give it. I am not saying it could 

only be him, I am saying that it certainly has the effect of not eliminating him, he is one of 

thousands.

Now the reason for that is that, of course, the spermatozoa found frozen came from a 

person with type “A” blood, that is established. That includes the accused and, of course, 

it includes many thousands of other people, but it certainly doesn’t eliminate him as the 

possible source of that spermatozoa, it is consistent with being his. I ask you to remember 

now that he does not have to be a secretor to get “A” antigens in to his spermatozoa if the 

antigens are found there as a result of whole blood being in his spermatozoa for the kinds 

of reasons that Dr. Emson mentioned. It could have got there from secreting – because the 

person was a secretor, but “A” antigens are a consistent constituent of “A” blood and could 

be found there for the reason that whole blood was there.

Now the other thing I ask you to remember about that is that the “A” antigens in that frozen 

lump could not have been put there in any way, shape or form from the blood of Gail Miller 

or from the blood of Ron Wilson. You know what their blood is: Gail Miller’s is “O”; Wilson’s 
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is B. It must have been from a type “A” person, and type “A” persons include the accused. 

So I leave that phase of the matter by stressing again that while this part of the evidence 

does not, of itself, identify the accused, it most certainly does not eliminate him.

Issue might be taken with some of Caldwell’s remarks. He clearly attempted to draw a connection 

between the blood stained vaginal aspirate (which was no longer available) and the idea that blood was 

present in the frozen semen sample, using the former to corroborate the latter. He then moved quickly in 

his submissions to a discussion of how blood might get into semen for the reasons Emson outlined.

In reality, there was no connection to be drawn between the “reddish” coloured aspirate and the 

presumptive test for blood in the semen sample, at least in the manner that Caldwell was advocating. 

If there was blood in the aspirate, the obvious source was Gail Miller. Again, there was no proof that blood 

was present in the frozen semen in any event.

Caldwell also might have left the erroneous impression in the last paragraph quoted above that if 

there was blood present in the semen sample that it could not have come from Gail Miller. He perhaps 

unintentionally confused the question of the presence of blood with the presence of A antigens in this 

respect which lead to his comments. Paynter confirmed during his testimony at the Inquiry that the 

positive blood test could have resulted from the presence of any blood, including Gail Miller’s blood, 

notwithstanding the presence of A antigens. Tallis was alive to this concept as well and dealt with it 

appropriately in his closing. In other words, the evidence was consistent with the donor of the semen 

being an A secretor and any blood present coming from Gail Miller.

Tallis emphasized the exculpatory nature of the serological evidence during his address to the jury: [As 

noted earlier, Tallis’ address to the jury was transcribed in 1992 from shorthand notes and there are gaps 

in the transcription.]

Now in the area of the seminal fluid, I have one or two observations to make. First of all, 

this is no criticism of Dr. Emson, but I think it is unfortunate that the sample that was from 

the vaginal cavity was not saved, because if it had been saved it is quite clear from his 

evidence that the blood could have been analyzed for grouping. Now much is said … 

this really is of no significance. Now members of the jury there is no suggestion that other 

than a non-secretor – and the possibility of secreting the blood factor in his seminal fluid 

is great –  … the effect of that evidence that the seminal fluid contained what are called 

“A” antigens. Now this may be, and I suggest is something that you should consider 

pretty carefully, and as you see, if in fact the donor of that seminal fluid was an “A” group 

secretor, and there was no blood, as such, in the seminal fluid from that person with that 

“A” grouping, it cannot have been, the man could not have been the …

Now it is suggested that the traces of blood that Sergeant Paynter found – that might have 

been blood – now frankly I am not here to argue that there was … at that time of year and 

I am not … anything to suggest that there is … out in that alley at that time, but what I say 

to you, members of the jury, is this: when you get down to the question of reasonableness, 

first of all, Dr. Emson points out that the blood in the seminal fluid in the vagina that he 

threw away – spermatozoa – could well have come from Miss Miller’s “O” group. It could 

have come from her in two ways: from the inflammation that was referred to, or from 

the possible onset of menstruation; or from the donor. And then let’s examine another 

point in this connection, when that frozen lump was found out in that area that had been 

… up, may I suggest to you that if there was blood in this sample, as he thought there 
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might be, he could not say that for sure, but let’s forget what … for the moment and be 

reasonable about this. Is it not more likely that since he scooped up the area to get the 

patch where the blood had seeped through, that it was some other blood in the snow? 

Is this reasonable? I suggest not. And as you see, if the blood that got into that seminal 

fluid was “O” group, and the donor didn’t have any secreted blood in his seminal fluid, then 

of course, the result would have proved it. There is no suggestion in respect of the sample 

that that was done.

There is no evidence that David is a person who is afflicted with any condition which 

caused blood to be in his seminal fluid, and I suggest to you that these other matters that 

I raised with you are more probable than the possibilities that have been urged upon you.163

Bence did not address the forensic evidence surrounding the semen sample and secretor issues during 

his charge to the jury.

  (ii) Gail Miller’s Wallet and the Bloody Toque

As mentioned, most of the physical evidence was entered as exhibits at trial with little dispute. 

Other evidence, including the small bone handled knife found on the fence adjacent to the crime scene 

was determined by, both the prosecution and defence, to be irrelevant and thus was not tendered at all.

The Crown did, however, ask the jury to draw certain inferences surrounding the bloody toque found by 

Gerse, and Gail Miller’s wallet.

The evidence at trial was inconsistent on the issue of whether Milgaard had been wearing a toque on 

the morning of the murder and, if so, what the toque looked like. Helen Gerse was called to testify and 

confirmed that she had located the toque as earlier described on a Saturday at the very end of January or 

early February. In his closing address to the jury, Caldwell noted as follows:

Now the Crown invites you to infer that on his way into Cadrain’s he discarded, the 

accused, the blood-stained toque right next door at 330 – remember, that’s Mrs. Gerse’s 

house right next door to Cadrain’s – having used it to wipe the blood from him or his 

clothes. You will recall that Mrs. Gerse found it on a Saturday at the end of January, 

1969, she said, or the very first part of February – and just … on this must have been 

on Saturday, February 1st, the day after the killing, because it could only be that date, 

Saturday, the very first day of February.164

Regarding the wallet found by Norman Remenda or Giles Beauchamp, the Crown similarly pointed to the 

item and its location as evidence supporting the conclusion that Milgaard had discarded the items during 

his drive around the Cadrain block. Tallis again made appropriate submissions in response.

In his charge to the Jury, Bence touched briefly on the relevance of the physical evidence generally. He 

referenced the various items scattered about the crime scene, the unusual feature of the coat containing 

knife punctures but the dress containing none, and the general state of the scene and Gail Miller’s body, 

all towards the suggestion that the attack likely took place in the area where the body was found.
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He counseled the jury to give little weight to the location where Gail Miller’s wallet was discovered, or to 

the evidence involving the toque. On the latter issue, Justice Bence quite properly noted that there was no 

evidence that connected the toque to Milgaard or the Gail Miller murder whatsoever.

 (c) Conclusion

The forensic evidence at trial relating to the semen was exculpatory and thus played no role in the 

conviction of David Milgaard.

10. Motel Room Re-enactment

On the eve of trial, Caldwell was told that the accused had re-enacted the crime at a Regina motel party. 

The informants were Craig Melnyk and George Lapchuk, who told their story to Wilson, who re-told it to 

police. The police interviewed Melnyk and Lapchuk, turning them over to Caldwell, who decided to call 

them at trial.

Ute Frank, who had been present at the party, refused at the last minute to testify.165 Tallis interviewed her 

and had reason to believe that she would have incriminated Milgaard, so he did not call her.

Another member of the party, Deborah Hall, was out of the province and unavailable on short notice. In 

light of what we now know, including her Inquiry evidence, she too might have been a very damaging 

witness to Milgaard even though she said at the Supreme Court,166 and before the Inquiry that she did not 

take Milgaard’s performance seriously.

At the Inquiry, Tallis assessed the effect of the Melnyk and Lapchuk revelations at trial as “damaging”167 

and Brown assessed them as “incredibly damaging”.168

The first motel room re-enactment witness to testify at the Inquiry was Robert Harris, who was 15 or 16 at 

the time and had been a friend of Milgaard, Melnyk and Lapchuk. By his own account, he was under the 

influence of drugs at the time.

He testified that while the young people were sitting around (Milgaard was in bed with one or both of the 

girls) a news report of the murder came on TV. Lapchuk asked David if he had killed the girl and David 

knelt on the bed with a pillow between his legs and made stabbing motions saying something to the 

effects of “yes, I killed her”.169

Harris took it as an act, not a re-enactment, noting that Milgaard would do things just to attract attention 

to himself. He says he does not believe that Melnyk or Lapchuk were under the influence of drugs, a view 

that was shared by other witnesses, and a significant factor in assessing credibility. He was not contacted 

by the Saskatoon Police or by the prosecutor, although Frank’s statement mentioned him. Neither the 

Lapchuk nor Melnyk statements mention him.170

165 See Caldwell’s notes, Docid 006298, and his testimony at T16458.
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Harris agreed in general with the trial testimony of both Melnyk and Lapchuk, although he does not agree 

that people in the room were shocked or surprised by what Milgaard did. He described Milgaard as a 

show boater and a clown, but had never known him to be violent.

Joyce Milgaard contacted Harris in 1981 but nothing came of it until the early 1990s, when he contacted 

her lawyers swearing an affidavit on February 29, 1992.171

Craig Melnyk was an important witness. He was 16 years old at the time. His evidence at trial, together 

with that of George Lapchuk’s was strong evidence of a confession by Milgaard. Lapchuk is deceased, 

but Melnyk has never changed his story.

In 1969, he was a friend of David Milgaard’s. They and their friends consumed marijuana, hashish, 

mescaline, and over the counter drugs. Milgaard, he says, was a hyperactive person who liked to be the 

centre of attention.

Asked to recount his memory of the motel re-enactment, Melnyk said that Lapchuk, Frank, Milgaard, 

Harris, and Hall were there. Melnyk could not recall either he or Lapchuk being under the influence of 

drugs, but he says that Milgaard was. This accords with the evidence of other witnesses present, and I 

accept it.

He said that the story of the killing came on television around 11:00 p.m., and Lapchuk teased Milgaard 

about it, whereupon Milgaard knelt on the bed with a pillow between his legs, made stabbing motions and 

said “I stabbed her, I killed her 14 times, fucking bitch”,172 then rolled over on his side and laughed.

Melnyk says he was surprised by this, and that Milgaard looked serious. He did not know whether to 

believe him or not. There was silence in the room, but nobody raised the subject again. He said that Hall, 

Lapchuk, and Harris left after an hour or so, but he stayed the night with Milgaard and Frank.

Before this incident, Milgaard told him that he had been questioned by police, and that he might be 

arrested depending upon the results of a saliva test.

Then, in conversation with Wilson, the motel incident came up and the next thing he knew, the Saskatoon 

Police visited him in Regina. I accept that this was what happened.

In his statement to police of January 19, 1970,173 he related that Milgaard and Frank had intercourse on 

the bed several times during the evening and that Milgaard was taking drugs.

He quoted Milgaard as saying, “I killed her, I killed her, I fixed her” and “Yeah man, I did it” laughing 

hysterically and rolling on the bed.174 At the time, he thought that Milgaard was capable of murder, being 

nice one minute and off the deep end the next.

He explained, rather convincingly, I thought, that he and Lapchuk had not gone to the authorities before 

then because it was not the thing for young criminals to do. He said that he was not on drugs that night.

He met just once with the prosecutor, and was not approached by anyone on Milgaard’s behalf.
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He confirmed his trial testimony and said that when he testified he had not been on drugs for two to 

three days.

In conversation with Wilson, years after Milgaard’s conviction, Melnyk recalled Wilson saying that Milgaard 

returned to the car carrying a wallet, with blood on his hands.

In the Supreme Court of Canada, Melnyk testified that he had told the truth at the trial, that he had no 

grudge against Milgaard, and did not testify for reward.

In cross-examination at the Inquiry, he said that he had no concern about leaving Ute Frank with Milgaard. 

It was a recurring theme in the cross-examination of motel witnesses that the re-enactment must have 

been nothing but a joke or everybody would have fled the scene. I do not think that that follows. The ones 

who stayed, except for Harris, said that they were unsure how to take the performance. Their very 

presence at Milgaard’s ongoing display of exhibitionism in which they participated in varying degrees, tells 

me that they were far from squeamish, and there was no evidence that they feared Milgaard physically. 

His attentions towards Frank were, by all accounts, strictly sexual and non-violent.

Melnyk testified that there was no plot between him, Frank, and Lapchuk to get Milgaard. He insists that 

his story over the years has remained essentially unchanged and that appears to be the case. At no time 

did he say that he thought Milgaard was joking.

At trial, Melnyk was technically an unsavory witness because of his record and lifestyle, but over the years 

he has remained constant about what he says he saw and heard in the motel. I regard him as credible 

today, and see no reason why the Crown or police should not have put him forward as such.

An unexpected development came on the eve of Melnyk’s Inquiry evidence. He told Commission counsel 

that sometime before the Milgaard trial, Lapchuk, Milgaard, Frank, and he were driving in a car in Regina’s 

south end, taking drugs. Milgaard and Lapchuk were in the front seat. They were all stoned, he said, 

probably on mescaline. Milgaard said something like “I killed her”175 as he ripped off his shirt and jumped 

in the back seat. Lapchuk and he left the car while Milgaard had sex in the back seat with Frank. Melnyk 

could not remember if this incident took place before or after the motel re-enactment. He and Lapchuk 

did not tell the Saskatoon Police about it, feeling that they should not get further involved. If I understand 

him correctly, Melnyk is saying that they saw the car incident and the motel re-enactment, not necessarily 

in that order, but when approached by police decided only to tell them about the motel re-enactment. 

That is not unreasonable because Melnyk’s evidence is that it was only because of Wilson that they told 

the police anything, and what was discussed with Wilson was the motel re-enactment. Melnyk said that 

he revealed this for the first time only at the Inquiry because he just wanted to get the whole thing over.

Not surprisingly, Melnyk was challenged vigorously in cross-examination, but maintained his story. 

He expressed great frustration at having been subjected to repeated grillings over the years, saying that 

Milgaard should have some responsibility arising out of the motel re-enactment. He should either admit 

that Melnyk was truthful in his evidence or say that the re-enactment was a joke, if that was his position. 

Instead he has denied, at the Supreme Court of Canada, that it even happened. Melnyk’s exasperation is 

understandable. Hall, Harris, Lapchuk, Melnyk and Frank all said that the re-enactment happened. They 

differed in details and interpretation, but I think it is common ground that the event took place. Milgaard 

himself told his lawyer that it could have; that he was stoned and, if it happened, he was joking.

175 T3111.
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At the Inquiry, the witness was challenged on the basis that everybody now knows that it must have been 

a joke because Milgaard did not kill the nurse. Melnyk’s reply was “that’s a hell of a joke”.176 Indeed.

Melnyk said that up until his testimony at the Supreme Court of Canada, nobody, police or prosecutor, 

asked him if he took the display seriously.

In cross-examination at the trial, defence counsel asked Melnyk whether Milgaard was stoned, and about 

Melnyk kidding him about the Miller murder, so he seems to have been suggesting that the re-enactment 

was a joke.177 Melnyk, however, was not directly asked for his interpretation of the re-enactment.

He was referred to what Hall said at the Supreme Court of Canada:

I stabbed her I don’t know how many times and then I fucked her brains out.178

And he said that that version would be consistent with what took place.

Hall testified that she was 17 in May of 1969, and a close friend of Ute Frank. As well she knew Milgaard, 

Harris, and Lapchuk.

She told of going to the motel with Milgaard, who brought drugs, and Frank. They all took drugs on 

the way. She said that Lapchuk and Melnyk showed up as did Harris, at about the same time. She 

did not see Lapchuk or Melnyk take drugs but saw Milgaard injecting some into Harris. She said that 

both Milgaard and Frank seemed pretty high all evening, especially Milgaard who was “bouncing off the 

ceiling”.179 Something came on the television about the Miller murder, and Lapchuk and Melnyk began 

teasing Milgaard about having done it. Milgaard reacted by fluffing the pillow and saying something like 

“Yeah, right … I stabbed her, I fucked her brains out, that’s a good time”.180 In Hall’s view, he was being 

sarcastic and showboating – making a joke. She said that she walked home around 1:00 or 1:30 a.m.

As to why she was not called at the preliminary or trial, Hall said that she ran away from home in June 

of 1969, going first to Toronto and then to Montreal, not returning to Saskatchewan until at least the 

beginning of February 1970. She said she had not been contacted in 1969 or 1970 by either the Regina 

or Saskatoon Police.

Except in detail, Hall’s account of what went on in the motel room is not much different than other 

witnesses.

In 1981 Hall was contacted by journalist Chris O’Brien as a result of which she later swore an affidavit 

which was used in support of the first application under s. 690. She told the Inquiry that she realized that 

O’Brien was leading her in their interview.181

In my view the statement she gave to O’Brien cannot be relied upon. The tape was played and it 

graphically demonstrates that O’Brien was slipshod and suggestive with his questions, moving at 

breakneck speed through the transcript, making editorial comments as he went along.
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Hall  provided an affidavit182 at the request of David Asper knowing that it would be used for certain 

proceedings for Milgaard’s s. 690 application. The date was November 23, 1986.

In it, she swore that the drugs she had taken enhanced her memory. That is a dubious assertion on the 

face of it, and is negatived by her own evidence that she was dazed and had difficulty recalling times. 

A significant omission in the affidavit is her Inquiry evidence that David said “I stabbed her and I fucked her 

brains out”.183

Asked to explain, she said that she did not think at the time that it would be “all that necessary”,184 and 

also that she was hesitant to use such language in her affidavit. Then she went on to say that she gave 

instructions for the affidavit over the phone and was distracted by the noise. She could not explain the 

two blank spaces in the affidavit.

She swore that Lapchuk and Melnyk had lied. Now she said that the word is too strong – 

“misrepresented”185 might be better because they took what David was doing out of context.

When interviewed by Williams she said, under oath, that David spoke of “fucking her brains out” and that 

he “stabbed her I don’t know how many times”.186 Hall said that by then she thought she had to tell it 

exactly how it was. I accept that that is what she heard.

Hall also claimed that everyone was laughing at Milgaard’s words and she told Eugene Williams that in 

her opinion Milgaard was not being serious. Hall repeated the same words before the Supreme Court of 

Canada and she says that her testimony was true.

She revealed her attitude to the case in general when she recounted her meeting with Ute Frank in 

Ottawa after they had testified in the Supreme Court of Canada. She told Frank that Milgaard had been 

saying that he is innocent. She also said that he was the longest serving prisoner; and that whether or not 

he did it, he deserved to be out.

Frank was 17 at the time of the motel incident. Her Inquiry evidence as to how David was seen stabbing 

the pillow is essentially in agreement with what other witnesses saw, but she differed in other respects. 

For example, she said that there were between 15 and 20 people in the room at times, and she 

expressed great fear of Milgaard, something the other witnesses apparently did not observe.

She had been on intimate terms with Milgaard before going to the motel with him, and knew that he 

was a murder suspect. She supplied the syringes for the party, and was told that the drugs came from a 

veterinary clinic.

Her description of Milgaard’s performance began, as in the case of other witnesses, with the TV news. 

She said that he rose from the bed and went into the bathroom from where loud noises were heard. 

Lapchuk opened the door to reveal Milgaard yelling and throwing himself against the wall. Freeing himself 

from Lapchuk’s restraint, he ran across the room and threw himself into a wall, then grabbed a syringe 

and jumped on the bed where, straddling a pillow, he said “I killed her, I killed her”187 then he flipped over 

and laughed hysterically. By this time she said that only herself, Lapchuk, and Melnyk were left in the room 
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with Milgaard who held the door shut with a chair saying that if they ever repeated what happened, he 

would kill them. She said that after several hours he fell asleep and she ran home. She admitted having 

had sex with him both before and after the pillow stabbing incident because, she says, she feared him.

Ute Frank says that she visited Sharon Williams in St. Albert and warned her against seeing Milgaard 

again after what happened in the motel. She returned to Regina after several months and was questioned 

by police, denying at first all knowledge of the motel incident, but finally giving them a statement on 

January 19, 1970,188 which she says was only partially true because she was afraid of Milgaard.

She was taken to Saskatoon for the trial but was so upset that she refused to tell prosecutor Caldwell 

what had happened.

Learning in 1991 of the investigation about reopening the case, she made a call to the Department of 

Justice, and then met with Eugene Williams in Nanaimo where she says she gave a more complete 

version of events, being no longer a frightened teenager.189 This was on December 20, 1991.

One has to be alert to the possibility that the re-enactment witnesses got together at some point to agree 

on a version to tell. Lapchuk and Melnyk were together when they told Wilson, and he told the police, 

who interviewed them and turned them over to Caldwell for trial. Although they might have agreed on 

a version of the incident I do not have evidence to that effect. In any case, there are enough differences 

between the evidence of Lapchuk, Melnyk, Frank, and others to convince me, as I am sure it convinced 

the police and the prosecution, that Milgaard acted out a stabbing. Lapchuk and Melnyk had no motive 

for making up a story such as this, and in fact did not go to the police themselves. The police came to 

them through Wilson.

In the course of her evidence before me, Frank remarked that she did not come from a happy home. 

She feared corporal punishment from her father, for example. I note that although the young girls in 

Milgaard’s circle of friends, such as Williams, John and Hall might not have shared identical upbringings, 

they had this much in common: they were only in their mid-teens, they were rebellious, and very 

much under the influence of the young men with whom they associated. These men, to use Melnyk’s 

expression, were “young criminals”, so I have an overall reservation about their general credibility, boys 

and girls alike, but without evidence of collusion, the basic similarity of their evidence on important points 

of the motel re-enactment is believable. The jury could reasonably have found that it happened, and it was 

up to them to interpret what they heard.

Lapchuk was one of the motel re-enactment witnesses. He died in April, 2005, but had been interviewed 

and testified several times.

Of interest are:

106676, the Investigation Report;•	
002129, his January 19, 1970 Statement;•	
006010, his Milgaard Trial testimony;•	
054420, his telephone conversation with Joyce Milgaard on January 24, 1981;•	
046753, another conversation with Joyce Milgaard on January 26, 1991.•	
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Through it all, Lapchuk remained consistent with the story he gave to police in 1970. On the tapes and in 

the transcripts, he impressed me as a voluble, convincing witness. I am not here to weigh the truth of his 

evidence, but from what I heard and read I can judge the likely effect his evidence had on investigators 

and prosecutors. I think that they might reasonably have been impressed.

He was interviewed by Eugene Williams on August 2, 1990.190 He told Williams that he would not change 

a word of his testimony in 1969; that it was the truth; that he had not recanted in prison when faced with 

recrimination for being an informer and would not do so now.

Before the Supreme Court of Canada,191 Lapchuk testified that he had been truthful at the Milgaard 

trial and that he bore Milgaard no ill will, and that he, Lapchuk, received nothing for his testimony. 

He recounted conversations with Wilson in which Wilson said that he and John were sure that Milgaard 

did it. Wilson told him, he says, that he had seen blood on Milgaard’s pants.

When interviewed by the RCMP on April 29, 1993, he said that the police treated him well, and that Karst 

was very pleasant. Lapchuk seemingly was never afflicted by the loss of memory which so characterized 

many other witnesses. Nor, it appears, was he afraid of anyone. His vivid account of Milgaard’s actions in 

the motel (stabbing the pillow, saying “yeah I stabbed her, I killed her”) featured detailed recall of who was 

there and where they sat.192

He described himself and his companions as borderline bad kids. Milgaard though, “was on the other 

side already”.193 Lapchuk told the RCMP “I don’t know whether he killed her or not but I know damn well 

what I saw in that motel room”.194

I believe that for both the murder investigation phase and the reopening phase, the police were entitled to 

think that what Lapchuk saw was a confession to murder by David Milgaard.

Wilson, who tipped the police to Lapchuk, and who later changed his trial testimony to Milgaard’s benefit, 

was no doubt bought, in Lapchuk’s view, “somebody got to him with money”.195 Wilson denied this in 

evidence before us, and there is no evidence to support the allegation.

Lapchuk’s RCMP interview would have given them no cause to question the truth of his trial evidence. 

It probably did not reinforce it either, being liberally laced with braggadocio and street talk, mostly aimed 

at voicing his distain for the efforts of Joyce Milgaard and her group to achieve a reopening of the case.

A particular target of his criticism was Launa Edwards, his former wife, whose false stories, he said, would 

never end.

In his interview with the RCMP he remarked quite prophetically, as it happens, that he (Lapchuk) would 

find himself in an urn on the mantelpiece before the Milgaard matter was ever laid to rest.

The motel re-enactment witnesses were important at the trial, and they were important to the Inquiry 

to the extent that their evidence was relied upon by the investigators and the prosecutor. Not all the 

witnesses were called at trial, but we heard from all of them except for Lapchuk.
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The witnesses did not tell identical stories, by any means, a fact which is not surprising in view of the 

drugs ingested by some of them. Nevertheless, because the evidence of the murder re-enactment was so 

important, the apparent reliability of that evidence to police and the prosecutor must be assessed.

Some of the young people who saw Milgaard’s actions believed that he was joking, while others took him 

more seriously. Its impact at trial, according to evidence I will discuss later, was disastrous for Milgaard. 

The re-enactment might have been, and perhaps was, considered by the jury as a confession.

Melnyk and Lapchuk did not attempt to interpret it as a joke or otherwise in their trial testimony. Hall was 

not available to testify. Had she been, the jury would have heard that she thought it was a joke, but they 

would also have heard her describe the event in terms that were much more lurid than those used by 

other witnesses. Frank was not called because she refused to testify. Had she done so, her evidence, 

would have supported Melnyk and Lapchuk’s account, and she might have told the jury that she thought 

Milgaard was being serious.

In the result, the jury was left with the description of an event which amounted to a confession, by two 

witnesses who simply recounted what they heard and saw without placing their own interpretation upon 

it. There was no suggestion before the jury that the incident had not happened. I find that the police were 

right in bringing the story to Caldwell, and that he was justified in presenting the evidence to the Court. 

Melnyk and Lapchuk were seen by defence counsel Tallis as unsavory witnesses, and questioned as 

such. Tallis, however, was constrained in going too deeply into their lifestyle, for fear of bringing Milgaard 

into that picture. He could not suggest in his cross-examination that the incident had not happened at all, 

because Milgaard himself had acknowledged to him that it might have.

The fact that Melnyk and Lapchuk came in at the last minute with incriminating evidence has been seized 

upon by the Milgaard group as a scheme to get evidence, in exchange for a favorable sentence for 

Melnyk on a robbery charge. In fact, he got a light sentence, six months, but we heard evidence that he 

was only a minor player in that robbery.

Quite apart from Caldwell’s denial that there was any consideration given, the sequence of events belies 

it.196 Caldwell had asked the police to pick up Wilson to ensure his attendance at trial. Wilson then told the 

police about the re-enactment he had heard about from Melnyk and Lapchuk. The police told Caldwell 

who sent them to interview the two, and as a result they were called to testify. So, I find from this and from 

the evidence of Melnyk, that far from seeking to testify in exchange for a reward, they were dragged into 

the picture – no doubt unwillingly, given their criminal and gang connections. I agree with Caldwell that 

promising them favors for testimony would have been outrageous in the circumstances, and I am satisfied 

that he did not do it. There is no evidence to show that either man expected any favors.

11. Mackie Summary

At the Supreme Court Reference in 1992 Milgaard counsel came upon a five page document.197 It was 

a mixture of fact, theory and suggestion, but was seized upon by Wolch at the Reference, and is still 

described by the Milgaard group as a script for the Wilson and John statements on May 23 and May 24, 

1969. The five page Mackie Summary was found on the police file but was not provided to Caldwell.
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Asked about the document, Joseph Penkala said that Raymond Mackie was involved in discussions in 

May of 1969, and that the Mackie Summary served as an outline of discussions. He was not sure that 

it was used at the meeting on May 16, 1969, but the contents, theories and suggestions would have 

been discussed. He said that it must have been prepared some time before May 23rd, when polygraph 

operator Roberts was brought to Saskatoon.

Mackie was shown the document at the Inquiry and said that it looked like a typewritten version of a 

document he prepared and showed to Charles Short.

The document was intended as an investigative aid, and was likely prepared in late April or in May of 

1969. Mackie could not explain how he had attributed to John a statement that they had seen a nurse 

near a funeral home. It was not in her March 11, 1969 statement.

He said that he was trying to develop a picture of what might have happened if Milgaard was the 

perpetrator. I accept this, and I find that the document was not, as alleged by Milgaard counsel, a 

blueprint for a case police were constructing against Milgaard.

Mackie had both John Malanowich’s report198 and Sharon Williams’ statement199 available before doing his 

summary. He could not be sure he read them then, but he agreed that the highly unfavorable picture of 

Milgaard, painted in them, raised questions which had to be answered.

He thought that the officers present at the May 16th meeting, Jack Wood, Joseph Penkala, Charles 

Short and Stanley Edmondson, would have been just as aware of the material Mackie summarized as he 

himself was.

Mackie said that his notebooks are gone, so there is no way to recreate his personal schedule. But his 

reports were done when he was working and they go up to May 4th – then follows a two week block 

where there is no indication of him being at work. He was probably on holidays, he said. So it is possible 

that he had not prepared the summary before the May 16th meeting. Then he and Karst went to Regina, 

spoke to John and interviewed Wilson on the 21st.200 He acknowledged that some information in his 

summary is inconsistent with earlier statements, but it could have come from a source other than the 

makers of those statements, and the fact that he did not document something does not mean that it was 

not said.

Without particularizing, the first page of the five page summary gives a description of the suspect in the 

Fisher Victim 1 rape, and discusses evidence, both real and anecdotal, already gathered on the Miller 

file.201

Page five of this document is entitled “Summary” and consists of a series of points in a theory which has 

Milgaard as the killer and John and Wilson as witnesses to some or all of the events; an alternative theory 

has Wilson and Milgaard both involved in the theft of the purse, but Milgaard as the sole rapist and killer.

Finally, under the heading “Suggestions” one reads:

–   Nichol John, Wilson, and Cadrain be brought to Saskatoon where with all present the 

true story can be obtained ever [sic] if hypnosis or polygraph are necessary.
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–  Milgaard be located and a sperm sample be obtained if possible.202

On its face, I see nothing untoward about this document. Police must operate on theories when they 

lack direct evidence. They simply appear to have collected the evidence they had, formulated a theory 

based on it, noted their suspicion that Wilson and John were not telling the whole truth, and decided on a 

course of action to get the truth out of them.

The best record we have of the May 16, 1969 meeting is Inspector J.A.B. Riddell’s report203 of May 21, 

1969 showing Milgaard to be the prime suspect. Penkala said that he was the prime suspect because of 

Albert Cadrain’s evidence. The first statements of Wilson and John put Milgaard in the area where Cadrain 

said he was. So the reliability of Wilson’s and John’s stories needed to be checked. The means chosen 

were polygraph tests.

Asked to comment about the nature of the summary, Murray Sawatsky, who led the 1992 to 1994 RCMP 

investigation to be reviewed later, viewed it as very much an operational plan – they have become more 

sophisticated over the years. He has used them, without concern that they might lead to the fabrication of 

evidence.

To him the idea of using a polygraph or other means so that the “true story can be obtained” is a 

recognition of the officer’s view that it might be hard to get the truth from the witnesses.

Sawatsky’s investigators made a point by point comparison of the summary, and of what Wilson and John 

said later in their May statements. They found no direct correspondence or conformity.204 Many Mackie 

Summary points did not find their way into the May 21 to 24 statements and vice versa, supporting the 

view that the summary was not a script. As well, their interviews with John did not disclose that police told 

her what to say. The same applied to Wilson.205

Sawatsky said, regarding the Mackie Summary, that sometimes a capable officer creates a theory that 

proves to be wrong. That does not show that it was unreasonable. You go with your best guess and look 

for evidence.

I am asked to draw inferences of wrongdoing from the Mackie Summary (which has an innocent and 

credible explanation), because John gave a confirming statement on May 24th to Roberts which was 

a lie. There is no evidence that Roberts used the Summary at all when he questioned John. We know 

that Saskatoon Police briefed him, and that what they told him led him to suspect Milgaard, but the 

suggestion that police drew the document as a script for him to follow is without foundation.

Peter Carlyle-Gordge interviewed Mackie in 1983206 who told him that Milgaard was intelligent and 

manipulative. He did not recall Fisher. He also speaks of “listing things that were indicators to who was 

responsible”.207 This would, I assume, be what we have described as the “Mackie Summary”. Its author 

said that upon return from holidays he went through the file and listed indicators of responsibility, satisfying 

himself that David Milgaard was the culprit. The Mackie Summary was discovered at the Supreme Court 

Reference by Milgaard counsel, who argued that it was a script prepared by police to follow in getting 
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evidence from witnesses such as Wilson and John. I am satisfied that it was not, in part by reason of what 

Mackie said to Carlyle-Gordge in 1983. The subject will be revisited again in detail.

12. Ron Wilson, Nichol John and Art Roberts

Earlier sections of the report have touched upon the questioning of Wilson and John between May 21 and 

May 24, 1969, but the fact that Roberts did not leave a written report with the Saskatoon Police about his 

polygraph exams and interviews of Wilson and John is a matter of concern, given the great importance of 

what they told him.

Joseph Penkala thought that Roberts would have left a report, but one could not be found.208 The master 

file should have contained all information, and would have been “stringently protected”.209 Had anything 

been removed, there would have been a note of it. I accept this, and conclude that Roberts did not 

report to the Saskatoon Police. Our knowledge of what passed between him and Wilson and John must 

be gleaned from their testimony at various proceedings over the years, from Roberts’ testimony at the 

Supreme Court of Canada, and to some extent by inference arising from acknowledgement of Milgaard’s 

factual innocence. In view of that acknowledgement, John’s statement to Roberts, and then Mackie, that 

she saw Milgaard stabbing the victim cannot be true.

It is important to know the background Wilson, John and Cadrain provided to the meeting of May 16th, 

which led to the polygraph sessions.

What they had to say would pique the interest of an investigator according to Penkala, and I accept this. 

The March 22, 1969 report of Charles Short sets it out.210 To start with, police did not just take Albert 

Cadrain at his word. They interviewed him at length, and repeatedly. They interviewed both Wilson and 

John. They put Cadrain and John together, after which John offered her opinion that Cadrain was telling 

the truth. She said:

Milgaard was of dangerous character;•	
he had forced her to have intercourse several times; and•	
she feared him.•	

Penkala agreed that bringing John, Wilson, and Cadrain to Saskatoon to get the true story was a 

reasonable approach. David Milgaard, as the prime suspect, had to be either implicated or eliminated.211 

The police suspected that Wilson and John had not given them the full story.

Mackie drove John around the area of the funeral home. He says that he would not have told her that 

Miller’s body was found nearby, because he wanted to learn what she knew. He cannot explain why 

his report contains no reference to the events of May 23rd when Roberts interviewed Wilson and John. 

He cannot explain why he took John’s statement on May 24th, when she had given her incriminating 

statement to Roberts on May 23rd. But he says that he might have been off duty by the time Roberts 

finished with John on May 23rd, and because they wanted him to take her statement, they waited until 

May 24th.212 That is plausible.
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Mackie said that although her statement of May 24th does not refresh his memory, he would not have 

threatened, coerced, or manipulated her, or offered any inducement. He just did not do these things. 

We have evidence from Caldwell that John was frightened of Mackie, but she told us that he had not 

coerced her and there is no reason to doubt that evidence.

Jack Wood of the Saskatoon Police instructed Roberts and interviewed him along with Penkala and 

Mackie.213 Karst said that he was not a party to fabrication of evidence, and he knows nobody who was. 

I accept that. He was not involved in the preparation of the “Mackie Summary”, but would probably have 

agreed to the suggestion that John, Wilson and Cadrain be brought to Saskatoon where the “true story 

can be obtained”.

Karst agreed with the evidence Roberts gave at the Supreme Court of Canada,214 where he said that 

Wilson agreed to tell the truth to Saskatoon police. When he turned Wilson over to Karst, he said, 

“Thanks Ron, make sure you tell everything”215 and Wilson agreed with this, as well, at the Inquiry.216

The Inquiry heard from Michael Robinson, an expert in polygraphs and interrogation.217

He served in the RCMP from 1960 to 1980 becoming the national polygraph co-ordinator. Following 

retirement, he continued in business as a polygrapher, performing a test on Fisher in 1990 at the request 

of Fisher’s lawyer, Harold Pick. Because of Fisher’s agitated state, Robinson got no result.

Robinson was called at the Inquiry to comment on the tests performed by Roberts. He said that in 1969, 

polygraphy was little known, and tests on witnesses were rare. Speaking generally, when police do a 

post-test interview following a deceptive result, they simply tell the interviewee that he was deceptive and 

then ask for an explanation.

In this case, Roberts got a deceptive result. This was followed by a statement of what Wilson knew, 

and Roberts then turned him over to Saskatoon Police. The nature of the deceptive result is not clear, 

Roberts having given a version at the Supreme Court of Canada which differed from what he told Caldwell 

in 1970, as reflected in Caldwell’s trial preparation notes. Those notes indicated that Wilson lied on the 

question of whether he was deliberately holding anything back about the Gail Miller murder and whether 

he had intentionally lied to any question on the test.218 At the Supreme Court, he said that Wilson lied to 

questions of whether he suspected someone of murdering Gail Miller, and whether he knew who killed 

Gail Miller.

Our concern is not so much the truth of what Wilson said, but whether the Saskatoon Police were entitled 

to rely upon what he said, and I find that they were.

On the evidence available to Saskatoon Police, Roberts conducted a proper test on Wilson and an 

unobjectionable interview. The Saskatoon Police then took a voluntary statement, which was passed on 

to the prosecutor. Wilson’s trial evidence followed this statement, and the jury was entitled to act upon it 

as they saw fit.
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As for the John interview by Roberts, Robinson agreed that giving a witness a reason to cooperate as 

in “what if this had been your relative” would be a valid approach, as would a trigger, such as a display 

of real evidence. In John’s case this was done with a show of bloody clothing. Robinson was surprised 

that the trigger worked so quickly. Although doubting that he himself would have used such a technique, 

Robinson said that Roberts was there to get at the truth, and I find that the Saskatoon Police and the 

prosecutor reasonably relied upon John’s statement as being truthful. Caldwell had no reason to mistrust 

Roberts and regarded his tests as an impartial, scientific assessment of Wilson’s credibility. I find that 

he was justified in bringing Wilson’s evidence to court, as well as John’s, but in the latter case it was of 

course elicited through interrogation, and not through the polygraph.

Caldwell was accused of failing to critically assess the May 23rd and 24th statements of Wilson and 

John. During the preliminary when Tallis became aware of Roberts’ role, he asked to have him called as a 

potential witness.219 He came, and Tallis and Caldwell interviewed him jointly, and then Caldwell did again.

If Roberts had acted improperly in coercing statements from Wilson and John, as alleged, he must 

have been a polished villain, standing up to examination in the Supreme Court of Canada. There is 

no direct evidence that he did anything except come to Saskatoon, do what he was asked and then 

leave the same day. Something short of coercion, however, must be inferred, and this arises from the 

acknowledgement at this Inquiry of David Milgaard’s factual innocence. In view of it, as discussed in 

Chapters 3 and 4 of this report, John’s report to Roberts of seeing Milgaard stab a woman cannot be the 

truth. One must infer that she was pressured into saying that by her interrogator, who thought he knew 

what the truth was, and thought he was getting it from her.

13. Report to Prosecutor

The detective in charge of case preparation in January of 1969 was Elmer Ullrich. He organized the file for 

the prosecutor before the preliminary, did a 21 page summary of witness statements, and delivered much, 

but not all of the police file to the prosecutor. He had no say in the decision to charge Milgaard. His work 

would have taken two or three weeks.

We see in his comment,220 that the question of the stuck vehicle remained uncertain, and he suggested 

that Wilson and John were not telling the entire truth – perhaps to disguise their involvement. This tells me 

that the police were not presenting the prosecutor with a scripted scenario.

But to him, the case seemed to fit together. He had to take witnesses’ statements at face value, not 

having seen them. He did the summary of events for the prosecutor.

He questioned why much should be read into time estimates. Experience teaches that people frequently 

err about this. I accept this.

He described the first four pages of the Mackie Summary as a sort of can-say for trial.

Ullrich’s evidence illustrated, amongst other things, the disclosure practice as between police and the 

prosecutor. The police file was voluminous and contained much irrelevant material, which file managers 

like Ullrich would weed out before it could reach the prosecutor and then the defence, who got nothing 

directly from the police. In the result, information was screened twice for relevance before it got to the 

defence, first as between the police and the prosecutor, and secondly between the prosecutor and 
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defence counsel. Modern standards of disclosure have taken much of the discretion away. The defence is 

entitled to see everything of relevance which the police have, subject to only a few exceptions.

Evidence at this Inquiry demonstrated that the defence did not receive all information which might have 

assisted, a subject which will be touched upon later. I find, however, that nothing of relevance was 

deliberately withheld. Any omissions in disclosure were the product of honest, mistaken belief that the 

material was irrelevant.

14. The Preliminary and Trial

Over the years, T.D.R. Caldwell has been blamed for Milgaard’s wrongful conviction. At the Inquiry he 

was the subject of particular criticism for lack of vigilance as to the credibility of evidence he presented. 

The Inquiry heard evidence about his practice in general, the system he employed in this case, and the 

manner in which he handled particular witnesses.

Calvin Tallis too has been criticized for his conduct of the defence and other aspects of the trial which are 

thought to have contributed to the wrongful conviction.

 (a) Prosecution

  (i) Conduct of T.D.R. Caldwell

Prosecuting counsel in the Milgaard trial was Caldwell. He worked as a prosecutor from 1958 to 1991. In 

1969, he was in the Saskatoon office with another prosecutor. He reported to Serge Kujawa who had a 

three person office in Regina.

The Information charging Milgaard are dated May 26, 1969.221 They went first to City Prosecutor, 

Ben Wolff. The file came to Caldwell in June of 1969, and he and Tallis appeared in Court on July 3, 1969 

to set the preliminary date of August 18, 1969.

Caldwell did not see the police file, which was much larger than the prosecution file. He saw what came 

to him through Ullrich.

Typically, he received some police reports, but not all. As an example, he received the February 5, 1969 

report of Gerald McCorriston concerning Henry Diewold, the St. Mary’s Church caretaker, who had not 

given a statement. Fisher’s name was on the report arising from the bus stop interview, but it meant 

nothing to him, and so played no part in his trial preparation.

Documents were sent by the police to the Crown as they became available, but not everything was 

sent. For example, the Mackie Summary was an internal police document, and was not discussed with 

Caldwell.

By September 9th, Caldwell had all 95 civilian statements taken by police which, Tallis had asked him to 

review.

Caldwell decided which witnesses to call and interviewed them. We see a summary of the evidence 

he expected to call at the preliminary.222 In my view, had it been presented as expected, it constituted 

a strong case for committal. There were apparently no discussions with Tallis about the matter not 
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proceeding to preliminary on a charge of murder. It was Caldwell’s view at the time that everything which 

could have been done by police at the scene was done.

Caldwell chose his witnesses by reference to an index supplied by the police.223 He had no physical 

evidence linking Milgaard to the crime. The semen found in the snow was thought to be from a secretor, 

and Caldwell introduced evidence that Milgaard was a non-secretor (which later turned out not to be the 

case), while still arguing that Milgaard might have been the donor of the semen.

Caldwell’s trial summary was based on the Elmer Ullrich police summary.224 The latter is an amalgam of 

known facts, allegations drawn from witness statements, and what I would term informed speculation – all 

of which is legitimate, in my view.

Asked to comment on the points he thought incriminated Milgaard, he mentioned:

 1. The talk of purse snatching.

 2. The arrival of the Wilson car in the area around 6:30 a.m.

 3. Asking directions of a girl (probably Miller).

 4. Wilson and Milgaard exiting the car and separating.

 5.  Milgaard jabbing at Gail Miller with knife as seen by John. The evidence does not mean 

necessarily that the knife penetrated the coat at that time.

 6. Henry Diewold seeing lights in the alley.

 7. Finding the purse in the garbage can and John saying Milgaard had put it there.

 8.  Wilson returning to the car, finding John hysterical and hearing Milgaard saying “I got her” or 

“I fixed her”.

 9. John seeing a struggle between Milgaard and the victim.

 10. Cadrain seeing blood on Milgaard’s clothes.

 11. Milgaard leaving the Cadrain house to drive a few blocks.

 12. Finding the victim’s wallet near the Cadrain house.

 13. Milgaard’s anxiety to leave Saskatoon.

 14. Milgaard throwing out the compact.

 15. Milgaard driving fast.

 16. Milgaard telling Wilson in Calgary that he had “hit a girl”.

 17. The belief that Wilson knew something, but was not at first telling the whole story.

 18.  Cadrain’s account of Milgaard suggesting that Wilson and John should be done away with.

 19.  The Ullrich summary mentioned Milgaard’s possession of a knife in the car on the way to 

Saskatoon, and his talk of purse snatching. This was important. Caldwell acknowledged that 

some uncertainties existed before trial as to the accuracy of the Wilson and John stories, but it 

was something for the jury to sort out.

 20. The blood stained toque found in a Cadrain neighbor’s yard had significance.

 21.  The evidence of Wilson. At first (on March 3, 1969) he said nothing to incriminate Milgaard but 

then did on May 23rd and 24th. Caldwell, as had some police officers, said that witnesses 

sometimes did this. Seldom does the full story come out on the first interview.

I am satisfied that the police did not set out to incriminate Milgaard through Wilson and John. They 

simply sensed that they were not getting the whole story from them, and so sought expert help from the 

polygrapher Roberts. They believed in the results he achieved, and so did Caldwell. As well, Caldwell 
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correctly observed that Wilson and John could be cross-examined on their statements of March 3 and 

March 11.

In preparation for trial, it was his practice to show witnesses the transcript of their preliminary inquiry 

evidence.

Caldwell explained his notes,225 which included things to do and cryptic comments on the evidence. 

There is nothing inappropriate here.

      A Nichol John

Caldwell said that in one of his pre-preliminary inquiry interviews with John, she ran from his office. He 

was certain that she feared David Milgaard for what she had said. This was a suspicion that was only 

deepened by her declaration to others outside the courtroom at the preliminary inquiry to the effect that 

she had seen everything, and it was a wonder that he did not kill her too; and that she would say nothing. 

I am satisfied that going into the preliminary inquiry, Caldwell was justified in thinking that he had the right 

accused, and a strong case against him. Three of Milgaard’s friends had, after all, implicated him without 

any apparent motive to lie. One of them, Wilson, spoke of John’s hysteria upon Milgaard’s return to the 

car, and her statement to him (Wilson) that she had seen the stabbing. She also said that she repeated 

this to him in Calgary.

In fact, at the preliminary, John did not describe a stabbing. Despite this, Caldwell did not think his case 

was weakened. I agree with him as far as committal goes. There was still some evidence upon which 

a jury could convict, but surely to lose an eye witness account of the attack was a serious thing for the 

Crown. Caldwell and his colleague, Perras, in fact prepared to challenge John on her forgetfulness at trial 

under s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act, should the need arise.

The suggestion was made that Raymond Mackie bullied John into making the statement of May 24th, 

and as a result she would not repeat it thereafter. That suggestion was disputed by Mackie at the Inquiry 

during his testimony and by John in her Inquiry testimony.

Moreover, on the available evidence, John told Art Roberts on May 23, 1969 what she had seen, and 

simply repeated herself on May 24 to Mackie.

Notwithstanding John’s refusal in interviews to adopt the crucial parts of her May 24th statement, and her 

failure at the preliminary to do so, Caldwell said he had hopes that she would at trial because he believed 

it to be true. Her declaration outside the preliminary inquiry courtroom convinced him of this. But he 

prepared for the worst, by studying the new s. 9(2) procedure under the Canada Evidence Act.

At David Milgaard’s preliminary inquiry, John said that Milgaard came back from the elevator with a 

flashlight and a knife.226 She also saw a maroon handled paring knife in the car. The three of them talked 

about purse snatching and break-ins. They arrived in Saskatoon around 6:30 a.m., looked for Cadrain’s 

place, stopping a girl for directions. They then drove half a block, made a U-turn and got stuck. Milgaard 

got out to inspect, re-entered the car, and then they got going again, turning into an alley and getting 

stuck at the entrance to the alley behind the funeral home.
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Both Wilson and Milgaard got out to get help, going in opposite directions. At this point in her 

straightforward narrative she said that she could not recall what happened next, except that Wilson got in 

the car, then Milgaard. They drove down another alley and their car stalled.

She then described the stops at the Danchuk’s and the Cadrain’s; at the garage to have the car fixed; at a 

friend of Cadrain’s; and finally leaving Saskatoon. She spoke of finding the cosmetic case, and of Milgaard 

throwing it out. Her narrative continued, as it began, without hesitation. The only break in it occurred when 

she could not remember what happened after Wilson and Milgaard left the car in the alley. It would have 

been an easy inference to make that she held back, not that she could not remember.

She told of driving to Calgary, then Edmonton and St. Albert, meeting Sharon Williams and staying 

overnight with her in a motel. Then they returned to Calgary, then drove to Banff, and finally to Regina.

Caldwell’s questions took her back to the alley behind the funeral home where they were stuck. She was 

no more helpful this time, saying only that Wilson must have been back in the car when Milgaard returned, 

and she did not know how the car was freed.

In my view, John significantly implicated Milgaard at the preliminary inquiry, notwithstanding her failure to 

repeat the most incriminating parts of her May 24th statement.

Caldwell made a note of a striking event. Outside the courtroom at the preliminary inquiry, he came upon 

Albert Cadrain, Peggy Miller and Mary Marcoux. He wrote down on the spot what they told him:

All heard N. John say ‘I don’t know why he didn’t kill me too. I was right there and saw it 

all, but I’m not going to say nothing’.227

I accept that this would make a strong impression on Caldwell. It would reinforce his belief in Milgaard’s 

guilt, and it would later provide a reason for his eye witness turning on him at trial by saying she could 

not remember. Caldwell testified that he thought he could not get this declaration in evidence. He might 

well have put it to John in the inquiry at trial under s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act, but he did not try. 

If this was an error, it worked to Milgaard’s benefit. Confronted with it, John might have admitted fear of 

Milgaard and adopted her statement.

John began showing fear of testifying even before the preliminary. Caldwell interviewed her more than 

once, and once she ran out of his office in tears when Mackie was present, never telling him that she had 

witnessed a murder. He did not go back to Mackie, because he learned that John was very upset with 

him. And Art Roberts, the polygrapher, was in Calgary. Who was he to go to for help? So he called her 

at the preliminary, hoping for the best. She disappointed him, but he could not cross-examine his own 

witness and was not prepared at the time for an s. 9(2) hearing.

There is no evidence to suggest that Caldwell’s handling of John was improper from the time of his first 

interview to the conclusion of the trial. He put her forward as a credible witness, and had recourse to 

available remedies under the Canada Evidence Act when she proved to be less than co-operative at 

trial. The details of what transpired at trial relating to her evidence are dealt with elsewhere in this report. 

Although Caldwell’s handling of the s. 9 Canada Evidence Act issue had profound consequences for the 

conviction, he acted within the law and in good faith.
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Caldwell’s Inquiry testimony about John’s trial evidence and his perspective is interesting. He said that 

he advanced her May 24th statement as the truth. He had no evidence that she had been under the 

influence of drugs at material times, and he reminded the jury that she had been kept in cells before giving 

her statement.

At trial, he said, she told less than the whole truth. He said quite frankly that going through with her, in 

the jury’s presence, all the details of the attack which he described in her May 24th statement but could 

not remember at trial, would enable the jury to draw the inference that what she said in her May 24th 

statement was the truth. This is an important admission for two reasons:

It comes from a former prosecutor whose long career was in the criminal court;•	
It is against interest in that it lays him open to the criticism that he set out to evade the witnesses’ •	
refusal to adopt part of an out-of-court statement, the contents of which were not before the jury 

for truth of content.

But in the final analysis, Caldwell was entitled to do what he did. Criticism is more properly directed at the 

law itself in the form of s. 9, the application of the section by the judge at Milgaard’s trial, and the great 

prejudice it holds for an accused.

      B Ron Wilson

Caldwell acknowledged that Wilson’s record raised a credibility issue, but that nevertheless he advanced 

Wilson’s May 23rd and May 24th statements as the truth. He had confidence in the police interviewers 

and had no evidence that Wilson had been under the influence of drugs at material times. He noted that if 

Wilson had intended to frame Milgaard he could have used more inflammatory and specific language than 

he did. For example, instead of saying “I got her” or “I fixed her”, he might have said stab or rape.

He had warned Wilson to be truthful, and he believed him when he related Milgaard’s admissions. For one 

thing, Wilson was a friend of the accused with no motive to lie and some of the evidence he gave, in 

Caldwell’s view, like the purse going into a garbage can, would be known only to someone who was 

there. The latter is perhaps not a strong reason for believing Wilson, given that police might have told him 

about the purse or he might have read it in the newspaper.

Asked to comment on Wilson’s evidence at the Inquiry, where he said that Caldwell had urged him to 

stretch the time away from the car, Caldwell denied having done so but admitted that it was possible that 

he spoke to Wilson just before the trial to discuss the time element. I accept this.

Other important points in Wilson’s evidence were that Milgaard told him “I got her” or “I fixed her”; that he 

and Milgaard were away from the car at the same time; that he saw blood on Milgaard’s clothes, which 

Milgaard changed at Cadrain’s; that Milgaard threw a compact out of the car; and that John screamed on 

the way to Calgary.

Because of the reported talk in the car between Milgaard and Wilson about purse snatching, Caldwell had 

concerns about Wilson and John being regarded as accomplices. Their testimony about such talk could 

supply a motive for the attack, but if it made accomplices of them the judge would need to warn the 

jury about accepting their evidence, which was important for the Crown. So Caldwell decided not to ask 

Wilson about it.

What he did, in essence, was to refrain from calling relevant evidence, helpful to the Crown in one respect, 

but potentially damaging to the credibility of the Crown witnesses. I think that the decision was his to 
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make. If the defence, who knew of the alleged purse snatching conversation, had wished to raise it, they 

might have done so in cross-examination of Wilson and John.

I am satisfied that Caldwell put up Wilson in good faith as a credible witness.

Wilson’s evidence that Caldwell had encouraged him to stretch his estimate of the time Milgaard was 

away from the car is categorically denied by Caldwell, and I accept his denial. In terms of credibility, 

Caldwell and Wilson are at opposite ends of the spectrum with Caldwell at the top.

      C Albert Cadrain

Albert Cadrain, Caldwell agreed, was a key witness because of what he said about Milgaard having 

blood on his clothes and changing them; being excited to leave town; and Wilson and John being afraid 

of Milgaard as evidenced inter alia by her behaviour at the preliminary and at the trial. He read Milgaard’s 

statements228 which did not admit the offense, and which he did not regard as being accurate.

Cadrain was interviewed by Elmer Ullrich, Raymond Mackie and T.D.R. Caldwell on August 25, 1969.229 

At this time, Caldwell heard Cadrain tell of Milgaard having sex with girls in the bathtub, and said that one 

Schellenberg could corroborate it. Caldwell wanted the latter interviewed, not so much that Cadrain’s 

credibility was in doubt, but because he was interested in possible evidence of aberrant sexual behaviour. 

I think that this answers the objection that Caldwell should have doubted Cadrain in general if he was 

capable of coming up with such a wild story. It was a highly unusual act, if true, but, as later suggested to 

Caldwell (and he agreed) not so unusual given Milgaard’s acts of public sex in the motel.

      D Other Witnesses

Caldwell thought that the evidence of church caretaker Henry Diewold would be important. He was 

between St. Mary’s Church and the rectory, around 7:00 a.m. He could see eastward down the alley, to 

the degree possible with the ice fog, and he saw headlights facing him. John said that their car was stuck 

in the entrance to that alley at about that time.

That Danchuks did not see blood on Milgaard and nothing incriminating was found in Wilson’s car 

belongs to that category of evidence which does not prove the negative, i.e. that the blood was not there, 

or that the evidence was not in the car. It was something to take into account, but not something, in 

Caldwell’s view, which detracted from his case against Milgaard. Other things, like the evidence of garage 

mechanics that Milgaard was in a hurry and was anxious to clean out the car, could be incriminating.

Caldwell had the Penkala report concerning the frozen lumps in the snow which contained human pubic 

hair. He noted how to deal with the secretor issue. There was obviously a problem here, but there was no 

indication that he intended to deal with it inappropriately. In any case, the most that Caldwell could hope 

for in relation to such evidence was that Milgaard would not be excluded by blood type as the donor of 

the semen.

Caldwell did not know if Milgaard would testify until the close of the Crown’s case, and Tallis told us that 

he decided only then. Caldwell obtained Milgaard’s background and psychological files to be ready for 

possible defenses based on insanity. This was done in serious cases.
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  (ii) Disclosure

The prosecution has also been severely criticized by the Milgaard group for failing to disclose material 

which would have been helpful to the defence.

The Supreme Court of Canada in the Reference in 1992 gave its opinion that disclosure met the 

standards of the day. Those standards were a good deal less stringent than at present.

The modern standard of disclosure has been set by the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Stinchcombe, 

[1991] 3 S.C.R 326. While the Crown has a general duty to disclose all relevant information to the defence 

in the case of indictable offences, the prosecutor retains a degree of discretion, subject to review, in the 

following areas:

excluding what is clearly irrelevant;•	
withholding the names of persons to protect them from harassment or injury;•	
to enforce the privilege relating to informers; and•	
the timing of disclosure in order to complete an investigation.•	

The discretion of the Crown extends to both the withholding of information, and to the timing of 

disclosure. As to relevance the Crown must err on the side of inclusion, but need not include what is 

clearly irrelevant. Disclosure of all relevant information being the general rule, upon review the Crown must 

bring itself within an exception to that rule. Failure to disclose impedes the right to make full answer and 

defence.

Privilege, to justify exclusion, must constitute a reasonable limit on the right to make full answer and 

defence. The obligation to disclose is triggered by a request by, or on behalf of, the accused, made at any 

time after the charge. Initial disclosure should occur before the accused is called upon to plead or elect 

mode of trial.

Subject to the reviewable discretion of the Crown, all relevant information, including witness statements, 

must be disclosed. The obligation extends to notes and verbal communications where no written 

statement exists.

By tradition, prosecutors are ministers of justice, and not adversaries.

In contrast to the above, the standards of disclosure in 1969 were much lower. Caldwell and Tallis agreed 

that although the defence was not legally entitled to see witness statements in the Crown’s possession, 

they would be provided.230 They also agreed to the duty set out in Dallison v. Caffery (1964), 2 AIIE.R. 610 

(C.A.):

The duty of a prosecuting counsel or solicitor, as I have always understood it, is this: if 

he knows of a credible witness who can speak to material facts which tend to show the 

prisoner to be innocent, he must either call that witness himself or make his statement 

available to the defence.231

Requests for documents by Tallis, and replies by Caldwell began on June 10, 1969, and continued right 

up to the preliminary inquiry on August 20, 1969. The letter of June 10, 1969,232 written by Tallis is a 
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study in contrast between the 1969 practice of discretionary disclosure, and the present day mandatory 

disclosure under Stinchcombe. Tallis asked for copies of statements and related reports even though, he 

said, “I may not be entitled to them as a matter of law …” He asked, as well, for any psychiatric reports.

Tallis requested the names of all witnesses whom Caldwell did not intend to call, but who might be useful 

to the defence.233 This was on August 21, 1969 after the preliminary had started. Some adjournments 

were requested by the defence during the preliminary, and I conclude that defence preparation was 

ongoing throughout. I note that Tallis came into the picture in only June and that summer holidays 

intervened.

Caldwell met with Tallis for an hour on September 8, 1969, to discuss: calling an additional witness; 

admissibility of other offences by the accused; production of lie detector materials; calling Roberts himself; 

and the calling of Shirley Wilson.234

On the same day as the meeting with Tallis, Caldwell listed his remaining witnesses including some for the 

defence, Shirley Wilson and Roberts, and possible witnesses “to show prisoner innocent”.235

He and Tallis interviewed Roberts. A list of possible exculpatory witnesses was considered236 by Caldwell. 

He wrote to Tallis the next day237 reporting that he had read all 95 civilian witness statements. He cited 

Dallison v. Caffery, supra, as defining his duty.

He then reviewed the only statement that he thought might apply. Tallis had a chance to meet police 

officers at Caldwell’s office and question them himself. Tallis was referred to the report of Elliott about a 

man in a car waiting across the street while he and Gail Miller sat in Elliott’s car in the early morning hours.

As noted, Caldwell did not send to Tallis, the Victim 13 statement238 nor the Victim 10 and Victim 12 

statements,239 which bore notations “Indecent assault, not connected”.

The notations were placed on the file by police, apparently, certainly not by Caldwell who, I find, was 

influenced by them. They were probably put there by police as their own comment, and perhaps for 

Caldwell’s benefit. In other words, “don’t waste time on this – it is unconnected to the murder”.

Caldwell then reviewed for us the statements he had in search of material facts which might “show 

the prisoner to be innocent” (Dallison v. Caffery, supra). He had not viewed Victim 12 as being in that 

category but concedes that had he been aware of the rapist/murderer theory he would have referred the 

Fisher Victim 1, Fisher Victim 2 and Fisher Victim 3 matters to Tallis, as well as Victim 10, Victim 13 and 

Victim 12. But he was not, and he did not. It is unfair to tax Caldwell in 1969 with what we know today. 

I am satisfied that he gave Tallis all the information he honestly believed relevant.

Tallis was certainly alive to the challenge presented by the statements elicited by Roberts, and the 

question of why Milgaard would change his clothes in Regina and again in Saskatoon – he asked that 

both Roberts and Shirley Wilson be called as Crown witnesses at the preliminary and trial. Caldwell 

obliged, agreeing to call them, thus sparing Tallis the tactical disadvantage of calling them himself and 
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having then to address the jury first. It was Caldwell’s trial practice to allow Tallis to review officers’ notes 

ahead of time.

Caldwell was referred to the Gerald McCorriston report,240 which recorded Margaret Merriman saying that 

she watched out her window at 226 Avenue N South for a few minutes but saw nothing. Caldwell says 

that when he now looks at a map and the report of her statement he can see the possible significance of 

her evidence to the defence. He concedes that had he noted it then, his proper course would have been 

to call her and pass along the substance of what she could say to Tallis.

But Tallis, of course, had asked Caldwell to look at witness statements for items potentially helpful to the 

defence. Caldwell did not do this with police reports and, in the practice of the day, he need not have. 

I find that he simply failed to notice the Merriman item or, if he did, placed no importance on it. There is no 

question here of willful failure to disclose.

In the practice of the day, neither the RCMP nor the Saskatoon Police owed a direct duty of disclosure 

to the defence. The RCMP reported to the Saskatoon Police and the latter dealt with the prosecutor who 

was expected to disclose to the defence matters which might assist.

The RCMP also reported to the Saskatchewan Attorney General as a matter of contract. The J.A.B. 

Riddell document,241 is an internal memo directed to headquarters of F Division. It relates the services 

rendered to Saskatoon Police to date, March 20, 1969, and a history of the file. The matters covered 

were, as we have heard from Joseph Penkala, well known to Saskatoon Police.

Caldwell has been wrongfully accused over the years of misconduct and dereliction of duty in the matter 

of disclosure relating to a knife found on the fence near the body, Wilson’s first statement to police and 

Fisher as a suspect. These matters have been referred to elsewhere.

The Milgaard group have maintained that the Crown’s theory of events at trial was impossible, and they 

have laid great emphasis on this over the years and at the Inquiry. They have maintained that Caldwell 

failed to disclose evidence of certain witnesses who could say that Gail Miller always walked down 

Avenue O to her bus stop because his theory was that she must have walked down Avenue N where she 

encountered her killer. Caldwell suggested to the jury that Avenue N was the route, but conceded that it 

could be either Avenue O or Avenue N and the trial judge left that open to the jury.

On January 19, 1970, during the course of the trial Caldwell sent copies of the Dennis Elliott (who drove 

Gail Miller home) statement to Tallis along with about 13 others. One might think that such production was 

a little late in the day to have been of any use but I heard evidence from both Caldwell and Tallis that they 

were in frequent conversation with one another and that Tallis would have known or seen the contents of 

statements in Caldwell’s possession.

Caldwell says that his office was proactive in disclosure, although the term might not have even been 

in use then. They disclosed freely upon request except for the distinction between police reports and 

witness statements. The former were not released. As the evidence was to show, most of the items 

making the possible connection between the murder and the Fisher rapes were contained in the police 

reports. This was long before Stinchcombe, of course, and police reports were withheld for good reason 

– to prevent the dissemination of sensitive information which might harm innocent third parties. But over 
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time, the Courts have seen an overriding public interest in disclosure and production of police reports is 

now routine.

In 1969, defence received what the prosecution thought it should, and this of course placed a heavy 

burden on the prosecutor who himself had not received the entire police file.

Seen in this light, the disclosure asked for by Tallis and granted by Caldwell was rather extensive. 

Caldwell wrote to Tallis in September 1969, telling him of possible exculpatory evidence. Further letters 

passed between them up to trial time. Caldwell said that Tallis had been asking for disclosure throughout 

the case.

In terms of the standard of disclosure, this case is more an illustration of the wisdom of Stinchombe than 

it is of failure by police and prosecution in 1969. To the degree that Caldwell might have failed to meet 

the standards of the day in terms of disclosure, he nevertheless acted in good faith and did not suppress 

evidence. A further discussion of this point will follow.

Caldwell said that he viewed his role as being independent of the police service. He reviewed statements 

and did his own assessment of witnesses through interviews. Three of the main ones were Ron 

Wilson, Nichol John and Albert Cadrain, and none complained to him of mistreatment by members 

of the Saskatoon Police. He had no impression of coerced or planted evidence. His practice was to 

interview important or doubtful witnesses in the presence of a peace officer. He says that he did not view 

prosecution as a matter of winning or losing, but rather as the performance of a public duty.

As prosecutor it was his sole duty to present credible evidence. He would not presume that a witness’s 

evidence had been tainted by coercion, but if there was any hint of it in his interview, he would follow it 

up through a good, sound investigation. This raises a good point. It is tempting to say after the event that 

Caldwell should have been more vigilant for tainted evidence, but there was no hint of it. He has testified 

that he was dealing with Saskatoon Police officers who were professional, experienced and reliable. 

He was impressed with Calgary officer Art Roberts’ credentials. I have no evidence of a poor reputation 

amongst Saskatoon Police of the day.

As for John being kept overnight in cells, he thought that it was her idea. She wanted to be in a secure 

setting and in fact was moved to the matron’s office when she asked. So, as far as he was concerned, 

there was no intimidation intended. Indeed, the Inquiry evidence showed that none resulted.

On the subject of late disclosure, the practice of the day was to give defence counsel earlier access to 

statements but not necessarily copies of them. I find that to be implied in the correspondence between 

Tallis and Caldwell. The latter suggests that Tallis saw some statements before he received copies.

The Cadrain, Wilson and John statements were sent on only August 15, 1969,242 quite close to the start 

of the preliminary inquiry on August 18th, but Wilson was not called until August 27th, Cadrain until 

August 28th and John until September 4th.

Tallis obtained some adjournments. Years later, Milgaard counsel were given access to statements of 

Victim 12, Victim 1, Victim 10, Victim 9 and Victim 11, as we see from David Asper’s letter of January 27, 

1992.243 A list of materials filed at the Supreme Court by Asper indicates that Victim 10’s statement was 
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amongst them.244 The fact that they were still on the Crown file argues against any idea of suppression. 

None of them could fairly be said to constitute information tending to show the innocence of the accused, 

albeit they showed that there was activity by sexual assault offenders in the area at the time, something 

which would be disclosed in the present day as a matter of course.

Caldwell was charged with having failed as a gatekeeper of the evidence, when he did not see the 

significance of a serial rapist at work. But as he explained, in 1969, police forces were not using profiling 

of potential criminals as an investigative tool. Only years later, perhaps in the 1980s and 1990s did 

authorities begin to think that criminal behavioral patterns could be discerned. However that might be, 

the fact is that in 1969, Caldwell did not consider the significance of the rapes in 1968, not having been 

alerted to them by the police.

Tallis did not receive the Victim 12 report, and he said that he could have used it to argue that the 

murderer also attacked her, and there was no suggestion that Milgaard had attacked Victim 12. It would 

not have been a strong argument, given the timing of events, but he said he would have expected 

disclosure even then. Caldwell admitted a lapse of judgment about this.

The description of the Victim 12 assault is in no way similar to the Miller attack. The suggestion by Joyce 

Milgaard’s counsel that disclosure of this assault to Tallis by Caldwell would have “blown his case [against 

Milgaard] to smithereens”,245 depends upon one concluding that the Miller and Victim 12 attackers were 

one and the same – and that Milgaard was at the motel around 7:07 a.m. – the time of the Victim 12 

attack. That was, and is, far from an inevitable conclusion. It also overlooks the fact that if Larry Fisher 

was assaulting Victim 12 at 7:07 he would have an alibi for the Miller murder happening seven or eight 

blocks away at the same time.

I find from Tallis’ Inquiry evidence, that had full disclosure by today’s standards been made, he might 

have received information leading to further lines of inquiry, particularly through cross-examination at the 

preliminary inquiry. For example, had he received all the police reports, he would have seen Sid Sargent’s 

report about a young woman dressed like a nurse at Avenue N and 20th Street between 7:00 and 

7:05 a.m. If that was Gail Miller it would be improbable that Milgaard had anything to do with the murder.

Because of the Milgaard claim at the Inquiry that the activities of a serial rapist in the area were notorious 

at the time, it was interesting to hear Tallis say that:

he had not seen The StarPhoenix article of December 14, 1968•	 246 warning women;

he had not heard of the rapes, or of a serial rapist;•	
his contact on the west side made no mention of them;•	
he did not hear of the Victim 11 assault, even though he lived nearby.•	

Tallis had no information that the Saskatoon Police and the RCMP had thought of a single perpetrator 

for the murder and the sexual assaults. He would have called Caldwell had he known. But, of course, 

Caldwell did not know either. The RCMP report dated March 20, 1969, did not surface until 1993.247 

It would have helped, Tallis says, as would Cpl. Edwin Rasmussen’s report of May 7, 1969,248 about 

Fisher Victim 1, Fisher Victim 2 and Fisher Victim 3. The latter, he thinks, would have formed the 
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evidentiary foundation for an argument that a third party, not Milgaard, had murdered Gail Miller. Milgaard 

was not in Saskatoon when these attacks occurred. The evidence was important enough to attract the 

attention of experienced investigators, and was the sort of thing he expected to get from the Crown. 

Caldwell, not having seen these reports, cannot be faulted for not telling Tallis. As for the police not 

telling Caldwell, although Rasmussen in his report said that there was a strong possibility that the three 

rapes and the murder were directly connected, he also made it clear that the three sexual assault victims 

were interviewed at length and could not help with identification. This is another example of decisions 

for disclosure being made at the time first by the police and then by the prosecutor. Nowadays, such 

information would go to the defence.

Joseph Penkala saw a similarity between two of the rapes and the murder,249 and this fact could have 

assisted Tallis. But Caldwell either missed it, or failed to appreciate its significance to the defence. One 

can understand, therefore, the advantages of a system of disclosure which puts all relevant police reports 

before the defence. At the Inquiry, Caldwell denied suggestions put to him by Milgaard counsel that he 

suppressed or withheld material, and I find that there is no substance to these allegations. That said, even 

innocent failure to disclose might contribute to a wrongful conviction.

As for post-conviction disclosure, prior to the Milgaard appeal being heard in November of 1970, Fisher 

had confessed to the Winnipeg and Saskatoon rapes. Had he known this, says Tallis, at any time before 

judgment came down in January of 1971, he could have applied to have new evidence considered by 

the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, and after that by the Supreme Court of Canada. But the fact is, he 

did not know, and I find no duty on anyone to have told him unless, of course, someone in authority had 

made the connection. Of this I have no evidence. Tallis said that he knew nothing to justify the allegation 

that Kujawa and Caldwell had made the connection but conspired to withhold the information. They were 

of the highest personal and professional integrity, and would have told him of pertinent information before 

the appeals expired.

He saw nothing unusual in the direct indictment procedure used to receive the Fisher guilty pleas in 

Regina. Prisoners from Prince Albert were regularly brought to Regina for criminal appeals and air 

transport was available.

I observe that the post-Stinchcombe era, while it has brought increased work and responsibility for the 

Crown in terms of the volume of material which must be disclosed, has at the same time made the 

Crown’s task easier because they have less discretion. In my view the 1969 – 1970 situation placed a 

rather unfair burden on the prosecutor. He was expected to decide what was helpful to the defence and 

to produce that while, as a general rule, withholding police reports. Today’s situation is quite different. 

Everything of possible relevance is produced at the cost, I am sure, of releasing confidential and perhaps 

irrelevant information. But, apparently, a higher public interest is being served.

Asked to comment about Serge Kujawa, Tallis said that he had experience with him both at trial and 

on appeal, and that Kujawa probably gave him a little more disclosure than he was entitled to. He 

cooperated, making concessions where called for, and could be relied upon to carefully consider any 

request.

I am satisfied that Tallis received full cooperation from the Crown, both at trial and on appeal. In hindsight, 

he might have benefited from fuller disclosure relating to other crimes of sexual assault in Saskatoon in 

1968, had he thought of introducing such evidence as a defence based upon the rapist also being the 
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murderer of Gail Miller. Tallis did not tell us he would have advanced such a defence, rather that disclosure 

would have opened further lines of inquiry to him. I find that to the extent that material relating to other 

sexual assaults came to Caldwell’s attention while preparing for the Milgaard trial, he rejected them as 

being unrelated and not requiring disclosure. It was a decision within his discretion.

Kujawa, as we know, was not involved with the trial. He argued the appeal, and he spoke for the Crown 

on Fisher’s guilty pleas in Regina.

He agreed that there was an ongoing duty on prosecutors relating to disclosure – to give relevant 

evidence to the defence. But it relates to evidence, not mere suspicion. He said that once Milgaard’s 

appeals were exhausted, he simply went on to the next case and Wolch, for one, did not bring anything 

to him to cause him to reopen the matter. This raises a very good point. I have evidence from people who 

dealt with him at the time to indicate that inquiries to Kujawa would have received due consideration. 

While Hersh Wolch and David Asper have given no satisfactory reason for failing to approach him.

Reporter Dan Lett wrote an article April 22, 1992, provocatively entitled, “Milgaard lawyers heap scorn 

on Kujawa”.250 They describe him as either incompetent or dishonest when he failed to disclose key 

evidence. And it also says that Caldwell frequently sought his advice. Kujawa says that he advised him 

only once regarding s. 9(2). I accept that. Nor was it correct to say that he failed to disclose material 

to Milgaard’s lawyer because he thought it irrelevant or that he kept evidence under wraps, perhaps 

intentionally, for more than 20 years.

Asper was quoted in the Globe and Mail on May 2, 1992,251 as saying that it was not a question of 

whether there was a cover-up, but rather how widespread it was. Kujawa commented that he failed to 

give the comment much notice, given the source.

  (iii) Crown Theory at Trial

It is customary in a criminal trial by judge and jury for the prosecution to put its theory of events before 

the jury to assist their understanding. What counsel says in this regard is not evidence. That comes in the 

form of witness testimony, and exhibits entered as evidence.

Crown counsel develops his theory from an opening statement of the facts as he expects them to be 

shown and a closing address to the jury in which he puts forward his theory of the facts as demonstrated 

by the evidence. Caldwell’s closing address is Appendix G.

A jury is always told that they are the finders of fact, and that they are not to accept anything said to them 

by counsel on the facts, unless it is borne out by evidence in the trial.

Broadly speaking, Caldwell suggested that Gail Miller left her rooming house and walked south towards 

20th Street to catch her bus. On the way, Milgaard, Wilson and John pulled up beside her in Wilson’s car 

and asked for directions. They then became stuck in the alley near where her body was found with Wilson 

and Milgaard leaving in opposite directions to look for help. Before Wilson’s return to the car, Milgaard 

grabbed the victim in the alley, raped her and stabbed her to death and then returned to the car.

At the Inquiry, Milgaard counsel tried to demonstrate by a video re-enactment that the scenario described 

by Nichol John in her May 24th statement was impossible, and therefore fabricated. The fact of the matter 
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is that there was no convincing evidence to show whether Gail Miller walked down Avenue N or Avenue O 

or the alley, or even that she had been picked up at her residence in a vehicle and then dropped off 

somewhere. I did not find the video to be helpful.

Caldwell suggested that the woman stopped by the Milgaard group for directions was Gail Miller, but even 

that much is not certain from the available evidence. As he said, he simply put a plausible theory to the 

jury in opening, in order to give them an idea of the case which the Crown sought to prove. But he made 

it clear to them that the facts were for them to find; that it was open for them to disagree with the Crown 

theory and still return a verdict of guilty.

Deputy Chief of Police James Forbes had written to Caldwell on July 8, 1969,252 giving, I find, a fair 

representation of the facts as they were known to police at the time. Caldwell said that he thought that 

Gail Miller had walked down Avenue N, but others thought that Avenue O was her most likely route. 

Having listened to the evidence and having read the transcripts and other documents in this matter, I 

find that the police, the prosecution and the jury might have concluded that her route was not of prime 

importance. The trial judge said as much in his charge. Miller might have walked straight down Avenue 

O to the bus stop from her front door. She could have exited the back door and down the alley or down 

Avenue N via 21st Street. There simply is no persuasive evidence of the route she took – only possibilities. 

We do know that it was -41.1C with a south wind at 18 kilometres per hour. Anyone who has walked in 

these conditions into the wind knows the urgent need to find shelter. The alley would afford that to some 

degree because of trees and houses on all sides. So Gail Miller might have chosen the Avenue N bus stop 

because she could find more shelter from the wind en-route. The jury had more than one possible route 

to consider.

What Caldwell suggested to the jury was that the victim walked on either Avenue O or Avenue N, (he 

favored N) and that Milgaard and his two companions stopped her for directions on Avenue N between 

20th and 21st Streets. He did not try to compute the timing of the events after that, leaving it to the jury 

to sort.

In his view, the window of opportunity for Milgaard to have committed the murder of Gail Miller was 

between approximately 6:45 a.m. when she was last seen at her rooming house, and about 7:30 a.m. 

when Milgaard, John and Wilson arrived at the Danchuks, due allowance being made for inaccuracy in 

reporting times. That was reasonable, I find, given the evidence.

In his jury address, Caldwell dealt with the question of time in approximations because, he said, that 

is the way the evidence was; Wilson only guessed at times. John said they got to Saskatoon around 

6:30 a.m. The motel keeper said that they opened around 7:00 a.m., and that the shoeless man asking 

for directions arrived soon after; say around 7:10 a.m. Sandra Danchuk said that their car became 

stuck between 7:30 a.m. and 7:45 a.m., and that within a few minutes the car with three people arrived. 

Gail Miller was last seen at her residence between 6:35 a.m. and 6:45 a.m. The judge suggested three 

possible routes for her walk to the bus – Avenue N, Avenue O or the alley. And he pointed out that there 

was nothing at all to show positively that the person who was stopped for directions was Gail Miller.

Caldwell acknowledged certain other difficulties he was faced with such as the fact that there was nothing 

to corroborate the Wilson and John statements that their car was behind the funeral home, the fact that 

neither the Danchuks nor Robert Rasmussen saw blood on Milgaard, the fairly short time available for the 

commission of the crime – although experience told him that time estimates by the witnesses were far 
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from exact; the odd circumstance – which he could not explain to the jurors and told them so – that stab 

marks pierced the coat but not the uniform; the handedness of Milgaard not matching the probable right 

hand which delivered the stab wounds; and inability of witnesses to see clearly through the ice fog, Henry 

Diewold being an example.

The trial judge’s charge to the jury253 merits careful reading for the fair manner in which the evidence was 

reviewed, and for the way in which the jury was presented with a set of facts which emphasized the 

general picture instead of “a theory” to which the facts had to fit. He was at pains to explain to the jury 

that they were the finders of fact. Jurors, as we know, must be unanimous in the verdict they reach but 

may arrive at it by different routes.

The judge simply presented the evidence as he saw it and allowed the jury to reach their own conclusions 

as to what happened. He said:

…it would appear from the evidence that the accused, Wilson and John were all in that 

neighborhood, around 20th and “O” and “N” and the location of the church and of the 

funeral chapel and of the motel and of the service station.254

In my view this properly instructed jury heard evidence from which it could have reasonably concluded 

that David Milgaard had the opportunity to commit the Miller murder. I find that Caldwell did not mislead 

the jury on this point, either intentionally or inadvertently.

I accept Caldwell’s evidence that he put Cadrain forward as a credible witness, having interviewed him 

before both the preliminary inquiry and the trial. He had no concerns about drug use at relevant times, 

and noted that Cadrain, after repeated questioning by police, had not changed the essence of his story. 

I accept that he saw no indication of mental problems in Albert in 1969 and 1970, nor did others, Joyce 

Milgaard amongst them, who testified that she noticed no signs of mental illness in Cadrain at trial, and 

she did not bring the subject to the attention of Tallis.

Albert’s brother Dennis Cadrain now thinks that Albert was mentally ill at the time, but he did not warn 

anyone. Other members of his family disagreed with his present assessment of Albert’s condition at the 

time of trial.

Joyce Milgaard knew, according to her Inquiry evidence, that Albert Cadrain was hospitalized only in 

1972, well after the trial, for mental illness. Yet knowing that, she wrote in her book in 1999 that:

…the jury unfortunately never heard that Shorty was diagnosed as a paranoid 

schizophrenic.255

She admitted that the reader would conclude that the Crown put up a paranoid schizophrenic as a 

witness and kept it from the jury.

Cadrain died some years prior to the Inquiry, and had gone through protracted periods of mental illness 

since 1972. Never, throughout his preliminary and trial testimony at the Supreme Court of Canada 

review, or in the many interviews conducted by investigators, did he resile from the essential points 

in his statement to police of March 1969, that he saw David Milgaard at his house on the morning of 
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January 31, 1969 with blood on his clothing. I find that Caldwell was properly convinced of his credibility, 

and acted accordingly in putting him forward as a Crown witness.

He produced witnesses for cross-examination only so that Tallis would not have to call them, and then be 

obliged to address the jury first. Art Roberts and Shirley Wilson were examples of this, and Marie Indyk 

was another.

 (b) Defence Counsel

Calvin Tallis of Saskatoon was retained by Joyce Milgaard through the Legal Aid Plan to defend her son 

David. He was her first choice.256 According to Caldwell, Tallis was the leading defence lawyer in the 

province at that time.

Tallis testified that he never turned down legal cases unless he had a conflict. His experience in both 

defending and prosecuting was helpful to him.

In connection with her choice of lawyer to defend her son, Joyce Milgaard said years later that she was 

stuck with a legal aid lawyer. That opinion was not shared by others. Her second lawyer on the reopening, 

Tony Merchant, acknowledged that Tallis was known as the best, or one of the best, criminal lawyers in 

the Province. His work on legal aid files was no different than on private retainers.

Tallis was also held in high esteem by the police, Joseph Penkala agreeing that he was the best defence 

lawyer in Saskatchewan, and he was faced with a difficult case to defend.

Murray Sawatsky, who led the Flicker Investigation, said that throughout he heard many complimentary 

things about the professionalism of Caldwell and Tallis, except from Joyce Milgaard. He said she said 

that Tallis was incompetent and accused him of conspiring with Caldwell to have her son convicted. The 

result of that was that Sawatsky had to warn Tallis as a suspect in a criminal offence for an accusation he 

thought was absurd. He said, however, that Tallis offered to answer any questions and did so in an open 

and forthright manner.

  (i) Conduct of Calvin Tallis

As we have seen, Tallis was Joyce Milgaard’s choice of counsel. Despite what she later said about him he 

was a good choice, as may be seen from his preparation, and from his conduct at the preliminary inquiry 

and trial.

The present section will deal with his preparation for trial, as well as certain issues he faced at the trial 

itself. Although much of the area has already been covered in consideration of evidence relating to 

Caldwell.

      A Meetings with Client

Tallis testified that his first comprehensive meeting with David Milgaard was on August 4, 1969, and 

there were two more before trial257 in Prince Albert. He also met him daily in private during the preliminary 

inquiry and trial. Although he received copies of the Cadrain, Wilson, John statements only on August 15, 

1969, he was aware of their contents August 4, 1969, and says that he would have told his client of their 
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contents. He knew, as well, about the statements of March 3, 1969, and April 18, 1969, given by David 

Milgaard to the police.

He spent quite a bit of time, he says, going into this client’s background, including his difficulties in school 

and with the law. He did not discuss Milgaard’s sexual conduct, with his parents, out of respect for his 

privacy.

In his three visits to his client in Prince Albert, and in phone conversations, he kept him fully informed, and 

gave him appropriate cautions and instructions, such as to avoid discussions with friends and with peace 

officers in the absence of Tallis.

      B Building the File

Tallis testified that in building a file he used a check-list, and copious notes which were then typed and 

simplified in memos. There would have been more than 50 memos by the time of trial, some short and 

others two or three pages in length. His file was left with the law firm when he was appointed to the bench 

in 1976. The firm changed offices more than once. The file could not be found, but the last persons to 

have seen it were Joyce Milgaard and her lawyer, Young, in early 1981. Young told the Inquiry that Joyce 

Milgaard copied much of it, but that he returned the file.

      C Conspiracy to Convict

The Commission has prepared a chronology of Tallis’ involvement in the case.258 To read it is to wonder 

why anyone would have the temerity (and some had) to suggest that Tallis offered only a token defense 

to David Milgaard. To listen to his testimony, and to the testimonials offered by witnesses as to his 

competence and integrity, is to conclude that any suggestion such as that made by Joyce Milgaard that 

Tallis and Caldwell colluded to achieve her son’s conviction, had no foundation in reality. As he told the 

RCMP, Tallis described as absurd the suggestion of Joyce Milgaard that there might have been collusion 

between him and Caldwell to convict her son.259

He referred to the extensive publicity between 1989 and 1997 surrounding allegations of misconduct by 

the authorities, and by him. Some of them appear in the Alberta Justice report of August 15, 1994.

The RCMP Flicker Report mentions the allegation of collusion on the part of Caldwell, Tallis and 

Saskatoon Police.260 All assumed guilt, it was said, and so Milgaard was given only a token defence.

Tallis observed that this amounted to allegations of corruption and professional misconduct of the most 

serious type. He categorically rejects them. He endeavored, he says, to fulfill his duty, and it was very 

painful for him to be so accused after having done his best.

  (ii) Defences

The forensic evidence went in as expected, and Tallis regarded it as essentially exculpatory. The trial 

judge told the jury that there was no evidence of blood in the semen samples found in the snow, thus 

discounting the possible explanation offered by the Crown for the presence of A antigens, which might 

have been contributed by Milgaard in semen mixed with his blood.
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The suggestion that the jury was confused about the secretor issue, and that the semen samples in the 

snow were used to convict Milgaard, has no merit. My assessment of the trial record is that the jury was 

left with the argument that Milgaard was one of thousands of possible donors of the semen which, in the 

circumstances, neither identified him nor excluded him.

Art Roberts, the polygraph operator, presented special problems for Tallis. It was he who had obtained the 

critical oral statements of May 23 from Wilson and John, but made no record of the circumstances of the 

taking of the statements.

Roberts played a pivotal role in this case, but although Tallis interviewed him, he got nowhere. Roberts 

represented himself as an expert polygrapher, and refused to discuss the taking of statements. Even on 

the polygraph test he was unhelpful.

Tallis concluded that he would be of no help to the defence, and that it would have been a grave mistake 

to call him.

Had there been a voir dire on the circumstances surrounding the taking of the John statement, Tallis could 

have challenged Roberts. But to raise polygraph issues before the jury risked having them conclude that 

the witness had passed the test. I accept all this.

Tallis had no indication of coercion by police, although he wondered about Roberts’ role. Still, John at trial 

did not say that she was coerced in giving her statement.

The case was not easy to defend. Milgaard’s friends had implicated him without apparent motive.

      A Evidence of Ron Wilson

Examples abound of Tallis’ trial preparation for Wilson’s evidence based on the latter’s testimony at the 

preliminary.261

Although Tallis regarded Wilson as treacherous, Milgaard could not give a reason for him to lie. Tallis 

was alert to the possibility that he had been coerced by police, and wanted to explore this with Roberts. 

He got nowhere, as we know.

Tallis said that he went over Wilson’s first statement with his client, and thinks that Milgaard told him 

that he, John and Wilson had not spoken to each other before giving their statements, but the fact that 

Wilson and John later changed theirs to inculpate Milgaard would suggest to police that, in fact, they had 

tailored their first statements to protect Milgaard. Bearing in mind that Wilson, John and Milgaard had 

been together for about a week, police would recognize that they at least had the opportunity to get their 

stories straight.

As with his own client’s statement, Tallis had to be aware of significant omissions in Wilson’s and John’s 

initial statements, such as theft of a battery, break-in at the elevator, talk of purse snatching, stopping a 

woman to ask directions, leaving the vehicle when stuck, throwing out the compact, and stopping at the 

Trav-A-Leer.

Wilson also said, at first, that Milgaard was never out of his sight for more than two minutes, and that was 

the time he drove around the block. Milgaard had told his lawyer of two stops, and then of driving around 
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the Cadrain block, meaning he was out of Wilson’s sight more than once. In view of this, Tallis thought it 

very risky to have his client testify. The use of Wilson’s first statement invited the conclusion that it was an 

effort to protect his friend, and the significant omissions in that statement made it unwise, in Tallis’ view, 

to put the statement before the jury as the complete truth. He did not raise with Wilson the subject of 

throwing out the compact, because he had been told by his client that he had done it.

Tallis said that because of Roberts’ uncooperative stance, there was little information to be had about 

the circumstances of Wilson’s second and third statements of May 23rd and May 24th. Roberts simply 

assured him that Wilson was telling the truth, and declined to talk about pre or post test questions put to 

the witness. Roberts explained more fully to the Supreme Court of Canada, as we know, and Tallis said 

that if he had done so with him, he could have had more scope to cross-examine Wilson.

Roberts was not being frank with Tallis. He acted not merely as a technician, but as an interrogator, using 

the polygraph as a tool.

Not knowing this, Tallis had to be careful about mention of the polygraph to the jury lest they infer that the 

test supported Wilson’s statement – and Tallis did not want to concede that the statement was truthful 

in any way. If he tried to discredit Wilson’s post polygraph statement by reference to the polygraph test, 

he might succeed only in reinforcing it. As well, the Crown might then have called Roberts who, he had 

reason to believe, would be unhelpful.

There were both consistencies and inconsistencies between Tallis’ client instructions, and what appeared 

in Wilson’s May 23rd and May 24th statements. Tallis was interested in explaining inconsistencies, but 

in so doing had to be careful to avoid introducing hearsay. He did not want Wilson’s statements before 

the jury.

Tallis thought that to have the three Wilson statements – March 3rd, May 23rd and May 24th – in the jury 

room was to invite a conclusion that the March 3rd statement was given to protect Milgaard, whereas the 

truth lay in the May 23rd, May 24th statements.

Tallis stated that Wilson tried to be convincing at trial, and that there was no suggestion of police pressure 

on him.

Eddie Karst was skeptical of Wilson’s statements until after the Roberts’ interview.262 Tallis said that this 

tells him that Roberts played a much greater role than he had led him to believe.

Referring to Caldwell’s notes263 where he showed his intention to leave out Wilson’s evidence about the 

purse snatching discussion lest he be regarded as an accomplice and draw a warning by the judge as 

to the weight of his evidence, Tallis said that he was unaware of any such tactical considerations on 

Caldwell’s part. His own concern was simply to keep out prejudicial evidence.

Tallis told us that he regarded Wilson as treacherous, and he treated him accordingly.

In discussing Wilson’s trial evidence,264 Tallis pointed out that Wilson said that he saw a knife on Milgaard 

between Regina and Saskatoon;265 that he went no more than five blocks from the car after he and 
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Milgaard got out;266 that they had gotten stuck around 6:30 a.m., something which Tallis could not dispute 

because Milgaard was unsure of the time.

The judge was not satisfied with the distance evidence and questioned Wilson.267 Wilson finally settled on 

a walk of four blocks out and four blocks back,268 and said he was in the car for five or six minutes before 

Milgaard came back.

So, in terms of the distance walked, the trial evidence showed three blocks further, in total, than the 

preliminary evidence.

Tallis confronted Wilson at length about the difference in distance walked, as related at the preliminary 

and the trial. Wilson’s explanation was that he had more time to think about it. Tallis was concerned that 

Wilson might say that he was just trying to help his friend at the preliminary inquiry. I find that Tallis did all 

he could on this contentious point.

Questioned by the court about the age of the woman in the street, and the amount of blood Wilson saw 

on Milgaard’s pants, he answered that he did not see the woman’s face and that the blood spot was no 

bigger than 1.5 to 2”.

Tallis successfully objected to the evidence of “fast driving” by his client,269 fearing that it would show 

consciousness of guilt.

He was able to get Wilson to say that when Milgaard returned to the car he saw no blood on him, nor did 

he see him carrying anything in his hand like a compact or wallet.

Tallis questioned Wilson, as well, about his talk with officers Kenneth Walters and J.A.B. Riddell in Regina. 

Wilson acknowledged that he did not consider himself a suspect at the time, and told Riddell that he 

had nothing to hide –  all by way of showing that his first account to police was more believable than his 

testimony.

He got him to admit that he had told Riddell that he and Milgaard had nothing to do with the crime, but 

then when he pressed Wilson about not giving Riddell particulars of where they had been, he answered 

“I didn’t give him everything”.

That answer concerned Tallis, as well it might. Wilson was saying that he held back some information 

from Riddell.

The jury put a question as to whether the parties in the car were under the influence of alcohol or 

drugs on the trip from Regina to Saskatoon. This concerned Tallis because he thought they might link 

impairment to the frenzied nature of the attack, so it was important to show them that there was no drug 

use at relevant times.270

Tallis prudently asked for, and received, a warning from the judge to the jury to disregard anything they 

heard outside of the trial court room about the case – in particular to evidence given at the preliminary 

inquiry, some of which was published, the ban on doing so not yet having come into effect.
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The trial judge, to Tallis’ dismay, asked Wilson a series of questions about when he first began to implicate 

the accused, and got the answer that it began in Regina around May 22nd and continued in Saskatoon. 

This, of course, weakened the suggestion that Wilson’s change of heart on May 23rd and May 24th 

resulted from police pressure.

Tallis tried to minimize the effect of the judge’s intervention by eliciting from Wilson an admission that he 

used LSD271 from the time he was released from jail until he was picked up on August 8th, and that he 

experienced hallucinations. But again the judge intervened and got Wilson to say that he was not under 

the influence of drugs on May 22nd or May 23rd.

Tallis remained apprehensive about Wilson to the end of the trial, fearing that he would add to his already 

damaging evidence.

In his jury address, Tallis argued that Wilson was not credible – an unsavory witness, and that the jury 

should prefer evidence from witnesses Rasmussen and the Danchuks.272

He also tried to impress upon them the discrepancy in his preliminary inquiry/trial evidence about the 

distance walked.

I find that Tallis’ handling of Wilson was thorough and sensitive to the many difficulties it presented – 

difficulties which were apparently beyond the comprehension of certain commentators.

In an article by Dan Lett of the Winnipeg Free Press,273 July 17, 1990, two lawyers, David Asper and 

Hersh Watson, are quoted as saying that the Crown did not disclose the March 3rd Wilson statement to 

Tallis which, had it been known, would have been revealed in court:

“It is painfully obvious from the transcripts that Tallis did not direct Wilson to the original 

statement… It strikes me that it would be serious misconduct for the Crown not to provide 

that information to the defence.”274

And the article says:

Asper said it is inconceivable that Tallis, if he had known of the original statement, would 

have ignored it at the trial.

“I can see no reason (for the statement to be withheld),….Any lawyer would have 

questioned it and it would have been quickly exposed in a court”.275

The article is entitled “Witness statement withheld, lawyers say”. It goes on to quote Wilson as describing 

his trial testimony as “a bunch of crap”.276 “The first one [statement] was the one that was supposed to be 

in Court. If they had used it then, it would all have been over.”

This article was part of a media campaign orchestrated by Joyce Milgaard and her lawyers, Wolch and 

Asper, assisted by Paul Henderson. I am concerned with it because the campaign produced information 

designed to generate public interest and pressure on the authorities (see Asper evidence to follow) to 
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grant a review of the Milgaard case, a matter then under concurrent examination by Justice Canada under 

s. 690 of the Criminal Code.

The article, I am sorry to say, is typical of the media campaign which was counter-productive to the 

Milgaard objective. One cannot expect authorities to react favorably to false information and damaging 

accusations.

Whether the authorities should have reopened the case based upon information such as this depends 

upon its quality. The first thing to note is that the article is based upon a false assumption. The witness 

statement was not withheld from the defence. It was not produced in court for sound tactical reasons, as 

we have heard explained by Tallis. Wilson was questioned about it, but it was not shown to him.

Tallis said that he never sensed police pressure on Wilson; that he recalls no discussion with Asper and 

Wolch about Crown misconduct; and that he made use of the information in the March 3rd statement in 

his cross-examination. In his view, if pressed too far, Wilson was likely to have explained his March 3rd 

statement as an effort to protect his friend. He tended to improve his evidence, not change it.

Tallis knew from the start that the trial would be difficult. Wilson, for example, without apparent motive to 

lie, gave what seemed to be understated evidence implicating Milgaard, and Caldwell was quick to point 

this out to the jury.277

Cross-examination at trial by Tallis was thorough as to Wilson’s failure to incriminate Milgaard throughout 

all of the police questioning up to the 22nd or 23rd of May, 1969. So that fact was squarely before the 

jury.

      B Evidence of Albert Cadrain

Tallis did not interview the three main witnesses, because there was a risk that in so doing he might be 

accused of having exercised undue influence upon them.

He did not bother with Celine Cadrain because his client had told him that she was in bed until after he 

had changed his clothes.

Albert Cadrain’s reliability could be questioned. He was not bright, but Tallis noted no signs of mental 

instability at the preliminary inquiry or at the trial. Indeed, the weight of the evidence supports that 

observation. Mental illness manifested itself only a few years post trial. Cadrain’s parents were viewed as 

responsible people. Tallis checked on the reward money before trial and found that none of Milgaard’s 

friends had applied for it.

In drafting questions for Cadrain, he took into account the fact that Cadrain had reported voluntarily to 

Saskatoon Police. This posed some problems for the defence.

Tallis was taken through his cross-examination of Cadrain at the preliminary inquiry where he questioned 

him closely about seeing blood on Milgaard. He used the technique of skipping from one area to another. 

If a witness had programmed his evidence he would be unable to follow the program.

He also tried to draw out Cadrain on the subject of whether he thought of himself as a suspect – 

something which might have motivated him to implicate Milgaard.
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He questioned him on his use of drugs in an effort to show unreliability. Tallis noted the preliminary inquiry 

evidence in summary,278 and from it drafted his trial cross-examination. Based on the fact that Cadrain 

had not implicated Milgaard to Regina Police, he thought at the preliminary inquiry that Cadrain’s evidence 

was of less force than he expected.

Tallis’ cross-examination of Cadrain at trial was thorough and focused on Cadrain’s interrogation by 

Regina Police, before he gave his statement in Saskatoon. Tallis tried to establish that Cadrain was 

treated like a murder suspect in Regina, giving him motivation to implicate Milgaard. He also delved into 

the reasons why Cadrain did not report to Regina Police that Milgaard had blood on his pants, making the 

point to the jury in his closing address.279

But at trial, Cadrain added his account of Milgaard throwing out the compact. All Tallis could do was ask 

why he had left it out of his statement and preliminary inquiry evidence. He could not challenge it because 

Milgaard had admitted it to him.

      C Evidence of Nichol John

When Tallis began his cross-examination of John at the trial he had her acknowledge that she had never 

spoken to him. This was a precaution against anyone suggesting that he had influenced her to not repeat 

incriminating parts of her statement. To interview major Crown witnesses is to run that risk.

She testified that both Milgaard and Wilson changed their pants at Cadrain’s. Her answers are interesting:

Q.  And now I gather that you did not see any blood or anything like that on Ron’s 

trousers, that he changed?

A. No.

Q.  And you did not see any blood, or anything resembling blood on the trousers that 

David changed?

A.  None that I can recall at least.

Q.  Pardon?

A.  I said none that I can recall.280

John gave an unequivocal answer to the question of blood on Wilson, but an “I can’t recall” answer about 

blood on David, an answer she repeated, having been given the chance to be unequivocal. Had Tallis 

pressed her further, she might have said something much more incriminating, as she did in her statement.

He knew about the bone handled knife which Cst. Ian Oliver had found on the fence near the body. It 

could not be identified as the murder weapon, but it would not help Milgaard’s case because Wilson and 

John had spoken of such a knife in Milgaard’s possession, so Tallis had no interest in seeing it put in as 

evidence.
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John’s evidence at trial proved pivotal. Because of the way she was questioned, and because of her 

professed lack of memory, she might have left the impression with the jury that she was trying to protect 

her friend, said Tallis.

John gave Saskatoon Police a written statement in which she said she saw Milgaard stab the girl with a 

knife in his right hand, so it was in David Milgaard’s interest to show he was left handed. Tallis was anxious 

to do this. Karst gave him this information.281

He acknowledged that the five page Mackie Summary would have been particularly valuable to him for 

Roberts’ cross-examination. The Crown should have had to call him in a voir dire under s. 9(2) to speak to 

the circumstances of John’s statement of May 24th. As well, if there was a recording he should have had 

it for the same reason. The s. 9(2) problem was compounded by the jury hearing the statement.282

      D Evidence of Eddie Karst

Not the least of the challenges facing Tallis at trial was the fact that Karst, a well respected and very able 

investigator, testified for the Crown.

His client did not suggest to him that he had been pressured by Karst, whom Tallis knew as an 

experienced, forthright officer. An example of his candidness appears in his report of April 18, 1969,283 

where he observes that John seemed to be telling the truth and if she was that David Milgaard could not 

be involved in the murder.

But in his report of March 7, 1969284 Karst had noted 10 points of interest relating to Milgaard. Tallis 

acknowledged that they were all factors with which he had to contend.

So Karst, one may conclude, was both perceptive and open minded. In his report he remarked upon 

Milgaard’s psychiatric history, the group driving in the lanes of west Saskatoon, and the fact that his own 

friends had incriminated him. Tallis agreed that these were matters of concern to him as well.

      E Strategy

His strategy for trial was to undermine the credibility of some witnesses; deal with the blood evidence 

(which he thought favored Milgaard); emphasize the improbability of Milgaard having been able to do 

the crime in the short time available; show that no tire marks were found in the alley to suggest a stuck 

vehicle; point to the complicated state of the victim’s clothing to show that the attack had taken some 

time; and point to Milgaard’s normal appearance at the Danchuks.

At the preliminary inquiry, bearing in mind that Robert Rasmussen and the Danchuks had no bias, he 

wanted to tie down witnesses as to their time estimates, and get helpful evidence from the Trav-A-Leer 

and Danchuk stops. From the police he hoped to get evidence about the absence of tire marks in the 

alley.

Tallis had argued at trial that there was no time for Milgaard to have committed the murder. At the Inquiry 

he said that he viewed the video which attempted to show that the Crown theory at trial was impossible. 

But it was based upon arguable assumptions, Gail Miller walking down Avenue O being one of them. 
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And the video was predicated on John’s complete statement as evidence, whereas only parts of it were 

adopted by her.

      F Secretor Issue

I am satisfied that he prepared himself well to meet the secretor issue. The issue itself has been examined 

in some detail elsewhere in this report.

Acting under Legal Aid, Tallis had no funding for expert witnesses on forensic matters, relying instead 

upon his contacts within the medical profession in Saskatoon. From these he informed himself on the 

science involved, and realized that with Milgaard being thought of as a non-secretor, he could not have 

contributed the antigens found in the semen in the snow, and to that extent the evidence was exculpatory.

      G Scene Inspection

Tallis says that he inspected the scenes of all significant events both on foot and by car. Although 

Avenue O offered the more direct route to the bus, he could not discount the possibility that Gail Miller 

exited the back door and went down the alley. In fact, he spoke to a lady who had walked down the alley 

earlier that very morning. It was easier, apparently, to walk on the snow packed by vehicles in the alley 

than to use the unplowed sidewalks. Tallis’ memo285 illustrates his attention to detail. He did not rule out 

the possibility of Miller having been raped elsewhere and dumped in the alley and killed there.

      H Miscellaneous Matters

The case consumed most of his time from July to September, and required much night and weekend 

work.

He asked Legal Aid286 on December 19, 1969 to fund second counsel, Ian Disbery, because of the 

importance of the case. He was refused.287 Tallis used him nevertheless, and also had his own secretary 

at the preliminary to take shorthand notes. During both the preliminary and the trial, Tallis was given the 

use of a room in the Court House for client consultation.

Because of the many hours of preparation needed he asked for a modest additional amount.288 The 

information on the court file289 also shows some of the services performed. He said that the four month 

interval between preliminary and trial was not unusual.

Early in his retainer, on June 7, 1969, Tallis cautioned his client about speaking to the friends who had 

implicated him, or with others, including psychiatrists. David, on that first visit, denied that he or any of his 

friends were involved with the murder.

Joyce Milgaard demonstrated early on, her inclination to take matters into her own hands. On June 2, 

1969, unknown to Tallis, she expressed to her son her intention to interview Cadrain, John and Wilson.290

Tallis said that there were real risks in doing this. The trial could be tainted by suggestion of pressure being 

brought on witnesses.
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He thought that the charge of the trial judge was favorable to the defence, as were several rulings during 

the trial.

His client had never suggested to him that the Saskatoon Police tried to frame him.

In Tallis’ opinion, which I share, the jury could not avoid being impressed by the fact that Milgaard’s own 

friends incriminated him, Cadrain being of perhaps lesser importance in this regard.

      I Motel Re-enactment

The motel re-enactment evidence of Craig Melnyk and George Lapchuk was of course damaging, 

although, says Tallis, the jury should have had regard to their unsavory characters. He would have liked a 

choice between a judge alone trial and a jury trial, but that was not an option in Saskatchewan at the time.

As we know, Tallis learned of the motel re-enactment only on the eve of trial.291 He could not recall what 

his thoughts were as to an adjournment, but he said that the court had fixed dates, and adjournments 

were difficult to get. As well, he had to think of the possible publicity. But he told his client at once, and 

initiated inquiries in Regina about Melnyk and Lapchuk.

Caldwell gave him three statements (Melnyk, Lapchuk, Frank) on January 21st, the day after he himself 

received them.292 Significantly, when told about these statements, his client could not recall the incident, 

although he could not deny it. If it happened, he said, he was stoned and making a joke.

Tallis tried to locate Ute Frank and Deborah Hall, but the latter could not be found. He spoke to Caldwell 

about having Frank available to testify.

In view of the unsavory characters of Lapchuk and Melnyk, he thought it unwise to speak to them.

His client thought that Frank would be reliable, so Caldwell had her brought to Saskatoon where Tallis 

interviewed her. He found her cooperative, and repentant about her former lifestyle, now abandoned, she 

having found faith. Tallis accepted this. She recounted the re-enactment done by Milgaard and did not 

treat it as a joke.

Nothing she said gave Tallis a basis for challenging the credibility of Melnyk or Lapchuk. He inferred from 

what she told him that she thought Milgaard might well have killed Gail Miller. And in view of what his 

client and Frank told him, he felt that he could not suggest that the re-enactment did not happen. There 

is something to be learned from this by all counsel and by the public, and it is that counsel’s duty to act in 

the best interests of his client does not extend to making suggestions to the court which he, the counsel, 

has good reason to believe are incorrect.

According to Tallis, Frank would have been an even more damaging witness than Melnyk and Lapchuk. 

As we know, she bolted from Caldwell’s office and refused to testify – having held back some information 

from him.

After listening to Milgaard and Frank, Tallis thought that Hall would not help their cause either. That 

view was certainly justified by what Hall said in the Supreme Court of Canada.293 Of all the witnesses’ 
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accounts, this one was the most lurid, although Hall said that she took it as a joke. Tallis would not have 

called her, had he known what she would say.

At the Supreme Court of Canada, Melnyk and Lapchuk testified generally in conformity with their 

statements. At trial, Tallis knew about their criminal records, and was able to question them with a view to 

contrasting their characters with those of upright witnesses like the Danchuks.

In later testimony Murray Brown, of Saskatchewan Justice, said that they searched their files for evidence 

that Melnyk and Lapchuk had been paid to testify. There was nothing. It was a serious matter because 

the implication was that their evidence was fabricated. He said that if any arrangement is made with any 

witness there is an abundance of detail left on file.

That the re-enactment happened was, I think, the subject of overwhelming evidence – not only from 

the witnesses who were there, but also from what Milgaard told his own lawyer. Notwithstanding that 

in his affidavit for the Supreme Court Reference Milgaard denied re-enacting the crime in a hotel room. 

His supporters have continued, right up to the time of this Inquiry, to say that the re-enactment did not 

happen. Finally, they resorted to describing it as a kind of constructive non-event. It was a joke, therefore, 

it was not a re-enactment.

A rather painstaking review of what Caldwell and Tallis did at trial was necessary, because of the very 

serious allegations made against both of them by the Milgaard group over the years. Those allegations are 

without foundation.

  (iii) Decision Not to Testify

The decision to testify in one’s own defence in a criminal case is difficult, both for the accused and for his 

advisors. The accused is not obliged to do so, having the right to remain silent, with the onus remaining 

on the Crown to prove his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. That onus stays with the Crown and never 

shifts.

Defence counsel is not concerned with demonstrating his client’s innocence to the court. His duty is to 

see that his client gets a fair trial, and to try by all legitimate means to raise reasonable doubt. Legitimate 

means do not include suggesting facts which he knows not to be true, on the basis of what his client has 

told him. Tallis’ advice to his client and his conduct of the defence were founded in ethical considerations.

To begin with, Tallis did not have the ability to choose between trial by judge alone or by judge and jury. In 

Saskatchewan, at the time, murder charges had to be tried by judge and jury. Conventional wisdom has 

always been that juries want to hear from an accused that he did not commit the crime, notwithstanding 

the fact that it is not their function to find that the accused did not do it. They are there to decide whether 

or not the Crown has met its onus of proof of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

With that background, one can understand the anxiety of defence counsel in recommending to his client 

that he not testify in a trial by jury. Even before that, a decision must be made by counsel as to whether he 

will advise his client one way or the other. Some counsel leave the decision to take the stand entirely up to 

their client, but Tallis was not one of those. He believed it was his duty to offer the best advice he could, 

based on the evidence. In this case, he advised both David Milgaard and his parents that in his judgment 

it would not be in Milgaard’s best interests to take the stand. We have already noted some of his reasons 

for so doing.
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In 1969 David Milgaard told both the police and his lawyer that he had not murdered Gail Miller. 

He repeated his denial at the Supreme Court Reference.

David Milgaard’s evidence was presented at the inquiry on April 24, 2006, by video tape.294 Parts of it 

related to interaction between him and his lawyer.

He said that he could remember only some things from 1969 and 1970. Without prompting, he 

mentioned only being at the Cadrain house, leaving town, getting lost, and driving to Alberta.

He says that he really wanted to testify but Tallis did not want him to. As I found earlier, Tallis advised 

against it, but I do not accept that Milgaard expressed a strong desire to testify. In fact, he said that he 

and his parents made the decision. He cannot recall testifying at the Supreme Court of Canada. His 

memory was better in 1969, he says, and adds that the police treated him well. He had no reason to 

dispute what he told Tallis.

He said, or at least implied at first, that he had not thrown out a compact from the car. But confronted 

with what Tallis said about it, he admitted that he might have thrown one out, and that he might have told 

Tallis that he did.

He was not able to explain why his first statement to the police lacked the detail he later provided to 

his lawyer.

On the motel re-enactment incident, he was reminded that he told Tallis that if it happened, he was 

stoned and that Frank confirmed what Melnyk and Lapchuk said had happened, and that is one reason 

Tallis did not call him to the stand. He said, “I guess I must have did it”.295

Although denying that he and his companions had anything to do with the Miller murder, Milgaard told 

his lawyer other things which made testifying problematic for him, such as telling Tallis about stealing 

a battery in Regina and breaking into the elevator at Aylesbury. They had no money, except for John, 

who had a little. Milgaard told him that he had a knife with a flexible blade, good for slipping door locks. 

He said that he lost track of it. Tallis expected a significant area of questioning about this, should Milgaard 

testify. Although Milgaard could not specify his route or time of arrival in Saskatoon for his lawyer, Tallis 

concluded that they had gone to the Pleasant Hill area, driving up and down the avenues between 

20th and 22nd Street, looking for Albert Cadrain’s house. His client could not help him with landmarks, 

but Tallis thought that there was a good possibility that the jury could conclude that the group was in the 

vicinity of the murder.

David Milgaard told him about asking a woman for directions, and that she did not know and kept 

walking. He described her as an “older”296 woman, and Tallis concluded upon questioning of his client that 

this meant 35 to 40 years of age. She wore a dark coat. Milgaard admitted that he thought about robbing 

her, and Tallis was concerned about the Crown getting evidence of motive, should Milgaard testify.

Tallis had information from his own client that they had been stuck before getting to the Danchuks, and 

that he and Wilson got out, going in opposite directions for help. They soon returned and their car was 

pushed by a couple of fellows. Wilson’s statement had David away from the car for a longer period of 
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time, and making references to the crime upon his return. All of this would be problematic if David were to 

testify because the jury might conclude that his client was stuck near the scene of the crime.

Milgaard’s account to Tallis of the visit to Cadrain’s generally matched the evidence. Tallis sought an 

explanation for his client’s change of pants at Cadrain’s, but got none. The pants could not be found. 

This left Tallis at a disadvantage, not being able to display the pants to the jury, free from the blood 

Cadrain says he saw there.

Tallis asked him about the reason for leaving Cadrain’s and driving around. The answer was that he liked 

to drive, but he assured Tallis that he had thrown nothing out, a concern, because of the wallet and toque 

found nearby. This was another factor in the decision not to testify.

Most significantly, I find, Milgaard told him that he might have thrown out a compact found by John in 

the glove compartment. He did not know where it came from, or why he threw it out. Cadrain, Wilson 

and John all testified that he threw out the compact – damaging evidence – and Tallis was constrained 

by ethical and professional considerations in challenging them, because of what his client had told 

him. Had Tallis called his client he would have led the evidence from him to take the “sting” off of it. 

He discussed this several times with his client, searching for an explanation.

Because of the frenzied nature of the attack on Gail Miller, Tallis avoided raising the question of drug use, 

for fear that the jury might conclude that the attacker was under the influence of drugs. As well, he was 

concerned that if he called Milgaard and the latter put his character in issue, the Crown would question 

him about drug use.

He was aware of Milgaard’s two statements to the police, and Tallis had to be mindful that if he testified, 

the Crown might use them in cross examination.297 Milgaard had no complaints about the manner of the 

police in taking the statements, and Tallis had some concern about his client’s uncertain reply when asked 

if he had been in Saskatoon, because it could be used in cross examination to show evasiveness, were 

he to be called.

Another point of concern was that both Wilson and Milgaard had stated that they had stolen a battery. 

This reflected poorly on character, and was the sort of evidence Tallis wanted to keep out of the trial.

In his March 3, 1996 statement, Milgaard could tell police only that they arrived in Saskatoon in the 

morning, he did not know the day or whether it was light or dark. He told of speaking to an “old 

woman”298 on the street. Such a description would not fit Gail Miller, of course, so the police might have 

concluded that they asked directions from somebody else. A key element in the Milgaard “impossibility” 

theory would thus be absent.

In his statement, Milgaard omitted being stuck before stopping at the Danchuks. Had he testified, he 

might have been cross-examined on this significant omission.

He also stated to police that he did not know if there was blood on his pants (“I don’t think so”299), but he 

told his counsel that there was not. This concerned Tallis, as did his explanation for leaving Cadrain’s to 

drive around, up the lane – “I like to drive I guess”.300
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Significant omissions in an accused’s statement can be used against an accused if he testifies. Examples 

are: thoughts of robbing a woman; being stuck in the interval between asking a woman for directions and 

arriving at the Danchuks; throwing out a compact; having a knife in the car before arrival in Saskatoon; 

and of breaking into an elevator.

Tallis said that he would be concerned about how the jury would regard these things, were Milgaard to be 

cross-examined about them.

Omissions in his later (April 18, 1969) statement to Detective Robert Barrett301 were also of concern. As 

well, he told of driving to Calgary at “60-70-80 or 90, because I like driving fast”.302 Tallis would not want 

this in evidence because the Crown might use it as consciousness of guilt.

Although in this statement Milgaard denied murdering Gail Miller, it would be self-serving to get it in 

evidence. The rest of what he said, or omitted to say, would have to go in as well.

Milgaard swore an affidavit in support of his application to the Minister November 25, 1986.303 

He attaches a photocopy of “a narrative that I made for my lawyer”.304 Tallis says that he was not shown it. 

He received some notes, but not the narrative attached to the affidavit. The notebook he saw would have 

been on his file, and the latter has disappeared.

The narrative attached to the affidavit conforms in some respects to what Milgaard told him, but there are 

differences. I note that the narrative relates changing pants at Wilson’s in Regina because of spilt acid, 

which conforms to Mrs. Wilson’s evidence. He also records changing his clothes again at Cadrain’s but 

does not mention a reason.

The narrative omits any reference to throwing out a compact.

Tallis said that his client could not deny doing a re-enactment of the crime in the motel. He said that he 

was stoned on drugs, and if he did it, it was joke.

He knew that Milgaard’s story about driving around while at Cadrain’s would arouse suspicion, and lead to 

robust cross-examination because of the wallet being found nearby, and also because of the explanation 

given that he liked to drive.

Tallis told his client that he thought that some of his evidence would strengthen the Crown’s case. 

The formal decision not to testify, however, was not taken until the Crown closed its case.

Tallis said that he had a good working relationship with David Milgaard and his family.

When he testified at the Supreme Court of Canada305 Milgaard said that they were directed to the 

downtown by a woman; that they stopped at a garage, and got the heater fixed and ate chicken soup. 

Tallis said that his client did not tell him that. Had he done so it would have been followed up as a 

potential alibi. And although Milgaard told him in 1969 that he might have thrown a compact out of the 

car, he told the Supreme Court of Canada that he did not. He also told them that by September he had 

no idea of the case against him. Tallis says that in fact he discussed the case with his client in significant 

301 Docid 153079.

302 Docid 153079.

303 Docid 301675.

304 Docid 301675.
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detail, and got his version of events. There would be no reason to withhold from Milgaard what his 

friends were saying. On the contrary, Tallis was searching for motive. Was there friction between them? 

He needed to know this from Milgaard. I accept Tallis’ evidence and conclude that Milgaard was not being 

truthful in this respect before the Supreme Court of Canada. It was not the case, said Tallis, that Milgaard 

(as he told the Supreme Court) asked him to speak to the garage man. He questioned his client about 

possible friction arising out of jealousy over John or the reward money, but Milgaard dismissed both.

His client recalled entering the Trav-A-Leer Motel in his stocking feet to get a map; being at the Danchuks; 

driving down an alley; driving Ron’s car in a circle; transmission trouble and changing his pants.

On the assumption that his client was at the Trav-A-Leer around opening time (7:00 a.m.), Tallis 

concluded that there was probably insufficient time for David to kill Gail Miller.

Chief Justice Bence, the trial judge had suggested a 35 minute window of opportunity from 6:45 a.m. to 

7:10 a.m. and Tallis thought that this was probably accurate. The jury obviously thought that Milgaard had 

sufficient time to do what was alleged, but his client could not help Tallis with the times.

More than 10 years after the conviction, both David Milgaard and Joyce Milgaard began to complain that 

David Milgaard had not testified at his trial on the advice of his lawyer, although he wanted to.

I prefer Tallis’ evidence which was to the effect that although he advised David and his parents against it 

based upon the evidence of the Crown, he left the choice with them. At the Inquiry, Joyce Milgaard said 

that she urged her son to follow the lawyer’s advice, and that he did.

Tallis says, and I accept, that he discussed the question of testifying with Milgaard many times – before 

and after the preliminary, and during the trial. He told him that in his view, testifying would not strengthen 

his case, and he reviewed the areas which might cause him trouble. On balance he thought it would not 

be in his interest to take the stand.

Tallis operated on his client’s word that he had not killed Gail Miller, but the client had admitted certain 

incriminating actions which he could not therefore challenge in the cross-examination of witnesses. 

Nor could he risk provoking Crown witnesses into amplifying already harmful testimony, or indeed causing 

the Crown to call more harmful witnesses.

Accepting his client’s word that he had no blood on his clothes, Tallis could challenge Albert Cadrain that 

he was mistaken or lying when he said he saw it there. However, he could not risk questions which might 

provoke the Crown into calling Kenneth Cadrain, Albert’s young brother, who had related to his mother 

seeing blood on Milgaard’s clothes. Such witnesses are difficult to discredit. What motives have they to 

lie? This case illustrates the precarious ground on which the defence counsel found himself. They must be 

ethical and professional, but at the same time aggressive in defending their client’s cause, as they know it.

As discussed elsewhere, Milgaard’s hippy lifestyle would be looked upon with disfavour by a jury, and 

Tallis had to be aware that he would not present a sympathetic figure on the stand.

I find that the decision not to testify was that of David Milgaard and his parents, taken on the advice of 

defence counsel Tallis. It was an informed decision, based on advice from a seasoned, ethical defence 

counsel who had taken all relevant factors into account.
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  (c) Trial Judge

Tallis commented on other aspects of the trial. In his view he got a favorable charge on the time issue, the 

judge placing the window of opportunity between 6:45 a.m. and 7:10 a.m., even though he could have 

extended it to 7:30 a.m. based on Robert Rasmussen’s evidence. Tallis said that the judge’s tone and 

manner in delivering his charge were also favorable.

The motel room re-enactment was covered appropriately, the judge telling the jurors that if they had a 

reasonable doubt that it happened, they should disregard a witnesses’ testimony that it did; but if they 

believed the witness, they then had to decide if the accused meant what he said. Tallis asked for, and 

got, a recharge to emphasize parts of the evidence which tended to exculpate the accused. This was 

very worthwhile because jurors tend to place weight on the judge’s directions, and to hear him emphasize 

things on a recharge would have been helpful to David Milgaard.

The fact that the jury deliberated into the next day gave Tallis the belief that they were being careful and 

conscientious.

The judge’s interventions during the hearing of evidence, on the other hand, were harmful and could not 

have been predicted, especially when John was testifying. Her cross-examination should have been in the 

absence of the jury, as both he and Caldwell suggested. But the judge ruled otherwise, and that alone, 

according to Tallis should have stopped the Court of Appeal from invoking the curative provision in the 

Criminal Code.

15. Appeals

From a strictly legal point of view, notwithstanding any errors in procedure at trial, the most incriminating 

parts of John’s May 24th statement were not available to the jury to use for truth of content, because 

they were properly cautioned by the trial judge more than once not to do so. The Saskatchewan Court of 

Appeal recognized this, and made appropriate rulings.

Tallis filed a Notice of Appeal.306 It relied in part upon prejudice to the appellant on account of the s. 9(2) 

procedure.307

A five member Court heard the appeal,308 noting that no objection had been taken to the jury charge.

The ground of appeal which most concerns us is the alleged error in application of s. 9(2) of the Canada 

Evidence Act, in that the initial cross-examination by the witness on her statement should have been in 

the absence of the jury, and defence counsel should have been allowed to cross-examine the witness 

concerning the circumstances under which the statement was given and to adduce evidence before the 

judge made a ruling on adversity. Tallis could have put questions to the witness as to how information was 

obtained from her by Art Roberts on May 23rd, and by Raymond Mackie on May 24th, and he might have 

asked for Roberts to testify (Caldwell said that he would have agreed).

The court said that the initial application to cross-examine on an inconsistent statement should be made 

in the absence of the jury because, should leave to cross-examine be refused, the jury would have heard 

306 Docid 006851.

307 See Appendix K, Memorandum of Law.
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it said that the witness had on another occasion made a statement inconsistent with what she was now 

saying. This “…might have a very adverse effect on the jury’s deliberations.”309

309 Docid 009340 at 009365.
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The Court then laid down a seven step procedure:
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310
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The sixth point addresses the difficulty Tallis saw in the inability to cross-examine the witness as to the 

circumstances under which the statement was given, without risk of having the witness, in front of the 

jury, adopt something incriminating in the statement about which she had not testified on the stand.

But on a voir dire Tallis could have pressed the witness about her treatment by Roberts, or Mackie. If it 

appeared that she had been treated oppressively or coercively, the trial judge might have considered 

that it would be improper to permit cross-examination on the statement, notwithstanding the apparent 

inconsistencies. The jury would then have been left with Nichol John’s viva voce evidence which lacked 

any mention of seeing a stabbing.

On the other hand, if nothing untoward appeared from the initial inquiry into circumstances, the trial judge 

would then decide whether to permit cross-examination. If he allowed it, the jury would be recalled to hear 

cross-examination relating only to the content of the statement. This must be in the presence of the jury, 

said the Court of Appeal, because its purpose is to test the credibility of the witnesses’ evidence already 

given before the jury. They are the judges of credibility, so the cross-examination would be meaningless if 

conducted in their absence. In practice, I think this could result in the witness adopting the inconsistent 

parts of her statement, which would end the proceeding, or the witness might continue to be inconsistent. 

If she did, the Crown could ask the judge to consider the inconsistency in deciding whether she was 

adverse. If he decided that she was, the Crown could then move to a separate application under s. 9(1), 

asking for permission to cross-examine his own witness at large, based on a finding that she was hostile.

In the case at bar, the Court of Appeal said that the trial judge was justified in making his finding of 

hostility, considering the cross-examination on the statement allowed under s. 9(2).

Although he did not allow cross-examination in the absence of the jury on circumstances of making the 

statement (which he should have), he did allow cross-examination under s. 9(1) in the jury’s presence 

and nothing took place there that would not have occurred had he followed the procedure suggested. 

But that is so only because Tallis could not prudently ask the witness certain things in the presence of the 

jury. Had the trial judge followed the procedure later laid down by the Court of Appeal, Tallis would have 

been free to ask whatever he pleased in the jury’s absence relative to the circumstances surrounding the 

taking of the statement, without fear of what the witness might say on the merits. And he might have 

uncovered circumstances which would have persuaded the judge not to permit further cross-examination 

on the statement under s. 9(1).

Tallis explained what he would have done had cross-examination on circumstances been allowed in the 

absence of the jury. His cross would have been wide-ranging, covering contact with the polygrapher 

and other police officers. The onus would have been on the Crown to call other law enforcement people 

involved directly or indirectly with the witness in the taking of the statement. Any recordings would be 

produced and played. Tallis would want to know if she had been pressured or manipulated.

But it must be remembered that Tallis was faced with a law which allowed a jury to hear a previous 

inconsistent statement, and a highly incriminating one. That result could be avoided only by a trial without 

jury (not an option in Saskatchewan in 1970), or by a change in the law. As to the latter, the law has 

developed with R. v. B (K.G.), [1993] 1 S.C.R. 740 to an even more inclusionary level in terms of the 

reception in evidence of out of Court statements.311 We, as judges, should never forget the tragic and 

311  A prior inconsistent statement will be admissible for its truth where there are circumstantial guarantees of reliability. 
Where the prior statement was made to a person in authority, the judge must be satisfied that it was made voluntarily 
and that there are no factors which would tend to bring the administration of justice into disrepute if the statement 
were admitted for its truth. See Appendix R.
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costly consequences of the Milgaard case in weighing the probative value of out of Court statements 

against the possible prejudice to the accused.

Caldwell frankly concedes that the jury might have reached conclusions on the basis of John’s May 24th 

statement, but Chief Justice Bence told them to disregard the parts that she had not adopted. He did 

this while she was still on the stand, and he did it in his charge. If the jury followed instructions, was there 

proof beyond a reasonable doubt without the crucial parts of John’s May 24th statement? They still had 

evidence of admissions by Milgaard through Wilson, Lapchuk and Melnyk, Cadrain’s evidence of blood 

on Milgaard’s pants and the circumstantial evidence of Milgaard’s movements and behavior that morning, 

which included the throwing of the compact out the car window.

The guilty verdict stood until 1992 when the Supreme Court recommended a new trial because of new 

evidence. So, the “wrongful conviction” of Milgaard in 1970 can be described, as such, not on the basis 

of evidence that was heard, but rather on the basis of evidence which later came to light. That is a narrow, 

legal view based on a finding that the jury was properly instructed. But for the purposes of this Inquiry, the 

matter should not end there. I have evidence from reliable sources, from which I conclude that the trial 

judge’s instructions to the jury about disregarding those portions of Nichol John’s May 24th statement 

which she did not adopt on the stand, amounted to an effort at damage control, which could not repair 

his destruction of her credibility in front of the jury, nor his error in not permitting cross-examination in the 

jury’s absence on the circumstances of the giving of her statement.

Tallis gave us some background to the filing of the appeal. He said that the s. 9(2) issue was a major 

point, as was the time factor. He and his firm were prepared to carry the appeal with or without legal aid.

At the time, factums were not filed.

They corresponded on September 17, September 22 and October 7. Tallis recalls no effort by Serge 

Kujawa to delay the hearing. Indeed, there is no evidence of this.

Kujawa argued for the Crown in his usual reasonable tone, according to Tallis. Much attention was 

paid in argument to the s. 9(2) issue, and whether reversible error had occurred. One member of the 

panel showed great interest in the time factor, so Tallis traced it for him. The verdict was not found to be 

unreasonable on this account, nor on the serological evidence.

In his testimony before us, Kujawa said that he had not been involved earlier in the case, except for giving 

Caldwell advice on the s. 9(2) matter. He could recall little of the appeal, but could say, and I accept, 

that he would not have used the prosecution file in preparing for it. Had he had any concerns about the 

conviction he would have done something about it if he could. I accept this.

Tallis advised Milgaard to seek leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. Legal Aid was denied, 

but by this time Milgaard was getting advice from a Mr. King.

Milgaard’s appeal counsel, D. A. Crane, filed material to Ottawa for the Supreme Court of Canada 

application for leave to appeal.312 Kujawa made a brief oral presentation, after which leave was denied 

by Martland, J. who said, “In making this decision we express no view as to whether before granting 

the leave to cross-examine provided for in s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act, the Court is required to 

312 Docid 066573, 066543.
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conduct a voir dire as to the circumstances in which the statement in writing was obtained.”313 That 

marked the end of Kujawa’s involvement in the Milgaard file.

16. Findings and Conclusions

 (a) Conduct of Investigation

The mildest accusation made by the Milgaard group against the Saskatoon Police is that they fell victim to 

tunnel vision. Until well into the Inquiry, Milgaard counsel maintained accusations of deliberate wrongdoing 

by police. Long after the murder investigation, in 1992, the Supreme Court of Canada said that they had 

been presented with no probative evidence of misconduct by the police. Wolch protested that that was 

so only because he was not allowed to present it. That is not so, I find, but even if it had been the case, 

the same objection can no longer be made. We have deliberately thrown the door open to any and all 

evidence tending to show that the police were guilty of misconduct during the investigation, and a case 

for it simply has not been made.

Nor did police suffer from tunnel vision which I take to mean focusing on Milgaard as a suspect to the 

exclusion of all others. On the contrary, the Inquiry evidence showed that the police followed every lead 

they could think of, and that included a theory that one perpetrator could have been responsible for the 

1968 rapes and the Gail Miller murder. They had, however, no suspect for the rapes. When Albert Cadrain 

approached police on March 2, 1969 they suddenly had Milgaard as a suspect for the murder but not 

the rapes. Quite properly, their attention became mainly focused on the murder suspect although they 

continued to follow other leads as well.

There was, however, a critical failure to record the circumstances surrounding the taking of statements 

from John and Wilson on May 23 and 24, 1969. Whatever happened during the taking of the statement 

from John by Art Roberts of the Calgary Police and Raymond Mackie of the Saskatoon Police, the result 

was a radical change in what she had previously told police – essentially, that Milgaard did not have the 

opportunity to commit the murder. Suddenly, she told Roberts that she had seen Milgaard stab a girl. 

Her formal statement was taken only the next day by Mackie. Neither he nor Roberts left a report as to 

the circumstances surrounding John’s statements, which must now be seen as the result of pressure by 

Roberts.

 (b) Conduct of Trial

I conclude that Tallis’ preparation for trial was thorough. He met frequently with the prosecutor before 

the preliminary inquiry to hear what evidence the Crown had, and what it intended to lead. He properly 

informed his client of progress in the case and offered timely advice.

His advocacy at both preliminary and trial was skilled and ethical. His client David Milgaard received a 

sophisticated, dedicated and nuanced defence.

It is his hope that the work of the Commission will have a positive, educative, effect causing some to 

reconsider their tentative opinions. I gather from the evidence of Joyce Milgaard and Asper that they have 

in fact done so.

My conclusion with respect to the conduct of the trial by Crown and defence is that neither counsel did 

anything to contribute to the wrongful conviction of David Milgaard.

313 Docid 046911.
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On the basis of Inquiry evidence and from what appears in the trial transcript, it is likely that by his 

interventions the trial judge destroyed the credibility of John when she said she could not remember the 

most incriminating parts of her May 24, 1969 statement to police. The jury heard the statement read and 

might well have concluded that the truth lay in it, notwithstanding the warning to take only adopted parts 

of the statement for truth of contents. The inconsistent statement might never have gotten before the 

jury but for a procedural error in the application of s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act. In deference to the 

trial judge, this section was new and he made a reasoned effort to apply its provisions. Nevertheless, the 

combination of legal error, and impatience probably contributed to the wrongful conviction.
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Chapter 10
Larry Fisher Arrest 
and Conviction

Fall-1968

Larry Fisher attacks 
three Saskatoon women.

Nov-6-1970

David Milgaard’s 
appeal is heard by the 
Saskatchewan Court of 
Appeal and dismissed 
on January 5, 1971.

Feb-21-1970

Larry Fisher attacks a 
Saskatoon woman.

May-28-1971

Larry Fisher is convicted 
of two attacks in 
Manitoba.

Jan-31-1970

David Milgaard is found 
guilty of the murder of 
Gail Miller.

Sep-19-1970

Larry Fisher is arrested 
in Manitoba for attacking 
two women. Saskatoon 
Police travel to Manitoba 
in October to interview 
Larry Fisher.

Dec-30-1970

Larry Fisher is charged 
with four Saskatoon 
attacks.

Dec-21-1971

Larry Fisher is 
convicted in Regina 
for his 1968 and 
1970 attacks on four 
Saskatoon women.



1. Introduction

T
hree sexual assaults, later attributed to Fisher, were committed in Saskatoon in the fall of 1968. 

He committed a further rape in 1970 in Saskatoon, after David Milgaard was convicted for the 

murder of Gail Miller.

During the Miller murder investigation, some policemen thought that the perpetrator of the 1968 

sexual assaults might also be the murderer of Miller, but the rapist was unknown to them. They 

finally settled on Milgaard as the prime murder suspect and put aside the rape files. These remained 

unsolved until Fisher was apprehended for rape in Winnipeg, and stated that he wanted to clear up 

matters from Saskatoon. Two Saskatoon Police officers went to Winnipeg in October 1970 to take 

statements from Fisher. One of them, Eddie Karst, had worked on the Miller murder investigation. 

Karst testified that he drew no connection between the rapist Fisher and the murderer of Gail Miller. 

Karst reported to his superiors in Saskatoon, and Informations charging Fisher with the Saskatoon 

sexual assaults were drawn. About a year later, in 1971, Fisher, having pled guilty to the Winnipeg 

rapes, came to Regina and pled guilty to the Saskatoon offences, receiving concurrent jail sentences 

to the ones imposed by the Manitoba court for his offences there.
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As a background to the reopening of the investigation into the death of Gail Miller, the Inquiry heard 

witnesses on the subject of significant events which occurred between the conviction of David Milgaard 

for murder and the guilty pleas of Larry Fisher in Regina. 

Within a month of Milgaard’s conviction on January 31, 1970, Fisher sexually assaulted another victim in 

Saskatoon.1 In July 1970, he moved to Fort Garry, Manitoba to work, and committed sexual assaults in 

August and September 1970, being caught in the act for the latter offence. 

2. Allegations of Cover-up

More than 20 years later, when Joyce Milgaard and her supporters tried to have Milgaard’s case 

reopened, Fisher came to their attention, and some of the Saskatoon rape files could not be found. Thus 

arose the allegation by the Milgaard group of a cover-up – that Saskatoon Police and Saskatchewan 

Justice officials concealed Fisher’s conviction in Saskatchewan for the Saskatoon rapes, so as to avoid 

the embarrassment of having convicted the wrong man for Miller’s murder.

3. Larry Fisher’s Attacks in Saskatoon and Fort Garry

The Milgaard campaign, to demonstrate a cover-up of evidence showing a connection between Fisher’s 

sexual assaults and the Gail Miller murder, began in earnest after the Supreme Court handed down its 

opinion in the Reference Case in 1992. It had three main bases: the Michael Breckenridge allegations, the 

missing sexual assault files, and the Regina guilty pleas. The first was preposterous on its face and was 

advanced, I find, simply as an attention getter. It resulted in the major RCMP/Alberta Justice investigation, 

Project Flicker. The missing files and the Regina guilty pleas were worthier of investigation. As it turned 

out, there were innocent explanations for both. However, the fact that Eddie Karst, one of the main Miller 

murder investigators, was sent to Winnipeg with a morality officer to take Fisher’s statement, coupled 

with Fisher’s guilty pleas having been heard in Regina instead of Saskatoon where the offences were 

perpetrated, gave the Milgaard group, legitimately, I think, something to look into, as did the fact that most 

of the Fisher Saskatoon sexual assault files could not be found.

In my view, the Milgaard group was right to raise their concerns about the missing files and the Regina 

guilty pleas, and the authorities were right to make the major investigative efforts that they did to discover 

the reasons for these issues. But the publicity campaign which the Milgaard group mounted around these 

issues, including the Breckenridge allegations, were seen by authorities as so inflammatory, exaggerated, 

and inaccurate, that it had a counter-productive effect in terms of information which should have caused 

the authorities to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller. Arguably, the campaign got 

Milgaard out of jail because the reference to the Supreme Court of Canada was made by the Minister, not 

because a cover-up was shown, but rather because such a public outcry had been generated that public 

confidence in the administration of justice was at risk.

Caldwell was asked at the Inquiry about a possible cover-up of the Fisher sexual assault files. He said that 

the name Fisher meant nothing to him in 1971. I accept his assurance that he was never involved in a 

cover-up.

Caldwell did not find it surprising that the rape victims were not notified of Fisher’s convictions. There 

was no system in place for notification. To me this is a matter for regret, to be sure, but however much 

it offends our present standards of dealing with victims, we cannot judge the authorities of the day by 

1 Docid 105212.
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appealing to today’s lively interest in closure, healing and victim impact statements. If I might be permitted 

personal recollection, at that time a complainant in a criminal case was just another witness, albeit an 

important one. The crime was an offence against the state, against public order. Victims seeking personal 

redress were expected to do so in civil court – a callous attitude, some might say, but one which existed 

for years after Fisher committed his crimes.

 (a) Saskatoon Assaults

A few months before Gail Miller’s murder, Fisher Victim 1 and Fisher Victim 2 were raped by Fisher in the 

general neighbourhood of the murder. He also assaulted Fisher Victim 3 near the University. On the day of 

the murder, Victim 12 was assaulted about seven blocks from the murder scene at about the time of the 

murder. Fisher did not take responsibility for the attack on V12, and nobody was prosecuted. In February 

of 1970, within a month of the Milgaard trial, Fisher raped Fisher Victim 4 in the same general area of 

Saskatoon where he committed his earlier rapes.

As noted earlier, the Milgaard group has always maintained that Fisher’s 1968 and 1970 sexual assaults 

were so similar to the circumstances of the Gail Miller murder that the police should have concluded there 

was a common perpetrator. They maintain that the Crown, in fact, concluded this in 1970, but covered 

it up.

The Commission therefore thought it necessary to once again trouble the victims of the sexual assaults 

for their testimony to identify, if possible, whether the obvious had been overlooked, ignored, or covered 

up. The relevance is not what Fisher did to them, but rather what they reported at the time, and what use 

was made of their reports by the authorities for the Milgaard prosecution. The Milgaards have alleged 

that the similarity of the Fisher attacks and the attack on Gail Miller was recognized both before and after 

the Milgaard trial. However, they allege that appropriate action was not taken before the trial, and once 

Fisher’s identity came to light after the trial his rapes and convictions were concealed by the authorities. 

Were it not for these serious allegations, the victims would not have been called to be put through, once 

more, the trauma of testifying. Steps were taken, however, to minimize their public exposure and to 

preserve anonymity through publication bans. Details of Fisher’s assaults were read in from documents as 

opposed to being recited by the victims. Except in the case of Victim 12, who was indecently assaulted in 

the general vicinity of the murder around the same time, the victims were not cross-examined by counsel 

extensively.

Fisher Victim 1 was raped by Fisher on October 22, 1968. Relevant documents were read in prior to her 

testimony. In them, she described her attacker as 5’2” to 5’4” tall, around 18 years old, with dark hair 

hanging over his face. He used a knife in the attack.

Fisher Victim 2 described her attacker, who raped her on November 13, 1968, as a man 18 to 25 years 

old, 5’5” tall with dark hair which hung over his forehead, wearing a white hard hat and smelling of oil and 

gas. He used a knife.

Fisher Victim 3 was attacked on November 29, 1968, according to her statement,2 by a man with a knife, 

about 20 years old, 5’6” tall with long dark hair. He was frightened off by an approaching vehicle before he 

could complete the rape.

2 Docid 065330.
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Victim 12 was indecently assaulted on her way to the bus stop at around 7:00 a.m. on January 31, 1969. 

She fixes the time at 7:07 a.m. because she looked at her watch, but she always kept it a few minutes 

fast. It took 10 to 12 minutes to walk from her house at Avenue H and 19th Street to the bus stop at 

Avenue H and 22nd Street. She described her attacker as 5’5” or 5’6” tall wearing a three-quarter length 

dark suede or leather jacket with a fur collar. He wore only one glove on his left hand. He had a darker 

complexion – possibly Métis. When Victim 12 heard of the murder she reported her own attack assuming 

the murderer had also attacked her. She was shown a photo line-up but made no identification. Her 

report3 was recorded on the Miller murder file because she was not making the complaint on her own 

account.

A map4 shows the site of the attack, just south of the tracks at 22nd Street and Avenue H, which would 

be about seven blocks from the Miller murder scene. 

Fisher Victim 4 was raped by Larry Fisher on February 21, 1970, less then a month after Milgaard’s 

conviction for murder.5 She told police that she would recognize her attacker and she did when later 

shown a photo of Fisher after his arrest in Winnipeg.

Two former Saskatoon Police officers testified about the Fisher Victim 4 rape complaint in February 1970. 

One of them was Harry Valila who was aware of the Fisher Victim 4 matter, but not of the two 1968 

rapes and one attempt. Here, again, we have an example of an officer in the Saskatoon Police who was 

unaware of what the Milgaard counsel in this Inquiry have described as the activities of a notorious, serial 

rapist. 

Valila helped in the Miller investigation and answered a complaint of David Milgaard being a nuisance 

in April 1969.6 He made no comparison between the Fisher Victim 4 and the Miller matters. He found 

nothing unusual about Karst being sent to Winnipeg with Nordstrom, and described Karst as a good 

investigator.

Another officer, Stanley (Gus) Weir, was a morality officer in 1969 and 1970, and was in charge of the 

Fisher Victim 4 rape investigation. He dictated his reports to be typed by Central Records in three copies; 

one for Central Records, a working copy for the investigator, and another for a purpose unknown to him. 

When a file was concluded, a report to that effect would be left on file for review by his superior. Weir 

could not tell us where the file went after that. Nor was he clear on how files were managed when active 

investigation had ceased because no suspect was found.

He thinks that the general practice was to inform victims of rape when their files were concluded, but the 

process was hit and miss. He told one of the Fisher rape victims, Fisher Victim 4, about the disposition of 

her case on February 5, 1971.7 

I conclude from Weir’s evidence that there simply was no system in place which ensured that investigating 

morality officers would follow their files once they stopped working on them. 

3 Docid 106110.

4 Docid 164351.
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Weir said that there was a good working relationship between morality officers and detectives. 

For example, Raymond Mackie helped Weir and his partner, Ivan Lindgren, with the Fisher Victim 4 

complaint. Weir recalls comparing the other rape complaints for links to his file, but finding no similarities.

The Weir and Lindgren occurrence report of the Fisher Victim 4 complaint records a thorough 

investigation.8 Many leads were followed and many photos were shown to the complainant to no avail. 

Fisher was simply unknown to the police, until his arrest in Winnipeg.

The Inquiry heard commentary from many witnesses, which confirmed the Saskatoon Police assessment 

at the time that these attacks were probably the work of one man. However, they did not bear a striking 

resemblance to the attack on Gail Miller, the chief difference being the level of violence involved. They did 

not ignore the possibility that the rapist was also the killer of Gail Miller, but they simply could not identify a 

suspect for the rapes, and it was obvious from the description of the rapist that it was not Milgaard. I am 

satisfied that they did not overlook or ignore any evidence then available to them which would have linked 

Fisher to the murder.

Former Morality Officer, Beverly Cressman, testified that his division had conducted decoy and 

surveillance operations in the area in late 1968, in pursuit of the rapist. After the murder, he briefly 

considered whether it was connected to the rapes but was persuaded by another officer that it was not, 

because of the dissimilarity in the level of violence. He could not recall any connection having been drawn 

between the Fisher Victim 4 rape and the 1968 rapes until after Fisher’s apprehension. At about this 

time, he was asked to check on Fisher’s addresses at the time of the offences. He made no connection 

between Fisher and the Miller murder at this time, and the fact that he was asked to do this tends to 

negate any suggestion that his superior officers were trying to deal with the Fisher matters quietly. He had 

no concerns about Eddie Karst going to Winnipeg to interview Fisher about the rapes because, of the two 

of them, Karst was the more experienced.

 (b) Fort Garry Assaults

Lorne Huff was with the Fort Garry police from 1961 to 1974 before serving, after amalgamation, with 

the Winnipeg City Police until 1987. Huff dealt with the rapes of Fisher Victim 5 and Fisher Victim 6 in 

Fort Garry in 1970.9 He was able to give valuable background information concerning Fisher’s activities in 

Winnipeg and his guilty pleas there. 

Fisher was arrested at the scene of Fisher Victim 6’s rape. He had not been known to police. He was 

held, pending conclusion of court proceedings, at Headingly Jail while on remand, and at the Vaughn 

Street Court Detention Centre.

Fisher at first declined to give a statement,10 but then provided information about Fisher Victim 6,11 then 

Fisher Victim 5,12 the last was prompted when Huff asked him how he would feel if his daughter had been 

raped.13 Huff told the Inquiry, and I accept, that Fisher had bruises which, he told him, resulted from a 

beating he received at Headingly which involved the guards there. 
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In his interview on October 21, 1970, Fisher told Huff of two incidents in Saskatoon, one rape and one 

attempt. Huff recalled one of the two Saskatoon officers who came to interview Fisher as being very big 

– a description which would fit Eddie Karst. Huff said that he and his partner were not present when the 

Saskatoon police officers interviewed Fisher. 

Huff seemed to have a clear memory of events, and I accept his evidence.

4. Involvement of Saskatoon City Police

Fort Garry police wrote to the Saskatoon Police on September 25, 197014 seeking any help they might be 

able to provide in view of Fisher’s recent residence in Saskatoon. Fisher had apparently been interviewed 

about the Saskatoon offences, but denied being involved. In a further interview with Huff, however, on 

October 21, 1970, Fisher confessed to a rape and an attempted rape in Saskatoon.15 This prompted 

Saskatoon Police to send Eddie Karst and Hilmer Nordstrum to Winnipeg, to interview Fisher on 

October 22, 1970.16

The Saskatoon Police had morality and detective divisions. The latter did not normally involve itself in 

the investigation of sexual assaults. Thus, the Milgaard group concluded that Karst, who had worked on 

the Miller murder investigation, was sent to Winnipeg to investigate a sexual assault suspect precisely 

because a link between the murder and rapes was suspected. Karst has consistently denied this. 

Other officers said that Karst was sent to Winnipeg simply because he was a highly capable investigator. 

When asked about it years later, Karst could not even remember going to Winnipeg at first, but when 

shown a copy of a report he had apparently authored, he conceded that he must have gone.

Joseph Penkala testified that he was not aware of Fisher’s arrest in Winnipeg, or of his confession to the 

Saskatoon sexual assaults, and I accept that. Nor was there anything unusual, in his view, about Karst 

being sent to Winnipeg with Nordstrum to take Fisher’s statement. It did not surprise him that, although 

Fisher was charged with the rapes and pled guilty in Regina, police did not follow up on a possible 

connection with the Miller murder. They had a conviction for the latter and were busy with new challenges. 

Coming from an officer who was involved in the Miller murder investigation, and who later became Chief 

of Police in Saskatoon, and served with distinction in that post, the evidence is of significant weight. 

Penkala testified at length at the Inquiry and I found him to be frank, credible and helpful.

In Fisher’s statement of October 22, 1970,17 given to Karst in Winnipeg, he gave his address as 1824 

Avenue D North in Saskatoon. This was not Cadrain’s address; so Karst would not have been alerted. It 

appears that Karst had with him the Fisher Victim 3 and Fisher Victim 4 files, but probably not the Fisher 

Victim 1 and Fisher Victim 2 files, because he was not expecting a statement from Fisher about them. He 

thinks from the lack of detail in the statements he took, that he had no inkling of Fisher being involved in 

other rapes. Had he suspected that, he would have gone into detail about the method of operation.

One must be careful to distinguish between what Karst knew during the investigative stage of the Miller 

murder file and what he later knew. As his April 18, 1969 report18 shows, he was aware of the connection 

being made between the rapes and the murder. But he says that whatever the motivation of his superiors 
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in sending him to Winnipeg a year and a half later to take Fisher’s guilty pleas, his mind must have been 

closed to the connection, or he would have asked appropriate questions of Fisher.

5. Prosecution of Fisher for Saskatchewan Assaults

 (a) Introduction

Fisher had to be dealt with in Manitoba for the Fort Garry offences, and in Saskatchewan for the 

Saskatoon offences.

He pled guilty in Winnipeg for the Fort Garry offences and received a sentence of 13 years. 

The disposition of the Saskatoon charges required his removal to Saskatchewan. The manner in which 

that was done gave rise later to charges by the Milgaard group of a cover-up of the Saskatoon offences, 

so as to conceal their connection with the murder of Gail Miller, specifically:

The Saskatchewan Crown Prosecutor handling the Fisher charges, Serge Kujawa, was the same •	
prosecutor handling Milgaard’s appeals during the same time period. It would later be alleged 

that Kujawa had both files, that anyone in possession of this material would have concluded 

Fisher had raped and murdered Gail Miller, and that Kujawa in fact had drawn this conclusion, 

but had decided to cover it up. 

Fisher’s Saskatoon offences were charged by way of direct indictment, a seldom used process •	
which obviates the need for a preliminary inquiry and appearances by the accused both in the 

provincial court and in the Court of Queen’s Bench. The Attorney General of Saskatchewan was 

a necessary signatory to the direct indictment, and it would later be argued that authorities chose 

the process so that the charges could be handled quickly and inconspicuously.

Fisher entered his guilty pleas in Regina as opposed to Saskatoon where the public would •	
be more likely to draw a connection with the Miller murder. He was taken from Prince Albert 

Penitentiary to Regina instead of Saskatoon, which would have been closer. Milgaard’s 

prosecutor, Caldwell, was implicated in the arrangement.

He pled guilty just before Christmas in 1971, on a date chosen to avoid publicity, and after •	
the Supreme Court of Canada had rejected Milgaard’s application for leave to appeal on 

November 15, 1971.

Notwithstanding the severity of the Saskatoon offences, Kujawa agreed to terms of imprisonment •	
to be served concurrently with the time received in Manitoba, so in the result Fisher received 

no extra prison time for his Saskatoon offences – clearly a favor extended to Fisher for his 

agreement to quietly plead guilty in Regina.

The Regina media did not report the guilty pleas. •	

Some of the Saskatoon rape victims were not told of the disposition of their cases, nor were •	
some of the investigators involved. 

After Fisher came to the attention of the Milgaard group in the early 1990s, some of the original •	
Saskatoon rape files could not be found, and must have been concealed or destroyed in 

furtherance of a cover-up.
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Kujawa, the Minister of Justice and other officials realized that the Milgaard conviction was a •	
mistake and held closed door meetings involving the Miller murder file and the Fisher rape files.

The Saskatoon Crown office had no substantial involvement in the matter of Fisher’s guilty pleas in 

Regina. Information about the sexual assaults in Saskatoon was requested by the Regina Crown office so 

that Kujawa, Director of Public Prosecutions, could inform himself for the purpose of speaking to the guilty 

pleas. The request went to Caldwell in the Saskatoon Crown office, who passed it along to the Saskatoon 

Police, who replied directly to Regina with the information needed. I accept Caldwell’s testimony that 

he had no interest in the matter beyond passing on the request for information and evidence to the 

Saskatoon Police. I am satisfied that the police handled the request without reference to the Miller murder 

file – in fact without even thinking about that file.

The Saskatoon rape files were concluded in Regina with no official report having been made to the 

Saskatoon Crown office or to the police there.

It is uncertain what became of the Saskatoon sexual assault files. The Milgaard group was to allege 

that the files were destroyed by Saskatoon Police as part of a cover-up. This became the subject of 

a Saskatchewan Police Commission investigation which found that the files had probably been lost in 

the course of a move of police headquarters in Saskatoon. But the possibility also exists that the files 

remained in the office of the City Prosecutor, Ben Wolff.19 

 (b) Key Witnesses and the Documentary Record

  (i) Lawrence Greenberg

Greenberg was an important witness on the subject of Fisher’s guilty pleas in Regina. He was Fisher’s 

Winnipeg lawyer. He no longer has his file but was able to reconstruct a comprehensive narrative 

from Commission documents, including the initial crime report on the Fisher Victim 5 assault,20 the 

supplementary report,21 and the report on the Fisher Victim 6 assault.22 

Within days of these two rapes, Fisher told Greenberg of his involvement in them, instructing him to have 

guilty pleas entered as quickly as possible. Greenberg was not present when the Fisher statements were 

taken. Fisher had no criminal record and there was no discussion of the Miller murder. Greenberg was 

unaware of it, or of Milgaard’s conviction.

Learning of the Saskatoon matters, Greenberg testified that he hoped to dispose of everything at once or 

at least avoid separate sentencing and consecutive penalties.

The offences were indictable, and were within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Superior Court, namely the 

Court of Queen’s Bench in Saskatchewan. 

A preliminary hearing before the Saskatchewan provincial court was required unless waived. Alternatively, 

the matter could proceed by way of direct indictment, preferred by the Saskatchewan Attorney General, 

directly to the Saskatchewan Court of Queen’s Bench. The accused wanted to plead guilty and not go to 

trial, so a preliminary inquiry was not needed. Greenberg’s choices therefore were a consent committal, 

which needed an appearance in provincial court, or a direct indictment bypassing that court altogether. 
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As well, the accused had to dispose of the Manitoba and Saskatchewan charges in those respective 

provinces. So Greenberg’s aim was to have his client sentenced on the Manitoba matters, and then go to 

Saskatchewan to be sentenced there, with assurance that Fisher’s time for the Saskatchewan offences 

would be concurrent with the sentences imposed in Manitoba. He said that he received such assurance, 

although he has no supporting documentation. I accept his evidence.

Greenberg wrote to the federal Minister of Justice asking for his cooperation in ensuring that Fisher plead 

to the Manitoba charges, and then the Saskatchewan charges in special sittings as close together as 

possible, so that he could begin serving his time without delay.23 Greenberg was anxious to conclude 

matters because his client had been beaten in prison and his mental condition was deteriorating.

Greenberg consented to committal in Manitoba on February 12, 1971.24 He wrote to Saskatchewan on 

March 12, 1971,25 demanding attention to Fisher’s case. The Saskatchewan Attorney General replied 

March 18, 1971,26 saying that inquiries were being made.

Correspondence passed between Greenberg, Correctional Services Canada and Saskatchewan.27 

Greenberg wanted assurance that Fisher would serve his sentence in Saskatchewan before disposition 

of the Manitoba matters. He said that it made no difference to him as to where his client pled in 

Saskatchewan. He left that up to the Saskatchewan Attorney General,28 and would have sought their 

agreement to concurrent sentences in the 10 - 15 year range.

According to Greenberg, the 13 year sentence Fisher received in Manitoba was not low. The media 

reported that “Fisher will face similar charges in Saskatoon”.29 The matter was reported in Saskatoon. On 

June 2, 1971, Greenberg wrote to Saskatchewan asking for a hearing date,30 reporting the results of the 

Manitoba pleas, and offering to send the pre-sentence report for the use of the Court and the Attorney 

General. There is no mention of a deal for concurrent time, or of a venue for the guilty pleas. Obviously, 

Greenberg was relying on verbal arrangements for sentence, and Fisher was willing to take his chances.31

Greenberg pressed for a hearing date by letter on June 11, 1971.32 Action was taken by Kujawa, the 

Saskatchewan Director of Public Prosecutions.33 His letter of June 25, 1971, makes the case for a direct 

indictment, and explains that without Fisher’s confession there was no evidence against him.

A change in government in Saskatchewan ensued, and on December 8, 1971, Kujawa wrote to the new 

acting Attorney General, Allan Blakeney,34 repeating his request for a direct indictment. In the meantime, 

Fisher was incarcerated in Prince Albert, his penitentiary of choice, so the sense of urgency, I conclude, 

had largely passed.35
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Greenberg could not say whether he suggested the direct indictment. All he wanted was the most 

expeditious choice. I am satisfied that Greenberg did not specify a venue, nor did he discuss with anyone 

a possible connection between Fisher and the Miller murder. It has been suggested that authorities 

were awaiting the expiration of the Milgaard appeal period before taking Fisher’s guilty pleas for the 

Saskatchewan offences. But it was Greenberg’s evidence, which I accept, that he had no sense that the 

Saskatchewan Attorney General’s Department was taking unusual steps or trying to delay disposition of 

the Fisher matters. He did not see, observe, or think of anything suggesting a conspiracy or cover-up in 

the handling of the charges.

The arrangement needed to accomplish Greenberg’s strategy was not simple to organize, involving two 

separate provincial courts, the Federal and Provincial Justice Departments, Corrections Canada, and a 

change in Saskatchewan’s Government.

Once Fisher had pled guilty in Manitoba, Greenberg had assurance of concurrent time in Saskatchewan 

and his client was soon sent to Prince Albert where he wanted to be, so there was no more urgency, 

aside from a desire to close the file.36

Twenty years later, commentators like Timothy Appleby and David Roberts with the Globe and Mail,37 

purported to find something sinister in the arrangement described in the Kujawa memo of December 8, 

197138. Greenberg begged to differ. He emphatically stated that there was no intent to have Fisher “quietly 

plead guilty”39. As for waiting for conclusion of the Milgaard appeals, Greenberg had never heard the 

name. Regina was chosen as venue for the guilty pleas because the direct indictment had to be arranged 

through Kujawa and the Attorney General, who were both located in Regina. 

Fisher was indicted in Regina on December 8, 1971,40 and pled guilty to the rapes of Fisher Victim 1, 

Fisher Victim 2, Fisher Victim 4, and the indecent assault of Fisher Victim 3 on December 21, 1971. He 

received four years on each rape, and six months on the indecent assault, all concurrent to the sentences 

imposed for his Winnipeg offences. In his memorandum to file dated December 24, 1971,41 Kujawa 

remarked that Fisher’s confession, not likely admissible, was the only evidence against him.

  (ii) Larry Fisher

Fisher’s responsibility for the rape and murder of Gail Miller was not an issue in this Inquiry. His conviction 

is final. Potentially, of course, he had much to offer in terms of clearing up the circumstances surrounding 

Gail Miller’s death, and its investigation and prosecution. He was not a helpful witness, but certain things 

he said could be verified by reference to other evidence.

Fisher readily admitted the Fort Garry rapes. He says that his confessions were prompted by a desire 

to get out of Headingley where he had been assaulted by guards. That led to his confession to the 

Saskatchewan matters.42 Although he recalls being interviewed by Saskatoon officers, he could not 

remember by how many, or what they looked like. He does not recall the name Eddie Karst. He agrees 

that his instructions to Greenberg were to dispose of all charges by guilty pleas as quickly as possible. 
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He left the place of pleas to Greenberg. He did not care what time he got. He was never told that the 

pleas would take place in Regina to avoid publicity in Saskatoon. He said that his abusive treatment in 

Headingley led him to make a statement. Whether that is true or not, the mistreatment appears to have 

happened, according to Huff, a former Fort Garry policeman, so the admissibility of the statement might 

well have been affected as Kujawa remarked in his letter to the Acting Attorney General.

Although arrested only in 1997 for the rape and murder of Miller, Fisher has been incarcerated, except 

for a few years, since 1971 for various crimes.43 His first involvement with the courts was in 1971 and, he 

says, he relied on his lawyer. Consecutive and concurrent sentences were terms unknown to him. His only 

concern was total time. He agreed with Kujawa’s views of June 25, 1971,44 that he wanted to clear his 

record for a fresh start. He said that he did not know the name David Milgaard.

As mentioned, the Milgaard group’s suspicions of a cover-up were excited by the fact that Fisher pled 

guilty to Saskatoon offences in Regina, when the usual practice was to have guilty pleas heard as near 

as possible to the place where the offences occurred. Also, Fisher received sentences for the very 

serious Saskatoon offences concurrent to the sentences he had received in Manitoba. The fact that the 

sentences were not consecutive told the group that authorities had made a deal with Fisher to plead guilty 

in Regina, where there would be no publicity in exchange for concurrent time.

  (iii) Kenneth MacKay

MacKay, formerly of the Saskatchewan Attorney General’s Department, was a reliable and informative 

witness on the workings of the department at relevant times. 

From 1969 to 1973, MacKay was a junior lawyer in the Regina office under Serge Kujawa, the Director of 

Public Prosecutions. Kujawa did all the appeal work for both the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal and the 

Supreme Court of Canada, leaving little time for administrative duties which were performed by a junior 

in the department, Elizabeth McFadyen. MacKay began working for the Attorney General in Regina only 

after the Miller murder, of which he was unaware.

MacKay was able to explain what information relating to the Milgaard and Fisher cases came to the 

Regina office of the Attorney General and how it was handled, a subject of interest to us because of the 

allegation that Kujawa made the connection between the murder and the Fisher sexual assaults, and 

covered it up.

Commission Counsel prepared an index45 listing 137 documents related to the Milgaard file that were 

apparently in the possession of the Attorney General’s office in Regina. Included are reports authored by 

J.A.B. Riddell and Edwin Rasmussen, and some substantive material such as witness statements, as well 

as administrative material. The original Milgaard prosecution file, however, remained in Saskatoon.

A large number of RCMP reports came to the office as a matter of course because that force policed 

the province under contract with the Attorney General. Although Kujawa’s name appears on some of 

the reports, it is doubtful that he read any of them. Some are marked with the initials of his assistant, 

McFayden. MacKay says that McFayden probably read the letters and reports. If something was marked 

as needing action, Kujawa might read it, but it would receive attention in any case. The flow of material 

did not have a functional purpose beyond general information for contractual purposes, or for briefing 
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the Minister if the case were notorious. Kujawa, not an “enthusiastic manager”,46 did not prepare briefing 

notes said MacKay, his interest being in the court room. When he himself became appellate counsel, 

MacKay never looked at police reports. His interest was the record.

Caldwell reported on the Milgaard preliminary inquiry,47 (a report likely read by McFadyen), and on 

the trial.48 Kujawa argued the appeal on November 6, 1970, and reasons for dismissal were given on 

January 5, 1971. No factums were filed, and MacKay does not recall receiving the trial prosecutor’s file for 

purpose of the appeal. A transcript of the evidence was received.49

MacKay thought that in view of the 13 year Manitoba sentence, asking for more time in Saskatchewan 

would have been futile. Concurrent sentences in such situations were not unusual in Saskatchewan. 

I accept this.

MacKay passed the Manitoba report50 of June 7, 1971, onto Kujawa who required the information to 

speak to the guilty pleas. 

The clearest proof of the reason for the direct indictment procedure is to be found in Kujawa’s letter to the 

Attorney General on June 25, 1971.51 I find from this, and from Kujawa and other evidence, that without 

Fisher’s Manitoba confessions Saskatchewan had no proof against him for the Saskatoon offences. Thus, 

Fisher’s willingness to plead guilty to the Saskatoon offences would be reason enough to accommodate 

him for speedy disposition by way of direct indictment. Fisher could start anew, and Saskatchewan could 

clear the charges from its books. Incidentally, the guilty pleas, I find, would be of significant weight in 

mitigation. Without them, Saskatchewan would be left with four unresolved, serious cases.

As to the difficulty of proving the Fisher crimes in Saskatchewan, notwithstanding the confessions in 

Manitoba, MacKay recalled some issue with Fisher having been beaten and wanting to get out of the 

situation he was in. This would affect admissibility.

Arrangements were finally made to have Fisher’s guilty pleas heard in Regina on December 21, 1971.52 

The location was chosen as a matter of convenience. MacKay saw nothing unusual in the December 21st 

date, which the Milgaard group had alleged was chosen in furtherance of a cover-up. A judge was 

available and everyone wanted to dispose of the matter before Christmas.53 MacKay wrote to Fisher 

confirming the arrangements, and confirming that the Crown would be consenting to concurrent 

sentences. This letter was sent to Fisher in the penitentiary on December 10, 1971. If the authorities were 

trying to keep the guilty pleas out of the public eye, as alleged by the Milgaard group, this letter would 

have sabotaged their efforts. Larry Fisher could tell anyone, as could Greenberg54 or the RCMP. 

The disposition is recorded in Kujawa’s memorandum to file dated December 24, 1971.55 That would end 

Kujawa’s formal reporting duties. MacKay says that it would never occur to him to report to the police, 

and in those days victims were left out of the loop. Between February 1971 and November 1971, both the 
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Milgaard and Fisher files were open in the Attorney General’s system, but MacKay recalls no connection 

being made between the two matters in his Regina office. He discussed neither one with Kujawa.

MacKay does not accept that there was a desire to distance the Milgaard appeal and the Fisher pleas. 

He says the suggestion that Kujawa covered up anything would be antithetical to all Kujawa stood for. 

He further questioned, from a utilitarian point of view, why would anyone do it. It would only enhance the 

reputation of the prosecution service to do something about a wrongful conviction. I accept this.

He commented on the allegation of cover-up. It would be an elaborate process to hide the Fisher pleas. 

And for what? To make sure that Milgaard remained in jail in the face of evidence of innocence? It would 

be much simpler to face the facts. As to the suggestion that people were convinced of Milgaard’s guilt 

and wanted to hide evidence which might get him out, Mackay said that he had never met a prosecutor 

who would do that.

Asked to estimate the number of files passing through head office in the 1970-1971 period, MacKay said 

that there would be a maximum of 36 sentence appeals and six to seven conviction appeals per month. 

Kujawa handled them all, as well as complex, serious cases. He also dealt with guilty pleas from other 

provinces, law reform and uniform law issues, and Supreme Court of Canada matters.

Sexual assault work was a large part of the work in both Regina and Saskatoon. Media coverage was 

not uniform. It depended upon the diligence of reporters. Had the Fisher pleas been made in Saskatoon, 

there was no assurance of media coverage. The Crown did not alert media of pleas, and because the 

Regina Leader-Post and the Saskatoon StarPhoenix had a single owner, there is no assurance that pleas 

in one city would not be covered in the other. 

As to the Michael Breckenridge allegations, MacKay said that he never worked for an attorney general 

who intervened in a criminal matter. Romanow was no exception.

  (iv) Serge Kujawa

Kujawa began his employment with the Saskatchewan Attorney General in 1960.56 He spent about 

30 years in Criminal Prosecutions. He was the Director of Public Prosecutions in 1970 and 1971 – the top 

prosecutor in the province – and reported directly to the Deputy Attorney General. 

Kujawa estimates handling 400 sentence appeals in a year, and so was familiar with the Court of Appeal 

attitudes on sentencing. He had a comparable workload with conviction appeals, although fewer cases, 

perhaps 40 - 50 per year, for which he consulted the transcript and the judge’s direction to the jury.

He handled high profile cases from rural centers as well. He estimates that in 1969 - 1970 he was counsel 

of record on about 1,200 – 1,400 cases.

He said that most reporting to the department by police forces was for administrative purposes. He did 

not read the letters, but someone did to see if they required action. That is significant, I think. It follows 

that however interesting a report, or notorious the case, the reader in the Regina Attorney General’s office 

would simply look for signs of action to be taken. If none was called for, the report would simply be filed, 

which is apparently what happened to RCMP reports on the Milgaard case such as the Rasmussen 
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report.57 Even in the latter case, where the report relates the possible rape/murder connection, Kujawa 

said that it would have no relevance to anything he was doing.

According to Kujawa, his initial on a report meant only that he received it, not that he read it.58 When 

Milgaard was charged, in May 1969, he was not involved and did not provide advice. Later Caldwell 

consulted him only on s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act. His relationship with Tallis was always good 

and one which he was anxious to maintain.59 

The Milgaard appeal was argued before a five judge panel – quite standard for serious cases.60 Although 

Kujawa argued it he recalls little about it. I accept his denial in relation to allegations that he decided in 

1971 to withhold information about Fisher. 

Kujawa’s brief oral presentation on the leave to appeal application to the Supreme Court of Canada 

marked the end of his involvement on the Milgaard file. 

6. Conclusions

I find that the sentences imposed in Manitoba and Saskatchewan are sufficiently explained in the 

documents to negate the Milgaard suggestion of a conspiracy, which is twofold:

 1.  The authorities conspired to get Fisher’s agreement to plead guilty in Regina to avoid publicity. 

In consideration, Fisher would receive concurrent time in Saskatchewan for offences which 

should have merited an even lengthier consecutive sentence than the 13 years he received in 

Manitoba. The evidence of Greenberg and the documents he was shown refute that allegation. 

The chain of events is shown to have been motivated by Fisher’s desire to wipe the slate clean. 

Perhaps, as has been suggested, he hoped that in so doing he could divert attention from his 

involvement in the Miller attack, but if that was his intention, there is no evidence that his lawyer 

Greenberg or the Justice officials or police in either Manitoba or Saskatchewan had any inkling 

of it. Greenberg was cautious and effective in the way in which he handled the case. The result, 

from the Saskatchewan side, was certainly favorable to his client, but the Manitoba court could 

hardly be described as lenient in imposing a 13 year sentence on an accused without a criminal 

record.

 2.  The Milgaards further contend that Regina was chosen as a venue for the guilty pleas because of 

a desire on the part of the Saskatchewan authorities to avoid public scrutiny which might reveal 

Fisher as the real culprit in the Miller murder. The suggestion, on its face, is debatable because:

  a)  It assumes grave misconduct on the part of both Saskatchewan Police and the 

Saskatchewan Attorney General’s Department.

  b)  It assumes that those bodies would suffer great loss of face by admitting that they had 

missed Fisher in prosecuting Milgaard. I fail to see why this would be so. Fisher as a suspect 

was simply unknown to Saskatchewan until he, in Manitoba, revealed his own involvement. 

Even conceding the similarities between the rapes and the Miller attack, the fact of Fisher 

coming forward in 1970 gave authorities their rapist, but by no means their murderer. 

They had Milgaard for that, and in good faith, I find. 

57 Examples of this in the Milgaard case are 065398, 065399 and 065346.

58 Docid 065349.

59 Docid 065484.

60 Docid 066505.
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  c)  The fact of the Fisher guilty pleas following the expiration of the appeal period for Milgaard 

was, I find, coincidental. 

Having heard testimony from Greenberg and Fisher, I can conclude that neither was party to an 

agreement or arrangement to assist in the concealment of Fisher’s guilty pleas to the Saskatoon 

rapes. That would leave, as possible participants in such a scheme, only the Saskatoon Police and 

Saskatchewan Justice. But if the cover-up of Fisher’s Saskatoon rapes was intended, why would the 

Saskatoon Police bother to send officers to Winnipeg to interview Fisher? Why would they charge him 

and take his guilty pleas after he had already received 13 years for rape in Manitoba. Surely the easiest 

way to hide the Saskatoon rapes would be to do nothing about them, to leave them unsolved.

The disappearance of the files following the guilty pleas at Regina, instead of Saskatoon, the focus of 

the offences, and the failure to publicize them, even to the victims, strongly suggested a cover-up to the 

Milgaards. But I find that the pleas were entered in Regina as a matter of convenience, the files were 

lost accidentally, and the victims were not notified for lack of a policy to do so, and because of simple 

oversight or insensitivity on the part of the investigating officers. 

Again, I find it necessary to remind myself that one must not judge with the benefit of hindsight. The Fisher 

rapes have gained tremendous notoriety over the years, but in 1970, as the evidence shows, they were 

not much in the public eye, and indeed were a matter mainly for the attention of the morality department 

within the Saskatoon Police. Given the passage of time, it is not surprising that Karst did not remember 

the trip to Winnipeg to interview Fisher. He denies having made any connection between the rapes and 

the murder, and I believe him. 

I am satisfied that Kujawa did nothing wrong in his official duties relating to either the Milgaard or the 

Fisher cases. In particular I am satisfied from all the evidence that there was no attempt to delay resolution 

of the Fisher rape files in Saskatchewan or to conceal them from the public. 
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Nov-15-1971

The Supreme Court of 
Canada denies David 
Milgaard’s application for 
leave to appeal.

Dec-23-1980

Joyce Milgaard issues 
a news release and 
distributes a reward 
poster offering $10,000 
for information that 
will exonerate David 
Milgaard.

Mar-31-1980

Having recently been 
released from prison on 
mandatory supervision, 
Larry Fisher attacks a 
North Battleford woman.

Dec-28-1988

David Milgaard applies 
to the federal Minister of 
Justice for a review of 
his conviction.

Jan-14-1972

Caldwell writes to the 
National Parole Board to 
express his opposition 
to David Milgaard ever 
being released on parole. 
He writes again on two 
subsequent occasions.

Aug-28-1980

Linda Fisher provides 
Saskatoon Police with a 
written statement saying 
she believes Larry Fisher 
may have killed Gail 
Miller. Saskatoon Police 
do not follow up on her 
statement.

Jun-11-1981

Larry Fisher is convicted 
of the 1980 rape and 
attempted murder of a 
North Battleford woman.



1. Caldwell’s Letters to the National Parole Board

O
f all the people who incurred the wrath of Joyce Milgaard and her supporters over the years 

following the conviction of David Milgaard, perhaps none was more adversely affected than 

T.D.R. Caldwell, the prosecutor at the Milgaard trial. This is ironic, as I find that he acted 

in good faith throughout the prosecution of Milgaard, was at all times ready to help anyone who 

displayed an interest in the reopening effort, and was a credible and helpful witness at this Inquiry, 

prepared to admit any mistakes he had made, and in full sympathy with David Milgaard. 

In my view, criticism of Caldwell was rooted in two things: firstly, the practice of Joyce Milgaard, and 

to a lesser extent some of her supporters, to attack indiscriminately anyone who had a part in her 

son’s conviction; and secondly, Caldwell’s imprudent action in writing to the National Parole Board 

about David Milgaard in the 1970s. This is a collateral issue in the Inquiry because I find that it did not 

play any part in the issues raised by the Terms of Reference. Specifically, the letters did not become a 

factor in the effort to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller. But they certainly provoked 

the Milgaard group, providing a continuing source of fuel for the fire of their discontent. The letters, 

therefore, became relevant to the administration of justice in Saskatchewan about which I have been 

invited to make recommendations.
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Caldwell says that he was motivated to write to the Board by reading its booklet1 which sought input 

about prisoners from outside agencies. I accept that, but his response was rather more enthusiastic than 

prudence called for, and has turned out to be highly embarrassing for him. I note that the booklet calls for 

comments from the bench and the police, but says nothing about prosecutors.

Caldwell told us that his letter of January 14, 1972, to T.G. Street of the Parole Board2 was written 

because the facts of the case were so shocking. One cannot disagree with that, or indeed with the idea 

of writing, except that it was something beyond the normal responsibilities of a prosecutor. Restraint was 

called for, in my view, and there should have been scrupulous attention to accuracy. Instead, Caldwell 

presented the theory of the Crown as fact instead of referring to the evidence. He did cite the judgment of 

the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal (which recited the facts based on evidence), but he should not have 

put something down as fact simply because he believed that it happened. Caldwell was proud of the part 

he played in the conviction. But here, I think, pride took him a step too far. Instead of letting the Parole 

Board deal with the matter, he interjected his own views. He mentioned the re-enactment and enclosed 

photos of the deceased.

In the letter, Caldwell said that he had read Milgaard’s entire psychiatric history which contained 

“predictions by social workers… that he would one day kill somebody”.3 He purported to know “a great 

deal about the personality of the accused”4 and repeated Albert Cadrain’s tale of the girls in the bathtub. 

This, surely, was an excess of zeal. Cadrain’s story was not evidence. Caldwell did, however, refer the 

Board to the Yorkton Psychiatric Centre, amongst other agencies, for follow up. 

Using the booklet as a guide, he went through nine factors, expressing his certain view that Milgaard 

would return to a life of crime if released. He said, “From the above you will not be surprised to learn that 

I would be unalterably opposed to this individual ever gaining his freedom again, since I feel that it could 

confidently be predicted that he would return immediately to a life of crime, which might well soon lead 

again to another senseless and brutal killing of the sort described above”.5

Caldwell told the Inquiry that he did not write to the Board about other offenders and he added, rather 

unnecessarily I thought, that he had strong feelings about the case and the offender.

The Board replied and Caldwell wrote again on September 27, 1974,6 this time prompted by a meeting 

with the new chairman William J. Outerbridge, and urged the Board to have Milgaard sign a release for 

psychiatric histories in the possession of Dr. Ian McDonald. He says that he regarded this as his duty. The 

Board’s acknowledgment is a letter.7 They wrote to McDonald, copying Caldwell, saying that Milgaard 

had applied for day parole. This was during the seventh year following conviction. The Board also wrote 

to Caldwell seeking information.8 Caldwell replied on August 15, 1977,9 referring them to his 1972 letter 

enclosing a copy of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal judgment and photographs of the deceased with 

some commentary. He said, “I cannot over-emphasize the danger which I think Milgaard would present 

to other persons if he were to have his freedom, even on a short and temporary basis… Milgaard is an 

1 Docid 332055.

2 Docid 006824.

3 Docid 006824.

4 Docid 006824.

5 Docid 006824.

6 Docid 006833.

7 Docid 006832.

8 Docid 006830.

9 Docid 006822.
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extremely dangerous and unpredictable person, and I for one would not care to be in the position of 

allowing him to be released from custody on any terms whatsoever during his lifetime”.10

It is obvious that Caldwell had become an anti-Milgaard advocate. That was not his role during the 

prosecution, and indeed he did not play it then. But once freed of prosecutorial constraints, he made it his 

business to see that Milgaard stayed in custody. I have no evidence of personal animus, and indeed his 

letters expressed what he saw as the public interest, but I wonder about the advisability of a prosecutor 

assuming such a role. 

He acted, after all, in an adversarial position to Milgaard’s defense at trial. There are clear lines of 

demarcation between agencies employed in the administration of justice. When the police present their 

evidence, they are finished. When the judge pronounces sentence, he is finished, and so are counsel, 

including the prosecutor. 

I see nothing wrong with passing on information to the Parole Board which might assist them in assessing 

an inmate, but the Board is in the business of rehabilitation, and I fail to see how that process is helped by 

dated information and inflammatory comment. That said, I do not regard Caldwell’s letters as misconduct 

for the purposes of this report. 

Caldwell’s letters to the Board did not delay the opening of the investigation into the death of Gail Miller 

because he continued to be cooperative with investigators, despite being pilloried by the Milgaard group 

through the press. But accusations of bias against him have led investigators up many a blind alley. 

This Inquiry has invested much time, effort, and money on what have proven to be baseless accusations 

of misconduct by him. One recommendation which I could make for the better administration of Justice 

in this province would be that prosecutors desist from unsolicited contact with the Parole Board. If asked, 

they should confine recitation of the facts of a case to those found by the courts. They should avoid 

leaving the impression that they are heavily invested in a case on a personal level.

2. Larry Fisher’s Assault of Fisher Victim 7 March 31, 1980

Fisher was released from prison on January 26, 1980. On March 31, 1980, he raped and attempted 

to kill Fisher Victim 7 in North Battleford, Saskatchewan, in a protracted, vicious attack in which the 

victim’s throat was slashed. More than a year later, he was convicted of rape and attempted murder and 

sentenced to 10 years in prison.

The similarities of this attack to the rape and murder of Gail Miller appear to have escaped everyone’s 

attention. Had Linda Fisher’s report to Saskatoon Police on August 28, 1980, about her suspicions 

of Fisher as the murderer of Gail Miller been followed up, one would think that the attack on Fisher 

Victim 7 only four months prior would have been noticed, even though Fisher was not convicted until 

June 11, 1981 in Prince Albert Court. He was on parole at the time of the Fisher Victim 7 attack and 

was investigated for it soon after the event. He was charged on April 3, 1980, and his preliminary inquiry 

started on August 7, 1980. Had Linda Fisher’s report of August 28, 1980 been followed up, investigators 

would surely have spoken to him and realized that he was suspected of having committed a crime which 

bore striking similarities to the Gail Miller rape and murder.

10 Docid 006822.
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The significance of the failure of Saskatoon Police to follow up on the Linda Fisher report calls for a more 

detailed review of evidence respecting it, although the failure itself was rooted in simple error and systemic 

factors. There was no misconduct for the purposes of this report.

3. Linda Fisher’s Visit to Saskatoon City Police

The third arm of the Terms of Reference directs me to seek to determine whether the investigation into 

the death of Gail Miller should have been reopened earlier, based upon information which came to the 

attention of the police or Saskatchewan Justice. Officially, the reopening of the investigation did not take 

place until a DNA match was made in 1997 between Fisher and the semen stains on Gail Miller’s clothing. 

Previous inquiries, however, had concerned themselves with the investigation into the death of Gail Miller, 

notably the s. 690 investigations by Justice Canada, the Supreme Court of Canada Reference, and the 

RCMP Flicker investigation, this over a period of almost seven years beginning in 1989. For most of that 

period, Fisher was regarded as a suspect in the death of Miller, but evidence linking him to the crime, and 

hence sufficient to charge him, was lacking. But that evidence might have been available years before 

arising from Linda Fisher’s visit to Saskatoon Police on August 28, 1980. She told police that her husband 

Larry might have been responsible for the murder of Gail Miller. Her report was received, filed, referred and 

possibly evaluated on a cursory basis within the Saskatoon Police, but it went no further. 

Before considering the evidence relating to the Linda Fisher statement, it is necessary to note that for 

10 years following the conviction, David Milgaard and his family concentrated their efforts on winning 

parole but were unsuccessful.

Not surprisingly, the conviction had thrown the Milgaard family into confusion, and it was the evidence 

of Joyce Milgaard, which I accept, that she continued to hope, until the early 1980s, that her son would 

be paroled. But David’s continued failure to adapt to life in prison, his deteriorating mental state, not to 

mention his steadfast claims of innocence, finally persuaded her to give up on the idea of parole and 

instead seek a reopening of his case. She gathered supporters and hired counsel, three in succession.

With that background, I now move to a consideration of the circumstances surrounding the giving of the 

statement by Linda Fisher. 

I will review what witnesses said about the report at the Inquiry, first the evidence of Linda Fisher, then 

Kenneth Wagner who took the report and finally Jack Parker to whom it was referred.

Linda Fisher went to the Saskatoon Police on August 28, 1980, at the urging of her companion Bryan 

Wright, with whom she had shared her suspicions. She had been drinking, and they arrived at 4:30 a.m. 

on August 28, 1980. At the Inquiry she confirmed that Wagner’s report of her visit was accurate.11 

She could not explain clearly why she had failed to come forward sooner. 

From her evidence at the Inquiry, we learned that Linda Fisher married Larry Fisher on December 16, 

1967, and divorced him in January of 1979, having been separated following Larry’s incarceration in 

1970.

She and Larry moved many times,12 staying in the Cadrain house for about a year, from the fall of 1968 

to the fall of 1969. Larry used the private entrance to their suite, not the one which connected with the 

upstairs where the Cadrains lived. 

11 Docid 025417, 103521 and 105323.

12 Docid 067059.
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Larry rode the bus to work, catching it around 7:00 a.m. Sometimes he borrowed Cliff Pambrun’s vehicle 

for important reasons, but not for long, and not overnight. Larry sought out other women, and Linda 

argued with him about this. 

Linda Fisher says she heard of the October and November 1968 rapes on the radio and read about 

them,13 but had no suspicions or concerns about Larry as the culprit. He exhibited no unusual behavior.

On January 30, 1969, Larry did not return from work. Linda was very angry and packed to leave. 

She thinks that Larry had come home after 1:00 a.m. She woke between 9:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. 

to see him wearing dressy clothes, freshly bathed. She thought he had just come home from running 

around and argued with him until lunch time when she found her paring knife missing. Then she heard the 

radio report of the murder and confronted him, not seriously, about being the killer. His shocked reaction 

made her think she had overdone it, but she did not really suspect him. Her missing knife was a wooden 

handled paring knife, about 5 inches long, with rivets holding the handle. She never did find it. 

Larry lost his wallet which a child returned about a week after the murder. It was found near Cadrain’s 

house. This, Linda said, would not have made her suspicious of him as the murderer. He told her that he 

thought he dropped it getting out of a cab. 

Within a week of the murder, the police came to Linda’s door asking if she noticed anything unusual which 

might have been connected to the murder. She said no, not mentioning her knife, or her accusation, or 

her argument with her husband. It was not unusual. They argued regularly and she did not suspect Larry. 

Larry wrote to her from prison in Winnipeg14 on March 5, 1971, by which time she knew about the rapes. 

Linda says that she probably began to suspect him of murder around 1970 and 1971. She claims to have 

asked him before March 5, 1971, if he had done it and he said, “no”. 

News of Fisher’s Winnipeg convictions was published by the Saskatoon StarPhoenix on May 29, 1971.15 

Linda does not recall reading this, or any stories about his Regina convictions. Milgaard’s conviction for 

murder, although known to her, did not influence her. She said that although she still had her suspicions 

about Larry, she thought that he must not be the murderer. 

Conversation about Larry as possibly being the murderer went on in her family throughout the 1970s. 

Family members concluded that Milgaard would not have been convicted without serious evidence, and 

she says that that was a significant reason for her not going earlier to the police. 

After Larry was charged in Winnipeg, two Saskatoon Police officers spoke to Linda in Saskatoon. 

Although the details they gave caused her to suspect Larry of the murder, she still did not tell them 

about the missing knife or about her conversation with Larry on the morning in question. I find that her 

suspicions were simply not strong enough to motivate her to a formal statement until some 10 years had 

passed. Some 12 years after making her statement in 1980, she gave an interview to the Saskatoon 

StarPhoenix16 around the time of the Supreme Court of Canada Reference, expressing uncertainty over 

who had done the murder. Either Fisher or Milgaard might have, she thought.

13 Docid 214160.

14 Docid 020175.

15 Docid 159724.

16 Docid 048855.
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 (a) Report to Kenneth Wagner

Linda’s report and statement were taken by Wagner of the Saskatoon Police17 in August 1980. At the 

Inquiry, she confirmed its accuracy. She expected, quite reasonably, that she would be contacted by 

another police officer but this did not happen until an RCMP member spoke to her around 1990. 

At the time, Wagner was in charge of a patrol platoon, and was aware of the Milgaard conviction. As the 

senior officer on duty on the night of August 28, 1980, he was expected to review all occurrence reports 

and assign them to the appropriate division.

Linda Fisher was referred to him by the front desk officer. She introduced herself and apologized for 

having liquor on her breath, saying that she needed it for courage. In his view, however, she was sober 

and coherent. He took her statement and said that someone more conversant with the case would 

probably contact her.

Wagner had no recollection of the Saskatoon rapes in 1968. He was in the patrol division at the time, and 

like other officers we have heard from, tended to concentrate on his own files to the exclusion of cases 

outside his division.

Linda Fisher told Wagner that her suspicion was triggered by the North Battleford incident involving Fisher 

Victim 7 and her missing paring knife. Also, she recalled talk that a broken knife had been found near 

Miller’s body, and Larry’s reaction to her suggestion that he had probably killed her became implanted.

Wagner’s interest in her story focused on the knife. He “definitely”18 thought that someone would 

follow up.

17 Docid 025417, 103521, 105323.

18 T14963.
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In Wagner’s report of taking Linda’s statement he says, “This woman seems quite sincere. She had a 

slight order (sic) of alcoholic beverage on her breath, but was sober”.20 He concludes, “this report is being 

left in the event that a follow-up is to be done”.21

Wagner told Linda that the investigating officers who handled the original case would no doubt be in 

touch with her, but nobody was.

Central Registry staff typed a report dictated by Wagner. It was not returned to him but rather, he thinks, 

to his relief inspector on day or afternoon shift. One can conclude from the notation on the report that it 

was referred to Jack Parker, but not by him, says Wagner, and I accept that. Had he done an assignment 

of the matter, however, it would have been to a detective sergeant and would appear in the form it bears.

When Wagner switched to day shift, he went to the Detective section to inquire into the Linda Fisher 

complaint. Parker happened to be there and Wagner asked if he had seen the report. He had. Asked 

if the knife Linda Fisher described was the knife found near the body, Parker replied “No, it’s not even 

close.”22 I accept this evidence and prefer it over that of Parker who says that he recalls no such 

discussion with Wagner.

 (b) Referral to Parker

A handwritten notation in the divisional assignment box reads “Staff Sergeant Parker”23 indicating that the 

Wagner report was sent to Parker for review. In his testimony at the Inquiry, Parker could not recall seeing 

Wagner’s report or of discussing the knife, statement or investigation with Wagner, although he could not 

deny that the discussions might have taken place. He agreed that the police should have followed up on 

Linda Fisher’s information.

Other officers and Justice officials were questioned at the Inquiry about this situation. Joseph Penkala 

was unable to explain why the Linda Fisher report was not followed up. He himself had no recollection of 

it in 1980. He said that he might have been skeptical of such a statement, given 10 years after the event 

by a person who had been drinking, but he would have followed it up nevertheless had he been aware of 

it.

One can accept that there were reasons to be skeptical of Linda Fisher. She waited over 10 years to 

make a report and only did so at 4:30 a.m. She had been drinking. She was estranged. On the other 

hand, she was not intoxicated and what she reported was so sensational that it should have excited 

comment and discussion within the force.

Penkala could not recall anyone asking about Linda in 1983 although Joyce Milgaard’s lawyer had 

instructed a process server to find her by October 12, 1983.24 Penkala, however, said that he would have 

followed up on the report had he been aware of it, but could not deny that the Milgaard conviction with all 

appeals exhausted might have explained the lack of follow-up.

Eddie Karst testified that he was not aware of the statement. Had he been, he would have taken the 

statement to Charles Short, Raymond Mackie, or Jack Wood for action. Had he been assigned to 

20 Docid 105323.

21 Docid 105323.

22 T10249.

23 Docid 105323.

24 Docid 213627.
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investigate, he would have started by checking with Linda Fisher, then Larry Fisher. He might also have 

checked with the Cadrains as to Fisher’s activities. It would be up to his supervisor as to where to go 

next. Somebody, he said, should have taken steps.

Murray Sawatsky, who led the RCMP Flicker inquiry, commented that Linda Fisher’s report to Wagner was 

not a common occurrence in police experience. He had never seen one like it.

In 1980, he said, no force had a policy to deal with such things. It was up to the individual officers 

to evaluate. In his view, it would not have been unreasonable to discount the complaint given the 

circumstances in which it was made, and Linda Fisher’s description of her missing knife.

Murray Brown of Saskatchewan Justice said that had the report been brought to the attention of his 

department, they would have asked the police to look into it. 

I conclude that the failure of Saskatoon Police to follow up on Linda Fisher’s complaint of August 1980 

was an error. Had it been done, the reopening of the investigation into the death of Gail Miller might have 

commenced many years sooner than it did. Reports such as that of Linda Fisher should not be dealt 

with at the discretion of the police force receiving them, but rather should be forwarded to the Director of 

Public Prosecutions for the province.

4. Bruce Lafreniere’s Visit to RCMP in 1986

The Inquiry heard evidence that a further report was made to police, this time the RCMP, in 1986 

relating to Fisher as a suspect for the rape and murder of Gail Miller. If such a report was made, it was 

not followed up, and it should have been for the same reasons considered in regard to the Linda Fisher 

report. There is some question, however, that the report was in fact made to the RCMP.

Lafreniere testified that he reported to the RCMP in Shellbrook in the mid 1980s about information he had 

linking Fisher to the Miller murder. The report, he said, was made to Cpl. William Simington, but the latter 

testified that he had no memory of receiving such a report. It could have been made. There were nine 

officers in the detachment at the time.

Lafreniere, although appearing to be truthful at the Inquiry, used an alias in 1990 in reporting to Wolch’s 

office which does not reassure me about his alleged complaint to Simington. Had such a complaint 

been made, says Simington, there would have been a file opened, referenced to Fisher, Milgaard, and 

Lafreniere. The file would be sent to Prince Albert – the regional detachment – along with the occurrence 

reports. Simington would also have noted the report in his notebook (which he no longer has). Had the 

Prince Albert detachment found a need to follow up, they would have passed the information to the 

Saskatoon Police Service.

The name Milgaard would have alerted him, and the file would have been kept for five years or more 

at Saskatoon Subdivision. According to Simington, it is very doubtful that there would not have been 

follow-up. He does not think that the meeting took place. 

In June 1993, in the course of the RCMP Flicker investigation, RCMP officers interviewed Simington about 

his involvement in the matter.25

25 Docid 051295 and 061262.
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Although Simington recalled the Milgaard case as being high profile for a number of years, he had no 

memory of a serial rapist active in 1968. His successor in Shellbrook, Sgt. Corbett, was not familiar with 

Lafreniere either. Simington told investigators that the Milgaard case was one of three of that notoriety, 

and he would have noted any of them. He says that it is 100 per cent likely that he would have referred 

such a complaint to subdivision.

I find that there is no proven failure by the RCMP in this instance to take appropriate action.

5. Conclusions

It has been argued that even if Linda Fisher’s 1980 report to Saskatoon Police had been followed up, 

Fisher’s involvement in the crime could not have been shown at that time. That might well be, because the 

sophisticated DNA typing which finally led him to being charged was not available in 1980. But that does 

not answer the question posed for us – whether the investigation into the death of Gail Miller should have 

been reopened earlier. 

It is my finding, based upon evidence I have heard, that Linda Fisher’s report should have been followed 

up by the Saskatoon Police, by reference to Saskatchewan Justice. Had it been, Fisher’s movements on 

the morning of the murder, January 31, 1969, could have been verified, the similarity of his other rapes 

considered and fresh evidence made available to David Milgaard on the basis of which he could have 

launched a realistic application for mercy under the Criminal Code. Young, counsel for Joyce Milgaard 

was at the time looking for information to support such an application. 

Instead, Linda Fisher’s report lay dormant in the files of the Saskatoon Police until, on February 26, 1990, 

Milgaard’s counsel, Hersh Wolch, received an anonymous tip that Fisher committed the murder of Gail 

Miller. By this time, an application for mercy had been launched and successful efforts were soon made 

to locate Linda Fisher and investigate Fisher’s possible involvement in the Miller murder. But 20 years had 

passed since the murder, memories had faded and documents which would have enabled the tracing of 

Fisher’s movements on the morning of the crime, had disappeared.

I conclude, therefore, that the decision by Saskatoon Police not to follow up on the Linda Fisher report 

was not reasonable. There was no policy in place at the time to deal with such matters, but there 

should be henceforth. I would recommend that complaints of this nature be transmitted directly to the 

Department of the Attorney General, Director of Public Prosecutions, with whom responsibility for a 

follow-up will then reside.
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Chapter 12
The Reopening of 
the Investigation

Aug-22-1980

David Milgaard escapes 
from Stony Mountain 
Institution. He is shot 
and recaptured by 
RCMP on November 8, 
1980.

Apr-28-1981

Joyce Milgaard retains 
Regina lawyer Tony 
Merchant.

Dec-23-1980

Joyce Milgaard issues 
a news release and 
distributes a reward 
poster offering $10,000 
for information that 
will exonerate David 
Milgaard.

Mar-1983

The Milgaards learn that 
Fisher lived in the basement of 
Cadrain’s home and that he was 
later convicted of rape. Linda 
Fisher responds to a newspaper 
ad placed by the Milgaards but 
no one contacts her.

Aug-28-1980

Linda Fisher provides 
Saskatoon Police with a 
written statement saying 
she believes Larry Fisher 
may have killed Gail Miller.

Dec-24-1980

Joyce Milgaard retains 
Saskatoon lawyer Gary 
Young.

1981-1983

Joyce Milgaard and 
supporters interview 
the key trial witnesses 
along with defence and 
prosecution counsel.

Jan-16-1986

Joyce Milgaard retains 
Winnipeg lawyer Hersh 
Wolch.



1. Purpose of Review

Under the third Term of Reference, the Commission’s business is to decide whether or 

not the investigation into the death of Gail Miller should have been reopened earlier 

based on information received by the police and Saskatchewan Justice.

J
oyce Milgaard started her long campaign to have her son freed in the early 1980s. A formal 

application to the federal Minister for a review of David Milgaard’s conviction was made 

at the end of 1988. The reopening of the investigation into the death of Gail Miller officially 

began only after DNA test results were received in August of 1997. Those results opened the door 

to exoneration and compensation for Milgaard.

In order to decide whether the investigation into the death of Gail Miller should have been reopened 

earlier than 1997, based upon information which came to the attention of the police or Saskatchewan 

Justice, it is necessary to follow the generation of that information from the start. That means 

evaluating the information produced by Joyce Milgaard, her supporters and the authorities. The 

Milgaard group made extensive use of the media and the publication of information therefore must be 

examined as well.
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The Commission heard from a large number of people who were responsible for generating information 

which came to the attention of police and Saskatchewan Justice. Not surprisingly, many were sensitive to 

criticism of their efforts. It is necessary to state at the outset that much of the information which came to 

the attention of the authorities and to police from 1980 to 1997 was unreliable and recognized as such by 

police and by the authorities. Some of the information was false and damaging to reputations, and proved 

to be counter-productive in the effort to have the conviction reviewed and the investigation into the death 

of Gail Miller reopened.

In criticizing the quality of information produced, it is not my intention to be critical of the producer. I am 

simply following the Terms of Reference.

We will approach the discussion of reopening efforts chronologically beginning in the early 1980s when 

Joyce Milgaard commenced her long campaign to have her son freed.

2. Responsibility for Review of Convictions

Once Milgaard had been tried, convicted and his appeals had run their course, for all practical purposes, 

the matter was ended both for police and for Saskatchewan Justice.

No one has argued against a moral obligation to act on information coming to the attention of the 

authorities relative to the safety of a conviction, and I am satisfied on the basis of evidence I heard at this 

Inquiry that both police and Saskatchewan Justice have always been prepared to do so.

Responsibility for initiating review of convictions should remain with the convicted person. It would be 

both unreasonable and impracticable to publicly fund a continuing watching brief on convictions. There 

is, however, room for improvement in the manner of reviewing claims of wrongful conviction both in the 

handling of the initial complaint and in its disposition. I recommend that initial complaints coming to the 

police concerning the safety of a conviction should not be left to their discretion, but instead should be 

referred to the Director of Public Prosecutions. As to the disposition of complaints, applications for mercy 

under the Criminal Code should be dealt with by a proactive, independent review agency.

3. Initials Steps Taken by the Milgaard Group

 (a) Joyce Milgaard

The Inquiry heard from Joyce Milgaard about her early efforts to have her son’s case reopened.

The Commission prepared a table of witnesses who were contacted and interviewed by Joyce Milgaard 

and her supporters, Chris O’Brien, Peter Carlyle-Gordge and Paul Henderson. It appears in this report as 

Appendix N.

Joyce Milgaard attended her son’s trial, and about 10 years later, began her efforts to reopen his case. 

These continued until 1997 when DNA tests showed Fisher’s involvement in the Miller attack.

Since 1997, Joyce Milgaard has continued to press for compensation, public exoneration for her son and 

finally for this Inquiry, whose Terms of Reference require us to scrutinize all reopening efforts, including 

hers, to evaluate the information generated – information which came to the attention of Saskatchewan 

Justice and the police – with a view to deciding if the investigation into the death of Gail Miller should have 

been reopened sooner.
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As well, I am invited to make recommendations for the administration of criminal justice in Saskatchewan 

– an aspect of the Inquiry which invites consideration of how the administration of justice was affected by 

the efforts of those attempting to reopen Milgaard’s conviction.

Over the years Joyce Milgaard gained a sizable group of supporters, both lay people and professionals. 

For convenience sake I will refer to them as “the Milgaard group”, meaning those who tried to free 

David Milgaard. Individual members did not always agree, nor was there a membership as such.

David Milgaard’s conviction threw the family into turmoil and, I find from the evidence of Joyce Milgaard, 

that for the first 10 years of his imprisonment she could only hope that he would be released on parole. 

However, her son’s chances for parole were compromised by a prison break in 19731 involving armed 

robbery and unlawful confinement.

David, she said, refused to accept what was happening to him and would not settle down, escaping 

again in 1980.2 Despairing of parole for him, Joyce offered a reward and began to reinvestigate the crime.3 

She began with no new evidence, but with a belief in David’s innocence.4

Joyce Milgaard frankly conceded to us that because of her belief in David’s innocence, she concluded 

that any incriminating event simply did not happen; and that the police must have twisted the facts to 

put him in prison. This was also the approach of the group she led. She can justly take credit for her epic 

struggle to free her son, but must also accept responsibility for the way she carried it out.

Her early efforts to gather information were not promising. As an example, in looking into the motel 

re-enactment, her son had told her that he had been in the motel, high, and did not recall people showing 

up.5 Joyce Milgaard personally spoke to George Lapchuk, a witness to the motel room incident, on 

January 26, 1981,6 but got no help from him. It appears from the interview that she accepted the motel 

re-enactment as a fact, but regarded it as a joke. Her lawyer, Asper, was later to state that it did not 

happen.

  (i) Ron Wilson

Joyce Milgaard spoke to Wilson on January 26, 1981.7 She learned that when the three young people 

were looking for Pleasant Hill they were all “really stoned”.8 Although this evidence did not surface at trial, 

Wilson was to say more or less the same thing at the Inquiry.

Joyce kept suggesting to Wilson that the police had pressured him. But he said that when he went for the 

lie detector test and they began showing him pictures and knives, things started coming back. He told her 

that David should not have gone to jail, but perhaps instead to a mental hospital, and that he used to flip 

out quite frequently, “usually when he was stoned”.9

Wilson was very uncertain about whether he saw blood on David, although at trial he said he did.

1 Docid 332798.

2 Docid 190437.

3 Docid 159706.

4 Docid 219425.

5 Docid 155260 at 263.

6 Docid 054415.

7 Docid 331993.

8 Docid 331993.

9 Docid 331993.
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It has been suggested that Wilson gave signs of recanting during this interview. I do not read it that way. 

On balance, I do not think that the interview gave her much cause for hope. Wilson could not remember 

much about the event, or about what he had said at trial.

In her second interview of Wilson on April 15, 1981,10 Wilson told Joyce that he had not heard of the 

murder until May 1969, even though he said at trial that David spoke to him in Calgary about stabbing a 

girl. The point seems to have eluded her.

Although Wilson told her that he could not recall seeing blood on David’s clothes, contrary to his trial 

evidence, he was not contacted again until 1990.

During their conversation, Joyce Milgaard asked Wilson: “…Did David ever tell you that he did it…?” 

He replied, “Just that he’d fixed her…”. He added that he was always scared of Milgaard: “Like when 

he got stoned up and stuff he would lose control”. When Joyce asked him if he honestly believed that 

Milgaard had done it, he replied: “No. I don’t know”. He had nothing to offer in response to the suggestion 

of a reward. Joyce said: “I do have $10,000 and I am willing to pay that $10,000 out to anybody that can 

prove David, you know…”. But Wilson replied, “Well, I can’t do that”.11

Joyce Milgaard also wanted to show Wilson his March statement which she had obtained from Tallis’ files. 

Wilson told her, “…I was pressured a bit, but I wasn’t pressured to the point where I’d convict your son”.12

Wilson asked for a copy of the trial transcript to review but Joyce Milgaard never got it for him because 

she suspected him.

  (ii) Nichol John

At the Inquiry, Joyce Milgaard conceded that Chris O’Brien’s efforts to get information from John had an 

adverse effect,13 that Karst did not tell witnesses not to speak to her, and that John did not say she was 

traumatized by her overnight stay in jail.

Told at first by John’s lawyer to stay away from his client,14 Joyce Milgaard finally arranged an interview 

of John in the presence of both her lawyer, Merchant, and John’s lawyer, Leslie.15 As was the case in the 

Wilson interview, many suggestions were put to John that her evidence was the product of coercion by 

police. Both Wilson and John resisted the suggestions, with John telling her that the police “treated me 

good”.16

  (iii) Calvin Tallis and T.D.R. Caldwell

Tony Merchant interviewed Tallis, learning from him that Milgaard had given him certain incriminating 

information which made it unwise to call him as a witness at trial.

Joyce Milgaard had a supporter, Carlyle-Gordge, interview Caldwell twice, learning that he genuinely 

believed in Milgaard’s guilt. However, Caldwell encouraged police officers to speak to Carlyle-Gordge.

10 Docid 177468.

11 Docid 117468.

12 Docid 177468.

13 Docid 048643 at 048673.

14 Docid 219491.

15 Docid 048643.

16 Docid 048643 at 048662.
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Joyce Milgaard told us that she suspected everyone. As an example, when Carlyle-Gordge and Caldwell 

spoke about Tallis,17 Caldwell told him that they had combined forces to put a guy away. It should have 

been perfectly obvious to anyone reading the transcript of the tape, that Caldwell was speaking of himself 

and Talllis prosecuting an accused, Klassen, for two separate crimes, unrelated to the Milgaard case. 

Instead, Joyce Milgaard jumped to the conclusion that the two had conspired to put her son away. Now 

she wishes that she had known the true facts which, she says, she only discovered on the day of her 

Inquiry testimony.

  (iv) Albert Cadrain

In February and March 1983, through the efforts of her supporter, Carlyle-Gordge, Joyce Milgaard 

became aware of Albert Cadrain’s mental illness. At the Inquiry, Joyce admitted that she had not 

complained to Tallis at either the preliminary inquiry or at the trial that Albert Cadrain seemed mentally ill, 

but in May of 1990 she and David Asper discussed the need to show that Albert was “looney”18 at the 

time of the trial. The difficulty was that the Cadrain family members, except for Dennis, said that he was 

not. The Milgaard group had a problem with Albert Cadrain. He had not recanted his story of seeing blood 

on Milgaard. He never did before he died.

  (v) Linda Fisher

Joyce Milgaard said she was unaware of Merchant’s efforts on February 25, 1983, to have a tracing 

firm locate Linda Fisher. In the letter, Merchant notes that Linda Fisher formerly resided at 334 Avenue O 

South, Saskatoon and was married to Larry Fisher “who is presently in prison for a rape charge”.19

Merchant’s efforts were unsuccessful,20 but a newspaper ad placed by Carlyle-Gordge in March or April 

198321 brought responses from both Linda Fisher and her common-law husband Bryan Wright. Joyce 

Milgaard also was in possession of Carlyle-Gordge notes22 referring to Larry and Linda Fisher.

Joyce Milgaard’s writing appears on Linda Fisher’s letter of March 27, 1983 responding to the newspaper 

ad,23 and she knew about Linda’s family.24 She recalled looking for Linda’s daughter, Tammy, at Pleasant 

Hill School.

Larry Fisher had obviously attracted the interest of Joyce Milgaard and her supporters, but they did not 

realize his significance. Somehow he had managed, for 13 years, to maintain a low profile in relation to the 

Miller murder.

As discussed in another section of this Report, Linda Fisher had made a complaint to Saskatoon Police in 

August 1980 voicing her suspicions about her husband, Fisher, as the murderer of Gail Miller. Police did 

not follow up on this report and Joyce Milgaard knew nothing of it in 1983.

17 Docid 225006.

18 T26895 and following.

19 Docid 332585.

20 Docid 216089.

21 Docid 213943, 159890.

22 Docid 224990 at 998.

23 Docid 213943 at 947.

24 Docid 333001.
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  (vi) Other Witnesses

Joyce Milgaard publicly complained that police were blocking her efforts to speak to witnesses. She said 

so on the Roy Norris Show25 in 1991, repeated it in her book in 1999, and was still saying it by the time of 

this Inquiry.

She referred to it in one of her taped conversations, however, she conceded that she continued to put out 

a strong message that police were doing this even after she realized that it was not so.

The Commission has prepared a document listing witnesses contacted and interviewed by Joyce 

Milgaard and/or O’Brien, Carlyle-Gordge and Henderson. By reference to Appendix N, it appears that of 

some 30 witness contacts or interviews up to and including 1983, none was disclosed to authorities for 

the purpose of the s. 690 applications or the Supreme Court Reference.

  (vii) Conclusion

Joyce Milgaard’s early reopening efforts illustrate the difficulty faced at the time by an applicant seeking to 

right a wrongful conviction.

An imprisoned convict was in no position to gather evidence himself. Members of his family or other 

supporters were typically unsuited to the task of winning the confidence of reluctant witnesses and 

conducting effective interviews. Police and authorities, although not unhelpful if approached in the right 

way, had confidence in the regularity of the conviction, and were mistrusted by family and supporters for 

having achieved the conviction in the first place.

 (b) Retaining Gary Young

Young, a lawyer since 1972, acted for the Milgaards from December 1980 to May of 1981. His practice 

was mostly in civil law.

His retainer was to get Milgaard out of jail. To do so under s. 617, as it then was, he believed that he 

needed evidence that someone else had committed the crime. He read the transcript and found no 

reason to think that the conviction could be set aside. He had no knowledge of the Fisher rapes in 1968 

and 1970.

He never concluded that Milgaard was probably innocent.

Young’s approach was to get access to the Saskatoon Police file and to the witnesses. He did not 

succeed in obtaining the police file before his retainer was terminated, but at his request, the Saskatoon 

Police contacted Wilson, John and Cadrain.26 All three replied that they did not want their whereabouts 

made known.

Although the Saskatoon Police did not give Young the information he hoped for, he did not regard their 

refusal as unreasonable, because he could still approach the Attorney General. He did not have the 

impression that the police were being defensive.

25 Docid 337105.

26 Docid 219408, 047947, 059610, 106839, 025332, 106841, 106842.
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Joyce Milgaard told Young not to have the police contact Wilson or John.27 Young knew that she had 

done so, and we know that she had had no success with them.

Young recognized the problem associated with John not recalling her statement at trial, and the Crown 

managing to bring it before the jury anyway.

He had a conference call with Joyce and David Milgaard and Carlyle-Gordge on January 22, 1981.28 

Asked about the motel room incident, David said he remembered being high but did not remember 

Lapchuk and Melnyk being there. He quite freely recounted looking over a woman on the street with a 

view to snatching her purse.

Young wrote to the Registrar of the Court of Queen’s Bench asking him not to destroy the exhibits. He 

was able to review Tallis’ file on March 11, 1981, although it was spartan, the work product having been 

removed. Joyce Milgaard copied Tallis’ file during Young’s review.

Young was given access to the Crown file by prosecutor Caldwell. His services were terminated as of 

June 15, 1981.

 (c) Chris O’Brien

O’Brien testified at the Inquiry that he met the Milgaards through a friend while working as a radio 

journalist in Moose Jaw. Attracted to a possible story by the emotional approach of the Milgaard family, 

he set about gathering information. He was told by the Saskatoon Police that he could not have access 

to their file or to their officers unless permission was granted by the Attorney General. He went no further 

with that approach.

O’Brien contacted John, but was rebuffed. He tried to pressure her.29

He met Deborah Hall by chance and took an audio tape of their rather disappointing interview, which 

he assured her would never be used. He then sent it to Joyce Milgaard.30 O’Brien said Hall had some 

recollection of a re-enactment having taken place but this was not his idea of “the definitive sound bite”.31 

O’Brien’s evidence is of value only to the extent that it demonstrates that when he spoke to Hall she 

recalled some kind of a re-enactment taking place.

When Hall spoke to David Asper later on, however, she denied that it happened. Her 1986 affidavit to that 

effect became evidence for the first s. 690 application.

O’Brien said that it was apparent to him in 1981 that Joyce Milgaard was carrying on a media campaign.

 (d) Peter Carlyle-Gordge

Joyce Milgaard enlisted the help of Carlyle-Gordge who made inquiries as her agent, masquerading as 

an author of a book. He approached Caldwell and was given access to the Crown file on a weekend, and 

was allowed to tape an interview. Caldwell also offered to show Carlyle-Gordge exhibits, and he referred 

him to Tallis and Mackie. Caldwell was helpful to Carlyle-Gordge32 but cautioned him not to publish 

27 Docid 331941.

28 Docid 155260.

29 Docid 022756 at 766.

30 Docid 178010, 047724.

31 T21182-21183, T21192 and T21298.

32 Docid 332042.
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materials about Milgaard which had not been entered into evidence. He was concerned about Albert 

Cadrain’s report regarding Milgaard’s sexual escapades in Calgary. Caldwell’s reward for being helpful 

was to see their informal interview (which had taken place before Caldwell had a chance to review his file) 

broadcast without permission, and to be accused by the Milgaards of instructing Carlyle-Gordge not to 

make any reference to the Saskatoon rapes. That was not true.

Carlyle-Gordge spoke to Caldwell in February and March of 1983. His main interest was in learning what 

happened between Wilson’s and John’s first and last statements. However, he also wanted background 

on other suspects, preparation for trial, and Caldwell’s view of the case. He had no views about Caldwell 

personally, but was convinced that the Crown’s case could not be true.

In this, Carlyle-Gordge was at odds with the police, the Crown, the jury and the Court of Appeal. 

He mentioned that time, geography, motive, and place “couldn’t work”.33 I find it remarkable that he could 

reach this conclusion on the basis of the same evidence presented at trial. More to the point, he told us 

that John’s statement convicted Milgaard because it was put before the jury when it should not have 

been. Perhaps he was correct. Others have said the same. As to his doubts based on the time available 

for Milgaard to commit the crime, he said that he understood Milgaard to have been at the motel at 

7:10 a.m., but he was also aware that Rasmussen said at the preliminary inquiry that it could have been 

as late as 7:30 a.m.

Carlyle-Gordge said he believed that Caldwell was being frank, and that he did not recall Caldwell ever 

suggesting that he should conceal references to the Saskatoon rapes. He had no knowledge of the fact 

that later, in the civil proceedings, Milgaard counsel had used parts of his Caldwell interview to accuse the 

prosecutor of suppressing evidence. This is a great irony. What Caldwell did, as must have been obvious 

to any impartial reader, was to caution Carlyle-Gordge not to publish material which could be harmful 

to Milgaard, for example, the unsubstantiated reports of the latter raping girls in a bathtub in Calgary – 

something about which Caldwell did not lead as evidence at trial.

He described Caldwell as a true believer in the justness of Milgaard’s conviction, and said that he gave full 

cooperation, giving him full access to his file and encouraging him to speak to police officers. He saw no 

evidence of Caldwell conspiring to convict an innocent man.

Carlyle-Gordge met John for only a very short time, did not interview Wilson, but in February of 1983, did 

an interview of Cadrain. He failed to get his hoped for retraction, and became very frustrated. Although 

he suspected that police had pressured the three of them between March and May 1969, none of them 

said so.

When Carlyle-Gordge met Cadrain on February 18, 1983, Cadrain continued to say that he saw blood on 

Milgaard. Carlyle-Gordge did not challenge him about it. On February 21, 1983, he interviewed Albert’s 

brother, Dennis Cadrain, as well,34 again hiding his connection to Joyce Milgaard. He was impressed by 

what Dennis told him except for his assurance that Albert went to the police to be a good citizen. Carlyle-

Gordge said, “who knows what motivated Albert. I don’t know”.35 He also asked Dennis if he knew Larry 

Fisher, saying that Albert had mentioned him. He could not tell us, however, why he asked Dennis about 

Fisher.

33 T21485.

34 Docid 230175, 325634.

35 T21470.
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Although Carlyle-Gordge concluded, from interviewing Father Murphy and Dennis Cadrain, that Albert 

did not go to the police to get the $2,000 reward, Joyce Milgaard is quoted in an October 20, 1989, 

Saskatoon StarPhoenix article36 as saying that the $2,000 reward offered by police induced Albert Cadrain 

to testify.

Carlyle-Gordge acknowledged the interest the Milgaard group had in Fisher in the early 1980s, but said 

that he was not a serious suspect. However, Carlyle-Gordge had a copy of notes made by Tallis37 and 

had written “Fisher” in the margin next to a description of the Cadrain house. Further, next to notes about 

Miller perhaps being attacked in a car, Carlyle-Gordge wrote “check car, Fisher, Mahar”.38

He also tried to locate Linda Fisher through Estelle Cadrain. His notes39 reveal efforts to trace Linda and 

Larry Fisher, as does the ad he placed on March 26, 1983, in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix,40 seeking the 

whereabouts of Linda Fisher. This produced a reply,41 which he does not recall getting, as well as a letter 

from Linda,42 to which he did not reply. All he can say is that, if he had gotten the letters, he would have 

passed them on to Joyce Milgaard. In fact, he must have. The Commission received the letters from 

Joyce Milgaard.43

Carlyle-Gordge did not overlook Saskatoon Police as a source of information.

He interviewed Raymond Mackie44 and found him cooperative, and encountered no hostility from other 

investigators. Police, he agreed, were simply insisting that procedures be followed, so when Young 

wrote to the Chief of Police asking for addresses,45 police then asked the witnesses for permission. 

No witnesses told Carlyle-Gordge that police had instructed them not to talk to Joyce Milgaard. Albert 

Cadrain told the police that he did not want his address released.46 John refused permission to release 

her address47 and even filed a complaint against the Saskatoon Police because she thought members 

had released her address48 against her wishes. Yet Carlyle-Gordge reported this as impropriety because 

he believed what Joyce Milgaard had told him – that police had instructed witnesses not to talk to them.

Carlyle-Gordge was first attracted to the Milgaard case out of journalistic curiosity, and then became an 

advocate. He wrote a chapter in a book entitled, “The Winnipeg 8, The Ice Cold Hothouse”,49 ostensibly 

about Joyce Milgaard’s life, but intending to publish facts about her son’s case at the same time, to get 

public exposure.

Carlyle-Gordge admits some of his facts were wrong, such as those concerning stab wounds in the 

victim’s coat and a missing boot, witness’ accounts (Albert Cadrain’s included), police hinting to Wilson 

36 Docid 001542 at 543.

37 Docid 224933.

38 Docid 224933 at 224935.

39 Docid 224990 at 998.

40 Docid 159890.

41 Docid 213943.

42 Docid 213943 at 947.

43 Docid 213943 at 947.

44 Docid 155260 at 325616.

45 Docid 331953.

46 Docid 106839.

47 Docid 106841.

48 Docid 025335.

49 Docid 020446 at 458.
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that life would be very difficult for him, and information about John that he got, not from her, but from 

Joyce Milgaard.50

He also admitted that what he portrayed as malfeasance and wrongdoing by the police were matters 

that were before the jury, with whose findings he disagreed. It was apparent from his evidence that much 

of what he wrote was provided to him by Joyce Milgaard, such as the contention that Saskatoon Police 

contacted all the chief witnesses and instructed them not to speak to her or to Carlyle-Gordge.

It is clear that Carlyle-Gordge simply accepted what Joyce Milgaard told him and did no checking. 

He admitted that were he a magazine editor, he would not approve for publication a story such as his.

Long before Carlyle-Gordge wrote his story and his letter to the Winnipeg Free Press,51 Ron Wilson had 

told Joyce Milgaard in 198152 that police made no deal with him, nor did they threaten him. Wilson gave 

evidence to the same effect at this Inquiry.53 Yet Carlyle-Gordge publicly theorized that Wilson’s evidence 

had been coerced. He told us that he came to his views on Milgaard’s case through the application of 

“rigorous logic”.54

Carlyle-Gordge admitted at the Inquiry that he said things to fit his theory, like police threats against 

Ron Wilson, because he was convinced that Milgaard was innocent. In his view, the ends justified the 

means – a remarkable admission, I would have thought, but one which was shared by others, such as 

David Asper and Joyce Milgaard. His laudable efforts on her behalf were unfortunately undermined by 

what he wrote about the case, relying on what she told him.

As she sensed resistance from the police, Joyce Milgaard began to publicly state, through Carlyle-Gordge 

and others, that police were preventing her access to witnesses and to files. One should not, however, 

underestimate the difficulty she faced. Without resources or influence, she had no easy entree into the 

police department. But the evidence shows they did oblige her by contacting witnesses for permission 

to release their addresses, and she could have had access to police files through the Attorney General’s 

department if sufficient cause had been shown. Caldwell proved to be cooperative, and she obtained 

access to the prosecutor’s file.

Although Carlyle-Gordge was on the right track with his interest in Fisher, and did much useful 

investigative work, he became distracted by the idea of police misconduct and obstruction which 

he uncritically accepted from Joyce Milgaard. Although his work did not come to the attention of the 

authorities until the RCMP Flicker investigation in 1993, he produced no information coming to the 

attention of police or Saskatchewan Justice which should have caused them to reopen the investigation 

into the death of Gail Miller.

 (e) Anthony Merchant

Gary Young was succeeded by lawyer Tony Merchant, whose services were paid by Howard Shannon, 

Milgaard’s former employer. Merchant testified at the Inquiry that his retainer was to get Milgaard out of 

jail, because he had been wrongfully convicted. He knew little of the case, and nothing of Milgaard or 

Fisher in the 1968 – 1970 period.

50 Docid 020446 at 462.

51 Docid 159819.

52 Docid 046761 at 775.

53 T7211; T5982; T5983; T5658-T5659; T7208-T7216.

54 T21247.
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Merchant contacted the Milgaards on April 28, 1981.55 He explained to Joyce Milgaard that raising a 

reasonable doubt was not enough to obtain relief. The Milgaards and Carlyle-Gordge seemed to think 

that uncovering a number of small errors in the transcript of the trial would get the matter reopened, but 

his sense of an s. 617 application was that the exercise of discretion depended upon showing probable 

innocence by, for example, a witness recanting. He needed something big, but finding the real killer was 

not his objective.

Merchant did not try to get the police investigation files, nor was he asked to. Conscious of Tallis’ great 

reputation, he did not think there was cost benefit in duplicating what Tallis had done, and he told this to 

Joyce Milgaard.

Merchant encountered a problem with Joyce Milgaard acting as an investigator. According to him, she 

was overzealous and unfavorably impressed people, like the parole authorities and John. Had David been 

released, says Merchant, he could have worked through him with his former friends.

In terms of the quality of information being produced through the efforts of Joyce Milgaard and her 

supporters, Merchant was referred to an interview of John at which the latter’s lawyer Larry Leslie, Joyce 

Milgaard and himself were present.56 He said that John was co-operative to begin with but, by the end of 

the meeting, was defensive because of Joyce Milgaard’s overzealous manner, pressing John to the point 

where she would no longer speak. Merchant believed John when she said that she could not remember 

and he saw his task as getting her to recall the truth. Joyce Milgaard, on the other hand, tried to get John 

to remember what Joyce wanted to hear.

A reading of the interview transcript shows that John did not respond well to the suggestion of police 

pressure, at one point leaving the room.

In general, John did not resile from her trial testimony. Joyce Milgaard got nowhere with her, which is 

unsurprising given the fact that a succession of professional questioners had failed to do so, both before 

and after this interview.

Towards the end, Joyce Milgaard asked John if she had any questions. The reply was: “Just one 

question. Why did you wait so long?”.

Leslie began offering evidence on Nichol’s behalf, Joyce Milgaard followed with references to a film 

they had made showing that David could not possibly have done it. Merchant tried to ask John 

some questions but Joyce Milgaard intervened. Leslie joined in. Merchant asked if she had ever been 

Milgaard’s girlfriend. She said no, but that Milgaard had raped her. She was to tell the same thing to 

Williams 10 years later. Merchant plunged ahead, asking her if she had had sexual relations with Wilson 

and Cadrain. This brought the reply that Milgaard forced his will on people. He was a con artist. Joyce 

Milgaard joined in a dialogue with John, to Merchant’s annoyance. Then followed a confused discussion 

about psychiatric examinations and lie detector tests.

In my view, the interview produced nothing favorable to David Milgaard, and some things that could be 

viewed as incriminating such as:

being stuck in an alley with a church in view;•	
breaking into an elevator;•	

55 Docid 332564.

56 Docid 048643.
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speaking to a young woman on the street;•	
Wilson and Milgaard leaving the car in different directions;•	
the police treating her well;•	
Milgaard being in a hurry to leave Saskatoon; and•	
Milgaard raping John.•	

Merchant contacted Tallis as well as Ken Howland, a member of the National Parole Board, who 

thought Milgaard was innocent. At the request of the Milgaards, Merchant tried to locate Linda Fisher on 

October 12, 1983.57

In a letter of September 29, 1982, Merchant asked the Registrar of the Court of Appeal to have Justice 

Tallis provide copies of his interview notes with Milgaard, and says that “…Milgaard is likely to be out on 

parole by June of next year.”58 Merchant thought that he had a deal with the Board, but his client began 

using drugs in the institution and that ended his chances for parole.

In his meeting with Tallis on November 29, 1982, Merchant was told that Milgaard had given him written 

instructions not to testify; that there was no question that he was with the friends who testified against 

him; that he and Wilson had gotten out to push the stuck car, and that he was away from the car; that 

he had changed clothes at Cadrain’s house; that he threw out a compact which John found in the glove 

compartment; and that he could have said, while on drugs, that he stabbed her 14 times. So Merchant 

thought that Tallis had good reason not to call Milgaard at trial. On December 12, 1982, he wrote to his 

client saying, “More than ever, I believe that unless we can persuade some witnesses to recant their story, 

then very little can be done.”59

By February 9, 1983, Merchant was corresponding with Howard Shannon and Roger Renaud about 

employment for Milgaard, who had a parole hearing upcoming in May or June. Parole was denied to 

Milgaard in 1983, the board remarking that he continued to feel he was innocent, and that he was 

dominated by his mother.60

Merchant’s notes of August 15, 1983, record a phone conversation with Howland discussing Milgaard’s 

problems, which included continuing to say he was not guilty, using drugs in jail and escaping custody.61

Merchant hoped to apply for day parole in January of 1984, but Milgaard suffered a mental breakdown 

on October 14, 1983.62 On November 14, 1983, Merchant wrote to Joyce Milgaard saying that a further 

parole application should not be made for at least six months. His retainer was over by the end of 1983,63 

but he remained in contact.

In her book, “A Mother’s Story”,64 and in an interview with RCMP in 1993, Joyce Milgaard expressed 

concern about Merchant because of her belief that Gail Miller knew Colin Thatcher, and that Merchant 

acted for him. Merchant did not understand the concern. He worked for Thatcher on family matters. 

But she began to think that Thatcher was Miller’s killer, and that powerful people were working against her 

son, David.

57 Docid 213627.

58 Docid 219528.

59 Docid 183639.
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 (f) Conclusion

Joyce Milgaard’s early efforts towards the reopening of her son’s case produced no information coming 

to the attention of police or Saskatchewan Justice which should have caused them to reopen. She was 

hampered by a lack of resources and a lack of expertise.

 (g) Engagement of the Wolch Firm

As we have seen, Joyce Milgaard moved from Merchant as her lawyer because she suspected him of 

being in collusion with Colin Thatcher, who, she thought, might have been Gail Miller’s killer. She retained 

Wolch, it seems, on the recommendation of Carlyle-Gordge. This was around December 1985. She 

confirmed Wolch’s retainer by letter January 16, 1986, paying him $2,000 to cover “…a visit with David, 

the perusal of all transcripts, documents, research data that Peter [Carlyle-Gordge] will provide and a final 

meeting with us…”.65

Leading up to that, the Milgaard group, especially David Milgaard, had high hopes for the exposure a 

Fifth Estate feature would offer their case.66 Resort to the media for help was a feature of Joyce Milgaard’s 

strategy even before retaining Wolch’s firm. When she did this, she came into contact with Asper, an 

articling student in the firm, who had important media connections through his family.

Asper, we know, started work on the case in March of 1986. Joyce Milgaard says that she relied on 

Wolch and Asper to take the necessary legal steps to apply for relief to the Minister. In addition to legal 

input, Asper investigated as well, and she passed on Carlyle-Gordge’s theories to him. She paid the 

$2,000 retainer and something towards disbursements. Beyond that, Wolch’s firm acted pro bono. Then, 

from 1990, acted under a contingency agreement.

Although Joyce Milgaard said that she gave the Wolch firm all the information she and her supporters 

had gathered up to the end of 1985, Wolch was writing to Carlyle-Gordge in April of 1986 asking for 

information67 because he had little to work with. At the Inquiry, Joyce Milgaard testified that she had no 

idea why he would say that because she had brought boxes of material to him.

Asper’s initial efforts were concentrated on interviewing David Milgaard.68 Of interest is the fact that 

Milgaard told him that no compact was thrown from the car, contrary to what he had told Tallis before 

trial. Asper continued to work on Milgaard’s behalf over the next seven years, in the course of which much 

information was generated and was brought to the attention of police and Saskatchewan Justice. The 

following chapters of this Report will demonstrate that while the efforts of the Milgaard group, including 

their legal counsel, produced information which led to Milgaard’s release from prison, it was only in 1997, 

with DNA typing, that information came to the attention of police and Saskatchewan Justice which should 

have, and did cause them to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

The efforts of the Milgaard group had fallen short, not for lack of trying, but for lack of expertise. I will 

review evidence in due course from a former member of the English Criminal Cases Review Commission, 

which convinces me that had such an agency been in place in 1980, and had an application been 

directed to it by the Milgaards, the investigation into the death of Gail Miller would probably have been 

reopened.

65 Docid 213127.

66 Docid 213802, 213635, 219247.

67 Docid 162433.
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T
he gathering of material in support of the first s. 690 application to the federal Minister of 

Justice took about three years. The Wolch firm was retained by Joyce Milgaard at the end of 

1985 and Asper began work in 1986 gathering information. That process culminated in the filing 

of an application under s. 690 of the Criminal Code on December 28, 1988. Two main grounds were 

advanced, relating to alleged misuse of forensic evidence at trial, and false testimony about the motel 

room re-enactment.

The evidence gathering efforts of the Milgaard group, including Wolch and Asper, and the Justice 

Canada investigation of the application produced information which ultimately came to the attention 

of Saskatchewan Justice and the police, so it is necessary to evaluate that information to answer the 

question of whether it should have caused authorities to reopen the investigation into Gail Miller’s 

murder.

1. Preparation of First Application Under s. 690 (1986-1988)

 (a) Approach of Milgaard Counsel

David Asper was only 27 years of age when he was handed the Milgaard file by Hersh Wolch in 1986. 

He was not yet admitted to the bar.

He had very little experience in criminal law and was, by his own admission, brash. Although 

he did not criticize her during his Inquiry testimony, Asper had to contend with Joyce Milgaard, 

an “untrainable tiger”1 in the words of previous Milgaard counsel, Tony Merchant. She taped 

conversations with Asper without his knowledge, which he said cast “an unfortunate light on the 

solicitor/client relationship”.

1 T20693.
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At the Inquiry, Asper testified that Hersh Wolch “dumped”2 the Milgaard material on him, adding, “I don’t 

think we knew where we were headed”.3 After his initial review of the file, Asper drew quick conclusions 

that:

the trial was flawed;•	
David Milgaard was innocent; and•	
there was official wrongdoing.•	

The latter belief persisted right up to the time of the Inquiry and, although he finally adopted a more 

moderate stance (his “view overall”4 was that tunnel vision took over), the Milgaard group represented to 

the media for some 15 years that the continued conviction was not a mistake, but rather a cover-up.

From the point of view of the authorities – police, Crown officials and elected representatives alike – 

the idea that someone in authority had covered up the crimes of Fisher and kept an innocent person, 

David Milgaard, in jail for a crime he did not commit, was grave and it was false. And being false, it was 

monstrous. It was never proven up to the time of this public Inquiry, and it remains unproven. By the time 

Joyce Milgaard began her reopening efforts in 1981, the trial was more than 10 years in the past. An 

Inquiry held at that time might well have heard weighty evidence of either official propriety or impropriety, 

although even by that time certain documents had disappeared, and memories had faded. But no inquiry 

was held and it was not until 1989 that serious, professional and objective investigation began through 

Justice Canada. Neither their investigators, nor the RCMP Flicker investigation discovered wrongdoing 

in general, or cover-up in particular. I have listened to the supervising officer in charge of Flicker, Murray 

Sawatsky, and I have not the slightest reservation in saying that had the RCMP found evidence of a 

cover-up, he would have said so.

At this Inquiry, I heard even more evidence than that received by previous investigators, and none of it 

demonstrates official wrongdoing or cover-up. I concede that too much time has passed to make positive 

findings about some things. But of this I am certain, the case for a cover-up, or even tunnel vision on the 

part of the police has not been made. The persistent allegations by the Milgaard group of wrongdoing 

did not produce information on the basis of which the police or Saskatchewan Justice should have 

reopened the case earlier. In fact, one might infer that given the gravity of the unproven allegations, police 

and Crown officials might understandably have been unsympathetic to David Milgaard’s cause. But, on 

balance, I find that they accepted the criticism with professional resignation, at least until Serge Kujawa 

was finally provoked into responding in kind, following the Supreme Court Reference in 1992.

A clear distinction must be borne in mind when discussing the third arm of our Terms of Reference, and 

that is between information coming to the attention of the police and Saskatchewan Justice which should 

have caused the investigation into the death of Gail Miller to be reopened earlier, and information which 

caused Milgaard to be released from prison and to receive a remedy through the Supreme Court of 

Canada. The information generated by the Milgaard group, true or false, no doubt led to the remedy, but it 

was not something which should have caused the authorities to react earlier on a principled approach, to 

reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller. The granting of the remedy was purely pragmatic, as 

will be discussed when reviewing 1992 events. The Milgaards had so far succeeded in weakening public 

confidence in the administration of justice that something needed to be done.

2 T35823.

3 T35823.

4 T28463.
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The approach taken by earlier investigators towards the reopening is illustrated in Peter Carlyle-Gordge’s 

exchange of correspondence with Hersh Wolch in April 1986.5 Said Carlyle-Gordge, “The key to the case 

is to get one of the three young Crown witnesses – Cadrain, Wilson or Nichol John – to talk and admit 

that they were leaned on to change their testimony”.6 That means that the Milgaard group first concluded 

that the police had coerced statements from the three, and then set about to get evidence in support. 

The group’s efforts were finally rewarded in Wilson’s case but not the other two.

Asper wrote to Carlyle-Gordge for the addresses of Wilson, John and Cadrain. Carlyle-Gordge replied 

on June 18, 1986,7 giving an outline of the case. He said that it was unlikely that Milgaard committed 

the murder. That is interesting, because he testified at the Inquiry that while he worked on the case, from 

1981 to 1983, he became convinced of Milgaard’s innocence. He purported to see “massive perjury”8 in a 

comparison of the preliminary and trial transcripts and later interviews. Carlyle-Gordge was much given to 

hyperbole.

Asper said that his first task in 1986 was to read trial transcripts. He said that the case looked implausible 

to him although he lacked experience. Until the first application was filed in 1988 he did legwork, focusing 

on the need to find new evidence pointing to innocence. He expected that the federal Department of 

Justice would help once he gave them something.

Asper says he treated the matter as a “war of liberation”9 against the system: the people who imprisoned 

David, and the people who had the power to free him. They became the enemy. He reasoned that 

because Milgaard was innocent, “a whole bunch of people had to be wrong”.10 “The gloves came off”11 

when he perceived that federal Justice was not going to cooperate. That attitude explains what followed 

over the next five or six years.

Asper proceeded on the basis that five witnesses had lied, explaining to us that they must have if they 

said Milgaard committed a murder that he did not commit. At the time Asper had Milgaard’s word for this, 

but no other proof.

It would have been much easier to proceed on the basis that Milgaard should have been acquitted, but 

instead Asper started with the proposition that he was innocent, and then looked for the evidence. Faith 

in one’s client is a good thing in an advocate, but it does not justify the conclusion that anyone taking a 

different view is a villain. Why call Craig Melnyk and George Lapchuk liars because they saw Milgaard do 

something that he himself admitted might have happened? Even if Milgaard were innocent, might not 

Albert Cadrain truly have seen blood on his pants?

Asper did not follow the lead of Carlyle-Gordge and Tony Merchant, both of whom interviewed T.D.R. 

Caldwell and Calvin Tallis. They could have given him critical information about the conduct of the trial, 

particularly about why Milgaard was advised not to testify, and why Tallis cross-examined Wilson in the 

way he did. Asper now admits that he was wrong about his claim that Ron Wilson’s first statement was 

not given to Tallis by Caldwell, and says that his criticism of Tallis’ use of the statement was unjustified. As 

for Kujawa, Asper admitted that he regarded him as an enemy who had joined the fray.

5 Docid 156666, 162433.

6 Docid 162433.

7 Docid 162430.

8 Docid 164230.

9 T25145.
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Asper has given as a reason for not getting Caldwell’s file, his expectation that the federal Department 

of Justice would do that. He thought that Caldwell might have withheld something, despite the warm 

reception accorded to Carlyle-Gordge and to Sandra Bartlett of the CBC when earlier approached by 

them for information, and despite the fact that Caldwell referred key policemen to Carlyle-Gordge and 

urged one of them, Raymond Mackie, to go ahead with an interview.

Asper said that the attitude of the Milgaard group was one of suspicion. He now agrees that what he 

previously criticized as Caldwell’s failure to disclose, was no more than an honest mistake – a failure to 

reveal certain things that only now appear to have been relevant.

Although aware of previous Milgaard counsel’s (Gary Young and Tony Merchant) work on the file, Asper 

did not request Merchant’s file for years, and never asked for Young’s. Had he done so, he would have 

seen that to get access to Saskatoon Police files, they had to go through the Saskatchewan Attorney 

General.12 But Asper says that they were convinced that the Justice Department was not going to help 

them.

Some members of the Milgaard group reached early conclusions of wrongdoing and incompetence 

by officials and defence counsel, which were broadcast and came to the attention of police and 

Saskatchewan Justice who knew them to be false. As such, I find, they did not constitute information 

which should have caused them to reopen the case earlier, and caused officials both federal and 

provincial to be highly skeptical of anything emanating from the Milgaard group. Examples of discredited 

information provided by them are the Deborah Hall affidavit, the forensic reports of Drs. James 

Ferris, Peter Markesteyn and Colin Merry, the affidavit of David Milgaard, and worst of all, the Michael 

Breckenridge allegations, to be reviewed later.

Asper had the Carlyle-Gordge/Albert Cadrain information on his file which mentioned Larry Fisher as a 

rapist living downstairs in the Cadrain house. He did not make the connection, or just did not read the 

material. But he says that the police knew about the Fisher crimes and had interviewed him so they 

should have made the connection. I do not accept that. The police simply questioned Fisher in February 

1969 as part of a canvass of the neighborhood. They had no idea he was a rapist.

During his testimony before the Inquiry, Asper was referred to a transcribed phone conversation that took 

place on March 11, 1983, between Carlyle-Gordge and Albert Cadrain’s parents, Leonard and Estelle 

Cadrain. Carlyle-Gordge was looking for Linda Fisher because she and Larry Fisher lived in the Cadrain 

basement at the relevant time. He also called Albert Cadrain13 who confirmed that Fisher lived there and 

was later caught for rapes. Carlyle-Gordge spoke to Albert’s brother, Dennis Cadrain, on February 21, 

1983,14 and he placed an advertisement in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix seeking the whereabouts of Linda 

Fisher on March 26, 1983.15 She and her common-law husband at the time, Bryan Wright, each replied 

by separate letters16 but, as we have heard, Carlyle-Gordge did nothing about it. These documents 

escaped the attention of Asper. Asper testified at the inquiry that it is very painful for him to realize that 

they had Fisher’s identity as a rapist in 1983, nine years before Milgaard was released from prison, but 

missed it.

12 Docid 331961.

13 Docid 333013.
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It is regrettable, Asper told us, that the system put them in a position where they had to invite the national 

media to join their cause, putting the freedom of an individual above the reputation of others. In fact, I find 

that the system did not put them in that position. It was one of their own choosing.

On January 22, 1986, David Milgaard wrote to Hersh Wolch saying that he wished to use publicity to 

go on the offensive.17 He hoped for a feature on CBC’s The Fifth Estate. Although both Milgaard and his 

counsel spent much time in conversation and negotiation with The Fifth Estate, the feature he had hoped 

for, never came about until years later.

Despite being represented by counsel, Milgaard wrote directly to the Minister of Justice on January 28, 

198618 indicating a desire to have his case reviewed. The Minister’s office replied on March 11, 1986,19 

setting out the requirements for an application for mercy under s. 617 of the Criminal Code (which later 

became s. 690). Asper could not say if the letter was given to him in 1986. Nor does it appear that he 

himself asked the Minister’s office for directions. The Minister opened a file on Milgaard on February 26, 

1986.

Shortly after Milgaard’s initial contact with The Fifth Estate, CBC journalists began their own investigative 

work into the matter having, for a time, considered producing a feature. On April 21, 1986, Gordon 

Stewart of The Fifth Estate sent Wolch transcripts of Carlyle-Gordge interviews of witnesses, adding that 

the trial transcript would be sent by Sandra Bartlett. On June 5, 1986, Asper was still reading the trial 

transcript20 and the Carlyle-Gordge interviews which he had received from the CBC.

The first s. 690 application was filed on December 28, 1988, almost three years after the Wolch firm was 

retained. Asper told us that he had not contacted the federal Department of Justice before filing, and had 

not the “faintest idea” of the test for an application for mercy.21

Once the application for mercy was filed, Asper was provoked that the federal investigator in charge of 

the file, Eugene Williams, did not meet with him for 11 months. Unknown to Milgaard counsel at the time, 

the federal Department of Justice was awaiting a family application, which David Milgaard had promised 

in correspondence directly with Justice.

Asper opened his Inquiry evidence by speaking about the “bad guys”,22 meaning William Corbett, T.D.R. 

Caldwell, Eddie Karst, Eugene Williams and probably Joseph Penkala. He regrets making adverse 

comments about Calvin Tallis who, he says, is not a bad guy. The witnesses were, though, because 

they lied.

While criticizing the lack of a collaborative approach by the federal Department of Justice in the s. 690 

application process, Asper admitted to not having approached Saskatchewan Justice officials for 

assistance until long after declaring war on them. Paranoia, he said, pervaded the Milgaard group. Their 

mindset was that for them to be right, everyone else had to be wrong.

17 Docid 162436.

18 Docid 333272.
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One of Asper’s first initiatives was to interview Milgaard in the penitentiary.23 His report to Wolch says, in 

part, “He did not call any evidence at the trial, and say’s (sic) that that was probably his problem”.24

Asper’s loyalty to both David Milgaard and his mother appears to have been unswerving, notwithstanding 

the client having fired him and Wolch many times. Asper commented that David Milgaard had no sense of 

what they faced. His mother, Joyce Milgaard, was the driving force.

By September 15, 1986, Milgaard was restive,25 thinking of firing Wolch. Instead, he wrote to him26 

suggesting that he, his mother and Peter Carlyle-Gordge put together a presentation themselves while 

Wolch and Asper worked on a second. Asper thought that this would at least keep Milgaard busy and 

not fretting.

Two days after Deborah Hall’s affidavit, he took Milgaard’s,27 also in support of the application, but could 

not explain the two year delay in submitting it. In the affidavit, David Milgaard denied throwing out a 

compact, something he had admitted to Tallis as having done.

Asper’s explanation for not contacting Tallis was that the Milgaard group suspected everyone in the 

system, and they wanted to remain “sterile”.28 They finally met him on March 21, 1990, long after filing the 

application to Justice Canada.

Asper says that if he had it to do over, he would have contacted Tallis much sooner, and would have 

gotten professional investigators without waiting for the federal Justice Department. But they did not wait 

for the Justice Department. The reverse was true.

Caldwell had given permission to Gary Young to review his file.29 Asper said that this would not have 

mattered to him because, from his philosophical perspective, the prosecuting authority should not be 

used.

Asper wrote to Wolch on October 24, 1986,30 reporting on a visit to David in prison. In his memorandum, 

he recited an inaccurate account of Nichol John’s “original”31 statement which, he said, she recanted. 

She, of course, did not recant. She stated in court that she could not remember some of it. He also 

spoke of John having been incarcerated, while hallucinating, under very trying circumstances. There is no 

evidence of that. On the contrary, she was not incarcerated, not hallucinating, and was moved from cells 

where she was lodged for the night, to a room, at her request.

 (b) Hall Affidavit

Deborah Hall’s affidavit of November 23, 1986,32 was drawn up by David Asper after speaking to her 

on the phone. He then had her swear it. In paragraph 10 of the affidavit she says that she was shown a 

copy of the evidence of George Lapchuk and Craig Melnyk, and was shocked by how they described the 

motel room incident. There are some blanks in the text of the affidavit which Asper could not explain. He 

23 Docid 213125.
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said that Hall did not tell him the more incriminating version she gave to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

Lapchuk and Melnyk’s trial evidence is attached to this document. It is interesting that in describing the 

re-enactment, Melnyk recalls Milgaard saying, among other things, “I fixed her”,33 the same expression 

used by Ron Wilson in recounting Milgaard’s admission when he returned to the car in the alley. Both 

Lapchuk and Melnyk recount Milgaard making stabbing motions on the pillow.

Some three years after making this affidavit, Asper wrote to Hall on June 23, 1989, enclosing a copy of it, 

in preparation for Eugene Williams interviewing her. Williams’ examination of Hall occurred on November 

6, 1989.34 In it she relates reading, at Chris O’Brien’s house, what Melnyk and Lapchuk had said in 

their testimony at trial. But when Asper took her information over the phone, he did not refer her to the 

testimony. She said that it was five years earlier when she spoke to O’Brien, and she had looked at the 

transcripts for only five or 10 minutes then. She told Williams that she had seen Milgaard on his knees 

on the bed, bouncing and fluffing up the pillow; then punching the pillow sideways with a closed fist and 

also vertically, while saying “something like oh, yeah sure, or oh, yeah, right, in a sarcastic tone”.35 She 

added that Milgaard said, “…I stabbed her I don’t know how many times and then I fucked her brains out. 

Right”.36 Hall said that she did not believe it, that he was being silly and stoned. But she had no doubt that 

he said it.

It appears, therefore, that Hall gave Williams a more lurid account than either Melnyk or Lapchuk had at 

trial, but one which agreed essentially with what they said, differing only in interpretation. She thought it 

was a joke. Confronted with the contrast between what she told him, and what she had told Williams, 

Asper said that he probably would not have used an affidavit of hers repeating what she told Williams, 

because it tended to corroborate Melnyk and Lapchuk.

 (c) Ferris Report

According to Asper, he and Hersh Wolch considered the report of Dr. James Ferris to be a breakthrough 

in terms of new evidence for the s. 690 application. However, I find that they had failed to grasp both the 

weakness of the report, and the nature of the defence put forward by Tallis.

As well, Ferris’ report was not really new evidence. Properly understood, it simply restated arguments 

which had been made at trial, operating, as had the trial counsel, on the false assumption that Milgaard 

was a non-secretor. But the report proved to be one of the most sensational developments in the 

reopening of the case.

The author of the report, Ferris, was a forensic pathologist who testified at the Inquiry. Asked to comment 

upon DNA typing, he said that it had not yet been transferred to the forensic world in 1984 in Vancouver, 

where he worked, but they did work, in his lab, on the degradation of DNA. His lab was able to 

demonstrate that cellular structure of DNA could be broken down to the point that comparison typing was 

no longer possible. By the late 1980s Polymer Chain Reaction (PCR) technology made the typing of tiny 

fragments possible, but by then his lab was closed.

He accepted samples from the Gail Miller exhibits out of interest as an historic example, solely at 

the request of Joyce Milgaard. His lab was not equipped to give even a preliminary finding such as 

33 Docid 204444 at 489.
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“inconsistent with David”.37 For that, a sample needed to be submitted to the FBI, or the Home Office in 

the United Kingdom.

They were not even equipped to do all the tests needed to identify semen, but they identified through 

fluorescent light examination of the panties, something that could have been semen, so they extracted it. 

Microscopic examination did not reveal identifiable lines so they stopped the test. They did not examine 

the dress for semen because the garment was too big for their testing facilities.

His initial contact was with Joyce Milgaard38 and then later with Hersh Wolch39 on July 16, 1987. His reply 

to Wolch of August 24, 1987,40 warned him not to expect too much from the samples provided. He was 

hopeful, but not optimistic.

In obtaining a court order for the delivery of trial exhibits, Wolch filed an affidavit on November 9, 1987.41 

He referred to a new system of DNA typing, which had been used in England, and described Ferris as an 

acknowledged expert in DNA typing in Canada. Ferris said this was flattering. From what he told us there 

was no chance of him being able to do what Wolch hoped, but he got the exhibits, except for the coat. 

He did not examine blood or hair samples on the toque.

The Court order required Ferris to return the samples,42 but he forgot. He said, however, that they were 

kept in a locked cabinet until Wolch formally requested their return. He sent his entire record to Eugene 

Williams of Justice Canada, including the profile on Milgaard’s blood sample, but said that by today’s 

standards, the work he did was amateurish. All they had done was to find some DNA.

His favourable report to Joyce Milgaard came from examining the trial transcripts – work he was familiar 

with – as opposed to DNA, which was new to him.

From February 1987 to September 1988, Joyce Milgaard and David Asper concentrated on following up 

the Ferris report, which wrongly assumed that the Crown had used the blood typing of semen found in 

the snow to convict David Milgaard.

By March 1988, Ferris realized that he could not do DNA typing on the samples provided. Joyce Milgaard 

understood from him, however, that the frozen semen proved David’s innocence.

The Ferris opinion43 expresses surprise that the semen was admitted in evidence, due to the danger 

of contamination by blood from the area. As to the A antigens in the semen, Milgaard, a non-secretor, 

would be excluded. In his opinion, Ferris said, “On the basis of the evidence that I have examined, I have 

no reasonable doubt that serological evidence presented at the trial failed to link David Milgaard with the 

offence and that in fact, could be reasonably considered to exclude him from being the perpetrator of the 

murder.”44

That, of course, was Tallis’ position at trial, but nobody in the Milgaard group, Ferris included, inquired 

about it. The jury had the issue squarely before them. The Crown submitted that the serological evidence 
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neither inculpated nor excluded Milgaard – a fair position, given its suggestion that the A antigens might 

have come from whole blood.

Ferris told the Inquiry, as he had reported to Wolch on September 13, 1988,45 that he was concerned 

about the integrity of the semen samples found in the snow.

In making his comments on the forensic evidence at trial, he did not have the addresses of Caldwell and 

Tallis to the jury. He had not spoken to either Harry Emson or Bruce Paynter. He told the Inquiry that it 

was his opinion that Gail Miller could have been capable of movement after being stabbed, and might 

have lived for 15 minutes at least. Therefore, where she was found might not have been the site of the 

stabbing. Still, he would defer to Emson, the pathologist who saw the body.

Ferris testified at the Inquiry that his statement, that the murder could not have occurred within the time 

frame available according to the evidence, was perhaps too strong. He meant that it was just something 

to look at. And he was not aware that the issue was raised before the jury. He does accept the RCMP 

finding that semen was recovered at the scene, but because of the potential for contamination, he does 

not think it was properly admissible. Everything depends upon the reliability of the sample.

He understood that Milgaard was a non-secretor. It was his task to work with the trial evidence, and in 

doing so he concluded that David, a non-secretor, could not reasonably have contributed the antigens 

found in the frozen semen. Not only did the serological evidence fail to link him, it could reasonably be 

thought to exclude him. But that said, the sample was of no value, and should not have gotten into 

evidence.

Tallis was later to testify before us that he took the same position, except that he did not argue against 

admissibility because he believed that the evidence excluded David as the donor of the semen found in 

the snow.

Ferris said that had he known, in 1988, that David was a secretor, he could not have excluded him; 

and the trial evidence could have been more incriminating had he been known as a secretor. He said that 

the most likely source of the blood detected in the semen was contamination.

Ferris knew that his opinion would be used by Hersh Wolch in his application to Justice Canada on 

December 28, 1988.46 In that letter to the Minister, Wolch expressed the opinion that Ferris’ evidence 

“had it been available at the time, would have clearly resulted in an acquittal”.47 Ferris said that he 

does not agree. Nor does he agree that the scientific evidence was not understood, or that the judge 

ignored the issue. He now can see from the charge that he did understand, as well as from the judge’s 

interventions48 when Paynter was examined by Caldwell, but he did not have that evidence before him 

when he wrote his opinion.

On May 3, 1989, David Asper wrote to Ferris49 saying that The Fifth Estate program was not proceeding 

but that he had given his name to two reporters. Ferris said that it was not his practice to speak to the 

media about a case while it was ongoing. He became concerned when he learned that his report had 

been sent to the media and was receiving wide publicity. Evidence, he points out, can be taken out of 
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context, yet despite his stated reluctance to publicize his work before the end of a case, he appeared on 

television in October 1989 saying50 that he would not have found David Milgaard guilty – speaking as a 

forensic scientist.

On August 5, 1989, Dan Lett published an article51 saying that semen samples had been incorrectly 

analyzed by the RCMP, and that the Ferris report proved Milgaard’s innocence. Ferris says that he was 

wrong on both counts.

We know that the Milgaards were inviting media coverage to supplement their application under s. 690, 

but surely this sort of sweeping and erroneous reporting could not have helped. To have publicized the 

report without Ferris’ knowledge was at least discourteous, but to preempt the findings of the Minister of 

Justice was probably counter-productive.

At the time of publication, Eugene Williams of the federal Justice Department had sought expert evidence 

on the Ferris report. Before us Ferris agreed with the comments of serologist, Patricia Alain,52 in her report 

of August 8, 1989, that showed lack of proof positive that Milgaard was a non-secretor, and that Paynter 

had not stated that blood was present in the sample, only that it could be.

I conclude that the Ferris report was not information coming to the attention of the police or the Crown 

which should have caused them to reopen the case earlier.

 (d) Drafting of Application

Three drafts of the s. 690 application were prepared:53 Asper’s, Heather Leonoff’s (another lawyer in the 

firm), and the Milgaards’. Wolch favored Leonoff’s as of December 19, 1988, with no reference to Nichol 

John. He wanted it to be brief and not too argumentative. Asper thought that they should deal with John’s 

statement by showing that it could not be true, but he lost the argument.

In the filed application, counsel says that the scientific evidence about blood was presented at the trial but 

not understood. “Perhaps it was too new an issue for counsel and for the Judge.”54 As we have noted, 

the judge and counsel understood and presented the issue very well. In Asper’s draft he omitted reference 

to the motel room incident, whereas, in the Leonoff draft, it figured prominently.55

In his covering letter submitting the application of December 28, 1988, counsel referred to the Nichol 

John statement: “We are in a position to factually demonstrate the errors in that statement and that it 

cannot possibly be true, but we have not done that because Nichole John (sic) testified in Court that the 

statement was not true”.56 She did no such thing. She said that she could not remember, and she also 

said that she told the truth to Detective Mackie.

Just before the application was filed, David Milgaard wrote to Wolch on December 22, 1988, saying that 

they had been holding back a “part two”57 presentation idea. Asper explained this by saying that because 

their analysis of the facts was not new, they should get a foot in the door first with something new and 
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then analyze the facts. The only new information in the application, he said, was the Hall affidavit and the 

Ferris report.

Joyce Milgaard’s telephone interviews with Wilson were not included in the s. 690 application filed with the 

federal Minister, nor was Wilson mentioned. Carlyle-Gordge’s interviews of the Cadrains were not there, 

nor were Nichol John’s interviews from 1981 by Joyce Milgaard and Tony Merchant. David Milgaard’s 

affidavit was not there. Although none of these things was new evidence, Williams of Justice Canada was 

to testify that they would have assisted his review.

In stating the facts, the application said that the car became stuck around 6:30 a.m., that Wilson and 

Milgaard left in opposite directions looking for help, and that Milgaard (according to Wilson) returned to 

the car around 6:45 a.m. Although Wilson did not say this, Asper admitted that they had concluded this 

from the evidence. One could construct different scenarios based on the evidence, and they just “had to 

land on something”.58 This tells me that they had no clearer idea of the times than anyone else, including 

the jury. Their much vaunted “impossibility” argument is based on the Crown theory of the times, but that 

was only a theory. There could be others, as Asper concedes. What would impress the jury, he said, was 

that the group were in the area at the relevant times, and that Milgaard had the opportunity. But, he said, 

they had to put in something about the facts.

Asper could not say if they knew how Craig Melnyk and George Lapchuk’s evidence got to the police, 

or where they got the idea that Tallis had made no effort to contact Hall, or if Wolch had even spoken to 

Tallis. They did not have Tallis’ address to the jury, and so were unaware that he argued that the forensic 

evidence tended to exonerate Milgaard.

Asper says that he wanted to put in all the information they had, but was overruled by Wolch. The thinking 

was that anything that had been before the jury would be regarded as part of an attempt to reargue the 

case. Once the door was open, however, they would give everything to Justice who would then carry 

the investigation. He says that they expected an equitable approach by Justice, not an adversarial one. 

I am convinced that Justice was not being adversarial, merely cautious, for reasons which will follow. 

In contrast, the Milgaard group quickly became adversarial.

Asper conceded that Justice could have debunked Hall and Ferris soon after the application was 

submitted. I take this as a concession that their application was wanting. But he says that the political 

component of having the Minister involved played into their hands. Justice Canada ended up looking like 

the “evil empire”.59 This I find, was no accident. It is exactly what the media campaign orchestrated by the 

Milgaards was all about. Asper played a key role,60 giving the CBC an ultimatum on December 28, 1988, 

to do The Fifth Estate piece or lose the story to other media.

When finally filed in December 1988, the s. 690 application contained only two grounds which, as we 

have seen, were soon discounted by Williams. The efforts of Eugene Williams and Rick Pearson were 

not assisted by the Milgaard group’s parallel investigation, and any chance of meaningful exchange of 

information between federal investigators and the group was killed by giving the Ute Frank statement 

(which Williams had shared with Asper) to the press. Although Justice Canada assigned accomplished 

and skilled investigators, Pearson and Williams, Joyce Milgaard turned to Paul Henderson of Centurion 

Ministries to conduct interviews in which ideas of wrongdoing were suggested to witnesses to justify 
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recantation in their minds. Both Joyce Milgaard and Henderson admit that this strategy was used in the 

belief that David Milgaard was innocent, so the ends justified the means.

Asper reported to Joyce Milgaard on August 15, 1990.61 The letter fairly summarizes what they had 

accomplished since the filing of the application in December 1988. From March of 1986, until the filing in 

December 1988, they had produced the affidavit of Hall and Ferris’ report. They omitted to file needed 

documents, such as transcripts, which David Milgaard had been told long before to include. The Minister 

requested those documents on February 16, 1989, but they were not sent until May of 1989.

It was not until August 29, 1989, that the Minister was sent a copy of David Milgaard’s affidavit. And Asper 

did not request Tallis’ file until October 18, 1989, more than three and a half years after their engagement.

2. Justice Canada Review and Investigation of First Application

 (a) Eugene Williams Background

Williams was the Justice Canada investigator for the two Milgaard applications for mercy.

Employed at Justice since 1980,62 he was a seasoned investigator and coordinator of the Conviction 

Review Group when he began work on the Milgaard application in 1989. His evidence is important to us 

in the context of the third branch of our Terms of Reference, dealing with information which came to the 

attention of the police and Saskatchewan Justice. Although he reported to Justice Canada, and not to 

Provincial authorities officially, he necessarily had contact with Saskatoon Police, the Provincial Crown, 

and the RCMP in the course of his investigation. The information he gathered went to the federal Minister 

of Justice and influenced the course of the Supreme Court Reference, whose opinion was ultimately relied 

upon by Saskatchewan on the issue of reopening.

Notwithstanding relevance, however, Justice Canada insisted on keeping the inquiry away from matters 

touching operation and management of its department, including the reasons for actions taken by 

its officials and advice given or received by them. Williams was thus constrained to some degree in 

what he said, as was the Commission in the questions it asked him. This impacted, to some degree, 

the effectiveness of the Inquiry, in evaluating information which came to the attention of the Provincial 

Crown and the Saskatoon Police. The process of evaluation was integral to the question of whether the 

authorities should have reopened earlier.

 (b) Standard of Application Review and Decision Making Process

Dealing first with the former s. 690 of the Criminal Code, explained Williams, the applicant is seeking 

an extraordinary remedy. All appeals must be exhausted. There is a presumption of regularity in the 

conviction.

There was no mechanism under s. 690 to declare innocence, and that remains the case.

The applicant is responsible for presenting the grounds because the Minister is not in a position to know 

the details. These must be explained by the applicant before the Minister can decide if the reasons given 

warrant a remedy. Instead, the Milgaard group put forward two grounds supported by a report and an 

affidavit, expecting a far ranging investigation by the Minister to follow. The Minister investigated the report 
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and the affidavit, found them both wanting, and wanted more. Nothing of substance was forthcoming, 

and the first application was refused.

The Court is sometimes asked to fill a role which the Minister might otherwise perform. That is what 

happened here. The Supreme Court was asked for its opinion on how to use the evidence presented to 

the Minister on the second application.

The test to be applied by the Minister in considering the first s. 690 application in this case was not well 

understood by all, certainly not by the applicant’s counsel, who thought that what was needed was 

evidence tending to show innocence, nor by some federal and provincial officials who had the same 

idea.63

On the basis of Williams’ evidence64 at the Inquiry, I conclude that the test applied by the Minister at that 

time required the applicant to produce new information or evidence that a reasonable basis existed to 

conclude that a miscarriage of justice had likely occurred. “Miscarriage of justice” is an expression which 

would include innocence or probable innocence, but was not restricted to that.

Williams confirmed that the explanation given in the Minister’s letter to Wolch of February 27, 1991,65 was 

correct and the test is further explained in a briefing document provided to new Ministers on applications 

for the mercy of the crown.66 It says, after explaining that a Minister acting under s. 690 may direct a new 

trial, or order a new appeal, or refer specific questions to the Court of Appeal for its opinion, that:

The extraordinary powers provided to the Minister of Justice under s. 690, to order a new 

trial or an appeal in appropriate cases, are exercised by the Minister ‘where the applicant 

demonstrates that a reasonable basis exists to conclude that a miscarriage of 

justice has likely occurred’. The exercise of these powers does not contemplate the 

mere substitution of ministerial opinion for the judicial opinion of an appellate court.

Instead, this special prerogative is reserved to rectify miscarriages of justice when 

conventional avenues of appeal have been exhausted. Thus, if a judicial remedy is available 

to an applicant, the Minister, generally, will not exercise the discretionary powers granted 

under this section.67

As I said, there is some indication that at least one official in Justice Canada left the impression with 

a Saskatchewan official in public prosecutions that the test to be followed is “that the defence must 

show that the accused is probably innocent at this stage”.68 Asked to comment, Williams said that that 

overstates the test and it is not the one he was applying because it places too high a burden on the 

applicant.

I accept, therefore, that in his work Williams was not looking for evidence only which indicated innocence 

or probable innocence, but rather was alert to indications which would provide a reasonable basis to 

conclude that a miscarriage of justice had likely occurred. I gather, as well, from his evidence that the 

applicant had professed innocence and that, therefore, was something that had to be evaluated. He need 
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not have proved either innocence or probable innocence, but must have shown something to indicate 

that innocence was more probable than not. Arguably, that is a distinction without a difference, but if 

I understand Williams correctly he means that something short of proof of probable innocence would 

suffice.

It should be remembered that the Milgaards set the bar high for themselves when they accompanied their 

application with claims of innocence, when all they had to do was raise concerns about the correctness 

of the conviction (a likely miscarriage of justice). That is not an easy thing to do either, because it means 

finding new evidence which, had it been considered at trial, might have affected the verdict. But it is 

something which is a good deal easier than proving factual innocence. In our system of criminal justice, 

not only should the factually innocent be acquitted, no one should be convicted unless found guilty 

beyond a reasonable doubt.

Williams’ job was to collect information, not to argue with the applicant. The latter had experienced 

counsel who had had a chance to distil the grounds after full research. So Williams, not unreasonably 

I find, took the applicant’s statement of the grounds as his only concern. Wilson was not there, so was 

not considered.

At the pre-screening stage, the investigator would be reactive. When that hurdle was passed, he would 

become more proactive.

In view of the claim of innocence and the Crown’s position that whoever assaulted Gail Miller was the 

killer, it became vital to test any semen stains on her clothing. But then Williams found that Ferris had 

tried, and failed.

Neither Ron Wilson nor Albert Cadrain were eye witnesses so their evidence lacked conclusiveness, 

whether or not he spoke to them.

Interviews of the prosecutor and defence counsel would not be unusual, depending upon the issues.

The interaction between Saskatchewan Justice and Justice Canada is of interest. Williams said that he 

did not report to Saskatchewan Justice and so was reluctant to pass on information before the conclusion 

of the investigation beyond asking for materials.69

Williams was asked by Ellen Gunn of Saskatchewan Justice for information70 of a substantive kind which 

he was reluctant to give, so he referred the request to his superior William Corbett. The latter told Gunn on 

a confidential basis that the Milgaard application was unlikely to succeed based on the Ferris report and 

the Hall affidavit. Gunn was the Executive Director of Public Prosecutions for Saskatchewan at the time, 

so such information, confidential or not, would hardly influence Saskatchewan Justice to reopen the case.

 (c) Dealings Between Milgaard Counsel and Williams

Asper remarked that Justice Canada officials could have stopped them with a letter about Deborah Hall, 

had they chosen to go public. This, in my view, amounts to an admission that the Hall affidavit which 

they drafted was at least inaccurate, whereas Williams’ interview of Hall produced the truth. But it also 

points to a weakness in the Justice Canada method of doing business. At the time, at least, s. 690 

investigators went about their inquiries without communicating the fruits of the inquiries to the applicant. 
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Williams explained that the reason for it was to avoid debates with the applicant who might get the idea 

that an issue was being prejudged by investigators, whose role was not to decide, but rather to advise 

the Minister. The difficulty with this, as Pearson pointed out, was that lack of communication between the 

applicant and Justice Canada investigators led to misunderstandings and it was his view, at least, that if 

the two sides had gotten together to exchange information, matters would have proceeded quicker. This 

raises a systemic subject which is appropriate to consider again in the recommendation section of this 

Report.

The failure of the first application was of course the main concern of the Milgaard group, but they also 

complained about the time it took to process. Justice Canada counters that had the application been filed 

completely in the first place with all relevant material it would have proceeded much quicker.

The first application was filed by the firm in December of 1988 but it was incomplete.71 The transcript of 

the trial was needed.

Wolch favoured a strategy of sending material piecemeal to Justice Canada, says Asper, so as “to keep 

their interest up”.72 But Asper thought differently, favouring a “fulsome”73 approach. Wolch won out, and 

the result was an application by installment which, I find from Williams’ evidence and documents referred 

to elsewhere, delayed the application process while adding nothing to its chances of success.

Examined by Justice Canada counsel, Asper remained a constant critic of the role played by Williams and 

Justice Canada in this case. He was unapologetic about having called Williams and Corbett bad guys, 

and the federal Department of Justice the evil empire for having engaged in a war of liberation, where 

liberty trumps justice, and the ends justify the means.

I find that whatever effect his war of liberation had on Milgaard’s release from prison, it did not supply 

information on the basis of which Saskatchewan police or Crown officials should have reopened earlier.

The first s. 690 application was finally filed at the end of December 1988. As Asper put it to Joyce 

Milgaard, on January 5, 1989, here “at long last”74 was the package submitted to Justice Canada. 

He said that “there was huge anxiety to get something filed”75 and they were persisting in the media effort, 

expecting the CBC to air the Fifth Estate feature on March 28, 1989.

Asper assumed that Justice Canada would assign a lawyer to deal with the application. On February 16, 

1989, Minister Doug Lewis replied to Wolch,76 asking for certain essential materials, some of which were 

called for by the nature of the application, and others of which Milgaard himself had been told about by 

Minister Crosbie in 1986. The law firm had not asked Justice Canada what supporting materials were 

needed before filing.

1989 saw federal investigators working on the application as filed, once all materials were provided; the 

Milgaard group conducting an energetic media campaign; and David Milgaard busying himself with the 

family presentation.
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On May 9, 1989, Wolch sent documents to justice officials which they had requested,77 offering his 

explanation of the John statement, and saying that he would be sending the Milgaard family presentation 

once it was prepared.

Milgaard wrote to the Minister on June 15, 1989.78 He said that he and his family would be making a 

video as part of their presentation. Asked about this, Asper said that as counsel they did not know what 

was going on, and were kind of waiting to see what Justice Canada was doing.

The Wolch firm was long overdue in getting the exhibits back from Ferris. Both Saskatchewan Justice and 

Justice Canada were waiting for them.79

By the time Asper was in touch with Williams, the latter had had the Ferris report reviewed by serologist, 

Patricia Alain.80 Asper said that he found Williams standoffish, curt and skeptical. Asper was giving 

information directly to the federal Minister.81 It is not surprising if that was in fact Williams’ attitude, 

because he would have known of the weakness in the Ferris report, and the fact of Asper writing to the 

Minister instead of to him would not be a way to foster mutual trust. Asper says that it was a tactic to 

“yank the political side of the office and alert them to our matter”.82 As he says, their relationship was 

deteriorating.

Asper describes the lack of progress by Justice on the application as “bureaucracy in the extreme”.83 

However, Williams explained his approach in a memorandum of October 1989,84 noting that the 

application was incomplete until May 1989, when Justice Canada received needed documents. They had 

just located John, and wanted to interview her and Hall.

Although Asper says that Deborah Hall was angry after being interviewed by Eugene Williams, he 

conceded that had she told him what she told Williams, he would have taken a different view of her 

evidence. I should think so, in view of the much stronger language she attributed to Milgaard as 

contrasted with what appeared in her affidavit. Even though he now sees it as very weak, said Asper, they 

had to “get the door open”85 with Hall’s affidavit.86

Of interest on the subject of delay is the fact that although the Minister asked, on February 16, 1989, for 

particulars about Nichol John, it was not until April 3, 1989, that Wolch did something about it.87 And then 

he was coy. He said, in his memo to Asper, “…we could either give them everything at once or piecemeal 

if we want to keep their interest up”.88

Joyce Milgaard described the family presentation as a make work project for David, but the difficulty 

was that the Minister was expecting it as part of the application, and Wolch was telling the Minister to 
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expect it.89 Williams was still waiting for it in October 1989,90 and David Milgaard was still promising it in 

December 1989.91 It was never filed.

On October 11, 1989, Williams of Justice Canada wrote to Wolch92 saying that they could not conclude 

their investigation because David Milgaard had notified them that his presentation was to be part of the 

application. Joyce Milgaard says she was not aware of this. At least some of the information in the first 

application was coming to the attention of Saskatchewan Justice, and ultimately all of it did when the 

application was finally considered by the Minister. Accordingly, both the quality of the information and 

what was done with it was of concern to us. As it turned out, it was an application by installment, and its 

submission to the Minister was delayed for that reason.

On October 18, 1989, Asper finally wrote to Calvin Tallis asking for his file, but by this time it could not 

be located.93 Also needed was a waiver of solicitor/client privilege from Milgaard. All of this resulted in 

delay. Joyce Milgaard told us that she heard, at the time, that his file was missing, which made her very 

suspicious. But, of course, she had already copied his file in 1981, and given the material to Asper in 

1986. By the time Wolch and Asper met with Tallis in 1990/1991 they had committed to a number of 

positions that were contradicted by Tallis’ version of the facts, as communicated to him by David Milgaard 

in 1969.94

Final submissions were asked for in September 1990. In October, Wolch and Asper requested and 

were granted a meeting with Justice Canada officials, where documents were exchanged and issues 

discussed. I conclude that the applicant was thus afforded an opportunity to make his case fully 

to the departmental advisors of the Minister, who then prepared a report which they referred to the 

Deputy Minister.

 (d)  Steps Taken by Eugene Williams to Investigate First Application (up to February 26, 

1990)

Williams was the only departmental lawyer to interview witnesses. He prepared a chronology of events95 

on April 23, 1992, and I accept its accuracy. It effectively answers the charge of procrastination made by 

the Milgaard group against Justice Canada.

Commenting on the first application filed, Williams described Wolch’s96 accompanying letter as a 

tease, and inaccurate in its reference to Nichol John’s statement. She had not testified in court that the 

statement was not true – only that she could not remember parts of it. Still the parts which she did recall 

formed part of the fabric of circumstantial evidence which convicted Milgaard, so he thought that he 

should consider her evidence.

Williams agreed that both the Hall affidavit and the Ferris report could provide grounds for a remedy, 

and he asked Wolch for essential documents on February 16, 1989.97 He did not recall Wolch or Asper 

asking for collaboration, but if they had, he would have explained his role to make inquiries and, to the 
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extent possible, to keep them informed. It was their responsibility, however, to bring forward evidence of a 

miscarriage of justice.

Following his review of the transcript, he said that he and Asper would have been in touch, usually by 

phone, every two weeks, with Wolch an occasional participant. His duty was to inform and advise the 

Minister alone, so he did not share ministerial communications with Asper. Moreover, the decision was the 

Minister’s, not his, so it would not do to give someone false hope, or to dash hope.

For example, his view of the Ferris report was unfavourable, but it would have been inappropriate to say 

so to Asper, so he listened a great deal. He had an unfortunate experience at first which caused him to 

not share interview memos or statements. He had shown the Ute Frank statement to Asper, only to see 

it published in the newspaper in October 1989. But nevertheless, he sometimes obliged Asper by asking 

authorities for documents Asper wanted.

Significantly, Asper and Wolch asked for neither the prosecution nor the police files. Had they done so, 

Williams would have supported their request.

Williams assumed (as he was entitled, I find) that counsel for the applicant would have explored all 

potential grounds, and selected the ones which fit the criteria. Milgaard’s letter to the Minister of April 29, 

198998 said that he and his family would be filing their own application, so Williams expected something 

from them, and Wolch said to expect it.99 With this outstanding, Williams could not tell what issues might 

be raised, and he could not complete his work. But they never did receive a family presentation.

In neither the first or second application was it alleged that Nichol John’s May 24th statement being read 

to the jury was a miscarriage of justice. The issue was raised in the Court of Appeal and found not to be 

unfair. The Supreme Court denied leave, and so Williams would not look behind that.

Williams, like everyone, found the circumstances of the killing to be very puzzling, with the fatal stabs 

going through the coat into the body but not through the dress. But he had to focus on the serological 

evidence, and that of Melnyk and Lapchuk. That, I agree, was the required approach. The stab mark 

issue leads only to a conclusion of a two stage attack and possibly to two attackers, neither of which had 

been raised as grounds.

Once Williams studied the Melnyk and Lapchuk evidence, he compared it to Hall’s affidavit, then 

interviewed her.

He had serologist, Patricia Alain, look at the forensic evidence.

A repeated ground advanced in wrongful conviction cases is tunnel vision. Williams was alive to the theory 

expressed by some police officers (before Milgaard became a suspect), that a serial rapist could be the 

murderer. But they did not turn on Milgaard when they first heard of him from Cadrain. Instead, they 

closely questioned Cadrain.

He recalls David Milgaard complaining to the Minister, from time to time, that he did not know what was 

happening, but Williams says he was keeping Asper up to date. When Asper, Joyce Milgaard and her son 

complained to the media about lack of progress, Williams says that he could not get into specifics. All he 

could say in response is that they were working on the case, investigating the grounds advanced.

98 Docid 333294 at 299.
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Williams received the Frank statement and some photos from Fred Dehm of Saskatchewan Justice on 

June 29, 1989. The statement was of interest because Frank was in the motel room. Her statement 

neither confirmed Melnyk and Lapchuk’s version, nor contradicted Hall’s. It was neutral. Caldwell had told 

Williams that Frank was not called to testify because she was too upset, and because Tallis did not think 

she would help his client.

In a rare display of exasperation with Asper, Williams, on October 2, 1989, sent the Ute Frank statement 

to him, chiding him for misdescribing it to the Minister without having read it. Williams says that Asper had 

already publicized it as well.

In October 1989, Wolch wrote to Williams100 threatening (as Asper confirmed) to go to the media about 

the slow pace of the investigation. Williams testified that he was not influenced by this. He was waiting for 

the promised family presentation, and intended to interview Deborah Hall in conjunction with a trip West 

planned for November. He had other responsibilities, he said. We know that Justice Canada received 

about 30 applications per year.

He wrote to Wolch on October 11, 1989,101 telling him that he could not complete his investigation without 

the family presentation. There were misstatements of fact in the press, published across the country, that 

he could do little about. A real problem for Williams was that such wide publicity often inspired questions 

in the House of Commons, requiring him to prepare briefing notes for the Minister. If that took half a day to 

prepare, the time was lost to the investigation.

Williams’ briefing note to the Minister of October 16, 1989,102 sets out rather well the state of the 

investigation with an overview of the issues. In my view, it reveals no information, even if it had reached 

the Saskatchewan Justice office, which should have caused them to reopen the investigation into the 

death of Gail Miller.

Williams recalled John’s declaration outside the preliminary inquiry court room that she “saw it all”,103 but 

because it was not in her statement, and she had not told this to police or to him, or at trial, it was less 

important than her statement, which was under oath.

Williams arranged to interview Tallis,104 John and Hall.105 Hall’s interview was to be under oath. She had 

not testified at trial, but had sworn an affidavit in support of the Milgaard application.

Williams had a brief meeting with Tallis on November 6, 1989.106 He was satisfied that Tallis understood 

the secretor evidence, and that his ability to advance the Ferris position was frustrated by the 

questioning of the trial judge who elicited from Paynter the admission that because he could not rule 

out contamination, he could not be sure that the semen in the snow came from an A secretor. He also 

learned from Tallis that Frank had been brought to Saskatoon for him to interview. He chose not to call 

her, Williams gathered, because she would corroborate Melnyk and Lapchuk.
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Williams says that what he got from Deborah Hall differed only in perception from what Melnyk and 

Lapchuk said. That, and the fact that Tallis had interviewed but not called Frank, convinced him that the 

Hall ground did not merit relief.

  (i) Deborah Hall

Williams needed support for Deborah Hall’s assertion that Melnyk and Lapchuk lied about the motel room 

re-enactment. On its face, her affidavit would call for relief, but Williams’ duty to the Minister was to find 

out if it was accurate. He tried to get the witnesses’ words, not his own. The manner of expression in 

Hall’s affidavit concerned him.

In her affidavit,107 Hall speaks of reading a transcript. This interested him, as did her consumption for the 

first time of a strong drug, and the difference between her description of Milgaard’s actions, and that of 

Melnyk and Lapchuk.

In Williams examination of Hall before a court reporter108 she describes what she read of Melnyk and 

Lapchuk’s testimony. Williams wanted to know if she had been directed to only snippets of the record 

or had she read it in context. Hall indicated that she had not read it all. She disliked George Lapchuk 

and was displeased with his suggestion that he had driven her home on the night in question. Williams 

said that this seemed to colour her testimony. It became apparent to Williams that what Asper and Chris 

O’Brien said to Hall affected her statement, which had been drafted by Asper based on a conversation 

she had five years before with O’Brien, having read only portions of the transcript of the evidence of 

Melnyk and Lapchuk, not including the cross-examination of Lapchuk.

Williams says that in his interview of Hall, he spoke quietly to her and that her demeanor did not change. 

He questioned her closely as to the motions she observed Milgaard making as he sat on the bed striking 

a pillow. In the end, he said, her description matched that of Melnyk and Lapchuk. She volunteered her 

memory of Milgaard saying, “I stabbed her I don’t know how many times and then I fucked her brains out. 

Right”.109 This, said Williams, added to what Melnyk and Lapchuk had said, so it caused him to question 

the truth of her affidavit, meaning that ground of the application had failed the preliminary assessment.

The fact that the affidavit had been prepared after a telephone conversation between Hall and Asper, with 

no time for Hall to re-examine the transcript, spoke volumes. Williams said that Hall’s interpretation of the 

episode as a bad joke was not, in itself, a ground for relief. That was something for the jury to consider, 

had it been argued. And, I observe, the jury did not hear from Hall, and so the defence was spared from 

dealing with the highly inflammatory words she attributed to Milgaard. In the result, her position had 

changed from that expressed in her affidavit where she said that the re-enactment did not happen.

Williams recalled no complaints from Hall about his treatment of her. Hall was later to say that Williams 

was intimidating, and put words in her mouth. Williams denies this, and refers to the transcript which, 

he says, covers everything. I accept that. My reading tells me that he pressed for details but was not 

suggestive. The most damning parts of what she said were obviously spontaneous.

107 Docid 000002 at 038.
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Asper invited Hall to speak to Williams.110 She did.111 We listened to the tape. Williams speaks softly, 

getting her personal history, then her version of the motel room incident. She recounted the Chris 

O’Brien meetings in which she says she read the Melynk and Lapchuk evidence in 10 minutes – but then 

conceded that she had not read all of it.

She told him that she was stoned from horse tranquilizers, and that Milgaard and Frank were having sex 

right in front of her. Then he sat on her lap, wanting her to join in.

In telling her story to Asper on the phone, she did not have access to the transcripts which she had seen 

briefly five years before. She had not thought of the matter since speaking with O’Brien.

Williams questioned her very closely about Milgaard’s response to the murder report on TV, and to the 

accusation that he did it. She said he giggled – nobody else did. Then, she recounted his words, which 

were not in her affidavit: “I stabbed her I don’t know how many times and I fucked her brains out.”112 But 

she took it as a crude joke. The interview ended quietly, as it had begun.

I find nothing untoward in the questioning of Hall by Williams. But Asper criticized the method of 

questioning, the fact that she was sworn, and the fact that he challenged her. While conceding that 

Williams had to probe, Asper said that he should have been more neutral and dispassionate. I do not 

find that he was passionate, having listened to the tape. As for neutrality, he had to probe for the truth. 

If neutrality means leaving her story unchallenged and undetailed, then he was not neutral. But then, says 

Asper, Hall called him complaining that Williams had been aggressive with her. He was angry and wrote to 

Williams.113 He was referred to Hall’s testimony at this Inquiry.114 She said that “she kind of allowed him to 

put words in my mouth”.115 Asper agreed that Williams had not done that. And he has no doubt that the 

affidavit used for the application would not have passed the preliminary assessment had it included what 

she told Williams.

Williams said that Hall did not complain to him about his questioning.116 I can only interpret Hall’s 

complaint to Asper as an attempt to discredit what she told Williams. Perhaps she was embarrassed at 

having misled Asper. There is no question from the tape of what she told Williams, and she confirmed it 

here under oath.

Joyce Milgaard said that she was surprised by the Hall/Williams interview of November 6, 1989,117 in 

which Hall disagreed with parts of her affidavit of November 23, 1986, submitted in support of her s. 690 

application. She was concerned that it might affect their application and, of course, it did.

  (ii) Ferris Report

Williams, as we know, looked into the Ferris report in 1990 and discounted it, as well as the reports of 

Markesteyn and Merry, which it spawned.118 He had had the report evaluated by analyst Patricia Alain. 

At the time, Williams did not consider that it was his position to explain to the applicant why the reports of 
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Ferris, Markesteyn and Merry were not accepted. Today, his department’s investigative brief is given out, 

and Patricia Alain’s brief would go to the applicant. That is surely an improvement in the process. Had it 

been done at the time, the applicant, as well as the public, might have learned that frozen semen was not 

used to convict David Milgaard, as some commentators alleged.

When it came to forensic evidence, it appears to me that Henderson, Asper, and the journalists were 

clearly out of their depth. Part of the reason might be that the arguments of counsel were not in the 

trial transcript. It was not the practice then to make verbatim records of addresses by counsel. For 

this Inquiry’s purposes, where the performance of both crown counsel and defence counsel has been 

called into question, what they said to the jury is of importance. Fortunately in this case, reconstructed 

arguments were prepared from tapes and counsel’s notes, but it could easily have been otherwise.

Williams said that officials in fact discussed their concerns about the Ferris report with Wolch and Asper 

on October 1, 1990, but the ground was pursued anyway until February 1992 when tests showed David 

Milgaard to be a secretor, thereby undercutting the basic premise of the Ferris report.

  (iii) Nichol John

The applicant had asserted the impossibility of John’s statement so Williams was interested in what she 

could say. He met her in Kelowna. She was reserved, mentioning that she had been harassed in the past 

by Joyce Milgaard. Williams was unaware that there was a transcript of an interview of John conducted 

by Merchant and Joyce in 1981. It would have been helpful to know, because her memory should have 

been better that much closer to the event.

Williams taped his interview with John, but did not put her under oath because she, unlike Hall, had 

already testified. In hindsight, Williams told us that he would have had her take the oath.

Because of allegations of coercion, Williams wanted to see to what extent John’s evidence might have 

been influenced by police. He interviewed her on November 7, 1989,119 and asked her about her May 24, 

1969, statement. She told him that there were very few things in the statement that she remembered 

saying, however, she did remember being stuck in the alley and stopping and talking to a girl.

John said that what she told Detective Raymond Mackie was her best recollection, and that she did not 

lie. She remembered a church, but not a funeral home. I observe that this would make sense. In the alley 

at the rear of the funeral home, there was nothing to identify it as such, but looking west, she would be 

facing St. Mary’s Church. She remembered the boys getting out the car, each going separate ways. It was 

dark and cold, then daylight, but she recalled nothing in between. At this point in the interview, John 

became tearful and upset.

She remembered “sitting in the alley with the church at the end, with the headlights on, and there was two 

garbage cans about half way down the alley”.120 She remembered finding a cosmetic case “as plain as 

day in the glove box…and I said who’s bag is this? Nobody answered and David grabbed it and threw it 

out the window”.121

119 Docid 003230.
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John’s companion at the interview repeatedly tried to get her to say something that “no one likes to admit 

happened…”,122 but she refused and Williams did not insist.

She was asked about police pressure to say certain things. She denied it. She recalled police saying “…

take your time…we don’t wanna put words in your mouth…”.123

After a break, the interview resumed, and John and her friend Dale returned to the subject she refused to 

speak about previously. This time she said, “…David raped me before we left Regina, okay, and I still went 

with him anyway. There you go”.124 She said it happened in a motel room on Rose Street. And, she said, 

he did it again after leaving Saskatoon.

She talked of having flashbacks, of seeing somebody stab a woman. Then she had one, seeing “a 

woman laying on the ground and a guy straddled over her…she’s screaming”.125

Williams said that because some of her statement did not get into evidence, he wondered what he could 

do with it. If she said it was false, that would be new evidence, and relevant to a ground under s. 690. 

If she said it was true, that would also be relevant, but detrimental to David Milgaard. Had she indicated 

undue influence on the part of police, that would be exculpatory and relevant under s. 690.

Williams could not ignore her complaint of rape. On the one hand, the fact that she continued on the trip 

with him raised doubts that it happened, but on the other hand, if it did happen, it could have provided a 

motive for her inculpatory statement.

He said that her apparent flashback during the interview appeared to be genuine. What she related did 

not adopt her statement, but it did not identify the straddling person as someone other than Milgaard, so 

it did not support the applicant.

During the interview, John drew a map for Williams which was similar to what he knew to be the crime 

scene. She seemed to have witnessed a violent event which made a deep impression on her.

Williams said that she was highly disturbed during the interview, and it made a significant impression upon 

him. To say that the interview did nothing for the applicant’s cause would be an understatement, in my 

opinion. If it came to the attention of Saskatchewan Justice, it could only support the conviction in their 

minds.

He accepted that John had seen something. He had no evidence that Roberts inspired her incriminating 

statement and, as with any witness, there could have been a number of reasons why she did not tell 

everything the first time she was questioned.

John complained about Joyce Milgaard pressuring her. Williams replied:

Well she’s also, through her lawyer, pressing the Department. The difference between you 

and the Department is that we have to respond.126
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Asked to clarify, Williams said that he meant that as a private citizen John was not obliged to respond 

whereas the Minister had a duty to do so – but he might have expressed it more artfully. I think it was 

artful enough. What he said was literally true, but underlying it is the unmistakable tone of exasperation 

with Joyce Milgaard. He is not merely educating John. He is commiserating with her. But exasperation, 

especially if merited as here, does not equate to bias. It is obvious from all the evidence that Williams 

worked through a fog of frustration in dealing with Joyce Milgaard.

In his experience, he said, it is not unusual for witnesses not to tell all they know at first. It is fair to assume 

that a witness’ best recollection is closer to the event, but only if one accepts that she told all she knew in 

her first statement.

John told Williams that she had not lied in her statement; that what she told Mackie was true even though 

she could not remember some things.

He was not troubled by her discussion with Wilson, or by Roberts showing her the victim’s coat. 

These things are matters of weight.

Williams was clearly impressed by John’s flashbacks.127 He questioned her to see if they could relate to 

other sources such as scenes from a movie. But he concluded that the flashback she had during the 

interview was real to her. She had seen something. He was moved by her condition. Her body shook 

uncontrollably, she was tearful and afraid. He was approaching a belief that she had witnessed a murder, 

but still lacked details.

I find no evidence of bias on Williams’ part in the way he did his interviews. In my view, if one is to get 

results – meaning the truth from a witness – he or she must be appropriately tested, and much will 

depend upon the circumstances of the witness; hostile, frightened, evasive, cooperative, strong, weak 

and so on.

3. Larry Fisher

 (a) The Sidney Wilson Tip

I have found that the police could not be faulted for not having made the connection between Larry 

Fisher’s rapes and the murder of Gail Miller before August 1980. At that time, however, Linda Fisher made 

her report to Saskatoon Police, and they did not act upon it. I find further that from that time until February 

of 1990 nothing more about the Larry Fisher connection came to the attention of police or Saskatchewan 

Justice which should have caused them to reopen the Milgaard case. But then came a telephone tip to 

Wolch on February 26, 1990128 by one “Sidney Wilson”, that Larry Fisher had killed Gail Miller. Wolch told 

Asper who in turn wrote to Williams on February 28, 1990.129 Williams asked the police to investigate. 

They did, searching for Sidney Wilson, and finally finding Bruce Lafreniere, from whom we heard at this 

Inquiry.

At various times, Lafreniere has either denied using the alias Sidney Wilson or has admitted the possibility. 

He told us that his story about Fisher arose from a tavern conversation with Arnold Poitras. He said that 

he reported it as well to the RCMP in Shellbrook. If he did, the report could never be verified.

127 Docid 125206 at 236 and following.
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Lafreniere’s tip got both the Milgaard group and Justice Canada started on Fisher as the murderer, 

resulting in new evidence which led to David Milgaard’s release after the Supreme Court Reference 

in 1992.

Asper was out of the country when the Sidney Wilson tip came to Wolch in February 1990, and he could 

not recall if he had heard about Peter Carlyle-Gordge’s search for Linda Fisher in 1983, and his discovery 

that Larry Fisher had been living in the Cadrain house. Asper said that although the Milgaard group 

contacted Williams about the tip, they followed up on it themselves because they had lost confidence 

in Justice Canada by this time. He did, however, have some misgivings about conducting a parallel 

investigation of Fisher and, at first, was willing to keep the investigation out of the media, as requested by 

Pearson who had been assigned by Williams as investigator. Asper said that Pearson’s attitude was good, 

and that he was working as quickly as he could.

Saskatoon Police cooperated in the investigation by assigning Inspector John Quinn as liaison officer. 

He looked for information arising from the Sidney Wilson tip, and police tried to find John Parker’s 

notebooks to determine any follow-up on the statement provided by Linda Fisher on August 28, 1980.

 (b) Investigation of Larry Fisher Information by Justice Canada

The call from David Asper of February 28, 1990, about the Sidney Wilson tip had raised a ground for 

remedy – a third party had committed the murder. Up to that point, it had not been the responsibility 

of Justice Canada to look for a different killer. They focused on the grounds stated. Once told about 

it, however, they investigated, and within days learned much about Fisher. Williams said that had Rick 

Pearson indicated that there was enough evidence to charge Fisher, it would have called for a remedy. 

Mere suspicion would not suffice, but would be reported to the Minister for consideration.

Asper’s letter to Williams of February 28, 1990130 made it clear that they expected the Fisher matter to 

be fully investigated. That, effectively, introduced a further ground into the application under s. 690, so a 

report could not then go the Minister until the additional ground was investigated.

Asper called Williams with additional information, including that Larry Fisher took the bus at 6:30 a.m. on 

January 31, 1969. That would give Fisher an alibi. He would have been at work at the time of the murder 

if that were so.

The Fisher grounds evolved over time. Later the emphasis shifted from Fisher as killer to evidence that a 

convicted rapist, with a method of operation similar to the killer, lived in the neighbourhood. If put before 

the jury, such evidence might have affected the verdict. And then the matter was raised of Fisher being in 

court for rape before the Milgaard appeals were finished.

  (i) Engagement of Sgt. Rick Pearson and RCMP Investigation

On February 28, 1990, Eugene Williams of Justice Canada enlisted the help of Sgt. Richard (Rick) 

Pearson of the RCMP in investigating the Larry Fisher matter as an added ground for relief under the 

s. 690 application.

Pearson was located in Saskatoon and Williams in Ottawa, but according to Pearson they met at times 

and frequently corresponded and called – at all hours – almost 150 times.
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Frequent mention has been made of Pearson in reviewing steps taken by Eugene Williams to investigate 

the first application but, because of his prominence in the investigation, the present section is devoted to 

Pearson’s efforts.

Pearson served in the RCMP from 1965 to 2003. Williams called him on February 28, 1990, seeking his 

assistance with the Fisher investigation. Because he was now looking for a killer, Williams needed the 

expert help of someone who had coercive powers. Pearson had not heard of Williams, Fisher or Milgaard. 

Because of the importance of his investigation, Pearson’s occurrence report131 is attached as Appendix O. 

He testified at length at the Inquiry.

Williams warned Pearson to be sensitive because of media interest. He expected Asper or Joyce Milgaard 

might put Fisher’s name in the media, and this could both impede his investigation, and put Fisher in 

danger in prison.

In his March 1990 letter of instruction,132 Williams asked Pearson to detail Larry Fisher’s personal history 

for the period of December 1968 to February 1990; to find Linda Fisher and Sidney Wilson and provide 

their personal histories; and to find out what he could about relationships between the above persons.

Pearson had been in charge of three uniformed detachments before 1988, when he moved to Saskatoon 

G.I.S., and was the sergeant in charge when Williams called. His work involved major crimes which 

included, to that point, around 150 sudden death investigations, of which 25 – 30 were homicides.

It is hard to imagine a more qualified investigator than Pearson being assigned to the Milgaard application. 

But Joyce Milgaard was not content. She launched a parallel investigation through legal counsel and an 

organization called Centurion Ministries which concerned itself with wrongful convictions.

By approaching, or trying to approach, witnesses before a professional interviewer could see them, the 

Milgaard group accomplished little except to frustrate Pearson’s efforts. Despite this, he managed to 

conduct a thorough investigation which ended in 1992.

Although having served since 1965 in Saskatchewan, he had not heard of the Miller murder, or of 

Milgaard or Fisher. It was a constant theme in the examination of police officers and of Caldwell at the 

inquiry, that the 1968 rapes were such notorious events on the Saskatchewan crime scene that every 

police officer (and prosecutor, for that matter) must have been aware of them, and must have made the 

connection with the strikingly similar attack upon Gail Miller. But time and again we have heard officers say 

that the rapes did not come to their attention, or at least that they had no memory of them. One must be 

cautious in accepting this from people who are said to have been negligent in not taking note of them, but 

Pearson is not such a person. If he had not heard of even the Miller murder and of Milgaard’s conviction, 

is it not possible the other police officers did not? Violent crimes, no doubt, attract public interest at the 

time, but how long does the public memory last? And how noteworthy to a busy police officer are three 

or four rapes or even one murder, out of the many that happened in Saskatoon in 1968 and 1969? One 

must be alive to the notoriety given by hindsight to the crimes in question.

Pearson’s focus in both applications was on Fisher as a murder suspect and incidentally, of necessity, 

David Milgaard. Some of the people and matters he looked into were Victim 8, Victim 12 and the 

Breckenridge allegations.
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Asper told him that he had no funds to hire an investigator and hoped that Pearson would keep in touch, 

and Pearson did. Then he became aware that Centurion Ministries had been hired by the Milgaards. 

He did not deal directly with Paul Henderson of that organization.

Pearson turned over his notebooks133 to the Commission. Besides the long document134 based on his 

notebooks, he had 250 pages of notes, not typed. He also reported to his superiors at the RCMP on a 

number of occasions.135

Regarding the first s. 690 application, Pearson’s main interest was Larry Fisher as a suspect and he 

started on this quickly, contacting the Battleford RCMP on March 7, 1990, and then Fisher’s mother and 

wife the next day.

Pearson contacted Linda Fisher136 and learned that Joyce Milgaard had already taken a statement 

from her. This concerned him because Joyce Milgaard mistrusted everyone and had become her own 

investigator, reluctant to turn over information even to her own lawyers. Williams shared his concerns.137

Pearson tried to get information from Larry Fisher and gain his confidence. Meanwhile, Joyce Milgaard 

was generating adverse publicity about Fisher, which Pearson worried would affect Fisher’s response 

to his enquiries. His chief concern was that his best chance of getting an admission of guilt to the killing 

from Fisher lay in gaining his confidence, without having him alarmed and on the defensive. Even Joyce 

Milgaard’s approach to Linda Fisher had the potential to cause difficulties, because having to follow 

someone else made it even tougher for him as a police officer to get reliable information.

Pearson’s first meeting with Williams was on March 23, 1990.138 They discussed the need to get a blood 

sample, statement and polygraph, if possible, from Larry Fisher to learn of his movements around the 

date of the murder. Expecting that an innocent man would try to convince police that he had not done the 

murder, Pearson thought that Fisher, if indeed he was innocent, might seize the chance for a polygraph.

Williams and Pearson had a cordial meeting with Saskatoon Police. This is not without significance. 

It is hard to imagine that a scheme to suppress evidence would not have been widely known among 

the Saskatoon Police. Why, if it existed, would senior officers be so open to RCMP and federal Justice 

Department investigators?

In discussions with Williams, the latter told him of the need to show a link between Fisher and the murder 

– not just suspicions, but some hard evidence. Pearson said that in his understanding of the law, the fact 

that Fisher committed a number of violent rapes around the time of the murder would not be enough, 

because evidence linking them with the murder was lacking.

No one has criticized Pearson’s investigation which may be seen in detail in Appendix O. Reference to it 

will be made in later sections, but for the moment it will suffice to say that he found nothing putting Fisher 

at the scene of the crime or, in general, linking him to the crime such that he could be charged. Pearson 

was suspicious of him, but by the time the matter was referred to the Minister of Justice in the fall of 

1991, Pearson was still looking for evidence against him.
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He considered interception of Fisher’s private communications, but decided that it was not practicable in 

the penitentiary. What he really wanted was a polygraph exam of Fisher.

Pearson told us that he had no direct evidence against Fisher in 1990 relating to his movements on 

January 31, 1969. His work records had been destroyed in 1988. Fisher agreed to talk to him only without 

prejudice, and he could not get a blood test from him for a long time. When he did, it was type A, which 

did not exclude him.

Williams and Pearson discussed the similarities with, and differences between, the murder and Fisher’s 

rapes. The two Fort Garry’s rapes did not indicate a common perpetrator with the Miller murder. He 

said that one must be very careful when looking at similar act as an identifier. A large number of sexual 

assaults feature assailants with knives.

They looked for continuously repeated approaches and compared them with the Miller murder. The level 

of violence is important amongst other circumstances such as the age of victims, time of day, results of 

resistance, types of assault and, with serial rapists, escalating violence. Such evidence is referred to a 

trained analyst. As I understand the matter, Pearson was looking for evidence that would show Fisher as 

the killer. As such he needed evidence which would support a criminal charge. To be admissible in the 

court as an identifier, the similar fact evidence must have probative value which exceeds its prejudicial 

effect, and similar fact evidence is highly prejudicial so the standard is high. But similar fact evidence can 

also be used by the defence to raise a reasonable doubt that someone other than the accused was the 

perpetrator, and a lower standard applies.

The task of Pearson and Williams, then, was not to look for a defence for Milgaard of reasonable doubt 

through similar fact evidence, which would have met a modest standard of similarity, but rather evidence 

which would show that Fisher was the killer, and if that was to be done by similar fact, the similarity 

needed to be striking.

Applying that standard, the Fort Garry rapes increased suspicion of Fisher as killer but not enough to 

lay a charge. The Fisher Victim 7 attack was completely different from the Fort Garry rapes. The level 

of violence there might be explained by his assault as a youth by someone resembling Fisher Victim 7. 

Because Fisher might be charged with a criminal offence, they had to be careful in the gathering of 

evidence which might be used in court. That, of course, was not a concern of the Milgaard group for 

whom a Fisher conviction was not essential to have David Milgaard freed.

Pearson knew nothing of the Milgaard plan to get a confession from Fisher under threat of exposure. 

Had he known, he would have put a stop to it. Why would Fisher confess? He was too experienced for 

that. And if he did, he could withdraw his confession. More to the point, when he became aware that he 

was accused of murder, he might become more careful in his responses, exercising his right to remain 

silent. In fact, when he interviewed Fisher in July 1990 after his name had been publicly linked to the Miller 

murder. Pearson found him to be quite defensive. There is a much better chance of getting information 

from a subject if he does not know your interest.

In Pearson’s interview of Linda Fisher, the latter confirmed the description she had given to Joyce Milgaard 

of her missing paring knife, as brown and wooden handled. It could have been used in the Winnipeg 

assaults, thought Williams.
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After receiving the Fisher offence dates from Asper, Willams passed the information on to Pearson who 

investigated in March, and again in July 1990, finding, at that time, that the rapes were committed in 

Saskatoon, not Regina.

Williams met with the Saskatoon Police on March 23, 1990, about Fisher matters,139 asking for records of 

his rapes. They got some, but not much, information.140 Files could not be found, something to be noted 

in connection with an allegation from the Milgaard group more than a year later that the files had suddenly 

gone missing then to cover up Fisher’s crimes.

The information Williams had about the Fisher assaults for the first application was:141

FV1, FV2 and FV3 – summaries only – no files (Saskatoon 1968);•	
FV4 – partial file – (Saskatoon 1970);•	
FV6 and FV5 (Fort Garry 1970); and•	
FV7 (North Battleford 1980).•	

He and Pearson looked for signature features in these crimes, including the nature of the attacks, whether 

robberies occurred, and if there was an increasing level of violence.

They still wanted a statement and blood sample from Fisher, and perhaps a polygraph. Although not 

admissible in evidence, a failure by Fisher would be of great interest to the investigation. If he had nothing 

to hide, why would he not agree to a test?

With coercive powers, they probably would have interviewed Fisher before July 1990, but lacking them, 

they were criticized for being slow, even though they were trying, through Fisher’s counsel, to get to him.

On April 5, 1990, Williams noted that his report to the Minister would be completed within two weeks of 

April 12, the deadline given for Asper to submit anything further. He said that pressure was being felt from 

the Milgaards, the media, the House of Commons, Justice Canada and the Minister’s office, even though 

the Fisher ground had been added only on February 28, 1990. Had the Fisher ground and the required 

materials been there at the filing of the application, the investigators would have finished their work much 

sooner. The media record, he said, was much more favourable to the application than was the evidentiary 

record.142

Williams says that although he did not expect Fisher to confess, he thought that Pearson, being a skilled 

interviewer, might get something useful.

 (c) Interviews of Larry and Linda Fisher

  (i) Milgaard Interview of Linda Fisher

As a result of the anonymous tip from “Sidney Wilson” to Hersh Wolch’s office, reported to Williams of 

Justice Canada at the end of February 1990, Joyce Milgaard and Henderson approached Linda Fisher on 

March 9-11, 1990.
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The interview was taped and a transcript was prepared.143 When Linda described her missing paring 

knife, Henderson was unaware of the description of the murder weapon. Had he been, he admitted, he 

might have thought Linda was wrong in suspecting her husband. That, apparently, is what the Saskatoon 

police thought, as we have seen. As it was, I find, he wrongly assumed that Linda Fisher’s missing knife 

was the murder weapon.

Henderson took a six page written statement144 from Linda following their taped interview. He could 

not explain leaving out a description of her missing knife – an oversight, he says. But he also says that 

he spent four or five hours with her in taking a six page statement. I do not accept that he overlooked 

something as significant as a description of what was thought by Linda Fisher and him to be the murder 

weapon. He admits that he wanted to get from her the strongest possible statement.

He was not aware, he said, that the Department of Justice (Williams) had taken a statement from Linda 

Fisher two weeks after he did,145 with Williams showing her a photo of the murder weapon, and Linda 

saying it was not hers. That, admitted Henderson, would have altered his views.

Williams received a letter from Wolch on March 16, 1990, enclosing the Linda Fisher statements and 

other material.146 He regarded the letter as largely advocacy insofar as David Milgaard’s innocence was 

concerned and in relation to proving Fisher’s guilt, but it was relevant to the application, advancing the 

thesis that if Fisher did it, Milgaard did not. Some thought was given to whether both Fisher and Milgaard 

were involved, given the two stage attack.

Williams found the statement of Linda Fisher,147 taken by Henderson, to be “conclusionary”.148 

Significantly, there was no description of her missing paring knife, an item of prime importance if it 

matched the murder weapon.

  (ii) Pearson/Williams Interviews of Linda Fisher

Pearson’s first visit with Linda Fisher was on March 13, 1990. He was favourably impressed, and 

remained so. At the time, Linda felt strongly that Larry committed the murder. She told Pearson that she 

became concerned about it after hearing about his rapes. In her statement to Pearson of March 14, 

1990,149 Linda was able to give a specific description of her missing knife. He concluded that it was not 

likely the murder weapon. Still, in Pearson’s view, that was not enough to eliminate Fisher as a suspect, 

although it seems to have been why the Saskatoon Police did so.

Although Pearson had been led to Linda by a story about her seeing blood on Larry’s clothes, the fact 

that she now said she saw none did not concern him. The former story had come through an anonymous 

tip. He still thought that the Saskatchewan rapes were done in Regina because of a CPIC search, but he 

said that it made no difference to his investigation. The suspicion was still there. I accept that.

As to Henderson of Centurion Ministries approaching witnesses, Pearson said that, in general, there is a 

concern when someone with an interest gets to a witness first. He can influence what is said. Pearson’s 

concern, I find, was well founded.
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Pearson was invited at the inquiry to compare Linda Fisher’s statement to Henderson and Joyce 

Milgaard,150 and the one to him151 taken four days apart. He noted a number of differences which later 

concerned him because being close in time, he would have expected the statements to be very close in 

content, but they were not. Henderson has her saying that she had a very distinct memory of the morning 

of the murder, whereas Pearson had the impression that her memory was indistinct. On the important 

question of the missing knife, she gave Pearson a specific description, but did not describe it at all as 

Henderson recorded it. As to Larry Fisher’s reactions, Linda said Larry looked shocked, but not like a 

guilty person who had been caught, as Henderson had it. One might think that Henderson was leaving 

out some things and embellishing others. Williams was concerned about the two statements and wanted 

a legal deposition taken from Linda, which Pearson arranged.

Williams needed Pearson as an expert to interview potential homicide related witnesses, but Williams did 

the Linda Fisher interview himself. He had many things to check with her – when did Larry come home; 

did he catch the bus at 6:30 a.m.; did she really hear a radio broadcast about the murder at 9:00 a.m. 

only half an hour after the body was discovered; did Larry Fisher borrow Clifford Pambrun’s car; could that 

have been the car parked outside Gail Miller’s rooming house; and was her missing paring knife used in 

the murder?

The fact that Joyce Milgaard was going to witnesses like Linda Fisher ahead of Williams was disturbing 

to him. He had been asked to conduct the inquiries, and he had the help of the RCMP. He was dealing 

with sensitive information, and he knew that witnesses had been unhappy with Joyce Milgaard’s contacts. 

He said, and I accept, that how questions are put about historical events can inform the answers which 

might be the product of confabulation instead of honest recall. Both he and Pearson were concerned. The 

nature of Henderson’s interviews raised questions. Despite Asper’s assurances that Joyce Milgaard would 

agree to let them do their work, she continued to do interviews, and Linda Fisher’s mother complained 

of being bothered by Joyce Milgaard. Witnesses can be put off to the extent that they will not talk to 

investigators. For example, Larry Fisher might prove to be defensive if he heard that he was a suspect 

before Pearson got to him.

Pearson learned about the August 1980 report by Linda Fisher to Saskatoon Police,152 which highlighted 

for him the need to question her. Williams looked into it. The Saskatoon Police wrote to him on March 22, 

1990,153 saying that Inspector Wagner had referred the complaint to Staff Sergeant Parker, now retired, 

and he could not be contacted. For Pearson, Linda Fisher’s August 1980 statement was just more cause 

for suspicion.

Williams was curious about why Linda had waited until 1980, and what might have prompted her to 

come forward then. He thought perhaps that because she had been drinking and had come to the police 

station in the middle of the night, the perception of the police could have been coloured.

Williams took a statement from Linda Fisher on March 24, 1990, under oath.154 He had no concerns 

about Linda’s credibility, but wanted clarification. She told him that her accusation of Larry on January 31, 

1969, was made out of anger, nothing else. The fact that he had faced accusations of improper 

questioning with Hall, and that he was able to show a record under oath influenced Williams to do the 
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same with Linda Fisher. Williams says he spoke quietly to her, and she was not intimidated by him, or 

by the fact that the interview was in a police station. I accept that. The missing knife was key, so he 

questioned her closely about it. Had her description matched the murder weapon, it would have provided 

a link between Fisher and the murder weapon. As it was, her evidence neither linked nor excluded 

Larry Fisher.

Williams questioned the date of the occurrence Linda Fisher reported, because he would have expected 

the details of the murder to have been on the air only the day after, and if the argument happened on 

Saturday instead of Friday, there would be reason for Larry not going to work.

Because of her admission that she accused him out of anger and nothing else, Williams concluded that it 

was not a serious accusation. He was looking for either exculpatory or inculpatory evidence, he said, and 

I accept this. In the result, his examination of Linda Fisher neither linked Fisher to the murder nor lessened 

his suspicion of him.

On June 12, 1990, Asper and Wolch wrote to Williams155 asking if the Fisher investigation was complete. 

They knew that it was not, said Williams. They conveyed rather serious complaints about Williams’ 

examinations of Hall and Linda Fisher, and lectured Williams on the proper way to go about things. 

Williams was not unduly concerned. What he had done was supported by the written and oral record. 

Williams said that when Asper and Wolch spoke of fairness, and interviews with the applicant’s counsel 

present, it was really an attempt to get Justice officials to change their methods – including how they did 

their interviews. But significantly, the Milgaard group had not asked Williams to share in the eight hour 

Wilson interview.

In their letter to Williams, Asper and Wolch said that after being questioned by Williams, Deborah Hall 

told them that she was “left with a very negative impression about” Williams and that he “was twisting 

everything that she said, and made her feel ‘like an ass’”, and that Williams “made her feel like she was 

not being believed, and in fact was somehow lying about the contents of her Affidavit”. The letter states 

that Linda Fisher “had much the same feeling” after Williams questioned her. That much was invention, as 

we shall see.

The audio tape of the Williams interview of Linda Fisher156 was played for the Inquiry. Williams’ tone is 

quiet, and there was no apparent stress in Linda Fisher’s voice. She discusses her 1980 statement to the 

Saskatoon police. She had been drinking and probably would not have gone there had she not been. 

Laughing, she volunteered to Williams that she was not falling down drunk, and probably had had about 

six beers. Linda remained at ease throughout the interview, chuckling occasionally. She described her 

missing knife in detail. She said that her accusation to Larry of him having killed the nurse was not serious 

– she did it from anger. Linda was referred by Williams to her March 10 and 11, 1990, statements to 

Joyce Milgaard. She declined to change anything, but was not positive of the times.

Williams asked Linda if she had been drinking when she gave her August 1980 statement; asked her to 

describe the paring knife; asked if Larry was at home or at work at the time of the murder; would she 

have known if he came home to bed and then left for work; had she just assumed that he had not gone 

to work; was there any other fact causing her to believe he was the murderer; and could his shocked 

reaction have been due to consciousness of guilt for the rapes he had done.
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Williams questioned Linda closely about her belief that Larry Fisher had not gone to work. She agreed 

with him that it was possible that he had gone, but returned home without her noticing as she was in bed. 

She did the laundry and saw no blood on Larry’s clothes.

I do not fault Williams for this line of questioning. The idea of Larry Fisher as murderer had been advanced 

as showing Milgaard’s innocence. Williams had a duty to test the allegation, and found that Linda’s 

suspicion of Larry as the killer arising from their argument alone was due to her missing knife and Larry 

going pale when she accused him. Williams clearly tried to make the case with her that her suspicions 

arising from Larry’s reaction might have been due to his guilt about rapes, and about Larry not having 

gone to work, but he did so in a quiet, and not an insisting, tone of voice.

Linda Fisher told the Inquiry that she had no complaint about her interviewers, Pearson and Williams, 

and that she did not think Williams was trying to discredit her statement. Notwithstanding the fact that 

Joyce Milgaard and Paul Henderson had interviewed Linda Fisher on March 10 and March 11 without 

notification to Justice Canada, Wolch and Asper complained that Justice Canada interviews should take 

place in court, with both sides represented.

In his interview of her on March 24, 1990,157 Williams questioned Linda Fisher closely about her three 

page statement to Saskatoon Police, and then about her statements to Joyce Milgaard. There is no hint 

from the text of the interview that Williams was trying to sway her point of view. At the Inquiry, as noted 

earlier, she underwent a two and a half hour cross-examination mostly concerning the fairness of the 

Williams’ interview. She described Williams as being soft-spoken and not intimidating, and that she did 

not have the sense that he was trying to discredit her earlier statement. Williams was not only entitled, in 

my view, but obliged to find out what substance there was to Linda Fisher’s 1980 belief that her husband 

might have been guilty of the murder.

As we have heard, Williams took a statement under oath from Linda Fisher in Pearson’s presence. The 

conduct of the interview was questioned but Pearson found that the questions were relevant, important 

and proper. He said that the interview was professionally conducted and freely given and, in his view, 

Linda Fisher was suspicious of her husband as the murderer, rather than convinced. Pearson, in his 

testimony before us, said that he spoke to Linda Fisher before and after the Williams’ interview, that the 

latter’s manner was professional and not intimidating, and that Linda was, in fact, not intimidated by either 

Williams or himself.158 I accept that.

I accept that Williams did not act improperly nor did his superiors, who kept him on the file. He said that 

they chose not to give up on the investigation in the face of a succession of patently false accusations. 

The process of application by installments and the media campaign were trying, but they persevered.

At this point, one might speculate on what might have been accomplished by a follow up in 1980 by the 

Saskatoon Police, had it been done. Fisher was in prison then, as in 1990, and so was Milgaard. Police 

could have contacted Fisher, as they did in 1990, but there is no reason to think he would have been 

more cooperative. The break in the case might have come sooner, though, by determined professional 

police work. Although the rape files were probably already missing, similar act analysis could have been 

done; exhibits scrutinized more carefully; witnesses re-interviewed; Fisher placed under surveillance and 

his communications intercepted; and perhaps most importantly, Fisher’s work records for January 31, 

1969, might have been available. Murray Brown also testified that the prosecutor and investigators of the 
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Fisher Victim 7 case would have taken a look at Fisher’s involvement in Gail Miller’s murder, as this would 

have helped their own case against Fisher.

  (iii) Pearson Interviews of Larry Fisher

Pearson was assigned to look for evidence which would justify a charge against Larry Fisher for the 

murder of Gail Miller. His strategy was to establish a rapport with Fisher and persuade him to take a 

polygraph test. If innocent of the Miller murder, he would have nothing to lose by agreeing and might even 

be anxious to demonstrate his innocence. If he refused, then that might indicate guilt although it would 

depend upon his reasons for refusal.

On April 10, 1990, Pearson met with Larry Fisher, who knew in advance the purpose of his visit. He tried 

to establish a rapport, the approach being, I am prepared to view you as innocent of the murder – what 

can we do to clear you? Fisher spoke freely enough but told him nothing of substance, saying that he 

wanted legal advice. This was not the usual reaction of an innocent person, but Pearson took account of 

the institutional setting and did not eliminate him.

In Pearson’s view, a Fisher polygraph with post-test interrogation by a trained police officer was needed. 

But his counsel would not agree, insisting on a private operator.

Pearson had asked Fisher on April 10, 1990 to provide a blood sample, submit to a polygraph, and give 

a statement of his activities at the time of the murder. But Fisher stalled saying, through his lawyer, that he 

would talk to Pearson only at the end of May.

On April 24, 1990 Fisher’s lawyer asked Pearson not to contact his client,159 but Joyce Milgaard imposed 

a deadline of May 7, 1990, for action to be taken, or she would go public with her allegations.160 As a 

result, Pearson went to see Fisher unannounced on May 8, 1990, only to find him mistrustful of everybody 

and refusing to give a blood sample. Pearson left, still thinking him a good suspect, but without enough 

evidence to charge him. Despite his best efforts, Pearson had got nothing from direct contact with Fisher.

He tried unsuccessfully to see Fisher in Prince Albert on June 6, 1990. Fisher’s lawyer was unavailable. 

Two days later Pearson met Fisher, but Fisher stalled, saying that he wanted to make a legal deposition 

rather than say things twice. Meanwhile, the media was reporting that an unnamed suspect was being 

interviewed. Fisher was hearing these reports, and Pearson thought that the publicity had the potential for 

hampering his relations with Fisher.

Fisher was concerned about what other inmates might do to him and had to be moved to the Regional 

Psychiatric Centre in Saskatoon. His counsel now requested a list of questions for him, so police lost 

the chance for a face-to-face interview.161 Investigators were, however, moving ahead with similar fact 

analysis, something that Pearson had not been instructed to do at the beginning of his assignment. This 

held the potential for fresh evidence, as opposed to events which gave rise only to suspicion.

On June 19, 1990, two days before Larry Fisher’s name was released to the public, Linda Fisher was 

being asked by the CBC to speak to them. She asked Pearson what to do, and he advised against it as 

Larry could be innocent. I think that the advice was sensible. Linda would have to face Fisher again some 
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day and her safety could be compromised by what she said publicly about him. As well, for the purpose 

of the s. 690 application, there was simply no advantage in publicly naming him as a suspect.

Pearson cautioned Asper about the potential negative impact of Joyce Milgaard going to the press about 

Fisher. Joyce tried to contact Fisher in prison but was denied access.

Fisher’s safety in prison was compromised,162 and Pearson’s only chance to have him undergo a 

polygraph examination was frustrated by his agitated state.

  (iv) Larry Fisher Polygraph

Mention has been made about Pearson’s efforts to get Larry Fisher tested on the polygraph. He finally 

succeeded through Fisher’s lawyer, Harold Pick, who insisted that a private polygrapher do the test 

on condition that, if Fisher passed, Justice Canada would get the results. If he failed, or the test was 

inconclusive, Justice Canada would get no report although Williams and Pearson could interview Fisher.

A polygraph was attempted on Fisher in July 1990, but Pick reported that the operator could not interpret 

the readings. Mike Robinson, the polygraph operator, told Pearson that Fisher’s test was frustrated by a 

safety issue. Pearson interviewed Fisher as well. In the interview, Fisher denied having anything to do with 

the killing, but admitted to all other crimes for which he was convicted. When pressed, he threatened to 

leave. He expressed fear of what inmates would do to him if he went back to Prince Albert, now that he 

was accused of being Miller’s killer. In 1990, and indeed until the DNA results were known, Pearson said 

that the investigators remained puzzled as to who was the culprit; Fisher, Milgaard or both of them.

  (v) Williams Examination of Larry Fisher

In July of 1990, Williams was able to interview Fisher.163 The CBC had broadcast his name, linking him to 

the murder and he had been threatened by inmates.164 With his counsel present, Fisher agreed to speak 

only on condition that what he said was to be used for the s. 690 process only.165

Williams asked about:

Fisher’s marriage;•	
his use of Pambrun’s car;•	
the toque found in a back yard;•	
Fisher’s interview by the police;•	
a knife portrayed on a poster by police;•	
Linda Fisher’s accusation that he took her missing paring knife and killed Miller;•	
Gail Miller’s murder;•	
the similar fact evidence;•	
fears for Fisher’s safety on the unit; and•	
Fisher’s beatings in Headingly.•	

Williams wrote a memorandum to file166 about the interview. He concluded that Fisher’s responses to his 

questions disclosed no knowledge of details of the murder, which he denied committing. No link to the 
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murder was shown, although Williams did not find Fisher entirely credible. Williams could not make firm 

conclusions about the similarity of Fisher’s rapes to the murder. Had it been so compelling that it pointed 

to Fisher as the murderer, it would have merited a remedy. But the information he had did not meet the 

threshold.

 (d) Media Reporting of Larry Fisher and the Effect on the Investigation

Henderson says that he must have been convinced by what Linda Fisher told them, and from “basic 

instincts”,167 that Fisher was the killer, but admitted that more work was needed before going public. He 

had not examined the evidence against Milgaard, and did not think they could establish Fisher’s guilt.

On April 20, 1990, Asper expressed concerns to Williams about Joyce Milgaard telling the press about 

Larry Fisher, and saying that his firm preferred keeping such allegations confidential until they could be 

thoroughly investigated.168 Williams noted that such assurances from Asper “…usually preceded a media 

piece that was critical about the speed of our investigation”.169 In this instance, the complaint reached the 

media before the assurance got to Williams.

At first Joyce Milgaard did not want Fisher’s name publicized for fear he might be killed before being 

brought to justice,170 but by May 12, 1990, she was giving everything to the media.171 CBC disclosed 

Fisher’s name on June 21, 1990,172 and Joyce Milgaard said that she was glad and really did not care 

what Justice Canada thought.

I conclude from Pearson’s testimony at the Inquiry that his best hope for evidence against Fisher, as 

the killer of Gail Miller, lay in the polygraph test. At the time, it was reasonable to think that if Fisher had 

nothing to hide he would welcome such a test. Joyce Milgaard interfered in Pearson’s efforts, and a 

successful test could not be done. In hindsight, Fisher had a great deal to hide and might never have 

agreed to a polygraph test on that account alone, but whatever chance there was of getting Fisher to 

incriminate himself in the Miller death was effectively blocked.

The Milgaard group grew impatient rather quickly with Justice Canada’s perceived failure to involve them 

in the investigation, and they began going over Williams’ head and plotting strategy which, I find, was 

designed to yield the evidence they wanted, rather than help Justice Canada with the investigation.

In June 1990, Fisher’s name as a murder suspect was released in the media, and Asper wrote to Justice 

Canada on June 22, 1990, saying that he could no longer control what was published, but he wanted to 

assure MacFarlane that they would “…not be taking positions adverse to the Department of Justice”.173 

At the Inquiry, however, he told us that all the evidence which they presented to Justice would be 

preceded by “blaring horns”174 to bring pressure.
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4. Albert Cadrain and Ron Wilson Statements – June 1990

 (a) Milgaard Engagement of Centurion Ministries – Paul Henderson

Joyce Milgaard did volunteer work with an organization called Centurion Ministries based in New Jersey. 

She persuaded its director, James McCloskey, to look into her son’s case. McCloskey sent his 

investigator, Paul Henderson, to Canada on a limited engagement. Together with Joyce Milgaard, 

Henderson conducted a parallel investigation to that being done by Williams and Pearson. Much publicity 

resulted, and we must examine the information generated by the Milgaard group and Centurion Ministries 

to see if it should have caused police or Saskatchewan Justice to reopen the investigation earlier.

McCloskey declined to testify at the Inquiry but Henderson did.

Paul Henderson of Centurion Ministries helped the Milgaards from 1990 to 1993. By then he had had 

a long career in journalism followed by five or six years as an investigator for the wrongfully convicted. 

His association with Centurion Ministries started in 1987, and the Milgaard matter was his second case 

for the firm, whose work in seeking out and righting wrongful convictions he described for us.

Centurion Ministries, he said, takes on three or four cases per year, screened by founder McCloskey. 

Typically, they take a long time to resolve. Priority is given to the cases of the longest serving prisoners 

amongst the applicants. They must be indigent to qualify. They look for indications of innocence. In four of 

their cases, he thinks, prisoners were shown to be guilty, not innocent as they pretended.

An average of five years is spent on an investigation before a case is presented to the appeals court. 

They do not approach the police force involved. That, he said, would be a waste of time.

After investigation, Centurion Ministries petition the court to overturn a conviction and grant an evidentiary 

hearing. The office of the District Attorney then investigates independently in an effort, he says, to find 

fault with Centurion’s work.

Normally, they do not seek media help. Despite the fact that the media campaign was not something 

Centurion would engage in, Henderson said that he went along with it.

A Centurion Ministries pamphlet175 contains case histories in which it is claimed that innocence was 

established. A closer reading, however, shows that reasonable doubt was raised, and convictions were 

set aside. Not to denigrate the work of Centurion Ministries, it is not helpful for them, just as it is not 

helpful in this Inquiry, to confound innocence with reasonable doubt. Of interest is a statement in the 

pamphlet which reads “…freedom can only be secured by developing evidence sufficient to earn a retrial”.

Henderson says that another feature of Centurion’s “ministry” is that they commence work only when they 

believe in the convicted person’s complete innocence and integrity. However, the Milgaard case did not 

receive the usual screening, because Joyce Milgaard persuaded McCloskey to look into the matter and 

Henderson was sent to Saskatchewan for a week to do so. There he was shown some documents, and 

given information relating to Linda Fisher’s report to police and to Larry Fisher’s rapes.

Henderson said that Centurion operates at first as an independent truth seeker but at some point 

becomes an advocate. I find that that point came very early in his investigation of the Milgaard case.
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 (b) Approach to Investigation – Henderson

Henderson appeared on the scene about 14 months after the filing of the first application. He was critical 

of both the Justice Canada investigation, and the rejection of the application, adopting a spiteful tone in 

reference to Minister Kim Campbell, saying that she was not fair minded.

Although he came in mid-way through the process and was not privy to all information gathered, he was 

not seriously concerned, he said, because he had Joyce Milgaard, Asper and Wolch for his sources.

Asked about the process followed by Centurion Ministries, Henderson said that they go into the field 

believing in innocence.176 Without being critical of that approach, the result must be an investigation 

slanted in favour of the client, and one which is apt to produce interviews lacking in objectivity. There are 

other factors, of course. A statement on its face reflects, to some degree, the manner of its taking and 

audio recordings, where they exist, are even better evidence.

Henderson said that Centurion Ministries had not done its usual amount of investigation in the Milgaard 

case. He did not even interview or meet David Milgaard until he was released. The reason, he said, was 

because of his rapport with Joyce Milgaard.

It takes Centurion about five years to have a typical case ready for presentation to the court. Justice 

Canada had completed its fact gathering (until further grounds were raised) by January 16, 1990, just a 

year after filling of the application,177 and less than a year after the application was complete and ready for 

processing – an interesting comparison when one considers the accusation against Justice Canada by 

the Milgaard group of foot-dragging.

Henderson’s assessment of Milgaard’s innocence was not, I find, a product of his own investigations 

so much as a reliance upon what he heard from Joyce Milgaard and Asper. He then set out to develop 

evidence to support belief of innocence, focusing first on getting a recantation from a key witness or 

witnesses. He said that a common tactic was to suggest an “out” to a witness whom he believed had lied 

in order to persuade the witness to recant. Police coercion would be an example. He would not, however, 

deliberately solicit a lie, insisting that making up something and planting it in the mind of a witness was 

wrong.

Henderson was part of the media campaign, appearing on the “Shirley Show” on September 17, 

1991, with Asper, Boyd and Joyce and David Milgaard. There he asserted that there was no evidence 

against Milgaard; and that two of the three witnesses who testified against him had recanted. Before 

us, Henderson said that he misspoke. Only one recanted. Henderson was confronted with Wilson’s 

statements to Boyd and Rossmo178 and to Williams, that police had not mistreated him, conceding that 

Wilson might have thought that he had to give a reason for recanting to him (Henderson), so he chose 

police mistreatment.

Sawatsky’s Flicker investigation found that Henderson and Joyce Milgaard caused problems, as one sees 

from Sawatsky’s letter of August 5, 1994.179 It records that Henderson:

harassed Nichol John’s mother;•	

176 T29131 to 29135.
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tried to get Albert Cadrain to change his story; to manipulate him and put words in his mouth;•	
gave misleading information to Dennis Cadrain;•	
taped Linda Fisher before asking her permission;•	
suggested to Linda Fisher, along with Joyce Milgaard, a description of her knife which matched •	
the murder weapon;

suggested scenarios to Cliff Pambrun; and•	
resisted questioning by investigators by not responding as promised.•	

 (c) Henderson Interviews of Albert and Dennis Cadrain

The Inquiry heard from Henderson, Joyce Milgaard and Asper about their strategy and objectives in 

interviewing witnesses. We also listened to taped conversations in which they discussed the subject. In a 

nutshell, they began with a belief in David Milgaard’s innocence, concluded from that that the witnesses 

who had incriminated him had lied, and set out to have them recant, offering as an inducement to do so 

the suggestion that police had coerced them into giving incriminating evidence. By so stating, they could 

justify their lies at trial. The strategy was unsuccessful with John and Cadrain, who did not recant, but it 

worked with Wilson, and a following section of this report is devoted to his recantation.

A secondary strategy developed with Cadrain, when he would not recant his testimony about seeing 

blood on Milgaard’s clothes. The objective then became to show that he was mentally ill at trial so that his 

evidence could not be relied upon.

The first objective was to get a key witness to recant. Henderson found John to be unapproachable, but 

was able to speak to both Albert Cadrain and his brother Dennis. He hoped that Albert would tell him that 

what he told police was untrue, but Albert would not resile from his original statement that he had seen 

blood on Milgaard’s clothes on the day of the murder.

Henderson interviewed Dennis Cadrain, thinking at first that he was talking to Albert. He told Dennis that 

they had evidence “to show very clearly that Larry Fisher was the person who committed this crime…”.180 

He now admits that this was an overstatement. They did not have enough evidence.

But he told Dennis that Albert, Nichol and Ron “were manipulated, coerced, threatened…”.181 Dennis told 

him that when Albert came home from Regina, they talked and then Albert went to the police. I find that 

this essential fact appears to have been missed in the effort to show that Albert was coerced.

Dennis told Henderson that Albert had told him of seeing blood on Milgaard’s pants. Asked if this affected 

his thinking about the Saskatoon Police putting the idea in Albert’s head, Henderson replied that perhaps 

the Regina Police had given him the idea. He firmly believed in Milgaard’s innocence, and was highly 

skeptical of any evidence given by the police. In my view, he was so biased against the police that any 

evidence he gathered affecting them must be viewed as unreliable. Henderson admits that, as discussed 

with David Asper and Joyce Milgaard,182 his plan was to get a statement from Dennis that Albert was 

mentally incompetent, and was worked over by the police.

Albert refused to recant, and Henderson reported to Asper that it would be pointless to continue with him. 

He told Dennis “Now, we’ve heard today that he’s [Fisher] confessed”.183 That, of course, was untrue. 
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Henderson says that he did not fabricate it, and perhaps got it from Asper (as I understand him) or it 

could have been part of his strategy to convince witnesses that because Fisher confessed, their testimony 

would be suspect. They could be in trouble and it would excuse their false testimony if they said it was 

coerced.

Henderson, obviously, was inviting witnesses to accuse police of coercion to deflect blame from 

themselves for giving false testimony.

He also told Dennis that the RCMP was convinced that Fisher was the murderer. That, he says, was 

based only on gut instinct, because he had not dealt with the RCMP.

Henderson’s interview of Albert Cadrain is recorded in his memorandum to Asper of May 28, 1990.184 

Albert was delusional, he said, but convinced that he told the truth at trial. He reported to Joyce Milgaard 

by phone on the “good stuff”185 he had obtained from Albert and Dennis. One item at page three of 

the statement notes that Albert went on his own to the police. Henderson says “…they had a witness 

that they had very likely coerced, planted, programmed into believing these things.”186 Henderson now 

concedes, rather late in the day, that this would not be so, knowing that Albert went voluntarily to the 

police. Henderson’s memorandum of May 28, 1990 is reproduced below:
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Williams interviewed Albert Cadrain after Henderson, and speaking of Henderson’s interview of Cadrain, 

he writes:

In response to my inquiries to determine whether Mr. Henderson, the investigator working 

on behalf of Mr. Milgaard, had questioned him, Albert Cadrain advised that Mr. Henderson 

had spoken to both Dennis Cadrain and himself during a dinner or luncheon meeting. 

Albert Cadrain stated that Mr. Henderson did not appear to be very interested in what 

Albert had to say after Albert maintained the accuracy of his trial testimony. Thereafter, 

Mr. Henderson spoke primarily to Dennis and Albert did not follow their conversation.188

According to Henderson, James McCloskey and Asper sent him back to Albert Cadrain. Although Albert 

was “locked into his testimony”,189 they hoped to cast doubt on his credibility by focusing on his mental 

state.

Henderson re-interviewed Cadrain on June 24, 1990, at which time Cadrain told him that he had 

undergone numerous repeated interrogations by police, and could not stand the constant abuse and 

pressure. Despite his claims of abuse, Cadrain still reported seeing blood on Milgaard’s pants.

Dennis Cadrain convinced his brother Albert to speak to Henderson, and he concluded that what 

Henderson wanted was for Albert to say that he was lying. Dennis admitted to having told Albert that 

Milgaard had spent enough time in jail even if he was guilty. It is likely that this advice played a major 

role in Albert’s decision to sign the statement for Henderson which Dennis describes as having been 

“very heavily… choreographed by Paul Henderson”190 who would keep saying things until Albert agreed 

with him. According to Dennis, the words were not Albert’s and Henderson was being “quite a creative 

writer”.191 I accept this.

The full text of Albert Cadrain’s statement to Henderson follows:192

         APPENDIX “L”

COPY

Statement of Albert Cadrain

I, Albert Cadrain, declare as follows:

I live with my brother, Dennis, at 1841 Manning Ave. in Port Coquitlam, B.C. I was a key 

witness for the Crown in the 1970 murder trial of David Milgaard who was charged in the 

stabbing death of Gail Miller in Saskatoon in January 1969.

My involvement as a witness began after I returned to my home on Avenue O South in 

Saskatoon following a trip to Alberta with Ron Wilson, Nichol John and Milgaard. I learned 

about the murder on the same and recall telling members of my family that I believed I had 

seen blood on Milgaard’s clothing on the morning we left town. After conferring with my 

family, I called Saskatoon police. They arrived at my house a short time later and took me 
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to the police station. I recall that I was questioned that first time 10 to 12 hours. I felt that 

they were accusing me of the murder. When they finally took me home late that night I was 

mentally drained and shaking.

As I can best recall, I was picked up by police and questioned 15 to 20 times. I remember 

two detectives in particular, Karst and Short, working me over they worked like a tag team; 

one would be the bad guy and the other would act like he was my friend. The bad guy 

would scream at me then the other would offer me coffee and cigarettes. Then they would 

switch roles.

They asked me the same questions repeatedly, time after time after time, until I was 

exhausted and couldn’t take it anymore. This went on for months, continuing through the 

preliminary hearing. They put me through hell and mental torture. It finally reached the point 

where I couldn’t stand the constant pressure, threats and bullying anymore.

As a result of the abusive treatment, I developed serious stomach ulcers and was actually 

spitting up blood for a long period of time. I also became very paranoid. At one point I had 

told the detective about David Milgaard bragging about being in the mafia. After they finally 

finished with all of the questioning and interrogation police advised me that I was the star 

witness and said I’d better find some place to hide because they didn’t want the mafia to 

kill me.

The paranoia got worse following David Milgaard’s trial. It reached the point where 

I couldn’t sleep or eat. Finally, at the urging of my brother, Dennis, I voluntarily committed 

myself to the psychiatric ward at University Hospital in Saskatoon. I was drugged 24 hours 

a day and subjected to repeated shock treatment. The experience was hell on earth. A 

person would be better off dead than going through what I did in that hospital. I came out 

of the hospital like a walking zombie and it took many years for my memory to come back.

Before I walked into that police station I was a happy normal kid. But everything changed 

after that. My life has been ruined because of all of this shit. From the evidence it now 

appears that David Milgaard is innocent. To know that my testimony helped cause him to 

spend all those

Page 2 – Statement of Albert Cadrain to Paul Henderson

years in prison only adds to the stress and to the burden I’ve been carrying through my 

entire adult live.

I feel that the Saskatoon police did a terrible thing to me 20 years ago. My life has never 

been the same and it never will be. Those detectives pushed me over the edge and 

I cracked.

I have provided this statement to Paul Henderson of Centurion Ministries of free will and 

accord.

Dated June 24, 1990 Signed: “Albert Cadrain”

I am satisfied that whatever Cadrain said to Henderson was not accurately reproduced by him. Although 

signed by Albert we know that he was unable to read statements shown to him by the RCMP.
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It was obvious from Henderson’s evidence that he:

believed Cadrain when he said that police pressured him;•	
thought he was “nuts”;•	
realized that he had not varied from his trial evidence;•	
left some things out of the statement because he disbelieved them;•	
believed what Dennis Cadrain told him about Albert’s mental instability; and•	
put down allegations of police mistreatment to discredit Albert’s trial evidence.•	

Henderson admitted that it was a mistake for him to assume that police had coerced Albert Cadrain’s 

statement about seeing blood on David Milgaard, when he had evidence available to him which showed 

that Albert gave police the story before they began to question him.

Henderson conceded that he was not saying that the Saskatoon Police set out to build a case against an 

innocent person. As we shall see, that certainly was McCloskey’s message.

When the RCMP interviewed Dennis Cadrain in the course of the Flicker investigation in 1993,193 they 

were told that Henderson persisted in writing things that he (Dennis) had not said, putting words in his 

mouth and trying to manipulate Albert.

Confronted with this, Henderson did not conceal his contempt for the interviewer Constable Dyck, 

referring to him as “this character” and “this Mountie”, accusing him of having an agenda to impeach the 

statements Henderson had obtained from Dennis and Albert.194

I find that the statements of Dennis and Albert, given to Henderson, are suspect on their face. No help 

was needed from Constable Dyck to impeach them. When Albert was interviewed by the RCMP on 

June 2, 1993, one sees a remarkable contrast in his manner of speech compared to the Henderson 

statement.195 It is voluble, profane and pointedly critical of Henderson. I have seen a video of Albert 

speaking, and what appears in the RCMP interview is unmistakably Albert. He said, in one of many 

trenchant comments about Henderson, “…if anybody was trying to change my story it was Henderson, 

not the cops. It was Henderson”.196

Asked to comment, Henderson said “I think Albert was manipulated by those police, Templeton and 

Dyck, and I think that Albert was telling them what they wanted to hear.”197 A follow up interview was done 

by Templeton and Cox the next day. Albert told him that there was a conversation between Henderson, 

Dennis and himself before the statement was taken. He said that his brother Dennis “…was my coaxer. 

He was my manager. He coaxed me. Come on, he done his time, let him go.”198

Henderson says that he turned over the statement he had taken from Albert to Centurion for use in the 

s. 690 application. Because he had concerns about Albert’s credibility he would not have recommended 

its release to the media. But on June 26, 1990, Dan Lett wrote an article in the Winnipeg Free Press 

headlined “Milgaard witness says detectives ‘tortured’ him”.199
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Henderson agrees that the headline was “way too strong”, because Cadrain had spoken of “mental hell 

and torture”.200

He told a reporter in August of 1990 “… no question in my mind that an innocent man was railroaded into 

prison”.201

That was a surprising conclusion to have reached, based on scant evidence. Both aspects of it, 

innocence and “railroading” or police pressure were based largely on hunches.

By the time Henderson took Albert’s statement, he was visibly mentally ill (see earlier evidence). Yet 

Henderson gave it to Asper without reservation, and Asper passed it to Lett who published parts of it in a 

form which was an affront to the integrity of the Saskatoon Police in general, and Karst in particular. Who 

could blame them for not joining the Milgaard cause when the supporters of that cause were publishing 

such things about them?

So-called evidence like this should not have prompted the authorities to reopen the case. On the contrary, 

knowing it to be false, the police involved would naturally be resentful and disinclined to help, although 

I have no evidence that they reacted negatively to the detriment of the reopening. What matters is that 

such revelations which came to the attention of the authorities, which they knew to be false, should not 

have caused them to reopen the case, and I so find.

 (d) Williams Review of Cadrain Information

In their letter to Williams, Milgaard counsel raised allegations by Dennis Cadrain about his brother Albert’s 

mental stability, so Williams looked for confirmation by others of Albert’s testimony. This was taking time. 

The Milgaard group was calling for speedy resolution, while at the same time adding to the investigative 

burden. The message for him, as Williams understood it was “do you really want it known that one of the 

trial witnesses was a looney or is psychiatrically infirm, and that this infirmity is manifested by visions? 

Do the right thing, be the hero, open up this thing immediately.”202 In his view the message was really 

destined for the media, and it soon appeared there. But Albert’s mental condition at trial raised a genuine 

s. 690 issue, although not a difficult one in some respects. Other people saw the compact being thrown 

out, so nothing turned on Albert’s mental deficits at the time, if he had any. But following on the heels 

of the dog urine furor, the public would question the basis upon which people were being convicted of 

murder. Although the Dennis Cadrain statement raised concerns they were answered by the fact that 

Albert had told his brother the story before going to the police, which he then voluntarily did. The police 

continued to question him, challenging his incriminating evidence. The suggestion by Dennis that police 

had planted ideas in his brother’s head could not be true, and Dennis provided no details to support either 

unreliability or coercion.

In his meeting with Dennis Cadrain, Williams found that some of the broad statements he made were not 

based on trial testimony, but reflected subsequent experiences with Albert.

Because of Albert Cadrain’s stay in the psychiatric centre, Williams was on the lookout for the onset 

of illness and the report of visions, questioning whether mental factors could have coloured Albert’s 

perception of events.
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Williams’ June 16, 1990, memorandum to file records his interview with Albert Cadrain.203 He found him 

agitated, but responsive, confirming the two most incriminating pieces of his trial evidence: seeing blood 

on David Milgaard’s clothes; and seeing him throw out the compact. Because the latter was reinforced by 

what Tallis had told him, it helped to make Cadrain believable. He confirmed everything he had said at trial 

except in saying that Milgaard had put his clothes in the garbage instead of in the car.

Williams thought that signs of mental illness would have appeared during the intense period of police 

interrogations, preliminary inquiry and trial – an issue which could have been tested in Court. He did not 

believe that Albert’s mental condition affected his perception of past events. The suggestion that police 

worked on him to get incriminating evidence was the opposite of what happened. Albert went to the 

Saskatoon Police voluntarily, and despite his treatment by the Regina Police on an unrelated matter, he 

told Saskatoon Police what he had seen, only to be met with disbelief and repeated questioning. Yet he 

did not complain of coercion.

From his interview with him, Williams found Albert Cadrain to be lucid and able to relate events. He had 

not been presented with psychiatric evidence showing mental illness at trial, only Dennis’ suspicions and 

Asper’s suggestion of visions. Williams suspected that the mental instability issue was designed for the 

media.

Pearson found the Cadrain family to be honest and sincere, a fact which would, I conclude, lend 

credence to what various members, including Albert, had said. He took Estelle Cadrain’s statement.204 It 

is of interest in terms of what Albert told her and of Albert’s treatment by the Saskatoon Police, which she 

identified as good, and his mental state at the time of the murder and the trial, which she also identified as 

good.

 (e) Ron Wilson

In approaching Wilson, Henderson adopted tactics already discussed with Joyce Milgaard and David 

Asper, suggesting police mistreatment as a reason for having lied at trial.205 It worked, as may be seen in 

Wilson’s recantation.

Wilson did not complain of mistreatment to the RCMP, to Joyce Milgaard, to Rossmo and Boyd, or 

to this Inquiry. As noted elsewhere, he seemed to go out of his way to be helpful to the police, using 

persuasive language in his statements, and referring them to Melnyk and Lapchuk. Apparently convinced 

in his own mind of the importance of what he had done, he applied for the reward shortly after Milgaard’s 

conviction.206

Henderson described Wilson as a weak-willed person, more inclined than others to tell police what they 

wanted to hear. There could be truth in that, but it should be noted that Henderson wanted a retraction 

from Wilson, and that is what he heard.

He conceded that he did not know the case well before interviewing Wilson. As we know, the interview 

lasted six to eight hours. Henderson has given various estimates. The result was a mere six page written 

statement, not in Wilson’s words, but rather a composition by Henderson, in form if not in substance. 

Henderson explained that, wherever possible, he uses a witnesses’ own words, but sometimes has to 
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suggest words like “coercion”.207 He said that his practice is to get a witness to agree on virtually every 

word he puts down in a written statement. Albert Cadrain, however, told the RCMP that Henderson had 

pressured him, and Ron Wilson testified before us that Henderson supplied some words for him in the 

course of his interview.

Henderson has been asked many times over the years to produce tapes of the Ron Wilson interview. 

He has promised many times to look for them – including once at this Inquiry – but again, his reply was as 

it has always been, that he could not find them. Were it necessary to draw an adverse inference relating 

to the genuineness of Ron Wilson’s recantation, I would do so on that account, but resolution of the issue 

requires no inference. The recantation is unreliable on its face.

The recantation was submitted to Justice Canada as part of the first application under s. 690, but was 

not believed. It came to the attention of Saskatchewan Justice, and Murray Brown has testified that he 

disbelieved it as well. It remained in the material as part of the second application, and was before the 

Supreme Court of Canada. I will consider it in light of the Inquiry evidence from Wilson, who gave it, 

Henderson, who took it, Asper, for whom it was important new evidence and Williams, who investigated 

it. Because of the prominence received by the recantation in various proceedings over the years, it is 

reproduced below.
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Ron Wilson testified at the Inquiry and gave his version of the recantation, which was made in two parts to 

Paul Henderson of Centurion Ministries on June 4, 1990. It bears a signature but is not in his writing.

At the Inquiry, Wilson testified at some length about the circumstances of his statements to Henderson. 

Henderson called him at home saying that he represented Joyce Milgaard. They spoke of what others 

had said, including a recantation by one of the Cadrains. There was no such thing.

Wilson explained that he knew he had lied at trial, but although he had been thinking of telling the truth 

since about 1988 or 1989, he only decided later in the afternoon with Henderson to change his story.

After reading some transcripts which Henderson showed him, he says he resolved to set things straight.

He claims that he did not tell Joyce Milgaard earlier because he was not comfortable with her; nor did he 

tell Milgaard because he would not be able to reach him; nor the police, because he feared being charged 

with perjury. But he admitted that by telling Henderson the police were bound to find out eventually. None 

of the reasons he gave is convincing or even plausible, leaving me with the suspicion that Henderson had 

a lot to do with it. He said that he felt guilty for having lied, but he testified that he had known this since 

1970. Why this sudden guilt 20 years later?

He said that 90 per cent of the written statement is in his own words, but reading the typed version208 

and listening to his testimony reveals a marked difference in the manner of speech. For example, the 

statement “I believe he was innocent and I believe testimony was coerced by police” is too pat and 

formulaic to have been spontaneously uttered by him.

At the Supreme Court of Canada, Wilson testified that the police were courteous and non-threatening to 

him,209 leaving judges with no reason for having lied at trial, in contrast to his recantation to Henderson 

where he said that the police had coerced him into lying. Wilson, for good reason, was not believed at the 

Supreme Court.

Henderson told the Inquiry that in obtaining Wilson’s recantation, he spent all morning with him in 

preliminary discussion. There is no record of what was said, but Henderson told him of his suspicion that 

witnesses had been coerced and, as I understand him, he followed the strategy mentioned above, which 

was to convince that witness that it would be easier to admit now that he had lied if he could say that he 

was pressured into doing so. Wilson agreed that this is what happened.

In the afternoon they went over his statement line by line, taping what was said. The tape has not 

survived.

The combined morning and afternoon sessions totalled seven or eight hours. Henderson says that he 

planned the contents of the statement. Wilson, he said, “was no Rhodes scholar”.210 The statement, 

“I believe my testimony was coerced by police,” is in Henderson’s words, not Wilson’s. In general, he 

said, the statement was not verbatim, but rather his own representation of what Wilson told him. That is 

obvious. It is literate, draws inferences (e.g. “If Nichol had seen Milgaard kill someone she would never 

have continued with us on the trip”), and is sometimes melodramatic: “I was manipulated into lying 

against him – manipulated into believing my own lies”.
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He says:

By the time Milgaard went to trial police had me convinced in one sense, that he was guilty. 

Deep down I wasn’t sure, however, and felt badly that I may have been manipulated into 

testifying against an innocent person and putting him away.

If he was unsure, at trial, of Milgaard’s guilt, how can he (or Henderson, who wrote it) explain that on 

February 9, 1970, soon after the trial, Wilson wrote asking for some of the $2,000 reward “since I was 

one of the main witness (sic)”211 – hardly the words one would expect from a witness who, deep down, 

was unsure of his friend’s guilt, and might have been manipulated into putting him away.

Wilson signed the six page statement composed for him by Henderson. But then, apparently, Henderson 

spotted an oversight, and wrote the additional narrative which Wilson signed in which he declared that he 

saw no funeral home in the vicinity of where they were stuck.

In a Saskatoon StarPhoenix article of June 9, 1990, Henderson is reported as saying that getting Wilson 

to recant took about eight hours of gentle prodding.212 That is accurate, he said, but added that Wilson 

essentially admitted in the first hour that his testimony was not true.

Asper sent the Wilson statement to Ottawa, but not before he sent it to Dan Lett of the Winnipeg Free 

Press. Asper encouraged Wilson to get counsel (Watson) and warned the latter that Williams of the 

federal Justice Department wanted to interview Wilson, and might be aggressive. Asper denies telling him 

that he should not agree to an interview.

They were determined to get to Wilson before Justice could interview him,213 and then to see him 

represented by counsel before the Justice interview. In fact, they delayed providing contact information to 

Justice.

I find that Asper, in so acting, must have had concerns about Wilson maintaining his recantation, although 

he said that his concern was Wilson possibly facing perjury charges. Yet Wolch, on June 6, 1990, sent 

statements of Ron Wilson and Dennis Cadrain to Williams, chiding him for not having spoken to them 

before then.214

The next day, Asper was reported in the newspaper to be “shocked” that Justice had not contacted the 

principal witnesses.215 He said that it was part of their campaign of pressure on Justice to act, but it must 

be remembered that they were trying at the same time to keep Williams away from Wilson.

Wilson refused to talk to Williams after his lawyer Watson heard from Asper that other witnesses 

complained about their treatment by Justice.216

Asper complained that Williams did not believe that anything was wrong with the conviction, and was 

always able to quickly rebut anything he said. On June 12, 1990, a complaint was made about Williams’ 

aggressive questioning of witnesses, and on June 18, 1990, Wilson declined an arranged interview. Asper 

admitted to being the source of the allegation that Williams mistreated witnesses. This, I find, caused 
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the abortive trip of Williams and an RCMP officer to Nakusp, B.C., and could only lead to mistrust of the 

recantation by Wilson, a mistrust that persisted through the Flicker inquiry.

Meanwhile, the media campaign was in full swing. Dan Lett of the Winnipeg Free Press reported on 

June 7, 1990, under the headline “Milgaard witness says police forced him to lie”.217 He reported that 

Wilson said sheer fright forced him to agree with anything the police said. From the evidence I heard 

at this inquiry, from police who knew and interviewed Wilson, this is nonsense. He began to implicate 

Milgaard in Regina, and on the way to Saskatoon for the Roberts’ interview. He was a streetwise young 

man with biker connections, and no stranger to the justice system.

Although the Milgaard group was going their own way through the media, doing private interviews of 

witnesses and blocking access to Wilson, Asper took a peremptory stance with Justice, writing on 

June 12, 1990 to demand information from them and complain about their investigators’ interviewing 

technique in the Deborah Hall interview.218

At the Inquiry, Asper complained about Justice Canada engaging in an adversarial process, and he 

refused to acknowledge that Williams had an obligation to test the evidence presented to him under the 

s. 690 process. That is tantamount to saying that Justice should accept, without question, any affidavit 

presented by an applicant as prima facie proof. Justice had a legitimate concern about the integrity of all 

evidence presented to it.

 (f) Eugene Williams Review of Ron Wilson Recantation

Williams told us that he did not view Wilson’s May 23-24, 1969 statement as a recantation, but rather as 

a development of his first statement, taking account of his trial testimony. But then came the statement 

given to Henderson which Williams first heard of in the Winnipeg Free Press.

The first piece of information Williams received about the Henderson interview process came in a June 9, 

1990, article from the Saskatoon StarPhoenix: “Getting a key witness to recant testimony used to convict 

a man of a 1969 murder took about eight hours of gentle prodding, an American private investigator 

probing the case said Friday”.219

Williams wanted to hear from Wilson how the six page narrative, which was not in his own words, 

came about.

A recanting witness was not an unusual ground to advance. But they had no inkling that this was coming, 

and he had to ask himself how it was done so quickly. A witness does not come to such a decision lightly 

because he risks a charge of perjury. But Wilson, he thought, was the last thing they could raise, having 

attacked the re-enactment, the forensic issue, the knife, and John and Cadrain.

He sensed a pattern – additional grounds by installment, supported by press coverage to keep things 

going. No doubt he was correct. Asper confirmed it in his evidence. But Williams expected that if Wilson 

provided a ground for the application, it would have been raised because the Wolch firm started on this 

in 1986. He was unaware of Joyce Milgaard’s interviews of Wilson in 1981. The transcript would have 

helped him. Had he known that Wilson did not recant then, why now? Why after eight hours of discussion 

with Henderson?
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His approach to the recantation was to look at the facts then in dispute, and for objective indicators of 

the new version. Did the accounts of other witnesses confirm the recanted facts? Was there any bias 

evident? And why had Wilson lied under oath? What sort of a person was he – shy, easily influenced? 

A recantation, being a very serious thing, needed to be tested for genuineness, but not credibility at that 

stage. Lying under oath when a buddy is on trial for murder, and then recanting the evidence 20 years 

later calls for an explanation. Williams’ duty was to provide the Minister with sufficient context to decide 

weight.

Wilson’s statement made him uneasy. The manner of its release was again, in his view, calculated to put 

Justice Canada on the defensive. He thought that it was geared for the media, and he was skeptical. 

Police manipulation, and a frame was alleged in the recantation, but nothing of the kind appeared in the 

trial transcript. Wilson was asked at trial and did not say so. And he was not the type to be intimidated by 

the police.

Williams found the phraseology curious: “I believe my testimony was coerced by police.” Either he was 

or he was not coerced. And someone with a command of language (not Wilson) wrote the statement 

(e.g. “subsequent to my testimony”).

The circumstances under which he made his incriminating statement of May 23, 1969 needed to be 

looked at because his description of the polygraph session did not match what Williams knew of such 

testing. He was surprised that no complaint had been made in the past. Words like “sweat session, 

mentally scrambled, brainwashing” suggest unlawful police activity.

To Williams, the statement was well crafted to suggest that Albert Cadrain had not seen blood. Wilson 

said he saw it because the police told him that Albert did. Now, by saying that he could not recall seeing 

blood, Wilson was implying that Albert did not see it either. This, for Williams, signalled the influence of the 

writer, not the words of Wilson.

All of this set the stage for coercion or manipulation as the explanation for Wilson’s trial evidence. But he 

had had the chance at trial to disassociate himself from his May 23rd statement and did not, standing 

up to cross-examination. Williams recognized that Wilson was “no shrinking violet.” Fresh from the dog 

urine publicity, Williams thought that the recantation was designed to make them give up and just grant 

a remedy. But Wilson needed to be spoken to. His previous statements, preliminary and trial evidence 

required investigation. He looked for polygraph results.220 He spoke to Karst, Short and Roberts. If the 

1969 and 1970 evidence bore scrutiny, the accuracy of the recantation came into question, and that 

would be pointed out to the Minister.

A day after getting the Wilson statement, Williams wrote to the Kelowna RCMP221 asking them to set up 

an interview with Wilson. That was done, but upon arrival in Nakusp, on June 18, 1990, Wilson refused 

an interview. Watson, his lawyer, said that other witnesses, according to the Milgaard lawyers, had been 

uncomfortable with Williams. Williams was disappointed, as well he might have been. Nakusp is deep in 

the mountains of southeastern British Columbia. He had come from Ottawa.

After meeting with Watson, Wilson’s lawyer, Williams thought there would be no interview. He prepared 

a memorandum on June 19, 1990, in which he listed the allegations Wilson made in recantation as key 
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departures from his trial testimony.222 Williams noted that defence counsel, at the preliminary inquiry and 

trial, put detailed questions to Wilson about his contacts with police. At the preliminary inquiry, Tallis dug 

for evidence of police influence but unsuccessfully. With past police contacts, questioning was not new 

for Wilson, and Williams concluded that he had not been a frightened 17 year old. On May 21, 1969, he 

had admitted some facts in his first statement which either Milgaard told his lawyer, or were confirmed by 

further investigation, so Williams did not think that the first statement was truthful. As well, some things 

which he recanted were known to be true from other sources.

Of the recantation, Williams’ conclusion in his memorandum is worth noting: “In these circumstances, little 

if any weight can be given to the allegations contained in this recent statement. It also appears that the 

applicant has intervened to discourage or prevent any attempt to question this witness to determine the 

accuracy of the statement.”

For Williams, getting stuck was a focal point in the trial, because it led to the separation of the boys, 

and a chance for David Milgaard to commit the crime. The window of opportunity was an important 

issue at trial, and Williams was surprised to see it not addressed in the meeting with Henderson. But it 

was omitted in Wilson’s March 3, 1969, statement, so that did not tell the whole story. In his recantation 

Wilson did not recant getting stuck, seeing a woman, or asking her for directions.

Timing was of concern. Williams was surprised by the claim of coercion coming one and a half years after 

the application was filed, when Wilson had not complained at trial, nor had Wolch or Asper complained, 

and Williams had heard only good things about police conduct.

When he gave his recantation to Henderson, Wilson claimed that he had been intimidated by police 

into lying. The subject of police misconduct had been added as a ground to the first application under 

s. 690, so Williams was of course concerned to look into it. It struck Williams that Wilson had never 

complained of this before, so why now, and why had he not done so at trial? When he finally managed to 

interview Wilson, nothing Wilson told him seemed to match his complaint of improper police behaviour. 

As for police intimidation, Williams was persuaded from the record, and from what Wilson told him in the 

interview that there had been no coercion.

From the record and from Wilson’s interview, Williams was convinced that the latter had not been 

intimidated by police, and the record gave no hint of that.

Williams did not find the Wilson recantation credible, nor did the Minister who considered it in the s. 690 

applications. The Supreme Court of Canada did not find Wilson credible in general, but the Court 

recognized his recantation as new evidence which a jury might consider.

On the basis of Inquiry evidence, I find neither Wilson nor his recantation to be credible. We heard from 

Brown of Saskatchewan Justice that it was not believed by them, and I find that that was for good 

reason, so in the result it was not information coming to the attention of the police or Saskatchewan 

Justice which should have caused them to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

5. Joyce Milgaard Encounter with Kim Campbell

Joyce Milgaard and David Asper took advantage of Minister Kim Campbell’s visit to Winnipeg in May of 

1990, to publicly present her with the Ferris report. Asper told Joyce to say, “If your officials won’t give 
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this to you, I am, I will”.223 Clearly the aim was to embarrass Justice Canada. In the result, says Joyce 

Milgaard, the encounter was a disaster for her personally, but the public response was good. Minister 

Campbell rebuffed the offer of the report leaving the impression that she was uncaring. The encounter led 

to a later meeting with Prime Minister Brian Mulroney.

Asper told us that the episode made a great story, Campbell’s refusal to speak to her provoking a public 

outcry and marking a turning point in their case. He had some concerns that the media campaign 

might be counter-productive but thought, on balance, that they could win a political battle against the 

Minister. It has been argued that the wrongfully convicted should not be denied the chance to exercise 

political pressure when all else fails. That seems reasonable, but the exercise of political pressure during 

the course of what is supposed to be an impartial investigation is another matter. To admit that that is 

acceptable is to invite political avoidance of legal process, and that should not happen.

6.  Opinions from Dr. Markesteyn and Dr. Merry on Frozen Semen and Dog Urine 

Theory

The Milgaard group received and relied upon an opinion by Ferris that the serological evidence at trial 

derived from the frozen semen samples in the snow could be taken to have exonerated Milgaard. They 

received further expert commentary in 1990 from pathologists Drs. Markesteyn and Merry to the effect 

that the frozen samples in the snow might have been dog urine and not human semen at all. This 

hypothesis was seized upon by the Milgaard group for its value in discrediting the trial evidence, and it 

received wide publicity. One unintended result was that the opinion of Ferris was undermined because it 

was given on the basis that he was dealing with human semen.

In her Inquiry evidence, Joyce Milgaard said that she did not understand the serological evidence.

In a letter to one Alan Aitken (a reporter, I assume) on March 27, 1990, Asper said that one of the three 

major foundations of the Crown’s case was “the evidence of experts who claimed that semen samples 

found at the scene of the crime belonged to David Milgaard.”224 This assertion was wrong. No expert said 

this, and it was not argued.

In late May 1990, in a conversation between Joyce Milgaard, Asper and Henderson, Asper said that he 

heard that Ottawa was having independent serologists examine the Ferris report.

On May 30, 1990, Asper was awaiting Merry’s report on the possibility of semen in the snow being dog 

urine. Joyce Milgaard said that this was important to them because she believed that her son was partly 

convicted on the semen samples, and now it seemed that they were not semen, but rather dog urine. 

She said they were concerned that this could undermine the Ferris report (which was based upon the 

samples being human semen) but the sensational aspect favoured them. This illustrates the preference 

she had for publicity over substance. She seems not to realize what a negative effect this must have had 

on the Justice Canada officials evaluating the s. 690 application.

Merry’s report225 to Asper of June 1, 1990, that the samples might be dog urine, evolved to a report in 

the Toronto Star that it was dog urine. Although concerned that they could lose the Ferris arm of the 

application leaving them only with the Hall affidavit,226 Joyce said that the possibility of the substance 
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being dog urine was so newsworthy that it did not really matter that it might be wrong. It was a chance to 

show how bad the evidence against David was.

Peter Markesteyn, a retired forensic pathologist227 testified at the Inquiry. He said that Asper contacted 

him, not vice versa as Asper had testified. I accept that. Markesteyn was asked to see if Ferris’ opinion 

had forensic value,228 and the hope was that he would support Ferris. He said that the journalist Dan Lett 

learned of his involvement229 but he does not know how. Markesteyn said that he never commented to 

the press on findings, and that the Toronto Star was wrong in reporting that he was to give an opinion on 

Milgaard’s innocence, as he did not do that.

Markesteyn was given the judge’s charge to the jury230 on May 15, 1990 by Williams. It had no effect on 

his findings, he said. On May 29, 1990, Williams noted in his file231 that he had asked Markesteyn for a 

copy of his report and would send a copy to Brown of Saskatchewan Justice. Here is a good example 

of s. 690 matters being transmitted to Saskatchewan Justice, which highlights the relevance of s. 690 

matters to our inquiry.

Markesteyn agreed to address the question of whether the scientific evidence exonerated Milgaard. 

He knew Colin Merry as a serologist,232 so he asked his opinion. He did not realize that Merry was in direct 

contact with Asper.

Markesteyn considered the possibility of the substance in the snow being dog urine because of common 

experience, and if it was, could it possibly have sperm or A antigen in it? Dogs do not recycle semen, but 

rather excrete it in urine, and they have the A antigen. So he and Merry decided to freeze human semen 

to see if it turned yellow. It stayed clear but it was not a precise test. Still, he raised the question of how, in 

this unpreserved scene, could one tell that it was not dog urine?

We heard from Penkala, who collected the sample, and Paynter, who analyzed it. It was human semen. 

To think that trained police officers would not recognize dog urine for what it was, is to take a jaundiced 

view of their powers of observation, and most striking of all was the fact that the sample had human pubic 

hair embedded in it.

Markesteyn, in any event, was asked by Williams if the forensic evidence excluded Milgaard. He could not 

say that.233 Markesteyn had “grave doubts”234 of the validity of the secretor test showing Milgaard to be 

a non-secretor. He discussed this with Asper, but declined to disclose his discussion, claiming privilege. 

He was not pressed.

In June 1990, Joyce and Asper discussed the need to confirm David Milgaard’s secretor status235 but 

it was not done. One and a half years later at the Supreme Court, David was shown to be a secretor, 

making the Ferris report irrelevant.
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Asper appeared on television236 claiming that Markesteyn had devalued the scientific evidence relied on 

in part by the Court of Appeal to support the conviction. Markesteyn says that he probably discussed 

this with Asper and told him that the substance might be dog urine and of no value as evidence. But 

he denies having any discussion with Asper such as that reflected in the latter’s discussion on tape with 

Joyce Milgaard, to the effect that the Chief of Police would be ridiculed, and Tallis and Caldwell would be 

affected. In fact they were. The baseless suggestion of dog urine made the police and trial counsel appear 

to be incompetent. It was done deliberately, as Asper and Joyce Milgaard admit, for the sake of publicity. 

As well as damaging the public’s faith in the administration of justice, it had a chilling effect upon the 

investigators, the police, and Saskatchewan Justice officials.

In Markesteyn’s report, dated June 4, 1990237 is the opinion that the rape and murder of Gail Miller could 

have been done in a very short period of time. He confirmed this, and said the temperature was of no 

concern. I accept this.

Emson told him that the frozen substance in the vials was semen but could not identify the origin of it. 

Markesteyn said that Paynter’s notes were not available, but could not recall where he heard this. He said 

that had he known of Paynter’s lab notes identifying human semen he would have accepted that.

Markesteyn could not recall if he was aware that human pubic hair was found frozen in the sample. 

Thinking about it later he concluded that it would be reasonable to assume that the hair and the 

substance belonged together, provided the sample was uncontaminated. In fact, he agreed in 1991 that 

the sample was more likely human semen.238

On June 5, 1990, Asper wrote to Williams239 telling him that Markesteyn confirmed the Ferris report. 

So the letter was both unwise and misleading – unwise because if the substance was dog urine, Ferris’ 

report was valueless and misleading because it said that Markesteyn supported Ferris on the vital point of 

exclusion, and he did not.

Equally misleading, was a StarPhoenix article of June 6, 1990, which proclaimed “Key evidence in 

conviction called flawed”.240 It was not key evidence in Milgaard’s conviction. However, the story 

accurately reflected his views on likely contamination, said Markesteyn.

The Winnipeg Sun on June 6, 1990,241 said that Markesteyn’s report supported Ferris. That was so only 

to the extent that both reports failed to link Milgaard to the crime, not that both excluded him. Asper, 

appearing on the television show, “A Current Affair” said that the frozen samples were in fact “Fido’s 

urine”.242 Markesteyn told us that his report did not say that. And an article in the StarPhoenix on June 7, 

1990 stated that: “Like Ferris, Markesteyn says emphatically that semen found at the scene could not 

have been Milgaard’s”.243 Again Markesteyn disagreed and he said he would not dispute the statement 

by Patricia Alain of June 12, 1990, that an experienced examiner would have no trouble distinguishing 

human and animal sperm.244
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Williams’ memorandum to file dated June 16, 1990 records a meeting he had with Markesteyn and 

Merry.245 The consensus was that the scientific evidence was invalid and did not exonerate David 

Milgaard. Markesteyn said that the memorandum fairly states his conclusions. He found Williams to be 

firm and professional in his approach. Unlike Ferris and others who were interviewed by the Christian 

Science Monitor,246 he found Williams to be objective.

Markesteyn denies saying that the samples were not semen at all, but dog urine, as published in the 

Western Report dated August 13, 1990.247

Markesteyn said that following dismissal of the first application in February 1991, the press tried 

repeatedly to get him to say that David Milgaard was innocent, but he refused comment. He also takes 

issue with Peter Edwards’ assertion in a Toronto Star article of August 11, 1991, that dog urine was 

presented in court.248

Markesteyn says that he was misquoted by Joyce Milgaard in “A Mother’s Story” when she claimed he 

said, “This semen cannot possibly be from Mr. Milgaard,” and he did not say that the killer stayed at the 

scene for at least 15 minutes, stabbing the victim even after death.249

Markesteyn’s dog urine speculation, I find, could have been avoided had he received an adequate 

evidentiary base to work from. He did not get closing arguments, original exhibits, preliminary inquiry 

evidence, or the Molchanko report of March 27, 1969250 showing the presence of six human pubic hairs, 

or the Penkala report.251

Referring to Williams’ memorandum to file on June 12, 1990, in which it is recorded that Ferris had not 

read certain key documents from the trial, Joyce Milgaard said that she left it up to her lawyer to decide 

what material was provided to Ferris. The fact that Ferris did not receive all he should have, I find, set in 

motion a long, unnecessary and inaccurate media campaign and investigation.

Markesteyn agreed that the uncontroverted trial evidence showed the sample to be human semen 

containing the type A antigen. Milgaard was thought to be a non-secretor. So the conclusion which 

Markesteyn stated in his report could have been drawn from the trial evidence. If the sample contained 

blood type A, that could account for the presence of A antigens, and if it were the semen donor’s blood, 

he would not therefore be excluded even if a non-secretor. But the presence of blood in the semen was 

never established, so if anything, the evidence before the jury was exclusionary.

Markesteyn says that he was not given the part of the trial transcript where Molchanko was asked about 

the pubic hairs in the sample.252 Had he seen them, his dog urine theory would have been weakened. And 

Penkala, at trial, said that the victim’s flesh was frozen.253 The semen in the snow would be frozen also so 

it would not likely be contaminated later by pubic hair. The hair must have been in the liquid semen. It was 

only speculative to suggest that the substance was dog urine, he conceded.
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The Markesteyn opinion about dog urine, as well, was rejected (again correctly) by Justice Canada so 

it should not have influenced the authorities. In Williams’ memo to MacFarlane,254 Ferris is recorded as 

saying that his report was not new evidence, but rather evidence which could raise a reasonable doubt. 

Ferris, at the Inquiry, agreed with this. I find that his report was a reinterpretation (and not a correct one) 

of the trial evidence which was before the jury, and that the Justice Canada investigators recognized it as 

such. It was, like Deborah Hall’s evidence, not something that should have led to a reopening.

Ferris told Williams that the serological evidence did not link Milgaard to the offence, nor did it exclude 

him.255 Joyce Milgaard could not recall being aware of this. She and her son continued to believe that the 

opinion exonerated him.

She was referred to an article dated August 13, 1990, in the Western Report. It is a melange of fact, 

half truths, and false information, more attention grabbing than insightful. An example is the unequivocal 

statement that Markesteyn “…has concluded that the Crown sample was not semen at all, but dog 

urine”.256 That is not so. Markesteyn held out the possibility and that is all.

Joyce Milgaard said that this is an example of how information became “escalated”257 in the media. 

Distorted would be a better word and the effect upon police and officials was chilling, to say the least.

Retired haematopathologist Colin Merry was called to testify at the inquiry. He was asked by Markesteyn 

to evaluate a yellow liquid, frozen when found. This was from the vial of material found by Penkala at the 

crime scene, and found by Emson to contain human semen. Merry had no original lab reports from 1969. 

He read the trial transcript and concluded the substance could not be human semen because it was 

yellow. More likely it was urine of animal origin, contaminated with sperm. Merry said that differentiating 

human and animal sperm between species was difficult under the microscope because they look very 

similar so it could have been dog sperm. Merry lacked or overlooked information about two vital factors. 

First, whatever was in the vial did not contribute to Milgaard’s conviction, because both the Crown and 

the Judge told the jury that evidence of type A blood in the sample would neither identify nor exclude him. 

Second, the human pubic hair had been imbedded in the sample. Merry admitted that this factor would 

have influenced his opinion, had he known about it.

Merry’s opinion mattered at all only because in the reopening effort, the Milgaards alleged that the 

substance said to be frozen semen helped to convict Milgaard, and it was not even of human origin. I find 

that both allegations were false.

Merry testified at length at the Inquiry in a pedantic and condescending manner. His report to Asper on 

March 6, 1992 is a strongly worded document frequently re-enforced with exclamation marks, underlining 

and type emphasis, supporting the dog urine thesis.258

Questioned at the Inquiry about the dog urine issue, Asper said that the suggestions had great publicity 

value, and that they were at the point of discrediting everything. The whole issue, Asper said, became a 

circus, a side show and a distraction. The issue was put forward on the s. 690 application to lay blows on 

the Saskatoon Police and the RCMP.
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I find that the dog urine speculation started by Markesteyn was unfortunate. It was seized upon by 

the Milgaard group for its publicity value, as they admit, and was eagerly published by the media 

where Markesteyn’s qualifiers were usually omitted. His opinions were lifted from context to be read as 

unequivocal statements. I conclude that the extensive coverage of this spurious issue grew from a desire 

to make the police and prosecution look foolish. It did no credit to the Milgaard group’s reopening effort. 

The testimony I have from police officers and Saskatchewan Crown officials demonstrates how infuriating 

they found the media coverage.

I have repeatedly heard it said that without the media, David Milgaard would not have been released. 

Even accepting that, I find that the publication of false and misleading material did nothing to advance 

the s. 690 applications and, in fact, was counter-productive to the reopening of the investigation into the 

death of Gail Miller.

7.  Publication on July 17, 1990 of Dan Lett Article Regarding Ron Wilson’s First 1969 

Statement

Although mention has been previously made, the question of disclosure of Ron Wilson’s first 1969 

statement merits some repetition. On July 17, 1990, reporter Dan Lett of the Winnipeg Free Press 

reported a charge by “two lawyers close to the case” that a statement by a “star witness” that might have 

discredited his entire testimony appears to have been withheld from the defence.259 This was false as a 

reading of the trial transcript should have told the two lawyers. The article is entitled “Witness statement 

withheld, lawyers say”. It goes on to quote Ron Wilson as describing his trial testimony as “a bunch of 

crap” and he says that “The first one [statement] was the one that was supposed to be in court. If they 

had used it then, it would all have been over”.260

The statement in question was that of Wilson given to Saskatoon Police on March 3, 1969.261 The fact 

is that Tallis cross-examined on the statement and Caldwell referred to it in his address to the jury. 

David Asper, one of the lawyers in question, is reported to have said that Tallis made no reference to the 

statement at either the trial or the preliminary inquiry.262 He spoke of serious concerns of non-disclosure: 

“It is painfully obvious from the transcripts that Tallis did not direct Wilson to the original statement. 

It strikes me that it would be serious misconduct for the Crown not to provide that information to the 

defence”.263 Wilson’s then lawyer, Ken Watson, said he was shocked to learn of the first statement, and 

that it suggested a serious omission in information given to Tallis.

Asked to comment upon these allegations, Caldwell said they were plain wrong. I agree. Coming as they 

did when the first s. 690 application was before the federal Minister of Justice, such reporting could hardly 

be expected to inspire cooperation from the authorities. Caldwell, however, did not respond publicly.

He could not answer every allegation that was being made, he said. It was his position then that Wilson’s 

first statement was incorrect in many respects, and that the truth lay in his May 23, 1969, statement. 

He has no recall of Dan Lett calling him for his version of the facts.
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Wilson’s first statement (which, of course, Tallis did receive) says that: “I am convinced that David Milgaard 

never left our company during the morning we were in Saskatoon”.264 But Tallis explained that his own 

client had told him that both he and Wilson had left the car. As a result, he could not challenge Wilson on 

the point of inconsistency between his first and later statements. I am not sure from his evidence that the 

critics understood Tallis’ ethical position.

Tallis said that he never sensed police pressure on Wilson; that he recalls no discussion with Asper 

and Wolch about Crown misconduct; and that he made use of the information in the March 3, 1969, 

statement in his cross-examination. In his view, if pressed too far, Wilson was likely to have explained 

his March 3, 1969, statement as an effort to protect his friend. He tended to improve his evidence, not 

change it.

Interestingly, on July 18, 1990, Asper’s own client, Joyce Milgaard, tried to convince him that Tallis had 

the statement in question265 but Asper would not be persuaded. At the time he told Joyce Milgaard that if 

Tallis had the statement there were serious problems about the conduct of the defence, and that if he did 

not have it “then there’s very, very, very grave problems with the prosecution”.266

At the Inquiry, Asper, to his credit, described the newspaper story by Dan Lett, which was critical of 

Tallis and Caldwell regarding the Ron Wilson initial statement, as unfortunate, and he took responsibility 

for it. He now realizes that Tallis had the statement and understands why he did not raise it in cross-

examination.

In a transcribed record of a conversation between journalist Dan Lett, and a daughter of Joyce 

Milgaard,267 Lett reports interviewing Ron Wilson. He was going to compare what Wilson told him with 

the statement Henderson obtained. The intention was to publish the information and have people criticize 

Justice Canada for never having interviewed these people themselves. It is apparent that the strategy of 

trying the case in the media was being carried through. Unfortunately, the result was the publication of 

incorrect information relating to the production of the Ron Wilson statement. Such information not only 

should not have caused authorities to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller, it was counter-

productive.

8. Other Investigative Steps Taken by Williams and Pearson

At the Inquiry, the Milgaard group justified their press campaign by saying that they had no other choice. 

The Justice Canada investigator was dragging his heels and was uncooperative and incompetent. 

Much documentation was produced, and a great deal of testimony was heard relating to this issue, from 

which I conclude that despite the best efforts of Williams and Pearson they did not, nor should they have, 

produced information coming to the attention of the police or Saskatchewan Justice which should have 

caused them to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

Some examples of investigative steps taken by Williams and Pearson will suffice to illustrate the direction 

and extent of their activities.

The Milgaards criticized the s. 690 investigation carried out by Pearson and Williams as being slanted 

towards support of the status quo, ie. Milgaard’s guilt. They referred to Pearson’s interest in such 
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things as Ken Cadrain’s story, and reports of Peggy Miller saying that Gail Miller knew David Milgaard. 

But Pearson said that although his main focus was on finding evidence which inculpated Larry Fisher, 

he did not pass over evidence which involved Milgaard. That was only reasonable, I find, and I think that 

his chronology bears this out.268 They had two suspects – Milgaard and Fisher – as his report to RCMP 

superiors dated August 28, 1990, clearly demonstrates. I am satisfied that Pearson had few means open 

to him to get the truth out of Fisher. One avenue was the polygraph, but this was frustrated by media 

publicity naming him as a suspect.

Williams prepared a chronology for the Inquiry illustrating the receipt of Milgaard materials in 

installments.269 Draft reports were twice halted because of the receipt of new information. He said that 

his role was not that of adversary or enemy of the applicant, and he was disappointed to realize that 

the applicant was taking that approach. Williams and Pearson had to contend with unwanted publicity, 

repeated requests for a speedy conclusion to the investigation, and new allegations. I accept Williams’ 

evidence that they were moving as quickly as they could.

In response to his invitation for further submissions, Asper wrote to him on April 2, 1990. Williams 

interpreted his letter as an attempt to reargue the case; to put things which might have been put at trial; 

to say that in his view the application was already so strong Williams need not look further.

On July 25, 1990, Dan Lett published Asper’s description of federal investigators as the “three stooges”, 

taking their time while his client rotted in jail.270 This disappointed and angered Williams. They could not 

compel production, or interviews. While complaining of delay, Asper was blocking Williams’ interview of 

Wilson, and causing more delay by demanding that Williams be replaced. The reader of the article would 

not know the background – the filing of an incomplete application in December 1988 and then grounds 

being advanced by installment. The continued correspondence between counsel, Pearson and Williams 

should have been enough to dispel the notion that investigators were tardy.

 (a) Informants

Williams was alerted to a jail house informant, John Patterson, and took his statement, but it failed to 

establish a link between Fisher and the crime.271

 (b) Tallis

Williams received information from Tallis on March 21, 1990, consistent with Tallis’ testimony before the 

Inquiry.272 Williams reported it to his superior on May 11, 1990,273 and shared the fruits of the interview 

with Wolch,274 giving notes of the interview to Tallis who then showed them to Wolch. Tallis asked for 

specific questions and was given them, as drafted by Williams.275 The responses are recorded. They show 

that while Milgaard denied the killing to his lawyer, he admitted certain inculpatory matters, like throwing 

out a compact, and he did not deny others, like the motel re-enactment. And because Tallis’ account did 

not support Hall’s affidavit about the re-enactment, one had to conclude that Milgaard counsel had not 
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spoken to Tallis. As well, Tallis understood the secretor issue. The information he gave to Williams showed 

that Ferris had not read the trial evidence.

Williams, after speaking with Tallis, concluded that had David Milgaard taken the stand, the Crown’s 

case would have been strengthened. The jury might have heard, for example about his interest in purse 

snatching.

 (c) DNA Testing

DNA typing, which had potential as determinative evidence, interested Williams because there were no 

eye witnesses, assuming Nichol John’s memory could not be revived. He spoke to Gaudette of the RCMP 

lab on September 6, 1989, about DNA analysis. Gaudette thought that the technology might be available 

in a few years.276 Gaudette told him that any attempt to apply conventional DNA analysis methodologies 

would likely preclude subsequent analysis because the sample would be used up. Williams relied on 

Ferris’ sampling source on the panties as being the only one available, so Williams was able to do no 

more.

 (d) Missing Knife

Sometime after the murder, while police were still involved in scene investigation, one of them found a 

knife under snow on a fence. It was rusty but otherwise unstained and police saw no connection with 

the murder. It was kept for a time as possible evidence, but was not introduced at the preliminary inquiry 

or trial. Tallis knew about it but did not want it in evidence, lest it be linked to John’s evidence that David 

Milgaard had a similar knife on the trip.

Joyce Milgaard publicized allegations that a knife found on a fence at the scene had mysteriously gone 

missing from a police officer’s locker.277 The idea, she admitted, figured prominently in her group’s thinking 

over the years, and was based in the notion that the missing knife might have been the murder weapon, 

which would explain the fact that Linda Fisher’s paring knife did not match the description of the murder 

weapon, a fact which tended to weaken Linda Fisher’s perception of her husband as the murderer.

At the Inquiry Joyce Milgaard was unable to explain specific allegations made by her or others about the 

missing knife. She could point to no evidence showing that Caldwell got rid of it. Told that Tallis did not 

want it in evidence because it could have been linked to John’s evidence that David Milgaard had such a 

knife on the trip, she replied that she and Asper thought Tallis was involved in setting up her son. I have no 

evidence that Asper shared so unworthy a belief about such a respected counsel. She now accepts that 

the allegation of misconduct by Caldwell relating to this knife has no substance.

Her book, “A Mother’s Story”, published in 1999, repeated accusations which she had made over the 

years. She admitted at the Inquiry that she had written and published this book without checking facts, 

and without noting in her book that a major investigation of her allegations of official wrongdoing had 

found no fault. She admitted that what she wrote about Caldwell and the knife was wrong and was an 

absolute lie.278

Williams said that the story of the missing knife was easily dealt with by reference to the trial transcript. 

The fact that Wolch and Asper publicized it as suspicious was treated by Williams as mere argument. 
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Even if Caldwell had hidden the knife, as suggested, it would only constitute a ground for relief if the knife 

could be linked to the crime.

 (e) Pambrun Statement

Clifford Pambrun’s statement279 also interested Williams because of the possible link between his own 

car and the one parked near Gail Miller’s residence. It had been suggested that the sexual assault might 

have taken place in a car. Inquiry evidence demonstrated that no link could be established with Pambrun’s 

vehicle.

 (f) Police and Prosecution

Williams said that he needed timelines from the police as well as their accounts of what happened in 

interviews to see how they compared to allegations of bad conduct. He noted that Melnyk and Lapchuk 

came to Wilson. Why would Wilson volunteer their stories to the police if they had coerced him into giving 

an incriminating statement? Wilson also agreed to take a polygraph test, and volunteered details like the 

elevator break-in to the officers who were driving him to Saskatoon for the test. He had already implicated 

Milgaard in Regina on May 22, 1969. After the Roberts polygraph session, Wilson gave sworn evidence 

before a Justice of the Peace, all of which makes improbable the continuous “sweat session” described 

by him in his June 4, 1990, recantation.

The allegation of manipulation of Wilson by Art Roberts started at this time,280 so Williams called 

Roberts who denied the suggestion of manipulation, although he could not remember details and had 

no records.281 John did not complain to Williams about her treatment by Roberts, and he would have 

expected her to complain had she been mistreated. The subject was canvassed at trial, and if something 

had been wrong, it should have come out then. I am satisfied that Williams did all he could to investigate 

this complaint.

 (g) Disclosure

The Milgaard group had not advanced lack of disclosure as a ground, although there were press articles. 

Investigators looked into the issue anyway and learned from Tallis that there was no problem.

It should be noted that at the time of trial, Fisher was not a suspect for either the rapes or the murder. 

Tallis was unaware of the rapes. The obligation of Caldwell to disclose the rapes would have depended 

upon, first, his knowledge of them, and secondly, making the possible connection between them and the 

murder. Neither condition was met.

 (h) Conspiracy

The first intimation of a conspiracy theory being advanced by Joyce Milgaard against the Saskatoon 

Police came to Williams through Pearson’s report of March 15, 1990.282 This obviously would suggest 

another ground of relief, when, at the same time, Wolch was asking when the investigation would be 

completed.283 However, it could not be completed in the face of incremental grounds for relief being 

suggested.
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The depth of suspicion felt by the Milgaards against anybody in authority is illustrated by the fact that 

apparently at one time they suspected that Tallis and Caldwell were in cahoots because Tallis was up for a 

judgeship.284 Just how his chances would have been advanced by participation in a scheme with Crown 

counsel to convict his own client was not explained.

9. Allegations of Conflict Against Caldwell

Asper wrote directly to Kim Campbell on August 14, 1990,285 saying that Justice Canada was wrong in 

allowing Caldwell (now working for them) to be involved in the investigation because his former standing 

as prosecutor created a conflict.

When Williams began gathering information for his s. 690 investigation, he used Caldwell as a resource 

person resulting in the accusation by the Milgaard group that Caldwell was in a conflict of interest. Around 

September 1989, Williams contacted him (Caldwell was then with the federal Department of Justice in 

Saskatoon), asking him to search his Milgaard file for the name of Fisher. Williams’ memo to file dated 

October 23, 1989,286 records other requests for information from Caldwell. Caldwell went to the Provincial 

Crown office and found the Fisher reference in McCorriston’s report. He responded on other matters, on 

October 25, 1989.287 Caldwell says that he helped Williams and Pearson with names and addresses of 

witnesses but did not try to influence their investigation. I accept that. It would be unreasonable for the 

investigation not to consult so obvious a source as Caldwell for general information. But he is adamant in 

saying that he did not take part in Justice Department deliberations on the applications.

On October 31, 1989, Caldwell sent additional material to Williams. As we see in Williams’ memo to file 

of February 28, 1990, David Asper said to him (apparently having heard it from Joyce Milgaard) that, 

“Linda Fisher was interviewed by T.D.R. Caldwell about this matter at or shortly after the event in 1969”.288 

Caldwell told us he has no reason to think that this is true. And he is sure that he did not interview Larry 

Fisher.

On April 10, 1991, Wolch wrote to Legal Aid Manitoba complaining about the rejection of his s. 690 

application brought in 1988, and about the way in which the investigation was done by Justice 

Canada.289 He said, “The original prosecutor in the Milgaard case is now employed by the Department 

of Justice in Saskatoon. We understand that he was used in some respect as part of the investigating 

team in spite of the obvious conflict of interest”.290 Caldwell rejects this saying that all he did was gather 

information. He did no interviews, and tried to stay at arms length. There is no indication that he did not. 

Saskatchewan Justice noted on October 23, 1989, that Caldwell had reviewed the file and provided some 

information.291

Caldwell wrote to Williams on October 31, 1989, observing that Joyce Milgaard’s view of the case as 

expressed in a book, “Winnipeg 8: The Ice-Cold Hothouse”, did not resemble his own.292 He admits that it 

was a mistake in judgment for him to say so. I accept that. It was not appropriate for him to be expressing 
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opinions to Williams at that time because it might have affected the latter’s objectivity. The lapse was a 

minor one, however, and I find that it was not typical of his involvement which was, in general, merely 

helpful to Williams in the information gathering task he faced.

As for Caldwell’s contribution to the first application, Williams says that he opened some doors. Williams 

had no power to compel production, and Caldwell was well known and respected. As well, he was able 

to answer questions about the Crown’s position on the case. Williams said that he did not give Caldwell 

his views on the applicant’s grounds, nor ask him to take part in deliberations.

When he got Caldwell’s closing address, which he needed, he realized that the Crown had not put 

forward the semen in the snow as being either inculpatory or exculpatory.

Williams had no compunction in getting information from Caldwell. He was an officer of the court, not 

giving evidence and there was no indication of wrongdoing on his part. Caldwell seemed open, sharing 

and trustful to an extent unusual for the time. I accept that.

He had hoped to get from Caldwell a synopsis of the case, and the Crown’s theory. He was sent copies 

of Caldwell’s letters to the Parole Board which stated, as fact, unadopted statements of Nichol John.293 

But Williams says that he did not think this important. It was useful as Caldwell’s perception of the case, 

and he did not rely on it, because by then he had the trial transcript. Williams thanked him for the concise 

synopsis of the facts and disclosure of the Crown’s theory. What Williams was getting, I find, were not the 

facts of the matter so much as the facts according to Caldwell. Had he relied upon them, as opposed to 

his own reading of the trial record, he would have been misled as to the strength of the Crown’s case.

Asper was later highly critical of Williams for asking Caldwell for information, yet he himself wanted 

information from the Minister on August 29, 1989, from Caldwell’s file. Williams had no concerns about 

asking Caldwell for it. Where else would he get it? On September 26, 1989,294 Wolch’s office asked 

Williams to ask Caldwell about news clippings on his file.

Joyce Milgaard apologized to Caldwell for accusing the prosecution of deliberately not calling Deborah 

Hall, when in reality she had left the province at the time of the trial.

She wrote in her book that Deborah Hall had given a statement to the Saskatoon Police which “totally 

contradicted” Melnyk and Lapchuk’s evidence.295 This was not so. It has not been corrected in the 

second edition (2000) of her book.

Apart from the Parole Board affair, she could point to no evidence giving substance to the allegations 

against Caldwell that she has made over the years.

She admits that Caldwell kept in his file whatever information he had about sexual assaults and willingly 

turned it over to Justice Canada in 1989. To me, this fact is persuasive in negating any cover-up by 

Caldwell. Had he wanted to cover-up, he could easily have culled his file of embarrassing material. 

Moreover, as the evidence shows, he made his file an open book to Young, to Carlyle-Gordge and to the 

CBC, long before 1989.
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Asked if it ever occurred to her to be sure of the facts before she made accusations across the land, 

Joyce said no – she was so obsessed with freeing her son that she would do (and did), just about 

anything.

10. Williams’ Report to Minister

The issue of Fisher as the killer of Gail Miller had been raised on February 28, 1990. On March 18, 1990, 

Justice Canada asked for final submissions and Asper replied on April 2, 1990, arguing the forensic 

evidence, and Fisher as the true killer. But the April 7, 1990 departmental draft of the report to the Minister 

was abandoned because the applicant had retained Markesteyn for a second opinion. Asked if this 

should not have delayed the application so Markesteyn’s evidence could be considered, Asper said that 

enough was enough and that the Fisher evidence sufficed. I find that illogical. If Fisher sufficed, why try to 

shore up Ferris? If Justice Canada had proceeded without the Markesteyn report, would not the applicant 

have objected?

Williams reported to MacFarlane on May 11, 1990, about his meeting with Tallis.296 This memorandum 

serves as a companion to the Tallis testimony on the subject of David Milgaard not testifying.

Williams, despite having an uneasy feeling about Fisher, was left to conclude that he had neither evidence 

nor reason to believe that Larry Fisher participated in the death of Gail Miller.297 That was a reasonable 

conclusion, I find, in view of the evidence at the time. Events were to prove just how wrong the conclusion 

was, but it took a trial with DNA evidence seven years later to show that.

Just what Williams recommended to the Minister in submitting the first application for her consideration 

is unknown on the basis of direct evidence, because Justice Canada refuses to disclose this sort of 

communication. From Brown’s evidence, we know that he deferred to the Justice Canada investigation, 

relied on it, and understood from information that he was getting, that the application was unlikely to 

succeed. The Larry Fisher information had been placed before the Minister by the Milgaard group as 

evidence of Milgaard’s innocence, and Ron Wilson’s recantation had been added to the grounds originally 

relied upon. It is easy to infer from the evidence I have heard that Williams would not have recommended 

to the Minister of Justice that a remedy was justified on the basis of the Ferris report, the Hall affidavit, the 

similar fact evidence or the Wilson retraction. To the extent that these matters came before the attention 

of Saskatchewan Justice, its officials did not consider it worthy of independent action.

11. October 1, 1990 Meeting with Wolch and Asper

Justice Canada requested that Wolch summarize his final position on the s. 690 application and 

he complied on September 10, 1990.298 The Assistant Deputy Attorney General of Canada, Bruce 

MacFarlane, agreed at Wolch’s request, to meet for a discussion of the applicant’s position on October 1, 

1990.299

Asper said that they met for about six hours, and that there was disagreement on many issues, with 

Justice Canada taking an adverse position wherever possible. He recalled it as a heated meeting where 

they went through documents in which the frailties of the Ferris report and the Hall affidavit were pointed 

out to them, including the fact that Hall in some ways corroborated Melnyk and Lapchuk’s evidence.
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Wolch reported to his client, saying that the “situation regarding Larry Fisher was examined fully”.300

12. Engagement of William McIntyre by Federal Justice

The Minister engaged retired Supreme Court Justice William McIntyre to advise her in 1990. His advice is 

particularly relevant to us because Saskatchewan Justice relied upon it as justification for not reopening 

the investigation into the death of Gail Miller. We have been denied access to McIntyre’s report to the 

Minister because of Justice Canada’s assertion that it is constitutionally protected.

Wolch protested that resort to McIntyre by the Minister was unfair to the applicant for two reasons: 

first, that applicant’s counsel was not invited to participate in the McIntyre sessions; and secondly, 

that McIntyre’s opinion was not made public. As to the first, Williams testified that the Minister had the 

prerogative to take private advice, and that Wolch was given full opportunity to make representations on 

his case on October 1, 1990 when he and Justice officials met. That, I accept.

On the second point, however, Wolch’s concern has merit. In his letter to the Minister of April 25, 1991, 

he complained that the Minister sought advice from McIntyre but would not share it, and the applicant 

had no idea of what materials went to him.301 In my opinion, the furor caused by the non-release of the 

McIntyre opinion stemmed from the Minister justifying her opinion by reference to it. She was entitled to 

take legal advice and equally entitled to rely upon it without more. But referring to her reliance on it without 

producing it to explain her reasons caused suspicion and resentment in the Milgaard group.

Justice Canada officials, however, communicated the substance, if not the report itself, to Saskatchewan 

Justice officials who relied upon it in not reopening the investigation. We heard from Brown of 

Saskatchewan Justice on the subject, and I accept what he said. He testified that Williams told him that 

McIntyre had been given everything that Justice Canada had, and was invited to suggest any remedy. 

Later on, at the reference, Brown saw the substance of the McIntyre opinion which was that neither 

miscarriage of justice nor any basis for a remedy had been shown.

In the result, we have legitimately heard from a reliable source that which Justice Canada refused to 

reveal; that the Minister’s decision relied at least to some extent on the advice of eminent counsel – a 

retired Judge of the Supreme Court of Canada. Brown says that this influenced his decision to do 

nothing. Had McIntyre counselled a remedy, he likely would have reopened, based on his tremendous 

respect for the man.

On the non-disclosure of the McIntyre report, Brown agreed that it was not shared because of policy – 

advice to the Minister never was. But as well, there could have been a reluctance to expose McIntyre to 

attack from the Milgaard group.

13. Media Campaign

The media campaign carried on by the Milgaard group during the currency of the first s. 690 application 

did not produce any information which should have caused the police or Saskatchewan Justice to reopen 

the investigation into the death of Gail Miller. On the contrary, it was counter-productive.

From 1980 onwards, Joyce Milgaard was a central figure in the effort to have her son’s case reopened. 

Essentially, that amounted to a reinvestigation of the death of Gail Miller, and so the quality of the 
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information she generated which came to the attention of the police and the Saskatchewan Justice is a 

subject squarely within our Terms of Reference.

As I have found, the information she produced was not seen as credible by police or Crown officials, and 

it is incumbent upon me to ask why. Should they have acted earlier upon information she provided?

Joyce Milgaard was able to attract great media and public attention. Her television appearances between 

March 15, 1990, and July 18, 1997, were frequent and comprise over fifty hours of tape. Five and one 

half hours of those recordings were played at the inquiry hearing. The familiar themes of police pressure, 

obstruction and cover-up are prominent.

The first Milgaard s. 690 application was filed on December 28, 1988. The media campaign started the 

same day with Asper writing to the CBC to book time on “The Fifth Estate”. The Milgaard group was 

anxious to have the case featured on The Fifth Estate, but were disappointed on March 8, 1989, when the 

producers informed Asper that they found the genetic tests inconclusive and Ferris’ opinion arguable, so 

they would not go to air.302

Milgaard was unsuccessful in having it aired but Caldwell and his Regina superior consented to a filmed 

interview in his Saskatoon office, and allowed the producer, Sandra Bartlett, to look through his file – 

information which she passed to Asper,303 according to Caldwell.

Joyce Milgaard testified that she was furious when The Fifth Estate declined the feature for lack of strong 

evidence of innocence. Her group suspected ulterior motives and discussed alternative means of going 

public which they did, primarily through the printed media.

Caldwell said, and I accept, that he was alarmed by the accusations being made against him in the press 

emanating from Joyce Milgaard. For example, she is quoted in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix, October 20, 

1989, as saying that Albert Cadrain was induced to testify against her son for a $2,000 reward.304 

Caldwell knew this to be incorrect – that Albert had applied for the reward only after the trial, and then 

only at the urging of Father Murphy.

According to Asper, either David or Joyce Milgaard contacted Dan Lett of the Winnipeg Free Press, 

sending him a copy of the application. On August 5, 1989, he published the first story on the case. 

Lett speaks of “…the extraordinary but plodding process”305 of investigation by Justice Canada. Asper is 

quoted as saying that “the Crown’s theory is preposterous”.306

The assertion received national coverage. The purpose, says Asper, was to sway public opinion, to get 

his client acquitted, at least, if not shown to be innocent. He admitted, however, that the effect on federal 

Justice officials would not be very positive, but anytime you involve the media you lose control and take a 

risk.

Asper wrote to Southam News Service on September 6, 1989, sending a copy of the application and of 

the Winnipeg Free Press article of August 5, 1989.307
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They had made the decision to rely on the media, he said, and September of 1989 marked the build-up 

to hostilities. They were in the dark, and in an adversarial process.

Asper wrote to Carlyle-Gordge on October 2, 1989, to report that in December 1988, they had filed an 

application for review of the case.308 He reported that Justice Canada was investigating, and detailed the 

progress he was making with the media. He invited Carlyle-Gordge to publish his version of the case. 

He said that the Department of Justice had been “utterly mute and had not responded to any of his 

correspondence”, in particular, his request for disclosure of all the information they had “received from 

prosecution in Saskatchewan”.309 In fact, the Milgaards had obtained information years before.

A juror at the Milgaard trial, Fernley Cooney, contacted Asper to say that he had been mentally unfit at 

the trial but did not want to talk about jury deliberations.310 Asper told Dan Lett, who wrote an article on 

October 18, 1989, which quotes Asper as commenting that this is “just the latest in a series of bizarre 

disclosures”.311 He could not recall saying that, nor could he recall Cooney telling him that he had caved in 

to his peers. The media descended on Cooney.312

Material gathered by the Milgaard group often went first to Lett, in preference to Justice Canada. In one 

instance, Carlyle-Gordge’s interviews of 1981 and 1983 went to Lett and not to Justice Canada at all.

According to Williams, he became less communicative with Milgaard counsel after having sent a 

statement to them for the purpose of the application, which they passed onto the press without his 

authorization.

Joyce Milgaard testified that she got Frank’s statement, and perhaps Hall’s name from Tallis’ file.313 Asper 

could not recall getting this from her. Williams sent it to him on October 2, 1989,314 only to see it released 

to Dan Lett, prompting the article published on October 22, 1989, which suggests that the statement 

was withheld for 20 years, and that it directly refuted the testimony of Melnyk and Lapchuk.315 This could 

only have been counter-productive to Williams’ efforts to get at the truth, and would ultimately affect the 

attitude of Saskatchewan officials. Why should they believe any information publicized by the Milgaard 

group?

In fact, the statement had not been withheld. Tallis saw it before trial. Nor did it contradict what Melnyk 

and Lapchuk had said. Quite the reverse. Tallis told us that he was not interested in Frank as a witness.316 

Lett wrote that it “directly refuted damning testimony given at the 1969 murder trial…”.317 It did no such 

thing, and Williams knew it. In his words, it was another “brick in a mounting series of statements or 

misstatements”.318 It amounted to pressure on the Minister to act on information which was not true, but 

which Williams could not publicly correct.
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The article also implied that the Department sat on the statement for 20 years whereas, in fact, the 

Department had had it for only a short time. It also does not mention that defence counsel had it at trial 

and had interviewed the affiant. The applicant’s cause was ill served by the publication of misinformation, 

which simply alienated the authorities who knew the facts.

Williams, however, had to avoid a media trial of the issue, and so could not call Lett to correct him. He 

said he was disappointed in Asper for passing along Frank’s name to Lett. Williams had gotten her name 

from the Provincial Attorney General and passed it to Asper only for the purposes of the application. 

The experience, he said, caused him to adjust the timing of information delivery to Wolch and Asper. 

Thereafter he held off until the investigation was complete, releasing the information in October 1990. 

Apart from this, the lack of communication between Williams and the Milgaard group was, in part, a 

function of how the s. 690 investigation was designed to work. The investigator was counsel to the 

Minister and reported to her, not to the applicant.

As Williams was to testify, he felt he could not respond to one-sided stories without leaving the impression 

that he was prejudging issues, when his proper function was only to investigate and recommend to the 

Minister. Brown of Saskatchewan Justice, on the other hand, said that the public did not distinguish 

between federal and provincial Justice officials, and so the latter had to suffer the same opprobrium. 

Timely response should have been made, he believed.

In Brown’s view, Dan Lett and Dave Roberts saw themselves as part of the Milgaard team, and he did not 

eschew colourful analogy in describing the manner in which Dan Lett’s talents were put to use. In Brown’s 

view, the press believed what they were being fed and Justice did not respond. For him, the problem lay 

not with factual reporting but with the corruption and misconduct spin. I would express the problem as 

erroneously reporting facts, such that corruption and misconduct could be inferred. I agree with Brown 

that the reporting actually impeded the orderly investigation of the Milgaard wrongful conviction.

Williams testified that as time went on, and further attacks on his work were made, a need to respond 

was seen, but was constrained by Privacy Act considerations. Furthermore, story lines did not reflect 

what federal Justice did tell the media, but it would have been presumptuous for him to tell them that 

information given to them by Wolch or Asper or Milgaard was wrong. Even though the public’s view was 

being shaped by articles which did not reflect the facts as he knew them, Williams could not comment or 

state findings until the case was decided.

Asper’s resort to the media to pressure Williams into action actually slowed him down, he said. Without it, 

he would have finished his investigation sooner. I accept that.

Asper appeared on a newscast on January 22, 1990, stating that the semen in the snow evidence was 

used to convict Milgaard, whereas evidence now showed that it excluded him. He was wrong on both 

counts.

Joyce Milgaard told us that she was not prepared to wait and wanted to fight back, to go public and 

to force the Minister to do something. In the spring of 1990 Asper urged Joyce Milgaard to return 

to Saskatoon to “stir up a hornet’s nest”.319 She approved of his strategy - “let’s let the dogs loose 

everywhere”.320
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Dan Lett suspected there were sources within the provincial government who were “going to rat on 

Caldwell”.321 Joyce Milgaard said that she certainly did not discourage this. Asper spoke of an anticipated 

Lett article “burning” Caldwell.322 Nothing in the documents I have seen, or in the testimony I have heard 

shows Caldwell to have acted improperly while prosecuting the case. Even his subsequent letters to the 

Parole Board were written in good faith, and in what he perceived to be the public interest.

Joyce Milgaard’s media campaign increased in intensity and she was much concerned with what she 

saw as inaction by the authorities with regard to the Ferris report and Larry Fisher as the murder suspect. 

Although, on March 16, 1990, Wolch wrote to Williams promising full co-operation,323 Joyce Milgaard 

said that she had absolutely lost faith in the justice system. She told the Inquiry that they were taking a 

calculated risk in publicly criticizing Justice Canada and the Minister while their application was under 

review. There can be no doubt from the evidence of police and both federal and provincial Crown officials 

that they came to mistrust anything she said.

Justice Canada’s understanding of the accusation of delay being voiced by Asper is described in a 

memorandum from William Corbett, Senior Counsel, to John Maddigan of the Minister’s office. Corbett 

attributed delays to Wolch’s accusation of a third party murderer, which required investigation. Where 

you have an applicant feeding you information by installments, delays result. And we know, from Asper’s 

evidence, Wolch had advocated, and persuaded other people in his office, to adopt such a policy.

So the Milgaard group, while complaining in the press about lack of progress, was at the same time busily 

digging up “more data to bolster Milgaard request”.324 Asper and Joyce Milgaard are pictured on the 

Court House steps taking a break from examining the evidence.

Williams observed that when they attempted to explain delays as being due to new grounds advanced, 

Asper and the press would say that it was ridiculous that David Milgaard should be prejudiced by putting 

forward new grounds. The short answer to that complaint, I think, is that he was not being prejudiced. 

He was being given more time to be heard.

On April 20, 1990, Asper called Williams325 to say that Joyce Milgaard had told the press of Fisher’s 

involvement, and to ask for a progress report. Williams, knowing that such conversations were usually 

followed by a critical press item, said that they were diligently pursuing inquiries.

Then came a deadline – May 7, 1990 – to come to a decision or they would go public about Fisher.326 

Joyce Milgaard wanted to interview Fisher in prison but that would set them back said Williams by 

frightening Fisher into silence. He understood that Wolch shared her view that Fisher might respond to 

a mother’s plea. Neither the warden nor Williams did. Expertise was needed to question a hardened 

convict.

After the CBC identified Fisher, tension was created because of his concerns for his own safety, and the 

chances of a meaningful polygraph exam were impacted, said Williams. A cardinal rule in the penitentiary 

is that you do not let someone else do your time. Breaking the rule could be fatal.
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Fisher’s lawyer wanted until the end of May to consider the request for an interview. Williams had to wait 

because to cut off the investigation without an interview would invite criticism. The deadline imposed by 

Joyce Milgaard caused Pearson to visit Fisher over his lawyer’s objections.327

Dan Lett reported that Joyce Milgaard had tracked down the new suspect, doing Justice’s job for them.328 

Williams’ response is that the Minister’s role is to review the application on the basis of the grounds 

advanced. Had Larry Fisher, as a suspect, been put forward as a ground for relief, Williams would have 

been looking into it with help from someone like Pearson early in 1989 – provided, of course, a factual 

basis had been laid.

We know that near the end of the first application, Asper and Joyce Milgaard had decided to carry 

their fight through the media. Williams commented that when you politicize a judicial proceeding, you 

risk harming the administration of justice, by giving currency to the idea that the way out of jail lies in 

politicizing and publicizing. It is indeed arguable that what got David Milgaard out of jail was counter-

productive to a full reopening of his case. The reason for that was that what the media was reporting 

was often wrong, an example being the fact that although Hall’s observations mirrored those of the trial 

witnesses, the media reported the opposite.

As well, the Ferris report continued to be vaunted as proving innocence, when Williams knew that it 

did not. He was constrained in disputing what he read, and when he did offer explanations, these were 

commented upon out of context.

Until he saw a review of Markesteyn’s opinion, Williams said he had no intention of interviewing Ferris. 

“Ottawa” and the “Department of Justice” were accused of dodging questions, and of being lazy.329 The 

criticism became personal, and reflected on Justice Canada as a whole. The easiest way to deal with 

the ridicule and criticism would have been to grant the application. Williams perceived that this was the 

Milgaard strategy, but he did not let it guide his activities.

Williams said, and I accept, that he had no personal stake in the outcome, despite the comments of 

Asper and Harvard about reluctance to admit mistakes. It was not a question about mistakes, but one of 

evidence.

The perception invited by articles such as the one appearing in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix on May 14, 

1990, was that Justice Canada had information on Fisher for 10 years but had not acted. In the article, 

Joyce Milgaard complains that Justice Canada did not want her to be involved in the investigation. “What 

investigation? They have had this information since 1980!”330 What she was talking about was the Linda 

Fisher report to Saskatoon Police in 1980 which Justice Canada only learned about on February 28, 

1990.

Joyce Milgaard’s encounter with the Minister on May 15, 1990,331 brought national media attention but 

did not spur Williams on because he was already going as quickly as he could. It just meant more briefing 

notes.
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In June 1990, Asper voiced his suspicion that Justice Canada was just a large group of prosecutors, and 

asserted that major careers were on the line. At the time, Penkala was the Saskatoon Chief of Police, 

Tallis was on the Court of Appeal and Caldwell was with Justice Canada.

The media message was that proven science established innocence beyond any doubt332 and Asper was 

quoted as saying that bodily fluids removed from the victim were used by Ferris.333 This was wrong and 

Justice Canada was concerned. Williams wondered if reporters even read the Ferris report, or if they did, 

if they understood it.

On June 5, 1990, Asper sent Williams the Markesteyn Report334 saying that it confirmed the Ferris report, 

and that assertion found its way into the media. But, says Williams, the Markesteyn report confirmed only 

aspects of the Ferris report but not that forensics excluded David Milgaard.

In suggesting that the sample might be dog urine, the Milgaard group was abandoning the argument that 

the sample excluded David Milgaard. So the spin, according to Williams, was that the Crown relied on 

dog urine, overlooking the fact that the Crown in fact did not rely on forensics to link David Milgaard to the 

crime. As Williams correctly notes, the episode cast aspersions on the competence of the Crown, and 

police – another example, I find, of alienating the very people who could reopen the case. But Williams, 

meanwhile, could not publicly respond, and the media never pointed out that the dog urine idea effectively 

destroyed the Ferris opinion.

Asper told us that the possibility of the sample being dog urine was sensational and would suggest that 

the police work was shoddy, thus putting pressure on the Minister. Joyce Milgaard said much the same.

For Williams, Markesteyn’s theory was neutral and did not affect his understanding of the trial evidence. 

But having been outmanoeuvred in the media, investigators had to examine submissions more carefully 

for misleading or incomplete material.

On June 11, 1990, Williams interviewed Ferris.335 The basic problem was that Ferris believed that the 

Crown had linked Milgaard to the scene through frozen semen, whereas the argument turned on whether 

it was exculpatory. The memorandum is a good statement of the factual weakness of the Ferris report.

Williams said that after speaking to Ferris, he and all experts were in agreement. What was attributed to 

his report in the media was untrue. It continued to be published, but Williams did not bother to debate the 

matter publicly or ask for a correction.

Williams also met with Markesteyn and Merry,336 having received Merry’s report in June 1990.337 

He concluded from the evidence of the three pathologists – Ferris, Markesteyn and Merry – that forensic 

evidence did not exonerate Milgaard. That was a reasonable conclusion, and one which indirectly reached 

Saskatchewan Justice through the Minister’s decision. The latter provided no basis for Saskatchewan to 

reopen.

Milgaard supporter Peter Carlyle-Gordge broke a long silence on August 1, 1990, to pronounce in the 

Winnipeg Free Press, that:
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Milgaard was innocent beyond any reasonable doubt;•	
the Saskatoon police contacted all the chief witnesses in the early 1980s advising them not to •	
talk to Joyce Milgaard, himself, or anyone else; and

“…more than sheer incompetence is involved. Police threats against Ron Wilson unless he told •	
them exactly what they wanted to hear (true or not), borders on deliberate perversion of the court 

of justice and are frankly evil”.338

On August 31, 1990, Asper is seen repeating the familiar canard, that the Crown used two frozen lumps 

of semen to convict Milgaard when, in reality, the lumps were dog urine.

At this time, David Asper and Joyce Milgaard were on the talk show circuit, criticizing Justice Canada’s 

investigation, and the frailty of the trial evidence. At one point, Joyce Milgaard urged viewers with 

information to contact Asper, not the Saskatoon police, whose investigation was “pretty fishy”. Joyce 

Milgaard said that they sat back patiently waiting for the Ministers of Justice to do something, and if they 

had done so, she would not have had to do a parallel investigation.

Wolch reported to his client, David Milgaard, on October 3, 1990,339 on the progress of the federal review 

of his application. His letter was hopeful in tone and free from the negative impressions reflected in 

Asper’s testimony at the inquiry. David Milgaard followed this with a news release on October 9, 1990, 

challenging Eugene Williams for his inaction on the case.340

In a December 3, 1990 article entitled “Feud blamed for stalling Milgaard’s bid for a new trial”, Dan Lett 

wrote that there was “infighting at the highest level of the Federal Justice Department”341 with senior 

Justice officials trying to rewrite Williams’ report, believing that he had mishandled the investigation. Asper, 

prominent as usual in Lett’s articles, accused Williams of “completely misconstruing evidence” and being 

biased.

Asper took credit for inspiring 99 per cent of the information provided to Asper and Wolch by Williams 

during their meeting in October 1990, and the Milgaards’ parliamentary champion, John Harvard, opined 

that the Minister was being “fed a line”342 by her Justice advisors.

Campbell was reportedly furious at the “extraordinarily unprofessional approach that is being taken 

by some people”,343 and defended her department. Undaunted, Asper described her explanations as 

“absurd”.344

As to the suggestion that the Milgaards had recourse to the media because they had no place else to 

turn, Williams noted that on the very day their application was filed, December 28, 1988, a letter went to 

the media.345 Even before that Wolch was hoping for a “TV show”.346 The media campaign he said, and I 

agree, was not born out of frustration with him, but was a separate venture. It continued347 into January 
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1989 while the application remained incomplete,348 well in advance of any complaint being made about 

Williams.

I find that police and Saskatchewan Crown officials were appalled by the media coverage. Even Asper 

admitted that it became a “circus”.349

Asper was a panelist at a 2005 conference in which he said that the Milgaard group resorted to 

extraordinary measures with the media, lobbying reporter Dan Lett of the Winnipeg Free Press.350 At 

the conference, Asper stated that not one media story about the Milgaard matter was wrong. He now 

concedes (reluctantly) that some were.

Members of the media who figured prominently in the coverage given to the Milgaard affair over the years 

were offered the chance to testify at the Inquiry, but declined.

The Milgaard publicity campaign, as mentioned, produced a great deal of information which came to the 

attention of Justice Canada, Saskatchewan Justice and the police, but my finding is that none of it gave 

reason to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

14. Centurion Report

Joyce Milgaard devised “a political ploy”,351 to use her words, to get Members of Parliament to influence 

the Minister. On December 14, 1990, Joyce traveled to Ottawa to meet with Members of Parliament 

and the press for the purpose of getting attention for her son’s plight, and pushing Justice Canada into 

action.352 As well, she gave Members of Parliament and the Minister a report compiled by Centurion 

Ministries – not previously provided to Justice Canada – to ensure that the Minister was getting accurate 

information. The report contained the allegation (which I find to be false), that the Saskatoon Police 

interfered with witnesses, telling them not to speak to Joyce Milgaard.

James McCloskey of Centurion Ministries prepared the December 1990 report353 for members of 

Parliament. It is factual for part of the first page but soon lapses into accusations of police interference. 

It reviews the Crown’s case against Milgaard, misstating: the role John played in the trial; the use of 

forensic evidence; the records of Melnyk and Lapchuk; the circumstances of Cadrain’s revelation to 

police and his subsequent treatment; and the circumstances surrounding the calling of Deborah Hall and 

another unnamed person to testify. McCloskey concludes, “When one considers the new evidence in 

light of the undisputed facts at the trial, one is led to the inescapable conclusion that David Milgaard is 

absolutely innocent…The time has long since passed for the Minister of Justice to intervene and take all 

steps necessary to see that justice is done”.354

That Centurion Ministries was on the right track in 1990 cannot be denied in hindsight, but their report 

was weak, inaccurate and featured the type of advocacy which officials had come to expect from the 

Milgaard group as inspiring skepticism: “Through the efforts of Centurion Ministries, based in Princeton, 

New Jersey, as well as the Milgaard family and counsel, there is now no doubt as to the innocence of 

David Milgaard”.
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Under the heading “Forensic Evidence” the report says, “… the evidence was worthless except for the 

fact that it was most confusing and placed before the jury in a most prejudicial way”.355 This was not 

so. It was explained to the jury that the evidence neither implicated nor excluded Milgaard. Tallis argued 

that it was essentially exculpatory. Forensic reports obtained from Doctors Ferris and Markesteyn long 

after the trial were relied upon by Centurion Ministries as evidence of Milgaard’s non-involvement. They 

were prepared in the belief that Milgaard was a non-secretor which later turned out to be untrue, thus 

invalidating their opinions, but even when written, the reports were ill considered.

As to the re-enactment, the report says that Deborah Hall gave affidavit evidence to David Asper and to 

Justice Canada to the effect that the re-enactment did not occur. That is not so. Her various reports are 

considered elsewhere. But her evidence to Williams and at this Inquiry related a more lurid re-enactment 

than other witnesses described.

The report is loaded with hyperbole, for example, “…one is led to the inescapable conclusion that 

David Milgaard is absolutely innocent”.356 It is also inaccurate in many respects saying, for example, that 

Nichol John, at the trial, attempted to recant her damning evidence. That is not so. She testified that 

she could not remember. “It would appear” says the report, “that certain visions led Cadrain to implicate 

Milgaard.”357 I have heard no such evidence, and I do not know where Centurion Ministries got this.

The report comments on the stories of Deborah Hall and Ute Frank who had different versions of the 

re-enactment but who were not called. One had given a statement to police. That, we know, was Ute 

Frank. She refused to testify. The other, Deborah Hall, was out of the province at the time of the trial.

It is also said that Saskatoon Police interfered with Joyce Milgaard’s efforts to contact witnesses in the 

early and mid 1980s. I have seen no evidence of this. When asked for addresses of witnesses by the 

Milgaard group, the police sought permission from the persons in question, who refused. This was the 

message conveyed to the Milgaards. All police and Crown witnesses, I have heard, have denied telling 

anyone not to speak to Joyce Milgaard.

The report spoke of two witnesses, Melnyk and Lapchuk, who “only presented themselves one week 

before the trial.”358 In fact, they did not come forward to police. They told their story to Ron Wilson, who 

told police, who then went to Melnyk and Lapchuk.

The Centurion report was unpersuasive for the Minister and it did not, I find, contain information which 

should have caused Saskatchewan Justice or police to reopen the investigation into the death of 

Gail Miller.

Clearly, the Minister of Justice was being baited. As Williams was to say at the Inquiry, the strategy 

seemed to be to make things so difficult for Justice Canada that the easiest thing would be to simply 

grant the application. If that was so, it failed.

15. Role of Saskatchewan Justice on First Application

In his Inquiry evidence, Murray Brown of Saskatchewan Justice was asked to evaluate the materials 

submitted on the first s. 690 application in terms of what Saskatchewan would have done with it had it 
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come to them. He said that he would have sent the Ferris report to the police for investigation, except for 

those parts which drew inferences which were left for the jury to decide. An example would be the lack of 

time to commit the offence argument. Complaints based merely upon dissatisfaction with the verdict do 

not entitle the convict to another try, unless allegations of an incompetent defence are made.

Lack of disclosure and forensic issues, said Brown, merit investigation, and would be looked into. 

Thus they would have had the victim’s clothing tested if the RCMP said it was feasible. Suggestions of 

another perpetrator would have gone to the police – the RCMP – if complicity was charged against the 

Saskatoon Police.

But, and I find this important, allegations of conflict of interest, without more, would not disqualify 

Saskatoon Police from investigating. Brown says that in 32 years in Justice, he has never seen a police 

officer who would leave a person in prison to cover-up a mistake. And here, Caldwell and the police 

would be aware that if they had the wrong man, the perpetrator would be on the street. He would have 

confidence in them to look into the matter seriously and report back.

If something pointed to a miscarriage of justice, he would speak to Justice Canada and recommend 

that the matter be returned to court. At present, an s. 696 application is not needed to cause a Justice 

Saskatchewan investigation, but there is no automatic review of convictions by their office. If one were 

shown to be needed the test applied by him would be to ask:

was the conviction obtained fairly?; and•	
what, if any, was the new evidence. Would it merit consideration by a judge or a jury?•	

A “bombshell” is not needed to start an investigation but Saskatchewan Justice needs substantial reason 

to reopen a case.

According to Brown, Saskatchewan deferred to Justice Canada investigators during the first application 

because they had confidence in them. However, had there been no s. 690 application they would have 

wanted the RCMP to look into Ferris’ opinions as well as the Hall affidavit, had the material come to them.

I find that Saskatchewan Justice was right in not doing an independent inquiry. It was unnecessary and 

could have interfered with the efforts of federal investigators.

In fact, Saskatchewan received information about the Ferris report that told them that it was overreaching 

and incomplete, and that the frozen semen did not exonerate Milgaard. News articles359 probably came to 

their attention, but concerned matters with which Justice Canada was dealing.

Williams did not share advice with Brown or say what his Minister might decide. But he told him or other 

provincial officials, from time to time, what he had discussed. Based on that, they were fairly sure that the 

first application would be rejected, so I find that they received no information up to that time which should 

have caused them to reopen.

Brown became aware of the Sidney Wilson tip through the press, by which time Pearson was 

investigating for Justice Canada. Saskatchewan was not consulted on the Fisher investigations, and never 

gave direction to Pearson.
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In Brown’s view, Saskatchewan should have commented upon matters within its own jurisdiction. 

For example, they were assured from the start that the Saskatoon police would cooperate so articles like 

“Mother fears coverup by Saskatoon Police”,360 required action. Caldwell, Penkala and Scott were offering 

“no comment” to certain allegations,361 citing the federal investigation. Brown remarked that a strict policy 

of “no comment” engenders mistrust, so his department has moved away from it. There are, he said, 

always ways of responding without compromising a trial.

Williams sent the Markesteyn report to Brown,362 and they knew of Merry’s thoughts.363 In Brown’s view, 

Tallis had dealt with the frozen semen issue at trial so none of this supplied a reason to reopen. As for the 

dog urine suggestion, he realized that it undermined the Ferris opinion, so Saskatchewan Justice was not 

concerned.

Neither the Milgaard group nor Justice Canada was routinely sending material to Saskatchewan, so 

Brown said he probably heard of Wilson’s recantation in the press.364 But once the material from the 

Supreme Court reference was in their hands, the recantation supplied no reason to reopen. They did not 

believe it.

In commenting upon jurisdiction, Brown explained that the Province prosecutes and has jurisdiction over 

the investigation of crime, but does not direct the police. The provincial Minister of Justice cannot set 

aside a wrongful conviction. If he saw grounds to do so, he would go to the federal Minister.

Although Saskatchewan had jurisdictional responsibility for murder investigations, they knew that 

Justice Canada was doing a proper investigation of Larry Fisher in this light, as an incident of the s. 690 

application. Almost every application of this kind involves an applicant’s claim that someone else was 

the perpetrator, so investigation of that claim is necessarily called for by Justice Canada. In this case, 

Saskatchewan Justice was confident that their federal counterparts would share what they had found 

in good time. What they heard did not impel them to action, and they relied on the federal Minister’s 

February 27, 1991, rejection of the first application and did not reopen.

In his experience, said Brown, when good counsel have something substantial, they bring it to Justice 

directly – to the people who can do something about it. But here they did not, and he was suspicious. 

Media reports were attributing things to Joyce Milgaard and to Asper, with no evidence of investigative 

work. Why go to the media and have them trickle out the information?

By the time the allegations were put before the Supreme Court, the Milgaard group, he says, did not have 

much credibility with Saskatchewan Justice. Brown did not mince words, saying that Saskatchewan was 

influenced by the Supreme Court opinion, not by the nonsense which came out of the media campaign 

during the applications. When people choose to argue their case through the media, they do not gain the 

confidence of Justice officials. In this case, it probably prejudiced their views.

Dan Lett and some other reporters had joined the Milgaard camp, said Brown, and simply reported what 

Asper and Joyce Milgaard told them without evaluation. I agree. I also agree that most of the media 

reporting was more misleading than informative.
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Both the time being taken with the investigation and adverse reporting on the subject365 affected provincial 

interests, according to Brown.

Saskatchewan had Fisher’s name before the rejection of the first application, and were gathering 

information. They spoke to Caldwell whose reaction was “who is this Larry Fisher?” – a good indication of 

Caldwell not having made a connection between Fisher and the Gail Miller murder.

Brown does not recall the similar fact issue being played out in the media. It did appear there, as we have 

seen, but in the context of the s. 690 application, so the Province would not feel the need for independent 

action on their part. Brown read the June 26, 1990, Winnipeg Free Press article by Dan Lett entitled 

“Milgaard witness says detectives ‘tortured’ him”366 about Albert Cadrain’s statement to Paul Henderson, 

but did not believe it. In the first place, the Saskatoon police did not operate that way. Secondly, Cadrain 

had gone voluntarily to the police. There was certainly no reason here, he said, to reopen. In his view, 

the news story called the whole investigation into question and affected the public’s perception of the 

administration of justice. But Justice Canada, upon whom Saskatchewan relied, was dealing with it.

Because of Lett’s article of July 17, 1990, entitled “Witness statement withheld, lawyers say”367 about 

the Wilson statement being withheld, and the highly critical comments by Asper and Watson, Brown 

looked into it. The allegation was one of Crown failure to disclose, but at this pre-Stinchcombe time, some 

prosecutors did not disclose witness statements. So, even if it were not disclosed it probably would not 

have been “serious misconduct”368 as alleged.

To Brown, non-disclosure did not typify dealings between Caldwell and Tallis. He knew that Caldwell 

used an open file system with trusted counsel. But they looked into the matter369 and found nothing 

amiss – as was proven by a letter from Caldwell to Tallis370 in which he enclosed the statement in question 

on August 15, 1969. Having deferred to Justice Canada, they did not complain to the media, although 

concerned about the public perception left by the misinformation.

Brown was aware of the conflict of interest allegation made against Caldwell by Wolch and Asper in the 

Lett article of August 29, 1990, entitled “Ex-prosecutor helping probe Milgaard case”371 and thought it 

rather foolish. All Caldwell did was to provide information and had not the federal investigators gone to 

him, they could have been accused of not doing their job. “Just seemed to be more of the nonsense 

coming out of the Milgaard camp” said Brown, never lacking in candour. Such expressions from this 

witness, although betraying no desire for diplomacy, were never misplaced. He regarded the conflict of 

interest claim as one of the more transparent in the media campaign.

16. Federal Minister’s Decision of February 27, 1991

The business of this Inquiry, in its closing phases, was to determine whether the investigation into the 

death of Gail Miller should have been reopened sooner as a result of information which came to the 

attention of the police and Saskatchewan Justice. The answer to that question has involved lengthy 
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and intense scrutiny of the actions of public officials, both provincial and federal as well as the actions of 

private individuals who worked for the reopening of the Milgaard case.

An important component of information coming to police and the Crown, relative to reopening of the 

case, was that generated by Justice Canada officials and agents in the course of the s. 690 inquiries. 

In order to address the reopening question, it was necessary to evaluate such information, an exercise 

which inevitably required scrutiny of the actions of federal officials, including lawyers, who dealt with the 

Milgaard s. 690 applications. But therein lies a problem posed by jurisdictional limits and solicitor/client 

privilege. The former are non-negotiable, but not easily discerned. The latter may be waived, but where 

properly asserted, must be respected by me without comment.

The exclusive jurisdiction to deal with applications for mercy under s. 690 rests with the federal Crown, 

but the prosecuting authority, in this case Saskatchewan Justice, must live with the consequences of the 

federal decisions if they involve reference back to the Saskatchewan courts. Even in the case of refusals 

at the federal level, the Province is held to account because, as Brown pointed out, the public makes no 

distinction between federal and provincial Justice Departments.

In Brown’s opinion, refusal to disclose the McIntyre opinion undermined the Minister’s decision. In his view, 

even outrageous allegations gain public support unless answered. Asper was allowed to speculate that 

McIntyre’s opinion must not have supported rejection of the application, but Saskatchewan knew better. 

The complaint then expanded to include the charge that the Milgaard group was not given a chance to 

participate in the investigation – not a usual thing, in any case, said Brown.

Questioning of Williams at the Inquiry as to the reasons behind the ministerial decision on the first 

application was not allowed, following the Saskatchewan Queen’s Bench judgment on judicial review. 

Milgaard counsel found such secrecy objectionable. When a Minister appeals to advice from learned 

counsel to justify her decision, she should not refuse to say what the advice was. I find merit in that 

argument because what the Minister did in part was to justify her reasons by reference to the quality of 

advice she received, whereas the reasons should stand or fall on their own merits.

Williams could tell us only that he took instructions from MacFarlane and Rutherford of Justice Canada, 

and provided materials to McIntyre, but that McIntyre gave his opinion directly to the Minister.

We turn next to the dismissal of the first s. 690 application and the reaction of various parties to that 

dismissal, which occurred on February 27, 1991.372 Some of the Minister’s reasons for dismissal are 

reviewed here for the sake of emphasis.

In her letter Minister Campbell explained that the s. 690 remedy was an extraordinary one and that it 

was not the function of the Minister of Justice to retry the case; that the Minister could direct a new trial 

if the circumstances justified one; or she could refer the case to an appellate court for hearing. She said, 

“The purpose of this procedure is to permit a review of cases where new evidence or information raising 

doubts concerning the correctness of a conviction has arisen after the full judicial process, including 

appeals, has been exhausted”.373 Where matters are raised in support of an application that were before 

the jury, Ministers have declined to act. But they have acted where there was a reasonable basis for 

concluding that a miscarriage of justice likely occurred. The Minister says that the Department has a duty 
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to conduct a full and impartial inquiry into the case and “to consider fairly the arguments”374 of counsel for 

the applicant. In view of Wolch’s report to his client concerning his meeting with Justice Canada officials 

which I referred to earlier, it cannot be said that they did not listen carefully to the applicant’s arguments.

The Minister noted that over three dozen interviews were done by officials, including one of defence 

counsel for Milgaard. Reports on forensic evidence were discussed with the authors and evaluated 

by scientists.

The Minister recited the substance of the evidence before the jury (except for Wilson’s) and concluded 

that a conviction registered on those facts would “not signal that a miscarriage of justice has likely 

occurred”.375 With respect, I agree. Asper took issue with the Minister’s conclusion that the forensic 

evidence at trial proved nothing. But I find her treatment of the subject persuasive, and the evidence I 

have heard in the Inquiry supports what she said.

It was the Minister’s responsibility to evaluate the recantation of Wilson. She did not believe it, and neither 

do I for the reasons she gave, as well as from my observations of him at the Inquiry, the form and content 

of the statement itself, and my assessment of Henderson as an interviewer.

Campbell observed that the jury had convicted on circumstantial evidence; the Saskatchewan Court of 

Appeal had found no reversible error; the Supreme Court of Canada refused leave to appeal; and the 

accused did not testify at trial.

She then stated her reasons for refusing to order a new trial or review by a trial court, saying that, “There 

is, in my view, no body of new evidence or information capable of demonstrating that a miscarriage of 

justice has likely occurred in this case”.376 Her conclusion, with respect, was a reasonable one in light of 

the “new evidence or information” known at the time.

Campbell remarked, after reviewing the evidence,

The above facts do not incorporate significant portions of the trial evidence of Ron Wilson, 

which I will later discuss in greater detail. A conviction registered on the above facts, alone, 

would not signal that a miscarriage of justice has likely occurred.377

This conclusion, I think, is consistent with the supportable view that a jury, properly instructed, could 

reasonably have returned a verdict of guilty.

The Minister considered the new evidence of Hall and Frank. She noted that Hall confirmed the 

“re-enactment” but regarded it as a joke. Frank’s statement was disclosed to Milgaard’s counsel but he 

did not call her. In the Minister’s view, the statements of Hall and Frank would not have detracted from 

what Melnyk and Lapchuk had to say.

The subject of forensic evidence was also discussed and the Minister noted that the RCMP forensic 

analyst told the Court that blood typing from the semen found in the snow neither inculpated nor 

exculpated Milgaard; and that the evidence, as presented, favoured Milgaard’s position in that he was a 

presumed non-secretor. She concluded, therefore, that the forensic evidence would not tend to exculpate 
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the accused, even with the benefit of more advanced scientific knowledge. That assessment, I think, is 

correct on the basis of what was presented at trial and what was known at the time of review.

The new evidence of Wilson was then considered. The Minister noted his recantation of parts of his 

May 23, 1969, statement and his trial evidence. She noted, as well, that in June 1990, he stated that he 

began to implicate Milgaard after lengthy interviews by police. But in July 1990 (the Williams’ interview), it 

had been pointed out to him that he had begun to implicate Milgaard before leaving Regina. He said that 

he had forgotten this. This, said the Minister, was, “…very important in assessing the allegations of the 

police coercion and manipulation that he advanced to explain his incriminating statement of May 1969, 

and his trial testimony”.378 Indeed, it was very important to the Inquiry where Wilson was confronted with 

the fact and had no explanation.379

The Minister stated that she had given careful consideration to Wilson’s allegations of undue police 

pressure in Saskatoon, and concluded that he had grossly exaggerated.

She concluded, in part, “Mr. Wilson’s present recollection of the events in question is palpably 

unreliable”.380

The Minister noted that little weight could be given to suggestions that Cadrain’s evidence was unreliable. 

His personal and emotional difficulties after the trial did not demonstrate unreliability in his evidence at trial.

As to Fisher’s possible involvement, we must be careful not to attribute to the Minister what we now 

know. In 1991, the Minister was correct to observe that “However serious Mr. Fisher’s criminal record 

may be, the entire record at trial and in this application reveals no evidence to connect him with the killing 

of Gail Miller”.381 We know that investigators suspected Fisher but could find no evidence linking him to 

the killing.

A further argument in the application was based on the “impossibility theory”, that David Milgaard could 

not have done the murder. She reviewed this theory and the evidence surrounding it and remarked:

It is important to remember that the jury heard the witnesses, Counsel’s addresses, and a 

proper charge on this aspect of the case before they reached their conclusion. Indeed, this 

was one of the primary defences raised at trial. There is no new evidence to suggest that 

their conclusion was probably wrong.382

The Minister’s rejection letter was not followed by further commentary from Justice Canada, but at this 

Inquiry, Pearson was asked to comment on the matter. In general, he did not disagree with the contents 

of the Minister’s letter except for her statement that “no guilt or suspicion of guilt can be attributed to 

Fisher in the absence of some form of evidence linking him to the crime”. There was, said Pearson, 

reason to suspect Fisher.

Williams was asked about the rejection of the application and, in his view, insufficient attention had been 

paid to the reasons given. Instead, headlines shouted that witnesses had lied and that forensic evidence 
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exonerated Milgaard. Personally, he found no facts to support the allegations made but declined to 

discuss any recommendation made to the Minister.

17. Reaction to Federal Minister’s Decision

 (a) Milgaard Reaction and Media Coverage

On January 11, 1991, David Milgaard wrote to Williams of Justice Canada saying, “I feel you have failed 

me and my family”,383 and his supporters reacted with outrage to the decision of the Minister rejecting the 

first application. Asper testified at length at the Inquiry on this subject and, in general, did not resile from 

the critical comments he made publicly at the time. It is worth going through some of them as well as 

his comments at the Inquiry because they illustrate the extent to which the media campaign had shaken 

public confidence in the administration of justice.

The Milgaard group had both general and specific criticisms of the federal Justice investigation which we 

may now examine. Asper said that the Milgaard group had done all the work, that the Justice Department 

had failed in its duty by not doing a full investigation, and that officials were not impartial. I reject all three 

contentions. It is abundantly clear from the evidence of Williams and Pearson that they were impartial, 

thorough and skilled in the performance of their investigative duties.

Asper drafted a letter to the Minister from the Milgaard family384 alleging lack of objectivity, gross 

miscarriage of justice, and bias on the part of Justice officials. It is unsparing in its critique of the decision. 

It states, “We fully stand by our assertion that your Department set out from the very beginning to defeat 

this application”.385

Nor did he disclaim the following statements attributed to him:

March 12, 1991 – the Milgaard group officially declared war on the Minister of Justice, Kim •	
Campbell and her department386

March 13, 1991 - “Her [Campbell’s] decision is an outrage”. She could be “an active •	
co-conspirator in this injustice”,387

March 1991.- “…the officials in the Department of Justice were caught red-handed acting in a •	
biased and non-impartial way”.388 In this instance, Asper says he was referring to Corbett.

Asper decried the unfair process which Joyce Milgaard described as a political decision and a cover-up. 

He charged “federal bungling” of David Milgaard’s 22 year old bid for freedom.389

The Minister had explained, at some length, her reason for finding Wilson’s retraction to be unconvincing – 

reasons which remain valid, in my view, even after all I have heard. But Asper thought that she was biased 

because, he said, she was prepared to accept his lies at trial but not his recantation. That does not 

bear logical scrutiny. That Wilson lied at trial is a conclusion derived from hindsight. It was by no means 

self-evident to the Minister. But in any event, it was for the jury and not her to weigh the trial evidence.
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Asper said that it should have been sufficient for Milgaard’s success on the application to show a 

reasonable doubt. But that surely was not a determination to be made under s. 690 by the Minister 

whose function was not to retry the case. That is the function of a court. He also testified that he thought 

that without political intervention, the Minister might have continued in her belief that the evidence fell 

short, even on the second application. He could be right. The weight of the evidence before me is that the 

Supreme Court Reference was ordered in response to the public outcry, not new evidence.

Wolch, along with other members of the Milgaard group, took great exception to the rejection of the 

first application by the Minister. On August 21, 1991, the StarPhoenix reported him as saying in a letter 

to Minister of Justice, Kim Campbell, “A member of your department implied to us that they [two key 

witnesses] were paid”.390 The article went on to name Melnyk and Lapchuk as the witnesses. Everyone, 

by this time, would know that Caldwell was the prosecutor so the suggestion was clear that he had 

paid for testimony. But Caldwell told us that all of his dealings with Melnyk and Lapchuk were on the file. 

Asper and Wolch needed only to ask for it. He had, as noted earlier, already shown it to Joyce Milgaard’s 

agent Carlyle-Gordge, her lawyer Young, and a CBC Journalist (although she apparently helped herself). 

Caldwell rightly says that a prosecutor could hardly face a worse accusation than that of buying testimony. 

The article absolutely shocked him. I find that the accusation was false.

 (b) Response by Saskatchewan Justice

As earlier remarked, the federal efforts under Milgaard’s s. 690 applications are relevant to us because 

they produced evidence which came to the attention of the police and Saskatchewan Justice.

Donald Murray Brown, then Director of Public Prosecutions in Saskatchewan, told us that during the 

course of the s. 690 applications, information gathered by federal investigators came to Saskatchewan’s 

attention; they relied upon it; and that as a result of this reliance, Saskatchewan saw no need to reopen. 

This applied to rejection of the first application, acceptance of the second application, and to the opinion 

offered by the Supreme Court of Canada following the Reference Case in 1992.

Of particular concern to Justice Canada, it seems, was advice it received from former Supreme Court 

of Canada Justice McIntyre which was communicated to Saskatchewan in an October 2, 1991, 

memorandum by Rutherford.391 Brown relied upon this memorandum which said no more in essence than 

that McIntyre found that the s. 690 application revealed “still no reasonable basis”392 to conclude that a 

miscarriage of justice may have occurred. Justice Canada has taken the position that not only should I 

not receive a copy of the McIntyre opinion for consideration but that I should eschew any mention of it. 

I must agree with the first part of that position because the Courts have said that advice passing between 

officials in the Minister’s office is constitutionally protected. But the idea that this Inquiry cannot even 

examine the effect of such advice upon Saskatchewan officials, which is something squarely within our 

Terms of Reference, is untenable to everyone except, it seems, somebody in Justice Canada for reasons 

best known to him.

Brown’s evidence was credible and unchallenged. A career prosecutor since 1975, he taught at the 

Saskatchewan Police College. He was in a position to have known intimately the workings of the Regina 

Attorney General’s office and had wide experience as appellate counsel.
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He was asked to look at the s. 690 file soon after Milgaard’s December 1988 application was filed and 

deferred to Justice Canada until after the Minister’s decision of February 1991. But following filing of the 

second application, it became more and more apparent to Brown that something needed to be done with 

the file by way of reference or inquiry. His office, the Director of Public Prosecutions, was responsible for 

deciding whether the investigation should be reopened, and officials relied heavily on his advice.

The Terms of Reference invite me to make recommendations for the better administration of justice in 

the Province of Saskatchewan. A repetition of the sort of media campaign launched in the Milgaard 

case would not be a desirable thing. Members of the Milgaard group themselves admitted that it 

was unfortunate, but necessary. Without agreeing with that, I can say that without limiting freedom of 

expression, some way should be found to at least lessen recourse to sensational publicity as a means of 

getting a remedy under s. 690 of the Criminal Code. One solution which holds promise is the replacement 

of the federal Minister in such applications with an independent review commission, of which more will be 

said later.

Asked to comment on the provincial position, Brown said that the media campaign gave a black eye to 

the whole administration of justice. I accept that.

The Saskatchewan Minister’s assessment of the situation in March 1991 is reflected in a letter drafted by 

Brown.393 The federal investigation amounted to almost a complete reinvestigation of the crime.

The personal attacks on the Minister, remarked Brown, such as “co-conspirator”394 and “set herself up 

as judge and jury”,395 diminished the credibility of the critique and reflected badly on the administration of 

justice. The province relied confidently on the federal investigation but found it difficult, in the face of such 

coverage, to explain its position.

In one particular area, Brown was in sympathy with the Milgaard family. Their letter to the Minister,396 

which received wide publicity397 showed concern about lack of information exchange in the process. 

Brown could understand why they would want to see McIntyre’s opinion and when it was denied to them, 

it made it harder for them to accept the Minister’s decision.

As I have said before, the Milgaard group’s demands for collaboration were unrealistic, particularly when 

they demanded the right to make representations themselves to McIntyre, from whom the Minister had 

sought advice. The Minister was and remains entitled to seek confidential legal advice and to hold it in 

confidence if she wishes. The difficulty lay in publicly relying on the advice without saying what it was, so 

that the applicant could properly evaluate her reasons for decision.

In addition to the comments recorded above, Brown testified that he regarded complaints about Williams 

and other federal officials as mere hype. Repetition by the Milgaard group of charges of incompetence 

and stupidity could be made only so often without affecting his view of those making them.

By February 1991, Saskatchewan officials were already satisfied with the thoroughness of the federal 

investigation, but it was important for them to know the scope of the s. 690 review. Brown commented 
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that the boxes of material he later received from Justice Canada spoke to the thoroughness of their review 

and, based on all he knew at the time, there were no grounds to reopen.

Brown’s briefing note of March 20, 1991, reflects the information that they had.398 He had no doubt that 

on such a complicated matter, the Minister would follow the advice of her officials, and his department, in 

turn, relied on the Minister’s ruling in not reopening. One can see, therefore, the necessary link between 

the s. 690 applications and Saskatchewan’s decision, or lack thereof, in regard to reopening. It is, I think, 

a one so obvious that I am left to wonder at the reason for the belated attempts by Justice Canada to 

show that s. 690 matters were irrelevant to this inquiry.

Brown said that they did not reopen, relying upon the Minister’s decision, the McIntyre finding and the 

RCMP findings about Fisher. They disbelieved much of what had been reported. I find, therefore, that the 

Milgaard campaign yielded no information which should have caused Saskatchewan Justice or the police 

to reopen the case earlier than February of 1991. That finding, as will be seen, will extend to July, 1997 for 

reasons which will appear, but which do not alter my findings with respect to the failure of the Saskatoon 

Police to act on the Linda Fisher complaint of August 1980.

Brown said that during the course of the s. 690 applications, Ellen Gunn of his office had frequent 

discussions with Justice Canada officials, from which I conclude that information gathered by Justice 

Canada under s. 690 was being communicated to a meaningful extent to Saskatchewan. Brown 

explained that Saskatchewan was not impeded by the Minister’s decision from reopening, rather the 

decision gave them no reason to do so.

A careful explanation couched in layman’s terms was given to a concerned citizen by the Saskatchewan 

Minister of Justice who stated, in part, “I regret that a good deal of the coverage given in this matter by 

the news media has focused more on being sensational than on being accurate and complete”.399

Saskatchewan agreed that there was no basis for charging Fisher. The Minister’s conclusion that the jury’s 

verdict was fair and justified effectively cleared for the public the allegations of wrongdoing by the Crown 

and the police. But the Milgaard camp, Brown says, mounted such a strong media campaign that even 

Justice Canada agreed that something needed to be done. The complaint was that the process had failed 

through corruption or error and had produced a bad result. The public did not understand the process, 

thanks to Justice Canada secrecy, and a public airing was needed to restore confidence. It came at the 

Supreme Court a year later.

Brown testified that today a public relations campaign would have been planned in advance of the release 

of the opinion. Substantial information should have been released about the terms of the investigation. 

Justice Canada’s refusal to release the contents of their report invited articles like the one published in the 

August 24, 1991, Globe and Mail, casting the process in a sinister light.400 The public does not distinguish 

between the federal and provincial Justice departments, said Brown, so the whole system gets a black 

eye. It was their view that secrecy plus publicity was eroding public confidence in the administration of 

justice.401 The Milgaard family did not receive materials, causing them to speculate that justice was not 

done, and the province received none either so they had no way to counter the speculation. In the result, 
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there “was a clear problem with confidence by the public in the administration of justice in this province 

and in Canada”,402 as Brown confirmed in his testimony before the Inquiry.

A decision by the federal Minister to send the matter back to the province for a new trial, or to the Court of 

Appeal means that the province has to expend time and money in implementing the federal decision. It is 

unfair, I believe, for the Minister and Justice Canada officials to be secretive about their reasons for taking 

a decision which they expect somebody else to implement. But Justice Canada’s response, as seen 

in this Inquiry, is that they are constitutionally blocked from sharing advice or reasons for their officials’ 

actions. Accepting that that is so, it constitutes a compelling reason to remove wrongful conviction 

applications from the Minister’s purview, and have them considered by an independent commission which 

can be truly transparent.

Brown concluded that although they had a good sense of the information which was going to Minister 

Campbell, they were not privy to the advice she was getting, and they wanted that. He agreed that federal 

departmental secrecy had fuelled public suspicion.403

The allegations of corruption and cover-up which followed rejection of the first application achieved their 

most extreme expression through McCloskey and Centurion Ministries. But the Milgaard group as a whole 

were certainly proponents of the same view, and persisted in it right up to the time of this Inquiry. Brown 

made the good point that Wolch had cause to ask why Fisher’s guilty pleas were received in Regina, why 

Karst was sent to Winnipeg to take statements from Fisher, why files went missing, why rape victims were 

not notified and why material relating to the Fisher Victim 1 complaint was found on the Miller file. But he 

went too far, citing these things as proof of corruption.

In my view, some members of the Milgaard group reached premature conclusions about corruption 

and cover-up, conclusions which Asper and Joyce Milgaard, at least, have apparently rethought in 

the face of evidence heard at this Inquiry. If one can judge from Wolch’s examination of witnesses, he 

too has softened his former stance on deliberate wrongdoing by police and Crown officials. Because 

he placed himself beyond reach as a witness by choosing to act as counsel for David Milgaard in the 

Inquiry, I conclude that he had no evidence to offer in support of his earlier held opinions on cover-up and 

corruption.

The reaction of police to the media campaign was explained by former Chief Penkala, who said that 

a media frenzy had developed by 1990. Reporters were aggressive and insensitive, and sometimes 

misleading.404 Responses only brought more pressure and more misleading comment. Penkala said that 

he did not regard the media allegations as genuine. He thought Milgaard was guilty.

After he retired, Penkala spoke to a group about the Milgaard controversy. He was very critical of the 

media for what he regarded as their one-sided coverage of the affair. He explained that the only obligation 

of the police force was to accuse Milgaard on reasonable and probable grounds. He said, “I am personally 

convinced that Milgaard committed the murder and has been carefully and rightfully convicted”. He thinks 

to this day that the Saskatoon Police did nothing wrong, so why apologize?

402 T37448.
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18. Official Wrongdoing

The possible connection between the Fisher rapes and the Gail Miller murder was considered, as we have 

seen, early in the murder investigation. But at that time it was only a possibility. Fisher was unknown to the 

police, who had no suspect for the rapes for which he was ultimately held responsible. When Milgaard, 

with no apparent connection to the rapes, became a suspect for the murder, the rapes simply ceased to 

have any interest to the police in the murder investigation.

During the investigation into the first application under s. 690, the emphasis of the Milgaard group shifted 

from forensic evidence at trial as well as the re-enactment evidence, to Fisher as killer and police and 

Crown failure to make the connection between Fisher’s rapes and the murder of Gail Miller. But the 

allegations went much further: not only should the connection have been made, it was made, at least 

after the conviction of Milgaard, and officials covered it up.

All now agree that the sensational publicity which accompanied the allegations of police and other official 

misconduct effectively led to Milgaard’s release from custody. That happened, I find, at considerable cost 

to the public’s faith in the administration of justice.

In now conceding that the police and the Crown honestly believed in her son’s guilt and were not 

engaged in deliberate wrongdoing, Joyce Milgaard has undergone a considerable change of attitude, but 

she still believes that police and the Crown had tunnel vision. That expression, denoting a fixation with one 

conclusion to the exclusion of evidence to the contrary, is not apt as a description of official action in the 

investigation of Gail Miller’s death or the prosecution of David Milgaard.

I do not find as a fact that the police or the Crown should necessarily have made the Fisher connection 

with the Milgaard murder during the investigation and prosecution. The argument that the connection 

must have been obvious to anyone depends on hindsight.

19. Conclusions

No information came to the attention of the Saskatchewan Justice or the police from the first s. 690 

application which should have caused them to reopen the case.

Williams, I find, became the scapegoat for the dissatisfaction of the Milgaard group relating to the s. 690 

application. Lack of progress was blamed on him, whereas it stemmed from an incomplete application 

followed by the incremental disclosure of grounds for relief. He said that David Milgaard did not 

understand his role, seeming to think that Williams was working for him, whereas he was counsel to the 

Minister. He could not effectively reply to accusations that he was doing nothing.

Having listened to Williams’ extensive evidence and having read the relevant documents, I find that he 

approached the task assigned to him not as an advocate, but as one who needed to test a convicted 

person’s claim of innocence. He was open-minded and fair in his dealings with witnesses. He was 

prepared to be forthcoming with counsel, as well, until Asper passed on a document to the press which 

Williams had sent him, not for publication, but for the purposes of the inquiry. Thereafter, he became 

cautious and uncommunicative with counsel concerning his work product and the view of departmental 

officials. In so doing he was, I find, merely acting with a mandarin’s reserve and caution. But the Milgaard 

group wanted him to be a partner in their cause. They had no right to expect that, given their own lack of 

openness. His duty was owed to the Minister and I find that he performed it expertly, thoroughly and in 

an upright manner – characteristics he carried forward into this Inquiry. I found him to be a credible and 

helpful witness.
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The media campaign carried on by the Milgaard group during the currency of the first s. 690 application 

did not produce any information which should have caused the police or Saskatchewan Justice to reopen 

the investigation into the death of Gail Miller. On the contrary, it was counter-productive.

I find that the only valuable piece of information passed along by the Milgaard group to Justice Canada, 

and indirectly to the Province, was the “Sidney Wilson” tip, and that came spontaneously to Wolch. 

Once Larry Fisher’s identify was known to Williams and Pearson, they followed up at once.

It is my finding that nothing in the first s. 690 application which came to the attention of the police or 

Saskatchewan Justice should have caused them to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.
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Chapter 14
Second s. 690 
Application

Feb-27-1991

The federal Minister of 
Justice dismisses David 
Milgaard’s first s. 690 
application.

Sep-6-1991

Joyce Milgaard meets 
Prime Minister Brian 
Mulroney and asks for 
a speedy review to be 
conducted.

Aug-14-1991

David Milgaard files 
a second s. 690 
application with the 
federal Minister of 
Justice.

Nov-28-1991

The federal Minister 
of Justice refers David 
Milgaard’s case to 
the Supreme Court of 
Canada for a hearing.

Apr-1991

In April and May, Joyce 
Milgaard and Paul 
Henderson interview 
victims of Larry Fisher.

Aug-1991

Allegations that David 
Milgaard was framed 
and that Saskatoon 
Police files have 
disappeared are widely 
reported in the media.

Nov-11-1991

Legal counsel for 
Milgaard and the 
federal Department of 
Justice meet in Ottawa 
to discuss David 
Milgaard’s second s. 690 
application.



1. Preparation of Second Application Under s. 690

 (a) Interviews of Sexual Assault Victims

I
n the belief that Larry Fisher was a good suspect for the murder of Gail Miller, and that the 

similarity of his other rapes to the rape and murder of Miller would provide evidence of that, Joyce 

Milgaard and Paul Henderson interviewed some of Fisher’s rape victims. Williams had seen no 

reason to do this prior to the second application having been filed in August 1991.

Something new was needed. Suspicion was not enough. So James McCloskey counselled the 

interview of rape victims, and she and Henderson did this with a view to creating an offender profile.

The results of the Joyce Milgaard/Henderson interviews were included in the second application as 

similar fact evidence of Fisher having committed the crime instead of Milgaard. When the matter 

was referred by the Minister of Justice to the Supreme Court of Canada, the Court regarded such 

evidence as something justifying a new trial.

Joyce Milgaard told the Inquiry that their aim was to enlist Larry Fisher’s rape victims, asking each 

one to speak to a different reporter who would then have an exclusive story, motivating the reporter to 

expand his or her own searches.
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 (b) Milgaard Interview of Victim 8

The efforts made by Joyce Milgaard and Henderson in interviewing the rape victims were somewhat 

undercut, however, by including another complainant, Victim 8, in the report as a probable Fisher victim. 

Victim 8 had been the victim of a sexual assault in 1968 in a rural area some distance from Saskatoon. 

She thought that Milgaard might have been her attacker and wanted to visit him in person to see if she 

recognized him.

As discussed in more detail later in this chapter, Joyce Milgaard, with the help of Henderson, interviewed 

her. Henderson’s memorandum1 of the Victim 8 meeting expresses his opinion that he and Joyce were 

able to convince Vicim 8 that Fisher was a better suspect for her rape than Milgaard. According to 

Henderson,2 Joyce Milgaard showed Victim 8 a picture of Larry Fisher instead of one of David Milgaard 

without identifying him. Victim 8’s only comment was “his hair was longer”, referring to her attacker. The 

memo shows that they tried to convince Victim 8 that Fisher was a better suspect than Milgaard, but 

Victim 8 still wanted to see Milgaard.

Henderson told us that he was sure that Joyce Milgaard wanted Victim 8 to identify Fisher as her 

assailant, and he expressed concerns about investigators trying to convince people of things which were 

not in their minds – a practice that is one of the main causes of wrongful convictions.

Centurion Ministries prepared a report which was included in the second application under s. 690. 

The report included the Victim 8 complaint as part of the chain of similar fact evidence, but one page had 

clearly been altered to read that when Larry Fisher’s picture was shown to Victim 8 she said it could be 

him.3 Henderson disowned this page, and could not say who had substituted it for the first two pages of 

his report. I wish I knew because I regard it as a serious distortion of the facts forming part of the second 

s. 690 application. It caused Justice Canada to put Pearson on a lengthy investigation of the Victim 8 

complaint in which she told the investigating officer that her attacker was a white man, whereas both 

Henderson’s real report and the version which was included in the application to the Minister referred to 

him as “part Indian, or native”.4

Again, Henderson could not explain, saying only that he did not deliberately misrepresent what Victim 8 

told him. But he acknowledged that their purpose in interviewing her was to convince her that she had 

been attacked by Larry Fisher. Joyce Milgaard swore an affidavit for the Supreme Court Reference5 in 

which she said at paragraph 16 that she showed Victim 8 photos of Fisher when she had asked to see 

one of David, because she did not trust Victim 8. Henderson told us that he did not think Joyce “was 

quite that devious”. When it was pointed out to him that Victim 8’s statement6 said that she never saw the 

face of her attacker, he agreed that showing her a photo was a waste of time.

Clearly, when Victim 8 did not tell Henderson and Joyce Milgaard what they wanted to hear, someone 

altered her words for the purposes of the application to the Minister.

1 Docid 054514.
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 (c) Tom Vanin

The Milgaard group was able to enlist a disaffected member of the Saskatoon Police force to their cause. 

He was Thomas Vanin, a retired Saskatoon Police officer who testified at the Inquiry. He claims to have 

had doubts about the correctness of the Milgaard conviction from the start, although he was not involved 

in the investigation.

In the 1980s, when he headed major crimes as a detective, Joyce Milgaard generated publicity about 

her son’s case, and he began to get calls, including some from media. He says that he did not divulge 

confidential information which could get him into trouble under The Police Act. However, around 1991, 

according to his evidence, he agreed to give Hersh Wolch and David Asper confidential police information 

in exchange for their agreement to protect his disclosures as solicitor/client communications, as well as 

for their promise to defend him for no fee on any charges which might result from his disclosures. He said 

as well that they promised to pay him $5,000 plus expenses, but never did.

Vanin met Joyce Milgaard and Paul Henderson in Saskatoon. He shared confidential information with 

Henderson, not with Joyce Milgaard, and never met or spoke to her again. Eventually Greg Rodin took 

over the file from Asper. After the initial call, says Vanin, he did not speak to Wolch, sharing confidential 

information with only Henderson, Rodin and Asper.

2. August 8, 1991 Letter from Wolch to Saskatchewan Justice

On August 8, 1991, Wolch dropped off a package of material to Saskatchewan’s Director of Public 

Prosecutions, telling the media that he had done so. His accompanying letter7 was an invitation for 

Saskatchewan Justice to support a reopening. The package contained copies of s. 690 application 

documents, and his actions demonstrating that information relevant to this Inquiry was coming to 

Saskatchewan Justice, not only through federal investigators but also through applicant’s counsel.

Saskatchewan’s reaction appears in a memo8 from the Saskatchewan Deputy Minister of Justice to his 

Minister. It explains the jurisdictional situation between Saskatchewan and Canada in respect to s. 690 

applications. In short, Saskatchewan had no say in the matter, and could take no position.

At the same time, the memo reveals the confidence the Department felt in Minister Campbell’s rejection 

of the first application based, in part, upon advice received from William McIntyre. The memo reflects the 

doubt felt by departmental officials concerning evidence provided by Wolch and Asper, as well as about 

the substance of their renewed application.

Nevertheless, Murray Brown of Saskatchewan Justice gathered files9 in anticipation of something 

being done in Ottawa. Meanwhile, the press was publishing accusations of police misconduct, citing 

McCloskey,10 which had no credibility, according to Brown.

Brown dealt with Wolch’s letter of August 8, 1991, and his marginal endorsements reveal his lack of 

agreement with the similarity of the Fisher rapes to the murder. One could not charge Fisher based 

on such evidence alone. Similar fact evidence is highly prejudicial because it shows propensity, and it 

must be counter-balanced by a high degree of probative value – something that reveals the accused’s 

7 Docid 010080.

8 Docid 027207.

9 Docid 151817 and 010028.

10 Docid 004626.
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signature – the use of a knife or hiding one’s face does not do it. Such elements are common in stranger 

rapes. Fisher living in the same house visited by Milgaard in the area of the murder appeared coincidental. 

The level of violence in the Miller murder far exceeded anything he had read about in the other rapes. 

Fisher Victim 7’s case was more similar to the murder, but it followed the 10 years Fisher spent in prison. 

Similar fact evidence, he thought, was unlikely to count for much.

Brown commented that although the standard required for the defence to raise similar acts as reasonable 

doubt is less strict than the onus on the Crown using them to show guilt, he doubted that such evidence 

would have made a difference at trial in view of the testimony of John, Melnyk and Lapchuk.

The DNA evidence, when it came, did not change Brown’s view on the similar fact evidence. In 1991, 

he did not know with certainty who killed Gail Miller. On the one hand there was a conviction, which 

appeared safe, based upon proof beyond a reasonable doubt. On the other hand were some rapes in 

an area of substantial crime. To him, Fisher, although a person of interest in the Miller killing, was of less 

importance because of the conviction of Milgaard.

I find that with the filing of the second application for mercy on August 14, 1991, information still had not 

come to the attention of Saskatchewan on the basis of which they should have reopened the investigation 

into the death of Gail Miller.

3. Second Application to the Minister of Justice

 (a) The Application

The second application was filed on August 14, 199111 and it contained a statement from the family of 

Gail Miller, 1969 newspaper clippings, a summary of Centurion Ministries’ investigation into the crimes of 

Larry Fisher, and a synopsis of interviews with eight victims of sexual assault.

 (b) Centurion Ministries Report

The Centurion Ministries report was submitted as part of the second application in August 1991. It 

contained information implicating Fisher in the Gail Miller murder through similar fact evidence. Whereas 

the reference to the Supreme Court of Canada was made by the Minister as a means of stemming 

the public outcry, the recommendation for a new trial from the Supreme Court of Canada came partly 

because of new similar fact evidence.

Victim 8 headed the list of victims in the application.12 The first narrative page dealing with her complaint 

is typed in a different font than that which follows, and says that when shown a picture of Fisher, Victim 8 

said that he could be her attacker. Henderson, who was there, testified that Victim 8 had not identified 

Fisher.

 (c) Media Campaign Regarding Filing

The application was accompanied by a publicity campaign organized, says Asper, by himself, Wolch, 

Joyce Milgaard and Centurion Ministries, in consultation with senior members of the Wolch firm. 

They decided to bring maximum pressure upon the Minister. That much is evident from a press 

11 Docid 000901.

12 Docid 000901 at 903.
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conference featuring James McCloskey of Centurion who alleged that Milgaard was framed, and that the 

Saskatoon police covered-up Fisher’s tracks.

Asper testified that this view was stronger than his own. He did not personally say that there was a frame 

or a cover-up (for lack of evidence) but he justified the allegations because he believed in Milgaard’s 

innocence, and because of their sensational nature they would bring pressure on the Minister.

McCloskey’s press conference was on August 16, 1991.13 The idea was to get the message out to the 

country, said Joyce Milgaard. She and Asper were interviewed by the CBC,14 naming Larry Fisher as the 

murderer. Asked for physical evidence, Asper said that it was not their job to convict Fisher but rather to 

raise a reasonable doubt for Milgaard, and he cited the “very experienced” Centurion Ministries as saying 

that everything pointed to a frame and cover-up.

In another interview,15 Joyce Milgaard said that many powerful people did not want the case reopened. 

McCloskey is seen telling the interviewer, with more confidence than accuracy, that the Miller attack and 

other Fisher sexual assaults were indistinguishable, seamless; that the Crown’s theory could be seen 

as ludicrous upon even a casual reading of the transcript. When it was pointed out to him that both the 

Minister and a former Supreme Court judge both said that a new trial was not justified, McCloskey replied 

that he was not sure of the judge’s objectivity. These interviews were played and transcribed during our 

hearings and appear at pages 31206 to 31224 of the transcript.

McCloskey was quoted by a StarPhoenix reporter on August 16, 1991 as saying that David Milgaard was 

framed. The police needed a scapegoat, he said. Joyce Milgaard said that she agreed with his position 

at the time, although the word “framed” was his. She did not think that the police deliberately charged 

an innocent man. McCloskey could not have made himself clearer16 when he said, “The Saskatoon 

Police literally manufactured a case against David Milgaard out of thin air…This Milgaard conviction is a 

classic frame”. Strong words, said Joyce Milgaard, but she believed them. And she shared the view that, 

“Saskatoon police bullied and terrorized vulnerable teenaged witnesses into manufacturing evidence 

against Milgaard”.

McCloskey spoke of “sustained terrorism by police” even though he had not spoken to any witnesses or 

police officers. When interviewed by the RCMP in 1993,17 he adopted his use of the word “framed” as it 

appeared in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix article of August 17, 1991.18

McCloskey alleged that Saskatoon police ignored evidence that Fisher killed Miller because it would have 

humiliated them so “they covered up their tracks and covered up the crime.”19 The report goes on to say 

“Earlier, Centurion Ministries investigations revealed that key witnesses in the case against Milgaard had 

been coerced into testifying and were fed police evidence to solidify the case against him.” It is hard to 

think of a graver, or more presumptuous accusation. Equally without foundation was another broadside 

reported in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix on August 17, 1991,20 “McCloskey concludes Saskatoon Police 

framed Milgaard.”

13 Docid 212289.

14 Docid 230034.

15 Docid 230173.

16 Docid 218798.

17 Docid 064970.

18 Docid 064970 at 989.

19 Docid 227035.

20 Docid 325145.
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The Globe and Mail reported the media blitz on August 17, 1991. Joyce Milgaard suggested that the 

Saskatoon Police had hushed up news of Fisher’s capture “fearing they would be accused of wrongfully 

convicting Mr. Milgaard”.

McCloskey, for his part, was not content with mere suggestion. In the August 18, 1991, edition of the 

Winnipeg Sun he is reported as saying, “…Saskatoon Police have covered up [Fisher’s] guilt to hide their 

‘frame up’ of Milgaard for the crime” and “I’m sure some of the officers had real grave concerns they got 

the wrong guy. But nobody had the guts to stand up”.21 Joyce Milgaard said that she shared that view 

“absolutely”, and conceded that she was publicly saying that powerful people were covering up their 

mistakes.

In a discussion Joyce had with Dave Roberts of the Globe and Mail22 she speaks of having discovered 

a link between Roy Romanow and her lawyer Tony Merchant. The former was Attorney General when 

Milgaard was prosecuted and Merchant was his friend. She blamed Romanow, I gather, for the conviction 

and that would explain Merchant’s failure to get results for her, so she fired him. Joyce told us that she 

gave the reporter these thoughts to follow up.

Joyce Milgaard left no stone unturned, even calling Premier Grant Devine’s office in October 199123 to say 

that it might help his election chances if he showed support for her. She told his office that Kujawa knew 

about the Fisher connection to the Miller death. She added that she would not say this publicly because 

“I don’t do…saying things that I can’t back up 100 percent…”. She told us that she thought that Devine’s 

support “might hurt Kujawa more than anything else”.24 The premier’s office did not oblige.

The Milgaard group persevered with their media campaign after the Mulroney meeting,25 Asper saying to 

the television audience, on the Shirley Show on September 17, 1991, that Deborah Hall said that there 

had been no motel room re-enactment. His words were, “She said that the people who said that Milgaard 

re-enacted the crime were liars. She said there was no re-enactment”.

By then, Asper had a report of Williams’ interview of Hall, so he knew that she described a re-enactment 

but thought it was a joke. Asked why he could say what he did on the “Shirley Show”, Asper seemed to 

equate the interpretation with the event. In other words, we cannot say that a re-enactment occurred, 

(even if the words were said and the actions were performed) if the words and actions were taken by Hall 

as a joke. Further, he explained, Hall’s description was still different than that of Melnyk and Lapchuk. 

To address that point first, I find that the difference was that Hall’s description of the words and actions 

was even more vivid and damaging to David Milgaard than the descriptions of Melnyk and Lapchuk. 

As to his first point, he made no attempt to say on the Shirley Show that Hall described the purported 

re-enactment as a joke. He simply said that there was no re-enactment, according to her. That is just not 

so. As well, Melynk and Lapchuk had not testified as to their interpretation of the event. They simply told 

what they saw. How, then, could Hall say they were liars for describing what she herself saw? I found 

that Asper clung to the version of Hall’s story that he had obtained, despite the much different and later 

version that Williams heard.

21 Docid 160000.

22 Docid 336584 at 586.

23 Docid 336658 at 683.

24 Docid 336658 at 734.

25 Docid 335020 at 029.
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A taped conversation between Asper and Joyce Milgaard on September 9, 1991,26 displays their anxiety 

to keep ahead of Justice Canada in the gathering of evidence. They wanted to interview pathologist Harry 

Emson before Justice Canada, because he had apparently made a favourable statement to Neil Boyd 

about forensic evidence. Asper was frank in admitting that, at the time, they were still seeking publicity in 

preference to disclosure to Justice Canada.

Asper told us that he regrets “the circus that had to be unleashed”,27 and what happened to some people 

as a result. He acknowledges that some comments he made resulted in unfair newspaper commentary. 

When they began with publicity, he said, they knew it would “get ugly for some people”.28 But they had no 

choice. Their client was wrongfully convicted and in jail.

Like McCloskey, Henderson was critical of what he saw in Canada, and that was “a cover-up”. The 

“justice people” are “acting like small town prosecutors in Texas”. He suspected Karst’s visit to Winnipeg 

with morality officers, without bothering to ask Karst why this was done. His conclusion of a cover-up was 

unjustified, nor did he have any reason to label the Justice Canada review as a “sham”,29 as he admitted 

to us in evidence.

Henderson told us that based on insights he obtained from Saskatoon Police officer Tom Vanin and 

other sources, he saw the situation as a cover-up – a deliberate attempt by the Saskatoon Police to hide 

the fact of Fisher’s confessions for rape, for the purpose of preventing negative publicity as the result of 

having arrested the wrong person for murder. The only thing Vanin gave him, as far as I can determine, 

was information that the rape files were missing, and that they had disappeared many years earlier.

Henderson said that on August 12, 1991, there was overwhelming circumstantial evidence that Fisher 

was the killer. In a newspaper article of that date entitled “Mom alleges cop coverup”30 he is quoted as 

saying that he had never had such a strong case. That was pure hyperbole. There was no case to bring 

to trial, as I have found from the evidence of Pearson and others.

Henderson claims that some of the facts attributed to him are inaccurate. He says that he was misquoted 

in saying that three rapes had occurred within a block of where Gail Miller lived, nor could he say where 

he heard that one of the rapes Fisher confessed to involved a victim who worked with Gail Miller.

By the time Henderson left the stand at the Inquiry for the last time, however, he had modified his earlier 

views. Without question, he said, Fisher was being tried in the press and this was not Centurion’s 

practice. He admitted that he said some things about the police that he now wishes he had given more 

thought to. He never had a problem with Caldwell. That is difficult to accept in view of his testimony31 

where he said that he remained convinced of an egregious cover-up by police and Justice. He was 

referred to his appearance on “The Shirley Show”, on September 17, 1991,32 where he said that bringing 

in Craig Melnyk and George Lapchuk during the trial to testify about the motel re-enactment was 

nothing but “a prosecution ploy”. Henderson could not remember saying this and was sorry about it, his 

comments having been prompted by Asper. Henderson was unaware of the real circumstances leading 

26 Docid 335968.

27 T27268.

28 T27271.

29 Docid 327590.

30 Docid 160020.

31 T22915.

32 Docid 335020.
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to the testimony of Melnyk and Lapchuk,33 or the reason why Ute Frank was not called.34 Full reasons 

for calling these witnesses were on Caldwell’s file35 had anybody bothered to check. Had he known, 

said Henderson, it might have tempered what he said on the “Shirley Show”, and he apologized for any 

unwarranted inferences he made about Caldwell.

Joyce Milgaard agreed that the allegations garnered more media attention than the application itself. 

In her book, “A Mother’s Story”,36 she recounts a conversation with Paul Henderson (in 1991, she tells us) 

indicating that they were looking for evidence of corruption in the Saskatoon Police, even if unrelated to 

the Milgaard case. She says, “If we can come up with a dirty police department right now, that would be a 

great advantage.”

The effect of Centurion’s activities, as well as publicity generated by the Milgaard group in general was 

explained by Brown of Saskatchewan Justice. He was aware of the allegations of a frame, made between 

the first and second applications. He said that the Milgaard group’s anger at the dismissal of the first 

application intensified their publicity, which became nasty. Saskatchewan believed none of it. Had there 

been any substance, they would have acted. They did not bother responding to Henderson’s accusation 

of a “deliberate cover-up” by Saskatoon police37 or to the Toronto Star38 or the Winnipeg Free Press39 

articles because, although the allegations of irregular police and prosecutorial conduct were of concern, if 

true, they knew that Justice Canada was going to do something about a remedy, so these matters could 

be dealt with by them.

 (d) Victim 12

Added to the second application was the August 29, 1991, Victim 12 statement which Wolch regarded 

to be of “extreme importance”.40 In it, Victim 12 tells of her January 31, 1969, assault by Larry Fisher, 

whose picture she had recently seen in the newspaper. She “estimates” that she “normally” left her home 

at 331 Avenue H South around 6:45 a.m. to 6:50 a.m. to catch the bus, but this morning she left a little 

earlier, between 6:40 a.m. to 6:45 a.m. The walk to the bus stop would be five blocks or so, and took her 

about 10 minutes. To Williams, the location of the assault and the level of violence did not indicate that the 

person who indecently assaulted her also murdered Gail Miller.

Joyce Milgaard said that the Victim 12 assault report41 came as good news to her. Victim 12, she said, 

told her that she believed for 20 years that the killer of Gail Miller had assaulted her. Police at the time 

thought them unrelated, and a later witness, Murray Brown of Saskatchewan Justice, did not think them 

related and gave no weight to Victim 12’s identification of Fisher after 20 years.

When she made her report to police on January 31, 1969,42 her account of the assault was precise as to 

time (7:07 a.m.). Brown points out that if she was correct about the time and the identity of the attacker, 

Larry Fisher would have an alibi for the murder, which took place about seven blocks away and at around 

the same time.

33 Docid 007069.

34 Docid 006298.

35 Docid 007070, 006886.

36 Docid 269317 at 519.

37 Docid 004625.

38 Docid 032096.

39 Docid 160026.

40 Docid 333582.

41 Docid 054479.

42 Docid 006404.
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As earlier noted, although Victim 12’s original statement was filed on the Miller file because she declined 

to lay a complaint. Someone had endorsed it “indecent assault – not related”. One cannot criticize that 

conclusion, I think, nor Williams’ view of the incident 20 years later.

Its potential usefulness to the Milgaard defence would depend upon some evidence that the Victim 12 

attacker and the Miller murderer were the same person, not Milgaard. There was some evidence that 

Milgaard was at the Trav-a-Leer Motel around the time that Victim 12 was assaulted, so if the jury 

thought that the murderer of Gail Miller and the groper of Victim 12 might be the same person, there 

could be a reasonable doubt that that person was Milgaard. But the view of the police and Caldwell was 

that the indecent assault and the murder were unrelated, so Caldwell did not disclose the statement to 

Tallis. On the facts, the circumstance of the two incidents were so different that Caldwell’s decision was 

reasonable and did not offend the standards of disclosure of the day.

4. Federal Justice Investigation of 2nd Application

We turn now to a consideration of the activities of Justice Canada officials during the investigation of the 

second Milgaard application under s. 690.

Williams said that he did not have enough evidence of similarity on the first application to constitute a 

ground. Bearing in mind my comments earlier, the evidence required to constitute a ground based on a 

claim of innocence would need to justify a charge against Fisher. This would establish a link and would 

not be evidence merely capable of raising a reasonable doubt.

Evaluation of the information contained in the second s. 690 application by Saskatchewan as opposed to 

Justice Canada, is of direct relevance to our Terms of Reference. If the information should have prompted 

Saskatchewan to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller, irrespective of what use was made 

of it by Justice Canada, I should say so. But Brown, who provided the bulk of Saskatchewan Crown 

evidence on the point, testified that, in his view, the second application would not have succeeded, but 

for the public uproar generated by the Milgaard group. He went even further – neither would the Supreme 

Court of Canada have granted a remedy, in his opinion. At minimum, that view is reasonable and 

supportable by the evidence I have heard. The Saskatchewan Crown was not in receipt of information 

from either the first or second s. 690 application which should have caused them to reopen the 

investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

Eugene Williams reported to William Corbett on August 20, 1991, summarizing his knowledge of the 

application at the time. He asked Murray Brown of Saskatchewan Justice43 and Sergeant Rick Pearson 

of the RCMP, to look for files relating to the Saskatoon offences, and the unsolved sexual assault on 

Victim 8 referred to in the application. He also called for a review of the departmental file relating to Larry 

Fisher and invited submissions in relation to the application, in contrast to the first application. If a Court of 

Appeal reference or a new trial were to be ordered, Saskatchewan Justice would be directly involved.

This suggests to me not so much a new found spirit of openness by Justice Canada, as a decision that a 

remedy of some kind had to be granted.

43 Docid 333576.
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The suggestion of a cover-up then gained currency. The missing rape files were reported in the Globe and 

Mail on August 29, 1991.44 Williams said that he found one file and saw nothing sinister about the fact 

that the other three could not be found.

Williams prepared a chronology of events,45 and I am satisfied as to its accuracy. It briefly describes 

Departmental involvement in the two applications up to September 11, 1991, and effectively rebuts 

accusations that Justice Canada “sat on its hands for two years”.

On September 11, 1991, Wolch wrote to Bruce MacFarlane with a rather useful review of the subject of 

similar fact evidence – especially by the defence46 – to raise a reasonable doubt.

On September 20, 1991, counsel for Fisher informed Williams that his client would not give further 

interviews or submit to a polygraph.

Williams explained the similarities and differences between the material in support of the first and second 

applications, and provided a memorandum of new evidence for the second application.47

Except for Victim 8, Fisher was the known attacker of the victims listed in the second application, so the 

similarity of the attacks was not invoked to show identity, but rather the “signature” of the attacker said 

to be seen in both the sexual assaults and the Miller murder. The Milgaard group saw great similarity, but 

Williams saw similarities which were common in many rapes: the use of force including a knife; removal of 

clothing; threats; and some attempt at concealment. He did not find an obvious link. Remembering that 

he could not be content with evidence which might raise a reasonable doubt, William’s assessment was 

a reasonable one, given the lack of precision inherent in such analysis. As well, he had advice from the 

RCMP analytical unit48 – an objective outline of the modus operandi of the various offences from which 

readers were invited to draw their own conclusions. Williams also had Pearson obtain statistics on sexual 

assaults occurring in Saskatoon from 1968 – 1970, from the Saskatoon Police.

Commenting on the similar fact ground, Brown said that the inclusion of the Victim 8 complaint told him 

that the applicant was willing to grasp at anything, but despite that, Justice Canada concentrated on the 

rest of the complaints.

Victim 8 was an example of a major difference in describing the attacker. To police, he was six feet and 

white. To Centurion Ministries, he was five feet, five inches and native.49 Williams said that Victim 8 did 

not fit the profiles submitted by Centurion Ministries. What she told Pearson contradicted what was in the 

application.

Pearson was still actively investigating on November 20, 1991.50 It seems that both Pearson and Williams 

were concerned about a bias in the second application information, because of the Victim 8 interview and 

its inclusion as part of the similar fact chain. On November 29, 1991, Williams asked Pearson to interview 

Fisher’s victims.

44 Docid 057451.

45 Docid 114815.
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His experience told him to be very careful with assertions of fact in applications. The inclusion of the 

Victim 8 case reflected on the accuracy of the particulars given for the other seven assaults. He thought 

that literary license had been used in the descriptive language.

 (a) Pearson Investigation of Victim 8 Allegation

We have spoken above of the Victim 8 complaint, but because it took so much investigative time in 

connection with the second application, and because it figured so prominently in it, more detail on the 

matter should be recorded.

Included in the materials in support of the second application in 1991 were details of attacks attributed 

to Larry Fisher which were said to resemble that perpetrated upon Gail Miller, the first was Victim 8’s 

complaint. This woman had been attacked in 1968. A newspaper circulated in Whitewood and Esterhazy 

in May 1968, reported the suspect as a six foot tall white man.51 Part of the second application was a 

report by Centurion Ministries, and it is a study in contrast,52 containing much more detail and relating 

that Fisher’s picture was shown to Victim 8 who said “his hair was longer”. She supposedly said that 

the authorities told her after Milgaard’s arrest for the murder of Gail Miller that he had attacked her. In 

her statement taken by Pearson on October 24, 1991,53 Victim 8 describes a rape, for the first time it 

appears, and was left with the impression that Milgaard was responsible for assaulting her, but she was 

not sure where she heard this.

Hearing about Milgaard in the news, she had her friend call Milgaard’s lawyer and then called Joyce 

Milgaard herself to set up a meeting in Regina. Joyce Milgaard and Henderson met her at the bus depot. 

According to Victim 8, she asked Joyce Milgaard for a picture of her son and a photo was shown to her. 

Victim 8 said that it was not him. Henderson said, “Yes, I think she recognized him” and Joyce said, “Yes, 

this is the man who attacked you”, and that he was a serial rapist and that he had admitted to attacking 

other women and killing Gail Miller. The photograph was that of Larry Fisher.

Victim 8 told Pearson that Joyce Milgaard would not let her see her son, nor did she show her a picture 

of David as she had promised. She had the impression that Joyce Milgaard wanted her to agree with 

everything she said. Victim 8 said that the person who attacked her was fine featured, something like 

Milgaard, and had a voice which resembled his, she having heard it on the “Shirley Show”. Pearson 

said he had gone to her thinking that Fisher was a suspect in her assault, but she never confirmed this. 

Rather, she said many times after this that she believed Milgaard was her attacker.

Pearson said that Victim 8 was extremely upset by the way in which she was approached by Joyce 

Milgaard and Paul Henderson. Her wish had been to see if Milgaard was her attacker, but instead she 

was shown a photo of someone else and told he was a native. Pearson was concerned by what he 

saw as manipulation of a witness. In the result, the first offence relied upon by the Milgaard group as 

a comparator to the murder, was not committed by Fisher, according to the victim. Nobody was even 

charged.

Pearson received a call from Victim 8 in October 1991. She had seen Milgaard on television and believed 

strongly that he was her attacker. Fisher, whose photo was shown to her by Joyce Milgaard, was not 

the culprit. Pearson said that this brought into question the accuracy of the material in the application. 

51 Docid 056537 and 056538.
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It certainly must have. Pearson regarded Joyce Milgaard’s approach as biased and wondered whether 

she had used it with other victims. He was anxious to interview them to make sure they were repeating 

what they had said in the past, and that Centurion was putting the correct version in the s. 690 

application.

Because Victim 8 had been put forward by the Milgaards in the s. 690 application as a Fisher victim, 

only to have her name Milgaard instead, Pearson had to investigate Milgaard’s whereabouts in 1968. 

A memo to file by Williams dated November 1, 1991,54 succinctly describes the problem created by Joyce 

Milgaard’s approach to Victim 8, and the inclusion of the latter’s complaint in the s. 690 application.

 (b) Nichol John Hypnosis

Williams’ interest in Nichol John continued, because he was convinced that she had seen something 

relevant to the Miller killing. He thought hypnosis might help.55 He arranged for a session with Vancouver 

psychologist, Lee Pulos.56 The session was disappointing, so another was arranged with Martin Orne. 

John was also assessed by Dr. Russel Fleming, but in the end, they decided that she had not provided 

additional information.

An indication of Williams’ objectivity lies in the fact that Pulos perceived that John had identified David 

Milgaard as the killer,57 but having seen the tape, Williams saw the need for a second opinion.

The documents relating to the Nichol John psychological investigation in November 1991 are 002192, 

333960, 031179 and 031224. The last is Fleming’s report of November 18, 1991. It is essential reading 

for anyone trying to fathom the loss of memory which has so contributed to the uncertainty about 

the events of January 31, 1969. The report traces Nichol John’s troubled youth, her abusive home 

life, association with out of control teenagers, reported rape by Milgaard shortly before the events of 

January 31, 1969, and heavy drug use, including LSD, between that time and the preliminary inquiry. 

Fleming postulated several reasons for her loss of memory or purported loss of memory at the preliminary 

inquiry and trial, including the May 24, 1969, statement being untruthful; a conscious refusal to adopt 

it at trial because of a close relationship with Milgaard or fear of him, and finally, memory repression of 

certain events for psychological reasons. The last was favoured by Fleming who said, “…I would not say 

that Ms. Demyen is suffering from any significant emotional or psychiatric disorder now, but what she 

seems to have experienced in the weeks and months following January 31, 1969 is explainable on the 

basis of powerful psychological defence mechanisms which operate to some extent in all of us and that 

these mechanisms, now firmly in place, and reinforced by the passage of considerable time continue 

to protect her although perhaps incompletely from the memory of whatever she may have witnessed 

on the occasion in question”.58 To Fleming, the March 24, 1969, statement “seems to provide the best 

recollection and the most detail which she has been able to provide either before or since”.

As to John’s stay in the police station, Fleming understood from her that it was “less than a perfect 

arrangement”, but that she seemed to have no other impression of it. His observation is apposite for 

both barristers and judges, “What also comes through in the transcript is that she was not handled in a 
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particularly sensitive manner by the prosecution or more significantly the trial judge and so the fact that 

she might have a very legitimate loss of memory did not seem to occur to anyone”.59

I have remarked earlier that, in my view, the trial judge’s persistent interventions, clearly impatient and 

stern in tone (the transcript shows it, and witnesses have verified it), effectively destroyed, or were apt to 

destroy, the witnesses’ credibility on her professed loss of memory relating to the incriminating parts of her 

statement. In the result, it would be difficult for the jury not to conclude that the truth lay in her statement.

Fleming discusses the possible explanations for John’s stated loss of memory, and favours the one of 

repression of memory of certain events for psychological reasons. Williams says he did not ask Fleming to 

test various explanations. He simply offered them of his own accord.

In my view, had Tallis been give the chance (as he should have) to examine in the absence of the jury 

the circumstances under which the statement was given, we would all be better off. He could have 

canvassed, in detail, John’s handling by the police. Perhaps the witness was not truly hostile; perhaps she 

genuinely could not remember because of psychological factors; or fear of someone; or she could recall 

but was concealing something . The trial judge had a discretion to exercise as to whether he would allow 

cross examination on the statement at large, and he should only have exercised it on an informed view of 

the facts.

Williams, from his perspective which concerned the possible innocence of Milgaard, was troubled by the 

question of why she would have flashbacks if she had seen nothing.

Williams’ memo to file60 of November 22, 1991, addresses the so called impossibility of Nichol John’s 

statement. It was not impossible, he explained.

The applicant faced an interesting challenge. Although, legally speaking, the most incriminating parts of 

the May 24, 1969, statement of Nichol John were not before the jury for proof of contents, and therefore 

did not play a part in Milgaard’s conviction, John’s May 24, 1969, sworn statement was before the 

Minister under s. 690, so the applicant still had to throw some doubt on it, and he chose to do so by 

trying to show that it was impossible.

Left to speak for itself, the sworn statement of May 24, 1969, was evidence of Milgaard’s guilt. It was 

before the Minister on the first application having been notified to the then Minister Doug Lewis on 

May 8, 1989,61 and raised again by Wolch and Asper with Justice Canada officials on October 1, 1990.62 

But even after the meeting, it appears that Bruce McFarlane, the Assistant Deputy Attorney General of 

Canada, did not know what use was made of Nichol John’s statement at trial because he had asked 

Williams whether the statement went to the jury as a full exhibit.63 Williams reported to him that the 

statement had been marked for identification only.

Minister Campbell did not refer to the Nichol John statement in her reasons for decision rejecting the 

first application. I see no reason why it could not have been taken into account. Although the most 

incriminating parts were not in evidence at trial, John did not recant them, and has not done so to this 

day. It has not been argued before me that it would have been improper for the Minister to take account 
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of the Nichol John statement of May 24, 1969, in either the first or second application. In either case, 

though, the statement would not be in the category of information coming to the attention of the police 

or Saskatchewan Justice which should have caused them to reopen sooner. Quite the reverse. Unless 

somehow nullified, the May 24, 1969, statement would provide reason for not reopening the investigation.

Williams helped to prepare for the reference, a task which included getting Martin Orne to examine John 

under hypnosis.64 That was done, without success, but Justice officials were more satisfied with his 

examination than that of Pulos.

Williams interviewed Ute Frank on December 19, 1991.65 She painted a highly unflattering picture of David 

Milgaard and gave an account of the motel re-enactment which supported what Melnyk, Lapchuk, and 

Hall had said. In fact, it went further. She did not take it as a joke, but as a confession of murder.

I find that, far from being prejudiced by the Crown’s failure at trial to call Hall and Frank, the defence was 

fortunate that the former was unavailable, and that the latter refused to testify.

In terms of the reopening, what they might have said at trial would not have been a reason for Williams 

recommending a remedy, and would not have been a reason for Saskatchewan Justice or the police to 

reopen earlier than they did.

 (c) Pearson’s Continued Investigation of Larry Fisher

As we have seen, Williams was able to enlist the highly skilled and thorough Rick Pearson of the RCMP to 

help him investigate the allegation that Fisher was responsible for Gail Miller’s murder.

Nobody with whom Pearson dealt accused him of partiality, and I find that he kept an open mind 

throughout. He faced certain frustrations. The first of these was the independent investigation being 

conducted by Joyce Milgaard.

At paragraph 271 of his report66 we read, “Indications are that Fisher and his current wife are fed up with 

the publicity and the hounding by the media”.

Secondly, Fisher had not responded well to a polygraph exam and, by April 1991, Pearson was losing 

hope for a second one.67 The idea was finally abandoned on orders from his superiors on September 20, 

1991. As well, Williams refused permission during the first application for the interview of Fisher’s victims.

Throughout, Pearson did not lose sight of Fisher as a suspect (paragraph 232), although he never did 

think there were grounds to charge him.

Fisher, through his lawyer, denied knowledge of Victim 8 or Victim 12. Pearson’s first report on the second 

application was on September 23, 1991.68 He interviewed Parker, who told him that there were indications 

of moccasin tracks around Miller’s body. As he knew, Milgaard was seen at the Trav-A-Leer Motel in 

stocking feet.
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Parker also told him that he saw signs of a car stuck in the snow east of the T-intersection of the alley. 

This would tend to support what John and Wilson said at trial, but Parker did not relate these things in 

evidence at the trial.

From the Inquiry perspective, the effect on Pearson’s mind is the relevant thing. Although he was 

searching for evidence which implicated Fisher, he could not ignore evidence which implicated Milgaard.

Pearson was able to consult with the Saskatoon Police Commission about the missing files and got 

part of the Fisher Victim 4 file from microfiche. The fact that this file was copied by the Saskatoon Police 

appears to show that the others were missing by chance and not by design. If the intent was to destroy 

or conceal them, why not this as well?

With the cooperation of Saskatoon Police, Williams and Pearson obtained an analysis of sex crimes in 

Saskatoon between 1968 and 1970.69 The following cases were examined:

1968 – 10 rapes – 28 sexual assaults•	
1969 – 9 rapes – 29 sexual assaults•	
1970 – 12 rapes – 18 sexual assaults•	

In four of the cases, a weapon was seen by the victim. Three were missing from the microfiche. 

The analyst saw no “clear trend or method of attack evident in the files examined”. This was in August 

1991, about 22 years after the murder. Pearson said that a lot of the people in the Saskatoon Police were 

unfamiliar with the Milgaard case by this time, and I conclude that they would have no reason to hide 

anything. I recall the great emphasis placed by Joyce Milgaard’s counsel on the “serial rapist” events of 

1968 which he said must have been at the centre of every police officer’s attention. The statistics put the 

matter in perspective. The Fisher sexual assaults (two rapes, one attempt) in 1968 were three amongst 

thirty-eight. The Fisher assault and rape in 1970 was one amongst thirty, demonstrating, in my view, that 

contrary to the Milgaard argument, the rapes would not have been the center of every police officer’s 

attention. Like some other matters in this case, hindsight has given exaggerated importance to the Fisher 

rapes. They were not so noteworthy in 1969.

Pearson wondered at the fact that only three of 38 sexual assault files from 1968 were missing, but 

nothing relating to a cover-up came to his attention, and he thought the cause could have been 

administrative. Suspecting that the unnamed Milgaard source inside the Saskatoon Police might be 

responsible for the missing rape files, Pearson sought the name of this individual from Asper, but he would 

not disclose it.

The similar fact comparison was being pushed ahead.70 Pearson was not looking for opinions, just the 

facts to present to those qualified to decide if it was evidence (paragraph 290 of 056743). This illustrates 

the much more conservative approach taken by federal Justice investigators as opposed to Centurion 

Ministries. The latter were more advocates than investigators. Pearson sent a fact analysis to Williams on 

October 10, 1991.71 Victim 8 was not included because they had no suspects for her attack. The writers 

of the report cited some glaring differences between what victims reported at the times of the incidents, 

and what they told Centurion Ministries. In some cases, police reports were no longer available and they 

were hampered by an inability to interview victims themselves.
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Pearson said that Williams was reluctant to allow victim interviews by the analysts, unless there was 

some association between the Miller murder and the Fisher crimes. That begs the question. The very 

purpose of the interviews would be to discover an association.72 They spoke of the need to interview 

the Saskatoon victims because of Joyce Milgaard’s biased approach.73 In fact, the subject was raised 

four times by Pearson because he doubted the accuracy of the facts elicited by Centurion Ministries 

and Joyce Milgaard. But Williams delayed. In my view, Pearson had just cause for concern based on the 

answers we see recorded in the Centurion Ministries/Joyce Milgaard interviews as opposed to the police 

reports.74 There are some major discrepancies. In the case of Fisher Victim 3, there is no police report, but 

the Centurion Ministries report is internally inconsistent, speaking once of no knife and again of one “like 

a paring knife”. In the Fisher Victim 5 case, the Centurion Ministries report mentions a knife, the police 

report does not.

Pearson examined Fisher’s prison records in Stoney Mountain Institution and found no evidence that 

he had been involved in a murder. The Fisher Victim 7 attack raised suspicion, because murder was 

attempted.

A former living unit officer, Ben Dozenko, had been quoted in a book as saying that David Milgaard 

admitted to him three or four times that he had killed Gail Miller. Pearson says that the Dozenko reports 

were investigated but they could never conclude that Dozenko had recorded the confessions on his file, 

as he claimed. Had it been recorded, it would have been of major importance. Conversely, investigators 

heard reports of Fisher confessions to the murder and reported them, as well. Pearson tried to follow up75 

by arranging for interviews of Dozenko and others.

It occurred to Pearson that charging Fisher on the Victim 12 matter76 could possibly connect him to the 

murder, but Victim 12 did not want it. She was already upset that her report to Asper had been passed on 

to the media.

 (d) Allegations of Missing Police Files

Following rejection of their first application in February 1991, the Milgaard group, as well as federal 

investigators, intensified their efforts towards Larry Fisher as a suspect, only to find that police files relating 

to some of his Saskatoon sexual offences could not be found.

This led to allegations from the Milgaard group that files had been destroyed in order to cover-up his 

crimes, lest they be linked to Milgaard’s wrongful conviction.

Asper enlisted Tom Vanin’s help in locating Fisher rape files, giving him the names of the victims. He says, 

and this much I can accept, that the information he gave to the Wolch firm was confidential within the 

Saskatoon Police Service.

Vanin had the central records clerks search for him, but after three or four weeks they could not 

report any finds. This tends to show that the Fisher files were missing in the late 1980s, contrary to an 

assertion made later by Asper that they went missing after August 16, 1991, when McCloskey made his 

accusations of frame and cover-up.
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Central records did find an index card of Larry Fisher with five or six names on it and one page of an 

investigation report of a rape, Vanin reported to Asper. He did not use the same central record clerks 

every time for his searches for fear of drawing attention to himself.

Asper referred Vanin to Paul Henderson, and Vanin assumed that solicitor/client privilege would apply 

to communications between them. Vanin says that he met Henderson once, and knew him as a private 

detective working for Centurion Ministries and the Milgaard family. He showed Henderson photocopies 

of the index card and first page of a police report referred above. He denies that he gave Henderson 

the Fisher Victim 4 file to look at, as Henderson alleged. In fact, says Vanin, he never saw it himself and 

believed, when he spoke to Henderson, that none of those files could be found. The fact that the Fisher 

Victim 4 file77 survived is significant. Had there been a cover-up and deliberate destruction of files, why 

were these documents spared?

The RCMP were also looking for the missing files and had been doing so since 1990.78

They knew on August 21, 1991, that Centurion Ministries was getting information from an anonymous 

source in the Saskatoon Police Service.79 Wolch, in fact, filed a report from Centurion Ministries with the 

Minister of Justice on August 14, 1991,80 with Vanin’s name blocked out. That is not surprising in view of 

the fact that his office had made an arrangement with Vanin whereby the latter accessed information from 

police files.

The Globe and Mail published Vanin’s “revelations” on August 29, 1991.81 Vanin’s efforts seem to have 

produced little of value, but did inject an air of mystery into the official investigation, distracting the RCMP 

and Williams with the spectre of an anonymous tipster, whom they wanted to interview, but whose identity 

was kept from them by Asper and Wolch.

A Canadian Press wire story82 cites Milgaard supporters as claiming that Fisher’s case was covered up 

to cloak faulty police work. Vanin says that he was not the source of the report. He never heard of a 

cover-up from Saskatoon Police Service officers, nor heard that some of them thought Milgaard was 

innocent. To the contrary, they thought him guilty. Vanin said that his information was that Gus Weir had 

looked for the files years before and could not find them. That fits with the findings of the Saskatchewan 

Police Commission, and I accept the evidence.

Asper is quoted in the article of August 30, 1991,83 as saying that the files going missing after August 16, 

1991, was “unbelievable”. Indeed it was, but not for the reason he thought. The files were in fact long 

gone by then for reasons which had nothing to do with McCloskey’s extravagant accusation of cover-up.

Media attention continued84 with Peter Edwards of the Toronto Star reporting on September 1, 1991, 

that according to Joyce Milgaard the metro woman’s [Victim 12] file was missing, citing police sources. 

This was not so. We know that a Victim 12 file was not opened because she did not proceed with a 

complaint. Her report of the incident went on the Gail Miller file. Vanin said that he was not the police 

source named in the story.
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Joseph Penkala’s evidence as to the office procedures and file management within the Saskatoon Police 

was important inasmuch as the Milgaard group have alleged that there was a cover-up by police of 

evidence relating to Fisher.

Files resulting in criminal charges would go to the Attorney General for verification, then to the case 

preparation section where, in consultation with the Attorney General’s Department, they were prepared 

for court. After disposition the result would be filed in Ottawa. Four copies of police reports were made 

and the extent to which they were circulated makes it highly unlikely that any attempt to cover-up would 

succeed.

The Saskatchewan Police Commission was asked to investigate the matter of the Fisher sexual 

assault files which could not be found. A review of the Police Commission’s work shows that files were 

sometimes removed from Central Records when they should not have been and were not always 

returned. Moreover, some files were missing from the microfilm records so it is not surprising that some 

files were missed in the microfilming process. As well, the move of all the files between the old and new 

police buildings could have led to the loss of files. But why these particular files?

Penkala told the Commission that there was an unjust attack on his administration. Accusations of 

cover-up and sabotage of files was “so much garbage”.85 To us, he confirmed this assessment and still 

feels that the Saskatoon Police acted correctly.

The Police Commission investigator, speaking of the Fisher statements taken by Karst and Nordstrum in 

Winnipeg, said86 in his report that, “There was a good likelihood that all the 1968 investigator files were 

destroyed by the time Nordstrum, Karst and Corey needed a working copy in 1971. They then would 

have booked out the Central Records copy. That copy may never have found its way back to Central 

Records”.

And later in the report, W.G. Graham, Executive Director of the Commission says, ”When one reads the 

evidence that convicted David Milgaard plus the inadmissible information that police have in these matters 

it’s more than reasonable that there would be no reason to be still looking for another suspect in the Miller 

murder. There is no inference that these files were intentionally destroyed and they definitely have not 

been in existence since 1981 and more likely disappeared between 1971 and 1976”.

Vanin did not go to the Police Commission for help in locating records because he feared demotion, and 

because Asper did not suggest it. He did not disagree with the Police Commission’s findings that the files 

could have been lost in the move to the new building.

In a Globe and Mail article dated December 7, 1991, by Dave Roberts and Timothy Appleby, “police 

sources” are quoted as saying that it would be “highly unusual” for Karst to have been sent to Winnipeg 

to interview Fisher. Vanin now says that he does not think he said that. I have no evidence that Roberts 

and Appleby invented the statement, so Vanin was likely its source. According to his present testimony, 

it would not have been unusual for Karst to have been sent to Winnipeg to interview Fisher, given Karst’s 

reputation and skills.
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It is clear from the documents that Asper was withholding Vanin’s name from Pearson87 who thought that 

the anonymous informant might be responsible for the files being missing. This was a distraction, at least, 

for the Justice Canada investigation.

Vanin acknowledged that the manner of dealing with the Fisher Saskatoon rapes had now been explained 

to his satisfaction, and that the files must have gone missing in the 1970s as said in the Laing report.88

Asper proclaimed in August 1991 that the files had gone missing just a few weeks after James McCloskey 

of Centurion Ministries had charged a frame and cover-up. Instead, it appears certain that the files had 

been missing since at least 1981.

The files for the four Fisher sexual assaults were apparently in the possession of the Saskatoon Police on 

March 17, 1971, when details of them were sent to Regina.89

Williams told us that he and Pearson looked more than once in the Saskatoon Police file area. For the first 

application he had the 1970 Fisher Victim 4 file and on September 9, 1991, the Saskatoon Police located 

part of the Fisher Victim 1 file.90 Evidently a thorough, and partially successful, search was being done. 

Where was the cover-up?

To recap the missing files issue, it was precipitated by McCloskey’s allegations of cover-up reported 

by the Globe and Mail in August 1991. The chairman of the Saskatoon Police Commission asked the 

Saskatchewan Police Commission to inquire into the file tampering allegations on September 13, 1991.91 

The Laing report of November 29, 1991,92 found that of the four files, part of the Fisher Victim 1 file and 

all of the Fisher Victim 4 file were found on microfilm,93 but not the others. Thirty-eight files were missing 

in total. Laboratory examination was done of four microfilm tapes where the assault files should have 

appeared. The tapes had not been tampered with. The Police Commission concluded that the policy of 

keeping one complete file copy at Central Registry had not been complied with. Also, there had been a 

move to new premises. These factors accounted for missing files not being microfilmed.

It is worth noting that on September 6, 1991,94 Williams reported “exceptional hospitality” and “full 

cooperation” from the Saskatoon Police when he asked for access to their files. Throughout the course of 

this long Inquiry, I have not heard any evidence that the Saskatoon Police tampered with files. John Quinn, 

formerly of the Saskatoon Police, denied any cover-up and said that his investigations gave him no reason 

to suspect tampering. He was a reliable and helpful witness whose testimony I accept.

 (e) Boyd/Rossmo Report

In 1991, two British Columbia criminologists, Neil Boyd and Kim Rossmo, prepared a report on the 

Milgaard case. Their intention initially was to work from academic interest and independently, but Joyce 

Milgaard made an early effort to co-opt their work. They both testified at the Inquiry.
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Boyd is a professor of criminology at Simon Fraser University, as well as an author and consultant.95 

He and a student, Rossmo, did a study on the Milgaard case starting in May 1991. They wanted to be 

independent, he says, but rather quickly became the object of Joyce Milgaard’s attention.96 She arranged 

a media event, greeting Boyd at the Winnipeg airport as described in a Winnipeg Sun article dated 

July 10, 1991.97 Boyd was surprised, he says, and Joyce took him away to meet her son and his lawyer 

David Asper. With the cameras rolling, this performance must, I think, have branded him as a Milgaard 

advocate, although he explained to the media that he approached his task with an open mind.98 At the 

same time, he told the reporter there was substantial doubt of guilt, without yet having spoken to David 

Milgaard or having read transcripts.

Boyd was referred to the s. 690 proceeding and the Minister’s reporting letter of February 27, 1991, to 

Wolch,99 in which she stated, “Ministers of Justice have in the past intervened and referred the case to 

the Courts where it can be demonstrated that a reasonable basis exists to conclude that a miscarriage of 

justice has likely occurred”. In contrast, says Boyd, their study focused on the claim of innocence. They 

interviewed Ron Wilson, Linda Fisher, David Milgaard, Eddie Karst, and others, mostly in September and 

October 1991. They visited the scene, and viewed the exhibits. Nichol John refused to speak to them, but 

in Boyd’s opinion, she had a critical role in the conviction and it appeared to him that she was protecting 

Milgaard.

Curiously, although Boyd had the statements given to Paul Henderson, he did not have those of the 

motel room re-enactment witnesses, saying that it was a red herring blown out of all proportion. I do not 

understand how the re-enactment evidence, which might have been a confession depending upon its 

interpretation, could be described as a red herring.

Boyd described Karst as open, friendly and accessible. Although seemingly not hiding anything, he 

could not help them. They made no attempt to speak to Tallis. They spoke to, and believed, Linda Fisher. 

Boyd called, but did not meet with Caldwell, nor did he meet with Kujawa or anyone from Saskatchewan 

Justice or Justice Canada.

Boyd appeared with Asper, David and Joyce Milgaard and Paul Henderson on the Shirley Show on 

September 17, 1991.100 In discussing the motel room incident, Asper emphasized that David Milgaard 

had given his sworn word to the Department of Justice, by way of affidavit, that he did not re-enact the 

murder. David Milgaard added, “The event never took place really. I was there. The event never took 

place”. That is not what he told Tallis in 1969. Boyd commented on the Wilson recantation without having 

met Wilson, but he emphasized that there were many unanswered questions.

Boyd said earlier that his focus was on Milgaard’s innocence. Then he changed to the view that the key 

was, “was there proof beyond a reasonable doubt?”

On September 21, 1991, a story by Peter Edwards quoted Boyd’s study as saying that Milgaard was 

probably innocent. Boyd was said by Edwards to have harshly criticized Campbell’s reasons for turning 

down the first s. 690 application, and added that Wilson’s recantation should be taken very seriously. 

In fact, it had been, but was found to be unreliable.
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Boyd interviewed Wilson on October 7, 1991,101 having read transcripts and the Henderson interview. 

Boyd taped the interview, and a transcription sent to Wilson and to the Milgaard lawyers, but not to the 

federal Department of Justice. Boyd said that he did not find Wilson credible on details, but believed him 

where he recanted on critical issues. They were concerned about Henderson’s lack of objectivity, but saw 

no reason to doubt the recantation. At the same time, Boyd observed that Wilson was a weak person 

who would respond to suggestions.

Boyd said that he had no evidence that the police went beyond persistent questioning with Wilson, in 

distinction to the manipulation and pressure recorded by Henderson. In his view, Wilson, to a significant 

extent, was a person who told people what they wanted to hear. Still, he believed the recantation.

In their report, Boyd and Rossmo described Larry Fisher as a good suspect as Gail Miller’s killer, but 

observed that this did not amount to proof, adding that evidence against Fisher did not prove Milgaard’s 

innocence.

Boyd said that Wolch and Asper asked for their report but he did not know that they would send it to 

Justice Canada as they did on October 24, 1991.102

On November 19, 1991, Asper wrote to Justice Canada103 telling them that he could not give them 

a copy of the Wilson interview by Rossmo and Boyd because it was done solely for the Boyd report. 

Boyd disagreed.

Rossmo and Boyd continued their interest in the case after the Supreme Court Reference, meeting 

Milgaard after his release and writing a magazine article.

Boyd’s co-author, Rossmo, testified at the Inquiry as well. A Ph.D in criminology, and a former police 

officer, he now consults in criminal investigations, specializing in profiling.104

Rossmo became interested in the case from a CBC Fifth Estate feature, and thought that there might 

have been a third party involved in the murder.

Rossmo concluded that the Crown’s theory of the crime was impossible based on a time/distance/

speed analysis which he made after visiting the scene. However, he also asserted that the jury could not 

disregard what Nichol John said in her May 24th statement, although instructed to do so. He offered 

no evidence in support, but his view was shared by other experienced jury watchers such as Tallis and 

Brown and laymen such as Yanko of the media.

Rossmo continued to provide services to the Milgaard group, including help with what he called a forensic 

video dramatization, intended to show that events described in the statements of John and Wilson were 

physically impossible.105 For reasons earlier stated, this video was not, in my view, information which 

should have caused the case to be reopened sooner.106
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Wolch, for David Milgaard, suggested to Rossmo that the Mackie Summary107 was the foundation for the 

Wilson and John statements of May 23 and May 24, 1969. But Rossmo said that the suggestions in the 

summary seemed appropriate. It was clear that Mackie doubted the stories which had been given thus 

far.

Although the Boyd/Rossmo report came to the attention of the Province and the police, it did not, in my 

opinion constitute information which should have caused an earlier reopening.

 (f) Federal Justice Consultation with William McIntyre

We know from a memo of federal Justice official Douglas Rutherford to his Deputy Minister dated 

October 2, 1991,108 which came to the Inquiry through Saskatchewan Justice, that he, McFarlane and 

Williams of Justice Canada met with their advisor William McIntyre in Vancouver on September 30, 

1991 to discuss the second s. 690 application. They discussed, amongst other things, the Nichol John 

statement to police of May 24, 1969. We do not know what use they made of the Nichol John statement, 

there being no mention of this in the memorandum, and whatever McIntyre’s advice on that subject was, 

Justice Canada has taken steps through judicial review to keep it from us. The memo speaks for itself, 

however, as to the overall position, which was that McIntyre concluded that there was “still no reasonable 

basis to conclude that a miscarriage of justice may have occurred”. The memorandum closes by saying 

that detailed discussions with Saskatchewan officials should follow. We know that they did from the 

evidence of Brown, and that he relied upon McIntyre’s advice in not reopening at that point.

At the close of the Inquiry, counsel for Justice Canada argued that we cannot inquire into advice, so it 

follows that we cannot consider the evidence of such advice. I disagree. In the circumstances of this 

case, because the Rutherford memo was given to Saskatchewan Justice and relied upon by them and 

made available to us by Saskatchewan, as far as I am concerned, it was put into the public domain. We 

have neither asked for the original advice in the form of McIntyre’s report, nor seen it.

We know that McIntyre was consulted on the first application as well, and that his advice was considered 

by the Minister in rejecting it. Brown testified that he relied both on the federal investigation and upon 

McIntyre’s opinion and saw no reason for Saskatchewan to reopen. I accept his evidence and repeat my 

finding that information reaching Saskatchewan Justice and the police through the s. 690 investigations 

should not have caused Saskatchewan to reopen the case earlier.

In view of what I have said, my provisional ruling that the Rutherford memo109 not be published pending 

argument is no longer in effect. The memo was relied upon by Saskatchewan and it speaks for itself. 

The document will be published on the website as part of this report.

5. Decision to Refer to the Supreme Court of Canada

In August of 1991, Williams and Brown discussed what could be done to air the matter publicly. 

The Saskatchewan Court of Appeal was not the appropriate forum because some of its judges had been 

involved in the case as lawyers. The Campbell decision was not enough, said Brown, to satisfy the public 

because she did not explain fully enough how she arrived at it. His office heard from Justice Canada 

officials that something was going to happen in the way of a hearing. I find, therefore, that the information 

coming to Saskatchewan Justice from Justice Canada through both s. 690 applications was instrumental 

107 Docid 006799 at 803.

108 Docid 114906.

109 Docid 152028.
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in their thinking about reopening. No substantial justification for it appeared before August 1991, and then 

a pragmatic reason for granting an s. 690 remedy was settled upon – to give the case a public airing.

The matter was ordered to the Supreme Court on November 28, 1991.110 Saskatchewan thought that 

the questions asked should be as wide as possible so that the Court could deal with allegations of 

miscarriage of justice.

As I have commented before, and I so find, the decision to grant a remedy was based on the need to air 

the issues, given the public outcry, and not on a reasonable basis for finding that justice had miscarried.111 

334170 is a transcript of the Minister’s press conference announcing the reference to the Supreme Court. 

The court was to be asked if, in its opinion, the continued conviction of David Milgaard constituted a 

miscarriage of justice.

110 Docid 157840.

111 Docid 333970.
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1. Introduction

T
his Commission’s interest in the Supreme Court Reference lies in whether the evidence before 

the Court or the opinion of the Court constituted information which came to the attention 

of the police or Saskatchewan Justice which should have caused them to reopen sooner. 

The Supreme Court’s opinion was that the continued conviction of Milgaard would constitute a 

miscarriage of justice in view of new evidence reasonably capable of belief, which, taken together 

with the evidence adduced at trial, might reasonably have been expected to affect the verdict. 

The Court recommended to federal Minister of Justice, Kim Campbell, that she quash the conviction 

and order a new trial. Saskatchewan Justice did not reopen the investigation into the death of Gail 

Miller as a result of this opinion, but rather recharged Milgaard and then stayed the charge. They did 

not speak of exonerating or compensating Milgaard until after the DNA results were known in 1997.

At this point, one must be careful to distinguish what the Milgaards perceived as being fair in terms 

of the timing of exoneration and compensation, and what was reasonably called for on the part of 

Saskatchewan Justice in terms of reopening the investigation into the death of Gail Miller, which is our 

specific concern under our Terms of Reference. I have not been asked to say whether Saskatchewan 

should have exonerated or compensated Milgaard sooner than it did.

Saskatchewan, as we have seen, saw no reason to reopen the investigation on the basis of 

information which came to it before the Supreme Court Reference. Officials were not persuaded that 

Fisher was chargeable for the murder, and they did not believe Wilson’s recantation. On these two 

points, the Supreme Court expressed no opinion, saying only that the new evidence was something 

for a jury to consider on a new trial. Saskatchewan, on the other hand, had made its decision. The 

case against Milgaard remained intact. What was heard at the Supreme Court of Canada added 

nothing to the evidence before the federal Minister. It was only in 1997, when DNA evidence put 

Fisher in sexual contact with the victim, that reinvestigation of the death of Gail Miller was indicated. 
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A further side to the question of reinvestigating the death of Gail Miller is the fact that Fisher, the 

convicted rapist, was released from custody on May 26, 1994, still under suspicion for the murder of 

Gail Miller. Should this not have prompted Saskatchewan to reopen the investigation into her death? 

From Saskatchewan’s point of view, the answer was no and there were two reasons, the first being 

that they still believed that Milgaard was guilty of Gail Miller’s murder. The second reason was that the 

RCMP was coming to the end of a major investigation into alleged official wrongdoing related to the 

Milgaard conviction, and that investigation had expanded into a virtual reinvestigation of the death of Gail 

Miller. By the time the Flicker report was published, Justice Canada and Milgaard counsel were working 

towards DNA testing of semen stains on the victim’s garments, with the knowledge and approval of 

Saskatchewan. It could be said, therefore, that a reinvestigation of the death of Gail Miller was ongoing 

during the course of the Flicker investigation (which began in 1992) and continued with the DNA inquiries 

to their culmination in 1997. 

With that background we can turn to Inquiry evidence relating to the Supreme Court Reference.

On November 28, 1991, the federal Minister of Justice wrote to Wolch notifying him of the granting of the 

second s. 690 application. The preamble to the Order of Reference by the Lieutenant Governor in Council 

stated in part as follows: “Whereas there exists widespread concern whether there was a miscarriage of 

justice in the conviction of David Milgaard and it is in the public interest that the matter be inquired into”.1 

In his testimony before the inquiry, Asper says that they were satisfied with the scope of the question 

posed by the Minister of Justice to the Supreme Court which asked, “…does the continued conviction of 

David Milgaard…constitute a miscarriage of justice?”2

On February 28, 1992, the Supreme Court published the following guidelines for deciding the 

circumstances under which the continued conviction would constitute a miscarriage of justice.3

1 Docid 157840 at 842.

2 Docid 157840 at 843.

3 Docid 305225.
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It is worth emphasizing that the Supreme Court speaks repeatedly of the “continued conviction”4 as a 

possible miscarriage of justice. The ordinary sense of the words invites the conclusion that the Supreme 

Court was not concerned with the conviction itself as a miscarriage of justice but rather asked whether 

the continued conviction would constitute a miscarriage of justice in the circumstances. That interpretation 

is not without logical difficulties. Had the Court answered guidelines (a) or (b) in the affirmative it would be 

hard to describe the conviction itself as anything other than a miscarriage of justice.

As to guideline (c), however, when the finding was that there was new evidence reasonably capable 

of belief which could reasonably have been expected to affect the verdict, the notion of a continued 

conviction being a miscarriage of justice is apt. The new evidence, by definition, was not there at trial to 

have affected the verdict which was supportable on the evidence heard.

The Supreme Court hearing opened on January 21, 1992. The Chief Justice began by explaining the 

nature of the Reference Case.5 The Court was assisting the federal Minister of Justice in the exercise of an 

administrative power. 

Murray Brown acted for Saskatchewan Justice and Ronald Fainstein represented Justice Canada. Hersh 

Wolch acted on behalf of David Milgaard. Fisher requested and received intervenor status and was 

represented by Brian Beresh. My findings relating to the Reference are based mainly upon the Inquiry 

testimony of Brown and Fainstein, Wolch having elected to appear as counsel and not as a witness at this 

Inquiry.

Wolch argued that Milgaard’s original trial was severely flawed by non-disclosure.6 Brown did not take that 

as an allegation of deliberate withholding and saw Wolch’ references to Stinchcombe as an attempt to 

apply recent law retroactively.

Milgaard counsel argued at this Inquiry that they were not allowed to present evidence of improper police 

conduct at the Supreme Court Reference, and that the finding by the Supreme Court that there was no 

credible evidence of police misconduct was flawed on that account. At the Inquiry, Asper said that he had 

a “very flawed recollection of what happened at the Supreme Court”7 because Wolch handled counsel 

duties. As a result, he was not able to say whether they were restricted in calling evidence about police 

conduct having regard to the fact that Roberts was there to answer questions about the Wilson and 

John interviews. 

In my view, the Supreme Court did not find credible evidence of police misconduct because Wolch had 

none to present. In his argument to the Supreme Court he said, “highly coercive and improper police 

tactics led to the witnesses Wilson, John and Cadrain eventually giving statements that incriminated 

Milgaard.”8 He also complained of “the highly objectionable techniques of Inspector Roberts”.9 But 

Wilson, John and Cadrain testified at the Supreme Court, as did Roberts, who described to the Court 

what he did. Brown and Fainstein testified at the Inquiry that police misconduct was a legitimate question 

before the Supreme Court, and I accept that.

4 Docid 305225 at 227 and 228.

5 Docid 208523 to 553.

6 Docid 218223.

7 T27323.

8 Docid 218223 at 218235.

9 Docid 218223 at 218238.
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The position of the Attorney General for Saskatchewan, as appears in their argument of April 1992,10 was 

that the applicant had failed to establish beyond a reasonable doubt, or on a balance of probabilities that 

he was innocent. He had also failed to establish that there was new, credible evidence available that, if put 

to a jury, would probably result in a different verdict in his case. Consequently he had not established that 

there was any miscarriage of justice.

2. Standard Required for a Remedy

At the end of the first week of evidence, the Chief Justice expressed the standard required for a remedy 

as whether the Crown could still prove its case. This concerned Brown because the 20 year lapse alone 

could make that impossible. He said that the test for Saskatchewan to reopen, in the sense of having the 

police do further investigation, is fairly loose. But it takes much more to get the Crown’s agreement to set 

aside a conviction because of a miscarriage of justice.

Both Saskatchewan Justice and Justice Canada were concerned about the uncertainty. In Brown’s view, 

the test used by the federal Minister of Justice in the s. 690 process was a useful guide and should be 

followed in the Reference (R. v. Palmer and Palmer (1980 50 C.C.C. (2d) 193 at 206). If there is credible 

new evidence, not available at trial, which could have affected the verdict, the Court should look at it. 

But points which were argued before the jury in the original trial will not suffice. Evidence not believed 

by the jury is not evidence which could be relied on by the reviewing court. There must come a point of 

finality. Being able to raise a reasonable doubt in 1992 would not meet the Palmer standard. 

Saskatchewan had been placed in an awkward position, being instructed by the Supreme Court to argue 

for the conviction, while at the same time being receptive to evidence which might indicate Milgaard’s 

innocence or call for a new trial, either of which would constitute a miscarriage of justice under the 

guidelines set by the Supreme Court. Notwithstanding the delicacy of their position, I am satisfied that 

Saskatchewan counsel performed their adversarial role while remaining open minded, as required by the 

nature of the Reference.

Brown testified that the usual presumption of regularity applied. There was no burden upon 

Saskatchewan to re-prosecute the case at the Reference, nor to establish that it could still put together 

a prosecution. All appeals having been dismissed, it was not an undue burden on Milgaard to produce 

some evidence to show that the verdict was unsafe. Merely making new assertions did not suffice. 

Raising matters which were obviously not credible would not move Saskatchewan to refer them to the 

police for investigation. Had Wilson’s recantation been credible, Brown said, that might have been enough 

but as it was, without the DNA which came only in 1997, Milgaard would never have been able to show a 

miscarriage of justice to Saskatchewan’s satisfaction.

Brown observed that if the bar was set too low, properly convicted persons would get a remedy. He did 

not criticize the Supreme Court opinion specifically, but I infer from his evidence that Saskatchewan’s view 

at the time was that Milgaard had been properly convicted.

He did say that Saskatchewan’s decision not to re-prosecute was based upon what the Supreme Court 

said, and upon the public interest. In setting its guidelines, the Supreme Court stated under guideline (c) 

that if a miscarriage of justice were found on the basis of new evidence “it would be open to the 

10 Docid 234332.
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Attorney-General of Saskatchewan, to enter a stay if a stay, were deemed appropriate in view of all the 

circumstances including the time served by David Milgaard”.11

Under guideline (d), even if a miscarriage of justice had not been established, the Court might have 

considered advising the Minister that a conditional pardon was in order if it “…felt some sympathetic 

consideration of David Milgaard’s current situation is in order”.12 This, said Brown, revealed a view that it 

was time for Milgaard to be released. 

Had the Supreme Court believed Milgaard, said Brown, he would have been pardoned. His impression 

was, however, that Milgaard’s testimony caused his defence counsel from the original trial, Tallis, to be 

called to contradict him on certain points, and there was no doubt Tallis was the one who was believed. 

3. Preparation by Asper and Wolch

A further question to consider is whether there was additional information that should have come to 

the attention of the Supreme Court in 1992 that might have prompted Saskatchewan to reopen the 

investigation into the death of Gail Miller. 

The Inquiry heard from witnesses as to what preparation went into the Reference, how it was conducted, 

and the reaction to it. I will now review some of that evidence.

According to Saskatchewan counsel Eric Neufeld’s notes about a telephone conversation with Wolch 

on January 13, 1992,13 eight days prior to the start of the hearing, Wolch did not know where to begin. 

His client was having emotional problems and Wilson was not cooperating. His witness list was still 

outstanding.

Asper said that prior to the hearing he had not organized the file for lack of time. Had he done so, he 

might have seen a transcribed interview between David and Joyce Milgaard, Carlyle-Gordge and solicitor 

Young, where David admitted having been in the motel room, high on drugs. Had David not denied the 

re-enactment before the Supreme Court who then heard from Tallis that his client told him it could have 

happened, Milgaard would have been more credible.

It is apparent from listening to a taped conversation between Joyce Milgaard and Asper that both 

were concerned about the appearance of bias in all the statements gathered by their group to date. In 

discussing with Joyce Milgaard who would interview Launa Edwards, Asper remarked that he did not 

want any of the statement taking that had gone on up to that point. It had to be straight and factual.14 

Speaking of the Centurion Ministries investigation, Asper remarked to Joyce, “Well the whole thing 

is tainted by Centurion, if Centurion is the taint, then the whole thing is tainted”.15 And further in the 

conversation he says, “…the statements that have been taken up to this point have been you know, 

horribly biased…which is fine”.16

Wolch received Merchant’s file on February 13, 1992, nearly a month after the Supreme Court hearing 

began. 

11 Docid 305225 at 228.

12 Docid 305225 at 229.

13 Docid 026526.

14 Docid 336391 at 439.

15 Docid 336391 at 443.

16 Docid 336391 at 444.
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A more welcome discovery was the Mackie Summary which seemed to Wolch and Asper to be a script of 

what the witnesses would say, drawn for the purpose of influencing them to say it at trial. I have analyzed 

this document elsewhere and cannot agree with that conclusion, but Wolch viewed the document as his 

“smoking gun” and promoted it as proof of police misconduct.

Generally speaking, Milgaard counsel did not provide expected disclosure, and they were tardy in 

producing a witness list for the Court. They lacked both resources and time. It is speculative to suggest 

that given more of both they might have convinced the Court at least of Milgaard’s probable innocence, 

but what they had sufficed for a new trial.

4. Preparation by Others

Brown testified that even before the first s. 690 application was decided, Saskatchewan knew that 

a complete investigation of all the Milgaard allegations had been done, and that media stories to the 

contrary were false. But after rejection of the application was announced, the media uproar was such that 

Saskatchewan supported a public airing of the issues. Then Director of Public Prosecutions, Ellen Gunn, 

discussed the matter with Justice Canada. 

In November and December of 1991, Saskatchewan Justice received a copy of the Milgaard’s second 

s. 690 application in preparation for the Supreme Court Reference, along with much other material. 

After the December 1988 application, Saskatchewan had simply supplied the files they had to federal 

investigators, but after the Reference was called, the province was instructed by the Court to appear 

in support of the original conviction. Brown told us that he was concerned that the Attorney General 

of Saskatchewan should be involved with the federal Reference at all, because Saskatchewan Justice 

officials had been accused of misconduct, yet they were instructed to advocate for the conviction by 

testing the evidence put up by counsel for Milgaard. Nevertheless, he and co-counsel Neufeld were free 

to take any action dictated by the evidence, and had they seen the need for a new trial they would have 

told federal officials at once.

Although Wolch later accused Saskatchewan of being biased in favour of the conviction, Brown says 

that Wolch expected them to be in an adversarial position,17 and he recalled no complaint from him at the 

time.

Federal, provincial and Milgaard counsel met on December 9, 1991,18 and according to Brown’s 

evidence, which I accept, it was left to the parties to suggest witness names and to call whatever 

evidence was relevant. The province’s witness list went to the Court in December 1991, but Wolch’s was 

still outstanding in mid-January 1992.

On December 20, 1991, Brown wrote to Wolch requesting specific material, following Wolch’s assurance 

of full disclosure.19 They particularly wanted tapes of witness interviews conducted by Henderson of 

Centurion Ministries, on behalf of the Milgaards. They were unaware of Joyce Milgaard’s efforts in 1981, 

but knowledge of the interviews she conducted at that time would have helped in assessing Wilson’s 

statements.

Other areas of interest to the province were the tape of the John hypnosis session conducted by 

Dr. Martin Orne, and the blood type and secretor status of the perpetrator. Doubting the reliability of the 

17 Docid 077760.

18 Docid 004312, 010085.

19 Docid 156827.
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tests done 20 years before, they wanted to know if Fisher and Milgaard were A secretors, expecting Ferris 

to testify that forensic evidence excluded Milgaard. Asper gave an equivocal reply to Brown’s interest in a 

Milgaard blood test,20 having been assured earlier of his willingness to give a sample for testing. 

All available Saskatoon Police notebooks were provided.21 On January 2, 1992, Neufeld wrote to 

Corrections Canada22 asking to review the file of David Milgaard. They were interested in any admissions 

of guilt by Milgaard that may have been noted on his file, and they were curious about David Milgaard’s 

assertion that he was denied bail for refusal to admit guilt.

On January 8, 1992, Asper sent Brown the statement of Edwards23 in which she said that Lapchuk 

admitted to her that the motel room re-enactment did not happen. Milgaard counsel were still arguing that 

the incident did not happen, so that issue was before the Supreme Court. 

Witnesses and materials were wanted as soon as possible.24 The Reference was called on November 28 

and the Chief Justice met with counsel on December 9th. A further meeting about witnesses was held on 

January 16th. Counsel were to submit witness lists and the Court would decide who to call. 

Brown was getting trial exhibits for Fainstein in January 1992.25 The latter was looking after the testing. 

Saskatchewan was ready to go on January 14, 199226 except that they needed Wolch’s witness list to 

finalize their own. Wolch needed to put up his best case and Saskatchewan would respond to it. Brown 

saw the burden of proof upon Milgaard as showing innocence, not merely raising a reasonable doubt, but 

the burden of proof issue still had not been decided when the hearing began. 

An unexpected issue arose when David Milgaard testified before the Inquiry, giving, for the first time, an 

alibi showing that at all relevant times they were in a different part of the city getting the heater fixed and 

having chicken soup. Moreover, he said that he had told this to Tallis, who ignored it.

Brown said that federal investigators checked but found no service station across the river where Milgaard 

said they had stopped. Saskatchewan counsel did not believe the evidence. It was very important, and 

one would have expected it to have come out much earlier so they saw the need to call Tallis. Tallis said 

that he had received no such information from his client. This caused them to question Milgaard’s general 

credibility including his denial of killing Gail Miller.

5. Disclosure

Brown testified, and I accept, that although Wolch and Asper agreed to full mutual disclosure,27 they were 

“not terribly forthcoming”.28 Certain things, like the test for secretor status, and waiver of privilege for 

Tallis came only at the insistence of the Chief Justice. Saskatchewan never did get the Henderson/Wilson 

interview tapes, or, from Justice Canada, Justice McIntyre’s report, the advice given to the Minister, or 

internal memoranda.

20 Docid 009789.

21 Docid 009082.

22 Docid 002674.

23 Docid 156836.

24 Docid 115797.

25 Docid 115835.

26 Docid 002623.

27 Docid 213342.

28 T37541.
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Asper told Joyce Milgaard29 that everybody wanted Henderson’s tape of the Wilson interview “Because 

it’s part of the disclosure” but they could not find him: 

 Joyce: But we can’t find him.

 David: Well, I’m trying.

 Joyce: Good! We can’t find him.30

Asked if she ever expressed the hope (as one reading of the above might show) that the tape would 

not be produced to the authorities, Joyce Milgaard replied that it could be so, she could not remember. 

Her quoted response to Asper could, on its face, be read to mean that she approved of Asper looking for 

Henderson, because they could not find him, but in view of her reply to Commission Counsel, I find that 

she was glad that Henderson could not be located for the purpose of producing the tape. In his testimony 

before the inquiry, Henderson continued to give excuses for not producing it. 

Saskatchewan Justice asked Wolch for disclosure of all witness statements31 but Asper could not recall 

if the 1981 interview of Wilson or Wilson’s interview by Boyd were produced. It appears that they were 

not, because Brown testified that he never saw the Joyce Milgaard/Wilson interviews from 1981 or the 

Wilson/Boyd interview of November 19, 1991 which Asper had. It appears that Joyce Milgaard urged 

Asper not to disclose it because it revealed drug use by the group.32

Milgaard counsel failed to disclose one item which was favorable to their case. It will be recalled that 

Brown regarded David Milgaard’s alibi about having chicken soup at a garage across the river around 

the time of the murder as a recent invention for the Supreme Court. But at the Inquiry, a transcript of a 

telephone conversation was shown to counsel Gary Young. It is a conversation between David and Joyce 

Milgaard, Carlyle-Gordge and Young on January 22, 1981, in which David Milgaard was asked where they 

had stopped a woman for directions. He remembered a garage and turning right over a bridge, seeing a 

woman and thinking of grabbing her purse, and going to a garage and having some soup.33 

Asper had gone to Regina to look at the prosecution file after the Reference had been ordered. He could 

not remember seeing it, but we know that it was arranged in six folders, under logical categories and was 

complete. Included were opening addresses, with notes, closing addresses and notes by Caldwell about 

witnesses and his notes at trial.

Asper acknowledged before us that in meetings with officials a list of issues was developed,34 and that a 

large volume of documents came to them including police and prosecutor’s files.

According to Brown, neither Wolch nor Asper asked for police reports on the Fisher prosecution file, but 

had they done so, Saskatchewan would have produced them.

6. Witnesses Called

David Milgaard was to be the first witness at the Supreme Court hearing but he did not want to be there. 

Brown suspected that he was trying to avoid testifying, whereas he seemingly had no problems giving 

press conferences. 

29 Docid 335896 at 900.

30 Docid 335896 at 900.

31 Docid 156827.

32 Docid 336312 at 361.

33 Docid 155260.

34 Docid 334244, 004312 at 313.
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On the issue of police misconduct, Fainstein wrote to the Chief Justice on January 31, 1992, proposing 

former police officers as witnesses who could speak to the way in which the Wilson and John statements 

were taken. Roberts was one of them.

Evidence concerning similarity of the rapes and the murder was available to all parties at the Reference.

Fisher was called in fairness to give him the chance to reply to allegations made against him. Chief 

Justice Lamer began to question him asking, “… Is there any chance that maybe you did encounter 

Gail Miller and when you left her that she was alive?”35 The reply was, “I had nothing to do with the Gail 

Miller murder, sir”.36 It was a reply which was not really responsive to the question of whether he had 

encountered Gail Miller but left her alive. The response was that he did not murder her. But the Court left it 

at that.

7. Witnesses Not Called

Wolch told the Chief Justice that he wanted to question Caldwell in connection with the “document taken 

from his file”37 (presumably the Mackie Summary) as well as about disclosure. Caldwell traveled to Ottawa 

to be available to Wolch as a witness were he needed. In the end, Wolch decided not to call Caldwell 

which is difficult to understand in view of later allegations made against him by the Milgaards. In Joyce 

Milgaard’s affidavit38 of February 21, 1992, filed at the Reference, disclosure was raised as an issue just 

as it was raised in their filed argument.39 Who could be more helpful than the prosecutor himself on this 

subject? He had a complete file, whereas Tallis, who had no file, was called to testify. Brown told us that 

he did not need to call Caldwell because his evidence was not challenged.

Ferris, Markesteyn, Rossmo, Short, Mackie, Joyce Milgaard, and Henderson were not called but Asper 

could not remember the reason for this in his testimony before the Inquiry. Brown remembered that 

Mackie was unavailable to testify and Short was ill. Also, Asper could not tell us why the March 21, 1992, 

Breckenridge letter to Wolch40 was not put before the Supreme Court. It accuses Roy Romanow (Attorney 

General), Lysyk (Deputy Minister) and Kujawa (Director of Public Prosecutions) of having closed door 

meetings about the Fisher and Milgaard cases. It later became the subject of a news conference held by 

the Milgaards to level serious accusations of wrongdoing against these individuals. 

Brown told us that he wanted Henderson called in connection with the Wilson recantation, but neither 

his tape nor he could be located. Henderson’s supervisor and the founder of Centurion Ministries, James 

McCloskey, had no direct evidence to offer.

Brown made the valid point that if Wolch wanted to allege misconduct by police officers it was up to him 

to call them at the Reference. He saw no need to call Penkala, but would not have objected to Caldwell 

and Kujawa being called.

35 Docid 114634 at 714.

36 Docid 114634 at 714.

37 Docid 317717 at 730.

38 Docid 010127.

39 Docid 218223 to 228.

40 Docid 159537.
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8. Reference Issues

It is Brown’s view that the media campaign caused the Supreme Court Reference which, in turn, resulted 

in David Milgaard’s release from jail, and that but for the campaign, the conviction would not have been 

touched. I accept that. The Reference was not made on the merits of the grounds advanced. 

Around the time of the Reference, in December 1991, Brown became aware of the Rutherford 

memorandum resulting from a meeting between McIntyre and Justice Canada officials. Their conclusion 

was that:

there is still no reasonable basis to conclude that a miscarriage of justice has occurred;•	
Fisher’s attacks on other women do not undermine the substantial body of evidence supporting •	
the conviction;

the case against David Milgaard remained intact; and•	
while the minds of jurors might harbour a doubt about Milgaard’s culpability if confronted with •	
evidence of a serial rapist in the area, there is no real link between Fisher and Gail Miller’s murder.

Regardless, the consensus was that some judicial forum should be selected to correct the public 

misperception of the case.

Brown, as we have heard, respected both the s. 690 investigation and McIntyre’s opinion, and this would 

not be evidence which should have caused police or Saskatchewan Justice officials to reopen sooner 

than they did.

The Milgaard argument for the Reference states their position on the reception of new evidence at 

paragraph 14:

…the Court should hear and consider all relevant new evidence, whether admissible under 

a test for new evidence or not; should weigh this evidence along with the evidence at trial; 

should determine what, if any evidence is credible; and should determine whether all of the 

credible evidence causes the Court to doubt the correctness of the conviction.41

The position, clearly, was one for inclusion. 

Although Milgaard counsel failed to make a case of police misconduct before the Supreme Court, Asper, 

outside the hearing room, implied undue influence by police. This was reported by the StarPhoenix on 

February 18, 1992. “Police created game-plan for Milgaard: lawyers” read the headline, referring to the 

Mackie Summary. Key witnesses, he said, changed their stories to mirror the police theory after being 

brought back to Saskatoon, “re-questioned and driven around the murder scene”.42 Asper says that it 

was his view at the time and he told the Globe and Mail that “someone put the theory to paper, and the 

police were then instructed to round up the required witnesses”.43

Argument along these lines was made to the five judges of the Supreme Court. In their decision, they 

state, “We have not been presented with any probative evidence that the police acted improperly in the 

investigation of the robbery, sexual assault and murder of Gail Miller, or in their interviews with any of the 

witnesses”.44

41 Docid 009853 at 859.

42 Docid 228041.

43 Docid 004258.

44 Docid 008879 at 885.
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Milgaard counsel have presented no new evidence to me that makes up the deficit in proof noted by the 

Supreme Court, but continued insistence upon police wrongdoing has left the Commission with no choice 

but to present, for public scrutiny, every scrap of paper and every witness of relevance.

The expenditure of time and money has been enormous, and in the view of some, unnecessary, following, 

as it does, thorough and costly investigations more than a decade ago by the RCMP, Alberta Justice 

and the Saskatoon Police Commission into allegations by the Milgaard group of criminal misconduct 

and cover-up by police, Crown and government officials. The group has written the investigations 

off as whitewashes. And they have extended the criticism to Justice Canada, whom they accuse of 

mismanaging the s. 690 applications of David Milgaard, and to Saskatchewan Justice, whom they accuse 

of foot-dragging in the reopening of the Milgaard case.

On January 30, 1992, after Wilson, John and David Milgaard had testified, Brown told Fainstein that 

the court would want to hear from Short, Mackie, Karst, Hall and Frank.45 His letter went to Wolch as 

well. Brown said that the whole point of calling police officers was to reveal the circumstances of the 

questioning. 

On January 31, 1992, Fainstein of Justice Canada wrote to the Chief Justice about witnesses to be 

called, including “….former police officers, who can speak, inter alia, to the way in which statements 

were obtained from Mr. Wilson and Ms. John”.46 The letter was copied to Wolch and Asper who, thought 

Brown, were parties to the agreement.

There is no doubt, I find, that police and prosecutorial misconduct was a live issue at the Supreme Court. 

9. Reference Counsel 

 (a) Wolch and Asper

Wolch was not in an enviable position at the Supreme Court. He was short of preparation time and short 

of resources. The Court wanted to hear from Milgaard who was not potentially a strong witness. Tallis, 

for reasons explained earlier, had advised against him testifying at trial, and in the intervening 22 years, 

Milgaard had undergone considerable trauma, both psychological and physical, during his life in prison.

Not unreasonably, Wolch tried to have his client excused from testifying at the Supreme Court and he also 

tried to limit questioning of Milgaard’s counsel Tallis, writing to him on February 27, 1992,47 saying that 

privilege would be waived to the extent of allowing the Court to ask questions but not other parties.

Tallis told us that he was appalled by this and instructed Justice officials to ensure that this limitation 

would not apply.

Wolch persisted, however, and applied (unsuccessfully) to the Supreme Court to limit questioning of Tallis 

to the Court.48

In the result, Milgaard was examined before the judges of the Supreme Court and cross-examined. 

He denied killing Gail Miller, but his denial did not convince the judges on a preponderance of evidence 

that he was innocent.

45 Docid 009799.
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Asper appears to have played no direct role in the Reference hearings themselves. Behind the scenes, 

however, it seems that he was fully occupied in briefing Wolch.

 (b) Fainstein

Fainstein, formerly of Justice Canada, testified at the Inquiry. His direct role in the reopening of the 

Milgaard case began as counsel for the Supreme Court Reference and continued with DNA typing of 

samples from Gail Miller’s clothing. Fainstein, like Brown, had very wide experience at senior levels of the 

criminal justice system.49

He made the point that the Supreme Court gave advice and did not render a judgment. I accept, in 

essence, that is what they did, but the document issued by the Supreme Court is described as a 

“Judgment”50 and it has been widely referred to as such. 

Fainstein described the Reference as the view of five dispassionate, learned judges with everything before 

them but the DNA evidence. They were left in 1992 with at least an equal possibility that David Milgaard 

was the culprit. I accept that. The Court recommended a new trial for David Milgaard, but expressed no 

opinion that Larry Fisher should be charged.

Fainstein’s attention had been drawn to the Milgaard case in the form of Milgaard’s letter to Minister 

Crosbie dated January 28, 1986.51 He read the Court of Appeal decision. He responded to Milgaard,52 

setting out the application requirements. As we have seen, David Milgaard apparently did not show the 

letter to Asper.

Fainstein opened a file, expecting an application, but none came. Milgaard had told the Minister that 

Wolch was his lawyer and although he knew him very well, Fainstein told us that until the application was 

filed in December 1988, he had no recollection of discussions between them as to the requirements for 

an application under s. 617, as it then was. When the application was finally made, Williams took charge 

of it but in 1991, Fainstein was named to represent Justice Canada at the Reference.

His role in the Supreme Court Reference was a leading and varied one, and he said that the Court was 

entitled to hear any evidence which was open to the Minister of Justice. Rules were based on relevance, 

fairness and natural justice. The Court at first wanted to call and question witnesses, but it became 

apparent that they needed help, and the proceeding became more conventional. He does not recall the 

Court refusing any witness wanted by a party. 

Although subpoenaed, Short and Mackie were unavailable. Police misconduct however was “absolutely 

germaine” given the concern about the statements of Wilson and John. That is why Roberts was there.

I find that if more proof was needed on the matter, Fainstein delivered the final rebuttal to Wolch’s 

contention that misconduct was not in issue. It was. And so was disclosure, he said, or anything else that 

might have contributed to a miscarriage of justice. I accept that.

49 Docid 339840.
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 (c) Brown

Brown says that he argued what he thought, unrestricted by his role as an advocate, and he thought that 

there had been no proof of innocence and no new credible evidence that if put to a jury, would probably 

result in a different verdict. No miscarriage of justice had been established.

Commenting upon some of the witnesses, Brown said that Albert Cadrain testified in a straightforward 

manner and that nothing he said impeached his original evidence. He saw internal contradictions in 

Wilson’s evidence, describing him as incredibly easy to lead and turn around.

As to the Fisher rapes, Brown argued that the applicant had not shown how Tallis might have used the 

information had it been disclosed. He said that without being able to suggest a perpetrator or show a 

connection with the murder, even the defence might not have been able to get the evidence admitted, 

and if they had, he does not think that it would have affected the jury’s assessment of the case.

Milgaard had to confront the evidence that tied him to the event. When a defendant does not testify and 

says somebody else did it, the jury wonders why the defendant did not take the stand to say he did not 

do it. I accept that. But the Supreme Court thought that a jury should have the chance to consider the 

evidence in a new trial. The accused could have chosen to testify then.

Brown acknowledges that in his argument he might have applied a higher standard than the defence 

would have to meet. Still, the fewer similarities there are, the easier it is for the Crown to pick apart the 

evidence.

I find his argument about the Victim 12 assault to be persuasive. Fisher could not have been prosecuted 

on her identification made 22 years after the event. And if it was he who assaulted her at 7:07 a.m. and 

Miller’s assault was at about the same time, Fisher would be out of the area of the murder.

In Brown’s view, the Supreme Court was left with an unequivocal denial of the murder by Fisher and a 

denial by Milgaard which was weakened by other traversed evidence. The thinking was that Milgaard 

should be out irrespective of his entitlement to a remedy under s. 690. Were it not for that, he believes 

that the second application would not have succeeded on the merits. I need not agree or disagree with 

that. The relevant point for me is that in holding that view, Brown would not be inclined to reopen. 

10. Major Issues

 (a) Mackie Summary

Joyce Milgaard told us that she and Asper had seen the Mackie Summary many times without realizing 

its significance. But Wolch saw it as a script for witnesses to follow – amazing, she said.53 Indeed it was. 

There was good reason for Asper and her not seeing it as a script. It was not. But to the Milgaard group, 

it showed and still shows, that the first statements of Wilson and John were the truth.

Referred to her book,54 Joyce acknowledged that she had received the Mackie Summary in the late 

1980s but that she and Asper saw no significance in it until Wolch looked at it at the time of the Reference 

and concluded that it “…set out the prosecution’s game plan…the police were ordered to get David’s 

53 T31329.
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young friends, interrogate them and get them to make statements that conformed to the Crown’s theory, 

which they did in May 1969”.55

Neither Joyce Milgaard’s grave accusations against Crown and police in her book, nor repeated 

suggestions to like effect made to witnesses during the Inquiry have succeeded in showing that 

the Mackie Summary is anything but what it purports to be–a mixture of fact, theory and proposed 

investigative action.

Wolch, in the Supreme Court, and later Asper in the press, presented the Mackie Summary as evidence 

that the police enlisted witnesses to give testimony which fit their script.56 Brown did not perceive much 

interest in the document by the judges.

Milgaard counsel made a determined effort at the Inquiry to demonstrate that official misconduct was not 

a subject for the Reference. He asked Asper in cross-examination if the latter had been chastised by the 

Court for raising police conduct. The answer was revelatory. He had been chastised by the Chief Justice 

for speaking to the media about the Mackie Summary.

 (b) Wilson Recantation

Some Inquiry witnesses were asked about the effect of the Wilson recantation at the Supreme Court 

Reference. Williams commented that it did not dislodge the trial testimony which had been subject to 

cross-examination. To Brown, the recantation was wrong, and the trial evidence stood. Had Wilson lied 

at trial, his recantation should have been more credible. It was not, and it did not undo his trial evidence 

which the jury had considered. Asked about his concern for lack of the Wilson/Henderson tape Brown 

explained that Wilson was “a mess”57 in the Supreme Court, and they were curious as to how Henderson 

had managed to produce such a coherent statement.

Brown observed that in looking at recantations he asks, why the change of mind? He does not start by 

thinking that a witness lies when he recants evidence which favoured the Crown. He sends the police 

to investigate. At the Supreme Court Brown argued that no weight could be placed upon Wilson’s 

recantation because he was not a credible witness at the Reference. As well, his recantation came 

22 years after the trial evidence, far too remote to be a credible, reliable attack on his trial evidence. 

Justice Sopinka suggested that it became a matter of weight, but in applying the Palmer test, the credible 

new evidence might be that he is a perjurer now and perhaps was then. Brown argued that such an 

inference cannot be drawn. People change over 20 years. The discussion moved on at the Supreme 

Court hearing to other matters. Brown maintains his position today, but it is not clear to me from the 

court’s opinion whether they accorded any weight to Wilson’s recantation evidence or to his being a 

perjurer in applying the Palmer test.

 (c) Milgaard Disclosures to Tallis

Prior to the Reference, Brown did not know what Tallis would say and the latter would not tell him, citing 

solicitor/client privilege. That, however, was waived for the Reference where Tallis related that his client 

admitted having thrown out a compact, although he denied it in his own testimony before the Supreme 

Court. According to Brown, the point developed as an issue of credibility more so than an indication of 

guilt. The conviction was, after all, a given. 

55 T31434-T31435.
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As to the sexual assaults, Tallis was not asked what he would have done differently had he known about 

them – and the answer was not obvious.

11. Reaction to Supreme Court Opinion

As might be expected, the opinion is a carefully worded document which merits close reading. It appears 

as Appendix R to this report.

 (a) By Milgaard Group

Asper told us that because his objective was to get Milgaard out of prison, he regarded the 1992 

Supreme Court decision as a success. The Milgaard family did not, however, because they wanted 

complete exoneration and Saskatchewan had entered a stay, declining to re-try Milgaard.58 This left 

Milgaard in legal limbo, with officials continuing to question his innocence. In directing a stay, Attorney 

General Bob Mitchell declined compensation, saying that not a single judge of the Supreme Court of 

Canada was convinced that Milgaard was innocent or had suffered a miscarriage of justice. Debate 

ensued between Milgaard supporters and Attorney General Mitchell.59

Wolch made it clear in his letter to Mitchell of August 27, 1992, that evidence was wilfully suppressed 

by the Crown Attorney’s office from October 1970, and the continued suppression of the evidence 

constituted the miscarriage of justice referred to by the Supreme Court. But, in fact, the Supreme Court 

made no finding, express or implied, of suppression of evidence as constituting a miscarriage of justice. 

Had they done so, that would surely have constituted evidence coming to the attention of Saskatchewan 

Justice on the basis of which they should have reopened the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

For Milgaard, the Supreme Court opinion was something of a pyrrhic victory. He had won the battle for a 

remedy, but lost the war for exoneration and compensation, a loss which was not to be reversed for five 

more years through DNA typing.

 (b) By Saskatchewan Justice

I find that Brown and other Justice officials were appalled at the tactics of the Milgaard group from the 

time the application was filed on December 28, 1988 until the case was reopened. This resulted in a 

subjective component to their responses. It reinforced their belief in David Milgaard’s guilt and engendered 

a deep mistrust in anything put forward by Joyce Milgaard, her counsel and her supporters, including 

some in the press. However, I find that if reliable and substantial information had come to their attention 

which indicated a miscarriage of justice, they would have acted on it despite the tension between them 

and the Milgaard group. 

Saskatchewan Justice saw nothing in the Supreme Court opinion which called for reopening under the 

investigation of the death of Gail Miller, and they saw nothing in it which called for compensation and 

exoneration for David Milgaard because no miscarriage of justice had been shown.

It is not within my Terms of Reference to question an executive decision not to pay compensation, but 

had the Supreme Court opinion been that the conviction of Milgaard, as opposed to his “continued 

conviction”,60 constituted a miscarriage of justice, that would have meant that Saskatchewan should 
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have reopened the investigation into the death of Gail Miller at once. But that was not so. The information 

which demanded a reopening came only in 1997 with the DNA results.

I am satisfied that the Inquiry evidence given by Murray Brown fully and accurately reflected the actions 

and the approach taken by Saskatchewan Justice to the Milgaard file, from the time Brown was given 

charge of it in 1989.

The Supreme Court opinion, he said, was a statement that Milgaard had not produced evidence of 

misconduct. As to the new evidence, Brown took a very critical view saying that it could not reasonably 

be expected to have affected the verdict, but the Supreme Court was looking for a way to free Milgaard 

and this was it. In his view, the Court thought in 1993 that Milgaard had been punished enough, and so 

gave Saskatchewan a broad hint to stay the charge.61

When Wilson’s recantation was discredited at the Supreme Court, Milgaard was shown to be relying on 

an utterly unreliable witness, said Brown, and thus found himself in a worse position.

The judges did not believe Milgaard and so could not conclude that he was even probably innocent. 

Had they done so, says Brown, the investigation would have been reopened and compensation 

considered if the finding was that something wrong had happened. The Court thought that the new 

evidence was reasonably capable of belief, but that there was a sufficient case left to go to a jury. The use 

of the phrase “continued conviction”62 being a miscarriage of justice clearly suggests, he says, that there 

had been no miscarriage of justice but that there could be if the conviction were allowed to stand in the 

face of new evidence. I agree. 

On April 14, 1992, Brown reported the findings of the Supreme Court to his Deputy Attorney General.63 

He foresaw a “public relations war”64 by the Milgaards who had been denied a chance at compensation 

by the Supreme Court’s failure to find wrongful conviction, or say that Milgaard was innocent. The opinion 

temporarily dampened the media campaign. 

He thought that a new trial would be a pointless waste of scarce resources. There was a chance of a 

not guilty verdict but, equally, it could have gone the other way. All the Milgaards had produced at the 

Supreme Court was an impression that he was likely guilty. They had every chance to show misconduct 

and non-disclosure but they failed. A public inquiry was not justified. 

Brown expected a compensation claim to be made because in a discussion with Wolch, Asper and 

Fainstein, a contingency fee agreement was mentioned. So they looked for another pressure campaign 

through the media to be directed at the Minister, but this time they were told that they were to respond to 

allegations.

They filed a new indictment and stayed it.65 There was a federal/provincial agreement for payment of 

compensation but the criteria had not been met. Minister Mitchell announced the stay by way of a news 

conference on April 16, 1992. Wolch gave his own statement the same day,66 saying that his client 

was now innocent, the conviction having been quashed. Rather, says Brown, he was presumed to be 
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innocent. Wolch also stated that “the miscarriage of justice came to light in 1970”.67 No, says Brown, the 

literal reading of the opinion tells you otherwise. I agree.

 (c) By Justice Canada

The Supreme Court’s recommendation to quash the conviction, Fainstein said, resulted from application 

of the Palmer test. At the end of the Supreme Court Reference he thought that David Milgaard was 

probably guilty. But Palmer deals with reasonable doubt and that is the way the Supreme Court used it, 

not in the context of whether Milgaard committed the crime or not. I accept that.

12. Conclusion

I conclude that the Supreme Court Reference in 1992 did not produce information coming to the attention 

of the police or Saskatchewan Justice on the basis of which they should have reopened the investigation 

into the death of Gail Miller.
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F
ollowing the Supreme Court Reference, Milgaard found himself at liberty, legally presumed 

innocent, but not compensated and not exonerated. The Milgaards therefore set out to 

demonstrate that his conviction was the product of wrongdoing by police and prosecution and 

that the fact of his wrongful conviction had been covered up by Saskatchewan Justice officials and 

other government figures.

On April 8, 1992, Donella Hoffman of the Saskatoon StarPhoenix reported Hersh Wolch as saying that 

T.D.R. Caldwell, Serge Kujawa and Joseph Penkala all knew about Fisher in October of 1970 when he 

confessed to several Saskatoon sexual assaults. Caldwell, speaking for himself, says that this is not 

correct, nor is the statement attributed to Wolch in another StarPhoenix article published on April 22, 

1992, that Caldwell knew about the Fisher evidence. I accept Caldwell’s evidence.

Referred to his allegation that Kujawa had both the Milgaard and Fisher files before him, David Asper 

conceded that he did not know the contents of the files, that the Milgaard file consisted only of the 

transcript of the trial and notice of appeal (which had no mention of Fisher), and that the Fisher file 

was nothing but four indictments and some correspondence with no mention of Milgaard.

In a Winnipeg Free Press article dated April 22, 1992, entitled “Milgaard lawyers heap scorn on 

Kujawa”, Wolch and Asper are reported as saying that Kujawa was “either incompetent or dishonest 

when he failed to disclose key evidence that may have kept David Milgaard from a 1970 murder 

conviction…”.1 This came soon after Saskatchewan Attorney General Bob Mitchell refused a request 

for a public inquiry.
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Challenged on this at the inquiry, Asper said that if Kujawa did not withhold anything, he apologizes to 

him. There was not, and is not, a shred of evidence that Kujawa withheld anything, and his competence 

was beyond question.

While the Supreme Court hearings were still ongoing, Wolch was in receipt of a letter dated March 21, 

1992,2 from an individual by the name of Michael Breckenridge:
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The letter was not presented to the Supreme Court, notwithstanding its sensational content suggesting 

irregularities and cover-up in the Milgaard and Fisher cases. We have not been able to determine whether 

Wolch saw the letter at the time or simply decided not to use it.

Asper dealt with it on May 1, 1992,3 by which time he had spoken to Breckenridge. Asper could not help 

at the Inquiry, saying only that it is possible that they decided that it was something not worth pursuing at 

that point,4 but on the other hand, they might have been too swamped with other material to take notice 

of it.
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Records indicate that on May 11, 1992, Milgaard counsel requested a private investigator to look into the 

matter.5 Breckenridge gave a written statement to Bob Perry of Robinson Investigations on May 22, 1992, 

and it is reproduced below:6

5 Docid 156898.
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Perry reported back to Milgaard counsel on May 26, 1992,7 with an unfavourable opinion as to the 

reliability of Breckenridge.

Asper told us that he could not remember the report but conceded that it and his conversation with 

investigator Perry caused him to doubt Breckenridge’s credibility, such that he would not have endorsed 

him.

The investigator’s report was known to Joyce Milgaard on June 12, 1992. She and Perry met with 

Breckenridge on June 14, 1992, but nothing was done about the matter for some months. 

On September 16, 1992, Wolch sent the Breckenridge statement to federal Minister of Justice Kim 

Campbell, calling for a public inquiry, relating an incident told to Joyce Milgaard and an investigator by an 

informant who claimed to have re-filed the Fisher and Milgaard files after a meeting with Mr. Romanow, 

attorneys in the Attorney General’s office and police officials. Wolch said “…we know that the evidence of 

Larry Fisher was suppressed”.8

Wolch did not name the informant, and declined to give it to Bruce MacFarlane of Justice Canada 

in response to his request of September 21, 1992. As a result, Williams gave Pearson the task of 

investigating the matter.9 He soon learned the identity of the informant.

Breckenridge had mentioned Patricia Styles and David Wollbaum in his statement, so Pearson contacted 

them and took their statements.10 Styles confirmed that Breckenridge had worked in the office. She said 

that during 1970-1972 inclusive, there was no talk in the office about the Milgaard case, nor was there 

concern about his conviction or a miscarriage of justice. She recalled no mention by Breckenridge of the 

Milgaard case or of seeing Fisher or Milgaard file material (although there could have been some). She 

had no knowledge of mistakes, cover-ups or a miscarriage of justice taking place with the investigation 

or prosecution of David Milgaard’s matter. She recalls no conflict between the clerks and Kujawa over the 

Milgaard file.

Wollbaum11 said that Styles was his supervisor. He recalled neither Milgaard nor Fisher from that time. 

He socialized with Breckenridge but he could not recall Breckenridge mentioning Fisher or expressing 

concerns about the Milgaard file nor any other employee, for that matter. He had no memory of 

discussion about the Milgaard case being a mistake, or that the error had been brought to Kujawa’s 

attention, or that their jobs were threatened. He believed that what Breckenridge said was untrue. 

Needless to say, Sergeant Rick Pearson found the allegations to be serious but they were not supported 

by Styles or Wollbaum.

Joyce Milgaard resolved to hold a press conference to publicize the Breckenridge allegations, and there 

was to be a press release as notification of the press conference. 

The press conference was held on the same day that investigator Pearson was interviewing Styles 

and Wollbaum, named as persons with knowledge about the allegations.12 The essence of the press 
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conference13 was expressed by Joyce Milgaard when she said that the Fisher evidence was suppressed – 

“Pure and simply put, a coverup”.14 Speaking of their informants’ allegations, Wolch said, “It’s simply more 

evidence of what we know to be a fact…the coverup was established a long time ago and this is just one 

more piece in the puzzle that’s all it is”.15

Not surprisingly, the informant’s allegations against Roy Romanow prompted some close questioning by 

the press of Joyce Milgaard. Asked why this person had not come forward during the Supreme Court 

hearings, Wolch interjected, “…it wouldn’t have been relevant to the Supreme Court. It simply wasn’t 

relevant”.16

Further inquiry into this questionable assertion was headed off by interjections from the Milgaards. 

Why evidence that the Attorney General and senior Justice officials were suppressing Fisher information 

to protect the Milgaard conviction would not be relevant to the safety of that conviction is beyond 

explanation. The Breckenridge allegations were not produced until the Supreme Court hearings were 

concluded. The reporter’s question related to that fact, obviously voicing a concern about credibility. 

Joyce Milgaard would not give her informer’s name to the reporters, saying, “…he is not prepared to have 

every one of you reporters go out and you know talk to him. So we would like him at this time to at least 

be able to talk uh quietly to the Department of Justice and bring all these facts out”.17 Nobody asked 

her, as they might have, why she called the press conference if a meeting between the informant and the 

Justice Department was the desired route.

Immediately following the news conference, Pearson conducted a search of Breckenridge’s employment 

history with the Government of Saskatchewan.18 On September 22, 1992, he learned that Breckenridge 

was not employed at the relevant time. Instead, Breckenridge’s employment record showed that he was 

employed by the Attorney General’s Department from October 3, 1973, to June 29, 1975,19 long after the 

events he described in his statement were supposed to have happened, leading to the conclusion that he 

fabricated them. Regardless, the Milgaards’ informant’s “evidence” was published.

Breckenridge was almost immediately discredited in the press when it was learned, in the days following 

the news conference, that he did not work in the department at the relevant time. 

Pearson’s notes chronicle the furor caused by the accusations. Discussions were held at the Deputy 

Minister level. Being involved in other matters, Pearson handed off the file.20

The publication of the Breckenridge allegations through the press conference was a costly blunder for 

several reasons. Firstly, the allegations were false and damaging to reputations. Secondly, the attack 

on reputations of respected public officials was counter-productive to the reopening effort, and thirdly, 

the investigation of the allegations in the RCMP project “Flicker” resulted in a major public expense. In 

her testimony at the inquiry, Joyce Milgaard said she now regrets having held the press conference and 

making the untrue disparaging remarks.
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She was able to give us some insight into why she proceeded with publication of the allegations, and we 

heard from a number of government officials, whose evidence I will review, as to how these allegations 

were received.

Prior to bringing forward the Breckenridge allegations, Joyce Milgaard’s suspicions extended to the 

Governor General.21 She freely admitted at the Inquiry that she was “looking for dirt”22 on anyone, 

including Tallis, then a judge of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal.

Joyce Milgaard could not explain to us why the Breckenridge allegations were held back for a time, saying 

that she heard about them almost as soon as Wolch did and thought it important to get it out to the 

public. She was grateful to learn that Breckenridge had an axe to grind with the government in power.

According to private investigator Perry’s correspondence, he gave Joyce Milgaard a copy of his report, 

discussed the case with her, and then arranged a meeting with Breckenridge for June 14, 1992. She 

and Perry met Breckenridge for two and a half hours and discussed the allegations in full. Breckenridge 

mentioned the additional names of MacKay, Gerry Allbright and Peter Glendenning, and Joyce Milgaard 

asked him about his knowledge of Ray Hnatyshyn, Caldwell, Tallis, Disbury and E.C. Boychuk.

Questioned about the contents of Perry’s letter at the Inquiry, Joyce Milgaard said that she could not 

remember getting the report, meeting Perry, or what Breckenridge looked like. I do not believe her. 

She does not remember checking his story with the co-worker he named and says only that she 

wanted his story to be true. She admitted that the allegation about the closed door meetings by officials 

considering the Fisher and Milgaard files in a room with a paper shredder fit the allegations her group was 

making about the missing files. 

Wollbaum had denied the Breckenridge allegations before the press conference, but Joyce Milgaard said 

that she did not know this. She could not explain why, despite her meetings with Perry and Breckenridge 

in June, she did not have her press conference until September of 1992, except possibly that it was held 

to counter Minister Mitchell’s response to the letter writing campaign of her supporters. She regarded 

Mitchell’s resort to the Supreme Court decision to be yet another cover-up. Whatever her perception 

was, Mitchell’s attitude was a measure of the reliance placed upon the decision of the Supreme Court by 

Saskatchewan in not reopening the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

Joyce Milgaard told us that Saskatchewan and her group held opposite views on the meaning of the 

Supreme Court decision and when Saskatchewan would not see it their way, they went to the press. She 

said that Wolch expressed no concerns to her about Breckenridge’s credibility. She had, however, taken 

advice from Greg Rodin who had replaced Asper at the law firm. Rodin’s September 16, 1992 memo to 

Joyce Milgaard said that Breckenridge was employed at the Attorney General’s department at relevant 

times and said that “It is our assessment of Mr. Breckenridge’s evidence that it fits in with the known and 

proven facts”.23

Joyce Milgaard admitted to us that she had only assumed that a check had been made on 

Breckenridge’s employment when she told the press conference that it had been done.

Wolch had earlier written to Saskatchewan Attorney General Mitchell on August 27, 1992, saying that 

evidence that could have affected the verdict of the jury was “…willfully suppressed by the Crown 

21 Docid 156905.

22 T32087.

23 Docid 048306.
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Attorney’s office”.24 Joyce Milgaard gave this letter to the media. She admitted to us that her purpose 

was to pressure government into ordering an inquiry. Allegations against important people would get front 

page attention.

She admitted having read the unfavorable Perry report on Breckenridge prior to the press conference.25 

She told Murray Sawatsky in February of 1993 that “…when we started digging we were finding that 

he wasn’t where he said he was at the time.”26 – this prior to the press conference. Confronted at the 

Inquiry with this, Joyce Milgaard said “I should have been a lot more suspicious and a lot more careful.”27 

She agreed that independent verification was not pursued and that it was not surprising that the 

Saskatchewan government did not give her what she wanted.

It is abundantly clear from her evidence that Joyce Milgaard suspected a cover up, saw how well 

the Breckenridge allegations fit into her idea of how it had occurred, and chose to believe them 

notwithstanding the indications that the informer was not credible.

When interviewed by the RCMP, Wolch suggested that he considered “that clerk”28 to be the least 

important bit of evidence they had. One could hardly blame him for trying to disassociate himself from the 

embarrassing Breckenridge allegations.

Major government officials of the day like Kujawa, Blakeney, Romanow and Lysyk were interviewed by the 

RCMP, and categorically denied the allegations of cover-up of evidence.29 

A number of witnesses commented upon the reaction of Saskatchewan Justice officials and others to the 

publication of the allegations. Their evidence sheds light upon the question of how the reopening effort 

was affected.

Kenneth MacKay, formerly of Saskatchewan Justice, could not remember Breckenridge as an employee. 

He was aware of the allegations and confirmed the comments he made to the RCMP30 – that to suggest 

a cover up in the handling of the Fisher files was “pure nonsense”.31 

MacKay said he had worked for six or seven Attorneys General and every one of them took the traditional 

position of not being involved in cases on a day-to-day basis. If it were necessary to respond in the 

legislature, they would be given briefing notes. He recalled no meeting involving Lysyk, Kujawa and 

Romanow, and would be astonished if Kujawa had warned employees to keep quiet. Those in question 

did not even work for him. 

MacKay pointed out that if one wanted to suppress evidence, the last persons to go to for help would 

be senior politicians who must always be careful not to leave themselves open to charges of political 

interference. I accept MacKay’s evidence. 

24 Docid 162865.

25 Docid 213939 at 940.

26 Docid 331214 at 278.
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28 Docid 023046.

29 Docid 022706, 035894, 022852, 022802.

30 Docid 034803.

31 Docid 034803 at 807.
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Kujawa testified at the Inquiry that Breckenridge was “a very disabled fellow”32 who approached people 

over strange things. After leaving the department he came to Kujawa’s office seeking large donations 

of money for great causes and yet, said Kujawa, this is the man whose statement Wolch adopted and 

publicized on television, and sent to the Minister of Justice33 on September 16, 1992.

Personally, said Kujawa, he never had a closed door meeting with Romanow and Lysyk as alleged by 

Breckenridge in his March 21, 1992 letter to Wolch34 and his May 22, 1992 statement to Perry.35

Kujawa said that nobody from the Milgaard group came to him for his reaction to the allegations, 

which he denied absolutely but which were continued by Joyce Milgaard in the Regina Leader-Post on 

September 21, 1992,36 and September 24, 1992.37 I accept his denial.

On the federal side, Williams testified about the Breckenridge statement which he received from the 

Minister’s office and sent to Pearson for checking on September 17, 1992.38 To him, it seemed just a 

further step in the saga. David Milgaard was out of prison, and now the conspiracy allegation was being 

used as a springboard to compensation.

Williams concluded that the allegation had no merit. Breckenridge was not working where he said he was 

at relevant times, and the timing of the alleged meetings, being after appeals were concluded, made no 

sense. He was dismayed by the press conference.

Murray Brown testified as to the Saskatchewan reaction. Until he read the Breckenridge allegations39 in 

the press, Brown said that except for supporters Dan Lett and Dave Roberts, the media was not paying 

much heed to the Milgaard group. He explained that Public Prosecutions decided to investigate the 

Breckenridge allegations, not to reopen the Gail Miller murder investigation because of them. They were 

surprised to see the scope of the RCMP investigation widened, and when the report came back in 1994, 

finding no merit to the Breckenridge allegations, Public Prosecutors were left with even more reason to 

believe that David Milgaard was guilty. 

I conclude that even if Saskatchewan Justice had seen reason to reopen the investigation into the 

death of Gail Miller following the Supreme Court Reference in 1992, a criminal investigation was already 

underway dealing primarily with allegations of official wrongdoing, but collaterally with the investigation into 

the death of Gail Miller.

Brown did not use understatement in describing his reaction to the “Breckenridge stunt,”40 as he called it. 

It was, he said, so outrageously dishonest and malicious that it should not even be replied to. It revealed a 

level of desperation that he did not think existed. It was all about grubbing for money. This was not about 

freeing Milgaard or getting a declaration of innocence. It was about getting compensation for which they 

were prepared to do anything. From that point forward, he said, he would not have believed a word they 

said if they marched in with the Pope. Regardless, Saskatchewan Justice decided that the RCMP should 

look into it. 
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Conclusions

The Breckenridge allegations were false and known to be so throughout the Saskatchewan justice 

system. Their publication destroyed the credibility of the Milgaard group, and the press conference, as 

I find from Brown’s evidence, killed any chances of Saskatchewan agreeing to reopen the investigation 

into the death of Gail Miller, before they did so of their own accord when the DNA results were announced 

in July 1997.
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T
he present chapter is not intended as a critique of the Flicker investigation conducted by the 

RCMP. Rather, I will consider, by reference to evidence heard at the Inquiry, whether the Flicker 

findings which came to the attention of police and Saskatchewan Justice should have caused 

authorities to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

The Flicker investigation report produced by Murray Sawatsky of the RCMP is entitled “The RCMP 

Investigation into Allegations of Wrongdoing by the Saskatoon City Police and the Saskatchewan 

Department of the Attorney General (Saskatchewan Justice) in the Investigation and Prosecution of 

David Edgar Milgaard”. The document is long, and its inclusion in this report, even as an appendix 

item, would be impracticable. However, it appears in the electronic record for those who wish to 

access it.1

1. Nature and Scope of Investigation

The Michael Breckenridge allegations and the publicity surrounding them had to be answered 

officially, improbable though they appeared. Accordingly, the RCMP was asked to conduct an 

investigation which they designated “Flicker”.

1 Docid 023167.
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When this Inquiry opened, I remarked that the RCMP had already done a thorough investigation of much 

of what we were being asked to do again, and that their investigation had not satisfied the demand for 

a public inquiry because of perceived lack of independence. In my view, the Flicker report is, by any 

standard, a thorough, well written and scrupulously even-handed work, judging from first impression. 

The Commission elected not to accept it on its face, however, but to go over much of the same ground 

to satisfy the continued objections from the Milgaard group, particularly Joyce Milgaard, that the report 

was a whitewash. At the end of our work, I can say that no significant finding arising from the Flicker 

investigation into obstruction of justice and official misconduct has been called into question by this public 

Inquiry.

We heard about the Flicker investigation in detail from Sawatsky, now 57. He joined the force in 1969 and 

retired in 1998 as an Inspector. Now with Saskatchewan Justice, he commented in depth upon the work 

he led in Flicker and also provided valuable insights into criminal investigations.

Sawatsky was assigned to lead the criminal investigation into official wrongdoing arising from the 

Wolch letter of September 16, 1992,2 and the ensuing press conference at which Hersh Wolch and 

Joyce Milgaard publicized the Breckenridge allegations. Alberta Justice became involved because 

Saskatchewan Justice and the police were implicated by the Milgaards.

Sawatsky had wide experience as a police officer and, following his retirement, became the director of 

the Saskatchewan Police Commission. At the time of his testimony at the Inquiry, he was the Executive 

Director of the Law Enforcement Branch for Saskatchewan Justice. While in police service, he gained 

extensive experience in homicide investigation, conducted around 600 polygraph examinations and, until 

becoming a commissioned officer, interviewed suspects on almost a daily basis.

Sawatsky had supervised a number of major team investigations. He was, in my view, a police officer of 

the first rank, who conducted a comprehensive and skilful investigation at significant public expense. 

A huge undertaking grew out of the spurious Breckenridge complaint.3 (See Appendix Q, Chronology of 

Events). Sawatsky says that if Wolch had come to him directly instead of writing to the Minister of Justice 

and holding a press conference, he would have looked into the matter. Instead, Wolch’s letter to the 

Minister of September 16, 1992 marked the start of a lengthy criminal investigation. Following the receipt 

of instructions on October 13, 19924 to proceed with an investigation, efforts were made involving Wolch, 

Justice Canada and Saskatchewan Justice to set its parameters.5

Because of the extensive list of complaints presented by Wolch and Joyce Milgaard, the ambit of 

the Flicker Inquiry was extended beyond the substance of the Breckenridge allegations and moved 

extensively into the investigation and prosecution arising from the Miller murder. On November 9, 1992, 

the scope was widened to any misconduct.6 

Joyce Milgaard and Wolch appeared in a number of television interviews on November 17, 1992. Joyce 

expressed the fear that the RCMP investigation was called to shut her up.7 Wolch commented that 

2 Docid 004064.

3 Docid 060887 and 060842.

4 Docid 060893.

5 Docid 060903, 060842 at 844 and 852.

6 Docid 060842 at 853.

7 Docid 327715 at 716.
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“clearly there was a cover-up”.8 He hoped it would be a wide investigation into potential wrong-doings by 

Crown and police. 

Understandably, in view of past events, RCMP investigators were wary of what was said publicly, and had 

to be very discreet in their dealings with all parties. The Milgaards were expected to continue to attempt to 

influence the media for their own purposes.

Sawatsky stated his intention to look into every allegation, even the speculative ones. Given the time 

lapse, he expected documents to provide the best evidence. Five weeks were needed to organize 

documents received from Wolch, Saskatchewan Justice and the Saskatoon Police, as well as media 

articles and prison records. The investigative plan9 was to cover the period 1969 to the present. Anybody 

and anything related to the death of Gail Miller and to David Milgaard would be of interest. Findings 

of misconduct, short of criminal acts, would be referred to Alberta Justice – including, for example, 

unprofessional conduct and mistakes.

In total, the RCMP investigated 68 allegations and they involved, generally, the Police, the Crown and 

Caldwell. Sawatsky said that he received cooperation from both the Saskatoon Police and Saskatchewan 

Justice officials. They interviewed 236 witnesses,10 not including attempted contacts or merely incidental 

ones. Often 10 or 15 people would be interviewed on a given issue. 

The Milgaard group alleged that there had been a cover-up and a guilty person had been allowed to go 

free. The allegations amounted to the offence of obstruction of justice, found in s. 139 of the Criminal 

Code. But additional allegations were so wide ranging that the investigators had to look at every 

circumstance relating to the Miller murder.

2. Allegations and Meetings with Complainants 

Flicker was conducted as a criminal investigation with Joyce Milgaard and Wolch being the principal 

complainants.

On November 6, 1992, Wolch wrote to Sawatsky expressing the hope that his mandate would go 

beyond criminal acts to include lesser breaches of duty. Wolch’s view, as reported in the Globe and Mail 

on November 17, 1992, was that the allegations about Roy Romanow were only “one small piece of the 

puzzle”.11 He suggested that, “They have to look at the actions of the Saskatoon police at the time and 

the actions of the Crown in disposing of the Fisher case.”12

Sawatsky and Eugene Williams met with Hersh Wolch, Greg Rodin and Robert Bruce, a Milgaard 

investigator, on November 26, 1992.13 Sawatsky was surprised to learn that Wolch did not think the 

Breckenridge allegations were important. Sawatsky’s memorandum of the six to seven hour meeting 

notes that Wolch’s concern was a cover-up of information which would have brought David Milgaard’s 

conviction into question. Wolch alleged that the cover-up had been perpetrated by the Saskatoon Police, 

the Saskatoon Crown office (Caldwell), and the Saskatchewan Attorney General’s Department (Kujawa).

8 Docid 327715 at 720.

9 Docid 067343.

10 Docid 338922.

11 Docid 327715 at 727.

12 Docid 327715 at 727.

13 Docid 060842 at 856.
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Some of the many issues discussed with Wolch14 included:

Cadrain as a major figure in the matter, and whether he was mentally ill at trial;•	
Wolch’s theories about the Victim 12 connection which always involved Fisher attacking both •	
victims. Much investigative time was spent on this;

both criminal (per Joyce Milgaard) and ethical breaches (per Wolch) which were alleged against •	
Tallis;

the Ferris report showing that Milgaard was excluded as the perpetrator;•	
Wolch’s allegation that Karst had admitted in the Supreme Court that he had lied. To my •	
knowledge Karst did not say that. He admitted saying at first that he had not gone to Winnipeg 

but then admitted that he must have when the statements were shown to him;

Wolch and Bruce maintaining, against all evidence to the contrary, that David Milgaard had not •	
thrown the compact out of the car. In fact, Wolch and Bruce seemed determined to convince 

Sawatsky of wrongdoing by the authorities to spare him the trouble of investigating. It was not so 

much an information session as an exercise in advocacy; and

Wolch’s accusations that Karst, Caldwell and Kujawa were obstructing justice.•	

In parting, Sawatsky asked Wolch if he could interview David Milgaard. Wolch said to go ahead but that 

it would be of no use. Perhaps David had done it. He knew many lawyers who believed in their clients’ 

innocence to the end only to find they were not. He also told Sawatsky to go ahead and test Miller’s 

panties for DNA. If it proved to be Milgaard’s, he would argue contamination. Sawatsky thought these 

comments were unusual. I accept his evidence, but I would not think it unusual for a seasoned criminal 

lawyer at this time to be so realistic. It tells me that Wolch’s vehement protestations of innocence up to 

that point were just advocacy. 

Wolch suggested criminal conduct by Caldwell because he had called Albert Cadrain to testify when 

he was an obviously mentally ill witness. Bruce, the Milgaard agent also in attendance at the meeting, 

had a great deal to say, and was voluble in his criticism of authorities and Tallis. He asserted that police 

had passed off a paring knife as the murder weapon, and made the real weapon disappear. Perhaps 

the attacker broke the paring knife, then pulled out another and finished off the victim with it, in the 

course of which it flew out of his hand and landed on the fence where it was found a month later. He 

blamed Tallis and Caldwell for overlooking the second knife at trial, and Caldwell for failing to contact a 

witness, Schellenberg, who could establish that Cadrain was “out of his god damn gord,”15 or, in Wolch’s 

words, “completely off his tree”.16 Bruce’s contributions to the meeting were delivered in a stream of 

consciousness manner, culminating in the assertion that Governor General Ray Hnatyshyn had the first 

application for mercy, dismissed at the behest of his good friend Caldwell.

Twenty-nine areas of concern emerged from this meeting, but there would be 68 in all. Wolch promised 

full production of documents, including Centurion material, to assist the RCMP in their investigation.

A measure of the thoroughness with which the Flicker investigation was conducted may be seen in 

the fact that Sawatsky met with Joyce Milgaard for six hours and forty minutes, and with Wolch for five 

hours.17 The RCMP grouped the many allegations of the Milgaard group into 68 areas, and investigated 

each one. The allegations went far beyond Breckenridge. Wolch and Joyce Milgaard obviously gave a full 

14 Docid 023046.

15 Docid 023046 at 138.

16 Docid 023046 at 138.
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effort to demonstrate official wrongdoing. Included were allegations going to the conduct of the trial by 

Caldwell and Tallis. Joyce told the Inquiry that she thought that the two had colluded to put her son away. 

She also voiced her suspicions about Colin Thatcher as the murderer of Gail Miller.

3. Structure and Approach to Investigation

Due to the large number of allegations made, the scope of the investigation was broadened and the size 

of the team needed to deal with them was increased far beyond what was first thought reasonable.

The project file protocol18 reveals a technically sophisticated process. Hundreds of files were created, 

each one covering a task assigned by the project managers, officers Tost and Dosenberger. Some 

witnesses were repeatedly questioned.

Alberta Justice was chosen to report on the RCMP findings, and members of that ministry also served 

as resource persons for Flicker although they did no investigating themselves. Sawatsky reported to his 

RCMP superiors, but informal contact with Neil McCrank and Bruce Fraser of Alberta Justice continued 

throughout.

The 11 members of Sawatsky’s team19 were chosen for their experience and ability. All members had 

more than 10 years service and were seasoned investigators, some with areas of expertise like Templeton 

in Internal Affairs, which suited him well when interviewing police officers and other officials. An effort was 

made to have all interviews done by two members so as to achieve a better product. At times there were 

four separate teams working, each composed of a corporal and a constable.

4. The Conviction of Milgaard and Fisher as a Suspect

 (a) Milgaard

Sawatsky said that when they did their work from 1992 to 1994, the question of David Milgaard’s 

innocence was not settled. The Supreme Court had not found him innocent and that influenced their 

thinking. Nor had they found Fisher guilty or even chargeable. Following Milgaard’s conviction, he says, 

most police officers would feel that the matter was closed. He had received a fair trial. Incriminating 

evidence had come from his friends.

Sawatsky was aware of the Milgaard “impossibility theory” but investigators did not accept it. Sawatsky 

said that his advantage lay in being able to put things in perspective. He saw that the trial evidence was 

consistent with David Milgaard being able to commit the crime.

On the cosmetic bag issue, the investigators concluded that Wilson, John and Cadrain were not lying 

at trial when they said that David Milgaard threw one out of the car. Tallis’ evidence confirmed it, and 

Milgaard’s inability to give a reason for doing it was suspicious. Again, because the Milgaard group had 

put forward David’s denial of throwing out the cosmetic case as evidence of his innocence, the fact that 

he did it would probably make investigators more convinced of his guilt. Although the investigation of the 

murder was not their prime focus, it involved much of the same evidence as the inquiry into wrongdoing, 

so they dealt with it in their report,20 even exploring matters that were before the jury.

18 Docid 038450.

19 Docid 338551.
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From John’s evidence, the team concluded that David Milgaard, John and Wilson had been at the scene. 

The Milgaards argued that Wilson and David Milgaard were never separated, but Milgaard told Tallis that 

they had been. 

John’s evidence placed them in the vicinity of the murder, giving opportunity, and had David Milgaard 

throwing out the compact. This much was corroborated by other evidence, but her May 24, 1969, 

statement about seeing a stabbing could not be corroborated, and so was of limited value.

In terms of corroborated evidence in 1993, they had Milgaard’s version of events, confirmed by Tallis 

and others, including the elevator break-in, a discussion of purse snatching, the need for money, David 

Milgaard with a flexible blade knife and being in the vicinity at material times, stopping a woman for 

directions in the vicinity at a relevant time, and then being stuck in the vicinity.

There was new evidence from Tallis that his client thought of robbing someone, indicating opportunity and 

motive. As well they had David Milgaard driving around the block where he could have disposed of the 

wallet which was found near Cadrain’s; David Milgaard throwing out a cosmetic case found in the glove 

box; and finally, the motel re-enactment. 

In terms of uncorroborated evidence, they had David Milgaard with blood on his clothes, John in her 

May 24, 1969, statement (which she later could not recall) seeing a stabbing, two admissions to Wilson, 

“I fixed her” (Saskatoon) and “I jabbed her with a knife” (Calgary), and David Milgaard throwing out the 

compact – recanted by Wilson but verified by others. This cast doubt on Wilson’s recantation. 

Comparing the evidence Sawatsky had in 1993 to what the jury had, the latter did not hear David 

Milgaard’s words to his lawyer of being in the vicinity, talk of “rolling” someone, thinking of taking a purse, 

throwing out a compact and perhaps doing a re-enactment.

The jury did hear what Sawatsky heard from John and Cadrain, but not Wilson’s recantation of 

admissions by Milgaard and of seeing blood. The investigators were in the same position as the jury on 

this point, if they disbelieved the recantation. In the result, in 1993, it was Sawatsky’s view that David 

Milgaard was responsible for the crime. 

I conclude that the Flicker investigators were getting information from witnesses which supported the 

conviction, rather than the reverse. Saskatchewan was privy to their findings and these would not have 

been information on the basis of which they should have reopened the investigation into the death of Gail 

Miller earlier than they did.

An example of the kind of information coming to investigators relative to Milgaard’s claim of innocence 

was that obtained from Barbara Berard. Berard had been interviewed on May 22, 1969, by police, 

although she could not remember it, and told them that an upset John started to tell her what happened 

in Saskatoon, but did not complete her statement. To Flicker investigators, Berard recalled John being 

afraid that Hoppy (Milgaard) would kill her if she ever said anything. He had left the car to check out a 

house and when he came back “he was full of blood.”21 John told her this after leaving a hostel where 

she had been dropped off. She spoke about it more than once. She said that Hoppy had warned her to 

stick to a story or he would kill her. John, she said, went to Cody Crutcher, a person who ran the hostel, 

and he advised her to say nothing to the police. She also said that Craig Melnyk told her about the motel 

re-enactment. To Sawatsky, this began to show a pattern of evidence incriminating Milgaard. That being 

21 Docid 023036 at 038.
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so, and for our purposes, it was not something which would have prompted Saskatchewan Justice to 

reopen the case.

RCMP could not verify a story from Ben Dozenko, a corrections officer, who claimed that Milgaard 

confessed to the murder. They relied upon Milgaard’s Supreme Court testimony for his version of the 

facts, because he would not discuss them with Sawatsky.

They were inevitably conscious, as they worked, of the fact of Milgaard’s conviction and that the Supreme 

Court said that he had a fair trial. This realization affected everyone in the justice system to some extent, 

I find, judging by the evidence of police officers and officials I have heard. It explains why police or 

Saskatchewan Crown officials felt no obligation to take a continuing interest in Milgaard’s case up to the 

time his first application was filed. At that point, it was out of their hands until the Supreme Court handed 

down its opinion – one which did not include a finding of even probable innocence. This was noted and 

relied upon by police and the Crown, and it informed their decision to decline an inquiry or to consider 

compensation until 1997. I find no fault with that decision.

 (b) Larry Fisher

Part X of the Flicker report deals with Fisher.22 The RCMP looked for evidence of Fisher’s guilt or 

innocence but there was little record of his activities in 1968 and 1969. They gathered much the same 

information about him as they would have if asked to investigate him for murder.

Sawatsky had made extensive use in his police career of similar act profiles – a more subjective process 

as compared to the systems in place today. Then, even a finding of “very similar” was only a lead to follow 

in the search for more evidence. Today, with the Violent Crime Linkage Analysis System (VICLAS) it is 

possible to develop almost enough reason to charge based on similarity alone, and all municipal police 

forces in the province must use this system in major crime investigations. Still, similar fact evidence, 

without something more to link suspect to crime, does not suffice. Further, other evidence linking Fisher 

was more difficult to find in 1992 and 1993 than would have been the case in 1969.

The investigators looked at similarities provided by Fisher’s address and Linda Fisher’s statement but 

found only suspicion. Victim 12 did not supply a link, nor did the similar act analysis submitted by Ron 

MacKay.23 In his opinion, the behaviour displayed in the seven Fisher attacks was consistent with the 

crimes being committed by the same offender. The behaviour displayed in the Victim 12 attack was not. 

The behaviour observed in the Miller murder was also inconsistent with Fisher’s behaviour in the 1968 to 

1970 period, so he was not a likely suspect. 

Summing up the evidence against Fisher, Sawatsky said that they had his other assaults, the information 

from Linda Fisher, and a jail house informant. Throughout the investigation they were suspicious of him, 

but lacked reasonable and probable grounds to charge him. The DNA changed that, but in Sawatsky’s 

view, the similar fact evidence did not. He still sees a lack of similarities, and points out that only three of 

seven crimes were allowed at Fisher’s trial for the rape and murder of Gail Miller as similar fact evidence.

Sawatsky testified that he would not expect the rape confessions of Fisher to have had much profile in the 

Saskatoon Police department. Because of the guilty pleas, nobody was called to testify. Officers are busy 

with current cases and such dispositions of cases did not get back to investigators in those days, so it is 

22 Docid 023167 at 379 and following.

23 Docid 023167 at 494.
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not surprising that the four investigators here were not told. It is different today, he says, as is the practice 

of informing the victims. In 1970, the investigators did not know of the dispositions, so they could not tell 

the victims. 

Sawatsky remarked that although Fisher of 334 Avenue O South had been checked on a routine canvass, 

and a month later a complaint was filed by Albert Cadrain of the same address, only hindsight would tell 

you that a connection should have been made.

The Commission received more than 50 boxes of material from the RCMP. Sawatsky told us that he read 

all of the reports of his team, but not all of the material received by the Commission. The RCMP report of 

the Flicker Investigation speaks for itself, but it would be useful here to relay a few examples of issues they 

considered.

5. Significant Issues and Witnesses

Investigators simply did not know in 1993 what had happened at the murder scene. They had no 

evidence to doubt the results at trial, on appeal, or at the Supreme Court. John, Wilson and Milgaard 

could have helped, but did not, so the investigators were never able to settle on one scenario.

The first step was to try to test the veracity of the first statements. Witnesses on the fringe of an event 

commonly add things over time, after having first denied. Wilson, for example, at first left out information 

including the group having stopped a woman for directions and David Milgaard having left the car when 

it was stuck. But this information appeared in his May statements. Investigators knew these things to be 

true because David Milgaard had related them to his lawyer. This allowed the investigators to conclude 

that Wilson’s first statement was not the whole story; and that the inclusion in the May statement was 

either not the product of intimidation, or if it was, it produced the truth. In contrast, Wilson recanted his 

May statement that he saw blood on David Milgaard, and that the latter admitted stabbing a girl. Here, 

Sawatsky had no independent means of corroborating the truth of the May 24th statement.

Speaking of investigative methods in general, Sawatsky commented that both the seriousness of the 

crime investigated and the reluctance of the witness might require more aggressive treatment. It is 

acceptable to confront a witness by what another has said. During a polygraph exam it is proper to 

confront and question a witness in the face of a deceptive answer to a question such as, “Do you know 

anything about the murder?” Both the age and sophistication of the witness matter.

Sawatsky pointed out that witnesses sometimes lie at trial for reasons other than police influence – and 

they rarely tell police everything in the first interview. So the fact that Wilson and John’s incriminating 

evidence came later did not in itself cause him to suspect police misconduct. 

Sawatsky says that their task of assessing credibility was made more difficult by Paul Henderson and 

Joyce Milgaard having bothered people in places where they did not wish to be spoken to, and having 

used prolonged and suggestive questioning like “don’t you think he has been in jail long enough?” thereby 

inviting the witness to say he was innocent.

The RCMP approached witnesses in an open and non-suggestive manner and tried to find other facts 

to support their statements. The voluntariness of statements had to be tested, so they had to be alert for 

evidence of promises, inducements or coercion. Any taped record was valuable. The longer in time from 

the event, the more susceptible to influence a witness would be. Sawatsky had some tapes of Joyce 

Milgaard’s interviews from the early 1980s. In one, she suggested to Ron Wilson that reward money was 

available. She also suggested to John that she might have seen another man do the killing.
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Telling witnesses that Fisher had done it could cause witnesses to doubt their testimony. Strong witnesses 

might maintain their stories, while weaker ones might lose confidence. It is difficult to distinguish what a 

witness saw from what he heard was seen.

The investigator must test a statement against known facts, and go back for clarification. You ask them to 

tell what they recall, and then show them documents which might assist.

 (a) Calvin Tallis

Tallis became one of the objects of the Flicker investigation into allegations of criminal behaviour, and had 

to be warned as such. He cooperated fully with the RCMP while describing the allegations against him as 

nonsense, one being that he had conspired with Caldwell to have his client convicted. While describing 

the accusation as absurd, Tallis nevertheless offered to answer any questions, and he did so in an open 

and forthright manner. Sawatsky said that throughout his investigation, he heard many complimentary 

things about the professionalism of Caldwell and Tallis. In contrast, Joyce Milgaard had told him that Tallis 

was incompetent and should have put her son on the stand. Putting forward such suggestions not only 

failed to show innocence, said Sawatsky, they tended to reinforce belief in guilt.

 (b) Eddie Karst

Karst’s trip to Winnipeg to take Fisher’s statements is covered in the Flicker report.24 As noted, Karst at 

first could not remember going to Winnipeg, and had to be reminded by reference to the statements he 

took. Karst’s lack of memory on this point has persisted to this day, really without explanation except for 

the passage of time which is, of course, significant. He was challenged about this in cross-examination at 

the Inquiry to no avail. Although Sawatsky’s report describes the issue clearly, it offers no explanation or 

finding as to Karst’s credibility.

The issue relates to the missing files, the allegation being that Karst was dispatched to Winnipeg to take 

Fisher’s statements and return them to Saskatchewan to be dealt with in secret. Then the Saskatoon 

Police files would be destroyed to remove evidence of Fisher’s rapes in Saskatoon, preventing discovery 

of Fisher, the rapist, as murderer. Nordstrum of Morality went with Karst and, I should think, would have 

been part of the scheme, if one existed.

For Sawatsky, not the least of the arguments against concluding that a conspiracy to cover-up evidence 

had taken place is that a leak would be almost inevitable. However, he saw no evidence of one.

As a seasoned officer, Sawatsky was qualified to comment on Karst’s inablility to recall his trip to 

Winnipeg for the interview of Fisher. Twenty years had passed and so had a huge number of interviews. 

Karst had often been sent out of town to do such work. It is unremarkable, says Sawatsky, that he would 

not remember this one. And, he notes, that when confronted with the record, Karst did not try to hide it.

 (c) Linda Fisher

Linda Fisher told Flicker investigators that Saskatoon Police had spoken to her shortly after the murder 

while doing door-to-door inquiries. She did not mention her argument with Larry to them because she 

and Larry argued all the time. But 10 years later, in the middle of the night, after drinking, she attended the 

Saskatoon Police station and gave her story, describing a knife which was unlike the murder weapon.

24 Docid 023167 at 225.
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Because Linda Fisher twice changed her description of her missing knife, and added a second missing 

knife – a bone handled hunting knife – investigators did not consider it strong evidence.25

I agree with Sawatsky’s finding that the reason that the Saskatoon Police did not follow up on Linda 

Fisher’s report was not part of a cover-up, but more likely indifference. I would add that the information 

was perhaps only quickly considered bearing in mind the circumstances under which the statement was 

given. The lack of action reflects a mind set of police about decided cases. Once all appeals are finished, 

the case is out of mind and on they go to new matters. I do not fault them for this general attitude. Few 

have the capacity or the need to keep old files in their conscious memory.

However, to the extent possible, a systemic means should be found to ensure that complaints about 

concluded matters receive appropriate attention. In direct answer to the question posed by our terms of 

reference, the Linda Fisher complaint did not receive the attention it deserved. The investigation should 

have been reopened in 1980 at least to the extent of questioning Fisher and verifying his movements on 

January 31, 1969. Some have argued that nothing would have been gained by talking to him, but that is a 

rationalization. If the complaint on its face was not frivolous, and this one was not, it deserved follow-up.

 (d) Media

Some media coverage was not factual and might have affected memories. Innocent conversations can 

distort memories. Nevertheless, the RCMP investigators contacted members of the media who were said 

to have something to offer. Sawatsky confirmed that had he found any evidence supporting a criminal 

charge, he would have referred it to Alberta Justice.

 (e) Ron Wilson

In probing the genuineness of Wilson’s recantation, Sawatsky explained that investigators would look for 

things Wilson had told Roberts which were subject to verification. If Roberts had meant to coerce Wilson 

into saying something which was not true, he would not choose a statement of fact which could be 

verified. An example would be Wilson telling him that John in Calgary said that Milgaard admitted jabbing 

a girl with a knife. That statement could be verified by checking with John. 

As well, Wilson being told by Melnyk and Lapchuk about the motel re-enactment tends to negate police 

coercion on that score.

When Wilson was interviewed by Joyce Milgaard in 1981/82 he made no complaint of intimidation. 

Why did he wait to tell Paul Henderson? A further factor to be considered was that Wilson could have 

received a reward from Joyce Milgaard to recant in 1981 but did not do so.

The investigators concluded that the police in 1969 had reason to believe that Wilson and John were not 

telling the whole truth in their first statements. Fear of Milgaard could have been the reason.

They would have expected Wilson to eagerly await his chance to speak to them further to his recantation. 

But he proved to be uncooperative. Further, the form of his statement to Henderson plus the fact that he 

recanted some factually true matters made the RCMP suspicious. They wanted to give him a chance to 

explain and clarify, but he would not cooperate, nor would Henderson, so they were left with a suspicious 

recantation. When a recanting witness lies about one element in a statement, he throws the rest of the 

statement into doubt. 

25 Docid 023167 at 328.
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On the Saskatoon Police cover-up allegation, the RCMP looked into the single perpetrator theory. 

Sawatsky said the police would have been grasping for leads, examining unsolved sex crimes with a 

similar method of operation. They might get a lead on the murder which was unrelated to other crimes. 

Often theories turn out to be wrong. So when Cadrain entered the picture, investigators probably 

concluded that the rapist of other women was not connected to the murder. Sawatsky saw nothing 

wrong with this.

 (f) Colin Thatcher

The RCMP investigated Joyce Milgaard’s suspicion that Thatcher murdered Gail Miller, however, they 

could establish no link between Thatcher and Miller.

 (g) Paul Henderson

RCMP investigators felt that Henderson had exercised undue influence in his witness interviews and this 

reflected badly on all information produced for the Milgaard group by Centurion Ministries. Their object 

was to get witnesses to agree that David Milgaard was innocent and Fisher was guilty.

Sawatsky regarded the very long Henderson interview of Wilson, followed by a very short statement 

written by Henderson, as improper and, although the tape could have settled the issue, he asked for but 

never received it.

Henderson, says Sawatsky, did not cooperate in providing tapes and other materials – again no surprise. 

He failed to do so for Williams and for us, as well. It is unnecessary for me to draw the inference that he 

had something to hide in not producing the tapes of the Wilson recantation, because I find from other 

evidence that the recantation is unreliable. 

 (h) Nichol John

Of interest are the statements of John’s parents26 taken by the RCMP in 1993. Apart from their description 

of an importunate Henderson, which is of interest in evaluating Henderson’s methods, Mary John told 

the officers that her daughter had described witnessing the stabbing of Gail Miller by a man, and that “…

she was just one scared girl”.27 Later in the interview she recounted that her daughter was still expressing 

fear of David Milgaard in 1993.28 The reader is again reminded that the truth of what John is said to have 

reported to Berard and to her parents is not in issue, but rather the fact that what she said came to the 

attention of police and Saskatchewan Justice officials, and could have had a bearing upon their decision 

not to reopen the case earlier.

 (i) David Milgaard

Sawatsky had several interviews with David Milgaard but simply could not get him to focus on questions.

 (j) Victim 12

Wolch saw the Victim 12 assault as related, but she was very sure of her time – 7:07 a.m. – and that 

made it unlikely that Fisher could have committed both attacks. Investigators traced the route both on 

foot and in vehicle. It did not fit. If Victim 12 was attacked by Fisher, he could have an alibi for the murder.

26 Docid 064788.

27 Docid 064788 at 805.

28 Docid 064788 at 816.
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 (k) Albert Cadrain

Cpl. Jim Templeton interviewed Cadrain, who again said that he had seen blood on Milgaard’s pants, 

adding this time that Milgaard had put his soiled clothes in a bag and then ran out barefooted to the 

garbage truck with them.29 Cadrain confirmed his March 2, 1969, statement, saying that it was true at 

the time he gave it. He said that the police did not try to make him say untrue things. They did not trick 

him, but just tried to get the truth. He was not on drugs at the time. His long narrative, although greatly 

embellished in comparison with his 1969 statement, did not vary in its essentials.

Cadrain said that before both the preliminary hearing and the trial, officers Eddie Karst and Charles Short 

told him not to say a word of a lie, and so he told the truth at the trial. He also claimed that Karst came to 

see him saying that Fisher had been caught raping someone and that “they” (presumably the Milgaards) 

were going to try to get him to change his statement but he should not do so, because the police had 

gotten the right person. He did not tell him, however, not to speak to Mrs. Milgaard.

Cadrain told Templeton if anyone was trying to get him to change his story, it was Henderson, not the 

police. So just to get Milgaard off, “I changed the bloody thing. He had done his time”. Cadrain added, 

“I gave him what he wanted to hear just to get him off my ass, for one thing. And so he could write a 

bullshit book30… I wasn’t in court there, so I didn’t give a shit. I wasn’t under oath”.31

When referred to the statement given to Henderson on June 24, 1990,32 by the RCMP, Cadrain adopted 

the first two pages, but rejected the words on the third page which said they “pushed me over the edge 

and I cracked”.33 In Cadrain’s own words, “that’s bullshit”.34

RCMP investigators report that Cadrain told them, “…that when interviewed by…Henderson, he told 

him that he may not have seen blood on Milgaard’s clothes. This was because Cadrain felt pressured by 

Henderson and his brother Dennis who urged him to sign a statement using words to the effect that he 

(Milgaard) had “…done his time, let him go.”35 Cadrain maintained that, in fact, he did see blood, and that 

if he told Henderson otherwise it was “to fuck him up”.36 Sawatsky says that the investigators believed 

Cadrain. 

Cadrain told investigators that his testimony in the Supreme Court of Canada was true, but that 

Henderson and his brother Dennis pressured him to say that he didn’t see blood. He said that he would 

not have signed the statement of June 24, 1990, without the influence of his brother Dennis.

In Sawatsky’s view, the Saskatoon Police used aggressive questioning, not amounting to misconduct, to 

get the truth from Cadrain because they apparently did not believe him at first. Had they intimidated him 

to get the first statement, why would they keep it up? And Karst, of course, disputed Cadrain’s version 

of the repeated visits. They happened, he said, but because Cadrain kept coming to them. I accept that, 

and I also accept that the police aggressively tested the truth of Cadrain’s first statement.

29 Docid 326611 and 326707.

30 Docid 021935 at 2013.

31 Docid 021935 at 2014.

32 Docid 000229.

33 Docid 021935 at 2018.

34 Docid 021935 at 2018.

35 Docid 021935 at 2008.

36 Docid 023167 at 235.
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Sawatsky says that he found no evidence to support the statement in the Carl Karp and Cecil Rosner 

book that the Saskatoon Police asked Regina Police to question Cadrain after hearing that the teenagers 

had left Saskatoon for points west. The only evidence of Regina Police questioning came from Cadrain 

himself.

 (l) DNA

Given the history, the RCMP expected to be criticized in the press upon release of the report, but were still 

prepared to go the extra mile by recommending DNA testing on the panties.37 

When DNA testing was taking place in the United Kingdom in 1997, Sawatsky wrote a briefing note 

to his superiors38 in anticipation of results being announced. It demonstrates insight into the possible 

conclusions to be drawn from the test results. He stated that the investigators “have never maintained 

that the stain in Gail Miller’s panties came from the killer”.39 There were other possibilities. The RCMP 

would have regarded a finding that it was Milgaard’s DNA as linking him conclusively to the murder. 

But Wolch would not and he would have argued exhibit contamination or tampering. But if it were found 

that the DNA present was not Milgaard’s, Sawatsky explained, this would not exonerate him. He could still 

be the killer. By extension, the same reasoning would apply to semen stains found on other garments.

Sawatsky kept his file open. It appeared that Fainstein of Justice Canada had assumed carriage of the 

matter in consultation with Milgaard counsel and the RCMP DNA unit in Ottawa.

6. Conclusions of Report

Professional investigation and prosecution teams from the RCMP and Alberta Justice worked on the 

matter for almost two years. At the conclusion of their work, Bruce Fraser and Neil McCrank reported to 

Saskatchewan Justice, releasing their report on August 16, 1994.40 This document gives a concise history 

of the RCMP investigation and the Alberta Justice recommendations on charging.

The first RCMP report to Alberta Justice was sent February 23, 1994.41 DNA matters and a profiling of 

Fisher offences to compare to the Miller murder were to be covered in a supplemental report. The full 

report is dated January, 1994.42

The supplementary and concluding RCMP reports were sent to McCrank of Alberta Justice on July 21, 

1994.43 

The RCMP found no criminal acts and no misconduct. They had found no new evidence showing David 

Milgaard to be innocent, or reason to pursue an investigation against anyone else, including Fisher. 

The RCMP reported, “There is no new evidence which would exonerate David Milgaard, or that would 

inculpate any other person, including Larry Fisher.”44

37 Docid 061941 at 944.

38 Docid 036217.

39 Docid 036217 at 219.

40 Docid 032797.

41 Docid 061490.

42 Docid 023167.

43 Docid 033694, 061567.

44 Docid 032805 at 821.
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 (a) Alberta Justice

The RCMP report had dealt with 68 allegations against the Saskatoon Police, Caldwell and Kujawa, and 

other members of Saskatchewan Justice, including Attorney General, Roy Romanow. The Alberta Justice 

Report reviewed only the main allegations, but unanimously endorsed the RCMP conclusions on each of 

the 68 allegations.

Only one possible offence could have been suggested, that being an attempt to obstruct justice under 

s. 139 of the Criminal Code. The Report states:

The evidence must support that an individual specifically intended to defeat the cause of 

justice and committed an act which had a tendency to hinder the proper judicial disposition 

of the proceedings in R. v. Milgaard.45

The Report concluded that Saskatoon Police did a thorough investigation; that the Michael Breckenridge 

allegations were totally baseless; and that no connection had been made between the rapes and the 

murder by Kujawa or anybody in Saskatchewan Justice.

7. Publication of Reports and Reaction of Milgaard Group

As the Flicker investigation neared completion in 1994,46 Sawatsky sought clarification on issues raised by 

Bruce and Wolch.47 

The first draft of the report was done by January 13, 1994. DNA testing was discussed.48 They hoped 

to have preliminary test results before release of the report, but they would need to be validated. On 

January 21, 1994, Wolch wrote49 to Sawatsky asking to see the RCMP report before it was issued, to 

discuss its contents and let them have his views. He noted that this approach would be preferable to 

having to proceed with the intervention of a Prime Minister, the public, and the press, as had been the 

case with the first s. 690 application. Sawatsky saw this as a threat but he was not impressed. The RCMP 

never share evidence or opinions with complainants in a criminal investigation. DNA results were to be 

disclosed to the Saskatchewan Attorney General.50 Further, McCrank suspected a set-up by Wolch. 

If the report were unfavorable to him he would use the time to prepare an attack and regenerate the 

controversy.

The release of the Flicker and Alberta Justice reports in 1995 was welcomed by Saskatchewan but met 

with derision from the Milgaard group. We heard from Joyce Milgaard, Murray Sawatsky and Murray 

Brown on the point.

For Saskatchewan Justice, Brown told us that had the RCMP and Alberta Justice recommended 

reopening they would have followed the advice. But in the result, the media blitz and the Milgaard 

effort had accomplished nothing. David Milgaard’s status remained as it was after the opinion of the 

Supreme Court.

45 Docid 032805 at 809.

46 Docid 023167.

47 Docid 061401.

48 Docid 061421.

49 Docid 061704.

50 Docid 061430.
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On August 17, 1994, the Regina Leader-Post reported the result of the 16 month police investigation and 

seven month analysis by Alberta Justice. It said, “Hersh Wolch…said he’d never met Breckenridge or put 

much stock in his story, but he’d hoped his allegations might have opened the door for a public inquiry”.51 

Given Wolch’s participation in the news conference, this statement is difficult to understand. 

Joyce Milgaard is quoted in the Regina Leader-Post saying,”The RCMP were going out trying to justify 

the conviction. They were not going out trying to find the truth”.52 She complained that her group had 

had no input, ignoring the fact that this was a criminal investigation where a complainant is simply a 

witness, not an investigator. Without reading the RCMP report, she called it a “whitewash”.53 She said 

that if she had had the information which the police and Caldwell and Kujawa had in 1970, she would 

have made the connection, so why didn’t they? They must have made the connection, but suppressed it. 

And the investigators, themselves police officers, found no wrongdoing, so they, in turn, were involved in 

something nefarious.

On August 17, 1994, Dave Roberts reported in the Globe and Mail54 that, “Mr. Milgaard and his lawyers 

dismissed the findings as a ‘complete and utter whitewash’ of what they insist is a continuing coverup”,55 

and that Milgaard said that the RCMP had not interviewed him. In fact, said Sawatsky, they went to him 

twice. 

Sawatsky had recommended a meeting with Wolch before public release of the reports,56 explaining that 

in the usual case the RCMP report their findings to a complainant before making them public. This does 

not mean they provide their investigation reports. But here, Alberta and Saskatchewan Justice told them 

not to report to Wolch before releasing reports to the public lest he say what he liked about the facts 

before the public had a chance to judge for themselves.57 It is apparent to me that the Milgaard group’s 

predilection for publicity had engendered a deep distrust. Sawatsky says that a decision was made to 

meet with Wolch58 but reversed a number of times until the final one was made not to meet in advance of 

the release of the report by the Minister. However, they planned to meet him early in 1995 to discuss the 

report.59 DNA testing would be discussed as well.

On April 27, 1995, Wolch wrote to the Saskatchewan Minister of Justice60 asking for a public inquiry. 

The RCMP investigation, he said, was “clearly not an inquiry”.61 He further stated that the RCMP agreed 

to meet him to disclose what information had been gathered and to have some input. Sawatsky says that 

he did not commit to do these things. I accept that.

51 Docid 147961.

52 Docid 147961 at 963.

53 Docid 147954.

54 Docid 217219.

55 Docid 217219.

56 Docid 061616.
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58 Docid 061664.
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On July 4, 1995, Sawatsky wrote to Wolch indicating that he would meet him to outline the findings,62 but 

Wolch declined to meet on the date suggested,63 and suggested that the government was interested only 

in putting its “spin”64 on the report.

At the Inquiry, Brown commented that Wolch continued to lobby the Saskatchewan Minister of Justice 

(the latest one) for a public inquiry,65 still alleging a miscarriage of justice (as found by the Supreme Court 

of Canada, he said) and wrongdoing by police and prosecutors (where Flicker had found none). His latest 

try was unsuccessful.66 The Attorney General thought that three inquiries was enough. 

Alberta Justice concluded that there was no credible evidence to support any allegation that:

the Saskatoon Police or any member;•	
Caldwell;•	
Kujawa;•	
any member of Saskatchewan Justice including Attorney General Romanow; or•	
anyone involved in the prosecution or investigation,•	

attempted to obstruct justice in any way or were involved in any criminal wrongdoing. Sawatsky says that 

the Alberta Justice report67 was consistent with the material they provided.

Asked at the Inquiry why she did not bother to find out what the report said, Joyce Milgaard replied “If you 

didn’t believe the paper it was written on type of thing in your thinking, why would you go through it?”68

8. Conclusions

On August 15, 1994, Alberta Justice published a report on its inquiry into allegations of criminal 

wrongdoing against the Saskatoon Police and Saskatchewan Justice.69 It concerned “The David Milgaard 

Investigation and/or Prosecution” – ground that we have gone over again in minute detail.

Alberta Justice could find no validity to these accusations as a basis for an attempt to obstruct justice. 

Milgaard counsel put that very question back in issue in this Inquiry. I have nothing to add to the findings 

of Alberta Justice when they said they found “… no credible evidence to support the allegation the 

Saskatoon City Police intimidated or coerced witnesses into giving untruthful evidence to implicate 

Milgaard in the murder…”.70

In my view, the Flicker investigation and report, together with the Alberta Justice report, did not provide 

information coming to the attention of the police or Saskatchewan Justice which should have caused 

them to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.

62 Docid 061884.

63 Docid 061886.

64 Docid 061886 at 887.
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Chapter 18
DNA Testing

Jan-31-1969

Gail Miller’s stained 
clothing is gathered 
at the autopsy and 
preserved.

Apr-6-1992

Legal counsel for the 
federal Department 
of Justice advises 
the Supreme Court of 
Canada that attempts at 
DNA testing in the United 
States were unsuccessful.

Jan-17-1992

Exhibits from the trial of 
David Milgaard are sent 
to the Supreme Court of 
Canada.

Mar-21-1997

An agreed upon 
protocol for DNA 
testing is forwarded to 
the Forensic Science 
Services lab in England.

Sep-13-1988

Dr. Ferris reports on his 
unsuccessful attempts 
at DNA testing on Gail 
Miller’s clothing.

Feb-17-1992

RCMP forensic analyst 
Patricia Alain examines 
Gail Miller’s clothing and 
concludes that only a 
small semen stain exists 
on the panties.

Feb-21-1995

David Milgaard provides 
his authorization for 
further DNA testing 
and discussion ensues 
amongst legal counsel 
regarding an acceptable 
protocol.

Jul-18-1997

DNA test results indicate 
that the semen found 
on Gail Miller’s clothing 
matches Larry Fisher’s 
DNA profile and could 
not have originated from 
David Milgaard.



I
n 1997, the successful DNA typing of semen stains on Gail Miller’s clothing resulted in Milgaard’s 

exoneration and in Fisher being charged with Gail Miller’s murder. I have found that, up to 1992, 

neither the police nor Saskatchewan Justice received information which should have caused them 

to reopen the murder investigation, with the exception of the Linda Fisher report to the police in 1980, 

a subject which has been dealt with elsewhere.

Following the Supreme Court of Canada Reference in 1992, federal investigator Eugene Williams 

asked RCMP scientist Patricia Alain to retain the court exhibits until further notice. Ronald Fainstein, 

who acted for Justice Canada at the Reference, assumed responsibility for monitoring DNA testing 

options on the exhibits. It was assumed at this time that only a small stain of semen on the panties 

was available for analysis and advances in technology were therefore required before effective 

DNA testing could be accomplished. The larger semen stains, eventually found on the clothing in 

1997, were unknown. Had they been known, as we shall see, they held the potential for excluding 

Milgaard as donor of the semen on the clothing much sooner in time. This could then have led to his 

exoneration some years earlier than was the case.

It was necessary for this Commission to inquire into DNA related events between 1992 and 1997 to 

see if information came to the attention of the police or Saskatchewan Justice during that period that 

should have caused them to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller.
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1. DNA Testing – 1992 Considerations

Following Ferris’ unsuccessful attempts at DNA typing in 1988, Williams remained interested in testing 

the victim’s clothing for this purpose.1 A formal request for testing in the United Kingdom was made by 

Williams on January 6, 1992.2 The latest technology involved polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Williams 

consulted with Vivian Emerson of the British Home Office and Ron Fourney and Barry Gaudette of 

the RCMP lab,3 about advanced and, as yet, unproven testing methods for old, small and perhaps 

contaminated samples. The United Kingdom lab was willing to do the testing, but not by DNA sequencing 

or short tandem repeats which had not been validated for casework analysis.4 At the time they were 

using only the DQ Alpha system. This system could exclude someone as a donor, but had low powers of 

discrimination, and was therefore not effective at identifying a donor.

Williams set out to gather the exhibits.5 He was told that the lab work for DQ Alpha testing would take a 

few weeks once the exhibits arrived in the United Kingdom.6 A court order from Saskatchewan Queen’s 

Bench was obtained for transfer of the exhibits to the Supreme Court of Canada.7 Williams wanted them 

examined at the RCMP lab to select the best items for the United Kingdom lab. He spoke to Gaudette 

and Fourney, and they referred him to Alain, the lead serologist at the RCMP lab. Her report is dated 

February 17, 1992.8 She received the items from the Supreme Court on February 3, 1992. Williams left 

the choice of items for examination to her, making a general request that she examine material which 

might yield DNA. Alain took blood and saliva samples from David Milgaard on January 22, 1992.

Under the “purpose” section of her report she notes:

1.  To examine exhibits 6, 7, 13 and 35 for stains or residue suitable for DNA typing 

analysis.

By reference to the “general” section we see that Alain had identified the panties, panty girdle, two plastic 

vials and a blue toque (not Miller’s) for examination. Therefore, it seems that she understood her task to be 

to examine only the panties and the panty girdle for potential DNA samples, but not the slip, brassiere or 

uniform dress (items 8, 9 and 10). How did she come to that understanding? Williams says she looked at 

the dress and other items in the Supreme Court building, using various instruments, but he did not know 

if she was looking for blood or semen stains. Alain testified at the Inquiry that she did in fact check these 

other items for semen staining, but that is not apparent from her report.

Alain found semen on the panties, a single stain of 4-5 mm in diameter, of sufficient quantity that “a PCR 

based DNA typing technology could be attempted”. It is common ground that she missed larger semen 

stains on other garments, notably the dress. 

1 Docid 002479 and 334337.

2 Docid 334382.

3 Docid 334371.

4 Docid 334413 and 334429.

5 Docid 334449.

6 Docid 334504.

7 Docid 267287, 056743.

8 Docid 009437.
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Under the “Remarks” section of her report, she identified the available testing options:

She recommended AMPFLP by Roche Technologies in North Carolina. As noted, this method could 

provide only exclusionary results.

Justice Canada accepted her recommendation.9 Williams said the decision was to try this first, then 

DQ Alpha, instead of using the United Kingdom lab. The latter would not do short tandem repeat testing 

as a back-up to DQ Alpha as Williams had asked.10 The decision was also made, apparently, because 

AMPFLP offered the prospect of immediate analysis.11 But there was a complication. Roche would do 

the analysis only if all parties agreed not to attack either the technology or Roche’s application of it. In his 

letter of February 25, 1992, Gaudette noted that unanimous agreement could not be reached, so he went 

through the other available options listed above and found them all wanting, ultimately recommending that 

none of them be undertaken at that time. 

I accept his reasons. Briefly stated, RFLP analysis was not recommended because of a low probability of 

success, and it would consume the rest of the only remaining sample. Gaudette did not, of course, know 

at the time that there was additional sample material which had been missed. Other options had serious 

drawbacks, which he explained, so his view was that analysis should be delayed until such time as one 

or more of the recommended PCR technology options was ready for casework application – perhaps in 

a year.

9 Docid 231497.

10 Docid 334423.

11 Docid 010283.
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The Supreme Court was told that testing could not be done at that time.12 All counsel agreed that the 

exhibits should be held until tests were developed for use in court, and that the court should not wait to 

dispose of the case until that testing could be done. Exhibits were retained by Justice Canada, and not 

returned to Saskatchewan as had been the understanding. 

In fact, as we now know, RFLP analysis or DQ Alpha testing could have been done because more 

staining was present on the clothing and need not all have been consumed in the testing. Although it 

had a low probability of success, given the age of the samples, RFLP might have yielded a result five 

years before the decisive tests in 1997. DQ Alpha would have had an even better chance of yielding 

useful results. Patricia Alain did not discover semen on the dress which was identified later in the United 

Kingdom lab. Whether she should have discovered it is a question we must answer.

On March 19, 1992, Eugene Williams asked Rick Pearson to take the exhibits to the Roche lab in North 

Carolina.13 The subjects were David Milgaard, Larry Fisher and Gail Miller. Fisher had given samples and 

agreed that DQ Alpha testing could proceed on Roche’s terms.14 Roche, however, was unsuccessful in its 

attempts. Something in the sample was inhibiting the testing method.15 Williams’ direct involvement was 

at an end.

Roche reported on April 6, 1992.16 Dr. Marcia Eisenberg obtained DQ alpha types from a known blood 

stain of Gail Miller and known blood types of Fisher and David Milgaard. The material from the plastic vial, 

and from the panties did not yield quantifiable amounts of DNA.

On April 7, 1992, Ronald Fainstein wrote to Gaudette, Alain and Fourney saying that although no results 

were achieved, new technology yet to be validated for court purposes might be pursued in due course.17 

He urged further testing when possible, and spoke with Fourney from time to time checking for progress 

on the short tandem repeat method.

In his testimony at the Inquiry, Williams recalled his understanding that although abundant DNA had been 

extracted in the Ferris lab, most of it disappeared. Most of the crotch of the panties had been cut away 

in successive attempts to extract DNA.18 Something was destroying the DNA extracted, and sampling 

should have stopped earlier to preserve what was left. Fourney was critical of the manner in which 

materials were prepared for testing and the general disarray of leftover materials. But for that, sufficient 

semen staining would likely have been available on the panties for testing in 1992.

As we have seen, samples were missed in the RCMP lab which eventually yielded DNA that matched 

Fisher with near certainty, and which excluded David Milgaard. But even if found in 1992, the technology 

was not yet perfected to the degree needed to achieve the 1997 result. That said, even DQ alpha in 1992 

would probably have excluded David Milgaard as the donor of the semen on the dress, which is not the 

same thing as saying that it would have excluded him as the perpetrator of the murder. It would, however, 

have been more than enough to raise a reasonable doubt.

12 Docid 230977 at 981.

13 Docid 062862.

14 Docid 268698.

15 Docid 334760.

16 Docid 174222.

17 Docid 230984.

18 Docid 068967.
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2. Patricia Alain’s Evidence

The evidence of Alain19 was videotaped and played at the Inquiry. Her curriculum vitae20 shows that she 

retired from the RCMP forensic service in 2001, having become chief scientist in serology. She did not 

have DNA testing expertise, but both Gaudette and Fourney did.

Her first involvement in the Milgaard matter came from Eugene Williams, who sought her advice on the 

James Ferris report, and other forensic matters relating to serology.21 At that time, she told Williams 

that to assume that the donor (Milgaard) of the saliva tested by Bruce Paynter was a non-secretor was 

questionable. She also told him22 that an experienced examiner would have no trouble distinguishing 

between human and canine spermatozoa. 

I find that on this basis, Williams was justified in dismissing Dr. Peter Markesteyn’s speculation about dog 

urine, and in questioning the 20 year old finding that David Milgaard was a non-secretor.

Gaudette reviewed the material that had been sent over to Alain, and was asked whether it could be 

tested for DNA. The answer was no, but perhaps in two years.23 On September 8, 1989, Gaudette wrote 

to Williams24 saying that it would be better to wait for technological advances expected in two years time 

rather than risk the remaining sample in trying conventional DNA analysis methodologies (RFLP).

On December 30, 1991, Williams contacted Emerson of the Central Research Laboratory in England 

to ask about DNA techniques then available.25 He wrote again on January 6, 1992, hoping that PCR 

technologies could be used to get results for the Supreme Court Reference. They could not.26 A control 

sample from the victim could be provided27 but the Forensic Science Service could use only DQ Alpha 

testing for casework. 

Alain was assigned to determine secretor status, and to examine exhibits for “the presence of biological 

material suitable for analysis by a DNA typing methodology”.28 She had been instructed by Williams to 

look for semen or blood stains on Gail Miller’s clothing. 

She found what appeared to be a semen stain on the panties, and a blood stain on the dress suitable 

for use as a control sample for Gail Miller. The report is silent on whether she tested the dress for stains 

suitable for DNA typing. 

Alain said that her testing began with a visual exam. Blood appears reddish/brown. Anything which 

might be semen is subjected to presumptive, preliminary testing. Visually, it can be whitish or yellowish, 

and make a fabric stiffer. UV testing had fallen into disuse because some non-biological substances can 

fluoresce in the same way.

Using acid phosphatase, she found a very, very small semen stain on the panties suitable for DNA testing. 

She found no semen on the girdle upon visual and tactile observation and after random sampling with 

19 T40453-T40541.

20 Docid 287591.

21 Docid 002477, 002475, 002473.

22 Docid 002511.

23 Docid 002479.

24 Docid 002480.

25 Docid 334337.

26 Docid 334413.

27 Docid 334423.

28 Docid 334474.
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acid phosphatase. Nobody was present when she did her testing. The dress, as it later (1997) turned 

out, had semen stains. At the Larry Fisher preliminary inquiry, Alain said that she had examined the dress 

for semen and she adopted that testimony at the Inquiry. She described visual, tactile and acid fast blue 

paper testing. She looked over the front, back and inside of the dress for suspected areas of semen, but 

did not cover the entire area using acid fast blue. I accept her evidence that she looked for semen on the 

dress but found none. Others did, as we know, in 1997. 

Alain followed the protocol for acid fast blue testing by using a random blotting method,29 lacking the 

facilities to conduct a full mapping approach which was a common method in other forensic facilities. 

She explained that the spray format required for full mapping presented a health risk. In hindsight, that 

would have been the way to go, she said, and as a result of this case, full mapping tools have been made 

available to every RCMP lab. That would have been a recommendation of my report because the missed 

opportunity to discover semen stains on the dress was preventable. But events have overtaken such a 

recommendation.

Alain recommended the Roche Diagnostics lab for AMPFLP DNA analysis. The conditions that lab 

required could not be met so Gaudette recommended waiting until PCR technologies were ready for 

casework.

However, as discussed earlier, the decision was made a short time later to have the exhibits tested in 

North Carolina. Alain sent the exhibits to Eisenberg of Roche Laboratories on March 27, 1992. When they 

were returned, Williams asked her to keep the exhibits until further notice which she did, in locked cold 

storage.

She turned over exhibits to the RCMP on July 7, 1997, and Kathryn Bowen took them to the Forensic 

Science Services lab in England, from where they were returned complete with cut out portions. It was 

a practice dating from the mid-1980s, said Alain, to retain stain material and return it to the sender. Had 

this been done by the Ferris lab, I conclude, the excised material from the panties could have been tested 

for DNA.

3. Successful DNA Results and the Missed Opportunity for Earlier Results

In 1997, the whole dress, as well as the panties, were tested by Michael Barber of the Forensic Science 

Services in the United Kingdom. He found semen on both which lead to successful DNA testing results.30

Barber provided responses to questions posed by the Commission in his letter dated September 

26, 2006.31 Commenting on what testing might have been done in 1988 and 1992, and upon the 

likely results, he said that in 1988 the only available technique was an RFLP based method known as 

multilocus profiling (MLP). It discriminated well but required much more sample than the later PCR based 

technology. There was adequate sample available in 1988, but given that some 20 years had passed 

since the sample deposition, it might have been too degraded to yield a result. It was noted in 1997 that 

there was significant degradation which STR technology, then in use, was able to overcome.

In 1992, casework methods available were an RFLP method known as single locus profiling (SLP) and 

a PCR based method, DQ Alpha. Again, SLP might have been precluded by degradation. DQ Alpha 

29 Docid 335730 at 846.

30 Docid 231438, 231077.

31 Docid 340172.
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however, is much more sensitive and targets much shorter sections of the DNA molecule. It is likely that 

DQ Alpha would have been successful in 1992 on both the panties and the dress.

The acid phosphatase screening method (mapping) over the whole surface of the items being tested was 

used to discover the semen, and was standard practice in the Forensic Science Services for many years 

– well prior to 1988.

Barber was asked to describe the earliest points in time that successful DNA testing on the exhibits could 

have been conducted by various methods. His response, which I accept, is quoted in full.

Question d)

Given your examination of the exhibits in 1997, what is your opinion as to the earliest point 

in time when effective DNA testing could have been conducted on the exhibits, and by 

what methods and procedures?”

My Response

The earliest DNA method available to us within the FSS that had a good chance of 

success, given our actual results in 1997, is DQ-alpha and this was introduced in early 

1992. DQ-alpha is considerably less discriminating than either the MLP, SLP or STR 

methods but it is quite likely that it would have produced results suitable to show that the 

semen I found on the dress and panties was not David Milgaard’s. Whilst it is quite likely 

that the DQ-alpha test would have unequivocally eliminated David Milgaard as a source 

of the semen, its power to provide positive evidence of association with Larry Fisher was 

limited. The chance that DQ-alpha would produce a coincidental match between unrelated 

samples is between 1 in 5 and 1 in 50.

I am unable with any confidence to assess the likelihood that either of the RFLP methods 

(MLP or SLP) would have produced either part of a profile or a complete profile. SLP was a 

little more sensitive than MLP and would have stood a slightly better chance. MLP was first 

used in our organization in 1985 but was not introduced as a routine technique until 1987. 

SLP was introduced in 1990.

Within the FSS the earliest example of a highly discriminating PCR based method was an 

STR method known as Quad that became available for use in casework in August of 1994. 

Had the Quad test been conducted in 1994 it is very likely that results would have been 

obtained from both the semen on the panties, and on the dress. Typically, with Quad, the 

chance of a coincidental match is around 1 in 10,000, hence, it was powerful enough to 

produce very strong evidence of association.

The next development within the FSS happened in 1996 and it was the introduction of the 

method that was used in this case.

From that, I conclude that had the Forensic Science Services lab tested the then available, but unknown 

semen on the panties and dress in 1992, Milgaard could have been excluded and Fisher implicated within 

limits of one in fifty by DQ Alpha testing. No finding is possible for other methods in 1992 because of 

possible degradation.
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In 1994, the STR method, Quad, was available in August. It could have very likely produced a result on 

samples from both the panties and the dress which would have shown strong evidence of association 

with Fisher. 1996 saw the introduction of the methods which succeeded in 1997.

Anne-Elizabeth Charland of the RCMP lab did additional DNA work in 1997.32 I find that her letter dated 

September 14, 200633 discloses no disagreement with Barber’s findings.

Because of Alain’s failure to find the full extent of the semen staining on the victim’s clothing, information 

did not, although it should have, come to the attention of the police or authorities which should have 

caused them to reopen the investigation into the death of Gail Miller. The further staining was missed 

because the Ottawa RCMP lab was not equipped to the standard needed to employ the full mapping 

technique. 

4. Further Delay Arising from Negotiations Between 1995 and 1997

A further area of interest to the Inquiry concerned the time occupied by the parties in deciding where and 

how the DNA testing should be performed.

There was consensus between Saskatchewan Justice and Justice Canada by 1992 on the desirability 

of DNA testing.34 But it could not be done with the only known sample, which was microscopic, without 

completely using it. Thus, all concerned decided to wait for the development of more effective DNA 

analysis techniques.

Ronald Fainstein of Justice Canada was instrumental in obtaining the original exhibits from the trial as 

well as bodily fluid samples from Milgaard and Fisher, and keeping them in federal hands. As mentioned, 

Saskatchewan was thus precluded from conducting its own testing. Brown testified that had the matter 

been left in their hands, they would have pursued a DNA result as early as possible.35 However, the 

matter was left with Justice Canada who believed that the Attorney General of Canada had continuing 

jurisdiction to deal with this issue under s. 749 of the Criminal Code (nothing should compromise the royal 

prerogative of mercy).

As Fainstein put it:36

My view was that the result of the reference was that Milgaard was released from prison 

but he was not exonerated, there was a great cloud over the situation, and if it were 

possible for science to give us the answer as to who, in fact, was Gail Miller’s assailant, 

then it was certainly something that should be pursued in the public interest, and 

consistent with my understanding of the ambit of the royal prerogative of mercy, and 

without even necessarily the need for a further 690 application or something to that effect, 

it was just something that had to be done.

I find that it was reasonable of Saskatchewan to leave the carriage of the DNA investigation in the hands 

of Fainstein.

32 Docid 339762.

33 Docid 339765.

34 Docid 002663, 334337 and 334382.

35 See Brown’s evidence at T37662.

36 T39784.
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After contact with Milgaard counsel in January of 1995,37 Fainstein took advice from Fourney and learned 

that STR methods had progressed, and that effective testing might be possible using the small remaining 

stain.

Fainstein told the Inquiry that even if Milgaard counsel had not called, he would have spoken with Fourney 

(from time to time) and learned of the now effective STR testing. There is no question, however, that the 

inquiry from Milgaard counsel set in motion a two year course of negotiation with Justice Canada which 

culminated in the successful 1997 DNA typing in the United Kingdom.

The long discussion between the parties as to the appropriate method of testing (the Milgaard group 

favored DQ Alpha and Justice wanted STR) was colored by the misperception that only a minute stain of 

material existed.

The parties realized at the time that DQ Alpha testing could lead to an exclusion of Fisher or Milgaard, 

or both, as the donor of the semen but could not provide for a positive identification. In practical terms, 

if Milgaard was still identifiable as a potential donor following DQ Alpha testing, he could still argue that 

he was only one of thousands who might have donated the semen. If, however, he was excluded as the 

donor, the result would be much more favourable. According to Fainstein, this limitation accounted for the 

Milgaard group’s preference for DQ Alpha testing. It would allow them “wiggle room” in dealing with the 

results. 

The DNA typing effort which had begun in earnest in 1995 continued for two years until its successful 

conclusion in the summer of 1997. There was a dispute between the Milgaard counsel on the one hand 

and Fainstein and Brown on the other, as to what type of tests should be used and who should conduct 

them.

Fainstein explained to the Inquiry that following his initial proposal in March, 1995, as detailed below, nine 

months passed before the Milgaard scientific adviser, Blake, sent a letter. Blake, and Milgaard counsel, 

favoured DQ Alpha testing while Fainstein and Fourney wanted PCR based STR’s, the method finally 

used successfully in the United Kingdom to get the Fisher match. The RCMP laboratory could have done 

the testing, but that force had done Flicker, and some members had strong views on the identity of the 

perpetrator, so for the sake of appearances, the United Kingdom laboratory was chosen. But failure to 

reach agreement on the test to be done meant that it could not occur in 1995.

A Long Island laboratory (Dr. Ballantyne) was put forward as an alternative to the United Kingdom. 

Fainstein says that they never intended to preclude a Milgaard expert as an observer and would have paid 

his expenses and professional fees. But Milgaard counsel, he says, was adamant that Blake participate 

hands-on in the testing. The laboratory would have declined to test on this basis.

Fainstein says he tried to make the point, how would it look if a Fisher match was obtained with the help 

of an expert for a party adverse in interest? There was further disagreement about the material to be 

tested.

A measure of the disagreement between the parties was the fact that Milgaard counsel and Blake feared 

that if David Milgaard’s known sample was tested first, the result might be slanted in favour of a Milgaard 

match.

Fainstein was a credible, expert and reliable witness. I accept his evidence.

37 T39853.
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Saskatchewan Justice, although not taking the lead in the DNA testing negotiations, was kept informed 

and consulted. Brown had urged Williams to DNA test all human tissue samples found at the scene or on 

the victim’s clothing.

Fourney wrote to Fainstein on March 16, 1995,38 with suggestions for further DNA testing. A small fraction 

of the DNA extracted from the panties by the Roche Medical lab had been saved, and one half of the 

remaining unextracted semen stain on the panties was available. It was critical that the best available 

test be used because the remaining sample would likely be consumed. This test was PCR based short 

tandem repeats (STRs), favored by both the RCMP laboratory and the United Kingdom Forensic Science 

Service.

It had great power of discriminating, allowed for better interpretation of mixed biological samples and 

worked extremely well on old or badly degraded biological exhibits. Fainstein circulated this advice to 

counsel urging testing in the United Kingdom.39

In a letter to Fainstein dated April 7, 1995,40 Brown stated his choice of DNA testing (PCR based STR 

analysis) for what I find were cogent reasons.

By October 1995, Fainstein was still waiting for Blake’s report.41 Finally, Blake reported, for the first 

time, his concerns to Fainstein on December 4, 1995.42 Blake’s recommendations included a thorough 

examination of all exhibits for sample material.

Fourney gave a detailed response dated April 18, 199643 having solicited expert views, three of them from 

scientists who worked on the Morin case. The conclusion was to use STR, not DQ Alpha.

Brown and Fainstein talked by phone a number of times. Fainstein wrote on April 22, 1996 to Brown, as 

well as counsel for Milgaard and Fisher, enclosing Fourney’s advice about STR testing and saying that he 

would proceed with it, with the consent of all.

Brown did not trust the Milgaard group about anything, and relied on Fourney’s advice to use the most 

discriminating test available. Brown favored STR testing at the RCMP lab and only reluctantly agreed to 

use the British Home Office lab. Brown agreed that a re-examination of Gail Miller’s clothing should take 

place.44

The discussions continued until an agreement was finally reached in April, 199745 on the testing method 

and protocol to be used.

Of interest is Brown’s briefing note46 on the issue of why it had taken so long to get DNA testing 

underway. The reasons he gave were the minute quantity of known sample available, unsuitable for 

testing in 1992, and the time consuming negotiations with the Milgaard lawyers about testing methods.

38 Docid 032751.

39 Docid 032749.

40 Docid 289651.

41 Docid 106901.

42 Docid 268709.

43 Docid 230508.

44 Docid 032676.

45 Docid 289554.

46 Docid 032431.
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5. Conclusions

I find that no DNA based information came to the attention of Saskatchewan Justice or the police 

between 1992 and 1997 which should have caused them to reopen the investigation into the death of 

Gail Miller. The Province was right to rely upon Fainstein and RCMP experts, whose view of the correct 

testing methods eventually prevailed and yielded the result in favour of Milgaard.

A corollary question is whether information should have come to the attention of Saskatchewan 

Justice or the police which should have caused them to reopen. The answer to that is a qualified yes. 

Semen stained material on the victim’s panties was wasted in the Ferris lab, and further semen staining 

on the victim’s clothing was missed by the RCMP analyst Alain. These materials, if tested by methods 

available in 1992, might have caused authorities to reopen the case earlier.

The information could also have come sooner had the parties been able to agree promptly on the 

testing method to be used. The ultimately successful method used was STR testing which Fainstein had 

favoured all along. Fainstein was not responsible for the delay, nor was Saskatchewan Justice.
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Events Prior to Trial

Date Event Docid No.

Oct-21-1968 Fisher Victim 1 (FV1) is sexually assaulted by Larry Fisher near 

18th Street between Avenues G and H in Saskatoon.

042522

Nov-13-1968 Fisher Victim 2 (FV2) is sexually assaulted by Larry Fisher near 

18th Street between Avenues E and F in Saskatoon.

039935

Nov-29-1968 Fisher Victim 3 (FV3) is sexually assaulted by Larry Fisher near Wiggins 

Avenue and Temperance Street in Saskatoon.

065330

Dec-14-1968 Saskatoon Police issue a warning in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix advising 

of the assaults and telling women not to talk to strangers or walk in dark 

areas of the city. The Saskatoon Police believe the three assaults were 

committed by the same assailant but they do not have any suspects. 

Larry Fisher had no prior record and was not known to the Saskatoon 

Police at the time. He was not a suspect in the initial investigation of the 

assaults.

214160

Jan-31-1969 David Milgaard, Ron Wilson and Nichol John travel from Regina to 

Saskatoon and arrive in the early morning at approximately 6:30 a.m. 

looking for the home of Albert Cadrain They become lost, get 

stuck twice, and eventually arrive at the home of Albert Cadrain at 

334 Avenue 0 South at approximately 9:00 a.m. They leave later that 

day for Calgary and are joined on the trip by Albert Cadrain. Larry Fisher 

and his wife Linda Fisher live in the basement of the Cadrain home.

Jan-31-1969 Gail Miller leaves her house at 130 Avenue 0 South shortly after 

6:45 a.m. to catch a bus to work. She usually catches the bus at the 

corner of 20th Street and Avenue O. She is sexually assaulted and 

murdered. Her body is discovered in an alley about a block south of her 

residence around 8:30 a.m. The Saskatoon City Police are called and 

Detectives Parker and Reid arrive at the scene at approximately 8:40 or 

8:50 a.m.

106119

009317

Jan-31-1969 Victim 12 (V12) is sexually assaulted by an unknown assailant on 

Avenue H between 20th and 21st Street in Saskatoon, approximately 

7 blocks from where Gail Miller’s body was found. She reports to 

Saskatoon Police that the assault occurred at 7:07 a.m.

006404

Jan-31-1969 A broken knife blade is found at approximately 10:20 a.m. by Lt. Penkala 

at the location where the body was found.

249855A

Jan-31-1969 At approximately 2:30 p.m. Det. Parker locates a red and black sweater 

and one boot buried in the snow, a short distance from the location 

where the body of Gail Miller was found.

006255
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Date Event Docid No.

Jan-31-1969 Dr. Emson performs an autopsy on the body of Gail Miller. The autopsy 

report indicates that the vagina contained non-motile spermatozoa. The 

specimens given to the Saskatoon City Police were scalp hair, pubic 

hair, blood obtained from the right-side hemothorax, and the clothing 

removed from the body. The vaginal fluid was not retained.

065372

Feb-03-1969 As part of a general canvass of people in the neighbourhood, Larry 

Fisher is questioned by Det. McCorriston while waiting for his bus. 

He is not questioned as a suspect but rather to determine whether he 

saw anything unusual on the morning of Gail Miller’s murder. He tells 

police that on January 31, 1969, he caught the bus to work at 6:30 a.m. 

at Avenue 0 and 20th Street and saw nothing unusual. Police note that 

he works at Masonry Contractors, wears a yellow hard hat, and lives at 

334 Avenue O South.

106212

Feb-03-1969 A purse and contents are found in a garbage can by Det. McCorriston in 

the east/west portion of the T alleyway.

106212

Feb-04-1969 Lt. Penkala finds two frozen lumps, yellowish in color, in the snow at the 

murder scene. They are delivered to the lab and are later determined to 

contain semen and hair.

249855A

006262

084974

Feb-04-1969 David Milgaard and his traveling companions return to Regina.

Feb-04-1969 An article appears in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix entitled “No Leads in 

Stabbing” and in the Regina Leader Post entitled “Killer Possible Rapist”. 

159787

039068

Feb-05-1969 Lt. Penkala writes a letter to the Commissioner of the RCMP enclosing 

a general summary of the facts pertaining to the Gail Miller murder 

for possible crime index modus operandi suspect identification. The 

summary of facts prepared by Lt. Penkala states that the Saskatoon 

Police Department has two unsolved cases of rape dating back to 

October and November of 1968. In both cases, the victims were 

attacked from behind while walking in late evening, forced into a 

lane, and under threat with a knife made to undress and submit to 

intercourse. He also mentions that the attacker carried away some of the 

victim’s clothing and allowed the victims to replace some of the clothing, 

usually the outer garment or coat.

052923

Feb-06-1969 Albert Cadrain is arrested by the Regina City Police for vagrancy. 042761

Feb-07-1969 Albert Cadrain is sentenced to seven days in jail for vagrancy. He serves 

his jail time in the Regina area.

042761

Feb-27-1969 Lt. Penkala prepares an investigation report outlining articles that should 

be sought, and may be of evidential value in connection with the Miller 

murder case. He includes in this list items reported missing in connection 

with the complaints of rape relating to FV1 and FV2. He comments on 

the similarity of the rape complaints to the Gail Miller murder.

105520
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February-1969 Saskatoon Police investigate and eliminate over 140 people as suspects 

in Gail Miller’s murder. The Saskatoon Police investigate the possibility 

that Gail Miller’s assailant is the same person who committed the earlier 

sexual assaults.

Mar-02-1969 After returning to Saskatoon, Albert Cadrain voluntarily contacts 

Saskatoon Police to report suspicious behavior by David Milgaard on 

the morning of Gail Miller’s murder. He tells police that he saw blood on 

David Milgaard’s clothing on the morning of January 31, 1969, and that 

he thinks David Milgaard may have killed Gail Miller. David Milgaard was 

not a suspect nor was he known to Saskatoon Police prior to Albert 

Cadrain contacting Saskatoon Police.

001466

009233

Mar-02-1969 David Milgaard is apprehended in Winnipeg and retained in custody. 003360

Mar-02-1969 A knife handle is found by Richard Hounjet in his backyard at 

227 Avenue N North. Police are contacted and Det. McCorriston 

retrieves the handle. It is later concluded that the knife handle matches 

the blade found at the murder scene.

106597

006247

Mar-03-1969 David Milgaard is interviewed in the morning by Det. Karst and 

S/Sgt. Edmondson. David Milgaard gives particulars of his activities on 

January 31, 1969. Det. Karst checks Milgaard’s body for physical marks 

and searches his hotel room and personal belongings.

031058

006586

009233

Mar-03-1969 Ron Wilson is interviewed in Regina by Inspector Riddell of the RCMP. 

He denies knowledge of the Gail Miller murder and indicates he was not 

separated from David Milgaard on the morning of January 31, 1969 for 

any more than two minutes.

042086

006689

Mar-05-1969 Albert Cadrain provides a further statement to the Saskatoon Police. 006723

Mar-11-1969 Nichol John is interviewed in Regina by Inspector Riddell of the RCMP. 

She indicates that at no point during the morning of January 31, 1969 

was she separated from David Milgaard or Ron Wilson for more than 

one or two minutes.

002124

Mar-12-1969 The RCMP laboratory report submitted by Sgt. Paynter on this date 

indicates that the following items in connection with the Gail Miller 

murder were examined for the presence of human seminal fluid: coat, 

panties, girdle with stockings attached, half slip, brassiere, dress, and 

two samples of liquid (received frozen). Human seminal fluid was found 

in one of the samples of liquid and on the panties, but not on any other 

items of clothing. Paynter concluded the human seminal fluid found in 

the sample of liquid was highly probably from a Group “A” secretor.

174222
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Mar-18-1969 Lt. Short and Det. Karst transport Albert Cadrain to Regina, locate 

Nichol John in Regina, and transport both youths to the Regina jail. It is 

reported (Lt. Short:- March 22, 1969) that Nichol John is placed with 

Albert Cadrain, and that following their meeting she indicates that she 

believes Albert Cadrain is telling the truth, that everything he says is 

exactly what happened on the trip, and that she was of the opinion that 

David Milgaard was a dangerous character.

106640

Mar-18-1969 Ron Wilson is interviewed at the Regina Correctional Centre by 

Lt. Short and Det. Karst. It is reported (Lt. Short:- March 22, 1969) that 

nothing further is learned at this time.

106640

Mar-18-1969 Exhibits collected in connection with the sexual assaults of FV1 and 

FV2 are submitted by Lt. Penkala to the RCMP lab for testing, for 

the purpose of comparing them to the physical evidence on the 

Gail Miller murder file.

324671

Mar-20-1969 Inspector Riddell of the RCMP prepares a report indicating that he met 

with the Chief of Police in Saskatoon on February 20, 1969, and it was 

agreed that the RCMP would supply two men to assist the Saskatoon 

Police on a full time basis with the investigation into the death of Gail 

Miller. The report notes two rapes and one attempted rape were 

committed in the same area where Gail Miller was murdered. Inspector 

Riddell reports that in view of the similar methods used in committing 

these offences, there is a good possibility that they were all committed 

by the same individual and this fact has not been overlooked during the 

investigation.

065399

Mar-20-1969 Sgt. Malanowich of the Saskatoon Police interviews and obtains a 

statement from Sharon Williams, a former girlfriend of David Milgaard.

178577

Apr-01-1969 Sgt. Paynter reports that analysis of the exhibits collected in connection 

with FV1 and FV2 revealed agglutinogens of Type A found on the semen 

and blood stained clothing of FV1. Sgt. Paynter indicates in his report 

that the result would become more significant if it were known whether 

FV1 was a Group “A” secretor.

324672

Apr-02-1969 FV2 is interviewed again by police and her blood group is determined to 

be “AB” Group.

009251

Apr-04-1969 Gail Miller’s wallet is found in the 300 block of Avenue 0 South, a few 

houses north of the Cadrain residence.

006295

106653

Apr-05-1969 Det. Karst retrieves a stained toque from Helen Gerce in the 300 block of 

Avenue 0 South, next door to the Cadrain residence. It is reported that 

Ms. Gerce found the toque at the front of her property shortly following 

the murder of Gail Miller.

106680
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Apr-07-1969 Morality Officer Bev Cressman contacts FV1 in order to show her 

some photographs and obtain saliva and blood samples. At the police 

station, FV1 is shown a group of 19 photographs including one of David 

Milgaard. She identifies David Milgaard as a person she has seen before 

but cannot identify him as the one who may have raped her.

004102

Apr-11-1969 Sgt. Paynter reports that FV1 has blood Group “O”. This finding 

suggests that the rapist of FV1 is a Group “A” secretor (as determined in 

the April 1, 1969 lab report of Sgt. Paynter).

025566

Apr-14-1969 Nichol John is interviewed in Regina by Det. Karst. She denies that David 

Milgaard was apart from the group long enough to commit the offence. 

She indicates that she does not recall seeing blood on the clothes of 

David Milgaard. She is reported to state that David Milgaard acted queer 

on the day in question, and seemed to be in a hurry.

106661

Apr-15-1969 Peggy Miller is interviewed by police and provides a statement in which 

it is reported that she recalls receiving letters from her sister, Gail Miller, 

mentioning that she had a boyfriend by the name of David Milgaard 

from Regina.

106659

046019

Apr-18-1969 David Milgaard is interviewed by Det. Barrett. He denies any involvement 

in the murder of Gail Miller. He provides a blood sample, and over the 

next few days he also provides a hair and saliva sample.

106661

153079

106660

006249

006248

Apr-30-1969 Blood and saliva samples are obtained from Ronald Wilson at the 

Provincial Correctional Centre in Regina. It is determined that he has 

blood Group “B”.

025576

106666

042742

May-00-1969 David Milgaard is partying with Craig Melnyk, Ute Frank, Deborah Hall, 

George Lapchuk, Bob Harris and perhaps others in a Regina motel 

room, and is heavily under the influence of drugs. After a television news 

story about the Miller murder, he is teased about being a suspect and he 

responds by stabbing a pillow with his hand and uttering words to the 

effect that he stabbed and killed Gail Miller. The Saskatoon police do not 

become aware of this incident until the eve of David Milgaard’s trial.

May-00-1969 Exact date unknown. On or about this date a document commonly 

referred to as the “Mackie Summary” is prepared by Saskatoon Police.

043477
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May-07-1969 A further RCMP report is prepared outlining the efforts made by the 

RCMP to assist the Saskatoon Police in the investigation into the death 

of Gail Miller. The report is prepared by Cpl. Rasmussen. It states the 

RCMP believed the rapes which occurred in Saskatoon in the late fall of 

1968 were connected to the offence, and were committed by the same 

person. The report indicates Milgaard was found to be a non-secretor 

and has been eliminated as a possible suspect. It also mentions that a 

blood sample was taken from Albert Cadrain, and that he is a member 

of “O” Group.

250597

009254

043477

May-16-1969 Inspector Riddell of the RCMP attends a meeting at the Saskatoon 

Police office for the purpose of reviewing the investigation and deciding 

what further course of action could be taken to bring the matter to a 

successful conclusion. Also present at this meeting were Supt. Wood, 

Lt. Penkala, Lt. Short and Sgt. Edmundson. Inspector Riddell’s May 21, 

1969 RCMP report indicates that after a great deal of discussion it was 

agreed that David Milgaard could be considered as a prime suspect, 

and that further effort should be made to eliminate or implicate him in 

the offence. He also reports that the Saskatoon Police plan to ask both 

Nichol John and Ron Wilson to submit to a lie detector test. 

065349

065347

May-21-1969 Det. Karst reports (May 25, 1969) that he transports Ron Wilson back 

to Saskatoon. En route, it is reported that Wilson divulged that David 

Milgaard and Ron Wilson had discussed “B & E’s”, or rolling someone 

and snatching her purse as a source of money during the trip on January 

31, 1969. It is reported that Ron Wilson also states that David Milgaard 

broke into an elevator near Aylesbury and stole a flashlight. Ron Wilson 

states that he could not recall a knife being in the car. Wilson is taken on 

a drive around the general area of the crime and is reported to recognize 

the Trav-a-leer Motel and the Avenue T location where they became 

stuck. He is also reported to have pointed out the area of 22nd Street 

West and Avenues M, N and P as an area similar to the location where 

the girl was asked for directions.

106669

May-21-1969 Ron Wilson is interviewed in Regina by Det. Karst and Det. Sgt. Mackie, 

as well as Cst. Walter and Cst. Dike (Regina City Police). It is reported by 

Det. Karst (May 25, 1969) that Ron Wilson admits that David Milgaard 

left the vehicle when they became stuck at approximately 6:45 a.m. 

Ron Wilson is reported to have said that David Milgaard returned to the 

vehicle slightly out of breath, and admits that he has since thought that 

this is when David Milgaard was probably involved in the murder.

106669

May-22-1969 Det. Karst, Lt. Short and M/Sgt. Oleksyn take Ron Wilson on a further 

drive around the area where Gail Miller’s body was found, and to other 

parts of Saskatoon. Ron Wilson indicates that when they were stuck 

the initial time they were assisted by two individuals in a cream or yellow 

coloured Dodge or Chrysler.

106669
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May-22-1969 Supt. Wood, Lt. Penkala and Det. Sgt. Mackie interview 

Inspector Art Roberts of the Calgary Police Service so that he is 

prepared to interrogate Ron Wilson and Nichol John on May 23.

106676

May-22-1969 Nichol John is interviewed in Regina by Det. Sgt. Mackie and 

Cst. Walters. She is then driven to Saskatoon. While in Saskatoon she is 

transported to 20th Street W. She is reported to have remembered some 

locations in the vicinity of the crime scene. She is driven to the entrance 

of the alleyway behind the funeral home and she indicates that this was 

approximately where they were stuck. She is reported to have forgotten 

much of what she witnessed. She spends the nights of May 22nd and 

May 23rd in the police station.

106676

105593

May-23-1969 Ron Wilson is interviewed by Inspector Roberts (polygraph operator) 

of the Calgary Police Service and undergoes a polygraph examination. 

After the polygraph, Ron Wilson provides new and significant 

incriminating evidence against David Milgaard, including an alleged 

admission. He provides a statement to police implicating David Milgaard 

in the murder of Gail Miller.

006701

009264

May-23-1969 Nichol John is interviewed by Inspector Roberts of the Calgary Police 

Service. She does not undergo a polygraph examination. After being 

questioned by Inspector Roberts, Nichol John reports to him that she 

now remembers seeing the murder.

121840

May-24-1969 Ron Wilson makes additions to his May 23 statement and continues to 

implicate David Milgaard.

065360

May-24-1969 Nichol John provides a written statement to Det. Sgt. Mackie in which 

she claims she witnessed David Milgaard stab Gail Miller. A Saskatoon 

Police Receipt for Prisoner’s Property form indicates that her handbag 

was returned to her at approximately 12:35 p.m. She is then returned to 

Regina, along with Ron Wilson, by Det. Mackie.

018589

105593

106676

May-25-1969 Det. Karst prepares an Investigation Report outlining the information that 

Ron Wilson provided to him prior to his interview with Inspector Roberts 

on May 23, 1969. He also sets out the new statements made by Ron 

Wilson after the interview with Inspector Roberts (ie. seeing blood on 

Milgaard’s trousers, seeing a knife in the car, Milgaard’s statement to the 

effect that “I fixed her” and Milgaard’s alleged admission at the Calgary 

bus depot).

106669

May-30-1969 David Milgaard is arrested in Prince George, B.C. for the murder of 

Gail Miller.
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Jun-02-1969 David Milgaard is fingerprinted and photographed by police in 

connection with the charge of non-capital murder. He is visited by his 

mother who states that she does not wish her son to be examined by 

any doctor or psychiatrist prior to her consultation with a lawyer. She 

also states her intention to contact Nichol John and Ron Wilson to find 

out their stories. She asks David for Shorty’s last name and address 

so that she may interview him. She is advised by Det. Barrett to speak 

with the Chief of Police, her son’s lawyer or the agent for the Attorney 

General prior to attempting to interview any police witnesses. At the 

request of the Crown, David Milgaard is examined by Dr. Ian McDonald, 

psychiatrist, from approximately 8:10 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in an interview 

room at the police station.

106679

324692

006762

006763

006764

006765

Jun-7-8-1969 Tallis attends at the police station on at least two occasions before his 

first appearance in court, and takes instructions from David Milgaard.

065492

Jun-9-1969 Tallis attends court. R. v. Milgaard is adjourned to June 16, 1969. 065492

Jun-10-1969 Tallis advises Serge Kujawa that he has been appointed pursuant to 

the provisions of the Legal Aid plan to defend David Milgaard. He also 

advises that he would like to have a defence psychiatrist appointed.

065484

Jun-10-1969 Tallis writes to T.D.R. Caldwell advising that he has been instructed to 

defend David Milgaard. He requests copies of any witness statements 

and related reports, including psychiatric reports that Caldwell may have 

obtained with respect to David Milgaard. 

007063

Jun-10-1969 Tallis authors a memorandum setting out some of his thoughts on David 

Milgaard’s case.

153491

Jun-16-1969 Tallis attends court. R. v. Milgaard is adjourned to July 3, 1969. 065492

Jul-03-1969 Tallis attends court and sets a date for the preliminary hearing. 

The matter is adjourned to August 18, 1969.

065492

Jul-07-1969 Tallis writes to Kujawa regarding the possibility of having an independent 

psychiatrist retained by the defence.

065483

Aug-04-1969 Tallis attends the Prince Albert Correctional Centre. He discusses the 

case with David Milgaard and obtains instructions.

065492

Aug-15-1969 Caldwell forwards the following statements to Tallis:

Albert Cadrain – March 2, 1969;•	
Ron Wilson – March 3, May 23 and May 24, 1969; and•	
Nichol John – March 11 and May 24, 1969.•	

Caldwell also sends Tallis a copy of the Autopsy Report prepared by 

Dr. Emson.

007042
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Aug-15-1969 

Aug-18-1969

Tallis makes arrangements with Caldwell to have David Milgaard 

transported to Saskatoon at least one day prior to the start of the 

preliminary hearing. Tallis meets with David Milgaard during this period 

of time. 

065492

Trial and Appeal Proceedings 

Date Event Docid No.

Aug-18-1969 David Milgaard’s preliminary hearing commences. The following 

witness is examined: Thor Kleiv. The preliminary hearing is adjourned to 

August 21, 1969.

210356

209844

210088

Aug-20-1969 Caldwell forwards Tallis a copy of Albert Cadrain’s March 5, 1969 

statement and copies of the RCMP Crime Detection Laboratory Reports 

concerning the examination of the exhibits.

007038

Aug-20-1969 Tallis authors a memorandum outlining his physical examination of the 

crime scene and surrounding area.

224933

Aug-21-1969 Tallis corresponds with Caldwell and asks him to check to see whether 

there are any witnesses that Caldwell does not propose to call, but who 

may be able to give evidence of assistance to the defence. Tallis also 

requests that Caldwell look into whether the police turned over all of their 

material respecting evidence of assistance to the defence.

007037

Aug-21-1969 David Milgaard’s preliminary hearing resumes. The following witnesses 

are examined: Adeline Nyczai, Mary Marcoux, Mathew Hnatiuk, Hattie 

Hnatiuk, Vickie Lynn Fontaine, Rae John Murdock, Terry Michayliuk, 

Robert James Rasmussen, Maria Indyk, George Diewold, and Walter 

Danchuk. The preliminary hearing is adjourned to August 22, 1969.

210356

209844

210088

Aug-22-1969 David Milgaard’s preliminary hearing resumes. The following witnesses 

are examined: Walter Danchuk, Sandra Danchuk, William Alexander 

Campbell, Gary McQuahe, David Anderson, George Davis, George 

Reid and Joe Penkala. The preliminary hearing is adjourned to 

August 26, 1969. 

210356

209844

210088

Aug-26-1969 David Milgaard’s preliminary hearing resumes. Caldwell asks for and 

receives an adjournment until August 27, 1969. No witnesses are 

examined.

210356

209844

210088

Aug-27-1969 David Milgaard’s preliminary hearing resumes. The following witness 

is examined: Ron Wilson. The preliminary hearing is adjourned to 

August 28, 1969. 

210356

209844

210088
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Aug-28-1969 David Milgaard’s preliminary hearing resumes. The following 

witnesses are examined: Ron Wilson, Lorne Grant, Albert Cadrain 

and Gerald McCorriston. The preliminary hearing is adjourned to 

September 4, 1969.

210356

209844

210088

Sep-04-1969 David Milgaard’s preliminary hearing resumes. The following 

witnesses are examined: Nichol John, Dr. Lewis Brand, Victor Pyra, 

Giles Beauchamp, Richard Hounjet, John Oleksyn and Jack Parker. 

The preliminary hearing is adjourned to September 5, 1969.

210356

209844

210088

Sep-05-1969 David Milgaard’s preliminary hearing resumes. The following witnesses 

are examined: Lloyd McDonald, Shane Kirby, Victor Molchanko 

and Bruce Paynter. The preliminary hearing is adjourned to 

September 10, 1969. 

210356

209844

210088

Sep-08-1969 Tallis meets with Caldwell for approximately one hour to review the file 

and discuss witnesses. He authors a memorandum detailing his meeting 

with Caldwell and outlining points of law that must be briefed before trial.

048305

Sep-09-1969 Caldwell replies to Tallis’ letter of August 21, 1969 and discloses the 

existence of Les Spence, Dennis Elliott and the unknown man parked 

outside of 130 Avenue O South. He also mentions the names Orlee 

Lehne and Nicholas Canton and forwards Tallis the following witness 

statements: 

McRae Fraser – one undated and the other dated •	
February 5, 1969;

Sandra Danchuk – March 5, 1969;•	
Walter Danchuk – March 5, 1969; and•	
David Milgaard – March 3 and April 18, 1969. •	

Caldwell also indicates that he added Inspector Roberts and 

Mrs. Shirley Wilson to the Crown’s List of Witnesses pursuant to Tallis’ 

request.

168034

Sep-10-1969 David Milgaard’s preliminary hearing resumes. The following witnesses 

are examined: Roy Fleming, Ray Mackie, Keith Scott Mackie, Peter 

Sawchuk, Helen Gerse, Eddie Karst, Stan Edmonson, Gerald 

McCorriston (recall), Thor Kleiv (recall), Joe Penkala (recall), Shirley 

Wilson and Dr. Harry Emson. The preliminary hearing is adjourned to 

September 11, 1969.

210356

210088

209844

Sep-10-1969 On or about this day, Inspector Roberts of the Calgary Police 

Department attends in Saskatoon and is interviewed by both Caldwell 

and Tallis concerning his part in questioning Ron Wilson and Nichol 

John.

168034

025305

006973A
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Sep-11-1969 David Milgaard’s preliminary hearing resumes and arguments are heard. 

David Milgaard is committed to stand trial on the charge of non-capital 

murder of Gail Miller.

267794

210356

210088

209844

153470

Nov-12-1969 Tallis attends the Prince Albert Correctional Centre. He interviews 

David Milgaard and discusses the case with him.

065407

Dec-11-1969 Tallis attends again at the Prince Albert Correctional Centre. He 

interviews David Milgaard and discusses the case with him.

065407

Dec-19-1969 Tallis writes Frank Dickson, Chairman of the Legal Aid Committee and 

requests authorization to have junior counsel participate in the trial 

with him.

065426

Jan-06-1970 Roy Meldrum, the Deputy Attorney General for Saskatchewan, advises 

Tallis that Legal Aid will not supply him with a second counsel for David 

Milgaard’s trial.

065422

Jan-09-1970 Caldwell provides Tallis with a copy of the indictment and the new 

sketch which he plans on tendering at the trial. He also advises Tallis 

that part of Marie Indyk’s statement is missing, and that Mrs. Cadrain 

brought him a pair of trousers that were left at the Cadrain residence on 

January 31, 1969.

007076

Jan-14-1970 Caldwell telephones Tallis and discloses the existence of Maurice 

Cerato and Maurice Cerato’s receipt of blood-stained pants from David 

Milgaard. He indicates that the pants have been sent to the RCMP lab 

for examination.

007074

Jan-15-1970 Caldwell corresponds with Tallis and provides more information regarding 

Maurice Cerato and discloses the RCMP Crime Detection Laboratory 

Report regarding the examination of Nichol John’s parka.

007074

Jan-18-1970 While being transported to Saskatoon to testify at David Milgaard’s 

trial, Ron Wilson tells Saskatoon Police about the Regina motel room 

incident. Ron Wilson was not present but was told by Craig Melnyk and 

George Lapchuk that David Milgaard had re-enacted and admitted killing 

Gail Miller. They later testify at David Milgaard’s trial. Caldwell advises 

Tallis of David Milgaard’s alleged motel room confession in Regina.

007070

Jan-19-1970 Saskatoon Police interview and obtain statements from Craig Melnyk, 

George Lapchuk, and Ute Frank regarding the motel room incident.

178215

002129

277583

Jan-19-1970 David Milgaard’s trial commences in Saskatoon Court of Queen’s Bench 

before Chief Justice Bence and a jury.

212178

020466
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Jan-19-1970 Caldwell corresponds with Tallis and provides him with the following 

witness statements:

Mary Alice Marcoux – February 1, 1969;•	
Mathew Hnatiuk – February 1, 1969;•	
Hattie Hnatiuk – January 31, 1969; •	
Rae John Murdock – January 31, 1969; •	
Terry Michayliuk – January 31, 1969;•	
Robert James Rasmussen – June 12, 1969;•	
William Alexander Campbell – February 2, 1969; •	
Dave Anderson – June 12, 1969; •	
George Davis – June 12, 1969;•	
Giles Beauchamp – April 4, 1969;•	
George William Pratt – May 26, 1969;•	
Dennis Elliot – January 31 and February 6, 1969; and•	
Maria Indyk (part) – February 5, 1969.•	

The following witness is examined: Thor Kleiv. The trial is adjourned to 

January 20, 1970.

039537

Jan-20-1970 David Milgaard’s trial resumes. The following witnesses are examined: 

Thor Kleiv and Ron Wilson. The trial is adjourned to January 21, 1970.

065407

Jan-21-1970 Caldwell corresponds with Tallis regarding the alleged motel room 

confession and provides him with copies of witness statements relating 

to Craig Melnyk, George Lapchuk and Ute Frank. He also indicates that 

he intends to interview and possibly call evidence from Melnyk, Lapchuk 

and Frank. Caldwell also provides Tallis with the witness statement taken 

from Richard Hounjet dated March 2, 1969.

007070

Jan-21-1970 Tallis interviews Ute Frank on or about this date.

Jan-21-1970 David Milgaard’s trial resumes. The following witnesses are examined: 

Ron Wilson and Nichol John. Nichol John testifies but does not say that 

she witnessed David Milgaard stab Gail Miller, as she claimed in her 

statement to the police. The Court hears submissions on section 9(2) of 

the Canada Evidence Act. The trial is adjourned to January 22, 1970.

210858

211562

Jan-22-1970 Caldwell advises Tallis of the results of lab examinations conducted on 

the pants provided by Maurice Cerato.

009403

007074

Jan-22-1970 David Milgaard’s trial resumes. Justice Bence gives his ruling on 

Caldwell’s application under section 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act. 

Caldwell is allowed to read Nichol John’s statement to the jury as part of 

his examination of Nichol John. The following witnesses are examined: 

Nichol John, Albert Cadrain, Mary Marcoux, Rae John Murdoch, Terry 

Michayliuk. The trial is adjourned to January 23, 1970.

210858

211562
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Jan-23-1970 David Milgaard’s trial resumes. The following witnesses are examined: 

Adeline Nyczai, Mathew Hnatiuk, Hattie Hnatiuk, Henry George Diewold, 

Walter Danchuk, Sandra Danchuk, William Alexander Campbell, Garry 

McQuahe and George Davis. The trial is adjourned to January 26, 1970.

210858

211562

Jan-24-1970 Caldwell advises Tallis that he intends to call evidence from Melnyk 

and Lapchuk.

007069

Jan-26-1970 David Milgaard’s trial resumes. The following witnesses are examined: 

David Anderson, Jack Parker, George Reid, Joe Penkala, Lorne Grant, 

Vicki Lynn Steadman (nee Fontaine), Peter Sawchuk, Richard Hounjet, 

Gerald McCorriston, Giles Beauchamp, Victor Pyra, Roy Fleming and 

Keith Scott Mackie. The trial is adjourned to January 27, 1970.

210858

211562

Jan-27-1970 David Milgaard’s trial resumes. The following witnesses are examined: 

Helen Gerse, Eddie Karst, Ray Mackie, John Oleksyn, Shane Kirby, 

Stan Edmonson, Gary McLeod, Lloyd McDonald and Bruce Paynter. 

The Court hears submissions respecting the admissibility of the alleged 

motel room confession. The trial is adjourned to January 28, 1970.

210858

211562

Jan-28-1970 David Milgaard’s trial resumes. Justice Bence gives his ruling on the 

admissibility of the alleged motel room confession. The following 

witnesses are examined: Craig Melnyk, George Lapchuk, Robert 

Rasmussen, Victor Molchanko, Dr. Lewis Brand, Thor Kleiv (recall), 

Giles Beauchamp (recall) and Ray Mackie (recall). The trial is adjourned 

to January 29, 1970.

210858

211562

Jan-29-1970 David Milgaard’s trial resumes. The following witnesses are examined: 

Dr. Harry Emson and Maria Indyk. The Crown closes its case and Tallis 

indicates that he will not be calling evidence. Both Caldwell and Tallis 

address the jury. The trial is adjourned to January 30, 1970.

210858

211562

141905

031255

Jan-30-1970 David Milgaard’s trial resumes. A member or members of the jury ask 

that Maria Indyk’s evidence be read back to the jury. Justice Bence gives 

his charge to the jury and the jury retires to the deliberation room at 

12:35 p.m. The jury adjourn their deliberations at 12:45 a.m. 

210858

211562

006175

Jan-31-1970 David Milgaard’s trial resumes. The jury returns to the Court House at 

10:00 a.m. and renders a guilty verdict at 12:15 p.m.

210858

211562

006175

Feb-10-1970 Tallis files a Notice of Appeal on behalf of David Milgaard. 006851

Feb-21-1970 Fisher Victim 4 (FV4) is sexually assaulted by Larry Fisher in the 200 

block of Avenue V South in Saskatoon.

105212

Jul-01- 1970 Exact date unknown. Larry Fisher goes to work in Fort Garry, Manitoba.

Aug-02-1970 Fisher Victim 5 (FV5) is sexually assaulted by Larry Fisher in Fort Garry, 

Manitoba.

071223

002043
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Sep-19-1970 Larry Fisher is arrested while sexually assaulting Fisher Victim 6 (FV6) 

in Fort Garry, Manitoba. He confesses to the crime and also confesses 

to sexually assaulting and robbing FV5. He is charged with the sexual 

assault of FV6 and is retained in custody.

002050

255034

093348

Sep-21-1970 Larry Fisher is charged with theft, possession of an offensive weapon, 

and the sexual assault of FV5.

002035

Sep-25-1970 A letter is sent by Fort Garry Police to the Saskatoon Police regarding 

Larry Fisher and any help that Saskatoon police might be able to 

provide. The letter indicates that Larry Fisher has been arrested and 

charged by the Fort Garry Police Department with two charges of 

rape, one of theft by violence and possession of an offensive weapon. 

The letter further indicates that Larry Fisher recently moved to the area 

from Saskatoon. The circumstances of the two Fort Garry rapes being 

investigated are detailed in the letter.

093342

Oct-20-1970 A letter is sent by Inspector Perry of the Fort Garry Police Department 

to Chief Kettles of the Saskatoon Police Department (Attn: 

Inspector Nordstrum) stating that (as requested by letter dated October 

15, 1970), members of the Fort Garry Police Department interviewed 

Fisher, but he denied any knowledge of the offences committed in the 

Saskatoon area.

002019

Oct-21-1970 Larry Fisher provides a statement to Fort Garry Police confessing to two 

earlier sexual assaults in Saskatoon.

002032

Oct-22-1970 Det. Karst travels to Winnipeg and interviews Larry Fisher. Larry Fisher 

admits to the sexual assaults of victims FV4 and FV3 in Saskatoon. He 

does not admit to the sexual assaults of FV1 and FV2 in Saskatoon.

012639

012656

Nov-01-1970 Exact date unknown. M/O Cressman is directed by Inspector Nordstrom 

to make inquiries at 512 Avenue F South in Saskatoon and confirm 

whether Larry Fisher lived at that address in November of 1968. 

M/O Cressman is also directed to inquire into Larry Fisher’s background, 

activities, and the sexual assaults of FV1 and FV2. 

Nov-06-1970 Tallis argues David Milgaard’s appeal before the Saskatchewan Court of 

Appeal in Regina.

066593

Dec-30-1970 Larry Fisher is charged with the rape of victims FV1, FV2, and FV4 and 

with the indecent assault of FV3 in Saskatoon.

010733

260945

056385

047051

Jan-05-1971 David Milgaard’s appeal is dismissed by the Saskatchewan Court 

of Appeal.

066505
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Feb-05-1971 An Investigation Report is left on FV4’s police file which states “the 

situation concerning this occurrence and the alleged mental condition 

of the accused was explained to this girl and her parents. At the present 

time these people appear to be completely satisfied with the actions 

taken re this occurrence. This therefore is a concluding report.” 

Feb-09-1971 Tallis corresponds with Mr. Heidgerken, Secretary of the Legal Aid 

Committee, indicating that David Milgaard wishes to launch an appeal to 

the Supreme Court of Canada, and requesting authorization to pursue 

an application for leave to appeal.

066582

Mar-17-1971 Deputy Chief Corey of the Saskatoon Police writes to the Deputy 

Attorney General in Regina (Attn: Kenneth MacKay, Crown Solicitor) 

regarding Larry Fisher. The letter indicates that on March 16, 1971 

Deputy Chief Corey was contacted by Caldwell and asked to forward 

to MacKay a summary of the facts relating to offences of sexual assault 

allegedly committed by Larry Fisher. The letter details the charges and 

the circumstances of the offences relating to FV1, FV2, FV3 and FV4. 

The letter states that the police investigation revealed Larry Fisher lived 

within a block of the locations where the sexual assaults occurred, the 

description of the culprit is very similar, and the modus operandi in all 

four cases is the same.

261053

Mar-18-1971 Kenneth MacKay, Crown Solicitor, writes to Larry Fisher’s legal counsel, 

Lawrence Greenberg, to advise that inquiries are presently being made 

in Saskatoon with regard to charges against Larry Fisher, but that 

charges against Larry Fisher in Manitoba will have to be dealt with prior 

to proceeding with the Saskatchewan charges.

039593

331515

033361

May-28-1971 Larry Fisher pleads guilty in Winnipeg and is convicted of the rape of 

FV5 and FV6. He is sentenced to a total of 13 years for the Manitoba 

offences.

326232

Jun-02-1971 Greenberg writes to MacKay to advise that the Manitoba charges have 

now been disposed of, and to ask that the charges in Saskatchewan 

against Larry Fisher be proceeded with as soon as possible. The letter 

also indicates that he has asked federal authorities to transfer Larry 

Fisher to the penitentiary in Saskatchewan at the earliest possible 

date. Greenberg also writes to Larry Fisher’s mother to advise that he 

was sentenced to a total of 13 years in prison in connection with the 

Manitoba offences. Mrs. Fisher in turn forwards a copy of this letter to 

Larry Fisher’s wife, Linda Fisher.

039581

045229
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Jun-07-1971 Manitoba Crown Attorney W. Morton writes to the Attorney General 

in Saskatchewan to advise of the outcome of the Manitoba charges 

against Larry Fisher. He states that the Crown attorney handling the 

prosecution of Larry Fisher in Saskatchewan might wish to know that 

at no time was Fisher’s Saskatchewan involvement made known to the 

sentencing judge in Manitoba.

053206

Jun-25-1971 Kujawa, Director of Public Prosecutions, writes to the Honourable 

D.V. Heald, Q.C., Attorney General, to request that he sign a direct 

indictment regarding Larry Fisher, in order that his case may be 

processed as soon as Larry Fisher is transferred to the penitentiary 

in Prince Albert. Kujawa states in his letter that without Larry Fisher’s 

confession in Manitoba, he has no evidence at all on which to charge 

Fisher but the offences were committed and reported to the police at 

the time.

010690

Nov-15-1971 The Supreme Court of Canada denies David Milgaard’s application for 

leave to appeal the decision of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal.

053142

Dec-08-1971 Kujawa writes to the acting Attorney General, the Honourable 

Allan Blakeney, Q.C., to request that he sign a direct indictment 

to proceed with the charges against Larry Fisher as planned on 

December 21, 1971.

301073

010680

Post-Conviction Events

Date Event Docid No.

Dec-21-1971 Larry Fisher is transferred from the Prince Albert Penitentiary and 

appears in Regina Court of Queen’s Bench. He pleads guilty to three 

charges of rape and one charge of indecent assault (FV1, FV2, FV4 and 

FV3) relating to his 1968 and 1970 assaults on women in Saskatoon. He 

is sentenced to four years for the rapes, and six months for the indecent 

assault (to be served concurrent with his existing 13 year sentence).

039619

001763

Jun-05-1972 In a letter to Caldwell, Dr. McDonald states that having reviewed his file 

(which is based on one interview with David Milgaard plus reports from 

Yorkton Psychiatric Centre, the Munroe Wing, Regina and the Child 

Guidance Clinic of greater Winnipeg), he would conclude that David 

Milgaard was suffering from a severe behavior disorder which would best 

be called sociopathic personality. He further states he did not find any 

evidence of formal psychiatric disorder such as schizophrenia. 

000753
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Jun-14-1972 Caldwell writes to the National Parole Board stating that he would be 

unalterably opposed to David Milgaard ever gaining his freedom again. 

He encloses with his letter a copy of the Court of Appeal judgment in 

Her Majesty the Queen v. David Edgar Milgaard, along with a copy of 

the booklet of photographs taken by the Saskatoon Police Department 

which he states graphically indicate the brutal murder of Ms. Miller by 

Milgaard. He asks that the National Parole Board accept his comments, 

the judgment and photographs and make them a part of their file so that 

they may come to the attention of any Parole Board members who may 

eventually sit on the question of releasing Milgaard. 

067384

Mar-25-1973 David Milgaard, along with two other inmates, escapes from 

Dorchester Penitentiary. He is recaptured and returned to custody on 

March 26, 1973.

332798

Sep-27-1974 Caldwell writes to the National Parole Board advising that 

Dr. McDonald still has all the psychiatric history pertaining to Milgaard on 

his file, and urging them to obtain a release from Milgaard in order to get 

this material on their file.

006833

006832

Spring 1976 Tallis is appointed to the Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories.

Aug-05-1977 Parole Service Officer Nancy Flintoft Meronek writes to both 

Dr. Ian McDonald and Caldwell. She advises Caldwell that David 

Milgaard has recently applied for a release on day parole, and asks for 

any information he can provide. The letter to Dr. McDonald encloses an 

authorization for release of information signed by David Milgaard, and 

requests that Dr. McDonald provide them with his past assessment of 

David Milgaard and any information he can provide.

006830

006831

Aug-15-1977 Caldwell replies to Flintoft Meronek, enclosing a copy of his 

June 14, 1972 letter. He also encloses a copy of the judgment of the 

Saskatchewan Court of Appeal and a booklet of photographs. He 

indicates that he believes David Milgaard to be an extremely dangerous 

and unpredictable person. 

006822

Jan-26-1980 Larry Fisher is released from the penitentiary in Prince Albert on 

mandatory supervision.

Mar-31-1980 Larry Fisher sexually assaults and attempts to murder Fisher Victim 7 

(FV7) in North Battleford.

056116

Apr-3-1980 Larry Fisher is charged with the rape and attempted murder of FV7.

Aug-22-1980 David Milgaard escapes while on a temporary absence from Stony 

Mountain Institution. His escape is reported in the news media. 

Heremains at large until November 8, 1980 when he is shot and 

recaptured by the RCMP.

159712
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Aug-28-1980 Linda Fisher (Larry’s ex-wife) attends at the Saskatoon police station 

and provides a statement to Inspector Wagner indicating that she has 

had suspicions about Larry Fisher in relation to the Gail Miller murder. 

She describes events that occurred at her home on the morning of 

January 31, 1969 respecting an argument with Larry and an accusation 

surrounding a lost paring knife and the murder of the nurse that morning. 

She recounts Larry’s reaction and the description of the knife. She states 

that Larry was never questioned about the crime, and that she has a 

feeling that David Milgaard is innocent.

004921

Dec-23-1980 The Milgaard family issues a news release and distributes a reward 

poster to residents of Saskatoon. The reward poster offers $10,000 

to any person able to provide information that will exonerate David 

Milgaard.

159706

Dec-24-1980 Joyce Milgaard retains Saskatoon lawyer Gary Young. 331970

Dec-31-1980 Gary Young contacts Tallis by telephone to discuss the matter. 331967

Jan-01-1981 Exact date unknown. Chris O’Brien interviews Deborah Hall. 178010

Jan-06-1981 Following a telephone conversation with Gary Young, Saskatoon Police 

Chief John Gibbon writes to Gary Young to advise that he will not 

provide access to the complete police file or provide permission for 

Gary Young to interview the police officers involved in the investigation of 

the murder charge against David Milgaard.

331961

219408

Jan-12-1981 Gary Young writes to the Chief of Police to advise that the reason he 

wishes to speak with one or more of the police officers involved in 

the Milgaard investigation is to hopefully obtain information that might 

ultimately lead to the exoneration of David Milgaard. He also requests 

the assistance of the Saskatoon City Police in locating Ron Wilson, 

Nichol John and Albert Cadrain.

331953

Jan-13-1981 Police Chief John Gibbon authors a memorandum to Supt. Penkala 

stating that unless required to do so by the Attorney General’s 

department or court order, he will stick by his decision to prohibit access 

by David Milgaard and his family to the police file in this matter.

097430

Jan-14-1981 Joyce Milgaard instructs Gary Young to review and obtain the trial 

transcripts. By letter dated January 14, 1981, Gary Young forwards a 

copy of the transcripts to Joyce Milgaard. 

331949
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Jan-15-1981 In a letter to friends Joyce Milgaard mentions that she has spent a 

great deal of time with Peter Carlyle-Gordge and his wife, who have 

agreed to work on the case and do some investigative legwork. In his 

testimony before the Commission, Peter Carlyle-Gordge indicated that 

he contacted Joyce Milgaard and met with her on several occasions in 

late 1980. He reviewed the preliminary hearing transcripts and then later 

the trial transcripts, along with materials provided by Joyce (including 

witness statements, correspondence between Joyce and David, and 

an orange scribbler in David’s handwriting setting out his version of the 

events on January 31, 1969).

213139

Jan-22-1981 Gary Young, David Milgaard, Joyce Milgaard and Peter Carlyle-Gordge 

participate in a conference call to discuss David’s case.

155260

Jan-23-1981 Chief of Police John Gibbon writes to Gary Young to advise that the 

Saskatoon Police contacted Albert Cadrain, Ron Wilson and Nichol 

John, and that all three of them were emphatic that they did not wish 

their whereabouts to be made known to Gary Young or to the Milgaard 

family. The Police Chief also advises that if the Milgaard family have 

reasons sufficient to cause a review of the case, the police are prepared 

to co-operate by making their file available to a representative of the 

Attorney General’s department.

331932 

106839

106840

106841

Jan-24-1981 Joyce Milgaard interviews George Lapchuk. 054420

Jan-24-1981 Joyce Milgaard interviews Bob Harris. 178180

Jan-25-1981 Joyce Milgaard approaches Nichol John at her home. 106843

000751

331930

Jan-26-1981 The lawyer for Nichol John, Larry Leslie, writes to the Saskatoon Police 

to advise that his client, Nichol John, was visited at her home by Joyce 

Milgaard on January 25, 1981. Leslie indicates that this matter is very 

traumatic for Nichol John and he raises the concern that her address 

was divulged to Mrs. Milgaard by the Saskatoon Police. 

106843

Jan-26-1981 Joyce Milgaard again speaks with George Lapchuk. 054415

Jan-26-1981 Joyce Milgaard speaks with Ron Wilson by telephone. 331993

046588

Jan-26-1981 On or about this date Joyce Milgaard contacts Dennis Elliott by 

telephone.

048439

Jan-30-1981 After a telephone conversation, Gary Young writes to Local Registrar, 

Dennis Berezowsky, to confirm that the Milgaard exhibits are still being 

kept at the Court House, and also to request that they not be destroyed.

331931

331929
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Feb-01-1981 Peter Carlyle-Gordge (exact date unknown – but likely between January 

and March, 1981) speaks to Father Murphy by telephone. He learns that 

Father Murphy contacted Albert Cadrain and spoke to him about the 

Gail Miller murder, and that he encouraged him to apply for the reward. 

He also learns from Father Murphy that Albert Cadrain received the 

$2,000 reward.

048529

Feb-02-1981 Gary Young telephones Caldwell to discuss this matter. 331926

Feb-03-1981 Peter Carlyle-Gordge interviews Howard Shannon, formerly a supervisor 

with MacLean Hunter, regarding his recollection and impressions of 

David Milgaard.

155237

Feb-05-1981 Peter Carlyle-Gordge interviews Maurice Cerato. 173877

Feb-05-1981 Peter Carlyle-Gordge interviews Adeline Nyczai (Hall). She saw Gail Miller 

on the morning of January 31, 1969, just before Gail Miller left for work.

337718

Feb-09-1981 Peter Carlyle-Gordge writes to Roger Renaud, formerly a supervisor with 

MacLean Hunter, regarding David Milgaard.

155237

Feb-11-1981 Chief Police John Gibbon writes to Nichol John’s lawyer to assure 

him that the Saskatoon City Police did not divulge her address to the 

Milgaard family.

106845

Mar-11-1981 After correspondence and several inquiries, Gary Young obtains Tallis’ 

file for his review. 

331923

331911

331887

Mar-21-1981 Joyce Milgaard speaks with Estelle Cadrain by telephone. 048600

048688

Mar-21-1981 On or about this date Joyce Milgaard speaks with Sandra and Walter 

Danchuk by telephone.

048577

Apr-01-1981 Roger Renaud replies by letter (exact date unknown) to Peter 

Caryle-Gordge regarding his thoughts about David Milgaard.

155237

Apr-15-1981 Joyce Milgaard speaks with Ron Wilson again by telephone. 331978

Apr-20-1981 Joyce Milgaard writes to Gary Young. She advises she is still attempting 

to locate Albert Cadrain. She encloses a recent letter sent to Nichol 

John, along with information regarding her latest call to Ron Wilson.

331977

Apr-28-1981 Tony Merchant is contacted by Howard Shannon. Shannon asks 

Merchant to meet with Joyce Milgaard and Peter Carlyle-Gordge. 

Shannon advises Merchant that he is prepared to pay into trust a 

maximum of $3,000.00 in order for Merchant to assist David Milgaard.

332564

May-03-1981 Merchant telephones Tallis. 332575 at 

332577
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May-09-1981 Merchant interviews Nichol John. Joyce Milgaard and Larry Leslie are 

also present. Nichol John informs Merchant that she was raped by 

David Milgaard in Regina prior to leaving on the trip. She also provides 

her recollection of the morning of January 31, 1969.

048643

173880

May-09-1981 Merchant, Joyce Milgaard and Peter Carlyle-Gordge discuss the 

interview with Nichol John and the possibility of hypnosis. They discuss 

contacting Albert Cadrain and also briefly discuss the work being done 

by Gary Young.

173964

May-13-1981 David Milgaard writes to Merchant, authorizing him to represent him and 

to discuss his case with Tallis.

156673

May-15-1981 Peter Carlyle-Gordge writes to Merchant to set out a few proposals. 

He proposes that tracers be put out for Albert Cadrain, Sharon Williams, 

Ute Frank and Mr. Rasmussen. He also sets out his views on Nichol 

John and suggests that they keep Gary Young vaguely informed until he 

provides information regarding Lorne Mahar, whom both he and Joyce 

consider to be a potential suspect in the murder of Gail Miller.

332565

216045

219531

May-26-1981 Merchant writes to Caldwell for information on who received the 

$2,000.00 reward offered by the Saskatoon Police Commission in 

connection with the murder of Gail Miller.

216040

May-26-1981 Merchant writes to Nichol John’s lawyer to inquire whether she 

is prepared to meet with a psychiatrist with a view to having her 

suppressed memories drawn forth. He states that the question for 

the Milgaards is whether Nichol John made the initial statement to the 

police because it was true, or because she was pressured into making a 

statement over the period of time that she was in custody.

216041

May-26-1981 Gary Young writes to Joyce Milgaard. He discusses the possibility of 

making an application to the Governor General, through the Minister 

of Justice, for a reference to the Supreme Court. He indicates that he 

has reviewed relevant case law, the transcripts from the trial, and some 

of the preliminary inquiry transcripts. He has also reviewed Tallis’ file 

and had discussions with Joyce Milgaard and Peter Carlyle-Gordge. 

However, he advises he has not reviewed in detail the material 

regarding Joyce’s interviews and her investigation. He seeks her further 

instructions.

331877

Jun-08-1981 Merchant corresponds with Tallis. 332571
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Jun-10-1981 Leslie, solicitor for Nichol John, writes to the Saskatoon Police to 

advise that Nichol John was recently interviewed by Mrs. Milgaard and 

Merchant. He advises that his client may undergo a hypnotic interview 

with a psychiatrist. He advises that Merchant seems to be alleging that 

the Saskatoon Police department coerced a statement out of Nichol 

John which may not have been the truth. He also states that if an 

injustice was done by his client it should be cleared up once and for all.

025339

Jun-10-1981 Leslie writes to Merchant regarding the proposed attendance by Nichol 

John with a psychiatrist. 

216051

Jun-11-1981 Larry Fisher is convicted of the attempted murder and rape of FV7 and is 

sentenced to 10 years in prison.

Jun-16-1981 Tallis speaks with Merchant. 216050

Jun-18-1981 Caldwell writes to Merchant to advise that the reward offered in 

connection with the murder of Gail Miller was offered by the Saskatoon 

Police Commission, and that they will need to decide whether to divulge 

the name of the recipient.

216052

Jun-25-1981 Joyce Milgaard advises Young that she will be seeking the assistance 

of Merchant. Mrs. Milgaard explains in her letter that she recently met 

up with Howard Shannon, David Milgaard’s previous employer, who 

deposited $3,000.00 with Merchant to assist with David’s case.

331857

Jun-25-1981 Merchant writes to Tallis. 216050

Jul-13-1981 Merchant writes to the Saskatoon Police Commission requesting that 

they provide him with the name of the recipient of the reward given in 

connection with the arrest and conviction of David Milgaard.

106849

Jul-23-1981 Merchant writes to Dr. Messer, psychiatrist, regarding Nichol John. 216054

Aug-21-1981 Chief of Police John Gibbon writes to Mayor Wright, Chairman of the 

Board of Police Commissioners, to advise that Merchant has requested 

the name of the reward recipient, and also to recommend that the name 

not be disclosed. 

106850

Sep-14-1981 Chief of Police John Gibbon writes to Merchant to advise that the 

Saskatoon Board of Police Commissioners are not inclined to release 

the name of the person who received the reward in connection with the 

arrest and conviction of David Milgaard.

106852

Oct-05-1981 Merchant writes to Tallis. He indicates he is interested to know the 

reasons why David Milgaard did not testify, and whether he admitted 

that he committed the crime.

216059

Oct-21-1981 David Milgaard writes to Merchant stating that he would like a written 

opinion from him addressing his situation in general, and advising of his 

view regarding a successful presentation of a final product to Ottawa.

156673 of 

156675
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Nov-20-1981 Leslie writes to Merchant to advise he received a surprise telephone call 

from Nichol John, who advised she was prepared to undergo hypnosis 

with Dr. Messer.

216062

216063

Feb-08-1982 David Milgaard writes to Merchant to express his concern about whether 

Nichol John will undergo hypnosis. He suggests that Nichol never 

witnessed a murder and that her struggle through the trial with her 

testimony was a conscious effort on her part to tell the truth, and not to 

protect him.

217482

Feb-09-1982 Merchant writes to Leslie to advise that Nichol John did not show up 

for the appointment scheduled with Dr. Messer on December 9th and 

December 10th. He asks that he be advised when Nichol John might 

next be prepared to attend.

216067

Feb-22-1982 Leslie writes to Merchant to advise that he has attempted to contact 

Nichol John and hopes to hear from her shortly.

216068

Mar-01-1982 Joyce Milgaard writes to Merchant to request that the $1,200.00 paid in 

trust to be used for expenses to bring Nichol John to Dr. Messer’s office 

be returned to her, unless something is forthcoming by March 15, 1982. 

219492

216069

May-18-1982 David Milgaard writes to Nichol John to find out why she did not meet 

with Dr. Messer, and to ask that she do so. He also asks that she call 

his mother.

219542

Jul-13-1982 Merchant writes to Tallis to again inquire whether David Milgaard at 

the time admitted the crime, and also to request copies of his initial file 

notes.

213623

Sep-29-1982 Merchant again writes to Tallis further to his July 13, 1982 letter. 219528

Sep-29-1982 Merchant writes to Leslie to inquire about arrangements for having 

Nichol John interviewed by Dr. Messer.

219529

Nov-29-1982 Tallis meets and discusses David Milgaard’s case with Merchant. 213628

183639

Dec-01-1982 Joyce Milgaard writes to Merchant (exact date unknown) to request that 

he advise of his plan of action. She expresses frustration about a lack of 

progress and indicates that David Milgaard is hoping that by March they 

will be able to try for an official reopening. She asks that Merchant locate 

Albert Cadrain and contact Leslie with regard to setting up a conference 

call with Nichol John.

219484

Dec-10-1982 Merchant writes to David Milgaard to advise that he has now spoken 

with Tallis. He states he believes that unless they can persuade some 

witness to recant their story, then very little can be done.

183639

Dec-29-1982 Merchant writes to Empire Skip Tracing Ltd. to request that Albert 

Cadrain and Nichol John be located.

219530
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Jan-20-1983 Merchant writes to Joyce Milgaard to advise that he has obtained 

Albert Cadrain’s address, and to suggest that either he, Joyce or Peter 

Carlyle-Gordge approach Albert Cadrain unannounced.

219511

Feb-16-1983 Merchant writes to Joyce Milgaard to advise that he has tracked down 

Nichol John. 

219490

Feb-18-1983 Carlyle-Gordge interviews Albert Cadrain. 040654

Feb-19-1983 Carlyle-Gordge contacts Leonard Gorgchuk by telephone (approximate 

date). 

325504

Feb-19-1983 Carlyle-Gordge contacts Caldwell by telephone (sometime between 

February 19 – 21) to discuss the David Milgaard trial.

325653

Feb-21-1983 Carlyle-Gordge speaks with Father Murphy again by telephone. He 

learns that Father Murphy contacted Albert Cadrain and discussed the 

reward with him after David Milgaard was arrested, and not prior to 

Albert Cadrain going to the police.

337710

Feb-21-1983 Carlyle-Gordge contacts Dennis Cadrain by telephone. They discuss 

David Milgaard and Albert Cadrain. Carlyle-Gordge asks Dennis Cadrain 

whether he knew a Larry Fisher. Caryle-Gordge states that Albert 

Cadrain mentioned the name Larry Fisher.

325634

Feb-22-1983 Carlyle-Gordge writes to Caldwell following their telephone conversation 

to advise that he will be returning to Saskatoon during the weekend of 

March 11-13. He asks if it will be possible to spend a couple of hours 

Friday finishing off his note making from the case files, and then to meet 

with him on Saturday to do a proper interview.

332045

Mar-01-1983 Carlyle-Gordge mentions in his February 22, 1983 letter to Caldwell that 

he is going to interview Eddie Karst during the weekend of March 11-13. 

It appears that he attempts to contact Eddie Karst by telephone but is 

not successful.

332045

332997

Mar-01-1983 Carlyle-Gordge contacts Dr. Chorney, the pathologist who conducted 

the autopsy in the Lorne Mahar case, by telephone.

333009

Mar-01-1983 Carlyle-Gordge contacts Lorne Mahar by telephone. 333005

Mar-01-1983 Carlyle-Gordge conducts a telephone interview with Raymond Mackie. 

They discuss Mackie’s recollection of David Milgaard and Nichol John. 

Carlyle-Gordge asks Mackie if he recalls Larry Fisher. Mackie answers 

that he does not recall him. 

325616

Mar-01-1983 Carlyle-Gordge speaks with Estelle Cadrain by telephone. He asks her 

if she knows where Linda Fisher is living. Estelle Cadrain mentions that 

she learned that Linda’s husband, Larry, was in jail in Prince Albert at one 

time. She also mentions that she heard that he was in North Battleford 

but does not know his present whereabouts.

333001
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Mar-06-1983 Carlyle-Gordge writes to Caldwell to advise that he will be arriving in 

Saskatoon on Friday, March 11, and that he will call to arrange a time to 

finish his file reading and to arrange an interview. He also mentions the 

Lorne Mahar case and inquires whether he might be able to review this 

file as well.

332044

Mar-11-1983 Carlyle-Gordge again interviews Caldwell (during the weekend of 

March 11-13). 

050033

174037

Mar-11-1983 Exact date unknown. Carlyle-Gordge contacts Albert Cadrain again by 

telephone. He mentions that he has been doing research and one of 

the names he has come across is a Larry Fisher who was interviewed 

by police, and who gave the same address as Albert Cadrain’s. Albert 

Cadrain describes Larry Fisher as a gangster type and a criminal who 

was caught years later for rape.

333013

Mar-23-1983 A letter is sent by Empire Tracing Ltd. to Merchant to inform him 

that attempts to locate Linda Fisher and Sharon Williams have been 

unsuccessful.

216089

Mar-26-1983 Carlyle-Gordge places an advertisement in the classified section of the 

Saskatoon StarPhoenix on March 26, 1983, and in the days following, 

for Linda Fisher. The advertisement asks anyone knowing the recent 

whereabouts of Linda Fisher to contact the StarPhoenix.

159890

Mar-27-1983 Linda Fisher replies to the advertisement placed in the Saskatoon 

StarPhoenix and provides her address. Her common-law husband, 

Bryan Wright, also responds to the advertisement. The responses are 

provided to Carlyle-Gordge.

213943

Jun-11-1983 Carlyle-Gordge writes to Merchant. He asks Merchant to locate 

Sharon Williams and Ute Frank, and advises that he and Joyce would 

like to proceed with hypnosis of Nichol John.

332572

Jul-12-1983 David Milgaard writes to Howard Shannon, enclosing a copy of a 

letter he has written to Ron Wilson. He requests that Shannon and 

Merchant make arrangements to deliver the letter to Ron Wilson 

personally. David Milgaard’s letter to Ron Wilson states that he has 

always wondered what it was that made Nichol John and Ron Wilson 

go against him. He states that he wants Ron Wilson to go to a lawyer 

of his choice and put this thing right. He mentions that Ron Wilson will 

probably end up with the $10,000.00 reward still up for grabs, and 

states that he never killed anyone.

213630

048235

Aug-15-1983 Merchant writes to David Milgaard to advise that the original letter to 

Ron Wilson came into his possession, and that he certainly did not 

forward it to Ron Wilson. He impresses upon David Milgaard that he 

must stop writing confrontational letters to people in authority, as this is 

only making it more difficult for Merchant to help.

183405
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Sep-27-1983 Merchant reports to Shannon and Joyce Milgaard on his meeting with 

David Milgaard at Kingston, and his efforts to get the parole process 

started again. 

Oct-11-1983 Merchant writes letters to Empire Tracing Ltd. to request that they cease 

search efforts regarding Ute Frank, Linda Fisher and Sharon Williams.

332598

Oct-12-1983 Merchant writes to Universal Process Servers to request that they locate 

Ute Frank, Sharon Williams and Linda Fisher.

213627

Oct-25-1983 After receiving a letter from David Milgaard’s psychologist at Collins Bay 

Institution, Merchant reports to Shannon that David Milgaard suffered a 

breakdown, and that this will set back David’s release by a considerable 

period of time.

219537

219539

Sep-02-1984 Merchant writes to David Milgaard to advise that while he is not prepared 

to act for him on the basis of being paid some time in the future, it 

might be possible for either Howard Shannon or Joyce Milgaard to pay 

if there were anything useful to be done. He expresses the view that 

trying to track down witnesses may not be useful, as a very significant 

turn-around in testimony would be necessary. He suggests that he 

would be prepared to represent David with regard to parole proceedings.

156673 at 

156692

Aug-26-1985 Merchant writes to David Milgaard to advise that he was contacted 

by Eric Malling of the Fifth Estate regarding his case. He suggests to 

David that he should follow up on trying to encourage the Fifth Estate to 

publicize his case. 

219493

Conviction Review Proceedings

Date Event Docid No.

Jan-16-1986 Joyce Milgaard writes to Hersh Wolch to confirm the terms of his retainer 

as legal counsel for David Milgaard.

213127

Jan-22-1986 David Milgaard writes to Wolch to discuss the terms of his retainer. 

He mentions that Carlyle-Gordge has worked on his behalf, and that 

The Fifth Estate will be airing his case on TV in February. He advises 

Wolch that he will require someone to legally seek his exoneration and 

compensation.

162436

Jan-28-1986 David Milgaard writes to John Crosbie (Justice Minister) and advises that 

he is beginning a hunger strike.

333272

Feb-26-1986 The Department of Justice opens a file in relation to David Milgaard’s 

application for mercy pursuant to s. 617 of the Criminal Code. 

The lawyer in charge is S.R. Fainstein.

333264
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Mar-11-1986 Fainstein prepares a letter on behalf of Minister of Justice, John Crosbie, 

in reply to David Milgaard’s letter of January 28, 1986. He advises David 

Milgaard of the possibility of making application to the Minister of Justice 

for relief. The letter is sent March 11, 1986 and is signed by Henry 

Brown, Executive Assistant.

333262

333268

Mar-26-1986 David Milgaard writes to The Fifth Estate, CBC, to ask why the show has 

not aired and whether it will air.

182348

Apr-14-1986 Wolch writes to Carlyle-Gordge to advise that he is attempting to help 

David Milgaard, and requesting some assistance in providing transcripts 

and determining which direction to work.

156666

Apr-21-1986 Gordon Stewart, producer for The Fifth Estate, writes to Wolch enclosing 

(at the request of Joyce Milgaard) transcripts of telephone conversations 

between Carlyle-Gordge and witnesses who gave evidence in the David 

Milgaard trial. The letter indicates that the trial transcript is being sent to 

Wolch separately by Sandra Bartlett, a researcher in Regina.

218627

Apr-28-1986 David Asper prepares a memorandum to Wolch regarding a recent visit 

he had with David Milgaard at Stony Mountain Institution.

213125

Apr-28-1986 Carlyle-Gordge writes a reply letter to Wolch advising that he has asked 

Gordon Stewart from The Fifth Estate to forward to him trial transcripts 

and other materials.

162433

May-28-1986 Fainstein replies to David Milgaard’s letter dated April 2, 1986 sent to 

John Crosbie, the Minister of Justice. He suggests that any complaints 

about the National Parole Board be referred to the Office of the 

Solicitor General. He indicates that he looks forward to receiving Wolch’s 

representations in connection with David Milgaard’s application for 

mercy.

157000

Jun-05-1986 David Asper writes to Carlyle-Gordge to request information and an 

opportunity to speak with him.

162432

Jun-18-1986 Carlyle-Gordge replies to Asper’s letter dated June 5, 1986 conveying 

address information for Cadrain, Wilson and John, his impressions, and 

the fact that Albert Cadrain received the $2000 police reward. He also 

advises Asper that Merchant was retained at one point.

162430

Sept-05-1986 David Milgaard submits an application to Legal Aid Manitoba to make an 

application under s. 617 of the Criminal Code to the Minister of Justice.

164556

Nov-07-1986 Wolch writes to Legal Aid Manitoba and advises that he has reviewed 

the evidence in David Milgaard’s case, obtained transcripts, and 

obtained assistance from a journalist who has been investigating the 

matter. He indicates that he has spoken to the Minister’s assistant and 

was advised that they would be receptive to a fully documented brief 

which they could review.

164556
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Nov-12-1986 Asper writes to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal to request copies of 

the factums that were filed in R. v. Milgaard.

156756

Nov-19-1986 The Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, by letter, advises Asper that at the 

time of David Milgaard’s appeal the Court did not require the parties to 

file factums.

Nov-23-1986 Deborah Hall, one of the individuals present during the motel room 

incident in May, 1969, swears an affidavit in which she states that Craig 

Melynk and George Lapchuk both lied at trial when they said David 

Milgaard re-enacted and admitted murdering Gail Miller.

026356

Nov-24-1986 Wolch writes to Legal Aid Manitoba and describes the basis of the 

application that will be made to the Minister of Justice.

164564

Nov-26-1986 David Milgaard swears an affidavit in support of his application to the 

Minister of Justice in which he denies re-enacting the murder in a motel 

room in May, 1969, and asserts his innocence.

301675

Dec-19-1986 Wolch writes a letter to the Saskatchewan Legal Aid Commission 

requesting funding.

164560

Feb-25-1987 David Asper receives a request from Joyce Milgaard to contact Dr. Ferris 

in Vancouver, to determine whether testing can be done on some of the 

exhibits, in order to discover whether any of the semen or blood found at 

the scene can be matched to David Milgaard.

182095

Apr-13-1987 Robin Taylor, Executive Producer of The Fifth Estate, writes to David 

Milgaard and advises that the CBC’s failure to get hoped for information 

meant that it could not proceed with a documentary on his case. 

The CBC failed to get interviews with Ron Wilson and Albert Cadrain. 

Robin Taylor advises David Milgaard that he is unable to provide him with 

the information that The Fifth Estate accumulated in its investigation of 

his case.

224987

Jul-16-1987 Wolch writes to Dr. Ferris to seek his assistance with genetic testing, and 

his guidance on how to proceed in the matter.

155420

Aug-24-1987 Dr. Ferris replies to Wolch by letter enclosing his CV and inviting Wolch 

to call him to discuss the case further.

267809

Sept-15-1987 David and Joyce Milgaard write to Asper (who no longer appears to be 

at the law firm) and express frustration that nothing has happened on 

David’s case. Joyce states that she visited Wolch and got him to phone 

Dr. Ferris and dictate letters regarding the Saskatoon exhibits.

162412

Sept-22-1987 Wolch writes letters to the Crown Prosecutor’s Office and to the Court 

of Queen’s Bench in Saskatoon, advising that they have retained the 

services of Dr. Ferris in Vancouver to conduct testing on the trial exhibits, 

and requesting that exhibits be forwarded to Dr. Ferris.

001639
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Oct-06-1987 Senior Crown Prosecutor, Fred Dehm, writes to Wolch to advise that a 

court motion will be required to obtain release of court exhibits, and to 

advise that they will provide any cooperation required.

001637

Nov-09-1987 Wolch forwards a notice of motion and draft affidavit regarding release 

of the exhibits, to Fred Dehm inquiring whether he will consent to the 

granting of the Order.

001609

Dec-04-1987 Fred Dehm advises Wolch that he will not oppose the application 

regarding release of the exhibits, but that he believes that it is only 

proper that the Court be allowed to make the decision regarding the 

propriety of and method of the release of exhibits, to preserve the 

integrity of the exhibits.

001608

Jan-11-1988 An Order is obtained from Justice Sirois of the Court of Queen’s Bench 

releasing exhibits from the trial of David Milgaard to the custody of 

Dr. James Ferris for the purpose of DNA genetic type testing. The Order 

covers exhibits p. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 24, 25, 35 and 41.

255114

Jan-21-1988 The Deputy Local Registrar forwards a letter to Dr. James Ferris 

enclosing trial exhibits, pursuant to the Order of Justice Sirois.

057361

Sept-13-1988 Dr. Ferris prepares a written report for Wolch. Assuming that David 

Milgaard is a non-secretor, Dr. Ferris concludes that the serological 

evidence presented at trial excluded David Milgaard from being the 

perpetrator of the murder. Dr. Ferris also states in his report that he had 

an opportunity to examine Gail Miller’s clothing and to attempt to retrieve 

DNA from the clothing (including the panties and panty girdle) but all 

of his attempts to obtain sufficient DNA to carry out a genetic typing 

analysis were unsatisfactory.

002486

Oct-07-1988 Wolch writes to Dr. Ferris thanking him for his report dated 

September 13, 1988 and asking him to comment on one 

additional issue.

155426

Oct-28-1988 Dr. Ferris replies to Wolch’s letter. Dr. Ferris advises Wolch that he is now 

aware from speaking with a colleague that there was no accurate means 

of determining secretor status in 1969/70 at the time of David Milgaard’s 

conviction. He advises Wolch that the modern method of determining 

secretor or non-secretor status had not been adopted as a routine 

laboratory procedure at the time of Milgaard’s conviction.

002486

Dec-28-1988 Wolch forwards a letter to the federal Minister of Justice enclosing the 

first s. 690 application on behalf of David Milgaard. This application is 

primarily based upon the affidavit of Deborah Hall and the two reports 

of Dr. Ferris.

000002
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Dec-28-1988 Asper writes a letter to Sandra Bartlett at CBC enclosing a copy of the 

s. 690 application to the Minister of Justice on behalf of David Milgaard. 

He advises Bartlett that his instructions are to impose a seven to 10 

day time limit for the CBC to decide whether to proceed with David 

Milgaard’s story on The Fifth Estate.

163061

Jan-16-1989 Asper prepares a memorandum to Wolch in which he advises that 

he has spoken to Sandra Bartlett from the CBC, and that she has 

confirmed the CBC will air the Milgaard story on March 28, 1989.

182099

Jan-20-1989 Eugene Williams, Criminal Prosecutions Section of the Department of 

Justice, prepares a memorandum to Fainstein regarding the application 

on behalf of David Milgaard, received from Wolch, and asks Fainstein to 

prepare a report.

333285

Feb-03-1989 Dr. Emson, pathologist, writes a letter to Dr. McDonald in response to 

material which Dr. McDonald had forwarded to him. Dr. Emson provides 

his comments on Dr. Ferris’s report. It appears that this document is 

faxed to Eric Malling at the CBC on February 7, 1989.

325157

325155

Feb-10-1989 Wolch writes a letter to David Milgaard (in reply to David’s letter 

of January 23) in which he discusses publicity of David Milgaard’s 

application to the Minister of Justice, and advises David that priority 

must be placed on establishing his innocence.

213762

Feb-16-1989 The Minister of Justice (Doug Lewis) forwards a letter to Wolch 

requesting that additional documentary evidence be provided along 

with any information in relation to the statement in Wolch’s letter that he 

is “in a position to factually demonstrate the errors” in the statement of 

Nichol John.

004868

Feb-23-1989 David Milgaard writes a letter to the Minister of Justice asking to be 

advised whether his case has passed an initial stage evaluation.

130118

Mar-08-1989 Robin Taylor, executive producer of The Fifth Estate writes to Asper to 

advise that the CBC will not be airing a story on David Milgaard, and to 

explain the reasons for the decision.

218743

Mar-30-1989 Asper writes to David Milgaard enclosing a waiver of solicitor-client 

privilege as requested by the Minister of Justice for signature.

213804

Mar-30-1989 Asper writes to Dr. Ferris to request the return of the documents and 

laboratory reports earlier forwarded to him.

155490

Apr-03-1989 A letter from the office of the Minister of Justice (Janet Binks) is 

forwarded to David Milgaard advising that the Minister has written to 

Wolch to request additional information, and suggesting that any further 

information to be submitted by David Milgaard or his family should be 

submitted with the assistance of his legal counsel.

213808
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Apr-11-1989 Dr. Ferris writes to Asper enclosing requested documentation, advising 

that he still has, in his possession, exhibits from the trial, and also 

advising that he was unsuccessful in obtaining any DNA suitable for 

typing.

155493

Apr-19-1989 Asper writes to Robin Taylor at The Fifth Estate indicating that David 

Milgaard is upset with the decision of the CBC. Asper advises Taylor 

that Milgaard is asking to know the name of the person consulted by the 

CBC who disputed Dr. Ferris’s findings.

163064

Apr-29-1989 David Milgaard writes a letter to the Minister of Justice (Doug Lewis) 

enclosing a signed waiver of solicitor-client privilege, and informing him 

that he and his family will also be sending a submission of their own.

130118

May-03-1989 Asper writes to Dr. Ferris to advise on the status of the application, and 

to inform that while The Fifth Estate had decided not to proceed with the 

story, two other reporters are investigating the situation and have been 

provided with Dr. Ferris’s name.

155495

May-08-1989 Wolch replies to the February 16, 1989 letter from the Minister of Justice 

enclosing requested documents, providing a submission regarding the 

statement of Nichol John, and advising that David Milgaard and his 

family are planning on making a separate presentation to the Minister of 

Justice.

032905

May-10-1989 Wolch writes to Justice Tallis to advise of the status of David Milgaard’s 

application to the Minister of Justice, and to advise that David Milgaard 

has signed a waiver of solicitor-client privilege. Wolch indicates that he 

might telephone Justice Tallis in a week or so to discuss this matter.

153486

Jun-06-1989 Williams writes to Fred Dehm to ask that he provide him with certain of 

the exhibits from the Gail Miller murder trial.

001555

Jun-15-1989 The office of the Minister of Justice receives a letter (undated) from David 

Milgaard inquiring about the status of his application, and advising that 

he and his family will be making a video.

130118

Jun-16-1989 Caldwell forwards a letter to Williams enclosing copies of two letters 

he wrote to the National Parole Board concerning David Milgaard, on 

June 14, 1972 and August 15, 1977.

332496

Jun-29-1989 Fred Dehm, Saskatoon Prosecution Unit, forwards a letter to Williams 

enclosing a witness statement form of Ute Frank and exhibit P.4 (book 

of photographs).

001554

Jul-05-1989 Dr. Ferris returns to the Court of Queen’s Bench for Saskatchewan, the 

exhibits from the David Milgaard trial which were released to him for the 

purposes of DNA analysis.

069226
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Jul-17-1989 Caldwell ‘s handwritten notes indicate that he had a discussion with 

Williams on this date regarding testing of the exhibits in the Milgaard 

case, along with the defence argument that the perpetrator could not be 

David Milgaard as he is a non-secretor.

332492

Aug-08-1989 Patricia Alain prepares a report for Williams after reviewing transcripts, 

the comments of Dr. Ferris, submissions by Wolch and Sgt. Paynter’s 

lab reports. Patricia Alain questions David Milgaard’s secretor status, and 

advises that methods of testing have changed over the last 20 years. 

She advises that should Williams wish to determine the actual secretor 

status of Milgaard, that a saliva sample should be submitted.

155497

002473

Aug-29-1989 Asper forwards a letter to the Minister of Justice enclosing David 

Milgaard’s affidavit. He requests that he be provided with a copy of the 

statement of Ute Frank. He also advises that it has come to his attention 

that there may have been reports of an individual harassing nurses in the 

vicinity where Gail Miller was murdered in the days and weeks preceding 

the murder, and asks the Minister to make inquiries as to the information 

that the prosecutor might have had regarding such attacks.

010056

Sept-06-1989 Barry Gaudette (Chief Scientist-Molecular Genetics Central Forensic 

Laboratory RCMP) provides an opinion to Williams on the possibility 

of DNA analysis in the Milgaard case. He states that on the basis of 

information he was given concerning the age, history and previous 

examination results of the stains in this case, it appears unlikely that 

there would be sufficient sample for conventional DNA typing (i.e. RFLP 

analysis). He further indicates that a new DNA analysis technique, 

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is being actively researched, and 

that this new technology may be available in about two years time. The 

PCR technique has claimed success in analyzing small and deteriorated 

stains.

002480

002479

Sept-10-1989 David Milgaard writes a letter to the office of the Minister of Justice 

(Janet Binks) asking for information on his application, and asking that 

the Minister meet with his mother, himself and Asper. David Milgaard 

also advises that his family presentation is coming along slowly.

130118

Sept-26-1989 Caldwell ‘s handwritten notes indicate that he received a telephone call 

from Williams asking him to go through his file to see if he could locate 

any newspaper clippings regarding information about attacks on nurses, 

or other women, by a knife-wielding assailant at the time of the Gail 

Miller murder.

332490

333309

Oct-02-1989 Williams writes to Asper enclosing a copy of Ute Frank’s statement. 157019
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Oct-02-1989 Wolch writes a letter to Williams advising that media interest in the case 

is expanding, requesting an idea of when a decision might be made, and 

asking for copies of any documentation that he has received from the 

original prosecution file.

157021

Oct-11-1989 Williams replies to Wolch’s October 2, 1989 letter advising that he is 

unable to speculate on when a decision will be made (given that the 

Minister will exercise his discretion once the investigation and report is 

concluded, and also given recent correspondence from David Milgaard 

advising he intends to submit a presentation to the Minister).

157023

Oct-15-1989 Pamela Wallin reports on David Milgaard and his application before 

the Minister of Justice on the CTV National News. Dr. Ferris is 

quoted (“I would not have found him guilty”) as is Asper.

333316

Oct-16-1989 Williams prepares a memorandum regarding the application submitted 

on behalf of David Milgaard. Williams comments that the forensic 

analysis submitted by the applicant contains grave omissions. Williams 

also comments that he has just located a witness at trial (Nichol John) 

who may have seen Milgaard begin his assault on the victim.

333314

Oct-18-1989 Wolch writes to Williams to advise that as a result of David Milgaard’s 

story airing on the CTV National News on October 15, 1989, Asper 

received a telephone call from Fernley Cooney, a member of the jury at 

the Milgaard trial. Wolch states that they are taking steps to make further 

inquiries, and as more information becomes available they will advise in 

due course.

010054

Oct-18-1989 An article entitled “Unfit Juror Convicted Murderer” written by Dan Lett 

appears in the Winnipeg Free Press.

159886

Oct-18-1989 Asper writes to Justice Tallis enclosing a signed solicitor-client waiver 

form, requesting that he provide his files if he still has them.

153499

Oct-19-1989 Williams has a telephone discussion with Tallis regarding tentative 

arrangements for a future meeting in Regina, Saskatchewan.

157030

Oct-22-1989 Dan Lett writes an article in the Winnipeg Free Press in which he states 

that a police statement from a witness (Ute Frank) who directly refuted 

damning testimony given at the 1969 murder trial of David Milgaard has 

been released by the federal Justice Department, 20 years after Milgaard 

was convicted.

220222
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Oct-23-1989 Ellen Gunn, Q.C. prepares a memorandum with respect to an 

off-the-record discussion with Corbett. The memorandum indicates 

that: the federal Department of Justice is currently reviewing David 

Milgaard’s application, the more publicity the matter gets the longer the 

review is likely to take, and that the test they follow is that the defence 

must show that the accused is probably innocent. The memorandum 

indicates that the federal Department of Justice intends to interview 

defence counsel, and potentially some other witnesses, and the Crown 

Prosecutor. Gunn asks to be notified whenever any decision is taken, 

and her memorandum states they will be copied with any letters which 

go to defence counsel.

027172

Oct-23-1989 Williams writes a follow up letter to his conversation with Justice Tallis 

on October 19, 1989, confirming that he would like to meet with Justice 

Tallis to discuss David Milgaard’s application to the Minister of Justice 

(Wolch is copied with the letter).

157030

333322

Oct-23-1989 Williams prepares a memorandum to file, regarding discussions with 

Patricia Alain about steps required to obtain a non-contaminated saliva 

sample, and certain aspects of the forensic evidence led at the trial of 

David Milgaard (secretor issue).

002473

Oct-25-1989 After reviewing the prosecution file, Caldwell prepares a five-page letter 

to Williams enclosing various documentation and information to help him 

in his review of the matter.

016105

Oct-31-1989 Williams writes to Caldwell to thank him for his letter of October 25, 

1989 and for his assistance.

332413

Oct-31-1989 Caldwell writes to Williams enclosing additional documentation from the 

prosecution file, along with an article written by Carlyle-Gordge.

112393

Nov-06-1989 Williams meets with Tallis. 337474

Nov-06-1989 Williams examines Deborah Hall under oath in Regina on her sworn 

affidavit and her recollections of the May, 1969 motel room incident. She 

contradicts her affidavit and confirms that David Milgaard did re-enact 

the murder and utter words to the effect that he had stabbed and killed 

Gail Miller but she thought he was joking.

001285

Nov-07-1989 Williams questions Nichol John about the events of January 31, 1969 

and her May 24, 1969 statement to police. Her recollection of events 

is poor but she is able to draw a map of the crime scene. During the 

interview she reports having a flashback of a man stabbing a woman. 

003230

Dec-06-1989 Justice Tallis writes to Asper to advise that he does not have any of his 

old files, but that he has asked a former colleague to see if the old file is 

in existence.

153494
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Dec-08-1989 Kelowna RCMP write to Williams enclosing a transcript of the Nichol 

John interview, and advising that Nichol John was asked whether she 

wanted a formal investigation to be conducted into her allegations that 

Milgaard raped her in 1969. John emphatically stated she did not wish 

to pursue the complaint.

333328

Dec-22-1989 David Milgaard forwards a letter to the Minister of Justice asking to know 

what is being done with his application, and again advising that he is 

preparing a family presentation.

333331

Jan-04-1990 Asper writes to Legal Aid Manitoba to again request financial support. 164584

Jan-10-1990 Wolch writes to Williams to advise that they have been unable to obtain 

support from Legal Aid in Manitoba or Saskatchewan. Wolch indicates 

that financial limitations have curtailed the preparation of other materials 

such as reports of experts and a video tape. He asks whether financial 

support from the Department might be provided and also asks that he 

be advised if there might be more that they could do to more forcefully 

present David Milgaard’s position.

001140

Jan-16-1990 Williams replies to Wolch’s January 10, 1990 letter stating that the fact 

gathering aspect of David Milgaard’s s. 690 application to the Minister 

of Justice has been completed and advising that if there are additional 

relevant facts that they wish to bring to the Department’s attention, that 

they do so within the next two weeks.

157037

Jan-23-1990 Asper writes to Williams and states that if the Department of Justice 

requires more information in order to favorably consider the application 

under s. 690, he would want the opportunity to submit same with 

funding provided by the Department of Justice.

001140

Feb-23-1990 Bruce MacFarlane, Q.C., writes to Justice Tallis to confirm the 

undertaking conveyed to him by Williams regarding the provision of 

responses by Justice Tallis to Department of Justice inquiries. The 

letter indicates that responses by Justice Tallis will be conveyed only to 

the Minister of Justice and her staff when the Department advises the 

Minister for the purpose of assessing David Milgaard’s application for 

mercy. The information will not be provided to the applicant, his counsel, 

or made public in any manner.

157044

335388  

(p. 3&4)

Feb-26-1990 Wolch receives an anonymous tip that Larry Fisher committed the 

murder of Gail Miller.

025656
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Feb-28-1990 Asper calls Williams to advise that Wolch received a telephone call 

from an anonymous informant claiming that Larry Fisher from North 

Battleford, Saskatchewan was responsible for the murder of Gail Miller, 

and that Fisher was currently an inmate in a federal institution. Asper 

forwards a letter to Williams on the same date setting out details of the 

information that was anonymously provided. Williams forwards a letter to 

Asper thanking him for the information, and ensuring him that the issues 

will be carefully investigated and considered.

016133

001140

009086

157049

333341  

(p. 7&8)

333350

Feb-28-1990 Williams forwards a letter to Sgt. Pearson of the RCMP asking for his 

assistance in investigating Larry Fisher and Linda Fisher. 

001810

Feb-28-1990 Williams contacts Caldwell and asks him to check the prosecution file for 

any references to Linda Fisher or Larry Fisher.

332399

Feb-28-1990 The criminal record of Larry Earl Fisher is faxed to the Federal Crown 

Attorney’s office in Ottawa (showing convictions in Winnipeg, Regina and 

Prince Albert).

333339

Mar-01-1990 Williams contacts Saskatoon police by telephone and letter, and 

requests their assistance in determining what information they may have 

regarding Linda Fisher and Larry Fisher.

025659

Mar-02-1990 Caldwell reviews the prosecution file for references to Linda or Larry 

Fisher and makes a note of McCorriston’s report concerning Larry Fisher.

332387

Mar-07-1990 Deputy Chief Montague asks Inspector Quinn to have Cst. Farion review 

the Gail Miller murder file in order to answer the questions posed by 

Williams. He notes that it will be necessary to locate the notebooks for 

former Inspector Parker in order to determine whether any follow up was 

done on the statement provided by Linda Fisher on August 28, 1980.

105293

Mar-09-1990 Paul Henderson and Joyce Milgaard interview Linda Fisher and Cliff 

Pambrun. There are subsequent interviews with Jake Ketler and 

Lorne Huff.

265185

185851

Mar-10-1990 Joyce Milgaard obtains a written statement from Linda Fisher. 101298

Mar-10-1990 Joyce Milgaard obtains a written statement from Clifford Pambrun. 049561

Mar-11-1990 Joyce Milgaard obtains an additional written statement from Linda Fisher. 062143

Mar-11-1990 Williams prepares a memorandum to file indicating that Sgt. Pearson 

informed him that Joyce Milgaard visited Larry Fisher’s mother in North 

Battleford on March 11, 1990. Mrs. Fisher called the police and RCMP 

officers escorted Mrs. Milgaard from the property.

333358

Mar-14-1990 Sgt. Pearson interviews Linda Fisher and obtains a statement from her. 004916
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Mar-15-1990 Asper writes to Williams providing information he has regarding 

Larry Fisher’s criminal record and conviction dates. The letter indicates 

that some of the offences occurring prior to the murder of Gail Miller 

occurred in both Regina and Winnipeg. The letter also makes mention 

of Dr. Emson discarding the sample of vaginal aspirate. A copy of the 

statement taken from Linda Fisher by Mrs. Milgaard is enclosed with 

the letter.

050467

Mar-20-1990 Sgt. Pearson obtains a statement from Bryan Wright. 004923

Mar-21-1990 Sgt. Pearson contacts S/Sgt. Kline of Regina City Police and asks for 

records of Larry Fisher’s 1971 rape convictions. Sgt. Pearson interviews 

Cliff Pambrun and obtains a statement from him. 

012076

Mar-21-1990 Williams meets with Justice Tallis to discuss his defense of David 

Milgaard. Williams later prepares memorandums dated March 27, 1990 

and May 11, 1990 regarding this meeting. 

335388

335386

Mar-22-1990 Deputy Chief Montague of the Saskatoon Police writes to Williams in 

response to the questions raised in Williams’s letter of March 1, 1990.

001919

Mar-22-1990 Caldwell’s handwritten notes indicate that he attended at the Provincial 

Prosecutor’s Office with Williams to review the prosecution file. Williams 

took copies of McCorriston’s report, a photocopy of the knife (“murder 

still under investigation”), the initial statements of Nichol John and 

Ron Wilson, Dennis Elliot’s statement of February 6, 1969 and a 

statement of V12.

332387

Mar-23-1990 Sgt. Pearson meets with Williams in Saskatoon to discuss the s. 690 

application and investigation. Williams and Sgt. Pearson meet with 

Saskatoon City Police members. 

001918

Mar-24-1990 Sgt. Pearson and Williams obtain a sworn statement from Linda Fisher. 063204

Mar-24-1990 Sgt. Pearson obtains possession of, and examines the file from, 

North Battleford regarding the attempted murder of FV7. 

056743

Mar-26-1990 G.R. McCorriston writes to Sgt. Pearson to advise that he has reviewed 

his notes and can find no further information of assistance in them 

regarding his interview with Larry Fisher on February 3, 1969.

001918

Mar-26-1990 Williams writes to Asper to acknowledge receipt of a video cassette 

provided by Joyce Milgaard (accompanying a recent letter to the Minister 

of Justice), and asking that if any further submissions are to be made on 

behalf of David Milgaard, that they be forwarded by April 12, 1990.

157062

Mar-26-1990 Asper writes to Paul Henderson enclosing an early draft of the 

application to the Minister of Justice that was prepared before Dr. Ferris’ 

report was received.

158345

157552
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Mar-27-1990 Williams prepares a memorandum to file regarding his meeting 

with Justice Tallis on March 21, 1990. He summarizes Justice 

Tallis’ responses to the list of eight questions forwarded to him with 

MacFarlane’s February 23, 1990 letter. Also attached to this file 

memorandum is a copy of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal decision 

in R. v. Milgaard. Portions of the decision have been underlined, 

indicating the points on which (according to Tallis’ recollection) the 

account provided by David Milgaard differed from the factual findings of 

the Court. 

335388

Apr-02-1990 Asper writes to Williams advising that they have no further submissions 

to make, and stating that since the filing of their original application 

in December of 1988 they have also acquired information which they 

believe establishes the identity of the true killer of Gail Miller.

010045

Apr-05-1990 Williams prepares a memorandum to MacFarlane regarding the 

status of David Milgaard’s application. He advises that the RCMP 

investigation into Larry Fisher is nearing completion, and that counsel 

for David Milgaard has been invited to send any final submissions on or 

before April 12, 1990.

333373

Apr-06-1990 Sgt. Pearson attends at the Saskatoon Police Department and reviews 

the Gail Miller murder file. He notices that the only notation on file 

respecting Larry Fisher is a notation of Fisher being approached by the 

police on February 3, 1969 at the bus stop at Avenue O and 20th Street. 

004906

056743

Apr-10-1990 Sgt. Pearson first meets and interviews Larry Fisher in Prince Albert, 

and requests that Larry Fisher provide a blood sample, take a polygraph 

examination and provide a statement. 

063102  

(pg 20)

Apr-10-1990 An article written by Dan Lett appears in the Winnipeg Free Press 

entitled “Ottawa accused of disregard for well-being of 21 year inmate”.

159873

Apr-17-1990 Justice Tallis forwards a letter to Wolch advising that the only part of his 

file that has been located is a copy of the preliminary hearing, broken 

down into segments.

153506

May-01-1990 Asper writes to Dr. Peter Markestyn by letter dated May 1, 1990 

requesting that he offer his opinion on the report prepared by Dr. Ferris.

155505

May-08-1990 Sgt. Pearson has a brief interview with Larry Fisher in Prince Albert. 056743

May-09-1990 David Milgaard writes a letter to Kim Campbell, Minister of Justice. 213579

May-10-1990 John Harvard, M.P. questions Kim Campbell about the status of David 

Milgaard’s s. 690 application at a Justice committee meeting.

212997
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May-12-1990 An article written by Dan Lett entitled “Coroner Reviews Milgaard 

Case” appears in the Winnipeg Free Press. It quotes Dr. Ferris and 

Dr. Markesteyn. It also quotes John Harvard who says that the RCMP 

have been investigating a new suspect in the murder case, who is 

currently a prisoner in a Saskatchewan penitentiary.

159867

159869

May-14-1990 Joyce Milgaard confronts Justice Minister Kim Campbell in Winnipeg, 

and attempts to provide her with a copy of the report written by 

Dr. James Ferris.

220898

May-15-1990 An article by Dan Lett entitled “Saskatoon Police Ignoring Evidence That 

Supports Milgaard, Mother says” states that a Prince Albert inmate being 

questioned in connection with the Miller murder was also interviewed by 

police in February, 1969. As well, it mentions that Saskatoon Police were 

given a statement in 1980 from a person who identified the Prince Albert 

inmate as the Miller murderer.

039010

May-15-1990 Asper writes to Dr. Markesteyn to request that he provide his opinion on 

whether the evidence tendered at trial supported the Crown’s theory of 

the case against David Milgaard.

155507

May-15-1990 Several articles regarding Joyce Milgaard’s confrontation with Justice 

Minister Kim Campbell appear in newspapers: “Minister shuns Milgaard 

pleas”, “Moms plea rejected” and “Milgaard’s mother ignored by Federal 

Justice Minister”.

159860

220898

May-15-1990 Williams forwards the transcript of the judge’s charge to the jury, to 

Dr. Markesteyn.

333393

333406

May-26-1990 Paul Henderson of Centurion Ministries obtains a handwritten statement 

from Dennis Cadrain.

016475

301838

050412

May-26-1990 Asper writes to Dr. Colin Merry enclosing a complete copy of the trial 

transcript, and requesting a report.

155509

May-30-1990 Asper is contacted by Lorne Huff regarding Larry Fisher. 169912

Jun-01-1990 Sgt. Pearson takes possession of a bone-handled steak knife from 

Linda Fisher in North Battleford. 

056743

Jun-01-1990 By letter dated June 1, 1990 Dr. Merry advises Asper that a possibility 

that the frozen yellowish substance found near Gail Miller’s body was 

dog urine cannot be excluded, and, that from the manner in which the 

tests for secretor status was performed, it is not possible to be certain 

if David Milgaard is a secretor or non-secretor of blood Group “A” 

antigens.

106948
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Jun-04-1990 Ron Wilson provides a written statement to Paul Henderson recanting 

his trial testimony, stating that he was coerced by police and that he 

believes David Milgaard is innocent.

000248

Jun-04-1990 Dr. Markesteyn (Chief Medical Examiner, Department of Justice, 

Province of Manitoba) provides a report to Asper. Dr. Markesteyn states 

his agreement with Dr. Ferris, that the serological evidence presented 

at the trial failed to link David Milgaard with the semen retrieved from 

the vagina, snow bank, and crotch of panties. He also expresses his 

opinion that the serological evidence presented at trial may very well 

have been erroneous, but what effect this had on the jury is unknown. 

Dr. Markesteyn questions whether the yellowish substance found in the 

snow was human semen. If it was uncontaminated human semen, then 

the presence of the “A” antigen in the specimen, from a serological point 

of view (assuming Milgaard to be a non-secretor) could not be David 

Milgaard’s.

155517

157075

002511

Jun-05-1990 Asper provides Williams with a copy of the report by Dr. Markestyn. 

Williams forwards a copy of the report to Murray Brown.

157075

333434

Jun-06-1990 Williams contacts Joseph Penkala by telephone to request polygraph 

results and report of polygraphist, in connection with Ron Wilson and 

Nichol John.

105315

Jun-06-1990 An article written by Dan Lett appears in the Winnipeg Free Press 

entitled “Milgaard evidence shaky, examiner says”. The article indicates 

that semen samples found at the scene of the crime were insufficiently 

analyzed, and could just as easily be dog urine as semen.

159853

229913

Jun-06-1990 Asper and Wolch prepare a letter to Williams enclosing copies of the 

handwritten statements of Ron Wilson and Dennis Cadrain. Wolch and 

Asper express the view that the statements provide dramatic proof of 

the wrongful conviction of David Milgaard, and request that the Milgaard 

case be opened forthwith.

157077

Jun-07-1990 An article written by Dan Lett appears in the Winnipeg Free Press 

entitled “Milgaard witness says police forced him to lie”. The article 

quotes Ron Wilson who says he was manipulated by police.

039140

Jun-11-1990 Williams interviews Dr. Ferris in Vancouver to discuss the contents of 

his September 13, 1988 report. Williams notes that Dr. Ferris’ report is 

based on the assumption that David Milgaard is a non-secretor. Williams 

notes that the non-secretor status attributed to David Milgaard in 1969 

may in fact be wrong.

002483

Jun-11-1990 Williams interviews Dennis Cadrain at his home in Port Coquitlam. 002969

Jun-12-1990 Williams speaks with Dr. Markestyn and Dr. Merry. 002507

Jun-14-1990 Williams interviews Eddie Karst. 002248
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Jun-15-1990 Williams interviews Albert Cadrain who says that although he was 

distressed by repeated police questioning he told the truth at David 

Milgaard’s trial.

002969

Jun-21-1990 Sgt. Pearson obtains a statement from Celine Armstrong. 301116

Jun-21-1990 Larry Fisher’s name is publicized in media reports as a possible second 

suspect in the Gail Miller murder.

216822

325006

Jun-24-1990 Paul Henderson of Centurion Ministries obtains a handwritten statement 

from Albert Cadrain in which he states that he was abused by police 

who put him through “mental hell and torture”.

000229

Jun-25-1990 Sgt. Pearson locates Art Roberts for Williams. 056743

Jun-26-1990 Williams contacts Art Roberts by telephone at his residence in British 

Columbia.

002108

Jun-26-1990 An article appears in the Winnipeg Free Press entitled “Officer still 

convinced of Milgaard’s guilt”, quoting from Eddie Karst.

039224

Jun-27-1990 Williams writes to the Calgary City Police to request polygraph records 

and notes made by Art Roberts in 1969.

002109

Jun-28-1990 Williams speaks with Harold Pick, legal counsel for Larry Fisher, to 

arrange for an interview of Larry Fisher.

010016

Jul-03-1990 Asper prepares a memorandum in which he states that on the weekend 

of July 1, 1990 he spoke with Carl Karp at the CBC and obtained the 

names and some of the addresses of Larry Fisher’s victims.

043139

Jul-04-1990 Sgt. Pearson is advised by Williams that Larry Fisher’s offences took 

place in Saskatoon and not in Regina. Sgt. Pearson locates conviction 

records for Larry Fisher’s four Saskatoon offences at Regina Queen’s 

Bench Court House. 

056743

Jul-05-1990 Williams prepares a memorandum to file regarding the substance of 

his interview with Eddie Karst on June 14, 1990. Karst denies any 

allegations that police manipulated Wilson or that he was given any kind 

of a deal.

333474

Jul-06-1990 Williams writes to Harold Pick, Q.C., legal counsel for Larry Fisher, to 

confirm the terms and conditions of the interview of Larry Fisher.

011841

Jul-09-1990 A polygraph examination is conducted on Larry Fisher at the Regional 

Psychiatric Centre in Saskatoon by Mike Robinson. Robinson advises 

Sgt. Pearson that the test was inconclusive, as there were physical and 

mental conditions existing which rendered the test to be of little value.

002369

Jul-12-1990 Williams and Sgt. Pearson interview Larry Fisher. Larry Fisher 

acknowledges using a paring knife in some of his sexual assaults but he 

denies any involvement in the murder of Gail Miller.

061960
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Jul-13-1990 Sgt. Pearson and Williams attend at the Saskatoon City Police 

Department and obtain a copy of a 1970 offence file involving Fisher. 

056743

Jul-17-1990 Dan Lett writes a newspaper article in which it is suggested by David 

Asper that Tallis may never have known about Ron Wilson’s first 

statement given to RCMP in Regina on March 3, 1969. The article is 

entitled “Witness statement withheld, lawyers say”. 

039139

Jul-18-1990 Sgt. Pearson obtains a statement from Ken Cadrain. 001477

Jul-20-1990 Williams interviews Ron Wilson and obtains a sworn statement. 124983

Aug-01-1990 Williams interviews Craig Melnyk. 155223

Aug-02-1990 Williams interviews George Lapchuk. 155213

Aug-09-1990 After making inquiries, Saskatchewan Justice concludes that allegations 

made by Asper, that Tallis was not provided with a copy of Ron Wilson’s 

first statement given to police, are incorrect.

333486

Aug-14-1990 Asper writes a letter to Kim Campbell expressing concern that Caldwell, 

who conducted the prosecution against David Milgaard in 1969, is 

assisting the federal Department of Justice with its investigation into 

David Milgaard’s application, pursuant to s. 690.

157100

Aug-15-1990 Wolch writes to Justice Tallis to inquire whether he had Ron Wilson’s first 

statement, and whether he was aware of prior rapes in Saskatoon at the 

time of David Milgaard’s trial in 1969.

153512

Aug-28-1990 Williams prepares a 20 page memorandum to MacFarlane summarizing 

the steps taken by the federal Department of Justice in investigating 

David Milgaard’s application for mercy, and indicating that no further 

steps are required to be taken to determine whether there was a 

probable miscarriage of justice.

004374

Aug-30-1990 Williams speaks with Art Roberts to obtain additional details about 

the format used when performing polygraph tests on Ron Wilson and 

Nichol John in 1969.

151588

Sept-10-1990 Wolch writes to Williams in response to a request from Williams for 

a summary of David Milgaard’s final position, with respect to his 

application under s. 690 of the Criminal Code.

004394

Sept-12-1990 Sgt. Pearson obtains a statement from Estelle Cadrain. 002619

Sept-21-1990 MacFarlane writes to Wolch to invite him to meet with him on 

October 1 to discuss David Milgaard’s application. He advises that the 

departmental review of the case is now complete. Also at the meeting 

will be Corbett and Williams.

157117
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Sept-25-1990 The CBC’s Fifth Estate program airs a story on David Milgaard and his 

first s. 690 application. Larry Fisher is named as a possible suspect in 

the Gail Miller murder, and is interviewed for the program.

059336

Oct-01-1990 Wolch, Asper, MacFarlane, Corbett and Williams meet in Ottawa to 

discuss David Milgaard’s first s. 690 application. Documents including 

transcripts, reports and portions of the police and prosecutor’s file are 

provided to David Milgaard’s legal counsel.

157117

333511

Oct-04-1990 Williams advises MacFarlane that he has today been informed by 

Saskatoon police that three individuals applied for the reward money 

offered in relation to the Gail Miller murder, and that the reward was 

distributed to Albert Cadrain.

002289

Nov-14-1990 The Honourable William R. McIntyre, Q.C. is retained to provide advice 

to the federal Minister of Justice on David Milgaard’s application for 

mercy. Justice McIntyre provides his advice to the federal Minister on 

February 7, 1991. Neither the advice he provides nor the information on 

which it is based are disclosed to David Milgaard’s legal counsel.

Dec-13-1990 Sgt. Pearson interviews coroner Harry Emson. 058291  

(pg 51)

Dec-14-1990 Joyce Milgaard writes a letter to all Members of Parliament dated 

December 14, 1990, attaching a copy of the report prepared by 

Centurion Ministries, inviting them to read the report and join other 

Canadians in saying the Milgaard case should be opened up.

009456

Jan-17-1991 Larry Fisher is transferred from Prince Albert Penitentiary to 

Mountain Institution in British Columbia because of threats being 

directed towards him. 

008400

Feb-27-1991 The federal Minister of Justice dismisses David Milgaard’s application to 

review his conviction pursuant to s. 690 of the Criminal Code.

001529

004351

Mar-12-1991 David Milgaard holds a press conference from Stony Mountain 

Penitentiary to discuss the decision of the Minister. The David Milgaard 

support group issues a news release “officially declaring war on the 

Minister of Injustice”. A letter is forwarded to the Minister of Justice, 

Kim Campbell, by the Milgaard family, in response to her denial of the 

application. 

157818

213387

162442

Apr-24-1991 Paul Henderson and Joyce Milgaard interview FV6. 056485
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Apr-25-1991 Wolch writes a letter to Kim Campbell regarding her decision to deny 

David Milgaard’s application pursuant to s. 690. Wolch comments that 

they have had no access to police files, which the Department of Justice 

apparently placed reliance upon. He challenges the Minister’s rationale 

for the decision, and requests that the department provide him with 

access to the material that formed the basis of the decision along with 

the information that went to Justice McIntyre and his response.

212782

Apr-26-1991 Mike Brecht of Robinson Investigations Ltd. advises Asper that he has 

now been able to locate four victims of Larry Fisher.

156888

Apr-27-1991 Paul Henderson and Joyce Milgaard interview FV5. 000901

Apr-30-1991 Paul Henderson and Joyce Milgaard interview FV4. 000108

Apr-30-1991 Justice Minister Kim Campbell replies to Joyce Milgaard’s letter of 

March 12, 1991 concerning the denial of David Milgaard’s application 

pursuant to s. 690.

213827

May-01-1991 Paul Henderson and Joyce Milgaard interview FV1. 054511

May-01-1991 Paul Henderson and Joyce Milgaard interview FV2. 048152

May-03-1991 Paul Henderson and Joyce Milgaard interview FV7. 000901

May-05-1991 Paul Henderson and Joyce Milgaard interview Victim 8 (V8). 054514

May-05-1991 Paul Henderson and Joyce Milgaard interview FV3. 054505

May-14-1991 Asper forwards to Jim McCloskey at Centurion Ministries copies of the 

statements made by the various victims of Larry Fisher.

158358

Jul-08-1991 A newspaper article appears in the Toronto Sun entitled “Lifer’s mom 

alleges cover-up.” Joyce Milgaard is quoted as saying that there is a 

cover-up, and there were many questionable police activities.

159897

Aug-06-1991 Gail Miller’s family provides a statement to Asper to be released to 

the public, indicating that in light of the new evidence that has been 

provided to them that they feel there is reasonable doubt as to the guilt 

of David Milgaard.

000084

Aug-08-1991 Paul Henderson interviews George Lapchuk. 054412
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Aug-08-1991 Wolch forwards a letter to Ellen Gunn, of Saskatchewan Justice, stating 

that it was only recently brought to his attention that the Attorney 

General for Saskatchewan was not involved in David Milgaard’s 

application to the Minister of Justice for Canada. He encloses 

background information relating to the application. He indicates that 

there is some urgency to providing the material as he expects media 

reports and publicity in the next few days. He also indicates that they 

were advised that police reports relating to Larry Fisher’s victims were 

not available, and that it was only later that they realized that the victims 

were not interviewed or even approached (by federal Justice officials). He 

states that they now have reason to believe that there are police reports 

in existence, and that the victims are cooperative.

010080

Aug-14-1991 David Milgaard files a second s. 690 application, focusing on Larry 

Fisher. In his letter to Kim Campbell, Wolch states that the thrust of 

the first application was not Larry Fisher. He says that at the time the 

first application was made they were advised by her department that 

there were no police reports available on past offences of Larry Fisher. 

When they determined to proceed further in investigating Larry Fisher’s 

possible guilt, they were surprised to learn there was material available 

(i.e. “including at least one police report concerning previous victims of 

Fisher”).

000184

000901

Aug-16-1991 Asper and Joyce Milgaard appear on CBC NewsWorld (CBC Morning 

News) to discuss the results of the investigation of Larry Fisher. Asper 

says that late yesterday a new application was forwarded to the 

Minister of Justice. Jim McCloskey appears on CBC NewsWorld (Coast 

to Coast) and expresses his belief in David Milgaard’s innocence. 

Numerous newspaper articles appear on this date as well. One entitled 

“Milgaard framed, group contends” in the StarPhoenix indicates that 

Jim McCloskey alleges the Saskatoon Police framed David Milgaard.

004626

218798

Aug-16-1991 Murray Brown, Director of Appeals, Saskatchewan Justice, writes to 

Public Prosecutions in Manitoba to request any documentation they 

have regarding Larry Fisher’s previous convictions. Brown also writes 

to Crown Prosecutors in North Battleford and Regina to request any file 

material on Larry Fisher. 

010028

Aug-21-1991 Dan Lett conducts an interview with Eddie Karst. Karst expresses 

his views that he is still convinced beyond a doubt that Milgaard is 

responsible for the murder of Gail Miller.

039366

Aug-21-1991 An article appears in several newspapers in Saskatchewan reporting 

that Wolch has questioned whether Crown witnesses at Milgaard’s trial 

were paid.

026000
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Aug-22-1991 After consultation with Williams, Sgt. Pearson asks Saskatoon City 

Police (Inspector Quinn) to provide details of sex offences in Saskatoon 

for the years 1968, 1969, and 1970. Sgt. Pearson also asks Inspector 

Quinn to again search for any possible file material on investigations 

relating to Larry Fisher’s four Saskatoon victims. 

056743

Aug-28-1991 Saskatoon City Police complete their review of details regarding sex 

offences in Saskatoon for the years 1968, 1969, and 1970. 

012700

Aug-28-1991 Earl Levy, Q.C. sends a letter to Asper enclosing V12’s statement. 054484

Aug-29-1991 Saskatchewan Justice prepares a news release stating that the public 

prosecutions division has possession of its original files in the David 

Milgaard and Larry Fisher cases.

327551

Aug-29-1991 An undated document (believed to be late August or early September) 

is prepared by Gunn of Saskatchewan Justice relating to the growing 

speculation in the media and in the public that justice was not done in 

the David Milgaard case. The document indicates that the Department 

of Justice has declined to provide Saskatchewan Justice with copies 

of their materials. The document concludes by suggesting that 

Saskatchewan Justice should privately ask federal Justice officials to 

publicize their review, formally request copies of everything so it can 

conduct its own review, or, absent agreement on either of the above, 

recommend that the matter go to the Court of Appeal for public airing.

004322

Aug-29-1991 An article appears in the Globe and Mail, and throughout newspapers 

across the country, stating that files that may have a crucial bearing 

on David Milgaard’s case have disappeared from the Saskatoon 

Police Department’s computerized record system, and that an internal 

investigation is underway. An anonymous Saskatchewan police source 

is quoted as saying that something went on, and somebody tampered 

with the system. The missing files involve the four sexual assaults 

that occurred in Saskatoon, and to which Larry Fisher subsequently 

plead guilty. The Globe and Mail also reports that it has learned there 

is apparently a fifth file missing involving an unsolved sexual assault 

(i.e. V12).

057451

220397

000287

324934

327582

Aug-30-1991 A letter is faxed to Kim Campbell by Wolch, in which it is stated that the 

article regarding missing files appearing in the Globe and Mail on August 

29, 1991 is most disturbing and emphasizes the need for a reopening of 

the case. Also enclosed with the letter is the statement of V12.

333582
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Aug-30-1991 Asper is quoted in several newspaper articles regarding the lost police 

files relating to Larry Fisher. One article reports that Asper said he has 

sources which lead him to believe that published reports are accurate. 

He is quoted as saying “I had heard rumors about it for days now”. 

The article also reports that Asper has his own sources who say the 

files were in the computer system before Milgaard requested a retrial 

on August 16, 1991. The article also mentions that Asper said that he 

has heard that only Fisher’s files are missing, and that there has been 

no large scale loss of older police files in Saskatoon. Other articles 

quote Asper as saying the following, “Shortly before filing the application 

August 16th, the reports were there. Within days, they disappeared. 

To say that it is coincidence may stretch credulity”; “There must be 

something very damning in those reports for someone to take such a 

risk and tamper with the computer system”; “the files did exist prior to 

August 16th”.

039314

220383

004592

Sept-03-1991 Sgt. Pearson is advised by Inspector Quinn of Saskatoon Police that 

V12’s report to police and FV1’s file have been found. 

056743

Sept-06-1991 Joyce Milgaard has a face-to-face meeting with Prime Minister Brian 

Mulroney in Winnipeg. She asks for a speedy review to be conducted. 

She advises the Prime Minister that David Milgaard is severely 

depressed, and asks that he be transferred. Joyce says that Saskatoon 

Police have admitted they didn’t give full information to the Justice 

Minister, and the Prime Minister says that he checked in Ottawa and 

understands that the information is en route. The Prime Minister says 

that he can’t speak for the Justice Minister but that he will be talking to 

her when he gets back to Ottawa. This meeting is widely publicized in 

numerous articles.

229822

Sept-06-1991 Saskatoon Police conduct an in-depth review of their records. A news 

release is issued stating that during 1990 a representative of the federal 

Department of Justice requested access to several Saskatoon police 

files. At that time only one file from 1970 was located. The news release 

states that the Saskatoon Police have recently renewed their search for 

the remaining files and have since located further material which has 

been provided to the federal Department of Justice. There is no reason 

to suspect any wrongdoing. 

333596

105189

Sept-11-1991 Wolch forwards a letter to MacFarlane, setting out the reasons why 

he is of the view that the criminal conduct of Larry Fisher would be 

admissible in proceedings against David Milgaard, for the purpose of 

raising a reasonable doubt about Milgaard’s guilt. Wolch also sets out 

a chronology of events relating to Fisher which he feels is “somewhat 

suspicious”. He comments that perhaps if he had access to the police 

reports some of his questions could be answered.

131986
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Sept-12-1991 Sgt. Pearson is advised by Williams that Fisher provided a blood sample 

to the penitentiary service, and that he has blood type “A” positive. 

056743

Sept-12-1991 After consultation with Williams, Sgt. Pearson requests approval for an 

analysis of Larry Fisher’s offences and the Gail Miller murder to be done 

by the RCMP Division Criminal Information Analytical Services. 

011903

Sept-13-1991 Mayor Henry Dayday, Chairman of the Saskatoon Board of Police 

Commissioners, forwards a letter to W.G. Graham, Executive Director, 

Saskatchewan Police Commission, requesting the Saskatchewan 

Police Commission inquire into the allegations of tampering with 

files which appeared in a newspaper article in the Globe and Mail on 

August 29, 1991. 

004368

Sept-17-1991 Joyce Milgaard, David Milgaard, Asper, Neil Boyd, and Paul Henderson 

all appear on the Shirley Show and discuss David Milgaard’s case. 

Asper comments on the motel room re-enactment evidence. David 

Milgaard says that the event never took place. Paul Henderson calls the 

motel re-enactment a prosecution ploy to put the icing on the cake.

335020

Sept-20-1991 Sgt. Pearson learns from Williams that Larry Fisher’s solicitor has advised 

that Larry Fisher will not take a second polygraph test and will not grant 

any more interviews to the police. 

056743

333656

Sept-20-1991 Williams prepares a memorandum to file indicating that he spoke with 

Nichol John on September 20, 1991 and obtained her agreement to 

be interviewed under hypnosis in an attempt to determine if she can 

remember events that have been blocked out of her conscious memory. 

333657

Sept-24-1991 The CBC’s Fifth Estate program airs an interview with David Milgaard. 

The program revisits the Milgaard case one year after first airing a story 

on him. 

230163

Sept-25-1991 Sgt. Pearson meets with Gary Treble and Bill Graham, Saskatchewan 

Police Commission, and obtains a copy of FV5’s file. 

056743

Sept-25-1991 Nichol John is interviewed by Dr. Lee Pulos in Vancouver. The interview 

is transcribed and videotaped.

003276

Sept-26-1991 Dr. Lee Pulos sends a reporting letter to Williams regarding his interview 

with Nichol John. He reports to Williams that Nichol John said that 

David Milgaard did stab the victim. 

002779

Oct-01-1991 Neil Boyd and Kim Rossmo author a report entitled “Milgaard v. The 

Queen: Finding Justice-Problems, and Process” (dated only October 

1991).

130837

218782
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Oct-02-1991 Douglas Rutherford prepares a memorandum to the Deputy Minister 

regarding consultations with retired Justice W.R. McIntyre, Q.C. 

on the substance of David Milgaard’s second s. 690 application. 

The memorandum indicates that there was a meeting with 

Justice McIntyre, Q.C. to discuss the merits of Milgaard’s second 

application and to consider what steps to take.

016098

Oct-04-1991 Murray Brown receives a reply to his letter to Manitoba Public 

Prosecutions requesting files for Larry Fisher. Bruce Miller, Director, 

Winnipeg Prosecutions, advises him that the files relating to Larry 

Fisher have been destroyed, but that members of the old Fort Gary 

police department might be able to assist him. He provides the name of 

Lorne Huff.

010024

Oct-07-1991 Neil Boyd conducts an interview with Ron Wilson in British Columbia. 154640

Oct-07-1991 Kim Campbell is questioned by the press about David Milgaard’s second 

s. 690 application. She advises that she will make the final decision, 

and that it would be improper for her to meet with Mrs. Milgaard. She 

also comments that lobbying a minister and creating a public campaign 

should not have an influence on her decision.

333676

Oct-10-1991 The RCMP Similar Fact Analysis is forwarded to Williams by 

Sgt. Pearson. 

009033

Oct-24-1991 Sgt. Pearson obtains a statement from V8. 012058

012065

Oct-24-1991 An article appears in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix entitled “Milgaard 

Guilty, Former Police Chief Penkala Maintains”. The article indicates 

that Penkala says he still believes David Milgaard is guilty of Gail Miller’s 

murder.

105155

Oct-24-1991 Wolch writes a letter to MacFarlane, enclosing a copy of the report 

prepared by Professor Neil Boyd and Kim Rossmo. He states that the 

report adds some additional information regarding Ron Wilson and 

Nichol John, certain concessions from Dr. Emson and an interesting 

psychological profile pertaining to Larry Fisher.

030493

Nov-06-1991 Williams writes to Professor Campbell Perry to request that he assess 

the September 25, 1991 hypnotic interview of Nichol John, conducted 

by Dr. Pulos, and determine whether Nichol John was under hypnosis.

333960

Nov-06-1991 Williams writes to Dr. Russell Fleming to request that he assess Nichol 

John to determine whether she is suffering from any emotional or 

psychiatric disorder that has prevented her from consciously recalling, 

the memory of the morning of January 31, 1969.

002192
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Nov-07-1991 MacFarlane writes to Wolch to confirm that he, along with Rutherford 

and Williams, will meet with Wolch on November 11, 1991 in Ottawa. 

He advises that two aspects of the case should be considered: firstly, 

the extent to which evidence relating to Larry Fisher may be considered 

by the Minister in disposing of the second application for mercy, and 

secondly, to what extent the Minister of Justice is entitled to take Nichol 

John’s original statement into account.

157134

157130

Nov-08-1991 Williams writes to Nichol John to confirm her consent to a psychiatric 

interview and assessment. The letter indicates that Dr. Russell Fleming 

and Professor Campbell Perry have been retained for the purposes of 

the assessment.

002892

Nov-12-1991 Professor Campbell Perry provides his report to Williams. He expresses 

his opinion that Nichol John was not hypnotized by Dr. Pulos. 

031179

Nov-14-1991 Sgt. Pearson meets with Bill Graham and Gary Treble, Saskatchewan 

Police Commission, and Bill Graham provides him with copies of two 

statements taken by Det. Karst from Larry Fisher after his arrest in 

Manitoba. 

056743

Nov-15-1991 Sgt. Pearson meets with Bill Graham and Gary Treble, Saskatchewan 

Police Commission, and obtains some information regarding FV2’s file. 

056743

Nov-18-1991 Dr. Russell Fleming provides his report to Williams. His report indicates 

that he determined Nichol John was not suffering from any significant 

emotional or psychiatric disorder, but that her lack of recall may be 

attributed to powerful psychological defense mechanisms.

031224

Nov-18-1991 Bill Graham, Executive Director, Saskatchewan Police Commission, 

forwards his investigation report regarding the Saskatoon Police force’s 

retention of files, relating to Larry Fisher, to the Saskatchewan Police 

Commission.

042831

Nov-19-1991 Professor Campbell Perry prepares a further report to Williams after 

meeting with Nichol John and replaying for her the video tape of 

Dr. Pulos’ interview. He reiterates his opinion that Nichol John was not 

hypnotized by Dr. Pulos.

031234

Nov-19-1991 Sgt. Pearson obtains retired officer Jack Parker’s notebooks from the 

storage room of the Saskatoon Police station, and forwards them to 

Williams.

334078

Nov-27-1991 Solicitors in the federal Department of Justice draft potential questions to 

be considered on the Reference Case. 

004320

Nov-28-1991 The federal Minister of Justice refers David Milgaard’s case to the 

Supreme Court of Canada for a hearing.

157840
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Nov-29-1991 The Saskatchewan Police Commission Report on the Investigation Into 

the Saskatoon City Police Force Retention of Files Relating to Larry 

Fisher, is completed and is forwarded to Mayor Henry Dayday, Chairman 

of the Saskatoon Board of Police Commissioners. The report concludes 

there is no evidence of tampering with police files and no merit to the 

allegation that someone in the Saskatoon Police department tried to 

conceal the existence of Larry Fisher and his convictions for sexually 

assaulting four Saskatoon women.

000263

330902 at 

330908

Nov-29-1991 Sgt. Pearson receives instructions from Williams to interview Larry 

Fisher’s victims. 

056743

Nov-29-1991 The federal Minister of Justice holds a news conference on David 

Milgaard’s s. 690 application. The federal Minister of Justice advises 

Wolch by letter of the decision to refer the matter to the Supreme Court.

334170

157840 at 

157841

Dec-05-1991 A memorandum is provided to the provincial Minister of Justice 

by Murray Brown. It reports on Serge Kujawa’s involvement in the 

prosecution of David Milgaard’s case, providing information on any 

involvement that the Premier may have had with the matter, what role 

officials in the Justice Department played in the review of the matter, and 

the department’s role in the prosecution of Larry Fisher.

042956

Dec-06-1991 Sgt. Pearson attends the residence of retired officer McCorriston, and 

obtains possession of 29 notebooks. 

056743

Dec-09-1991 Sgt. Pearson interviews FV2. 008644

Dec-09-1991 A meeting takes place in Ottawa with federal Justice officials, David 

Milgaard’s legal counsel and provincial Justice officials to discuss 

emerging issues and procedural matters regarding the upcoming 

reference before the Supreme Court of Canada. Following the meeting 

of legal counsel, a meeting is to take place with the Chief Justice of the 

Supreme Court.

334244

Dec-10-1991 By order of the Supreme Court of Canada dated December 10, 1991, 

legal counsel for the Reference Case are appointed. 

029808

Dec-11-1991 Robert Frater begins to assemble documentation for the Reference Case 

and forwards draft indices to legal counsel involved for their review. 

115417

Dec-12-1991 Williams writes to Professor Orne to request his services in conducting a 

hypnosis session with Nichol John.

334274

Dec-19-1991 Larry Fisher applies for, and is granted, standing to participate in the 

Reference Case.

115617

Dec-20-1991 Williams conducts an interview with Ute Frank. 326514

Jan-05-1992 The book “When Justice Fails” written by Carl Karp and Cecil Rosner is 

released on or about this date by publisher McClelland and Stewart.
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Jan-06-1992 Paul Henderson interviews Launa Edwards and obtains a statement. 003636

031406

Jan-10-1992 A statement from Ben Dozenko is obtained by Sgt. MacKenzie of the 

RCMP.

008721

Jan-10-1992 A second hypnosis session with Nichol John is performed in Philadelphia 

by Professor Martin Orne.

031244

Jan-11-1992 –

Jan-12-1992

Wolch meets with Justice Tallis. 158495

Jan-13-1992 Frater writes to counsel for David Milgaard and Larry Fisher to request 

that consent forms be signed relating to the provision of bodily samples.

157242

268668

Jan-14-1992 Sgt. Pearson interviews and obtains a statement from FV3. 008727

Jan-14-1992 Frater writes to legal counsel for David Milgaard again to request an 

executed consent form relating to the provision of blood and saliva 

samples. He also requests that it be confirmed with Dr. Ferris whether he 

is in possession of any material obtained from the trial exhibits as it may 

be required for new DNA testing. Frater writes again to legal counsel for 

Larry Fisher regarding consent for blood and saliva samples.

165664

268673

Jan-16-1992 The Reference Case begins as all parties appear in the Supreme Court 

of Canada. Chief Justice Lamer opens the proceedings with preliminary 

comments and also indicates that it is the wish of the Court that David 

Milgaard be the first witness. 

208523

267414

Jan-17-1992 Sgt. Pearson attends at the Saskatoon Queen’s Bench Courthouse. 

He photographs and obtains possession of the exhibits in R. v. Milgaard. 

267287

056743

Jan-17-1992 Justice D.H. Wright of the Court of Queen’s Bench orders as follows: 

“The Local Registrar is authorized to deliver the court file and exhibits 

to Sgt. Pearson for transmission to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

They are to be returned to the Local Registrar upon completion of the 

proceedings in the Supreme Court of Canada.”

267287

Jan-21-1992 The Supreme Court of Canada begins to hear evidence on the 

Reference Case and the first witness to provide testimony is David 

Milgaard.

013092

Jan-22-1992 Sgt. Pearson interviews and obtains a statement from Sharon Williams. 008731

Jan-22-1992 Chief Justice Lamer orders that exhibits tendered at the trial of David 

Milgaard, and presently in the custody of the Supreme Court of Canada, 

be released for forensic testing. The Order covers exhibits 6, 7, 8, 9, 

10, 13, 15, 35 and 41. The Order is signed by Chief Justice Lamer on 

January 30, 1992.

019280
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Jan-22-1992 Patricia Alain receives a Request for Analysis from Williams regarding 

David Milgaard’s blood and saliva samples. Alain receives a further 

Request for Analysis from Williams which states, “The attached list 

of exhibits is to be examined by forensic specialists to determine the 

presence of biological material suitable for analysis by a DNA typing 

methodology.”

334474

Jan-22-1992 David Milgaard and Ron Wilson testify in the Supreme Court of Canada. 231940

Jan-23-1992 Ron Wilson and Nichol John testify in the Supreme Court of Canada. 013632

Jan-29-1992 Williams is informed by Patricia Alain that David Milgaard is an 

“A” secretor.

334505

002094

Feb-03-1992 Ron Wilson testifies in the Supreme Court of Canada regarding his 

citation for contempt. 

121235

031388

Feb-07-1992 The Attorney General of Canada files a written submission with the 

Supreme Court of Canada regarding the test to be employed on the 

Reference.

020321

Feb-11-1992 Counsel for Larry Fisher files a written submission on the test to be 

employed by the Supreme Court of Canada on the Reference. 

009907

Feb-11-1992 Counsel for David Milgaard files a written submission with the Supreme 

Court of Canada regarding the test to be employed on the Reference.

020269

Feb-13-1992 Merchant writes to Wolch enclosing his file on David Milgaard. 216144

Feb-15-1992 The Attorney General for Saskatchewan files a written submission with 

the Supreme Court of Canada.

021278

Feb-17-1992 Patricia Alain prepares a Forensic Laboratory Report for Williams 

regarding her examination of exhibits from the trial of David Milgaard. 

The Forensic Laboratory Report outlines her conclusions and contains 

remarks on the different types of DNA testing available. Patricia Alain 

identifies a single semen stain (approximately 4 to 5 mm diameter) on 

the panties (exhibit 6).

002090

Feb-17-1992 Ron Wilson and Eddie Karst testify in the Supreme Court of Canada. 013979

Feb-18-1992 Eddie Karst, Russell Fleming and Deborah Hall testify in the Supreme 

Court of Canada (Volume VII).

209306

Feb-18-1992 Dr. Colin Merry provides a reply to Asper on the issue of secretor status. 

He reports that David Milgaard always was and always will be a blood 

Group “A” antigen secretor.

155546

Feb-18-1992 An article appears in the Saskatoon StarPhoenix entitled “Police created 

game plan for Milgaard: lawyers”. The article deals with the Mackie 

summary. Asper is quoted as saying that the document appears to be 

an attempt to “connect the dots” between the murder and the theory.

228041
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Feb-19-1992 Art Roberts, Ute Frank and Launa Edwards testify in the Supreme Court 

of Canada (Volume VIII).

121840

Feb-20-1992 George Lapchuk and Craig Melnyk testify in the Supreme Court of 

Canada (Volume IX).

144158

Feb-28-1992 The Supreme Court of Canada issues a five page decision entitled 

“Statement of the Court with Respect to what will Constitute a 

Miscarriage of Justice in the Circumstances of this Case”. 

305225

Feb-28-1992 Murray Brown writes to Deputy Police Chief Montague enclosing the 

Mackie summary and asking to know who prepared it.

116999

Feb-28-1992 Robert Harris provides an affidavit to the Supreme Court regarding his 

recollection of the motel room re-enactment in May of 1969.

019554

Feb-29-1992 Wolch speaks with Justice Tallis. 117084

Feb-29-1992 Joyce Milgaard swears an affidavit for use in the Supreme Court of 

Canada. 

010127

Mar-03-1992 Sylvia Poitras, sister of Larry Fisher, swears an affidavit for use in the 

Supreme Court of Canada. 

009691

Mar-04-1992 Tallis testifies in the Supreme Court of Canada. 232815

Mar-04-1992 Tallis, Bobbie Stadnyk, Ben Dozenko and Jack Hewitt testify in the 

Supreme Court of Canada (Volume X).

232815

Mar-06-1992 Dr. Colin Merry provides a report to Asper. 155549

Mar-09-1992 Fainstein advises the Supreme Court of Canada that the exhibits have 

been examined but not subjected to DNA analysis. He indicates that 

the only things they have to work with are a small semen stain on the 

victim’s panties and a tiny bit of residue in a vial which at one time was 

analyzed to contain human semen. The conventional genetic testing 

technique, RFLP, is not available because of the small quantity of 

material. Newer tests have been developed but are not yet ready for 

court purposes and may not be so for another year. He asks the Court’s 

permission to maintain the exhibits securely until such time as these 

test have been developed for use in court. He asks that he be allowed 

to maintain the material but that it not deter the Court from rendering 

its opinion. He advises that the existing court order is broad enough to 

cover the circumstances (i.e. should testing be conducted at some time 

in the future).

317717

(pgs 1-11)

Mar-09-1992 Brett Morgan and John Patterson testify in the Supreme Court of 

Canada (Volume XI).

233787A

Mar-10-1992 V12, VFV7 and Linda Fisher testify in the Supreme Court of Canada 

(Volume XII).

232430
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Mar-11-1992 Sgt. Pearson obtains a statement from Caldwell. 008818

067169

Mar-11-1992 Patricia Alain receives bodily samples (blood, hair, saliva, semen, and 

urine) all marked Larry Fisher.

332475

Mar-11-1992 Larry Fisher testifies in the Supreme Court of Canada (Volume XIII). 232244

Mar-12-1992 Larry Fisher and Albert Cadrain testify in the Supreme Court of Canada 

(Volume XIV).

144634

Mar-21-1992 Mike Breckenridge writes a letter to Wolch stating that he worked in 

the Department of the Attorney General in Saskatchewan at the time of 

the Fisher and Milgaard cases, that he recalls delivering both cases to 

Serge Kujawa at the same time, and also that there were many closed 

door meetings between Roy Romanow, Ken Lysyk and Serge Kujawa 

regarding the two cases. He suggests that there was a cover-up.

047152

Mar-23-1992 Fainstein writes to all counsel in the Reference Case to advise that 

as they now have known samples of genetic materials from both 

David Milgaard and Larry Fisher, one of the PCR based DNA testing 

techniques (which an eminent laboratory in the United States is willing to 

apply) may be of assistance. He further advises that a report should be 

received by April 6.

008996

Mar-23-1992 Sgt. Pearson travels to Ottawa and takes possession of Milgaard 

exhibits from Patricia Alain. Sgt. Pearson and Fainstein transport the 

exhibits to Roche Biomedical Laboratory in North Carolina and are 

present for DNA testing conducted by Dr. Marcia Eisenberg. 

062862

056743 

(pgs 160 to 

165)

Mar-28-1992 Sgt. Pearson returns the exhibits to Patricia Alain at Ottawa International 

Airport. 

056743

Apr-01-1992 Sgt. Pearson reports to Williams that he has obtained a statement from 

Dennis Elliott, who is willing to provide a blood sample if ever required. 

Elliott stated that he had no sexual contact with Gail Miller.

067108

Apr-06-1992 Dr. Marcia Eisenberg of Roche Biomedical Laboratories provides a report 

to Fainstein. The report indicates that with respect to both exhibit 13 

(plastic vial) and exhibit 6 (panties), no DQ alpha type was obtained, the 

sample was shown to be partially inhibitory to the PCR reaction, and 

upon further testing the samples were found not to obtain quantifiable 

amounts of DNA.

174222

245562

Apr-06-1992 Fainstein reports to the Supreme Court of Canada that DQ alpha testing 

was pursued but that due to the age and condition of the material from 

the crime scene no results were achieved with the test.

233007A

(pgs 1-7)

Apr-06-1992 The Supreme Court of Canada Reference Case concludes with final 

arguments (Volume 15).

233007A
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Apr-14-1992 The decision of the Supreme Court of Canada is released. Although 

finding that David Milgaard failed to establish his innocence, the 

Supreme Court of Canada concludes that there has been enough new 

information placed before them which is reasonably capable of belief 

and which taken together with the evidence adduced at trial could 

reasonably be expected to have affected the verdict. The Supreme Court 

of Canada indicates that they will be directing the Minister to quash 

the conviction and to direct a new trial. The federal Minister directs the 

holding of a new trial pursuant to s. 690(2) of the Criminal Code.

008879

Apr-15-1992 Fainstein writes to Dr. Fourney and advises that the Minister of Justice 

has ordered a new trial but the province may likely enter a stay of 

proceedings. He states that regardless of what happens, he thinks 

it would still be appropriate for the Department of Justice to pursue 

further testing if, and when, a reasonably promising technique becomes 

available. He asks that Dr. Fourney advise whether he foresees that 

within the next few months further advances in technology will be able to 

overcome the apparent problems of degradation and contamination that 

have frustrated efforts to get DNA test results to date.

334763

Apr-16-1992 David Milgaard is released from jail. He is charged with second degree 

murder but a new trial is not held. Instead, the Crown enters a stay of 

proceedings pursuant to s. 579 of the Criminal Code. The Attorney 

General of Saskatchewan states that the provincial government will not 

order an inquiry, nor will it offer any compensation to David Milgaard.

020392

Post Release Events

Date Event Docid No.

Apr-20-1992 Wolch writes to both the provincial and federal Ministers of Justice to 

request that a public inquiry be ordered and that David Milgaard be 

compensated. Wolch also requests of the provincial Minister of Justice 

that independent advice be sought as to whether Larry Fisher should be 

prosecuted. Wolch states that while the provincial government should 

be looked to first in the matter, any initiative from the federal government 

would be appreciated given the considerable provincial/federal overlap.

026935

117592

May-01-1992 Asper sends a copy of the letter from Mike Breckenridge to Mike 

Robinson of Robinson Investigations, asking that he review it in the 

strictest confidence. After speaking with Mike Robinson, Asper forwards 

a letter dated May 11, 1992 requesting that Robinson Investigations 

investigate the substance of the letter.

156896

156898
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May-08-1992 Bob Mitchell, Q.C., Minister of Justice and Attorney General for 

Saskatchewan replies to Wolch’s April 20, 1992 letter. Mitchell states in 

the letter that: he is unable to comply with Wolch’s request to order an 

independent inquiry and to compensate David Milgaard; as the province 

followed the suggestion outlined by the Supreme Court of Canada by 

entering a stay, there has been no miscarriage of justice; all matters 

raised by Wolch were brought to the attention of the Supreme Court 

of Canada and fully and fairly inquired into; and the judgment of the 

Supreme Court of Canada placed no blame on those involved in the 

investigation and/or prosecution of David Milgaard.

334791

May-26-1992 Bob Perry of Robinson Investigations reports to Asper by letter dated 

May 26, 1992 concerning his inquiries about and meeting with Mike 

Breckenridge. He reports that Breckenridge was unable to provide 

specific details regarding the handling of the Milgaard matter. He met 

with Breckenridge on May 22, 1992 and Breckenridge supplied him 

with a prepared statement. The statement indicated that there were 

closed door meetings regarding the Milgaard and Fisher files and 

that Breckenridge, along with other employees, believed that it was 

becoming evident that the Milgaard case was a mistake. 

213939

004012

Jun-15-1992 Bob Perry reports to Asper by letter dated June 15, 1992 that he met 

with Joyce Milgaard on June 12, 1992 and that she requested another 

interview be set up with Breckenridge. Bob Perry also reports that 

on June 14, 1992 he and Mrs. Milgaard met with Breckenridge for 

approximately 2½ hours.

156905

Sep-8-1992 Wolch writes to the provincial Minister of Justice to request an 

opportunity to meet and to address the position being expressed by 

the Minister of Justice on the scope of the Supreme Court hearings 

in his correspondence with a member of the public, namely Mrs. 

Sigrid MacDonald (letters dated May 7, 1992, May 29, 1992 and 

June 14, 1992). Wolch states his view that the Supreme Court reference 

did not constitute an inquiry into police or crown misconduct. Wolch 

also states that the Supreme Court decision indicates that since 

October 1970 the continued conviction of David Milgaard has amounted 

to a miscarriage of justice.

026968

026768

026767

027095

162851

Sep-09-1992 Williams prepares a memorandum to file indicating that Patricia Alain 

called to find out whether she should keep the court exhibits from 

the Milgaard trial. The memorandum indicates that Patricia Alain has 

retained the dress, bra, panties, garter belt, nylons and a blood sample 

from Ron Wilson. She also has blood and saliva samples from David 

Milgaard and Larry Fisher. In addition, she has Larry Fisher’s urine and 

semen samples. Williams consults with Fainstein and asks Patricia Alain 

to retain possession of all exhibits until further notice.

334822
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Sep-16-1992 Wolch writes to the Federal Minister of Justice, Kim Campbell, to 

formally request an inquiry into the arrest, conviction and continued 

incarceration of David Milgaard. He asks that the issue of compensation 

also be addressed. The letter states that new evidence has been 

obtained which makes it imperative that the Federal Government order 

an inquiry into the entire Milgaard matter, as it would be impossible 

for the Milgaard family to obtain an impartial inquiry in the Province 

of Saskatchewan. The new evidence mentioned by Wolch is the 

information provided by Breckenridge. Wolch encloses a photocopy of 

the statement given by Breckenridge to Bob Perry but does not provide 

the Minister of Justice with Breckenridge’s name.

004064

Sept-18-1992 Williams requests assistance from Sgt. Pearson in locating and 

interviewing persons to respond to the September 16, 1992 letter from 

Wolch and the request for a federal inquiry. 

047110

334826

334870 at 

334872

Sep-19-1992 Joyce Milgaard, David Milgaard and Wolch hold a news conference 

alleging wrongdoing and a cover-up by police and Saskatchewan 

Justice officials in the handling of David Milgaard’s case.

334827

219290

Sept-19-1992 Sgt. Pearson interviews Patricia Styles and obtains a statement. 004014

Sept-19-1992 Sgt. Pearson obtains a statement from Dave Wollbaum. 004019

117922

Sep-21-1992 Bruce MacFarlane, Q.C. writes to Wolch to request the name of the 

person who provided the written statement to Mrs. Milgaard, which was 

referred to during the news conference held September 19, 1992.

334870

Sep-21-1992 Richard Quinney, Acting Director, Public Prosecutions (Saskatchewan 

Justice) is provided with the statements of Patricia Styles and David 

Wollbaum taken by Sgt. Rick Pearson. 

154207

Sep-22-1992 Murray Brown forwards to Sgt. Pearson documents indicating that 

Breckenridge was employed in the Department of the Attorney General 

from October 3, 1973 to June 29, 1975. Wolch writes to MacFarlane 

to urge on behalf of Joyce Milgaard that the Minister of Justice order 

an independent inquiry. The name and address of Breckenridge is not 

provided. 

162867

004906 at 

004913

Oct-08-1992 A meeting is held regarding Mrs. Milgaard’s allegations of obstruction 

of justice. Neil McCrank, Bruce Fraser, C/Supt. D.H. Egan, 

Supt. M.J. Johnson, Inspector Wass, Inspector M. Sawatsky, Sgt. 

Williams and Sgt. Pearson are in attendance. Brent Cotter, Deputy 

Minister of Justice and Deputy Attorney General (Saskatchewan), also 

attends. 

060842

003998

057344
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Oct-09-1992 Saskatchewan Justice Deputy Minister confirms that allegations by 

Joyce Milgaard of wrongdoing will be dealt with and that the matter has 

been referred to the RCMP.

060891

Oct-09-1992 Brent Cotter writes to Neil McCrank to confirm that the RCMP are 

investigating allegations of obstructions of justice arising from the David 

Milgaard case. He also confirms that McCrank has agreed to make the 

determination (based on the results of the investigation) of whether any 

criminal charges should be laid.

060891

Oct-13-1992 C/Supt. Egan of the RCMP assigns the conduct of the investigation 

concerning Mrs. Milgaard’s allegations to Inspector Sawatsky and 

Sgt. Williams of the Regina Sub-Division.

060893

060907

Oct-28-1992 Wolch receives a letter from Kim Campbell responding to his letter 

dated September 16, 1992. Her letter advises that the matter will be 

referred to the Attorney General of Saskatchewan, as that office has 

constitutional authority for the administration of justice in the Province 

of Saskatchewan. Campbell further states in her letter that the federal 

Inquiries Act does not authorize the Governor in Council to undertake an 

inquiry in the circumstances of this case. 

060917

Oct-30-1992 Saskatchewan Justice notifies Wolch that Mrs. Milgaard’s allegations of 

wrongdoing have been referred to the RCMP and Alberta Justice. He 

also receives notice that the RCMP will be contacting him for further 

information regarding the matter.

061701

Nov-02-1992 Inspector Sawatsky writes a letter to Wolch advising that the RCMP is 

conducting a criminal investigation to determine if there was wrongdoing 

during the handling of the Milgaard file. He also advises Wolch that he 

will be contacting him in the future to arrange a meeting.

060903

Nov-06-1992 Wolch writes a letter to Inspector Sawatsky advising that he will 

cooperate with the RCMP. He requests that the investigation cover not 

only potentially criminal conduct but also breaches of provincial statutes 

(such as the Law Society Act) and ethical duties that must be observed 

by Crown counsel.

060915

Nov 19-1992 The RCMP inform Saskatchewan news media that they are investigating 

allegations of wrongdoing arising from the David Milgaard case. 

Saskatchewan news media is also informed that Inspector Sawatsky 

and Sgt. Williams have been assigned to conduct the investigation.

004001

Nov-26-1992 Inspector Sawatsky and Sgt. Williams meet with Wolch, Greg Rodin 

and Bob Bruce in Winnipeg. Wolch discusses various issues and makes 

various allegations against certain individuals and institutions.

060842 at 

060856 

023046
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Dec-03-1992 Wolch writes to Inspector Sawatsky of the RCMP in follow up to their 

meeting of November 26, 1992 to provide him with further information. 

The name of Breckenridge is provided by Wolch. However, the name 

of the Milgaard contact within the Saskatoon Police Department is not 

provided.

060934

Dec-21-1992 Neil McCrank writes a letter to Brent Cotter and updates him on the 

status of the investigation. He advises that allegations of ‘cover-up’ have 

been made against the Saskatoon Police Department, Saskatoon Crown 

Counsel’s office and the Saskatchewan Department of Justice. McCrank 

also advises that the RCMP investigators have been instructed to fully 

investigate every allegation and to take such steps as are deemed 

necessary to complete the investigation. 

060941

Dec-21-1992 Inspector Sawatsky writes a letter to Richard Quinney formally 

requesting access to Saskatchewan Justice’s files relating to David 

Milgaard and Larry Fisher. Richard Quinney responds by advising that 

Saskatchewan Justice is prepared to provide the RCMP with access to 

those files.

060945

004436

Dec-22-1992 Chief Maguire of the Saskatoon City Police writes to C/Supt. Egan 

and advises that Inspector John Quinn has been tasked with providing 

assistance to RCMP investigators working on Project Flicker.

060947

Feb-25-1993 Inspector Sawatsky, Sgt. Williams and Cst. Jorgenson interview 

Mrs. Milgaard. During the interview, Mrs. Milgaard discusses various 

issues and makes various allegations against certain individuals and 

institutions.

331214

038239

Mar-29-1993 David Milgaard files a statement of claim in Saskatoon Court of Queen’s 

Bench against Serge Kujawa, Thomas David Roberts Caldwell, The City 

of Saskatoon, Eddy Alexander Karst, Raymond William Mackie, and 

Charles Short.

Mar-31-1993 Several articles appear in newspapers reporting on the Statement of 

Claim issued by David Milgaard. The articles also quote Saskatchewan 

Justice Minister Mitchell stating that there is nothing left to inquire into, 

given the Supreme Court of Canada hearing.

332557

Jun-04-1993 Dr. Ferris replies to Inspector Sawatsky and advises that given David 

Milgaard’s secretor status, the serological analysis would not allow 

for the exclusion of David Milgaard as being the origin of the seminal 

samples.

041916

Jun-10-1993 Inspector Sawatsky and Cst. Jorgenson interview Serge Kujawa. 022706

Jul-08-1993 Inspector Sawatsky writes a letter to Jim McCloskey attaching a list of 

questions for him to consider and respond to (as an in person meeting 

could not be arranged). 

044763 at 

044764
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Jul-13-1993 Inspector Sawatsky writes a letter to Paul Henderson explaining the 

mandate of the RCMP investigation and asking him to respond to a 

series of questions. Inspector Sawatsky also requests any video/audio 

tapes, notes, statements and documentation in Paul Henderson’s 

possession.

049879

Jul-21-1993 Inspector Sawatsky and Sgt. Dressler interview Caldwell. 022161

Jul-27-1993 Inspector Sawatsky and Cst. Dyck interview Roy Romanow, who from 

1971 to 1973 was the Attorney General for Saskatchewan, and also the 

Deputy Premier. 

022852

Oct-01-1993 

Nov-30-1993

The RCMP interview Bob Perry and Breckenridge. Breckenridge is 

questioned about his employment history and the information which he 

provided to Bob Perry and to Joyce Milgaard.

054611

054607

Sep-09-1993 Murray Brown writes a letter to Inspector Sawatsky advising that another 

portion of Saskatchewan Justice’s file in this matter (the ‘missing head 

office file’) has recently been found.

061373

Feb-23-1994 Larry Proke, Assistant Commissioner, Commanding Officer “F” Division, 

writes a letter to McCrank indicating that the investigation is complete. 

He also encloses a copy of Inspector Sawatsky’s Final Investigation 

Report.

061490

May-26-1994 Larry Fisher is released from custody.

Jul-21-1994 Inspector Sawatsky sends a letter to McCrank enclosing the RCMP’s 

supplementary report.

061567

033694

Aug-15-1994 McCrank writes a letter to Brent Cotter, Deputy Minister of Justice and 

Deputy Attorney General for Saskatchewan, indicating that Alberta 

Justice’s assessment of the RCMP investigation into the allegations 

of criminal wrongdoing is now complete. The letter attaches Alberta 

Justice’s Report and Inspector Sawatsky’s Final Investigation Report. 

McCrank’s letter states that there is no credible evidence to support any 

allegation of obstruction of justice or criminal wrongdoing in the Milgaard 

investigation or prosecution. The RCMP Final Investigation Report 

concludes that the available evidence does not support allegations 

of criminal wrongdoing by the Saskatoon City Police or other Justice 

officials, and that there is no new evidence which would exonerate David 

Milgaard or inculpate any other person, including Larry Fisher. 

032797

032805

023167
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Aug-16-1994 Brent Cotter makes public the results of the RCMP investigation and 

the Alberta Justice Report concluding that there was no criminal 

wrongdoing nor any attempt to obstruct justice in the investigation or 

prosecution of David Milgaard. He also states that he intends to follow 

the recommendation of Alberta Justice that the RCMP analysis be made 

public, and he hopes to do so within a matter of weeks, once privacy 

and disclosure issues have been clarified.

032799

Aug-17-1994 An article entitled, “RCMP report called whitewash by Milgaard” appears 

in the Globe and Mail. David Milgaard is quoted as saying, “Everybody is 

being cleaned up and white-washed by the RCMP of Canada.” 

217219

Jan-27-1995 Fainstein writes to Saskatchewan Justice and the solicitors for David 

Milgaard and Larry Fisher enclosing copies of the lab report with respect 

to DNA testing that was done by Roche Biomedical Laboratories Inc. 

during the Supreme Court of Canada Reference.

289661

Feb-14-1995 Beresh advises Fainstein by letter that the consent previously provided 

by Larry Fisher for testing of bodily samples is no longer valid, and that 

anyone acting upon it does so at his own peril.

268705

Feb-21-1995 Greg Rodin writes to Fainstein, enclosing David Milgaard’s authorization 

for further DNA testing. Rodin states that it will be necessary to arrive at 

an agreed upon protocol for conducting further DNA testing.

164907

Mar-14-1995 Wolch writes to Ned Shillington, Attorney General and Minister of Justice 

for Saskatchewan. He encloses an amended Statement of Claim in the 

civil action commenced by David Milgaard against various defendants 

including Crown attorneys and police officers. The purpose of the letter 

is to request that the Minister of Justice order a public inquiry with a 

broad mandate to examine the facts and identify underlying causes for 

the miscarriage of justice which took place, and also to consider the 

issue of compensation. 

033297 at 

033298

Mar-16-1995 Ron Fourney, Ph.D. (Section Head-Biology Research and Development 

Central Forensic Laboratory RCMP) provides a letter to Fainstein 

outlining his suggestions concerning further DNA testing after having 

reviewed the current status of the remaining Miller case exhibits. Fourney 

states in his letter that the majority of exhibit material was consumed by 

the original serological analysis and the failed DNA analysis conducted 

by Dr. Ferris. He states that a portion of the contaminated DNA extract, 

and half the remaining unextracted semen stain on Gail Miller’s panties, 

are the only potentially significant items among the exhibits in the 

possession of Pat Alain for DNA testing. He recommends that PCR 

based Short Tandem Repeat analysis (STR) be used, and advises that 

the most experienced forensic laboratory in this field is the Forensic 

Science Services in the United Kingdom.

032751
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Mar-30-1995 Fainstein circulates Fourney’s March 16, 1995 letter to counsel for David 

Milgaard, Larry Fisher, and the Government of Saskatchewan. Fainstein 

advises that the Department of Justice is prepared to proceed with STR 

testing as Fourney suggests, provided that agreement can be reached 

on necessary details. He also states that he hopes that Larry Fisher will 

authorize the testing to encompass him as well.

032749

Mar-31-1995 Saskatchewan Justice Minister Shillington replies to Wolch’s March 

14, 1995 letter and states that a further inquiry is not warranted and 

will not be ordered. He states that three inquiries into this case have 

already been conducted: by the federal Department of Justice, by the 

Supreme Court of Canada, and also by the RCMP. 

033293

Apr-07-1995 Brown writes to Fainstein to advise that Saskatchewan Justice will 

agree to have the DNA analysis recommended by Fourney conducted 

at this time.

032748

Apr-27-1995 Wolch replies to Minister of Justice Shillington’s March 31, 1995 letter. 

He indicates that he is asking for a public inquiry and that the three 

inquiries referred to in the March 31, 1995 letter were either not public 

processes, or, in the case of the Supreme Court, were limited in scope. 

He also indicates that despite being advised by Inspector Sawatsky 

that he would have the opportunity to meet with him regarding the 

conclusions reached by the RCMP, no meeting has taken place and 

there has not been any explanation for the delay.

033291 at 

033292

May-05-1995 David Milgaard files a defamation claim against Saskatchewan Justice 

Minister Robert Mitchell, in the Ontario Court (General Division). The 

claim alleges that Mitchell was accurately quoted in a January 3, 1995 

article in the Globe and Mail stating, of David Milgaard, the following 

words: “I think he was properly convicted. I think he did it.” The legal 

action in Ontario is eventually stayed. David Milgaard then proceeds with 

the defamation action against Mitchell in the Court of Queen’s Bench for 

Saskatchewan on August 30, 1995. 

Jul-04-1995 Inspector Sawatsky writes a letter to Wolch indicating that the RCMP 

is prepared to follow through on its commitment to meet with him for 

the purpose of outlining its findings into the allegations of wrongdoing. 

Inspector Sawatsky states he would like to meet as soon as possible, as 

Saskatchewan Justice plans to make the Report public very soon.

061884

Jul-07-1995 Wolch writes a letter to Inspector Sawatsky outlining the various 

attempts to arrange a meeting to discuss the RCMP’s findings and 

expresses his frustrations with that process. He indicates it is becoming 

clear that the Government is not really interested in who murdered 

Gail Miller or in David Milgaard’s guilt or innocence, but rather in saving 

money and embarrassment.

061886
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Jul-12-1995 The RCMP Report is released to the public. 

Oct-18-1995 Rodin writes to Fainstein to advise that he has some concerns about the 

STR testing suggested by Fourney, and to further advise that he is still 

waiting to receive Dr. Blake’s report concerning potential DNA testing 

and appropriate methods.

106901

Dec-04-1995 Dr. Blake prepares a report addressed to Fainstein in which he 

expresses his opinion that the DQ Alpha/Polymarker system of DNA 

testing is most appropriate for the genetic analysis of degraded samples, 

not STR based testing as recommended by Fourney. Further, Blake 

states that a careful and thorough inventory of the remaining evidence 

should be conducted to determine what evidence exists and whether 

or not sperm are present. He specifically indicates that he is concerned 

with Patricia Alain having found only a very small semen stain on the 

panties. He states that there may be other semen stains on the panties 

that have not yet been identified. 

268709

Apr-18-1996 Fourney writes to Fainstein to address the comments contained in 

Blake’s report. Fourney explains that Blake has requested a full inventory 

of the remaining exhibits and any materials that may be suitable for 

further DNA analysis. He then states that Blake may not have fully 

realized the extremely limited quantities of the samples in this case and 

that he attempted to clarify the situation by speaking with Blake on the 

telephone. He states in his letter that it was acknowledged that the 

search for, and identification of, spermatozoa could be carried out on all 

the exhibits; however, it was pointed out by Fourney to Blake that it was 

unlikely that Patricia Alain would have missed any potential semen stains. 

In his conclusion, Fourney states that it is still his recommendation that 

STR analysis be used in this case. 

230508

Apr-22-1996 Fainstein writes to counsel for David Milgaard, Larry Fisher, and the 

Government of Saskatchewan, enclosing Fourney’s April 18, 1996 letter. 

Fainstein advises that in accordance with Fourney’s recommendations, 

the federal Department of Justice is prepared to proceed by: having 

DNA testing done by the Forensic Science Service in England, by paying 

the fees of the Forensic Science Service and the reasonable fees and 

expenses of an expert representing David Milgaard, by having Gail 

Miller’s clothing examined once again to determine whether there are 

any additional stains that should also be the subject of DNA testing, 

by proceeding with STR testing if at least one nanogram of material 

is present, and by conducting DQ Alpha testing if there is not enough 

material present for STR testing.

032678

Apr-25-1996 A blood sample from Dennis Elliot is received by Patricia Alain of the 

RCMP laboratory.

231467
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Apr-29-1996 Brown writes to Fainstein to advise that the Government of 

Saskatchewan will agree to have DNA testing done by the Forensic 

Science Service. Brown expresses his view that the testing could 

properly be done by the RCMP laboratory. He also indicates that he 

would prefer that the exhibits do not get sent outside of Canada. If the 

exhibits must be sent outside of the country, he indicates he would 

prefer an RCMP scientist to go with them to observe the testing.

230498

May-29-1996 James Lockyer, on behalf of David Milgaard, writes to Fainstein in reply 

to his April 22, 1996 letter and the April 18, 1996 report of Fourney. 

Lockyer sets out a proposed protocol for DNA testing.

026020

Jun-00-1996 to 

Mar-00-1997

Negotiations take place regarding a suitable protocol for DNA testing.

Mar-21-1997 Fainstein writes to the Forensic Science Service to advise that they now 

appear to have agreement with the other interested parties for DNA 

testing. He encloses a protocol and inquires whether it is acceptable to 

the FSS. His letter also advises the FSS that they are not being provided 

with prepared samples ready for analysis but rather with original 

materials for examination, and where appropriate, extraction and testing.

230389

107044

Apr-22-1997 A document entitled “Agreed Procedure for Examination and DNA 

Testing With Respect to the Murder of Gail Miller” is signed by counsel 

for the Department of Justice (Canada), counsel for Saskatchewan 

Justice and counsel for David Milgaard.

289554

May-01-1997 Fainstein writes to Chief Justice Antonio Lamer to advise that an 

agreement has been reached to conduct further examination of 

exhibits and DNA testing in connection with the death of Gail Miller, and 

enclosing a copy of his Order of January 22, 1992 regarding the exhibits.

268754

Jun-23-1997 Fainstein writes to Beresh to advise that he has concluded that no fresh 

consent from Larry Fisher is necessary, before Larry Fisher’s blood 

sample given in 1992 can be used in the upcoming round of DNA testing 

in England. Fainstein states that Larry Fisher consented to the taking of 

the sample in the first place for a DNA analysis to determine if he was 

Gail Miller’s assailant, and that is precisely how it will be used.

263493

Jun-24-1997 Beresh responds to Fainstein advising that he disagrees with his 

assessment of the law and advising that should he proceed in the 

fashion suggested in his letter he will imperil any subsequent use of 

the results of the DNA, and will subject the Department to potential 

civil action.

032390

Jul-02-1997 Brown writes to Fainstein regarding Larry Fisher’s refusal to provide 

consent to the use of his samples in DNA testing. Brown agrees 

that a search warrant (for the RCMP to seize the blood sample from 

themselves) be obtained out of an abundance of caution.

032381
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Jul-04-1997 Fainstein swears an affidavit in support of an application for a search 

warrant to seize the biological samples given by Larry Fisher in 1992 

for DNA analysis after Inspector Murray Sawatsky refuses to swear the 

Information to Obtain a Warrant (and recommends that the Force not 

do so) on the basis that there are no grounds to suspect Larry Fisher is 

involved in the murder of Gail Miller. Sawatsky also expresses the view 

that the Saskatoon Police are the department with jurisdiction and not 

the federal Department of Justice. Fisher’s samples are sent to the FSS.

061910

Jul-18-1997 Michael Barber of the FSS sends his Interim Report in relation to David 

Milgaard to Fainstein. The report concludes that the semen found on the 

panties and dress could not have originated from David Milgaard, and 

that it matched Larry Fisher’s DNA profile.

231438

Jul-18-1997 A news release is issued by the Department of Justice (Canada) stating 

that the results of DNA testing in the tragic rape and murder of Gail Miller 

have now been received, and they show that a terrible wrong was done 

to David Milgaard by his wrongful conviction. The Minister of Justice, 

Anne McLellan, expresses her sympathies and regret to David Milgaard 

and his family. She also expresses her admiration and compassion for 

Joyce Milgaard, without whose tenacity and unwavering belief in her 

son’s innocence the result would not have been achieved.

337999

Jul-18-1997 John Nilson, Q.C., Minister of Justice for Saskatchewan, makes a public 

statement that a wrong of the most serious kind has been done to David 

Milgaard by the justice system and he apologizes. He states there is no 

doubt that the wrongful conviction will require compensation, and that 

they are immediately beginning a process to provide that compensation. 

He advises that the police investigation into this case was reopened 

today and that he is actively considering a full independent public inquiry.

329957

Jul-21-1997 A letter is sent by the Chief of Police of the Saskatoon Police Service 

to John Nilson, Minister of Justice for Saskatchewan, requesting that 

the Department of Justice appoint another agency to investigate the 

death of Gail Miller, and advising that the Saskatoon Police Service will 

co-operate and provide assistance to every extent possible. The Minister 

of Justice then requests the RCMP to take on the investigation. 

077486

Jul-21-1997 Silas Halyk, the lawyer for Kujawa and Caldwell, makes a public 

statement on behalf of his clients extending their sincerest apologies to 

David Milgaard and his family for the failings of the system that resulted 

in his wrongful conviction. Halyk also states that his clients maintain that 

there was no wrongdoing on their part with respect to the prosecution 

of David Milgaard based on the evidence available as it was then known, 

and that they join the Milgaard family in requesting that the Minister 

of Justice for Saskatchewan direct a full judicial inquiry into all of the 

circumstances of the wrongful conviction of David Milgaard.

332039
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Jul-25-1997 Larry Fisher is arrested and charged with the murder of Gail Miller. 

Shortly thereafter the RCMP investigation into the death of Gail Miller 

(Project Featherstone) is undertaken.

077543

229807

Aug-19-1997 Saskatchewan Justice Minister Nilson announces that the Government 

of Saskatchewan will enter into negotiations with David Milgaard for 

compensation for wrongful conviction, and that an inquiry will be held.

Sep-18-1997 Michael Barber prepares a Final Report for Fainstein regarding the DNA 

testing conducted by the FSS. The report’s conclusion states that the 

semen could not have come from David Milgaard or from Dennis Elliot, 

but that the results of the DNA testing provide extremely strong support 

for the assertion that the semen found on Gail Miller’s underpants and on 

her dress originated from Larry Fisher.

067832

Nov-04-1997 Anne-Elizabeth Charland (RCMP Central Forensic Laboratory Biology 

Section – Operations) receives a Request for Analysis from Cst. Appleton 

(Gail Miller Task Force) regarding analysis of exhibits from the Gail Miller 

trial. The Request for Analysis states that due to the objections of 

Beresh regarding use of Larry Fisher’s samples (provided in 1992 at the 

Supreme Court Reference), a new control sample of Fisher’s blood was 

taken under authority of a DNA warrant and is to be used in comparison.

231387

Jan-12-1998 Larry Fisher’s preliminary inquiry commences. 082069

Jan-13-1998 Anne-Elizabeth Charland prepares a Forensic Laboratory Report for 

Inspector Orem of the Gail Miller Task Force in Regina, regarding 

DNA testing and analysis conducted on various exhibits from the Gail 

Miller murder trial along with a known blood sample from Larry Fisher. 

Charland concludes that the DNA typing profile obtained from stains on 

Gail Miller’s panties and dress match those obtained through the known 

sample from Larry Fisher.

078004

Mar-29-1999 On or about this date, Joyce Milgaard’s book entitled “A Mother’s Story: 

My Battle to Free David Milgaard” is published.

269317

May-17-1999 Saskatchewan Justice Minister Nilson announces that a settlement has 

been reached in the David Milgaard matter, and that compensation will 

be paid in the amount of $10 million.

May-25-1999 A Notice of Discontinuance in Q.B. No. 1015 of A.D. 1993, the civil 

action commenced by David Milgaard against various defendants, is filed 

in the Court of Queen’s Bench, Judicial Centre of Saskatoon.

148547

Oct-12-1999 The trial of Larry Fisher commences. 

Nov-22-1999 Larry Fisher is convicted of the 1969 murder of Gail Miller.

Jan-04-2000 Larry Fisher is sentenced to life in prison.

Sep-29-2003 Larry Fisher’s appeal to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal is dismissed. 339850
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Feb-18-2004 The Government of Saskatchewan orders a public inquiry into the 

wrongful conviction of David Milgaard.

Aug-26-2004 Larry Fisher’s application for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of 

Canada is dismissed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T
his Memorandum of Law was provided to parties with standing during the hearings and has 

been prepared by John Agioritis of MacPherson Leslie & Tyerman LLP, Saskatoon, Assistant 

Commission Counsel.

II. ISSUES

(1) Statutory Language: Section 9 of the Canada Evidence Act (CEA)

(2) What Principles of Statutory Construction and Interpretation Apply in the Circumstances?

(3) The Historical Lineage and Purpose of Section 9(1) of the CEA 

(4) How did Section 9(1) of the CEA Operate Prior to the Enactment of Section 9(2)?

(5) What was the Purpose and Intent Behind the Enactment of Section 9(2) of the CEA?

(6) What is the Nature of the Relationship Between Sections 9(1) and 9(2) of the CEA?

(7)  What is the Evidentiary Value of Proving Prior Inconsistent Statements Under Section 9 of the 

CEA?
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  (a) Evidentiary Value of Inconsistent Statements Proved Under Section 9(1) of the CEA

  (b) Evidentiary Value of Inconsistent Statements Proved Under Section 9(2) of the CEA

(8) What Constitutes an “Inconsistency” under Section 9(2) of the CEA?

III. CONCLUSION

Historical Lineage and Purpose of Sections 9(1) and (2) of the CEA

The origins of s. 9 of the CEA can be traced back to 19th century England and a widely debated point at 

common law: whether, and under what circumstances, a party could use a prior inconsistent statement to 

discredit his own witness. 

At common law, if a party’s witness admitted making an inconsistent statement, the party could 

cross-examine that witness with respect to why he contradicted his earlier statement. However, when a 

witness denied making the previous statement, the party’s ability to introduce, prove and cross-examine 

the witness on the inconsistent statement became uncertain. To resolve the uncertainty, Parliament 

enacted s. 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act (1854) and s. 3 of the Criminal Procedure Act (1865), 

which allowed a party to cross-examine his or her own witness on a prior inconsistent statement upon 

proof that the witness was ‘adverse’. These provisions were subsequently adopted in substantially similar 

form in a number of jurisdictions, including Canada, its provinces and Australia. In Canada, the English 

provisions now exist in the form of s. 9(1) of the CEA.

The first case to consider s. 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act, the English predecessor to s. 9(1) of 

the CEA, was Greenough v. Eccles1. Greenough v. Eccles which held that a party was not allowed to use 

a prior inconsistent statement to demonstrate the adversity of their witness. The overall result of the ruling 

in Greenough v. Eccles was the creation of a procedural ‘catch-22’, since a party calling a witness might 

need to use a prior inconsistent statement to prove that their witness was adverse, but was prohibited 

from relying on the prior statement until adversity was proven by other means. 

Early Canadian decisions like R. v. May2 followed the precedent set by Greenough v. Eccles. However, 

many courts in the Commonwealth recognized the conundrum created by Greenough v. Eccles and 

began interpreting the provision in a manner that would remedy the procedural ‘catch-22’. Three of 

those cases were Hannigan3, Hunter4, and Wawanesa (OCA)5. Those cases held that a party producing 

a witness was entitled to rely on a prior inconsistent statement to prove ‘adversity’ under statutory 

counterparts to s. 9(1) of the CEA provided that the inconsistent statement was put to the witness in a 

voir dire in absence of the jury. 

By 1968 Parliament recognized the divergence in the jurisprudence under s. 9(1) of the CEA and 

introduced an amendment to resolve the conflict respecting its operation. That amendment, which now 

exists in the form of s. 9(2) of the CEA, came into force on February 13, 1969. Parliamentary statements 

prior to the enactment of s. 9(2) of the CEA clearly indicate that s. 9(2) of the CEA was a reformatory 

enactment designed to work in unison with and resolve the procedural ‘catch-22’ respecting the 

1 Infra note 24. Greenough v. Eccles was decided in 1859.

2 Infra note 27. R. v. May was decided by the British Columbia Court of Appeal in 1915.

3 Infra note 29. Hannigan was decided by the Irish Criminal Court of Appeal in 1941.

4 Infra note 30. Hunter was decided by the Supreme Court of Victoria in Australia in 1956.

5 Infra note 21. Wawanesa (OCA) was decided by the Ontario Court of Appeal in 1963.
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operation of s. 9(1) of the CEA. However, notwithstanding Parliament’s apparent intent respecting s. 9(2), 

that subsection has been construed as an independent procedure under which a judge may, in his or 

her discretion, permit a party to cross-examine his own witness on an inconsistent statement without 

obtaining a declaration of adversity.

Evidentiary Value of Prior Inconsistent Statements

Until the Supreme Court of Canada’s ruling in R. v. B(KG)6, the ‘orthodox rule’ at common law and under 

ss. 9(1) and (2) of the CEA was that a prior inconsistent statement could not be used as evidence of 

the truth of its contents unless the witness admitted the truth of the statement. Rather, the evidentiary 

value of an inconsistent statement is limited to demonstrating that the witness has contradicted him 

or herself in order to discredit the witness and nullify the effect of the witness’ inconsistent testimony. 

The jurisprudence on this point also indicates that a judge’s caution on the evidentiary value of such 

statements is a sufficient procedural safeguard against the improper use of inconsistent statements 

by juries. However, there is an abundance of judicial and academic commentary questioning a juror’s 

ability to heed a judge’s caution on this evidentiary point (see, for instance, Justice Estey’s judgment in 

McInroy7).

Meaning of ‘Inconsistency’ Under Section 9(2)

Where a witness claims that he or she has no recollection of the matters contained in a prior statement, 

it is within the sole discretion of the trial judge to find that the witness is lying about his or her lack of 

recollection, and conclude that there is an ‘inconsistency’ between the witness’ testimony and the prior 

statement: see McInroy. That is, an ‘inconsistency’ will arise under s. 9(2) of the CEA even when a witness 

does not expressly contradict the contents of a prior statement, but testifies to a lack of recollection 

regarding the statement that the Judge, in his or her discretion, finds unworthy of belief.

IV. ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION

(1) Statutory Language: Section 9 of the CEA

In its present form, s. 9(1) of the CEA reads as follows: 

9(1) A party producing a witness shall not be allowed to impeach his credit by general evidence of bad character, 

but if the witness, in the opinion of the court, proves adverse, the party may contradict him by other evidence, or, 

by leave of the court, may prove that the witness made at other times a statement inconsistent with his present 

testimony, but before the last mentioned proof can be given the circumstances of the supposed statement, 

sufficient to designate the particular occasion, shall be mentioned to the witness, and he shall be asked whether 

or not he did make the statement. 

Section 9(1) of the CEA can be broken down into three branches:

First Branch: A party producing a witness shall not be allowed to impeach his or her credit by 

general evidence of bad character.

Second Branch: However, if, in the opinion of the court, the witness proves adverse, the party 

producing the witness may contradict the witness by other evidence. 

6 Infra note 79.

7 Infra note 62.
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Third Branch: Alternatively, if, in the opinion of the court, the witness proves adverse, the party 

producing the witness may, with leave of the court, prove that the witness made, at other times, a 

statement inconsistent with his present testimony. However, before the party producing the witness 

can prove the inconsistent statement, the party must: 

 (i)  mention to the witness the circumstances of the supposed statement (sufficient to designate the 

particular occasion); and

 (ii) ask the witness whether he or she made the supposed statement.

Section 9(2) of the CEA came into force on February 13, 1969 and read as follows at that time:

9(2) Where the party producing a witness alleges that the witness made at other times a statement in writing, 

reduced to writing, inconsistent with his present testimony, the court may, without proof that the witness is 

adverse, grant leave to that party to cross-examine the witness as to the statement and the court may consider 

the cross-examination in determining whether in the opinion of the court the witness’ is adverse. 

The foregoing version of s. 9(2) of the CEA was in force during David Milgaard’s trial in 1970. 

(2) Principles of Statutory Construction and Interpretation

Driedger on the Construction of Statutes sets out the following principles with respect to ascertaining the 

purpose of legislation (‘reform legislation’ in particular):

Historically, purposive analysis is associated with the so-called mischief rule or the rule in Heydon’s Case. 

Although this rule did not originate in Heydon’s Case, it was there it received it’s most famous and influential 

formulation:

  For the sure and true interpretation of all statutes in general (be they penal or beneficial, restrictive or 

enlarging of the common law) four things are to be discerned and considered: – 

  1st. What was the common law before making the Act.

  2nd. What was the mischief and defect for which the common law did not provide.

  3rd.  What remedy the Parliament hath resolved and appointed to cure the disease of the 

commonwealth.

  And 

  4th.  The true reason of the remedy; and then the office of all Judges is always to make such 

construction as shall suppress the mischief, and advance the remedy, and to suppress subtle 

inventions and evasions for continuance of the mischief, and pro privato commodo, and to 

add force and life to the cure and remedy, according to the true intent of the makers of the Act, 

pro bono publico.

Judges are here advised to not only interpret legislation to promote its purpose but also to suppress measures 

designed to avoid the impact of the legislation and add to the scheme, if necessary, to ensure that the 

legislature’s true intent is accomplished.

…

Reform legislation is generally modest in its aspirations. It is meant to cure perceived defects or oversights in 

existing law by introducing new rules. The new rules are designed to supplement the existing regime in certain 

limited ways or, in the case of a more ambitious reform, to replace the existing regime with a full set of new 

rules. In either case, however, the new rules are meant to operate within the established framework of existing 

private law. This is essentially a common law framework. Even though private law has come to include significant 
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amounts of statute law and in some areas is governed almost entirely by statute, it evolved as common law and 

its basic principles, concepts and categories continue to be derived from the common law. 

…

In interpreting reform legislation the courts are obviously concerned with ensuring the efficacy of the intended 

reform. But as Heydon’s Case indicates, in the context of reform legislation the intention to reform can only be 

understood in terms of existing law and the mischief or defect for which the law did not provide. The primary 

interpretive challenge, then, is to master the relationship between the new rules and existing law. And in keeping 

with this concern the primary interpretive values are integration, continuity and coherence.

…

The common law forms part of the context in which legislation is enacted and operates. This is true of program 

legislation as well as reform legislation. Both must be interpreted in the light of relevant common law authorities, 

and the courts must come to some understanding of their relation to the common law.8

The principles outlined in Driedger relating to reform legislation and the purposive approach to statutory 

interpretation will be utilized in the analysis of ss. 9(1) and (2) of the CEA, below. By using that approach, 

it is possible to demonstrate that the English predecessors and equivalents to s. 9(1) of the CEA, i.e., 

s. 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act, 18549 and s. 3 of the Criminal Procedure Act, 186510 were 

legislative responses to perceived deficiencies in the common law. It will also be shown that s. 9(2) of the 

CEA was enacted in response to the perceived deficiencies in the language of s. 9(1) of the CEA and the 

jurisprudence that considered, interpreted and applied that provision. 

(3) The Historical Lineage and Purpose of Section 9(1) of the CEA 

Numerous cases, texts and commentators have considered the history and purpose of s. 9(1) of the CEA, 

its provincial counterparts and English ancestors. The authorities all generally indicate that s. 9(1) is the 

Canadian descendent of 19th century English legislation: s. 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act) and 

s. 3 of the Criminal Procedure Act. The authorities also indicate that the enactment of the section in all 

three statutes was linked and designed to resolve a widely debated point at common law, i.e., whether 

(and under what circumstances) a party could use a prior inconsistent statement to discredit their own 

witness.

Alan Bryant reviews the origins of s. 9(1) of the CEA and its provincial and commonwealth counterparts in 

his article, “The Statutory Rule Against Impeaching One’s Own Witness”11:

  The state of the law in the pre-statutory period was correctly stated by the Common Law Commissioners 

[in the Second Report of Her Majesty’s Commissioners for Inquiring into the Process, Practice, and System 

of Pleading in the Supreme Court of the Common Law (London 1853)]:

  It occasionally happens that a witness called by a party in a cause, under a belief that he will prove a certain 

fact, turns round upon the party calling him, and proves directly the reverse. The party is, of course, not 

precluded from proving by other testimony what the witness has negatived; but ought he to be allowed to 

discredit the witness … by showing that he has made previous statements at variance with the evidence he 

8  Emphasis added. Ruth Sullivan, Driedger on the Construction of Statutes, 3rd ed. (Toronto: Butterworths, 1994) 
(“Driedger”) at pages 36, 37, 41 and 297.

9 17 & 18 Vict., c. 125, s. 22 (U.K.) (enacted in 1854) (the “Common Law Procedure Act”).

10 28 & 29 Vict., c. 18, s. 3 (U.K.) (the “Criminal Procedure Act”) (enacted in 1865).

11  Alan W. Bryant, “The Statutory Rule Against Impeaching One’s Own Witness” (1983) 33 U. Toronto L.J. 108 (“The 
Statutory Rule”). See also Alan Bryant’s precursor companion article to The Statutory Rule: A. Bryant, “The Common 
Law Rule Against Impeaching One’s Own Witness” (1982) 32 U. Toronto L.J. 412.
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had given in the witness box? The decisions are conflicting: the weight of authority tends to establish the 

negative, while the weight of reason and argument appears to us to be decidedly in favour of the affirmative.

The Commissioners recommend ‘that a party should … be permitted not only as at present to contradict the 

testimony of the witness by other evidence, but also to prove that such witness has made opposite statements. 

This recommendation became embodied in the UK remedial legislation of 1854 and was substantially adopted in 

the Canadian common law jurisdictions. The third branch exemplifies such legislation:

  But if the witness, in the opinion of the court, proves adverse, such party … by leave of the court, may prove 

that the witness made at other times a statement inconsistent with his present testimony; but before such 

last mention proof can be given the circumstances of the supposed statement, sufficient to designate the 

particular occasion, shall be mentioned to the witness, and he shall be asked whether or not he did make 

that statement.

More than a century after the passage of Lord Denman’s Act, differences of opinion remain with respect 

to the correct construction of this branch of section 9.12

Sopinka13 makes the following comment regarding the origins of s. 9(1) of the CEA:

At common law, it was well established that one’s own witness could always be contradicted by other evidence, 

but not by general evidence of bad character. The cases conflicted however, as to whether or not a party had the 

right to prove at trial that one’s own witness had made a prior inconsistent statement. 

In 1854, the English Parliament enacted section 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act. The wording of the 

English act was reproduced in the Canada Evidence Act and all of the Evidence Acts of the Common Law 

provinces contained similar provisions.14

Mewett and Sankoff give the following reasons for the enactment of s. 9(1) of the CEA15: 

Where a witness had been declared to be hostile, it was fairly clear at common law that the party calling him or 

her had the right to cross-examination, but not the right to launch a general attack on the creditworthiness of 

that witness, as we have just discussed. What was never clear, nor satisfactorily resolved, was whether that party 

also had the right to prove that that witness had previously made a statement that was inconsistent with his or 

her present testimony. If a party calls a witness, knowing before hand that the witness is unfavorably disposed 

towards him or her or has an unsavory reputation, then that party must decide before hand whether or not to call 

that witness, knowing full well of the dangers. But where a witness has given that party every reason to believe 

that he or she will give favorable testimony and, relying upon that, the party does call the witness, this is the one 

case where that party has been taken completely by surprise and cannot be faulted for foreseeing the danger. 

As early as 1834, the judges had different opinions on the question, and in 1854, England enacted a provision 

for civil cases that such proof could be made [the Common Law Procedure Act, 1854 (U.K.)]. This was followed 

in 1865 by a similar provision for criminal cases [the Criminal Procedure Act, 1865 (U.K.)]. Soon thereafter this 

English legislation was adopted in Canada, both federally and in the provinces.16

Canadian Criminal Evidence17 describes the nuances of the debate regarding a party’s ability to 

cross-examine his or her own witness on a prior inconsistent statement at common law: 

36:40310 Cross-Examination as to statement

12 The Statutory Rule, supra note 11 at pp. 116 and 117.

13  John Sopinka, Sydney N. Lederman and Alan W. Bryant, Law Of Evidence In Canada, 2nd ed. (Toronto: 
Butterworths, 1999) (“Sopinka”).

14 Sopinka, supra note 13 at paras. 16.49 to 16.50.

15  Alan W. Mewett and Peter J. Sankoff, Witnesses, looseleaf (Toronto: Carswell) (“Witnesses”) at 14-4 to 14-7.

16 Witnesses, supra note 15 at para. 14.3.

17  Peter K. McWilliams, Q.C., Canadian Criminal Evidence, 3rd ed., looseleaf (Toronto: Canada Law Book) 
(“McWilliams”).
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At common law a party could cross-examine his own witness as to a previous inconsistent statement so as to 

ascertain if possible what induced him to change it: Wright v. Becket (1833), 1 M & Rob. 414, 174 E.E. 143; 

Melhuish v. Collier (1850), 19 L.J.Q.B. 493. As Lord Hewart, C.J., dryly said in R. v. Harris (1927), 20 Cr. App. 

R. 144 at p. 147: “It did not need Mr. Denman’s Act [Common Law Procedure Act, 1854, c. 125] to render that 

process possible.” See also R. v. Francis and Barber (1929), 51 C.C.C. 343 (Sask. C.A.).

This common law right assumes that the witness admits to making an earlier inconsistent statement 

upon being so asked. It is not subject to any ruling or evidence that the witness is hostile or adverse. 

Further in R. v. Fraser; R. v. Warren (1956), 40 Cr. App. R. 150, Lord Goddard, C.J., said that it was not only the 

right of prosecuting counsel but his duty to inform the court regarding any earlier inconsistent statement. See also 

R. v. Mitchell, Dyer, Lowry and Field, [1964] Crim. L.R. 294 (C.C.A.). Strangely these cases do not appear to have 

been cited in Canada. The statement need not be directly or absolutely at variance: Jackson v. Thomason (1861), 

31 L.J.Q.B. 11.

It is emphasized that this right to cross-examine is limited to the specific issue as to why the witness has 

contradicted his earlier statement. It does not extend to a general right to cross-examine as to facts generally 

in issue or as to credit. It does not infringe the general rule against impeaching the credit of one’s own witness 

because, as Lord Denman, C.J., said in Wright v. Beckett (1833), 1 M. & Rob. 414 at p. 418, 174 E.R. 143:

  No inference arises, that I may not prove my witness to state an untruth, when he surprises me by doing 

so, in direct opposition to what he had told me before. In this case, the discredit is consequential, and the 

evidence is not general but extremely particular, and subject to any explanation which the witness may be 

able to afford.

See also Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co. v. Hanes, [1963] 1 C.C.C. 176 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 184, varied [1963] 

1 C.C.C. 321 (S.C.C.).

It is submitted that this rule continues. It prevents impeachment of one’s own witness by evidence of bad 

character or reputation. That has not been modified by s. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act nor is it affected by the 

cross-examination permitted of a witness who has been ruled hostile. The view expressed by defence counsel 

and the court in R. v. Singh (1979), 48 C.C.C. (2d) 434 (Man. C.A.), at p. 438 seems to be too wide. 

36:40320 Proof of statement under s. 9(1) of the Canada Evidence Act 

  At common law where one’s own witness denied making an earlier inconsistent statement it 

was an open question whether other evidence could be adduced to prove that he had made it: 

see Wawanesa Mutual Ins. Co. v. Hanes, [1963] 1 C.C.C. 176 (Ont. C.A.), at p.181, per Porter, C.J.O., and 

Greenough v. Eccles (1859), 5 C.B. (N.S.) 786 at p. 802, 141 E.R. 315, per Williams, J. See also Bradley v. 

Ricardo (1831), 8 Bing. 57, 131 E.R. 321; Alexander v. Gibson (1811), 2 Camp. 555, 170 E.R. 1250. Cf. R. 

v. Farr (1839), 8 Car. & P. 768, 173 E.R. 709; Ewer v. Ambrose & Baker (1825), 3 B. & C. 746, 107 E.R. 910.

To remove the uncertainty of the common law section 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act, 1854, c. 125, was 

enacted. 

A similar provision was also enacted in Canada and is now section 9(1) of the Canada Evidence Act which 

provides as follows: … [the authors of McWilliams cite the text of 9(1) of the CEA].18

The Report of the Federal/Provincial Task Force on the Uniform Rules of Evidence19 summarizes the 

reasons for the enactment of s. 9(1) of the CEA as follows:

At common law a party is generally prohibited from asking leading questions of his own witness or impeaching 

his credibility. By calling a witness, the party “vouches” for the witness’s intention to tell the truth to the best of his 

recollection.

18 Emphasis added. McWilliams, supra note 17 at paras. 36:40100 to 36:40320 .

19 (Toronto: Carswell, 1982) (the “Task Force Report”).
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A party cannot, at common law, impeach his own witness’s credibility by attacking his character or by showing 

that he had a motive to fabricate because of bias, interest, or corruption, or contradicting him by a prior 

inconsistent statement. However, a party could contradict his own witness’ testimony concerning the event in 

issue by calling another witness to relate his version of it.

As an exception to the general common law ban against impeaching one’s own witness, a party could 

cross-examine a witness if he were hostile. But the common law excluded evidence offered for impeachment of a 

prior inconsistent statement made by a party’s own witness.

Section 3 of the (The Criminal Procedure Act, 1865 (U.K.) (which reenacted section 22 of the Common Law 

Procedure Act, 1854) was introduced to permit a party to impeach his own witness’ credibility by proof of a prior 

inconsistent statement. If the witness was adverse and the judge granted leave, the party would be entitled to 

cross-examine his own witness about a prior inconsistent statement. If the witness did not admit making the 

statement, the party could call other evidence to prove it, just as if he were an opposing party’s witness. But 

impeachment by attacking the witness’s character would, as at common law, be prohibited.20

In Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company v. Hanes21, the Ontario Court of Appeal examined s. 24 of 

Ontario’s Evidence Act (a nearly identical provincial counterpart to s. 9(1) of the CEA). All three Court of 

Appeal Justices analyzed the 19th century English jurisprudence that led to the enactment of s. 22 of the 

Common Law Procedure Act and the purpose of the Canadian versions of that legislation (both federal 

and provincial). 

At pages 181 and 182 of Wawanesa (OCA), Chief Justice Porter refers to Best on Evidence:

Best on Evidence, 12th ed., p. 566 states:

  First, then, of the common law. It was an established rule that a party should not be allowed to give general 

evidence to discredit his own witness; i.e., general evidence that he is unworthy of belief on his oath. By 

calling the witness, a party represents him to the court as worthy of credit, or at least not so infamous as to 

be wholly unworthy of it; and if he afterwards attack his general character for veracity, this is not only mala 

fides towards the tribunal, but, say the books, it ‘would enable the party to destroy the witness if he spoke 

against him, and to make him a good witness if he spoke for him with the means in his hand of destroying 

his credit if he spoke against him’. A party might, however, discredit his own witness collaterally, by adducing 

evidence to show that the evidence which he have was untrue in fact. This does not raise the slightest 

presumption of mala fides; and it would be in the highest degree unjust and absurd if parties were bound by 

the unfavourable statements of witnesses with whom they may have no privity, and who are frequently called 

by them from pure necessity. 

This passage fairly states, I think, the common law of which the first two branches of the section are declaratory.

Best continues:

  But whether it was competent for a party to show that his own witness had made statements out of court 

inconsistent with the evidence which he had given in it, was an unsettled point, on which, however, the 

weight of authority was in favour of the negative.22 

After examining a number of authorities, Chief Justice Porter came to the following conclusion on the 

purpose of s. 24 of Ontario’s Evidence Act and other statutes like it: 

From these authorities it would appear that at common law questions could have been put to a witness by the 

party calling him as to former inconsistent statements if it were not done with the object of impeaching the credit 

of the witness, although consequentially it might have this effect. The cases illustrated the obvious difficulties in 

20 Task Force Report, supra note 19 pp. 323 to 324.

21  [1963] 1.C.C.C. 176 (Ont. C.A.) (“Wawanesa (OCA)”), varied on appeal, [1963] S.C.R. 154 (“Wawanesa (SCC)”).

22 Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21 at pp. 181 and 182.
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drawing a line of distinction. It is clear that a former statement could not be put with the object of impeaching the 

credit of the witness.

It is also evident from these authorities that at common law, where such a witness denied having made such a 

statement, it was an open question whether other evidence could be adduced to prove that he had made it. It 

was in the light of these uncertainties of the common law, and the injustice likely to arise as a result of them, that 

the statutes were enacted.

…

The general purpose of the statutes was to clarify the uncertainties of the common law but at the same time, 

by giving discretion to the Judge, to guard against the possible dangers inherent in the admission of such 

statements. As Lord Denman, C.J., said, in Wright v. Beckett, 1 M. & Rob. at p. 418: “For it is impossible to 

conceive a more frightful iniquity, than the triumph of falsehood and treachery in a witness, who pledges himself 

to depose to the truth when brought into Court, and, in the meantime, is persuaded to swear, when he appears, 

to a completely inconsistent story.” Lord Denman then suggests the possible dangers, such as collusion, 

and also the danger that the statement, which is admissible only to contradict the witness, may be taken as 

substantive proof in the cause. Best on Evidence, supra, at pp. 566-7 mentions other possible dangers, such 

as that the admission of such evidence might tend to multiply issues and that it may tend to induce a witness to 

maintain by perjury in Court any false or hasty statements made out of it. On the other side, Best quotes from 

Taylor on Evidence, 1st ed., x. 1047:

  The ends of justice are best attained by allowing a free and ample scope for scrutinizing evidence and 

estimating its real value; and that in the administration of criminal justice more especially, the exclusion of the 

proof of contrary statements may be attended with the worst consequences.23

It is clear that s. 9(1) of the CEA, its provincial counterparts and English antecedents were enacted to 

clarify whether a party could use a prior inconsistent statement to impeach the credibility of a witness 

called by that party. At common law, if a party’s witness admitted making an inconsistent statement, 

the party could cross-examine that witness with respect to why the witness contradicted their earlier 

statement. However, when the witness denied making the previous statement, the party’s ability to 

introduce, prove and cross-examine the witness on the inconsistent statement became uncertain. The 

English Parliament enacted s. 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act and s. 3 of the Criminal Procedure 

Act to resolve the uncertainty in favour of allowing a party to cross-examine his or her own witness on 

a prior inconsistent statement, upon proof that the witness is ‘adverse’. Those English provisions were 

subsequently adopted by the Parliament of Canada, and now exist in the form of s. 9(1) of the CEA.

(4) The Operation of Section 9(1) of the CEA Prior to the Enactment of Section 9(2)

Greenough v. Eccles24 was the first case to consider s. 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act. The issue 

there was the meaning of the word ‘adverse’. All three Justices agreed that the word ‘adverse’ ought 

to be understood to mean ‘hostile’.25 In arriving at that conclusion, Justice Williams made the following 

comments on the operation of s. 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act:

… the section requires the Judge to form an opinion that the witness is adverse, before the right 

to contradict or prove that he has made inconsistent statements is to be allowed to operate. This 

is reasonable, and indeed necessary, if the word “adverse” means “hostile,” but wholly unreasonable and 

unnecessary if it means “unfavourable.” On these grounds we think the preferable construction is, that in case the 

witness shall, in the opinion of the Judge, prove “hostile,” the party producing him may not only contradict him by 

23 Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21 at pp. 184 and 186.

24 (1859), 28 L.J.C.P 160 (“Greenough v. Eccles”).

25  Greenough v. Eccles, supra note 24, per Justice Williams at pp. 162 and 163, Justice Willes at p. 163 and Chief 
Justice Cockburn at pp. 163 and 164.
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other witnesses, as he might heretofore have done, and may still do, if the witness is unfavourable, but may also, 

by leave of the Judge, prove that he has made inconsistent statements. 

…

Whatever is the meaning of the word “adverse,” the mere fact of the witness being in that predicament is not to 

confer the right of discrediting him in this way. The section obviously contemplates that there may be cases where 

the Judge may properly refuse leave to exercise the right, though in his opinion the witness prove “adverse.” 

And as the Judge’s discretion must be principally, if not wholly, guided by the witness’s behaviour and language 

in the witness-box (for the Judge can know nothing, judicially, of his earlier conduct), it is not improbable that 

the legislature had in view the ordinary case of a Judge giving leave to a party producing a witness who proves 

hostile to treat him as if he had been produced by opposite party, so far as to put to him leading and pressing 

questions, and that the purpose of the section is to go a step further in this direction, by giving the Judge power 

to allow such a witness to be discredited by proving his former inconsistent statements, as if he were a witness 

on the other side.26 

Greenough v. Eccles holds that a party is not allowed to use a prior inconsistent statement to 

demonstrate the ‘adversity’ of their witness. Rather, s. 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act required 

a judge to declare a witness ‘adverse’ before an inconsistent statement could be put to that witness for 

the purpose of challenging his or her credibility. Therefore, while s. 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act 

resolved the common law debate respecting a party’s ability to a prior inconsistent statement to challenge 

the credibility of his or her own witness, the overall result of the ruling in Greenough v. Eccles was the 

creation of a procedural ‘conundrum’ or ‘catch-22’ since a party calling a witness might often need to use 

a prior inconsistent statement to prove adversity of that witness, but is prohibited from relying on the prior 

statement until adversity is proven by other means. 

The procedural conundrum in s. 9(1) of the CEA (and its English antecedents and Commonwealth 

counterparts) was regularly noted in cases decided after Greenough v. Eccles. See, for instance, 

R. v. May27, where the issue of using a prior statement to prove adversity under s. 9(1) of the CEA was 

considered and decided in the negative by a majority of the Court. However, some of the Courts that 

recognized the procedural ‘catch-22’ arising from Greenough v. Eccles began interpreting the section in 

a manner that would remedy the defect.28 Three of those cases were The People (Attorney-General) v. 

Hannigan29, R. v. Hunter30, and Wawanesa (OCA)31. 

Hannigan concerned an application for leave to appeal a trial judge’s decision to declare as adverse 

a witness called by the prosecution. The witness’ evidence at trial was the same as his evidence at 

the deposition. However, the witness had made a prior oral inconsistent statement to a prison guard. 

Counsel, seeking leave, argued that it was wrong for the trial judge to consider, in the absence of the jury, 

26 Greenough v. Eccles, supra note 24 at pp. 162 and 163.

27  (1915) 23 C.C.C. 469 (BCCA) (“May”). Greenough v. Eccles was followed in Canada by the majority of the British 
Columbia Court of Appeal in May. 

28  Alan Bryant states that ‘[i]n Australia, Canada, England and Ireland, courts have recognized the principle that a 
prior inconsistent statement or other extrinsic evidence is admissible to prove the witness is adverse in the statutory 
sense’: see The Statutory Rule, supra note 11 at p. 120; Bryant cites a number of cases from these jurisdictions 
(including many decided prior to 1970) to support this proposition : (i) Australia – R. v. Hunter [1956] V.R. 31 and 
McLellan v. Bowyer [1962] A.L.R. 243; (ii) England – R. v. Fraser & Warren (1956), 40 Cr. App. R. 160; Pound v. 
Wilson (1865) 4 F. & F. 301; 176 E.R. 574; Martin v. The Travellers Insurance Company (1859) 1 F. & F.301; 175 
E.R. 828; Dear v. Knight (1859)1 F. & F. 433; 175 E.R. 796; Faulkner v. Brine (1858) 1 F. & F. 254; 175 E.R. 715; and 
Amstell v. Alexander (1867) 16 L.T. 830; (iii) Ireland – R. v. Hannigan, [1941] Ir. R. 252; and (iv) Canada – Wawanesa 
Mutual Insurance Co. v. Hanes, [1961] O.R. 495; Boland v. Globe and Mail, [1961] O.R. 712; R. v. Cohen W.W.N. 
336; R. v. Collerman [1964] 43 C.R. 118; R. v. Lessard, [1968] R.L. 186. See also A. Snelling, “Impeaching Own 
Witness” (1954) 28 A.L.J. 70 and H.H. Bell, “Impeaching Own Witness” 34 A.L.J. 200.

29 [1941] Ir. R. 252 (Irish Court of Criminal Appeal) (“Hannigan”).

30 [1956] V.L.R. 31 (a decision of the Full Court of the Supreme Court of Victoria in Australia) (“Hunter”).

31 Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21.
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an unwritten statement made by the witness in determining adversity. Counsel opposing leave argued that 

s. 26 of the Common Law Procedure Amendment (Ir.) Act, 1856, would be meaningless if the trial judge 

did not consider the inconsistent statement in the determination of adversity. The Criminal Court of Appeal 

did not accept the argument of counsel seeking leave. Rather, it endorsed the trial Judge’s decision to 

hold the inquiry respecting adversity on a voir dire in the absence of the jury and held as follows:

…one of the material circumstances to be considered in estimating whether a witness is adverse is the fact that 

he had made a statement inconsistent with his evidence. 

…

The fact that evidence as to such a statement was heard in the absence of the jury is attributable to the desire of 

the learned Judge that the jury should not be made aware of the contents of the statement until he decided that 

this witness was adverse.32

In Hunter, a witness called by the Crown gave evidence at trial which was in conflict with a statement 

he previously gave to the police. If true, the evidence given at trial would have substantially assisted the 

defence. Accordingly, the Crown sought leave to cross examine the witness. The trial judge allowed the 

Crown to ask the witness if he had made a prior statement inconsistent with his present testimony during 

a voir dire in the absence of the jury. The witness admitted that he had done so and explained that he 

had been intimidated into making such a statement by the police. The judge held that the witness was 

adverse and allowed the witness to be cross-examined on the prior inconsistent statement before the jury. 

The defence applied for leave to appeal the trial judge’s decision with respect to the statement and his 

ruling of adversity.

In coming to its conclusion that the procedure adopted by the trial judge was proper, the Supreme Court 

of Victoria stated as follows:

The practice in New South Wales appears to be to admit evidence of the prior inconsistent statement as part 

of the material in establishing the hostility of the witness. Russell v. Dalton, (1883) 4 L.R. (N.S.W.) 251, was 

decided in 1883, not many years after the enactment in New South Wales of what is now sec. 32 of the Victorian 

Evidence Act 1928. At the trial a witness called by the plaintiff gave evidence different from statements taken 

down by the plaintiff’s attorney before he was called. The trial Judge allowed the witness to be asked (in the 

presence of the jury but without disclosing to them the contents of the statement) if he had made such a prior 

inconsistent statement. This question was objected to but allowed. The witness said he did not remember. The 

person to whom the statement had been made was then called and deposed to the making of the inconsistent 

statement and the learned trial Judge ruled that in his opinion the witness was hostile and might be cross-

examined. On appeal to the Full Court it was held that the Judge was right in the course he took. Sir James 

Martin C.J., at p. 265, said:

  Ordinarily the only way to do so is by the demeanour of the witness, but there are other means which the 

Judge may adopt in order to satisfy himself as to whether the witness is hostile or not.

He then went on to approve of what was done at the trial as related above. Windeyer J. said, at p. 268:

  If the judge could only determine whether a witness was hostile by his demeanour, it seems to me that 

the object of the statute would be defeated by a witness of cool demeanour, such as would deceive the 

presiding Judge. The best evidence of a witness being hostile is that he deceives the attorney of the side 

that calls him as to the evidence which he is about to give.

…

32 Hannigan, supra note 29 at p. 254. 
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From the foregoing cases and a consideration of what is necessary in the proper administration of 

justice we are satisfied that there is no rule of law nor any established practice which prohibits a 

trial Judge from considering a prior inconsistent statement (verbal or written) as part of the material 

to establish the fact that a witness is hostile. In some cases it may in itself be sufficient to establish 

that fact. It is for the trial Judge say whether he is so satisfied. If a prior inconsistent statement is to 

be used for this purpose, the inquiry should be on the voir dire, as was done in this case, or in such a 

manner that the jury does not know of the contents of the statement until the trial Judge has ruled on 

the question of adversity of the witness and has announced he is prepared to admit the statement as 

evidence under sec. 32, as was done in Russell v. Dalton (supra). We are therefore of the opinion that the 

learned trial judge was not in error in the course which he pursued in this case and that his determination that the 

witness Hunter was a hostile witness cannot be called into question.33

One hundred and four years later, the majority in the Ontario Court of Appeal in Wawanesa (OCA) rejected 

the decision in Greenough v. Eccles. In particular, the majority rejected the meaning of ‘adverse’ and the 

procedure for proving adversity laid down in that case. It held instead that a party producing a witness 

was entitled to rely on a prior inconsistent statement to prove ‘adversity’ under the Ontario counterpart to 

s. 9(1) of the CEA.34 It is worth noting that all three judges in Wawanesa (OCA) considered Hannigan and 

Hunter in their decisions.35 

Chief Justice Porter stated as follows at page 187 of Wawanesa (OCA): 

The first case in which the meaning of “adverse” was considered was Greenough v. Eccles, supra, where 

“adverse” was held to mean “hostile”. … 

I find it difficult to appreciate this reasoning. If it had been intended that a witness must be shown to be hostile 

in mind before the statement could be admitted, the statute could have said so. The word “adverse” is a more 

comprehensive expression than “hostile”. It includes the concept of hostility of mind, but also includes what may 

be merely opposed in interest or unfavourable in the sense of opposite in position.36

He went on to state:

In cases where application is made to introduce a prior inconsistent statement under the Act, the Judge should 

[sic] to determine whether a witness is adverse, consider the testimony of the witness, and the statement, and 

satisfy himself upon any relevant material presented to him that the witness made the statement. He should 

consider the relative importance of the statement, and whether it is substantially inconsistent. I think the Judge is 

entitled to consider all the surrounding circumstances that may assist him in forming his opinion as to whether the 

witness is adverse. It would be proper and the safer course, if such an enquiry becomes necessary, to conduct 

it in the absence of the jury, if the case is being tried by a jury. If after due enquiry the Judge is satisfied that the 

witness is adverse, he may consider whether under all the circumstances, and bearing in mind the possible 

dangers of admitting such a statement, the ends of justice would be best attained by admitting it. The section 

does not contemplate the indiscriminate admission of statements of this kind. If he exercises this discretion in 

favour of giving leave, he should in the presence of the jury, direct that the circumstances of the making of the 

statement be put to the witness and that he be asked whether he made the statement. Then, in the presence 

of the jury, he should allow the statement to be proved but he should instruct the jury that the prior statement 

is not evidence of the facts contained therein, but is for the purpose of showing that the sworn testimony given 

at the trial could not be regarded as of importance: R. v. Duckworth, 26 C.C.C. at p. 351, 37 O.L.R. at p. 234, 

per Masten, J., and R. v. Harris, supra. It is for the jury, upon all the evidence before them, to decide whether 

33  Hunter, supra note 30 at pp. 32 to 34. Section 32 of the Victorian Evidence Act 1928 is equivalent to section 9(1) of 
the CEA: see Justice MacKay’s judgment in Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21 at p. 220. 

34  Alan Bryant submits that the line of reasoning and test applied in the majority’s ruling in Wawanesa (OCA) is the 
preferable interpretation of s. 9(1) of the CEA and its provincial and commonwealth counterparts: The Statutory Rule, 
supra note 11 at p. 123.

35  Per Justice Porter at p. 189; per Justice MacKay at pp. 218 and 219; and per Justice Roach at pp. 202 to 204. 
Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21. 

36 Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21 at p. 187.
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the prior statement had in fact been made by the witness, and if so whether it did affect the credibility of the 

evidence given at the trial. The Judge, if he declared the witness hostile, might, in addition permit him to be 

cross-examined.37

Justice MacKay wrote a separate opinion, concurring in the result reached by Justice Porter. In doing so, 

he considered what evidence would be relevant and admissible in proving adversity and the form such an 

inquiry should take.38 He also relied on Hunter:

The history of the section passed in 1854 together with many of the cases both before and after the passing 

of the section, were discussed and considered in the Australian Court of Appeal for Victoria in the case of 

R. v. Hunter, [1956] V.L.R. 31, and it was held, overruling an earlier Australian case, that the trial Judge 

may admit evidence of a prior inconsistent statement as part of the material to establish that a 

witness is hostile. If leave to cross-examine is granted, the witness may be cross-examined on all matters 

relevant to the issue before the Court and the leave is not limited only to proving that the witness had made 

a previous inconsistent statement. It was also held that if a prior inconsistent statement is to be used 

to establish hostility, the inquiry should be made on a voir dire or in such manner that the jury does 

not know of the contents of the statement until the trial Judge has ruled on the question of the 

adverseness of the witness and has announced that he is prepared to admit evidence of the statement 

under s. 32 of the Evidence Act.39

Justice MacKay concluded his judgment by providing a procedure to be used in connection with 

determining adversity under the legislation: 

After consideration of the authorities (on the assumption that the word ‘adverse’ in the section means ‘hostile’) 

I have come to the following conclusions:

1.  That if ‘adverse’” as used in s. [24] of the Evidence Act is to be treated as meaning ‘hostile’ it means 

‘hostility of mind’.

2.  Whether a witness is hostile in mind is a question of fact. To determine this collateral issue a trial Judge 

should hear all and any evidence relevant to that issue. The fact that a witness has made a previous 

contradictory statement is relevant, admissible and most cogent evidence on that issue and that evidence 

alone may be accepted by the Judge as sufficient proof of the hostility of the witness irrespective of the 

demeanour and manner of the witness in the witness-box. (It is also of course, open to a trial Judge to 

rule that a witness is hostile solely be reason of his manner of giving evidence and demeanour in the 

witness-box.)

3.  That if the case is being tried with a jury, the evidence relevant to the issue of hostility should be heard in the 

absence of the jury.

4.  If the prior contradictory statement is to be proved by oral evidence, the Judge may hold a voir dire to 

determine this issue.

5.  If the prior contradictory evidence is to be proved by written statement signed by the witness, the witness 

may be asked if he signed the statement and if he admits having signed it, the Judge may look at the 

statement for the purpose of arriving at a decision as to the adverseness or hostility of the witness.40

37 Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21 at pp. 190 to 191.

38 Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21 at pp. 219 to 224.

39 Emphasis added. Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21 at pp. 219 to 220. 

40 Emphasis added. Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21 at pp. 222 and 223.
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Justice Roach wrote a dissenting opinion which followed Greenough v. Eccles. His judgment is important 

because a dissenting member of the Supreme Court of Canada endorsed it on appeal.41 It states as 

follows:

Both [section 24 of the Ontario Evidence Act and section 9 of the CEA] have been adopted from the Common 

Law Procedure Act, in England, 1854, 17 & 18 Vict., c. 125, s. 22. That Act was the result of a report made by 

the Common Law Practice Commissioners in 1853. 

…

It is important to keep in mind what the law in England was at the time the Common Law Practice 

Commissioners made their report and up to the enactment of the Common Law Procedure Act in 1854. If a 

witness called by one of the parties, in the opinion of the trial Judge, was hostile, leave might be given by the trial 

Judge to cross-examine him. That was one of the rules of evidence that had grown up in England as the result 

of practice so as to become the law of the land. As far as I know there was no statutory authority for the rule. 

Even today there is no statutory authority for the rule in this Province and yet it is a well recognized rule. We in this 

Province did not create it; we adopted it or inherited it. The rule applied then, as it applies now, to any witness 

called by a party and who proved hostile to the party calling him. “Hostile” had a very particular meaning. For the 

moment it will suffice to say that it did not mean merely ‘unfavourable’. The rule applied to any witness called by 

a party and who proved hostile and with respect to whom leave to cross-examine was granted by the trial Judge. 

What had been doubted prior to the Common Law Procedure Act was whether in addition to cross-examining 

that witness affirmative evidence could be adduced that he had made a prior inconsistent statement. The Act 

was aimed at the witness who not only was hostile but had also made a prior inconsistent statement. The statute 

did not use the word ‘hostile’; it used the word ‘adverse’. 

…

The decisions in England subsequent to Greenough v. Eccles have been divers. They have been collected 

in the third edition of Wigmore on Evidence, Vol. III, in note 2 to s. 905, pp. 402-3. Without here reviewing 

them, it will suffice to say that in my respectful opinion the great weight of authority in England supports the 

interpretation given in the Greenough case [i.e., that the witness must be shewn to be ‘hostile’ before he can be 

cross-examined by the party calling him].42

Justice Roach then went on to consider the procedure for determining ‘adversity’ under the statute. 

In doing so, he reviewed Hannigan43 and Hunter44 and stated as follows:

The next question is, – how is hostility determined? Until that question cropped up in this case I did not think 

there was any doubt as to how it would be determined. It would be determined, so I thought and still think, by the 

Judge observing the witness as he gave his evidence in the witness-box, his demeanor and his general attitude 

and the substance of his evidence. It is now said that, in addition to the indicia which the trial judge would have 

available to him from that source, it would be proper to place before him in evidence on a voir dire the fact that 

the witness had made on some earlier occasion a statement inconsistent with his then evidence. My attention 

has been called to two cases that support that proposition: The People (Attorney-General) v. Hannigan, in the 

Court of Criminal Appeal in Ireland, [1941] Ir. R. 252, and R. v. Hunter, a decision of the Full Court of the Supreme 

Court of Victoria, [1956] V.L.R. 31. I propose to respectfully analyze those decisions because, there being no 

decision to the contrary binding on this Court, I think it would be open to this Court to adopt the reasoning in 

those cases if we find them persuasive.

…

41  Justice Cartwright endorsed Justice Roach’s judgment at the Supreme Court: see Wawanesa (SCC), supra note 
21 at pp. 165 to 174. However, Justice Cartwright was the lone dissenter in that decision and the only Justice to 
consider the issue of ‘adversity’ and s. 24 of Ontario’s Evidence Act. 

42 Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21 at pp. 195 and 199 to 200.

43 Hannigan, supra note 29.

44 Hunter, supra note 30.
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The Supreme Court of Victoria in R. v. Hunter, [1956] V.L.R. 31, cites with approval the decision of the Court of 

Criminal Appeal in the Hannigan case and quotes the portion of Chief Justice Sullivan’s reasons in which he said 

(p. 33) – ‘one of the material circumstances to be considered in estimating whether a witness is adverse is the 

fact that he had made a statement inconsistent with his evidence.’

O’Bryan, J., who delivered the reasons of the Supreme Court of Victoria in the Hunter case, said (p. 33): ‘The 

practice in New South Wales appears to be to admit evidence of the prior inconsistent statement as part of the 

material in establishing the hostility of the witness.’ …

The Court then concluded that part of its reasons thus (p. 34):

  From the foregoing cases and a consideration of what is necessary in the proper administration of justice 

we are satisfied that there is no rule of law nor any established practice which prohibits a trial judge from 

considering a prior inconsistent statement (verbal or written) as part of the material to establish the fact that 

a witness is hostile. In some cases it may itself be sufficient to establish that fact. It is for the trial Judge to 

say whether he is so satisfied.

Commenting most deferentially on those reasons, I say, first, there is no practice in Canada of 

admitting in evidence a prior statement as part of the material in establishing the hostility of a party’s 

own witness. … At the risk of repetition I again extract:

  If the witness in the opinion of the judge .… proves adverse, such party [that is, the party producing him] 

may, by leave of the judge …. prove that the witness made at some other time a statement inconsistent with 

his present testimony.

It seems to me that by that language the Legislature, as clearly and plainly as language could do it, 

has laid down a condition on the fulfillment of which a specified right may be exercised and without 

the fulfillment of which the right cannot be exercised, the condition that the witness proves hostile, 

and the right being the right to prove a prior inconsistent statement. The Irish and Victoria cases that 

I have been discussing in effect lay down this proposition, namely – Proof of the prior inconsistent 

statement satisfies in whole or in part the very condition upon which the right to give any evidence of 

that statement at all is founded. That type of reasoning to my mind, moves in a circle and is fallacious. 

To first prove the prior inconsistent statement on a voir dire and later prove it again in the exercise of 

the right as part of the case does not wipe out the fallacy.

The Legislature, in my opinion, has made it clear that it is for the Judge to decide whether the witness is adverse 

and, if he so decides, with his leave evidence may be given by some other person or persons that the witness 

at some other time made a statement inconsistent with his present testimony. It is for the jury, when the case is 

being tried by a jury, to assess the evidence of those other persons and decide whether or not their evidence 

should be accepted. Quite contrary to the plain meaning of the Act, so it seems to me, the Irish and Victoria 

cases hold the judge in the first instance has jurisdiction to decide whether or not the witness has made such a 

prior inconsistent statement and the jury has jurisdiction to later decide that very same question.

In my opinion, the phrase, ‘if the witness …. proves adverse’ means if he then and there shows himself to be 

adverse. The Irish and Victoria cases proceed on the basis that the phrase is wide enough in its meaning to 

include this, namely, if it is shown by other independent evidence either alone or in conjunction or contrasted 

with evidence of the witness at the trial that his is adverse then the condition is satisfied. I do not agree with that 

interpretation and a reference to s. 21 is some indication that such interpretation was not intended. If the prior 

inconsistent statement was in writing and the Legislature had intended that the Judge could conduct a voir dire 

and follow the procedure approved in those two cases, then one would have expected that the legislature would 

have included in [s. 24 of the Ontario Evidence Act] a provision somewhat similar to that contained in s. 21 where 

it is provided that, – ‘the judge …. may require the production of the writing for his inspection, and may thereupon 

make such use of it for the purposes of the trial or proceeding as he thinks fit. The fact that such a provision is 

contained in s. 21, which has nothing to do with the examination of a witness by the party calling him, and has 

been omitted from [s. 24 of the Ontario Evidence Act], which deals with the examination of such a witness by the 
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party calling him, indicates rather forcefully, I think, that hostility, if there is any, is to be determined not by proving 

the prior inconsistent statement but by the other indicia to which I earlier referred.45

Wawanesa (OCA) was appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada; the appeal was heard by a five 

member panel. The four member majority decided the appeal on grounds unrelated to the Ontario 

Evidence Act and found it ‘unnecessary’ to interpret the phrase ‘proves adverse’ and comment on the 

procedure under the statute.46 However, in his dissenting opinion, Justice Cartwright endorsed Justice 

Roach’s dissenting reasons from Wawanesa (OCA):

The witnesses in question were William Joseph Dake and Doctor Pember Alton MacIntosh. In the case of each 

application the learned trial Judge said that nothing had occurred up to that point to cause him to think that 

the witness was hostile; counsel then asked the learned trial Judge to look at the statement to assist himself in 

forming the opinion whether or not the witness was hostile. After hearing full argument the learned trial Judge 

held, following Greenough v. Eccles (1859), 5 C.B. (N.S.) 786, 141 E.R. 315, that “adverse” as used in the section 

means hostile and said:

  I should state it is my view of the law that a witness must be proved to be hostile and the hostility must be 

gathered by the judge from the demeanour, the language, the witness’ manner in the witness box, and all 

those elements which are indefinable, but which nevertheless do convey an impression to the judge whether 

or not a witness is hostile. I am unable to find such hostility in this case.

The learned trial Judge declined to look at the statements or consider their contents. In my opinion, both of these 

rulings were correct.

In the Court of Appeal, … Roach, J.A., dissented. He agreed with the learned trial Judge that “adverse” means 

hostile and held that he was right in deciding not to look at the statements for the purpose of forming his opinion 

as to whether the witnesses were hostile. He would have dismissed the appeal. On this branch of the matter 

I agree with the conclusions of Roach, J.A., and (subject to one reservation to be mentioned in a moment) I am 

so fully in agreement with his reasons that I wish simply to adopt them.

The reservation referred to is in regard to a reference made by the learned Justice of Appeal to s. 9 of the Canada 

Evidence Act, R.S.C. 1952, c. 307, in which he says [at pp. 195-6 C.C.C., p. 403 D.L.R., p. 512 O.R.]:

  It will be noted that under the Canada Evidence Act a party calling a witness may not contradict by other 

evidence unless in the opinion of the court the witness proves adverse, while under the Ontario Act a party 

calling a witness may contradict him by other evidence regardless.

This observation was not necessary to his decision and does not affect it. With respect, I am of opinion that s. 9 

of the Canada Evidence Act has been correctly construed as not restricting the right of a party calling a witness 

to contradict him by other evidence to cases in which in the opinion of the Court the witness proves adverse.47

Justice Roach’s dissent in Wawanesa (OCA) and Justice Cartwright’s endorsement of Justice Roach’s 

decision in Wawanesa (SCC) have not been uniformly followed as the definitive pronouncement on s. 24 

of the Ontario Evidence Act and s. 9(1) of the CEA. For instance, in R. v. Cassibo48, the Ontario Court of 

Appeal affirmed the principles laid down by the majority in Wawanesa (OCA). However, Sopinka states 

that ‘[n]otwithstanding the Wawanesa case, a number of criminal cases adhered to the notion that the 

previous inconsistent statement was not admissible to establish hostility.’49 Sopinka goes on to note, 

45 Emphasis added. Wawanesa (OCA), supra note 21 at pp. 201 to 206. 

46 Wawanesa (SCC), supra note 21.

47 Wawanesa (SCC), supra note 21 at pp. 166 and 167.

48 (1982), 70 C.C.C. (2d) 498 (Ont. C.A.) (“Cassibo”).

49  Sopinka, supra note 13 at para. 16.58.The following cases are cited in support of that proposition: R. v. McIntyre, 
[1963] 2 C.C.C. 380 (NS C.A.); R. v. Collerman [1964] 3 C.C.C. 195; and R. v. Brennan, [1963] 3 C.C.C. 30 (PEI S.C.) 
.
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however, that ‘[t]o overcome the rigours of this interpretation, the Canada Evidence Act was amended in 

1969 by adding subs.(2) to s. 9 which permits a party to cross-examine a witness on a prior inconsistent 

statement.’50

(5) The Purpose and Intent Behind the Enactment of Section 9(2) of the CEA

The academic commentary focuses on the ruling in Greenough v. Eccles to explain the reason for the 

enactment of s. 9(2) of the CEA:

  The last clause of s. 9(1) in fact implies that one cannot assume that a witness is adverse and not to be 

believed, even if the witness has made a prior inconsistent statement – he or she may be a perfectly honest 

but forgetful witness and there is absolutely no reason why a bona fide attempt should not be made to 

“refresh the memory” of that witness. This is why the section first of all requires the party to try that route by 

asking the witness if he or she remembers making such a statement, giving the witness a chance to change 

his or her testimony. It is only if the witness denies making it or persists in his present testimony, that more 

drastic measures are required. 

  The first step is to obtain the court’s opinion that the witness has proved adverse. One might have thought 

that this would be a simple step in view of the fact that one is dealing with a witness who has just testified 

contrary to the interest of the party making the application, but unfortunately the whole topic was, for many 

years, complicated by the decision in Greenough v. Eccles which, as we have just seen, equated “adverse” 

with “hostile”. This led to the result that the court there ruled that in determining whether the witness was 

adverse, the trial judge could not consider the contents of the allegedly inconsistent statement since that 

could not be tendered in evidence until after there had been a ruling on adversity. Adversity had, therefore, 

to be decided only on the facts then before the trial judge: the witness’s demeanor and the content of his or 

her oral testimony. The conundrum was, however, that unless the content of the alleged prior statement was 

considered, one would not know whether one had an honest, even forgetful witness trying to be helpful or 

one that was adverse to the party calling him or her. 

  In an attempt to remedy the situation, section 9 of the Canada Evidence Act was amended in 1968 to 

include s. 9(2) which is not, itself, a model of clear draftsmanship.51 

Parliamentary statements prior to the enactment of s. 9(2) of the CEA are also insightful in discerning 

the purpose and intent of the provision.52 Bill S-3, the bill that contained proposed s. 9(2) of the CEA, 

originated in the Senate and received second reading in that chamber on November 20, 1968.53 The 

Honourable David Walker made the following comments regarding the purpose and function of the 

proposed amendment to section 9 of the CEA: 

We come next to clause 2 which amends section 9 of the act. This is very important. Hitherto, you could be 

at trial and you could call your first witness thinking that he was your best witness because you have a signed 

statement from him. But, lo and behold, you find that somebody has got to him in the meantime. Senator Croll 

will understand about that. And when you call him, he gives an entirely different story from the one he has given 

in the signed statement. As the law now stands, nothing can be done about it. You are taken by surprise; you 

50  Sopinka, supra note 13 at para. 16.58. See also para. 16.61, where Sopinka states that the procedure crafted by 
the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in David Milgaard’s appeal is substantially the same as that set out in Wawanesa 
(OCA) with a few exceptions, including the right of opposing counsel to cross-examine on the circumstances under 
which the statement was made.

51  Witnesses, supra note 15 at p. 14-6 and 14-7. See also McWilliams, supra note 17 at paras. 36:40320 and 
36:40330.

52  At page 50 of Driedger, supra note 8, Sullivan states that legislative purpose can be established using descriptions 
of purpose emanating from authoritative sources like Hansard. ‘Statements made about a statute in the legislature, 
especially by Ministers introducing or defending it, are admissible and may be considered sufficiently reliable to 
serve as direct or indirect evidence of legislative purpose’: See Driedger at page 52. ‘The advantage of establishing 
purpose in this way is that the result is authoritative; it is not something made up by the courts but comes from the 
legislature itself or from some other credible source’: Driedger, page 50. 

53 Debates of the Senate (19 November 1968) at 569 (the “Senate Debates”). 
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can appeal to the judge, but nothing can be done. The witness appears to be very pleasant, and is not any way 

nasty, and cannot be described as hostile, but he gives a story which is the direct antithesis to that contained in 

his signed statement. Under this amendment it will be possible for counsel to cross-examine his own witness on 

a statement which he has previously made and signed.54 

Bill S-3 and the amendments to the Canada Evidence Act were given about an hour of debate in the 

House of Commons on January 20, 1969.55 The justice minister of the day, John Turner, made the 

following introductory remarks regarding Bill S-3 and the purpose of the proposed amendment to 

section 9 of the CEA:

The bill is also designed to assist the courts in reaching the truth by removing an obvious impediment in the way 

of a proper assessment of the credibility of witnesses. At present a party who produces a witness is not permitted 

to prove that the witness had previously made a written or oral statement inconsistent with the testimony that 

he is giving the court unless that witness, in the opinion of the court, upon the application of the party who has 

introduced the witness’s testimony, is adjudged adverse.

For the benefit of those who do not practice law as a profession, or did not do so before entering the house, 

I should mention that the word ‘adverse’ here means that a witness has a hostile animus, or a hostile bearing 

or intent, toward the party who calls him and is not prepared to give his evidence fairly, or with the appropriate 

desire to tell the truth.56

After describing the law surrounding the permitted uses of prior inconsistent statements and s. 9 of the 

CEA, the Justice Minister went on to state:

The defect in the present law is that the courts have generally held that in deciding whether or not the witness 

is adverse they are not entitled to consider any previous statements made by the witness. They have restricted 

themselves to considering such matters as the demeanour of the witness, the way he is testifying in the court, 

and so on. The indefensible result of all this is that the highly polished witness, the highly polished prevaricator, 

frequently dazzles the court into deciding that there is absolutely no justification for holding that he is adverse. 

…

In these circumstances it is proposed to amend section 9 of the act to empower the court to permit a party 

to cross-examine his witness as to a previous inconsistent statement, but only if that statement is reduced to 

writing, so that the court can consider the results of the cross-examination and, on the basis of that previous 

inconsistent written statement, decide whether the witness in fact is adverse. Such cross-examination would, 

of course, be limited to that previous written statement. If the court decides the previous statement is not 

inconsistent with the present testimony, that is the end of the matter. But if there is an inconsistency, then the 

party who calls that witness may discredit the witness by contradicting him with the statement in question or any 

other previous oral or written statement, or may establish from the testimony of the witness under oath that all or 

part of the previous statement represents the truth.57 

From these comments, it appears that s. 9(2) of the CEA was enacted as a reformatory measure 

designed to resolve the procedural ‘catch-22’ respecting the technical requirements of s. 9(1) and the 

judicial consideration surrounding that provision. The Justice Minister’s remarks before the Standing 

Committee for Justice and Legal Affairs tend to fortify this view: 

Mr. Turner: Mr. Chairman, section 9 of the present Canada Evidence Act prohibits a party producing a witness 

from impeaching the credit of that witness unless in the opinion of the court the witness proves to be adverse or 

54 Senate Debates, supra note 53 at pp. 577 to 588.

55 House of Commons Debates (20 January 1969) at 4494 (“Commons Debates”).

56 Commons Debates, supra note 55 at p. 4495. 

57 Commons Debates, supra note 55 at pp. 4494 to 4497. 
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hostile; and for the purposes of establishing that a witness that a party calls is adverse or hostile, that witness 

cannot at the moment be cross-examined on any previous inconsistent statement made by him.

Therefore, it is proposed to add a new subsection (2) to section 9 of the Act, whereby it will be possible, with 

leave of the court but without establishing first that a witness is adverse, to cross-examine one’s own witness on 

any previous inconsistent statement that has been reduced to writing.

And the court may consider such cross-examination in determining whether in fact the witness is adverse or 

hostile.

In other words, the court will still be able to weigh the demeanour of the witness, or the attitude of the witness, 

or the bearing of the witness, but it will also now be able to refer to this cross-examination on a previous 

inconsistent statement reduced to writing.

The proposed amendment relates not only to statements made in writing by the witness, or signed by him, but 

also to statements made by the witness and reduced to writing by some other person – a stenographic record. 

Representations in support of this proposed amendment have been received from the Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan association of the Canadian Bar Association. In addition, the following resolution was passed by 

The Canadian Bar Association at its annual meeting on September 9, 1967:

  WHEREAS there appear to be conflicting decisions as to whether a party may put to his witness a prior 

inconsistent statement until after a ruling of adverseness has been made by the Court; RESOLVED: that 

Section 9 of the Canada Evidence Act be amended to provide (a) that by leave of the Court a party might 

cross-examine his witness as to prior inconsistent written statements before a finding of adverseness; 

(b) that such examination might be used by the Court in determining whether a witness is adverse.58

At least three conclusions can be drawn from the enactment of s. 9(2) of the CEA and the Justice 

Minister’s comments before the House of Commons and Standing Committee. First, the Justice Minister’s 

comments indicate that the enactment of s. 9(2) was directly connected to resolving the conflicting 

jurisprudence surrounding the issue of proving adversity under s. 9(1). Second, it appears that the 

Justice Minister intended s. 9(2) of the CEA to act as a remedial device designed to cure the procedural 

‘catch-22’ created by the language of s. 9(1) of the CEA. Finally, Parliament’s enactment of s. 9(2) of the 

CEA signals a marked departure from the decision in Greenough v. Eccles and tended (if only implicitly) 

to approve and bring Canadian law in line with the rulings of Justices Porter and MacKay in Wawanesa 

(OCA) and similar rulings in other jurisdictions, namely Hannigan and Hunter. Quaere, however, whether 

Parliament’s enactment of s. 9(2) of the CEA also constituted a tacit endorsement of the procedure 

followed in Wawanesa (OCA), Hannigan and Hunter, where courts followed the practice of allowing 

counsel to use previous inconsistent statements to prove adversity under statutes similar to s. 9(1) of the 

CEA but only in the context of a voir dire conducted in the absence of the jury. 

(6) The Relationship Between Sections 9(1) and (2) of the CEA 

Academic commentary supports the view that s. 9(2) of the CEA was intended to function in unison with 

and as a remedial legislative adjustment to s. 9(1). As Judge Delisle stated in “Witnesses – Now and 

Later”: 

The meaning of adverse has produced some controversy since the traditional view is to equate adverse with 

hostile and the manner in which the witness gives his evidence is all important: see Regina v. McIntyre, [1963] 

58  See also R. Delisle, “Witnesses – Competence and Credibility” (1978) 16 Osgoode Hall L.J. 2 at 346 (“Competence 
and Credibility”). Judge Delisle refers to Mr. Scollin’s remarks before the Standing Committee For Justice and Legal 
Affairs (Mr. Scollin was the Director of the Criminal Law Section at the time of the proposed amendment to s. 9) at pp. 
346 to 347 of Competence and Credibility. 
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2 C.C.C. 380 (N.S. C.A.); but see Regina v. Gushue (No. 4) (1975), 30 C.R.N.S. 178 (Ont.). The majority of the 

Ontario Court of Appeal in Wawanesa recognized that this was the prevailing view but decided that the same 

word in the Ontario counterpart to section 9 should be given a broader interpretation to include not only hostility 

but also opposition in interest to the party calling him. That Court went on to conclude that evidence of a prior 

inconsistent statement could be taken into account in determining adversity [under section 9(1)]: see Regina v. 

Collerman, 43 C.R. 118, 46 W.W.R. 300, [1964] 3 C.C.C. 195 (B.C. C.A.), taking a similar position in a criminal 

case. Despite the seeming circularity of such a position I suggest that a similar position now exists in federal 

matters by virtue of section 9(2). I recognize that some believe that subsection 9(2) is a new procedure 

for discrediting a witness, completely independent of subsection 9(1), but I suggest it is merely a 

preliminary device to enable counsel to demonstrate the adversity mentioned in 9(1) which might then 

permit proof of the prior statement. If my suggestion is correct then (despite Regina v. Milgaard, 14 

C.R.N.S. 34, [1971] 2 W.W.R. 266, 2 C.C.C. (2d) 20, leave to appeal refused C.C.C. (2d) 566n (Can.)) the 

cross-examination mentioned in s. 9(2) ought to take place in the absence of the jury and if the trial 

judge on witnessing that cross-examination concludes that the witness is adverse the party may ask 

his leave to prove the statement in front of the jury. To permit such cross-examination in the presence 

of the jury, as Milgaard suggests, appears to make s. 9(1) largely redundant as counsel may thereby 

normally accomplish what he seeks without the necessity of any ruling of adversity. I am reinforced in 

this view by the concluding words of s. 9(2) that: ‘the court may consider such cross-examination in determining 

whether in the opinion of the court the witness is adverse’. If we are to seek Parliament’s intention we might also 

consider the remarks of the then Minister of Justice, Mr. Turner, and the then director of the Criminal Law Section, 

Mr. Scollin, when they appeared before the Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs (28th January 

1969). Those remarks also provide what McWilliams terms the ‘unaccountable reason’ for confining s. 9(2) to 

statements in writing: see McWilliams on Evidence at p. 611.59 

By focusing on the conundrum surrounding the operation of s. 9(1) of the CEA and the conflicting 

jurisprudence that prompted the enactment of s. 9(2), Judge Delisle’s comments seem to grasp the 

relationship that Parliament intended for ss. 9(1) and (2) and s. 9(2)’s intended function as a remedial 

provision designed to enhance the operation of s. 9(1).60 Indeed, Judge Delisle’s assessment provides a 

coherent and integrated approach between the two provisions that accounts for the judicial interpretation 

surrounding s. 9(1) of the CEA and the historical circumstances surrounding the enactment of s. 9(2). 

However, Judge Delisle’s view of the legislation did not become the accepted position in Canada.61 

Rather, s. 9(2) of the CEA has been construed as an independent procedure under which a judge could, 

59  Emphasis added. R. Delisle, “Witnesses – Now and Later” (1976), 34 C.R.N.S. 1 at p. 4 (“Witnesses – Now and 
Later”). Judge Delisle reiterated these comments in Competence and Credibility, supra note 58 at p. 346. 

60  As stated in Driedger, supra note 8 at p. 41: “… in the context of reform legislation the intention to reform can only 
be understood in terms of existing law and the mischief or defect for which the law did not provide. The primary 
interpretive challenge, then, is to master the relationship between the new rules and existing law. And in keeping with 
this concern the primary interpretive values are integration, continuity and coherence.”

61  Judge Delisle acknowledged that his view was in the minority in his case comment on R. v. McInroy & Rouse, [1979] 
1 S.C.R. 588, “Cross-examination of Own Witness on Previous Inconsistent Statement – s. 9(2) Canada Evidence 
Act” (1978-79), 21 Crim. L.Q. 162 at p. 163:

  There were formerly two views regarding the purpose of s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act and the consequent 
procedure to be followed in its application. The majority view (e.g., R. v. Milgaard (1971), 2 C.C.C. (2d) 206), 14 
C.R.N.S. 34 (Sask. C.A.); R. v. Tom (1976), 3 W.W.R. 391 (Man C.A.)) is that the subsection is an independent device 
open to counsel to explore inconsistencies between present testimony and a previous written statement and that 
such exploration through cross-examination ought to take place in the presence of the jury. The other view (e.g., 
R. v. Cronshaw and Dupon (1976), 33 C.C.C. (2d) 183 (Ont. Prov. Ct.); R. Delisle, ‘Witnesses – Competence and 
Credibility’, 16 Osg. Hall L.J. 337 (1978)) is that the subsection only provides a technique for gaining a declaration of 
adversity under s. 9(1) and that the cross-examination spoken of in s. 9(2) therefore should take place in the absence 
of the jury; if the witness is declared adverse then, and only then, the witness may be cross-examined in the presence 
of the jury. The decision in this case is clearly in favour of the majority view and is therefore a welcome settlement of 
the dispute.
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in his or her discretion, permit a party to cross-examine his own witness on an inconsistent statement in 

the absence of a declaration of adversity.62 

For instance, in Cassibo, counsel unsuccessfully advanced an argument endorsing the view of s. 9(2) of 

the CEA put forth by Judge Delisle. There, the issue was whether an oral inconsistent statement could be 

used to discredit a witness under s. 9(1) of the CEA notwithstanding the express wording of s. 9(2) of the 

CEA. Justice Martin summarized the position of counsel and stated as follows:

… the decision of [the Ontario Court of Appeal] in Wawanesa Mutual Ins. Co. v. Hanes, [1963] 1 C.C.C. 176, 28 

D.L.R. (2d) 386, [1961] O.R. 495, … , concludes the matter in this court, unless s. 9(2) of the Canada Evidence 

Act has, as Mr. Gold contended, altered the law as stated in that case. Mr. Gold’s argument depends upon the 

premise that s. 9(2) represents a compromise between two conflicting streams of authority and that Parliament 

struck a balance between the competing lines of authority by providing that previous inconsistent statements 

could be taken into account on an application under s. 9(1) in deciding whether the witness was adverse but 

restricting the kind of statements that could be so used to statements in writing or reduced to writing.

There would be considerable force in this argument if s. 9(2) were to be construed only as providing a procedure 

to be used in deciding whether a witness was adverse within s. 9(1): see R.J. Delisle, ‘Witnesses – Now and 

Later’ (1976), 34 C.R.N.S. 1 at p. 7. This has not, however, been the construction placed upon s. 9(2). It is now 

well established that s. 9(2) provides an independent procedure under which the judge may permit a party to 

cross-examine his own witness as to a statement previously made in writing or reduced to writing without any 

necessity for a declaration that the witness is adverse.63

(7) The Evidentiary Value of Proving Prior Inconsistent Statements Under Section 9 of the CEA

 (a) Evidentiary Value of Inconsistent Statements Proved Under Section 9(1) of the CEA

Sopinka provides a general summary of the law on this point at paragraph 16.67:

Prior to the decision in R. v. B. (K.G.), there was a great deal of controversy concerning the evidential value of 

a proved prior inconsistent statement. Under the traditional rule of common law (as it existed before R. v. B. 

(K.G.)), a proved prior inconsistent statement could not be used as evidence of the truth of its contents unless the 

witness admitted the truth of the statement. Where the truth of the statement was not admitted, the statement’s 

only permissible use was to impeach the credibility of the witness. This rule applied regardless of whether the 

statement was by a party’s or opponent’s witness (except where the witness was a party.) Although the proved 

inconsistent statement could be used to discredit the witness, the traditional rule was an absolute bar to the use 

of the statement for the purpose of proving the truth of the statement’s contents. Academic condemnation of the 

traditional rule was nearly universal, the best known judicial attack being Estey J.’s stinging dissent in McInroy 

and Rouse.64

In R. v. Duckworth65 three Crown witnesses had provided evidence at trial contradicting or denying the 

truth of their testimony at an inquest (the inquest evidence contained highly incriminatory statements 

against the accused). At trial, the three witnesses were cross-examined against their depositions from the 

earlier proceeding. On appeal, defence counsel raised an issue respecting the trial judge’s charge and the 

use that could be made of the prior inconsistent statements of the three witnesses. Although s. 9(1) of the 

CEA was not specifically invoked during the trial, the Supreme Court of Canada decided the case on the 

basis that leave to cross-examine would have been granted under the section. 

62  See R. v. Milgaard (1971), 2 C.C.C. (2d) 206 (Sask. C.A.) (“Milgaard (CA)”), leave to appeal refused, 4 C.C.C. (2d) 
566n (S.C.C.) (“Milgaard (SCC)”); R. v. McInroy, [1979] 1 S.C.R. 588 (S.C.C.), R. v. Carpenter, (1982) 142 D.L.R. (3d) 
237 (Ont. C.A.) (“Carpenter”); Cassibo, supra note 48.

63 Emphasis added. Cassibo, supra note 48 at pp. 519 to 520.

64 Sopinka, supra note 13 at para. 16.67.

65 (1916), 26 C.C.C. 314 (SCC) (“Duckworth”).
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Justice Clute, a member of majority, stated as follows:

… [section 9(1) of the CEA] in my mind did not make the production of the evidence taken at the inquest 

evidence of the facts therein contained as proof against the prisoner; and the trial Judge was bound, I think, if 

such evidence for the purpose of contradiction was admitted, carefully to caution the jury that they were not to 

receive it as proof of the facts pointing to the prisoner’s guilt, but solely as proof of contradiction of the witness’ 

statement at trial, and that they ought not to convict the prisoner unless they were satisfied that there was 

sufficient evidence of his guilt without reference to that contained in the depositions of the witness at the inquest.

…

None of these sections [i.e., section 9, 10 and 11 of the CEA (as they read at the time)] was intended, in my 

opinion, to make that evidence of the facts of the case which would not otherwise be evidence thereof; the plain 

intention of the statute being to enable counsel to attack the credibility of the witness by showing that he had 

previously made a different statement.66

In a concurring judgment, Justice Riddell stated as follows:

Dr. Wigmore, in his able and exhaustive work on Evidence, gives a history of the practice of discrediting one’s 

own witness, vol. 2, pp. 1017 et seq., paras. 896 et seq., which I do not enter into. He says however, in 

answering an objection, that ‘we are not asked to believe his’ (the witness’s) ‘prior statement as testimony, and 

we do not have to choose between the two … We simply set the two against each other, perceive that both 

cannot be correct, and immediately conclude that he has erred in one or the other, but without determining 

which one … We do not in any sense accept his former statement as replacing his present one; the one merely 

neutralises the other … The prior contradiction is not used as a testimonial assertion to be relied upon.’ The 

learned author continues: ‘Prior self-contradictions, when admitted, are not to be treated as assertions having 

any substantive or independent testimonial value; they are to be employed merely as involving a repugnancy or 

inconsistency; otherwise they would in truth be obnoxious to the Hearsay Rule:’ para. 1018. 

…

I think that the evidence must be confined in its effect to the discrediting of the witnesses who had proved 

adverse.

That evidence rightfully admitted for one purpose may not be evidence for another is too clear for argument.67

Chief Justice Meredith dissented on the issue of whether the accused deserved a new trial based on 

the trial judge’s charge. However, he concurred with the majority on the evidentiary value of a prior 

inconsistent statement and added that the contents of a statement could be accepted as the truth if the 

witness adopted the statement as true during cross-examination.

Justice Lennox also dissented on the issue of whether the accused deserved a new trial based on the trial 

judge’s charge, but he concurred with Justice Riddell’s ruling on the evidentiary value of prior inconsistent 

statements. However, he also made the following comments on a jury’s ability to disregard the contents of 

prior inconsistent statements:

As to these witnesses the initial and paramount question for the jury necessarily was: ‘Are they telling the truth, 

can you believe them?’ In these circumstances, was it reasonable or unreasonable, nay, was it wrong or right, 

that the Judge, after cautioning the jury not to give heed to anything except what had fallen from the lips of 

witnesses in Court, and referring to the evidence of these witnesses at the trial and their previous statements, 

should say to the jury: ‘Now, it will be for you to come to a conclusion on these statements, whether the 

particular witness has told the truth to-day, or told it on another occasion under oath.’ Surely it was a matter for 

66 Duckworth, supra note 65 at p. 330.

67 Duckworth, supra note 65 at p. 339 and 340.
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the consideration of the jury, and one which, in considering their verdict, they were not at liberty to ignore. If the 

former statements were not true, it is possible, but not probable, that the evidence of these witnesses in Court 

was true; but if the repudiated statements were true, the evidence given in Court by other witnesses as well as 

these three could not be true. Was it not a matter upon which the jury could be – should be – asked to dwell and 

come to a conclusion on in considering their verdict? 

…

It has often been said, and might be repeated in this case: ‘Once the statements are repeated in Court they 

cannot be effaced from the mind of the jury.’ It is all true; and no caution, and no explanation of the laws of 

evidence, that any Judge could give, could make it otherwise. But, all the same, it is express statutory law that 

inconsistent statements of adverse witnesses may be disclosed, and the preponderance of judicial opinion was 

only crystallized in the statute, after almost centuries of discussion and with clear apprehension and full notice 

and knowledge that when disclosed it must sometimes happen, and sometimes with a measure of rough justice 

too, and none the less, perhaps, because the Judge has learnedly and laboriously dwelt upon the fine distinction 

between evidence of the statement and evidence of the facts stated, that some alert juryman, unlearned in the 

law, will say: ‘I just can’t make it out, the Judge says it’s evidence and it isn’t evidence, and there was a mighty lot 

of fuss about it, so it must be important, but I tell you we know this much anyway, it just fits snugly with things we 

all know are true.’68

Duckworth affirms the basic principle that a prior inconsistent statement proved under s. 9(1) of the 

CEA cannot be used as evidence of the truth of its contents unless the witness admits the truth of the 

statement. Rather, inconsistent statements are to be used to enable ‘counsel to attack the credibility 

of the witness by showing that he had previously made a different statement’69 and ‘for the purpose of 

nullifying the effect of the testimony then being given by such witnesses’70

The common law rule respecting cross-examination of a hostile witness on a prior inconsistent statement 

was at issue in R. v. Francis & Barber71. The Saskatchewan Court of Appeal approved the evidentiary 

principle that an inconsistent statement put to a hostile witness cannot be used as evidence of the truth 

of its contents unless the witness admits the truth of the statement. The Court also confirmed that the 

principle applied to prior sworn and unsworn statements.72

The issue respecting the evidential value of a prior inconsistent statement arose before the Supreme 

Court of Canada again in R. v. Deacon73, but this time s. 9(1) of the CEA was squarely before the Court. 

In Deacon, a witness for the Crown gave evidence contradicting earlier statements made to the police and 

at a coroner’s inquest. The Crown applied for and received a declaration of adversity under s. 9(1) of the 

CEA and proceeded to cross-examine the witness on her prior inconsistent statements. Defence counsel 

also cross-examined the witness on her prior inconsistent statements. The majority held that a witness’ 

prior inconsistent statements can only be used to impeach the credit of the witness and are not evidence 

against the accused, even though defence counsel cross-examines the witness on the statements.74 

Accordingly, Deacon adds the principle that a defence counsel’s cross-examination of a witness on a prior 

inconsistent statement remains limited to credibility, and does not constitute substantive evidence unless 

the witness adopts the contents of the statement.

68 Italics in original. Duckworth, supra note 65 at pp. 363 and 370.

69 Duckworth, supra note 65 at p. 330 per Justice Clute.

70 Duckworth, supra note 65 at p. 353 per Justice Masten.

71 (1929), 51 C.C.C. 343 (SK C.A.) (“Francis & Barber”).

72 Francis & Barber, supra note 71 at p. 350.

73 [1947] S.C.R. 531 (“Deacon”).

74 Deacon, supra note 73 at pp. 534 and 535.
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 (b) Evidentiary Value of Inconsistent Statements Proved Under Section 9(2) of the CEA

The evidentiary value of prior inconsistent statements proved under s. 9(2) of the CEA was considered 

by the Supreme Court of Canada in McInroy75. Although McInroy was decided approximately eight years 

after the Supreme Court of Canada dismissed David Milgaard’s application for leave to appeal, the case 

is considered here because it was the first Supreme Court of Canada decision to discuss the evidentiary 

value of prior inconsistent statements proved under s. 9(2) of the CEA and the first case containing a 

judgment that openly critiqued a jury’s ability to follow the limitation respecting the use of prior inconsistent 

statements.76 

The majority of the Supreme Court in McInroy held that the value of a witness’ prior inconsistent 

statement under s. 9(2) of the CEA was limited to assessing the witness’ credibility. Like s. 9(1) of the 

CEA, a prior inconsistent statement proved under s. 9(2) cannot be used as evidence of the truth of its 

contents unless the witness admits the truth of the statement. Where the truth of the statement is not 

admitted, the contents of the statement can only be used for the purpose of testing the credibility of the 

witness. 

However, Justice Estey dissented on the evidentiary value of a prior inconsistent statement proved under 

s. 9(2) of the CEA. His judgment is skeptical of a jury’s ability to disregard the substantive contents of an 

inconsistent statement:

… [I]n my view of s. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. E-10, and of the common law relating to the 

admissibility of prior inconsistent statements, the jury is entitled, and should have been so instructed here, to 

take into their consideration the contents of the prior inconsistent statement not only on the issue of determining 

the credibility of the witness St. Germaine, but also in determining the issues of fact arising in the trial to which 

the contents of the prior statement may be relevant. … It is in my respectful view both an error in law and 

an offence against common sense to instruct the jury that the witness’s prior statement, particularly 

when given in the circumstances of this case, may be considered by the jury only on the issue as to 

credibility of the of the witness, St. Germaine, and must be disregarded on the issues of fact arising 

in this statement; and, more precisely, that the jury must be told that the prior statement may not 

be considered by them as proof or even as some evidence relating to the matters asserted in that 

statement.

…

Section 9(2) was added to the Canada Evidence Act in 1968 (1968-69, c. 14, s. 2). It comes into the Act without 

legislative history. The subsection has not been subjected to judicial analysis to my knowledge from the side of 

the question raised in this appeal. The subsection, while providing a procedural mechanism for the admission 

of the prior contradictory statement, is silent as to the substantive use, if any, to which such evidence may be 

put. Taken by itself and in isolation from the judicial and academic debates of the past, the section, in my view, 

supports the simple interpretation that, given their plain meaning, the words adopted by Parliament reveal 

an intention that the evidence is, upon compliance with the prescribed procedure, admitted to the record for 

application by the tribunal in the same way as other evidence and without any specific limitation.77

Justice Estey goes on to cite Justice Lennox’s observations regarding a jury’s ability to disregard the 

substantive content of a prior inconsistent statement from Duckworth and continues his critique of the 

rule: 

75 McInroy, supra note 62.

76  McInroy also provides guidance on the meaning of ‘inconsistency’ under s. 9(2) of the CEA. The facts of the case 
and the aspect of the case on the meaning of ‘inconsistency’ will be considered in detail in Part IV, section 8 of this 
memorandum. At this point, it suffices to say that the witness’ statements were found to be ‘inconsistent’ with her 
testimony at trial and she was cross-examined under s. 9(2) of the CEA.

77 Emphasis added. McInroy, supra note 62 at pp. 606 and 609.
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The English Criminal Law Revision Committee, under the chairmanship of Davies, L.J. in its Eleventh Report on 

Evidence (General), 1972 at p. 149, observed that the rule permitting the use of the prior inconsistent statement 

on the issue of credibility of the witness but prohibiting the use of the statement for proof of the matters therein 

asserted is ‘wholly unrealistic and difficult for a jury to appreciate’. The American judicial view is predominantly 

to the same effect. In Di Carlo v. United States (1925), 6 F. 2d 364, Justice Learned Hand wrote at p. 368 of the 

situation as it prevailed under the common law where the Court has granted permission to cross-examine upon 

finding a witness to be hostile:

  Not only may the questions extend to cross-examination, but, if necessary to bring out the truth, it is entirely 

proper to inquire of such a witness whether he has or not made contradictory statements at other times. He 

is present before the jury, and they may gather the truth from his whole conduct and bearing, even if it be in 

respect of contradictory answers he may have made at other times.

  The possibility that the jury may accept as truth the earlier statements in preference to those made upon the 

stand is indeed real, but we find no difficulty in it. If, from all that the jury see of the witness, they conclude 

that what he says now is not the truth, but what he said before, they are none the less deciding from what 

they see and hear of that person and in court. There is no mythical necessity that the case must be decided 

only in accordance with the truth of the words uttered under oath in court.

Certiorari was denied by the United States Supreme Court, 368 U.S. 706. Friendly, Cir. J. giving the judgment 

of the Court in U.S. De Sisto (1964), 329 F. 2d 929 (certiorari denied, 377 U.S. 979), makes the same point [at 

p 933]:

  The rule limiting the use of prior statements by a witness subject to cross-examination to their effect on 

his credibility has been described by eminent scholars as “pious fraud,” “artificial,” “basically misguided,” 

“mere verbal ritual,” and an anachronism ”that still impede(s) our pursuit of the truth” … The sanctioned 

ritual seems peculiarly absurd when a witness who has given damaging testimony on his first appearance 

at a trial denies any relevant knowledge on his second; to tell a jury it may consider the prior testimony as 

reflecting on the veracity of the latter denial of relevant knowledge but not as the substantive evidence that 

alone would be pertinent is a demand for mental gymnastics of which jurors are happily incapable. Beyond 

this the orthodox rule defies the dictate of the common sense that “The fresher the memory, the fuller and 

more accurate it is … Manifestly, this is not to say that when a witness changes his story, the first version 

is invariably true and the later is the product of distorted memory, corruption, false suggestion, intimidation, 

or appeal to sympathy … [but] the greater the lapse of time between the event and the trial, the greater the 

change of exposure of the witness to each of these influences.”

…

In Cross on Evidence, the learned author at pp. 416-7 makes this observation concerning the restricted use of 

the prior statement:

  The objections to the reception of prior inconsistent statements as evidence of the facts stated are that the 

statements were not made on oath and the witness swears that they are untrue. The court and the jury will 

generally be well advised to ignore both the statement and the testimony, but, in rare cases, such as those 

in which the witness has been ‘got at’ since he made the statement, there may be excellent reasons for 

accepting it as true.

Professor Wigmore in vol. 3, 3rd ed. (1940), 1018(b), pp. 687-8, after setting out the rule in Deacon v. The King, 

supra, goes to the heart of the issue:

  (b) It does not follow, however, that Prior-Self Contradictions, when admitted, are to be treated as having 

no affirmative testimonial value, and that any such credit is to be strictly denied them in the mind of the 

tribunal. The only ground for doing so would be the Hearsay rule. But the theory of the Hearsay rule is that 

an extrajudicial statement is rejected because it was made out of Court by an absent person not subject 

to cross-examination (post, 1362). Here, however, by hypothesis the witness is present and subject to 

cross-examination. There is amply opportunity to test him as to the basis for his former statement. The 

whole purpose of the Hearsay rule has been already satisfied. Hence there is nothing to prevent the tribunal 
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from giving such testimonial credit to the extrajudicial statement as it may seem to deserve. Psychologically 

of course, the one statement is as useful to consider as the other; and everyday experience outside of 

courtrooms is in accord.

To the same effect, vide Professor E.M. Morgan, “Hearsay Dangers and the Application of the Hearsay Concept” 

62 Har. L. Rev. 177 at p. 196 (1948). As in the case of Wigmore on Evidence, the learned author goes on to 

conclude: “Consequently there is no real reason for classifying the evidence as hearsay”. Finally, McCormick 

on Evidence, 2nd ed. (1972), joins the almost unanimous parade of legal writers when the author states at 

pp. 603-4:

  It is hard to escape the view that evidence of previous inconsistent statement, when the declarant is on 

the stand to explain it if he can, has in high degree the safeguards of examined testimony. Allowing it as 

substantive evidence pays an added dividend in avoiding the ritual of a limiting instruction unlikely to be 

heeded by a jury. Accordingly, jurisdictions which shy away from admitting prior inconsistent statements 

of witnesses generally may not hesitate to admit when the statement is inconsistent with already-given 

testimony.

 …

Whatever may be the correct interpretation of s. 9(1) (in these proceedings it is not necessary to determine 

that question), there is nothing combined in s-s. 9(1) which has any controlling influence over the provisions of 

s-s. (2). Furthermore, there is nothing in the wording employed in s-s. (2) which limits the use or application of 

the contents of prior inconsistent statements admitted in the manner prescribed in s. 9(2), in the determination 

of the truth of the matters therein asserted. Put more specifically, in the context of these proceedings, there is 

nothing in s-s. (2) which indicates that the subsection is procedural only and that the evidence thereby adduced 

is inadmissible on the substantive issues in the proceedings.

Section 9(2) of the Canada Evidence Act then falls to be examined in the light of the old common law rule and the 

cases decided thereunder, but as to what the proper interpretation of the statutory provisions may be nowhere 

does the Legislature reveal an intention to limit the impact of s. 9(2) to procedural or mechanical matters only. 

Certainly, nothing emerges from the terminology of the two subsections to indicate a positive intention to preclude 

the application of these provisions to substantive law or principle. It follows therefore that, unencumbered by 

the earlier cases under the common law, the proper interpretation of the statute emerges, that is to say matters 

elicited on cross-examination including the existence of the prior inconsistent statement form part of the 

evidence going to the trier of fact for such application as that tribunal might make of all such evidence in reaching 

conclusions on the facts.

…

In my view, the law was enunciated in Deacon v. The King (1947), 89 C.C.C. 1, [1947] 3 D.L.R. 772, [1947] 

S.C.R. 531, appears to follow from the state of affairs prevailing under the common law and, as adopted in the 

United Kingdom authorities, as being the continuing principle to be applied after the advent of what is now s. 9(1). 

Section 9(2) did not come into the law until 1968, long after the Deacon case was settled. In my view, the proper 

interpretation of s. 9(2) permits the trier of fact, once the procedural requirements of the subsection have been 

met, to take into its appreciation all the testimony given by the witness including his explanations and denials with 

reference to the proven prior inconsistent statements. Any other conclusion not only lacks the ring of reality but 

is transparently a rule adopted for comfort in the full awareness by the Court that regardless of the instructions to 

the jury, the content of the prior inconsistent statement will be weighed by the jury along with the testimony of the 

witness given in Court in the process of determining which statements and evidence of the witness (if any) are to 

be believed and incorporated in their findings or conclusions on the facts.78

78 Emphasis added. McInroy, supra note 62 at pp. 615 to 620.
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Justice Estey’s dissenting opinion in McInroy was a major component in the Supreme Court of Canada’s 

1993 watershed decision on the substantive admissibility and evidentiary value of prior inconsistent 

statements under s. 9 of the CEA in R. v. B(K.G.)79.

(8) The Meaning of ‘Inconsistency’ Under Section 9(2) of the CEA

An issue respecting the meaning of the term ‘inconsistency’ under s. 9(2) of the CEA arose in McInroy, a 

murder trial involving multiple accused. A key Crown witness, Kathy St. Germaine, provided a statement 

to the police indicating that she had a conversation with one of the accused, Howie McInroy. Her 

statement indicated that McInroy confessed to the murder during their conversation. At McInroy’s trial, 

held seven months after she gave her statement to the police, St. Germaine was called by the Crown and 

testified that she could not recall the conversation. The Crown argued that her testimony was inconsistent 

with her prior statement to the police and made an application to cross-examine St. Germaine on the 

statement under s. 9(2) of the CEA. 

During the voir dire, St. Germaine acknowledged her initials on each page of the statement and 

acknowledged her signature at the end of the document. She also testified that she recalled giving the 

statement to the police. However, when questioned on the contents of the statement, she maintained that 

she could not remember the conversation with the accused.80 At the conclusion of the voir dire, the trial 

judge initially rejected the Crown’s application to cross-examine St. Germaine in the presence of the jury, 

but subsequently reversed himself and granted the application. Accordingly, the Crown cross-examined 

St. Germaine on her statement in front of the jury and she again testified that she could not recall her 

conversation with the accused. Near the end of the cross-examination, she agreed with Crown counsel 

that she did not lie, and had told the police the truth at the time she gave the statement. However, she 

maintained that she could not recall her conversation with the accused.

Justice Martland, who wrote for the majority, stated as follows at pages 602 to 605: 

In his charge to the jury the trial Judge said:

  Now, as to evidence concerning what she said in the statement, I must ask you to bear in mind that the only 

evidence you can consider from her is the evidence she gave in this courtroom. She has had questions and 

answers put to her that were made at some earlier time and she has, in most cases, rejected them in the 

sense that she says she simply cannot remember them. Those questions and answers put to her which she 

could not remember, do not constitute evidence because she has not accepted what has been said to her, 

and I must expressly direct you that those portions of that prior statement are not to be taken as evidence 

of the truth of the statements contained therein, but merely serve to test her credibility as a witness, so once 

again I repeat that in light of her continued inability to remember those questions and answers, they do not 

form part of her evidence and accordingly are not to be taken as evidence of the truth of what is contained 

therein, but are only to be considered by you in testing or determining her credibility as a witness.

The Court of Appeal unanimously held that the trial Judge had erred in permitting Crown counsel to cross-

examine Mrs. St. Germaine concerning the statement. The reason given by Chief Justice Farris is as follows [at 

p. 264]:

79 [1993] 1 S.C.R. 740 (“B(KG)”).

80  The portion of the case containing Crown counsel’s cross-examination of St. Germaine on the voir dire is located 
at pages 595 to 601 of the judgment: see McInroy, supra note 62. It is noteworthy that Justice Martland (for the 
majority) concluded that the questions and answers on the voir dire were “very similar to those which are cited in the 
Milgaard case, at pp. 218-9”: see McInroy, supra note 62.
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  In my view, the Judge was in error in ruling that the witness could be cross-examined by the Crown as an 

adverse witness. At the stage when the application was made initially to cross-examine on the basis of 

s. 9(2), the evidence of the witness can be summarized as follows:

  (1) That McInroy and Jordan had returned to her house at approximately the time as Jordan said they did.

  (2) That she had a conversation in the kitchen with McInroy.

  (3) That she had gone for a ride with McInroy and he had instructed her to throw a paper bag out of the 

window.

  There could be no reason for the Crown to challenge these three items of evidence. The Crown’s purported 

purpose in using the previous statement was on the issue of her credibility. But credibility was not in 

issue. Mrs. St. Germaine had testified to nothing damaging to the Crown’s case. She had simply 

disclaimed any present relevant testimonial knowledge of the conversation with McInroy. In such 

a case a prior inconsistent statement of facts favourable to the proponent of the witness may not be used to 

impeach her.

With great respect, I am not in agreement that there was error in this case on the part of the trial Judge. The basis 

for the Court’s conclusion that there was error is stated in the first sentence of the passage quoted “in ruling that 

the witness could be cross-examined by the Crown as an adverse witness’. Following this statement reference 

is made to the evidence given by Mrs. St. Germaine prior to questions and answers leading to the Crown’s 

application. Her earlier evidence was not adverse to the Crown’s position. The inference is that this prevents her 

from being regarded as an adverse witness.

Section 9(2) is not concerned with the cross-examination of an adverse witness. That subsection confers a 

discretion on a trial Judge where the party producing a witness alleges that the witness has made, at another 

time, a written statement inconsistent with the evidence being given at the trial. The discretion is to permit, 

without proof that the witness is adverse, cross-examination as to the statement.

The task of the trial Judge was to determine whether Mrs. St. Germaine’s testimony was inconsistent with her 

statement to the police. In my opinion, he was properly entitled to conclude that it was. At trial Mrs. St. Germaine 

swore that she could not recall any part of the conversation with McInroy in the kitchen of her house on the night 

of the killing, although only some seven months earlier she had given to the police, in her written statement, the 

details of that conversation, including McInroy’s admission that he was the murderer. If her statement at trial as 

to her recollection was true, inconsistency would not arise, but the trial Judge saw Mrs. St. Germaine 

and heard her evidence on the voir dire. It was quite open to him to conclude that she was lying 

about her recollection and to form his own conclusions as to why she was refusing to testify as to her 

true recollection of a conversation, and what was contained in her written statement, i.e., a detailed 

recollection of it.

…

The granting of the Crown’s application was a matter for the sole direction of the trial Judge and, in 

my view, he had adequate grounds for exercising that discretion as he did. Having granted the application 

the Crown was entitled to cross-examine Mrs. St. Germaine before the jury. The trial Judge was careful to explain, 

in the passage I have already quoted, the limited extent to which that cross-examination might be considered by 

the jury. [Emphasis added].

McInroy holds that where a witness claims that he or she has no recollection of the matters contained in a 

prior statement, it is within the sole discretion of the trial Judge to find that the witness is lying about his or 

her lack of recollection and conclude that there is an ‘inconsistency’ between the witness’ testimony and 

the prior statement.81 That is, an ‘inconsistency’ will arise under s. 9(2) of the CEA even when a witness 

81  See also the excerpt from Witnesses, supra note 15, containing an explanation of the McInroy case and comments 
on meaning of the term ‘inconsistency’ .
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does not expressly contradict the contents of a prior statement, but testifies to a lack of recollection 

regarding the statement that the Judge, in his or her discretion, finds unworthy of belief.
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Criminal Code provisions respecting Applications for Ministerial Review:

Part XXI.1 Application for Ministerial Review – Miscarriage of Justice

“696.1 (1)  An application for ministerial review on the grounds of miscarriage of justice may be 

made to the Minister of Justice by or on behalf of a person who has been convicted of 

an offence under an Act of Parliament or a regulation made under an Act of Parliament or 

has been found to be a dangerous offender or a long-term offender under Part XXIV and 

whose rights of judicial review or appeal with respect to the conviction or finding have 

been exhausted.

  (2)   The application must be in the form, contain the information and be accompanied by any 

documents prescribed by the regulations.

696.2 (1)  On receipt of an application under this Part, the Minister of Justice shall review it in 

accordance with the regulations.

  (2)  For the purpose of any investigation in relation to an application under this Part, the 

Minister of Justice has and may exercise the powers of a commissioner under Part I 

of the Inquiries Act and the powers that may be conferred on a commissioner under 

section 11 of that Act. 
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  (3)  Despite subsection 11(3) of the Inquiries Act, the Minister of Justice may delegate in writing 

to any member in good standing of the bar of a province, retired judge or any other individual 

who, in the opinion of the Minister, has similar background or experience the powers of the 

Minister to take evidence, issue subpoenas, enforce the attendance of witnesses, compel 

them to give evidence and otherwise conduct an investigation under subsection (2). 

696.3 (1)  In this section, “the court of appeal” means the court of appeal, as defined by the definition 

“court of appeal” in section 2, for the province in which the person to whom an application 

under this Part relates was tried. 

  (2)  The Minister of Justice may, at any time, refer to the court of appeal, for its opinion, any 

question in relation to an application under this Part on which the Minister desires the 

assistance of that court, and the court shall furnish its opinion accordingly. 

  (3)  On an application under this Part, the Minister of Justice may 

   (a)  if the Minister is satisfied that there is a reasonable basis to conclude that a miscarriage 

of justice likely occurred, 

    (i)  direct, by order in writing, a new trial before any court that the Minister thinks 

proper or, in the case of a person found to be a dangerous offender or a 

long-term offender under Part XXIV, a new hearing under that Part, or

    (ii)  refer the matter at any time to the court of appeal for hearing and determination 

by that court as if it were an appeal by the convicted person or the person 

found to be a dangerous offender or a long-term offender under Part XXIV, as 

the case may be; or

   (b) dismiss the application.

  (4)  A decision of the Minister of Justice made under subsection (3) is final and is not subject to 

appeal.

696.4  In making a decision under subsection 696.3(3), the Minister of Justice shall take into account all 

matters that the Minister considers relevant, including 

  (a)  whether the application is supported by new matters of significance that were not 

considered by the courts or previously considered by the Minister in an application in relation 

to the same conviction or finding under Part XXIV;

  (b)  the relevance and reliability of information that is presented in connection with the 

application; and

  (c)  the fact that an application under this Part is not intended to serve as a further appeal and 

any remedy available on such an application is an extraordinary remedy.

696.5  The Minister of Justice shall within six months after the end of each financial year submit an 

annual report to Parliament in relation to applications under this Part. 
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696.6  The Governor in Council may make regulations 

  (a)  prescribing the form of, the information required to be contained in and any documents that 

must accompany an application under this Part;

  (b)  prescribing the process of review in relation to applications under this Part, which may 

include the following stages, namely, preliminary assessment, investigation, reporting on 

investigation and decision; and

  (c)  respecting the form and content of the annual report under section 696.5.”

Regulations Respecting Applications for Ministerial Review – Miscarriages of Justice

 “1. The following definitions apply in these Regulations. 

  “Code” means the Criminal Code. ( Code ) 

  “Minister” means the Minister of Justice. ( ministre )  

 2. (1)  For the purposes of subsection 696.1(2) of the Code, an application for ministerial review 

under Part XXI.1 of the Code shall be in the form set out in the schedule and contain the 

following information: 

   (a) with respect to the applicant, 

    (i) the applicant’s name, including any alias or former name, 

    (ii)  the applicant’s address, date of birth and, if any, the number assigned to the 

applicant under the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Automated Fingerprint 

Identification System, 

    (iii)  the name, address and telephone number of the person making the application 

on the applicant’s behalf, if any, 

    (iv)  whether the alleged miscarriage of justice relates to a conviction on an offence 

punishable on summary conviction or on an indictable offence, or, in the case 

of a finding of dangerous offender or long-term offender under Part XXIV of the 

Code, particulars of the finding, and 

    (v)  whether the applicant is in custody; 

   (b) with respect to any pre-trial hearings, 

    (i) the date of the preliminary inquiry, if any, 

    (ii) the court and its address, and 

    (iii)  the number, type and date of any pre-trial motions, as well as the court 

decision on those motions; 

   (c) with respect to the trial, 

    (i) the date on which it started, 

    (ii)  the court and its address, the plea entered at trial, the mode of trial and the 

date of the conviction and that of sentencing, 

    (iii)  the names and addresses of all counsel involved in the trial, and 

    (iv)  the number, type and date of any motions made, as well as the date of the 

court decision on those motions; 

   (d)  particulars regarding any subsequent appeals to the court of appeal or the Supreme 

Court of Canada; 
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   (e) the grounds for the application; and 

   (f) a description of the new matters of significance that support the application.

  (2) The application must be accompanied by the following documents: 

   (a) the applicant’s signed consent authorizing the Minister 

    (i)  to have access to the applicant’s personal information that is required for 

reviewing the application, and 

    (ii)  to disclose to any person or body the applicant’s personal information obtained 

in the course of reviewing the application in order for the Minister to obtain 

from that person or body any information that is required for reviewing the 

application; 

  (b) a true copy of the information or indictment; 

  (c)  a true copy of the trial transcript, including any preliminary hearings; 

  (d)  a true copy of all material filed by the defence counsel and Crown counsel in support of any 

pre-trial and trial motions; 

  (e) a true copy of all factums filed on appeal; 

  (f) a true copy of all court decisions; and 

  (g) any other documents necessary for the review of the application.

 3. On receipt of an application completed in accordance with section 2, the Minister shall 

   (a)  send an acknowledgment letter to the applicant and the person acting on the 

applicant’s behalf, if any; and 

   (b)  conduct a preliminary assessment of the application. 

 4. (1) After the preliminary assessment has been completed, the Minister 

   (a)  shall conduct an investigation in respect of the application if the Minister determines 

that there may be a reasonable basis to conclude that a miscarriage of justice likely 

occurred; or 

   (b) shall not conduct an investigation if the Minister 

    (i)   is satisfied that there is a reasonable basis to conclude that a miscarriage of 

justice likely occurred and that there is an urgent need for a decision to be 

made under paragraph 696.3(3)(a) of the Code for humanitarian reasons or to 

avoid a blatant continued prejudice to the applicant, or 

    (ii)  is satisfied that there is no reasonable basis to conclude that a miscarriage of 

justice likely occurred. 

  (2)  The Minister shall send a notice to the applicant and to the person acting on the 

applicant’s behalf, if any, indicating whether or not an investigation will be conducted under 

subsection (1). 
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  (3)  If the Minister does not conduct an investigation for the reason described in subparagraph 

(1)(b)(ii), the notice under subsection (2) shall indicate that the applicant may provide further 

information in support of the application within one year after the date on which the notice 

was sent. 

  (4)  If the applicant fails, within the period prescribed in subsection (3), to provide further 

information, the Minister shall inform the applicant in writing that no investigation will be 

conducted. 

  (5)  If further information in support of the application is provided after the period prescribed in 

subsection (3) has expired, the Minister shall conduct a new preliminary assessment of the 

application under section 3. 

 5. (1)  After completing an investigation under paragraph 4(1)(a), the Minister shall prepare an 

investigation report and provide a copy of it to the applicant and to the person acting on the 

applicant’s behalf, if any. The Minister shall indicate in writing that the applicant may provide 

further information in support of the application within one year after the date on which the 

investigation report is sent. 

  (2)  If the applicant fails, within the period prescribed in subsection (1), to provide any further 

information, or if the applicant indicates in writing that no further information will be provided 

in support of the application, the Minister may proceed to make a decision under subsection 

696.3(3) of the Code. 

 6.  The Minister shall provide a copy of the Minister’s decision made under subsection 696.3(3) of 

the Code to the applicant and to the person acting on the applicant’s behalf, if any. 

 7.  An annual report submitted under section 696.5 of the Code shall contain the following 

information in respect of the financial year under review in the report: 

   (a) the number of applications made to the Minister; 

   (b) the number of applications that have been abandoned or that are incomplete;

   (c) the number of applications that are at the preliminary assessment stage; 

   (d) the number of applications that are at the investigation stage;

   (e)  the number of decisions that the Minister has made under subsection 696.3(3) of 

the Code.
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